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~fESSAGE.
Fell9w-citizens of tke Senate
and ~f ·the House of .Representativ_es :
\

Under the benignant Pro~idence of A.l mighty_ God, the re,p resentatives of the States and of the people are agam brought together
to deliberate for: the public good. The gratitude of the nation to
the sovereign arbiter . of all _human . ~vents, s~ould b-e com~ensura te ·with the boundless bless~ngs which we enJoy.
Peace, plenty, and contentment reign throughout our borders,
and our beloved country presents a sublime moral spectacle· to the.
world.
,.
The troubled and unsettled condition of som~ of the principa:E
European powers has had a necessary ten·dency to check and embarrass trade, and to depress prices throughout all commercial na- .
tions; but notwithstanding these causes, the United States, with.
their abundant products, have felt their effects less severely than
any other country, and all our great interests are still prosperou~
and successful.
In reviewing the g·reat events of the past year, and contrasting
the agitated and disturbed state of other countries with (),Ur own
tranquil and happy con.dition, we may congratulat.e ourselves tha,t
we a.re 'the most favored people on the, face of the earth. While th-epeople of other countries are struggling to· establish free instit-wtions, under which man may govern himself, we are in .the actual
enjoyment of them......:a rich inheritance from our fathers. While
enlightened · nations of Europe are conYulsed an'd distracted by ci vii
war or intestine : strife, we settle.. all our political controver.sies
by the peaceful exercise of the rights of freemen at the ballot-box.
The great republican maxim so deeply e,n graven on the hearts of
- our people, th~t t~e will of the majority~ ~onstitutionally expressed, shall_ prevail, 1s our sure safeguard. agarnst force and violence.
It is a subject of just pride, that ottr fame and character as a nation cont\nue ~apidly to ad va,nce in the estilliation of the civilized
world. To our wis.e. and free institutions it is to be attributed, that
while other nations have achieved glory at the price of the suffering, distress, and impoverishment of their· people, we have w.on our
honorable position in the midst ·9'f an uninterrupted prosperity, and
?f an increasing individu~l comfort and h~ppiness.
am happy to
rnform you that our relat10ns with all. nations are f::-iendly and nacific. Advantageous treaties of . commerce have been con cl utl'ed
'!ithin the_ last four years with New G 7enada, Peru, the Two Sicihes, ~elgrnm, Hanover, Olden~u:g, and Mecklenburg-Schwerin,.
Pur~u1.n g our exam~le, the restnctive system of Great Britain, o.ur .
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principal foreign· customer, has been relaxed ; a more liberal e,om·mercial policy has been adopted by other enlightened nations, and
E>Ur trade has been greatly enlarged and extended. Our CO'l\ntry
stands higher- -in the respect of , the world than at any former period. To continue to occupy this proud position, it is only necessary .to preserve peace, and faithfully adhere to the great and fundamental principle of our foreign policy, of non-interference in the·
domestic concerns of other nations. v,,.r ~ recognise in all nations
the right which ,ve enjoy ourselve~, to change and reform their
political institutions according to their ow11: will and. pl'easurt;!.
Hence we , dt> not look behind existing governments, capable of,
maintaining ~heir ow~ autl:ority. We recognise 'all such actual
governments, not onl~ froJU the dictates o_f true policy, but from a
sacred· regard for the independence of nations.
·
While this is our settled policy, it does. not follow that we can
ever be in~ifferent .spectator~ of the 'progress of liberal prin_ciples.
The government _and people of. the United States hailed wit? enthusiasm and delight th~ establishment of the Fr,ench republic, as
~ve now hail the efforts
progr_~ ss to unite the States of Germany
_in a confederation, si~ilar in many' respects to our own federal
Union. If the great and enlightened German States, occupying,
as. they dg, a cen_tra_l and commanding position in Europe, sh_all
succeed in estab11shrng such a confederated government, secunng
at the same time to the citizens of each State -local governments
adapted to the peculiar condition of each, with unrestricted trade
and intercourse with each other; it will be an important era in the
history of human events. Whilst it will consolidate and strengthen
the power of Germany, it must essen'tially pr·o mote . the cause of
peace, commerc~, civilization, ~nd constitu_tional liberty throughout the world.
• 1
With all the governments on this continent our r~lati9ns , it is
believed, a-re now on a more friendly and satisfactory fo'oting than
they have ever been at any f!Ormer period. ·
Since the , exchange of ratifications of the ,treaty o' f peace with
1 Mexico, -our intercourse with the government of that repu~lic has
been of t~e most friendly character. Tlie envoy extraordinary and
minister plenipotentiary of the United States to Mexico has been
,eceived and accredited, and a diplomatic representative from
Mexico of similar rarik has been received and accredited by this ,
government. The ~micable ·q~lations between the two countries
which had been suspended have been happily 'restored, and are
destined, I trust, to be long preserved. The two republics, both
situated on this continent, and with coterminous territories, have
every motive of sympathy and of interest to bind them together
·n perpetual amity.
·
This gratifying condition of our foreign relations renders it un ..
necessary for me to call your attention more specifically to them.
It has beer: my constant aim and desire to cultivate peace and
com~erce w1th all nat_ions. Tranquillity at home and peaceful
1elations abroa
constitute the ~rue permanent policy of our
country. War the scourge of nations, .. ometimes becomes ineYit-
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able but is always to be avoided when it can be done ·consistently ,.
'
.
with the rights and honor of a nation.
.
,One of the most im'p ortant results of the war ) r1to which we were
recently forced with. a neighboring nation, is the demonstration it
has afforded o"f the military strength of our country. :Before the
late ·war with Mexico, European and other foreign powers enter- .
tained imperfect and erroneous vie,\'S of our physical strength as a
nation, and of our ability to prosecute war, ax:id especially a war
waged ou'.t of our,own country. They saw that our standing army
on the peace establishment did not exceed ten thousand· men. Accustomed themselves to maintain in pe_ace large standing armies for
the protection of thrones against their o,vn subjects; as · well as
against foreign enemies, they h~d not conceived_ t~at. it was possible for a nation without such an· army, well d1sc1p)med and of
long service, to w~ge war successfully. They held in low . repute
our milit'ia, and were far from regarding them as an effective force,
unless it might be for temporary defensive operations ·,vhen invaded on our own soil. The events of ·the late· war with Mexico
have not only undeceived them, but have removed .enoneous impressions which prevailed to so_me extent even among a portion of
our owq countrymen-. That vrnr _has demonstrated, that upon the
breaking· out of hostilities not anticipated, and for which ·n o · pr~,,ious preparation had been maqe, a volu1,1teer army of citizen soldiers equal to nteran troops, agd in numbers equal to any emergency, c(ln in a short period be brought into the field . . Unlike
what w~uld have occurred in any other country, we were un<ler no
necessity of resorting to draughts or conscriptions. On the contrary, such was the number of volunteers who patriotically ·tendered their services, that the chief difficulty was in making selections
and determining who should be disappointed and compelled to remain at home. Our citizen-soldiers are unlike those drawn from
th-e population of a.riy other country. They are composed indis-'
criminately of all professions and pursuits: of farmers, lawyers,
physicians, merchants, manufacturers, mechanics, and laborers; and ~
this, not only among _the officers, but the private soldiers in the
(anb. Our citizen-soldiers are unl_ike tpose .of any other country
1µ other respects. They are armed, and have been accustomed
from their youth up to handle and use fire-arms; and a large proportion' of them, especially in the western an'""l more newly-settled
States, -are expert marksmen. They are men ,vho lnye a reputation to maintain at home by their good conduct in the field. .They
are intelligent, and there is an individuality of character which is ·
found in the ranks of no other army. In battle, each private man,
as well as every officer, fights not only for his country," but for
glory and distincti,on among his fellow-citizens · when h.e shall return to civil life.
t
The war ~ith Mexico has · demonstrated not only the ability of
the government to organize ·a numerous 2.rmy upon a sudden call,
b-~t also to provide it \~ith an the munitions-and necessary supplies
with despatch, c onvenience, and ease, and to direct its operatio13s
with effi ciency. The st rength . of our institutlons has' not only been
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displayed in the valor ·and skill of our hoops e~gaged in active..
service in the field, but in the organization of those executive '
branches which were ~harged with the general direction and con-duct
the war. While too great praise cannot be bestowed upon
the bfficers and men who fought our bqttles, it would be unjust to
withhold from those officers necessarily stationed at home', who
were charged with the duty of furnishing the army, in proper time
an'. d at proper places, .with ~l) the_ munitions
war a~d other s~p~
plies so necessary to make 1t effic1ent, the _ co~menl1ahon to w h1c_h
they are entitled. The cred·it due to this class of our officers 1s
the , greater, when. it is considered that no army in ancient or
modern times was ever better appointed or provide·d than our army
in Mexico. Operating in an enemy's country, removeu two thousand miles from the seat of the federal government, its different
co'r ps spread over a vast ,extent of territory' huncfreds, and even
thousands ·9f mil~s a'part from each other, nothing short of the
1:1ntiring vigilance and extrao!dinary energy of these officers could
have enabled t;hem to provide the army at all point's, and in proper
season., with all that was required for the most efficie~t service.
It is but an act of justice to decl3:re that the officers .in charge of
- the ~everal executive bureaus·, all under the immediate eye and
su·pervision of the Secret,a ry of War, performed their respective
duties w1th abi1ity, energy,, and efficiency. They have reaped less
of the glory of the war, not haying been · persqnally exposed to i!s
perils in battle, than their companions iri arms; but, without their
forecast, efficient aid, and co operation, those in the '.field would
not have been provided with the ample means they possessed of
achieving for themselves, and their country the unfading honors
which they ha've won for both.
.
When all these facts are considered, it J?.1aY cease to be a matter '
of so much amazement abroad how it happened that our noble
army in Mexico, regulars ·and volunteers, wen~ victorious upon
every battle-field, however fearful the odds against them. ·
The.war w.ith Mexico has thm; fully developed the capacity of
repubhca_n govern11:1ents to pro~ecute successfully a just and ncce~sary foreign war with all the vigor usually attributed to more arb1- .
trary f~rms of governmen_t. It has been usual for writers on public
law to impute ~o republics a want of that unity, concentration of
purpose, and vigor of execution, which are generally admitt'ed to
belong to the monarchical and aristocratic forms; and this feature
of P?Pular g?vernment has been supposed to display itself more
particularly m the conduct of a war ca.rried on in an e'nemy's, territory· Th~ ,~ar with Great Britain, in 1812, was to a great extent
con?ned w1th1n our own limits, and shed but little light on this
subJect .. But the war which we h'ave just closed by an honorable
peace ev~nces, beyond all doubt, that a popular representative government 1s equal to any emergency which is likely to arise in the
affair of a nation.
~he ·ar with I exico has develo ped mo~t strikingly and consp1cuou ly anot er feature in our in ti utions. It is that, without
co .. t to t e govern ent·or clanger to our liberties, we have in the
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bo~om of our society of freemen, available in a just and necessary
war, virtually a stan~i_ng army of t~o mi!Jions of armed citizen-soldiers, such as fought the battles of Mexico.
.
But our military strength does· not- consist alone in our capacity
for extended and ·successful operations .on land. The navy is an
important arm of the national defence. If the services_of the navy
were not so brilliant as those of the army in the late war with ,
Mexico_, it was because they ha9 no enemy to meet on thei.r own
~lement. While tlie anny had opportunity of performing more
conspicuous service, the navy Jarg-ely p_articipa ted in the. conduct 1
of the war. Both brnn ches of the serYice performed their whole
<luty to th~ country. For the able and gallant services ~f the offic .ers and men of the navy-acting inl\ependently as well as in
co-operation with our troops-in the conqu·est of the Californias,,
the ca}Jture of Vera Cruz, and the seizure and occupation of other ,
i mportant positions on the ·Gulf and Pacific coasts, the highest
prai<se is due. Their vigilance,.... energy aIJ.d skill, rendered the most
effec~ive service in excluding munitions of war and other supplies
from the enemy, while they secured a safe -entrance for a1rnndant
s upplies for our own army. Our e_xtend ed commerce was nowhere
interrupted; and for this immunity from th e' evils of war, the
c ountry is indebted to the navy.
•
.
.High prais e· is du·e to the offic,e rs of the several executive bureaus,
11avy yards, and stations c; onnected · with the se'rv,ice, all under thei mmediate direction of the Secretary 0f the Navy, for the ind us try,.
foresight, and energy with which everything was· directed and furnished to gi ve efficiency to that branch of the service. The same
v igilance existed in direct ing the operations of the na'vy as of the
army. There was concert between the heads of the tw.<:> arms of
the service. By the orders which were from time to time issued,
-o ur vessels of war on the Pacific and the Gulf of Mexico were
stationed ~n pr oper time and in proper positions to co-operate
efficiently with the army. By this means their combined power
";as brought to bear successftJ.lly on the enemy. ,
The great results which have been d eveloped and brought to light
by this war will be. of immeasurable importanee in the future pro' .gress of our country . They will tend powerfully to preserve us
fr om foreign collisions, and to enable us to purrne uninterruptedly
.o ur cherished policy of "peace with all nations, :entangling alli- .
a nces with none.'.,'
·
·
Occupying, az we do, a more commanding position among nations
than at any formt;r period, ou.r duties and our responsibilities to
-o~rselves and to · p osterity are correspondiijgly i.ncrease<l. This
w ill be the more obvious when we ' c onsider the vast additions which
h ave ?een recent! y made to our territorial possessions, and their
gr eat 1m partance and value.
,
Within less than four yea rs the annexation of Texa·s to the Union
h as b een consummat e d; all conflicting title to the Oregon Territory
~ou_th 6f the forty-pi nth degree of north latitude, b eing all that was
1ns1s~ed on by any of my predecessors, has been adjusted; and NewM exico and Upper California have been acquired by treaty. The
area of the se se veral territo ries, according to a report carefully
1
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prepared by the Commissioner of the General Land Office from the
most authentic information in 4is possession, and which is here,vith
transmitted, contains one million one hundred and ninety-three·
thousan_d and sixty-one square miles, or seven hundred and sixtythrne milli.on fi,ve hundred and fifty-nine thousand and forty acres;
while the area of the remaining twenty-nine States, and the territory not yet organized into States east of , the Rocky mountai!'ls,
contains two mil1ion fifty-nine ttousand five huI?dred and thirtee~
.s_q uare miles, or thirteen hundred and eighteen million one hundred
and twenty-six thousand and fifty-ei,gh t acres. These estimates
show that the territories recently acquired, .and over" which our exclusiv·e jurisdiction and dominion have been extended, cohstitute ·a
country more than ha!f as large as all that which was held by the .
United States before their acquisition. If Oregon be .excluded from
the estimate, there will still remain within the limits of Texas, New
Mexico, and California, eight 'hundred and fifty-·one thousand five
hundred and. ·ninety-eight square miles, or five hundred and fortyfive million twelve· thousand seven hundred and t~. enty acres; being
an addition equal to rnore than one-third of all the territory owned ·
by the United States before their ·J!.cquisition; and,, including Oregon, nearly as gre'a t an extent of territory as the whole of Europe,
Russia only E!,_x cepted. The Mississippi, so lately the frontier of
our country, is now only its centre. With the addition of the late
acquisitions, the United States are now estimated to .be nearly as
large as the -whole of Europe. · It i.s estimated by the superintendent of the coast survey, in the accompanying report, that 't he extent of the .s eacoast of Texas ' on the Gulf of .Meocico is up·wards of
fo1,1r hundred miles; of the coast of Upper California, on the Pacific,
of n~ne hundred and seventy miles; and of Oregon, including the
Straits of Fuca, of six hundred and fifty miles; making the ,·1i1hole
exten.t of seacoast on the Pacific one thousand six hundred ancl
twenty miles, and the whole extent on· both the Pacific and tlie
Gulf of Mexico two thousand and twenty miles. The length .of the
coast on the Atlantic, from the northern limits of the United States,
around the capes of ,Florida to the Sabine, on the easte'r n boundary
of Texas, is estimated to be three thousand one hundred miles : so
th~t the addition of seacoast, including Oregon, is very nearly twothirds _a~ great as ,all we possessed before; and excluding Oregon, is
an addition of one thousand three hundred and .seventy miles; b~ing
nearly equal to one half of the extent of coast which we possessed
before these acquisitions. We have now three great maritime
fron!s-?n the Atlant,ic, the ~ulf of Mexico, and the Pacificm~krng m !h~ whole an extent of seacoast exceeding five thousand
miles. This 1s the extent of the seacoast of the United States not
including bays, s_ounds, ancl small irregularities of the ~ain shore,
and of _the sea •islands . . If these be included, the length of the
shore l~ne ?f coast, as e t1mated by the superintendent of the coast
su_rny in his report, would be thirty-three thousand and sixty-three
m1lec::. .
. I _t wou Id be diffic. lt o calculate t he ,alue of these immense ad1 10n o o ·r "erri orial possessions. T ex as, lying contiguous t o
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the western ooundary of Louisiana, embraci~g wit!-1in its limits a
part of the navigable tributary waters of the Missis~ippi and an
extensive seacoast, could not long haYe remained. in the hands of
a foreign power without endangering the peace of our southwestern
frontier. Her p·roducts in the vicinity of the tributaries · of the
Mississippi ml.'lst have sought a market through these streams, run.ning into and through our territory; and the danger of irritation
and collision of interests between Texas as a 'fore~gn State _and ourselv.es would han been imminent, whi1e tlie embarrassments in
the commercial intercourse between them must have been constant
and unavoidable. Had T\'xas fallen into the hands, or under the
influence and control of a strong maritime or military foreign
power, as she might have _done, these dangers would have been
still greater. They have ~been avoided by her voluntary ~nd
peaceful annexation to the United States . . Texas, from her posit ion, was a natural and almost indispensable part of our territo- ,
ries. Fortunately•, she has been ·restored to our country, 'and now
constitutes one .of the States of our confederacy, -" upo,n an equal
footing with the original States." The salubrity of climate, the
fertility of soil, peculiarly adapted ·to the production of some of
our most valuable staple commodities, and her commercial advantag.es, must soon make her o.n e of our most popuI,ous States.
· New Mexico, though situated in the interior and wit.h o·ut a seacoast, is known to contain much fertile land, to abound in rich
- mines of the precious metals, and to be capable of sustaining a
Jarge population. From its position, it is the ·intermediate and
connecting territory between ou.r sett]e·m ents and our possessions ·
in Texas, and those on. the Pacific . c.o ast. ·
.
Upper California, 1rrespect~Ye of the vast mineral wealth recently developed there, holds at this dH, in point of value and
importance to the rest of the Union, the same relation tha@t Louisiana did when that · fine territory was acquired from ~ranee fortyfive years ago. . Extending nearly ten degrees of latitude along the
Pacific, and embracing the only safe and commodi9us hai:bots on
that coast for many hundred miles, with a te_m perate climate and
an extensive interior of fertile land~, it is scarcely possible to estimate its wealth until it shall be brought under the government
of our laws, and its resources fully developed. From its position,
it must command the rich commerce of China, of Asia, of the
islands of the Pacific, of west'ern Mexico, of Central America, the
South American States, and of the Russian possessions border.i ng
on thctt ocean. A great emporium will doubtless speedily arise on
the Californian coast, which may ,b e destii:ied · to rival in importance New Orleans itself. The depot of the vast commerce which
must exist on the Pacific
probably be at some p.oint on the
bay of San Francisco, and wiil occupy the same relation to the
whole western coast of that ocean as New Orleans does to the
valley of the Mississippi and the gulf of Mexico. To this depot
our numerous whale ships will resort with their carrroes, to trade,
refit, and obtain supplies. This of itself will largely contribute to
build up a city, which would soon become the centre of a great
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and rapidly incre.a sing commerce: Si~uated .on a safe h~r-bor, sufficiently capac_ious f.or all th~ navies _as well as ~he ~~r.me of the
world, and. convenient to excellent timber for ship building, owned .
by the United States, it must become our great western naval
depot. ·
·
It was known that mines of the precious meta ls existed to a considerable extent in California at' the tinie of its acquisition. Recent discoveries render' .it probable that these mines are more extensive and valuable than was anticipated. The accounts of the
abundance of gold in that territory are of such an extraordinary
character as would scarcely: command belief were they not corroborated by 'the authentic r~ports of officers in the public ser\·· ce, who
have visited the mineral district, and de~ived, the facts which they
detaiJ from personal obs.ervation. Reluctant to credit the reports
in general circulation as .to the _quantity of gold, the officer com- .
mantling .our forces in California visited the mineral district jn
July last, for the purpose of obtaining accurate information on the
subject. Hi~ report to -the War Department of the ' result of his examin'ation, and the facts obtained on the spot·, is herewith l_aid before Congress. When he visited the country, there were about
four thousand persons ,eJ!gaged in collecting go1d. There · i$ every
reason to believe that the number of persons so employed has since
, .'been augmented. The exp1orations already mad_e warrant the beief that the supp1y is very large, and that gold is found at· various
places in an extensive district of country.
. _
·
Information received from -officers of the navy and other sources,
though not so full and minute, co.nfirm the accounts of the commander of our military force in California. It appears, .also, from
these reports, that mines of quick~ilver are found in the vicinity
of
1
. the go1d region. One of them is now being worked, and is believed
to be among the most productive in the world.
.
The effects produced by the discovery 'Of these rich mineral deposites, and the succe::;s which has attended the labors of those .
who have resorted to them, have produced a surprising change in
the state of affairs in California. Labor commands a most exorbiant price, and all other pursuits but that of searching for the precio.u.s metals are abandoned. Nearly the whole of the male popu!ation of the country have gone to the gold districts. Sbips arrivmg on the coast are deserted by their crews, and their voyages
susp~nded for want of sailors. _ Our commanding officer there ~ntert~rns apprehensions that soldiers cannot be kept in the public
service wtthout a large increase of ·pay. Desertions i.f.l his ~ommand ~ave become frequent, and he recommends that those who
shall withstand the strong temptation, and remain faithful, should
be rewarded.
·
This abundan~e of g_o1d, ~T).d the a11-~ngrossing pursiuit of it, have
already caused in Califorma an unprecedented rise in the price of
all the necessaries of life.
That we may the more speedily and fu1ly aYail ourselves of the
unde,~elope wealth of_ these mine , it is ·deemed of vast importance
that a bran ch oft e mint of the United States be authorized to be
1
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establish ed, at your present S€ssion, in California. Among other
signal advantages which would result from such an establishment
would be that of raising the gol~ to its par valµe ' in that territory.
A branch mint of the United States at the great commercial depot
on the west coast would convert into our own coin not · only the
gold derived from our own rich mines, but als-0 the bullion and
specie which our commerce ·may bring from the whole west coast of
Central and Sou'th America. The west coast of ·America and the
adjacent interior embrace the richest ,and° best mines of Mexico,
N ew G:rena,da, Central :America, Chili, and Peru. The bullion and
specie drawn from these countries, and especially' from · those of
W-estern Mexico and Peru, to an amount_~in value of many. millions of dollars, are n9w annually diverted and carried by the ships
of Great Britain to her own po'rts, to be recoine<l or used to sust!in ter national bank, an~ thus contri'b ute to increase her ability
to command so much of the commerce of the world. If a branch
mint be esta-blished at the grea,t commerc-ial point upon that coast,
a vast amoun_t of Ql!'llion and specie would fl.ow thither to be recoined, and pass thence to New Orleans,. New York-, and other .Atlantic cities. The amount of our constitutional currency at . home
would be, greatly increa·sed, while its circulation abroad wou1d be
promoted. It is well kno,wn to, our merch'ants trading to Chin;i
and the west coast of America, that great inconvenience and loss
are experienced from the fact .that our - coins are not current at ·
their par value in those cou.ntries.
The 'p owers of Europe, far Tf::moved from the· west coast of America by the Atlantic ocean which intervenes, and by a tedious and
dangerous navigation around the southern cape of' -the continent' of
America, can never successfully compete with the United States in
the rich and extensive commerr.e which is opened to us at so much
less cost by the acquisition of California.
·
·
,
_
The vast importance and commercia~ advantages of California
haYe heretofore remained undeveloped by the government of the
country of which it constituted a part. Now that this fine province
i_s a part of our country, all the Statl!s of the U n'ion, some more
, immediately and directly than others, are · deeply interested in. the
speedy development of its wealth and _resources. 'No section of
our country is more intereste.d, or will be more benefitted, than the
commercial, navigating, and. manufacturing interests of the eastern
States. Our pla;ting an<l farming interests in every part . of the
Union will be greatly benefitted by it. ' As our eommerce and
navigation. are enlarged and extended, our expo'rts of agricultural
products and of .manufactures will be increased; and in the new .
markets thus op~n.ed they cannot fail to command ·remunerating
.and profitable prices.
.
The acquisitiDn of Californi-a arrd N ew Mexico, the'· settlement
of the Oregon bouaiary, and the annexation of Texas, extending·
to the Rio Grand.are results which, . combined, are of greater
consequence, and will add more tu the strength and wealth o'f the
nation, than any which have preceded them since the adoption of
the constitution.
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:B ut to effect these great res uits, qot bnly California, but New
Mexico, must be brought under th_~. control of_ reg~1arly organized
P-overnments . . The existing condition of Ca \1forma, and of that
pa r t of New Mexico · lying west of the Rio Grand_e, and without
. the limits of Texas, imperiously demand - that Congress should, at
its pres~nt. ses~ion, 'Qrganize territorial governments over them . .
U pon the ex.change of ratifications of \he treaty of peace with
'Mexico on the thirtieth of May last, the temporary . governments
which had been established over New Mexico and California by
our military and naval commanders, by virtue of tne rights of
cease'd to derive an·y obligatory force from that source of authori t y;
a'nd having be.en ceded to · the United States, all government an d
control over them under the authority of Mexico had ceased to
exjst. Impressed .. with the . necessity of establishing territo rial
governments over them, I recommended -the subject to the fav orable consideration of C~ngress in my message communicating· t he
r a tified treaty of peace, on-' the sixth of July last, and invoked
their action at that session. Congress adjourn.cl without making
a n y pi:ovision • for their goYernmen~. The inhabitants, by th e
t ransfer of their ~ount;ry, had become entitled to the benefits of
our laws and constitution, and yet were left without any regularly
organized government. Since that time, the very limited po we r
possessed by the . Executive has been exercised to preserve and p r otect them from the inevitable consequences of a state of anarchy,
The _only government which remained was that established by the
mili tary authority during the war . ., Regarding tnis to be a dejacto
government, and that Qy th e presumed .consent of the inhabitant s
it might be contin_ued temporarily, they ·were , advised to c·onfo t m
and submit_ to it for the short intervening period · before Congress
~ ould agam assemble and could legislate on the subject. T h e
vi ew s entettai_ne<l by the Execu..tive on this point are contained in
a communication of the Secretary of State, dated the seventh of
O ctober last, :vhich' was forwarded for publication to California
and New Mexico, a copy of which is -herewith transmitted.
,
_T~e smal~ ~ilitary force of• tht regular army, which :was ser v ing
·mt hm th_e hm1_ts of the acquired territories at the close of the war,
wa-s retained m them, and additional forces have been ordered
t h ere fo r t~e protection of the inhabitants, and to preserve and secure the rights and interests of the United States. '
N ? revenue has been or could be collected at th·e ports in Cal ifornia ; because Congress failed to authorize the establishment of
custo m- h ou ses, or the appointmen t of officers for that purpose.
Th e Secretary of the Treasury, by a circular letter addressed t o
collectors o~ the customs , on th e sev enth day of October last , a
c~py of _w hich . is h erewith trans mi tt ed, exer cised all the po wer
with wh ich he i\ as inv es t ed b y l aw .
. In pursuance of the act of the fourteenth of gust last, ex t en ding the benefit of our post office Jaws to th e p.
le of Calitornia ,
the Postma5ter General bas app ointed w o agen ts , w ho ha ve p rn ceeded, the one to California , and the other to Orego n, ~ith au-
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thority to make the necessary arrangements for c'arrying its provisions into effect.
The monthly line of mail steamers from Pa,nama to Astoria has
been required to ,, stop and deliver and take mails at San Diego,
Monterey, and San Franci~co." These mail steamers, cohnected
by the isthmus of Panama with the line of m<}il steamers on the
· Atlantic between New York and Chagres., will establish a regular
mail communication -with California.
·
·
It is our solemn' duty to pro-vide, with the least practicable delay, for New Mexico and California, regularly organized terri torial go·vernments. The causes of the failure to· do this at the last
session of Co gress are well kn.own, and deeply to be regretted.
With the opening prospects of i11creased. pros_eerity and national
.gr-eatness which the acquisition of these . r.ich and ~xtensive territorial -possessions affords, how irrational it ,vould be to forego or to
reJect ·these advantages, by the . agitation of a domestic question
wliich is coeval .with the existence of our gov~rnment -.itself, and
to endanger by internal strifes, geographical divisions, an<l heated
contests for political power, or for any other ·cause, the har~ony
of the glorious Union of our confederated States.; that Union which
binds us together as one people-,- and which for · sixty years has
been our shield and P.rotection against every danger. In the eyes
-0f,the ' worl<l, and of · posterity, how trivial and insignificant will
be all pur internal divisions and struggles compared. with _the preservation of this Union of the States in. all its vigor an·d with all'
its countless blessings ! No patriot 'would foment and e~cite geo-·
.graphical , and sectional divisions. .No lover of his country would
-d eliberately calculate the value of the Union. Future generations
would look in ~mazement upon the folly of such a course. Other
·nations at the present day would look upon it ·with astonishment;
and such of them as desire to maintain and pe1:petuate thrones and
monarchical or aristocratical principles, will v-iew it with exulta- '
tion and· Mlight, because in it they will see the elements of faction, which they hope must ultim&tely overturn our system. Ours
is the great example ·of a prosperous and free self-governed r-epuhlic,
co~mantling the admiration and the imi_ta tion of all the lovers of
freedom. throughout the world. How solemn, there'fore,. is the
-duty, how impressive the call upon us and upon all ,parts of our .
-c ountry, to cultivate a patr.iotic spirit of harmony, of good follow.s hip, of compromise and mutual concession, in the administration
of the incomparable system of ·government formed by our fathers
in the midst ·of almost insuperable difficulties; and transmitted t-0
us, with the injunction that we should enjoy its blessings and hand
it down unimpaired to those who may come afte_r us!
In view of the high ·and responsible duties which we owe to ourseJv~s and ~o mankind, I tr~st you may be able, at yoi1r present
ses~1on, t? approa hJ:ha adjustment of the only domestic question
which seriously
eatens, or probably ever c~n threat en, to disturb the harmony and successfu 1 operations of 'Our system.
The immensely valuabJ e po~sessions of New Mexico ancl Ca! ifornia are already inh abitetl by a considerable population. At,
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tracted by their great fertility, their ~in~ral wealth, their commercial advantages, and the salubrity of the climate, emigrants from
the older States, in great numbers, are already preparing to seek
new homes in these inviting regions.
·
Shall the dissimilarity of the domestic institutions in the different States prevent us from providing for them suitable governments? These institutions existed at the adoption of the constitu-,.
tion, but the' obstacles which they interposed were overcome py
that spirit of compromise which is now invoked. - In a conflict 'of
opinions or of interes~s, _real or i~aginary, between di_ffer:nt -~ections of ,our country, l}e1ther can JUstly demand all which it might
desire to obtain. Each, in the true spirit of our institutions, should
concede something to the. other.
·
Our galla_n t forces in the Mexican :war, bY' whose.p_atriotism a_nd
unpara1lelecl deeds of arws we obtained those possessions as an rndemnity for our just demands against Mexico, were compose~ of
citizens who belonged to no one State or- section of our U mon.
They were men from slaveholding and non-slaveholding Stat.es,
from the north and the south, from. the east and the west. They
were all companions in arms and .fellow-citizens of the same ?ommon country; engaged in the same common cause. \Vhen pro~ecuting that war, they were b_rethren and friends, and shared ahke
with e_acli other common toils, dangers, and sufferings. Now, ~h~n
their work ~s ended, when peace is restored, and they return aga~n
to thtir•homes, put off the habiliments of war, take their places m
,. society,, and resume their pursuits in civil life, . surely a spirit of
harmony and concession, and of equal regard for the rights of all,
and of all sections of the Union -o ught to' prevail in providing governments for the a~q,uired t~rritories-th,e fruits of their common
service. The whole people 9f the United States and of every State
contributed to defray the expenses of .that war; and it w~uld not be
· just for any one section to exclude another from all participati_on
in the acquired territory. This would not be in consonance with
the just system of gonrnment which the framers of the constitution
adopt~d.
The question is believed to · be rather abstract than practical,
whether slavery ev'er can· or ·would .exist in any portion of the acquired
territory, ~ven if it were left to the option of the slaveholding
States themselves. From the nature of the climate and productions, in much the larger portion of it, it is certain it could never
exist; and in the remainder, the probabilities are it would not. But
however thi~ may ~e, ~he question, involving, as it does, a principle of equali_ty of rights of t~e separate and several States, as equal
co-partners_ 1!1 the confederacy, should not be disregarded.
In organizing governments over these Territories, no duty imposed on Congress by the constitution requires that they should
legislate on _the subject . of slavery, while their power to do so is
not only seriously q_uestloned, but denied by
ny of the soundest
expounders of that instrument. Whether Congress shall legislate
or not, t_he people of the acqui:ed Territories, when assembled in
con ·entlon to form State constitutions , will possess the sole and
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exclusive power to determine for themselves whether slavery shall
or shall not exist within their limits. If Congress shall abstain
from interfering with the question, the ·people of these Territories
will be left free to adjust it as they may think proper when tb'ey'
apply for admis"sion as States into the Un_ion .. No enactment of
Congress could restrain the people of any of the ·sovereign States
· of the Union, old or new, north or south, slaveholding or non-slave. holding, from determining the character of their own ,domestic ·institutions as they may deem wise and proper. Any and all the States
possess this right, an<l Co.ngr~ss cannot ,_deprive them qf it. The
people of Georgia might, if they chose, so alter their constitution as
to abolish slavery withiq its limits; and the people of Vermont
might so ,a lter their constitution as to admit slavery within its
!i~its,. Bo~h St~tes wo~ld possess the rig_ht; though, as all know,
1t 1s not probable that e1thef would exert 1t. ·
·
.
It is fortunate for the peace and 4armony of the ·Union that this
question is in its nature temporary; and can only continue for the
brief period which will intervene before California and New Mexico
may be ~dmitted as States 'into th.e Union. From the tide ·o f population now flowing into them, it is highly probabl~ th.at this will
soon occur.
.
Considering the several States and the citizens ·of the several
States as equals, anp entitled to equal r'ights under the constitution,
if this _we.re an origina! question, it _might well be i~isted on that
the, principle of · non-rnterference 1s the true doctrine·, and that
Congress could not, in the absence of any express / grant of power,
interfer'e with their relatiYe . rights. · Upon a great emergency,
however, and under menacing dangers to the Union, the Missouri
compromise line in respect to slavery was adopted. The sall}e ' line
was extended further west in the acquisition of Texas. After an
acquiescence of nearly thir1y years in the principle of compromise
recognized and es,t ablished by these acts, and to avoid the danger
to the Union which might f9llow if it were now disregarded, I
have heretofore expressed . the opinion that that line of compromise
should be extended on the parallel' of thirty-six degrees thirty
minutes from the w·estern boundary of Texas; where it now terminates, to the- P_acific oce_an. This i~ the middle g~ound of compromise, upon which the different sections of the Umon may meet, as
t~ey have hereto!or~ met. If this . be ·done, i.t is confidently believed· a large maJonty of the people of every sec.tion of the country, however widely their abstract opinions ot the subject of slavery
may differ, would cheerfully and patriotically acquiesce in it, and
peace and harmony would again fill our :lorders.
The rtstriction north of the line was only yielded fo in the case
of Missouri and Texas upon a principle of co·mpromise, made ne- cessary for the sake of preserving the harmony, and possibly, .the
existence of the nion.
'
It was upon
e considerations that ' at the close of your last
session, I gave
sanction to the principle of the Missouri compromise line, -by-approving and signing the bill to establish " 't h-eTerritorial government of Oregon.'' F1om a sincere desire to pfe-
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., serve the harmony of the Union, and in deference for the acts of
my predecessors, I felt constrained to yield my acquiescence to the
extent to which they had gone in compromising , this delicate -and
dangerous question. But if Congress shall now reverse the de,cision by which the , Missouri com promise was eff€cted, and shall
propo:se to e·x t'end the restriction over the who] e territory, south as
well as north of the parallel of thirty-six deg:·ees thirty minutes,
it will cease
be a compr.omise, and must be regarded as an original question. _
·
, If Congress, instead of ob~ervi.n g the course of non-interfe.r'ence,
leaving the adoption of their own domestic institutions to the peo-,
ple' who may inhabit these Territories; or if, instea'd of extending
the Missouri c0mpromise line to the Pacific, shall prefer to submit
the legal and constitutional questions ,vhi ch may arise to the de-cision of th~ judicial tribunals, as tvas proposed in' a bill which
passed the Senate at your last session, an adjustment may be .effected in this mode. If the whole rnbject be referred to the JU·
dic~ary, all parts of the Union should cheerfully ac quiesc e 'in the
final decision of the tribunal created by the constitution for tae
settlement 9f all questions which n;iay arise under the constitu.tion,
treaties, and laws of the United States.
Congress ·is . earnestly ~nYoked, for the ·sake . of the "£!,nion, ~ts
harmony, and our cor,ti~ued prosperit-y as a nation, to adJust at its
present sesaon this, the only dangerous question which 'lir.s in our
path-if not in some one of the modes suagested,
in some other
0
which may be satisfactory.
·
In anticipatio_n of the establishment of regular governments over
the acquired territories, a joint commission of officers of the army
and navy has been ordered to proceed to the coast of Californ~a
.and Oregon, for the purpose of making reconnaissances and a report as to the proper sites for the erecti·on of fortifications or other
defensive works on land, and of suitable situa.tions for naval stations .. The info:ma ~ion which may be expeczted from a scien ti~c
.and skilful exammatiorr of the whole face of the coast will be eminently useful to Congress, when they come to consider the propriety of making appropriations for these great ·national objects. Prop_er <lefenc_es on la~d will be necessary (or- the security and protection of our pcssess1ons ; and the establishment of navy-yards, and
a ?ock for the repair and construction of vesse1s, will be important
ahke to our n.avy and commercial marine. Without such establishments, every Yessel, whether of the navy or bf the merchant
-service, requiring repair, must, at great expense, come round Cape
Horn to one of our Atlantic yards for the-t purpose. \Vith such
e tablishments, -esseb, it is believed, may be built or repaired as
c?eaply in Ca1iforuia ~s upon the Atlantic coast. They would.
give employment to many of our enterprising ship-builders and
mechanics, and greatly facilitate and enlarge our commerce in the
Pacific.
• . A it i~ a~cer~ained th~t mines of gold, sil v , copper and quicks!her ex1 t in ~ ew Mexico and California, and that nearly all the
lands. where th y are found belong to the United States, it is·
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deemed important
iJie public interests that provisfon should be
. made for a g'eological and mineralogical examination ~f _these re
gions. Measures should be adopted to preserve the mmeral lands,
especially s!]ch as- contain the precious met~Js, for_the _use of the,
United States; or if brought into market, - to separate them from
the ,farming lands, a~d dispose of them in such ,manner as to secure
a large return of money . to the treasury, and at the same time. lead
to the deve1<?pment of their wealth by individual propriet<iHS a·nd ·
purchasers. To do this, it :will be nec·essary to provid~ for an .im-mediate surivey and location bf the· lots. . If Congress should deem
t
it proper to dispo·se of the mineral .lands, they _should be sold - in
small quantities, and at a fixed minimum price.
·
I recommen that surveyor generals' offices be authorizt:d· to .beestablished in New Mexico an~ California, and p-rovision made for,
surveying, and bringing the public lands into marke_t at the earliest ·
practicable period. In disp.osing of 4,hese lands, I recommend that
th~ rig'ht of pre-emption be secured., arid liberal gr~nts mad~, to theu
early emigrants who ha've settled or may settle up-on them.
·
'It will be important to extend our r~venue laws over these territories, and especialJy over California, at an early period. There ' is ·
already . a considerable commerce 'with California -; and until ports
of entry shall be established and collectors appointed,' no revenu'e ·
•
·
can be received. ~
If these and other necessary and proper .measures be adopted for
the development of the wealth and resources of New Mexico and ·
California, and regular territorial governments be est 9 hlish-~d over
them, such will probably be the rapid enlargement of our com' merce and navigation, _a nd suc,h the addition to the national ·w ealth,
that the present generation may live to witness- the controlling
commercial and monetary power of the world transferred from
London and other Europeaff ,emporiums to the c1ty of New York. 1
The apprehensions which were entertained by some ,of our statesmen, in the earlier periods of the government, that our system was
incapable of operating with sufficient energy and success over
largely extended territorial limits, and that if this were attempted,
it would fall to pieces by its own weakness, have been dissipated
by our experience. .By the division of power between the States
and . federal .government, the \latter is found to operate with as much
energy in the extremes as in the centre. It is as efficient in the re~
motest o.f the thirty States which now compose the Union,.as it was
in the thirteen States which formed · our constitutfon. Indeed·, it
may well be doubted, whether, if our present popu:lation had been . ,
confined within the limits of the original thirteen States, the t eµ-·
dencies to centralization and consolidation wo ul d not have been such as to· have encroached upoh the essential reserved rights of the ~
States, and thus to have made the federal government a widely dif·
ferent one, practically, from what it is in theory, and was intended
to be by its framers. So far from entertaining apprehensions of t-he
safety of our syst.em by the extension of our territory, the belief ii
confide:Qtly entertained that each new State gives strength and an
additional guaranty for the preservation of the Union itself.
2
,·
'
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. In pursuance pf" the provisions of the thirt~enth article of the
treaty of peace, friendship, limits, and settlement, with the republic
·of Mexico, and, of the· ·a ct of July the twenty-ninth, 1848, claims of
our citizens which had been '~ already-liquidated and decided against
the Mexican republic," amounting, with the interest thereon, to
two million twenty-three thousand eight hun_dred and. thirty-two
dolla.rs and fifty-one cents, have been liquidated and ·paid . . There
remai.h _to be paid of these claims, seventy-four thousand- one hundred and nin·ety-fwo dollars and_twenty-six cents.
,, Congress at its last session having ~ade no provision for execu ting the fifteenth article ' of the treaty, by which the United States
assume to make satisfaction for the '' nnliquidated claims" of our
1
citizeris against Mexico, to '' ~n amount not exceedi g three and a
quarter millions of d<1llars," the- subject is again recommended to
_
.
· ·
·y:our favorable consideration~
:. T.he exchange of ratifications.,pf the treaty wit4 Mexico took place
· o.n the thirtieth of M;ay, 1848. Within one year after that time, the
commissioner and surveyor which each go·ve~nment stipulates to
appoint, are required to meet.'' at the port of San Diego, and pfo- .
c.eed to run and mark the said boundary in i:ts whole course to the
mouth qf \he Rio Bravo del Norte." It will be seen from this provision,, that the peripd within which a co·mmissioner and surveyor
of th'e respective governments are to II!,eet at San Diego, will expire on the thirtieth of May, 1849. Con~ress, at the close of its
last ·s ession, made an appropriation 'for " th~ expenses of running
and marking the boundary line" bet.ween the two countries, but did
n~t fi:x: the amount of salary wh,ich should be paid to the commissio~er a°:d surveyor to be ·appointed on the_part of the Vnited States .
It 1s desirable that the amount of compensation which they shall
receive should be prescribed by law, and not left, as at present, to
executive discretion.
Measures were adopted ·a't the earliest practicabie period to organize _the "Territorial government of Or-egon," as authorized by the
act of the t:ourteenth .o f August last. The governor and 1~arshal '
of thr Territory, ar.companied 'by a small military escort,, left the
frontier of Missouri in September last, and took the southern route,
?Y th~ way of Santa. Fe and the river Gila, to California, with t~e
mtenhon of proceedmg th,e nce in, one of our vessels of war to their ·
. destination .. The governor was full.y advised of .the great importan~e of his early arrival in the country, and it is, confidently
believed he may reach Oregon in th'e latter part of the present
month, or early in the next. The other officers for the Territory
have proceeded by sea.
·
In the month of May last, I communicated information to Congress that an Indian war had broken out in Oregon, and recommended that authority be given to raise an adequate number of
v~l_untee~s to procee~ without delay to the assistance of our fellowc1h~ens rn that Territory. The authority to raise such a force not
havrng been granted by Congress, as soon as their services could
be dispen ~d with .in Mexico, orders were issued to the regiment of
mounted riflemen to proceed to Jefferson Barracks, rn Missouri, and
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to prepare to maroh to Or~gon as _soon 'as the necessary pr~vision
could be · made. Shortly b.efore 1t was ready to march, 1t was
arrested by the provi~ion ·of the act passed by Congress on the last
day ,of the lc!st ses~i?n, which d~rected that all t~·e non-commissioned officers, .musicians, and privates of that regiment, who had
been in service in Mexico, · should, upon t~eir· application, be _
entitled to be discharged. The effect of this provision was to disband the rank and file of the regiment ; and before their places ·
could be filled by recruits, the season had · so far .advanced that it
was impracticable for it to proceed , until the opening of the next
spring.
.
_ .
In the mont of O¼tober last, the accompanying communication
was received rom the gov_e rnor of the temporary government of
Oregon, giving information of the continuance of the Indian dis·turbances, and of the de5ltitution and defenceless con~ition of th..e
inhabitants. Orders were immediately transmitted to th·e commander of the squadron in the Pacific, tq despatch to their aS)list.:. ·
. -ance a part of the naval forces on that station, to furnish them with
arms and ammunition, and to continue to give them su_ch aid and
protection as the Qavy could ·afford, until the_army could reaeii the
,country.
_
, It is th,e policy of humanity, and · one which bas al ways been
pursued by the United, States, to cultivate the good will of 'the aboriginal tribes of this continent, and to restrain them from making
war, and indulg'ing in excesses, by mild means, rather than by
force. That this .could have been done with the tribes in Oregon,
had that Territory been brought under the government of our laws
at an earlier period, and h'a d suitable measures been adopted by
Congress, such as now exist in our intercourse wit~ the other Indian tribes within our limits, cannot . be doubted. · Indeed, the
, immediate and only cause of the existing hostility of the lrt.dians of Oregon is represented to have been, the long delay .
of the United States in making to them some trifling cornpen· sation, in such articles as they wanted, for the ·country now
occupied by our emigrants, which the Indians claimed and over,
which they formerly roamed. This compensation had been promised to them by the temporary governmePt established in Oro- .
gon, but its fulfilment had been postponed from time to time,
Jar_ ~early two years, whilst t~ose who ~ad_e it had been anxiously
wa1trng for Congress to, establ~sh a terntor'ial government over the
co_untry. The Indians became at .length distrustful of their good
faith, and sought redress by plunder . and massacre, which finally
led to the present difficulties .. · A few thousand dollars in suitable
presents, as a compensation for the country which had been taken
posse!ision of by our citizens, would have satisfied the Indians, and
have prevented the war~ A small amount properly distributed, 'it
is confidently believed, wou ]d ·soon restore quiet. In thi~ •Indian
war our fellow- citizens of Oregon have been compelled to take the
fi~ld in their own defence, have performe~ rn1uable military ser- ,
vices, and been subJected to expenses which have fallen heavjly
.u pon them.
Justice demands that · provision shollld be , made by
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co·ngress to compensat? th.em for, their ~ervices, and to refund to
them the .n eces~ary _expense~ w~ich they have incurred.
I repeat the recommendation heret0tfore made to Congress, that
p·r ovision be made for the appointment of a suitable number of In, d'ian ag·ents to ~eside among the tribes of Oreg?n, a~d tha't ~ small
sum ·be appropnated to enable thes_e, agents to cultivate fnendl_y
re'lati-ons with ,them. lf this be done, tll'e pr-esence of a small mih, tary ;force
-be all that is necessary to, keep th'em in ch,eck, and
· preserve peace.
, .
.
·
.
'
I
I recommend that similar provision be rnade as regards the
tribes,inhabiting n,ort~ern Texas, New Me:x;ico, California, and the
extensive region 'lying between our settlements in Missouri and
theseJpossessi·ons, 'as the most effecfiye mean_~ of p serving peace
·upon our borders, and ·within th-e recently acquired territo-ries.
The ~ecretary of the r Treasury will present, ,in his annual report, a highly satisfa~tory" statement of the condition of the
'fi-nances.
,
,
'
.
,
~ · ·The imports for the fiscal year ending o.n the thiitieth of June
last, were of the value of one ' hundred and fifty-fo _u r million nine
hundred 'and seventy-seven thousan.d eight hundred anci seventy-six
dollars; o'f whi~h the a~ount exported was .-twenty-one million
one hundred· a:nd twenty- eight thousand and ten dollars; leaving
one hundred and thirty-three. million eight hundred and forty-nine
thousand eight · hundred and sixty -six dollars in ·the count;y, for
domestic use.
•
The value of the- exports for the ~ame period, \vas one hundr~dand fifty-f~ur million thirty-two thousand one hundred and thirtyone doUars; consisting of do~estic productions, amounting to one
hundred and thirty-two million nine hundred and four thousand
one hundred and twenty-one dollars, and tw_enty-one million one
h.undted and twenty-eight thousand and ten dollars of forei,gn
articles.
·
The receipts into the treasury for fhe same period, exclusive·
of loans, amounted to thirfy-five million four hundred and. thirtysix th~usand seven hun?red and fi_fty dollars and fifty~n~ne cents;
of which there was derived from customs, thirty-one million seven
hundred and fifty-seven thousand and seventy do11ars ·and ninetysix cents; Jrom sales of public lands, three million three hundred
and t\~rnty-eight thousand six hundred and· forty-tw_o dollars and
fifty-six cents; and, frqm miscellan:eous and incidental sources,
three bund1 ed and fifty-one thousand and thirty-seven dollairs · and
seven cents.
It will be perceived that the revenue from customs for the last
fiscal year exceeded, by seven hundred and fifty- seven thousand
and seventy dollars and ninety-six cents, the estimate of th~ Secretary of the Treasury in his last annual report· and that the ag..:
gr_egate receipts during the same period, fr.om ~ustoms, landi;, and
m1 cel1aneous sources, also exceeded the estimate by the sum of
fi e hundred an_d thirty-si:X ~housand seven hundred and fifty do]- ,
~ar and ~fty-nrne cents; rnd1cating, however, a very near ap_p roach
rn he · hmate o the actua1 result.

will
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The expenditures during the fiscal .'y ear ending on the tbirtie,th
·of June last, including those for the war, and exclusive of pay•
men ts of original and interest for the public debt, were forty-two
million eight hundred and eleven thousand nine hundred and sev.;
. . ,
-enty dollars and . three cents .
. It is estimated that the receipts in to the treasury. for the fiscal
year ending on the thirtieth of June, -184?! including the balance
in the treasury on the first of July last, will amount to the sum of
fifty- sevcin million forty-eight thousan.g nine hundred and sixty; nine dollars and ninety cents1 of which th.irty-two million of dol
lars, it is estimated, will be derived from custom~; thr.ee ·m illions
of dollars from ,the sales of the public lands;- an_d one million two
hundred thousand dollirs fr.om miscellaneous an~· fo.cide·ntal sourqes,
including the premium upon the Joan, and the amount paid and 'to"
be paid into !he treasury on · account of military .contribu!i·ons ~~
Mexico, and the sales of ar·ms ·and vessels and other public ·.prop·e rty rendered unnecessary for the use or-tlfe government by t~e
termination of the war;. and twenty miHion six hundred -and ninety-ii ve thousand four hundred and thirty-five dollars and . ~hirty
-cents from loans already negotiated, including treasury notes
funded, which, together with the balance in the treasury on ,the
first of July' last, make the sum estimated. ·
· "·
The expenditures for the .same period, including the ,necessary
payment on account of the 'princjpal and interest of the public
debt, and the principal and interest of the first instalment due
to Mexico on ·the thirtieth of May next, and -other expendi:tures growing out of the war, to · be paid during the present year,
will amount, including the reimbursement of treas,u ry notes, to the·
sum of fifty-four million one hundred an,d nin.e ty-five thousand
two hundred and s'eventy-five dollars and six cents; leaving an
estimated ba]ance in the treasury on · the first of July, 1849, of two
million eight hundred and fifty-three thousand six hundred and
ninety-four dollars and eighty-four cents. •
The Secretary of the Treasury will ,present, as required by l&w,
the estimates of the re9eipts and expenditures for the ne·xt fiscal ·
year. The expenditures as estimated for that year are thirty-three ·
,million two hundred and thirteen thousand one . hundred and fifty ..
two dollars and seventy-three cents, including three million seven
hundred and ninety-nine th0usand one hundred ~rd two dollars' .
and eighteen cents for the interest on the public debt, and three
million five hundred and forty thousand dollar's for the principal
and interest due to Mexico on the thirtieth of May, 1850; leaving
the sum of twenty-five million eight hundred and seventy-four
th_ousand fifty dollars and thirty-five cents; which, it is believed
will be ampl(} for the or1!inary peace expendi'tures.
.
· The operations of the tariff act of 1846 ha,ve been such during
t he past year as fully to meet the public expectation, and to can~ rm the opinion heretofor_e expressed of the ~isdom of the change
rn our revenue system which was effected by 1t. The receipts under
i t into the treasury for the first fiscal year after its enactment ex-:ceeded by the sum of five million forty-four thousan 'd four hundred '
and three dollars and nine cents the amount collected during the
I
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last fis.c al year under the tariff a~t of 1842, ending the 't hirtieth of
Jun'e, 1846.' The total rev.enue realized from the _comrpencerrient of
its operation; on the first of D,ecember, 1846, until t~e close· of the
last quarter, on ~he thirtieth of Septem,ber last, being twen~y-two
_months, was fiftY,·s-i x million six hundred and fi fty-_four thous~nd
five hundred• and sixty-three dollars- and se v en ty-nill e cents-bemg
a much large_r suni than was e_v_er· before rec~ive.d from duties during
any equal period· under the tariff acts of 1824, 1828, 1832, and 1842.
Whilst ·by the ~epeal of highly protective and prohibitory duties
the revenue !_las been increased:, the taxes on the people have be_en
diminished. ~h~y haye been relieved from , the heavy amounts w~th
which' they were burthened under former laws in the form of Jncreased prices or bounties p'aid to favored classes a11J pursuits: . ,
~he predictions. which wer.e made, ,that the ~ariff act of 1846
would reduce th'e amount of revenue below that collected und·er
the act of _1842, ·a nd would prostrate the business and destroy ~he
prosperity of · 't he country, ha.Te not b~ _e n Yerified. With an increased and incre,asing · revenue, the finances 'are. in a highly· flourishing condition. · Agriculture, commerce~ an·d navigation, are·
prosp~rous; the prices of manufacture:d fabrics, and of other products, are much less injuriously affected than was to have. been
anticipated, from ~he unprecedented . revulsi,ons., which, during the
last · and the. present Har,. have overwhelmed the industry ,. an_d
paralyzed the credit - and commerce qf so many g i:eat and enlight- '
ened nations of Europe.
· .
_
:.. . Severe commercial revulsions abroad have al w ays heretofore
operated to depress, and often to affect disastrously, ·a lmost e'very
branch of American industry. The temporary depression of a portion of our manufacturing interests is the effect of foreign causes,.
a_nd is fa r less severe than has preva:iled on all fo r nier similar occas10ns .
. It is believed that , looking to the grea t aggregate of al l our
mterests, th~ whole coqntry was never more prosperous than at the
present . period, and never more rapidly advancing in wealth and
population. Neither the foreign · war in which we have been invol~ed, no r ·the leans which have absorbed so large a portion of our
capital, nor the commercial revulsion in Great Btitain in 1847, nor
the paralysis of credit and comm.e rce throughout Europe in 1848,
~ave affected injuriously to any considerable extent any of the great
mterests of the country, or arrested our onward march to greatness,
weal th , and power.
·
Ha d th e disturban ces in Eu'r ope not occurre d, our commerce
would u n_doubtedly have been still more extended, and would hav e
a dd ed st1!l more. t o the nat~onal wealth ~nd public prosperity .
.But notw1thst andmg t hese disturbances, the op erations of the re-venue syste m es \ablished by the tariff a.ct _of 1846,. have been so
generally beneficial t o th e go v ernmen t and the business of th'e
coun_try, t~at no chan g e in its prov ision s is deman ded · oy a w isepublic policy , a nd none is rec omm ende d.
Tb
pera~i on of the constituti onal tr ea sury, es tabl ished by th e
act of he 1xth of Augu t, 1846, in the rece ip t, cus tody, an d disI
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burseme,nt of the public mo~ey, have continued to be successful ~
f
· Under this system the public finances have been carried ~hrough a
foreign war, involving the necessity of loans and ext~aordrnary expendi~ures, anrl r-equiring , distant transfers arid .disbursements, wit~out, embarrassment, and no loss has occurred of any of_the pubhc·
money deposited under its provisions. Whilst tt has proved to be
· safe and useful to the government, _its effects have been most beneficial upon the business of the country. It.-has tended powerfully
to secure an exemption from that inflation and fluctuation of the
paper currency, so injurious to domestic. industry, and rendering so
uncertain· the rewards of labo~, and it is believed has largely contributed to preserve the whole country -from a serious comm·ercial
revulsion, such as often occurred under the bank deposit system.
In the year 184 7, there was a r~vulsio1.1 in the business of Great
Britain of great extent and intensity, which was followed by
failures in_that kingdom unprecedented in number and amount of
losses. This is believed to be the first instance when such disas. trous bankruptcies, occurring in a cou·ntry with which we have
such extensive commerce, produced little or no injuriou& effect
upon our trade or currency. w ·e r~mained but little affected in om
money mar-ket, and ou r business and industry were still prosperous
and progressive.
"
, During the present year, nearly the whole cqntinent of Europe
has been convulsed by civi'l wa·r and re-rolutions, attended by -numerous bal'l kru ptcies, by in unprecedented fa] I in their public secu..:
rities, and an almost universal paralysis of commerce and industry; ,
and yet, altho ugh our trade and the prices of 01ir produ~ts ·must
have been somewhat unfavorably affec~ed by these causes, we have ·
escaped a revulsion~ our money iparket is comparat.ively e·asy, and
pubHc and private cre·di-t have advanced and improved. It is confidently believed that we have been saved from their
effect by the salutary operation of the constitutio.nal treasury. It
is . certain, that -if the tw~nty-four millions of specie imported into ·
the country during the fiscal year ending 6n the thirtieth of June,
1847, had gone into the banks, as to a grer1t extent it must l1ave
done, it would, in the absence of this systeiµ, have been made .the
basis of augmented bank p_a per issues, probably to an a_m ount not
less than sixty or seventy millions of dollars, producing, as an inevitable consequence of an . inflated currency, extravagant" prices
for a time, and wild speculation, which must have been followed, ·
on the reflux to Europe, the succeeding year, of so· much of that
spec~e, by the prostration of the busi?ess of the country, the . s~spens1_on of the, banks, and most exte_ns1ve bankruptcies. Occurring, .
as this would have done, at a period when the country was engage_d in a fo~eign w~r; wh~n con·siderable loans of specie wer~
required for distant disbursements, an<l when the banks, the fiscalagents of the gover~ment,_ and the depositories of its money, :were
suspended, the public credit must have. sunk, and many millions of
doll~rs, a~ wa~ the case during the war of 1812, must h~ve been
sacrificed rn _discounts upon loans, and upon the depreciated pape.
currency which the governmen t would have beep. compelled to user ,
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under the operations of the constitution-al treasury' not a dollar
has been lost by ,the , depreciation of the cur-ren cy. The loans ;re::quired to prosecute the war with Mexico were negot iated by the
Secretary of the Treasury above par, realizing a large premium to
-the government. The restraining effect of 'the system upon the
tendencies to .excessiYe -paper is~ues by banks . has saved. the gov·,e rnment from hea:vy losses, and thousands ·of our busrness men
from bankruptcy .and ruin. The wisdom of the sy$tem has been
tested by the experience of the last two years, and it is the dictate of sound policy that it should remain undi-s turbed. The modi-:
ti.cations in some of the details of this tneasure, involving none of
its essential princiP.les·, -heretofore 11ecommended, are agc!,in ' presented for, your favo~ab'le con.sideration. · ·
. . In my message. of the sixth of July last, transmitting to Congres8
. the ratified treat;y of peace with Mexico, I recommended the adoption o,f measures for the speedy payment of the public debt. In
reiiterating that .recommend'ation, I r.efer you to the considerati~ns
presented in that message in its support. The public debt, _moluding that authorized to be negotiated, in pursuance of exist mg
,ia-ws, arid including treasury notes, amounted at that time to sixtyfiv,e million seven -hu-ndred a-nd· ~event-y-eight thousand four h,undred and fifty. dollars ~nd forty-one cents..
.
.
Funded stock of the United States, amounting to about half a,
million· of do Bars, has been purchased·, as authorized by law ,since
, that period, and the public debt h~s thu·s been reduced; the details of which will be presented -in the annual report of the s ·ec-:
retary of the Treasury.
, , .
.
· The estimates oi expenditures for the next fiscal year, submitted
by the Secretary of the Treasury, it is believed _will be ample for
all necessary purposes. If the appropriations made by Congress
shall not exceed the amount estimated, the means in the treasury
wili be sufficient. to defray ~11 the expenses of the government; to
· pay off the next instalment of three millions of dollars to Mexico,
which will fall due on tµe thirtieth of May next; and still a considerable surplus will remain; 'Wr1ich should be applied to the ,further purchase .of the public stock and reduction of the debt. ·
Should enlarged appropriations be made, the riece,s sary consequence
will be to postpone the payment of the debt. Though our debt,
as compared with that of most other nations, is small, it is our true
policy, and in harmony with the genius of our institutions, that
:we should present to the world the rare spectacle of a great rep~bl~c, _possessing vast resources and wealth, wholly exempt from
pubhc rndebtedness. Thi would add still more ta our strength,
and give to u a still more comma~ding position among the nations
of the earth.
The public expenditures should be economical, and be c onfined
o such neces.., ary objects as are clearly within the powe rs of Congress. All suc h as are not absolutely demanded should be postonerl, a~d the paym ent of the public debt, at the earliest practic abl period, hould be a cardinal principle of our public policy .
For he r ea on assi'gned in my la t annual message, I repeat the
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recommendatien that a branch of the mint of the United States be
established at the city' of New York. The importance of this mea ..
_ sure is greatly in~reased by th_e acquisitio~ of !he ricli mine~ of t~e
, precious metals m New Mexico and Caltfo_rma, and esp~cially rn_
the latter.
·
, _
I repeat the recommendation;. heretofore made, in favor of the
o·raduation and reduction of the price of such of th~ public lands
~s have bee'n long offered in the market, and have remained unsold,
and in favor of extending the rights of pre-em pt ion to_-actual settle-r s on the unsurveyed as well as the surveyed lands-;
The condition and operations 'of the army, and .the state of other
branches of the public service un·der the supervision of the \Var
Department, are -satisfactorily presented in the accompanying
report o'f the Secretary of War.
"
On the return of peace, our forces were withd·r awn from Mexico,
and the volunteers and that portion of the regular army engaged
for the war were,disbanded. Or-ders ha.v.e been issued for station- ,
ing the forces of our permanent establishment at various pos,itions
in our extended country, where troops may be required. Owing to
the remoteness of some of these positions, the detachments have
not yet rea0hed their ~estination. N otwitbstand ing the extension
of the limits of our ~ountry .and the forces requ_ired in the new territories, i_t i~ confidently believed that our present military esta,b'ishment is sufficient for all exigencies~ so long as our peaceful
relations remain undisturbed.
·
Of the amount of military contributions collected in Mexico, the
sum of seven hundred and sixty-nine thousand si:x; hundred ·a nd
fifty dollars was applied towards the payment of the first instalment due under the treaty with Mexico, The further ~uin of thi:ee
hundred and forty-six thousand three hundred and sixty•nine
dollars and thirty cents has been paid into the trea,sury, and unex:pended balances still remain in t)le hands of disbursing officer.s and
those who we.r e engaged .in the collection of the.se moneys. After
the proclamation of peace, no further di.sbursements were made of
any trnexpended mon·eys arising from this source. ,The balances
on hand were directed to be paid into ' the treasury' and individual
, claims on the fund will remain unadjusted until Congress shall
authprize their settlement and payment. These claims are not
considerable in number or amount.
I recom~e.nd to your favorable consideration the suggestions of
the Secretary ·of War and the Secretary of the N a\ry in regard to
legislation on this subject .
i Our Indian relations are presente-d in a most favo"rable view in
!ke report from the Vf ar Department. The wisdom of 'our policy
m r_eg_ard to the tribes within our limits, is clear.ly manifested by
theu improved and rapidly improving condition.
·
A ~ost important treat! 'Yith the Men?monies _has been recently
negotiated by the. Commtss1oner of Indian Affairs in person by
w~i~h all their land' in the State of Wisc-o'n sin-,being about 'tour
mil hons of acres-has been ceded to the United States . This
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treaty will he submitted · to the Senate for ratification at an earJ.y
period of your present ~ession.
W 'ithin the last four years, eight important treaties have been
n~gotiated with different Indian tribes, and at a co st of one million
eight hundred and forty-two thousand dollars; Indian .lands to the
amount of mor~ than eighteen million five hund r ed thousand acres,
have been ceded to the United States; and provision .has been made .
for 'sett]ing in the country west of the Mississippi the tribes which
occupied -this large extent of the public domain. The title to all
the Indian · lands within the . several , St.ates· of our Union, with the
ex.ception of a few small re's ervations, is now extinguished, and a ,
' ' .
, '
vast region opened for settlement and cultivation.
The accompanying report of the Secretary of -the · Navy gives a
satisfactory exhibit of the operations and conditioJ1 of that bral}ch
of the public service.
A number of small vesse]s suitable for entering the mouths of
' rivers were ju~iciously ,purchased. during the' war, and gave great
efficiency to the squadrori in the Gulf of Mexico. · On the return
of peace, when no , longer valuable for naval ·purposes, and .liab!e
to constant deterioration, they were sold, and the money placed m
the treasury.
,
·
:
_
.
The· number of men in the naval service authorized by law d'ur_ing the war, has been reduced by -discharges below the maximum ·
fixed for the peace establi-shment. Adequate squadrons are maintained in the several quarters of the globe where experience has
shown their services may be most usefully employed; and th·e
naval service was never in a condition of higher discipline or
greater efficiency.
·
I . invite attention to the recommendation of the' Secretary of th_e
N av.y on the subject . of the m~rine 9orps~ The· reduction of the
corps at the end crf the war required that four officers of each of
the three lower grades should be dropped from the rolls. A board
of offi?ers_ made the ~elect.ion; and those designated wer_e neces_san~y dismissed, but without any aHeged fault. I concur m opimon
w:1th the Secretary, that the service would be improved by reducrnf the.number_ of !andsm_en, and incre~sing the marines. Such a
me sure would Justify an rncrease of the numbe'i' of officers to the
extent of the reduction by· dismissal, and. still the corps ~ould
hav-e fewer officers than a corresponding number, of men in the
army.
·
.
,
The contracts for the transportation of the mail in s·teamships,.
convertible ,into war-steamers, promise to realize all the benefits
to our commerce and to the navy which were anticipated. The
first steamer thus secured to the government was launched in
January, 1847. There are now seven; and in another year there
· will, probably, be not less than seventeen afloat. While this great '
national advantage is secured, our social and commercial intercourse is increased a'.nd promoted with Germany, Great Britain,
an other parts of Europe, with all the countries on the west
coast of our continent, especially with Oregon an<l California, and
between the northern and southern sections of the United States.
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Considerable revenue may be expected from postages; but the
connected line from New York to Chagres, an<l thence across the
isthmu~ · to Oregon, cannot fail to exert a ben_efici~l.influence, not
now to be estimated, on the intetests of the manufactures, commerce, navigation, and currency of ·t he United States. As ··an im1
portant .part of the system, I recommenq to your favorable co;n- ·
sideration the establishment of the proposed , line of steamers be.~
tween New Orleans and Vera Cru~. It promises the most happy
results in cementing, friendship betwe_en the two republics, and 1
extend,ing re,ciprocal benefits to the 'tra,de and manufactures of
both.
·
.
The r~port of the Postn;iaster General , will make known to you·
the operations of that department for the p~st year; ·
It is gratifying tp· find the revenues of the department, under the
rates of postage now established 'by law, so rapidly increasing.
The gross amount of postages durin·g the last fiscal year amounted
-to four million th·ree hundred and seventy-one . thousap.d and
seventy-seven dollars, exceed-ing the annual avera,ge received for
the nine years immediately preceding the passage of' the act of the
third qf March, 1845, by, the sum of ~ix ' thousand' four ,h undre_d
and .fifty-thr~e dollars, and excee~ing the am bunt receive4 for the
year ending the thirtieth of· ,lune, 1847, by the sum, of four hun:
dred and twenty-five thousand one hundred and eighty·f~ur dollars.
·
· Tpe expenditures for the year, excluding the- s1.un of niI)'ety-four
thousand $ix hundred and seventy-two d'o llats, allowed by Congress at its last session to ' individual claimants, and inchi<ling the
sum of one hundred tho'usand five hundred dollars paid for the ser:
vi~es of , the lil'le of steamers , between Bremen and . New, York,
amounted to four million one h~ndred and ninety-eight t1ousand ·
eight ~lundred .and forty-five dollars, which is less than the annual
average for the nine years previous to the act of 1846, by three
hundred thousand seven hundred and forty-- eight Jolla'rs.
.
The· mail routes, on the thirtieth day of June last, were one htrndred and sixty-three thousand two hundred and eight miles in extent- being an increase during the last year of nine thousand three
hundred and ninety mil€s. The mails were transported over tbem, 1
during the same time, forty-one million twelve._ thousand five .hundred and seventy-nine miles; making arr increase of transportation
for the year of two million one, hundred and twenty-four thousand
six hundred and eighty miles, whilst the expense was less than that
of the previous year by four thousand two hundred and thir'ty-fi ve
dollars.
_
The incre~se in the mail transportation within th,e last three
years has bee11 five million t?ree hu~dre_d and seventy-eight thou ~
sand thr.ee hundred and ten miles, whilst the expenses were reduced
four hundred and fifty-six thousand seven hundred and thirty-eight
dollars-making a_n i~crease of service at the rate of fifteen per
cent., and a reduction rn the expenses of more than fifteen per cent.
_During the past year there have been employed, und~r contracts
with the Post Office Department, two' ocean ste.amers in conveying
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the mails monthly between New Y 01·k ,and Bremen, and one, ·since
'October last, peyforming- semi-monthly service between Charles!on ·
and ' Havana; nd a contract· has, been made for the transportation
of the Pacific mails across the isthmus from Chagres. to Panama . .
Under the ·a uthority given -to the Secretary of the Navy, three
ocean steamers have been constructed and sent to the. Pacific, and
d.re _expected to . , enter upon the mail serYice between Pana!lli3, and
Oregon, and the intermediate ports, 'on the first of January next 1
and a fot;1rth has· been engaged by him fqr the service between Havana and Chagres; so that a regular monthly mail line will b~ kept
up after that ti~e between the United Stat.e s and our te~ritones ?n
-the p ·a cific.
·
Notwithstanding . this great increase in th·e .mail service, should
the revei;i~e continue to increase the present year as it did in the
las~, there will- be- received ne~r four hundred and fifty thousand .dollar's mot'e than the expenditures.
, · ·
These con-s iderations have satisfied the ' Postmaster r1General that,
,vith ~.e rtain modifications of the act of 1845, _the revenue may b_e
still further increased, and
reduction ~f ·postages ~ade to a _uniform rate of five cents, withbut an interference with the principle,
which has. beeri constantly and properly enforced, of making that
department sustain itself.
/
A well-digeste'd cheap po.stage system is the best means of d.iffusing intelligence . among the people, and is of"'so much_importan·ce .in a country so extensive as that of the U nitld States, that ·I
·recommend ~o your favorable ~on,sideration the suggestions of the
Postmaster General for its improvement.
Nothing can retard the OI).warcl progress of our country, and
prevent us from assuming and maintaining the first rank among
nations, but a disregard of the experience of the past, and a recurrence to an unwise public policy. We have just closed a foreign war by an honorable peace-a war rendere,d necessary . ~n.d
unavoidable in vindication of the national rights and honor. The ·
'Present condition of the country is similar in some respects to that
which existed immediately after th·e close of ft1e war with Great
Britain in 1815, and the occasion is deemed to be a proper one to
take a retrospect of the measures of public policy which followed
that war. There was at that period of our history a departure
from our earlier policy. The enlargement of the powers of the
federal government by construction, which obtained,, was not warranted by any just interpretation of th,e constitution. A few years
after the close of that war, a series of measures was adopted which,
united and combined, constituted what was termed by their authors
and advocates the " American system.'
The introduction of the new policy was for a time favored by
he condition of the country; by the heavy debt which had been
contracted during the ~ar; by the depression of the public credit;
by the d:ranged state of the ,finances and the currency; and by the
co~merc1al and pecuniary embarrassment which extensively prevailed. These were not the only causes which led to its establishent. The events of the war w ith Great Britain, and the embar-

a
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rassments 'which had attended its pro~ecution, . had left on the
minds of many of our statesmen the imp,r ession that our government was not strong enough, and- that, t o wie]<l its resources successfully in great einergencies, and especially i.n war, more power
should be , concentrate.I in its hands. This increa~ed power they /
did not seek to obtain by the legitimate and prescribed mode-an
amendment _of the constitu tion-but by construction. _ They saw
governments in the old world based upo-n different orde1s of society,
anrl so 'constituted as to -th.row the whole p .o wer of nations in to the
hands of a few, who faxed and controlled the many wit}lout responsibility or restraint. In . that arrangement · they conceived · ·
the strength of nations in wa r c onsisted. There was also .some~
thing fascinating in the ease, luxury, and display of the hi,ghe r
orders, who drew their Wf'alth. from the toil of the laboring millions.
The authors of the system . drew their ideas of political economy
from what they had witnessed ~n Europe ,' and particularly in Great
:Britain. They had · viewed tbe enormous- wealth concentrated in
few hands, and had seen the splendor of the overgrown establish- /
men ts of ati aristocracy which was upheld by the rest}ictive ·policy. ·
They forgot to look dow.n upon the . poorer clas.ses of the English
population, upon whose da,ily ~nd yearly_labor, the. great establish- .
ments they so much admired were sustained and supported. They
failed to perceive that the scantily-fed and h'alf;..clad operat,ives
":ere not on.ly in abject poverty, but were bound in . chains of oppressive servitude for the benefit of favored classes, who were the
exclusive objects of ·the care of the government.
:
.
It was not possible to reconstruct society in the United States
upon the European plan. Here there was a written constitution,
by which orders and titles were not recognized ' or tolerated. A ..
system ·of measur~s was therefore devised, calculated, if not int.en- ded, to withdraw power gradually and silently from th~ .States al}d~
the mass of the people, and by construction to approximate our
government to the European m.odels, substituting ,an aristocracy of
wealth for that of orders and titles.
Without reflecting upon the dissimilarity of our: institutions, and°
of the condition of our people and those of Europe, they conceived the vain idea of building up in the United States a system similar to that which they admired abroad. Great Britain had a ·
national bank_ of large capital, 'i n whose hands wa•s ' concentrated
the controlling monetary -and financial pow.e r of the nation; an institution wielding almost kingly power, and exerting vast influence
upon all the operations of trade, a~d up~n· the policy of the government itself. Great Britain had ,an 'enormous puolic debt, and
· it had become a part of ·her public policy to regard this as a "public blessing." Great Britain had also a restrictive policy, which ·
placed fetters and burdens on trade, and trammelled the prod-u cfrrn
indlJstry of the mass of the nation. By her combined system of
policy, the landlords and other property holders were protected
and enriched by the enormous taxes which were levied upon the
l_a bor of the country for their advantage.
Imitating this foreign policy, the first step in establishing, the
/
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' new system in the ·United States was the creation of a natio~al
. , bank. Not foreseeing the da_ngerous power and countless evils
which ~uch an institution might entail on the country, nor per,c eiving the conn~ion ·which it was designe~ fo form· between the bank
, and · the other ·b ranchis of th·~ mi~called "American system,''' but
feeling the embarrassments of the treasury-, and of the business o(
the country, consequent upon the war, some of our statesmen who had - held differ~nt and· sounder ·views were induce'd to yield their
scruples, and, indeed;,settled convictions of its unconstitutionality,
.arid_ to giv:e it their sanction, as an expedient which they v.ainly
hoped mig'ht .produce relief. It was .a most unfortunate error, as
the subsequent· history and final catastrophe of that danger0l,1s a~d
corrupt , institution have ,abundantly proved. The .,bank, wtth its
numerous branches ramified into the States, soon brought many of
the active political and commercial men in different sections of t~e
country into the relation of -debtors to it, and .d ependants upon it
: for pecuniary f~vors;' thus diffusing thro~ghout the mass of society
- a -great number' of indiv_iduals of power and influence to give tone
to public, opinion, and to act in cqncert irt cases of emergen~y.
The c0rrupt pow~r· of such a political engine is no longer a matter
of speculation, having been ,displayed in' numero~s instances, but
most signally in th-e politic~l struggles of 1832-'3-'4, in oppositien
to the public will repr_esented liy a fearless and patriotic Presiden~.
But the bank was but one branch of the new system. A pubhc
de~t of ~or.e th~n' one hundred and twenty millions of dollars existed; and it is not to be disguised ·that many of the authors of the
new system did not regard its speedy payment as essential to the
public prosperity, but looked upon its continuanc_e as no nati.o nal
~vil. Whilst the debt existed, it. furnish·ed aliment to the national
bank, and rendered increased taxation necessary to the amount of
the interest, exceeding seven millions of dollars annually .
.' This operated in harmony with the next branch of the new system, which was a high protective tariff. This was to afford bounties
to favored classes and particular pursuits, at the expense of all
others. A proposition to tax the whole people for the purpose of
~nriching a few, was too monstrous to be openly made. The scheme
was, ~herefore, veiled under the plausible but delusive pretext of a
measure to protect "home inilustry ;" and many of our people were,
for a time, led to believe that a tax, which, in t_he main, fell upon
labor, was for the benefit of the laborer who paid it. This branch
of the system involved a partnership between the government and
the favored classe~-the former receiving the proceeds of the tax
imposed on articles imported, and the latter tlie increased price of
similar articles produced at home, caused by such tax. It is obvious
that the portion to be received by the favored classes would, as a
general rule, be increased in proportion to the increase of the rates
of ta~ imposed, and diminished as those rates were reduced to the
revenue standard required by the wants. of the government. The
rat s_require to produce a sufficient revenue for the ordinary expen~ttures of gov.ernmerrt, for n~cess~ry purposes, were not likelyo give o the private partners rn this scheme profits suffic~ent to
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_ satisfy their cupidity ; a~d hepce a variety of. expedients an_d' pre- .
texts were re'sorted to for the purpose of enla-rgmg ,the expeqd1tures, .
and thereby creating a ?eces~ity fo r keeping up a hi~h _protectiye
tariff. The effect of this pohc-y was to rnterpose· artificial restrictions upon the natural course of. the Qusiness and trade of the country, and to advance the interests of large capitalists and monopolists,,
at the expense of the gre.at mass of ~he peopJe,, who we r e taxed to
increase their wealth.
,
.
,
. Another branch of this system was a comprehensive scheme of
internal improvements, capable of indefinite enlargement, and sufficient to swalJow up as roany millions annually as could _be exacted
from the foreign commerce of the country. _This was a convenient
and necessary adjunct of the p,rotective tariff. It · was to be the
great ·absorbent of any surplus which might at any ti.me accumulate
in th·e treasury, and of the taxes levied on the people, not for~ necessary reTeriue purposes, but for . the avo~ved object of, affording
protection to the favored classes.
,
Auxiliary to the same end, if it was not an essential part of the
system itself, was the scheme which,-at a later _period, obtained, for
distributing "the proceeds of the· sales ,of the · public lands 'among
the States. , Other expedients were devised to take 'mo·aey out of
the treasury, and prevent its coming in from any other source than ,
the protective tariff. The authors and supporters of the system
were the advocates of the largest expenditures, w~ethe~ for neyessary or ,useful purposes or not, because the larger the ~xpenditures .
the greater was the pretext for high taxes_iri the form of protective
duties.
·
'
. These several ·measures were sustain.ed ·, by popular -names an'd
plausible arguments, by which thousands were deluded. •The bank
was repre~ented _to b_e an indispensable fisca~ agent for the govern.ment; was to eq uahze exchanges, .and to regu lat~ and furnish a
sound c'urrency, always and ' every"\}·here of unifQrm value. The
protective tariff wa& to give employment to "American labo,r" at ·
advanced prices; was to protect "home industry," and furnish a
steady market for the farmer. Internal improyements w-e re to ,
bring trade into every neighborhood and enhanc'e the value of .·
every man's property. The distribution of the land money was to
enrich the States, finish their public works, p-Iant schools throughout their borders, and relieve them from taxation.· But. the fact,.
that for every dollar taken out of, the treasury for these · objec.ts, a
much larger sum was transferred from the pockets of the people to
the favored classes, was carefully concealed, as was also the ten·dency if not \he ultimate desi_gn of the system to build up ;,1n aris-,
tocracy of wealth, to control the masses of society, a cl monopolize the political power of the country.
The several branches of this system were so intimately blended
together, that in their opera~ion. each sustainerl and strengthened
the others. Their joint operation was, to add new burthens of
taxation and to encourage a largely increased and wasteful expenditure of public money. It was the interest of the bank that the
revenue collected and the disbursements made by the· government
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should 'be large, because, being the depository of the public money,
the larger the Lmount, the greater would be the bank profits by ·its
use. It was the ' interest of the favored classes, wh,o were enriched
by the protective tariff, to have the rates of that protection as. hif!h
as · possible; . for the higher those rates, the greater would be their
adva-µtage. It was tl:+e interest of the people of all those section,s
and localities wh·o expe~ted to be benefitted by expenditums for internal improv~ments, that the ·amount coliected should be as large
as ' possible, to the end that . the sum disbursed might also be the
larger. The Stat,e s being the beneficiaries in the distrilmfion of
the land money, had -an interest in 'l;iaving the. rates of tax imposed
by the protective tariff larg_e eno.u gh to yield a sufficient reve,nue
from that .,source to meet the wants of the government, without disturbing or taking from them ·t he land fund; so that - each of the_
bran.ches constituting the system had a common interest in swelling
the . public expenditures. 'They had a direct interest ·in maintaining the public debt unpaid, and increasing its amount, because this.~
· would 'pr9duce an annual increased d~ain upon the treasury-, to the
amount of ·th~ interest, and r_e nder augmented. taxes necessary.
The operation and necessary effect of the whole system \Vere, to
encourage Jarge and extravagant expenditures, and th~reby to increase the public patronage, and maint~in a rich. and splenpid government at th~ expense of a taxed and impoverished people.
· It is µianif est that this scheme of enlarged taxation and expenditures, had it continued to prevail, must soon _have converted the
government of the 'Union, intended ~Y its framers to be a plain, '
cheap, and simple confederation of States, united together for com~·
mon protection, and chargM with a few specific duties, relating ·
· chiefly to our foreign affairs, into a consolidated empire, depriving
the States' of their reserved rights, l:!nd the people of t-heir just
power and control in the administration of their government. In
this manner the whole form and .character of the government would ,
be changed, not by an amendment of the ·constitution, but by resort·
ing to an unwarrantable and unauthorized construction of that instrument.
The indirect mode of levying the taxes by a ·duty on imports,
prevents the mass of the people from readily perceiving the amount
they pay, and has enabled the few, who are thus enriched, and
who seek to wi~ld the political power of the country, to deceive
and delude them. Were the taxes collected by a direct levy upon
the people, as is the case in the States, this could not occur.
The whole system was resisted from its inception by many of _our
ablest statesmen, some of whom doubted its constitutionality and
its expedie y, while others believed it was, in all its branches, a
flagrant and dangerous 'infraction of the constitution.
That a national bank, a protective tariff, levied not to raise the
revenue n_eed_ed, ?ut for protection merely, internal improvements,
and the d1stnbut1on of the proceeds of the sale of the public lands,
are mea ures with~ut the warrant of the constitution, would, upon
the maturest consideration, seem to be clear. It is remarkable
that n ? on,e of these measures, involving such momentous conseI
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q~ences, is authorized by any express g-rant of p~wer in the consti tution. No one of t hem is "incident to, as berng necessary and .
proper for the exe cution of, the specific powe·rs" granted by the
constitution. The authority under which it has been attempted to
justify each of them is deri;ed from inferenc~s and <;:onstructions of
the constitution which its letter and its whole object aqd desigil do
not warrant. Is it to be conceived that ·such immense powers would
have been left by the-fr a m~r s of the constitution to mere inferences
1
an d d oubtful constru c tions ? Had. it qeen intended to c·onfer· them
on the federal government, it is but reasonable t9 concluq e th a t it
would h a v e be e n done 1 by plain and unequivocal grants. · 'fhis w a s
not <lon e ; but the w h ole s t ru cture of which the ~'American system "
cons isted was· reared on no other or b etter foundation than f~rce d . '
implications and inferences of power, which its authors assqmed
mi:::ht be dedu ce d by consfruction from the 'constitution.
But it has b een urged ~hat the national b ank, which constituted
so esse:q t ial a bran c h of th is combined syst~m of ·measures, w as
not a new mea s u re , and that its constitutionality had been previously sanctioned, because a ba'nk }iad been 'c harter e d iri 1791, and
liad received the offic'ial , sig·nature of President W ash~ngton. A
fe1v facts will .show the just w eight to wliich this precedent shotilrl
be entitled, as bearing upon the question of c,o nst1tuti0Qality.
Great" divisjon of opinio"n upon the subject existed in Congr ess.
It is well known that President Washington entertained seriou s
doubts both as to the constitutionality and expediency of the ·
: measure; and while the bill was before him for his official appn;ivai .
or disapproval, so gre a t were these . do4bts, that he required "the .
· OJ?inion in writing'' 9f the members of his cabinet to aid him in
arriving at a decision. His cabiµet gave their opinions, and w e re
diYided upon the subject-G ene.rat Hamilto1n being iµ favor of, and
Mr. Jefferson and Mr. Randolph . being opposed to the constitution- ~
ality and expelliency of the bank . - It is well known, also, that
President Washington retained the . bill from Monday, · the , fourteen th, when it was presented to him, until Friday, the twentj·-fifth
o·ay of Fehruary-being the last moinent permitted him , by the
constitution to deliberate, when he finally yielded to it his reluctant assent, and gave it his ~ignature. It is certain that, ' as late as
the twenty-t h ird of February-being the ninth day after the bill
was presented . to him-he had arrived at _n9 .satisfactory conclusion;
for on that day he addressed a- note to General Hamiltor:, .in which
he informs him that '' this bill .was presented to me by the joint
committee of Congress at 12 o'clock on Monday, the fourteenth
instant;" and he r equested his opinion "to what precise period
by legal interpr'Ptation of the constitution,' can the President retaid
it in his po ss ession, before it becomes a law by the lapse of ·ten
d~ys." lf ~he prop~r construction wa~, that the day on . which· the
bi ll w as pre se nt e d to th e P resident, and the · day on which his ac-·
t i on w a s ha d upon it, wer e both to be counted inclusive, t'hen th e
time all o w e d hi m , w it hin which it would be competent for him to
return it to the Ho u se i n w hich it origina t ed, with his objectio~s
w oul d expire o n Thu rs day, th e t wenty-fourth of 'February . Gen~
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eral Hamilton on· the same day -retl:lrhed an answer, in which he
states : " I give it as my opinion that .you ba ve ten days exci u. s1ve of that on w,'hich the bill was delivered to you, and Sundays;
hence, in the present case, if it is retur.11ed on F 1i<lay, it will be in
time." By this construction, which the President adopted, he
gained another day for d-eliberation, and it- was not until the
twenty-fifth of February that he signed the bill ; . thus affording
conclusive proof that h~ had ·at last obfain'ed his own oonsent to
·sign it, not without ·great and almost insuperable difficulty. Additional light has been recently shed upon the serious doubts which
he bad on the subject, amounting at pne time to a con vie ti on that•
it was his <! uty to . withhold his approval from t he bil.l. This is ·
found among the manuscript papers of Mr. Madison, aut·horized to
be purchased for the use of the government by an act of the last ses's ion of Congress, and now for the first time accessible to the public. From th·ese papers, it appears that President Vf ashington,
while he yet held the bank bill in his hands, actually requested
Mr. Madison, at tha·t time a member of the House of Representatives, to prepare th~ draught ·.of ,a veto messJa ge for hirri. Mr.
Madison, at his rtquest, did prepare the draught of suGh a message,
and sent it to him on the twenty-first Qf February, 1791. A copy of
this original draught, in Mr. Madison's own handwriting, was carefully preserved by him, and is among the papers lately . purcha~ed
by Congress. It is _preceded by a note, written on the same sheet,
· which is also in Mr. Madison's handwriting, and is as foll-ows:
"February 21st, 1791.
Copy of a paper made out and sent to
the President, at his request, to be ready, in case his judgment
, should finally decide against the bill for incorporating a national
bank, the bill being. then ~efore him·."
Among the o,b jections assigned 'i n this paper to the bill, and
which were submitted for the consideration of t'he President, are
the 'following:
'
"I object t o the bill, because it is an essential principle of thegovernment that powers not ·delegated' by the constitution cannot
be rightfully exercised; because the power proposed by the bill to•
be exercised is not expressly delegated., and because I cannot satisfy myself that it results from any express power -by fair and safe
rules of interpretation."
The weight of the pre.cedent of the bank of 1791, and the sanction· of the great name of Washington, which has been so often
invoked in its suppor t , are greatly weaken~d by the development
of these facts. The ex perim ent of that bank satisfied the country
that it ought not to b e continued, and at the end of twenty years
Congresg refused to recharter it.
It would have been fortunate
for the countr y , and saved thousands from bankruptcy a.nd ruin,
had our pub l ic men of .1816 resisted the t emporary pres!!ure of the
t im es upon our fina ncial and pecuniary interests, and refused to
ch~rt er the second b ank.
O~ this ,the country became abundantly
· at1 fi td , a n d , at t he clo~e of 1t s tw enty years' duration, as in t he
ca
of the fir.st ba nk, 1t als o ceased to exi st.
Under the repeated blows of President J ack son, it reeled and fell and a s ub,
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.sequent .attempt to chartei' a similar institution was arrested by the
veto o'f President Tyler.
.
Mr. Madison, in yielding his sign_ature to ,the charter of 1816,
did so upo4 the ground of the respect d.ue to p·r ecedents; and, as
he subsequently declar~d, "the bank of the United States, . though,
on the 01iginal question, held
be unconstitutional, received· the
.Executiv~ signature."
,
·
,
It is probable that neither the bank of 1791, nor that of 1816,.
would have been chartered, but for .the ~mb<l!rrassments Off the government in its finances., the derang.ement of )he currency, and the
__ pecuniary pressure which existed; the first the consequ_e nce of the
? war of 'the revolution, and the second the . consequence of the ·war
of 1812.
Both were resorted to in the delusive ' hope that they
)VOU]d restore ' public credit, and· afford relief _to the g9vernment
·and to the business of the country. ,
Those of our public men who opposed · the whole "American
system" at its commencement, and throughout its prQgress, foresaw and · predicted that it was fraught with incalculable mischiefs,
, and must result in serious injury to the best intere.sts ·of the country~
For a series of years their wise counseis were unh_eeded, ,and the
, system was established.
It was soon · apparent . that its practical
operation was unequal and unjust upon different portions of the
.country, and upon the people engaged _in different pursuits.
All
were equal,ly entitled to the favor and protection of the government.
It fostered and elevated the monty power., and enriched
the favored few by taxing labor, and at the expense of the many.
Its effect was to "make the r.ich richer, and the poor poorer.:' . Its
tendency was to ere-ate distinctions in society based on wealth, and
to gi'ife to the favored clai3ses undue control c:lnd sway in our· government.
It was an organized money power, which resisted the
popular will, ~nd sought to shape ·and control the public policy.
Under the pernicious wo,rkings of -this cor;nbined system of measures, the country witnessed alternate seasons of temporary apparent prosperity; of sudden and disastrous commercial revulsions; of
unprece~lented fluctuation of prices, and depression of the great interests of agriculture, navigation, and comrne·rce; of general pecu- .
. niary suffering, and of _final bankruptcy of thousands. After a severe struggle of more than a quarter of a century, the system was
overthrown.
,.
The bank has been succeeded by a practical system of fin,ance,
conducted and co11trolled solely by the governinent. The consfrtutional currency has been - restored; the public credit maintained
unimpaired, even in a period of foreign war; and the whole country has become satisfied that banks, national or State, au _ not necessary as fiscal agents of the government~ Revenue duties have
taken the place of the protective< tariff. The distribution of the
money derived from the sale of the public lands' has been aban~
doned, and the corrupting system of internal improvements, it is
hoped, has been effectual"ly _checked.
.
·
It is not doubted, that if this whole trai~ of measures, designed ,
to t.ake wealth from the many and bestow 1t upon the few, were _t~
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· government. One only dang~r remarns. It ,is the seductions of
that , branch of the system which consists in internal improvements,- ·
bo.lding out; as it does, inducements to the people of part_icular
.s ections and localities to embark the government in them without
stopping to cal cu late the inevitable conseq u'en ce~:. This bran ch of
the system is so intimat.e1y_ combined a~d linked with _the oth_er~:,.
that as surely _as an effect 1s prnduced oy an adequate cau~r, 1f 1t
',be resuscitated and revived, an1l ,firmly e's tablished, it reqmres no,·
saga city to foresee that it will necessarily and speediJy dra:~v after
it the re-estab1ishment of a-national bank,. the revival of a p rotec-·
ti:ve tariff, the distribution of the land . money, 3nd not_ 0~ly the ·
post p <? n em en t to -the d is tan t future o f the pay m en t of th e p.resent
national debt, but its annual increase.
.
I entertain the solemn conviction, that if the int ernai im p"rovement branch of the "Am eri can system" be not firmly resis t.eel at
this time, th,e whole series of m e~s ures composing it \~ill be :-=peed ily
re-established, and the country be thrown back from its\ present
high state of pwsperity, which the ex1~t\ng policy has produced,.
anJ be destined again to witness all' the evils, ,corn mercial revul,-sions, depression of prices, ·and pecuniary embarrass rnents, through1
wliich
have passed during the l ast twenty-fiv ~ years.
To guard against consequences so ruinous is an object of high
national importance, in vol vin g) in my juctgment, the continued prosperity of the country,
·
·
_ .
I ·have felt -it to 'be an iR1perative obligation to withhold my- constitutional saa.ction from two bills which had pass ed the two,
-Houses of Congress, invo1ving the principle of the internal improvement branch of the "American system," and conflicting in
their _pro visions ·with the views here express~d.
·
·
This power conferre<l upon the President by the constitution, I
have on three occasions, duri.ng my administration of the executive department of the government, deemed it my duty to exercise i,
and on this last occasion of maki~g to Cong"ress an annual co mmu·
ni cati'on "of the state of the Union," it is not deem ed ina .p p ropriate to review the principh's and considerations which · have governed my action. I deem this the more necessary, because, after
t~e lapse of ne~rly ~ixty years since the adoption of the cons_titut1on, the propnety of the exercise of this undoubted constitutional
power by the President has for the first time been drawn seriously
in question ~y a_ portion of my fellow citizens.
The const1tut1on provides that "every bill which sha1 I have
pa, . . e,l the House of Representatives and the Senate shall; before
1t become a law, be presented to the President of th e United
~ates_: if ~e a~prove, he shall sign it, but if not, he s!iall ret·urn it,w1th h1 obJect1ons, to that hou e in which it shall have originated, who ball enter the objections at large on their journal and
proceed to recon. ider it."
'
The pre, ervation of th e con titution fr" m infraction is the Presicenl s high t d_u ty. _He is bou?d to di . . charge that du1y, at whatever hazar<l of incurring the d1 pleasure of those who may diffe
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with I1im in opinion. He is bound to clischarge it, as well by his
:,o bligations to the people who have clothed him with his exalted
trust as by his oath of office, which he may not , disregard. Nor
are tbe obligations of the President in any degree lessene·d by the
prevalence of views different from his own in orie or both Houses of
Congress. It is not alone hasty and inconsiderate , le_gislation that
he is r eq uired to check ; but if at any time Congress shall, after
apparently full deliberation_, resolve on measures wh~ch he deems,
subversin of the constitution, or of the vital interests qf the country, it is his solemn duty to stand in the breac_h and resist them.
"The President is bound , to approve, or disapprove, every ~ill which
passes pongress an<l is presented to him for his signature.. The, '
constitutiou makes this his duty, and he cann ot escape it if he
would. ,H~ has no electi.on. In· deciding Uf)Oh any bill presented
tG hi m, he must exercise hi-s own ~est ,judgmeni.
lf lie cannot approve, the cons1itution commands him to return the bili to the
Hous.e in which it originated, with his, objections; and if he fail to
do ti,is withir. ten days, (Sundays e~cepted,) it shall become . a law
without his signa ture. Right or wrong, he may be ov_e rru-led by a
vote oftwo-1hirds of each house; and, in that event, the · bill . be-comes a law without his s;rncfron. If his objections be not thus
overrul~cJ ·, the subject is . only postponed, af.ld is referred to the
States and tbe peop le for their consideration and decision·. The
Presi<lent's power is n egative merely, and not affirmative. He can
enact no la w. Tile only effec t, ther/fore, of his ~ithholding his
approv 8 l
a bill passed by Congress, is to suffer the existing laws
to rem ain unchange<l, and the delay occasioned is only t hat required to ena bl e the States and the people to consider and act upon the
subject in the electi on _of public agents who will carry out their
wishes and instructions. Any attempt to coerce the Pre si c en t to
_yield his sanction to measures which he cannot approve, w ould be
a violation of the spirit of the constitution, palpable and flagrant ·;
.and
successful, would break down the .independence of the exe·cutive department , and make the President, elected by the people,
and clothed by the comtitution with power to defend their rights,
the mere instrument of a majo;ity of Congress. A surrende-r, on
his part, of the powers with which the- constitution has Invested his
office, ,,;ou l cl effect a practical alteration of that instrurnen t, without re sorting to the prescribed process of: amendment.
Wi h. the motives or considerations which may induce Congress
<to pass any bill , the Pr esi de nt can h2.ve nothing to eo. He must
presume them to be as pure as his own, and look only to the practical effect_ of their measures when compared with the constitution
or the public good. :But it has bee n urged, by those who object to the exercise of thits
un_doubted constitutional power, that it assails I the n ;presentattve
pnnl5iple and the c apacity of the people to govern themselves.; that
there_ 1s greater s~fety in a numerous represent~tive body than in
the srng'le Executive created by the constitution, and that the exe1
cu~ive vf'to is a "one man ,power;" despotic in its cha racter., To
expose the falla~y of this objection, it is only necessai:y to consider
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-the, frame and true· character @f ou_r syst_em. Ours i-s not a conso.lidated empire, but a confederated Union. The States, before
the adoption of the , constitution, were co ) ordinate, eo-equal, and
sepa_rate independent sov~reignties, and by its adoption- they did
not lose that character. Th ey clothed the federal government with
certain powers, and reserved all others, including their own sovereignty, to themselves. They guarded their own rights as States
and the ri ghts of ·the people, by the very limitations whic~ they
incorporated into the federal constitution, whereby the , different ·
departments of the general government were checks upon each,
o th er. That , the majority should govern is a general principle,
controverted by none ; b,ut ,they must govern according to the con. stitution, and not according to an undefined and unrestrained dis• .
cretion, wpereby they . may oppress the m~nority.
..
The people of the United States are not blind to the fact tha t
they may
temporari ·l,y mis le~,' and that their representatives, legislative _and executive, may be mistaken or influenced in the~r actio n ·by improper, motives. They have, therefore, _-interposed betwe en themselves and the Jaws which may be passed by their public agents various representations, such as assemblies, senates, and
governors in their several States; a House of Representatives, a
Senate, and a President of the United States . . 1 The people can by
·thtit o\.vn direct agency make no law· ; nor can the Hou·se of RepresentatiYes, imm ediately elected by theip.; ~or can the Senate;
n 0r can both 1'ogeth_er, witho\lt the concurrence of the President,
-0 r a vote o.f two-third·s of both Houses.
Happily for the~selves, the people, in framing our admirable ,
S) stem of government, were consicious of the i;::firmities of their
npresentatives ;, and, in dele-gating to them the power of legislation, they have fenced th~m around with checks , to guard against
the effects of hasty action, of error, of combinati on, and of possible cor.rupt_ion. Error, selfishnes~, a nd fa ction. have often sottght
to rend asunder this web of checks, a 1d subje ct the government to
tb e control.-' of fanatic and sinister ·i nfluences ; but these eff_o tts ,
h a ve only sati fied the people of the wisdom of the checks which
t h,, y have imposed, and of the necessity of ·preserving them unimJ>airt>c:i.
The true then'ry of onr sy stem is not to govern by the acts ord1- c re es of any one set of representatives. The constitution interp_o~e~ checks upon all branches of the government, in order to give
tuo e for error to be corrected an·d delusion to pass away;- but if
tli· · p t ople se ttle clown into a firm conviction different from that of
tb e ~r n,prt~entatives, they give effect to their opinions by ch~nging
th e'.r pub1 _1c . er vants._ The checks which the people iinposed on
· th1 ir P:1bli c . er~·ants_ 1D the adoption of the constitution, are the
b<' t , ·1dence of their capacity for self-governm ent. They know
~h I t~ mm ~hom they elect to public stations are of like infirm1t 1t
' r 1 d p_a '" 10n with themselves, and not to be truste,d without
~1' 11 1 ..; r ·~ t11c ed by co-ordinate authotities and constitutional Jim1ta 1,01. .
.
ho l,a t h~ witne ed the legislation of Congress for
the a~t tulfl · year:; :v1ll ay that he knows of no instance in which
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m easurfS not demanded· by the public good ha•ve ·been ·carried-'?
Who will deny that in the State govern~ents, by combina tions of

,

individuals and sections, in derogation of the genera.I interest, ,
banks , have been chartered, systems of internal improvement
afl opted, and debts entailed upon the 'peop IP, repressing their
growth and impairing th..eir energies for yea!'s to come?
•
After so much experience, it cannot be said that absolute 'un.,.
checked power is sa:fe in the hands of any one set of representatiYes, Of that the capa ci ty of the ' p eople for self-government, which
is admitted in its broadest extent, is a.conclusive argument to prove
the prudence, wisdom, and integrity of their · representatives.
The people, by the constitution, have commanded .t he Pre~ident,
as much as they have commanded the legis.lative branch of the .
government, to ~xecute their will. They have said to him in the
constitution, which they require he shall t>ake · a solemn oat~ to
support, that if Congress pass any bill which he cannot approve,
"he .shall return it to th e House- in wbid1 it originated, with his
object10ns." In withholding from it his approval and signature,
he i's executing the will of the pe ople ·c onstitutio·nally expresspd,
as m ud1 as the Cong ress t.hat passed it. No bi II is pre sum e<l to be
in accordance with the popular ~vill 1rntil it shall hav ·e passed
through all the branches of the government required by the constitution to make it ·a law . A bill which passes the House of Representatives may be rejected by t hr Senate; and so a bill passed by
tbe Senate may be 1 ejected bv the House. In each case the respective Houses exercise the veto pcwer on the other.
Congress, and each House of Congress, hold, · under the constitution, a check upon the Pre·sident, and ~e, by' tbe p0wer of the·
qualified veto, a check upon Congress. When the, President recommends measures to Congress, he avows, in- the mos't solemn
. form, his opinions, gives his voice in their farnr, and pledges hi,mself.in advance to ap ·i rove them if passed by Congress. If he acts
without due consideration, or has been influcncec1 by' improper or
corrupt motives-or if from any other cause ·Congress, or either
House of Co_ngress, shall differ with him in opinion, they f'Xe~·cise
their veto upon his recommendations, and reject them; and there is , ,
no appeal from their decision, but to the people at the ballot box.
These are proper checks up on the Executive, wisely interposed by
the constitution. N_one "'.'ill be found to object to them, or to wish
them repealed. It is equally important that the constitutional
ch.eeks.cf the Executive upon the legislati Ye branch should be preserved.
. ·
If it be saitd that the representatives in the popular branch of
Congre~s · are chosen directly by the people, it is answered, the .
people ~lect the Presicle11t. · If both Hou.:-es represent the State's
~ncl the people, so does the President. . The Presitlent r-e presents
rn t,he executive d epartment the whole people of t~e United States,
rs_ each member of the legislative department represents portions
of them.
· .
·
~he doctrine of restriction upon legislati'.ve and execu.ti v'e powe:r,,
wlnle a well settled public opinion is enabled within a reasonable
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time to accomplish its ends, has made otir country what it i~, and
has opened to us a career of glory and happinern to which -- all
other nations have been strangers.
In the exercise of the power of the _veto , the Presid~nt is re-s ponsible not only to an enlightened public opinion, but to the
• people of the whole Union, who elected him, as the representa" tins in the legislative branches, who , differ , with him in opinion,
.are responsible to the p_eople of particular ~tates, or district~, 'who
compose t,heir respective constituencies. To dtny to · the President the exercise of this power, would be to rrpeal that provisiOn
of the constitution which confers it upon him. ' To charge that
its exercise unduly ·controls the legislative will, is to complain· of
the constitution itself.
·
If the Presidential veto be objected to upon the gro'und that it
checks anll thwarts the popular will, upon the s,nne princip1e the
equality of representation of the States in the S enate sh o uld be
-stricken out of the constitution. The vote of a sena!or from. Del'aware has equal weight in deciding upon the mos t importa'nt measures with . the vote of a senator from New Y or:k; and yet the 01:e.'
re presents a State containing, according to the , txisting apportionment of r-epresentatives in the House of ~epresent.itives, but one
hirty-fourth part of the population of the other. By th~ con·stitutional composition of the Senate, a majority of that body from
the smaller States represent less thaI?, one-fou.rth of the people of
the Union. There are thirty States; and, under the · existing apporti onment of rep 1esent-atives, there are two hundred and thi1ty
me muers in the. House of Re p resentatives. Sixteen o-f the smaller
States are represented in that Hou'Se by but fifty memb~rs; and yet
the sen~tors from those States constitute a majority of the Senate.
So that th'e President may reco mmend a measure to Congress:, and
it may receive the sandi on and , approval of more than 1hreefourths of the Hou se 0£. Representatives, and of all the .senators
fr om the large States , containing more than three-fourths of the
whole population · of the United Stfltes; and yet the m~asure may
be defeated by the votes of the senators from the sma1le_r State~.
~one, it is resumed, ca~ be found ready t0, change the organiz~tlon of the ~ena,te on this account, or to strike that boJy practlca11y out of exi~tence, by requiring that its action shall be conformed to the will of the more. numerous branch.
·
Upon the same principle that t he veto of the Pre s iden t should be
prac_tically abolished, the p ower of the Vice President. to~ive ·the
~astrng vote upon an equal division of the Sen ate shotJldoe ahol1sbed ~lso. T~e Vice Preside11t exercises the veto power as effectually by :eJecting ~ bill by hi s cc1sting vote as the President
doe_s by refusrng to approve au cl sign it. This power h as bt en t x·
erc1sed by the Vice President in a ftw in tance1-, the most important nf which wa the rPjection of the bi]J to recharter the b::111 : of
the ' United tates in 1811. It may happen that a , bill · m;) be
pass d by a large majority of the House of R ·prescn1ativu-, and
m~y be s _ppott ·d by the s nator~ from the larger States, and the
1c President may reject it by giving his vot_e with the senators
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from the smaller States; ' and yet none, it is pr~sumed; 'are _prepared
to deny to him t.he exercise of this power under the constitution.
But it i~, in· point of ,f act, untrue that an act passed by ~ongr~ss
is conclusive evidence that it is ari emanation of the popu1qr wdL
A majority of the whole number ·elected to each House-of (?o~gr-Pss
constitutes a quorum, and a majority of that quorum 1s compe tent to . pass -laws.
It might , hapP.en that a quorum of the
House of Rep resen tati ves, consisting -of a single member · more
than half .o f the · whole number elected to that House, might
_pass a _bill by a majority of a Eiingle vote, and in that ~ase a
fraction mor:e than one-fourth of the prnple of the · U n\ted States
·would be represented by tho~_e who voted for it.
It might
happen that the _s ame bill might be passed by ~ majority of on~~ of
a quorum of the Senate, composed· of senators from the fi.ftPen
. smaller State8, and a sing-le s~nator from a sixteenth State, and if'
the s.e nafors ·rnting for it happened to be from the eight of- the
smalle~t of these State--s, it would be pass.ed by the vott:'S of s~na- ·
tors from States having but Jourteen representafrves in the House
of Representati'ves, and containing less than one-sixte en th of the
whole population of the Uni.fed States. This extreme case is s't ated
to illustrate the fact, that the -m ere passage of a bill by Congress '
· is no oonclusiv.e evirlence -th~t those who ,passed it represent the
majority of the people of the United States:, or truly r_e flect thei'r .
will. If such an extreme case is not likely to. happen, L'.ases that
approximate it are of constant occurrence. It is believed , that
not ·a single law has been passed, since the adoption of the constitution , upon which a)l the members elected . to both Houses have
been present and voted. Many of- the most i,mportant acts which
have passed Congress have been ca rried by a cl?se vote in thin '
Houses. Many instana.es of this might be given. Indeed, our ex- ·
perience proves. that many of the !~Ost important acts of Congress
are postponed to the last days, and often the last hours.of a ses·sion, when they are dispose(:l of in haste, and by Houses but little
exce,eding the number r.ecessary to form a quorum.
.
,
Besides, i~1 most of the States, the members of the House of Rf·p-,
rese ntative's ar'e chosen by pluralities, and not by majorities of all
the voters in their respective districts ; and ·it may happen that a
majority of that Honse may b-e returned by a less aggregate vote of
the people than that received Ly the minority . . ·
·
If the principle insisted on be sound, t _h en the constitntior'! ·shouid
be so qhanged that no bill shall becol.P;e a law unless it ' is vo,t ed for

.by members representing in each House a _!Dajo rity of thP, · whole
people of the United States. We must remodel our whole system,
strike down an<l abolish not only 'the salutary cnecks lorlged in the
executive branch, but must strike out and abolish those lodgeJ iu
the Senate also, and thus practic,-111,y invest the whole
power of the
1
government in .a majority of a single assembJy-a majority uncnntro]le<Land absolute, and wbid1 may become de8potic. To conform
.to this doctrine of the righf of majorities to rule; independent of
the checks and.limitations·of. the constitu\ion , we must revolutionize
ou r whole. systerµ.
We mus-t <lestro•y the constituti<'>nal com"."
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pact by -which the ~several States agreed to form a federal

Union

and rush into consolidation, which must end in monarchy or despotism. · No one advocates such a proposition; and yet the doctrine maintained, if carried out, must -leaJ to this result.
.
O.ne ,great o,bject of the constitution in conferring upon, the Pr c·
. side,nt a qualified_negative upon the legislat-ion of Congress, was to
protect mrnorities' frnm injustice and oppre_ssion by majorities. The
equality of their representation in the Senate, and the veto power
of the President, are the constitutional guaranties which the smalle~
States have that their rights will be respected. Without these
guaranties all their interests would -be at the mercy of majoritie_s
in Congress representing the larger States. To the smaller and
W(:'aker States,, therefore, the preservation of this power, and 1ts
exercise upon proper 6ccasiof.ls demanding it, is of vital importan_ce.
Tht;y ratified the constitution, and entered in to the Union, securrn g
. to themselves an equal 'representation with the larger States in the
Senate; and they agreed to be bound by all laws passed by Congre6s upon the express condit~on, and none other, that they should
he approved by the President, or passed, his objections to the contrary notwithstanding, by a vote of 'two-thirds o'f both , Houses.
, Upon this condition they have a right to insist, as a •part of the
c~mpact to which they gave 'their assent.
.
· A bill might be passed by Congress against the ~ill of the \Yl1ole
, people oJ a particular Sta'te, al.'ld against the votes of its senators
a~d a1l its representatives . However prejudicial it might be to
. the i'n terest of su,eh State, it would be bound by it if the P resident
shall approve it, or it shall be .passed by a vote of. two-thirds of
.both Houses; but it has a right to drmand that the President shall
exercise his constitulional po,ver anrl arrest iJ, if his jttdgment is
again f:t i~
If he surrender this power, or fail to exercise it in a
case whe·f ;-,~~ cannot approve, it would make his formal approval
a m ere ]r1, ,. ; kery, and ' woU'ld
i tse lf a violation of the constitution,.
~nd tbt dissenting State would becom,e· bound l:iy a law which had
not bt>en passed ac cordi ng to the san cl ions of the constitution.
The objection to t~e exercise of the veto power is .founded upon
an irha respt-cting the popular will, which, if carried out, would
annihilate State sovereignty, ancl substitute for thelres e·nt federal
go';' e rn m n1 t a co n ~ o 1i d at ion , d i.rec t e d by a s u pp o s e rt nu mer i ca 1 m a·
jority. A revoluti ,o n of the government woulrl. be silently effected,
and the States would be subjected to laws to which they had never
givtn their con::titutional COflSf'rtt .
·
T he. Supreme Court of the United States is in ns ted with the .
power to cltclare, _and has declared, acts of Congress passed with
the con~urren 1·~ of t\ie ~e.nate, the House of Representatives, and
the approv_al _of t he Presiden t , to be unconstitutional and void; and
ye\ ~o~e, 1~ 1 pre_..,u~1e_d, can be found, who will be disposed to
st11p th1 lnglH·. t J tHl1c1al tribunal under the constttution of this
ac: 1rnowleclg <l powt:!r-d power r eces ary alike to its independence
and the right of individuals.
or the a_rne re~ un. that the executive veto should, according
to the doctrrne maintained, be rendHe<l nugatory, an.d be practi-
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'cal1y expunged from the cpns.t itution, this power of the ~ourt
should a!so be rendned nugatory and be expunged, because. it restrains the · legislative' and executive wi11,, and because the exercise
of such a po'wer by the court may be regarded
being in conflict with the ca~'acity of t~e people to govern themselves. Indeed, there is more reason for strikrng this power of, the court from
the constitution than there is that of the qualifi.e d veto of the President ; because the decision of the court is final, and can neve·r be
reversed, even though both Houses of Congress a.nd the President
should be unanimous in opposition to it; whereas the veto ·of the ,.
President may _be overruled by a vote of two-thirds of both Houses
o f Congress, or by the people at the pol ls.
·
It is ohviou·s that to -pHserve the SJStem established by the consti.t ution, each of the co-ordinate br'a n'ches of the government-the
executive, legislative, and' judicial---mus-t be left ih the exercise of
its appropriate powers. If
executire or the judicial branch be
deprived of powers conferred upon either as checks on the le-gislative, the preponderance of the latter will become dispr.oportionite
and absorbing, and the others impotJ~t for the accomplishment of
the great objects for which they were established. Or'g anized as
they are by the constitution, they work together harmoniously for
the public good. If the executive and - the judiciary sh.all be deprived of the constitutional po,wers invested in them, and o-f their
due proportions, the equilibri~m of- the system must be destroyed,
and cQnsolidation, with the most pernicious results, must ensue~a.
consoli_d ation of unchecked, despotic power exer'ci.sed by majorities
of the legislative brnnch. .
_
·
The executivf>, legislative, and judicial, each constitutes a separate co-ordinate department of the government, and . each is independent of the others. In the performance of their respective duties · under the C<?nstitution, neither c?-n, in its legitimate action,
co.ntrol the others. They each act upon their several . respo.n sibilities in their respective spberes; · but if the d-octrines now maintained
be correct, the executive must ' become practically subordinate to
the legislative, and the judiciary must become subofdinate to both
the' legislative and the executive; and thus the whole po~1 er of the
government would b_e merged in a single department. Whenever,
if ever, this shall occur, our glorious system of well regulated
s e]f-governme,nt will CruJilble into ruins-to · be succeeded, first by
anarchy, and finally by monarchy or despotism. I am far from believing that this. doctrine is the sentinient ·of the American peo- ,
ple; and _during the short period which remains in which it ~ill
be my duty to admini::ter -the executive d'epa.rtment, it will be ·my
aim to maintain.its indep.en.dence, ?nd discharge its duties, :without
infringing upon the p6wers or duties of either of the other depart·
ments of the government.
·
..
. The power of the executiYe veto was exercised by the first and
most illustrious of my predecessors, and ,by fqur of his success.o rs
who preceded me in the administration of the government. and, it
is believed, in no instance prejudicially to the public inter;sts. It .
has never been, and there ·is but little danger that it ~ver can be
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abused. No President will , eyer desire, unn ecessa ri1 y, to' place his
o.piniO'n in opposition to that of Congress. He must al.w ays exer, -cise the power reluctantry, and only in cases where his c~onvictions
make it a matter of stern duty, which he cannot esL:ape. Intleed,
there is more danger tfrat the ·Presid.ent, from the repu,gnance he
must always feel to come in collision with Congress, may fail to
exercise it in cases where the preser v ation of t'he constitution from
infraction, or the pubHc good, may demand ·it, than that he ·will
.ever exercise it unnecessarily o.r wan ton l y.
During the period I have administered the executive department
of the government, great and importttnt questions of public policy,
foreign' and ·domestic, have arisen, upon -which it wa~ my duty to
,act. It may, indeed, be truly said that my administration has f1llen
,u pon -eventful• times. I ha v~ f e 1t mo st sen si b 1y the weigh\ of the
'high responsibilities devolved upon µi e. With no oth·e1: object than
the -p ublic goou, the enduring fam e , an'"cl permanent pros·perity of
my country, I have purslfed the convictions of ·my own best judgm~nt. The .impartial arbitrament of enlightened public opinion,
pr~sent and future, wiJl determine how far tne publiG policy I.have
maintail)ed, and .the measures I have from time to time recommend~d, may have tended to advance or retard the public prosperity at
· home, and to elevate or depress the estimate of our national character abroad.
·
Inv~k_ing the blessings of the • Al~1ighty upon your drliberations
at your present important session, my ardent hope is, that in a
spirit of harmony and' comcqrd, you may be guided to wise i·esults,
and such as may redound to the happiness, the honor, and the gl.ory
of our beloved country.
·

JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON,

December 5 , 1848.
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To collectors· and ot h er offecers of the customs .
TREA S URY

DEPARTMENT,'0ctober'7, 1848.

On the 30 t h of M a·y ]a:st, upon th·e ex·change of ratifications of
o ur treaty with Mexico, Cali fo rnia became a p~rt of the American

Un ion; in cons r quen ce of w hic h, various_questions h ave been p re-:
sen,ted by me r ch a,.nts and ,col 1e ctors for the de cision of this ·depa rt-.
m ent.
...,
.By the eonstitution of the Uni ted States, it is qeclared that ".11.ll
tr eaties ma de, or which shall be made, under. . the authority of the
United S1ates, SHALL BE THE SUPREME LAW OF , THE LAND." :Uy the
tr ea ty wit'h Mexico, California is annexed to this republic, and the
constitution of t\h e United States is extended over that t erritory
. and is i~ full force throughou t its limits·. Congress also, by several enactments subsequent to the ratification of the treaty, have
distinctJy reco gnised California as a part of the Union, and have
extended ov·e r it in several important particulars the laws of the
United States.
'
Ui,der · these ~ir.cumstances t,he following instructions are tssued
by this department:
"
1st. All articles of the growth, proJu ~e or manu fact ur:~ of ·C ali·
· fornia, shipped therefrom at a ny time since the 30th May last, are
entitled to admission free of d uty ir{to all· the ports of the Unite<l ·
States.
·
2d. All articles of" ,the growth, profoce
manufacture of the
· United States, are entitled to admissjon free of duty into California,
as are also all foreign goods which are exempt from <l nty by the
laws of Congr~ss, or on whicn goods the duties prescribed by_th0 sti
laws have been paid to any collector o( the Unit ed States previous
to their introduction 'into Califwnia.
·
3d. Although the constitution of the· United States exte~ds to
Calitorn,ia, and Congress have r ecognised it by law as a part of the
U~io_n, and l~gi_slate~ f9,r it as; su~_h, ye~ it_ is not brought by law
w1thm the limits of any collection d rstnct, nor has Congress
authorized the appointment of any offic_ers to collect the r r. venue
accruing on, tbe import of for t ig n dutiable goods into that territory.
Under these circumstances, al though thi §. department ·may be unable
to collect the ~ uties accruin g on- importations from for~ign countries into . California, yet, if fo reign dutiable goods should be introduced ther e and shipped thence to any port or. pl ace of the
U ni ted States, they will be subject to duty, _as also to al f th e pe n- '
al tie s prescrib ed by la \V Whe n rn ch i m p_o rta tion is attempted w it h-.
1
out t he payme nt of dut ies .

or

R. J. W ALKER, . ~
Se cretary of the Treasury.,.,
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{ DO CU MENTS ACCOMPANY I NG T H E PRE SIDENT 1S ME SSAGE AT THE SECO N D SESSION o·F TH£
THIRTIETH C'ONGRESS.]

• t,

·C0RRESP0NDE,NCE RELATIN~ TO CIVIL GOVERNMENT IN CALIFORNIA;
AND NEW MEXICO.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

· Was!iington · city, -October 7, 1848.
S'IR: Previous to your departure for California, the President
has instructed me to · make known through your agency,' to the
,citizens of the U'nited States inhabiting tiiat territory, his views
r especting- their present condition and future prospects. He deems
it proper to employ y<rn for this purpose, because the Postm aster
General has appointed you an agent, under the" Act to establish
certain post routes," approved August 14, 1848, " to make arrange- ments for the ·establishment of post offices, and for the transmission, receipt, and conveyance of letters in Oregon and Cal-iforpia."
The Presiden't congratulates the citizens of California on the annexation of their fine province to the United States. On the 30th of May, 1848, the day on which the ratifications ·of our late treaty
with Mexico were exchanged, C~lifornia finally becaru~ an integral
part of this great ::J,nd glorious republic; and the act of' Congress,
to which I have already referred, in express terms recognises it to
be "within tbe territory of the United States."
'
May this ·union be perpetual!
_ .
The people of California may feel" the firmest conviction that' the
government and people of the United, States will never abandon
them, or prove unmindful of their prosperity. Their fate and their
fortunes are now indissolubly united with that of their brethren on
this side of the Rocky mountains. How propitious this event, both
for them and for us! Whilst the other nations of the world are
distracted by domestic dissensions and are involved in a struggle·
between the privileges of the few and the rights of the I many,,
Heaven has blessed our happy land with a governm,e nt wh1eh secures equal rights to all our citize11s, and has produced peace, happiness, and contentment throughout our borders; It has combined
liberty with order, and all the sacred and indefeasible rights of the
c itizen with tht strictest observance of law. Satisfied with the
institutions under which we live, each individual is therefore left '
free to promote his own prosperity an ll happiness in the manner
i n accordance with .his own judgment.
U nder such a con stitution and such laws, the prospects of California are truly encouraging. Blessed. with a mild and salubrious
d imate a_n d a fertile soil-riGh in mineral resourc_es-and extend..
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ing o.ver n~ar1y ten degrees of latitude a1ong the coast of the Pa·cifiG, with siorne of the _finest harbors in the worl<l, the im~gination
~an scarcely fix a ' limit to its future wealth and prosperity.
.
We can behold in the not distant futur~ one or more glonous
States of this confederacy springing -into rxistence in Cal~fornia,
governed by inst'it-ut.i.s,ns similar to our own, an-d extendrng t~e
blessingS: of religion, lib_erty, and law over that vast region. Then
free and unrestricted comme·rce an<l intercourse with the other
States of tne Unk~n will confer mutual benefits and blessings on all'
parties concernPd, .and will bind us together by the st~ong~st ties
of reciproc~l a.tfe~ xon and intenist. Their foreign tra<le v~1\h t?e
West Coast o.f America , with Asia, and · the isles of the Pac1fi.c, will
be protected
our common flag, and cannot fail to bear back ,to
· th.eir shores the rich. rewards of enterprise and industry.
· Afte r all , hp wever, the speedy realization of these bright pr_o~- ,
pccts dep e ~ds u'Cl:i, upon the wise and prudent conduct of the~c1t1zens of Calif._ da in the present emergency . -n they com~ence
their career und v · proper auspices, their ad.vance will be rapid a?d
certain; bul should they become entangled in diffi culti es and d1ssen~ious at the .i5tart, their progress will be greatly retarded.
, -~ 'l'h.e President deeply regrets that Congress did not, .at their late
. session, establish a territorial government for California. It would
now b.., vain to enter i{\tO the:·. r:easons for this omissio'n. '\Vhatever
_the,;-e may have been; he is fir in 1y. convinc~d that Congress fee_l a
deep interest in the welf;ue of California and its p eo ple-and will,
at an early period of the next sessi on, provide ·for them a terricorial
government suited to t}:i.eir wants. Ou r/ laws relating -to trade an_d
intercourse with the Indians will then be extended over th em;
£usiom-hous·es will be established for the collection of the revenue;
apd )ib€ral grants of-land will be made to those bold and patriotic
citizens who, a'midst privations and dangers, have emigrated or shall
emigrate to, that territory from the States on this side of the ,Rocky
Mountai"ns.·
'
:
1 The President, in his annu'al message at the comme.ncement·of the
next session, will recomm€nd a.ll these great measures to Congress,
ii! the strongest terms, _and will use every tdfort, consistently with
his duty, to ensure their accomplis'4ment.
In the mean time the condition ot the people of California is ano~malous, and will require on their part the ext:rcise of great prudence
and discreti?n· By the conclusion of the treaty of p~ace, the milit?ry government which was established over them, under the laws
of war as recogni ed by the practice of all civili~ed nations, has
ceastd to derive its authorily from this ~ource of power. But is
there,· for 'thi .. r< ason, no governmc,nt in California ·? Are life,
l~bert,y-> an_d property under the protcrtion of 1.no disting authorities? This would be a singular phenomenon in the face of the
world, 1 l especially among American citi.zens, tlistinguisbeJ as
th~y are bov all other people for th ir law-abiding character.
F~rtu?at ly, they are not reducerl to this ad, condition. The terrnatl~n of the war It.ft an _x i sting gon rnmc!}t-a government de
facto-'11 _oper!'l• · on; and this will continue, with the presumec
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consent of the people, until Congress shall pr?virl_e f~r theill: a ter ..
ritorial gohrnm.e nt, ,T he great law_ o~ ~e~es~1ty ~ust1fies this conclusion. The consent of .the people IS· irres1st1bly inferred from the
fact that no civilized community could pos~ibly desire to a:6rogate '
an existing gov·ernment, when the alternative presented would he
to place thems elves in a state· of,'anarchy beyond . the -protection of
all laws, arid red uc~ them to the unhappy necessity of submitting
to the dominion of the strongest.
.
' This government de facto' will, of course, exercise no power
inconsistent ' with the provisions of the constitution of the United
States, which is the supreme law of the land . . For this reason no .
import duties can be levied in California on articles . the growth,
produce, or manufacture of th.e United States, as no -such duties .
can be imposed in any: other part of our Union on the productions "
of California. Nor can new duties be '<harged in California upon
such foreign productions as have already paid duties in .any of our
ports of entry, for the obvious reason that California is within the
territory of the United States. I shall not enlarge upon this sub·
ject, however, as the Secretary of the Treasury will perform ·that
duty.
·
, /
,
·
· ·1 .
The President prgently adyises the people of California to l,t_v~
peaceabl y and quietly under the existing government. He belie\c_i.
that this )Vill promote their lasting and best interests. _If it ffe no
what th.ey could desire, and, had aright to e~pect, they . can con.sol
themselves with the reflection that it will endure but "for a f'e
months. Should they attempt to change , or, amend i_t during this
brief period, they most probably could not accomplish their objec
· b~fore the government established by Congress would go into opera ..
tion. In. the meantime, the country would be agitated, the citizens .
would be withdrawn from their usual employments, and domestic
strife might divide and exasperate t4e people against each other;
and this all to establish a government whi-cb in.. no conceivable
contingency could endure for a single year. During this brief
period it is better to bear the ills they have than fly fo others
t hat they know not of.
·
~, ,
'l'he permanent prosperity of any new country is idenl!!i1fied with
t he perfect s·ecurity of its Jand titles. The land system of the
g.eneral governm'e nt has been a th eme of admiration throuhhout the
world. The wisdom of man has never' devi.i-ed a plan ··iw ?well calculated to pre-rent litigation and place the rights. of thel'owners of,
t he soil_ beyon.d_dispute. This 'system has been one gr¢at ~a U$e of ,
t he rapid settlement and pro-gress"-0f our new States and Territories. ·
Emigrants have been attracted there tiecause every ma1~ .knew tha't
when he had ac quire d land from the government' he could sit
under his own vine and under his own fi 6 tree, and there would be
none to m,ake him afraid. Indeed, there can be no greater· drawback to the prosperity of a.count ry, as several of the Qlder Stafes
have experienced, than· disputed land titles. Prudent m, n will be
deterred from emigrating to a State or Ter.ritory where they cannot
obtain an indisputable' ti.tle, and must consequently be ~xposed to
the danger of strife and l~tigation ill .respect to the soil on which
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they dwell. , An · uncertainty _res:pecting t-he securily- of land titka
, arresfs all valuable improvement, becaus e no prudent man will~
pend ' his qieans for this pµrpose, whilst th.ere is danger that another
may deprive hiip of the fruit of .h is labors.
It is fortunate, therefore, that Congress alone, under the const~
tution,' pt>ssesses "the power to dispose of, and ,make, all needful
rules a.nd regulations respecting the . territorx ·or 0th.er pro.pert,
bel onging to the United States." In the exercise of ,this power,
l .· the President is conbv i_nc ed dt!iat the emigrants will re<?eive liberal
donations of the pu 11c 1~n .
I Although Congress have not established a territo ria l government
lfor the people of California, they hav·e not been altogether UD·
indful of their interests: T.he benefit of our post office laws ~a1
een extended to them; and you will bear with you authontJ
, rom the Postmaster General to provide for the conYey ance o
public information and private correspondence among . themselve~
and between them · and the citizens of Oregon, and of our State
ast of the Rocky mountains. The monthly steamers on .the ~ine
-rom , Panama ,to Astoria have bee~ requ_ired "to stop and deliver
and take mails at San Diego, San Fra_n cisco, and Monterey."
These -steamers, connected by the Isthm·u s of Pana1na with those on
~he Atlantic between N ~w York and Chagreis, will keep up a re·
gular communication with California, and afford facilities to all
those who may desire to emigrate to that , territory.
.
The necessary appropriations have aJso been made 'by Congres1
o maintain trQops in California to "Protect its inhabitants against
ll att~cks from a 1 civilized or savage foe; and i't will afford tht
resi~en t peculiar pleasure to perform· this cl uty promptly Jani
ffectlvely. ,
,
.·
:But, abo~e all, the constitution of · the United States, the safe·
guard of all our civil rights, was extended over California on the
30th May, 1848, the day on · which oqr .late treaty w;th Mexico W~
finally consummate~. From that day its i'n habitants became entl·
tl_e~ to all the blessings_- and benefits resulting from the ' best form ~1
c1v1l government ~ve_r est_ablished amongst men. That ~hey will
prove worthy of this rneshmable boon no doubt is en tertarned.
Whilst t?e population of California wiH be .compos ed chiefly of
our own k {ndred, of a people speaking our ' own langu age, and
e~ucated fbr ~e1f-~overnment under our own instituti01,1s, a con·
s1derab1e ort1on of them were Mexican 'citizens before the late
t rea~y o_f peace. Tbes~, our new citizens, ought to be, and from
! he 3ust1ce and generos1tr of the American character, the President
1s oonfident that they will be trea teJ with respect and kindness,
and thus be made to feel that, by changing their aHegian9e, they
have become more pro perous and happy.
Yours, very respectfu lly,
,
JAMES BUCHANAN.
WILLIAM V. VoRHTEs, Esq.
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Sm: I have to repor t to the State Departmept one .o f .the mostastoni.shing excitements and state of affairs now ~xisting in this
country, that, perhaps, has ev~r be~n brought to the . notice_of the
gover~meilt. On the .Ame r ican fork of the Sacram:n~o·. and Feather nv_e r, another branch of the· same, and the adJq1mng lands,
t here has been, within the present year, discovered a placer, a vast
tract of land containing gold, in small ,particles. This gold, thus
·. far, has been taken on the bank of the river, from the surface to
eighteen inches in depth, and 'is ~upposed def per, and to extend .
over the country. On account 9f the inconvenience of washin~,
the people haye, to this time, onJy gathered the metal on the
banks, which is don.e simply with a shovel, filling a shallow dish,
bowl, basket, or tin pan with a quantity of black sand, similar to
the class used on paper, and washing o~t the sand by moveptent .
of the vessel. It is now two or three weeks since the men employed in these ·washings ha Ve' appeared in this town With gold, vt9,
exchange for mercltandise and provisio'ns. I presume near twenty
th.ousa'n d dol]ars ($20,000) of this gold has, as yet, been so ex·
changed. Some two or 'three hundred of the men have remained
up the ri v er, or are gone to their homes, for t~e purpo~e gf returning to the placera, and washing imme,diattly, with shov_els,
picks, and baske.t s; many of them,, for the first few .weeks, depending on borrowing from orthers. I have seen the written statement o the work of one man for sixteen days, ·which averaged
t wenty-five dollars ($25) per day; ot•hers ha.ve, with a shovel and ·
pan, or wooden bowl, washed out ten to even fifty doHars in a day.
There are now some me·n yet washing, who have five hundred to
one thousand dollars. As they4have to stand twq feet deep in the.
river, they work but a few hours in the day, and not' every day in
t he week. A few men have been down in boats to this port,
·spending twenty to thirty .ounces of gold each-about tliree hundred dollars ($300.) I am confident that this town (San Francisco)
h as one-half of its tenements empty,' locked up with the furnit ure. The owners-""-storekeepers, lawyers, mechanics, and labore.rs-all gone to the Sacramento with their families. · Small part ies, of five to fifteen men, have sent to this town and offered cooks
t en. to fifteen . . dollars per _day for . a few weeks. Mechanics and
t eamsters, earning the year past five to eight do,llars per day, have
s truck and gone. Several U'n ited States volunteers have deserted.
U nited States barque Anita, belonging to the army, now at anchor
h ere, ._h as but six men. One Sandwich island vesse 1 in port lost
a ll h"i!r men; engaged ano~her crew ~t fifty d_ollars ($50) for the

r un of fifteen day~ - to the 1slan9s.
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his men shipped on . this coast · in such a m a n n er t hat they could
leave at any time, ha.d them all on ' ,t he e_v e of quitting, when he
· agreed to continue their pay and food; leaving one on board, take
a boat, and c,,arry .t hem o ' the golcl regions; furnishing tools., and
giving his men one-third. ' T hey have been gone a week. Common spades and shovels, one month . ago worth one dollar, will
now bring ten dollars at the gold· regions. I am informed fifty
dollars has been offered for one. ,Should this gold continu.e as
represented, this town, and others, will be depopulated. Clerks'
wages have ros·e from six hundred to one . thousand dollars per
annum, ,and board; cpoks'' twenty-five to thirty dol1ars per month.
This sum will not be a~y in9u'c ement a month longer, unless ti)!:
feve'r and ·ague appears among th·e washers. The '' C~a lifornian,"
printed here, stopped this week. · Th~ " Star" newspaper office,
wltere the new laws of Governor .Mason, for this country, is printing, has .but one man left. A merchant, lately from China, has
even lost his China servants. Should the excitement' continue
ihrough the year, and the whale-ships visit San francis'co, I think
they will. lose most all their crews. · How Colonel Mason can ret~in his men, unless he puts a fotce oµ the' spot, I know not. I
have seen several pounds of this gold, ,and consider it very puret
worth, in New Yo_rk, seventeen to eighteen .dollar_s per ounce.
.
Fourteen to sixteen dollars, in merchandise, is paid for it here.
· · What good or bad effect this gold region -will 'have on California,.
I ~annot !oretell. It may tmd this t~ar; but ~ ~m ~nfor?1ed that it
will· contmue many years. Mechanics no,w rn this town are only
waiting to finish some rud·e machinery, to enable them to obtain the
gold more ,expeditiously, and free from working in the riv.e r. Up
to this time, but few - Californians have gone to th'e mines, being
~fraid the A~ericans will soon ha,ve trouble among thediselves,
an·d cause disturbance to all arouQ.'d.. I have seen some of the
black s~nd, as taken • from the ~ottom of the river, _(I sliould think
in the States it would bring twenty-five to fifty cents per pound,)
· containing many pieces of gold; t hey are from th'e size of the he'a d
of a pin to the weight of the eighth 0£ an ounce. I have seen
· s ome wei g hing on e-quarter of an ounce, (four dollars.) Although
my statement s are almo st in c red i6Ie, I believe I am within the
s~atements believ ed by e-yery one here. 'l'en days back, the €Xc1tement had not r each ed Monterey. I shall, within a few days,
visit this gol d mine, and w ill m ake another report to y ou. Enclosed you ha ve a sp ecimen .
·
I have the honor to b,e, ve ry r espectfully,

THO MAS 0. LARKIN.
Hon. JA MES BucIJANAN ,
S ecretar y of St at e, Washin gton.

P.

.- ~hi s place r, or gol d re gion , is· situated on p ubl i c lan d.
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Jun·e 28, 184~.
. S:rn: My last despatch to the Stat~ Department
writ~eft in .
San Francisco, the 1st of this month. -In that _I had the honor tb
MONTEREY, CALIFO·R NIA,

w~s

give some information respecting the· new "placer," .or gold _re.gions lately discovered on the ' branches of the Sac11amento rivet.
Since the ' writing of that· despatch, I li3:ve v·isite.d a part of tlie ·
gold regions, and found it all I had . hearq, and much more than I
anti'cipated. The pad that I vjsited was upon ·a_fork of the American river, a branch of th.e Sacramento, joining the piain _riyer · at
. · Sutter's fort. The place in which I found the people digging w·as .
about twenty-five miles from ~he fort by Jarid.
I have reason to believe that ·gold w-jll be found on ~any
b/ranches of the Sacramento and .the Joaquim: rivers . . People a·re ·
alrea_dy scatter€d over one ·hundred miles of land, and .it is sup-'
posed that the q pl~cer" extends from · riv-et to rive·r. At .prese·nt
the workmen are · employed withi~ 1 ten or. twenty yards of ·the .
river, that they may be convenient to w.ater. · On Feather- river,
~he~,e are several branches upo'n which the people are ·digging for
gold. 1his. is .two or three days'. ri_~e from the place ·1 visited.. .
At my camping place I found, on a surface of two or three m1le·s
-on the banks of the rivh, sorne· fifty t~nts, mostly owned by '.Ameri"".
cans. These ltad. their families. Thl!re, are no Califor,nians who
have taken their families as yet . to the gold regions; · but few or
none will ever db it; some from New Mexico may do so next
year, hut no Californians. ·
·
.
I was two nights · at a tent occ,upied by
ht American-s, vi.z:
two sailors, one .'-1-erk, tw
. o carpen_ters, and
·ee ·daily workmen.
These · men were m company; had two mach1 es, each made from
one . hundred feet of boards, (worth there one hundred ~nd fifty
doUars; in Monte·r ey, fifteen ·dollars-beii1g one day's work,) made
similar to a child's cradle, ten feet long, without the ends . .
· The two evenings I saw these eight men bring ,to their tents the _
l abor of the day. I suppose they made each fifty dollars p'er day;
t heir own calcufation was two pounds of gold a day-four ounce~
, to a man-sixty-four dollars. I, saw two brothers that worked
together, and only . worked by ~ashing the dirt in a tin pan;
weigh the gold they obtained in one day; t e, result was sevei:i
dollars to one, eighty-two- d o:l lars the ot-h~r. There were- two
reasons for this difference: on'e man worked le·ss hours· than the
other, and by chance had\ ground less impregnated wifh go.Id. ' I
~i ve this sta~errient a·~ an extreme case. During my visit I was· an
mt_erpreter ·for a native of MoD;terey, who was purehasing a machme or canoe. I fi rst tried to purchase boards and hire a car- ·
p enter for him. There were but ' a few hundred feet o(boards to.
be had; for !hese the owner asked me fifty• dullars per hun~red,
.($500 per M,) and~a carpenter washing gold dust <lemanded fifty
d~llars ~er day for_ working. I at l~st i;>urchased a log dug out,
w ith a riddle and sieve made of willow boughs on it, for on~ hun-.
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dred and twe~ty dollars, payable in gold dust at fo·urteen dol~
per ounc_e. The · o'w,n er excused himself for the price, by say1
he was two days making it, and even ,,,then demanded the use of
untii sunset. , My CaJifornian l1as told me since that himself, par
, ner, and two )ndians obtained with this canoe eight ounce·s th
· ,first and five .ounces the· second µay. ·
I am of the opin_ion that, on th.,e American fork, Feather river;
and Copimes .river, there are near _lwo thousand people, ~ine-tentb
o{ them foreigners. Perhaps there are one hundred families, tha
-h ave their teams, wagons, and · ~ents. Many persons are waiting t
' see whe.the·r the months of July and August will. be sickly, bef~re
1
.they leave th_eir present business to go tQ the· '.' pla, ce_r."
he dis
. covery of this gold was made . by som _e , Mormons, rn January or
February, who for a time kept it a secret; t4e majority oJ those
who are now working there bt;gan in May. In most every instance
. the men, after digging a few · days, have been . compelled to leave
' 'for the purpose of retuq1ing home to .see th·e ir families,, arral?ge
, their business, and P'!lrchase provis;ions. I feel co.ifident in saymg
'. there are fifty men in this "placer" who have on ,an aver.a ge one
thousand dollars each, oqt~ined in May and June. I have not met
-with any person who had been fully emp-loyeJ in washing gold
one mont~; inost,,however, appear to have ,aver·aged ap ounce per
:d~y. I thtnk there must a,t this ti&e ·be over one thousand ,men ~t
w~rk uppn the different branc!1es of t'he Sacramento; putting the1:r
garns a.t ten tho,u ~and per ,da-y, for six days in the week, appears t_o
me. not overrated. Should this news reach the emigration of California and . Oregon,? n?w on_ the road, connected with the Indian
war~,. now 1m poyenshrng the la,tter country, we ·sµould have a farge
add1tl0n to .our populati'on; and should the , riclrness of the gold
regi~n continu_e, o
emigration 'in 1849 will · ge maQy thousand;,
and rn 1850 still m e. If our countrymen , in California as clerks,
~echanics, and W5)rknien, :wifi forsake employment at from two to
. s~x dollars per ?ay, how many mo.re of tµe same class in the Atlantic State~, earn~ng much less, will leave for this' country ·under snc·h
pro~pects. It 1s tlle opinion of many who have vi ited the gold
regions the past and present months, that the grounds will afford
gol_d fo_r many ye~rs, perhaps for a century. From my own examination of the nvers and their banks I am of the opinion that,
at least for a few years, the golden prolucts will equal the p·r esent
year. However, a~ neither men of science nor the laborers now
at ~ork, ~a~~ made !ny explorations of con~equence, it is .a matter
of im_possibihty to_ g1v~ any opinidn . as to the extent and richness
of this part of California·. Every Mexican who has seen the place
s_ays th_roughout their republic there has never been ' any " placer"
hke this one.
·
Could Mr. Po]k and yourself see Califdrnia as we- now see it,
you would think that a few thousand people, on one hundred miles
huar~ of the _Sacramento yalley, w ld yearly turn out of this river
t } b le price our country pays for all the acquired territory.
\ n , fin 1 ~ cl my first letter I doubted my own writiF1g, and, t o
tt r ati fic<l, h~wed it to one of th~ principal merchants of

~
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San Francisc·o, and· to Captain Fulsom, of the quarterm~ster's- department, who decided· at once I was ~ar below the rea~1ty. You
certainly will suppose, from my two Jetters, that I am, like others,
lead a way by the excitement of the day. / I think I am not. I~
my last I enclosed a small sample 0f the gold dust, an_d find my.
only error was in , putting, a ·value to the sand. At th~t time I was
not aware how the gold was found; I, µow can describe the mode
of collecting it. A person without a machine, ::i.fter diggi~g off one
or two feet -of the upper ground, near the water, (in some cases
they take the · top rarth,) throws int_o a tin p~n or wood~n ,ho~l a
shovel Jull of loose dirt and stones; then, placing the bast}\ an rnch
under water, continued to 'stir up t.he dirt wi _th his hand in such a
manner that th·e running water will carry off the light earth, occa. sionally, with his hand, throwing out the stones; after an operatio~
of this kind_for twenty or thirty minutes, a spoonful' of small blacli
sand remains; this is o~ a haridkerchief or cloth dried in the sun,
the emerge is blown off, leaving the pure gold. I hav,e the pleasure of enclosing a p~per of this .sand an.cl gold., which I, from a
bucket of dirtrd ·stones, in half hour st~n~ing at the-.edge of the
water, washed out myself. The value of 1t may be two ·or three
dollars.
·
The _size of the gold depends in some measure upon the river .,,
from which it is .taken, the banks of one river having la,rger grains
of gold than another. I presume more than 9ne half of the gold pui
into pans or machines is washed out and goes down the stream;
this is of no consequence to the washers, who care only · for the
present time. Some have formed companies of four or five men,
and have a rough ma8e machine put together in-a ~ay, which :work~
e<l to . much ad vantage,
e,t many · pre(er to ,·fork aloQe, with a
wooden howl or tin pan, worth' fifteen or twenty ents in the States,
but eight to ·s ixteen dollars a't the gold region . . As the workmen
continue and materials can be obtained, improvements will take
place in the mode of obtaining gold; at present it is obtained by
standing in the,water, and with much severe labor', or such as is
called here severe labor. How long this gathering of gold by the
handfulls will continue here, or the future effect it will havl;! on
California, I cannot say. Three-fourths of the houses in the to wn
on the bay' qf San Francisco are deserted. Houses are sold at the
price of the ground lots. The effects a.r e ,thi$ week shewing themselves in Monterey. Almost every house I had hired out is ,. given
up. Every blacksmith, carpenter and lawyer are leaving; brick
yards, saw mills and ranches are left perfectly alone. ·, A large
· number of the volq.nteers at San Francisco and Sonoma have deserted; some have been1etaken and brough\ back; public and private
v~sse ls are _. loosing; their crews; my cl~rks have h·a d one hundred
per cent,,. advance offered them on their wages to accept employme~t. ,,.,.A complete ·revolution in th.e ordinary state of affairs•is ·
takmg place; both of our newspapers
are discontinued from want of
1
workmen and the.loss of their agen cies; the alcaldes have left San
Franc~sco? and I believe Sonoma likewise; the fo~me:r place has
not
a J ust1ce of the peace left. The· second al cal de of Mon ter~y
1
<
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·to-day joins the ,keepers of our principal hotel, who hav.e clos
their office .and house, an\l will leave to-morrow for the gold
rivers.
I saw. on the ground a lawyer who was last year attor'?
general for the king of the Sandwich Islands, digging and washt
out his :ounce _and a half per day; near hi1n can be found- most
. his brethren
the long robe, working in 'the same occupat~on.
, To ·conclude: my letter is long,' but I c0uld not well describe wb
I have seen in less words, and I no-w can believe _that my accou
may he doubte~; if the affair proves a buqble, a mere excitemen
I kn-ow not how' ,,,:e can all be deceived, as we are situated. G
vernor ·M ason, and hi~ staff hav'e left Monterey to visit the place ~
question, .and will I suppo·se soon forward ·,to his department ht
views al)d -opinions on this subjept. Most of the Ian?, where _gold
1has been discove1 ed, is public land; there are on different
vers
some private grants. I have thre~ such purchased in 1846 and
'47, but have not l~a-rnt that any private lands have produced goldi1
• •
'
'
though they may heredter d·o so.
I have the hf>nor,' dear sir, to be, ·v ery respectfully, yoqr obedi•
ent servant,
.
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n
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I

~on.

·THOMAS 1>. LARKIN.

JAMES B~c;HANAN,

Secretary of State, Washington City.
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/
· Monterey, California, .llugus·f 17, 1848.
SIR: l have the honor to inform you that, accornpanied ·'b J Lieutenant W. T. Sh
an, 3il a·rtillery, A. A. A. General, I started on
the 12th of J upe last , to make tour ,thnntgh the northern part of
Californ'ia'. J\i!y principal purpose, hoy;ever, was to visit ,t·he newly discovered gold ". placer" in the valley of the Sacramento. I
h&d proceed·ed about forty miles, when I was overtaken by an express bringing me intelligence of the · arrival at Monter,ey - of the
U nite.d States ship Southampton, with important letters from Commodore Shubrick and Lieutenant Colonel Burton. I returned at
once to Monterey, and despatched what busin'e ss was· most import~nt, and on the 17th resumed my journey. We reached San Fran~1sco on the 20th, and fo_und that all, or nearly all, its male inhab1~ants had gone to the mines. The town, which a few months before was so busy and thriving, was then almost deserted. On the
evening of the 24th, the horses of the escort were cro's sed to Sousoleto in a launch, and on the following day we resumed the journ_ey, by way of B?dega and Sonoma, to Sulter's fort, where we arrived on the morning of the 2<l of July. A!ona the whole route,
mills were lying idle, fields of wheat were gpen to cattle and
horse ; hou_ es vacant,. and farms going to waste. At Sutler's there
was mo1c hf~ and busin1:s . · l',,aunches were discharging their car·
goes at the river, ancl ca ts were aulino- good3 to the fort where
.
0
'
a l re cJy were e · a I:,
J11 h d several store , a hotel, &c.
Captain
Sut-

1
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ter had only--two mechanfos in his employ-a wagon-maker and a
bla-cksm ith-whom he w;is• then paying ten dollars a , day: Merchants pay him a monthly rent of $100 per room, and whilst I was
ther.e a two story house in the fort vras rented as a hotel for $500

a month.

·

.

At the· urgent solicitation of many gentlemen, I delayed tlie,re to
participate in the first public celeb.ration ·of our national a·n·niversary at that fort, but on the 5th resumed the journey, and proceeded twenty-five miles up the American fork to a point on it p·ow
known . as the Lower Mines or Mormon diggings,. Th-e hill-sides
,weie thickly strewn with canvas tents and bush· arbors; store was
erected and several boarding shan'ties in operation. . The day was
intens~ly hot, yet abounwo hundred m~n were at work i1~ the full
glar~ of the &un washing for gold, some with tin pans, some with
dose woven Indian baskets, but the greater part had a rude · machine known as the cradle. This is on rockers., si?C or eight feet
long, open at the.foot, and, at its _head, has a .coarse grate or seive;
the bottom is rounded with small c]eets nailed across. Four men
are required t work this m,achine; one digs the gravel in the bank
close to the stream, another carri_es it to the cradle and empties it
on the grate, a third giv~s a violent rocking motion to the machine, whilst a fourth dashes water on from the stream itsel'f. ·The •
seive keeps the coarse stones from entering the cradle, the 'current
of water washes off the earthy . matter, and the gravel is gradually
carried out at the foot of the machine, leaving the gold mixed with
a heavy nne b]ack sand above the first cleets. The sand and gold
· mixed together are then drawn off. through augur holes into a pan
below, are dried in the sun, and afterwards separated by blowing
off the _s and. A'party of four men, thus employe
fthe Lower Mines,
averaged a hundred dollars a day. The Indians, and tliose· who have
nothing bnt_pans or willow baskets, gradually wash out the earth and ·
separate the gravel by hapd, leaving ~othing but the gold mixed with
san<l, which is separated in the. m~nner before de~cribed. The gold
in the Lower Mines is in fine bright scales, of which J send several
specimens.
As' we ascended the south branch of the American , fork, tpe
country became more broken and mountainerns, anrl 'at the s·awmiH,
25 miles above the lower washings, or 50 miles from Sutter's, the
hills rise to about a thousand feet above tfie level of the Sacramento plain. Here a species of pine occurs, which led to the discovery of the gol'd. Captain Sutter, feeling the great want of lumber , contracted, in September last, with a Mr. Marshall, to build a
sawmill at that place. It was 'erected in the course of the past .
winter and spring; a dam and race constructed_, bl,lt when the wat~r
)Vas let. on tfre wheel, the tail race was found to be too narrow to
permit the water to escape with sufficient rapidity. Mr. Marshall,
to save labor, let .the· water directly into . the ra~e with a strong
current, so as to wash it wider and de'e per. He 1 effected his purpose, and a' large bed of mud and gravel was carried to the foot of
t he race. One day Mr. Marshall, as he was w~lkinO' down the
.ace to ibis deposit
mud, observed some ' gli.!tering particles at
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its upper edge; he gathered a- few, , exami.ned. them, and beca •
s~tisfied of their v·a lue.
He then went to the fort, told Capt.a
Sutter of his· discov~ry, and they agreed to keep it a secr,et un ti 1
certain grist mill of Sutter's was finished. It however got out, al_1
spread liktf ma~ic. Remarkable success attended the labors of .th
first .explorers, a'nd,, -in . a few 'weeks, hundre~s of men were dra
thither. At the tim.e ,of my visit, but little more than three mo_n
after its first discovery, it was estimated that upwa_rds of four tho •
sand people \_Vere employed. At the mill there is a fine ,depo
or· bank of gravel, which the people respett as the p·roperty of Ca
tain Sutter, although · he pretends to no right to it; and would b
perfectly satisfied with the simple promise of ~ pre-errp'tion on ac
count of ' the mill which, he has· built there at copsiderable cost
Mr. Marshall · was living near the tµiH, a'nd inform;d me that man
p ·e rsons were employed above and below him,. that ·they used th
· same machines as at the lower washings, and that their sucoess wa
about the same', ranging from one to three ounces of gold. per m.a
daily. ·Tbis gold, too, is in ~cales ·a -littl'e coarser than those of th
lower mines. From the mill, . Mr. Marshall guicwJ me up th
lllOuntain o,n the opposite or north 9ank of , the south fork, wh~re,in -the bed of small ' streams or ravine~ now dry, a great deal of
coa~se gold has been found. I there saw several· parties at wor~,
all of whom were doing very well; a great many spe~imens were
shown me, s0.me as heavy as four or five ·_ ounces in weight, and I
send three pieces, 1abelle4 No. 5, presented by a Mr. Spence~
"X' ou will perceive that' some of the specimens accoropanying this,
hold mechanically pieces of quartz; that the suifa.ce is rough, ·and
evidently moulded in the crevice of a r·o ck. 'rhis gold .cah'not
ha~e been carried f.aJ by water, but must have rematned near where
it~as· first depositlW from the rock that once bound it.. I enquired
of many people if they had encountered the metal in its matrix;
but, m every instance, they sai'd they )lad. not· but that the gold
was invariably mixed with washed gravel, or lodged in the crevices
of other rocks. .all. ~or~ testimony that they had found go l~ in
greater or less quantities rn the n_u merous small gullies 01· rav~nes
that occur in that µiountainous region. On the 7th of July, I left
the mill, and crossed to a small stream emptying into the Ameri~an
fork, three or four miles below the sawmill. I struck this stream
(now known _ as VV.:eber's creek) at the washings of Lunol & Co.
They ?ad about thirty Ind~ans emplojed, whom they pay in merchand1s_e. They :were gettmg gold of a character similar · to that
fou_nd rn the mam fork, and do11btless in sufficient q·uantities t9
satisfy them._ I send you a small specimen, presented by this company, of theu gold. From this point we proceeded up the stream
a?out eight miles, wh~re we found a great many people and Indians, some engaged rn the bed of the stream arid others. in the
mall side valleys that put into it.
'
. These latter are exceedingly rich, and two ounces wer~ con 1dered an ordinary yield for a day's work. A small gutter, no
more than a hundred yards lonfl', by four feet wide and two o
three feet deep, was pointed out ~o me as the one wh'ere two men,

!
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William Daly and Perry McCoon, bad, a short time before, ob-:
tained $17,000 worth of g~ld. Captain Weber informed me that
be knew that thes~ two men had employed four white men, and
about a huncl'red Indians, and that, at the end of one weik's work,
they paid off their party and had left $10,000 worth of this gold.
Another small ravine was shown me, from which had been taken
upwards of $12,000 worth of gold. · Hundreds of similar ravines,
to all appearances, are as yet untouched. I could not have credited these reports had I n-ot see.n, in the ab·und anc'e of the precious
met~l, eviden_c e of their truth. Mr. Neligh, an agent· of Commotlore Stockton, had been at work about three weeks in the neighborhood, and- showed nie, in bags and bottles, over $2,000 worth of
gold; and Mr. Lyman, a gentleman of educ,ation and' ·worthy of
every credit, said he had been engaged, with' four others, wit'h a
· machine on the American fork, just below Sutter's mill; that they
worked eight days, and that his share was a-t 't he rate of fifty dollars a day, but hearing that others w.ere doing better at W .e ber's
place,-~they had removed there, and were then on the point of resuming operatio s. I might tell of hundreds of similar instances; ''
but, to illustrate how plentiful the gold was in th'e pockets of common laborers, I will mention a simple occurrence which took place,
in my presence, when I was at Weber's store. This store was
nothing but an arbor of bushes, under which he had exposed for '
sale goods and groceries suited to his customers. A man came in, .
picked up 'a box of Seidlitz powders, a~d asked its price. Captain
W ebet told him it was not for .sale. · The man offered an ounce of
gold:,'but Captain Weber told him it CO$t only fifty cents, and he did
not wish to sell it. The man then offered an oun.ce and · a half,
when Captain W,eber liad to take it. The prices of all things are
high, and yet Indians, wh-o before hardly k,new what a breech ·cloth
was, cari now afford to buy the most gaudy dresses.
·
The .country, on either side of ·w eber's creek, is much broken up ·
by hills, and is intersected in every direction by small strea,m s or ' .
ravin~s, which contain . more or less gold; those that have been
worked are barely scratched, and, although thousands_of ounc-e s
h_ave been carried away, I do, not consider that a seriou~ impress10n. has been made upon the whole . . Every day was developing
new and richer deposites, and the only imptession 5eemed to be,
that the metal would be found in such abundance as seriously to .
.depreciate in value.
1
• .
On the 8th Qf Ju]y I returned
the Lower Mines, an .d on the
following day to Sutter's 1 where, on · the 10th, I was making preparations ·for a . visit to the Feather, Yubah, and Bear rivers, wh.en
I received a letter from Comµiander A. R. Long, United States .,
navy,-who half just arrived at San Francisco, from Mazatlan, with
a crew for the sloop of war Warren, with orders to take that vessel t? the ~quadron at La Paz. Captain Long wrote to me that the
Mexican Congress .had adjourneq. without ratifying the treaty of
peace; that he had letters for;- me fro1:µ Commodore Jones, and that
his orders were to sail with the '\Varren on or before the 20th of
Ju]y. In consequence of these I deter'm ined to return to Monterey 1
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and accordingly arrived here on the 17th of July., Before) ea
Sutler's I satisfied- mys~lf that. gold exi-sted in the bed of the Fe at
river, in the Yubah and :Be~r, and in many of the small st~e
that lie between the latter and the American fork; also, that 1 t;been found in the Consummes to the south of the American fo
In each of these stre.a ms the gold is found in small- scales, '"Th
as in the ' intervening mountains it occurs in co~rser lumps. :
'Mr. Sinclair, whose rancho is three· miles above Sutter's, on
north side - of the American, emp.loys about fifty I _n dians on
· .north fork, not far from its junction with the main stream. 1Je ~
been engaged about five weeks when I saw him, and up to that ti
his Indians had used simply closely woven willow baskets.
nett proceeds ( which I ,saw) were a'b_6u.t $16,000 worth of gold showed me th~ proceeds •of his ' last :week's work, fou'rteen poun
' avoir<lupois of clear wasb_ed gold. .
. .
: .
·
~he principal store at Sutter'-s Fort, that of Brannan & Co.,
received in _payment -for ·goods $26,000 (worth of this gold) frQ
the 1st of May to the 10th of July; other merchants had also mad
extensive .sales. Large quap.tities 6f goods were ~ily sent for-war '
to th,e mines, as the Indians, heretofore so poor1 and degraded, ha~
suddenly ·become, consumers of the luxuries of life. I before rneli
tioned ~h.~t the greater part of the farmers and rancheros had ab~n
·d oned their fields to go to the mines.· This is not the case with
. Captair{ Sutter, who was ·carefully gathering his' wheat, estimated at
40,000 bushels. Flour is already w1orth at . S,utter's $36 a barrel,
and so.on will be fifty; nnle~s large quflntities of breadstuffs reach
the country much suffering will occur; but as each man _is now,_ able
to pay· a • large.price, it is believed the merchants will bring from
Chili and Oregon a plentiful supply for the coming winter. ,
The most moderate estimate I could obtain from men acqua·inted
with the subject was, · that upwards of four thousand men ' -were
working in the gold district, ·of whom m-ore than half were· Indians;
an~ that from $30,000 to $50,000 worth of gold, if not more, _was
daily obtained. The.ent~re gold •district, with · nry few exce'f>tions
-0f grants made .some years ago by the Mexican authorities, is on
land belonging to the United States. It was a matter of serious
reflection with me, how I could secure to the government certain
r ~nts_ or fees for the pri\ilege of procuring this gold, but upon cons1denng the large extent of countrY., the character of the people
.engage_d, -and the small scattered force at my command, I resolved
no_t to rnterfere, but to. permit all to work freely, u11less broil and
-er~me should c.all for mterference. I was surprise.d to learn that
c r11?e of any kind was very unfrequent, apd that no thefts or rob·
~ erie had b e en co_mmitted in the gold district. All live in tents,
m ~ush arbors, or m the open air; and men have frequently about
their persons t h ousands. of dolJars worth of this gold. And it _was
\o me a mat.ter of surprise that so peaceful and qu~et state of thing~
should continue to exist. Conflicting claims to particular spots of
gro nd I?ay cau e colli ions, but they will be rare, as the extent of
countr_y 1 o great and the gold so abundant, that for the present
re 1 room an
nough for all. Still the governme.nt is entitled
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to rents for this land; and immediate steps should be devised to
c ollect them, for tih e longer it is delayed, the more difficult it will
become. One plan I would suggest is to send out from the United
States surveyors with high salarie_s, bound to serve spe.cified periods.
A superintendent to be rppointed_ ;:it Sutter's Fort -with power , to
grant licenses to wmk a spot of gtound, say_100 yl:lr~s square,_ for
one year, at- a rent of from 100 to 1000 do!'lars at his discretion;
th e surveyors to measure the ground and place the renter fo pos-session. .
'
·
· . A better plan will be, however,'.to have the district surveyed, and
so-Id at public ~uction to the highest bidder, in smc}.11 parcels, say
from 20 to 40 acres. In either case there will be., many intruders,
whom, for years, it will be almost imposs:bte to exclude.
The discovery ·of these yast deposit_s of gold has entirely changed
the character of Upper California. Its people before engaged in
cultivating their small patches of ground and guarding their herds
of cattle and horses, have all gone to the mines or are op. their way
thither.
•\
·
·
: · Laborers of every trade li~ve left tpeir work benc_hes, and tradesmen their shops. Sailors desert their ships as fast as they arrive
on _the coast, and several vessels have gone to sea wilh hardly
.enough · hands to spread a sail-.
Two or three are 'now at anchor
in San Fr.a ncisco with no crews on board.
Many desertions, too,have taken. pl~ce from the garri&,ons withrn the influence oJ these
mines; 26 soldiers h~ve- deserted from the post of S'o noma, 24, from
that of sa·n Francisco, and 24 from Monterey.
For a fow · d.ays,. .
the evil ·a ppeared so threatening, that great danger existed that the
garrisons w~>Uld leave -in~ body; and I refer yo'U to my orders of
the 25th of July, to show the ~teps doped to meet this contingency.
I shall sp_are no cxe.rtions -to apprehend and ·punish de-serters; but J believe no time in the history
our CO"t1ntry has.
presented, such temptations to <lesert, as now exist in California°'
The -danger of apprehension is small,' and the pro~pects of l1igh
wages ~ertain; pay and bounties am trifl'es, ·a s l_abodng men at 1 he
mines can now earn in one day, more th,.a. n double a soldie.r's pay
,and allowances for.a month; and even the pay of a lieutenan t or
captain cannot hire a ~ervant. A carpenter or ·mechanic would not
listen to, an offer of less than · fifteen or twenty d.olla_rs a day.
Could any combination of affairs try a man's fidelity more than
this?-and I real1y think some· extraordinary mark of favor should'
be given to those soldiers who rem:iin faithful to their flag throughont this tempting crisis. No officer can now 1i ve in , California on
his pay, money has so little value; the price:s of necessary articles
of clothin,g and subsistence , are so exorbitant, and labor so hi'gh,
that to hire a coo,k, or servant, has become an impossibrlity, save to
, thos e who are earning from thirty to fifty dollars a day.
This state of things cannot last forev-e:-; yet, from the geographical position of California, and the new chara-cter_it has assumed
as a mining country, prices of labor will ~d ways be high, and will
hold out temptations to desert.
I therefor'e have to report, if the
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government wish to prevent desertions here on the part of men,
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and to secure , zea 1 on :the part ?f officers, their pay must be
creased very materially. ·soldiers, both of tbe ,volu·nteers and r
hlr service;' discharged in ,this country, should be permitted at. 0
to locate /their land 'Yarrat1t~ i'n the gold district.
Many -Pr 1
letters pave gone to the United States, giving account~ of the
quantity of gold just di,s covered, and ~it .may be a matter 0£ •
prise why I have II\ade no report on this subject at an earlier d
The re·a s6n is, that I could not ·bring IQyself to believe _the rep 0
that I heard of t~e wealth of the gold d~strict until I visited
I)'.lyself~ · l have no htsitation, now,.. in saying that there is ID
g_old in the co~ntry drained ?Y the' Sacramepto ·and_ San 'Jo~q
r1v1ers, than w1ll pay tae cost of the present war with Me:x ! c
hundred ~imes over. No cap~tal is requir'e d to ob~ain this gold,
the laboring man wants nothi~g but' 'his pick and shovel, and
pan, with which to dig anJ wash the gravel; ·and many frequent
pick gold out of the crevioes of rocks with their butcher ,kni~e
in piece.s of from one to si~ ounces: _
: ·
,
Mr. Dye, a gentleman residing in 'Monterey, and worthy of eve
c1:edit, has !just -returned ,{ rom Feather r~ver; h~ tells · me that t_
company to which
he belonged worked .seven weeks and- two day
1
with an . average of fifty Indians, , ( wa.shers,} ~n~ that their. gro
· product was 273 pounds of gold. , His share, one-·seventh, afte
paying alL expenses, is ,abQut 37 pounds, which he · brought wit
him and exhibited in Mon'terey. · I s'ee no laboring man from the
minei, who' does not sho'.w hi~ two, three, or four , pounds pf go Id
' , A: solditr of the _artillery company returned her.e a few days ago
from the mines, having been absent on furlough twenty days; he
made, by trading and working, during that time, $1,500. 'During
1t i1ese twenty days he was ~ravelling ten .or eleven days, leaving
ln~t a, week in which he made a sum· of money greater than he receives in , pay, clothes, and rations, during a whole enlistment
of five. years.
These statements appear in~redible, but t_h ey are
true.
·
•
Gold is~also believed 1:o exist ·on the e-aste.r n slope of the Sierra
Nevada-; ,and ~hen at the ·mines I w;as infornie~ by an intelligent
lVfor_mor,i , . tha~ 1t had be~n found near the Great Salt lake by some
of h1s fraternity; nearly all _the Mormons are l~aving California,
to go to the Salt lake, and this they surely would not do, unless they
were sure of finding gold there in the sam'e abundance as they now·
do on the Sacramento.
· The gold "placer" near the · mission of . San Fernan.do has long
?e~n know~, but has been little wrought for want of. water. This
1s m a spur that_ puts _off from the Sierra Nevada, (see Fremont's
map,) the same in which_ the present mines occur. There is, therefore, every_ reason t? believe that in the intervening spaces of five
hundr_ed miles,_( entirely unexplored,) there must be many ~id<len
and rich clepostts. · The "placer" gold is now substit11ted as the
currency_of this country; in tr.ade it passes.freely at $16 per ounce;
as an artlcle of commerce its value is not yet fixed. The only purc_hase I made was of the specimen, No. 7, which got of Mr. Neligh, at 12 the ounce. That is about the present cash value in the
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country, alth~ugh it has been sold for less . The great dem~nd for
goods and provisions maJe by this sudden 1 develop:nent of wealth,
has increased the amount of commerce at San Francisco yery much,
and it will contin.u e to increase.
·
I would recommend that a mint be ~stahlished a·t some eligible
point of the bay of San Francisco, and. that machi~ery and all the
. necessary apparatus and wo~·k11ten be sent out by ~ea'.. These
workmen must b~ bound 'by high wages,_ and even bonds to secure
their faithfu] se·rvices, else the whole plan may be frustrated by
t heir going to 'the mines as soon as they ~rrive in Ca1ifornia.. If
t his course ,be not adopted, gold to the amount of many millions of 1
.dollars will pass yearly 'to other countries to enrich their merchants
and ·ca,pitalists. Before leaving the subject of mines, I will ment ion that on my return from the Sacramento, I touched at New Al- .
modu, the quicksilver mine of Mr. Alexander Forbes, consul of her
:Britannic Majes~y at Topic. This· mine is in a spur of mountains
· 1,000 feet above the level of the bay of San Francis,co, an.d is dis' i ant in a southern direction from the Pu'eblo
San JosGabout twelve
miles. The ore (cuinabar) occurs in a large vein,, ·d ipping at a
strong angle to the horizon. . Mexican_ miners are employed in
working it; by driving shafts and gallerie~, about six feet by seven,
follow;ng the vein.
,·
. ·
The fragments of rock and ore are removed on the back of In- d ians in raw hide sacks. The' ore is then hauled in ah ,ox wagon'
from the mouth .of the mi.ne down ' fo a y·alley well .s upplied· with ,
w ood · and water, in ,vhich the furnaces are situated. The furnaces are of the simplest construction .; exac;tly like· a common bake
oven, in the crown of which · is inser~ed a whaler's trying kettle;
another inverted kett 1e forms the lid. F,rom. a hole in the lid a
small brick channel leads to an , apartment or cham her, in the bott om of which is inserted a small iron kettl,e. This chamber has a
chimney.
,
In the morning o,f each day the kettles a re filled with the miaeral (broke·n in small pieces) mixe,d . witq lirrie; fire is then app~ied and kept up all day. The mercury is volatilized, passes into
t he chamber, is condensed o·n the sides and bottom of the chamber,
and flows ·inio the pot pre pa red for it; no water is use.d to coni
dense the 1mercury.
During· a visit i made last spring, four such ovens were in ope- '
ration, and yiel<lep, in the tw o. days I was there, 656 pounds of
q uicksilver, worth, at Mazatlan, $1 80 per pound. .Mr. Walkinshaw, the gentleman now in charge of this ini~e, tells me that the
Yein is improYing, and that he_ -can afford to keep his people eraployed, even in these extraordinary times. 1 This mine is very valu able of. itself, and b ec omes the more so, as mercury is extensively
u sed in obtainin.g gold. It is not at pre.sent used in Californi'a for
t hat purpose, but wil1 be at some future ,time. When I was at thi s , .
mine last spring, other parties were engaged in seuching for veins;
but none have be_en discover i~ d that are \~Ort~ f~llo,ving up., alt hough the earth rn that whc le range of hills- 1s highly discolored
indi1cating the presence of this ore. I send several beautiful speci~
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· mens, properly 'labell_ecl. ~he at'uount of quicksilver in Mr. For
·v ats on the 15th o{ July, was about 2,500 pounds.
·
•

I enclose you herewith sk_e tch.es of the coqntry through wh 1
passed, ind.\cating the position o( the ' mines, and the topogra Pb

the country in the vicinity of those I visited:
Some of the spec'imens of gold accomp_anying this, were presen
for transmission to the dep;rtment by the gentlemen named bel
The num hers on the topographical sketch corresponding to the la
of the respe·ctive sp~cimens, sho,~s from 1what part- _of the go Id
g1on they were obtarned.
·
,.
.
L Captain J. A. Sutter.
ft. John Sin.c lair.
.
3. William Glover, R. C. Kirby, Ira B,lanchard, Levi Fifie
Franklin II. Ayres, M orrrion -diggings.
4. Charles Weber.
·
5. Robert Spence.
6. Lunol & Co.
7. R·obert ·D. Neligh.
8.
E. Picket, American Fork, Qolu'ma.

,c.

9. E. C. Kemble.
·
.
10. T. H _. Gree~, from San Fernando, near Los Angelos.
A. 2 dunces,_purchased from Mr. Neligh. ·
·. .
R. , ' Sand found in washing go]d, which contains small part1cles.
11. Ca pttti:q. Frisbie, Dry Diggings, Weber's creek.

12. Consummes.

•

,

13. _Consummes, Hartwell's ranch.
I have the honor to be, your·,mo-s t obedient servant,
R. B. MASON,

. .
.
Colonel 1st Dragoons, cornmanding.
Bng. Gen. R . .JoNES?
,
,
,
·
.11.djutant General U. _S . .11.rmy, Washingt-On, D. d.
NoTE,_:_The original lett,er of which this is a copy, was sent to
its a:ddre,ss, in charge of Lieutenant L. Lo,eser, 3d artillery, bearer
of despatches, who sailed in tl1,e schooner Lambayecana, from Monterey, August 30, 18-!8, bound for Payta, Pe.ru.
·
_ Lie,utenant_ Loeser bears, in addition to the specimens mentioned
in the foregoing letter 1 n tea caddy containing 230 ounces, 15 pennywe1ghts, and 9 grains. of gold. This was purchased at San Fran·
c1sc~ by my order, 1a_nd 1s sent to you as a fair sample of the gold
obta'rned from the mrnes of the Sa·cramento.· It is a mixture coming
from the various parts of the gold district.
R. B. MASON,
.
Colan el 1st Dragoons, commanding.
HEA D QU .A B T ERs, lOn1 MILITARY DEPARTMENT

.f1Jonterey California, Septemb;r IO, 1848.
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·:$erteJ. It is represented that muc,h sickness prevai_ls at the mine®?
from lhe effects of exposure. The ' sickly season will end in October. Troops sent to this country must be paid better than thos'enow here, else there is .no use of sending them at all. Those now
1
·h ere who stand faithful to their· colors should be rewarded.
I enclose you copies of letters received on t4e 25th instant from
Col. J. D. Stevenson, at Los Angelos, California, to show the effects
upon the people o_f that district prod~ced by the order to discharge
the garrisons at Santa Barbara, hos Angelo's, and San Diego. In consequence of the welP grounded (ears therein described, I have ordered "C" company, 1st dragoons, to remain in Los Angelos until
further orders. A detachment of that company, nineteen strong,.,
under command of Lieut. Stoneman, has been sent to San Francisco to guard the magaz-ine .there. The remainder of the compa!}y,
3rbout sixty strong, will be all the troops south of Monterey. If '
t~ese detachments are much reduced by desertion, I will be forced.
abandon Los Angelos altogether; and in that Gase ' will feel my-s lf compelled to issue to the inhabitants arms and ammunition to
d fend their lives and
property against the Indians. This will be·
1
a dangerous alterna tive, hut it would be inhuman to exp_ose an una med people, ow~ng their allegiance to our government, to the·
-lllercy, of ruthless Indians. Shou1~, unfortunately, any -rebellion
take place in California, or should the Indians make i·ncursions in.
the southern district of this territory, no future promise
of pay,1
1
however great, would call a hunclred men from the mines to carry
on ·an expedition again.st the~. The late ~tariff so effectually ex-eluded powder and a'mmun_ition, ,that not an ounce of either.· can be~
bought at any price.
. Major Rich has just arrived fr.om Sa!J. Francis(:o,
re he paid:
off the volunteers lately stationed there. He will ,at once proceed
' down the coast to pay off the gar,1sons in that' quarter.
I have the honor to be your most' obedient servant,

tt

wh

·
.

,

R. B.' MASON,
Colonel 1st dragoons, commanding.

,,

To Brig. Gen.

8:-

JoNEs,

.

.11.dj. Gen. U. S . .11.rmy,, Washington, D. '. C.

[Extract.]'
HEAD-QUARTEllS, 10TH MILITARY DEPARTMENT,

Monterey, Ca(ijorrnia; September 12, 1848'.

I

*
*

*
*

*

*
*

*

*
*

*
*

The reports from the gold mines continue full as flattering as
ever; but much sickn{ss has resulted from the great exposure and.
heat of the summer, causing many citizens tq return to the coo
~limate of the sea coast.
'
.
·

*

I

Your obedient ervant,

R. B. MASON,
Colonel 1st dragoons, Governor of California!

Ex. Doc. No.1.
[Extract.)
FLAG·SHIP OHIO,

[No. -24.]

La Paz, July 28, 184

Srn: The enclosed letter, from Thomas 0. Larki~, esq., our nav
agent at Monterey,
give you but a moderate idea of the gol
mania in Upper California The effects. alre~dy pr~duce~ upon the
minds of the good people of Upper Cahforh1a, h.Y the discovery of
this new Eldo·rag,o, are quite alarming, as all_ k1~ds of work, an.
~very, other . occupation-even the rip.e .grarn m the fielns-1s
aban_doned for the golJ harvest on the_ nver . Sacram_ento..
. .,
Desertion f10m the army and navy m Upper Cahforma pr_eva1l
to an alarming- degree ·; and yoll will observe that Mr. Larkrn ex
presses some fears _as to the probable effect upon the crews of ou
ships·, whi,ch may. vi3it the ports 9f Nlonterey and San Francisco.
I have no fear of not being able to suppress desertion within ordinary bounds; , but., to accomplish th'at end, some severe examples
may be necessary. Prevention ~s always better than cure-I shall,
th_er efore, by much · cruizing, a.fford as little opportunity as possible
for desertion. .
··
·
·
.Before the gold f~ver came o\n, ~her_e were said to be about 200 ,
deserters i~ the "Red wood Cuttrngs" of Upper, California from the
squadron. Commodore Shubrick tried to recall th'em to their al
legiance by a proclamation anterior to his expedition ·against Guayamas and Mazatlan in November last, but without much success.
The accompanying proclamation was issued before I heard of th
gold mania. · _I have n_o hope.s now of reclaiming any deserters ·
who have got rnto the gold region.
·.
*
*
*
*
*
*
I have the h_onor _to be your obedient servant,
TH.OS. AP C. , JONES, /

will

Commander-:in- chief United S~at es_
\. naval forces, Pacific Ocean._ '
H0n. JoHN Y. ¥AsoN, · •
.
'
_Secreta:y of tlie Navy.
'l

UNITED STATES NAvY ·A~E-Ncv, '. ·
Monterey, California, July -1; 1848.
Sm: Since my last letter to you, written in San Francisco I'
l_1a ve ~1s1
. 't ed t h e " p l acer " or go Id region
·
·
'
of. California,
and· found
1t al.l 1t had been teprese~t~d to me_. My anticipations w,cre fully
rea 1;z:d. The part I VliJ.ted was the south ' fork of the rin:r ·
~rne,r ~can, w~ic~ joins th~ Sacramento at Sqtter's fort, or two mites,
from it, Tlns n ver has its north , and south forks branchin()' mo.re ·
t ban twenty m~les_ from Fort S~tter. On these forks there a;e overr
1,000 people digging nd washrng for gold.
·
On :Bear er.eek. and Hulo creek, branches of Feather ri,er, r.cr;.ny
are now hegmnrng to work. · It is supposed that the bank s and
bottoms of all th~se sm~ll streams, contain va$t quantities of g_old,
•

1
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nd ·that the ~alleys between ' them are rich with the same metal.
he people are now working at many phces; some are eighty
iles from others . . The place I visited was about a league in exent , on this there were about fifty tents; many have not even this
overing. At one tent, belonging to eight single men, I reh1..ained
wo or three day-s. These men had two machines, made in a day,
-rom 80 to lOQ feet, inch boards, and very roughly put together.
Their form was something like· a child's cradle, without the ends;
t one .e nd there was a moveable sieve or rack to wash down (he
irt and shake off lhe stones. Holes were made in the bottom of
v;he machine to catcl1 the gold this wash stopped, and this was
scraped out hourly.
These two machines gathered e'1.ch clay I was present, three-fourths
·to one pound each, being three to four ounces of gold per man.
These men had worked, one we"ek with tin pans; the last week with
the m achine. I saw. the result of the first day's work of {wo
]not hers (Americans); one had seven dollars, the oth er eighty-two;
tihey wotked on the same five yards of land; one, however, wo'rked
less tban tbe whole day. Their plan, like hundreds o'f others, was
first with a pirk and shovel, clear off two feet of the top earth,
thei1 puf in· a tin pan or wooden , bow I a shovel of dirt, go into
:running water, with the hand stir up the dirt, and h_e ave ou L the
:stones, until th ey have remaining a spoonful of emery or black
san.o , containing one to five dollars. This can be done once or
twic e a day.
.
.
Each day is causing some saving
labor by the improvemen t_s
in the rough machines now in use. The dc1y I le'ft, some small
,com panies of five to eight men had maehines from which they anti cipate · five ,or six hundred dollars a day. .There ctfrtainly mu~t
~ ·th.is day be at work on the different placers several" hundreds of
.Americans and others; who are clearing one ounce of gold a
day . . I have this week seen in Monterey a Californian, who shows
four hundred dollars of gold from the Jabor of one week, much
-/4:Jf it was of th~ . size of wheat. I myse.lf weighed one piece
fr om his bag, and found the weight an even ounce. He, like ·many ·
-Othe rs, only went up to the gold region to see the place, borr-owe<l ,
tools, worked a few .days, and came home to show his labor, and
ta ke up brothers, and cousins, and p·rovisions. Flour at the "placer ," is sya rce at $16 per 100 pounds. At almost this price .it must
continue, as people are forsaking their fields~ I do not think I ani
exag gerating in estimating the amount of gold obtained on the
rivers I have mentioned at t en thousand dollars a day for the last
.few dt1.ys. There is every reason to believe the amount will not this
season (unlt::ss the :Vashers arB driven, from their work by sickness)
he any less. In th is case the addition of workmen, now joining
.he first ones, and the emigrants from the Atlantic States we shall
havt in October and DecE'mber, will soon swell the value of California go] d thaf will be washed out to an
heard of value . Many
ho have seen tbe "placer," think it will last thirty or for.t y years.
"' ou]<l think it would afford work two or three years to many
o sands of people, and may for very many years, as I cannot

of

6
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ca1cu1at~ the extent of country having go1d. The working of
quicksilver mines, like ~verything else, is stopped; t~ree-fourth
of the houses in San Francisco are shut up. 1· Houses m Montere
are being closed this week; th•e vo1unte~r compa?ies of Sonom
and San Francisco have lost ,several men by ~esert10n.
Under the present excitement, a ship of war or any other vessel
lying at anchor in San Fran~isco would. lose man"y men. In that
· town there is hardly a mechanic remaining. I expect the same in
Monterey in two weeks. :Both newspapers ha.v e stopped. A1_1 or
nearly all the hotels are shut up. One of my clerks, who-rece1v·e a
$500 and board, n dw receives in his st0re, near New Helvetia ( Sut- .
ter's fort) $100 per rriont h; others are fast closing their books
to leave me.. In fact, .I find myself, or shall this- month,. without
a clerk, carpenter, or servan·t, and a\l my houses, formerly rented,
given up to me. In two weeks, Monterey will be near1y withou ·
inhabitants.
'
'
• .

I a_m, with much respect,

THOMAS 0. L~L\.RKlN ~

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF T~E TREASURY, TRANSMITTING Ac;
COUNT OF, COAST SUR1EY.-EXTENT 0F co4-sT OF UNITED STATES~.
1
INCLU~ING THE ~ERRITORJES RECENTLY ACQUIRED.

Dec'e.m ber 2, 1848.
· I have the honor to tran1:tmit, herewith, ·for the information of
the President, a state'mP.nt of the length of the shore line of the
United ' States, on t'he Atlantic and .Pacific. oceans, &c. , -prepare.cl i:r.t
the office of the coast survey.
Very res~ctfully, your obed1ent servant,
TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

R. J. WALKER,
Secretary .of the Treasury _

The

PRESIDENT

of the United States.

,

I

,_,

OFFICE Co.AST SuRVEY,

Washington, November 30, 1848:
S1R: The superintendent of the coast survey respectf,ully encloses
the accompanying statement of_ the length of shore line of the ·
U u ite d States on the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, including the bays,
sou nds, and other irregularities of the main shore, of the s'ea islands.,
and of the rivers to the head of tide. ·
'
The extent-of the sea coast of the United Stat~s, not includi;r1g:
bays , soundf-, and small irregularities, is as follows:

0
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Statute miles-.

L e~gtb of the Atlantic coast to the mouth _o f St. Mary's
r1v·er .............. •••• • ••••• • • ••••,. • ••••• • ••• , .•••

L ength ,o f the Atlantic ~oast from the mouth of St Mary's
river to the Cape of Florida .•••••• _.............. .
,,
'
Atlantic; sea coast .••••••• -•••••••••••••••••
'Length of the Gulf coast from the Cape of Florida to: ,,
the mouth of tll'.e Sabine river ••••••••••••••.••••••

'·

Tota I .................................... .

1,450
450

1,900
1,200
a,100
::==11

/

L ength of the -coas!s of ri_:exas from the mouth of the Sabine riv-er to the Rio G:rande ..••••••• ,••••••••••••••
L e'n gth of the coast of Oregon including the Straits of
. St. Juan de Fuca .... ............. ~ ...... : .... ~ .. .
:-L ength of the coast of C~lifornia ••• ~ •••••••••• , •••••
Total length of _coast on the Pacific. ~ ••..••
1

400
650
970
,1 ,620

I have the honor to b~, very respectfully, your obedient servant ,
A . .lt. HUMPHREYS,
·
,
,
,Captdin Topographical Engineers, and
·
.llssistant in charge of Coast Surv ey OJftce ,
T o the Hon. R. J. vr ALKER1J
/
Secr etar y of the Treasury .

•

11

'
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Shore lines United Stf},tes coast survey.
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Maine .••••••••••••••••••• : •••••
. New Hampshire; ••••••• ; ••••••..•
Massachusetts ••••••.••••• ·••••••
Rhode Island ..•••• ••.•••••••.••••
<Connec'ticut .••••••• .• ••••.•••••••
New York ••••••.••••••••••••••.
New Jersey ..•••••••••••••..•...
Delaware ..•• : •..••••••••••...•.
Maryland .._. ••••.•••••••.•• .-. ~ ..
P~nn_sY.lvan1a ..•••••••.• : •. ·, •....
V1rg1n1a •.••••••••••.••.•.•••••.
North Carolina, ..•••.•.•••.••••.
South Carolina ....•..••••••••••.
··Geo~~/a· ................. ~ •..•• ,
Flon a ..•••.•••••••••.••.·.•....
Alabama ........................
Mis~i~sippi. .•••••.••••••••.•••••
Lou1s1ana .••.••••.•.•••.....•••.
Texas •••••••••..••.•••••...•.•.
"Oregon .••..•• .- .
-Califor~ia ..•••••.•••••• -: , •• ·, •••.
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845
205
250
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240
155
1,247
940

955
245
20
575 ,
000
85
650
670
480
2.,149
70 65
' 1,017
390

1,171
1,llO

557
145

280
2,306
350
320*
390t

12,605

9,237

11,211 .

510

230
730
000

1

247

290
2,445

11140

80
1,233
1,060
1,015 .
145
1,720
. 200
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80
1,549
2,564
1,890
875
5,812
510
500
4,570
1,680
2,048
1,645'

---33,063

shore line of Oregon --river to head of navigation.
shore line of riyer Sacramento to head o( navigation.

·--r-1

D,ecember _4~~ 1~48.
Sm.: I have' the lionor to enclose her~with a letter from the Con{missioner of the General Land' Office, containing the _· information
TREASURY DE PARTMENT,

r equested by you.
·
•
Most respectfully, your obedient servant, .
R. _J. WALKER,

The

PRESIDENT

·Secretary _of the Treasury.
of the ,United States.
'

GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

.November 22, 1848. ·
Sm: P1.11rsuant to your verbal instructions, an examination has.
·oeen made at this office, in respect to the extent of ou.r new terri. torial acquisitions, in connexion with that of the States and former
territories of the. America1,1 Union, and I have now ' the honor to$Ubmit the result:
' ·

.
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The area of Texas; California, New Me?{ico, and <;)regon, is-·
1,193,061 square miles, or 763,559,Q40 acres ..
The aggregate area of the States of . our Union, and of the former
territories belonging to the United States which lie without the
limits of the several States, is 2,059,623 square miles, or ,1,,318,158,
'720 acres.
From this it _ appears that the newly-acquired territory is more
than half as large as, the whole of the St?,fes and former territ,pries
together.
.
Excluding Oregon from this estimate, and our new acquisitions
cover 851,598 square miles, or 545,022,720 acres.
·
This addition of territory, exclusive of Oregon, is equal to mor_e
tha_n one-thir1 of_tpe aggregate a'rea of the States and forme_r tern- ·
tones.
Oregon included, it is nearly equal rn extent to all Eu.rope, the ·
Empire of Russia excepted.
B1:1t, if to the area of the States· be added that of all the t~rrito -ries, old and new, now belonging to the United States, we have an
extent of surface almost equal to the· whole of Europe, including
Russia.
.
By the annexation of Texas, and the l~te treaty with Mexico,
we have acquired 400 miles . of sea coast on the Gulf _ of Mexico,.
bordering on th~ State of Texas, and extending from the mouth of
the Sabine Riv.er to the mouth of the Rio Grande, als.o 970 miles
of sea coast on the Pacific side bordering on th'e territory of California, , and extending from @ne marine ,league due south of the
southernmost point of the po~t of San Diego, between the 32d and
33d aegree to the 42d degree of north latitude, _a nd 650 miles bordering upon Oregon, including the Straits of ·F uca, making 1620 miles
of sea coast on the Pacific side, and 400 miles1 on the Gulf of Mexico ; being an aggregate of 2,020 miles of new ly-acquired sea coast,
which is equal to about ·t wo-thirds of the sea coast we owned before·
upon the Atlantic side and Gulf of Mexico, as extending from the
north-eastern boundary of the State of Maine to the mouth-of the
Sabine, which is a distance of sea coast of abou 3,100 mi'les. * Excluding Oregon, our recently acquired sea coas on tne Pacific and
western side of the Gulf of Mexico·· is nearly equal to one-half of
the sea coast we previously pos~essed upon the Atlantic and Gulf
of Mexico.
·
'
The value of the land acquired in California and N e·w Mexico, af
twenty-five cents per acre, is $84,172,480. The accompanying map,
shows, in outline, the :whole territorial .extent, old ahd new, of our
coun.try, the position of 'the proposed territories of Minesota and
Nebraska, and by distinctive shades the iimits as recognised bythe treaties of 1783 and 1842-- with Great lhitain,-of 1795 with
This is about the length of the general line of "sea coait," a term used in contradistinco~ to ~be "shore line," w_hich la~ter include ~ays, sounds, and other i~rcgularities of the
am· shore, als_o the shore lme on islands and rivers to the head of the t1de-sua.h a "shor~
ne," Jrom Marn_e to the mouth of the Rio Grande, is, by calculation at the C ast Survey
ffice, 29,328 miles.
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Spa1n of 1803 with the French 1Re1-1ub1i'c, of 1819 with Spain, of
1846 ~ith Great ·Britain, and of' 1848 with Mex1.co.
.
:By the settlement of the Oregon question with Gr~at Jhita_in, and

w1:n

in- the acquisition of territory by the late tre<\ty
Mex1co, ~e
h ave secured as our great western boundary the PaC\nc ocean, wtth
a line of sea coast about 1)600 miles in extent, whh its harbors,
"bays, rive.rs, -and in lets, from the straits of Fuca on the north to the
bay of San Diego on the south) including Gray's harbor, the Columbia river, bay of Monteray, and -the bay of San Francisco., the
last one of the finest harbors on the American continent. Besides
the rear country embraced by our territory east of the Cascade
mountains a'nd of the Sierra Nevada, the re~ources of which are yet
to be fully developed, we have within our western sea coast line
the fertile valley of Willamette, a ri'c h ag'riculfural country, with
fine water power, salmon fisheries, and valuable timber, and occupying an advantageous position for trade · with the eas,t.
St:ret~h'"ing towards our southern limits on the Pacific shore is the
luxuriant valley oft.be Sacramento and San Joaquim, lying between
the S.ie:rra Nevada and .t he Pacific,_abounding with similar treasures,
and yielding the rich ' fruits of the tropics, with a geographical position ~hich gives it also a commanding influence. in th commercial trade with the Polynesian islands, with India, China, and
South Ameri~a .
. Here indeed are a1l the el'ements which Ga~ contribute to the happmess ?f a - people,,,and with this extended sphere of activity and
-en terpnse, and under the inflµence of our free institutions, it requires but little sagacity to predict its future greatness.
.
·
With great respect; your t>bedie.nt serv-ant, ,
,
RICHARD -M. YOUNG,

,

~.

Hon. R. J. ·WALKER,

S,ec~etary of the Tteasury.

,

Commissioner.

,

I

•

•
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.R EPORT
OF. THE

SECRET ARY ·OF WAR.

WAR DEPARTMENT, December 1, 1848.
Sm:. The account of om· military operation's , containea i~ the
l a.st annual report from this department, left our troops, late in October, 1847, in po.;session of the capital of Mexico, and mapy other

-i mpQrtant places in that country. Th-e main achi,e vements of our
.a r mies for that year were then presented to your consideration, bu t
,o thtrs, of a subsequent date, highly creditable to those- engagt>d in
t hem, though of a less important character, deserve notice and comaiendation.
·
·
On the evening of the 22d of November, General. Lane moved
fr om Puebla with a command of ' only one hundred and sixty en,
u pon Matamor.a s, distant about fifty-four' miles, in twelve hours.
The place was immediately attacked, at:}d the enemy, consisting of
fr om four hundred to. six hundred men, p~t to flight; with a los~ of ,
fr om sixty to eighty in killed and wounded. A quantity of ordn ance and munitions was captured, and twenty-,one American pris-o n ers liberated. On its way back · to PHebla, the detachment was
at tac.ked by a Mexican force of about five hundred men, under Gener al Rea. After a short conflict, the enemy were routed and, d isper sed, sustaini'n g a further loss of about fifty, in killed and
w ounded.
'
, · ·
.
In January, an expedition, composed of four companies of Texan
• ran gers, two companies of the 3d dragoons, and one of the mounted .
rifle regiment, all und·e r the command of General La-ne, were sent
,out from the city of Mexico, "to scour the country, and drive the
gue rillas from the roads." Having ascertain~d . that Santa Anna,
v,i th a few regular troops, and a conside rable irregular force, was
at Tehuacan, the detachment moved rapidly on, and took possessio n of that place. So sudden was its approach, that Santa Anna
b ati barelr time to save himself by a precipitare flight. The exp e di tion pressed on to Orizab~ and ,Cordova, and took possession of
't h es e towns, capturing a quantity of public pr.operty, and releasing
• a n 11mb er of American prisoners. After remaining a short tim e,
and r estoring to ~he owners peiYate property there deposited, whi c h
h ad b een seized by guerilla bands, it returned to the main colum n
of our army, in the city of Mexico, on the 9th of 'F ebruary. On.

I

•
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the 17th of the sa,m e month~ General Lane le<l another detachment,
consisting of two hun<l'red . and fifty Texan rangers, and one hundred
and thirty dragoons of the 3d regiment, against the guerilleros, who
were infesting the country lying north and northea~t of the city of
Mexico. On the 25th, he encountered a bod'y of the enemy at Sequalt.cplan, and a/ter a severe conflict, the town was taken, ,and the
hostile forces dispersed, with a loss of one h1rn<lred and fifty killed
and.. more than fifty ' prisoners.
,
The command of General Lane, on these occasions, displayed
much .enterprise, spirit and gallantry. His interesting reports,
with the documents accompanying them, are hereto ·appende~.
U oder the judicious management of Colonel Mason, the commanding officer of our 'troops in the Californias, th'e upper province
has been kept in tr.anquillity; b-ut efforts were made by the enemy
to recover possession of Lower California. In N ovember,1847, the
po<;t of La Paz, wifh a garrison of one hundred and twelve men_,
under the command of Lieutenant Colonel Burton, of the New
York volunteers, was repeatedly- atta~ked by a combined force of
Mexicansi Californians, and Indians, of from three to five hundred
men. The successive attacks wer.e repulsed, wiL considerable los~
on the part of the a1Ssail an ts.
The gallant defence of San Jose, and the capture of Mazatlan,
are achievements creditable to . our arms. They were performed
by the naval. forces, and wil.l, doubtles~, be pres<rnted to your particu1ar .n_otice by the ~ecretary of the Navy. The details of these
affairs . re1 contained in the accompanying reports from the commanding offfcer in California.
·
.
,
::Towatds the close of the last year, the people of ·Chihuahua ex- ,
hibited a . determined spirit of hostility, and' treated with severity
American citizens found among them . . Information was received
by qeneral Price, who was in command · of o~r troops in New
Mexico, that General Urrea, w·th a body of three thousand Mexic~ns, was moving in the direct1ori of El Paso, with the evident design of attacking our forces in that territory. With a view to dis-.
perse the enemy and repress the rising hostility in an adjointng'
State, General Price moved, with all his disposable force, from
S_anta Fe on the 7th of February last, and in March captured the
c1t_y of Chihuahua. The en•emy fled to Santa Cruz de Rosalesa distance of sixty miles-and there made a stand; they or.cu pied
the strong positions of that town and resolved Oil resistance.
Though the place W<!S invested on the 8th of March, an assault was
delayed until ~he 16th, in consequence of the assurancls given by
the Mexican general, . Trias, that a treaty of peace hact been concluded, and that official intelligence of the fact was Jaily ex
pected. After a reasonable delay and no confirmation of this report being received, it was determined to dislodge the enemy. On
the m_orning of the 16th of March, arrangements were made for
carr~rng the town. Several batteries were opened, and after a
contmued fire for five hours, a simultaneous as~ault, at different
quarters was made and the tow·n captured. The conflict was
evt:re; the enemy lost, in killed, two officers an<l two hundred and
4
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thirty-six men; the nu~ber woun~·ed was not _ascert- ined_. T~e
1o's s on o._ur part was one officer and th~ee m,n k1l_led, ~nd nt~eteen
wou·nded. The number of our troops engaged rn t~ts affair wa,
six hundred and' sixty-five, and that of the enemy e1 ht lrnndr rl
and four, exclusive of _office~s. Among the captured property w re
eleven pieces of artillery 1 -nirie . w::il1 pie.~es, and five hundred and
s·H enty-seven stands of arms. As this engagement took pla ce
-after an armistice bad been conclud ed at . the heatl-qua1_ters of our
army in MexLco, the cannon, arms, and all other public prope ty
captured at Chihuahua and Santa Cruz d t:: Rosales, were . returned
to the Mexican authorities. The report of Gene ra l Price, h~rewith· transmitted, contain a fu1l account of his expeditio n into
Chihuahua, and t _h e engagement ·with the enemy at Santa Cruz de
Rosales.
.
' ,·
·
This concluded the series of brilliant achie-vements of our ar_mies
in the Mexican war, and though, in magnitude, not to e compared
to many others, yet it was characterized _by the same skill, intrepid_ity, and enterprise, which have given such wide spread renown
to our recent military operations. To the meritorious services of
- the officers and soldiers who achieved this last triumph of our
arms, a grateful couµtry will aw'ard a just measur,e of admiration

and praise.
A portion of the battalion of Missouri . vol~nteers, under the
command of Lieut. Colonel Gil pin;, had several encounters in Ju1y,
with the Camanche Indians in th_e vicinity ,of Fort Mann, near the
Arkansas, on the route to Santa Fe, which resulted in a manner
creditable io our troops. T.he Indians were defeated and dispersed . .

The reports of these engagements ar·e herewith transmitted.
The line of communication ' bet\ve~n Vera Cruz a'rLd- the head-

quarters of our army was 'nterrupted by guerilla , bands and robbers, while our ' fon;e·s were concentrated and moving upon the
enemy's capital,. but, after its fall, this line was reopened and
established , by_ reinforcements sent to the main columh of the
army. - On the arrival of · additional troops, new positions were
occupied, with a view not only to obtain abundant supplies and to
collect internal revenue, but to res,1me hostilities with better advantage and to extend our conque~ts to other important, parts of Mexico,
if the e,fforts to terminate the war by an honorable pe·a ce should.
prove unavailing.
While measuses wefre in progress for sending troops int,p the
mining districts, and extending our military operations ir~ the direction of the Rio Grande, .a treaty of peade· was entered into at the
head-quarters of our army in Mexico, and transmitted tq the
United Stafes for ratification. Pursuant to one of,. its articles,
Major General Butler, then in chief command, on the 5th day of
March, concluded with the government of Mexico an agreement
for the .general suspension of host ilities, to c6ntinue two moriths. ,
This \~as fo11owed by a definitive treaty <;>f peace, which went int~
operation on the 30th of May last. On that day {the movements for
withdrawing our forces commenceu, and before the end of the
month of July . they had .e vacua~ed the republic of Mexico. The

}_
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-volunteers, and that part of th_e regular army wµose term of service
was limited to the tlu ation -of the war, were disbanded.
Our ' military peace establishment is now nearly the same in numerical strength as it was at the com·r;nencement of the war with
Mexico. Filled up .to the utmost limit allowed by law, it ,~r.ould
be .nine thousand eight hundred and ,seventy-eight officers and soldiers,.,_exelusive of the enlisted men of the ordnance; ~U:t its actual numerical strength will generally fall considerably-below t.his number.
The great extension of our terr~torial limits required a n_e w arrangement of our military divisions and departments. The ea-s tern, or
first, division is not changed. Texas and New Mexico have been
added to the western or second, and California and Oregon constitute the third, or the di vision of the Pacific.
-As no military force had been stationed in Oregon., before or
during the war, the dep?'rtment took the earliest measuns fo send
.troops into that Territory. · Ord~rs were issued to the mounted
rifle regiment, even 1before its return from Mexico, to proc~ed
soon as practicable · to Oregon, and hopes were entertained .t~at it
might be able to ,pass a-cross the country dur\ng the last season; but
this arrangement was ~r~strated_ by the act of: C_on&ress passe_d at
the clo~e of the last session, wlnc~ gave permission to the enlisted
men of the regiment, who had been in service in: Mexico,. to
u receive, on application, an honorable discharge from the service
of the Unit,ed States, and stand as if they had served out their re·
spective terms." It -could not be expected that even those who
were willing to remain in the ser,vice would. forego the adval)tages
offered to them . by this act. On receiving a discharge, they would
at once be entitled to three months' extra pay and to bounty land.
By the- op~ration of this act, the regiment, a:. to the rank and fi.1~,
was in t:ffect disbanded. Prompt nie sures were taken tQ recr~it
it, an,d no dou-~t is entertained but tha early in the spring it will
be in a condition to leave for its destination.
·
The frustration o(the attempt ·to send troops into Oregon, during
the past season, is the more to be regretted, because it appears that,
at tt1e date of the last accounts from th?.t Terr:itory, Inpian dist_urbanc:es still continued, and the inhabitants are anxiously expectmg
assistance from the Unit ed. States. N small force, detached as ~n
·escort fQr the governor, is now on the way to Oregon, and will
probably arrive there in the course of this month. ·With a view to
all: earlier relief than could be afforded by sending tro~ps from the
United States, ' orders have been issued from th.e Navy Department
to the commander of ou squadron in th,e Pacific, to despatch a part
of his foru to Oregon with arms, ammunition, and supplies, and,
in case it sbou1d be necessary, to land _the marines Jrnd sailors to
aid the inhabitants, uhtil the troops destined for that Territory
should have arrived.
The other H·giments of the permanent miiitary establishment
w re_ grea !ly reduced at the close of the war. Triey had been, to a
ton_ 1<l"':ab1e extent, filled up by recruits enlisted to serve only
during its _continuan ce. Owing to the 1ate period of their retur.11
from
(X1co, and the unayoidable delay in recruiting or organizi.Jlg
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the m such as were destined for distant service could not ~e prepa re d to proceed, by land, to Oregon, California, or New Me~ico,
until the season was so far advanced as to render a march across
the country impracticable. Forese.eing the necessity for troops in
thes e territories, and the delay of sending them from the United
States, orders, in anticipation of ~eace, were given to the gener~l
in chief command to send a regiment from the head-quarters m
lfexico to California; but the Mexican government refused to perm it its passage t9 the Pacific coa·st!
_
.
Orders were also given. to Geperal W o oJ, then in command of
· th e forces at Saltillo, Monterey, and on the Rio GraD:de frontier,
to send a part of the regular troops with him directly to California
and New Mexico. Pursu·ant to this directiQn, _two companies of
the 1st and two of the 2d dragoons proceeded up the right ba,nk of
the R io Grande to Chihuahua, crossed over to the Gila, arrd down
that river to California. By this time it is probable they ·h~ve
reach ed their ultimaA:e destin·atioR.
One company of dragoons, and ope of lig~t artil1ery,:. were al so-·
sent fr om the Rio Grande, and proceeded on the Mexica:µ side of
it u p to Santa Fe~ These have ·already ar,r_ived in New Mexico.
T w o companies of the ).st regiment of artillery have embarked at
N e w York to go around Cape Horn to .Oregon, and the 2d rf'giment
of i nfantry has also left to proceed, by the same ro e, to California. As early in the sµring as a passage can be mad·e across the
c ou nt'ry, other troo~s wiil be sent to Oregon, in number sufficient
to h old and protect that Territoi:y.
Troops, to guard the Rio -Grande frontier and keep i,n ch~ck t ~e
I n dians in' that quarter, have been ordered to Te~a.s, ,and have ar-.
rived at, or are on the way to, their respective ·station~.
The remainder of the army is distributed on the Indian and
n o r thern frontiers, an<l on lhe Atlantic and Gulf coasts. The accom panying report from the .adjutant general will furnish, in
petail, information of the distribution of the army, in the several
de partments into which the country has been dividf'd.
The war with Mexico necessarily cause~ some delay in establisli-'
i ng posts on the Oregon route. The mounted rifle regiment was.
di v erted from that duty, for which it was originally designed, t~
serv e with.the army in Mexico, and it is not now intended to empl oy any part of it east of the Rocky mountains. Notwithstand'- '
i ng the demand for all our forces in the e11emy's country while the
w ar continued, m~asures were taken as early as March, 1847, to se- ,
lect proper locations, and establish posts on the eastern section of
th e route to Oregon. On the 1st ~f June of that year, instructions
we re given for the establishment of two of these posts, one near
Grand Island, where the road to Oregon encounters the Platte river,
and the other at, or near Fort Laramie. During that season, some
pr og_r ess was made in constructing the work at · the former place,
but 1t was suspended on the approa.ch of winter. Preparations
wer e maJe to resume it early in the spring, and it has been in the
course of construction d.uring the past season ; but the depar,t ment
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· ti unable to state h~w far it has . progre.ssed, as no report has yet
been receiveJ from th officer charged with its superintendrnce.
The amount of contributions and avails of captured property, received by officers of the army fo Mexico, cannot, at this time, for
the want of full returns, be accurately ascertained. The amount
thus far reported is $3,844,373 77, which will be somewhat increased by amounts collected in New Mexico an<l California. Of
1:llis amount $67,492 33 have been retained for expe_nses of c0llections; $346,369 30 paid into the treasury of the United States;
$3>267,540 84 turn-ed over to disbursing officers ; $49,712 28 credited by the Mexjcan government to the United States, in payment of
the first instalment under the treaty, and the remaining $113,259 02
charged against the c-ollecting officers. Of the amount turned -0ver
to disbursing officers $76-9,650 were applied towards the payment
of the first instalment under the treaty with M xico, and the -greater,
'part of the balance has been disbursed for regular and ordinary
purposes. Against the eaiances remaining charged to collecting
officers, they may be entitled to further credits on the several at:counts above stated, to the amount of about $79,000. The remainder is claimed by them as compensation for extra s~rvices, or
as · having been paid to otb er army otficers, for similar services in
making tl;ie co lections., These claims have been suspen<led, as, u~der
existing · laws, no such allbwances can be made ; but as the claims.
on this account were considered, to s.ome extent, just, I urged, in
my last annual report, and subseqllently in a cbmm·unication to the
Committee of Ways and Means, that provision should be m.ade for
a reasonable allowance in su_ch cases ; and the subject is again recommended for favorable consideration.
The moneys paid ov,er to disbursing offic.e rs have been mingled
Wl th tlie funds drawn from the treasur , and placed in their hands
fM dispursement. This hl3:s complicated their accounts, and greatly .
· e1i, ba~rassed the se~tlement of them. ::Qie laws a~d regulati?ns
~eGunng and enforcrng the settlement of die accounts of disbursmg
oilicers are considered as applicable only to the public moneys
?eceived from the treasury. It is recommended that these Jaws
should be so. extended as to apply toJ the accounts for moneys received from contributions and all other sources. Without some
such provision, I am satisfied that much delay and many difficulties
will attend the adjustment of these ac'counts.
There are also other accounts which cannot be adjusted without
further legislation. No fun<l was placed by special appropriation
at the disposal of the executive or the commanding generals, to
meet expenses for secret services, or for extraordinary objects.
Disburs-ements of this character are not only usual, but indispensable in the prosecution of a war, and particularly a foreign war.
The co 1lections in Mexico have been resorted to for these purposes.
It is not r~asonable to expect that regular vouchers of payment for
~ecret service~ should be produced, and the accounts embrac·ng such
items must remain unadjusted, unless Congress should deem it
proper to provide some mode for settling them. The mode which
~e m most appropriate, so far as regards the expenditure for secret
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and confidential services, is that which · has been provided for
settlinO" accounts for the disbursement of the appropriation f,or ~ontingent expenses of foreign in~ercourse.
.
I respectfully refer you to the accompany1pg reports. from the
officers in charge of the several bureaus connected \with this department. The examination of them_, will, ·I trust,. satisfactorily :show
that the duties of each have been discharged with industry, ability
and faithfulness. These duties,, s.o greatly multiplied in all oi' them
by the war with Mexico, have not yet been much diminished by the '
reiurn of peace. The allowance of three months' extra pay to all
who served in that war, has rendered it indispeusably necessary to
retain in service the temporary paymasters -appointed under the act
of the 5th of J?,ly, 1838. To prevent delay, and to subserye the
convenience of the volunteers, paymasters have been sent into the
several sections of the country where these troops were raised and
organized-. It is estimated that from , eighty to one hundred thousand persons became entitled to three months' extra pay under the
act of the 19th of July last; the greater part of this number had
left the service before. this provision of law was adopted . . Scattered, as they are, through every section of the Unitetl States,
mt1ch labor and time will be required to adjust these claims. , The
vast in crease in the extent of our territory, and in the number of
ipil i tary po~ts, has induced the paymaster general to ask that 1the
additional paymasters appointed for he war, and whose services
were contin:ued by an act of Congress, passed at the last session,
until the 4th of March next, may be retained permanently in the
public service. This suggestion, as well as that relative to the
peculiar tenure of office in this branch of the army, is respectfully
com mended to your favorable consideration.
The numbe_r of military posts will, probably, exceed the number
of medical officers now awthorized by law. Should _that be the
,case, the employment of physicians in civil life will become ne- .
cessary. Besides the difficulty of procuring such physicians at the
points where they are wanted, the expenses of ten exceed the .regular pay and emoluments of army surgeons and assi~tant surgeons.
With a view both to economy and to the interest of the service, ·I
am ~duced to concur in the recommendation of the surgeon general~n favor of the repeal of the proviso of the third section of
the act of the 19th of July last, so far as i.t relates to the two sur·geon s and twelve assistant surgeons, authorized- by the act of the
11th of February, 1847. By such a repeal,. the above number of
surgeons and assistant surgeons would be added to the permanent
medical staff of the army.
·•
The report of the chief engineer presents in detail the operations
of that department during the past year. The pendency of the war
with Mexico, in some degree, suspended the measures for carrying
forward our system of exterior defence. In consequence of the
return of peace, the estimates fot fortifications for the next fiscal
year, ~omewhat ~xceed those -for eith€r of the two ,preceding years·,
and will be sufficient to ,cQmplete some of the. works, and considerably auvance others already in the progress of construction. It
6
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may be ad vis~ble to commence new works at some exposed- point's
. on the Atlantic and ,Gulf coasts, particularly within th-e limits of
Texas. ,
.
·
1
An early attention has been given to ou r Pacific coast. So little
accl!lrate knowledge was possessed of that coast, that it has been
deemed advisable to cause it to Qe carefully and fully examined,
with a view fo the selection of proper points for fortifications, as
well as naval establishments. A board, composed of offic_e rs of the
army an_d navy, has been constituted to make such an examination,
and are now under orders for California a_nd Oregon to execute the
duties assigned to them. By the . instructions, prepared hy the
'War and Na.v y Departments, and herewith submitted, the object
,embraced in the examination are fulJy disclosed. ·
The appropriations f.or the army proper,. required for the next
fiscal yeRr, am'ount to $4,432,286. The estimates for the 'transportation of the troops far exceed that ·of any other year previous to
- the war. The increase in this item is to meet the ·expense of sending troops to Oregon, New l\lJ;exico, and California.
Should the suggestion of the quart_ermaster general,, contained in
his report", to em ploy the public vessels in_ the !la val service, for
~ th,e transportation, by sea, of'army stores and troops, be ado,pted,
this item o.f expenses would be greatly reduced. · Our possessions
upon the Pacific seem to render the change in this respect aP.propriate, and I do not doubt th~t such a measure will' be attended by
results favorable to the public service.
'
In none of the branches of this department has the business been'
so much augmented as in the Pension .bureau. The number of
invalid pensioners has increased durin& the last year six hundred
and ninety-one; the whole number on the list is three thousand
one hunched and twenty-six,
.
More than sixty thousand claims have been presented under the
u-ct of the-1.lth of February, 1847, for bounty land and treasury •
scrip. About f~rty thousand of them have been acted on and
allowed; twenty th~usand are now pending, and it is estimated
that there are forty thousand yet to be presented. Gre;)t efforts
have b~en made to despatch these applications, and about two
hundred and fifty are daily investigated and passed . . For th-details of the busin_ess in the Pension Office, I respectfully refe~ou
t o the report of the commissioner. ,
A comprehensive and interesting vie w of our Indian relations ·
will be found in the r e port nf the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
The removal of the tribes to the c o untry set ap a rt for them we st
o~ tb_e Miss i~sippi ri v er, ha s· vp arn t ed nearly all those who reside d
w 1th rn t h e limit s of the St at es fro m the un w hol esome influen ces
r es ultin g fro m a c ontac t w it h t he w h i ts p opul at io n , anrl affo r ded
a n op por t unity t o t he goverfunent t o en fo rce t he n ecessary meas ur es
for civilizing and. impr_ovi~g ~hem . T he wisd o m of our p ol ic y in
regard to the Ind ian 1s vmdtcated by t he g o od effects w hi c h it
lias produced, and particularly by the higher degree of im pr ove ment among those
t,o first removed to the country as'sign ed to
them.
During the last year, o'u~ emigrant~ have experieneed less annoy...
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ance than at any former period, from the Indians on the Missouri
frontier and the difficulties among thems'elves and with our-citizens
have be~n less frequent. This favorable cb.ange in their conduct is
to be mainly ascribed to tbe judicious control exercised over their ,
annuities, and to the holding of them liable to be used to compensate for damag.es resulting from their lawless aggressions as well
u pon each other as upon our own cit,izens:
An importanf treaty has been recently negotjated by the Co'lllmissi oner of Indian Affairs, _in person, with the Menomonies, ,b y
which they have agreed te cede all their lands in Wisconsin-about£,
four millions of acres-and to remove to the e'!{cellent country proc ured for them on the upper Mississippi, adjoining that of theirold friends, the Winnebagoes, recently from Iowa. It is reason_a--'.
b-le to exp1!ct that the interposing of these two tribes between the
Sioux and Chippewas, and the establishment of a military post ia
that region, will check, if not entirely prevent, the sanguinary hostilities so frequent bet.ween the two latter tribes, arising from long
cherished and inveterate feuds. Thf! treaty with the Menomori:ies·
h as, in effect, extinguished the Indian title to the whole country
east of the Mississippi, south of Lake Superior, which, for a long
time, has been regarded as an object not only of great importance
to our own citizen_s, but essential to· the welfare and prM3pedty of the Indians themselves.
Within the four last years, eight important treaties have been
negotiated with different Indian tribes, by which highly beneftcia'l
changes in their situation and affairs have been, and will be effectedt
and the United States have acquired, at a cost o{ only $1,8i2,000,
eighteen millions five hundred thousand acres of land; about tw~
million one hundred thousand acres of it have been assigned to ·
other tribes for their permanent residence; and tw-o millions nine·
hundred thousa·nd are reserved for a similar purpose, leaving the
remainder thirteen millions five hundred thousand acres ready foti mmediate settlement and cultivation, in , the rapidly growing States
of Wisconsin and Iowa. T.here is also a prospect that Mississippi,
well as other States in which some of the Choctaws still remain,
wi 11 soon be freed from them. Measures for t-heir emigration are
in
ogress; under modified arrangements entered into within the
las t year, whic-h promise a favorable result.
.·
The law of 1847, giYing additional authority to prevent the introduc tion and sale of spirituous liquors in the Indian country,
and the stringent regulations adopted by the departm ::nt to restrain
this - pernicious traffic, have sensibly diminished the amount of'
suffering among the frontier tribes, arising from that prolific source
of evil, but an effectual check to it cannot be applied, unless the
States lying adja cent to the Indian country will co-operate in the
llleasure, ~y restraini~g their citizens from bringing intoxicating
liq uo_r~ within_ the reach of the Indians: The policy of paying
a nn u1 ties semt-annually, an~ of d istnbutmg them per capita, has
b eeD; attended by the harpiest r.e sult~. The new regu!a~ions, in regard
to licenses to trade with ihe. Indians, and the rigtd supervision
over the conduct of those t? whom this. privi!ege has been granted,
ave put a». end to many evils and .abuse.s wh1chJor.merly prevailed
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and were highly detrimen~al to the int_e rests and welfare of t he
India-ns.
No subject connected wi.th our Indian affairs has so ,deeply interested the department and received so much of its anxious' solicitude and attention, as that of education, and I am happy to be
able tn say that its' efforts to ·advance this cause have been crowned
with _success. Among mpst of the tribes which. have removed t oarid become settled in tl)e Indian . country, the blessings of education are beginning to be appreciated, and they generaliy manifest
a ~illingness to co-operate with the government in diffusing these
blessings, The. schools already established have an increased
number of pupils, and preparations are making for establishing
many new ones. Much credit is due to. many excellent missionary
societies, ·bf different christian denominations, for their aid and con,
tributions to sustain and advance the ca-use .of educatiop among
the Indian population.
·
·
There are sixteen manual labor schools and eighty-seven boarding and ,district schools now in suc.c.essful operation among the various Indian tribes, and ' the number of Indian ·youths attending
, them, according to the reports recei:ved at the department, is
three thousand six hundred and eighty-two; of which two thousand
six hu.ndr~ and fifty are m~les, and the remain~ng one thousand
and '.thirty-two are females. The schools are generally in charge
· of missionary societies, and are well conducted. These facts af. ford the most gratifying ·evidence that nearly all of our colonized
· tribes· are rapidly advancing in civilization and moral improvement; and I trust it may not. be improper, on this oc~asion, for
me to say, ' that for the highly improved and rapidly improving
condition of the numerous lndia·n tribes, over which the guardian·
ship of the government is extended, not only in. regard to education, but most other respects, no stinted measure of credit is to be
ascribed t.o the ability, industry, and faithfulness of that branch of
this department to which the management of our diversified and
difficult Indian affairs is assigned.
Within the ·newly acquired territories there is a numerous Indian population, over whicfa our. sup .e rvision and guardianship ml,lst
necessarily be extended, but this cannot be effectually done 'thout the action of Con ress ~n the subject. Additional agencies
are reCi}_uir;ed to manage Indian affairs in ·.these territories, and to
extend to them our Indian system of control and man'a gement,
which, in other parts
our country, has afready produced such
happy results, and is so full of promise for the future.
,
I respectfully ask your attention . to the followipg subjects mentioned in my last annual report: The settlement of claims in California; a retired list of officers of the army; and an asylum for disabled and worn-out soldiers; in regard to each of these the views
of the department are fully set forth in that report, and I again recommend them to your favorable consideration.
I have the honor to be, very respect fully, your obedient servant,.

of

W. L. MARCY,

To the

Secretary of War .
PR:E:$IDE~T.
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List of docurr,ents accompanying the report of tlie Secretary ·-of
War.
General Lane's report of the affairs at Matamoras and Ga1axara.
General Lane's report of the march on· Tehuacan and capture of
Orizaba and Cordova.
General Lane's report of the affair at Sequalteµlan.
,
Sub-reports of the same by Colonel · John C. Hays, Maj or William
H. Polk, and Major A. M. 1Truett.
Colonel Mason's letter, transmitting report of the affairs at San
J os~ and La Paz, Lower California.
·,
Lieutenant Heywood's report of the affair at San Jq~e.
Lieutenant Colonel Burton's report of the affair at La Paz.
Map of La Paz and its environs~
·
Ge~eral Price's report of the siege e3.nd capture of Saeta: Cruz de
· Rosales.
·
Sub-reports of the s'ame by ·Major Beall, Lieutenant Love., Lieut. •
Colonel Lane, Major Walker, and Captain Hassend.eibel.
Plan of Santa Cruz de Rosales.
Reports and sub-reports of the operations of Lieutenant Colon.el
Gilpin's command on the western• prairies.
'
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Puebla, December 1,-1847.

Sm: Having been credibly informed that the - enemy were in
force at Matamoras with some artillery, and that a Jll_ilitary depot
was ·there established, at which a large quantity of munitions of
war, and othtr public property hc3:d been c'ollected, and also that
several American soldiers were con.fined there in close prison, I
moved from Puebla to~ards that place, at 7 o'clock on the evening
of the 22d instant, with one piece of artillery and twent.y-five men,
under tl1e command of Lieutenant B. Field, of the 3d artillery,
and on.e hundred and thirty-five men, consisting of Colonel Hays's
Texas nrnunted riflemen, and of the Louisiana dragoons, under
Captain Lewis. Although retarded by the rain, which fell incessantly from 10 o'clock until 5, we arrived . . at Matamoras at. 7
o'clock on the morning -of the· .23d-accomplishing a march of fiftydour miles in twelve hours. Coming UJ)"{m the advance guard of
the enemy as ·we approached the town, they ' were charged and
driven in upon the main body, when the whole fled ·along the streets
towards a forest lying in rear · of . the place. The . force of the
charge, the silddenne.ss of their flight, and the various avenues by
which the*etired', render it difficult to form a satisfactory estimate
their numbers, which is rnriously computed from four to . six
pundred.
·
,
In this short and sanguinary action,. 'from sixty to eighty of the
killed and wounded, without the loss on our part of a
'enemy
single man • . Among the killed was Colonel Piedras, commanding
at Matamoras, two . captaim; of artillery, and other officers of various grades. Twenty one American soldiers ·. were set f.1;ee and
restored to the service, armed with muskets, and m'o unted ' upon
horses taken from the enemy. Three pieces of artillery-a sma_n
one, a long six, and a lo_ng twelve-pounder-all of bronze, and m
good firing condition, tw~lve tons of shot of all calibres, twelve
boxes fixed ammunition, twenty -seven bales escopet and musket
balls, seven bales slow and quick matches, fi-ve hundred muskets, five
hundred sabres,. one hundred horses, a large quantity of medical
stores, and other public property, fell into ·our, hand s ; and, with.1.he
exception of the artillery, the fixed ammunition, the muskets ~d
sab,res, all were destroyed in consequence of my inability to procure
a,dditional means of transportation. The remainder of the day was
employed in refreshing the troops and in destroying military stores;
in whi~h last, three artillery-men, privates Gorman, Foss, and
Friedman, were considerably injured, but, it is hoped, not disabledJ
by an accidental explosion.
In this engagement Colonel Hays displayed great coolness and
bravery, as did also Captains Lewis and Roberts, of the Texas
rangers. Lieutenants Waters and Lilly, of the Louisiana volunteerg, and the lieutenants of the Texas c6rps, behaved most galla~tly. Lieutenant Rid ge'l y of the 4th in fan try, acting assistant
adJutant gen_eral, an<l Lieutenant Whipple, of the 9th in fan try,
(volunteer a1 ,) behaved as ever before wit h distinguished gallan-
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try, rendering me prompt aud efficient, assistance during the en-·
gagement. They were wit~ t~e. fQremost ~n the charge, 'and in pursuit of the enemy; and not until all public property was captured
did they think of rest. Lieutenant McDonald, of tlre '3d artillery,· •
acting assistant quartermaster, was with me in the charge, and be-·
haved most gallantly, as he ever has done upon all former occasions. ·
Lieutenants Dougl~ss and Blake were also in the charge, the former·
as my aid-de-camp, and both behaved gallantly. It affords me·.
much pleasur~ to bear testimony to the good conduct _both of
officers and men. Never could they beha Ye better than on , this
occasion. •
,,
Early on the morning of the 24th; we rooveq toward Puebla.
Captain- Roberts-'s company of Texas mounted riflemen, numbering .
hetween twenty-five and thirty men, composed the advanced gua_rd.
The remainder of the·mounted riflemen were in r'ear of the artillery. The Louisiana dragoons, under Cc1:ptain Lewis,,constituted .the
rear ~uard. While moving with difficulty through a long mountainous pass, called the pass of Galaxara, s0me five miles from Matamoras, the train became considerably extended. · Retarded by the
obstructions of the way, the artillery and a small traio · of four wagons, containing capture,d property drawn by Mexican mq,les, and
driven by Mexicans, had fallen far' in ,.the rear, and were slowly
progressing under my immediat~ superintendencf', when it was reported that the f:nemy had appeared in front. Colonel Hays ~as
immediately ordered to repa~r to the head of th'e column, and to
engage the enemy with th.e advance guard. He found a small party
of observation running in under the pursuit of two h11ndred Mexican lancers. He promptly repulsed them, and with Captain Ro- ·
berts and company, and Lieutenants Ridgely, Whipple, -Waters,
McDon~ld, Blake,' ant my private secretary, Mr. Phelps, numbering in all about thirty-five men, gallant!) charged, broke, and pursued the enemy across an extended plain, and up a long precipitous
a s c ent toward the mountainr., from which they had made the attack.
Mid way of the hill the enemy halted and attem,pted to rally. They
wheeled to the front, but falling rapidly before the continued
charge, they again broke, and fled oyer the summit of the moun•
tain, closely followed by Col. Hays, with, his small force. Here
the enemy was reinforced by a reserve of five hundred lancers, un•
d er the command of General Rea. The mounted riflemen not be~
in g armed with sabres, and their revolvers and rifles having all
been discharged, he ordered his small force to retire to their origina position. This ord_er was coolly obeyed, and the men retired
in good order, under the full charge of four or fi"e hundred Ian•
cers. Having returned to ~heir position, the enemy were immediately repulsed, and the post maintained until the arrival of the artillery, under Lieutenant Fields, and of th·e dragoons, under Capt
Lewis, whom I had ordered to the'front imme·diately on perceiving
t h e strength of the enemy. It is due to these excellent officers to
remark? that they moved forward to the engagement with that
prom ptltude and alacrity for which they have ei·er been distinguished. 'fhe artillery was immedia~ely unlim.bered, when the en~
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-emy retired to the mountains, and, receiving 'a few rounds of grape
and canister, they _d isappeared. For several hours they continued
to hover about our march, in scattered detac·h ments, too remote
for the assault of our already jaded horses. , And though the riflemen , dismounted and attempted to reach' them on foot, and the artillery · was s.e veral times unlimbered and brought to bear upon
th,em, it was impossible to bring them to a~other engagement.
Our loss in this affair was two killed and two slightly wounded.
• The loss of Lieutenant Ridgely, my acting assistant adjutant ge-

. ·,

neral, who waS mortally wounded ,vl1ile gallantly cl1arging with
his comrades by the side of Colonel Hays, deeply sadflens the feeling of _satisfaction with which~ report the brilliant conduct of this
small party at th~ pass. of Galaxara. Private William Walpas, of
the 'rangers, . also fell bravely fighting among the foremost in the
charge. Lieutenant Waters, and ·one other, were slightly wounded. The -los~ of the enemy in _this affair is ,not accurately ascertained, but coul9 not have been less than fifty, killed and wounded.
Of the kil-led, were two captains, one lieut't::nant, and also three noncommissioned officers- of artillery. · During the engagement, the
Mexican drivers, after cutting the mules from the teams, mad~ their
,e scape. This rendered it necessary to destroy ,all the captured pro- ,
perty, except the large pieces of artillery, and ,t he sabres, most of
which were distributed to tbe mounted men, and the remainder destroyed. Never did any officer. act with more gallantry than did
<Jolonel Hays in this affair of the 24th. When he found it necessary to 'retire for the purpose of reloading-his· men· having no sabres-he halted in their rear, and, as the enemy advanced, deliber.ately shot two ,of them dead, and covered his retreat until the arrival of reinforcements. Lieutenant_Ridgely fell a victim to a gallantry which was never surpassed. Lieutenant Whipple, my present aid-de-camp and acting assistant adjutant general, was distin, guished for his coolness and. brave'fy. He was among the first in
th.e charge, and exce_pting Colonel Ha 1ys, was the last man to quit
the field. Captain Roberts charged bravely at the head of -his com·
pany; his horse was shot under him, and he exhlbited great presence of mind in making his escape. Lieutenant Waters and Lieutenant McDonald distinguished themselves in this action-advancing with the first, and retiring only with the last. Lieutena~t
Blake .and Mr. Phelps were also at the head of the charge, and divide with their co'mrades the palm for brav~ry and good conduct.
Assistant Surgeons Brower and Newton, of the medical staff, me.rit
my thanks for their promptitude and efficiency in attending to tne.ir
professional cluties. Private Glanton, of the Texan rangers, attracted general notice for his extraordinary activity and daring
throughout th~ actions both of the 23d and 24th. Sergeant Myers
commancled ' a portion of the Louisiana dragoons, and conducted
them with ability .. through both actions. Too much praise cannot
be _bestowed upon Captain Lewis for the energy and ability with
wlnch he discharged the arduous duties de volving u.pon him as
co mandant of the rear g uard.
A t about ten o'clock of t~e morning of the_25th, we arrived at
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Atlixco. .After four hours' repose, we- moved on to Puebla, whern
w e ar rived, without further molestation, at two o'cl9ck in the aftern oon-having beeQ. absent ~ixty hours.
1.
I have the honor \o be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient
,
I
s ervant,
, JOSEPH .LANE, ·
Brigadier General, U. 8. /J.
To ·R. JoNEs,
.lldjidant 'G en eral, U. S . .fl.., Washington D,_. C .

•
To the above report I beg leave to subjoi'n, that the squadron of
Lou isiana volunteer- dragoons, commanJlea by Captain Lewis, led
th e adv ance towa1ds Metamoras, and the gallant charge into the
town , in which they manifested the same spirit and bravery so conspicuous at A.tlixco.
.
.
'
·
Al so, that Assistant Surgeon Brower, of the · 4th Indiana, was
with the foremost in the splendid charge of the 24th instant. ·
V ery respectfully, your obedient servant,
·
·
JOSEPH LANE,
Brigadier General., U. S. {J..

To R. JoNEs,
.IJ.djutant General, U. S. ,11. ·

,..

---

REPORT OF BRIGADIER GENERAL LANE.

C1TY

OF

MEx1co, February IO, 1848. ·

S m: I have the honor to submit, for the consideration a( the
m a j or general commanding-ia-chief, the follow.in~ report of the
ope ratjons of the 'mounted troops speciaUy assig'ned to my com- .
man d on the 18th of January last.
·
On the morning of that day, I left this city with four companies
of t he mownted Texas rangers, under Colonel Hays, two companies
of t h e third dragoons, and one company of mounted rifles, under
M a j or Polk-in all, about three hundred and fifty men-to scour
th e country, and drive the guerillas from the roads.
·
On the afternoon of the 19th, some · five · miles distant from Rio
Fri o, I met the train of General Marshall; and being in.formed ~y
him that a body of the ene·my had threatened his rear guard, and
was t hen actually passing through the mountains towards his right_,
I im mediately led my command (with the exception of two cont·
pani es of Texas rangers, detached to guard the wagons) in the dire etio n indicated; but, after a search of several hours, found no
race o f hostile forces.
' ,
About noon, on the 20th, I entered Puebla, and remained there
u ntil t~ e . evening of the follo w ing day. After dark, on the 21st,
i n a ch il lin g rain, [ pro ceeded with my command in .the direction
I
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of Vera Cruz, and . arriving at the vil)age of Amazoque1 turn·ed off
towards the left, in order to deceive the inhabitants.
This route was continued for ne~rly, if. not quite, a league;
when I a'gain turned abruptly to the right, through a ravine leading
towards the mountains. Dur.ing the night the command accompl~shed a march of forty-fiye miles ovn 1a route almost impassable,
frequently compelled to move in single file, and sometimes, obliged
to dismount and lead their horses.
,
Near day-break, I halted at two large haciendas, ~ituated in a
lone region of the country, and ordered the men and horseg to be
concealed. I held the Mexicans, 'residents of the i.tciendas, al}d
those pa~sing along the road, prisoners until dark on the 22d; at
which time I again took up the line of march in the direction of
the town of Tehuacan.
About five miles ' distant from -the haciendas I had left, -in a nar·
row pass, I suddenly encountere.d a coach with a'n escort of .ten or
twelve armed men. The escor~ was instantly disarm·e d, and I was
about to hold the party as priso_ners, when a person stepped from
the coach, and, striking a lig4t, produced~ written safegua.rd, with
perm?ssion ' to arm an · escort, from1 Brevet Brigadier Ge_neral
·s ~ith. I had, th~n, no alternative but to return the arms, -an·d
permit the coach and escort to proceed.
The march was continued over a miserable, ro~ky; and narrow
road for some forty mile~, or more, when the column arrived ,in the
vicinity of Tehuacan. I had previously received authentic information, through a faithful, and int.elligent guide, ·who has shown
his devotion to our cause ·On many occasions, that Genera'l Santa
Anna was in Tehuacan, ·with a force of one _hundred regular cavalry, and an indefinite force of guerillas. As I continued the march,
'my guide obtained fu!ther -information, even to the positions of
sentinels · posted within the town. About four o'clock, preceding·
day-break, I arrived at the confines of tb,e town, w,h en, instantly,
lights flashed to and fr-o in several houses, and a solitary gun was
fired upon the advancing column.
.
•
,
In obedi~nce to my p'revious orders, Major Polk immediately
surrounded the town with his command; while Colonel Hays, with
his, followed me, at a charge, directly to the plaza. Traces were
everywhere visible of recent occupation by trnops, but the whole
f~rce had depart,ed. The house in ,vhich General Santa Anna
himself had quartered, containing his furniture, wardrobe, and
some fresh provisions, appeared to have been deserted abruptly.
~11 of hi_s milit~ry clothing was captured, together with the clothmg of his lady, consisting of one hundred and twenty-two valu·
a_ble pieces; which latter I caused to be packed in trunks, and delivered to the alcalde of the town, taking his written receipt for
the same.
After marches so fatiguing, it was impossible to urge our horses
further, as several of them feJl exhausted in the streets, and very
few were in a condition to continue the pursuit.
I ascertained from the alcalde and th~ priests, that a courier had
precede me, arriving about two o'clock in the morning, with in·
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formation for General Santa Anna that I was approaching with my
command. I further ascertained, from the ~ame source, that this
courier was· one of the escort I had met in the ,e arly part of tlie
prece{ling evening-~nasmuch as he relate? the incidents of the es-Cort having been disarmed, the production of the safeguard, and
the consequent restoration of the arms; and further confessed that
he bad been sent by a direct route to warn General San:t.a Anna. of
_ the impending attack.
,
. ·
Finding it impossible, with ou~ jaded horses, to make further
pursuit, I endeavored to procure one hundred fresh horses from the
a~alde, but "°as unable, withtut scouring the surrounding country, ·
and suffering a delay of twenty-four hours. Ge~eral Santa Anna
had retrhted with his force, mounted on fresh horses, ~.n the direction of Oajaca; and I was compelled to abandon further pursuit.
Shortly after my retum to the town, the ayuntamiento .and prineipal citizens of Te·huacan waited upbn me and tendered a formal
surrender of the place, and a full submission to _my authority. My
command being much fatigued by the• severity of our march, I
thought it necessary to remain one day and night at Tehuacan.
- During our st,ay in the towp, I attempted to restrain tvery attempt
at disorderly or improper conduct on· the part of the troops; and
am happy to believe that my effortg w,ere attended with very great
sucqess, the men cheerfully conforming to my desires, with p~oba-bly a few trifling exceptions. None of the inhabitants were injured whilst we were there; and so well pleased were they with
our conduct, that, when about to depart, the alcalde, in th.eir b~half, thanked me for the very kind treatmept which had been extended to them.
,
On the morning of the 24th, I again 't ook.Jll) the line
march '
towards Oriz,aba, and arrived the same ever"1g at t~e village of
Acalcingo, situated at the base of the interv'e ning mountains. Here
I re.ceived a communication from the ayuntamiento of Orizaba, informing me 'that a deputation of the municipal authorities, priests,
and citizens, woul<l meet me on the subject of arranging terms for
the capitulation of the city. I repli'ed that I would personally inf orm the deputation what terms would be granted. About noon,
on the 25th, at" a distance of three. miles frorp. the city, .J was met
by the deputation, and informed the alcalde thfl.t pr~vate and church
property should be respected; that no violence would be allowed;
but that I would investigate the robberies lately committed in the
neighborhood, by guer!llas,- upon merchant t~ains; whereupon the,
-city was surrendered.
The evening of my arrival, I learned that a large- force-principally robbers-had actually assembled at the gate of the city to
op po~e our entrance, but had been induced by the citizens, by fore-e
or bribes, to leave.
On tlie march from Tehuacan to Acalcingo, three of the Texas
ra~gers 'Yere detected in the act of rQbbing a mule train; and
b emg des1rou_s of making a speedy and severe example, I ordered .
t hem to be disarmed and placed under _strict guard until the'arrival
of the command at some American g~rrison, and there to be dis-
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ho~orably dis.charged from the service; which was accordingly
<lone upon my arrival at Puebla.
,
In justice to the Texas rangers;, I take pleasure in stating that: the
•three individuals specified were not Texans by birth or adopt10n,
but joined the regiment upon this line of- operations of ·our army.
Immediately after enteri'ng Orizaba, I appointed Colonel Hays
commander of the forces, and Major Polk civil and · milita~y ~overnor, with directions to the latter to make inquiry forthwith mto
the matter · of the robberies which had been committed; whether
the guerqlas_had been countenanced by fae municipal authorities,
or had been allowed to harbor in the city ; whether the goods tak.en
had been sold there ; what disposition had been m,ade of the proceeds, if sold ; and to execute · justice in the premises. ~~ the
same time, I reit~ra ted my assurances . of protection to ind1~1?ual
- and chur.ch property, and caused to be made known the prov1srnns
of the general orders issued ·a t .Tampico, in February last, declaring martial law:
-;
·
.
The efforts made to. recover the goods robbed from the trams
were unsuccessful, as my time w_as limited; and; expecting Colonel
Bankhead from Vera Cruz to garrison the plac~, I concluded to
refer the bus-iness to him.
.
.
·
. On the. morning of the 26th, _I was informed that eighty bales of
; unmanufactured tobacco ', and about thirty boxes of cigars; had peen
removed from the· government warehouse withou,t authority; and
thereupon directed the civil and military governor to ·seiie the
same, and r.efer the matter to a ,board of officers for decision. The
property, under the d.ecision of the said board of officers, was c9n·
demned as property of the Mexican government, to be confiscated
and sold. The pro~eds of the sale were ,t urned ov ~r to the ac!·
ing assistant quartt9naster of the command for the use of the Uni·
ted States.
Subsequently, four hundred bales of tobacco were rliscover~d in
the government warehou~e; but being materially injured, and of
inferior quality, no sale could be effected without delaying tlie
command for sonie time, which I deemed unadvisable. The tobac·
co was, therefore, delivered -fo the alcalde with instructions to sell
it, and appropriate the proceeds for the benefit of the poor. It was
further expressly signified to the alcalde that, should the proceeds
be _di_verted to any other purpose, the next American commander
arnvrng at Orizaba would hold him individually responsible for the
,whole amount.
.
_On the 26th, I received a letter of submission from t11e ayunta·
m1ento of Cordova, a city distant from Orizaba fifteen or twenty
. miles; and on the 28th started for that place with three compa~i~s
c,f Texas rangers, under Colonel Hays, and Lieutenant Martin s
company of dragoons.
.
After taking formal possession of the place, I released six Am~ncan prisoners captured at various places, whom I brought with my
c ommand to Puebla.
During the march to Cordova, sev eral arme d Mexicans were ob·
serve d to cro the road a sho r t distan ce in ad vance of the column,
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Pursuit was immediately given ; but, fro·m the fl.eetn~ss of their
horses and the ·ruggedness of the ground, they effected their escape_,
with the exception of one, whom Lit,rntenant . Colonel . Dumont, of ·
the 4th Indian~ volunteers, had the good fortune to overtake and
kill. In this connexion, I take pleasure in m'entioning Lieutenant
Run nels, of the Tex~s rangers, who was most zealous in the p,fr..:
-suit, and-evidently wounded. the Ie·a der of_ the p~rty.
Hearing that Colonel Bankhead had arnve·d w1thrn a day's march
of Cordova, I returned to that place on the 30th, but was there as-,
sured that he had gone back to Vera Cruz; and · thereupon I ret:urn ed to Orizaba.
,
/
.
After one week's occupation of that city, I le{t, on the morning
0£. the 31st,' for Puebla, with the Texas rangers, and was joined
that e'vening, at A.calcingo, by M,a jor' Polk · with his comm.a·n d.
Continuing an un,molested march -acro,ss the mountains, I next day
reached ~an Augustin de Palmas; the day following I reached
Acal cingo, where· .Major Polk receiv.ed information thit a number ·
of mules and ·h-0rses, captured f1om American trains, were at a haciend a two leagues distRnt. I readily acceded to the requ~st of ·
the Major, to be allowed two companies of dragoons to recapture
them; and, after a ·fatiguing ·n ight-marc_h, he returtted, bringing
with him twenty-six mules and one American horse, undoubtedly
the property of the United States. The horse supplied the place :
of one which had died, ahd the mules were delivered to the quartermaster at Puebla. On the 3d instant I returned to Puebla, after
.an absence of two weeks.
Along the "whole route from Puebla to .Teh·uacan and Cor~eva, .
• and from Cordova to Puebla-a route hitherto untrodden by Ameri;
can forces, and heretofore notoriously hostile-no resista·nce was
offered to a body of only 350 mount_e d men, 'thout -artillery, and
with but a very limited supply of ammunition. Every town sent
out i,ts deputies to a~sure us of a peaceable reception, and every
necessar y for the command was promptly furnished.
· ·
On the morning o/ the 5th instant I sent forward a portion of
my command_, Texans and dragoons, under c~mmand of M~jor
Truett, as a guar.rl to the wagons from Puebla to this city. With
the remainder of my command, ·1 started about _midnight of the
same day in the direction of Tlaxcala, passing through that city
about 10 o'clock a. m. of the 6th instant. Crossing the mountains
by a rugged and unfrequented route, after a long day's march, ·I ·
arrived at a hacienda which had evidently been the resort of robbers. Throughout the march, straggling bandits were occasionally ·
seen and pursued; but no force of consequence appeared until the
afternoon of the 8th instant.
When about to enter the town of San Juan de Teotihuican, about
nine leagues from this city, report was made that the enemy, under
Co Ion el Manuel Fal,con, was befor.e us. I ordered Major . Polk1
w ith one company of rifles under Lieutenant Claiborne, and one
company of dragoons under Lieutenabt Adde, to make pursuit,
while Colonel Hays, with the Texans, should ?ieize the town.
My orders were executed with alacrity and effect. Seventeen of
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the enemy are known
have been killed-two of them by the
hand of Major .Polk. Lieutenant Claiborne displayed his usual
intrepidity, being amongst the foremost in hot pursuit, and ever
ready to assault the .foe. Lieutenant Colbert, of the 'fexas rangers,
also signally exhibited much coolness, courage, and g·ood conduct.
Indeed, every officer and man who was permitted to engage showed
the utmost devotion and bravery, and ren/ered efficient service.
One lieutenant and two ·privates were taken· prisoners. , The re.·
mainder o( the enemy's forces took to the mountains, and, after a
severe chas~ of seven miles, our men, with their exhausted horses,
return.eel. It is more than pr,obable tha_t many stragglers were cut
down and wound,ed in their retreat, )"'ho were not seen by our returning for9es.
·
·
.
.,
e
At the same time Colonel Hays captured·, in the town, about
. two hundred and" fifty muskets, several escopettes, two 'hundred and
fifty lances, and a large supply of ammunition· and military .clothing
-all of which were destroyed, for the reason that we ·had no wa·
gons to carry w~th us the captured P,roperty . .' The papers. of Colo- nel F ,alcon fell rnto my hands, and are now rn my possession.
The next morning I started for this ,city, which I reached about
4 o'clock, p·. m., after an absence of three weeks and two 4ays.
I cannot commend in terms too strong Coloµel Hays and Major
Polk for their ste~dy and efficient support dudng the whole .expe<lition; for their valuable services at Oriza·ba; for their skill, courage,_and activity at Tehuacan, and in the encounter with Colonel
Falcon's forces.
To Major Truett, Texas r1angers, Adjuta.nt Maney, 3d dragoons,
Actin·g Assistant Quartermast~r Hasli.tt, 3d dragoons, (wh'o was
thrown from his horse and badly injured in the pursuit,) Adjutant
Colbert,, Texas rang s, and to the officers commanding co·m panies,
I am deeply indebte . fo~ their good conduct on all occasions.
Captain Crittenden, of the mounted rifles, accompanied the e,xpedition as. a volunteer, and deserves my thanks,. Lieutenant Butler,
aid de-camp, Dr. Hunt, and Mr. Mcrriweth-er, volunteer aids to
-Gen.er'a l Butler, also accompanied me, and rendered valuable services upon my $taff. To Dr. Hunt, especially, I mu.st express ~y
obligations for his frequent professional attendance upon the s1ok
.and wounded.
,
Lieutenant Colonel 'Dumont, of the 4th regiment Indiana volunte ers, was with me from Puebla . ui:1til my return to that ci ty, an d
afforde1\ me gr eat ass istance during that period. M ajor Chevallie,
l ate of th e Texas r a9gers, Mr. S cully, and Assist ant S urgeo n
B rowe r, 4 th In dia na ·v olunteers, also have my thanks for the ir at tention.
·
'l'o my personal 5taff, Lieutenant Alexander Hays, 8th infantry,
acting assistant adjutant general, anfl Captain Pugh, 4th OhiO' vol- •
unteers, aid -de-camp, I must express deep obligation for the
ro~ptnPss wit~ which they discharged their respective duties, and
t heir readiness rn danger to be ever amongst the foremost.
The only loss sustained by my command, cluring the expedition,
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wa s one private accidentally killed, and three privates accidentally
w ounded.
.
·
.;.. I am sir, with great respect, . yo_ur most o be-dient servant,. ·

'

.

JOSEPH LANE, Brigadier General.

This interesting report-is respectfully sub~itted ~o the Sec-retary ·
of War, through the Adjutant General.
. ,,
. WINFIELD SCOfE'E.

REPORT OF MAJO.R GENERAL BUTLER.
/
HEAD·QUARTE~s, ARMY . OF

GENERAL:

l\IExxco,

.Me~ico, Marth 3i 1848.
I have the . honer to enclose herewith -the report of

l3 rigadier General Lane, dated the 2d instant; with reports, transn:i it ted therewith, of Colonel Hays,. Texas volunteers, Major Polk,
. 3 d dragoons, and Major Truett, Texas volunteers, of the affair at ·
Se q ualteplan, on the 25th of February.
_
· ·
The enterprise seems to have been c~nducted by Brigad,i er Gene:ra l Lane with his usual energy and promptness of character, and
a ttended with a most happy result. The ,severe lesson taught the
g uerillas on this O"casion ·will go far ,to prevent the future assem-·
bla ges of these· lawless • robbers for .the purpose
attacking our

of

tra i ns.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
·
W. O. ' BUTLER,
Major General commanding.
Brigadier General R. JoNEs,
A
~
.IJ.dj't Gen. U. S . .fl., Washington, D. ~
·
\
'

'

.

j

REPORT OF BRIGADIER GENERAL LA.NE.

MEx1co, liarcl,, 2, 1848.
S1n : I have the honor to snbmit, for the information and consideration of the major general commanding, the following ·report o'f
th e l ate ·expedition of the -mounted troops under my command
aga i n~t the guerillas infesting the country north and n~rtheast of ,
this c ity.
·
In ob edience to my instructiofls, I left -this city on the 17th
February with 250 Texas rangers, commanded _by Colonel Hays;
130 3d dragoons an d rifles, commanded by Major Polk; and th
compan y of contra-guerillas of Colonel Dominguez, with the inten ~
tion of scouring th e mountainou s country north of Rio Frio. I
f O llo wed the main road leading to Vera Cruz, as far as the hacienda 1
of San Fe lipe; and returning from then~e several miles, I deflected
to the right in the direction of Tu lancingo-in which _Place, from ·
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reli~ble information, l h~d reason to believe I sh~uld- find ' General
• Paredes, as also Almonte and J arauta, the principal leader of the
gueri1las, with a consid'erable force. I arrived at Tulancingo on
the morning t>f the 22d, and attempted, by a. rapid movement of a
small portion of my force, t _o surprise the town; but-. information
had preceded me, and · all the force of the enemy left in consequence
-Jarauta having -left three days before." General , Paredes -a1obe
remained, and escaped by a mere miracle and our ignorance of fhe
localities .o f t~~ place. To his family, which remained, and to all
the inhabitants of the place, t~e utmost courtesy and protection. was
'afforded, as far as it was within the power -of my office·rs.
,
Early on the , morning of the 23d, Major ·Polk, with a small de, tachment of his c·<:>mmand, proceeded to a large hacien-d a, about a
league distant from Tulancingo,- where Genera:! Paredes was re.poi:ted to have taken i::efuge. Pared·es was not found; but it being
neces-s ary to procure a large number of horses for the command, in
consequence of the loss and -disability of many, the major returned
wi_th several of a superior qualitj of the Mexi~an breed. The )1leasuie was justified by necessity, alJd, furt,her, from_confessions of the
agent and servants of the hacie·nda, it was ascertained that Paredes
and J arauta had frequently conferred together there; and, moreover,
that the latter had been furnished with horses, amm'unition, and
money, by the proprietor of the hacienda. However, upon the representations o( the proprietor, su pporte_d· by several.· letters from
responsible and influential Qfficers 'of our army ,-I ordered the horses
to be returned,. and others to be purchased .
. From furtlier reliable information ·received, that Jarauta had re·
tired, with his whole .force, to the town of Sequ~lteplan, situated
in the mountains, abont seventy-five miles north of Tulancingo>-I
left .the latter place,ahding the sitk ·in charge of Colonel Dominguez to the city o~exico, and arrived, after a forced . march,
immediately after ~ay-break on tne 25 1hJ i_n the vicinity of Sequalteplan. ' ·
With the Texas rangers in aovance, I marched my force, in a
•
· Near the suburbs, a heavy fire was
1 rapid charge, upon the town.
open~d upon the Texas rangers from a cuartel to the right, which
was immediately returned with fatal ·effect frum their unerring
rifles. · One company remaining to keep the eneµiy in ch~ck, the
r~mainder marched forward to the main plaza, receiving a fire from
both sides of the street. Passing through the plaza, accompanied
by my aid, Lieutenant Hays, A. A. Q. M., Lieutenant Haslet,
and several of the, Texans, I fouu.d, some three hundred yards beyond, another cuartel, from whicb a fire wa s opened upon us; another force of the enemy's lances was discovered· beyond, and be·
lieving our force too small to contend with the whole of the
enemy, should a combined attack be made upon us, although I had
been joined by Captain Daggett, of the Texas rangers, with several
of his company, I de spatched my aid, Lieutenant Hays, who soon
r et urned with a reinforcement of ranger s. The fire of the enemy
fr om the cuartel having redoub1 ed, I ordered the Texans to disThe
mou nt , when the conflict became mo r e animated and equal.
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--distance between tHe combatants was' at n_o ~ime more than thirty
feet and frequently muzzle to muzzle, until 1t· became necessary to-.
make a charge, to dislodge the enemy from. his position.
I con•
sequently ordered a charge, which was gallantly led by the officers,·
promptly followed by ~heir men, driving the enemy_ bef?re them;
until they took refuge m the rooms of the cuartel, <l1sputmg, how•
ever, every inch of the ground.
Here the cont~st became m·ost
desperate, a1though brief;' the doors were fo:ced, and t~e s~peri·
-ority of our men and arms ":as soon sho~n, in _the termmahon of
the conflict. About thirty ot the en~tny, rncluch_ng se,·eral officer~
were killed, and several taken prisoners, while many escaped.
th rough a pai::sage in the rear, unknown to us . .
In the meantime, Co1onel Hays, with his coml}land, having overcome all opposition, advanced to the plaza, and there receiving information of the enemy in several different positions on his left,
distri buted his command, in my absence, according to the circumstances . For details of these operations of my command, I re-spectfu rly refer you to the accompanying reports of Colonel Hars
and Major Truert.
·
1.tfajor Polk, advancing into the heart of the town, necessarily
took upon himself the direction of his command, and performed
effic ient service; for the particulars ·of which I am also obliged to
refer you to his own report.
I am extremely gratified to be able to report our loss as so
-trifling-being but one probably mortaIJy, and nve • slightly
wou nded; while, on the part of the enemy,.not less than one hundre d and fifty were killed, including Padre Martinez, second in
comm and, and several officers, whose names have not been ascertain¢d ; in wounded, his loss is considerable, including Colonel
.Montagna, morta1ly, with fifty prisoners, three commissioned o.ffi.cers, and three Americans, believed to be deserters.
For the prompt and efficient support which I received from every
officer of my command during the expedition, I beg leave tp tender
.my heartfelt thanks; and of each non-commissioned officer and
soldier I must say, that they bore themselves with that distinction
which ever characterizes the American soldier.
To Col. Hays, Majors Polk and Truett, incltvidually, I repeat
the assurances expressed in my late report. To Dr.· Lamar, surgeon of the command; Captains Hutton and Pan croft, commi~saries; and Lieut. Haslet, A. A. Q. M., (who particularly distinguished himself several times during tht day,) I convey my sincere
thanks for the faithful discharge of their respective duties; and to
Dr. Lamar, for his kind and skilful attention to our wounded, as:
also those of the enemy. In the rencontre with the enemy at the
cuartel, I was pleased to observe the gallantr,y of Captain Daggett, Lieut. Davis, and Sergeant Major Brush, of the Texas ran~gers. For some time they held the entrance against a force of ten. ·
times their number. In the charge upon the enemy which succeeded, Lieut. Davis was twice severely wounded. Dr. Ford anth
Lieut. WaJker, as will be seen by the reports of their immediat&
~ommanders, are entitled to consideration.
·
7

18
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Lieut. Alexander Hays, 8th infantry, A. A. A. G., needed not
lhis occasion to signalize his bravery, coolness, and devotion to his
duties. His behavior in every emergency added, if possible, new
honors. He entered one. of the cuarte 1s first, under my own eye,
gallantly calling upon the men to follow him, and killed several of
ihe enemv with his own hands. I beg leave to recommend him in
tbe strongest manner to the notice of the major general comman d·
ing- and to the department.
·
I regret to state, that du!ing the engagement, in the incessant
firing, fire was accidentally 'communicated to the thatched roof of.
one of the houses, a11<l which finally spread over a 1arge port ion of
the town .
·
·
L~aving Sequalt.e pJan on the mornin g of the 26th, I returned to
.
·
Respectfully submitted:

·this city on the 1st inst.

JOSEPH LANE,
Brigadier General.

L. THOMAS,
JJ.ss't .11.dj. General, dty of fiiexico.

r_fo Niaj or

REPORT OF COLONEL HAYS.
CITY OF

MExico, March 1, 1848.

Sm: I herewith transmi t a report of the details of the action be-tween the troops 1;1nder my command and . the forces of Padre Ja:rauta, in the action which took _place at Sequalteplan on the 25th

ult.
After a severe march during the night of the 24th, our advance
·arrived at the edge of the town of Sequalteplan about sunrise on
the morning of the 25th February. We cautiously approach ed a
point w~ere we had a commanding view of the town; and, bein_g
quite certain of the presence 0f the enemy, fell back in front until
<>Ur rear could be brought into column. F1 rom the very mountain·
-o us character of the country, which was only passable, on ou r
:route, by a single fnule_-patb, we were compe1led to approach by
!lingle file; and, in the order of march for that day, my command
-was rn front, while the dragoon force, under Maj. Polk, was in the
-:rear.
My special command consisted of five companies of the
Texas regiment of mounted rangers, numbering about 250 men; that_
<>f ·Maj. Polk, of two companies of dragoons and one company ot
yiflei.::, numbering about 130 men-in all, near 380 men.
So soon as my command came up into column, an active charge
· -was 1nade into the town. The column was headed by Gen. Lane
and 1uyself; and, when in rapid progress towards the centre of the
town, we were unexpectedly saluted by a volley of musketry, dis~
charged at u from a cuartet or barracks, occupietl by a portion ot
the. exican torce, probably some fifty or ixty strong, which were
ntil that moment entirely concealed from our view. I immec.liately
rdered Iajor Truett, with some fifteen or ei ghteen men, to stop
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and engage this force, while I procee-ded forward to the main plaza to make further observation of the enemy. Adjutant Ford was
al~o ordered to act with Major Truett, and to assist in dislodging
this force, which first assaulted us from their cover. With the
most heroic devotion, the small force of Major· Truett entered the
barracks, in the face of a warm 'fire from the enemy, and, after a
desperate resistance. on his part, effectually co.nq uer_ed him-killing
some fifteen, wounding some ten or twelve, and takrng about tJ4en·
ty prisoners.
·
In the meantime I advanced rapidly to the pfaza, from whence I
<liscovered in a street, to the left thereof, a strong detachment of
the enemy, lancers and infantry, coming forth from a large bar·

racks .
I instantly divided my force, taking the principal part with me

in the direction of these barracks; and, at the same moment, General Lane, with some 15 or 16 men, charged straight forward to
attack another detachment of the force of the enemy, whi~h Gener,al
Lane discovered in a cuartel in another street. ·
With my immediate force I attacked those of the enemy which
had shown themselves
the left. After firing at us from within
and without the walls, a running and mixed fight took place, which

on

was continued so long as the enemy was visible, and over a -space
of road equal to half a mile. The result of this conflict was a loss
to the enemy of about thirty killed.
With all possible despatch I returned to the plaza, an,d was there
met by Adjutant General Alexander Hays, who informed me that
General Lane, with his small force, wa~ hotly engaged with superior numbers of the enemy. Hearing, also, the rapid firing in the
direction of General Lane, I, with all haste, despatche<l Captain
Dag ge tt with a small command'to that point, where they arrived in
time to assist in completing a total rout of the party of the enemy
thus engaged. At this point the enemy fought with determi.ftation
and brave ry, taking every advantage of their position, and firing
from behind every object that seemed to afford him concealment
and protection; but the unflinching material of that command were
invincible, and about thirty of the enemy were here killed. Captain
Dagg e tt deserves the highest commendation for his con~ uct on that
occa si on. The relative position of parties forbids me to remark
upon the gallant bearing of General Lane in this dangerous and .
hloo d y conflict.
·
.
·
While in pursuit of some scattered' and fugitive Mexicans towards
the western angle of the town, I was met by Major Polk and a
portion of his command, who had been previously engaged in .
another part of the town, and were now occupied in the in terception of those of th.e enemy who came in their way, or were to be
found.
Near this point we took a Mexican prisoner, from whom we
learned th at the quarters of Padre J arauta were in the large church,
which fronted the main plaza. We immediately directed our
course to the church; and, when we arrived there, found that a
portion of Major Polk's command had already been there; but that
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Jarauta had, a -very few minutes before their arrival, effected his
precipitate escape; thereby, for the present, saving his person from
,t he treatment he so wisely dreaded~ In the vicinity of the chu:ch
quite a number of the enemy were kil1ed in endeavo ring to effect
their escape.
'
Every officer and mm of my command is entitled to the _utmost
,praise t·or the mannn in which they tindured and performed a m_ost
fatiguing journey, by day aod by night, and for the upflinch1_ng
courage · displayed during the several col}fiicts of the day. MnJ?r
·Truett and Adju.tant ·For.d deserv e great credit for the manne:i: ~n
which they defeated so unequal a force, with so small a numb e r, m
the chosen stronghold of the enemy.
·
The force of Jarauta amounted to four hundred and fifty men,
four hundred of wl10m were lancers, and fifty were infantry:
·
Colonel Montagna was mortally wounded by a shot from Adjutan t Ford.
1
Padre MartinEz, second in command to Jarauta, together with
seve ral officers of less distinction, were killed by the men whom I
commamled_in the skirmish on the ]eft of the plaza.
The loss on my part, I regret to say, is five men wounded-thr_ee
·severely, and two slightly. Their names are as follows, viz:
-severely, Lieutenant Harris Davis, Jacob Horn, and Thomas
Greer; slightly, Peter Gass and · Gilbe1;t Brush.
·
·
The loss of the enemy, in these several positions, was about 120
killed.
That part of the operations of the day which fell more immediately under the supervision of Major Polk, will be circumstantially reported by him. All of which is respectfully submitted.
I have the honor to be, your most obedient servant,

JOHN C. HAYS,
Colonel Texas Rangers .
.Brigadier General

.,

LANE •

• REPORT OF MAJOR POLK.
HEAD-QVARTERS, CATALRY BRIGADE,

City of .Mexico, March, 2; 1848.
-Sm: I ·have the honor to submit the following repent of . the op-erations of the detachment of cavalry under my command, composed of companies "E" and "G," 3d dragoons, commanded by
Lieutenants Divver and Adde, respectively, and company "I,''
regiment mounted riflemen, C<.'l mmanded by Lieutenant Walker, 011
the morning of the 25th of February, when the attack was made
-0n the town of Sequalteplan.
My command, on the march of the previous night, was in rear of
Co!onel Hays's battalion of Tex as rangers, and, owing to the
fa~1gued state of the laorses and the roughntss of the road, was
~omtw hat scattered. Making a short halt for the purpose of closing my column, I had just time to accomplish it by the light of the-
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morning, when I discovered that the front had quickened its pace;
and perceiving that the advance was commencing the attack, I
mov td with all possible rapidity on the town. Arriving at its
outskirts, I found-although B rig adier General Lane, with the
'lnain body, composed of Colonel Hay's command, had passed o».
-there ,was still a fire from the cuartel occupied by the enemy ,
bea ri ng on the road through which I had to pass, which would havebeen exceedingly destructive to a mounted column exposed to ·it.
1 th erefore imm ediat ely <lismounted Lieut en ant Walker's rifles,
and, advancing with them, engaged the en-emy in a sharp and
.spirited skirmish. A short time sufficed
to silence tf1eir fire; and,
1
di recting Lieutenant Walker to pu rsue his course to the large
church on the right of the plaza, from which the enemy were sending an occ~sional volley ; I ordered Lieutenant Maney, acting ad-jutan t, to return an d communicate my instructions for q1e dragoonsto advance , which ·was immediately done; · and I advanced at a
ch arge on the plaza, and pass.jng through · it fom e distance up the
:hill to the left, entirely dispersing the enemy in that directio,n., an d
sus tain ing no other lo ss than ,o ne horse killed by a l:rnce. .R-y this
time, the enemy in the part of the town where my command had
be en engaged w e re ~om pl etel y scatt er~d, and seeking safety by:
.flight in small squads through different stre_e'ts. I therefore order ed Li eutenant Adde , with his company, to keep possession of
the p laza, and, dividing the remaining company (Lieutena nt Div e
ve r's) into small parties; directed them to pursue the scattered '
en emy , who w ere endeavoring to escap e, and am p!e ased to state
th at they did considerable exec ution.
Whil~ this was being transacted, Lieutenant Walker had a4~
va n ced and taken pos:session of the large church, where ·s ome of
th e ene my ,vere killed, an d a much larger number taken p'.isoners.
Returning to the plaza, my attention was called to a body of the
.e n emy on the hill, in rea r of the cua ; tel, where General Lane was
w ar mly en gaged; and I directed the rifle company to open a fire in
th at direction, whi ch immediately dispersed the.m. ·
To my command generally, I feel justly indebtecl. for the prompt
ex ec ution of every order giv en. To my acting adjutant, Lieutenant
Maney, 3d dragoons, I feel especial I y grat eful for the prom pt and
d e: r ing man nt-r in which he conveyed and executerl orrle s. Lieut en :rn t Walker,. mounted rifl emen, gallantly achieved all that was
co mm itted to him, an d with his company well sustained the high
reputation of his regiment. To Lieutenants Divver and Blood, of
co w pany E, and Adde , of com·pany G, my .thanks are al so due for
th eir 8teadY. behavior during the act~on, and their execution on the
..:flyin:1; en r: my.
I lia Ye the honor to be, very respectfully, you r obedient servant,
WILLIAM H. POLK,
Major, commanding detachment of cavalry.
To Li ~11 '.tt,na 1t HA vs, .11. . .fl.. .fl . G.
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REPORT OF MAJOR TRUETT.

·. '

HEAD-QUARTERS, TEXAS CAVALRY,

City of Mexico, March 2 1 1848.

Sm: I have the honor to report the operations of that portion al
the Texas cavalry under my immediate command, in the · enhag·ement with the guerilla force of Pa.dre Jarauta, at Sequalteplan, on.
th'e 25th February, 1848.
At t4e time our columns were entering Sequalteplan, I was some
distance in the advance, accompani~d by Major Chevallie and Adjutant Ford. We captured Colonel Montagna in the streets.
We
reached a cuartel, and forced our way through the gate before t~e
sentinel could bar it. In the lot we found a squad, received r heir
fire, and drove them before us, killing and wounding several. A
heavy fire was opened pon us from the adjoining lot, whic h was
occupied by Colonel Montagna, with a force of about sixty men.
My command had been augmented by a small nnmber of men, who,
attracted by the firing, had deta'c hed themselves from their re·specti ve companies.
.
Colonel Montagna had thrown his men into a large building with
four doors and some windows, his rear protected by a stone wall;
his ·front was covered . by a high fence of large oak pickets, its two
1
flanks resting upon a wall. My position was defended by a st one
wall, which enveloped it on all sides. In the eariy part of the engagement, my command consisteil of but about six men; with it I
engaged the enemy; and held him in check; and at no time during
t he engagement did my force amount to more than twelve men.
The fire continued with unabated warmth; we return£:;d it with great
effect; taking deliberate aim, few·. of our shots failed. · The guerillas soon began to stagger under our fire, and fugitives from their
r anks were escaping through the pickets on our right. The adjut ant, upon discovering this, imruediately suggested the proprie t y of
securing that important point; which duty he performed, assisted
by a private, Jacos M. Horn, of company E. They mounted t~e
wall, and passed in front of the enemy, within thirty paces of h_1s
position, drove back a retreating party, and took position within
twenty paces of Montagna's force. Horn received a dangerous
w<;rnnd; and the defence of the point rested upon the adjutant alone.
Notwithstanding the heavy fire which was poure<l upon him, he remained at. his post, killed several guerillas, an<l wounded Colonel
Montagna severely-until Major Chevallie and Lieutenant Dan
Grady, with two men, came to his ·aid.
.
An order from Colonel Hays had dP.creased my force; and. although the fire of the enemy, at this period of the contest, was br isker
and better directed than at any' former tim e, yet, from the fad of
a messenger arriving from the main bo<ly, ::,ta ting tlrnt a cii ,1rge
fro~ _a large force of lancers was anticipated; I thought i.t p1oper
to Jorn Col onel HaJs, and accordingly left for the main p'o za.
The command devolved upon the adju'tant, who, in t he meadime,
was reinforced by a :::.roali party under tht direction of Private G.
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M. Swope.

These, men forced the_ gate upon the enemy's left and
in his rear , and wer,~ judiciously stationed so as to command a window on the left, and rake the gal'leries in the ~nemy's front. Our
fi re was so deadly, that the guerillas scarcely returned it. They
c ould not expose any part of their bodies without receiving a ball.
Upon visiting the plaza, I discovered little to do, and immediately·
r eturning, I found a white flag hoisted by the enemy, whic h was.
r es peeled. Colonel Montagna and twenty guerillas surrende1~d as
prisoners of war.
.
.
The tngagement lasted u pward s of half an hoµr; and but fol"''
Colt's six shooters, we could not have held our own, muGh less
l1ave driven Montagna from his position. This is certainly the
most effective fire-arm in use.
·
i_,
To Adjutant Ford I ·must be pei·mitted to return m.y since-fe
thanks for the assistanc e he rendered me. He was in the thickest
of the fight, ;nounted th e wa11, exposed himself to the fire of the.
enemy, and encouraged th e men both by word and deed. MajorChevallie fought, as be has _eve r done, bravely and fearl essly ...
Wherever the firing was heaviest, there he could be found. He
was struck in the shoulder by a ~pent ball. 1n· justice to the gal]ant ry of Pni vates J. ]\,L Horn, Peter Gass, John Elliot, and Wil!iam W_illiams, I must ln,ot] omit their names among· those deservrng praise.
The loss of t-he enemy was elev.en killed, twenty wounded, and.
twenty -one prisoners. My loss was as follows:
Jaco~ iVL Horn, priYate, company E, wounded dangerou sly; Peter
Gass, private, company I, slightly.
·
I have the ~onor to rem~in, your obedient servant, and report
myself for further~ duty. Yours, respectfully,
A. M. TRUETT,
Jklajor ls~ regiment Texas cavalry.
JOHN

S.

FORD,

.11.djutant, 1st regiment Texas cavalry.

.
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MILITARY DEPARTMENT,

.Monterey , California, .lipril 12, 1848 ..
Sm: I have the honor to report to you, that about the l as t of
Jan uary, I was informed by a Californian, who was enti t led to belief, that h e had been present at a meeting of his countrymen, ·held
in Monterey, to discu~s the project of a new revolu.ti?n in UpperCalifornia. He gave me the n ame s of the principal m en con cerued,.
and informed me that one had gone to the Pueblo de San Jose to
consult with oth ers th ere, and to ascertain what men were willing
to assist in the outbreak . . He shortly after informed me of the re-suit of this mission, which was repre s ented as unsuccessful, because.
it was then known that Gener ;il Jose Castro, former commandante.
in California, ha.J just returned from Mexico , wit hout men o r means
to assist in a revolu tion here. "\Vhen I_conct!i Ted rx:rn Htrs· had gone
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iar enough, I arrested a man by _the name of Ch~vis, and kept hi
·-c onfined in the guard ho~se at the redoubt for two days, and re
_]eased him ·upon his getting five good sureties, bound in the s urn ()
1ive thousand dollars, that he would not commit a hostile act t()
warJs the United States government during the present war; at tdh
~ame time I catrsed two other men, Fra.ncisco Rico and Gabrie I _
]a Torre, to procure simi1ar sureties for the same sum. · About thn
1ime it was known that Castro was travelling very slowly betweell
las Ang~los and Monterey. I sent word to him that persons here
. .mistrusted him, an<l I advised him to come to Monterey at once.
He did so and reported to me. Unsolicited he gave his most ~o1emn promise to abstain from all political affairs, and quietly to abide
the issue of events. His promise thus far _has been kept, anrl tbewho,le of Upper California Seems to · be as quiet as possible. Since
-the arrest of these men and the return of Castro, we pa:ve not bad
-any of the ru·mors tha:. before were ahvays afloat to the detriment
<>f the puhlic tranquility. I have no hesitation, therefore, to report to
·t he department that Upper Califo'r nia is in a prosperous conditionI send yon the reports of Lieu tenant Colrinel Burton, New York
·-volunteers, and Lieutenant Haywood, United States navy, to show
:you that a different state of affairs exists in Lower California. r
1rust, however, this will not be of long duration; as even if it be
:beyond my power to place at the disposal of Lieutenant Colonel
• .:Burton enough men to re-establish order and harmony there at once,
-the bad conduct of the E>nemy will produce an equally good effect
by exasperating the natives of the country to rise up and expel
these leaders, who have ,vroug-h t _upon them. to engage in this un:-successful revolution. If ~olonel Burt-On could resist.their severest
-:attacks with one hundred and twelve men, he will be perfectly safe
"'Vben his force is more than doubled, a.s it now is. His orders a.re
p hold one or mo re po in ts in Lower California, and not to risk or
~arrass his men by a frui tless pursuit of a band of rancheros through
_.,a mountainous country.
We have. ]earned unofficia.Jly that two "m idshipmen and eight sail-rs at San Jose fell into the hands of the enemy, by , exposing
hemselves at some distance from their fortified house s . This is.
mfortunate, but I rely upon the officers there to adopt the best
.neasures to recover them safe. The names of these officers are
J)un ca n and Warl_ey. I have g rea t confidence in Lieutenant Colo11el ]3u rt on, ancl have no doubt that he will do the best that can be
<done with the means at band.
. The defence made of La Paz and San Jose a~e highly creditable
'lo both commanders, subo rd inates and men, ·and I respectfully call
:_your attention to the official reports, certified copies of _wh ich are
\In closed.
· I have the honor to be, your obedient servant,
.
.
R. B. MASON,

".ro the

Colonel 1st Dragoons, commanding.
AnJuTANT-GENEllAL,

United States Jlrmy, Wa.~l/ington City.
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BARRACKS' SA.N JOSE,

Lower California, .NeJvember 25, 1847.
Sm : In obedience to an order from Commodore W. B. Shubrick, .
-upon my arrival in San Jos e, on the 8th ultimo, I took up my quarters and hoisted the flag at the old mission house, standing upon
the rise of grnund at the no rt h end of the town. 'Fhe position appeared a favorabl e one for defence, but the building in a dilapida ted state, and the roof giving way from the fffects of time, I was
ob liged to prop those of th~ cross timbers which were broken by
standing pillars in the cen tre, as a precaution against accident from
the conC-Ussion of the gun, there being apprehension of the whole
fall in g in; and as the outer walls were m~ch weakened, and the interior exposed by an unnecessary number of winrlows and doors, I
had these, with the exception of a main entrance, front and parallel door behind, (b e tween which I run a platform for our nine
pouncler) all filled up with masonry, only leaving port holes for
musketry, front and rear. The roof I arran ge d fol' the best possibl e protection of those who should be entrusted with its defence,
Upon reviewing the available force under my c ommand, I found it
eonsisted of Passed :Midshipmen McLanahan, War! y, (}eo. H. Stev ens and Ocl!iltree,. eighteen marines, one sergeant and one corporal. These were augmrntell by about twenty Californians who,
coming in for protection, volun te ered their services, and acted as
wel i •as could be expected of raw hands-.
·
The situation of the mi ss ion house, is, in man·y respects, a good
o ne; but there is o n e house cornering upon it (Mr. Mott's) in a
d angerous proximity, and equally strong, which, in case of fa1li ng
rnto the hands of an enemy, w ou ld afford a shelter from which we
might be constantly harrassed, and, therefore, notwithstanding the
sm all ness of my force, I deeme d it quite necessary to defend it.
For this purpo~e, I stationed there twelve of the volunteer Califor~
ni ans under Passed Midshipman McLanahan, assisted by Mr. Eu g ene Gillespie, a merchant of this place, and a gentleman who has
re ndered me effectual service, and throughout the subsequent
• ev ents , exert€d himself to oblige us with a cordiality, to which I
am happy to draw your attention . This small pahy maintained a
stand, very creditable to them in the hot chargff that was made
upon the rear of Mott's house, on the first attack, which will be
fnred to her eafter. I tieeme d every precaution necessary which
"'\Y ~s in my power, and for this purpose, I put the .Yolunteers under
dr ill , and endeavored o improve them as marksmen. This class of
m en are not generalJy: very effective, but they served, at all events,
to swe ll the number, anc! present a broad front. T 11 e news which
I rt:ceived regard rng the ene my varie,l much ; but the conclusion
which .I was able to arrive at proverl to be substant ially correct;
wh ic h was, tha t the e ntire force in arms against' us did not vary
much from 300 men, and that a descent was intended by the whole
party, or a part of. them, upon this place . In fact, .I was not long
held in doubt on the subject.
On the morning of the 19th, the ~nt?my were r eport ed •.vi thi n a
0
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league. .A:t 8 o'clbck, a smal'l troop of cavalry \Vere seen advancing, and shortly after, five finely mounted and equipped horsemen,
bearing a white flag, presented themselves upon the summit of a
snia11 elevation, called La Somita, distant some three 1iundrerl Hnd
forty yards to the southwest of the barracks. To meet this , I despatched Mr. McLanahan with five marines, arid received, through
him, a communication containing a summons to surrender, a copy
of which I hand you enclosed. ·To this I hand you also a copy of
·my reply. Upon the receipt of this, the party retired, the flag of
tru.ce being replaced by the Mexican tricolor. At 3 o'clock, p. m.,
a cloud of d-ust was _descried, distant some two mile~ on the La Paz
1
road, and soon afterwards the enemy's advanced guard of cavalry appeared, scouring the underwood to the right and left of the road. The
whole force, amounting to 150 mounted men, soon after- took up a position uprJn the small hill La Somita, already rrfered to, and which
tliey afterwards retair.ied as their head-quarters. From this, I should
l)ave thought proper to dislodge them at the point of the bayonet,
bad not the disparity of numbers been too great to admit of such a
measure. My only reliable force for a· charge being the officers
and marines. A short ti me before sunset, the enemy, to the sound
Qf trumpets, opened a cannonade upon us from a sixpounder, cheering the Mexican flag, which was displayed at the same time.
They continued firing until dark, scarcely answered on our par~,
as the limited supply of amrnunition rendered it .prurtent to,.wa1t
for close quarters. -v,.,r e sustainerl but little da'ma.ge, although th_eir
shot generally struck ~he buildings which we occupied, shiver~ng
the cornice and splintering the walls . Tbere was then a cessat10n
of firing for some time, our party remaining under · arms and mo.mentarily expecting an atta,ck. About 11 o'clock at night, the
sentry on Mott's house challenged and fired, and this was answered .
by a shown of bails, and a simultaneous attack front and rear of
the two houses. A strong effort was made u-pon the rear of Mott's
house, but "as paid back in their own coin, and they were successively beat from their position, and fr.om a concentrated attem~t
from the south end of the main street, where they had posted their
~cannon upon the front of th~ mission house, and whieb was re turned upon them from the different quarters undt<:r. Ste,,ens,
Ochiltree, and Warley, who had charge of the gun, but the en e my
soon ensconsed themst;lves behind corners and walls, and in tile ad·jacent buiidings, from whenl;e they kept. up a brisk fire the greater
part of the night, many of their balls passin~ through the port
holes, and splintering the inner walls rn every direction. It was
the only wish bre at hed by officPrs and men for close quarters, but,
before daylight , the enemy retired, having lost two killed, an ,! a
number wound ed . On our part, only three were touched, on e a
marine, Thomas S mith, attached to the CyanP, having a finger s ltot
off, and a bal l p assi n!! through . both le g s below the hips. 'l' bis
man has suffer~d m u c h, but is now doing well, under the ha1Jd s of
th_e or de rly sergeant , who, in con - equence of our being unprovi d ed
with a urgeon, amputated hi s finger and dresserl his wounds. On
{)U.r _pa tt, we gave it to them, only when they sho we<l themselves,
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and I must accord the great.est -~redit to officers and men for the c'oof.ness with which throughout the several attacks _they sustained a hot
fire, and avoided a waste of ammunition as far as possible. The
c.,nly men ·who ~eemed to fire without a. definite object, being t~e
few Californian volunteers on the roof, but Steven·s and Ochiltree
soon checked this and learn.ed them a good exam pJ e.
Mc. Warley having 'little opportunity of firing, the 9-pounder
was kept occupied by a few_ of the enemy's sharp shooters, who,
sheltered by the ado~il house of the captain of the fort, kept up a
fire wit_hin thirty yards of the east wing of the building. Mr.
McLanahan and the volunteers were not idle, and, having cut a
hole tl;mrngh the roof of Mott's ·house and picked two port holes
through the south end, annoyed the enemy extremely with their carbines, and drove \hem from cover in that immediate direction.
·
The following day remained quiet until dark, the ent!my making
no demonstration excepting an attempt to cut off · all communication between the two houses, by firing at every body who attempted
to pass. On the night of the 20th, we expected a determined
effort, ·and were not disappointed~
Their plan, as we have since ascertained, was as follows: Antonio Mijares, with their cannon and forty picked men, as thP. forlorn hope, was to charge the front of the house, and, ' Sustaining
the fire of our nine-pounder, rush in and endeavor to capture the
gun. At the same time, Angelo !,forano and Vicente Mexic-a, with.
ladders and crow-bars, were to scale the walls on the three other
sides, while our attention was directed in front, and gaining the
roof and cutting down all those posted there, cut holes in the ceiling and fire down, thus placing us in a desperate situation.
.
The result of this scheme was as follows : The parties in the
rear and the sides did actually creep up and gain th~ir ambush. It
was about eleven. at night that we became aware of the presence
of the enemy in front, and immediately they made their charge to
the sound of trumpets. Our cannon, charged with grape and can- "
nister, was reserved for the last moment, but our musketry op e ned
upon them, . and "give it to them" was the cry. Almos_t at the
same moment fell dead three, and their fil"st and foremos.t among
them-Antonio Mijares, commandant of artillery, shot th tough the
head; another, stooping to bear away the fallen leader, fell morta1ly wounded across his body; and, deprived of their head and·
leader, the rest fled, disconcerting the entire movement, and discouraging them from any further active effort during the remainder
of the night. The next morni:-ig (_21st) two sail appeared in siµ,;ht,
and we perceived among the enemy preparations for a m0nment
of some kind. We saw a party of fifty horse etach and ride towards the beach; we were then under the ~mpression that an attempt
was intended to prevent boats from landing; but the rest s oon.
struck ~heir flag, and took t~e La Paz road, and_when ~h e :- hip
Magnolia anchored, they all.'dtsappeared. No doubt the disch a rge
of two guns assisted them in the belief that it was a ship- of war.
They did not leave, however, without a parting shot at us; and,
not to be deficient in courtesy, a horseman was knocked from his
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saddle by a rifle shot from Mr. Gille~pie, a volunteer. 1\-s regards their
total loss, the enemy confess to six killed, two mortally wottndedt
and a number woli.nded; but we ha".e alre a dy counted eight new
graves near their camp; _ and the Calfornians here assure us that
their lol5s would not be covered by twelve killed and as many
more wounded. Men who have come in since their dllparture,
speak of a number of litters carried · by them, and wounde4 men
who could stili maintain the saddle . I think it doubtful if we
shall ever arrive at the exact truth; as the Mexicar;is have ever
proved defici ent in candor in this respect.
In this affair our own loss :was astonishingly small-being no?e
i:ill -e<l, and only one severely wounded. I must, in justice, ref~r
_to the good conduct anu courage disp layed by two volunteer Alllerl. can s, who joined us from Cape St. Lucas, Me~srs: . Ripley and
Sno wden. With regard to my own officers .ahd men, I cannot
~p:eak too empliatically of my satisfaction in them . I cannot say
more than that they have provetl thems elves worthy to battle underthe flag whi ch waves above them.
·
Re fpectfolly , your obtdient -servant,
CHAS. HEYWOOD,

Lieutenant Unite.d States Navy,
cornmanding United States troops, St. Jose.

C ol. M.asoN,
U. S. Dragoons, Govern.or of Ca.lifo1~nfo.

HEAD · QUARTERS, 10TH M1LrTARY DE~ARTMENT,

. Jvlonterey, Ca(1fornia, .Marcli 31, 1848.
I

C<!.r

ify the a ove to be a true copy of the original report oli.

-fil~'. in this offic:•.
W. T. SHERMAN,
Pirst Lieut-. 3d JfrtiUery, .fl . .11. • .IJ.~ Gen.

LA PAZ, January 16, 1848.
. Sm : On the 15th of N ovem bet last, I had the honor to desp-atch

a_n

l:'Xpress by lund to department hea d -qua rters, with the infoimatlo ~ that t~1e in bab(tants of Lower California, hav ing receiv~d
assi stance from the department of Sonora, Mexico, had risen 10
arm s agains t t .ie authority of the United. States , and that a body of
th 4;m was w it.hm n · ne miles of this place with th e intention of
att acking it.
.
About 2, t1 . rn.; ou the '16 th of November, we were attacked by a
for 1.;t> of Mexi_c ans, Californians and Indians, nearly three hundred
11trn rg, wi1h two or tbreeve;y small pieces of artillery. No vessel
of war wr1s with us at . the tHnc,_and no. assistance from any ex·
-pe cted. When we arnved at th1~ pla ce 10 July last, we found the
anack ·, fo rmerly o<.;cupied by the Mexican troops, in a very
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dilapid ated and ininha~itable conditi?n; _a?d the expense of rendering -them habitable 1h a country contarnrng so few usources. _as
thi"s, was more than it was thoug ht ad-Yisable to incur. The weather
was so intensely hot, that the men required more shelter from the
sun than that given by their tents. By rfferring _to the accompanyi ng map you will be able to know our position with accuracy.
Two houses, one for the men, and the other fer the officers, were
hired upon the pl ain commanding th e town, situated on the south

side of the
We were
side of the
grave-yard

Arroya.
.
attacked by the infantry of the e'nemy from the north
Arroya, they being under shelter of the houses and the
wall. Their cavalry was in the cactus on the east and
south sides of our position, with ord.ers to charge upon us in 'c ase
that we crossed the Arroya to attack their in fan try.
A breastwork of palm logs, i~ front of the quarte rs · occupied by
the officers, had been built previously, to protect our six-po,unders;
and the intervals between the church, officers' q!Jarters, a house on.
the west side of them, and the bank near t.he ·hay barricaded with
palm Jogs.
.
When the first reports of movements rn the country were received, a guard of twenty-eight inhabitants of La Paz was formed.
for the protection of the lower part of the town, and placed under
the command of Don Franc·isco Palacios de' Miranda, former
governor of the country. The large house on the west side of the
plain, and near to us, is occupied by his family.
For some time previo~s to the attack, ten men had slept upoa
each of t-'he roofs of the houses occupied by the officers an~ the
men, with their arms; and this municipal guard upon the roof of
the house occupied by the Miranda family. The roofs of these
. houses are flat, and have a· sma11 parapet of adobes around th e m.
The night of the attack, a s'couting party, under the command of
Lieut. Y ouhg, was scouting until nearly · 1, a. m ~, without di:,L over"'.,
ing any signs of the near _a pproach of the enemy.
Our first salutation from the enemy was a heavy tiring of mus•
·.k etry from about two hundred men, which was kept up for an
hour or more.
'
At first there was some confu£ion among our
but this was .
soon rectified, and they were directed not to return the enemy's
iire until they came nearer. There w ~s but little firing on our
part dnring the night. At day light none of the enemy were to be
seen, but we observed that the few inha.bitants remaining in La
Paz were leaving it as rapidly as possible, and we soon learned
that the night affair, just mentianed, was a notification of an attack.
to be made upon us that day.
About 9, a. m., the enemy advanced UfOil our position and opened
a heavy fire upon us. Again our fire was reserved for their near
approach; and they approached with some bravery. Lieutenants
Matmell and Buffum, with company B, stationed in the men's quar. ters, received them very coolly_, and returned their fire with great
~effect. There was a small S'flvel ( one pounder) on the - roof of'
this house, which was of service.

men,
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The enemy's fire slackened from 12, m., until 2, p. m., when it
was received with .severity f·rolll the north and east side _o f our
position. While we were engaged w:ith this firing, a party of the
enemy, about 50 strong, under , the command of their chief . Pined a,
succeeded in entering the lower part of the town, setting fire. to the
liouse belonging to Don Francisco Palacios, and opening a fire upon
us from the house belonging to Senor BeLloe.
One six pound er , commanded by Lieutenant Lemon, immediately
comm'e nc ed a well directed fire of spherical case shot and canister
upon this house, and in a few minutes this party · fled, seeking
shelter in the old barracks; one charge of spherical case shot drove
them from this place, killing six of them, and the other. six-pound er
at the same time _poured upon the enemy, on the other side of us, a
· sevne fire of-canist~r, which dispersed them in every direction and
closed the affair of, the day.
Our loss, one killed.
Two of our men were slightly wounded. Our escape with so
little damage seems almost miraculous.
The coolness and bravery displayed by our. officers and men, in
this attack, deserve the highest credit.
..
•
,.
On the morning of the 17th, a party of the enemy were discovered in the house belonging to a Portug.uese, a resident of the place,
from which they were routed by a few spherical case shot.
: Directions were then given· to destroy the hous.es within musket
range, on the north side of the Ar,royo, which could atfo.r d a shelter
to the enemy. During this time we :were actively engaged in
strengthe ning o-ur breastworks, and. fortifying more strongly with
b,ales of cotton yarn, and box-es of cigarros, the roofs of the houses
:we occupied_.
·
On t r.e 21st of November, a launch was dispatched to Mazatlan,
~ith a request to Commodore S. to send us some provisions and
~mmuniti on for the six-pounders ; accompanying this is a cqp)' of
my communication. Un fil the 27th of November the enemy were
hovering around us, and endeavoring to cut off straggling parties .. ·
Sco ut ing parties were sent out twice, but they were unsuccessful.
They succeeded in killing only one of the enemy.
,
On th e 27th of November, an effort was made to send to .sea three
small vessels lying in the harbor. The enemy commanded the entrance, and prevented the departure of two of them ; one succeeded
in getting out. The enemy having been reinforced at this time, by
a party from San Jose,. with a four-pounder, increasing their force
to about 500 mPn, made' an attack upon us, about 3, p. m., on the
27th, in a much more decided manner than on the 16th, and continued it until nearly 8, p. m. About 7, p. m., a party of them
adva nced to get possessio11.,.of a vacant house, near to our position,
but were driven back ( wit ff a loss of two ki1led and one wounded)
by f?nr men , commanded by a Mr. Ehrenberg, who volunte ered his
s~rv1 1·e~ ancl rendere~ us ~ost essential service during the whole
time the enemy were riovermg around us an<l making their attacks.
Th e_ firing up,,n the house ocr·upieri by Lieutenants Matsell and
:Bufl um, auil com any B, was very severe, and was replied to with
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great coolnes~, especially after dar~, the men firing at the flashes
of the enemy's muskets. · Several tunes the enemy endeavored to
~dv::ince.upon us from the east and south sir:les of our position, but
were .d riven back by the well directed fire ' from the .officers quarters
~no barricades occupied by, company A.
We could use our artillery, but little during this attack, as Ol!r
~mmunition , for it was nearly expended, and we did not kriow when·
more would be sent to us. Singular as it may seem, but one of our
men was wounded in this engagement. , He was wounded . in the ·
face by an arrow.
.
Ahout 12, m., on the 28th, a Mex:ican flag was discovered waving
over the old Mexican barracks an·<l a straggling fire of musketry
was 0 11ene<l upon us by the enemy.
Under cover of a fire of solid shot _from o:qe of the six-pounders,
Cap ta in Steele, with - 27 men, ,wa directed to storm the pla,ce,
whi ch he did in a 'very gallant manner, killing five of the enemy,
-and ca ptnring the fla t~ , with no ' loss. The attack was conducted
so well by Captain Steele, that the enemy, being occupied ,yith the
fire of the six-pounder, did not di,scover his party until' it was
upon them, and then ·they most ignominiously fled without firing 8,
shot.
·
On the 29th of November a communication, with a flag
truce,
was received from the officer commanding the enemy's forces, which.
is herewith transmitted (marked A) with my reply. The Joss of
the rnemy .in these at.t acks cannot be ascertained with any certain ty. The graves of 36 have been found, and we have hearrl of the
death of ten who were wounded. The enemy r,onfes:: three kilfe rl
and 60 de~erters . . I think that those teporterl deserted by them
are the killed. The coolness and d_etermination displayed by officers and men duripg these attac ks are of the highest order. ThPy
displayed an alacrity in the obedience of orders, and an energy in
the execution of them, that is not to be expected from troops who
hear a!} enemy's ba_ll whistle amon_g them for the first time . '. he
aid I received frrm Surgeon Perry, Mr. Ehrenberg, and a Mr.
\-Vingan, in bringing· information a nd carrying orders, was very
valuable. Don Francisco Palacio de Miranda and 'Don Juan Fuentes were of essential aid to us, anrl are deserving of every con fi dence on our part.
·
On the 8th of December the launch sent to Mazatlan, on the 21st
of N0vember, arrived with a supply o.f ammunition and provisions.
The United States sloop-of-wa r Cyane arrived the same day ant! remains with us. An 8-inch morta r was procured from t he Cyane an d.
a few shells have been fired at parties of the enemy coming near.
The main body of the. enemy has re.t ired to San An tonio, 56
miles in the interior of the country. Several scouting parties have
be en sent out, but they cannot succeef in hlling in with any of
the enemy.
·
The latter are committil]-g many depr edations upon the ranch os
<>f the country, and the'general impress.ion s.eel]l,S t,o, pe, that as soon
as our troops march upon the eneJJ)y they will be joined by many
of the rapcheros.
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Enclosed herewith, I send you a report of the attack upon Saa
~

Jose (marked "B.")

.

I regret to transmit to you, herewit~, charges against Lieu ten.
ants Lemon and Buffum. After their ::irrest I noticed an attempt
to excite sympathy in their favor among the men, particularly ~y
I:,ieutenant Lemon, and I judged their presence so injurious to dis,
eipline, that I ordered them to Monterey to await the arrival or
the charges against them. Lie·u tenant Buffum is deserving of much
more leniency than Lieutenant Lemon. Th e whole course of the
latter has been injurious to this command, since we came to La
Paz. For the purpose of awaking a spirit of emulation in the com·
mand, two sergeants were appointed acting lieutenants until the
matter could be reported to department head· q\!._arters, and the result has been very beneficial..
·
I. have the honor to request that 15,000 musket cartridges, (percussion,) 200 rounds of ammunition for the six-pounders, 75 of
spherical case shot, and 125 of cannister, may be sent to !°.e. by
the first conveyance. My .reason for making so large a requisition
is, the difficulty of communication witli Monterey.
·
The Mexican flag taken on the 28th November is forwarded to
,head-q~arters, by Major H ieb, U. S. A.
Enclosed, herewith, I have the hono-r to send you the monthly
:returns for this post for October, November, and December, 1847,
and copies of the orders issued during the same period.
l am> sir, &c.,
HENRY S. BURTON,

Lieut. Col. N. Y. Vols.
1.'o Lieut. W. T. SHERMAN,
'
.fl. JJ.. Jl. General, Monterey.

P .-. S. I neglected to mention, in the proper place, that the United States store ship Southampton arrived here on the 8th of Decem her, aud furnished us with a supply of provisions (or two
lQ

JHths.

HEA~ QUARTERS, 10TH MILITARY DEPARTMEN'f,

• Monterey, California, March 31, 184.8.
A true eopy of the original report on file in this office.

·
W. T. SHERMAN,
First Lieut. 3d a,rtillery, .fl. . .IJ • .IJ.. General.
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H~AD-QUA,RTERS, ARMY OF TH~ WEST,

Chihuahua, Marek 31, 1848.
GENERAL: I haye the honor to submit a report of my operations,
from the period of adopting the intentions expressed in my communication to the War Department, dated 6th February, 1848, to
the present i~stant.
. ..
. .
·
After making such arrangements, both military an·d c1v1l, as I
deemed essential for.. the security and tqrnquilitJ of New Mexico,
I took up the line of march on the 8th . February, :With one company Missouri horse, for El Paso, where I had previously ordered
a concentration of the following troops, to operate against the'
State of Chihuahua, viz: three companies United States dragoons,
commanded by Major B. L. Beale, one of whicn was acting as .
light arti1lery, under the ~ommand of Li_eutenant Love; six ··com~
panies of Missouri hors~, under the command of Colonel ,Ral1s;
two companies Missouri infantry, under the command of Lieutenant Colonel Easton; and Major Walker's battalion of Santa Fe
horse-three companies of horse, and one of light artillery.
On the 23d, I arrived at El Paso, distant · from Santa Fe 340
miles, where measures were at once adopted for the intended operations.
.
• ·
·
The peculiar characteristics and general features of the country,
embracing the privations wh_ich must necessarily be endu;ed on
the road thus travelled, have been, I believe, already .subm'itted to
the department, in forme~ reports.
· The additional information at El Paso, confirming the many repo·rts ~especting the hostile intentions of -the Jnemy, supportecl bv
positive evi(fence as to extended -preparations, in the fabri·cation 0·r
cannon and munitions of war, together with contributions of smali
arms from the adjoining States, induced me to change my original
plan of operations, and adopt forc_ed marches with my best mounted
troops, for the purpose or striking a blow before the enem·y could
conceive my design. With this determination, I despatched Major
Walker, with three companies of his ha ttalion, on the night of "the
24th, to occupy the' small town of Carrizal, distant from El Paso
ninety. miles, and ,so .situated as •to c,0mmand all the passes .leading
to Chihuahua.
This ·command had orders to 1 reconnoitre the
country; cut off all communications, by establish ing strong pickets; and make every effort to obtl)in information respecting the . designs and mov.ements of the enemy.
,
·
'
On the 1st of March, after having been::aclayed by the nonarriv.al of .my su~ply trains, conducted-as they were compelled
to be-by mexpenenced officers, I resumed my march with four
c?mpanies of R~ll's and tw~ of Beall's command, supplied with
eight days' subsistence; leavrng orders for Love's artillery, the remainder of Rall's command, under Lientenant Colonel Lane and
Ea~ton's infantrr~ (witp the e_xception of ?ne company, wh'ich I
designed as additional protection to the tram,) yet in the rear to
march on the 2d. . Major Walker, at Carrizal, repeived no addi-
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ti onal information, but succeed.eel 'in effectually s.t op~ing al I c
munication with the enemy.
· . .
.
-1
Thus far my march was successful,· and ·continued so un tJ. bl
night of the sixth. When within sixty miles of Chihuahua, a s
party of my advance unexpecte{lly c;ame upon one Df the en e.10
pickets, which, unfortunately, su,cceeded in escaping.
j
Aware now that my approach would be known on the f_oll?~
8
morning, I pushed forward my command until I arrived with1rmiles of th_e Sacramento, at a point termed Laguna, whe,re I .
met by a flag of truce from the general commanding the Mex I c
forces, protesting against , the advance of my troops ·on Chihuah
upon the ground that instructions had been r_eceived from_the
ican government, suspen<lin.g hostilities, as a treaty of peace
.b een concluded and signed by commissioners on ~ehalf of b?
governments. · The evide·n ce adduced on behalf of this assert1.0
· I did not then deem sufficiently satisfactrny, a:nd ·could not, ther
fore, com ply with the propo-sition. Convinced of the uselessn e
of further conference, I was· solicited to send, in advance of ID
command, two of my offiurs, to arrange the preliminaries of
capitulation. To this re-quest I yielded, and iinmed~ately de
spatched C.aptain McRis_sack, of the quartermaster's . depaltmen t
and Lieutenant Prince, my assistant adjutant general, who w~r
\ fully made acquainted with my views. Fearful that dissimulation
was the · object of this interview, I determined • to move my com·mand upon .Chihuahua that night, and, accordingly, proceeded
with rapidity, ~when, in about an hour after the departure of my o_ffi, .cen:, I was met by some , American citizens of Chihuahua, who informed me of the retreat, the morning previous, of the Mexican ~rmy,
"With their munitions of, war. Anticipating events of this nature,
I' had, on the previ·ous. qay, detached ~eall's dragoons, so that, b Y
a forced march , over the mountains during the night,- he wo·uld be
a}>le to intersect the Durango ro~d, and, possibly, encounter the
enemy i~ his ra'pid and confused flight; for his operations, .I respectfully refer to the report herewith submrtt~d. At 9 o'clock at
night, my troops -h~d possession 6f the city. On the following
morning, (the 8th,) with portions of Rall's, Beall's, ·and Walker's
commands, ( the majority re~ounte,d,) and numbe.ring about 250
men, I pursued the enemy to th,e towµ of Santa Cruz de Rozales,
where. he had already strongly fortified himself-a distance of 60
miles from Chihuahua, where I arrived at sunrise the morning of
the · 9th. Afte·r a careful re·connoissance of the place, I determined
to carry the town by storm, notwithstan-<ling · the . immense superiority . ,of the enemy in numbers, im-plements, and munitions of
war. Dismountin'g Rall's ( with the exception of McN air's com- '
pany) and Walker's commands,. to operate as infantry, and posting Bea..ll?s dragoons, now augmented by one company of Rall's
regiment, to act either as a reserve,•or to intercept the flight of
the enemy, in the event of success, I determined the attack o-n the
west side of the town, with Rall's command, and on the southeast
ang:e of the same, with W:alker's comm_and. These arrangements
pertected, I despatched Lieutenant Prince, with a flag of truce,
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s<l emanJing an unconditional surrender of the town and public
property. An interview, upon this su~mons, was requeste_d- by
·General Trias, w'hich I readily granted for tthe reason adduced,
viz: that official notice from the Mexican government of a treaty of
peace having been signed by commissioners on behalf of both governments, had been received, and the solemn assurance by .General
Trias that he I himself had no doubt as to the existence of the
treaty; moreover, that he felt assured confirmation of the same ·
from his government would reach him by a c·o urier, ( express,) expected in three days. This declaration wa~ su·pported by the
honor of the Mexican general, and, under the circumstances, was
regarded important. I therefore made the proposition contained
in the subsequent
correspondence, which I have the honor to sub1
mit herewith. That success must inevitably follow any course I
.' might decree, I ·had not the slightest doubt. I was expecting re,..
inforcements of my artillery and horse, and was willing, if human
life could _be saved, to withdraw, for a .few days, my forces;
though, at the same time, I considered it my duty to besiege the
town, as I maintained the right to dictate such terms as I , deemed
consistent with American hono-r .
It will thus be seen that a small American force, not exceeding
300 men in the aggregate, besieged, with success, a strongly fortified
town, containing over 900 troops of the enemy. Without tents, a
.scarcity of provisions, and sufferi:rtg from the . effects of forced ,
marches beyond a parallel, my troops clieerfully performed the
• onerous duties of the siege day and night, and are entitl'ed to the
highest considerations of their government.
From the 9th instant to the morning of the 16th, nothing of importance tran·spire-d, for the subject of my report, save the correspondence · before alluded to, and arrivals of small detachme~ts of
the several com~ands, together with two 12 lb. _h?wit~ers of Major
w·alker's battalion, under the co.11mand of C,aptam Hassendenbel,
whom I left at Chihuah1:1-a on the morning of the 8th.
Expecting daily a sally fr~m the enemy, my troops were con:.;·
stantly in the saddle, ever vigilant and cautious. Each appeared
to possess the individual interest which. belong more properly
to the commander; that · the .enemy exhibited supineness; that
his every effort 'became paralJzed by the Yigilance of my troops, is
sufficiently n_ianifested by hi~ total inactio~, _althou$'h numbering
nearly four times my. own, with a ·battery ot eight pieces of artillery .(several heavier than any of my guns) and nine wall pieces.
No attempt was m~de, designs execute9, or pickets forced, to
r emedy the evils which were the subject of complaint in his official
corr esp on d ence.
·
About daylight, on the morning of the 16th, my expected reinforc em ents ar rived. They consisted of part of three companies of
Missouri horse, under the command of Lieutenant Colonel Lane,
and L ove's battery.
·,
:i'he reports ·of the se_ offi cers , w hi ch_ I_ h ave !he honor to submit,
-evmce a z eal seldom displayed, a rap1d1 ty of mov ement yet to be
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surpassed, and an iron energy of will which recognizes n
and convey to the depa i tment a record of their own merits,
Convinced now of! the ne.ces_s ity of t_erminating_ siege pe c tJt:
burthensome to my troops, I determrned at once upon an ~ From my several reconnoissances, I felt sure . the -enemy be I •f;
my main force would be directed against that portion of the.
fronting my camp, as new batteries had been· established, a 11 unusual degree of activity beca~e app'arent ' th.roughout the 5
in that quarter. At 7 o'clock, a. m., l broke up my camp, 9
with my ·entire foree, excepting Beall's dragoons, augmented
Captain McNair's company M _issouri -horse, who were ' left to e
off a retreat on the Durango road, I proceeded round -the sod t ~
point of _the town, where I placed in position Walker's battal • :
protected from th~ enemy's artillery by walls and houses, for
-meditated assault. Continuing tot.he western side of the town'
then detached Lieutenf\nt Colonel Lane with ·twq companies of t
Missouri regim#nt' to support Love's battery, w,hich I . ordered 1:
take position within 500 yards of the town, on the road leading
Chihuahlja, and commanding the principal plaza and church, arou~
and in ":hir,h the enemy Jere strongly posted, reserving Ra 11
remaining four companies a's my crntre, and so dispo·sed as to affor
timely support · to the artillery under Love and Hassenden·bel.
My final di~position made, Ha-ssen·denbel's two 12-pounders ha ving been put in battery on th~·w~st s'i de of ' the town, supported
by Rall's command, I, at 10;, a. m., ordered my batteries t-o open,
which for nearly an hour maintained a spirited and destructive fi~e,, clearing the houses and church of the en-emy', which ·latter, ,from its
flan king position ai1d strength of construction, became t~e stronghold of the enemy.,
The fire of the enemy during this time, from all his heavy g1i,p.s-aµd .wall pieces, was incessant, but from their. position without
effect. Observing that a large gj n of t-he enemy, which I afte·rwards learned to b,e a 9- pounder, had been brought to bear upon
Has·sendenbel's battery, and evidently ·with a view to 'silence it,.
Lieutenant Dyer, of the ordnance, belonging to my staff, but who
volunteered for duty with Lov.e's battery, was ordered to reinforce·
Hass~ndenbel with a 24.-pounder ho;witzer and 6 -pounder gun. , This
movement having been pe'rceived bf the enemy, his battery was,
reinforced· c}Ud an incessant fire of ·cannister, grape, an_d round shot
was opened' _upon our· battery, but without doing material injury.
Lieutenant Dyer was soon in position, where he continued a direct
iire upon this battery, placed in embrasure in one of the principal
streets leading to the main / plaza, as well .a s the church and a
large building, upon both of which were stationed a stronD' force.
For upwards of an hour this batt€ry was served with great effect,
clearing the houses and church, d.uring which time it was exposedto the fire of the enemy's batte1ies, ,which through·out maintain-ed
a most rapid firing.
I now ordered Lieutenant Love with' a 24-pounder howitzer, and
a 5-po_unde_r gun (the remainder of his battery having been dis-abled rn fim~g) to advance upon the p<;>sition occupied by Lieuten--.:
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ant DyeT, determined, ff possible, fo silence the enemy's nine.pounder, wh-ich contributed, by the. efficient manner it was served,
greatly to our annoyance. Immediately thereafter I received information that my rear was threat~ned by a large cavalry force of
the enemy, supposed to be about 900 strong, and intended as a reinforcement •for the enemy within the town.
·
I immediately withdrew my artillery to a commanqing position
about 1hre-e -quarters of a mile from the town, and in the direction
of the Chihuahua road, ordering at the same time the remainder of
my command to the I same point, for the purpose of attacking this
supposed reinforcement.. This movement :was evidently regl).rded
by the ·enemy a·s a prelude · to ouf . . signal defeat; loud cheers arose
from the town, .the houses were again covered by the soldiery, a
flag was immediately run up from an angie of the church, and· the
fire of the enemy's heayy gur.i.s became unusually brisk. I soon
discovered the report of a· large reinforcement of the enemy in my
rear to be incorrect, and that only a small body of cavalry had
threatened it, :which I soon dispersed with the command unJer
Lieutenant Co-lonel Lane.
·
·
I now determined to storm the ,t'own, agreeably to the dispositions
made at the commencement of' the attack,. and ·therefore gave
orders for -Ralls, Lane, and Walker, to resume their former positions, dismount thdr men, and charge the town at the points assigned them, so soon ·as ·my batteries should re-open.
.
Lieutenant Love wa•s ordered to )take up his former position.
About 3½, p. m., the action was resumed and the fire of our battery
returned· wi.t.h unusual briskness. Lieutenant Love's battery at this
time consisted of one 24· pounder howitz~r, one six-pounder ·and'·
one five-pounder; for a more detailed repor,t of this' battery, an'd
the efficient aid contributed by the officers w·h o kindly assisted at
it, I respectfully refer to Lieutenant Love's report, w:hich I take
pleasure in endorsing from my personal observations upon that
day.
•
.
.
·
.
For ~he particulars of the several storming parties, I m_u st also
refer to the reports of \heir respective chiefs, which I desire to be
identified as a portion of my own. The crarge ~f Rall.$ was commenced under my own eye, and in a manner which Foretold success.
So soon as t1me would permit, I witnesse·d the persevering efforts
of Major Walker's comman.d, and felt confident of the result. .
I would also refer to Major Beall's report for the duty assigned
the. squadron of dragoons under the command of Captain Grier,
in affo_rdin~ protection to my b~ttery on the 16th, in the juqgment
and · activity displayed t,o intercept any attempt by flight of the
·enemy, and in the discharge of the highly important duties of ·the
siege, I discovered talent an·d ability.
,
I feel confident I cannot add to the known reputation of this
command, for the second time has it shared with me the honors of
victory. Although the -first was at the sacrifice of its gallant and
accomplished leader, (the lamented Burgwin,) yet I cannot refrain
from according that tribu~e of praise which is due th~ distinguished
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services t~ey have performea since forming a portion of my command. ·
~hortly after sun-down, the enemy surrendered. General Triag.
and forty- two (42) _o f his princi_pal office-rs were made prisoners of
war, and eleven ( 11) pieces of artillery, nine {9): wall ,pieces,
si'des 577 stand of arms ell into our hands. ·Our loss in this action
was·, one lieutenant, two corporals, one .private killed, and hirieteen
privates wounded. The loss of th'e enemy, from the evidence of
commissioned officers herewith submitted, was twq officers, and· 236
non-commissioned officers and privatt;!s; the numbe-r wounded · cannot be correctly ascertained.
' ·
In submitting to the con ideration of the ,government the operations which have been performed by my troops, .I' feel anxious to
exhibit t~at high degree. of praise their conduct upon this occasion
so justly merits. The exc.eedingly ooeromrdqties <'ff forced marches
over a ~terile ·a~d , desert country of nearly three hundred and
twenty miles, without tents or tranf;portation trains, with merely a
few days ntions of subistence, have peen willingly, indeed cheerfully endured by' my gallant column. I feel a sense _of pride in recording the distingui~hed bravery of all, regulars· and vohrnteerst
believing that feeling will be ·reciprocated by the War r>epartment
and cherished. by ' the American people.
. ·
. The distinguished cond,uct of Lieutenant ·Love·, in the highly e,ffi·
cient man,ner in which his batteries were served, in the rapidity. of
movem·ent which characterized his conduct when ordered -to reinforce ' me, trave'lling night and day, going into battery four hou!s
after his arrival, and his unceasing efforts <luring the entire q.ay ~n
working ·.his battery, d~serve especial notice, and I cannot refrarn
fro~ expressing _the ·stron_gest. reco.m_m endation ~or that . honorab~e
gratitude fro.m his country which the brave soldier acquires by bis
f:!Xploits.
·
·
.
To Colonel Ralls, to Lieutenant Colonel Lane, to Major Walker
and their brave officers and men,I must accord the hifJiest honors.
, Unflinching· in the performance, they .each and all vied where duty
called them for the· crowning result of success. Ralls on the west
charged with ani~ation and enth~.s iasm; Walker on the southeast
st?rmed with daring and bold determination; Lane on ~he northwe~t,
with a small command, forced the enemy's barriers, gained the marn
_p~a~a, but overwhelmed by numbers prudently withdrew, in ,good
order, his small COID;mand. In this charge the brave but lamente_d
Lieutenant G. 0 Hepburn, Missouri mounted horse, fell leading h~s
men, gloriously cheering and animating them to the last. His
country' has lost a valuable officer; his relations and friends must
look to his deeds, worthy of record on the page of history, to con·
sole them for the loss.
'
. From the officers of my personal staff I have received the most
1':°portant services and encouraging ~id. Captain McKissa~k, ass1sta~t quartermaster, Ca,ptain Garrison, assistant commissary of
su~s1sten?e, Major Spalding, pay <lepartment, and Lieutenant
Prince, a1d· de- camp and acting .assistant adjutant general, served
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during the contest near my _person, conveying my orders with
promptness whe_rever necess~ty demanded.
.
.
Captai~ McK1ssack, s_uffen.ng seve-re1~ from ~1ckness, resumed his
position rn the field·, renderrng val uab1e services throughout the.
action. .
.,
·
To tlie medical staff, conducted by Asststant Sqrgeon R: F. Simp ..··
·son, United States army, I have to express my acknowledgments. The attention and ability di§played by Assist?nt Surgeon Simpson'
to o·u·r wounded upon the .'f ield, as well as to those of the enemy after·
th_e action, h~~ won for him · ad~iration and esteem· from both' arm:es.
I also mention with pleasure the services of Captain Haley, Mis, souri horse, acting brigade inspector ..of my command, who voluntarily led his company at ,!he storming of the town, under the immediate command of Colonel Ralls.
I also take great plPasure iR recording the services of Mes~rs.
James L. Collins, E. W. Pomeroy, and W,. C. Skinner, American
citizens, residents of .Chihuahua, who volunteered th~ir ·services as
aids-d~-camp upon that day. Of these gentlemen I must make
particular men 1;ion-the valuab-le information received from the
former upon my arrival at El Paso, as res·p ects the condition of the
enemy; a knowledge of th.e country and its language, together _w ith
his unre"mitting efforts to second , my views in all that pertains to
these occurrences, and the riers-onal ex ertions of the two latter, in
assistin g me to remount my command at this place, with their services on the 16th, entitle them to my warmest thanks.
I re spectfoJ ly transmit Herewith a spe,cial . field return of the
- forces enga~ed in t~e action of ' the 16th; a report of the killed
and wounded; a Ii.st of officers paroled; a list of stores captured;
a muster roll of th e enemy's force as furni~h~cl by G eneral Trias,
and two topographical sketches of the town, showing the position
of my se veral e,ommands, prepared, respeetively ~ by Captain Has::send enb el of Maj or -Walker's battalion, and Assistant Surgeon Hora ce R. Wirtz, United States ar:ny.
·
I think it proper to statG here, that every ' exeTtion ·was . made by
Lieutenant Colonel Easton~ commanding battalion of infantry,
Lieutenant Webber, com~and_ing two sections of Captarn Hassendenbel's artillery, and those offi.cers who were· necessarily absent
with the trains, includ.ing Major Bodine, pay department, in charge
of the public funds, to share the honor of the attack.
I would also inform t_he department that General Manuel Armijo,
. late governor of New Mexico, surrendered himself to me as a pri·
soner of war .on the 21st instant, and is now on his parole of honor,
a cbpy of which, together with that of General Trias, I have the
honor to herewith submit.
·
I am, sir, very respectfully, you obedient se.rvant, ·
STERLING PRICE,
Brigadier General U. S . .IJ.rmy, commanding.
· To Brigadier General R. JoNES,
Adj utant Genei'al D. S . .IJ.rmy ,
Washing t on, D .. C.
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DETACHMENT,
Chih.uahua, .Mexico, March· 22, 1848

HEAD-QUARTERS, DRAGOON

· · Srn: I have the hono~ to· submit tl~e following report for the
formatiop. of the comma_nding general of the army of the west.
the afternoon of the 6th instant, being then en route with ·.t he ID
·b ody of the army from Santa Fe for Chihuahua, I received ord
to detach my command, consisting of companies I and G, first r':
ment dragoons, th~ former under. com!lland of Capta~n H. N. Gr1
.and the latter under S e cond Lieutenant O. H. P. Taylor, and ~d
vance upon tr.e town
San Geronimo for the purpose of s~curID
the Mexican general, Armijo, .who was reported to be in t~a
place, and that after accompiis~ing this object' to take post below;
Chihtiahua on the road lea(~ .i ng to Durango, and there to await ~urther orders from head quarters, first rep9rting to the command
general the point which I had occupied.
.·
.
. I immediat~ly moved forward m.~ command with all possible
despatch, and· arrived shortly after sunset at a small _stream o't
water, having marched about twenty miles. I here h·al~ed the com
mand to allow the men and horses a few hours of rest; at tea
o'clock at night I again resumed my m 'a rch, and under the direction of_my guide, Mr. Skilman, we left the m_ain· road ' to Chi~uahua, and took a southeastern course through a pass in ~he mountail}s, the gu,ide stating that · it w~s our' nearest direction to San
Geronimo.
·
San Geronimo is distant thirty miles from the stream at which I
:.. had stopped to refres.h the men and horses, arid twenty miles from
Chihuahua.
.
, ·
E\...-e ry prepa'ration had been made for a speedy and silent niiht
match, and I felt confident of reaching the town before daylight.
The path thro~gh and over th,e mountarns I found e_x ceedingly
roc~y, and in many p'laces almost impassable for hor~es, but notwithstanding moved briskly on, as the night was cool and clear.
Afte'r marching fifteeµ or tw_enty miles, my guide i!}formed me that
he doubted whether .h e was on the right trail tp San Geronimo, and
my command. had not proceeded much farther before we came upon
a pl~in well b~aten road, running at right angles to the directions
· of our march. My guide was now in a dilemma to know what road ·
this was, or to what particular place 'it led . . I then directed a hal_t, and after cons'ulting with my officers and guide we came to the
c~nclusion that it must be the main ro-ad leading to Chihuahua
which we had left at 10 o'clock that night, and that .we had nearly
performed a semi-circular marc·h around the mountain.
My disappointment was so great on .finding myself still so far
_from the point of my destination, that I halted my command a short
?istance from the left of this r_oad and waited until nearly daylight,
1D order that my guide could be bette·r informed in regard to my
present position, and further to· enable him to discover the pro'per
route t_o San Ge~onimo. At daybreak I again resumed my march,
my guide stating that he was confident he could take me in the
right direction. We once more entered a pass through .the moun-
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tains, and travelled
several hours over broken r~cks and h~lls
of considerabl'e e1evat10n, and at last ascended an emmenc.e which
commanded a view of 'the country for a great distance. No evidence of a road or a towµ was to be seen~ and my guide now acknowledged that be had no knowledge of the country and that he
was Jost. I then resolved to m~rch in a south direction, and after
marching till noon through an extens.ive and roc_ky valley, my guide
then informed me that he was now certain of ~ur exact p_osition;
that we were twen,ty or thirty miles from Chihuahua, but .below, or
·s ou't h of it. From this point I h,a d .not proceeded far before we
came to a plain well beaten road, evidently leading in the dire,ction
of Chihuahua, as pointed out by my guide.
I here obtained information from 'a Mexican shepherd ~hat General
Trias, with his army, had. abandoned the city of Chihua_h ua·, and
. that they had retreated, accompanied by many of the citizens, and
that their destination was said to· be Saqta Cruz de Rosales; shortly .
after this I arrived at a ranch twelve miles from Chihuahua, where
this information was confirmed._ At this point l encamped, and
sent my guide in the direction of Chihuahua in order .to ascertain
whether the main body of the army had entered the city, and i( sp
to report to the commanding gen~ral my position. About 3 o'clock
in the morning my guide returned in company with Mr~ Skinner,
who in.formed me that · our army. had poss~ssion of the city, and
that the general desired me 'to march into the city without delay.
On the receipt of this joyful intelligence I immediately moved forward, and as the sun rose the domes and steeples of the long looked for city stood out before us in bold relief.
'
·
In concluding this report it would be proper for me to rem_ark
in relation to Mr. Skilman, th~t that gentleman made use of every
endeavor to guide the comm~rnd to San Geronimo, but a Ieng absence from that district of country had impaired his recollection
of our intended route over the mountains.
·•
The expedition against San Geronimo, h~d it been successful;
would probably have had a very _important influence upon the
movements of the _army upon Santa Cruz, inasmuch as the early
, arrival, of my command upon the Dura~go ro8:d, which would have
resulted had I reached San Geronimo as intended, and might have
enabied me to have intercepted a large portion of the enem-y's
forces who afterwards con tended against us in the siege and battle
of Santa Cruz.
.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

,

BENJ'N L. BEALL,
Major 1st D~agoons. ·
Lieut. W. E. PRINCE,
.fl. • .II . .11.djutant General, .IJ.rmy of the West, Chihuahua .

•
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HEAD-QUARTERS, }ST DRAGOON DETACHMENT'

~ ··

' ' Chihuahua, M~xico, .March 23, 1848..
Srn: I have the honor.
enclose herewith a detailed report.

fo

the operations of company "B," , 1st regiment U.S. drago·ons (
ing) as light artillery, comma~ded, by First Lieutenant John Lo
1st regiment dragoons, during _the battle of Santa Cruz de Rosal
on the 16th inst., which is respectfully submitted for the in for
tion of the commanding general of the army of the we,st.
Comments on my pa~t ~n regard to the brilliant exploits perfor
ed by him and the officers _under his command, and the severe eX
cution which was performed on the enemy ·b y his battery, are n e
less, as the commanding general was frequently at that post as w
as with the different commands of his army,, and is well aware
the efficient and gallant duty which this portion of my commad
perfor.med.
·
.
.
,
On the morning of the 1'6 th i'nstant l reeeive:J orders to plac·e Blf
commarid in su·c,h· a situation as to pre.v ent t~e esca·pe of a~y P~
tion of t4e enemy's troops from the town of Santa Cruz . de ~
~ales, should such an attempt be made,· as well ·as to preven_t allf
feinforcements being thrown into the town. I accordingly directed Captain W. N. Grier_, 1st regiment dragoons, chief of squadr~n,
and commanding company "I,'·' . to deplor his command as s~m_m ishers on the side of the Rio Cqnchas, nearest the townrhis right
resting on the road leading to San Pablo. Lieutenant ·Q;, H. P.
Taylor, ls.t dragoons, corn_manding company "G," was directed to
occupy w}th his command the centre, deploying in the sam~ ~an·
ner, and guarding the road le·a ding from · the plaza to the prrnc1pal
ranches. Captain W. L. F. McNair's company, which had been
.
]y at-tac h e d to my ' comman d , (M"
. company ,. ~,
A "
previous
r
1ssour1,
mounted volunteers,) was also deployed on ,the extreme left, guarding the main road leading to Durango: In this ' position my. com·
m~nd r:ema,ined several hours, dur~ng which tin_ie it wa1s. subJected
t,o a constant fire from the enemy's guns, some of whose shells
burst in the midst of our ra.nks, but without doing any conside~able damage; the majority of the · shot from the eneiny's bptteries
either fell short or passed o·ver my command. At eleven o'clock,
a. m., I received orders to leave my position in rear of the town,
and proceed with my command .to support Lieutenant Love's. b_at·
. tery, which had been moved in order to protect his ammunition
train. against 900 Mexican lancers, wh.o were' reported to be_ ad·
vancrng on to it. On my march to execute this order, I received
orders to return to my original position, the rumor, to its full extent, being discovered to be false, the enemy having been repuls.ed
by the disposition of troops already made against· them.
Captain McN air's command, 'in joining me to execute the orders
received for protecting Lieutenant Love's battery, passed so near
the enemy's batteries as to receive a severe fire from them as well
as a discharge of musketry. In the afternoon, when the plan _of
attack on the town was changed, I received orders to report with
my command to the commanding general, by whom I was directed

.,
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to detach Captain G~ier's company . to support Major~ alker's battalion in sturming the towl'l and the enemy's batteries. Lieutenant
Tay I or's company "G" was to prote.ct the sick and wounded left
on the ,fie]d, and to prevent any escape of the enemy from the eastern part of the to.wn; Capt.a in McN air's company, A, Misso~ri
mounted volunteers, to take charge · of the horses of. that portion
of Colonel Ralls's command which had been dismounted for the
p'urpose of storming the towll>, an'd to cut off any ~ontemplated
retreat of the enemy towards the west to t_he mountams.
Dudng the . attack, th companies under iny command being detached and entirely separated some, distance from eacq. other, I or-.
dered .Lieutenant John Adams, 1st dragoons, .and acting adjutant, ,
to report to Lieutenant Love, for duty at ·his battery, as I felt con_fident that his services wo~ld be more important with that com-mand, as the acting. sergea:nt major could convey all the necessary '
orders to the different commanders of companies under my command. In this supposition I was not disappointed, as Lieutenant
Adams was placed in command of a 24-pound howitzer, which did
great execution upon the enemy's batteries and town, causing an
explosion of on~ of .his ammunition wagons, or caissons. .
·. Before Lieutenant. Love took his last position in the "Campo
Santo," he discovered one of his 24-pound howitzers · was rendered
tern porafi1y unserviceable by being improperly charged; he accordingly left this pi.ece in charge of. Lieuteaant Taylor, , ..o immedi-ately, with_ his ow~ perso1!al ex~rtio~s, soon re~dere t4is pi~ce
fit for service, and it was immediately returned to bat ery, which.
piece did considerable execution on t'he enemy, under the direction
of that efficient and gallant officer, Lieutenant John Love; 1st d.ragoons. ·
·
.
•
Cap"tain Grier's ·company, I, 1st dragoons, having been po-sted on
the·southwest environs of the town, for the purpose of acting in ·
concert with Major Walker's battalion, and for the ·purpose of pre- ,
venting a retreat of the enemy from the town in that direction, received orders from the commanding general, shortly before the
. close of the action, to dismoun.t his command and accompany him,
with his staff, to the town, for the purpose of. ascertaining whether
the enemy had surrendered or not. This duty was faithfully and
gallantly performed by Captain Grier, of which the commf3.ndir>;g
general is fully aware, as he was present ' at the execution of this:
order.
.
.
.
.
,
It affords me pleasure to- t~stify to th~: gallant conduct of all the
officers under my comman<:l.
.
Assistant Surgeon Wirtz, United States army, accompanied me
in the afternoon on one of my visits to Lieutenant . Love's battery.
I found it necessary to leave him there, in consequence of some of
Lieutenant Love's command having received severe wounds whie-h,
rtquired his attention. I .am happy to state that this officer, rendered highly and important services in this -position.
As the commanding general has complimented Lieutenant C. H.
Merritt, company A, Missouri mounte-d volunteers, in general
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orders, for his distinguished and merito.rious services in performit

the duties of acting assistant quartermaster and commis~ary of subsistence to the whole of his comm.a nd, during the siege of Sa»ria
Cruz de Rosales, I feel it my duty· to state, . that, on the memora
occasion of the 16th in stant, the energetic manner which he petformed his dutie~, in the line, with his compan·y, are deserv~
general commendations.
Serge~nt N. J. Pishon, of comp&,riy G, 1st dragoons, acting ser·
geant major, I would also notice in this report. The promptness
with whi ch he executed his duties, ancfthe manner 'in which. he
-~ carried my 9rders are deserving special notice.
.
The non-commissioned officers and private soldiers 0-f my com
' mand, I · can truly say, drd their duty with great ala critJ, and are
deserving high commendations.
, Lieutenant James M. Allen, company A, Missouri mounted val·unteers, and acting· assistant quartermaster and . commissary of su_li·
sistence, was left at ~, El Pa~o," Mexico, in charge of the sub~
tence and baggage train, agreeably to orders. · Consequent~y hu
duties re'r;idered it impo.ssible. for him to h~ve been in• the action ~
the 16th -instant.
·
,
Wounded.~Privates George Myier and John Vance, company B;
Jst dragoons, severely.
'
•
Privates~enry:Heniricka, Thomas Crosby, De ._ Gras B. Flo~ers,
Jeptha -S. 9weH, and Philip Ashley, of company' B, 1st dragoons,
slightly. ·
_
,
·
.
Privates William Morten and Edward Doyle, of com1pany G, 1st
' dragoons, slightly. ·
·
.
· I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
'
.
B. L. BEA~L,
Major, 1st Dragoons.
Lieute'1ant W. E. PRINCE,

.11.c_ting ·.11.ssistanf .11.djutant General;
.11.rmy of the west, Chihuahua .

•
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C1TY

o.F

CmHUAHuA,

March 22, 1848.

SIR.: I have .the honor to report t_hrough you to the general com·

manding; that the order for me to push forward with my battery to
the "head-quarters" met me on the 12th of March, at the ''h~t
, springs," one hundred a1id .fifty miles from ,Chihuahua. I immed1·
ately left the baggage wagons, took two days' rations, and on ~be
morning of the 16th, ·at 5 o'clock, arrived before the fortified city
of Santa Cruz; accomplishing the whole distance, "two hundred
and ten miles," in four nights, three <lays and a half.
At half past 9 o'clock we were in position about five hundred
yards from the main plaza, and opened a bri5ik fire upon the c~ty.
Ou~ fi r e was warmly retu -r ned by the enemies batteries, throwrng
s olid shot, grape, and shell s . we continued the fire from this
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position with the who1_e bat_tery, for an hour or more_, and in this time
had silenced two of his guns. ·
It being impossible to reach his principal gun from our present_
position, I received orders from the general . to send Lieutenant
·nyer with a twenty-four-pound howitzer, an_d six-pou_nde_r gun, to the
cemetery, and from there to endeayor to silence this nrne-pounder ·
of the enemy. I remained in our first position a half hour longer,
and having sil'enced every gun that bore upon us, and having cleared ·
the house tops of infantry, at once joi.ned Lieutenant Dyer wjth
the whole battery, wh·e re I found the fire very brisk , on both sides. ·
We.were so n~ar the city at all the enemy's shots passed over us,
and _took effect amongst Co'lonel Ralls's men, some three hundred
yards in our rear. I found that although Lieutenant Dyer had not
been able to reach this nine-pounder of the enemy, (it being inembrasure no doubt) yet his well directed shots ;had taken effect
on the houses, had cleared the top of the church, _and all other·
buildings where the enemy's infantry were stationed. We kept upthe fire on the city for a· h.alf hour longer, when I received orders
from the general ,commanding to fall back on our camp; it beingrumored that our camp was thr,eatened by nine hundred lancers. .I ,
accordingly placed my battery within _range of tue camp, and ·
awaiting orders, refilled the limber boxes and caissons with ammu-nition.
:
_
At three o'clock in t"he afternoon, I.received orders from the general commanding ·t o take position again at the cemeter and to
keep the house tops clear of infantry. He informed me h_at the
city was to be charged by three-different columFls acting as infantry, ·
and that my first gun would be the signaJ for the eharge.
At ,half past three o'clock, we reached our position under a
war~ fire from three guns. On the firing of our firs_t gun,, our columns charged at double quick, in most b~autiful styre and with a
shout.
·
The .church top was crowded with the enemy's infantry, as a'lso-'
a two story house in direction of , Colonel Ralls's column, both
keeping up an incessant fir,e on Colonel Ralls. Three shot~ from
our six-pounder, and three from our five-pounder, i:p.ade him , aban,don the two story house, but it was not until two of our ' shells- from the tw~nty-four-poun'der howitzer had burst on the top· of the
church, that it was cleared. On the bursting of the second she11,
we could see them scatt!=ring in every dir~cti~n, some even jumped
from the top of the church. Two well directed shots from on~ of
our twenty-four-pounder howitzers, cleared a h~use lined with infantry in direction of Colonel Lane's column. In this way we kept
up an incessant fin~ wherever the enemy could be seen, a'n d also a
fire on every gun we could reach. ·we succeeded in silencing all
his guns but the nine-pounder, and this gun continued throughout
to annoy us with grape and solid shot. By a miracle we lost none
killed, althou_gh the grape ~ell like hail ~mong the men, striking
the cannon, limbers and caissons. · It berng now too dark to distinguish the enemy, and fearful that ou,r shot would take effect on
1

our own men, the tiring was discontinued, and we remained ... at our
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position for more than an hour, when we ·learned that the city . had
surrendered. ln the whole engagement we ·had but seven men
wounded.
. It is my pleasing duty to _report to you that eve·ry one under my
,comm,and behaved handsomely throughout. f must call your attention particularly to the fact, that my company arrived before
the ~ity at daybreak, havin'g marched _all the night previous, and
having been. o~ a forced niarch for .three days and a half and three
-nights; that we went into a,ction four hours after our arrival, and
that jt was not until nine o'clock at night_, after'fightin'g al,l· ·day, ·
that we were enabled to take any rest.
or their ch~erfulness and
·r eady obedience to all orders, throughout this fatigu_ing march,
.ancl for their gallant condact on tl).e battle field, my company deserves the highest praise .
. .I cannot' ~xpr~ss my deep indebt,e dness to Lieutenant Dyer, of
the ordnance, (ai<l-de-camp to the general commanding,) who volunteered to take a , command at the battery, and who·se services
were in valvable throughout the who le day.. His reputation as an
artillerist and his gallant conduct on other battle fields is well
established. 'Lieutemmt Adams, 1st .dragoons, and adjutant qf the
· detachment of dragoons, also volunt,eered, during the hate.st of the
fight, .to command a section, ·and rendered most valuable se!vice.
·. I am under the greater obligation to both foeutenan(s Dyer and
Adams, because I had no com!ll,ission'ed officer iri ~y con;ipany, and
had six 11\eces of artillery. To Lieutenant Taylor, 1st dragoons, I
.am · also •der o.bligation. One of our 24-pounder howitzers was
,rendered temporarily unserviceable; · Lieutenant Taylor, · in · com·
mand of a guard for the wounded, after hard labor, succeeded in
fitting it for service, antl sent it to me just as it was most needed.
:Sergeant Muller, tlie 1st sergeant of the company, had command of
a section, and was very _active during the whole engagement. I
,cannot recommend to you too highly Sergeant Muller; whether
in battle, in camp, or on the march, he is alike energetic and
soldierly; never in o'ne instance have I known him to neglect his
duty. Sergeant Bishop also commanded a section in the morning,
and did good service. Not entirely recovered from wounds re·
ceived in a previous battle, yet he remained at his post all day.
·C,o rporal Haff, who commanded a ·piece, did ·good execution with
it. I cannot mention -any particular cases among the privates, for
each and every man behaved ·credita.bly to himself, his regiment,
ancl his company. .After re·s ting one day at Santa Cruz, I returned
to Chihuahua, from which city, I have the hon9r to submit a report of the proceedings of my company before Santa Cruz.
I have the honor to be, sir, with the· highest respect, your
obedient servant,

JOHN LOVE,
First lieutenant 1st dragoons, commanding
company B, 1st dragoons, acting light artillery.

' To Major B. L. BEALL,
:
Commanding detachment 1st dragoons.

,,
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MrssouRI HoRsE; MExrco,
Santa Cruz de Rosales, March 17, 1848.

HEAD-QUARTERS,

SIR: In the action of yesterday against the enemy, according to
the order of the commanding general, I _placed _ myself with four
companies of my command, C, E, F, and I, in front of this town,
coveriQg the ba~teries of Captain Hassen den bel and Lieutenant
Love, the former on my right flank and the latter -o~ my left. Captain Gebhard, ~ith company C, I ordered to position midwJy between the river, to protect the right of Captain Hassendenbel's
/
battery, as also to pren~ escape fr~m the town, by avenues leading to Sonon and the m•tains... As Captain Hassendenbel moved
his battery forward in direction of the enemy's batteries, to give
I
more efficient effect to the shells he continued to pour into the
town, and. as we were . placed there mainly for protection to the
batteries, it was discovered that by advandng my enti.re right
flank to the support of Captain Hassendenbel, my entire line would
be raked by the enemy's b'atteries, whir.h continued from · the beginning of the action to return a brisk fire, while my left remained
fast in support of Lieutenant Love's battery. I then ordered Captain Left.and, with company E, to move forward with and flank
Captain HessendenbeFs battery on its 1left, as it took position
nearer ,the .town, with oi:ders to Captain LefLnu to range his line
at right angles with the enemy's 'batteries, and to keep his files four
feet apart. In the prompt movement of the battery forward to a position_ ne_a rer the enemy, Captain Lefland advanc~d gall,tly to its.
support, under a galling fire, and, i'n halting his comm d, it was
discovered that he f~iled to align his company at. right angles
with the guns of the enemy, and that they would rake his right
flank; and before Adjutant S. Hart could convey the order, and
assist to fix this company at right angles with the enemy's batteries, one of its men, ,with six horses, were killed, and one man
seriously wounded; when General Price 9rdered Captain Lefland
to range fqrth~r to the rear, more out of reach of the enemy's fire.
Captain Lefland and his command sustained the · destructive fire of "
the enemy, as did my entire line, without flinching in the least,
althou~h we were all ir.t ·point blank distance, under a constant and
, uninterrupted fire from the enemy's batteries for the space of two '
ho11rs and a half.
When the lancers were discovered approaching the left of the
town, on the road from San Pablo, my battalion moved in that di. rection in good order; and when I learned that the two companies
of my command, th en acting as a squadron under Lieutenant
Colonel Lane, had already dispersed this body of Mexican cavalry
destined to reinforce the enemy, I remained to cover and protect '
the 1wo batteries. ·
_
W~ en the order was received, at about 5, p. m . , to storm the
batteri es and the town, my battalion w as dismounted and pJaced in
line of battle for the charge., At the signal to charge it mo ve d off
u pon the run with loud cheers, ke epi ng the church s teeple to the
r ight. Entering the town- we had to cross a street , at_ t he h ead of

r
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which was placea a 24.-pounder howitzer charg·ed with canister shot.
My four companies, I)Umbering 190, including officers, were close to
the walls on either side in single file for some distance, and when
the street ·narrowed a littl_e by profecting houses, the head of the
charging column was halted, with orders for the rear to close up;
as they were thus closing the 24-pounder howitzer . was discharged
· ·by the enemy, when the air seemed fo. become literally filled with
missiles of death; but my men were comparatively safe; when the
smo,k e and dust had blo-wn away, my gallant little column had ·1 °fl
possessed themselves of the ins~de and to.of a house, and but two
men had fallen in the street by the 24-po der howitz~r disc·harge,
both severely .wounded.
vVe were then one-fcurth of a .mile from the ~hurch, which we
were ·determined to po~sess ourselves of, with the surroull'ding· batteries, that had .defied llS for the whole day :__ ,Every house, including the one we first occupied, was filled .with Mexican infantry and
lancers, who were killed and driven before us; at the same time,
our me'n ·poss~ssed· themselves of the enemy's parapets, that covered
every house and wall, from which they contin'ued to pour into the
enemy; the sappers and'- miners keeping pace with the advance, on
the tops of the houses, ai; we-fought and dug our way towards the
church and plaza . . Every house a_n d wall-, from the point ·of our
entrance 'into the tow'n to the steeple of the church, was filled with
infantry, protected _by barricades or parapets, and, in fact, the outlines of )iills and houses were bristled witµ musketry, which con. tinued to•e last to pour in the direction of our party, added to .
which were hand grenades, which I the enemy were c~nstantly
throwing into our midst. Seve¾al of the first exploded without injury-the fuses were too long; after this fact was ascertained, my
m~n immediately avoided their effects, and a number wer~ kicked
into corners and small rooms, 'where they exploded without, harm
to us~
During all this time our and the Mexican batteries were exchang·
ing a brisk fire; the balls of our batter-ies passing over us towards
the church, peeling th~ tops of the walls and parapets of the
houses, while, as our _party passed through every opening and over
every barrier, they gave loud cheers, which ·answered the twofold
purpo~e of giving the commanders of our batteries notice of where
we were, that we nee~ not be fired into · by them; while, at the
same time, this enthusiasm intimidated the enemy. In this manner
the party progressed towards the church and ,plaza, and in less
than three quarters of an hour from the signal to charge, they had
fought and dug their way to within fifty feet of the church, and
gained, securely, a large house that opened into the plaza and
church door, and in five minu es more the top · of the church and
plaza would have been ours. At this moment, the enern-y from the
church sounded a par1ey. We looked up, and saw suspended over
our hea.ds the white flag of surrender. We sounded "cease firing,',but so intent were the men, and so determined was their enthu.sia m, to occupy the church (from which so much mischief had
bern done) and the plaza before night, that the officers (including
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myself) had much difficulty in restraining them, and to get them
once more into ranks .
,
In speaking of the bravery _and ~ood conduct of the officers. and .men composing my com~and m this charge, where _each one a~ted
so noble a part, I deem it proper to speak of the ch1_e~- of my ·st~r, .
(Adjutant Simeon Hart,) who acted nobly; he ~ad solicited a post rn
the charging column, twenty-four hours previous to t~e battle, a~d
after doing hard duty all day upon the staff at my side, he agam
asked me to place him in the line for the charge. , I assigned him
a platoon in Captain Clarkson's company. .F rom the moment . the
charge began, all testify,_both officers and men, as · well as myself,,
that
was with the foremost in leading, directing, and cautioning
the men-was of the first over barriers and through o,enings, and has
won for himself, by his deportment i~ the whole affair, the reputa-- ·
tion of a brave and chivalrous officer, as skilful ash~ is brav-e and
chivalrous.
My heart throbs with emotions too deep for expression when I
think of the conduct of the officers and men in ·that memorable
char.ge__:..there were no cowards there-every m'a n was an example
o,f courage and valor .
·
,
That not a man fell after passing the discharge of the 24-pirnn'der
howitzer I deem a most remarkable fact, which demonstrates that the
skill and prucl"ence manifested. by the offic~rs leading and conducting th_is charging column, have been rarely equalled if ever surpassed.
- Killed.-CorporaI T. Ely, company E.
Wounded.-Privates N. Nort_o n, co}llpany E, leg shot off; Meni- ·
fee, company F, Jeg shot off; J . B. Parish, severely.
All of which is respectfully subm1hed.
,

he

JiOHN RALLS,
· Colonel, commanding Missouri horse.
Lieutena nt W . E .

PRIN CE •

.Ii. . .Ii. . .Ii.. Gen., .IJ.rmy oj- the West, Chihup,hua.

HEAD-QU ARTERS, DETACHMENT

MissouRI

HoRsE, ·

. ·

Santa Cruz, Mexico, Mard 17, 1848.
Sm: ~ have ~h~ hono ~ to report that ,I received your despatch of
the 9th rnst., while on the march from El Pas~, ordering me to
moye on my com_m~nd by force.cl tnar~hes an.cl join you at this pljtce, ·
which was promptly obeyed; I having mar'ched two hundred and
t~n miles in ~ou-r days, and travelled sixty miles the last day and
night. I arrived at_ your camp at seven o'clock on th_e morning
of the 16th, two hour's before the line of battle was formed,
My command consisted of . companies C, D, an·d · I, regiment
Missouri' horse, ·. amounting in the a,ggr~gate to 143 men.
A
few minutes af~erwa~ds, I r~ceivea orders - to take companies ,·
B and
of Missouri horse, and occupy tµe left flank taking
position near the river, and_ to act in conj unction w1tl~ _Major ·
9
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Be.all's co~mand of United Stah~s dragpons, who occupie the
extreme dght of the line on the' east side of the town, which was
, - ,. imme.diately complied with. After holding this position for fifteen
minutes, I received orders. to advance to the support of Lieutenant
Love'.s bahery , ; and take position . on the left_flank, where I re, main~d for mor~ · than two hour~f receiving -the continued fire of
one nine-pounder,battery; in the lower part of the town, _a nd the ocsional fire of a 24-pounder battery, '?idwa_y between t~at a~d the
c urc.h. I repeatedly ,, chang~d the format10n of my lrne without
~ anging ground, and bf s.o doing saved. it from the range of the
enemy's gµns._ About 1 o'clock, there hovered on my left flank
and' rear a large body . of the enemy; compos-ect of car?ineers and
Hrncers. I rep{)II'ted the same to the geheral commanding, and received orders immediately to charge .them, whith my command ex~
ecuted with energy and spirit, ·driving them a.mile and a half from
their position. In conformity with orders I _tooJr position lower
down for the protection of the ordnance, until it was removed up
to the rear of the :. ,cer,itre, when I advanced to my first positio~ in
front of the town, and on the left flank. of the regiment Missouri
horse. About 5 o'clock, . p .. m., I received orders 'to prepare for
storming the town; upon which I order·ed the m-en to dismount and
tie their horses 'in the rear, out of the, enemy's shot; after which I
m~rched the column, sixty-nine in number; ,o n foot, and took position again in front of the town. While deploying into line, I received the ,fire of one ?f the ent;my's wall guns, which wounded
one of the privates of c.ompany . B in the leg.
We returned the
fire with small armp, and ,ktlled two of the ~nemy. We r,emained
· in line as skirmishers about. .twelve minutes, when the signal to
charge was given from our battery. Si-multaneous with the sig. nal gun, I ,gave the order to charge with energy, and cheer as we
charged. The command promptly o,b ey~d ,t he order, and adYRnced
with firmness and great coolness-company B in th~ front. We
entered the town at tbe poin t designate_d , and passed the . enemy's
first nine-pounder battery without any material clamage, and passed
through t'o the main street leading to the plaza. We fought our way
up ,the street for three-quarters of a mile, under a severe and incessant fire ·from the enemy's batteries, placed ;3.t right angles in the
street, and commanding every avenue, and from the tops of the
houses with high parapets a11d port holes, ma-de for the defence of
that part of ,the town .a nd occupied by a large body of the enemy's
sharp shooters. While cutting through from one street to another,
I m(\unted some of my . command on the parapets of the houses,
' and returned tli-e enemy's fire effectually, driv ing them before us
from point to point, until they fell back upon their last and much
the strongest position. , This point was defended by three hundred
of the enemy, under Colonel Sanchez, and the lowt:r and centre
battery, which, aided by the street battery, gave us a raking fire in
front, flank, and rear. · In charging upon this 1ast point, my command suffered severe1y, losing two killed and five wounded. While
l was .engaged in cutting my way into this last position of the enemy, the walls bt!ing very thick; and having but two axes to work
1
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with it necessa rily took me somet ime to cut through, and my 1com-mand, being, within di_rect range of the enemy's batteries, rece~ving
a galling an_Q destructive ~re of~ ro!lnd shot, grape, and canmster, .
besides innumerable vol hes ot musketry, the command .began to
slack in eD'€rgy, when I again cheered them on' to their work. At
this time I was ' aided much by First Lieutenant Schroeder, of coniEa~y B, in eiic?uraging the men, b~t. t~e incessan~ and. ?estruc-tive fire kept · up by the enemy, wh1cfi, fr,qm their pos1t10n; we
coul d not successfully return, ~aused, the command to fall back upon
our fifth position/ where I ral,lied. them . and caUed them back to
the charge; but the officer13 of coqipanies being of op.inion that it
could not be successfully made, refused pr plead th.ejr inability to
rally the m~n; whereupo~ I fell_back upon ~y first_ ,p osition, where
J received. orders from: th~ general.commanding to charg.e the southwest part of the town, at,which point I entered after the entrance
o.f Colonel RalJs's comm~nd. .
,

Lis( of killed and wou,!tded.

Killed.-Second Lieutenant G~orge 0. Hepb~rn, com,Rany , D;
Private Scharfenburg, of.company 'B; ,,Private Beckman, of compa-

ny B.

'
,
..
,
. __wounded._;Privates Ripper, company B, dangerously; Gruff,
company B, severely; Dedrick, company B, severely; John Jac~son, Thomas Kearn'es, G. M. Williams, E. Gillam, .of co&pany D'.
All ·of which is' ~spectfully submittecL · .
_·
.
~
.
R; H. LANE,
.
Li~ut. Col., com. squadron .Missouri horse~
To Lieut. W. E .. PRINCE, .
./1 . .11 • .fl, Gen , U. S . .11.rmy.
1

'

[No. 7.]

,

FE BATTALIO~,
,
I Chikuahu,a, JWarch, ~2, 1848 .
. Srn: I have' the honor to submit the following repo'r t of the
recent operations ·of ~he forces under my command. ·
.
On the .2 d day of'February, during my absence at- Santa Fe on
HEAD-QUARTERS, SANTA

court martial duty, Captain Hassenden bel received an express from

, El Paso del N 01te informing him ·th_at General Urrea, with three
' thousand men, ,was adyancing upon - that place; and he immediately
m·a rched with compames A, B, and D to the support of the American forces at El .Paso , leaving Captain Armstrong in command ~t
Socorro. On. my .a rrival at this latter phice I ordered Captain ·
Armstrong to join the battalion. On the 24th of February I arrived at El Paso, and,halting there one day, on the 26th I m~rched
with companies B, C, and D, for Cariialp-where ·it was reported
that a detachment of the ~nemy was posted~ Two days' march
below El Paso I was joined by Captain Skillman of the Chihuahua
!<!-ngers, who., with one of his men, came for the purpose of guidmg me through the Jornada; and thenceforward this active and in ...
.

.
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t elligent' officer marched a few miles in advance _o f my command
. for the purpose ~f giving timely information of the approach of
,:any body of the . e_n emy which lJ!igh,t be sent against me 1 a:nd of

'Cuttin g' ·off all scouts that might h~ o}>~_erved.
.
.
On, the 29th of F~br1,1ary twq Mexican. s.oldiers were captured,
'sand 1information extracted from these men con vinc~d roe that the
l'eported approach of Urrea was a ruse of the enemy, i'iltended to
prevent or retard our advance upon Chihuahua. On the night of
~he same day I despatched Captain Skillman with forty men to
\3ecure 'the Mexican detachment reported to be at Carizal'.
He arrived at that' place on the morning of the 1st of March,
wh~re he learnjd that the Mexicans,, apprised of our approach, had
,filed.
' On the mo.rning of tlie 2d, I reache.d' Carizal, where, in obedience
·to the orders of the commanding general, I endeavored to int'ercept
'the enemy's couriers, and awa,ited the arri yal of the qiain body.
On the 4th, leaving my wagons, I joined- the main body, and
1 wi.th · it reached Chihuahua on the night of" the 7th, and Santa
(Pruz de Rosales, sixty miles bel0~' on the morning of th~ 9th .
.iAbout 7 o'clock, I was ordered to dismount and form my . men two
~hundred and fifty yarns southw_e st of the plaza, an'd to be in readimess to storm the town on that side.
'
,
·
The alacrity with, which my officers and men pr.epared for. this
·seryic_e, after the_'exhausting forced marches performed by them, is
'wo rthy of all praise.
,
After having remained in· this position ab~ut two hours, I was
·-,ordered to enc~:mp a short distance from the town, and in a short
·t ime ::· anta Cruz was invested.
· During the siege, two MP-xic~rns, endeavoring to esca.p.e through
•;our lines, were w9unded . aQd captured by my pickets; and I take
pleasure and pride in mentioning the ene rgy and endurance of my
,!>Command during t bis harrassing period. , 'fhe activity of Captain
:!Ham ilton, and his consequent success in intercepting the communi ·
:cati ons betw,een the t.own and the surrounding coun,try, excited the
,adm iration of all who observed his conduct.
On the 11th, Captain Hassendenbel, witli two 12-poun-der mou!l. tai n howitzers, joined my command'.
. About 7 o'clock of the 16th, I was ordered, with companies B,
<C, and D, to a position some three hundred yards to the ~outhw~st
'·-Of that which I occupied · on the 9th.
_
At 12 o'clock, I pe'rceived that otu batteries (which, until then,
liad kept up an. incessant fire upon the tow.n) were moving towards
the Chihuahua road; and, about the same time, Mr. Skinner, a
· ~,o.lunteer aid-de-camp to the commanding general, informed me
·.hat a very large body of Mexicans was approaching ,to the ~elief
f General Trias, and I was ordered immediately to join the main
t

I

ody.

-

·

A short tim~ before this I had observed a sµiall body of Mexi:3;ns approachrng the town from the mountains, and had despatched
eutenant Coats with a few men against them. These Mexicans
tmediately retired in the direction from which they came, sup-
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ported ·by about seventy lancers, who, issuing _from the gorges iR,
which they batl been concealed, suddenly displayed themselves at, •
the base of the hills; and now, as I moved rapidly around th~
town, they atta,qked a-nd severely wounded one of Captain Skill -..
man's men, who, unperceiv~d by me, had fallen far ~n the rear.
As l passed the fortified part of the towri; the enemy opened his.
batteries upon me, but, although his fire was well directed, and his
shot passed . through my ranks in several places, none of them took

/

effed.

,

,

'

' Upon reaching the Chihuahua road, I was at once ordered baok
to · the ppsition I had just left, and, as we passed •the ·town, 'the:
wounded m,an was recovered, and nine Mexicans were killed. ,
~
About 4 o'clock, I was or,dered to dismount and to storm. th e •
town 6n the southeastern side. At the same time Ca:ptain Hassenden bel joined me, and Captain Grier, 1st dragoons, was ordered tot
the position I was about to leave, for the purpo-se of rendering meassistance in the event of ~ repulse ; fortunately, however, no-,
emergeney occ·urred which might render it necessary for me to c.aH:
· on this gal1ant1 officer for aid.
Taking with me one 12-pounder mountain howit~er, and distri=-. bu.ting a number of howitzer shells among the men to ·be used as.
hand grenades, I advanc'ed rapi~ly forward, and withqut encou,n-t,e ring the enemy until I. reached the position occupied by me on
the mo1·ning of the 9th. From this point, heweTer, the tops and. ,
inte~ior of ·he houses were occupied by hostile troops. The housetops were cleared by my sharp shooters; and crowbars, axes and
pick-axes enable d me to break open a]] doors and to penetrate the
adob e walls. ·Into these open ings howitzer shell~ were thrown by;
hand, doing good execution, and in this manner I was enabl'ed to
expel and drive the enemy before me, and at the same time t o protect my men in a great measure from the enemy's more distant.
fire.
About 5 o'clock, I had taken position under, the walls of a hous e;
within, about twenty-five steps of the plaza. The further walls of
this house constituted ope boundary of a short thoroughfare w'hich,
./. .}e°d into the principal street on that r.ide, which latter, where i,t debouched into the plaza, was crossed by a deep ditch surmounte d.
by a parapet of adobes. On the other ·s ide of this thoroughfare,
arose the southern flank of the range of buildings which forms I
the eastern
side of the plaza. These houses commanded those-.
1
occupied by me, and were defended by a large body of regular
infantry and one 1-po~nder wall piece under the command, r am
told, of Colonel Justiniani.
.
Having perforated the walls of the houses that sheltered my men
and placed my best marksmen within and around them, I orclered
Captain Hassendenbel to open with canister upon the tops of the
houses occupied by the Mexicans. To accomplish this, it wa,s;
necessary to secure ' an open position where the ground inclined
sufficiently to give his piece the necessary elevation; and here;
within twenty steps of the enemy' and amidst a s~ower of bullvts~
1
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, this gallant officer executed his order~· w'i th the utmost self pos-

~essfoh and courage.

.

'. About twenty minutes past. six the enemy retired
and a white
1
flag was hoisted. · I then pushed forward o\'er the .ditch and· parapet irlto the plaza·, where my command · was at once formed in bat-

··t le or d e-r.

/

·

·

'

Leaving Captain Hassende(lb~l iJ1 comm~nd _of the battalio-n, I
immedi'a te ly proceeded to a -group of officers_, at the head of whom
stood Major .General Trias. On being questioned by me these gen~ tlell)en informe'd me .that they surrendered as prisoners of war, and
] temained with them until· the .entry of Colonel Ralls, my senior
·officer .
·
·
In the meantim~ Captain Hassendenbel had collected and placed
in battery; in front of the battalion, all of ··the enemy's artillery,
comprising two 32-poU'nder howitzers, one IO-pounder gun, one
· '8-pounder, on_e . 5-p~ounder, one 3-pound~r, one I -pounder, and one
, '¾-pou'nder .
.
·
At the storming of Santa Cruz, there were under ·my c~mmand,
· including C'apta1n Skill man's men, 132 rank and file, and, although
opposed to. a far greater number, my loss has_ been only one man;
Private E . T .. Stone, of company D, dangerously wounded by a
bayonet~thrust, while forcing_ tlie door
a fortified house.'
Of the .gallantry. of Captain .Hassendenbel I have already spoken;
and I now with' pleasure' testify to the courage and spirit ID?nifested by Ca,ptains _Hampton, q~ove, Armstrong, and Ski'llman, a~d
Lieutenants Gibb-ons, Norris, Hannah, McDade,· and McBurn1e.
'My thanks ar~ due to Lieutenant Thos. H. Coats, my acti,ng adjutant, .and to Assistant Surgeon E . S . -Gale, for the coolness,
p·romptitude; and gallantry, with which they :performed the duties
assigned them. Serge_ant Major R. H.' Dyer, and Quartermaster
Sergeant 'Wm. P. Smith, and, in truth, all the -officers and men un-der my command, perfdrmed t-heir duties nobly; but it is proper
that I should mention particularly Lance Corporal H. R. Smith,
and Private J. Daily, of COijlpany B, as having pre-eminently dis1
'tinguished themselves.
,
·For a relation of Captain' Hassendenbel's operations in the morning, while he was detached from my comm.a nd, I refer you t o his
report, which I transmit herewith.
I .a m, sir, very respectfully, your obedi,e nt servant,

of

R. WALK~R,
.

Major · U. S. Moun_ted Vols., commanding the battalion.
Lieutenant W. E. PRINCE,
.11.. .fl. . .fl. . General .
I
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BATTALION,

Chihuahua, March 22, 184:8.
Srn: I have the honor to transmit to you a rep.ort of operations
~at the battle of ~anta Cruz de Rosales, dli.ring the time I was det ched from your command.
•
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On the 16th of, March, when G eneral Price, determined to take
Santa Cruz, drew his forces up in line of battle about this place, I
received orde rs- to occupy a position on the west side of the town,
opposite the church, and to wait there for further orders. Colonel
Rall s's command was posted in my rear to, support the .arti-Ilery.
As soon as Lieutenant Lov·e had his ba'ttery ready, and moved on
towards the town, on the north side·, I rec eived o~ders to app'roach
the church and open with my two howitzers on ~his and on1 the
surrounding buildings and on the plaza . T _h is part of the town
was defended by a 10-pounder, placed on an avenue leading t-o the
plaza, the stre~t being closed" by a ditch attd parapet. Several
wall pieces were placed on . the tops of the church apd the surrounding houses, an..d . a great . p.umb.er of infantry on the most
suitable places.' I advanced. t~wards the town, partly covered from
-the effects of the IO-pounder by a house · and churc~-yard, 470 yar'ds
distant from the church. . Within 300 yards from_ said house, I
opened my battery against, the enemy's pieces and fortified places;
the fire was briskly returne~, but without doing much harm. The
distance .fro ·m the pJaza being· so far as to render th~ fire of my
· battery ineffective, I received orders to advance within fifty yards
from the above m'entioned b.u ildin11g . I caused the pie_ces to be
limbered an~ ad v~nced ·promptly,_close rto the building, and o.p ened
on the right and left of the church-yard a most effective fir.e; throwing shells on all the most occupied and strongest positions of the
enemy, and cannister on the tops of the nearest building's. The
enemy's fir e from the top of the church wa's soon silenced, but
-not that of th e IO-pound er and of several wall pieces, the shots
of which went generally. over o_u r heads without doing much
damage. They fired- round shot, grape, slugs, and mis8iles of every ,
kind and size. After about two hours firing my supply of sheHs
was exhausted, and I had to send to _Lieutenant Love for some
more ammunition 1 .which I promptly received. Lieutenant Love at
the same time, with two pieces of artillery, left his position, joined
me, and fired particularly at' the enemy's IO-pounder, which could
not be dismounted, being too well covered 'by a stro11g parapet.
About t-his time it was ··reported that 1,100 lancers had arrived in
our rear to force a junction with Geueral Trias; and, after having
received prop·er directions, I . imJllediately; together with Lieuten~nt'
Love, made a rnovement towards the north., under a hot fire of all
the enemy's pieces of artillery, to meet the Mexi~an lancers. Out
of range of the Mexican artillery, we took a position capable of
opposing to the above mentioned Mexican reinforcement a destructive fire, and to support, 1f necessarf, the detachment which had
been ordered to repulse the Mexican cavalry, which
that time
had made a sally out of the town: After the Mexican reinforcement was ascertained to be only a small force, I was. ordered to
join you with my howitzers and command, in order to aid you in
s.torRling the southern part of the town.
·
As ~oon as we reached the plaza of Santa Cru, and yol_\ had pro·ceeded to pay General Trias a visit, leaving me in command of th.e
Santa Fe battalion, I ordered forth with the Mexican pieces of

at
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ar-tillery to· be taken fro·m their different positions and brought
·. together on the plaza in front of the ba,ttalion.
.
The men. under my command distin,guished themselves by coolness in the hottest fire, and by the utmost .promptness and eagerness with which they ,fulfilled every order they had received during
the battle.
I have the honor, maj<?r, to be yon_r obedient servant,

F. HASSENDENB~L,
.
Captain, com' d' g. com . .11., Lt . .11.r., Santa Fe Battalion .

. J.hjqr R.

WALKER,

.

Commanding Santa Fe _B attalion.

HEAD-QUARTERS, BAT,· OF

'.
· G~NERAL :

·

Mo. VoL.,

"FoR THE PLAINS."

_Fort Mann, August 1, 1~8.

The activ~,marches of-my command, having tempora-

rily ceas-ed since my arrival · at this po~t, I submit a report :of ope-rations in the field, since my departnre fr.om Fort Leavenworth, in
October last, for the purpose of enforcing order am·o ng the .savag~
tribes, inf es ting now, for -some ·yea-r s, the great road from Mi~soun
-to Mexico.
.
·
· The requisition t'or this f~rce bears date, Washington, July 20,
1847. On the 6th October , the last detachment' left Leavenworth,
the cavalry companies being, tw.o weeks in advance. I concentrated my whole battalion, on the 1st November, at Walnut creek.
The · inforn;iation · gathered from travellers, returning from New
Mexico, decided my plan of operations for the winter.
Beyond Walnut cr~ek lie the great plains. These, are five .hu~dred miles -wide, and JUn north and south, cl.ear through the conh·
ne·nt, from the g-q.lf to the' British territory, ap.d on th.em ·reside the
hostile Indians·.
. '
' .
·
The Santa Fe road crosses the Arkansas river, 135 miles west of
Walnut _creek. There the road forks. One road passes over to the
Cimarpn, '1scend~ that str~am, and, pa~sing by the Rabbi1t Ear
mounds, and the Santa Clar\¼, enters New Mexico at Vegas. The
other ascends the north bank of the Arkansas to Bent's fort, thence
running south over the Ratone mountains, and along the· eastern
base af. the Taos and S-anta Fe chain, rejoins the . first road at Las
Juntas, near Vegas. This latter road leads_, also, directly to Taos,
the Puebla of the Arkansas, and beyond to California.
It is all along both r,f these roads the depredations of past- se~sons have been perpetrated. The former road is chiefly used m
surnm~r, the latter in winter. The last was the route of the "army
of the west" in 1846.
·
By careful inquiry, I estimated the losses sustaine·d from Indian
altac\{s, during the ~um mer of 1847, to have been : Americans
killed, 47 ; wagons destroyed, 330; stock plundered, 6,500.
,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,..,.
The g_reater amount of these losses, were sustained by government trams, passing with supplies to and from Santa Fe. No rest-
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ing places, depots, or points of' security exist "between Council
·grove and Vegas, a bleak stret ch of 600 miles. There is no timber, fuel is scanty, and grass often ~c arce.
.
·
Such had been the losses s_u stained frqm the Pawnees, and from
the allied tribes of Camanches and Kiowas, upon the Arkansas an.d
• Cimaron, and /rom the Apaches upon the Canadian · river, forther
west. Rumors reached me from all directions, that, inflamed by
these successes, an arrangement was negotiating between the 1-atter
people, and the powerful tribes of the Cheyennes and Arapahoes
(asseILble_d for that purpose upon the Upper Arkansas) to· carry on
the ·wa r with thei r united strength, as the season of 1848 should
. · open . I therefore pla ced the three foot companies of my com. mand in garrison at the little stockade of fo r t Mann, with orders
to repair and enlarge it, and with the two cava lr y companies, proceeded in November to the lJpper Arkansas, and fixed my camp.in .
the midst of the winter residences of the Cheyennes and Arapahoes.
Beipg withou t p rov isions and transportation, my command, dismounted for the most part,, end ured in ten t s t h e rigors of th e long
winter " subsisting th e m €n up on suc h p r ovisions as could be p r o. cu r ed fr om N ew M exi co and th e .. Indians, and the h orses u po n the ,
dea d winter grass. rhe Indians were , however, ov erawed by this
imm ediate contrast of ·a military forne, abandoned all inter course
w ith the sout hern tribes, and ·invited the Kiowas to withdraw from ·
t he ' Garn anche alliance; to unite with them ( the Arapahoes and
Cheye~nes) in pacific re.I.ations with t_he Americans. This has accordingly been effected, and the Kiowa Indians, long the scourge
of the borders· of Me~ico, Taos, and this road, have since then
been, and are now, awaiti.ng. peace, and residing with the Cheyennes upon the upper Arkansas, near Bentis fort.
.
Having with great difficulty remounted my command upon mules~
and added to· it infantry company E, Captain Koscialowski, and
and a six-pounder, under li:'irst Lieutenant Stremmel, of C company, .J crossed the Ratone mountains early in March, and visited
t he frontier settlem'ent8 of El Moro, New Mexico, to procure provisions and transportation for .a campaign· against the Apaches qnd
C amanches residing upon the Rio Colorado, or Canadian.
The
ooject of this expedition w11s fo a·nticipate and prevent the annual n orthern emigration of these Indians, tq attack them in their
homes, and drive them from the waters of the Arkansas.
During
March, April , and May, descending the Rio Colorado,' (Canadian ,)
the canons and plains of that stream were thoroughly ran sacked
b y my cavalry companies witltout meeting any. enemy.
The
country w as burnerl for many h-undred miles; the game and the
In dian population had both entirely evacuated these th eir imme- ·
morial haunts. I Have since learned from captives, that the Indians, informed in advanc,e of the movements of my command by
renega~e Mexicans., had thus devastated their. c~untry with fire,
a nd retired-the Apaches· to the recesses of the White mountains ,
near El Paso , in 1 the sta te of Chihuahua, and the Camanches to t he
A no ya Pedemalis, un der the southern sl ope of the mountain rid ge
from which the riv ers of Texas take th eir rise.
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H,rving arrived, on the 18th of May 1 in the n~ighborhood of the
Antelope buttes of the Canadian, I turned no r th, and crossing the
w_ olf, Beaver, ~nd Cimaron rivers, r eached th~ A rkansas, near Fort
Mann,. on the 30th . of May.
In this neighborhood I found the
chiefs of the· ;Kiowa, Crreyenne, and Arapahoe tribes awaiting my
rehun, and desiring to enter into treaties of peace .
'
.Being without the nece ssary powers, in · the absence of the Indian agent, or commissioners, I ord_ered them to move their villages
rfrom the neighborhood of the Santa Fe road, and await further instructio·n s upon the waters of the Platte. Wit~ these instructions
they have complied, and are at this moment awaiting overtures
from our government.
,
The result then, of the operations of my battalion during_ the autumn,
~inter, and spring .had been, to withdraw from the field, and hold
h1 check the Kiowa, Cheyenne, and Arapahoe Indians, formidable
,for their ·numbers, warlike character, and .vicinity to the road.
Tranquility ha'd been secured for the western half o·f the road,
from the _c~ossing to ·New ·Mexico, and. the bat~alion concentr'ated
for the pro~ection of the eastern half, which had 'been the war
ground of th~ previous year.
,.
.
1
, The CamaRches being at war with all other people, endeavor to
procure fr-om the Osages, · powde r , lea d, knives and other neces·
sary articles, and for this pur-pose meet them annually £).ear the
confluence of the Cimar-on al}d Arkansas rivers, generally arriving
• during May. Hence t hey ascend the Ark;rnsas, and first attack the
trail near Walnut creek and Pawnee fork.
·
~hi~ has proved to b~ the case the present se·ason. Artillery
company "C," Li-e utenant Philip Stremmel,, detached below with
_two field-pieces to meet and escort the paymaster, was attacked at
Pawnee fork · on the 7th o.f June- by 200 Indians, the same having
on the previo~s day menaced a train of traders' wagons at Walnut
creek. Following this, I detached 'a series of small commands,
which effectually screened the trains daily travelling the road, and
defeated the Indians. on ' many occasions with · great slaughter. The
accompanying reports of- these- actions, by Captains Griffin and
Jones, and Lieutenants Royall and, Stremmel, bear just testimony
to the bravery and fine fighting qualitiE;S . of the m_e n. The Ind.ians
were Qn several other occasions seen and pursued, but ~voided
fighting by t4t superior swiftness of their animal~.
_ As the _period c;>f servtce of my command is about to close, I dee_m
it my du~y to ~ay something of its services _and of th,e country in
which has be'en its field of operations.
The battalion was mustered into the service of the Unifed St,ates
at Fort Leavenworth by Lieutenallt Colonel C. Wharton, who, as
c~mmanding the post, was also charged with its equipment for the
~eld . That officer displayed towards the companies of the battalion and myself the. most unrelenting malice. Defective arms, old
and bad in quality, were furnished; musical instruments and books
of regulations and instructions were refused; the camp equipage
orn and decayed, and transportation insufficient. Medical supplies
ere almost entirely overlooked. Time to furnish themselves with
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@lothing was denied the soldiers, and the whole rushed upon the
wilderness in a , raw and crippled con~ition. A misdirection was
given to its winter operations, and the inclem en cy of the climate'
fell upon ourselve s and animals with blasting severity.
· Unable. to recover from this disas.ttous commencement, the active
operations of the battalion have nevertheless been constant .and
successful. The Indians inhabiting the waters of the Arkansas
river ha_ve, as above stated, been ·either held in peace or effectually
defeated. The permanent security of the roa d connecting Miss·o uri
' and New Mexico cannot be attained by a moving ..column of troops
only. Established depots at convenient points are necessary, ·and
a direct and positive understanding of war or peace ~ith the India_n
tribes.
·
·
.
I recommend Jhat four stations, provided with adobe building!il I.
· and carals, be established: No. l, near Pawnee ·fork; No. 2, at the
old' (present) cfrossing of...the Arkansas; No. 3, · at the "Beautiful
:Encampment;" No. 4, at the Rio CoJorado, (Canadian.) This will
cause the road to follow the north bank of . the Arkansas to the
station No . 3, and pass thence across to the head of the Cimaron.
I further . recommen'd the pu rchase of Bent's .fort in connexion·
with the above, and one additional station at Los Juntas.
Treaties mu~t be made w~th the Cheyennes, Arapahoe and Kiowa
Indians . The Camanf;he and Apache-. Indians must be conquued
l>y invading tqeir country. These latter have 8:mong them between
six and eight hu~dred Mexicans in captivity, and .though res_iding
within our' limits, descend annually into M-exico (lnd singe. with fire
, and murder the northe1n State~ of that republic.
More thaj three thousand wagons have passed the little post at
Fort Mann during the present season. Tweh,.e thousand persons
and fifty thousand head of stock is probably a low estimate for th,e
rest. B-esi<les government stores, these wagons ·are loaded . with
very costly merchandise for the cities of interior Mexico. This
traffic will increase rapidly. , It is a · great stigma upon the home ·
department of our government that a few piratical savages ar~ al- J
lowed to menace with destruction 'all passengers for the space of
six hundred miles. Such, however, has always been, and is no-w the
case. This, too, will so _continue. u~til fortified points of refuge
are constructed and garrisons of cavalry be 1 placed at them to pursue and drive off the Indians.
The country fr,ontipg New Mexico and drained by tlie Arkansas
and Red r ivers of Louisiana is but indistinctly kno~n. The des cent toward_s the Mississippi and Gulf is by immense tables, wh.ich
dip suddenly from one 'level to another. These are known as the
Llano di Balsifoeta and the Llano Estracado. Through these im·
mense plains the Canadian, the Rio Roxo and the Pecas cut a perplexity of cafiones or perpendicular chasms; in these are the retreats of the marauaing Indians. A continuous series of these canofies, extending along the high Del Norte, the Upper· Cana9ian,
down .the Rio Pecas through the Whit_e mountains, and descending
the Gila, envelopes New Mexico and ·g irdles the· northern line of
Chihuahua to the frontier of Sonora. The confederated Apache
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bands inhah~bi t this cordon through it-s whole length·, ~ss~mblin_g
t o attack the settlements of Taos, the , Santa .Fe road, El Paso, or
the ranches aroun_d the city of Chihuahua .
The Camanches and Kiowas; dwelling "on the eastern slope, issue
forth and_sweep at one s¢as.o n w'ith destructive fur)'.' · the northern
Stat~s of l\![exico; at another s-eason redden with blood the frontier
of Texas, and follo w ing the suD?,mer range of the buffalo, murder
Ameri9an traders upo n the Santa Fe -roa0, and destroy thei t property, within three hundred miles, of Fort Leavenworth :
·
It will be perceiv ed, then, in what manner so many tribes of Indians,inhabiting an immense and various territory, have be·en defeate~ by a single ·batt aVon. By the winter march and _residel)ce
of my cavalry command at the foot of the Rocky Mountains, the
Kiowas, Cheyennes and Arapahoes were forced to ,.abstain from
hostil ities. These ·tribes being eut off and kept in the rear by the .
sub&equent operations during the .spring a!ld summer upon the Canadia n, Cimaron and middle Arka·n ~as, the Caman c hes, Apaches,
Pawnr.es and Osages were atta-C:ked, defeated and driven · off in opposite dire ction s. As nei th er t H aties of pea ce no r fortified points
n or troops now exis t
c ontrol th is n umero us clou d of savages, it is
clea r th at all th e a tr oci ties of a v er y sev ere In di an war may be momen t-aril y looked for, and are certain · t,o burst forth with th e early
-spring . ''
.
•
' The ·fie l d of o.p eration~ having been iu the mi~dle of the wild erness , the sufferings, privations and hardships, .chetirfully hor·n e by
the so1diers of my com~and, have been gr.e ater than those of any
other battalion in the public service. This continually .crippled
condition and destitution of supplies caused by the ignorance , the
· laziness an'd the vicious character of the officers in the frontier de_pots, has fatally retarded the pacification of the Indian country ,
. an d heaped up unmeasured trouble for the national governrµent.
.\ Finally , I r,ecomme~d tha~ -immediate acti"On be had, without_ bern g deterred by the d1fficult1~s of the season, to place the Indians ..
of the plains under the guard of treaties, troops and fort'ified sta ti ons·. One thot:tsand mounted troops 8:nd six forts will effect this
upo n the Arkansas and itf3 flanks .• 'l'his i& the minimum of forc e
n ec e'ssary to meet hosti~ ities. now- r_a ging and threatening the de~
str~cti on of. our people1 and p r.ope·rty passing bey ond Missouri. 1
desire to make these statements officially a nd very positively, that
ev il s l eng existing and of the most seri ous caste may be rightly ap preciate'd by thE: War Department, and ad equate remedy speedil y
and bold ly applied.
·
Respectfully,
W. GILPIN, .
Lieutenant Colonel , commanding .
To General R. J oNEs,
J)djutant General United State s ar-m y.
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RrvER, June 21, 1848.-

I have the honor to report that on the Qt1h of· J Qne,
1848, at Council Grove, I was placed by Captain V. Turner, of the
Illinois vqlunteers, ( who had the dirtction of all the troops who
left Fort Leavenworth for Santa Fe on the 15th and 20th instants,)
in charge of two gov~rnment trains under conduct of Messrs.
Burnham and . Fulton, and 425 beef cattle under charge of Mr.
Togan. I was also directed to constitute with my command (a
detachment of raw recruits belonging to the Santa Fe battalion, 71
men) the escort of · Major Th_omas S\ Bryant, paymaster Unite.l
States army,\\ ho was proceedrng to-, .F ort Mann to pay the troops
of Lieutenant Colonel Gilpin's battalion of volunteers, stationed
at that place.
.
·
:•
·
.
.
· Notliil'ig materi.al, apart from troops en route for tp.eir destination,
occurred until the morning_ of the ' 14th inst~nt. ~oon after_.leaving
Walrrnt creek, the place of our encampment the mght _previous, w~
met the express · from Santa Fe and a company of artillery, with ·two six-pounders, belonging to Lieutenant Colonel Gilpin's battalion, with Lieutenant Stremmel in command, who had come out for
the purpose
escorting Major Bryant; we were informed by 1Lieutenant Stremmel- that he had had an engagement with the hostile
Indians, ·on the 7th instant, at Pawnee . fork. As a report of that
battle will no doubt be ·trarn,mitted by Lieutenan~ Colonel G-ilpi_n, ·
it is unnecessary for me to say anything in regard to it in this report. Finding myself the se~ior officer o,f the line, upon the junction of the two commands, I assumed its charge~ For several ·
days afterwards· we discov.e red scouts of Indians on ;our trail, and
more e~pecially after striking the Arkansas river, at what -is called
the Arkan~as bend; my command of ,recruits and Lieutenant Stremmel's comman~, formed each day alternately tlie advance and rear
guard. ·
_
·
On the 16th, some of my men, who ha d crossed , the river for
wood, saw Indians reconnoitring· our camp; judging from the
quantity of buffalo crossing our trail, we were awar~ that Ind~ans
must be in our vicinity, and ther~fore _proce·eded with caution. .
On the 17th instant,, we encagiped on the Arkansas river, about
five miles from the place where Lieutenant Love had his fight last
year. Major Bryant being anxious to reach Fort Mann as early as
possible, and p3;y the troops there, in order. to return ·and pay the
other troops of his district at Grand island, Leavenworth, and Fort
Scott, I ordered a detail of twenty-five mounted men, (which was
all the major asked for,) to proceed lthe next morning with him in
advance o'f the command, as the distanci; was not supposed ::o be
more then than thirty-five miles. On the morning of the 18th, ~t
twenty'minutes past five o'clock, a. ,m., just as Majo1 Bryant was
about startin_g, the alarm of Indians was given by Lieutenant
Stremmel. Two Indians were seen riding down 'the opposite s'ide
of tl!e river. My whole command turned out, and upon casting
our eyes to the r_ear, saw the whole plain covered.with Ind.ian's , ~anp.
a large number m full charge upon our camp. The Indians who
- GENERAL:
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appeared on the · opposite side of the river were, no doubt, sent
ther~ . to occupy our attention until -the force in our rear should
make the charge.
The number who charged our · camp is estimated to have been
between two and three h tmdr~d warriors, besides which, a large
party, supposed tq number abou_t two hundred moi:e, h,eld off to the
north, while another party, _o f about the same number, appeared to
the_south.
·
·.
·
The party who made the attac,k came on at full gallop. , The
compan'y of artillery
my men got outsid.e of the hofses and
gav~ . them a · .h ot reception, and, fr~m the number of shots made,
great execution was, no doubt, obta!ned.
The enemy made ~n atte.mpt to charge through the line of tents
of Major Bryant's side of the camp. Ohe ~ndi-ari was kilJed there
and dragged into camp, with · his shield and lance. .The Indians
' ' endeavored to obtain his body, and tried several times to lasso him
to carry him off, but our men were determine'd to have him; l•nces
~nd arrows flew around Ol\f men, but they beat them off, antl kept
pe:sse~sion of their trophies.. Many were seen .c arried o~ either
dead or wounded, and there ~s no doubt, from the great discharge
of small arms, that they- suffered most everely.
.
Finding themselves 'f oiled on th_at side of the camp, they charged
down on my line of .tents,where they were warmly received. So
bold were they that they actually: cut two of my horses loose,
whi_lst th'e men were hold'ing them by the larcets.
Then" tht;y charged the coral of wagons; and were gallantly reeeived by the teamsters and men in charge of the -beef cattle. One
Indian was there killed. by Mr. Burnham, wagon-master, and
dragged into camp.
,
The eagerness of the men of the artillery and my ,recruits to get
at the ei;iemy was so,great, th.at the 6-pounder, loaded with canister,.
at Major Bryant's side of the camp, could not open; consequently
that Rart of the action was fou'g µt with carahines and pistols. The
other 6-poul!der, under the charge of a sergeant of a:rtillery, opened
upon them upon the other side. Mrjor Bryant, seeing that the Indians were repulsed from my line, ran down to the 6-pounder, directed it pushed forward beyond the corral, and took charge of it;
several discharges were made by it. Th-e major, finding it ranged
too high, directed the piece d~pressed, s·ighted it, and th~ whole
command on that side had the satisfaction to see two of the enemy
and their hoi:ses killed by the discharge.
We found upon examination that fifteen horses of my company
and five from the tr~in had been carried off, togeth_er with four
mules; two of the latter we afterwards found killed, haying been
lanced, as th ey could not get th em off. Our attention was now directed to the Indians seen to the north, but, upon consultation
with Major Bryant, who strongly advised it, I ordered as many of
m-y men as I could collect to mount, and_vz..ith thirty-eight men, inclu mg Mr. Jno. Y . B. Dietz, (a nephew of Major Bryant, who is
accompanying his uncl e as his cl e rk,) a gallant and br ave young
gtn tlt ma11, we set off in pursuit of the party who had charged ou
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camp; 1we wen~ at full . g~llop, for I determined_ t~ overtake the
rascals, if possible, and give them another threshu~g, and recover~ ·
ing our lost animals, ·if possible.
.
·we crossed the river about two miles from our camp, whe,n we
discovered a party of th~ enemy', about one hundred i~ _number,
retreating. before us, leaving several wounded horses behind them.
\Ve continued our pursuit in full gallop still, and about two miles
from the river, among the sand hi Us, we found ourselv.es completely
surrounded by from five to sey~n hundred Indians, preparing to
charge us; but we anticipated their. designs, and charged throuo-h
them to an elevation on our right, and obtained the advantage bof
them in our cparge; four were killed and remained on the ground,
b-esides many .wounded, and perhaps ·killed, that we could see
carried off. A . an of mine, named Smith P. Carter, ,vas thrown
from his horse in this charge, and W<?UltLhave peen tomahawked but ·
for my timely interposition. I discha-rged my pistol at the Indian')
and attracted his ·attention fr.om my dismounted man to me. He
made several passes at me with his lance, one of which passe<ll:
through my hat; .and I should doubtless have been· killed but' for- I
Sergeant No,thcutt, of my company, who, seeing my perilous
position, discharged his carbine at the Indian and killed him.
Whilst upon this hill, before ment;oned, we sustained several
charges from the Indians, from front and ·rear. We succeeded at
each att~ck in killing and wounding several. We suppose the
number killed to have been fourteen, be,sides a great -number
wounded. I had four of my men wound.ed in this affair. My men
aGted gallantly, and Mr . .D.eitz, whom . I have before mentioned,
rendered important services; an . arrow passed through his clothes,
and his horse was wou11;ded in two places. Lance Sergeant Sel- ·
kirk's hprse was badly wounded in the shoulder. , He b~avedr
gallantly through both actions. ' We saw at about one hundr~d
yards from us, during the tigh t , a female, who seemed to be their
queen, mounted on a hurse, decorated ·with silver ornaments o 1 z
scarlet dress, who rode about giving directions about t4e wounded.,,
Finding that the enemy had retired ojf to some distance; and desirous to get my wounp.ed to ca p, we slowly retired and regained
our camp. Upon my return, I found that during
absence the
artillery had killed three who were on the other side of the riverJ
two with th'e six-pounder,, and one with a musket shot.
When it is considered t hat my immediate command was made up
of raw recruits, who had never seen an, enemy, great .credit ought
to be awarded them· for their firmness.
I am happy te state that we bad none killed in either acti~n, and!
my four men wounded in the aJfair across the rivGr, although painfully, are not dangerously wounded. I take pleasure in bearing '
tes tim ony to the very valuable aod important . services of Maim·
Bryant. I .consulted with him freely-he was at every point- of
the attacked positions, encouraging the men and directing their
efforts to repulse the enemy, and after my return from across the
river, dre.ssed the wounded ·with his own hands.
To Lieutenants Stremmel and Khulan I am greatly indebted for ·
1
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their r aluable aid and -assist.ance ; their men behaved _br~vely and
gal\antly, and from the obstmacy of the ~ssault, I am. truly glad
they had joined my command previous to the action.
-· .
I have now to enumerate the killed in·the atta _c k upon the camp,
which amounts to nine, as far as we ' could certainly asc_ertain, -Tiz:
one killed by Johnston_, a teamster of the ar tillery, and dragged
· i nto camp; one by two men of ·my c;ompany; one. by Mr. Burnham,
wagon-master, and got into carµp; two by Major Bryant with ' the
six-pounder; three by the· ar~illery across the river; and one seen
dragged off. Th'e ir ,number of _woun <led is, no doubt, considerable.
The number killed _across the .rinff was fourteen, with a large
proportion of wounded. Killed in all, 23-number of wounded not
·ascertained, of. course, but presumed to be twice that number, at
least. We killed fen of their horses, at least. About ten o'clock,
a. m., I broke up camp and pi:oceedecl about ten miles, when we
encamped. During the night we heard a large· body crossing the
river above our camp-no doubt the band who kept to the north
during the charge on our camp. One -of the sentinels fired on four
Indiars who b.ad come upon the bank of the river nea.r his post during the night; the command were all on the alert,, and anxiou_s f~r
another fight.
'
~ _
,
I Rrri ved at this post on the evening of the 20th instant, and
shall proceed, as soon as prac-ticabl~, with my comm and . and the
trains under my charge for Santa Fe.
..
.
I will· only say, in conclusion, that by the estimation of every
on.e of the officers 'and men -of my force, th_e number of Indians now
. concentrated between this place and Walnut cree~ cann-o t be les~
_than one thousand warriors, and. all trains and pa-rties hereafter
may expect an attack -in revenge for the drubbing we have given
them.
.
·
, ,The ~ounded (\of _my men were James Moody, shot thr'ough the
thigh; J. L. Henry, in the shoulder; JQhn C. Slocum, in the shoul- der; and. James Roop, in the abdomen with a lance.
·
- From all we can hear, the I'ndians are a combination of various
- tr~bes, principally Camanches and !)sages.
Most respectfully, your obeclient servant,
W. B. ROYALL,
1st Lieut. and .IJ.dj~ Santa Fe battallion,
Commanding troops in the action of 18th June, 1848.
To Brig. Gen. R. JoNEs,
.11.dj. Gen. U. S . .11.rmy, Washington city, D. C ..
I

MANN's FoB.T, June 23, 1848.
On the 7th of June, my command, consisting of 65 men, officers
and privates, with two pieces of artillery, (six-pounders,) arrived
at l>~wnee fort, at which place I was met by a trader, of whom I
obtarned information that no hostile band of Indians had been seen,
I encamped in the bend of the creek, where the bed is very deep.
;
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Towards evening, ~hi1st my men were in the 'a ct of taking supper,
the whizzing of an arrow was heard · by o,ne of my ,privates, who
had gone down the bank •a short distance, when he sqw two fo~
dians.
He immediately informed Lieutenant Khulow of it, ,wli:o,
seeino- them within a few yards of the tents, at once gave the alarm.
Immel:")diately, -large numbers were seen advancing, some mounted,
some on foot.
When within about fifty yard's of our camp, they
di~charged · some eight or ten guns, which took no , effect on my
men:
Large numbers were then se.en advancing from what is
cal]ed the crossing of the creek. We were thus surrounded on all
,sides.
My men were quickly on the alert, w~ilst. the Indians advanced, whooping and yelling, after their manner of warfare. We
,s ucceeded in keeping them from our animals with our .small arms,
• doing some execution aimong them~
Seeing the resista~ce we
mad·e, they comr1.enced a precipitate retreat; calling in requisition
· ~ne of my guns, which, on bein ( discharged at tpem, so alarmed
· . our a.nimais that it was impossible to restrain . them; _they effected
a stampede, which, no S'ooner had it been discovered by the enemy,
than they Je~ loose a white' horse, which, running among them,
succeeded in drawing them off towafd,s the main body of the I~dians. , I immediately ordered Lieutenant Khulow to pursue them
with thirty men; my · order was -0.beyed with alacrity, and he succeeded in capforinJs five of our mules from them., The enem\ now
concentrated a bout~the crossing, before mentioned, an<l as, from ,
appearances, ano~her attack w_as contemplated from them, I ordered
one of my pie·ces to b.e directed against them. A rnun'd sh_o t, well
aimed, succeeded in intimidating them, and finally they retreated in
a southern direction.
•
'
The;; no doubt suffered in killed and wounded, but I could
ascertain to ·what extent, as they always take their ki-Iled with
them; but, as far as. I can learn, I · should say. five in killed, and
doubl 1e that number rn wounded.
,
The Indians in sight amounted to about 200, armed mostly with
lances and bows an<l arrows.
O1.!r loss in animals consists of 22
mules and horses-my own and Sergea'nt Semm'es's horses. Fortunately, none of my men were wounded.
The en,.;agement lasted
some ten minutes.
,,.
.
I am fc'tther of the opinion that they were composed mostly of
the Camanche tribe. Immediately after the engagement, I sent an
express to Colon~!' Gilpin, at Fort 'Mann, informing h-irn of it. On
the 10th, Indians were seen, towards dusk, on the ridge of a hill,
but dirl not advance within reach of our guns.
· On the 15th, I received other ~imals from Colonel.Gilpin, and
i mmedia tel y ·started for Walnut creek, at which . place I met Major.
Bryant, paymaster United States army, and re.turned with him ·in
t he direction of Mann's fort.
Early on the morning of the 18th: whilst encamped on the banks
of the Arkansas river, the alarm of Indians \\ as given.
My men
, immediately rushed to their arms, and in a moment were all in ,
readiness to receive them.
I ordered part of my men, with oae
. piece of artillery, to move to the left of our line of tents, on
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which sitle· a11 immtinse body of Indi_an,s were s~en advancing. Im' mediately ihe whole plains ' seemed to .~e covered with them, ad.
vancina from the four quarters. . ~ . .
'
They were cha~g.ing amon_g ·the animals, wh,ich were t~ic:~ly
staked alon,g our hue to ·the distance of ove-r ~00 pa~es, flounshmg
their shields and s·pears among t_hem, eqd_eavoring to effect a stampede. · I then ordered Lieutenant Kuhl ow to advance qui'ckly with
the be.st of my command, and, if possible, save the animals. Thia
order was executed with astonishing coolness and promptitude,and
in a short space of time brought 'in the animals_.
At thi~ time it
,was impossible to
e . my pieces of artillery, as our animals ,vere
tetween the guns and the lndian·s.
I then ordered · one of my
tieces to a position to co.roman~ the rivw. Major Bryant himself
)fford'ed th~· greatest service, supei·intending the aiming of the
piece, and ~id g_r·~at execution to those c.rossin~ the river, killini
several Indians and horses.
·
.
The enemy. lost in this affair nine killed> and an immense number'
·wounded.''
· · .
,.
.·
. ·. • Not one of my me11 were l(illed oi, wounded, neither had I the
_misfortune to lose one of .my arirtnals. . .
The Indians succeeded in running off some 16 or 20 animals, an·d
·
then commenced a precipitate retreat, cr-o,s sing the river some three
or fo_ur miles below us, and making. fo~ t.he san1l hills scattered on
the opposite banks of the Arkansas. Lieute_nant Royall, mounting
36 men, pursued them, and on coming up with them . some four
miles frorn our camp, on the opposite ' side·. of the r,iver, engaged
them, and succeeded in killing 14 of them and wounding about
double that number.
'
Your humble servant.,

PHILLIP STREMMEL,
Fir.st Lieut~ 0 company, Missouri volunteers, artillery,
Indian batta_lion, comma'nding.
Lieut. Col. WM. GILPIN.

BATTALION CAMP, FoRT MANN,

· July 12, 18!8.
Srn; f her,eby report the operations of th~ detachment under my
'command, ·betwe·e n the 6th and_13th days of July.
The detachment was composed of one lieutenant and three sergeants, thr~e corporals, aifd fifty-two p-fivates, of A company; one
lieutenant, o~ne sergeant, one corporal, and eighteen privates, of B
tompany; one six- pounder; two sergea'nts and thirteen p1·ivates of
D company; and five privates of D company.
We ltft camp near -Fort Mann, at noon on the 7tb July; proceed·
\ng southwardly about twenty-five miles, we e·ncamped, on
Crooked creek, a branc~ of the Cimaron river; we proceeded, on the
)th, down Crooked crtek to its mouth, thence down the Cimaron on
~e nort~ side until near sunset, when, from an .-minence near the
11ver, I d1scoveretl a grove of timber on the south side, extending soutli
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:ns fa~ as my eyes could reach~ . I determined at once to examine it,
and for that purpose crossed over, a'n d encamped upon the south
bank, having travelled to-day upwards of fohy miles. We were
under a march next morning at daylight; after twelve miles' travel
we reached the above mentioned grove, where we found the deserted camp of the enemy, and from the sign, I supposed there might
have been thousa11ds of them. We halted upon ·a small stream of •
water in the centre of the grove, to prepare breakfast and refresh
, ourselves. , Whilst eating, Corporal CassteJ, of A company, reported an I _n dian in sight on horseback. I . ordered ·Lieuteriant Eldridge to take twenty men, and reconnoitre the "ticinity of the camp;
he had not proceeded far until met by the Mexican boy, (now ·a
prisoner.) - From him I learned that the. Camanche village was not more than three leagues off, down the Cimaron. I got everything
ready immediately, and marched in pursuit. In three hours we
came in sight of their warriors, about six hundred strong, posted
on a we11 chosen ,piece of ground on the north side .of the Cimaron.
They were dra~.n up nearly in the form of a crotchet, the .w ings
thrown forward, their right upon and behind a high ridge, the r,
left aiong a · continuous i:idge of ]ow sand hi :Is, shaded with cotton-wood trees, at the terminus of the river bottom. ·we marched
upon the intermediate ground, between the ~x\remes of their. wings;
which were near half a mile apart. Here _we fouud a ravine in trnr
fro_nt. I halted,, prepare~ the m~n to receive a charge, ,surveyed
carefully their pos.ition, and estimated their numbers. In the meantime they fired several gJins at us, some of the balls passing over
our line. Finding I could cross the ravine to· our left, I accordingly
. ordered Sergeant Kaed.etz to unHmber and throw round shot at a
group near the centre of their left wing, whilst I got ready for a
charge. Everything being ready, I depJoyed to our left and or~
dered Lieutenant · Benson and Sergeant Clark, of A company, to
take tweuty men and ·c1ri ve out of the ravine a party of the enemy
tha.t had advanced and taken position to our left, ( as first formed,)
to drive them up the hill on the other side, and there maintain their
position. This was done in a gallant manner, the enemy disputing
every foot of the ground up the hill. At the crow~ they were met
by about 200 lancers, wher_e di~mounting i'n good order, taey poured
· in upon them a dreadful fire from our carabines and pistols. At th~
same time a flanking party of the enemy openetl a volley of small
arms upon them from behind the hill, which they kept up incessantly.
Having got the si.x-pounrfer ~nd the whole force across the ra-.
v ine, I ordered Lieut t nant Eldridge, 0f B corn pany, to take twenty
men and support Lieutenant Benson, which was promptly done.
T,he fire ·arms of the en{'.my now ceased, and a fresh body of Jancers
showed themselves in the same direction, aiming to get in the rear
of Benson's party. I orclererl up the resi,lue of the cavalry an<l
led them myself, until I discover-ed their left .had gained our rear
and was fa st concentrating there, . within caniste~ range of the sixpounder, which had at this ttme' not exceeding seven men with it;
the artilJ.ery men having joined in the charge, I balted the~, and a
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the c·a vflry go~ng fo the sup_port of the six--pounder,
which came, up immediately. .Before, ,however, ft -1could be got
ready for a.9tion, the right of the enemy gave way, and the'left fell
back to its' original position in the s~_n d hills. I now ordered Lieuten,ant Eldr_id_ge with twenty men to foll'ow the retreating enemy
on o'ur left, an,d Lieutenant Benson, with _the same number, to advance to a certain point in front of the enemy's left, and hold .himself in readiness to stlpport Lieutenant Eldridge, if he should become closely engaged on the ~right, . while I advanced with lhe
residue against a -~trong pa:rty posted behind a sand hill, where
the · left of their ce,:r.tre rested when the action commenced. Be·fore ,I got within ,canister range they commence.cl gi_v'ing -way.
We halted,, unlimbe-red, and threw a round,shot among them,.which
' killed two men, as we11 · as · could be ohse.r \,ed. In one minute
·nothing could be seen· of the erie-my abo:ut the battle field, except ·
tw·o. I sent two parties i? pursuit, hut nothing could be foun.d of
th_em on that _side of the river, when, casting my eyes across and
down the river, · I saw them _at .a distance of . six or seven miles,_
_up :m 'the sand hills, _in flight, in all aqout fi(teen hundred.
_ The battle , commenced at twelve of the 9lock on the 9th of•July,
and lasted three hours, The .enemy could not have lo'st less than
thirty of their best m-en, an•a may ,have lo.st _many more. There
wa,s a large party of them during the whole engagement employed
exclusively, in, carrying o~ the dead and wounded. I saw eight ~r
ten shot th?.t ,must have died immediat,ely, but being tied upon their .~ horses, and the horse uninjured, t.b.ey dragged them off. _One, however, whose horse was sfruck with five balls, and himself with two,
w~s left upon the field, after a desperate effort by his friend_s, .
. within sixty yards of our lines, to ·get him off. They succe~qed m
crossing hi3 legs at the ancl~s and tying them stcurely together
with a tug, . and were preparing to ·arag him off, when the balls
from the guns of ~ur sharp shooters caused them to fly and leave
him. He was app'1rently abo·ut fifty years of, age, of stern countenance, and .features altogether intellectual; he was . wrapped in a
, rich Spanish bhnket, and judged to have been a chief.
We lost on oqr· side, in killed, none. Wounded-Lieutenant
Eldridge, of B company, slightly, in the han:d, wifh an arrow;
Sergeant Gibson, of A company, slightly, in the head, with an.
arrow. We had several horses wounded, some with arrows and
some with balls.
'rhe offic·ers and men generally, during the engagement, behaved
with as much. coolness and bravery as· any troops co,uld. Some
were ever f6remost in the fight, but all did so well that I cannot
find 'it in .my heart to make dist,i nctions. ·
We encamped on the battle field and passed the nicrht; next morning nothing could be se€n or heard of the enemy, ~and we took up
the line of march for Mulberry creek, which we reached late in _
the evening of the 11th, almost famished for water; some of the
men could hardly speak from thirst and exhaustion. After an hour's
hunt we found some water in the· bed of the creek, anq encampe d
•

'
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for . the night. The next morn,ing, after sati s ing myself that
there was no enemy on this cre_ek;we broke up camp and returned
to general rendezvous near Mann's fort, as desired in order of the
· 7th July, 184:~.
.
.
,
· .
As nearly as I can Judge, the bedy of Inchans t_here encountered
forms the village of the Caman 1ches, from which parties of warriors· go to attack tr_a vellers upon the Sa_n ta · Fe road. Their present location must be upon the Cima~on, at some point not · far
from and oppo~ite , to t_h e mouth -of Walnut creek or Pawnee rock .
The point at which we fo1i1ght them on ,the 9 th must be near an d
opposite to the mouth of Coon creek, due ,soulh.
.
•
Very respectfully, yours, &c., .

JOHN C. GRIFFIN,
Captain, JJ. company., com. det. Missouri Vofonteers.
Lieu tenant C 6lone l GILPIN.
'

CAMP OF -BATT ~LION MISSOURI

VOLUNTEERS,

• .

July 23, · 1848.

./.

CoLONEL: Pursuing your written instr~wtions of the 15th instant,
I descended the Arkansas on that and the following da,y to a point
below 't he mouth of Mulb.erry · creek, and encamped there during
th~ night of the 16th. I here communicated with the trail). of
Me-s srs. Bulord and Hook, (ascending the river,) and learned that
no Indian,s had been seen by them upon the main road. After dis'- '
. charging four sfok men, t_here rernai'ned of ..B corn pany sixtyseven men, under Lieutenant Eldridge; of A cohi pany, sixteen
1I1-en, under Lieu tenant Bain; of C co;n pany, (,artilJ ery ,) fifteen
men, with ~econd Lieutenant Khulow, having a brass six pounder;
guides and h,and~, ~,e ven;· in all', 109 mounted men, and twelve <lays'
provision.
.
On· the morning of the 17th I left th~ Arkansas, directing my
march due south, and on the evening of the 19th encamped upon
the Cimaron. The country traversed was hard rolling prairie, intersected by oc_casional sand creeks having water in h9les along
their beds. · Much fresh Indi~n sign appeareH around at ,the watering places, but no In di ans could be discovered. On the 20th I resumed my march up the Cimaron, intending to find and follow u~
the trail of the Camanche village which had been attacked and
dispersed a few days previous under CaP,tain Griffin,. At about IO
o'clock, Micheau, the guide, gall·oped up, reporting Indians in the
direction of some groves· of tim her up the river. I threw my command in.t o such forms as might con ceal the six-pounder from the
enemy, in columns of fours, on. the right and left of the piece;
having thirty select horsemen under Lieutenant :Bain, to act as
cavalry, thirty selected mounted men, on mules and horses, under
Lieutenant Eldridge, to support them, and retaining . the rest, with
the six-pounder a n d Lieutenant Khulow, for my own -e;pecial direction.
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·Marchi,ng thus formed across, and then along the north bank of
the river, I had passed the lower' grove, which consisted of cottonwood, pl um bushes, grape vines, and willow, clustered- aroµnd the
mouth of a srnall creek entering th·e main _stream from the south,
' and covering some fifty ~ acres 'Xith thick brush. Perceiving a
mounted Indian upon the sand hills, endeav_oring, by sham manceuvres, to draw me in his direction, I ordered Lieutenant Bain to
pass· 6ver and examine th·e grove.
.
He did s-o, and on entering, wa's quick1y, -at\acked and hotly engaged, hand ~o hand, wit'h a· numerous body. of Indians lying in
' ambush. -1 at once despatched Lieutenant Eldri.dge to the head of"
the grove•, who met and droye back the Indians, retreating from
the attack of Lieutenant Bain. Th.ese two parties having th'e Indi~rns between t~em, and closing- towards each other, .soon completed their destruction . This affair being decided, I proceeded on
the recbnnoitre of the higher grounds and ' timber, and not finding
any further indications of Indians,. encamped near the abandoned
vill~ge .of the ,Camanches; we ~ncamped on the Oirqaron for the
night. The village ap'peared to . have been ab3:ndoned with the
greatest precipitation ; lodge poles, saddles, and bags of salt, and
provisions bting strewn over the ground in great numbers.
Neithe:r_did it appear to have been revisited by the Camanches since
their retreat. From, the visible sign, I estimated the number of
lodges and fires to have b een from 800 to 1,000 ; · of stock, 1,500 to
.
2>000 head_. _
On the evening of tlie 20th, finding myself encumbered with five
sev'erc1y woun<l~<l men, and phceiving no· indications of the presence .o f othe r 'Indians, I started on my r eturn to the h ead-quarters
which !,have \his day reached.
• ·
·
.
· .
· In the fiW'.ht of the 20th, Lieutenants Bain an-d Eldridge, with their
men, rival.ed one flnother in charging impetu'Ously ,upon the enemy.
The figh1~ng was hand to hand, and muzzle to r.nuzzle. The number of Indians se en was forty-one ; of these 21 m.e.n were foµnd
dead, and six escaped unhurt ., The res~ probably fell in the creek,
or crawled into the brush, where they were not fou·na .in the hurry
of departure. Lieutenant Eldr-idge and privates Phillip ·Kinchlo,
G._ ~- Van!,3e, and Jamel:! B. Hoover, of B company, ~nd ~obert
W1lhams, private of A . company, were -severely wounded with arrows, the Indians shooting t.hem from behind. The Indiaps fought
with great bravery, and were all shot in the breast, many of them
receiving sevev.al wounds before yielding. The artill€ry under my
order~ were restrained with great difficulty ·from joining in the
fight ; also, the balance of the mounted men. These lndiaps J.. be,.lieve to have been a war ·party of Pawnees, but they refused to
m~ke themselves known, ~nd began the fight. T.pe Camanehes ap·
pear to have been effectually driven from the Arkansas, and to have
retreated in the direction of the lower Canadian. Columns of
smo~e were seen by us, both going and ;eturning, in the eastern
bonzon, indicating the presence or passage of Indians. These
-were, probably, mad e by t he r et reating Camanches, or by bunting
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parties of Osage or Kansas Indians, near the Great Bend of the
Arkansas.

THOMAS JONES,
Captain, B Company, commanding det. FJj bat. Mo. vol.

To Lieutenant Colonel W.

G1LPIN,

Commanding, Sjc.

I

){

By. direcqons of, the President of the United States, 'a join~ commission of navy and engineer officers .h as been c'onstit.uted for the
·purpos~ of making an examination of the coast of the United States
lying uppn the Pacific ocean; with reference to points of defence,
and occupation for the security and accommodation of trade and
commerce; and for -military and naval purposes.
The c·ommission, composed of Major J. L. Smith, colonel by brevet, Major Cornelius A. Ogden and Lieutenant Danville Leadbetter,,
'ofathe corps of engineers, on the part of the army, and Commander
Louis M. Goldsborough, Commander G. J .. Van Brunt an<l Lieutenant Simon F. Blunt, on the part of t he navy, wil I proceed as thej
Jnay be ordered, and without delay explor,e the whole extent thereol
within the limi t·s of the U nite.d States, with a vie Vi; _·
·
1st: To ascertain what harbors, roadsteads, rive.rs, soun<ls, ' &c.t
·will neep defence by fortifications and other means.
In relation-to this subject the commissioners willi specify, in thei(
report, the several p·ositions which they deem it necessary to occuP.j
by military defences in each of the harbors, roaclsteads, &c., desig~
.natin g such fo rt ifications, if any, a,s may be of a temporary nature.
They will mattfrely consider the order in which the several parts
of the syst em of <le fence slrnuld be, brought to completion; giving
a statement of the proposed works, arranged in thre·e clas ses, accor.ding to the ord er ofimportance or need; the first class consisting of
fortifications to be erected with the least _·delay p.racticable; the ,
second class of works aec.essary to a good defence, but of less
urgency; the third class of defences that may be defend e d without
serious danger till the obj ects, to be coverea shall have expanded
into an importance like.ly t o provoke the cupidity of an enemy.
Within each cl ass, moreover, the respective works will be arranged
amongst .themselves in the order o f importance as. to time.
•
It is not exp·ected that the commis sion will be able, in their. first
report, to offer plans for the military .defences they may deem
, necessary; much less, that •th~y can make detailed estimates of the
probable cost of each or any; still it is hop~d they may be able to
give, as to the first class of works, approximate estimates which
would be of equal service to the government. The circumstances of
locality, and the value of the point to be covere(~ wilJ, generally,
enable them to decide that a fort must be large and strong, or that
it need be only of moderate size and strength, or that it rpay be
sm.all and of simple and~cheap construction; ·and it is rxpe cted th.a·t,
consid erations of this 'nature may enabl~ the report to convey infor-
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matio.n suffi~iently definite as t~ the expen~~e fo which the government m\lst go in the first insta!'lce, .and for the first few years.,
The com mission -~ii l also take into consideration and report particularly upon the means of constructing the proposed ,defensive
works, particulai-ly those of..,the first .class; that is to say,; they will
endeavor to ascertain . whether suitable materials can be --procured
in the neigh'b?rhood of ,the ~or}{s, respectively, and what will be
the best 'sources . of supply of such means as are ·not to be found _at
}iand.
- ,
'Thry will, moreover, look particularly into the varic.us modes of
supply.ing labor to th~se construction~, and will make it part of
their duty, to present, for the information and consideration ·of the
government, such a project for the prosecution of labor on. the fortifications recommend _ed to be first undertaken as they shall deem
1
best adapted to the cir.cumstances. Within , lhe means would fa]l
any . i~1ea of tr.,nsporting, frorn, the United States, mf'cbartics and
. laborer~, organized- as a military body; to be returned to this part
of the C<?untry ori t'he exp-iration of the ferm of enlistment, or tofbe
discharged upon that coast, with grants of land, in order to their
becoming settlers. · Should means of this nature be regarded by the
board as necessary or .e xpedient, they will gi\e particular attention
to the t1etai1s of the process.
,
· 2d. The co~miss1on ' will take into view, in the secon<l place, the
·subject of immediate or - early occupation of harbors and ~ilitary
posts, for the purpose of fixing the authority of governnient over
· the newly acquired territory an_d .along the coast; maintaining
tranquility, and securing a free and safe interior and coastwise
communication. They will· go into all details necessary to eluci-.
date _their views as to ~he places to be th,is oc-.cupied; the strength
and cotpposition of th~ garrisons; the nature and · position of any
temporary 'de.fence that may be thought necessary to throw up ·in
the first instance; the source _and channels of -supply and reinforcements; presentfog a· particular estimate of the expense to be incurred by such occupation over ·and above the cost of pay, subsistenc·e, clothing, an<l other ordinary and necessary cost of the
troops.
·
This view will embrace, of course, all existing posts.
3d. The commission w-ill, in the third place, consider the ques·
tion of est~blishing upon the Pacific coast, or islands, or place, or
plac~s of depot, rendezvous, and repair for the navy, as connected
with conditions of security from attacks by land or naval fo;ces,
or.by both, for deposite of stores and for :repair and fitting out of
ships of war.
,
·
·
Entire security tif an establishment of this nature, upon a coast
so distant and thinly peopled, and where, consequently, reliance
must ~epend mainly on inherent sh ength, will probabJy, in all
cases, rnvolve the use of fortifications to some extent, greater or
less, according to local circumstances. In other words, naval
str~ngth alone Jnay' not be a security against all the dangers to
wnich uch establishments must, for many years, remain exposed.
On the one hand, there ~hould be takea intb consideration the
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wants of the naval service as regards local accomipodation; facility

- of access and egress; c-ertainty and ea~e of suppl,y and ·re.lief; the
influence of position on the vigilant and effective watch ov,e r th~
interests and safety of trade and commerce; ·security to be derived ·
from means exclus'ive1y naval, &c., &c. While on the other, there
must be duly weighed the strength to be derived from position,
mutual support, and the art of fortification.
·
'
It is obvious that. the, selection· of points for defensive wo'rks,
and the other investigations enjoined under the first branch of the
duties of the commission, must be subject fo the consideration~
·· arising under the present head; because the planting of a nayal
'e stablishment' in any port, will at once greatly enhance the import-ance of the trnst confided to the fortifications of that harbor. In
like manner it is probable t~at the views of the commission as ·to
the place to be forthwith. occupied, will be influenced by the B-ecessity · or ad vantage of having, at an early day, a convenient place
or resort for our cruisers in that ocean.
·
If it be in the power of the commis~ioo, they wiil hand in e$timates of expenses which must un'avoidably be incurred in the commencement ·of any such naval establishmeqt, or preparatory thereto.
Such estimatt·s, although merely approximate, would be of great
;ervic-e to the,-governm.ent. •
.
The commission, while on this part of their duty, will carefully
s'tudy the means of that , country as to the naval supplies of all ,
kinds 1 their sources and amounts, and the mode of supply. Among
these, coal or other fuel for steamers wiH · demand special attention.
- 4th. The corr1mis sion is requested · to devote a portion of their
examination and report to the subject of communication along that
coast by vessels carrying the mail-steamers or othe-rs-designa. ting the places tn be tou'obeQ · for delivery of letters, for refre,s hments, repairs, and supplies; and communicating all information
th.ey can collect bearing upon that important service.
5th. It_is ,directed that the commission, besides stating in the
body of their report what surveys for mili,tary or naval purposes,
general or particular, w'ill be wanted in refer'ence to the subjects
·of their ,examination, will make, in a separate communication, a
-specific call fot each survey, arranging them, severally, in the
order of their importance as to time, and giving a memorandum for
each; which will suffice as instructions for the complete execution
thereof.
•
6th. The Secretary of the Treasury has notified the War ·_Department of his having made arrangements fo.r the immediate com•
n .encement of the survey of the western coast, anrl for the establishirnt-nt there of agencies entrusted with the placing of light,
beac'ons, buoys, landmark~, &c. He has, mo_reover, kindly proposed, in case the survey at an early day of particular portions of
the coast or l;i.arbor~ be deemed desirable, to giye the necessary
dir·e,ctions so far as they will -not interfere with what is d£:emed
essential to the purposes of his department. In reply to this com~
munication it was stated that the commission would, in conse0
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qu'ence, be -instruded to av~i] -thP~se]ves in the course ' of their
examina1ion~ and afterwards in prep_aring t~eir 1:-eport, of any useful infoi:mat1on tha,t the persons actrng u.nder the authority of the
Treasury Departmept 1may have collected in sur~eys ot otherwise,
and may make ·a ccessible; that valuable information may no doubtbe thus affor ed, as has been expe'rien c_e d on several occasions of
like aid given by the coa st survey to the system of c.lefence op. the
Atlantic coast; afld, thttt if t:ie first. ]abor,s of the co~st , surveying
parties 1should be applied to such harb1rs as affor }l the best plac.es
, of resort and shelter to navigat.io9 J ma l erial aid might thereby be
given ·to the investigation of this commission, in every case where
these surv~ys shall have been some.what advanced' before their arrival. The commission will, accordingly, in conformity with the
spirit of this correspondence, take the steps neeessary to derive;
· in this i-rnportant pu~iic duty, e_very adva·nh1g-e fro~ these obliging
- offt>rs of the Secreta~y of the Treasury. ·
, To give the greatest effici~ncy to the Joir;it board, and to guard
agai:n,st the,· possibility of any misund_erstanding as to the principle
of their association, and the rules of proceeding on the part of the
otlicP.rs composing the, ~om,mission, the followi·ng instructions· are
given by or der of the President.
.
1st. The relative pos-iti?n or place of ' precedence , of the arr_ny
-and na-vy officers composrng the boa:d, ~s weq as . the __authonty
such precedence c,c_m fers', to b€ determrned by the regulation's e~tablished by the Secretaries of War and Navy, 'with the approbation
. of the Presirlent of the Vnited States~ They are in the words following:-"The military officers of the land and sea services of the
United States shaV rank · togetheir as follows:
.
1;t. A lieutenant of .the 'navy with captain~ of the army.
2d. A master command-ant with majors.
,·
.
3d. A captain of the navy, from the.. date of 4is commission, with
· lieu-tenant colonels. ·
· 4th. Fiv~ -years thereafter with colonels.
5th. Ten years t~'.e reaft~r with brigadier generals; and ,
.
6th. Fif,een ye·ars after ' the date of his ··commission with maJOf
generals. ' But should there be created in the' navy the rank of rear
'admiral, then such rank only shall he considered equal to that of
major general.
·· _
.
_
Nothing in the preceding paragraph shall authorize a land_officer
to command any United Stiates vessel or navy yard; nor any sea
officer to command any part of the army on land; neither shall an
officer of one service have a right to demand any compliment, on the
score of rank, from an officer of the other servic·e.
; Land troops serving 'on board a United States vessel a~ marines,
shall be subject to the orders ·of the sea officer in command there.of.
Other land tr-oops embarked on board such vessel for transportation
merely, will be considered, in respect to the naval commanders, as
passengers; subject, nevertheless, to the internal regulations of the
vessels."
2d. The senior in preceden~e shall preside at the meetings of th e
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b~ard; but in case of his sickness or absence, the - one next in ,precedence shall do so. If both these officers be preYented from serving, then the third in ' precedence shall p;eside, and so on with regard to the -rest.
·
. 3d. In the deliberations of th.e board the voice of any one member is to be r,e garded as equal, in eYery r~spect, to that of any other
member.
.
'
4th. Every subject ·or point presented to the ho rd for its action,
shall be decided by a majority of the votes .of the members present.;
and in ca~e of a tie vote on any question, it is to be cousidered as
lost, for the time being, or until subsequent reflection induce an
affirmative decision.
'
,,
.
5th. All- the duties to be discharged, or movements made, either
by the board collectively, or by -its members in part, or individualiy,
are to. be d eterminecl and . directed by the decisions of the board
itself.
'
6th. A regular journal is to be kept of the procee·dings of the
board, in which, if any thing be entered that is deemed objectionable by a majority of the members, it is to be forthwith erased.
The journal is to be at all times subject to . the inspection df any
member of the board; but nothing is to be copied from it, nor- from
any record, drawing, plan, paper, calculation,, &c., &c., pertaining
to the board for either public circulation or priYate disposition,
-unless t~e sanction of a majority of the members be previously obtained, and the sai~ publication or disposition be approved by the
Secretaries of War and the Navy .
·
7th. Should any member or members, who may have voted in the
minority on any question, wish to present to the government his or
their reasons for so. voting, he or they shall be allowed to do so in
a separate paper, to be transmitted with the report of theooard.
8tt;i. All rep'orts of the board to the government, or public. communications of any sort in behalf of the board, .are to receive the
sanction of a majority of its membe.rs; and to all such reports or
· communications dissenting members may append their reasons for
non-concurrenc e .
.
9th. The senior in preference of the members present, and not
disabled for duty, may assemble the board, for purpo~es of business'whenever he may think fit; but the adjournment
every sitting of
.. the board is to be decided by vote_. Also, wh~never as mar~y as any
three of the members- may express to the senior in prec_edence, acting, their desire for a meeting of the board, it shall be incumbent
upon him to call such meeting forthwith, or without unnecessary
delay.
.
·
10th. Should experience rlevelope· the n cessity or advantage of
prescribed rules relative to the o:rder to be observed at meetings ,of
the board, the conduct of details, apportionment of duties, &c. ,. &c.,
the same may be established by the sense of the board, provided
thfy do not obvious]y conflict ' ~ith the purport or spirit of the
1
above.
'
. ,
The bqard will be expected from time to time; as opportunity
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may offer, to make succinct ' repo.rts to the· War and Navy
men ts of their progress in execution of this ' order.
W. L. MARCY,,

Se~retary of
WAR. .QEPARTMENT,

Nov·ember .30, 1848_.

.
. .
NAVY DEPARTMENT,

{No. 39]
,

Depart.

w,,.

. J~O_. Y. MASON, .·

·
,
. \ , Secretary of the Navy.
November 30, 1848.

10th MILITARY DEPARTMENT;
Mo·nI terey, California, .11.ugust 19 1 1848.

HEAD-QUARTERS',
,

.. Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt on the 6th
instant, by an overland express, sent fr6m La Paz, Lower C~lifornia,
by Lieutenant Colonel"Burton, of the Secretary of ,War's letter of ·
March 15, 1848. Accompanyirlg this was one dated city of Mexico,
Ma'y '24, . 1848, signed by George W. Lciy, aiq-de-cam p, informing
me -that the lttter of the Secretary of .War was entrusted to the
, Unit~d States commissioners, ·ME·ssrs. Sevier and Clifford, and ·that
GeneraLB utler des,i red .me to "consider the . transmission hy them
of thi~ communication as equivalent to the official notification from
himself."
.',
·
Tl-Je letter · o.f the commissioners, d,a ted city of Q _u eretaro', May
30, 1848, informs me "That peace · is ' de.finit.i vely settled between
the U nlted States arid th·e . republic of Mexico,'-' · and "that the
amendments riiade by , our Senate, have been acceded to by the
Mexic~h govern·ment, and of course constitute a 'part .of the
'
. . .
.
.
' treaty·"
. , I was therefore officially informed on the eTening of the 6th
instant, t,h at the war with Mexico was at an end, and that Upper
California was cede.d to the United States. ' I accordingly. issued
orders for the; discharge of the regiment of New York volunteers, .
and all others whose . periods of · service end with the war; and also
that the collection 0f revenue as military contribution should forth·
with cease. A procl,amation was .then i~sued to the citizens of
California, a copy o:f which I you will fincf among my civil correspondence, dated August 7, 184:8. Orders had previously been
issued to Lieutenant Colonel Burton to eIDbark his command for
Upper Cal~fornia . in tpe event of his receiving official int_ellig~n~e
of a treaty of, peace, duly ratified, whereby Lower California IS
given back to Mexico, and the upper prov~nce retained. The £rst
part of the Secretary's instructions were, therefore', anticipated,
.and I have now only to fulfill the latter part, viz: " to tal{e proper
~easures with a view to its (Upper California) permanent occupa·
tion."
·
The above are the onlv instru~tions I have received from the
dep':\rtment to guide me in" the course to be pursued, now that .the
wa~ has ceased, and that this country f9rms an integral pa·rt of the
U~1ted States. "E:or the past two years no civil government has
existed here, sa-ve that controlled by the senior military or Raval

•
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officer, and no civil officers exist in the country, save the alcal<les
appointed or confirmed by mysel_f.
throw off UJ1)0n them, or the •
people at large, the civil management an<l contr_o l -of the country,
would most probably 1 ad !o endless oonfusion, if not to absolute
an'archy; and yet what right or authoritJ· have I to exercise civil
c ontrol in time of peace in a territory of the United. States? or if
sedition and rebelliop. should arise, where is my-force to meet it'?
Two companies of regulars, every day diminishing by desertions
. that cannot be prevented, will soon be the only military force in.Pali~
fornia, and they will be of necessity compelled to remain at San
Francisco and Monterey, to guard ,the large depots of powder and
munitions of war, which cannot be ·removed.- ); et unsustaineci by
mi.lit~ry force, or by any :v'ositive inst1:uctions, I frel c_om~elled to
exercise control over the alcaldes appointed, and to mamtarn order,
if possible, in the country, until a civil · governor arrive; armed with
ins·ructions and laws. to guide his footsteps.
In like manner, if all customs were withdrawn,' and the ports
_ thrown open free tb the world, San Francisco would he made the
depot of all the foreign g~)OdS in the North Pacific, to the injury of
our revenue, and the in.terests of our own merchants; to prevent
this great influx of foreign•goods into the country duty free, I feel
it my duty to attempt the coliection of· dµties according to the
United States tariff of 1846. This will rend er it necessary for me
to appoint temporary collectors, &c., -in the several ports of entry,.
for the military force is -too much reduced .to attend to these duties.
I .am fully aware that in taking these steps, I have no furtherauthority than that thy existing govern meut mu~t necessarily · continne until some othe_r is organized to take its place, for I have
been left without any definitive instructions in reference to the ex-·
isting state of affairs. But the calamities and disorders which
would surely follow the abso\ute withdrawal of even a s~ow of au-thority, im.poses on me, in my opinion,. the im pera'tive duty to pursue the course I have indicated, until the arrival of despatc he s:
from Was4ington, ( which I hope are already on their way,) r e! a- ·
. tive to the organization of a regu•lar civil government". In the
meantime, however, should the people refuse to obey the existing
_/
authorities, or the rperchants refuse to pay any duties, my force is
inadequate to c_om pel . .,o bedience.
I must ca · l your attention to my letter, No. 19, of Septem her
1847, wherein these very dangers and difficulties were foreseen; and
certainly the department was fully advised of the fact that nearly
the entire force at my command were entitled to their discharge·
immediately upon the reception of oflj. cial jnforniation of the ratification of a treaty of peace.
·
I do not anticipate any revo1ution or rebellion on the part of the .
Cal ifornians, although the southern district must be entirely abandoned by the military force now there; and, in fact, the minds of
all men ~re so in ten tl y engaged upon getting . gold, that, for the
present, they have not time to think of mischief; but if, upon yourreceipt of this, measures have not already been adopted for giving

To

18,

this country a suitable government, I would earnest

recommend
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that it should be done as soon as possible. Since writing my l'etter, No. 19', above referred t;0, my min cl ,ha3 not changed as to the
kind arrd character · of force that should' be statioffed in California
o1!_1y tlr'at,. since the d-isco,very of the'se rich ;go_ld deposites, the pay
of troops sent to the country should be sufficient to prevent their
deserting, for. so sure a,s men come ·h ere at seven dollars a month,
they will desert with the absolute c~rtainty of ' be-ing able .to make
ten or twenty dollars a day at the mines·.'
_
I have t.h e h~nor to be, your most obedient servant,

. .

·

·

.R. B. MASON,

Colpnel, 1st dragoons, commanding.

'

General R. JoNEs,
11.dju,tam General, , Was-h ington, D. C.

,

.

•

....
.
,.

'
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REPORT OF THE ADJUTANT GENERAL.

w AR

DEPARTMENT,

.Jldjutant General's Office, Washington, November 30, 1848.
_SIR: Pursuant to your instructions, I have the honor to submit

'

the following annual report, together with the usual re-turns of · the .
army, viz': 1·. Organization of the army of the United States, as established by law ••••••• , ••••• , A.
2. General return of the army .•••••,.............................................. B.
3. Position and dis.tribution or the troops in the eastern 'division ••••••••••••• ,........

C.

' 4. Position and distribution of the troops in the western division ·.•.••• , ..•••. , •••••• ,.

D.
5.- Pos'ition and-distribution of the troops in the third or Pacific division .............. , E.
6. Exhibit.of the number _of recruits enlisted from October 1, 1847, to September 30 1 1848

F.

I _. ,The authorized regular force consists of 865 commi~sioned
officers, and 8,9!0 enliste,d men: aggregate, 9}805, and is constituted as follows:

Dcsigl}at!on of corps a-nd troops of the line .

•
- ---------------,---- - -- - - - -, - - - - - - - General offic~rs ••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••• : ••••• ~ • • • • •
5
5
General staff..•• , ..•..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••• ,
75
,75 ·
J.\!e<li~al ~e))artment .••••• .••• ,, ••••••••••••••••••••••• ; •• ~ •• '. ,
8-l
8.1
Pay department ....•••••• , •.•••.• , •••••••••••••••••••••• ,... . .
3 I ~,.,,,
31
Officers of the corps of eng-ineers .•••••••••.•••• , ••••• , • • • • • • • .
43
43
Qfficers of the corps of topographical engineers.................
37
31
Officers of the ordnance department................ • • • • • • . • • • • •
37 •• , • , ,
31
~ilitary storekeeper:s ...... ~ ••••.•••••.•••••••••••••• : •••••• , • _·_··_I_:_::_:.:_:_ ___1_7

J.

Aggregate •.••• •••• , ••••••••••••••• : • , ••••• '. • • • • • • • • • .

309 , - - - - -

326

Two regiments of dragoons ..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

72

The regiment of motmted riflecnen ••••••••••••• , • • • • • • • • • •• .._.
F6ur regiments of artillery .•••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••.••• .- ••.
Eight regiments of infantry •• , •••••••••••••••.•••.•••••••••••.

3fi

J ,230
765

216

2,li00

288 I 4, 192 ..

1,302
801
2,816
4,480

Aggregate troo~s of the line •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.

6-12

8,787

9,399

100
53

100
53

O~e company of engineer soldiers, (sappers, miners anJ ponto111ers ••••..•.•••••••.•••••• , ••••••••••.••••••••• , •••••. ~....
Ordnance sergeants .•••••••••••.•.•••••.••••••• , • . • • • • • • • • • • •

A'gcYrCga.te of tbe authorized military
establishm~nt. ....... ~
*~21
9,940 , 9,878
I
-

= ======-= =

~

1

. - ~=

• The at!lual number of commissioned offioArs is 865: fifty-six hold commi'>sinus both in tl.e
staff and lino, are counted twice, and slfou!d be deducted from the .number !J2 l, ohtatned by
adding the full nnmber allowed tn each regiment an I eorus, This number 21) does not in.
elude the military storekeepers, ( 17,) but these are aooounted (or in the o umn of " aggre·

gate."

. ·' _
i6o
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. ~he aµth<i>r1~ed l'lumher
tro?ps of tb~ line,·c:nsisting of ?avalry,
arhlle~y, and 1r:ifantry, ( fo re,g1ments,) 1s 8, 78, non-commissioned
·
officers aud men.
' The actual force · in seni~e, · non-commissioned officers and men
is 8,458-leaving a .d-efi.ciency of 329 to be recruited.
·· '
The rr1echa-n ics and laborers belonging to the ordnance department
not being restricted in' numher by law, are not included in the .foregoing exhibit. The number now in ·service is 495.

II. lmmedia tely . after the President's pr o~lamation of July 4-,
1-S48, anhouncing the termination of the war between the Unitea
:states .and the republic, of Mexico, prompt measure·s wer_e t'aken by the
.department f~r · the withdrawal of all the troops from t;he fielc~ and
' the 'disbanding of both regulars and volunteers raised for the period
of th~ war, who· were honorably discharged the service as soon after
their arrival at the places of rendezvous within th~ United States
as
practicable. Tqe measures adop~~d may be -best seen b_y referenG~ to " Uen·eraZ . Orders," :NO$ • .2p, 35, and 36, respec~1vely
dated June 18, July 6, ,ang July 7, 184;8, herewith respectfully smb-·
:mittea. ·
'
.
.
.
,
The ~.ccomp-anying returns ( G. and H .) show ·the mqnber of regulars an.a volunteer troops, in service, at" the termination of the
lcl'te ~ar, as follow5) :
·

wrs

REGULARS,

Commissioned officers .. .•••• ·••• : •••••••••••••• , •••••••• ,, ••••••••.••••••• , ••. ; • 1 338
N on-com:11issioned officers and men .. , . , : ~ .. , , , ... ~ , ·, ', ..... , .,...... , , .. , , '. , , , , 1, 22,695
Aggregate_1~egulars .• , •• : •••••••••••••••••••• ,,, '. •• , ••••.•.•••• 1 ••••••••

24,0~3

.- VOLUNTEERS,

Commissio~ed officers.~ ••••••• : , •• '. ••• , •••••.•• , •.••••• ; .•••.•.••••...• .- •••• , 1,,527
Non-commissioned
officers and men '•..•..•• , •••••••••.•••••••• , ••• , ••. , ••..•••• 21,590
,
' ,

Of

Aggregate volunteers ..•••• , •••••.•.,· •••.••• : •••...•.•••••••••.•••••••• , .

23,117

Aggregate regulars and volunte~rs ••••••••••••••••••••• : .•.•• _•• : , •••••..•

47,150

the regular force 'in service at th~ close of the war, ( enlisted
men-,) 9,418 we re recruited for five years,and 13,277 for the period
of the war. ·
"
in. It being judged proper by the President thi).t the t~o milita,ry geographical divisions of the army should be commanded by
the two rnajpr g~nerals, a ,hew arrangement of these into depaxt., men ts aacord~ng to th.e geographical position of the Sta-t€ ; , bas been
made for this purpose. Another division, called the third or Pacific
division, embracing the territories of .California and Oregon, has
been created, so that departments 10 and 11 may be united under
one commander, and the military resources of bpth be thus made
available for any contingencies which may arise in those remote
regions.
"General Orders" No '. 49, dated August 31, ~ubsequently amended in "~~neral Or_d~rs" Nos. 54 and 58 of 1848, herewith submited, exh1b1 he m1l~tary• geographical divisions and departments

..
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-into which the United States and territories have been divideq and sub :·divicled, and the general arrangement of the troo,ps and commands.

IV. The -posts on the Atlantic seaboard have again been occupied,
·--with two exceptions, Boston harbor and Mobile point. The works at

r

_./

·these points nd\ being completed, their garrisons have been temporarily assigned to Fort Adams, Newport, Rhode I~Jand and Pen-$.a cola harbor, Florida.
.
'
A se.vere gale .having recently swept away riearJy all the buildings of the military post of Fort Brooke, at Tampa Bay, Florida,
instead c)f repla.cing them it has been deemed more consistent with
the public inte-rest that a new fort be established at Charlotte harbor, or some other locality south of Tampa Bay, and within the
limits temporarily occupied by the Semin~les. This change of
:position,-it is believed, will increase the facilities for trade and bet·-.ter secure friendly intercourse with the _Indians than can be main·tained by the governm_ent _ at a post like the · one at Tampa Bay,
which is not within the limits of the Indian country or public .
- domain: To carry out the instru-etiops of the department upon the
;s ubject, orders were issued on the 18th-of October directin·g a board .,
<>f officers to convene a't Charlotte harbor and select a suitable site
:for the proposed new work; but their report bas not yet been re- ,<Ceivea:
.
.
~ The most important of the old established inland posts have been
:re-garrisoned, and the troops assigned to' them have already reached
· ·t heir destination: To preserve good o_r der in the new country .of
-lhe Winnebago Indians, a _military reserve has been laid · off, and a
.:fort commenced on the Upper Mississippi, opposite the mouth of
:Nokay. The season having become too far adva~ced f0r working
-without, shelter, the two companies, one of _the 1st dragoons, and
<One of the 6th infa,ntry, employed in erecting, and destined to gar-·
:rison the fort, have been withdrawn to winter quarters at Fort
;8nelling. Mechani~s, however, were left to get out the necessary
timber, that no time may be lost in completing the work early next
-;spring.
·

V. Instruct.i ons have been issued fo'r the careful examination of·
Texas, New Mexico, California, and Oregon, _by competent commanders, assisted by officers of the corps of engineers and topogra]>hical engineers, with. a ·view to the permanent location of military
. ]>OS.ts within their limits. Meanwhile, and until all the troops clistin,ed to occupy them can reach their stations, the bes_t disposition
:has ·been made of such forces as were already in the territories, or
could. be at once put en r<'ute to check Indian deprerlations and
preserve quiet and good order along the frontiers .and Pacific seaboard.
•
In the 8th military department, (Texas,) the Indian frontiers,
Jieretofore guarded by Texan rangers,', mustered into service for the.
war with M~xico, embrace a distance of upwards of six hundred
miles, and a portion of the Indian,s are reported to be " now in
actual hostility to the white:,;; ." The 1st re~i meat of infantry, four
11

..
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'Companies 2d ;,dragoons, two companies ' 4th artillery' one having a
. light battery, and a battalion of six companies 3d infantry, are now
on <luty in that department. · Th_e battalion of the 3d is under
" . orders' for the 9t~ department, ~nd ' will be advance \ to the Pasodel
Norte, New· Mexico, as s·6 on as the road can be sur"t'eyed and opened.
The 8th regiment' of infantry and two companies 2d dragoon_s are
en ,route, and, will have arrived in- Texas by the time or before the
best positions for military stations can be selected.
In 'department No. 9, (New Mexico,) it is believed that no serious.
-di~turbance need b~ apprehende·d. · There are now in that quarter
three ,companies ' ls,t dragoons, one company 2d Bragoons, and a
light · battery 3d artillery. As soon' ~as the ;season will permit a
march across \he prairies, this fore~ ·will be increased by four cpmpanies 3d · in fan try, in addition to th~ ,six companies of the same
. re'g iment before mentioned, and one -company of artillery.
The 2d regiment of infantry, and one additional company 3d artillery, have recently el!lbarked at New York for California, (department No. 10.) At the date ·of the last despatches from Monterey, Stevenson's regiment of N:ew York volunteers is reported tohave heen discharged, which re·du?es, for the pr,srnt., the garrisons.
tem·p orarily estaalished on the Pacific to one company 1st .dragooni
and one company 3d artillery, until the p,rrival of reinforcements,..
consisting of two companies-of the 1st an'd two companies 2d dra-goons, detached . from the column of the army- on· the Rio Grande in
· July last-, with orders to march across the country to Monterey. A
report of their arrival has not yet been received.
The rank and _ file of the regiment of mounted riflemen under1 orders .for Oregon, (dep~rtmen~
No. 11,) altho'Q~h mostly enlisted
for five years, were all discharged at the close of ·the war, pursuant
to the act of Con&ress approved Aagust 14, 1848. Vigorous 1:'leasl!reR were immediately taken to recruit the regiment, which will be
prepared to take up its line of march overJan d before the season
' for active op·erations arrives. Sever.al companies are alrea«iy reformed; two of which have relieved th~ battalion of Missouri volunteers, under Lieutenant Colonel Powell, at the new post established on the Oregon ·route at Grand island, Platte river, 300 miles
northwest of Fort Leavenworth. Two companies 1st artillery,
with ample equiyments, sailed from New York, the 10th of N ovember, for service 1Il this department, at one or more permanent posts
to be erected near the mouth of Columbia river. .
Th ~ companies of the 2d infantry ,and the four companies of artill ery en route for California and Ore.gon* were increased, under
t h ~ pn,visi ons of the act of Aug ost 14, 1848, to 64 privates e~ c_h,
at the expense of the rnmaining companies of infantry and artille ry; which reduces them ( even if full) t-o 39 or 40-a very inadequate comp lement for the ordinary requirements of the service.
:But it is certain , as the records show, that on any occftsion for
. •Thee troops embarked at New York in the ships Rome, November 7, Mar; and ..i.deovember 9, !tfassachusetts,
vember 10, Fanny Forrester Noveinber 14 and Iow<1.,.
onmb r 17, 'l'h.ree companies
nfantry yet await tra.usportation,
'

Z\ne,
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'Service in the field, the average strength · will not exceed 30 pn'Vates per company. Considering our present very extended seaboard and frontiers, the- standard of company organization should
not be less than 64 privates. After deducting the unavoidable.
extra details and casualties from a basis of thirty-nine privates,/
th~ remainder Qf a company for -duty c·an be but. little more than:
nominal.

.r

VI .-Distributipn of the regiments and corps constituting the mili'--'
ta~y peace establishment.
, ,

'

'

EASTERN DIVISION.
Di::U.RTMENT

No. 1.

Ten companies of the td regiment of artillery.
Fort Sullivan, Eastport, Maine.........................................
- Fort Preble, Portland, Maine...........................................
Fort Constitution, Portsmouth, New Hampshire .. . • • • • .. .. • • .. • • . • • • • • • •
Fort Warr en .••. ! 5 Ros ton, Massachusetts . • • . • • • • • • •.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • i
Fort Independence~ Works incomplete • .: ••••••••.•••..•.••••••• ,, •• , •• 5
Fort Adams, Newport, Rhode Island •.•.•••••••••••••..••• , • , ••• , • : • i ·
Fort Wolcott .••• do .••••••• do .••••••.•.••• , • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••• •• ••• , 5
Fort T
bull, New London, Connecticut .••••• ,........................
DEPARTMENT

1 company~
1
do
1
do

•a

.

oompan~es.•.,
d•
3
1 company .,

No. 2.

Five companies of the 4th regiment of infantry.
Fort Brady, Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan .•.••.•••••••• ,., ••• , ••• ,........ 1 company.
Fort Mac~inac ..••••••••••• •••..• do .•••••••••••••••• ~.................. 1
do
Fort Gratiot •.•••••..•.••••,••.•• do .•••.•.•••• , •••••••••••••••••.••••.• · 1, do
Detroit ••••.•••••...•••••.••• , ,do .•••••••.••••• , .••• , ••••• , ••• ,....... 2 companies •.
DE.PARTMlilNT

•

No. 3.

Fi1:e companies of the 4th reiiment of infantry. /

Fort Niagara, New York •..•••••..••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••.•••••• 1 company.
Fort Ontario, Oswego, New York •.•..•••.••• , ........................ . 1
do
Madison barra_cks, Sackett's Harbor, New York .•••••.. '.•••••••••••••.••• 2 companies ..
Plattsburg barrac~s, New York •.•••••••.•••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••• 1 company.
'

'

Ten companies of the 1st regiment of artillery and one of the 2d.

1

Fort Columbus, New York harbor ••••••••••••••••.•••••...••••.•••.• •
Fort Hamilton ....•.••• do ....•••••.•••••• , ••••••.••••••••••• ,.,.,....
6 companies.
Fort Lafayette .•..••.•..••••..•.•••••• , .••• , •..••••••••••••. ; ••• , ••
Fort Mifflin, Pennsy';vania .....•••••.•••••..••..••••• , ••••••••••• , • • • • • 1 company.
Fort McHenry, Baltunore, Maryland ..•••••.. , ••••.• , ••••••••••••• , •••• , f2 companies .
Fort Washington ..••..••• , , ••• do •••••••••••• , ••• , , ••••••• , • , , •• , , , ••• , 2
do
. • The forts in Boston harbor not qeing completed, the companies intended for tlieir garri-.
r1Sons are for the present quartered at Fort Adams.
,
•
·
t One light artillery company (A) of the 2d regiment.

1
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_No.

4.

Ni1ie ,companies of the ·2<l regi"!;-ent of artille1·y.
Fort Mo~oe, Virgini~ .......... ~ ..••. •.• •••• : •.•.•...•••...•..•. : ..•...• '·
Fort Johnston, Smithville, North Carolina ............................. {
Fort C!iswell .. , }•• do .••••.•••• do ..... -.......... .- •••.....•.•• • •.••••• 5
'Fort Macon, B~aufort .•....•.. do .•.•. , .•••• .• •••••••• .• •. ~ ••••••••••....
Fort Mo1;1ltrie,, !Jharleston harbor, S~uth Carolina ••• _. •.• ••.••• ~ ..•••••••• ?,.,
·Castle Pinkney ..•... , .do, •••••.••••• do .••••.••••.•.•••••••.••..•.•• 5
A ugusta arsenal, Georgia •. : •••...•••..•.•••••• ..- ..•..••....•••••...••..
Oglethorf!e barrac~~-' Sa~annah,_q-eqr&ia •••• .· •... • ........ , , ••.•..•.•.. •
Fort ·M anon, St. Augustine, Florida. ••••••••••• '..•.•.••••••.••. •. ... : •...

2 companies.
1 company.
1
do .
2 companies·.

-1 company.
1
do
1
do

WESTERN DIVISION .

.

' DEPA)tTM,ENT

No. 5.

Ten companies- of the 4th ,regiment of ,artiUery and 01~e· company of the 1th infantry.

'

-·

.

.

Fort Brooke , Tampa bay; Florida .••••••••••• •... ·••.•.. . .••.•.•. ;·.. .. .. . 2 ·companies.
Fort Pickins, Pensacola, Florida ......•.•.•..•...•..•..•. .. ; ....•..... { .•
·
Fort J\,lcRea.·.... d·o : ..•.•. do .....•..•..•••. :.~ •..••.•....•...•.•..... 5 5 companies.
fort ~of_gan, ~obile Point, Alabama, (work~ incomplete.)
'
Fort Pike , Lou1s1ana • .•.•.•.. ... , •.••••.••....• , ••••.•.• , •..•• ;. . . . . . . 1 company.
Fort Wood .•.' .do ................ .- ......•...••. •• •••.•...•••.•.•. . . .... 1
de
New Orleans barracks , Louisiana....................................... 1 • do
,B aton Rou-ge •....•....... d.o . . ..• : .. :~, .. : .•• •..• ~ ... .• •...... . _. .••••. 1 co . 7~h,inf.
1

·•.

.

DEPA RTMENT

No. 6.
.

The €th, and nine comranies of the 7th regiment of infantry,, and five companies dragoon:.

•

The new pos.t · on the Upper Mississippi, opposite the {°
mouth of· the Nokay, Winneb.ago country. : ..••....•• 5 t_l co. 6th inf.; · 1 co . 1st d~ag ..
Fort Snelting, Iowa..................................... 2 companies 6th infantry.
Fort Cra'wford, Wi'sconsin . ................ , • . . .. .. .. .. 2
do
. do ·
Fort Atkinson, Iowa.; ...... _.......................... J co. 1st drag., 1 co. 6th inf.
,Grand island, Pl!}-tte r\ver, (?reg_on- route .. ; •. •.•••.•.•.•. •2. companies mounted riflemen .
Fort Leavenworth, Missouri .•. •.•.•.•...••...•.•••••••• . 2 cos. 1st drag. ; 3 cos. 6t~ inf.
Fort Scott, Missouri Territory ..... 1. . . . . . . . . . , • • :. . . • • . . • 1 co. 1st draa .; 1 co. 6th rnf.
J'efferson barracks, Missouri. ...•• -:-•...• , •••••.•• '.. ..... 9 compa,llle~ 7th infantry.
DEPARTMENT

No.

7.-ARKANSAS AND INDIAN COUNTRIES.

The 5th regiment of infantry, an:d two CO'f!lpanies · of 1st drago.o.n s.
'.Fort
Fort
Fort
Fort

i

!

Gibson, Oherokee country .•..••••.•••••• ! .. ·....... ·
Smith . •
Washita Qhootaw:-and Chickasaw countries ......
Towson. ,
DnARTMENT

1 co. 1st d'rag-. ; 4 cos. 5th inf.
2 companie& 5:h infantry.
1 co. l'st drag-.; 2 cos. 5th inf.
2 companies 5th infantry.

No. 8.-TExAs.t

The J st and 8th regiments of infantry, six companies 2i dragoons, two ·companies 4th artil ·
,
lery, (one light artillery compan:y ,). ·
'
Fort Polk, Point Isabel ..... ·.........•••••.•.. . ...•••••
Fort Brown, Rio Grande, opposite Matamoras .••••• •.••
Da.tb's Land ing, Rio Grande: opposite Camargo ..... .. .•
Post on the Medina tiver, 15 .miles above Castroville .....
cCulloch's station, 6 miles east of the Colo1 ado, and i
60 miles above Austin ..... , ...••..•.....•• ~ . • ..... 5

1 company 4th artillery.
3 com pariies 1st infantry.
1 co . 4th a rt.; 2 cos. 1st inf.
1 company 2d dragoons .

1 company 2d dragoons.

• Two o· thOEe companiei will occupy the work at Mobile Point, when completrd.
t Companiesv/thdrawn to winter quarters at Fort Snelling, the post not being finished .
t Po ts not yet \ocated in these departments.

_./
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'

,

Ross's station, on the Bosque river ••••••.•• ,• .•••••••••.•
Conner's station, on Richland creek, e!!iit of Brasos river ..

1 compa.ny 2d dragoons.

0t~~-~~~~~r-~~I~~: ~~-~i~~~ ~~~~~ ~.f.~~~ I ·

1· company 2d dragoons/

1 company 1st infantry .
Frtnet~;~b·b-~r~,.~~
Austin .••••• ,.< •••••••·••••••• , , • , ••••••••••••••••••••• . 4 companies. 1st infaptry.
San Antonio, and along the lme of. the ,Rio Grande and t 2 cos. 2d dragoons; 8th regt. of
Indian frontier~ ...••.•••• , ••• ,., .•. ,.,,, .•• ,., •. ,. 5
infantry. (Both en route.)

No. 9.-NEw

DEPARTMENT

MEXICO.

· The 3d regiment infantry I t~o companies ·1st dragoons, two companies 2d dragoons, t'U!O· companies 2d artitlery. •
. .
Santa Fe, near the Upper Rio Grande .........••••••.•..
Taos .......•••.. .•...•.••••• • .t •••••••••••••••• ,., •• •
Albuquerque ..•.•••........ ; .•.•.•••..••••..•.••.••••
Socorro ..........•.........••• , . ...•..••...•...••...•
El Paso del .~orte ...••••. ; •••.•. ; .••••••.•••.•• , •••••

t

Posts' to be estabJished. ·. .. . .. • • • . • • .. • .. .. .. .. . .. .. •
THIRD

9R

DEPARTMENT

1 co. 2d drag.; 1 lt. co. 3d art .
1 company 1st dragoons.
1 company 1st dragoons.
1 company 1st dragoons.
6 companies 3d infa,s1trry.
1 co. 2d '. dragoons; 2 cos. 2d
artillery; 4 cos. 3d infantry.

PACIFIC DIVISION.

No,

10.-CALIFORNIA.•

The 2d regiment· infantry, 1three companies 1st dragoons, two companies 2d dragoons, two
!
·
cqmpanies 3d artillery. t

'

.

· Sonoma .•......• , •.•..•.....•.•.••.....•...••••••... : .
San Francisco ....... , ••.•••• ·.' •.•....••.. ;, ••••. , .••...
Monterey ....••••........•......•....• ,............... 1 ~ompany 3d artillery.
Santa Barbara .......... : . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • . • . • • ....
Cuidad de los Angelos ...•••••..••............•• : • ~..... 1 'company 1st dragoon!!.
San Diego ..••••••.. ; , ....•.•. , ... ·.......•.•••• , ••...
E
f,
• • d
N
5 2d regt. inf.; 2 cos. 1st drag.
n ronte o~ service m apartment o. 10 . ..••••• , .•• l , 2 cos. 2d drag., 1 co. 3d art.
DEPARTMENT

No.

11.-0REGON.t

Regiment of mounted riflemen ~
{En route.) 1

2 cos. 1st art.

Vl!,-The recruiting service.
This important branch of the public service is prosecuted with
c ommendable zeal and good success. Three field officers, twelve
captains, and thirteen subalterns are employed for the general service. · The regiment of mounted riflemen is being recruited by its.
own officers.
.
·
The depots, and schools of iI;1struction e-:tab Ii shed at Fort Columbus, N. Y., and Newport barracks, Ky., for the artillery and infantry arms, and the one at Carlisle barracks, Pa., for the dra.._
goons, are continued; and the system, as heretofore, greatly cpnduces to economy, discipline, and despatch, in forwarding recr · s
to 'the several regimen ~s.
•
·
.

'

.

VIII. I beg leave respectfully and earnestly to request early at• This is the force intended for occupation of the department· that in the riaht column
O
.shows what is actually there or en route.
,
t Posts not yet lo(;ated in this department.

. ,,

I

;
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•'

tention,·to .the)Jubject of a bette~ brganization ' of the peace estab.:

lis~ment, with respect to t~e rank a19 file of the sev~ral regiments,
which the whole ·army- believe should not be less than 640 privates
each; that i~, 64 per com pally. There can· be no doubt that effi, ciency and true . economy' require . that the authorized str~ngth
·should never be less, anywhere, while the companies on the Pacific
' stations, in New Mexico, and on the Texan frontiers, ought to be
-at least 80 and 100 men.
·If th.e provisions of the act e~titled '~ An act to al,lthorize an increase of the rank and file oJ the a,rmy of the United States," approved May 13, 1846, and :which fixes the min,i mum number at 64 ,
privates per company, could be re-e·n acted, the_ requisite ameliora··tion would 1be thus easily obtained. It should be understood that
··the sliqing ·scale which would au _tho_rize any ,increase above 64,
would apply· on·l y to companies and regiments on remote frontier
· stations, as, in Missouri, Texas, · New Mexico, &c. I beg leave
to refer ·you to my report of July 13th, upon this subject,_ of whi~h
I annex an extract, (I.)
,
_
1

IX. The following subjects recommended 9n former occasions
. C.,for favorable consid·eration and ' legislative action, ave lost qothing
i n importance since the restoration of the peaceful relations· of the
,
'
c ountry:
1. A retire<l list for disabled officers.
2~ Asylum for wounded and disabled solctie~s.
3. Legal provision for the· widows and orphans of officers and
m en who may fall, or die of di§ease contracted in the military ser--vice.
'

I ask l'eav,e respectfully to refer to my last annual report for a
-vie'Y in detail of these subject$, and again to urge their fa vorable
',.n otice.*
'
I am, sir, with great respect,. your obedient servan t ,

-

·

.
R. J O ES,
Jldjuta'(l,t General U. S . .llrmy.

" Vide official report, November · 30, ~847, executive d9cument No. 1, 1st session, 30th.
Congress, pages 84, 85, 86, &.c.
-:..r

.,

_/
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I.

ADJUTANT GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington,
July 13, 1848.
.
~

Report to the Hon.

W:..L. Marcy, Secretary of
[Extract.]

.

~a,r.
'

*1
*
* ,By the 1:-ct entitled '''.An act to authorize an in-cr ease of the rank and .file of the army of the United States," approved May 13, 1846, the President is empowered to increase the
number of privates in each of the companies of the several regi/ ments of the old army, "to any number not exceeding one h.l!ndred, whenever, in his opinion, the exigencies of the public service
may require the same, and. to reduce the same to sixty-four, when-ever the exigencies req u 1ring the present increas·e shall cease."
This is the basis, therefore, recognized by the President, and rec·-ommended· by him "as a sufficient force to be retained in the service during a p~riod of peace." The minimum standard of sixtyfour privates -was at the ti.me intended to be a· permanent anrl fixed
number, beirig in accordance with former recommendations of the
<lepartmef}t, stren µousl y urge d, for yea-rs previously, by all experi'€nced and practical men in t he servic,e , who had, upon so many
-occasions in the field, testf!tl, and wofully. teste·d, as the annals of
the War Department show, th e utter insuffic.iency and mo.reliable·
num her of the skeleton system of forty-two privates_to a company ..
When General Atkinson advanced, with six companies of infantry,
from Jefferson barracks, tu .suppress the first rising of Black Hawk,
in 1832, his war spirit derided the meagre force of two hundred and.
.forty me n , vvhen he saw t_he "skeleton" comp,a nies consisting of
, thirty -two privates each. .IJ.gain, in the battle _of Withlacoochie,
December 31, 1835, General Clindi's battalion of six companies of
artillery was Iio stronger, the total being only two hundred and ,
,._ _forty; · and the two "skeleton" -companies which met their fate . under the gallant 'Dade, December 28, 1835, had altogether but sixty.five for duty, (only fo,rty-nine privates in both!) though the day
they marched from Tam pa _Bay, their number was increased to
ninety -seven, by transfers from othe-r "skeleton" companies, which,
as the sequel show ed, ~as near proving fatal to the remaining garrison, threatened, as it subsequently was, by a large Indian f.prce,
..&c., &c. The li~e evil of this extremely reduced system was scd<>usly felt in the :first operations of General Taylor's army . In the
battles of Palo Alto and Resaca de la Palma, May, 1846, his companies did· not average thirty-.six men for duty; ,and this will e r
be
the case with so reduced a standard as forty-two men. These
1
facts I had occasion -often to repea~ in person to mem"bers of Congress, and friends, members of Committees on .Nlilitary Affairs, ·when .
respectfully urging the amelioration of the system, which, being
duly appreciated , was eventually effected by the act above cited,,

---

I

/
~
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~,hich adopted the standard pravided for the peace establishment
unde.r the act of M"~rch• 2, 1802, to !,it, sixty-four privates for the;
infantry and artillery companies, being an ·a ggregate of eighty officers and men to each company. From 1802 to 1821, the author- ·
ized Jrnmber o'f privates in a c·ompany was never below · sixty-four;
and for five years 'after tl e reductio.n of the war establishment in
1815, the number for the infantry was sixty-eight, and for the artil- ·
lery,, one hundred privates . . I trust I shall be excused for the fore,goin·g remarks and the mention of the facts stated, which seem not
to be out of place. At all eveµts, I am conscious that, in submjtting them, I have no other parpose than consideration for what
believe to be due the p~blic·service.
.
'
*
*~
*
*
* ..
*
.
,j!:
. ,
I nave the honor to be,, &c., ·
,
.
'
R. JONES, .11.djutant General.

r

t

<

•

,j!:

I

•

I

•

'

(

'-

/ N oTEs,:-1. The following r~marks I find i~ my ' hand;rit.ing on·
Genera1 Taylor's freld returns of the _"' ar?ly ,of occupation-," dated
Camp, near Ma_tamoras, March 29, 1846: "The skeleton company
syste_m· will never do; forty--_two privates are too few, even for a
· · profo_und s~ate of peace : Here · we have an army consisting of five
:regiments C?f h1fantr,Y, (fifty companies,) seven companies of cavalry, and sixteen of artillery; in, all, seventy-three companies, of two
thousand six hu·ndred and fifty-on·e baJ/Onets and sabres for iluty,
including drummers and fifers,, or abou"t thirty-six per company, or_
twenty-six PRIVATES for a1'1 a·rmy in the• field.
" R. JONES , .fl.. G.
~, APRIL' 17, 1846."
p

'

· 2. "The average number of p'rivates for duty on the four memo~able occasions re(erred to, was but thirty to a ct9mpany, tlie standard being forty-two-being .a defic.i ency of twelve men, or nearly
twenty-five per cent. Assumin'g tiiis as a basis,. wit'h the standards..
of sixty-four, eighty, ;rn d one hundred privates, the average would
be ~orty-jive, fifty-seven, and seventy-one privates for duty in each:
company, &c.
.
·-· · 'j
"R. J. , JJ.. G.
"JULY

25, 1848."

\

"GENERAL ORDERS,'' &c.,
ACCOMPANYING THE

ADJUTANT GENERAL'S REPOR-T·.
(Nos. 25, 35, 36, 45, 54 and 58.)
· November 30, 1848.

' '..
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GE-N ERAL ' qRDERS,

No.

2q. .

l

5

'Vv"' AR DEPA,RTMENT,
Jl.djutant General's Office, Washington, June_8, 1848.
· 1. When the time arrives for the withdrawal of the troops from
Mexico, at the termination of the -war, measures will be taken by
the quartermaster department to transport the volunteer regi~ents,
battalions, and compan:ies as near to their, homes as oircumstances
and the conven,ienc~ of the se,vice will permit. Accordingly; the
Massachu~etts regiment will be sent direct to Boston; . .the New
· _York and New Jersey regimen ts· to Fort Hamilton, New York bar. bor; the Pennsylvania- regiments, one to Phil~delphia and one to
Pittsburg; the Maryland and District of Columbia regiment to Fort
McHenr·y; the -Vi~ginia an~ North Carolina regiments to Fort
'M:onroe, and the · Sputh Carolina regiment to Fort Moultrie respectively, where they will be paid, and regularly mustered out of
~ervice by- the commanding or other officers assigned to that -duty.
2. · Colonel Crane, eomma·n ding the 5th and "6th military departments, will designate and give the ~ecessary orders to the ' mustering officers at Boston, Fort Hamilton, Philadelphia, and Pittsburg.
Colonel Walbach an·d Captain Van .Ness, commanding respectively
·· at Forts Monroe and Moultrie, are charged with the duties of mus-tering and - discharging the troops ordered to these posts; and
Lieutenant Colonel Belton with the like service at Fort McHenry .
. 3. The Mic~igan regime~t will be paip and fo~stered out of_ ser- vice at Detroit, and Captam Gage's .company at .Fort Mackrnac,
under the direction of Brevet Brigadier General Brady.
4. The volunteers fro m G eorgia and Alabama, and Livingston's
. ·_ company from Florida, will be sent direct to Mobile. Those_ from
the western States, including Louisiana and Mississipp~, will be
~.$ent to the places -where they were mustered into service, or to
such other more .convenient points accessible tb steamers, as Brev~t
::Brigadier General Brooke, . commanding at New Orleans, may dt-·
J'ect. General Brooke will ·designate the mustering officers for the
Georgia, Alabama, Florida, and western volunteer's, and order them
• to the proper points; to facilitate which, he is authorized to ~mploy any officers now on the recruiting s·ervi<;e whom he may_ thrn~
proper, and to call on Lieutenant Colonel Erving, at Cinc!nnati,
for such aid as the service in the States bordering on the Ohio may
l'ender necessary'.
5. The voluhjf!ers in New Mexico, under Brigadier Genera~
Price, will be marched by their own proper officer~-the Missonn
troops to Independence; the Illinois troops to Alton, where they
-will be ijaid, and mustered out of service, the former uµder the
direction of Lieutenant Colonel Wharton, and the latter by the
c~mmanding officer at Jefferson barracks.., who will repair to Alton
oy the day of their arrival.
6. The companies from Wisconsin and Iowa will be paid and
\
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mustered out under the direction of Brevet Colonel Garland at
Forts Crawford and Atkinson, resp-e ctively. The Florida pompany
at Tampa bay will be mustered out at that post by the c-ommandi:flg
·
-0fficer, Brent Major Wade. ·
7. Brevet Brigadier General Churchill, inspector general, will
,repair without delay to New Orleans, and repo,r t to . General
Jhooke for mustering service.
_
8. Tbe paymaste·r general will take necessary measl\rt;s to pay
the volunteers at the several points as soon as they can be mustered.
for discharge~
,
9. The provisions of "Gen~ral Owlters," No. 18, of April .22,
1847, revised and republished in "<fENERAL 0RDERs," No. 6, of
February 3, ~848, "Relative to the volunteers mustered out of ser-·pice ' on the expiration of their term," &c.' ~c.' must be strictly
-o bserved by every officer engaged in this important duty.* .
A supply· of all necessary blank roJls, discharges, &c., will be
sent to the several places of rendezvous, directed , to "U. S . .Mustering officer at - - - ; '' ud the officers· designated to muster and
discharge the volunteer tro·ops, will be iqstructed
obtain them
from the postmaster.
·

/
/

ta

The Regular .11.rmy.

l

10. The riew regiments, with · tents .and camp equipage, wil.l fo1~
low the volunteer troops, and, without unnecessary delay, embark
direct ( when practicable) for the designated places o'f rendezveus,
where, on the arrival . of ,all the c'ompanies of any_regiment, it will
be duly mustered and inspected, and the enlisted men be paid and
discharged.
.
.
The 3d ·regimem of dragoons will rei;i.dezvous at Jefferson barracks.
The 9th regiment of infanti:y will be sent to Fort Adams, Newport, Rhode Island.
The 10th and 11th regiments will concentrate at and near Fort
Hamilton, New York harbor.
The 12th regiment at New Orlean's.
Th~ 13th regiment at Mobile.'
The 14th regimen't at.New Orleans.
The 15th regiment at Cincinnati.
• " 2. Volunteers mustered out of service on the expiration of their term.
·
" Tbe rolls for this pu~ose must contain all the names which have teen borne on the previous muster rolls, from the first, or the one mustering into service, including all who haw,
died, ,been captured, discharged. or have deserted, since the enrolment of the company, with
appropriate remarks opposite the name of each respectively. All absentees must be satisfactorily acoounted for by explanations'recorded in the column of remarks. This roll, con•
taining the information above required, will be prepared and completed at the time that the
company may be discharged, and be forwarded, in duplicate, by the officer charged with
mustering it out of service, direct to the Adjutant General's office, War Department--ou
endorsed ' For the Commissioner of Pensions, bounty l'lind Bureau.' The roll will only vv-y
from the ordinary muster roll need for the payment of companies by the addition of the
names of all who have died, been captured, discharged,· or have de~erted, sinee the day ot"
muster into service."-(E xtrac't from "G. O." Ne. 18, 1847, revised and republished in "(J•
.O." No. 6, 1848.)
'
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The 16th r,eg(rr ·- ,,t \ at Newpor~t b~rracks, Kentucky.
The vol~igeur ' {iment at Fort McHenry.
.
The officers v' . -h~ve b_een employed on the r,ecruiting service
~r are, on l,eave ' 6f- absence, _will repair to th,e statioris at which
their respective regiments are ~rdered to a~semble, and will report
thei,r arriv·d I, which ·must not be later th·an the 25th of J~ne, tb the
adj~tant general of the, army.
'
, ·
• ' ,

will

11. · r_i:he old r,egiments
next embark for the ,tJ nited Statet1.
· - ~or th~ convenience of the public service, they are, for the present, ordere? to ass,emble at the ·follo'wing posts and statio~s, where
each regiment or .J:>atJal.io . w,ill he critically mustered and inspe'cted, the men pai,d , and those who enlisted for the period of the
w·ar dischar:gerl:
.
,
The 1st .and 2d r_egiments qf artillery will rende·z vo,u s at Gover'
nor ,.s., i. Ian d .. " ,
_
.
,
Th-e 3d and 4th artillery at Fort _Monroe.
The 1st, 2d, 3,d, 4th,, and 5th regiments of infantry will be concentrated at, or· in the vicinity of, Pass Christian, under the orders
of Brevet, 1\tlljor _General Twiggs, who wilf designate_the ground
for the encampment.
The three companies of the 1st, .ind seven compan·ies of the 2d,
dragoons, ow with the main army; the mpunted rifle regiment,
, and the 6th, 7th, and 8th regiments of infantry, will assemble at
Jefferson barracks under :Br'i.gadier General 'Kearny, w~o, for t?e
· present'* is assigned to the command of that post, to wti1ch he will
repair as so·o n as' the troops are vr,i.thdrawn from. Mexico.
.
These directions will not int,e rfere with the special instruct10ns
of , May 17th., to Maj or -Geneqi.l Butler, and of June 7th, to ~revet
, Major General ·wool, in regard . to reinforcements of one regiment
of i~fan,ry and four companies of dragoons, (old establishment,) to
_be sent to California, and one company of the 3d artillery, a~d one
company uf dragoons, to New Mexico. The eight compames. of
artillery remaining . with the "army of occupation" will, according
to previous instructions, take post, for the presen~ ,on the left bank
of the Rio Grande.
·
12. Every precautionary measure shoul,d be taken, by all com,,. mantling officers, to preserve the health of the troops; and, as.the
divisions and brigades will probably be halted af healthy stations
within convenient marches from Vera Cruz, tliey should not be permitted to enter the city on any account until the commanders of
corps are assur.ed that transports are ready to reeeive their men, and
to sail immedia t'e Iy.
.
·.
If there be more suitabl~ places for embarkation a hove or below
the city of Vera Cruz, it is not doub,ted by the department that the
responsible commanders ana officers of the staff will give all nee ful orders and inst r uctions upon the subject.
13. The ~istribution of the army, and the assignment to perman_ent stations and commands, will be made hereafter, at the proper
time.
14. 0
the receipt of th _is order ,the commander of every regient, b talion, and company will forward, direct to the adjutan
1,

I
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-general's office, a return of the same, with a report of the number .. ,
of five years' men, the pumber of these fit to be retained, an~ the
n ames of those who, by reason ·of age or oth~r disability, in the
opinion of t'he c.ommanding officer and surgeon, should be discharged the service.
·
.
·15, Arms, medical supplies, and all public property, includi~g
h orses, &c., in poss~ssion of the troops, will be secured by the
proper staff officers, who will make such disposition thereof, under
i nstructions of their respective chiefs, as may best conduce to ·the
/ e conon;y _and co'n venience of the service.
/

Recruiting serv ·ce.
1,6. All recruits at the _ft·ndezvous will_' be ordered into ' depot,
'' the war with
.Mexico," (regulars and v_o lunteers,) will be duly mustered, and., held
i n readiness to receive their pay an,d discharge from the· servi~e.
1
·The superintendents of the recruitipg service and commande rs of
Jepots will report the number of efffctive men enlisted for five
·~years ready to join their regiments.
.
Recruiting officers for the volunteer corps will imme<Tiately close
iheir rendf"zvous and await further orders.
17. Coin man ding officers of regiments, battalions, and companies, .
( old esfa bl ish,men t,) will take prq m pt an ct efficient measures to en-· ·
list, for five year.s, at, the several place's of rendezvous, and · else - ,
·where, as many men as possible to fill up their ranks; for which'
purpose, on their requisiti9n, funds and all necessary recruiting
blanks, &c., will be furnished 'by the adjutant general.
·
··
By orde!:
and those enlisted or enrolled for the period of

R. JONES, .IJ.djutant, General .
GENERAL ORDERS, (

No. 35.
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w AR

DEPARTMENT,

.IJ.djutarit General's Offece, Washi71:gton, July 6, 1848.
~ 1. The PRESIDENT'S proclamation declaring the termination of
-- -'the war between the United States and the republic of M~zico, is
efficially published for the information and guidance of the army :
'

'

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED S'trATES OF AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.

a treaty of peace, friendship, limits, and settlement, between the United States of .America and. the Mexican republic,
.was concluded and signed at the, city of Gu~dalupe ·Hidalgo on
the second day of February, one thousand eight hundred and
forty-eight, which treaty, as amend~d by , the' Senate of the
· Un ited States, ancl being in tlte English and Spanish hrnguages,
is word for word as follows:

WHEREAS

.

•

'

[ Here follows the treaty.]

Ex. Doc.
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/

No. 1.·

.And whereas the said trea,ty, as .amend~d, h~s been duly ratified 01

both parts,, and the respective rati~c~t\ons of the same were
exchanged at Qu..er,etaro on th·e -t½irtieth d~y ?f ;May last, by
Ambrose H. -Sev1er and Nathan Chi.ford, comm1ss1oners on the
part of the g·o vernment of the United States, and by Senor Doi
Louis de la Rosa, minister of relations of the M'exican republic, on the part of that government:
.
.Now~ therefore, be it 'known, that ·1, JAMES K. POLK, President
of the United States ·of America, h.ave caused the said treaty to
· - be made ,public, to the end that the same and every clause and
, ~rticle th'ereof ,may qe observed and fulfill~d with good faith
by the United S.tates aiw the citizens thereof.
·
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hamd and caused th eseal ofthe Unite.d States to be affixetL ·
•
· Done at th~ city ci Washington, this fourth day of July, one
[L. s.] thousand eight hundred and forty-eight, and of the inde\ ., pe·ndence of the United Staves the seventy-third. ·
I
,'
'
JAMES K. POLK.

Bv

THE PRESIDl'..NT: '

JAMBS BUCHANAN,
Secretary. of Stde:
2., It is with high satisf,fction that the President sees the war
with a sister republic terminated by an honorable peace; and he

1

....

'

presents this public testimonial 1of his · -approbation of the valor>
genius and succ~ss of the American army,' ,whose brillia~t career
bu woq. for itself fresh.. - and imperishable rep.own, and for the republic the 'respect and confidenc,e of the world . _, 3. Pursuan.t to law the President directs that the commissioned
officers, non-cornmissio11ed officers, and men of the tea additional
regiments raised for the period of the "war with Mexico," be honorably discharged the service of the United ~tates as soon after
their arrival at the places of rendezvous as practicable.-(See
"General Orders" No. 25, paragraph 10.)
.
The volunt,e er troops will be mustered, paid, and honorably discharged conformabl y to the instructions pu-blished in "General Orders" No. ~, of th-e 8th inst.,; and the command~rs of departmen ts
and' stations are charged with the like duty in regar d to the ten additional regiments of the regular a rmy. Should any five years>
men be found to ha v e jo!ned the new regiments, they will be se~t
t o the nearest depot, or be transferred to such of th ~ .old regiments as they ma y w ith the greatest convenience be ordered t o

j oin.

1 '-

,

-

•

T he men •mlisted fo r t h e perio d of ~he w a r in the old reg ime nts,
will be discharg ed the service as directed in "General Ord ers" No.
25, paragraph 11.
.
.
All recruits i n depot, or els.e where , enlisted fo r the war, will be
mustered and discharged.
4 . With a view to accuracy and strict accou ntability of the per• onnel of the army, and 1.he better to establish the just claims of
non-commissioned officers and privates who have been wounded;

_e

I

~

Ex. Doc: No.- 1. . . ·
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or of th·e representati ve.s of those who have· died, and been killed

in battle, the -followjng r.olls -and returns will be duly formarded to
the adjutant general's office,- \Var Dt-partmen t:
1st. Muster rolls, in duplicate, carefully made out in due form,
of each company or detachment, and of the field and staff, of the
new regiments of the regular army, and of the volunteer service.
Paragraphs SH and 844, ·army regulati<>:ns; and "General Orders'~
· No. 18, of Apr\l ~2, 1847, revised and republished with "gENERAL
ORDERS" No. 6, of ~848, upon this sp.bject, :will be particularly observed.
·
.
2. A return of each regiment, separate battalion, or independent ·
company, (new regiments and volunteers,) agreeably to _e stablished
forms, showing the str,ength at the time of muster and discharge
from service, and the names of all the commissioned officers, belonging to the regiment from its organization, with remarks opposite such as ar.e absent, or- have resigned, been killed .in action.,
. die cl, beeR discharged, or haTe left the service for any reason, specifying cause, date, place, &c., &c. T4e names of non-commissioned officers, privates, &c.,. will be omitted on this return.
'
All 5urplus blank rolls, returns, discharges, &c., in possession of
regiment~! and company commanders, or other officers, will be
turned 9ver to the mustering and irispectii;ig officers.
-5. The regiments will ·b e critically inspected im~ediately on
their arrival at the places of rendezvous, when a careful examina.:
tion of all the r-egimental and company books wi11 be made, and in
. case of omissions, the proper commanders will be r.e quiied to sup. ply them, and · make all the entri'es necessa'ry to - comi,!·, te the
records; as enjoined by the army regulations: see paragraph . . , 133
and 181, &c. These boo'ks, with the morning report books, the re:-·1
tained fil~s of regimental and company monthly_returns, and muster
rolls, &c.., &c., will be carefully boxed· up and forwarded to Wa sh~'
ingtmR. The regimental colors,_.and standards, (new regiments) wilt
also be duly forwarded to the War Department.
J:
6. All officers, serving as aids-de-camp to general officers, whose
,commands or commifsions terminate with the war, will join their
regime·nts without del~y.
·
7. The following commanding officers (to whom special inst ru ctions have already be en despatched) are charged with the exec ution df ·the provisions of this order, respecting the discharge of the
ten new regiments.
, , ·
·
. Brevet Major Gene ral T\\1iggs, · commanding at Pas cagoul~, will
discharge the 13th regiment of infantry at Mobile, should it. be sent
to that place. ,
. ·1
·
.Brevet B-rigadier General Brooke, comman,ding th e 1st military
de partment, will discharge t he 12th and , 14th infantry at Ne w Or'...
. le ans .
.Br evet Colon el Garland , commanding 3d milita ry d epartment , ( or
c omman ding offi9e r,) will discharge t he 3d regi ment of drago on s at
J efferson bar racks.
· Lieutenant Colo nel Erving, sup e~inte,ndent re crui tin g ser vice
,

I

.Ex. " Doc. No. 1.
· ·w ill disch~rge the 15th and 16th infantry at Cincinnati, ano ' Newport, .K entucky. , .
.
.
. ,.
Colon~I · Crane, command1trg. the 5J;h and &th depbtments will
discharge the 9th, ·.10th, and pth regiments of infantry at N e~port,
]lhode Island, and New York harbor.
.
Lieutenant Colonel Belton, ,·commanding th~ post, will discharge
the regiment of voltigeurs at Fort McHenry.
'
..· 8. All officers of the army,
commissaries., paymasters, coptractors and _agents, and all other persons whomsoever, having une,.·, , · s~ttled accounts wi~h the · Wa,r Department, or ,moneys received
' . from th(.! treasury, or. collected. in Mexico, are required fort~with
O state ana transmit the same t'o thf proper bureaus for _settlement ,and repor't a brief thereof to the Secretary of War. In all cases
I where, th,is- order is not complied with, iµ a reasonable time,' further
· ·
· j;teps will be taktn to accomplish the obj e'c t. ·.
9. All deserters, enlisted for the pe,r iod · of the war, in confinement or tJ.l)der se,ntence of courts m,artial~ will be dismissed the -servic~, the word "h~mora?ly" bein·g erased fr~m the face of the dis-charge.
.· . .
,
.
. 10 . . The President:directs 'it to be announced in "general orders,''
that·d'eserters from ' the army, at 'h rrge, may' peaceably teturn to'
their ho.mes; without being- subject to punishment or trial, on account of . such desertion. ~ No reward or expenses will be allowed
for apprehending 'any soldier., who deserted prior to, this order;
)lor will any ~eserte,r be allowed again to enter the ati:p.y.
11.. "'l'he hair to be short, or , what is generally termed cropped;
the whiske~s not to extend belo'w the lower tip ,of the ear, and a
line , thence wi.th the curve qf the :mouth ; moustaches wjll not be
~om (except by ca~alry regiinents) by o~c·ers 'or men, on any pre:tence w~atever ."-Army regulation's, page 21().)
·
rhe ' non-observance oi the above regulation (tolerated during the
~ar with Me;xico) is no l'onget P-ermitted. , lt is enjoin·ed upon all
~:flicers· to obs~rve and enforce the regulation.
By order of the Se~ret~ry of War : ·

.all

1

.

R. JONES,
.fldjutant Ge~eral:

GENERAL ORDERS'

- . No . .36.

l
5
WAR' DEJ>ARTMENT, ',

'

.fldjutant General's Office, Washington, July 7, 1848.
Pursuant to law, the President directs that the gen'eral officers
appointed under the fir-st section of the act of March 3, 1847; the
general and staff officers "provided for the organization of the volunteer forces brought into the service of the United States," under
the acts of Congress, approved June 18, 1846, and June 26, 1846,
and the _additional paymasters appointed under the act of July 5,
1838, be honorably discharged the service of the United States,
from and after the 20th day of July, 1848.
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R. JONES, Adjutant General, United Statu .flr;ny.
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• This regiment being in California , the muster rnlls of discharge have not been received.
The strength is taken frem the latest returns

AnJUTANT GENER.A.L's O FFICE,

Washington, December 2, 1848.

377
99
70
83

received.

, Ex. Doc. No. 1.· t d nt of the operations of the quartermaster's department;
supenn.en e
d t
~onnected with the embarkation. of the troop~ an s ores.
Captain Masten, who had prev~ously _made the nec~ssary arrangements for the performance of this serv1~e, by _redu~rng the operation to a perfect system, and to the entire sat1sf- ct10n of General
Smith , ha cheerfully continu'e d. in the perfor.mance o.f the du~y.
H is repo~t of the troops, &c., . shipped up to tlns date, 1s h.e rev th
, nc1osed.
1
I fear we shall be d layed for the want of transports, as all the
vessels now in harbor will be ready in a few ~ours. Arrangements
arc made to despatch them as fast_ as they arrive. Some, a you
will see by the repo.rt, having left ~n the_ir ret?rn on the day of
their arrival. The time of the rear s lfavmg will, therefore, depend entirely upon the coming in of transpor s. About 10,00
still remain to _be shipped.
The troops have all been directed to be sent t o New Orleans,
previous to being sent.to the points designated by the general order
from the adjutant general's office. It is said there is not a suffi- ci ent supply of provisions in this depot to provision them for a
northern -v9yage. 1
.,
Major Cross has commenced the sale of public property, most oi
which has sold to a ve..y good advantage . Should ·this continue to
be the ca&e, he will ..go on selling .until all such as will not be required for service at home is disposed of. ' I The amount that will be
~old mu_st also d~pend, in a great mea~ure, upon the transportation
-that arrives previous to the · embarkation oC the la.st of the troops.
-Whatever may be deemed most advantageous ·to the interest of the
.:s ervice will be done.
·
·
General Kearny's division . arrived at the camp near this city
-o - day. (}eneral Worth is expected on the 6th. '
"
?aptain Arthur, ass~stant qu~rtermaster, is down with the vomito,
a hopes are. entertarned of :\}1s recovery. The city is unusually
J.e-a1.thy for this season of the year., and I hear of but few cases of
-om- to.
I_ -_have been waiting the d~ rtu~e :of a steamer to repor t m ..
rrn .~1. The ~almetto, by which this 1s sent is the 'first that ha~ ·
,ft s,1ace I arrived.
'
"
Very respectful] Y, I am, gener&1, your most obedient servan·t

s.

'fH. SWORDS, Quartermaste/
Quartermaster
General , U . nCl . .JJ.
.
. rmy.

.Maj or ,G eneral T.

13

JEsup,

1,e91.t o/

ttfJ

emba1·kation

lJ/ t!t~ited _$fatM troop~ from Pera d1·u~; .Me:-tic<J, to the tlnUed Stafu,

F. H. Maste~, ".flssistant Quartermaster, United States .IJ.rmy.
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Where charterc<l.

Names of vessels.

~.s

Destination.

·- Regiments.
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c.;

bJJ

z0

1848.
May •••••• 30

May ....... 31

~

en

c:l·
- ..r:::, <n

.E

ti 'M#a/1,·

Jn»e .••••• ,8

United States ship Suviah .••••. , Owned by the U. S ....
United States bark Rob. Morris ••••••• •. • do •.•..•••••

~o

United States ship American ... .•••.••.•• do .••.••.•.•.

290

Ship Russia.:· . . . . . . • .. "

t
r

180

)

73

I

Vera Cruz, •••••.••••• 1 ~

-

J

7

Ship America .•••.•••• : ••..•. . ;.• ,do .••• ,~ .••• . :-•... I,...
Brig Helen .• ~· . ••••••••••• ~ •. .••• do, •••.•..•••••••.

9

Brig Massachusetts •••••••..•..••• do .••••• : ••· •••...•
Bark Mopang .•.••• : •..•••••..... do •••.••.• •.• , •• :.
Schooner Heroine •••• , •••••••...•• do ••• ;-.: •••••••••.
Ship Rhode Island ..••••••••••. Owned by the U.S .•..
Steame.c Portland ••••••• ,..... Vera Cruz ........... .

365
50.0
76
100

160
1 IO

250
400

June •••••••• 5

14

Steamer Maria Burt .•.•.•••••. I Owned by the U.S ..•.

335

17

18

Schooner J. Randall .. : ••••••• · \ ~ era Cru~ ....... ~ .•.. I"
Stea.mer Palmetto ............. New Orleans ••• ·· ••••..

445

Schooner Athas •••• , •••••••.•• ·\ Vera Cruz .•• ,,, ••••••
Bark Kathleen ..•• ,, •..••••••....•. do.,.,., •.•... , •.
Steamer Galveston...... • • • . • . New Orleana ..•.•.••.

90

150
150
416

Sick 1'om general hospital, Jalapa. New Orleans.
Sick from general hospital, Vera
Cruz .••• .'•...•.•• ~ •.••••••••....•.• do.
From New Orleans .................... do.
Howe's company, Indiana- dra-1
goons ••.••..•....•••••.•••.
d
From New York, _per ship Ame- _ • • • • • • 0 •
rica ..•.••...••••.••••.•••••
Sick from Jalapa ..................... , .do.
36 engineer company ; 40 convalescent .•••.•.••. .....• •.•.••••....•••• do.
Alabama volunteers.~... . • • • • • . • . Mobile:
.•._.do, ••••••. do ........ ~ ..•.•.•...•. do.
.•.. Jo .•••.... do .•••••.••..•••-••..... do .
J3di infantr~,,-..................... New Orleam,.
350 13th infantry, and 50 quartermai,ter's men ................. -••••••• do .
100 2d artillery ; 90 3d artillery ;
80 ordnance ; 25 vols. and 40
quartermaster's men •.•••• ·•••••••••• do ,
Captain Tilghman's company •.....•••• ,dt?,
400 Michigan volunteers ; 4b 13th
infantry ....••·.••..••.•••••• ; •..••, •• do.
Michigan vo1unteers •.•. ...••• •.•.••••• .:do,
. . . . do ..••••. do .. ...••..•.••• .... ....•. do .
New York volunteers,., •••..••.••. , •••• do.

11

·~
~

~

O'~

~

?

"""'

June ••••••• 14
- 13
14
7
19

20
.20

22
12

22
21

23
21
23

24
27

28

'

Schooner Creole ••• ~,~.-~::.... 'Vera Cruz ..• ~ ...... ..
150 . . . . .do. :, ..•.. do. G. , ...... , •• , • • • • • ~ , •• do .
300 South Carolina volunteers .. -....... Mobile.
Owned. by U.S ..••• ,.
80 . . •• -.do ..•.•••••• •. do •.•••••••••...•• do.
Vera Cruz ...••.••••••
18 Steamer Edith................ Owned by U. S ...... .
185 1st Pennsylvania reg't volunteers.. New Orleani.,
Steamer Eudora ..••••.••••.....•••••••. do ..• ,, ••• ~ •• , - 175
Schooner Sarah Churchman •••...•••••..• do .•••• , •••.
150
·schooner May ................. Vera Crnz ...•••••••.•
66 :Florida company .••.....••.•••.•..••••• do.
20. I Steamer M. Kingsland ......... New Orleans ..... : .. .
450 Indiana.and Pennsylvania volunteers .••••• do.
230 ..•. do •••••••. : .do .••• , •.•• do .••..•••• '. do .
Bark Florida ••••.•••••••••.•..•••• do ........... , •...
250 Massachusetts regiment ................. do.
Bark Victory ••••••••••..•.....•••. do .•.•••...•••••••
200 . • • • • •do .•••••••.. do •••••••••.••••••••. do.
21 I .Bark Winthrop .•••••••••••••...••. do ...•.••..••••.•.
- Bark Alexandre •••• , •• , , , , • • • Vera Cruz ...••••••..•
310 4th Ohio ·volunteers ••••• ~ ••••••..•••••• do.
Ship Edgar .•••••.•••••••••• ,. New Orleans ......... .
400 . . • . do .••.•••. do._•••...' •••••...•.•••••• do.
Steamer J. L. -Day •.-••• , ••.....•••• do ...••.• , ..•.•• ,.
324 Maryland & D. C. volunteers.: •••.• , •••• do.
Schooner Velasco., ••••••••••• Owned by U.S ..•••.•
lf>O : • ... do .•.•••. do .•.••• do ..•.•••.••.••• do.
~3 Steamer Massachusetts •••••• , •••••••.• do .....•••••..••
400 250 Illinois volunteers; 150 do .••.••• , •• do.
· Ship Lebattus •••••••• ,, ••••• , .New Orleans ••• _•..••.477 400 lllinois volunteers ; 77 Georgia 1
•
volunteers .••• .-. • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • ••.••.do.
100 Georgia volunteers .•••.••••••••••••••• ,do.
Schooner Louisiana .•• , ••••••• Ownea By U.S ..•••••
SchQoner General Patterson •••.••••••••• do .......... .
bO. Ind. company Ohio vols ..•..••••..••••• do. 24 Steamer Alabama .•••• ~,...... • •••••.•. do.,." •••• ~ .•.
500 New Jersey and Georg;a volunteers •• , ••. do.
Steamer Ohio •••••• , .•••••• ,, New· Orleans ••••••.•.
200 Indiana an<l Ohio volunteers .•••••.•••••• do.
. 200 . • . . do ••••••. do •••••. do .••••• ·••••.••••. do .
Bark Chief•••••••••• , •• ·• ••.•. Vera Cruz-•..•••• , •••.
Brig Othello .••..• •.~ •••• ,,... New Orleans •.••••.••
200 • • • • do ..••••. do .••• , .do .•• ·•••••••.•••• ,do .
24 Steamer Major Tompkins .•••• Owned by U.S •••••••
100 . . • . do .•••••. do .••••. do .•• ~ ••• ,, •.•• , , .do,
25 Steamer Portland............. Vera Oruz ..•••.•••• ,.
400 4th Indiana volunteers ..••••.••••.•••••• do.
27 Ship Suviah ••••••.•••••••••••• Owned by U.S •• , •• ,.
283 ..• : - .do .••..••. do .•••••••••.•••••••• , .do.
Ship Atlas, ••• ,, •••• , •••••••• Vera Cruz •.••••• _•••• _.
277 1 company 2d artillery; 1 compa·
ny 7Lh and 1 company 8th infitntry ••..•.••••••••••••.••••••••••• do •
28 Ship Calcutta ••. ,., •• , •••••• , New Orleaps ...... ·~ ••
300 5th Pennsylvania volunteers., •••••.••••• do •
Ship Maid of Orleans .••• ~ ••••••••• do ............... .
550 . . • . do •••••••••••••. do ••••• , ••••.•••• , .do .
Ship Palestine, ••.• : ••••• ·, •• ,, .•••• do ..•••• , ••••• '"" ••
325 3d Kentucky volunteers .........-•••.••••• do .
Ship Merchant •••••••.••••..•••• , •• do ............... .
325 • • • . do .••••••••. do ..•••••••••••.••••••• do •
Ship Hark-a-way ••••.•••••••.•••• ,do .••••••••• ,.: •••
350 160 3d Kentucky volunteers; 190
4th Kentucky volunteers ..•••••••••• , .do •
Ship Atlantic •••••••••••.••• ,, .•• , ,do ............. , ..
400 4th Kentucky volur,Leers •.•••• , ••.•••• , ,do •
Sbip Orphean •••••••••••• , ••••••••• do .. ,.,,,, •••••• ,.-,
400 . . • . do .••••••••••• do •••••••••••••••• , •• do •
29 Ship Rockall ••• , •• ,, ••••••• :-• ••••• do ..•••••••••••••.
350 3d Tennessee Yolunteers •••••••••••••••• do.
Ship Mary PJea.,.sant •• , ••• , •• ,, , •• , .do .. . , ••• , •.• , •• ,;
400 • • • • do •. , ••• ,, ••.. do .•...••• , .••. , •••• ,do,

181 Steamer
Virginia.............
Schooner T. F. Ht:U1t. .• • • • • • • .
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----1 -----------------1-----...;.._-1---1--......-,- -------1----1848.

June ....••. 28

Jun6, ••••• 29

Ship Elizabeth,-_ •••••••.•••• _.. New Orleans .... : •••••

350

20

Ship Alhambra ...•.. ·•.•••.•••.••.• do ............... .
Steamer Fann:}'.", ••••••....• : •....•. do .•• : ••..•.•••...

450

20

Ship Constantine ................... clo .. ; •••••........
Snip Tirnoleon .••••...•••.•••...•• do ...... : •..•.•.••
Bark Mary Parker .•••.•••..••...•. do .••... , •.•••.•••
July ....... 1 Bark George Henry ...••••.••... • .. do ... -•••.•........
Ship America ...•. ,.· ••.••........ ;do .•••• , ......... .
2 Steamer McKim .•••.••••••.•. Owned by U .. S .•... ·.•
Steamer Palmetto ...........· •• New Orleart:j, ........ .
. Ship Mosle1n .•••.••.••••••••. Vera Cruz ........... .

450
350
200
200
800
200
400

i

125

29

ao
J"uly ... .. ... 1

30

June,' , .. , • . 27

*Steamer Hercules .. : •••••••
*Steamer Ocean ••••••.•••••

S
l

New Orleans ........

'

110

350

70 3d Tennessee volunteers ; 280
5th Indiana volunteers......... New Orleans.
5th India:na volunteers ................... do.
Discharged men; General Butler .
and staff.•••••...•..•. ; . • • • • . . ••••• do.
4th Tennessee volunteers ....• ·..•..••••• do.
Louisiana battalion of volunteers ...••••• do.
4th Tennessee volunteers ...... . ........... do. ·
Louisiana mounted volunteers .•.•..••••• do.
11th infantry ...••..••....••.•.•••••..•. do.
Discharged men .....•.•.••••••••..•.•• ,do.
15th infantry ....•..•••.. ,....•.•••.••••• do .
Detachment of 3d dragoons; Loni."
·
siana mounted volunteers: .•.••.•.•••• do.
( Captain Shover's battery · and
5 horses .. , •.••. • . ,, •••••...••• ·••••• ~ •• do.

18,331

I•

-·=
- =--x:=!===~= ==== = =~ = = ==~==:==~==========:==
•The steamers Hercules

ver's battery.

,

and

Ocean were detained, by order of Brigadier General P. F. Smith, from June 27 to ,July
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197

·
VERA CRuz,

July 17, 1848.

GENERAL : I have the honor, ·herewith, t~ · transmit the report of
·Captain Masten of the troops, &L, embarked si'nce his report of
the 2d instant. There now remains but four companies of dragoons'
and five companies of the 1st regiment of artillery, which garrisons
the city and castle. The dragoons will be got o.ff as soon as transportation arrives for their horses.
·
,
.
Major Cross continues to dispose of much of the public property
at very fair prices ; the rem~indei' will be shipped as fast as transports arrive ; -and. we hope to get e-verything off before the end of
the month.
·
The city is again becoming quite sickly. Captain Gleason died
_yesterday.
_
I returned from New Orleans on the · 15th instant, and am now
recovering from a severe bilious attack f had on the passage.
I am, general, your most obedient servant,
TH. SWORDS,
Quartermaster •
.Najor General T. S. JEsuP,
Quartermaster G,eneral, United $tates army.

'071.tinua'tion of statement of t,lie emba,rkation of United States troops, from Vera Cruz, Mexico, to the United
States, by Captain F. H. Masten, .ll.ssistant Quartermast~r, United States .11.rmy.
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No. of vessels and troops ••• , ••
18,331
Ship Lapland •••••.••••••••••• New Orleans •••••••••
400
Ship American •••• , •••••••••• •••••• do ...............
370
Steamer Galveston •••••••••••• : .... ,do~··· .... , .....
180
Shi}'.f Nisido Stewart • , • , ••••••
Ship Tyrone, ••••••••• , ••• ,••••
Brig Sophia ••••••••••••••••••
Bark Truro .••-•••••••• ,' , •••• ,
Brig Helen, ........... , •••••••
Brig Mouut Vernon .••••••••••
Steamer J. L. Day ..••••••• , ••
Bark Leonisa., •••••••••••••••
Ship Robert Parker .••••.•••••
Ship Suffolk .•••••••••••••••••
Steamer Kingsland .••• , •••••••
Ship Isaac Newton: •••••.•• , • ,
Schooner Creole .• .,.,, •• , ••.••
Ship l\:fasconoma ..............
Brig Milland)!!: . •.••••••• ·.: •• ·
Steamer V 1rg1n1a •••• .., ••• , ••••
Brig Perfect •• , •.•••••• ; ••••••

...... do ....••........
Vera Cruz .••••..•.••
• ••• ,,do •••••.•••••.••
• ••• • • do .•••••••••••••
•••••• do •..•••..••••..
New Orleans •••••.•••
• •• ; •• do .•.•• ,.; ••••••
Vera Cruz ..••••••••••
New Orleans .••••.•••
• •• • •• do ••••••••••••••
. •· •• ,.do ••••••••••.•••

•••••• do .••••••••••••.
Vera Cruz .. , ••••••• ••
New Orleans .•.•••••.
..•••• do ...............
Owned by U.S .......
New Orleans •..•••.••
Bark Paola .•••••.•• ,., •• ••••• .••••• do ..••••••..••.••
Brig Crt1ao1,, , , , , •••• , • , , , • , •• Owned by U. S •••.•••

......
' .

...,

Regiments.

.

r

--

l

Destination .

-

:
~

Brought forward from last report.
J2t4 and 15th infantry •••••••••••• New Ol'leami .
14th infantry .•••••.•. , ••••••••.•• •••••• do.
Captain Duncan's battery-6-pound
battery-70 horses and 10 3d'
dragoons ...•.•.••...•.. ; •.... •••• , .do.
400 12th infantry ••••• , •• , ; •••••••••• • •••• •do •
400 Rifle regiment .••••••••••••• , •••• •• ·••-•• do.
100 .••••• do ..•.••••••••••• , ••••••••• • ••••• do .
200 Discharged men •••••••••••••••••• ••••• •do.
150 14th infantry ........................... do.
'
140 80 riflemen; GO discbarged men ......... do.
300 12th infantry .•••••.•••••••••.••••....••• do.
150 Discharged men,., ••••••••••••••••••••• do.
500 2d infantry ............................ ,do.
440 . 7th infantry •••• .. •••. . •·•••••.•••• _..•••• ,do.
'
160 Captain Taylor's batterf; 60 9th
infantry .•••••••••••••••••,•••••••••• do.
400 1st infantry .••••••.••• , ••••••••••. , •••• do.
' 150 1st and 7th ;infantry .... ,....... . ... ..~do.
600 3d infantry •••••••.• ;, •••• , ..••••.••••• do. - ·:,
200 7th infantry ..• .•.•••• ~ ..•••.•..•...•••• ,do. _ ,
300 Voltigeur regiment . .••••••.••• , •. ·..••.• ,do.
.
150 9th infantry ..• ~ . • . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . ••••• do·
260 · Volt1geur 1·egiment .••••••••••••••. , ••• _.d~,
100 9th infantry •• , •••• ,.,, ,,,,,,.,,• , • • •, ,gQ,

~
~

~
0,
~

~
~

~

\

'

11

12

]3

11

Brig Mary Jones............. New Orleans . . ...... .
Steamer Massachusetts........ Owned by U. S ..•...

150
354

12
14

Steamer Hetzel. ...•.... : ............. do .........' .•..
Bark Mopang. . . • . . . • . . . • . • • • Vera Cruz .......••...
Steamer Portland ....••....•••••.•• do ...•........ ·...

200
160

13

Ship Nomantum ........•...•• New "deans .•.......

400

15

Ship Brunswick ..•.....•.•.....•••• ,do .............. .
Ship Rob Roy ...•..•...••.......•. .-do ....•......•...
Ship Manchester. . . . . . . . . . • • . • .,Baltimore ........•...
Bark Orion ..•...•.....~ ...... New Orleans ......•...
Steamer Alabama ....• ·~ ...... Owned by U. S .••••.•

300
250

Steamer Great Wes tern. • . . • • • Vera Cruz .• ~ •..• .....
Ship Alexander ..........•.•• • 1 Baltimore •.......•...
Bark Charles Devens.......... New Orleans ......... .
Brig Appalachicola .•.••.• .'••••....• do ............. . .
Steamer New Orleans ...••..•• pwned by U.S ....•.•

525

12

15
14
13

16

16

17

16

17

~

17

Ship Canton., •..•.......•••• •1 Mobile, ..• • ·,, • · • · · · · · 1
Bark Jane Gano.............. New Orleans .••.•..-..
Brig Saldana ..•....•.•.,...... Baltimore . • • • • • . . • • • •

125

2i0
150
440
300
200
100
170

300
200
200

4th artillery ....... . ..............•••••• do.
9th infantry (300) ; 54 diseharged
men ................................ do.
Voltigeur regiment .•••••••...••..•••..• do.
4th artillery ....•. .•••••.•.•••...•.•••• do .
Capt. French's battery (105 men) ; ·
80 horses ; 20 discharged men .. : •.••• do.
4th art11leyy (280) 5 prisoners, 30 ;
discharged men, 90 •••••••••••••••• _•• do.
2d artillery ...................... New York .
. . . . do ..•••••• .• •.•.•.•••..•.•••....••. do . .
3d artillery................. • • • • • Fort Monroe .
. . . . do ..•.••.•.••••••...•••.• , .•..••••• do.
6th infantry ; Q.eneral Worth and
staff.....••...•••••••••••
New Orleans .
4th infantry ..••••..•.• ·••• • • . . • • . Cat Island .
8th ipfantry ...................... .New Orleans.
. . .. do .•••.••••••••....••.••••..••••••• do .
. . . . do, .•...•••..••.•••....•....•.•.••• do.
Captain Stepto'e 's · battery ; 100
horses; Captaiu Merrill's company 2d dragoons .••••••.•••• •1· . . . . . do .
5th infantry .•.•.. ,'.••.••••..•••...••••• do.

J....

::::1~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~ :

29,175
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Light battery C, 4th artillery, commanded by First Lieutenant M. Lovell, will leave to.morrow in the steamer Palmetto, which leaves the following
troops to be shipped :
13 offi~ers and 413 non-commissioned officers, musicians, and privates of dragoons i 262 horses, 5 companies of the lstl artillery, g·arrisonfog this place)
and mustering about 430 men.
f. H. MASTEN, Captain, Assistant Qieartermaster,
VERA .CRUZ, JP-l'!j II, 1848.
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Ex. Doc. No. I.
A-3.
WASHINGTON

CITY,

· ./1.ugust 22, 1848.
·GENERAL : I have the honor, herewith, to enclose a statement of
the troops, &c., embarked at Vera Cruz since my report ·of the
17th ultimo and up to the 1st of the month, at which tim~ the place
was evacuated by our troops.
.
Very respectfully, -I am your ,obedient servant,

•

.

.

.

THOS. SWORDS,

•
Quartermaster.
Major General T1rns . S. JEsuP,
·
Quartermaster General, United States army.

'
tlont-inua.tion"Of statement:7,)j the embarkation of United States troops, from, Vera Cruz, .Mexico, to the United
State_s, by Captain F. H. Masten, .f!.ssistant Quartermaster, United States .IJ.rmy.
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Names of vessels.
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July ..•••• 18
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20

18
17
19

22

21

18
23
17

23

18

25

22
18

26
27

./

22
.23

Number of troops .•.•....•...• . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • 29,175
Steamer Palmetto............. 1 New Orleans ....••••.
190

I Brought forward from'"last report.

Lieutenant Lovell's battery, 4th
artillery, 90 ; 91 horses ; '100
discharged teamsters ...••••... New Orl~ans .
150
discharged teamsters ......... . ...... do .
Bark A. E. Kinsman .........
do .......••.• .' •••
Bark Robert Morris........... Owned by U.S ...•••••..•....• 20 discharged teamsters and stores. . • . . . . do.
U:S. schooner Gen. :Patterson .....•• do ......... ······\········ Teamsters ; 50 mules and ,stores ... . •• .•.. do._
Stearaer Galveston ..••• ·.••. . • • Ne\v Orleans ..•.•••.•. , ..••.••. 1 company: ot '2d dragoons; 72 hors.
es and discharged quartermaster's men. . . • • • . . . • • . . . . • • • • • • • .•••• do.
U.S. schooner Velasc_o ..•••-••• 1 Owlied by U_. S .. ~ ............. Too.msters· ; 30~mules .......... ~·· .••••• do.
Steamer Eudora.............. New Orleans ............ .• .'.... 1 company of 2d dragoons; 66 horses 1 6 mules •••••.••••...•....•••••• do.
Ship Suviah •..•••.•••..••.••••• Ow_ned by U.S . .' •• ~ •• ~.: ..... Stores ..•••..•.. .• ....••..••..••• , .• ;.,,do.
Stea1ner Ocean ....•.•.• -; ••••• New Orleans ....•..•. ·.:...... 1 company of dragoons; 79 . horses ..••••• do.
Steamer Hercules ••••••.••. ·..• . . . • • • do .......... -..... . • • • • .. • Teamsters;· 60 horses •.••...••....•.••. do .
Bark Warwick .•.•.•.••••••.. Philadelphia ..•••.••••.•..••••.•.•• ,do .••...•. do .••.. ......•...•••••. do .
Ship Rhode Island .•••.•..•••• Owned by U. S....... . • • • • •. . Stores ................................. do.
Steamer Maria Burt .•••.•.•••• . • • • • •do •.•••..••••••••.• 1 • • • • • 'f eamsters ; 119 mules. . . . . . . . • . . . . .•. ', •do.
Ship St. John .•••••.•••. , .••.• New York ••••..••• , ••••••••... Stores ••••.•••••••..•••••••••• , ••••••• do.
Ship Devonshire .••••••.••.••.• ·• . . • • • •do •.••...•..• -•.••••.•••.... -.do .....•••..•..•••...•..•••...•• ,~. ,do .
Steamer Fanny .•... . , ....•.• New Orleans., •.••. , •••.•.•• , 1 conlpany of 1st dragoons i 51
•
horses . ., ....... ........ s • • • • , • • • • • • do.
Owned by U. S ••• , •• , •
Teamsters ·; 40 mules., ••• , •••.•.•••••• do.
·~rig Mari Jane ••• , •••••••••
Schoon~r Euf'1a. . .••. _
. . . • . . • . . . ....• o .•••••••••••• , •
Teamsters ; 50 mules •••••••••••••••••• do .
Bark Vlctory •• , • • • • • • • • • • • . • • New Orleans ••••••••• :
Quartermaster's stores •.•.•••••••..••••• do.
Bri~ Othello ..••.• t . . . . . . . . . , • • • ~ • • • • • • do ......
a,
T!'lamsters ; 51 rattles, •••••• ••••. :- • , , , !do.
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July ..•••.. 28
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21

28
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~

31

Claiborne ..............._. New York............ . . . . . . . . Stores ...... ...... ............... New Orleans.
Laur>1 ......................... do ............... , ....... · Teamsters· 80 mules ................... do.
Governor Davis ....••.•...•.•• ,do .............. , . ·. ,..... Stotes .•.•.' ............................. do.
Eiopindola ... ,· ... ... .. . • • • New Orleans.......... . • . • • .. • Teamsters; 60 mules .................. ,do.
Ship Christiana ..••••....•...• , ..••. <lo............... . . • • • • • . Te'lmsters; 80 mules ................... do.
Bark Union ......•..••••••••• . ...•• do............... . . . . • • . . Stores ..•••...•.•.•.•.•.••••••.••••.•• do.
Ship Medemseh ....•..•. :..... New Y.ork ..•••••••....•••••...•. do .......••.•. •••• •......•.••.•••••• do.
Ship Montreal. ............••. , ..•• .-do .......................... do ...•..•....••.....•.••••.••....•.. do.
of
Steamer Portland .• : •••..••••. Vera Cruz .•••• ;,..... . . . . . .. . Discharged, July 29, 6 p. m .••.••• Expiration
'
_
charter.
Ship New Jersey •......•••.•. New York ......•.••...•...•....••.•.. do ..••.•. 30 •••••...••.••••••••.• do.
Ship Ashburton ..••••••..•.•••..•..• do •.••.•••..••••..•••••••.••••... do ••••••. do ....•••••••• , ••••••• do .
Ship Tennessee............... Boston .•.•.••.••••.•..• :: ............ do .•.•••.do ..••.••.•.•• •'- •••• ~.do.
Ship Sarion ................... New York ......... ,,', ...•.•• ,· ...•••.. do ...•.•. do .. .'':, ...•••••.• , •••• do.
Steamer McK.im .• .,.,.,, •••••••. Owned by U.S ...•.••...•.•.•• Teamsters; 75 quartermaster's
•
men.......................... New Orlean,s.
Steamer Mary Kingsland...... New Orleans ..••.•••••••••••• _T~amsters; ;00 horses; 100 quar,
termaster s men .•••••.•.•.•..••.•••• do.
Schooner Florida •.••....•••• .- ••.••••• do ..•••..•.••••• ••••••.•• Teamsters, 50 horses •..••••••••.•••••• do.
Teamsters, 50 ,horses .•••••••••••.•••••• ~o.
Schooner George Engs ..•••... , ••••• do ...••••••••••••.•••••.
Schooner Charles C. Stratton ........ do ..................... .. Tl.'amsters •••• ; •••.•.••••••••••••••••. do.
Schoone, Major Vinton ........ Owned by U.S .............. .. Stores._. • • . . . . • • • • • • . •••..•• , • • . . .•••• <lo.
Ship Nebraska ................ _New York •••..••...••..•• ~ ... . Teamsters .•••.....•.•••••.•••.•• New-York.
Scl)ooner L.o uisiana ..••••••••. · 1 b.,,vned by U. S •. , ••••• · · • • ..• , Stores............. • • • • • • • • • • . • • . New Orleans.
Schooner Hornet.............. New Orleans ................. . Teamsters, 20. ~ .••••••••• , •••••.•.••.. do.
ot'
Brig Emma. ••• • • • • • • • • • • ... • • • Tampico •• ; • .. • • • • • • • • . ••••. , . Discharged, July 31. ............. Expirn.tion
Ship
Ship
Ship
Ship

,

1

chal'ter,

t_%j
~

t::,
0

~

~
0

i,,-&

"
Br)g Orlea~s. · • • · • • • • · · • • · • • • ····•,do .. •··, .. ,·· . . , •••. , . .. • Teamsters, 20-discharged men . . , N ew Orleans

22
.26

27·

"

31

29

Br!g Georgiana .••••• ,.,...... New Ot·leans ......•••...•••••.••• do ... , ..•• , •..••.•.. do ..........••. do.
Br.1g Warsaw ................ ••••~-do,., ................... , ... ,do .................. do .•.......•.•• do.
Ship Iowa.; •• •••., ........... New York .................... 3 companies 1st artillery .. ·........ Ne,-.• York.
Steam.ship Massachusetts,.... Owned by U.S.,, •••••.....••. 2 companies 1st artill?ry .•.•....••.....• do.
Steamer Alabama .•••••• , •••••• ••••.do ... •.••• ..• ,.~. . . • • . . . • Agents ; General Smith ·and staff;
·
•
·
20 horses..................... New Orleans .
Propeller Trumbull.-••.••• , ••••• , , •• do .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • •.• • • • . . Teamsters, 75 ..• _.. -~.: ..•••••••,•. ·..•. , do.
Bal-'k Ge.neral Wool........... New OrleaQs ..... ; ............ Te.amsters, 20--d1sch~1·ged men.,.· ....... do.
Brig Clarion .••••••.•••••••• ~ .. ......do ............ .. .. ······~· ...•.•.. do ..•••••.••..••. do .•.•.•...... do.
Steamer Ohio .••••••..••••••••.••••• do ...•••••• ·•••••• . . . • • • • • Discharged, Augnst 1........ . • • . Expiration.
of
charter.
·
Propeller Colonel Stanton,...... Owned_by U. S ...... ; .. .. .. .. Teamsters ; discharged quarter·
· ·
'
master's men ...•••••••.•••••. New Orleans .
2 ' Propeller Secretary Marcy .••••.•.•••• do ............... .' ••••.••.••• do .•.•••• ~ •• do-...••.•. do ............ do.
·
j Steamer New Orleans .••••••••••••• ,do ....................... Teamsters; quarlermaster's clerks;
•
agents and 50 horses ................ do •
1

August ..... 1

..,

THOS. SWORDS, Quartermaster.
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A-4.
WASHINGTON C1TY,

.11.ugust 31, 1848.

GENERAL: In compliance with your instru~tions, I have t~e honor
to submit the following report of my movements and of the ~perations of your department, in connexion with the em barkat10n of
the troops, &c., at Vera Crqz, on the withdrawal of the ar~y from ·
Mexico.
Your . orde r, directing me to proceed to that place, wa~ re~eived
by me' on the 8th of June, the <lay of its date. I left this city on
the same night, arrived at New Orleans on the 16th, and was prepared to leave there for Vera Cruz in the first steamer on the 18th,
when I was ordered by General Brooke to pr_oceed to Baton. Rouge
for the purpose of selecting a site for an encampment, near that
place, for the troops returning fro·m Mexico. Having performed
this duty, I returned to New Orleans on -the 20th, and left for Vera
Cruz on the following day, where I arrived on the 27th. On reaching there .I foul'ld that Captain Masten, assistant quartermaster,'
had made all the nec·e ssary atrangements for embarking the troops,
as fast as transports should , arrive, and that 10,286 had been embarked since the 30th May.
The number of arrivals of transports about the 5th July being
but few, and as the army was pressing down from the interior
towards the coast, where they would be exposed to the disease of
the' climate, I returned to New Orleans for the purpose of advisin~
with Major Tompkins as to what further transportation would . be
required to bring out the remainder of the tno-ps, animals and other
public property. I ascertained from him that a sufficient number
of vessels had , been taken up to transport all the troops, ( about
10,000,) and persons em :rloyed, ( about 2,5('0,) stil1 remaining in
the country, leaving tqrnsp-ortation to be provided only for such
animals and stores as it might be thought advisable to bring to the
United States; for forwarding which, measures were b_eing taken
when I left New Orleans, on the 11 th July.
On my return to Vera Cruz on the 15th, I was informed that
arrangements had been, _or were in progress of ·being made, with. the
agent of the British mail steamers, to take about 500 men and land
them at Ship island, in the ~icinity of New Orleans; knowing that
the number of vessels, then on their way to Vera Cruz, was amply
sufficient to. take all off, I dir~cted that the arrangement should not
be made, if it had not alre~dy been done; but to this General Smith,
who was in charge of the embarkation, w.ould not consent, and 525
men were acc?rdingly put on board the British steam ship "Great
Western" on the 16th, at the rate of $12 per man.
In consequence, as I understood, of the small supply of provisions in depot at Vera Cruz, all troops leaving there previous to the
15th July were ordered to some point on the Gulf of Mexico,
instead of such as were destined for the n?>rthern and eastern
~tates, being sent direct to some port on th/ Atlantic coast, . whic.q.
involved considerable extra .ex pense, as further transp0rtation had
to be provided at New Orleans.

r
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I ~m happy to state that, as 1far as the quartermaster's depart- .
men t at Vera ·Cruz was concerned, no delay took pJace; , every
necessary measure was taken to put the troops on board as fast as
transports arrived, and every vessel that came into that port, suitable for the transportation of troops, were taken into service. ,
The embarkation being completed on the 1st August, the place
was on that day evacuated by our army.
.
Herewith is a statement of the voyages made by th'e vessels employed, of the ports ·at which they were chartered, ·· and to which
, they were sent.
,
Very respectfully, I am, general, your most obedient servant.

.

THOS. SWORDS,
Quartermaster.

Major Gell.era.I T. S. JEsup,
Q. M. General, U. , S. army.

Statement of the voyages performed by vessels in the service of tke
quartermaster's department at Vera Cruz, from May 30 to .11.ugust
1, 1848.

Six by ships, two by barks, two by hrigs, n.i ne by schooners, and
twenty-one by steamers-belonging to the quartermaster's department.
.
Twenty- eight by ships, te.'1 by barks, se~en 'by brigs, five by
schormers, and twenty by steamers-chartered at New Orleans.
1
Five by ships, seven my barks, four by brigs·, seven by schooners,
and five by steamers-chartered at Vera Oruz.
Nine by ships-chartered at New York.
One by bark-chartered at Philadelphia. ,
Baltimore.·
Two by ships and one by brig chartered
One by ship-chartered at Mobil_e.
Sent to ·N ew Orleans-forty-five ships, tw cnt y-011e barks, seventee n brig~, ~ighteen ,sc_hooners, and forty-one steam ers.
, ·,
,
Sent to New York-four ships and one steamship.
Sent to Fort Monroe-one ship and one bark.
Sent to Mobile-one bark, one brig, two schooners, and one
steamer.
·
Sent to Ship Island-one steamer; (British.)
Three ships ·chartered at New York, and one at Boston, wer~ dis~
charged at Vera Cruz, in consequence of not arriving until after
_provision had been made to take all out of the country;.

at

1

·

THOMAS SWORDS,
Quartermaster.

·
WASHINGTON ',

.llugust 31, 1848.

\
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QUARTERMASTER'S 0FFI()E,

New Orleans, La., .11.ugust 7, ,1 848.
GENERAL: I have taken the earliest opportunity sin~e.my dep arture from Vera Cruz to make you a report of my operat 10!1s, as
chief quartermaster, since my arrival in the republic of Mexico.
As my ordrrs were to proceed to the head,-quuters of the army
and report fQr duty, my stay in Vera Cruz was limited, and my
servations confined simply to the routine of duties under Captain
Masten, as-sistant quartermaster at that depot; and from what I observed, everythipg seem~d to me to be weil conducted, but l was
unabl e to examine the public store-houses in passing through.
On my arrival in Mexico my attention was drawn -to the papers
of the officers in charge of public property, and I issued circulars
immediately for my office to be furnished with reports of all per·
sons in the employment of the Jeparltm'ent, as _well as monthly
sumffl·ary statements, which were furnished until the army began to
move.
.
To enable me to get with more facility the proper papers, Captain Myers was sent .to all the posts in the valley to examine the
accounts, as· well as the state of the transportation, which in many
instances he found much out of order, and it was therefore rei:idered
necessary to purchase mules immedi.ately, to make all the trains
complete.
When I 'was informed, a few days previous to leaving Mexico,
that there was a large quantity of sp,ecie to be transported, every
mea11s in my power was adopt~d to prepa_re for it; but from the
tonstant changes in the · trains to and fr9m Mexico, together with
\h e state of the sick, it was almost impossible to tell in what con1J' tion the department would be found until the last moment, to
n, ke the first move, and then to meet all contingencies afterwards
at. .,he several post,s en route to Vera Cruz. 'By k~eping a <;:areful
watch over the whole I _prepared an ample quantity; every division
had its full share-what it bad not ,in quality was made up in quantity-and the army moved with a rapidity and uespatch ;which has
seldom if ever been equalled. It affords me pleasure tq ~ay I 'have
heard no complaints.
·
.
The commanding general ordered supplies to b.e placed at the
}\io Frio, Puebla, Perote and Jalapa, to meet the wants of the
army. I could not tell how long the army would remain at Jalapa,
and I deemed it proper to Jose no 'time to p epare that place with a
supply, and leqving it afterwards to the length of time the troops
would be there as to the quantity of forage that would be required.
Having given the necessary instructions at Mexico to sell the
Mexican clothing as well as other property in charge of the ,assistant quartetm~sters, which was done, I was ready to ove with the
head-quarter~ of MajoT General Butler on ,the 12th of June. On
my a_rrival at Puebla, Perote avd J~lapa, I ga,e proper instructions
tlahye to the public store8 and the disposition of the same; after

o?-
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which I proceeded to ..Vera Cruz and commenced the ~a1 e of public
roperty, but I reg~et to say tha~, ·with so larg~ a q uan ti ~y on hand,
not half time wa:s given to the department to dispose .of 1t. On my
examining the condition of the store-houses, I_ found them in many
·nstances in a' very deranged state; s0 much ~o as to render it im.-·
possible to know what were their precise contents.
As I rtmarke.d before, time w ~1 S not given to arrange the stores,
hich should have be~n -done before the ~rrival of the troops.
Captain M.1sten was unable to attend to this part of the .duty . at
Vera Cruz,and his agents might have rendered him more assistance.
To have performed the duty prnperly at that place, _it would
have fa.ken ten experienced officers instead of tliree, and I flID surprised that duty has been perfonped as wel-1 as it was, and much is
t o be attributed to the energy and u~tiring exertions of C.tptains
Masten aud-Jordan. Had the agents done half as well, much could
hav:e been saved· in the sale of the property.
In the disposal of the public property, it was offered at public
auction on the _2 9th of June, but I soon found that better arrangements could be made at private sale, and therefore sold much of it
in that way. I r,epeatedly oiered portions uf the same stores at
public auction', but in no instance coul~ get near as :n uch for them.
If time had been given, I do not hesitate to say the property would
have sold for much more.
In the sale of the forage, I left it entirely-to Captain Jordan, who
had charge of it. The boats were given to Captain Masten to dispose of. I directed him to keep at least four or five of the best surf
boats to be brought to this place, but he informs me that on examining _th~ir. condition, after fin ,i shing with them, they were noi worth
transportation, and he therefore dispos,ed of them.
It was thought advisable to dispose of the steamer "Summers''
by those 'higher in. rank than m'yself. An offer was made of fourteen thousand dollars, $5,000 cash, with two notes, payable in J )
and 90 days. As 1 know the partie1-1 to be good, I thought it was
for the interests of the d-e partment to take it. I am fully aware that
this course is not generally approved of, ·but in this case I have
t~ken the responsibqity on myself.
•
Previous to leaving Mexico., I was directed by ]4:ajor General
Butler to have the funds of the department_which coulq be spared
turned over to meet in part the indemnity. This sum bears one per
-cent. premium, whi~h should be carried to the credit of the quartermaster's departme~t at Washington.
·
On arriving at Vera Cruz, an order was given
to have the surplus funds given to Major Stewart; paymaster, to m·e et the payme~ts of that departme_nt in New Orleans. The funds which remarned on band ' after all the payments were made at Vera Cruz,
together with the amount of sales, have been sent to this place.
What I hay·e 1done within the last four months, has been purely
for the interests of the department to which I belong. I have
studied its interest in· all cases, without rf'gard to the opinions of
any one, except thos~ who placed me r~ so important a po~ition . I
i'eel satisfied 1 have acted right; if in any case have er~ed, it-was

me
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not premeditated. It i" the first; time I ever w_as placed in so responsible a r,osition, made more so by .the partial derang~ment of
affairs of the department, caused by frequent changes, together
· · with a want of officers, as well as the death of many~
It could not be expected that many changes woul9_ be ma~e by
me for the better in the short space of two months rn the city of
Mexico, and one month in Vera Cruz ...:_particularly at the la_tter
place, where there was a multiplicity of clu~y to be perf_orme<~ rn a
very limited time. In closing this report, l should do ~njust1ce tomany of those who have served unrler' me, if I were to :eass. them
unno!iced. It therefore gives me pleasure to say that while rn the
valley of Mexico, I received great assistance from Captains My~rs,
Allen, and Lowry . . The two" formeer officers, by their wen kn,own
energy, rendered me infinite service. I must also state that in ·the
divisions I received the aid of Captains Fitzgerald, Dani.els, ·and
IvicGowan, whom I have ever found ready and willing to assist mein the discharge of my duties.
.
All of which I resp,ectfully submit for your consideration.
I have the honor tq be, very respectfull,y, your obedient servant,.

·

,

.

.
0. CROSS,
.}yJajor and Quartermaster.

Major General T. S. JEsuP,
Q.u artermaster General, Washington, D. C~

B-2. -.
WASHINGTON C1TY > D.

.

C.,

September 7; · 1848.

1

GEN~RAL: I,;i compliance wi,t h your iostructiom; I have the
honor to lay qefore you a sp'ecial report of ther sale of property
disposed of between the 29th of June and the 31st of July; 1848,
at Vera Cruz, in the republiac of Mexico.
The property was advertised, and the sale commenced· 1rnder my
direction, ' On the 29th of Jun~; on which day, after g ivi'ng due notice, a number of horses were offered, in small lots to suit purchasers , of a very fair average of those to be disposed of, and the
highest price obta ined was seven dollars a piece. Wagon s were
also offered for sale by me, as gooJ as any retaine~ for the goverh-J
ment, ancl. the amount obtained for them was seven, ten, and seventeen dollars; and in one in~tance the highest price bid was two
dollars.
,
With so large a quantity of property, which was daily increasing as the brigades and divisions came in, and running the department to a 1arge e.-xpense, both in forage and the employment of teamsters to take care of them, (the latter receh·ing one dollar per
day,) it wiE easily be perceived what the expense would have been
to have kept the animals on band for any length of time. I therefote concluded if e goTeroment could get what they might sell
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for in New Orleans, or anything like it, after deducting the cost
of shipment, expenses for stabling, hire of men, &c., it would be
well to dispose of the same at private sale, if more could be obtained for' them. This was done, and in the following manner: A
propo~ition was m~de to me to take the wagons, horses, mules, and
harness, (after I might select such out of the best horses, teams,
and wagons, as were intended to be sent -to · the United States,) at
the folJowing prices, viz: twelve dollars a piece for the animals,
twelve dollars for the harness, good or bad, belonging to every
team of five mules, and the sum of thirty dollars per wagon, as
they stood. - This proposition was considered by those higher in
rank than myself a very fair one, and particul'arly as it was ia the
power of speculators, by a combination, to for~e the property to •
be sold at their ow'h price. Before the close of the sale, and in
the latter part of July, the purchaser made it manifest to my satisfaction that his agreement was one which, if carried out, would
be a ruinous one to him. I entered, therefore, into an arrangement with him, whereby, in consid~ration of his receiving all the
wagons on hand, the price of the mules should be ten dollars per
head instead of · twelve, and the horses eleven dollars instead of
twelve. This course I considered as just and ·equitable, not 0nly
to the government, but due to the purchaser under the circum·stances. In addition to this, I sold to him a small number of
mules at $40 each, and some few horses at $20, though not many.
If the animals could have remained on hand for sdme two months
more, they doubtless would have brought, by retail, a higher price;
but the expense would have been great, whilst losses by death,
theft, and other causes, would have been very large.
•
The wagon~, it cannot be denied, broug~t a very large price, considering their condition; but at first sight, it would seem to strike
· one that th'e animals might have brought more. Such as were sold
were, generally, inferior, the greater part broken down, and not of a
quality to suit the Mexican market. In addition to_ all this, it must
be remembered, the saie took place at a very sickly season, confining purchasers to the citizens of Vera Cruz, who could have
easily united, at any time, to put down the price of property,
either in the sale of animals or of stores.
·
T.ne stores ·u nder the charge of the late Captain Gleason were,
in part, shipped to New Orleans, and the balance sold-the greater
portion at public auctioq. When it was found, however, that
better prices could be obtained at private sale, which was in several instances th~ case, they were di~posed of in that manner. I
know of no case where a sale was mad~ by Mr. Freaner, the auctioneer, without first consulting me. The large quantity, as well
as the deranged state in which the stores wer'e found, rendered it
almost impossible to ascertain the exact amount in 1store-houses, or
_its precise condition ~ I examined several store-houses and rooms
myself, and to have put them in a proper condition would have
taken six' weeks at least. Du~~ing the whoJ e time the sale of this
property w.ts going on, whether in the sun or under cover, I was
~lwa)·s present, and I will here do Mr. Freaner the justice ·to say

14
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that be was indefatigable in his exertions to arrange the property
and prepare the same to sell to the best advantage. ~ feel no hesitation in saying that, by his arrangements and. exert10ns, he saved to the government much that would , other":1se have b_een l?st.
While the property was being disposed of, I heard no complaints
as to the manner in which he was discharging his trust. If there
were any clerks in the office who knew to the contrary, they should
have reported the facts to- me at the time, and not to the quartermaster general, who could not remedy the evil.
. .
The forage was left to Captain Jordan, to dispose of as he might
deem most advantageous. The rnrf boats, except those sold by
Captain Masten, ( the officer who had been in charge of the depot
at Vera Cruz for the iast nine months,) were sold at pub1ic auction.
I was present when sold by Mr. \ Freaner, and heard every bid
made. In many instances not five . dollars was ' obtained, because
the surf boats were too much damaged to sell for more.
The steamer '' Mary Summers" was sold by me, as well as the
ship "St. Louis," which has created so much notoriety in the public prints. Mr. George Whitman gave, for the Mary Summers,
fourteen thousand dollars, (in m'y opinion every cent she was
worth.)
To show that this boat was not con~idered so great a
1 bargain as
some of the prints have represented, the owners have
since sold her for a very small profit. The ship St. Louis was sold
for, five hundred dollars, from the fact of her being· worth nothing
.to the United States, except her copper, chains, and anchors, which
were taken from her. This vessel was examined by Captains Lawton and Simpton, harbormasters, who have been known a long
time to the government officers ,as men of veracity and standing,
and botih of these g-entlemen informed "she was not worth four
hundred dqllars." Their statement to me is, moreover, fully corroborated by that of Captain Masten to Mr. Dimond, "that she was

not worth two hundred dollars."
Much of the property was, as I have stated, sent to the United
States, and not sold at Vera Cruz, as has been represented. From
700 to 800 mules, and about 400 horses, t9gether with a large quantity of new r,1rness and wagons, with a variety of stores, of every description, were shipped to New Orleans. What was offered at
public sale, and sold by Mr. Freaner, brought, in many instances,
a very fair price. There were instances, however, w r,ere parcels of
stores which had been used were sold at very low prices, but, at the
_time, it ~as impossible to procure better. I am fully sensible
every dollar was procured at these sales which could have been,
and the fault ·certainly could not have been attached to any one
person, but to the circumsta.nces under which the department was

placed.•
We find men vicious enough to pr@mulgate slander, and others
equally willing to listen and give it a circulafron : but if there
was one man present who could have sold the whole for the same
J>rice, I am greatly mistaken ; and, if there were any persons present who could· have , m:ade any suggesti<rns, that would have
caused the property to be more advantageously disposed of, and

,
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who did not do so, such persons are, in my opinion, much to be

censured.

·

·

There are many things, bearing upon the sale of this property,
which seem to be lost sight of. In the first place, the sale had' to
be made . to conform lo the movewents of the troops. Secondly, the
period was the sickly one ; the epidemic carried off four valuable
officers, and many of the troops fell victims to the fever and vomito .
of the country. · Thirdly, the want _of suitable transportation,
which could not have been ready for the animals in less than a
month. These tpings., together with the very limited number of
bidders at the sales of the teams, wagons, and stores; the very
great expense which was daily a·ccruing to the United States in
keeping and prote_cting this property, the severe losses of animals
and stores, by death, theft, _and in many other ways, decid'e d me
that the sooner the property was sold, the better it would be for
t he iovernm.ent, even at any price.
' ·
If I am not JI?.UCh deceived, the greatest price offered for the
whole of the wagons and teams, in the city of Mexico, to General
Butler, did not exceed one hundred and twenty-five dollars a piece,
taking the wpole of the .picked mules, wagons, and horses that
were shipped to the United States; and in no instan_c e did I hear,
whilst in Yera Cruz, but that the property sold for muc/1, more than
what it was worth. That portion of• the teams disposed of by my·s elf amounted to $137,799 05, and not $7,000, as was reported and
actively circulated in the city of New Orleans. I mention these
facts to show that unprincipled persons are ever found ready to
spread reports prejudicial to the character of government agents,
however much they may labor and toil for the interests of the department to which they belong.
In accepting the proposition for the sale of the animals and
wagons, the former might have been estimated higher, and the
wagons lower, but . in the price of the whole, the amount would
have been the same
I will here take occasion to say, that specuJators were in attendance from New Orleans, who infomied me, after the ·sale of the
teams and wagons, they cpuld not be purchased, and reshipped, at
that pric·e , and the highest they would have given was $20 per wagon, and $10 a head for the animals-taking the whole; including
those shipped to the United States .
. Mr. Freaner, the au'c tioneer, has n.ot yet had time tt complete
h1~ account of sales of property and stores at Vera Cruz. So soon
as it is done and rendered, it, shall at once . be forwarded to the
chief of the department. I expect him in. this city in the course
of a week. The property disposed · of by Mr. Freaner is separate
an_d distinct from that mentioned in this report, sold by myself at
private sale. I am unable in this report to give you an acco·u nt of
a_ll sent to the United States, but their ·r eport will show the q uanO

I

t1ty.
The sale or' the public property was left to me, to act and to do

for the department what I cori9eived best. I did so, and in no in- .
s tance, with the knowledge I had of all the difficulties that were
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to be en countered, did I ever lose . sight of t~e trus~ repos.ed in me.
If the sale did not prove as good as the public considers 1t should,
it was a misfortune, not, however, to be attributed to the neglect
of any one.
In conclusion, I beg leave to call the attention of the general to
the several letters here attached, which were sent to officers of the
quartermaster's department for their guidance, relative, principa1Jy,.
to furnishing reports as well as other papers; and particularly _the
one after reaching Vera Cruz, which, had it been complied. w1th,would have fur.nished the d,epartment with all papers relative to
the disbursements made by them while in Mexico.
All which is respectfully submitted for your consideration.
I ha-ye the ~onor to be, general, very respectfully, your obedient
servant,
0. CROSS,
Major and Quartermas{e,-.
To Major General TH. S. JEsuP,
Quartermaster General.

[Circular.]
CmEF QuA'RTERMASTE_R's OFFICE,

City of Mexico, .flpril 9, 1848 7
Srn: As it is all important that semi-xhonthly reports should be
made to this office of the quantity of tr"'ansportation on hand in the
several divisions, I have to request that, in future, a report be sent
in regularly on the 15th, and end of the month. A report of persons, monthly, is required, as well as a monthly summary statement ·
of all moneys disbursed and remaining ,on hand. A ~emi-annual
.report of the state of the property is required on the 31st of March
by the ~uartermaster general at Washington, and the quartermasters
serving with the several divisions in this vicinity will forward one
through this office with as little tlelay as practicable.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
)
0. CROSS,
Major and Quartermaster.
To Major ~. P. Mooney, quartermaster, Puebla; ·Captains R. Allen,
S. McGowan, E. H. Fitzgerald, The. O'Hara, A. Lowry, J.
M'Kinsti;y, J. Daniels, Harry Toulmin, P.R. George, H. O'Donnell, J. H. Young, J. Vaughn, C.R. Webster,-Z. C. Bishop, F.
H. Masten, G. W. F. Wood, L. Mower, A. B. Lansing, G. Y.
Hebb, assistant quartermasters, U. S. A.
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[Circular.]
CHIE li' QuARTERi1ASTER's OF F ICE,

.11.rmy of Mexico'j .M.exico, June 11, 1848.
Srn: On the arrival of your divisi.<?n in Jala,pa you will discharge
from the service each agent, wagonmaster, and laborer, not required, reserving one agent to every hundred wagons, and a wagonmaster to .every forty, under your charge.
All assistant wagonmasters will .be discharged, together with
such number of laborers as are not required.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
·O. CROSS,

.Major and Quartermaster.
P. S. You ~vill have all .public animals branded with the usual
brand, if there be a11y under your charge without it.
· ·
.
0. CROSS, Major, ~c. .
To Capt~ins E. H. Fitzgerald, 1st divi sion regulars, Mexico; G.
W. F. Wood 1 cavalry briga·de; Theo. O'Hara, 2d division voJ.:unteers; Jos. · Daniels, 1st division volunteers; S. M'Gowan, 2d .
division regulars; G. V .d leb b, 3d division regulars, assistant
quartermasters, U.S. A., Jalapa.
1

CmEF

QuA,RTE~MASTER's OF;rcE,
.llrmy of JJ!Iexico, Jalapa, June 18, 1848.

CAPTAIN:: You will proce-ed to Vera Cruz with your train, and
turn over to the offieer in charge of the quartermaster's depa~tmerit
at that place such stores as may be under your charge. ,
You will also turn over to that officer all public funds you may
have in your possession after paying off all the teamsters, mechanics, ~nd laborers lllnder your direction:.
It is desirable that you should avail yourself of a favora.ble opportunity in going to Vera Cruz, and have a proper escort, to ac-

company you.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
0. CROSS,

Major and Quartermaster;
To Captain P. R·.

.

GEORGE,

Jissistant
Quartermaster,. U. S . .fl., Jalapa_.
.

[Circular ,]

CHIEF

QuARTERMASTER's On'ICE, ,

.11.rmy of Mexico, Vera Cruz, June· 21, 1848.
SIR: You will turn over to Captain Masten, assistant quartermaster, a transfer list of a 11 persons you have in your employ,
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statinl?: the fu11 amount due them. Where soldiers· are employed
as teamsters, they will be paid by the several assist3:nt quartermasters with whom such duties were performed, at the rate of pay
allo~ed by the general regulations to soldiers on extra dutJ:.
·
You wilI also report to me the amount of funds now m_ your
possession; which sum, on your arrival at New Orleans, _w ill be
turned over to Major Tompkins, quartermaste,r at that place. The
funds will be required at that station to meet payments in the department.
·
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
0. CROSS,
Major and Quartermaster.
To division, brigade·, and depot -quartermasters,
.11.rmy of Mexico, Vera Cruz.

CHIEF QuARTERMASTER's OFFICE,

.11.rmy .of Mexico, Vera Cruz, June 21, 1848.
CAPTAIN: Ipstead of paying off ) ovr men, you will make out
the proper papers and turn them over to Captain Masten for payment. After whtch yori will proceed with the · Tennessee brigade,
and, on your arrival at New _Orleans, report to Major General
, Jesup, quartermaster general, by letter, for further orders.
Very respectfuliy, your obedient servant,

. 0. CROSS,
·MaJor and Quartermaster.

To Captain J. VAUGHN,
Assistant Quartermaster, Vera Cruz .

CHIEF Q~ARTERMASTE;R.'S OFFICE,

JJ.rmy of Mexico, Vera Cruz, June 29, 1848.
CAPTAIN: You will, this morning, turn over all the public funds
of. the quartermaster's department that may be in your possession,
to Gaptain Thom as Jordan, assistant quartermaster. After you
have done this, and .made out your transfer list of all persons in
your charge, you will foJlow your division without delay.
~
Very respectfully, your obedient s-ervant,

0. CROSS,
MnJor and Quartermaster.

Captain J. H. Y otiNG,
Assistant Quartermaster, V (l ra Cru z .

CHIE F QuARTER MA S T ER ' s OFFICE,

.11.rmy of Mexico, V era Cruzy June 29, 184:8.
' CAPTAIN; You will not, after the receipt of this letter, issue out
funds on the receipts of disbursing offic ers wi thout my approval.

'\
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Captain Young, assistant quartermaster, has been directed to turn
over to you all the public funds he may have in his hands.
Very re ,s pectfully ,. your obedient servant,
.
O. CROSS,
Major and Quartermaster~
To Captain THOMAS JORDAN,

.llss-istant Qu,arterrnaster, · Vera Cruz.

,

'

CnIEF QuARTERMASTER's OFFICE,

.11.rmy ' of .Mexico, Vera Cruz, July -I, 1848.
CAPT AI~: As soon as y OU shall have completed ' the duties in
JOUr department here, you will proceed. to New Orleans and report
to Major D. D. Tompkins, quartermaster, in person, and at the
same time by letter to the quartermaster general, at Washington,,
for .further· orders.
Very resP.ectfully your obedient servant,
. 0. CROSS,
.11fajor, and Quartermaster.
Captain P. R. GEORGE·,
JJ.ssistant ~uartermaster, , Vera Cruz.

[Circular.]

.

'

CHIEF 'QuARTERMASTER's OFFICE,

.llrmy of Mexico, Vera Cruz, July 1, 1848.
Sit: In addition to the mo~thly papers already furnished this
office, you will immediately make out and transmit to t,he quartermaster general. a monthly summary statement of all t_he moneys in
your hands, for the rr.10n th of June, 1848, as, also, an account current for the s1=cond quarter of the current year.
A complete list is required to be furnished the quartermaster
general' of all persons you have -had under your employ, and whom
you have turned over to Captain . Masten, assistant quartermaster,
togther with . any information in the column of remarks respecting
any time for which they might not have received pay, and wha t
amount is due, or claimed to be due, them sev~rally. .
.
· Very respectfulJy, your obedien.,t servan_t.
0. CROSS,
J11ajor and Quartermaster.
'I

T o - - - -·--,
.IJ.ssistant quartermasters of divisions,
· brigades and dep ots, arm y of M exico.
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CHIEF QUARTERMASTER'S OFFICE,

.IJ.rmy of .Mexico, Vera Cruz, .July 6, 1848.
CAPT.A IN: You will proceed as soon as practicable to the cit~ of
New Orleans, and report in person to Major D. D. Tompkins,
quartermaster, and at the same t-ime by letter to the quartermaster
general at \Vashington, for further or<lers.
Very respectfully, &c.
0. CROSS, .
A!ajor and Quartermaster.
Captain A. :B. LANSING,
.IJ.ssistant Quartermaster, Vera Cruz.

P. S. All public, funds you may have on hand, on your arrival in
New Orleans, you will turn over to Major Tompkins, quartermaster, there.

0. C.

Instructions of same tenor and date given to Cap~ain .M. S. MiJ-ler, assistant q-aartermaster, Vera Cru~.

C.
Report of operations of the Quartermaster's Department, at
Tampico, M~xico, from the time of the orcupancy of that city
by ·the American forces, in November, 1846, to the period of peace
between the two republics, and t!ie subsequent evacuation by the
.llmericah troops, 28th June, 1848:
On the reception in New Orleans of the news of the capture or
occupancy of Tampico, in November, 1846, I was on duty in New
Orleans, ancl had the honor , to receive your instructions, assigning
me to duty in charge of the depot to be established at Tampico.
Aware of the importance attached to the position, I was aware
also that an ample quantity of army suppli~s would be required
there, and that an efficient administration of the duti.es of the de. partment would he expected and would be necessary.
Tampico was the second commercial port in tne republic in importance; not only the southern portion of Tamaulipas, but portions of the States of Vera Cruz, San Luis Potosi, Zacatecas and
Leon were dependent upon Tampico for their merchai;idise,
N
an hrough the same port v!ere exp.o rted large amounts, if not the
largest amounts of specie from the mining districts of the States
named. Hence her importance to us in connexion with war
operations, her revenues being cut off from the enemy and appropriated to our own p~blic expenditures .
. With a desire and determination to meet all reasonable expecta~1ons, I felt no ·little embarrassment, from the want of more minute
information than we then possessed as to the resources of the country, the dispositions of the inhabitants in places occupied by tla.e
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American forces, and the obEtacles which mig·ht have to be met
and onrcome in the prosecution of my du~ies. I however estimJted on Lieutenant Colonel T. F. Hunt, deputy quartermaster at
New Orleans, fo.r , general though · limited supply of quarterII;,aster's stores, employed a small number of mechanics, teamsters and
laborers with which to open a oPpot, and sailed from New Orleans
on the 26th November, 1846, arrived at Tampico on the 3d December, and entered immediatdy on duty. .In a few days my d·epart,. ment was organized, store-houses for the subsi·stence, ordnance, engineer and quartermaster's departments provided; also hospitals for
the sick, and quarters for all offieiei'fl on duty in the city.
·
As fast as the prospective · wants of the service could be anticipated, my estimates were promptly d e_spatched to Col, nel Hunt,1
deputy quartermaster general at New Orleans, and by that excellent
officer as promptly filled; and thus in a b,ief , space of time my
depot was well supplied with assorted quartermaster's stores.
The subject -of transportation for the army and its supplies, by
land, was one of vital interest, and occupied my early attention
after my arrival at Tampico.
I adopted measures, to obtain the best information as to the resources of the country from 100 to , 150 miles to the interior •from.
Tampico. I became satisfied that a large number, 'of gqod team
mules (unbroken) could be obtained in the country, ,and that, by a
l_ittle skilfal management of the guerrillas, they could be delivered
at Tampico. Wagons it was certain would have to come across
the Gulf, and these appeared to be accumulating with sufficient
,.
, ·
despatch.
Early in February, 1847, I thought it apparent that team mules
in large numbers would sobn be wanted, and I c1.ccordingly contracted for them.
On the 23d ~nd 24th January, 1848_, that po'r tion of General
Scott's army from the upper line arrived by the land route, via Vic,
tona, under command of Major General Patterson, n~mbering 5,000
men, and having in its train 450 to 500 wagons, 2,400 team mules
an d.-rOO .horses, inc!uding the regiment of Tennessee cavalry. .
During the sojourn of this army at Tampico, numbering upwards
of 6,000 men, including .the permanent' garrison, every issue , of
quartermaster's stor.es ( including water for the troops, which had
to be proc~red from a distance of eight to ten mile~,) was ordered by
my own bands; while at the same time I was directing the receiving
and shipping of supplies, the chartering .of vessels for troops, and
the thousand incidental business items and calls which always claim
a large share of attention.
The ordinary hours of repose were largely taxed,to enable me
to meet these demands of the public service.
.
I mention these facts, not to cla:m any undue credit, but simply
as affording evidence that I rendered, or tried to render, some service _to my country, ( th.o ugh not upon the battle field,) and that my
position was not one of inactivity.
"
'
It is proper that I make mention, in this report, of my purchases
of mules, &c.,'for teams for the transportation of the supplies of the
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grand army.
These purchases, I fancy, will contrast favorably
with similar ones in most other portions of the enemy's c<:,>untry.
In 1847, I purchased 5,226, and in J848, 1,684. good team mules,
mostly selected from large lots, at an average. co:,t of $25_ each.
Within the a~ove periods, I purchased, also, 160 Me,x1can, 'and
190 American horses, at an average cost of $30 for the former, and.
$80 for the latter.
·
· Alf the above, with the addition of 1,000 mules and 700 ~orses,
received from officers, were shipped to Ver·a Cruz for use, with the
grand army; making, in the total, about 8,000 team mules, and
1,650 (including 700 for the Tennessee cavalry) horses; a number
sufficient for 1,600 wagons. ,
.
In 1847, I also shipped 548 wagons, complete, from Tampico to
Vera Cruz, mostly in tpe first half of the year.
.
The permanent garrison o.f Tampico was com posed of the entire
Louisiana regiment of volunteers, under command .of Colon_el De
Russy; on'e mounted company, Captain Wyse, 3d artillery; one
company mounted ·volunte_ers, under Captain West; and five com·
panies IJlinois volunteers; (sub ~equently relieved by the same
force of Mississippi riflemen;) and one independent company of
Illinois cava1ry, under command of Captain Lawler. '
All the duties of the depot connected with these troops, of
course, d_evolve,il upon me during. my entire tour, with the exception of the duties of the· clothing depot, which were performed
by C~p tain C. E. Carr, assistant quartermaster, from and after
the 1st of October, 1847.
,
·
From the 20th of February to the 30th of April, 184 7, there
were despatched from Tampico seventy .. eigkt vessels, ( barks, brigs,
schooners, and· steamers,) ~ith troops qnd army supplies, mostly for
Vera ,Cruz; and, in the mean time, forty vessels, loaded with public
stores, were received and discharged at the same place,,without
taking into account the numerous public steamers which touched,
in their_trips up and down the coast, and were coaled at the Tampico depot; and I think I a,m safe in assuming that two hun1red,
dollars will cover all the demurrage which ever accrued ·on vessels ·
with public stores in the h?.rbor of Tampico, from the period of
the occupation to that of the evacuation by the American troops.
I desire here to say, that I make the last statement with no view
of i_n stituting any invidious comparisons with the administrations
of any of my brother officers of the department, bu·t to :show, as I
before said, that some efforts were made, under my direction, to
despatch the public bu sine~s, and that some zeal was evinced by
me to moderate the public expense, and, finally, .that my labor and
zeal were attended with corresponding rtsults.
Funds were furnished from the department for all dis·b ursements
in the engineer department at the post, and for the purchase of
medicines, on requisitions.
A government steamer was fitted out with the necessary implements
for opening a channel from the Panuco to the To massee river, by
which steamboat navigation was had for one hundred miles in the
direction of San Luis Potosi.
The Panuco was also explored by
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another government steamer to the distance of ohe hundred miles
above Tampico.
·
In the spring, snmmer, and autumn of 1847, sickness and cleath
made fearful inroads ·upon the force of the quartermaster's· department, as well as among the troops stationed at the post, and w~th
difficulty men were found willing to hazard their health to fill the
vacancies.
·
,
I sha11 now add. a few statistical items of some principal articles
of property received, and disbursements made, and close this re ...
port.
.
,
.
Forage and coal were the largest items of shipment to .the . depot
at Tampico; although a general and valuable assortment of quar- ,
termas'ter's stores were always on hand.
From DecemlJer 1, 1846, to June 1, 1848, there were received at
Tampico 170,000 barrels of coal, 184,000 bushels of oats, 37,000
bushels of corn, and 3,423,529 pounds of hay.
In the same period there was disbursed by rne at Tampico, on
public account, the sum of eight hundred thousand dollars, and
twenty-three thous_and . (a balance on hand), brought to Ne1w Or- .
Jeans at the close of the war, and turned over to the ·quartermastel"
there.
I am ·aware that the statements given in the two preceding paragraphs are not large yvhen contrasted with like items at one or two
other gulf posts, but I think they may indicate a pretty fair share
of responsibility for any one officer of the department. ·
.
My letters and accounts;already transmitted to Washington, give
intelligence of abandoning the post of Tarn pico in June last, and
of the measures ·which were adopted in disposing of the public
property. And my mon f :y accounts, forwarded from Tampico and
New Orleans, shew the balance of p,ublic funds which were in my
hands to have been turn ed over to Captain Clary, assistant quartermaster, and my account s balanced by his receipt.

E. B. BABBITT,
· .11.ssistant Quartermaster, U. S . .11..

l!aj. Gen. T. S. JEsup,
Quartermaster· Gen., U. S . .11.rmy, Washington, D. C.

Remarks suggested to my mind by the preceding report, and which
I desire slio7tld be appended to it.
Permit, me gen ~ral, to express ,the hope that I shall be exempt
if I say that it i.s with no ·small degree
of mortification that I see, both in and out of the department, my
j uniors brevett ed over me, for services nGt one tithe as ar-dt:.ous
( in most cases) or as ·r esponsible as mine, and in the performance
of which, if many fell upon the right and left by the sword of the
enemy, it was no more than the hand of disease was cQnstantly
d ~ing around me, in that insalubrious position where
-d.uty
called me to act.
·
.
·
Many of the brevets I know to have been most nobly won and
richly merited, and I rejoice that they are bestowed. Excuse n:.e

fr om the charge of envy,

my
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however, if I say that I am ~nable to . pe:ceive the ~equity ~f re.lativeJy degrading me, for ha~rng had the m1sfortu1~e !o ?e assigned
to the arduous and responsible duties of one of the prmc1pal depots
connected with the operations of the army.
I feel, general, that however j-ust the breyets gr~nted. t.o_ others,
injustice has thereby been done to rue; am I right m behevrng that
herein I ha,e your concurrence?
.
.
,
.
My official acts are before you, in this report and rn my var10us
. h t.h e "l'rne_, "
returns and letters. I am no longer connected wit
and shall repose the fullest confidence in my own ch_ief, that ~e wt!l
cause my claims to be laid before the proper authority, and if possible to secure me from relative degradation in army ra~k, a~ the
only return for my humble, but faithful services at Tam pico. 1
E. B. :BABBITT,

.11.ssistant Quartermaster,
Major G€n. THos. S.

JESUP,

·

,

QuartermasterGeneral,U. S . .11.,
Washington, D ... C.

I

u. s. .fl..

! ··

D-1.

ASSISTANT QUARTERMASTER'S OFFICE,

Santa

Fe,

July 5, 1847.

SJR: It .is' now some six o~ eight mopths since I have received'

a letter from

your office, and I am at a loss to know what is the
intention of government relative to this country. I am greatly in
want of many ,articles which cannot be procured in this country,
and mai:iy articles which I expectecl last fall, I am . now obliged to
purchase at extravagant prices. .
Trains of private wagons have arr~ved more than a month since,
and I cannot possibly imagine any reason for the detention of
public trains.
The assistant commissary of subsistence has been
obliged to purchase sugar at 58 cents per pound.
·
There has been but one letter received from Washington in the
last four months, and that was brought by accident. The failure
to send expresses here has been a serious cause of difficulty and
embarrassment, besides a heavy expense to the government, as the
1st regiment of Missouri volunt~ers was detained some six weeks
~ at Socorro, drawing supplies from tjiis place, awaiting news of
· General Wool's advance on Chihuahua.
I have made several estimates of funds required for the department in this country, and requested treasury notes to be sent, but
have heard nothing on the subject; and, unless I have a supply
soon, I will be obliged to suspend payment entirely.
The Indians are depredating on the citizens in ·every direction,
and no steps have been taken to suppress their incursions; they
,have becf>me very bold, and a <lay or two since drove off many animals eleven miles from this. place. The public stock is subject to
depredations; but I have a strong guard of teamsters, who have
charge of the stock.
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The stock is very poor; until the last week, there has not been
sufficient r.ain in ten months to lay the dust, and the new grass is
.·
now growing finely. .
I hope, in a few days, some one will ar~ive . .with an express
which will give us some intimation of what we can _expect. The
times of. the volunteers are expiring, and not more than one-half
will re-enter the service. Some parts of companies have been sent
to Fort Leavenworth to be muster~d . out of ser_vice, and sufficient
transportation for sick and provisions furnished. Had I known
that any , troops would have been s~nt to Fort,. J .L eavenworth, I
would have requested the assistant quarte~m~ster at Fort ' Leavenworth to send provision to the crossing to meet the troops, which
would have saved transportation and kept provisions in, the ,
country.
W. M. D. McKISSACK,
Captain, .fl. _Q. M.
Major General T. S. JEsuP,
Quartermaster General, Wash.ington, city, D. C.

D-2.
A~sisT ANT Qu ARTERMASTEii's. OFFICE,

Santa Fe, Oct_ober '31, 1847.
Sm: f have the honor to report myself!, on duty at this ·place.
The battalion. of Missouri infantry will leave in a day or two for
El Paso; six companies of Missouri mounted ,volunteers have departed, and are to select .a grazing :camp in .the vicinity of Socorro ,
and await further orders); five companiesv Illinois volunteers have
left for EI Paso, and o·ne company of ·arago_pns, converted into ~r- ,
tillery, will leave in ,a few days. The Santa Fe battalion are en,
route for Socorro, making twenty-one con:1panies '. en _roitte to · El
Paso and its vicinity, with six months' supply of provisions, ordnance, medicines, · &c: The remaining' two c?m panies, 1st dragoons,
have orders to be ready to leave, witµ six months' supplie·s. All
the troops, except the two companies ,of dragoons, have their
transportation: I have thus far been sibl~ t-o supply all the transportation without purchasing, except a few teams which were pur- ·'
.' ·
chased _at half price.
Duriqg the falJ, l sent back to Fort Leavenworth the trains as
soon as the animals had time to recruit. All -the wagons a'rriving
here require tires r-eset, and most of tb e wagons sent back were
the best I had; many of whjch, I learn, have been abandoned on
the plains, the stock hav·ng- been (lriYen off by Indians.
.
The troops will concentrate in El Paso, and there await the arri va1 of General Price and his orders -r e1ative to . a march on Chihuahua. One object of the movement before General P'ierce arr ives, is to rem9ve _the troops · from town, where , q1ere is much
sickness and mortality.
· .
•
There are mor.e troops in this territory than can . possibly be re-
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quired, and at Chihuahua forage and subsistence can be procured
at half the price here. ,
W. M. D. McKISSACK,

Captain, .Ii. Q. M.
Major General T. S. JEsuP,

Quartermaster General, Was!iington, D. C.

D-3.
Ass1ST ANT QUARTERMASTER'S OFFICE,

Fe,

November 30, 1847.
Srn :_ Nothing has occurred requiring particular notice during the
Santa

month; all the troops destined for the Chihuahua exptdition are
en route for El Paso and' its vicinity, where they will remain until
the arrival of General Price, or definite instructions relative to the.
expedition; the dragoons at Albuquerque have their transportation
for six months supplied, and are ready to take up the line of
march at any time.
.
Three garrison flags are required in this territory; the only one
now in use is a flag formerly used as a "demo,cratic flag of St.
St. Louis ," which I purchased at Bent's fort, when the troops
under General Kearny were marching toi this place .
. The expenses . of the department at this time are very . great,
owing to the number of troops and provision trains moving south.
Forage for the animals is, necessary, there b~ing little or no grass
for one hundred and fifty miles; and although I furnished the acting assistant quart"ermasters of the different detachments with funds
to procure forag-e, many of the animals have been condemned and
their places supp lied by purchase. One train lost, one night in a
snow storm, one hundred and fifty-three oxen.
I have been ab.le to furnish the troops with everything they require, except cookiflg utensils; there is . nothing except some tin
wares and castings to be obtained in this territory that can be sub-.
stituted, which I have issued to _ supply the place of camp kettles
and mess pans.
.
I have been obliged to make tents of wagon covers, as most of
the troops received, at Fo-rt Leavenworth, unserviceable tents.
There are only three or four army regulations in the territory,
and these not having the necessary forms, all the burden of making
requisitions, returns, &c., on the department, are made at my office,
to comply with the established forms. I would, therefore, suggest
to the adjutant general the necessity of furnishing the troops with
the regulations. The regulation;:; of the quartermaster's depar.tment 1
forms, &c., I have had printed, and will be furnished to every
officer acting in the department.
W. M. D. McKI8SACK,
Captain, JJ.. Q .•M.
Maj or Gen~ral T. S. JEsup,

Quartermaster General, U. S . .11.,
Washington, D. C.
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D-4 . .
ASSISTANT QUART E RMASTER'S OFFICE,

Santa Fe, December 31, 1847.
Srn: Since the arrival of General Price, one battalion of infantry (I11inois,) 'en route to El Paso, has been ordered' to return to
thi~ place, the ottier troops froni this to El Paso have been ordered
t o select good encampments and await further .orders, as the general is daily expecting an express from th~ States, authorizing
him to proceed to Chihuahua with the troops that can be properly
sp ared from this territory.
I have been .able to procure sufficient forage to furnish the officers
with forage in kind, except hay and fodder, which, are very scarce, ··
and in lieu thereof I have furnished four quarts of corn; I had a
quantity of hay made on the Rio Grande, but the troops moving
south have used and destroyed it.
'
I am informed that Lieutenant Colonel Gilpin has taken quarters
with two mounted companies at Bent's Fort, and made contracts
for forage and subsistence, wltich supplies must necessarily be furn is hed from Taos and its vicinity, and to meet the expenses, d_es ires to be furnished with fun <ls by me; but as I am informed, by
Lieutenant Prince, that Lieutenant Colonel Gil pin was specially
ord ered to send two companies of mounted men to winter at Fort
S cott, where provis1ons and forage were deposirted , .for them, I
w ill decline furnishing him with funds, and recommend him to draw
on the a·ssistant quartermaster at Fort Leavenworth, or•on Lieuten-ant Colonel Mackay, as I have difficulty in prbcuring funds for
·
t his department.
~\-If these troops remain at Bent's fort, the expenses will be heavy,
a nd it will be to tjle interest of the department to have an officer
of the qu'a rtermaster's department on duty with the battalion.
1

,

.

·

,,

W. M; D. McKISSAC,K, _
Capt(lin, .11.ssistant Quartermaster.

Major General T. S. JEsuP,
..
Quartermaster Gen., U. S . .11.rmy,
'-Washington, D. C.

·

.

.

, I

D-5 .
ASSISTANT QuARTER:MASTER's 0 :F FICE,

Cliihuahua, May 31, 1818.

S m: I have the hon·o r to report myself on duty · at this place .
Under the armistice and special instructions from General Buti er, all the, captured property taken at Santa Cruz has been de-li vered to commissioners authoriz ed to receive it, except the arms,
& c., which :remain in our possession.
I have converted all the ox wagons · into mule, and have purc hased mules, and can fq.rnish transportation for three mon ths' sup-
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plies. Ox teams have proved unfit to accompany troops on the
march beino- too slow, and in crossing "Jornada" (a, ]ong stretch
'
0
•
without
water)
many fail.
,
I have thus far been able to forage the animals, (some t_wentytwo hundred,) but corn is very scarce, and I have been ~bl1ged to
send some hundred and fifty miles for it; the great scar?1ty- of the
article has greatly increased the price, and by the arr~nstice I a:n
prev,entecl from regulating the price, but' the public. an1m_als ~rem
a condition for travel)ing, and if the troops remain here until the
rainy season commences, the grass will be_sufficient without corn
for such as are not at work.
I' have furnished the dragoons with clothing made in this place,
, and presume I will be required to furnish the vo]unteers, as they
cannot procure clothing for ]ess than two hundred per cent. over
government prices. Every arti¢1e, almo-st, required for the· department, is excessive]y hi·gh priced; wood sells for six dollars twentyfive cents per cord, but all required for the troops is drawn fifteen
miles by public teams, for which $1 25 per cord is paid the owner.
T~e officers · allowed to purcha_se by the jack load at -the above
pnce ..
I have required the ·officers acting in the department to make
purchases and disbursements for their respective regiments and
battalions, in order to make them familiar with the duties; and all
their returns, &c., pass my inspection; and most of them being inform a], have been returned for cor;rection, which will account for
their del;ay.
.
Tn reference to your letter of 31st January, relative to the battalion for California, I have been informed by General Price that
~e h~s not sufficient men to spare for that object, and transportat10n 1s unnecessary.
,
I find no difficulty at present in procuring the funds required,
and as the expe~ses have been unusually great, I hope, by greatly
reducing expenses, to be able to procure all the funds I may require
by c~r?fts on St. Louis. ·
.
.
The dep:i.rtnient here is in good condition and ready to meet any
reasonable expectations.
. W. M. D. McKISSACK,
Captain, .IJ.ss'istant Quartermaster.
Major General T. S. JEsuP,
Quartermaster General, U. S ~ ./Jrmy,
Washingt~n.

--,D-6.
.

,.

WASHINGTON,

D.

c.,

November 7, 1848.
Srn: Agreeab]y to your direction, I have the honor "to report
the operations of the quartermaster's department in New Mexico."

,,.
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When war was declared, Co.lonel Doniphan's rrgiment of Missouri mounted _ volunteers, a battalion _of artillery, (light,) of infantrv, anll dragoon~, marched from Fort ½eavenworth; via Bent's
fort, \o Santa Fe; all of which were furnished with the necessary
transportation for troo~ps, subsistence, stores, ordnan~e, medical
tores, &c.
·
The time oo.c~pied by the army to marc,h over a distance of 800
miles of uninhabited country will be an indication of the quality
of the transportation furnished.
.
In Ne'w Mexico forage could not be procured, a.nd consequently
the public animals _and volunteer horses were not furriisheJ; except
those in immediate use.
Some of the tr_a ins cros.sing the plains have been attacked by
Indians, and in, some c·ases the trains were abandoned an,d a large
amount of public property destroyed by Indian dt:>predations.
T_he dragoon horses not being in a condition to proceed with
General ~ea.my to Galifornia., mules were substituted, and on the
General's departure he directed Colonel Doniphan to make an ex-•
pedition in the Indian ~oun try against , the Navajoes; after which,.
l1e proceeded with his regiment to Chihuahua; and 1bein·g in the
winter, with little or no forage, many animals died o-r were abandoned, and their places supplied by p'U·rcha·se.
,
Colonel Pr~ct:'s regiment, an·d· an entire battalion of Missouri
mounted volunteers; relieved Colonel Doniphan's command, and ·
were distributed in various posts in the territory, all receiving
supplies _from Santa Fe.
.
,
•
·
·
The battalion of Mormons, en route to California, ( via Santa Fe,}
were furnished with such transportation as could be procured, although not of a good quality, the demands on the department having
exhausted the supply.
When the time expired ' of the volunteers who _first entered the
country, they were relieved bya regiment of infantry from Illinois,
a battalion of infantry from Missouri, and a regiment of mounted
~en from Missouri. all under General Price, who proc~eded -to Chihuahua and Santa Cruz, with eighteen compmies; and after peace
was concluded all, except two comp_anies, returned to ,their homes.
The foregoing is a synopsis of t_he operations in New ~exico,
from which you can form some idea of the difficulties to be surmounte_d by the department. With an army marching fifteen hundred miles over a country almost uninhabited, without resources,
where supplies cannot be obtained, (even timber or ir~rn for repairing wagons, &c.,) with a depot of supplies fifteen hundred miles in
our r.ear, and · a r0ute infested with hostile Indians, you can con- _
ceive the difficulties under rvhich the department labored ..
.
W. M. D. McKISSA~K,
Captain, .fl.. Q. M.
Maj. Ge1i. T. S. JEsup,
Quartermaster General,
United States army, Washington.
15
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WASHINGTON C1TY,
G:E~EH.AL:

,October 8, 1847.

In cow plian ce with your ·instructions, I ha v~ the honor

to subwit the following report in relation to the opeq1.t1ons ,of the
nart~rrnaster's de partm en t, and a genera I d escri pt ion of the c·ountry tr,;versed by the troops under General Kearny on his late march
from Fort L ea v~n worth to New Mexico and California, and thence
·
'back to Fort Leavenworth.
On leaYing Fort Leavenworth our route was nearly south, until
striking the road of the tra<liqg ·caravans to Santa Fe, which we
,
followed to. the Arka~sas, when we turne·d up to Beent's fort, and
thence direct 1o San ta Ff, 1 thus a voiding the Iong str~ tch, with out
/ -water, on the usual route by _the Oim~ron; but, as this route crosses
,b ,f Raton, a' spur of the Rocky · mountains, across whi,ch the road
is ext.remely rough, nothing was gained, it beingjConsiderably
lilonger.
.
'
·
On, t.he whole route from Fort Leavem~orth to Santa , Fe, the only
•
1oints at whi0h timber sufli-cient for a military post could l;>e obained are, perhaps, Council grove,.. distant about 126 miles from
Fort Lea,;enworth; at Jackson grove, on the Arkansas, and in the
18:aton mountains, until approaching Santa Fe, . where · pine and
otber timber of mou~tain growth becomes abundant. The,...eountry,
11ntil near the Arkansas, is a rich prairi e, covered with luxurian~
grass; but .beyond that point, a sandy soil, -with scant vegetation.
The occurrences tihat took place on our reaching Santa Fe, and
ht peaceable subjugation,_\ of the country, have been alreadr re•
,
·
·
·
' 1orted.
On leaving Santa Fe for California, our choice was didded between two routes; that by Abiquin, usually cal'led the traders' trail,
and, the more soutl ern, by ,the river Gila. The route .by Abiquin
\s mueh the shorter, but long, stretches over deserts, without grass
•M water, are more numerous; however, in consequence of the ad"lJ;;,lnced season at which we left Santa Fe, it was decided to take
the lower route by the 9-ila.
Having made arr~ngements to sen~ the dragoon horses back to
:fort Leave"t1worth, and mules having. b ee n obtained with great dificulty for the w~ole command, we Jeft Santa F e on the 25th Sep·
!\,ember, our force consisting of five companies of the 1st regiment
-dragoons, unde'r M_ajor Sumner, and a small party of topographical
~ngrneers under LLc>utenant Emnry.
·
As we had found it impossible to pro.cure accurate information
is to our route, 01· any · correct description of the country, it was
1oped we might bt able to cross with wagons; we accordingly
itarted with them, drawn by eight mules each, but after' proceeding about 200 miles down the 'D e l Norte, it w.as ,-ound impossible
'to pr0ceecl fur_th er with them wi thout great dtlay and difficult); it
71,as-thereforn determined to r eso rt, at once, to packs.
Anticipating that such might be the case, pack -saddles had been
ordered before leaYing S anta Fe; these had been left with Major
I
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Sumner, who, in consequence of the information deri,e d from Carfson, (the express sent by Commodore Stockton from California,) that
our fbig had been h'oisted in that country, and "a]l was quiet there,
had been ordered to remain with three. of our companies in New
Mexico-.- , An express was accordingly sent to him to have the requisite-.n umber of pacl~-saddles _sent down~ and our wagons taken
back to· his caqi p.
'
·
.
Having properly prepared our packs, -we agai,n started; but, even
with these, we fqund it almost impossible to proceed without great
difficulty and fatigue, as we now had reached the point where tl~e
mountaii1s approach the river; over these our route lay.
After leaving the Del Norte we struck across the Mimbres chain
.of mountains, in which are rich copp er mines, where we found
many deserted buildings and Jarge excavations. These mines w:ere
formerly extensive'l y worked, and were valuaMe, not only for the•
·Copper but the g~old,'wrth which it w·as . mixed in rich proportions; '
• · they are now abandon~d in consequence of the depredations of the
Indians, and the great difficulty of procuring supplies; but, as they
are Jocate_d In, a fine country, with abundance of timber, it may be
hoperl the time is not far -distant when they will be made to yield
up their treasures.
· .
.
From· the copper mines we struck across to the Rio Gila, down
whicb we travelled to its junction with the Colorado; on this river
(the Gila) we passed through the interesting ·village of the Pimos
IndiaQs, by whom we were .abundantly s,1pplied with corn, flour,
beans, and beef, in exchange for articles of Indian trade we had
with us. A hap~y _supply, as we· were nearly out of provisions,
and would soon Lave been reduced to the necessity 0£ killing, our
broken down animals foi: food, an extreme to which we were afterwards reduced.
AfttU leaving the Pimos the country assumes a ve,ry ~lifferent character from that ab.ove; grass becomes very scant, and it was with
difficulty our tir~d animals could find enoligh to give them strength
to pr9ceed on the journey; they now had become very poor, and
. some were being left every day to perish on the road, or become a

prey
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After crossing the R~o Colora o, just below its junction with the
Gila, we traversed the lower extretnity of the great desert, ninety
mi] es, without either grass or wat.er, except •a scant ·supply of the
latter, obtained by digging wells through the loose sa·od ,; many qf
our aninrnls gave out, a.nd we were enabled to reach the first sett1em ents of California ( Warner's rancho) . only by relieving our animals by marching on foot a portion of each day.
General Kearny ha"·ing learnt at th.i~ place that a patty of Californians, with a large number of h'Orses and mules belonging to
the insurgent chief, Flores, ( who was then in arms against the
United States,) was ·en .c amped a short distance off, preparatory to
leaving the country for Sonora, sent Li~utenant Davidson, with a.
small co~mand, to captµ.re · them, which t e having succeeded in
doing, we were enabled to remount those on foot.

•

I
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Two days after leaving Warner's, an engagement with a detachment of the enemy under Andres Pico, at San Pasqual, took place ..
We twice droYe the enemy from his positions, but we~e so encumbered with our .wounded, it was thought inexpedient to proceed
until reinforcements shoYld be sent by Commo<! ore Stockton from
San Diego, about .35 miles distant. 1:IaviDg waited for' t~e: arrival
of this reinforcement, subsisting on our broken ·down ammals, we
reached San Diego on tbe 12th December.
·
On our arri~l at San Diego·, finding no provisions or supplies ·of
any kind, except thos~ belonging to the navy, who were themselves
on short allo\vance, and being unable to procure any- thing in the
country but cattle, I was· directed . by General Kearny to pro·c eed
to the Sandwich Islands for the purpose of procuring funds and the
• necessary articles for the quartermaster's, subsistence and medical
departments.
·
As I was also to procure supp1i.e s for the navy, a trading vessel
was chartered by the purser of the squadron·, in which I left on the
21st December. The Sandwich Islands lying about ·2,.200 miles
southwest from San Diego, my passage over took 18 days. Immediately on my arrival ~t' Honolulu, the principal town of the islands,
I set about the object of my mission. The time of my arrival wa&
most inopportune, as the market a short time previous had beeri almost swept of the _principal articles needed, and consequently high
prices were asked for ~hat remain'ed. ·
. As it was ·necessary to pay for the articles purchased, and the
procuring of funds bei,ng one of the objects of m5 trip, (no money
could ·be obtained in California,) I deemed it advisable to advertise 1
for exchange for draft's on th~ heads of the departments in this city.
Three offers only were made; one for $1;100 at 18 per cent.., one
for $2,'500 at 20 per cent. and one for $10,000 at the same rate.
Of t~ese offers I accepted for the quartermaster'E' department the
one for $1,100 at 18 per cent. an.cl $4,500 at 20 per cent., drawing
'bills of exchange on you for the amount.
Although the rate of exchange for bills on the disbursing department of the army may be considered exorbitantly high, stil! I found
they could not be negotiated at a more reasonable rate, and ·much
more readily than on consular bills, in consequence of the great
difficulty, . as . was sta'ted, usually encountered in getting these
.honored.
With the ·fund~ thus obtained, I p~id for such articles as were indispensaole for our operations in California, either for the purpose
of throwipg up defences, or for constructing or repairing such
works as might be deemed necessary for ·the accommodation of the
troops.
Though I was compelled to pay exorbitant prices fo1 the supplies
purchased, owing to the state of the market, there is no doubt but
in a few years these islands will be found an advantageous place
for procuring many articl-es of tropic~l growth, needed on our Pacifi.c. coast, as the cultivation of sugar, coffee, &c., i{i rapidly extendrng.
On niy return to San Diego, the passage taking 25 days, I
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found the country rn a perfect state of quiet, and, ·that ·Gen.era!
Kearny bad sailed for the upper part of the territory, 1eavihg orders for me to remain at t'hat' place until further instructions. As
the landing of the . shipping is five miles. from the town, I was engaged, whil,e waiting his further orde rs, in getting the supplies
hauled up, .and forwarding such as were required to the Mormon.
battalion (which had arrived during my absence) . sta.tion~d at the
mission of San Luis Rey, about ,40 miles from San Diego,.
On the _l5th March I receiv~d . from General Kearny an order to
join him at Monterey, and in complianc,e tlrerewith started on the ·
17th. On -my· ·trip up the . country I passed through the principal
towns and by many of the old mission establish_.qients. These generally are large piles of ado'be buildings, built witt considerable ·
taste, and might, 'where the localities are suitable, t.be made convenient barracks for our troops. The most eligible sites 1n the richest
valleys h~v,e been invaria.bly selected for these establishments, '
-which are now ,~i,ther deserted qr in the possession of foreigners,
~nd fast falli.ng to decay for want of timely attention·. .
The c'oun.try , between San Diego ·and Monterey is a dry plain,
occasionally ' intersected by the spurs of the, coast range, with but
little water, hardly sufficient fql the numerous cattle that a-re seen
in every d.irection, but notwithstanding affording excellent pasturage.
·
Oats gro·w wild throughout the country, the pin grass (a speci.es
of clov.er) is abundant and affords the / most ·nutricious food. The
fine pasturage, combined with the temperate climate, renders it unnecessary to provide foo·d for the animals during winter.
On my arrival . at Monterey on the 14th April, I relieved Lieutenant Shermall' in the duties of the department at t_hat place. The
public barracks, a large udobe building, in \ the centre of the town,
much out of repair, was turned' over as quarters for the four companies of. the Ne.w York volunteers which had just arrived fro'rn
, Francisco, where they had dis em ba1ked on their arri Yal from New
York.
.
·
A ·large fiei°d work comman<ling the anchorage ~:nd town was be.
ing constructed, under ·the superrntendence of Lieutenant _Halleck
of the engineers, ·on the hill llpon -which was encamned a company
of the 3d regiment artillery, the tools, m:--:..terials, &c., being furnished by the quartermaster's departme11-t. . In this work it was intended to ·erect quarters for the per'manent accommodation of the company.
·
·
_During my stay. at ;Monterey, I was engaged in putting up a sawmill, procuring mateirials for quarter~ for the artillery company, repairing the barracks, and superintending the landing of stores.
Having been directed by General Kearny to return to the United
Statts with him, I left Monterey on the 1st of Jun~; ·the day after
he started, but ca'me up with him the sarrie afternoon, encamped· in
the beautiful valley of San Juan, ab9ut 45 miles distant.
This
valley is the richest of any I saw in California-oats and clover,
waist high, growing in the greatest luxuriance.
.
We had now reached t_h e point where it was necessary to decid~
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which route we should take to reach the usual crossing place of
the Sierra Nevada on our way to the southwest pass. Two ~outespresented themselves to our choice, eith_er l~al by the stra it~. of
Carquinas, or the one by Sutter's, at the JUnct10n of the American
fork with the Sacramento river.
Should we go by Sutter's, we
would be compelled to swim all the stref1ms running into the Sacramento on · the south s.ide, as they were much swollen by the
melting snow from the mountains; by crossing at the straits , we
would avoiJ all the swollen streams, but 'perhaps meet with gr.eater
detention, as the current at this point is very rapid, the river_wide,
and impassable except at ebb tide; _not" more t'h'an two trips could
.. be made each day; it would take, at this _rate, five or six d fl ys to
get all across.
Weighing al I the circumstances, Gener~l K1::arny
decided to take the route by . Sutter's.
After leaving the valley of San Juan, w·e cross,ed the ridge sEparating the waters of the Salinas from ,those of the Sacramento, and
m.me into the valJey of the Tu lares, of fl. character entirely different
from that we had left-an arid plaih extending in every direction,
the grass already parched up for the want of moisture, as the fogs,
which are almost perpttual on the · coast, do .no _t extend. ·so far in
the interior. . On this plain, however, we found numbers oC wi'ld
horses; antelo'pe, and other game.
On reaching the San Joaquiri, we found it a formidable sfream,
running fro,m bank to bank, and impassable at the point at which
we had struck it. Knowing that Captain Nagle was somewhere in
the neighborhood with his company of New York volunteers,
which had been mounted and sent out to check the depredati·ons of
the Irulians, we went down the river about twelve miles, where we ·
found them bivouacked qn the opposite side, having crossed in a
skin boat.
Obtaining possession of this boat, we crossed without
much difficulty.
,
While waiting on the banks of this river, a Californian (one of
the few enrolled as volunteers and added to Nagle's cornm~nd) led
into camp a large buck tlk which he had lassoed. ·Others 'Yere
caught l:Jy the Californians in the same way, and the ,camp ab_undantly supplied with meat.
/
After crossing the San Joaquin, the 'next obstacle was the Towalumnes, at a distance of sixteen miles; but, as we had brought with
us the skin boat, by placing it in the branches of a tree, and dragging the tree wi,th riatas, one end being fastened to the trunk, and
the other wound round the pommels of the saddles of fo~ur or five
horses, upon which our men rode abreast, (a common way of
hauling in California,) we got everything safely over, excepting
one boat- load, consisting of the camp egu\page and p.rovisions of
myself and personal party, my mule ' shoes and nails, and ·all the
tools I had along for the use of the command, which were lost by
the upsetting of the boat, owing to the rapidity of the current.
At this river we found some Indians who were of great assis1 ance
to us in crossing; being very expert swimmers, I endeavored to induce some of them to dive for such of my lost articles as would
not wa~h down stream, but was unable to prevail upon them to . do
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so tbou.o-h making them offer·s of all it was in my power to give.,
They w~re naked, . subs_isting armost entirely upon· gras~hopper-~
routs, a1Hi grass Sf.:ed. They, n0 <loubt,ever~tually recovered s.om.e
of the articJes~
After crossing the Towa 1um n es, we swam the Stanis lau.s lUtl[f
Moculumnes. At the latter, M~jor Cook had his boat load of p,ra,-.
visions, clothing, &c., capsized, and; most unfortunately, our ski~
boat, which had performed such good servi~~, went down stream
and was lost.
On the 13th of June, we reache·d the Sacramento, crossed it itt
ca noe, lay by for two: days, jerking beef, and prepari~g such artidt1fJ
as we had found woul4 be · required for our further progress. W,e
also procured there a number of horses; bei'ng part of tbose ta.kem
from the Californi ans · by the par-ty that first -co.mmencPd the revei-lution in that country·, comm.only known as the bear party, an.&
afterwards turne.d over to Lieutenant Colonel -Fremont.
'l'hemie
. horses were taken, not with the expectation that they would g~l.t
through the . journ ey , but to relieve .our mules in crq.ssing tlie
mountains, and then to be killed for food, should it become necetsary. ·v", e were now in the hea.rt of the American settlements f.il
California, in the far famed valley oJ the Sacramento, described a,g
the garden of the world, producing the ·:necessaries ' of J.ife almot:lt '
without labor, and uninterrupted h_ealth wafted on breezes from t!ae
boundlern ocean of the west, or the snow-capped mo~ntains
t.he
north. On inquiry, however, we fo \rnd, that though large yiel<~
of wheat are often obtained, aml that the( soil produces well wit-flout the nece!?sity of re-sowiiig, yet, that in oth er years, the cro _
almost fails for the want of , sufficient rain, and the country su.liject to that curse of western prairies, the a.g,ue and fever.
Thi~
how~ver, is not the case -on _t:he coast, rroi·. in the country g,~neqllty...
The salubrity of the climate of California cannot, probably, bti
excelled by .that of any country of the ~ame extent in the world.
Forty miles from the Sacramento, we t,assed the 1as.t settlemeo.t
of the Pa~ific, and bade adieu, for a white, to all signs of civilization. • Soon striking the· b_ase of the Sierra Nevada., we crossed the.
<liv_iding ridge on the 21 st of June, working our way with imm en
toil and labor, through snow fifteen or twenty feet deep, giving
great pain to the eyes, from the reflection of the midsummer sua..
On th-e east .side of this ridge ., we st ruck .the Truckey or Salmom.
Trout Jake, five miles from the lo~er end of which ,we came. to the
remains of the cabins built by a party of the emigrants of the previous year. These emigrants having delayed on ,their journey, di&
not reach this point until the month of October, whtn it was im
possible to cross the mountain, on account of the snow. Stumps
twelve or fifteen feet high afforded· evidence of the im · ense qu arntity of snow by which they were surrounded. We collected an~!
buried the remain_s of those that had perished from hunger; some
of the skeleto'ns were entire: parts of others were found, the fle~h
having bee n c@nsumed by the last survivors.
On the Sierra Jfevada,-we saw magnificent specim~ns of the· pi~e
and cypress; o-ne pine ·was measured-twenty-eight feet two inchtW
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_in circumference; the bejght of some ·o f the cypress p_robab1y two ·.
hundr ed feet.

we

On striking 1be Salmon Trout
found it running a perfect torrent; sti11 it wa s advisable to cr~ss at this point, wh_ere ttmb~r for
a boat or raft coqld be procured, rather than. follow 1t down whe~e
none could be obtained. Wo. found a tree lodged on some rock~ rn
the middle of the stream, but as it did not extend across, the d1ffi.culty was to get one to meet it from the oppo_site bank.
e mad~-/
several unsuccussful attempts, but at length rnduced a d1schargeu
soldier, by an offer of ten dollars, to sw'im across, and c.u t o~e from
the opposite bank; ( others had hied., but fou'n d it impossible to
stem the current.;) we anxiom:ly watched the fall of the tree, ,_and
great was our delight to see it lodge in the_de~ired spot; a bridge
being thus made, our pac1.s were taken over by being passed from
hand to hand by men stationed at different points, as the curre~t
rah with too much force over part of our narrow bridge ·to permit
crossing with safety. It now remained to get the a~imals over.
(hving to tl:e numerous streams they had already . been obliged to
swim, they were very reluctant to take to the water;. after many
efforts, we succeeded in driving them into the rushing torrent, and
all crossed safely.
Having followed down the Salmon Trout nin,'ety miles, we reached
the point where the-trail leaves it to cross the desert to the sink of .
Maiy's · river. This desert, lying between the waters of the Nevada
and those o_f the Rocky mountains, is forty-five miles across, without water, exce,pt ab.out half-way, at the boiling spring, from which
the boiling water spouts up five or six feet, affording no relief to
the thirst, even wrren cool, being · so strongly impreRnated with
mineral substances as to be nauseous to the taste. The hot sun,
reflectE-d from the loose white sand, without any other vegetation
than an occasiona1 wild sage bush, . acl'ded to our unslaked thirst,
made this one of the _most fatiguing days of our march.
On striking the sink, (the point at which it loses itself in the
. sand of Mary's river,) our situation was no_t much improved, the
water was too -brackish to be palatable, not a stick for fir~, and
very little ·grass for the exhausted animals. Tliis continued for 30
t1niles up the river, where we came to running water and good
:grass on the river bottoms, but all beyond a desert; the mountains
resen!bling immense piles of coal cinders, and the valleys between
'beds of ashes.
.
.
The next place of note passed by us was Fort Hall, on Snake
river,'or Lewis's fork of the Columbia, iA the Oregon territory, a
trading establishment belonging to the Hudson's Bay Company.
At this p1ace we were unable to procure any supplies of consequence, and soon would have been reduced to horse meat, had we
not met a large party of emigrants on their way to Oregon, who
were glad to part with their surplus provisions, as their teams were
much reJuced and a long journey still bEtfore them.
Two hundred and twenty-fi\-e miles from Fort' Hall we crossed
t!e Rocky mountains at the south pass, a natural road; the ascent
so gradual as to be scarcely p e rceptible. We now congratulated
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ourselves that our difficuJties were over, as we were upon our own
fayorecl side of the m.ountains, vvhere grass and ' wate: could be
found in comparative abundance.After folJowing down the Sweet _wat~r about 100 t.ailes we struck
the north fork of the Platte, cl .o wn whioh we travelled 13(;)' mile-s to
Fort Laramie, where we obtained a supply of dried buffalo meat,
sufficient to last until we should reach the buffalo. At the junction
of the north and sou th forks of PI a'tte, 234 miles further, these an imaJs were met in immense numbers, (it was estimated a million
could be seen af 'one view,) and meat enough, was taken to enable
us to reach Fort Leavenworth, at which place we arrived on the
22d August; the distance travelled from Monterey being, accoi·ding·'.to my est"ima·f.e·, 2,152 miles, which was performed in 83 days;
the la~t 1,905 from the Sacramento in 66 \fays, without havi~g -laid
by a day.
~
··
._ ·
·
Having now given- a general outline of our march, I would submit the following as the result of my observation, 0n the poirits
embraced in the 933d paragraph, general regulations, to which my
attention bas been cal !'ed: ·

I . The pri_ncipal_avenues from the United States to California.
Of thPse, six p~es-ent themselves:--'1. That taken by us on our return, through the southwest'pass.

2. That pursued on our going out, through -Santa Fe by the Gila.
3. Througn Sa_n ta Fe, by Abiquin-commonly known as the ·
Spanish trail.
_
, · -,
· ·
4: Through Santa Fe and Sonora, fo llciwed ~y Major ·cooke with
the ~Iormon battalion.
.
· ·
·
5. By the ist_h mus of Panama, or thrnugh Central America.
6. By sea, round · Cape Horn.
· .
As to which'. .of..these several routes may be considered most .
practicable, depends upon circumstances and the season at which
the jourriey is to be performed. · Should individuals, with small
parties, undertake it, that by the isthmus or through Central America would undoubtedly be considered the better, especially after a
regular communication up the Pacific coast shall have been established. I would give the preference to that through Central Amer,ica, from St. Juan on the east coast to Realejo on the west; thus
avoiding much of the calm latitudes of the Pacific, unless steamers
should '.be employ eel, by which this difficulty would be· a voided.
For the transpottation of troops I would unhesitatihgly re,commend the voyage round the cape, as the trip across the mpuntains
would take from four to five months, and would be . attended with
great fatigue · a-nd expense, as all the provisions required would
have to be carried along, and the road ·across the Sierra Ne.vada
aJ most impassable for wheels.
.
Should tqe route by the south pass be taken, a start should be
made from the Missouri as early in the spring as possible-as soon
as the grass is sufficiently high to subsist the animals-so as to
cross the mountains before the falling of snow; or, if a start can-
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not be marle by this time, the route through Santa Fe by Ahiquin,
if Santa Fe is reached in time to leave 1t by the first of September, as after this the j ournt--y migh~ be delayeo ·_by snows on_ the
mountains. Tf late: than this: the rqute by the Gila wo~1ld be, pre~erablc; or, should 1t be ne-c essary to take wagons, MaJor Cooks
route by Sonora.

II Military nsources of the country.

/

"'

These may be summed up in a few words, by saying ·th~t bo!h
New Mexico and Ca Iifornia are -almost destitute of them, except rn
the articles of horses, mulrs, and cattle; hardly a stick of tim·ber
fit for a wagon axle can be obtained in the country, or indeed timber of· ny kind, except in 1.he mountains, or on the coast of the
upper part of California. The buildings of the country, generally,
are of ado'be, ( sun-dried bricks,) wh1 ch last very well when protec teJ fr om the weather, but soon crumble down when exposed.
Abunviance of asphalt um is found in some parts of Ca_lifornia, which
answers very wtll for covering. Rock, that may :rnswe r .for building, can be procured at some points on the coast ; but I do not know
of the existe'nce of limestone south of Sr1n Francisco. The lime
that is used in the lower part of the coun try · is ~ade from shells
collected on the beach-a slow process, ~s they do not exi·s t in
large ·beds, or in very g_r~at abu1idancl:'.

~II. Means and facilities of transportation'.

(

Previ,ous to the war, rnules_coul<l be obtained both in New Mexco and California at very cheap rates; but fJom the great demand
for th,em since the commencement of hostilities, _they- are ·m ore
scarce, ·and consequently command higher prices.
This, however, from the nature of the country, must ceas~ to be Jhe case as
soon as the extraordinary demand ceases,, Cattle are abundant, and
horses remarkably so in California.
As the country, gen_erally , is very rug-ged, and without roads,
transportation wi-11 have to be done principally with packs, except
on the coast of California, where it can .be done by sea. I would
therefore recommend sending to the country a vessel of suitable
size for ·coasting, or ' for voy::iges to the Sandwich islands. Previous
to_our leaving the country, the navy were our principal carriers on
the •c oast , an.cl some of their vessels were in constant use 'by us.
This courtesy' saved the department much expense, as, from the
small number of merchant vessels generally in port, high prices
were aske<l whenever necessary to employ them.
In connexion with the subject of transprntation, I would remark
that mules-the camels of America-are the only animals that can
be used with advantage in crossing the immense deserts of this con• tinent; oxen are too slow, and suffer more from the want of water;
and horses can be got through ouly by the most careful us rige . Of
tbe dtfferent kinds of mules with us, we found those raised in New
iiexico, of medium size, stood the trip better than either our large
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American mules or those raised in the temperate climate of Cali:ornia.

IV. 1'he .most eligible points ~f concfntrating · troops, collecting
·

supptie$, !fc.

1. A small depot s·h o~ld be established at Council Gro-r.e, with a
shop for repairs of wagons, &c.

2. A post sboul d : be esta_bl ished on the A1 kansas, as near th•e
crossing as timber can · be _had, for the protection· of the trains .. to
Nf'w Mt,xtco ~gainst the ,Pawnee an,d Camanche Indians.
.
3. The number of ·posts, both in New Mexico and Cal ifornia, must '
dep('nd entirely upo·n the 'state of the country, and the disp ositions
of the neighboring Indian tribes.
•
1
The priudpal depot' for supplies in California ,1nust be· at the bay
of San Francisco, the · ~entre of commerce and popu la 1ion, and
where must eventually spring up the gi·eat city of the Pacific.
On t.nt t-migr~nt rout~ to Oregon and California, the only points
at wiiich it would probably be p radic able to establish posts, would
be on or nea,r GranlJ -i sland, in the ·Platte river, about- ninety miles
below the junction of the north and south forks; at Fort Laramie,
abo ut one hund/ed and seventy miles above the junction, and ·p erba ps a site might be fol,lnd for a small'post on the north fork, higher
up. On the other f.ide of the mountains,
the most eligible site
1
•
co uld probably b~ found on Bear river. .
The want of availab'le funds, and the impossibility of procuring
the m in 1.he .,country, . being one o'f our greatest, difficulties on
rearhing New Mexico and California, it wi,ll b.e necessary to
sup ply specie · from home, until commerce between tbe United 1
States and t ose countries shall be ~onsiderably extended. Exchange in· California has ' usually been 20 per cent. d1scount, ·and I
do not think a suffi~ient amount could, at· all t ime s, Qe obtained in
any of the ports· of So_uth America, except at, c;1. large · discount.
As the subjec't of a ·.railroad . to Oregon is now exciting some
atte ntion, it may perhaps not be improper to state, that I consider
suc h an undertaking chim erica I and a l,t oget her impossible, at I east
for many years to come. The country, throughout riearly its whole
exte nt, is an , absolute · desert, ·except .on th'e almost impassable
mou ntains, without a stick large enough for a riding switch.; should
the rai]:; even be laid, they would be destroyed by the Indians as
fast as put down.
A statement of the distances between the .principal points on our
marc h is hereto annexed.
,
·
,
Very respe~~fully, your obedient ser-rnn!,
'

·

'I'HOS. SWORDS,

.
Quartermasier, United States army.
M-ajor Genera.1 T. S. JEsup,
·
'
_Quirtermastwr General, U.ni.fed States arnl-'y.

~
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Statement o-f distance~ from Fort Leavenwortli to Ca{ifornia.
Via Santa Fe and the Gila:
From Fort Leavenworth to Council Grove ...• ,,•••• 1~6 miles.
393
to the Arkansas ..•••• ·•• ~ •• • 267
564
to · Bent's fort ..••.•••..• ~ • 171
873
to Santa Fe .•••.••••••• • •. 309
1923
1050
to San Diego .•.•.•••.•• • • •
From Monterey to Fort Leavenworth, Missouri,, via . the South
pa·ss:
To American fork of Sacramento. . . • • • • . . • • • . . • • • . • 196 miles.
236
Bear cree·k (last settlement in California)........
40
328
Truckey or Salmon Trout river. . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • · 92
418
down Salmon Trout to the desert.... . • • • . . • • • • • •
90
463
across the desert to the sink of Marv's ri-ver. . • • •
45
746
erossi~g
north fork of Mary's riv;r....... • • • • 283
933
Snake 'river or Lewis's fork of Columbia........ 177
Fort Hall. • • . • . • . . • • . . • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • •
40 · 971
61 .1032
.Bear river .•••..•.•....•.•. ·.•.•• , ••••• , • • • • • • •
up Bear river ...•.• ·.•••••.••.••.•••••••••·.......
63 1095
1154
Green river ••••••.•••.•..••.•.•.•.•.• , • • • . • • • .
59
South pass ·. ............. . . • • . . . • • • • • • • . • • • . . • •
72 ·. 1226
1231
.Sweet w·ater .• ~ ••••••• ~.. . • • . . . . • . . • • . • • • • • • • • •
5
1331
Independence rock on. Sweet wa-ter ..••·•••• • • • • • • 100
1381
North fork of Platte ............. ·........ : • .. ..
50
1511
Fort Laramie ...•• : .••..• ~ ••.•••••.••• : •••..•• 130
1656
Ash hollow on North fork ................ ~..... i45
1677
South fork ..••••.•••• ·••••.• ·•.••• , •.•••.•• ·••.••
21
1745
down south fork to Big Platte.. . • • • •.• . • • • • • . • • •
65
]832
head of GJand island in Platte.. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. ..
87
199_9
Big Blue ..••.•••••.• ·••••.••• , •••••.•••••.•••. · ~ 167
Nemaha w ..•••.••••••••.••..••.•••••. , • • . • . • • •
37 2036
91 2127
· Fort L?aven worth ..• ~ •.•.....•••••••. ~ ••••• .•..

of

F.
WASHINGTON,

D. C., November 16, 1 . ·

GENERAL: In obedience to your instructions to make a statement
of the operations of the departmPnt at Jalapa, Mexico, during the
time I was in charge of that depot, I have the . honor to· report:
That, in conformity with the orders of General Butler, (application for the excbange having been made by the pnties,) I relieved
Captain H. 0. Donnel, assistant quartermaster, at Jalapa, on the
6th December, 184:7.
J ala pa, being o;i the direct route from Vera Cruz to Mexico, and
t~e. most considerable place, except Puebla, be tween those two
cities, was an important military point, not only from its geo-

,
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,

grap hical position, but from the facilities afforded as the great
mar ket of the neig~boring country, for the furnishing of supplies .
to tbat portion of the arm_y stationed there, and to the trains and
esco rts which wne continua1ly passing along the road.
.
The constant _drain upon this market, m_ade by the passing trains,.
during six months, was so great, that, eventually, at the time of
the withdrawal of the army, and for a short time previou,s , grain .
had to be obtained from , the country, in the neighborhood of
Perote and Puebla. The expense of transportation, a·nd the increased demand at the depot of Jalapa, caused a rise in price.
Corn could be readily obtained; but I found 'some difficulty in procuring all the barley desired, it being most in demand, the animals
thriving better ~n it __th~n on corn. The supply of haY: and straw,.
or fodder, was very hm1ted,.
.
·
Wood and charcoal were readily obtained, though the cost of
tra nsportation · made fuel dear; the Indiaps °?ringing the wood,.
already cut,. t.o market on their backs. .
,.., _ ·
. .
.
Mules of good quality could be procured in and near• Jalapa.
It became often IJ.ecessary for me to purchase draught animals, tQ
supply deficiencies in pcl;ssing trains.. The broken down teams being turned over ·to me, and replaced by g.o od ones, threw upon my
harids mal).y wor.t hless animals, whic·h were tur!}etl ,out to pasture,
where most of them died. The departm~nt lost by death 106
horses and 116 mules.
My time .was' chiefly occupied in regulating the business of the
depot, l~ying in and storing away forage and fuel, superintend.ing \
the different mechanics' shops an-d wagon yards, furnishing supplies for t~e hospitals, and refitting an-d ,supplying the trains and
escorts that every few days passed through th~ city.
During the ti.Ine- I ·was in charge of the depot, the follow ing:
amounts of fueJ and forage were purchased and issued:
·
1;500 cord's ·of wood, 3,800 bushels of charcoal, purchased, issued, and consumed _. About 20,000 bushels of corn were p11rch ased; 19',000 bushels of which were issued and consu rnd ~
31,277 bushels were sold; of this last, 29,872 bushels -were received from Colonel Kinny, by order of Major Cross. The c·o rn
was sold to the highest bidder at public auction. It was sold at a
great sacrific'e , as it was damaged, being soured in part. 61,275bushels of barley 'were purchased; of which 60,2~5 bushels were
issued and consumed, an_d 1,000 bushels were sold. 527,000 pounds
of straw purchased, issued, and consumed . .
Many broken wagons were left with me from trains passing
through; these I generally replaced by good ones, and used the
parts o.f badly broken wagons for the repairs of others less injured. Pa:rts of thirty-two wagons, which cdu~d not be well used,
were sold. ·
·
·In the month of April, by order of the commanding general,, the
general hospital for the army was established at J,alapa; ten buildings were converted into hospit~k To put them in order, and
furnish the required supplies for them, was one of the most ..impor
4
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tant duties of the department. Its arrangements were wholly satisfactorJ to th(? me dical directory.
,
I disburs,d, whil~t ·a t Jalapa, $215,000. My quarterly r€turns
exhibit, in detail, the application of' this public money.
The garrison of Jal a pa rnried constan ti y. The tr?ops · perm a.
nen tly sto t ioned there consisted of the Baltimore bat ta hor1 and New
Jerscy'battalion, under command of Colonel G. W. Hugh_es. The
average number of men composing this force was about eight hundred. The Illinois regjment was there, also, during th~ fir~t quar.
ter of 1848. At tached to Colonel Hughes's command was one com·
pany of light artillery, mustering about ·twenty horses . . Two com·
panie.s of mounted vo.lunteers, mustering in .all abou,t ninety horses,
were · 1ikewise stationed in the city.
Jalapa, being situated in the Tierra Templa<la, on the verge of
the Tierra Caliente, w.as selected·, from the healthiness of its location, its proximity to the point of debarkation, and the facilities it
afforded of furnishing supplies for the rendezvous of the different
cc>rps o.f the army,- as they came down in succession from Mtxic-o.
Bes.ides the troops quartered in the city, two camps wer·e estab]ished at Sed€'fio and at Encerro; t~e former three miles above,
and the latter nine mile·s be,!ow, Jalapa. At each of these camps,
a depot W"S established, ·supplied from the central dep~t, and •st1itab1e persons place<l ill charge.
.
Early in June, Captain lVI. S .. Miller, assistant quartermaster', by
order of the acting quartermaster general, topk the gen·eral direction of the depot, until it was finally broken ur on t,he 1st of July.
On the 3J of .July, I left Jal \1 pa, wit'h a ~ma! I train and escort, and
reported, on the 6th, to Major Cross in Vera Cruz.
1 have the honor to be, general, your obedie·nt servant,
A. B. LAN$ING,
Captain and .11.. Q . .M.
To Major General TH. S. JEsuP,
1

Q'UC~rtermaster General .
.I

G.
QUARTERMASTER'S OFFICE~

San Antonio; November 29, 1847.
GENER.AL:

Since I have been stationed at this post I have availed

myself of every opportunity to collect reliable information touching the pra.cticability and generaJ utility of a military roa<l from
some suitable point in Tuas to the Rio Grande, near Pa;o del
~orte.
,
. My zeal in this inquiry has been increased by observing the great
delays, exposure, and E'Xpense of transporting military supplies
and intelligence to and from California, New1Mexico, and Ct;1t,u,1hua, by the overland route, via Santa Ft\ to the Missouri river·
and more recently by observing 'around me in Texas a large mdi~
tary force in comparative inactivity. I therefore beg Jl;!a ve re-

,
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Epect fully t? submit to your con sideration th e r~ ~~lt o_f my inquiries so ttia 1 1 f a pp roved by you, or d et-' mod of suiI1c1 ent 1m porta11 ce,
you' may submit ther_n to 1h_e fOnsideration ?f ~h e_ ~ar Depart~e~t.
The most approprrnte pomt . for commencrng such a roa d will oe
near the head of the San Saba_, .a bran ch of the Colorad o river,
situat~d in a northwestern direction from this pla ce, d1stat1 t about ,
80 miles. This is the farthest settleme:·nt in that direction, and is
reached by lodded wagons without difficulty, from th e several bays
of Aransas, Matagorda, and Ga!v es t~n, and to this point the roads
will naturally converge, in order to pa ss the mountains.
From the point· above na·med, it is believed, a good :wagon road .
may be easily made to the Rio Grande opposite the mouth of the
Conchas.
·
'l' he distance from t he San Sab a_ to , th e 1rail used ·by the Chihuahu a ar. rl Red riv er traders, in 1838--'9, does not exceed 50 miles;
and ~t is known t bat the rt.~ ti-re no material obst~uctions in the
way; and as in'di virl ua ls hav e been. able to me the residue 9f the .
way to advantage, it is b eliHed it might ea si ly be made available
by governmen~; and by p1 op er explorations, an·d some physical iab or , the distance might be rliminsbed and tbe road i.mproverl. ,
Tbe entire distanc e from the fro,n tier sett! em en ts ·on the head of
the San Saba. to the Rio Grande will no t exce ed two hu~dred miles.
'I'he c~untry is J.'olling, abounding in springs and small water courses,
witn but one cons_
i derable stream ( the Pue mos) in the way; the
soil 6 enerally good; grass abun-d ant, an<l sufficient ·timb er .to ac. commodatc all travellers, but not so much as to require great labo r
to clear the way.
· '
·
·
The above rout e has been trav elled the whole length, and is
there fore known to b e practi ca b le ; anot he r route, it is believed,
may be fouud ·eKtending in n early a direct course from the head of
the San Saba to the I)aso del Norte. The country east of the Puercos C'Ontains IlO natural obs11'ucti1~l1S to such
road, though but
little is known here of the country between the Puer,:os and Paso
de1 Norte; but from .the shortness of t-11e d,stance, and ·the fact that
no obstru ctions are found lower down, 'i.t _is hoped that none. might
be found at'this point.
.
I may be excuse·d for ind_ulging in a few remarks on the ad van- .
tages of opening either or both! hese roads, which .I believe might
be done with great ad vantage to government, and especially would
th ey be useful to that dep ar\ment of the army of which I have the
honor to be an offict·r, in affordi.ng facilities and dimiriishing the
expf'nSe:, of transp orting army supplies.
The opening of t3ese roads, and the establ!shment upon them of
a few small military posts, would be ·us eful as a fro ntier· defence to
Texas; tbe troops w'ould th t> n pass throu gh. or be statione.d in the
}Jeart of the Indian country, whtre their presence would be sa]u1:ary in ch,ecking any outbr ea k ·the Indians 'might be in~irie<l to
wake.
Such a ro?rt \vot~ld climinish,. by one-half, the time necess ary to
c on v1:·y military intelligence or or<lers to or from the arrn'y on . t.he
upper Rio Gran<le and California. ·It wou,l~ tna bl e the govern· .
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ment to send reinforcements and military supplies to those armies,
at any season of the year, in a short time, with din:iinis_hed expense;
and by the facilities it would ,affnrd_for c~ncentratrng_ troo_ps. a! any
point, it might make the army of occupat1on, even wtth d1mrn1shed
numbers, more effecti,·e; and, whilst it would increase ~ur _means
of control)ing the destiny of California and the upper. Rio Grande
country, it will extend our commerce with the in ha bttan ts, who,
appreciating the advantages they would etrjoy, . will be l~ss apt to
re~ol t against government.
· .
I might en large on the prospt:cti ve advantage to the U mted
States to be derived from the opening of this road, in extending
our commerce to the rich mineral regions of Chihuahua., P ·urango,
and other parts of Upper Mexico, in protecting our citizens who
wish to engage in working the- many valuable mines known to
exist on the east side of the Rio Grande. This route, too, seems
oestined to becom'e a part of a great con tin en tal high way, extending from the gulf of Mexico to that of California. These views
are foreign to my present purpose, belonging most appropriately
to anothet departm~nt of government. My object has been to
show that the road _proposed is .necessary ( excl usi veJ.y) as a military road; and if other advantages may also result from it, they
are incidents too important to be overlooked.
The facts here set forth have been derived from several land
surveyors, Indian traders, and others who have spent much ,time on
these frontiers, a'np I feel authorized to vouch for their substanti3.l
accuracy. I am also indebt'ed to Captain H. G. Catlett, assistant
· quartermaster, for much valuable information on ·the . subject.
Should the government deem the subject of sufficient importance
to_ authorise an exploration of the rou_te, I know ·of no gentlemen
whose local knowledge would be of more value, or officer of his
grade more compe_tent, to conduct it.
With great respect, I have the henor to be, sir, your obedient
servant,
·
J. H. RALSTON, · ·
Captain, .fl. Q. M.
Major General T1-r. S. JEsup,
Qu artermaster General, Wasli.ington City.

H.
O F FICE OF ARMY CLOTHING AND EQUIPAGE,

·
Philadelphia, _November 22, 1848.
GENpAL: In rnciking_ the report, called for by your telegraphir
despatc'l'.t of the 16th rnsta!1t, of the operations, during the Jast
fisca~ year,_ of t_he branch of the public service -confided to my immediate_ d_irecllon, (the first of its character required from this
office,) 1t 1s de~med _proper to offer _a brief preparatory statement
of the manner rn which those operations have been carried on.
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The proyision of army clothing, c~m~, g.arrison, and horse equ~page constitutes the purpose for wluch this branch ·of the serv,1ce
has 'been organized, and which is accomplished by the procur·enient
by contracts, based on publicly invited . "proposals" of fabricated
articles of equipage, and the materals used in the making of military garments yut out at our establishments, a?d thence given out
at stated times to · the worthy ancl industrious women in their
neighbourhood, which, when m~de up and ret_urne,d , is inspected, paid
for at fixed ratt!s, and placed m depot for issue to the army1 when
required.
.
Until the early part of the last fiscal year, the itnportan t article
of supply, army ~ootees, were obtained exclus~vely by contrac~, a
manner ·o f procurmg the~ found by long experience so productive
of delay, di'Sappointment, imposition, and loss, as to induce its ·
.final .abaJ!qonment for · the . more certain, an'd, as 1 thy result of · the
measure has proved, more economical, one derived from the organization at th~ public charge o.f a bootee making establishment
at the Schuylkill depot. This establishment has now been in acti've
'operation some fifteen months, under ·the immediate direction of
this office, and 4,as more than realized all the advantages expected
from it. A tent making, establishment had been previously put in
operatiol) at the same place, and wi,th equal advantages. At the
close of the war, and before the · consequent contraction of our
war operation.s, these establishments insured the receipt in depot of
over 12,000 pairs of bootees and over 700 common, wall, and hospital tents per_month. Th.e number of tents actually made during the ,
year were 8,607; hospital and flies, 192; wall and flies, 1,751; common, 6,664; and at a reduction . of expen_se compared with the most
favorabte contracts, which will be shown below.
·
;_;The accompanyihg statements 1, 2, 3, 4, exhibit the quantity and
cost of materials and of equipments purchased· during the · y'ear, the
number an~ descri'ption of garments and· the cost of cutting and
ma~i~g them at the clothi!}g establishments, the number and descript10n of persons cont_inuously _and casually €mployed and the
amount. of wages paid them, _a nd the miscellaneous purchases and
expe~d1t?res during the' fiscal year, and indic~te an aggregate expenditure of $.2,130,640 48.
No, 1. Purchases. of materials and equipage, .. , . , • , $1,127,303 31
950,528 82
2. Cut~ing and ~aking military garments, &c ..
3. Wages to mechanics and la borers, .• , , • , •• , .
30,787 52
4. Miscellaneous purchases an.d expenditures,, .•
22,020 83
' *$2,130,640 48
No .. 5 ,shows the quantity and · value of supplies turned over for'
t r &nsportation to the army during the year, which are included in
statement No. 2.
·
• T h!ee drafts o~ the quartermaster general•s were paid, amountin(J' to $31,914 not

10~

eluded in the foreg_omg statement, the amount of which with a balance 00 n
. '
for t he apparent discrepancy between the amot10.t of expenditure and that hand will account
counted out,
stated to have been

16
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The restrictions imposed •on this office, some years prior to· the .
late war, did not allow the accumulation of supplies beyond the
quanti.t y Mnstituting a half year's allowance to ,our small peace esestablisbment, consequently the w.ar found our depot reduced to
the lowest peace standard. · The pre"'ssing demands of the field soon
subjec,ted the. expansive capabilities of our syste1:11 to a som~what
rude test, which it however most fortunately sustained. The number of our' depot operatives was speedily increased from about fo_~r
hundred to ten times that number. The spindlda11d looms of distant and neighborin~ manufactories were· so~n put in rapid ~otion,
and the sound of 1m plements used in the fabricaHon of mor~ than
.five hundred different articles , constituting . our ·supply list, were
heard at unwonted hours. The receipts into our depot were in a
few weeks increased from hundreds to .th·ousands, and for several
months before the conclusion of peace, our expanded operations
ensured the delivery in depot of over 35,000 ·assorted ,g;irmenfs per
month.
,
,
Althougµ of little or no importance as connected with an exhibit
1
of our general operations, the statement may possibly however lead
to a mo_re ready conception of their magnitude than th~ above details, that the needles employed at their appropridte werk during the

year carried over eleven ·tons of thread, and attachtd ov~r fourteen
tons (51,909 gross) of buttons. The clippings of our shears .turned
the· scale weights of more. than forty-five tons (90,765 pounds) and
produced by sale at auction $5,832 67; There were purchased and
us~d for making- S,397 packing boxes,r.equired in addition t'o the
4,081 clothing casks procured by contract, 597,370 feet of plank
and 20,761 pounds of nails; and 13,526 hoop poles for strapping
them, when sixteen carpenters were continually employed in41Ilaking.
The v~ry l,arge quantity of supplies recently re1mrned to otir depot
from · different points in Mexico, warrants the inference that the
army has been abundantly provided for.
·
Notwithstanding the serious embarrassments · conseq;uent to the
sud'den expansion of our peace opexations to those of a war character, I feel much gratified in being able to state upon sure data, .
that whilst the quality of our supplies has been considerably improved hy increased care enjoined upon qontractors and other furni~hers, and vigilance upon our inspectors, their cost has been reduced a very respectable per centage. On tents and beotees alone
we have realized a saving, as -befo!e stated, of $11,338 41-; on bootees
$6,812 16, and on tents $4,526 25.
. .
To relieve the establishment here of t.he heavy pressure brought
upon it by the war, it was de~med expedient, near the close of the
Jear 1846, to organize - a branch ·in the city. of ,,N e'Y York, which
was placed under the immediate supervision of Mr. Daniel Stinson,
known at that important station, for nearly a quarter of a cehtury,
as amongst the most ab.le and experienced clerks of the quartermaster's department, and who, by the correct and active discharge of
his new <luties, has contributed his full share to the production of
• he results indicated in this report.
Of the extent of. the clerical and administrative labors of this
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office, an estimate may be formed by a reference to the elaborate
accounts, statements and ; ret~rns made to the treasur-y and to your
office. There was counted· into our specie vault in coin, anJ cbunt~d out at our pay table within the yeal, in- payment of 2,564 distinct vouchers in dup~icate, $2,157,000 00.
To the four gentlem.en em ployed as .c lerks in this office, I feel
u nder strong obligations for the intelligence, zeal and untiring ind ustry, in the discharge of their appropriate dut.i~s, and for their
ready and a_ble assistance in the discharge of mine. _ Equal com· ·
mendatio~ is due _to the military store keeper in charge of our depot
and to the three clerks employed in his office, as well as to the
superintendent of the Schuylkill clothing establishment and to the
two inspectors of supplies. , In concfosion, -g~neral, L .take pleasure in stating that amongst the great number , of persons employed
at the depot, and the numerous individuals transacting ·business
there, not a single instance of insubordination or rudeness has been
r eported. Order,~armony and attention to duty characterize th~
establishment.
,
Most resp,ectfully, your obedient servant,

.
To Major General

,

Ti . S.

_ HENRY Sif ANT-ON,
.11.ssistant Quartermaster General.
JEsuP,

Quartermaster General, -~ Washington.

(
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REPORT OF THE COMMISSARY GENERAL OF 'SUBSISTtNCE.

OFFICE COMMISSARY GENERAL OF SUBSISTENCE,

Washington, November 14, 1848.
Sm: In ~ubmitting the .annual report of the opera ti ops of this
department for the past year, 1-have, the honor to state, that the
army has been a·mply supplied with wholesome provis_ions at ~II
points, and so far as ha_s co~e to my knowle<lge, not a complarnt
· bas been made either as· to quality or quantity. The provisions
were purchased in the open markets, and at all points from which
they could be readily and without delay transported to the several
depots.
'
During the Mexican war every means were taken to acquaint the
inexperienced officers with the manner of making out and rendering
their accounts current, and also to impress upon them the neces·
sity of rendering them promptly. I regret to say that a large num·
her, up to this time, of \he officers of the disbanded troops, have
failed to avail themselves of. my instructions, arid have neglected
fo render their accounts. This is more' particularly the case with
junior disbanded o~cers and subordin~te agents acting _in the department'.
I found myself compelled under the law of January 31, 1823,
concerning the disbursements of the public money, to report them
to the Treasury Department for the non-rendition of their accounts.
With .great resp .e ct, your obedient servant.

GEO. GIBSON,
Commissary General of Subsistence.

Ho~. WM. L._MARCY,
Secretary of War.
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REPORT OF' THE PAYMASTER GENERAL.

p AYMASTER

GENERAL'S OFFICE;

., November IS, 1848.

Srn: I have the hon~r to report the. transac,tion~ Qf the pay department, for the fiscal year ending the 30th June, 1848, as fol1ows:
'
,

·,On the 30th oLJune, 1847, there were unexpended . ·
balances in the~ haµds of paymas~ers amounting ,

$1,763,866 1s·,
During the last ·fiscal year they receive,d from the
treasury and otlier sources; exclusive of transfers · ,
from one paymaster to another ••• •' ••• ,. • ~ ••• ·•••. · 8, 76~·, 063 10
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The e'x p~nditures during the ye~r were ·as follows:
Regular army ................... $3,597,574 50
Volunteers..... • • • • • • • • .. • • . . • • •
4,816,103 . 19
Military academy ••••••••••• ~ • • • •
75,101 _84
A

8,488;779 53
'

ANd leavin_g a balance, app]icp.ble to th¢ payments
,
of the prese~t fiscal ye.ar, of. •• !. ~ ••••••••••• ·•• 2,040,149 7p
' · Of whic~ $1,843,924 55 have sinve been accounted for. The remainder has probably been disbursed and the accounts now on their
way to' this'_place:
·
.
·
.
Paymasters received over two millions .of dollars from the mili1:ary contributions in Mexico; part of which was turned over to
other disbursing officers, $769,650 paid tp the Mexican government
in fulfillment ·of the treaty, a large portion expended' in paying the
troops, to be charged to the appropriations for that object on settlement of accounts, and $320,941 80 turned .over-to the treasury. ·
The tr-0ops direcied to be disbanded by-act of Congress, have re.ceived their monthly pay and allowances · up to the time of discharge, and the regular troops retained in service, generaliy, to the
-31st of Aiigust, and ma:ay to the first of the present month. 'fo
accomplish this required the greatest activity and industry i~ the
subordinate ,officers of the department, under the vigil~nt superintendenC'e of the deputy' paymasters general, to all of whom much
praise is due.
,
·
,
The act providing three months' extra pay to officers, non-com•
miss~oned officers, ·musicians, and privates, engaged in the military'
s ervice during the war with Mexico, .has thrown an immen·s.~
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amount of business on tl\e department; there being upwards ?f
eighty thousand c]aims, due principally to volunteers and to thm
heirs, dispersed over the United States, that must be .hunted up for
payment. To enable the department to perform this duty, al~ paymasters in service were retained, under act of Congress, ·u ntil the
4th of March next, and it being near the adjournment, the proposed
organization of the department for the peace establishment was
postponed to the session now near at hand.
.
·
The increase and extension of military posts augment the duty
of the pay department in a greater . degree than an increase of
troops; it being eaf-lier to p.ay large bodies asse~bled togethe_r _than
1imaller ones dispersed, and the great extension of the military
' frontier of the United States since the depar~ment was ·organized,
previous to the war with Mex,ico, renders a greater number of
officers. necessary. I am of opinion that the servic~.s of at least
r, twenty-five paymasters will be required, in addition to the two deputy paymasters general, who will also be employed in -payingtroo.ps.
·
Mucli inconvenience attends the, re-appointment of paymasters
ev~ry four years.' This wi11 readily be perceived, if viewed in
connexion with disfant paymasters, whose duties must be .sus_pended·
until their accounts are closed, vouchers rendered, and ne~ bon'ds
executed. The Ple_s ident has it in his power to remove ~t pleasure, and paymasters_ may be required to make full settlements
every four years, or more frequentlj if thought necessary. I do
· not, therefore, perceive any sufficient reason why paymasters may
not, as regards tenure of office, be place<l on a-footing with ·other
disbursing officers of the army.
, It is proposed to retain all paymasters that were in servi~e previous to the war, and it is desirable to make a selection of the ad- '
,ditional number r~quired from the paymasters and additional paymasters appointed during the wai:, and I respectfully request you
to bring those subjects before Congress, and, if . you approve, to- '
recommend that they be provide4 for in re-organizing the depart·
ments.
The 'a ct of .20th Apr-il, 1818, autlfo.rizes eight clerks for the office
of the paymaster general. For many years past, less than that
number have been employed. At present there are seven, leaving
one who.se services have not been required until the present year,.
and there being no appropriation out of which he could be paid,,
the office has remained vacant. I have added $800 to the estimate
for the expenses of the paymaster general's office for the ensuing
fiscal year, on account of 'the salary of said clerk, there being a
surplus of the contingent fund of the office sufficient, it is believed,
pay the salary for the remainder of the present year, should Congress sanction the employment by making the appropriatiol_l asked
for.
,
Respectfully, your obedient servant,
~- TOWSON,
Paymaster General.

to

To the Hon. W. L. MARCY,
Secretary of War.
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I

REPORT . OF THE CHIEF ENG1NEER.
ENGINEER DEPARTMENT,

Washington, 18tli No'Qer11,ber, 1848.

Sm: I have the honor to· submit the following report of the operations of this ,department during the past .year.
MILITARY DEFENCES,

For the fiscal yea,r ending June 30, 1848, there was appropriated '
for fortifications, the sum of $200,000; and· for the current fiscal
year, ending June 30, 184:9, the ~um' of $515,000, ·
,
This last amount did not become applicable · until about the
beginning of August; so that, for many months preceding, the
means of the' department w,ere ~I}lall, and the progress of the
fortifications ·under construction or repair, correspondin~y slow. · ·
I am enabled .to state confidently', however, that . all things have
·"been ~nducted ably and · faithfully by the officers and· agents; and
that in adding to the efficiency _and strength of the defences, they
have, severally, ma,de the most of th,eir means.
.
The retardation. of the system of defence, consequent upon the
great di:afts . made on the treasury for the prosecution of the war
, wi~h Me~ico, gives increased emphasis to considerations which I
have heretoI0r·e felt i't my duty to ·offer, in explaining the state of
fortifications, and particu1arly the weakness and exposure of some
points of great' importance. Instead, how.e ver, of now renewing
arguments of ·that nature, I beg leave to refer to my report of last
year, _and !o those of preceding years. ~t may be well, _notwith.
standing, to repeat, from the report of 1847, as expressrng well
ftounded ~atisfaction as to the past, encouragement for the future,
"although much remains to do, and a st~ady .perseverance in the
w..ork is demanded by high and pressing considerations, it is very
satisfactory to look at the extent to which the defensive preparations. have been carried., and to know that perseverance in the
system up to this time, has _placed many of the most important
points upon our sea-board, whifh were a few y'e ars since wholly
defenceless, in c· mparative security." ,
•
.
The estimates for fortifications for the coming year has l;>een reduced, under· instructions, to the gross sum of $665,009, being
$850,000.., below the tium of the estimates .qf the several engineer
officers in .charge, whose calculations, respectively, were based on
that plan of operations that was thought by them to be m,ost ad van- ·
tagous to the' public interest; a plan that would in t~e end be, no
~ doubt, rnost economical also.
•
·
· .
At certain exposed points on the coast-, new fortifications should
be begun' without further delay. They ha v:e , been here'tof9re rec ommended by ·committees of Congress, as well as by this office;
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and it is earnestly hop€d the approaching s·ession. will a~ord !he
requisite grants. They are mentioned in the followrng specification
of positions and works.
. .
A small sum is asked to cover contingent expenses of ! . JOlilt
'Commissi·on of naval and engineer officers, destined to exam me the
cqast of the United States on the Pacific, with a view to defencethe e&tab]ishmen t of naval depots, &c.

Barracks and defensive works ned't Detroit, _Mickigari.
Since last report ~ne set of officer's quarters, then in hand, has
~een finished. This was done during the fourth quarte.r of 1847..
The shot furnace was also completed. The officer in charge was
th~n order_ed to Washington, where he remained on duty in the ,
engineer office till the middle of April. '
,
After his return to Detroit, considerable difficulty w·as experienced
.in procuring certain building materials, w~ich delayed active operation.s till the 1st Sep,tember. Since then, the foµndatio·ns of the
barracks have,. been completed, and the walls of two-:fifths of them
·
c.arried up to the level of the ctiling of the first floor.
The slo~es of the fort have been carefully preserved, and during
the remainder of ·the season the work on the buildings wi 1 ·pro- .
ceed vigorously.
.
·
. An amount of $50,QOO is recommended by the officer in charge,
for the next year, to be applied to erection of barracks and quarters, but less thah half that amount is estimated for by this- department.
•
·
1
13a1ance in the treasury on the 30th September, rnis.... . $5 ,'500
Probable amount to be expended by 30th June, 1849.....
5,500
Estimate of .amount required to be appropriated for fiscal
year,. ending 30th June, 1850 ........................ · 20 ,OOO

Defensive works near Bujfalo, Ne"() York.

f A 1 woode.n pent house has been erected to cover the terFeplein of
' the tower; all the exterior wood work has been painted, and some
othe~ small Gipe'rations have been completed.
·
·
No work has been done at the site at the mouth of Buffalo creek.
13alance in the treasury on the 30 th September, 1848 •.•• ; $24,950'
·P robable amount to be expended by 30th June, 1849..... .24,950
No further ·a·ppropr~ation is asked at present. ·
Fort ,Niagara, New Yor_k .
Operations.,.during the year have been confined to some slight repairs of damages caused by the weather.
The work needs ·new traversingpla forms of stone for guns, to replace the d.ecaying tiJ,ll ber, c' nd aJso ·suitabJ e barracks and storehouses. The officer in charge rept>rts the present quarters and bar-,
racks abo.ut to be occupied as unfit for habitation by man.
· Under the existing circumstances, I did not think it expedient
~ast year to app1y for an appropriation for this work; and at the
present time, although there is great need of the contemp)ated re-
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pair, it is ·found to be_ n.e .cessary, to postpone still l~nger any demand
from further appropnat10ns.
.
Balance in th~ t~easury on tlie 30th September, 1848 ..• ., • $3,750
Probable amount to be expended by 30th June, 1849 ..•
3,750
ti.

Po.rt Ontario, Oswego," Jf ew York. ·
The ·only operations .durin'g the year have 'been the manuring
and seeding the high slopes and soine slight repairs, executed by
the fort keeper, to the banks., w;here washed by the rain.
No forth .e r appropriation is asked.
'

Fortifi~ations at the outlet o} Lake Champlain,.
The work ~x.ecut,ed during th~ year consists . of 1,450 cubic
yards of masonry, laid principally in scc1rp walls and piers; of
1,200 cubic y~rds of earth embanked in the cov,er face; of. 450
square yards of asphalt roofing; the completion of al! the timber
grillages on which · the fort is to rest; the laying of the timber
:floor (gun platform) in two, of the casemates; the constnfction of
six drains under officer's quarters, in the gqrge front, a'n d the putting up11f the iron joists for 70 feiet of the gallery of the se9on1 .
floor, on curtain No. 5.
·
:Balance in -the treasury on the 30th September, 1848 .• ~,, $9,300
Probable amount. to be expended by 30th June, 1849 ...... 9,300
Estimate of amount requir'e d to be appropriated for fiscal
20,000
year, ending 30th June H,50.
ti . . .

.. ~ - .

.; ...•..........

For.t, at the narrows'of Penobscot, .Maine.
Operations, suspended -in N .o -yember, 1846,. wer,e not recommenced till September 1st, 1848, ,, The small force employed during
that month excavated 380 yards of stone from the site of the work;
embanked 800 yards of earth in the west glacis, and laid 120 rods
of stone wall, much needed to enclose the grounds. · ·
It ~roposed to continue operations somewhat into ·N ove~ber, excavatrng stone and em.l>anking earth.
.
The balance of _availaple funds will be applicable to continuing
the rock excavation and earth embankment, till an .additional appropriation shall become available.
~ ·
'
An appropriatio~ . of $50,000 is _ asked for th~ ensuing year, by
the superintending engineer, with which he 'proposes to complete
the whole rock -ex1rnvation of the main work, obtaining thereby
a large portion of the stone necessary for masonry; to embank
ab out 43,000 cubic yards of earth; to construct some masonry;
to enlaFge one of the exterior batteries, and make some progress
on the scarp of the water front; less than 'half that amount is, however, asked by the departnient.
Ealance in the treasury on the 30th September, 1848··..••• · $9 ,OOO
Pro_bable amount. to be expended by 30th June, 1_8 49 •••••'. 9,000
Es t imate of_ amount required to ~e appropriated f~r fiscal
year, ending 30th June, 1850., ••••••••••••••• , , •• , ••• , 20,000
'
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Fort Preble, Portland -harbor, Maine~

.

'

.
During the year, funds have been · appl~ed to officers . quarters.,
soldiers' barracks, and hospital, all of which a_re -r~ry near co~pletion; and also to some small repairs and mod1~cations :upon d1ffe'r ent parts of the fort, bat,teries, magazines, drams, ·&c. ·
No further appropriation is asked .
.Ba1ance in the treasury on the 30th September, 1848. ; • • • $4, 700
.Probable amount to ·be expended by 30th June, 1849 •••• • • 4,700

Fort Scammel, Portland liarbor, Maine. ·
. '
.
, .Operations at this work were commenced about the ipiddle of
August, in 1848. A bout two-thirds of the sodding of parapet and
rampart slope have been completed.
The terreplein of the work
has been embanked to the proper height, and nearly all the rampart slopes have been embanked and ·graded, ready for sodd,ing.
· The ledge around block house has been . removed, by blasting, to
a level one foot below terreplein of work.
Eighteen traverse
circle f~·undatio-ns have been forme.d ' of concrete, and ·t~e c;ircular
s,tones for thirty-five traverse circles have been redressed, ready to
be set, as also all the wharf stone oi1 hand.
·•
It is · cc>ntemplated with the amount of funqs already appropriated, "to build the wharf, to finish the parapet and terreplein, except at the openings where the posterns are to be construct~d, to
repair· the foundation wall of block-house, to set the traverse stone
for thirty gun circles, and to lay the concrete foundations of twel~e
of these circles, not yet executed.
Also, to shipgl~ the breast
height slope, and to lay traverse (iron) rails.
.
1
Balance in the treasury on the 30th ·S eptember, 1848 ....••. $6,500
Probable amount to be expended by 30th June, 1849.. . • • • 6,500
Estimat~ of the amount to be appropriated for fiscal year
ending 30th June, 1850 .............................. 5,000

.

1

Fort C~nstitution, Por tsmouth h.arbor, New_ Hampshire.
No important work has been · executed ~t this fort _, during the
year, and only some slight matters are designed to be executed at
present.
•
No appropriation asked.
1

•

Fort McClary, Portsmouth harbor, New Hampshire.
No work has been executed at th~s fort during the past .y ear,
and only s.m all- operations will be undertaken during the next.
· Balance in the trea~ury on the 30th September, 1848 .••••• $1,800
Probable amount to b'e expended by 30t.h June, 1849. ~.... I,800
No fartlier appropriation is now asked.

Sea wall of Deer island, Boston harbor, Massachusetts.

'the walls remain in good condition.

To future repairs that ·
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may be required, there is applicable a~ unexpend~d balance of" ·
.
$315 18. .
No appropriation asked.

Protection of Lovell's island, Boston 1harbor, ;Massachusetts.
The walls desig~ed for this object 'were: lst·. A sea wall, a little:
exceeding 800 feet in length. 2d. rwo spurs, or catch-gravels;
one at ea'ch end of the wall. 3d. A ' pavement 30 feet in width,.
to protect the errbankment at the back of the wall.
,
.
, The wall itself ·was built, and about one-half of the pave,ment'laid,.
in 1843. Since then, nothing was done till ··fas,t Augu·s t. The wall
has sustained 'no injury·, and is in good condition.
The ·catchgravel at the northeas't end is b'uilt.
That on · the southwest end,
together with the pavement,' will, , it 1s . believtrd, be com.pleted · in
the course of th~ present autumn.
··
,No furthe,r aP,propriation is req11:ired.
1

Sea wall

01~

the,. Great Brewster, Boston harbo·r, Ma,ssachusetts.

· By a recent act of ·c ·o ngress, the sum of $40,000 wa~ appro. priated for ,t he .pro~ectidp of, the : Great Brewster, "provided that
no part' 9f the . said · sum shall be expe~de<;l until the U nit~d States
sha11 procure. ·a ~-o od and valid title to so much of the said Great
:Brewster as may . be necessary to· the construction ofl the proposed
work."
.·
Measures .are in train to procure for the United States· the title
required, and .i jf SUCGessful, the work will be yommenced as early
as practicable next season.
No approp,~iatio·n ·asked.
Fortificatio~s on Governor.' s island, Bofto~ h!l,rb~r; MqssacAusetts.
At the time th.ese works were plaqed in charge- of the officer
now superintending, there existed a contract for furnishi,ng all the
h~mmerecl stone required for the' tower qf the main , work, inc,udmg lo'opholes, ' gateway., and parade wall, . to be delivered in time
to admit the completion pf that part in 1849-.
But the contractors have failed in their o·u siness, an~, in consequence, in their
contr~ct with the government., . This involves delay in the construction, but no direct loss to the government.
After efforts to
re~ew this contract with other persons, th~ officer in charge has
determinep· to dispense with the in'tervention of contractors.
consequence of this failure, not)hing · ~ore has been accom.:
phshed than the construction , of a stone , pier-head to the wharf,
which is nearly completed.
. ·
,
. · ,
The whole amount of available funds for next year, it is expected will ,be expended, and for the furthe'r progres~ of the work,
the sum· stated b'efow is asked.
'
.
•

!n

Balance in th~ trea~urY, o~ the ~0th September, _1848 .•••• $~9,000

P ro_bable am_ount to be expended by 30th J un.e, 1819 .•• ~. 29, 000- ·.
Estimate of the amount reqllired to be appropriatfld for
· .fiscal year ending 30th June, 1850 ........_. ·••••••••••. · 10,000

I
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Fort Independence, Boston harbor, Massachusett.s .
During the year three old buildings have been taken dow~, and
their materials used for the new work; the system of dramage,
added to progress made in the interior finish of officers' and soldiets' quarters, the two shot furnaces almost co~pleted, pavement
in rear of sea wall laid, and some work of dttail done · about the
casemates and embrasures.
To complete the work, the quarters, magazine, stor~ rooms, and
offices are to be finished off, gates and embrasure shutters. made,
furnaces completed, terrepleins finished, together with some grading and minor work.
The amount aske<l below, will, it is hoped, bdng the work very
near, to a state of completion. .
·
,

'

:Balanpe in treasury on the 30th September, 1$48 .••••••• $15,400
Proba.ble amount fo be expended by 30th June, 1849 ..••• \ 15,400
Estimate of amount required to 'be appro-p riated for fiscal
year ending 30th June, 1850. : .. ••.•• ~ ......., .. .. •.• • • 10,000

Fort Warren,-Boston harbor, Massachusetts.

1

..

The' operatiops at Fort Warren, which had been long suspended
for want of means, were resumed about the 1st of August, and
have had, for their principal object-, the completion of ·the coveriace on front No. 3, re.quiring about 7,500 cubic yards of -embankment, an9 5,500 square yards . of sodding. The whole wi'll oe fin·
ished in t4e' course of the prE>sent month.
.
Some progress has. beeri made jn the preparation of the casemate
·q uarters for soldiers. The floors of seventeen casemates, designed
for that purpose, are laid, and the windows and doors. nearly com.pleted.
,
.
The operations next ' season would have in view, if adequate
means were provided, the entire vompletion of the fort, at least so
far as is necessary to its defenc;e and efficiency; for which purpose,
the engineer offiqer in charg~ asks f~H the s·urn of $60,000. This
department has, howeve~, been obliged to introduce . a hss sum
into the estimates.
.
Balance in the treasury on the 30th S eptember, 1848 .• $20,20G 00
,Probable amount to be expended by'30th June, 1849 .. 20,200 00
Estimate of amount required to be appropriated for
fis~al year ending 30th June, 1850...... • • • • • • • • • • . 30,000 00

..

Fort .l:ldams, Newport harbor, Rhode Island.

Two breakwaters, containing about 600 cubic yards of stone,
,have been bui1t to protect the sustaining walls at the foot of the
east and west glacis; fifty pillars of the west front gallery have
been under -pinned. At the permanent wharf, one thousand cubic
yards of ballast and ' gravel, and one hundred and twenty cubic
yards of dimension granite ; have been raisecJ., in a depth of from
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fifteen to twenty-five feet of water, for the pur_p ose of. preparing
the foundation. of the wharf walls. Seven 'hundred cubic yards of
gravel have been coBected, aqd one hundred ~:nd fifty cubic yards
of rubble stone ' quarried to secure the bottom around the · base of
the substructure_fr,om erosion.
_
'
To furnish granite caps to the chimnies· to point such 'ar-che·s as
are prepared for pointing; to lay the blo6ki,n g c_o urses required to
replace the small slopes on the counte-rsearps of the east, south,
and southwest fronts; to complete the redoubt, and the permanent
wharf, with other min~r items; · and to . mak,e some pr.ogress · in the
construction of permanent q'tlarters and -barrp,cks, will reqllire an
appropri?-tiori ~f .{orty thousan.d .,d oll;rs.
.'
:Balance in the· treasury on the 30th September, 1848.. -$6,000 oo·
Probable amount tb be expended ' by 30th June, 1849 •• ' 6,900 00
Estimate of amo~nt required to be appropriated for fis- ·
cal year ending 30th June, 1850 ................·! ., • • _40,000 00
I

(

.

Fort Griswold,
,

'

1

New

1

,

London harbor; Connecticut.
.

/

1he pintle centres of the aqvanced battery have been strengthened, and this battery is now comRlete. A small .sum in addition
t-0 existing funds ·will be required for a wall around the J,llagazine;
but thws it is pro'posed to apply fr~m . the appropriation for contingencies of fortifications.
' .
·
.,
No fur 1th.er appropriation is_asked.
• · ',
I,,,

~- Fdrt J'rumb~ll, ·.;vew Lond~n, _Connecticut. ,
During the ptesent season, -operations have been confined chiefly
to completiqg the northern exterior battery and its parade; finist -.
ing the repairs of the block . house .therein; .asphalting casema te
roofs; completing the paving of the ~gun roon,is; ·a.dvancing considerably the interior finish of the case~~te quarters; completing the
pointing of all the -stone masonry; finishing the breast-height wall
of the north curtain and the remaining chimney tops of the North
and west fronts; completing all the terrepleins, banquettes and
earthern parapets, and sodding their) slopes, ~nd advancing ' many .
of the minor details of the work, &c., &c.
· ·
The amouµt of work txecuted during t.he year is 203 cubi c
yards of sto'ne masonry in morJar; 633_ cubic yhrds of dry stone·
masonry; 133 cubic yards of brick masonry; .229 cubie yards of
concrete ,masonry; 50 superficial .feet of stone cutting; 6,024 cubi cy_ards of earth removed; 3,718 square yards of soading; 184 cubi c
yards of rock quarried; 1,180 square yards of asphalt covering;
568 day,s of carpentry finishing quarters and making and repairing
tools and · machinery; and 120½ days of smithery in makiug •and
sharpening 'tools, &c., &c.
_
_
..
Below is exhibited · the condition of the work at- the present
time, viz.: ,
,
,
The north exterior' battery and its par~des are finished; the re ~
.

,
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pairs of the block house are done; the place of arms, _and the di~ch
separating it from the main work, including the palisades closing
the end of the I.atter, are completed; th·e scarps of the fort are ~t
their full height, and coped; all the masonry of the casemates 1s
-finished, and the roofs of all are covered with asphalt; the gateway is built, and the gates have been_partly prepared; the magazines are all finished; the bakery is completed; the casemate t~averse circles are all laid, and the gun room floors paveu; the ~1stern arch is t'urned, and the well deepened; the parade wall, rnclu<ling the two staircase towers of commu'nicatio~ to ,the upper
batteries is finished; most of the permanent drains are constructed;
all the stone parapets, breast-height walls, and c.himney tops, have
been laid; all the pintle centres and traverse circles of tlie bar_bette batteries are completed; the furnace for heating shot is finished; "the terrepleins, banquettes, and earthern parapets have oeen
em banked, and their slop.es sodded; the carpentry of the _officers'
and soldiers' quarters is much advanced; the grading of the es~
1
planades of the seaward fronts is finished-, arid ·sea-walls have
been erected to protect them from storms; th_e pointing of the
brick work is about one-third, and that of the stone masonry entirely ~complcted; and many minor· details are about being executed. ,
·
~ The officer i~ charge asks,, for -- the completion of the
and
a purchase of additional ground, the remainder of the original estim'ate, viz: ·$43,000; but this department is constrainecJ to introduc-e a much smaller sum in the official estimates:
·
1
:Balance in the treasury on the 30th September, 1848 .• $10,000 00
Probable amount -to be expended by 30th June, 1849 •• 10,000 00
Estimate of a mount required to be, appropriated for '
fiscal year endi.n g 30th June, 1850 .••• :..... . • • • • • • 10,000 00

WOff,

Fort Schuyler, Long Island sound, New York.
Owing to the small amounts applicable, but little progress has
t'been made in this work for the last two years. I
In September of last year, the operations on the work were
·closed, and the parts exposed to the greatest injury protected fr.om
the weather.
.
,
, The work executed since the ,30th of September, 1847, was upon
··coal vaults for officers' and soldiers' quarters; pointing with ·bituminous mastic the coping of the interior face of the rampart on the
galley of communication in the rear of the second ·tier of casemates;
forming the terre-plein and banquettes of the barbette water batteries;
raising tlie chimnies of the quarters above the terreplein of the rampart; making and putting up some of the interior finish of the quarters. All being suspended, one laborer was left in charge of the
work on and after the 16th February, 1848. The time of this laborer was devoted to the care of the stock, preservation and cultivation of the grass slopes, and as a guard to the property. From
an~ a~ter the 1st of June, two additional laborers were employed in
a suxnlar manner.
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Since the ·appropriation of this year became available, nothing
has been done other than quarrying an<l cutting,copiQ.g for ,the scarp,
the limited amount of the appropriation not justifying the employmen t of a superintendent. at the work, to direct the little'- that could
be executed with the balance , rerhaining, after paying for . the
coping.
.
,.
The quantity. of .work execu.ted during the , year is 2,389 cubic
yards of earth .re_moyed; 262 cubic yards of stone., ma~onry; · 131_
cubic yards of brick masonry; 40 .s quare yards of b1tumrnous mas,
tic, and cutting 2,995 square feet of stone.
For continuing the construction of this work, the sum ·of $30,000
is the amqunt that ,can be most advantageously applied during the
nex t year, and, as is :believed, to . final~y close ' the _engineer constructi on th_e reat~a sum that will necesnarity be increased. with
every year's delay. · This amount is neces,s ary fot pa.ving the 'l:erre-, ·
plein of the lower casemated battery, fla,gs for ga.Ilery of ~ommunication to the second tier of caseniates, finishing _inter~or of officers'
and soldiers' quarJers, and magazines; iron. rfitiling to gallery of
communication .qf sec~rnd tier, guard-house, ,a n,d bakery ; •raising sea- ·
wall to ,the req,uired height, and numerous . smailer ~atters; but,
notwithstandin-g_, t4.e department is obliged .to· ;nter a mul':h smaller
SUffi in the estimate,
I
.
r
Balance -in the tr~asm.y o~ \he .30th of September,' ~848..
Probab'le amou·nt to . be expended by. the ·30th of June,
1849 . ...... , ...•. ~ ...•......•... "· .. ............
Estimate of amou'nt. requ·ired to be' appr0priated fo'r fiscal
year ending 14·~ 39th of.June, 1850 .••••••.••.•• ". . : . ~.
1
,

, $7,000
7 ,ooo

• • • • ••• •

1

10~000

Governor' s island, New York harbor .

•

Fort Colu2n,bus,--'t;"The, operations of the year ~ave been confined
to renewing ,the draw-bridge. .. This •' has ·, been finish'e d, with the
exception of paintfng. 1N o farther appropriation asketl.
.,
South battery.-Som~ slight repairs have been ·made during th.e
year to the quarters agd store-rooms ; No , appropriation asked.
Castle ' William~.-The. asphalt eovering of the terreplein ·of this
w ork has been repaired.. No appropriation asked.
Repairs

o/ Fort' Wood, Bedlow's island, New York·.
f

, ...

:But little progress has been made in the repairs · of this work
during the past rear. In September, 184.7,., the available. fund.g biing ntarly ,e xhausted ,' and no appropriation made for the year's ~ervice , no!hing to gr~ater advantage c·ould be effected than ·clqsing
an unfinished arch and dependent area abutment of the coal vaults
for the soldiers' and offir.ers' quarters, covering up ·the unfinished
pc3:rts of, lhe masonry' to protect it from the weather, and collecting
and storing the \o,ols, implements, and materials.
One laborer only was retained in service from the fall of 1847 to
the beginning of ~ugust, 1$48, to take care of the· stocJr, ·and, as .
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far as was in his I" ower, to preserve and protect the works , and
property.
·
.
.
In August last, an appropriation of $10,000 beca~e ~ va1lable,
when the operations were reco{nmenced and pushed w.1th a.11 proper
expedition, upon the sea-wall, excavations of t-he roam d1.~ch, setting pintle blocks for gun-carriage ways on•the rampart ~nd on the
· wood work, and' other finishing of the officers' and soldiers' qua!ter-s; resulting, during the year, in the construction of 821 cubic.
yards of st6ne and concrete masonry, on which there was 4,800 fe~t
of stone cutting, 43 cubic yard.s of brick ,masonry, and 1,075 -cubic
yards of earth removed.
·
.
'
.
This island is mueh wanted for a recruiting depot. Great inconvenience is c xperienced by the o.fficers in charge of this branch .of
service, from th~ want of one. The engineer officer in charge re, commends, therefore, that the works. on this island be fin,ished at as
ear]y a qay as practicable, a-n d that the sum 9f $40,000 be appropriated ther_efor. _This d~partment fully concurs in this ·view, but
cannot., consistently with the d,emands -of other .works, introduce so
large a sum• in the estimates.
Balance 1 fn the treasury on the 30t,h ,of September, 1848 . .'. $6 ,OOO
-Probable ·amount to be expended 9y the 30th of June, .

184 9. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ., . . . . .............. ~ . . . . . . . . .

to

6, 000

E,stimate of amount r'equired
be appropriated .-for fiscal
year e~ding the 30th ,of June, 1850 .........: ..... ~ .. ~ ~ , 1.5 ,OOO

Fort Hamilton, New York · harbor. ,

In September, 1847, the repairs of this work in progres~ were, to
se~l!re the . casemat'es against injury frnm water filtering through the
parapet and terreplein of the rampart, and thus to render them better suited for the occupation of the troops, and as store-houses.
This operation has been in progress throughout the year, and is
now nearly brought to a close, being the ap_plication of asphaltic
mastic over the' extrados of the arches and benea.th· the superior
slopes and teri:.epleins. of the rampart, and th1! drainage -of the water
from this asphal tic coating.
The a~ount of work oJ the year has been as follows: 66 cubic
yards of, stone masonry; 112 cubic yards, of brick masonry; 146
yards of co'n~rete masonry; 5,303 cubic yards of earth remo-red; 219
cubic yards ·of masonry in culverts; 34½ square yards of grass sods
laid? 4,130 square yards of asphaltic mastic; laid 265 running feet
of stone wall and iron 1 rampart draining pipes; a,nd 5,640 square
yards of painting.
Tl:\e preservation and repair' of the work, generally, has inch1ded
considerable labor ~#po'n the grass s1 opes of the ram parts and g1acis.
The total cost of all of which has been $13,852 97.
The completion of the drainage, renewing the ga1lery on the
n?rth, east, and south interi~r faces of the· rampart, and introducing
1n~tle blo~ks and trayer~e cncles for the artilltry of the land fronts,
'Will constitute the pnnc1pa,l--work to be executed the ensuing season,
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and for whi~h the sum of $10,000 is reco~mended to be appropriated by the officer in charge.
.
:Balance in the 'treasury on the 30th September, 1848 ... $00,000 00
Probable afifOUnt to be expended b.y 30th June,'1849 • .00
Estimate of the amount · required to· be appropriated
for fiscal year ending 30th _June, 1850.............. 10,000 00

.oo;ooo

f!,epfirs of Fort Lµfay,ette; New 'York harbor.
1

The sea wall 'of this work becam e considerabl,y ·injured o:n its
exterior surface, . by years of exposure to frost and the sho'c k of
heavy S€aS. · .The mortar joints throughout its, ,whole face , are represented as requiring renewal, as also ,_the joints of its c~p'ing ai;id
the coping of the scarps of the fort.
·
· ' ·
'.
'
The work Ion' the sea wall was commenced in May and finished
in September·, on a length of 947 feet and height averaging 9 feJt,
from low water iliark to its crest. The pointing of the coping ~f
the scarp is · not _,q uite finished. 'Many of the · face bricks of the
embrasures having decayed were· cut out and . -renewed, and the
cheeks, soles, and the other exterior surfaces, saturated with ~hree
coats of boiled linseed oil, and then painted with three coats of
best mineral paint to protect the bricks from further injury .
.During the next year, it is advisable to have funds available for
removing p·arts of the wooden shingle roof, covering the ba·r bette
battery; it is much deGayed. }V ork is required at ,the magazine,s ,.
at the cisterns, gutt'ers and leaders-$upp'lying the salJ:!,e; at t~e pav~ments, &c., &c.
·
. · The 'officer in charge recommends ·for this purpose an appropria1
tion of $5,000.
Estimate of amount required to be appropriated for
fiscal year endi~g 30th June, 1
_ 850 ••••••• ~ ••••••••••_ $5,000 00·
1

Repairs of wor!c,s on St<J,te'IJ, Island, New Y~rk~-Fort Richmo.nd.
'

'

Purchasing the grounds from th'e State of New York, erecting
workshops, enclosing the ~site of · the projecte~ work on the river·
. fronts, with a ·c offer dam, and procuring steam-power and hydraulic
apparatus for draining the fpunda·tion·s, were the objects that had
been accomplished at the date.
the last annual memoir .
. During the year errding on the -3 0th .of Septem her, 1848, excavations have been made under a head of water varying with the state
the tides fro~ six to eleven feet, for the scarps and connected
piers on the entire contour of th-e work; as also for the piers, sinks,
1•
and sewers, in the two •c ha.nnel bastions.
·
The masonry in these foundations, and the scarp wall, with its
connected piers, has been built - up to the general level of 6' 6"
above low-water mark, excep\ing a more difficult portion in the
s~n~thwest b~.stion,. which ius been del~yed. by the necessity 9f
p1hng the found at ions. The first stone rn this work was laid on
the 15th of May last, and, by the end of September, a period of .

of

of

17
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three months and a half, all the foundations an~ masonry be_low
water had been secured, with the above mentioned exception.
The pump used with this success is Von Schmidt's r?tary, rerr~sented as quite novel in its construction, and well suited for s1m1lar localities.
The quantity of work executed during the year is 3,267 cubic
yards of stone and concrete masonry, on which there was 95,407
square feet of stone cutting, 39,520 bricks laid in culverts, and
15,934 cubic yards of earth removed; which, with the -value of °:1aterials reµiaining on hand, has cost $39,531 74, and upon which
· 16,849 days' work of mechanics and laborers has been bestowed,
independent of -the stone cutting.
During the ensuing season it is proposed to continue the. ma~o~ry of the scarps, piers, and arches of the c;isemates, for which 1t 1s
recommended, by the officer in charge, that the sum of $50,000 be
appropriated; a sum materially reduced, however., in the estimates
of this department.
B~lance in the treasury ?n the 30th September, 1848.. $9,611 04
Probable amount to be expended by 30th June, 1849 •• ,
9,611 04:
Estimate of amount required to be appropriated for
fiscal year ending 30th June, 1850 . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • 30,000 00

Batteries.-Hudson . and Morton, Staten Island, N. Y.
· The only attentio~ these works have required has been in a renew~l of a part of the e~terio.r earthen slope of battery Hudson,
earned_away by heavy rams; the preservation of the grass slopes
and terrepleins, and covering all the iron work of the shot furnace and gun carriage-ways with cdal-tar varnish.
No appropriation is asked for them.

Sandy Hook, New York harbor.
Referring to previous reports; for important considerations and
urgent reasons touching this subject;! have again to solicit the
attention of the Executive and Congress to the necessity of an
early commencement of fortifications on this position.

Fort Delaware, ])elaware. river.
Tlie title to the Pea Patch island, reported in my last annual report to be under discussion before an arbitrator, selected by com·
mon cor1sent of all _parties, was determined by decision of said arbitrator, under date of January 15', 1848, to be in the United States.
Instructions were immediately issued to an officer of enginPers,
to whom had previously been comlOitted, in anticipation, the charge
of the work, to take at once the .necessary steps for a resumption
of the construction of the fort. .
A considerable amount of materials, machinery, &c., ha·d been
collected for the work, in operations prior to 1838, but from the
long interval that had elapsed, it was found that a very large pro-
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portion had undergo~e ·g_reat det ; rioration_, am·ounting, somet~me~,
t o entire decay. · Still there was a considerable amount of mde-st ructib1e material that would be of avail in the .resumption.
:By the terms ·of the law, the $20,000 appropriated in May, 1844,
became available as soon as the title was determined to be in the
United States, and Congress, by the act of July 20, 1848, appropriated $50,000 additional.
.
The foundation of this fort is to rest on an extensive system of
pi1ing, and, after securing the island, so long negle·cted, from , overflow by the tides, . and wash by the waves, and lookin.g to its drainage, the _wh~le of the available means will be _devoted, to this piling.
With this view the wh~rves have been repaired, the dyke around
the island increased by the addition of . some ' 8,000 cubic yards of
earth, the quarters for laborers repaired, old machinery put in order, and -new purchased; the ditches of the work, nearly filled with
the sediment of years, cleared out, and contracts made for the delivery of stone intended for the dyk'e, and piles for the foun .d ation .
The driving of the piles will, it is hoped, commence before the
middle of Novemher, and he continued, as the weather permits and
.available means alJow.
•
These means will not, however, provide for the piling for all the
foundation, even of the main work. The total balance will be expended by the 30th June, 1849, and the officer in charge requests,
for the next fiscal year, $150,000; of which sum, after completing
t he piling and the grillage of the main work, $75,000 is designed
for the superstructure. There c_an be no doubt of the. propriety
a~d economy of such an appropriation, but the large demands on
t h e treasury for other operations make it ,necessary greatly to red uce this amqunt.
Balance in the treasury on the 30th September, 1848 •• $46,200 00
Probable amount to be expended by 30th J uae, 1849.. 46,200 00 ,
Estimate of amount. required to be appropri~ted for fiscal year ending 30th June, 1850. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 50,0QO 00

Fort Madison, .11.nnapolis harbor, Maryland.

No ~ork has been done upon this fort during the past year.
1

It

i s in the same condition as reported on the 30th September, 1847.
I t is proposed, however, to complete the battery ne~t year, and an
.appropriation is therefore asked of $5,000.

Fort on So{ler's Point .flats, Baltimore harbor.
Since the last annual report on this work, a piece of ground · has
b een rented OQ. Soller's Point for a depot and framing yard, and
temporary q1:1.arters for officers, mechanics, and laborers, work-sh.ops.,
s tables, &c., have been erected thereon. A te·m porary wharf has
-b e e n made for the lan~ing of materials.
Lumber has been procured for the construction of two front$ of
th e outside and inside wharf, necessary for the construction of the
se a -wall of the fort.
·.
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_ A scow and steam pile-driving machine h~s been constructed an.d
will be ready for use about the last of October; also, a ~cow or
light er with masts and suspended yards, for the transportation an<l
l'emovaJ of heavy bodies. Contracts have been made for the granite necessary to build the sea-wa11 to within two feet of the surface of the water.
·
Balance in the' treasury on the 30th September, 1848.. $6,700 00
Probable amount to be expended by 30th June, 1849...
6,700 00
Estimate of amount required to be appropriated for fiscal ,
• year ending 30th June, 1850 ...•.• ~............ . • •.• 40,000 00
1

Repairs of Fort Washington, Maryland.

The labor which bas been expended upon this work during the
year ending 30th September, 1848, has been applied to the . following objects: laying a brick pavement in the main entrance; setting
the traverse circles of southeast front with substantial iron bolts;.
repairing the damage done to the embankments and slopes of the
fort by heavy rains in October last; grading and regulating theI
slopes in the bottom of the ditches; grading parts of parade and
removing grass, wr,eds, &c., from it; putting iron gr·a tings over
main gates; fornishing strong iron fastenings to all · the doors;
painting · gates ahd the doors of the casemates; repairing the asphalt coping o.f parapet walls; regulating and mowing the slopes
of the different embankments; constru,c ting a small bridge from the
p~stern across the southwest ditch, and erecting a flag staff on the
parade of the work, together with many minor details .
. The officers' qu·a rters and soldiers' barracks have been extensively
repaired and-repainted. These buildings are now in good state for
occupation. All the smaller buildings connected with the fort
- -have oeen repaired.
This work' is now in a good condition for defence 1 and all the·
pecessary arrangements have been made for the accommodation 0£
a garrison.
No further appropriation is asked .for this work.

Fort .Monroe, Hampton Roads, Virginia.
The absence of an appropriation for this work, during the past
fiscal year, caused various delays in the progress of its construe- ,
tion. The sea-wal'l on front No. 6, which was commenced the previous year, bad for some months to be suspended for want of funds 1
and was not resumed until the month of January last, when theengineer department, auvised of the exposed situation of that part
of the work, assigned for that special purpose, out . of the contingent fund, five thousand dollars, with which the construction of
the wall was recommenced.
The whole of the sea-wall is now completed; and front (No. 6,)
which is on the creek side, is believed to be permanently.protected
from gust-tides and storms.
The glacis on fronts 1, 2, 3, and par.t of 71 remaining unfinished
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last year, has been revetted with soil and sod, and otherwise ?ompleted.
. .
.
.
,
.
Since the appropnat1on fo r the present fiscal year has been apphcable, the stone revetmeqt on the glacis coupe on front No. 5 h~s
b een commenced, b.e ginning at tlle ~alien t angle of No. 5 and 6; ip.
t he Jirection of the caponni-er.
The sum of twe·n ty thousand dollar~, app~opriated by Congress
last July, for F,ort 'Monroe, will all be needed to complete the tide-l ocks, to construct the stone revetment on th~ glacis coupe on
fr ont No. 5, arip the caponnier, -and to grade the glacis of the main
work on front No. 6.
In July last· the engineer department authorized an -exp'enditure
of $500 out of its contingent fund, for the repairs· of the wharf at
this post; the cost of these repairs amounted to ·$465 -54.
'
The estimate of the superintending engineer, for the fiscal year
terminating on the 30th June, 1850, amounting to$54,208 50 , includes
all the expenditures to be incurred ,in the construction of the advanced redoubt and its exterior arrangements, an'd the r.e -construction of a bridge on _front No. 6 of the main work.
Artesian well;-N o"thing has been done to this well during the
past year. The five-inch pipes, mentioned ·in the last' memoir, as
ordered, have been received and are shortly to be' inserted in the
€ight-inch ones, when the boring will be re.newed.
·
Mill creek bridge and road.-This bridge, which )Vas constructed
i n 1841, required some repairs during the__past year. The planks
a n d hurters are fast decaying, and it will be necessary to renew
the m during the ens'uing year·. The l?alance on hand op the 30th
of September, · 1847, amounted to $4:18 82. . Expended on the
re pairs sin,d i, $244 04; balance on hand to be used during the pres ent year $174 78.
_
The road from the fort to this bridge was injur~d by the gale qf
N ovember, 1846. The portion next to the abutment is now reduced
t o a width of about ten fe et, for a distance of 90 yards, and . the
c onstant travelling upon that narrow track is fast wasting it; to
r eplace the sand and clay upon this road will require $225.
The estimate of the officer in charge of the cost of_ these obje cts
a mounts to $~48 62.
:B alance in the treasury on the 130th September, 1848, on
account of Fort Monroe .•••.•••.•.•.•••.. ~. . • • • . • • • $14,000
Probable amount to ·be expend-ed by June 30, 1849 .+ • • • • •
14,000
E stimate of amount 1;,e quired to be appropriated for fiscal
_y ear ending June 30, 1850 .•••.•••••••••••••••••••• • . 20~?00

Fort C,alhoun, Hampton Roads, Virginia.
This work, which for many years. has been u·n der an excess of
]oa di n g, appears to have nearly attain~d its permanent position .
The r esult of the soundings and levels in October last, gives an
av era g e of about one-fourth of an inch subsidence ..
Th e officer in charge recommends, during the present year, to
re!ZJ-9-rfl by Q,~g,.. t~r th? 1'.HH1i~,g- f~ou- t,h,; fQv.Jr.~i-.t ion.: s~ f\f t~ bt
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ready to commence. the superstructure as soon as an appropriation,
is made. There would be required in that case for efficient operations, m addition to · the balance now in the treasury, the sum, as
he estimates, of $62,000.
·
It is, however, on the whole, deemed best not to call for any additional grar.t this y ear .
.Balance in the treasury on the 30th September, 1848.... $18,596
Probable amount to be expended by 30th June, _1849....
18,596.

Fort Macon, Beaufort harbor, North Carolina.
This fort has been in the charge of a fort-keeper duri;g the year,
requiring only some very slight" repairs. The .few that wUl proba-·
bly be required the next year can be provided for from ~he contingent fund.
,
No appropriation asked.

Preservation of the site of F~rt .Jifacon, North Carolina .
.

(

The officer in charge reports the site to be in good condition;
some repairs are required' to the jettees, for which an appropriation
will be required.
'
,
Estim~te of amount required to be appropriated for ,~he fiscal
year endrng _3 0th June, 1850, $5,000.

..

Repairs of Fort Caswell, North Carolina.
'

This work ha~; during the year,
who has kept in 9rder ,the grass
repairs. ·
,
The coming_ year it is proposed
glacis, for a• width of 25 feet from
necting slopes, finish re-pointing
jobs·.
· _
.,.

'

(

been in charge of a fort-keeper,
slopes and applied some slight
to complete the grading of the
the crests, to re-adjust the con·
the masonry and do other small
_ .
·

Preservation of the site of Fort Caswell, N. C. ·
The officer in charge of this work, after careful observation no t
only of this !.ocality but of similar ones in the vicinity, exposed t_o
the like abrasion, has recommended the construction of an add1tiomil jett_ee., He thinks this will secure the entire line of beach,
and the department is dispo&ed to concur in this. opinion. · Jt is to
project about 200 feet beyond h igh water, and will require about
2,60~ tons of stone.
:Balance in the treasury on the 30th September, 1848....
$000
Estimate of amount required to be appropriated for fiscal
year ending 30th June, 1850..... •. . • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • •
15,000

Preservation of the' site of For t Moultrie, Charleston harbor, S. C.
There being no funds left at t he expiration of the last year, th e
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work was suspended until August. last, when operations were
resumed, and have since been actively continued. A portion has
been finished, and 190 feet of grillages, 18 _feet wide, have been put
in place and loaded.
·
,
The present appropriation will, it is. expected, complete to the
end of the present works, and will be applied during the year. ,
Balance in the treasury on the 30th September, 1~48....
Probable amou~t to be expended by 30th Junf, 1849 .• ;~
No appropriatio~ asked.

$11,200
11,200

Dike on Drunken Dick shoal, Charleston _h arbor, South Carolina.
This work has been constructed as here.tofore, the force being
engaged at Fort Sumter, and wben .necessary to discharge the
lighters withdrawn to the dike for · the purpose. The lighters) ·
when not eng.aged .in taking stone to the dikP, were used to convey
shell and gravel, &c., for Fort ·Sumter. Active. operations were
suspended in April, the , means . being exhausted. The yessels
(lighters) were then hired ou~ fol some time, _per.m ission being_given
by tte departm.en t, after w h1ch they were dismantled and laid up.
~ small appropriation having been made thi.:; summer .for the . con- .
trnuance of ,the work, one lightel\ has been · ·r efitted, which, with
the two belonging tt> Fort Suinte~, will be used to ·transport stone
during the wi'nter and spring. Two other lighters remain in charge
of a keeper. 263 tons of stoae have been received since the resumption of op·erations, ,and the for,ce is now engage~, when not
required at the dike, on the. breakwater for protection of Sullivan's
island:
. 6,442 tons of stone ' have been·' received and placed on the dike
during the year. A l_arge accumulation of sand has taken place
during the year. on the western or inner side of the dike, just ·
abreast of Fort Moultrie.
·
,
. For the year ending June 30th·, 1850, an appropriation of $71,000·
1s asked by the officer in charge; an amount greatly reduced by the
department.

Ba

lance in tb'e treasury o'n the 30th Se~te~ber, 1848 .~. $13,700 00
Pro.bable amount to be expended by 30th June; 1849.. 13,700 00,
Estimate of amount required to be appropriated for fiscal
year endin·g 30th Jurie, 1850 .. ·•••.••••• . . • • • • • • • • • • 10,000 00

Fort Sumter, Charleston harbor, South 'Carolina .
. The operations of the year have been carried· on on, a reduced
scale. The scarp of the gun faces has been raised to the springing
1 ines of the emhr'1sure arches of the second tier, and these arches,
together with those covering the recesses, are turned. The scarp
of the gorge has been carried to the level of the lintels of the
second tier loop holes; the piers of the gun casemates are 'on a
] evel with the floors of the second tier; and those of the gorge
J

1

I
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from six feet six inches to ten feet higher.

The. flagging of the
gorge is completed. The expenditure of the year 1s $19,208 60.
The means now available will be applied to the advancement of
the masonry, both of piers and scarp.
.
The average settling during the year is Jess than an rnch a~d a
half, the greatest about two and a hailf inches, and the lea.st a little
over three-quarters of an inch. The total. average settling, from
February, 1847, is two inches and -a small fraction; and the greatest
total subsidence is three and three-quarter in.ches.- , No crack or
tlaw has appeare<l during the year.
Th~e bori,ng of the Artesian well was continued till the middl_e of
December la sf; the total depth reached is three hundred and sixty
feet five inches. From October to December, the strata penetrated
,c onsisted of green sa~d, interstratified with blu·e limes,tone and
tough rock, and of similar charact'er to the borings of September
ptevious; but the borings of the succeeding ten days consisted entirely of marl ancl marl rock, from which it is infer-red that the
hard lifuestone, &c., know,i to divide _.the upper from the _lower
Heds of rb.arl, has been passed, and that thenceforward soft marl
only may be looked for.
'
The distance ye't to be overcome is from 250 to 300 feeL . Rods,
a)lgers, and hoisting apparatus were prepared last fall; there is now
Hut little expense to be encountered except' for labor. '
· For the year ending 30th June, 1850, the officer in charge asks
that $162,000 be appropriated, stating that it can be used atlvantageously' and will com ptete the brick masonry at the fort.
Of th,is I have no doubt, but am constrained to limit my can
for funds to the amount stateJ below:
·.
Balance in the treasury on the 30th September 1 1848 ..• $18,200 00
frobable amount to be expended by 30th June, 1849. .. 18,200 00
Estimate of amount require 1d to be appropriated for fis- ·
cal year. ending 30th Jun,e, 1850............... •• • • 25,000 00

Fort Pulaski, Savo,.nnali river, Georgia.
During the year nothing has been done at this work, except
. with a view to its preservation, for which purpose it has been under the charge of an ordnan .c e sergeant, assisted by two laborers.
The $8,000 appropriated last year for Fort Pulaski will be applied to some outstanding accounts, to th e repair of the wharf, to
some little matters connected with gates and quarters, to strength·
ening the dykes, &c. .
··
No further, appropriation wi1l be required until the completion
of the advanced battery shall be taken in hand-an operation that
may be defer!ed till next year.
Balance in the treasury on the 30th September, 1848... $8,000 00
Probable amount to be expended by 30th June, 1849. . ...
8,000 00
No appropriation is asked at present.

Fort Jackson, Savannah river, Georgia.
Nothing has been done to this work during the year.

The
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balance of the appropriation in the treasury at present, amounting to $19,800, it is prop·osed to ap'ply to establishing the founpa tions of the new scarp and counterscarp; it will barely suffice for
this purpose, and nothing will be l,eft for masonry.
An appropriation of $40,000 is recommended by the engineer
offi.eer in charge _for the- fiscal year en.ding font: 30, 1850 J as being
sufficient to com'p',lete the work, with the exce-ption of the qu~rters;
but consideration for other important work's obliges a material redu~tion of that sum.
Balance in. the tre.asury on the 30th September,, 1848 .... $19,800 00
Probable amount to be' expended by 30th ~u0e, 1849 ..•. · 19,800 00
Estimate of amount. requ'.ired .. ~o· be appropriated for fiscal year ending 30th June, 1850 ..••••• ·~· .• : •• '· •. ·•. ~ · 15,000 00

Proposed fort Jo; t!ie _ent_rance of Cum,berl-and soulid,' (!-eorgia .
r

,,

I

•,·

,

No steps which)t was in the power of this departme'nt . to take,
1

in order to secure· a g'ood r_title to th~ land want'e d for the .,site o'f
this work, have been omitted; such a title, however, is not yet
vested in the United-States, and consequen,tly operations _cannpt be
commehced. There is a balance in the treasury of a former grant;
~nd no furth·e r ' appro!>:iation is :now .asked.
J

,,

Repairs of Fort Mario~i and sea-:-wall, St . .11-ug.ustine·, Florida.
o/

j

'1

,

,

I

'

Some damage naving been done to this ~all b'y violent gales of
wind , an appro,priation is asked for works of i;~pair, and improvement.
Estimate of the amount required to be 'appropriated for
the fiscal ye~r en'ding '30th J un.e , 1850. ,..••..•••.• ~.
.,_

J!

'

,.

r-,

,

'

t

I

$5,000 00

1

-

'

Pensacola har'l)or, Florida.
I

'

. I have again to refer, f~r the views of the engifleer department
~n relation to the importance of thi~ haI'.bor for g:_reat national .obJects, to previous· annual reports'.
.
) '
• '.,i
. .,

For( McRee, Pensaco{a harbo~, Florida .
The prin,c ipal work required ·during the year at this' position
was for the preser.vation of the site of the fort,
I
The operations were co)nfi.ned, up to January last, to ~he cons truc tion of temporary jettees, &c ., for immediate security. Since
January, 1848, a dam has . been constructed ,across the lagoon, in
order to divert the discharge of the lagoon into. a new outlet ·to be
form ed n-orth of the fort. This operation was twice ·interrupted by
the giving way of the dam. In July last _,-however, the breach, in
1
the dam was finally closed with sand bags.
, Immediately after the final closing of the dam, the moath of the
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lagoon, which has threatened so much injury,_ began !o. ~lose up,
and }arge deposites of sand were exhibited rn the ·v1crn1ty. _By
constructing a small dam across the shallow channe_~, the oper_ation
was- accelerated, and the sand accumulated in sufficient qu~ntity t_o
commence contributing to the enlargement of the beach 1mmed1ateJy in front of the work.
. ,
The absence of heavy gales during the summer and early part of
the autumn contributed to the success of the operations, and every
thing wore 'a most promising aspect up to the 24th Sept~mber. · A
remarkably high tide, accompanied by a tremendous surf, then
made breaches over the island in many places, and bade fair to excavate a channel for the lagoon through the canal prepared for
that purpose.
.
This desirable object was not obtained, however,, and the high
tide and sea caused some damage and 'threatened dange_r to the
new works; a prompt .and vigorous application of proper means
prevented serious injury, and the operations now promise . entire
success. It is hoped by the middle of October, that the belt of
beach across the mouth of the lagoon will , be extend,ed to a sufficient width' to be secure against the effects of tte sea; in the
mean time the embanking of the dam will be continued, so as to
leave as little as may be to chance; for, a,s long as the dam is p reserved, there is little to be feared from the reopening of the lately
closed mouth.
.
With a view to· help the forming of a new outlet' in a proper
place, a canal was dug 20 feet wide, through which, in that gale,
the tides , forced by the surf passed 'with rapidity, but it did . not
succeed in forming ~ permanent opening; the immense ''q uantity of
sand heaved up by the surf kept the mouth filled up. It is thought
by the engineer officer in charge that no permanent . outlet for the
lagoon can be formed until the heavy rains of winter shall raise
its waters some three •feet h~gher than those of the outer bay.
Taking ad vantage of a time when there is , no surf on the shore,
and when northerly wind's cause low tides in the bay, the waters of
the lagoon being then permitted to rush out through the canal,
will, it is thought, soon excavate a channel of sufficient depth and
current to prevent the mouth being again closed up.
The total expenditure upo~ this work for preserving the site will
probably not exceed $12.,000.
The condition ' of Fort McRee is generally good; some slight
leaks are exhibited, to stop which it may perhaps be necessary to
cover a portion of the terreplein with a new layer of mastic, and
some other operations are also necessary, but th~y will be completed with means now applicable.
1

Fort Pickens, Pensacola harbo,r, Florida.
No operations have been carried on at this work during the
year.
Some work will be required in repairing the decayed portion of
the slope of breast height wall, in closing some leaks, and in con-
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structions having refer.ence to the a~commodation ?f a garrison. ,
But no appropriation is at present asked for these obJects.
The general condition of the works is g_oo.d . . .The magazines,
]ike those of Forts Mc Ree and :Barrancas, are remarkably, dry, preserving powder in, excellent order;' 1
1

Fort Barrancas and barracks thereat, Pensacota harbor, Florida~
With the· exception of repairin"g the . reversed slop'e of the crest
of g]acis, and making a' small fenc-e to protect the ,s3:me from being
walked over, neither labor nor expense has been required on this .
work, sa~e- ,a little performed !n preserving the slopes and cultivating grass thereon.
,
, This work is considered 't o be in good ·condition). . The condition
of the redoubt is as follows:
,
The sand for- the glads is in position all "-around, a_nd a sufficient
surplus placed on top in readiness for the . main rampart. Only
1,300 cubic . yards re.main to ' be taken ·from the ditch. There is
also sand on the terreplein
of covert way in readiness to be formed
1
into t_he proper plan es.
·
The cou-nterscarp a:nd underlying gal1ery, a:nd casemates of reverse fire, are complete, except \h-e coping of the former and the
pavement of the latter.
.
The communications under caponnieres are completed, and sand
enough in position to complete the caponnieres. .
.
The scarp of s9u th front is raised to t_h e reference pf (22¼' ,) and
the piers of th~ first tier of sustaining arches are raised to their
proper he,ight. .' The scarp of west front is raises to the reference ·
of (33.) Tne piers and arches ·of lower tier are completed, and
the piers of the "" second ti'er · raised to .their proper. height. The '
scatp of face and fla.nk of northwest bastion raised to the _reference
1
of (41'.) All the pi.ers arid their arches are completed. T ,h e scarp
of curtain an,d solitheas.~ bastion raised to reference of (33,) and all
the piers of the same are rai _sed to · their proper heights . The scarp
of east front ·is rais·ed to the reference of (26' 8'' ,) and the piers and
ar~hes of first tier are· compl'ete, and the piers of . the second tier
raised to their· pi:o_p'er · height.
_) ·
,
The ditch of gorge and part _o f the foundation of the counterscarp
of gorge is excayated.
'·
·,. , .
·
The portion, of barracks now under construction will, the officer
reports, be sopn comple'ted. The ~centre ·pediment is nearly ready
to receive its roof. . When this po'rtion of the building is covered
in, the interior work of plastering, .flooring, paintjng, and glazing,
&c., will be completed, to.gether with the rear piazzas ~nd kitchen.
Two adjoihing rooms to the -centre pediment will be put unde-r construction.
·
·
.:Balance in. the treasury on th~ 39t.h September, 18.4 8 .. ~.
Pro_bable amount to, be expended by 30th June, 1849 ..••
Estimate of amount required to be appropriated for fiscal
year ending 30th June, 1850 , •. . .. .. • • . •••..• , .. . • ••

$15,800 '
15,800

35,000
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Fort .Morgan, Mobile point, .IJ.labama.
From October 1st, 1847, until the appropriation of July last, became available, a small force was occupied in grading· and conRtructing glacis, repairing tern porary wharf, planting grass, &c.,
lackering the iron work of the fort, removing w:eeds fro'II_l te~replein and covert way, mowlng grass, and preservrng the materials
and machinery of the fort.
The recent appropriation becoming·available on the· 20th Augu~t,
the force was much increased. A temporary wharf has been built
to replace the former one, recently, destroyed by a storm. The ·
pier stones hare been partly dowelled,. and all the requisite. machinery constructed for the erection of the permanent wharf, and
many small repairs made to the fort. Within the last year 952
cubic yards of earth have been removed to form the glacis on fronts
three and four.
·
, Balance in t.6.e treasury on the 30th September, 1848. ~.. · $16,500
Proba,ble amount to ·be expP.nded ~y .the 30th June, 1849.
16,500
Estimate .of amount required to be appropriated for fiscal
year ending 30th June, 1850 •••••. .. .'••••••••.•• H . • •
15 ,OOO
Proposed new fort on Dauphin island, Mobile bay, .11.labama.
Agreeably to an act of the Alabama legislature, passed in Janu-~
ary, the agent of the government gave information to the chancellor that a certain portion of the east end of _Dauphin island, lying
in his district, wa,.s ·wanted for military purposes. A jury 'w as empannelled to assess the value of the land required, all the owners
and claimants being summoned to attend. The boundaries described contained n,e arly one thous'an~ acres, which were valued at
., $3,200. A]l the papers showing these ~ransactions being duly auth_enticated were transmitted to the engineer department.
The opinion, required by law, of the attorney general, as to the
title of the United States, has been given ~nd transmitted to the
officer in charge, and it is hoped that all defects in the proceedings
will be remedied, and that the title to the land will soon be secured, w~en operations will immediately commence .
. 1

Balance in th'e t'reasu~y on the 30 th September, 1848.. . .
Probable amount to be expended by the 30th June, 1849.

$19,400
19,400

No appropriation is asked for next year .
J

Fort Pike and preservation of site, Louisiana.
During the year, a new foot-bridge lateral to the ditch has been
constructed, leading · from the wharf into the covert-way, and
thence into the main work, in place of the old one, decayed. The
p~rmanent bridge over the main ditch was anchored to . the brick
1ners. Copper gutters were put over the embrasures to prevent the

I ,
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rain from dripping on t_he gun-carriages.

Some painting and minor
repairs were done.
·
There are at present no funds av.ailable for this work; but it is
propose9, whe:qev~r the means can be obtained, to make, to the
citadel barracks, some repairs which are e_~ sential to tlie accommodation and comfort of the garrison -some improvements in certain
casemates to the same end-to take further measures for the protection of casemates from leaks, and perhaP's· to build an additional
piece of sea-w~ll ;it th'e .hospital site. · For a portion of thesie objects, an appropriation of the amo·unt stated below is asked. , The
fort is in a cond_ition of perfect efficiency.
.
I
Estimate of amount required to be app"ropriated for fiscal year ending the 30th June, l850 .•••• ·•.••••.••• · $10,QOO, 00
)

•

,I

1

At this work, a new permanent bridge of k·yanizE:d . timbet' was ,
built over the m~in ditch, in ' the place of the old one, much _,decayed; and a new draw-bridge put up.
,
·
Operations like those proposed for F~Ht Pike, wiII, 'to some'· ex·
tent, be :Recessary here,, upon barracks, casemates, &c·., and in addition, it. is ~e~ting to be very important that effective measures be
adopted 'for the protection of the ground in front of the fort· from
further abrasio_n by the turrent of rhe ha you.
·
The fort is in a very efficient st~te. There is no ' balance to the
credit of this for_t. ·
Estimate of amount ·required to be appropriat~d- for the ·
fiscal year en'ding 30th June, 1850 •• ••• _•.••••, •••••• $10,0QO 0Q
V

·Jr

. Battery Bie71,ven~e, Louisia'/1:_a•.

. t

I

• I

During the year rthe main ditch has ·been excavate'd all.around to·•
a width of sixty feet, ancl. to , a depth of five · foet on the water·
fronts, and three feet on the ,land fronts.
The officers' . quarters, barracks and store-r·ooms, have received
some slight repairs ~ lt will probably f>e ~ecessary ultimately to ·
substit.ute stone in place of wood for traverse circles, pintle blocks,,
&c., but the necessity is not immediate. A portion of permanent
bridge is yet required over the ditch. .
.
.
The existing' funds will be sufficient for this ~Qrk at pres~nt,
and, no appropriation is _consequen't l~ asked for the next year 1 ,
Tower . Dupres, ~ouisiana.
· A new ·:roof has been ' put upon the tower, covered· with slate, in
place of the old flat on~. A new cu.p alo was also built, for a lookout. A revetment was made for the sh9re of the bayou near t;1e
work, and the parapet raised and rtpaired where necessary.
Nothing further is i:equired at present at this work. Stone pintle ·
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blocks and traverse will ere lo)lg be _required · in _,.place of the
wooden ones.
No appropriation is asked .

. (Proposed tower and battery at Proctor's landing, Lake Borgne.
It is indispenable to the sec.urity of New Orleans that a work be
constructed at this position without further delay; and a separate
estimate of $50,000 for that purpose accompanies this report .. Several previous reports, to which I beg leave to refer, have at some
length urged this necessity.
Fort Jackson, Mississippi river, Louisiana. ·
The operations here have been quite limited. They have con·sisfed in completing the asphalt covering of the five-flank .caisemate
arches, lining the eaves-.gutter of the citadel with lead, and repairing the slating of roof where necessary. Some consid·e rable labor
has aho be-en expended in maintaining the clearing, in cutting
grass and weeds, and eradicating the tiµiber growth.
Thii:; work is in a · very efficient state, requiring, howeve-r, some
repairs and modifications in its details, and the deepening of the
main. ditch to an unfordable depth; and the main operations for the
e~suing year will consist in deepening this ditch. Should means
permit, other small repairs and modifications will ~e made, which
will tend to the greater comfort of the garrison, the better disposition o-f stores, &c., &c. It is, begides, considered necessary to increase the' fire of this fort, by extending the batteri(;!s exterior to
the main work, and perhaps to arrange other portions of the cov1
ert-ways as batteries.
.
To malie the drainage of the site as perfect as possible, and at
t~e same time to mark permanently the· extent of the public domain, it may also be necessary to close the mouth of the bayou
above the fort, and to construct a small dike around the border of
the public lands. Considerable iid'ditional labor in clearing, draining, &c., may be necessary. It will a1so be necessary to construct
a fence around the officers' quarters, and to ~epair the kitchens of
the .same. Towards the oatteries·, and these latter objects, an appropriation will be necessary.
·
Balance in the treasury on ·the 30th September, 1848.. $5,000 00
Probable amount to be expended by 30th June, 1849.. · 5,000 00
Estimate of amount required t.o be appropriated for fiscal year ending 30th June, 1850...... . • • • • • . • • • • • . 15',000 00

Fort St. Philip, Mississippi river, Louis.iana .
Nothing has been done towards the construction or repair of this
work during the past year, there having been no funds available.
My last annual report will therefore ·exhibit its present condition.
It is proposed to apply the existing appropriation of $20,000 to
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the construction of a small wharf for the reception: of materials,
and to the completion of the two exterior batteries.
It is believed that these objects will consume the whole of the
existing appropriation, and when accomplished, this fort will be
able to present its full array of guns bearing upon the ri yer . It is
believed that this will be the case early next spring.
The old work is, however, still in a very imperfect condition, as
regards d~fenc~. Its scarp, badly built and much ~ecay~J, r~quires
a new facrng-1ts p·a rapets and ramparts to be ra1sed-1ts ditch to
be deepened and counterscarp revetted-gla~is raised, &c., &c.; and
the land fronts strengthened by a chain of outworks, as planned .
These objects will be accomplished as rapidly as the means which
may hereafter qe a,ppropriated will admit.
. r
·
An appropriation of the amount statM below is necessary (pr the
partial prosecution of these repairs, during the next fisca_l year:
:Balance in the treasury on the ·30th ,September, ' 1848 •• $i8,000 00
Probable amount to be expend_ecl by 30th June, 1849. . 18,000 00 .
Estimate of amount required to be appropriated for fis-.
cal year ending 30th June, 1850 ..•••••• , • • •••.•••· .- 30,000 00

Fort Livingston, Grand Terre island, Louisiana.
The operatio~s at this wor~ du fing th e y~ar have ,been, owing to
the small ainount of means availab.le, ,as well as to the necessity of
waiting until the se ttlement shall have ;eached its limit befo re comp·leting the work, quit~ ,l imited . The parade wall has been finished
to the height of tlie copin·g; brick pavement~ laid in all the casemates which require them; concrete piers of casemat'es, not ~o be
fu rred, have been faced with bricks; the main ditch has been
graded, and dra,in of. concrete with brick sides has been laid; two
or t~ree l~aks in ·casemate roofs, ari~ing from the cfacking of th~
asphalt by. une.q ual settlement, , have been repB;,ired, and the breasth eight wall completed, all around, t o the level of 18" below crest.
The earth required to complete parapets, terrepleins, parade and
glacis, has been put in place, and a load qf earth and bricks applied
t o the arches and -parade wall of northwest and south west fronts,
i n order to equalize the settlement with that of the other fronts,
which have full ra~parts. {The grounds in the vicinity of the fort
ha ve, to a considerable_extent, been graded. The officers' quarters
h a ve been finished ; so far as the buildings are concerned, and
painted.
, .
To complete the work, it is necessary to lriy the ,c oping of the scarp,
c ounterscarp and parade walls; to lay the gun pl,a tforms, for which
t he stone is on hand; to grade and sod the parapets, and construct
the. summit wall of the · bre-asHieight, to grade and sod terrepleins,
parade and glacis, where n@ces~ar'y ; to finish the interior of casemates,
fo r which tha doors, window-sashes) .- locks and most_ of th~ materials
ar e on hand; lay the banquette and construct a piazz-a m front ·of
c asemate quarters; lay stone .covers t'o cisterns and put up the
pumps; arrange the conducting g_utters I and sewers; put up the
dr aw-bridge, for which machinery is on hand, and construct the
p e r manent bridge ; complete the grading of grounds in vicinity of
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fort· to add a11 necessary fixtures, as puni'ps, &c., to officers' ·quarter/ construct a covered gallery to kitchen, and enclose the necessary area about the officers' quarters with a wooden fence; to modify and repair the existing wood.en buililings, so. as to ma~e them
available for quarters, store-ro.oms, &c., for garrison, and, if found
exp~dient and practicable, to construct a permanent wh;art:,
No appropriation is asked for the ensuing, year, as 1t 1s hoped
the · amount now available wiP suffice for the contemplated operations.
,/
Balance iri the treasury on the 30th Sep.tember, 1848 •. $32,961 .62
Probable amount to be expended by 30th June, 1849.. 32,961 62

Fortifications at Key !f'est, Florida.
In consequence of the exh;ustion of funds, ~ork , on these fortifications was suspended on the 17th June last; (the last .a ppropriation not being made until the 20th July;) the wg'r kn'len were disch .a rged, and the public property stored, or otherwise disposed of,
in the safest manner practica.bl~. . The condition of. the work, on
the 30th September last, was as follows: ·
The protection works and platforms. necessary for laying the
foundations have ,been completed on three channel fronts, and the
granite portion of the foundation on the west front completed for
fpUT cou~ses, or eight feet above the bott?m, and 12 to 18 inches
above Jow water; and a commencement had been made with, the
concrete backing on the same front, at the .time of the suspension.
21,000 cubic feet 6f the cut granite for the foundation have been
received on the work, from the quarries in Maine, and the· remainder required therefor, namely, about 15,000 cubic feet, is now
under contract,' to be delivered at .K ey West during the approachfog winter. With the grant of $50,000, made by Congre·ss during
th,e pasl summer, it .i.s expected to complete, at an early ~ay, the
foundations all around the work, raising them above the level of
th,e water, and, perhaps, make a commencement at µlling in the
· interior area.
l
•
The estimate for the next fiscal year, ~ubmitted by the officer in
charge, amounting to $100,000, is designed to cover the cost of
raising the scarp wall all around to the sill of the first tier of embrasures, or five c·o urses above the foundation, and tg fill in the interior area of the work with earth and loose stone, to an average
depth' of ten feet above the bottom, bringing it · to a level never
reached by the tide, except during the heaviest storms, and affording space for thE; disposition of workshops, &c.
The importance
of bringing ·the fort to this or a similar state, for the security of the
work already done, is manifest; and I greatly regret being ·constrained to insert in the estimate below· a small er sum than that
proposed by the local engineers.
:Balance in the treasuty on the 30th September, 1848 .. ; .• $48,500
Probable amount to be expended by•30th June, 1849..... 48,500
Estimate of amount required to be appropriated for fiscal
1ear ending 30th June, 1850 ............. ,. •••••••• , • • 75 ,OOO
~
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. Garden k ,e y, Tortugas island, Flor_ida.

:1

The operations at this place, during the past year, ,c omprise the
~o mpletion of all the tern porary buildings required , for the accommodation of the workmen, for workshops, and store-houses, the
partial constru.c tion of a_ portion . of the permanent q~arters necessary for the accommod~tion of persons ,connected with the work,
the formation ,o f an embankment fac~d '\yith isl anµ stone around
these quarters, to prote-ct them, temporarily, from the .action of the
sea, and the collection of a stoc,k of materials., machinery, tools,
&c., require-d for _the prosecution of t~e work on the · fort.
·.
The quarters e;rected are 69 fee·t 3 -inches- long, 44 feet wide, and
three stories' high, and now requjre;" for their completion, a part of
the interior finish, and the piazzas of the fro!lt and rear; for all of
which the ~atei:ial~ are on hand.
·
The operations · contemplated for ·the next year will' be confined ,
t o the coun:terscarp wa11 of the work; and, for this object, the '
sum of $80,00,0 is asked-by .the engineer officer in charge.
La,rge appropriations are here,, as in many other· places, dictated
by cons1detations of _economy, as we.11 as by the policy of bringing
this remote wo·rk, the soonest possible, i~to a . condition t'hat will
_permit self.defence and efficient action; but the restrictioti that has
been put upon the . estimates as to other places must b·e applied
here also.
'
:Balance in the treasury on. the 30th September, 1848 ..••• $}5 ,ooo
Probable ·amount to be expended by 30th.June, 1849. . . . • 15,000
Estimate of amount required to be appropriated for fiscal
year ending 3,..0 th June, 1850 ......... ~ ••••• ~ ....... ·• . ·50,000
Barracks, quarters, and h,ospitals.
The duty a:g~in r~turris, upon Irie of ~-r ging upon t.he favorable
-consideration of the Executive and Congress, . some constructions
und er the above head,s, which I deem to be essential to the defen.si ve syst~m of the .Atlantic coast, and, also, to ·the comfort, discipli ne, and health of the garrison~. A general estimate is, accordingly, presented' for the commencement of. permanent barracks on'
-Governor's 1sJand, Boston harbor; ,on JGovernor's island, New York
har b?r; for ~ hospital at Fbrt Adams, Newport l;iarbor; and for ' a
hospi tal at Fort ~ ashingto-n . ,
.·,
'
Cadet barrack~ · a_n d 0th.er permanent buildings at West Point.
D1;1ing the year the funds have been applied exclusively to that
portion of the barr.a cks west of the main entrance; the floors have
been finished, doors made and hung, cast ir'on stairs put up, bases
and alcove partitions nearly finished, some mante~s set, some trial
fu ~naces, for heating, ·erected, bath rooms made, and about twoth 1rds of the painting done.
To complete this portion, there yet remains to finish, the piazza.,
put up railings front and rear, put in the rest of the furnaces, ,
the !11.antels , and hearths, pr~cure :,bathing tubs, finish the alcove
partitions, and the painting generally, with some minof w'ork.
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This it is hoped to accomplish during the fall, so as to be ready
for oc cupation by a portion of the cadets·. at the close of the January examination.
One half of the torps of cadets will then be comfortably acc~mmodated. The remaining half, however, will be compelled to occupy the old barracks, condemned by the opinion of so many ~o~rd_s of
visiters, until the completion 0f the other part of the new buil~1~g.
The officer in charge of this construction asks for the remarnrng
portion of the barrack, and all necessary outbuildings, the sum of
$85 500. · This department, however, 'confines' the estimate for the
fiscal year's work to the sum of $40,000.
'
:Balance' in the treasury on the 30th September, 1848, .• ~14,500: 00
Probable amount to be expended by 30th June, 1849,.. 14,500 00
Estimate of amount required to be appropriated for fiscal
year ending 30th June, 1850, ....••..•.·•.•..••.• . . • •. 40,000 00
Succ;essive boards of visiters have concurred with the authoritie~
of the military academy as to the necessity of providir:ig a new
mess hall and riding hall for cadets, and a hospital for enlisted men.
The return of the company of engineer soldiers from Mexi'co,where their ·services were alike distinguis4ed and valuable, and
their increasing ranks by enlistment, ·make provision for their barrack accommodation incl.ispensable. For all these purposes the estimates contain . items amounting to $14,500.

MILITARY ACADEMY.

I transmit herewith the report (and accompanying papers) of a
board of visiters, who· were invited by yol!l to attend upon the
course of -public examination in June last.
The report refers to the state , of discipline, ip.struction, police-,.
ad!Jlinistration, fiscal affairs,and Qther concerns of the institution.
It will be perused with interest ' anrl may be referred to with ad.vantage, as conveying the impressions made upon a body ·o_f able and
enligh:tened m~n, by a close scrutiny on their part into the minutia
of the system, and an open development · of results by the pro·fessors and teach ~rs.
• My own attendance· upon the examination was cut short by an
imperative earl of duty elsewhere. But an intimate knowl~dge, by
daily correspondence, of current even ts, in , connexion w;ith what I
witnessed during my brief sojourn, warrants, as I think, my conviction that the academy is in a condition as flourishing as at any
former period; and that as regards the course of government and
instruction, all those to whom these important duties have been intru~ted, continue to deserve the gratitude of the country and the
entire confidence of the goyernment.
Some interesting papers, which pertain to the report of the board
of visiters, now accompany it.
.
'Under a specific grant of last session, a very important addition
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has been made to the cabinets of geology and mineralogy, permitting the course of instr11ction in these . branches to be fulJy exemplified. These cabinets. have, moreover, been ' gre.atl~ enric~ed
witiiin the year by donationsf rom graduate,s who, while 1llustratrng
by eminent services in :he field their high military qualitie,s, e~ger]y
profited by' opportunity to .send back t? their fost.er mother, as. tokens of affection and gratitude, bea uhfo l collections of Mexican
minerals~ and a costly model, exhibiting the manner of working the
mines of that country_.
The estimate of th.e probable expenses of the military academy
for the next fiscal year, as r.nade by the suparintendent, is as follow~: '
For current and ordinary expenses, .••••• , ••••• , , •••• $26,460 00
For the gradual ipcrease and expense of li~rary, ••• ,• ..
1,000 00
For hospital for enlisted men, .••.••••• , , • , • ~.... • • • •
2,500 00
For mess hall, .••• ·••.. , ••••• ~ •.••• ,1 ••• • • • • • • ·•• ·• •••\ , 10,000 00
For riding ball, • , •• , • , .•••••. , •••••••••• ~ •••••••• ,
2,000 00
For expenses ' of a board of visiters, in addition to a · balance remaining -of a former grant for th~t purpose,.
1,033 61

$42,993 61
This department prop'oses to reduce th-e amount estimated ~bo~e for a ,new mes·s hall to t_h e su~ ,of $5,000;
therefore deduct •• ··~., •• , •••
4

• • • _• • • .- ,

,

•

,

,

•••••••

,

5,000 00

$37,99~ 61
And add _to this a like sum for permanent barracks and
· qllarters_ for eng~n~eet troops, (sappers, ·min_ers and
pontonn1ers,) ••••.•••.••••
$

•••••

: · · · · · ·•

• _ •••••••••

)

5,000 00

$42,993 61
And t'o add an amount th'a t will pe'rrnit important progress to ·be made to ward the completion of the new
cadet barracks, ••••••. ~ .••••. , •••••••. _•• ,, •.• , • • •

40,000 00
I

$82,993 61
The following is a list of the officers, professor's , and teachers
of the military academy, on the 30th of September last, constituting the academical and military staff:
,
.

Ci-ptain Henry Brewe,rton, corps of engin~ers, s·u perintendent and
commandant. ·

Mr. Dennis H. _.Mahan, .11. M., .professor or'civil and military
engineering.

·

Sec_ond Lieutenant Henry L. Eustis, ·corps of engineers, assist,ant
p~ofessor of civil and mil-itary engineering. .
·
Second Lieutenant Edward B. Hunt, corps of engineers, acting
as sistant professor of civil and military engineering .
.J\fr. William H. C. Bartlett, Jl. M., professor of natural and ex~
perimental philosophy.
·
Captain Jo~.eph ' Roberts, fourth artillery, assistant professor of
natural and experimental philosophy: · .
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-First Lieutenant J. J. Reynold~, third artillery, acti~g assistant
professor of natural and expe,rimental philosophy.
.
Second Lieutenant, and Brevet First, ·William B. Franklin, topographical engineers, acting assistant professor- of natural ahd experimental philosophy.
Mr . .lllbert E. Church, .Ii.. M., professor of mathematics.
Captain Israel Vogdes, first artillery, assistant professor ot n;iathematics.
·
First Lieutenant Samuel Jones, first artillery, acting assistabt
professor of ma.thematics.
/
·
·
.
'First Lieutenant John H. Gr eland, fourth artillery, acting a.ssist'ant professor of mathematics.
·
Fir.st Lieutenant .flsher R. Eddy, first artillery, acting assistant
·professor of mat)lematics.
·
Second Lieutenant, and Brevet First Lieutenant, James M . Hawes,
second dragoons, acting assistant professor of mathematics.. ·
Second Lieutenant William G. Peck, togographical engineers,
acting assistant professor of mathematics.
Mr. Jacob W. Bailey, .Ii.. M., professor of chemistry, mineralogy,
and geology.
•
, .
.
_
First Lieutenant Francis N. Clarke, fourth artillery, acting _ assistant professor of chemistry, mineralogy, and geology. ·
,
· First Lieutenant and Brevet Captain E. C. Boynion, first artillery,
. acting assistant professor of chemistry, ,mineralogy, and geology.
Reverend William T. Sprole, chaplain and' professor of ethics.
Second Lieutenant George Des/ion, ordnance, assistant , professor _
of ethics.
.
·
&econd Lieutenant, and Brevet First Lieuten~nt, Dabney H. Ma.ury,
mounted .riflemen, acting assistant professor· of ethics~
Second Lieutenant John C. Symmes, fourth artillery, acting. assistant professor of ethics.
Mr. H: R . .lignel, Professor of the French language.
· Ffrst Lieutenant T. D' Oremieulx, first infantry, acting assistant
professor of the French language.
.
First Lieutena'nt and Brevet' Captain Henry. Coppee, first artillery,
aating assistant profes·s or of ,the French langllage.
Mr. ,Robert W. Wier, N . .Ii.., professor of drawing.
First Lieutenant Richard S. Sm_ith, fourth artillery, acting a·ssi~tant professor of drawing and acting assistant_ quarter.master.
Second Lieutenant James W . .ll_bert, topographical engrneers, acting assistant professor of drawing.
•
Captain E. D. Keyes, third artillery, instructor of artillery and
eavalry and co,mmandant of. artillery and dragoon detachments.
First Lieutenant and Brevet Captain Henry L. Clarke, second
artillery, acting assistant instructor of artillery and cavalry . .
Captain Bradford , R . .fllden, fourth in fan try, commandant oi
, . tadets and instructor of infantry tactics.
.
First Lieutenant John Jr[. Jones, seventh infantry, assistant instructor of infantry tactics.
·
.
Second Li,eutenant Simon B. Buckner, sixth infantry, assistant in~
structor of infantry tactics.
.
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Second Lieutenant, and Brevet First Lieut en.a nt, 'H. B. Clitz, third
infantry, assistant instructor •of iµ'fantry tacti~s.
, ·
,
Second Lieutenant Charles ' T. Baker, sixth infantry, assistapt i!,lstructor of infantry tactics . . 1 . ·
J,
Capta~n George W. Cullum, · corps- of engineers, inst~uctor of
piacti<:al engineering.
Mr. P. De Janon, instructor of the ~word · exe_rcise. :.
Military staff.

First Lieutenant Isaac S. K. -Reeves, frtst artillery, adjutant. ·
Dr. J. , J. B. , Wright, .M. D . , surgeon. · - ,
,
Dr. Ro'bert S-outhgate,_M. D., assistant surgeon.
Second Lieutenant Barton S. /J.lexander, co'rps of engineers,,
treas~rer a~d super~nt_e nding the construction of cadet barra'Cks.
I

I ·must again . introduce ,a. recomm-e ndation that the .adjub,nt ·o f
t.he military acane,m y hav~ the ,same allowance as an adjri.t ant of
a regiment of dragoons; and on this subject refe,r to a letter from
the superintendent to D-enernl Harilson, pre_sident of the board of
visiters, dated June 12, 1S47. See page 613 of papers accompanying the Secretary of Wa-r's report, December, 1847. ·

- -,-

~'

.·

Officers of th~ corps of engi,neers and the company of engineer
. ' soldiers'
'
,
In . my . last annual report, I named partict~larly th~ .~fficers of
engineers who ,h ~d been on active duty in the variou_s fields of
Mexico, paying a proud and willing, though i'mperfect, tribu-te to ·
the great value of their services,, and. to the di.splays made PY them,
at every opportunity, of high professional; qualitie~. 'I am gratified, in reverting to ,those -great ~ervices, 'to allude to the distribu- ,
ti_on , of brevet promotions by which ·the government' has, in a just
and liberal spirit, manifested a desire to reward distinction in every
part of the army. If ' error or om mission has arisen in this mani• festation, the army waits in
confidence· fo r the same just spirit
t<? apply th,e remedy.
·
, ,
,
,
I must not omit to s"tate that the o·ffic~rs of engineers, above -alluded to, .p rofited by all opportunities to make surveys of all such
[ortifications in Mexico as were captured · or possessed by _th~ Americ an tro'ops;, and that th}~', and other military. information falling
within the_scope of their professional la~o.r s, coltected and exhibited with diligence ·and skill, has given much value to this portion
of the archiv,es of t,his department~'
'
These officers have all returned to their appropriate duties within
~ur own limi'ts, excepting Colonel J. L. Smith, whose impaired _
l1ealth placed _l;iim on -an extended leave of absence; Captain Hall~ck, whose services, it is suppo's ed, have been still necessary to
his commanding officer on the PaGific coast;. and Captain Foster,
n ot yet ,r ecovereq. from his wound. All .others, wounded or sick,
retu rning {rom Mexico, have been _restored to activity arid health..

·niu
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The board of engineers, composed of Colonel Thayer, Major
Chase, Maj-or Delafield, a·nd Captain and Brevet Co_lonel Mansfi~ld,
have had meetings within the year, for the discuss~on of defensive
projects for certain important points on the Atlantic co~st; and, at
intervals permitted by their engag~ments as constructing officers,
studies and drawings in detail of other projects have _ been proceeded with by one or more of the members. This board was
lately augmented by the addition of Captain ;;ind Br,evet_ Co Ion el
' Lee, and it has since been modified by placing th ereon Lieutenant
Oolonel De Russy, and .transferring Major C~ase to ~he l~ead o~ a
board of engineer officers about to proceed, rn con3unction with
an equal number of naval officers, to the· Paci'fic coast.
, The board of engineer,s for the Atlantic coast has been directed
to· exa~ine as early as practicable in the ensuing winter, irt reference to th~ same system of defence, the coa~t of Florida, from Amel ia island, at the entrance of Cumberland soun<l, to Santa Rosa
· islandi on the .gulf of Mexico, this being a portion ·of · our maritime
boraer not yet examined with su ch a purpose. Besides reporting
the necessity, if any, present 'or ,prospective, of this section of
c_o ast, as to permanent fortifications, the board has been instructed
t'o report what reservations of ,p.ublic land., if any, should still be
held with a view to such constructions----:relinquislting all othe,rssupposed to be conside'rable in number and extent, to entry
and sale.
'
An examination of t h e coast , of tb e Uni ted States on the Pacific having been determined on by the Ex ec utive, with a' view
to reports on the sites proper for naval depots, the harbors
suitable for the accommodation of cruisers, and of vessels ,engaged
in -commerce, ~he defences uecessary for these, ·and on other matters connected with these subjects, a joint board of naval and engi.. neer office·rs has been or<lered on that duty, and will depart at an
early day. That these repor,t s, which are likely to introduce befQre Congress subjects of great moment, may be entitled to the
, -confidence of government, it has been considered indispensable to
detail, for the engineer portion of the board, a majority of office\s
of'rank and exp-erience. This detail consists of Major Chase, Major Ogden, ancl Lieutenant Leadbetter, the latter standing at the
head of the list· of first lieutenants.

In my report of last y~ar, I adverted briefly to the s~rvices of
the engineer company in some of the earlier acts of the Mexican
war. Particular statem ents of their labors and conduct during
those glorio~s battles, by whi ch the American army won its way
from Vera Cruz into the city of Mex:co, were not received by rile
in time to be incorporated with_ that report. The nature of this
co_mmuni~ation not permitting the ample detail it would be my
~t1d_e to give, I must restrict myself to an abstract falling far short of
Justice to that admirable -body of so}di ers._ I have first, however, the
· pleasure to refer to reports made by Captain Gustavus W. Smith, then
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in command of the company, ( and always greatly distinguished,) in
his several letters of August 23 and Se,ptember 16, 1847, detailing
its particular and great services in the battles of Contreras, 'Churubusco, an-d the city of Mexico; and also the letters of Colonel J.
L. Smith, then chief engineer with the army, dated 'Augu5t 27 and
September 2'6,.. mentioning its participation in the same 'a ~tions.
Those reports w~re PJblished by Congress at the last session, with
the report of -the Secretary of War; and.,accompanying the report
-of Major .General Worth, of September 16, 1847, in which he takes
"respectful nu tice of the very intellige,n t enlisted men of the sappers and miners."
•
' ·
Th~ engineer company .(sappers, miners, and pontonniers) was
created by law on the 15th of May, 1846. ~he ·recruits, as they '
were assembled at Wes.t Point, were put at oace into a course of
active drill as infantry, and of pract tcal instrl!ction in making the
different mareriaJs used in sieges, running saps, arid forzµing ponton
bridges. Thr~ugh great exer~ions on the part of that able officer,.
Captain Alexander Swift, seconded by Lieutenants G. vV. Smith
and McC,Iellan, short c1s had been the time, the company, when it
~ailed (71 strong) from West Point, on the 24th of September of
the same year, was in admirable' discipline, a highly drilled body of
infantry,- and muc~ advanced in their ~pecial exercises. It disembarked at th.e Brazos de Santiago · on the 12th of October, un'der or-ders to report to General Taylor; proceeded .to Camargo; was countermarched to the mouth of the Rio Gr-ande, and again-to Matamoras, to move with the column o.f volunteers under General Patter.son upon .Victoria. At the ti_me of leaving, Captain Swift and nineteen men were in hospital at Matamoras; and from that time, excepting a few days at and before .the landing at Vera Cruz, the
eompany, to the end of the war, was· under the command -of Lieuttnant austavus W. Smith.
·'
During_ tire march to Victoria from Matamoras, the company, then ,
reduced to forty-Jive effectives, e~ecu ted a great amount of work
upon roads, fords, &c., ~s it did iri proceeding thence to Tampico,
when it formecl, with, one company of the 3J, and one of the 7th
infantry, a pioneer party, under Captain Henry, of the 3J infantry.
The detailed reports of these labors exhibit the greatest effici-ency and excellent disciplin~ under severe and trying circumstances, Lieutenant Smith haying then but one officer, Lieutenant
McClellan, under hii command. · ,
Off Vera Cruz, , Captain Swift a,gain took command, bringing with
him a few men out of hospital, together with Lieutenant Foster,
w ho remained in active service with the company from that time,
till disabled by a wound at Molino del Rey. The company landed
at Vera Cruz with the advanced divisi·o n under General Worth;
qnd from that moment, until the surrender of the castle and town,
w as engaged in the most severe and lrying duties, ,in opening paths
and roads to facilitate the· in vestment, in .covering reconnaissances,
and ilil t e unceasing toil and hardship of the trenches. The total
of the company was so small, anµ the demands for its aid so incessant, that every rnan may be said to ' have been _constant1y on duty,
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with scarcely a moment for rest or refreshment. All t~e officers of ·
engineers present, excepting Captain Swift, whose sicknes_~ at that
moment was a severe -mortification to his gal1ant spirit, as it was a
• serious loss to the engineer service, and whose death soon after has
been so deeply dep 1ored, participated in th'e se night and day labors; and, directing the operations of the siege with un~urpas~ed
intelligence and ·ual, were emulated in perseverance and devot10n
by these good and faithful soldiers. Aware how much the prompt
success of the operation may be said to have depended on a proper
executio.n of the duties devolving on •t his company, and having been
a personal witness of J,he great efforts made by all, it has been a
source of regret to me that they were not rewarded by ex.press acknowledgments, of greate.r value than any 1- could bestow. .
Severe labors followed the surrender of, Vera Cruz al'!d its castle,
and accompanied the march to the battle of Cerro Gordo, in which
the company displayed, in various parts of the field, its gallantry
and efficiency. It . entered the city of Jalapa with the advance of
rfwiggs's division, and Puebla with the advance of Worth's.
During the pause at the latter place, the instrnction of the company in its appropriate studies and exercises was resumed by its persevering and zealous _officers, and assistance was given by all in the
repairs of the defences.
.
,
,
Mar~hing from Puebla with General Twiggs's division, the company was joined to . General Worth's at Ohalco, and arri-v-ed in
front .of San Antonio on the 18~h of August, having greatly a:·ssisted in clearing the :road· of _obstructions placed by the enemy. On
the 19th it was ordered to take the head of General Pillow's
column, at St. Augustine; and both officers and men w~re employed
assisting the working parties in opening the Contreras ·road for artillery.
.
•
.
.
.Besides the distinguished services rendered by the company, in
the~several battles of ·the val~ey of Mexico, as set forth in the reports a_bo.ve referred to, the men wer~ much employed in the surveys of the various fields of battle and of the fortification ·s ; and at
other (_im~s were receiving theoretical instruction from their indefatigable _officers.
_
The company left the city of Mexico on the 23d ·of }'fay, 1848,.
marching to Vera Cruz by way of Oriz'a ba; they arrived at
West Poip.,t . Qll the 22d of June,- (less than one month;) were there
joinecl.---to a body of recruits that had been in the meantime there
assembled and drilled, and have since gone into regular dril_ls, t>Xercises and studies, under the command of Captain G. W. CuJlum.
I have felt it due to the company to lay before the War Department, and to place on record; this rnmma1·y of its services, although
a necessary brevity' has excluded much that' should, in strict justice, be stated; but it must be remembered that the most import~nt
and brilliant services are het'ein altogether omitted, because included in reports heretofore published; namely, the several reports of
:Brevet Captain Gustavus W. Smith, accocppanying the Secretary
of War's report of last year. I may state, in conclusion, that the
general merit and excellence of the company in dis ci plinC', instruc-
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tion, patient constancy under ·priyation and fatigue, and gallant ·
bearing in th~ midst of fire, have been strongly exemplified in
merous indiv.idua1s. Three sergeants were recommended ~or, an4
have received, commissions for ,their distin'guished_ conduct during
t ha campaign. Two sergeants, fiye corporals, and ' twen ty-hyo privates (total, twenty: nirie) have been recommended for certificates
of merit. Two were killed and six wounded, out, of a. total alwaysbe1ow fifty. .
· · ,
·
In a communication which I h-~d the h_ot1?r ,to ad_dress to yol: on
the 21st December, 1847, I adduced th~ evidences of the' services
of these prominent members of the company' requesting that t_h e
promQtion an_d the certificates promi·s ed by the law should be award ed. A large portion of the ' certificates have, up to this time, been
withh~Id, from a misap~rehension which, I trust, wiH no longer be
suffered· to wor~ such wrong-weighing down·' the spir_its of these
fine soldiers under a ~feeling of' neglect and inj,ustice.
·
Another portion, ' 11amely, tnose c.a11ed for in be,h alf of non-commissioned offi.cers~ is pl"obably shut ,o ut by the w~ording of 'the law;,
but I hope ano~h-er, session will not elapse_without a correction of
an evident verbal inaccuracy' since it .could not, have been de_signe·d,
under the jtfst and gen emus pri'nciple 'a Jnounced by t)ie act, to exclude from tprs distribution those wh9 we·r e m.ost likely to merit it, ·
and in whose' reward it would _:work the most salutary infl1:ence. _
The~e are ·many nori-co_m missiorted officers in the several parts of
the army who, while they are the perso1rs most. certain to be conspicuous for zeal, a~ tivity, and bravery, ha:v~ not the preparations
indispensible for ' com:missibns: as the law , now st'ands,- such men
cannot receiv'e certificates of merit. .
.,
•'
The_engineer and ponton trains sent to Mexico, 'partly in charge
oi the engineer.1 company, have ' been returned to West Point, whe-re
they, became a part ,of the ch_a rge entrusted to the care ' of the company. They ~re now ,only temporarily bestowe,d under shelte·r,
and it is- designed to prepare m:~an'~ for their · proper f'lrrangement
and secure preservation. '
·
·
, ,;
,
Th_e opin,i dn · has been heretofo,re expressed oy the depa~tment, •
_ t hat ui case of the necessity for erecting permanent defences, or
other military establishments, on th,e Pacific. coast of the United
States,. ~he organization of a battalion .,of engineer soldiers _fo-: the
execution thereof would be found to afford the only certarn, and
by_far the most, economical means; this opi'nion, snll entertained,
w as founded, on observations· made on the ~pot by an' a:ble engineer.
? fficer, Ca,ptain Halleck. It,, is ex·p -ectecl that a particular inquiry
m ~o,_ and report ~pon,, this subject, will be mad·e by the joint comm 1ss1on of, naval and engineer officers about to examine that coast.
Very respectfully, your most obedient servant,
,
JOS. G. TOTTEN,
,

nu-

·

·

Hon. W. L .

Brevet Brigadier~Genera l and Chief Engineer.
MARCY,

Secretary of War.

·_

.

·

·
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF VISITERS .
'
WEST PoINT ~ILITARY AcADEMY,

'

June, 1848.

Sm: The undersigne•~, who were invited to attend the general
-examination of the cadets of the military academy as members of
the board of visiters, have the 'honor to report, that_ confor~ably to
the invitation they repaired to West Point at the time designated,
and there attended diligently to the examinations of the cadets,
which took place in the presence of the board;_ and f~rther, _t~at
they carefully investigated those matters _to which their e_nqumes
were directed in their letters of invitation.
,
The board have -to state, as the result.of the exam in a Vons of t_he
cadets, and of their inquiries i,n.to the manner in which the affairs
of the academy are managed, that _the instruction appears thorough,
and the co11rse of studies, the ge·n eral discipline and management
· of the academy to be worthy <;>f high commendatidn. From a review of the various and numerous services rendered by former graduates of the academy, and especially from a consideraition of the
invaluable services rendered by many of them in tlfeir capacity of
officers of our arr:µy in the war wit'h Mexico just terminated, the
. board \vish ,to express their deliberate and unanimous opinion, that
this academy has been of incalculable value to the country, and is
f~lly entitled to the fostering care w.hich has been extended to it
by Jthe government.
,
·
The patriot, the friend of ,humanity, the christian, rp.ust ljlesire
that ·war ~ho_u ld forever cease from · the face of the earth; but the
intelligent observer of mankind anticip~tes no such state of universal amity among nations, while . human nature remains unchanged,
;ind while human passions govern the human breast; and, l~ast of
all, does a review of the pr:_esent condition of the world justify any
hope that a,n u!'liversal hiillenium is at hand. The application of
steam to navigation has brought' our country much more within the
sphere of Eur·opean influences than formerly, and the growth of
other powers on our own . continent is prepa~ing for us neighbors
nearer home, who may, as w.e have seen, be array.ed against,us in war .
. The United States, then, are approaching, or rather have already
reached, a condition of most nations of present and former timesthat of being more or less surrounded by conterminous powers.
We must, then, expect wars, however much we may- deprec.ate
them. All experience has confirmed the wisdom• of the maxim,
that in peace we should prepare for war; and the no less importan t
truth, that preparation for war is the' most effectual preventive of
aggressions from other nations. The most efficient and cheapest
preP,aration is to be found in the possession of a corps of scienti~c
and skillful officers. Our citizens, of whatever occupation, will
ever furnish numerous armies for the service of the country on any
emergency, full of patriotism and valor. In time of peace, our
citizens may devote themselves to their different occupations, unburdened by large standing armies; but in time of war, to give
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t heir patrioti~m and valor full ' efficiency, they must be directed by
competent offic.ers. The bo~r1 woul_d deem it a_":odr. of superer_ogation to assert that th,e requ1S1te ,sktll of ~ militau officer neither
co mes by inspiration, nor can be acquired without much study,
were they not a w_a r~
at erroneous and superfic'ia 1 opinions have,
some extent prevailed on this subject.
Without entering into
an argument, they _beg to cite the opinion of that great and good ·
man, General Washington .· "Whatever arguments," said he, "may
be drawn .from · particular eul°mp1es ·superfi.cialJy viewed, a thorough
examination of the subject will evince that the art of war is both
comprehensive and co~plicated; that it dem;rnds. much previous
study, and that the possession of it in its most improved and perfe ct state is always of great moment to. the security of a nation."
The glorious- campaigns of our army in Mexico are.replete with
invaluable · instruction on this point. The officers under General
T aylor-most of them graduates of t_h is academy-:were, a a corps
of practica1, scjentific officers, probably never su_rpassed. Theirs,
under their gallant general, was the campaign of the Rio G-r~nde.
Many of the same officers were afterwards wit:<hdrawn by General
Scott, and, under that accomplished commander, shared in the br·lliant campaig~ which terminated _in .the capture of the city of Mexi c o. In order to give some idea of the ·servi.c es of the graduates of
the academy in the . Mexican war, the board have ·hereto append~d
lists of those officers 'who ·received their education at West Point.
As a triµmphant '~rgument, the board may point to the campaigns
just alluded to, which, if equalled, have surely, not been surpassed in the 'whole range of military history for the brilliancy of
their victories and the ' importance of their results, and contrast
them with the disasters whioh marked the first period of the w.a r of
1812, where our .o ffictrs were oblige<'.l to acquire militf:try skill at
the expense of defea.t, and sacrifice of the lives of O.lJ.r soldiers.
It is not theo:·y alone which is here taught.. The graduat_e s of
the academy combine, in the highest degree, practice and science.
While acquirin ~ the, science of 'their profession, the cadets are organized into a 'battalion, and, throughout the whole period of four
years, they perform daily duty . as , soldiers in the ranks with mus1
,
kets on their shoulders.
·
It would be appropriate here to glance at the services render~d
by the graduates as sk:llful engine~rs, in ·constructing the p~rmanent defences of the country, as well as impottah.t works of internal improvement, and at the services they may be ·expected to perform in view of the exploration, the military, topography, the running of the boundaries, etc., of th~ immense territories' on the Pacific ocean recently added to the domain o(the Union. The military academy is the cheap school of science of this nation; and the
board are df opinion tbiat by ·educating i'ts own officers, as is now
done here, the expense to the country is but a fractional part of
what the same service would cost under a different system. But
without pursuing th.is argument, which is most copious, the boa.rd
wish to express their clec1r opinion that experience fully confirms
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the utility and advantages of a re·g'ular, scientific and ~ractical military education, such as is now taµght at the We~t_Porn,.t academy.
In order that the subjects to. which the inqumes 01 the board
of visitors have been directed may be clearly presented, the board
will consider the same under the heads ,as set forth in th.e letters
of invitation ·addressed to them by the Hon. the Secretary of War,
The p·ecunar circumstances under which they are assembled at _the
close of a war marked by gr-ea\ successes of our arms, see~ to JU~·
tify, and, indeed, to require, more than usual minuten.ess · lll the1
report.

Disdpline.

-

In regard to this subject of inquiry; the board beg leave to report, that they have carefu11y examined the system of government
of the academy, and given it the attention its importance merits.
The efficiency and usefulness of ever.y military corps depend on its
dis~ipline: t,his is as essential to a military academy as to an army.
The cadet is educated to command; the first great lesson - in commanding is to learn to obey.
•
,The rules f9r the gov'ernment of the academy consist}. Of the articles of war and the regulations of the army, so far
as they are applicable to ,,.s uch an i~stitution;
2. Rrgulations of the military academy, submitted b,y the superintendent and officer·s of the academy and approved by the ~ecre·
tary of War and the President of th__,e United States; and '
3. Orders of the superintendent of the academy and commandant
of the cadets. These consist of orders . on minor subjects, and are
provided for in paragraph 170 of the regulations of the military
a·c ademy; they also contain exp1anations of the general rules and
regulations, and are in the nature of warning and advice. There
is, moreover, a strict pclice, which does much to prevent the com·
missi0n of offences.
Small or trivial offences are punished by the superintendent by
confi~ement to rooms, extra guard duty, &c. For graver offences
the cadets are tried by a garrison, or general court martial, whose
findings are. submitted to the Pre·sident of the United States. The
highest offences are punished by d ismission fr'o m the academy·
There also obtains an excellent system of classifying_ cadets upon
the ba£is, of deportment . and attainments. This ' is transmitted to
the War Department once a month, and thence c9mmunicated to
the p~rents or guardians of the cadets. The board have carefully
examined the register of puni8hments at the academy for a series
of years, containing the names of the offenders, the offences, and
their punishments. The punishments have appeared to the board
mild, uniform, and witHout the slightest partiality. ·
. It should be ever borne in mind that the military academy was
established for the good of the c ountry, anJ not for those who are
s? fortunate as to be r e cipients of its thorough course of instru ~t1_on; and, that the country may derive the great ad vantages ant1c1pated from its establishment, its blessings must fall. on the de -
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serv ing and not on the unworthy; hence must ari·s e the disagre,eable nec~ssity of inflicting the disgrace of dismission up~n delinuents. M0ch as ·this is to be regretted for the sake of parents
md friends, and of the delinquents themselves in , some cases,
sacr ed duty to the country renders such course imperative. The
bo ard are fully satisfied that punishments here ·a re always iuflicted
w ith regret and administered with parental kindness-; indeed, it
co uld ,not be otherwise. ' The intercourse between the academic
staff and cadets, the anxiety felt by all the officers for -the success
and popularity of the institution pre.elude th~ ide~ that they ~ould
will ingly send .h ome a young man covered with disgrace, to mdoctrinate his frien?s w~th feelings of hostility. t_o· the academy.
From these cons1der~t1ons, the board are -of op11~1on that ·the firm
enforcement of discipl.ine is necessary to the success of the acad"'.'
emy, and that when any delinquent has had a fair trial .and p.unisliment awarded proportionate to the · offence, this punishment, unless
un der peculiar circumsta rjces, shou'ld be certain. The s~tting at
no ught the findings of courts martial, and the decisions of the .s up erintendent and office~s, necessarily beget.s a _feeling of insubordination; and the infection of a single insubordinate cadet does a
harm to his associates not easily estim~ted. Should the un.dis~
p u t ed prerogative be used by a superinten~ing and, controlling
p o w er, the board are sure it 1vill be employed .from th,e best feelings
o f the human l}.e_art. But cl.emency to the individual is to0 often
in jurious to the mass; it engenders false hopes, leading often · to
n e g lect of duty.
The c~dets are organized into a ba'ttaljon for . military exercises .
The battalion consists of four 9ompanies, with their regular com-:
pl ement of commissioned and non-commissioned officers. These ,
o fficers are all cadets, and are selected · by the superi!}tendent acc ording to grade and soldierly qualities. These officers, in actdition
to their c9mpany duties, report all the de]inquenc.ies -that occur; and
th is vigilan,ce of the cad et officers does much to' se~ure the good
c onduct, the usefulness, and efficiency of tht: institution.
1

a

Instruction .
.After a careful exa~inat ion of the -course of st~dies pursued
h. ere, and witnessing the general proficiency of the cadets, the
hoard a~ of opinion that no considerable change or modification
should be made iri this cou·rse under present circumstances; they,,
ne v ertheless, think that the period of study should be increased
by another year, so that the whole time should be five years. The
ca n didates for admission are examined in the merest rudiments of
a v ery common English education, with which, 'nevertheless, as the
board are informed, a large proportjo~ of the candidatesare but
irnperfectly acquainted; nor do they possess habits of study or any
sou nd m~ntal discipline which can contri~ute to thei~ f utur~ progress .
In ~his _respect, the cadets, at the tune ~f the!r admission, are
qui te rnfenor to_ the r?ung men who are admitted rnto the different
coll ege~ and un1vers1ties of our country; at all which, candidates
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for admission are subjected to an examination more or less rigorous.
There is no remedy for the present state of thing_s here beyond _the
walls of the academy, owing to th_e mode of maku~g cadet apporntments. And it is not deemed desirable that any change should be
made in this ' mode. Were more extended and rigorous examinations required for admission, the sons of the poorer classes of our
citizens would,- in numerous instances, be shut out from the academy.
On looking over the merit rolls, the board have discove_red_ many
examples of cadets standing high in the sciences and d1ffic~lt
studies, and quite low . in the elementary branches of an English
education. By an additional year of study, time will be given for
well grounding the cadets in those departments of elementary
knowledge in whi~h many a_re defic_ient, and subsequ.ently, in ~he
pr~gress of the course, for 1~struct1on in other ·branches now imperfectly taught for want of time.
In connexion with the extension of time, the board are of opinion that tpey can safely recommend the estab]ish.m ent of an additional professorship, the duties of which shall be discharged by
a lea'rned and distinguished individual, to be taken fro _m the grat1uates of the institution, or from the country at large. He should
,gi·v e instruction on international law, the constitution of-the United
Stat,_es, .municipal Ja_w, Jaw martial, and the organization and jurisdiction of the courts of the federal government. In war, ras happened in the late Mexican war., cases requiring a knowledge of the
principles of international law are freq.uently pres~nting .themselves, and demanding prompt decision by .the officers of our army.
And, in time of pea.c e, at every . post and recruiting station, the
officer comes in con tact with the laws of his country, and, if ignorant of them, he may come in conflict with them. So ml!lch of in, ternational law as is now tau·g ht here /falls within the department
of, tlie ~hap lain, -from the generc!-1 range ot whose studies this
branch of knowledge is quite foreign. Under the proposed professorship should also be included instruction in geµeral history
and the military history of modern Europe and America.
The chaplain, having the care of . a population of 1;200 souls,
ought, in the opinion of the board, (regard being had to the extent
of his parochial duties,) to ~e absolved from instruction, except
of the department. of ethics.
lnstru'ction in this important
branch now app:opnateJr forms part of the duties of the present
excellent cha~la_rn. _So far ~s th~ board can form an opinion, the
mora~ and rehg10us rnstruct10~ imparted to _the cadets appears to
be highly salutary; and the evidences of their correct an,d gentlemanly deportment were _very satisfactory.
The course of study m the department of civil and military
engineering is as full as the time allotted to the same will admit.
Should the time of resid_eno~ be lengthen ed, it may be advisable to
increase the a~ount of rnstructio~ now impa r t ed in strategy.
In mathematics and natural philosophy the in struction appears
th.orough and complete.
·
1
Chemistry and minera]~gy are well ·taught. The board could
not, howe-ver, help remarking the meagerness of t he .mineralogi cal
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cabinet. They beiieve it would be easy t~ make such a_rJangements
as would, in a few yttars, at small expense, create a cab~net .worthy
a national institutio.n.
In French the cadets gave evidenGe of being. weJl·groun~ed in
its pronunciation and grammatical pri.nciple.s, and of having made·
such proficiency as to enable them to read fluently scientific and
military works written in that · Janguage. To speak French with .
ease, an ind~spensabl,e accomplishm~nt; must be acquire<} after
leaving the ,academy.
'
,
.
'
Our intimate relations with Mexico will render some knowledge
of the Spanrsh la~guage ·indispensable for th.ose , officers who. . shall
be stationed on, our southern frontier. If t'he period be prolonged
to fire years, as, suggested.). the board would recommend th_at the·
Spanish language be taught to the same extent a,s ~s the French at
the present tir:µe. ·
·
·
In the depa-rfment of drawing the e,xhib'ition was very satisfactory. Some ' ·of. the . cadets give proof · of great · talents for this ·
necessary accomplishmen~.· Such, however, is ',the 'difference of
natur'alaptitude in different individ'u als, that ther-e must exist yery
considerable disparity in their proficiency.
. '
~
The thorough course of mathematical study in this institution
furnishes, in the opinion of the hoard, the best training fo.r the
reasoning ,_faculties; and tVey ·would · therefore sng.gest that the
system of. logjc,as ·at present tau_ghtr may be dispensed with, and
the time now devoted · to the same be a pproppaterl to some
branches of an English education now insufficiently taught for
want of tiine. ·Were the board to n()te defects in the course of
study, they would designate a want of practi_ce by the cadets in
the art of ccimposition, and ,ahnost , necessarily a want of facility
in expressing their ideas. •
,
·,
If another year is add~d to the period, it would be ad:visable ~o,
extend soiµew hat the course of practical astr'opomy-for the reason
that our army officers must be looked to for exploring our new territory, and for ext'ending our _knowledge of 'i.ts geography. They
wili be geherally stati,oned on our frontier, and ought to be qualified for such service.
The cadets are organized as a battalion of infantry, a com-p.:rny
of light artillery and' a corps of uavalry. The exercises · on the
plain gave evide,nce that they are well instructed in indi,v idual
soldiership, a,nd in all that appertains to the mov~ments of ~he
company and battalion in the field-:-the IDilnreuvres being · performed 'Yith precision and promptness.
The practice in gunnery, with flying artillery and heavy ordnance, was highly satisfactory.
·
,
In pyrotechny, the cadets prepare with their own hands the various kinds of fireworks used in the service.
·
T he board attended the exercises of thes riding ·sch_ool ald fencing halL The cadets ride fearlessly, and have good seats; and,
in fencing, they displayed the skill and spirit to be looked for in
young men of the military profession.
The system for arriving at the relative merits a~d standing of
the cadets is, plobably., the 'm ost accurate that can be devised .

•
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The practice which obtains of sometimes allowing a _ca~ttt ~ound
deficient in bis studies at the end of the year but d1strngu1she_d
for good ·conduct and soldierly demeanor, to turn back a year, 1s
open to obvious objections, and should be sparingly used.
another year is added to the academic term, the practice may, in 'the
opinion of the board, be wholly dispem;ed with.
·
In conclusion of this part of the subjects submitted to the board,
they beg to state, that they believe the course of studies here pursued is the most thorough, and, in general, the best th~t can _be
adopted for training and preparing the ~ad_ets for the dut~es wh_1ch
shall hereafter devolve on them, _regard berng ·had to the time spent
at the academy.
. .
.
..
. . .
Th~ library of the academy 1s rncons1derable, and· quite ~ncomplete, if the wants of a literary and scientific institution be regarded. The board would, therefore, recommend that an annual
ap_propriation be made, which -shall, at least, supp.Iy the works on
-science and 9ollateral subjects which may be necessary to keep
the course of instruction here on a level with the discoveries and
impronments of the age. They deem a less sum than fifteen hundred dollars per annum W?uld be inadequate for this purpose.

!f

Police .administration, ~c.
The academic and military staff, under. the present organization,
consjsts of thi,rty-six members, as 'follows:
·
The superintendent and commandant of the post; seven professors, who give instruction in the following departments of
knowledge, viz: engineering, natural and experimental philosophy,
mathematics, chem~stry, mineralogy and geology, ethics, drawing,
and the French language .
. T -h ese pr~fessors are aided by seven assistants and eleven acting
assi3tan t professors.
There are,, also, three instructors: one of
pra:ctical engin~ering, one o[ infantry tactics, and one of :.a fltillery
and, cavalry, with three ass!stants; also, one instructor of riding,
and · on~ of the sword exercise. The professor of ethics performs
the duties 9f chaplain.
_
Tht military staff consists of the adjlitant and assistant commissary of subsisj;ence, a sHrgeon and assistant surgeon.
The academic board is -composed of the superintendent ·the
seven professors, and the instructors, who are at the head or' their
respective departments.
'
·
A statement of the names, rank, pay, and emoluments of the officers, professors, instructors, &c., &c., col)..nected with the academy, is hereto appended. and marked B-.
From this, it appears
that the annual amount paid by government to the academic and
military staff, clerks, &c., &c., is $46,949 32.
The
ard would recommend that the superintendent of the military aca?emy" ~ave the local rank, wit~ the pay- and emoluments,
for the hme berng, of a colonel of engineers.
A case may arise,
as at ~resent, that the superintenqent has only the rank of captain
-which involves the necessity of having all o~cers of the army o~
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du ty at the institution, ?f the same ?r subord~nate _gr~d~s; a matt er sometimes of great <l1fficulty, consistently with a JUdic10us select ion for their senr:al vocations.
The pay of a captain is incomm ensurate with , the position an-d duties of superintendent, and
quite ina~equat~ to meet the almost absblute c~Us of hospitality
w hich his situat10n demands. 'J.'he present superrntendent, though
by the regula tions the senior officer . of the fo stitution; receives
less pay than the professors and commandant of cadets, though th e
Ja tter is a- captain junior, in the a rmy, to _h_imself.
There are, at this time, in t he a cad emy, 272 cad,ets; the mon t hl y _
pay to each is $24; · amo w1ting a nnually to the sum .of $66,816.
I t is well 'known to the hono r able the Secretary of War, that th e
monthly pay of the cadets was r ,e duced, a few years since, fro m
$28 ~Oto $24~
Th~ board, after: a careful examination into the
necessary expenses of the cadets, as shown by books' and y·ouchers,
ar e of opinion ,that t_h e sum now allowed is insufficient; and they
a-e cordi_ngly _recommend - that the pay be restored to the· former
am ount of $28 20 per month. The p r esent p~y is not ad,eq·u,ate t o,
s upply all -their indispensable wants, even under ·the mos,t rigid.,
system -0f economy which the superintende·nt can devise.
,With
tb eir present pay,-the' c'a dets are 'COmpelled to wear· threadbare clothi ng , or resort to their friends a~ home for sup:elies, which only
the parents of tho~e in good cir cumstances can aff~rd. . The scrns
o f the poor, who constitute- the larger portion of the cadets, having
n o such resort, ·_ are, necessarily deprived 1 of some comforts of life,,
an <l ar-e placed ,in a position inferior to the sons of the mo-re
we althy; ~hus creating an anti-democratic distinc,tion, which shoul a ,
n o t exist, especially in an institution m·aintained by th ~ Ameri can
p eo ple. ·Cadets are now allowed, under specific permission go t
fo -r each individual f~o m the Secr~tary of War, on representations
of the superintendent, to receiv,e from their p_arents -an annual sum .
v ar ying from :$ 50 to $75.
·
The number o'f cadets authorized by law is fix,e d an_d invariab le ..
O n e cadet is appoi:qt~d from each congressional district, and one
fr o m each ter,ritory 'and the District of' Columbia. Ten are app oi nted by th€ President at large . annually. The nudiber of. cad.et£ ,··
a pp ointed for the year c~mmencing July 1 7 1848, is seventy-two . .
Tb ere are employe_d at_ the P?s.t ~ixty men, .as polic_e, artisan s;
cl t>r ks, &c., who receive, m add1trnn to the pay of so.Ii.hers, fifte en
cen t ~ per diem, ,; mountin,g in the aggregate ·to $2,917. One of th e
e nlis te d men receives ten dollars per month, as extra pay fo r his
serv i c es as as'sistant librarian.
T he board are plea~ ~d to remark the n-eatness and cleanliness
-which th e cadets observe in ·th eir persons, their arms an d eq uipm e nts , and in' their rooms, furniture, &c. They are al s o muc.b
p f eas ed with the wh_o 1esome and st~ict poli ce ~aint a ined by k eepIn g g u ards a nd s,e ntrnel s day and night, so stationed as to prevent
th ~ land ing ·of di sor d~rly persons,. the introduction of int oxicating
dr inks , and de predatrons or irreg ular conduct on or ab out t.he
p ,f- mis es.
·
·
'
Care ful in qu iries and p ers on al e xa mination by th e boar d w er e
19 '

I
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bad in regard to the food fur~ished th_e cadets._
!ha. food i~
ample in quantity, of good quality, sufficiently vaned _rn kind~ anQ
prepared in a cleanly and wholesome manner. They are satisfied
that in this respect the health and comfort of the young men are
weJl and judiciously att~nded to. For minute details on this subject, reference is made to document ·marked C, hereto- appended. ,
The buildings of 'the academy generally exhibit an air of much
neatness, and are in good repair, with the exception of the ol'd
barracks and mess ball. · The old barracks are uncomfortable an d
quite insufficient in their ~ccommodations for the number of cadets _ ·
The rooms ~re small, yet into these, in many instances, as many
as five cadets are obliged to be quartered in a single J1O0m. The ·
great objec~ions to such arrangement need not be di1ate,d upon . . It
is strongly recommended, therefore, that the new barracks now in
progress be completed with as little delay as practicable. The
mess haJl, if longer used, requires immediate and copsid.erable repairs. The board deem it much preferable to erect a, New mess
bail in a different situation. Another great objecti.on t0 -the present mes~ hall is, that the fernale servants engaged ~n- th,e Cl,:}linary
offices w1 ll be exposed to the view of the cadets wh0, sh,all :occupy
the new barracks when completed.
The cadet hospital was thoro~ghly .e x.amined. It is under the ,
, ~ ½arge of' a surgeon and a~sistant surgeon. The board were pleased
i. th th~ neatness, regularity, nnd regard to the ecunfo-rt of the
which were o~servable . Some alterations in the b.lib~lding are
deem ed - necessary , In order to render the rooms mo,r e eonvenient
n<l .h . ealthful. As· at present constructed, good ve·ntila-tion is im~o~siBh ~- The hospital, moreover, i's indifferently supplied with
water.
The cadets are remarkable as a collection. of alb,le bodied ,
healthy J ou~g ~en; an impmt~nt fact, as a good phys.i,cal org&_nizafi.on is <\. ~...c:se?tial to the efficiency ~f. an officef. hli connexwn
with tbe h,o.sp).,:al and the general health of the post, the repor t of
the su.rgeon .. markt.d D, is hereto appended.
'rbere ;s 'no specific JttW authorizing ~he €mployment ~f h0-rs~s
a~ fl,_e acac1e!-ny. A detachment of t~uty dragoons, with their
b»- ses is stationed liere by order of the W-ar Depa:rrtrnent. These
. .iorses: forty-two i~ nu_mber, a_re all that are a11o.w~d- for the iastruction of the cadets rn hght arti1l ery , manarnvres, ndrng and ca-valry
movements. It may be deeme.cl superfluous t0 ~peak of tne a-dvantage~ to the cadets ancl to the service, of €questrian exe-rci ses.
'l he board would, howevrr, remark that such exercises inl:igo rate
1he h a1th cH the ~adets, anti render them robust; aud that, at the
time o! ~drni:-jon , most of them are quite unskilled -in horsemanfhip, , 1, indL pemable accomplishment to the officer. ]t may_ be
adoc<l, \\-Jthout disparag ment of o_the.r departments of the service,
,tl•~t our , uccf. :-:; in the recent Mcx1c.,an war has been due.. to the arillu, i;i ; , great a degrrc, at least, as to any other arm of 9ur
. c:crvic~. ;Pr<'per instruction cannot be g~ven i~ artillery and ca_valrv <· ncj,ts without horses; to <l-0 this efficientl y, and for tue
ricl 11 g s ho<Jl, an additional number.. to those now at the aca1h:u y
is 1 quired. The _b_oard would recommen·<l. t~iat thirty-three hors~s
be allc,wed in adchtion to those at present: in use, as suggested 111

:ck. ·,
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the communication from the instruc_tor of artillery and _ cavalry
hereto appended, and marked E. · While ~i\nessing the_exercises
in the rjding school, the .board had occas10n to observe that the
hall is not only quite incommodio1J,_s and unsuited for its present
use, but dangerous to the limbs, and even the liv_e s of the , cadets.
They would, therefore, recommend that a new hall f-or the riding
school be erected.
.
'
'
The attention of the board -has been directed, to the barracks for
the engineer co:µipany, the general hospital, guard house, &c., of
the post.
.
·
.
, ·
.
·
The barracks for the en·gineer com!>any are quite insufficient.
There are but three rooms, twenty-five foet square, now available
for the accommodation _of th~ 100 men ·composing the ,company of
the sappers, miners, and pontoniers; ~nd the arrangements for messing"are eq·ua~ly insufficient. The position of thes~ quarters is
also extremely objectionable, .being within one hundred yards of
·the pos.,t magazine containing a large quantity of gunpowder. The ·general hospita_l for all the enlisted _ men of · tlie post, numbering some two -hundred s'o ldiers, is a singJe , room, twenty-five
feet square, , in the barracks ' occupied by the engineer company.
It is not only q_ufte insufficient for the wants of the post, but is so
unsafely located as., in the event of contagious disease, to endanger
all the soldit;'!rS •occupying ·the barracks. Th'ere are now one hundred and eighty enlisted men at the p'ost; and, ii} view of the termination of the Mexican war, it is presumed others of our brave
~oldiers will be sent hither from the baHle fields made. glorious by
-their nl~r. Provision should be made for their c9mfort in sick,11 ess.
,
The post guard-~ouse is a . sm'a:ll wo-oden building, whol1y inse--cure. A st~o~g and permanent guard-house near the wharf, where
-C(?ntraband articlt:s are )likely to be landed, ~s of great importance
·to secure the proper discipline of ~he post. The to,ol-hoase and
carriage-she'd are t90 small, _a nd do ,not prote·~t ' from the weather
·the large amount of public property ·stored here.
It is therefore recommended that p~oper measures be taken to/
-erect suitable buildings -for barracks, guard-hocis~, also .tool-house
a~d carriage-shed, in eligible situations.
,
· '
.

.

'

..

' Fiscal affairs.
The en-tire appropri,ation py Congress for the. ·current and ordin<1;ry expenses of the institution, subject to the disburseme_nt of the
.superintendent for the present fiscal year, was .• ~ •• " " $20,000 0(,)
Add amount .derived from sale of materials, &c., be-:
longing to the institution...... . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
879 55-

.

'

Amoun tin g to ......................' •• 4 ..... ~....
From which i~ to be deducted, due to the S!Jperi-ntendent at .the end of the last fiscal year, ending June
30, 184 7. .•.•...• .••••..•.•
~ •.•.••• ·, • • • • • • • . • • • .
.

.

20,879 55
· 79 04

Leaving a~ the commencement of the present fiscal

ye,r available funds,,,,,,,, • , , , , , , , ,·,,, , , , , , , , •:

-·

,20)800 51;"
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·1aking tog ther .• , ••...•..•....•....•••••.•••••..
v\ hi h.. being dfducte<l from ........... • .... • • • • .. ·

19,517 25
20,800 51

L av ~ unexpended and available for the next fiscal
·ear .•.••••••••••••••••••.•.•.•••••••••••••••••

1,283 26

The avpropriations for the library are made separate and distinct. At the comroe , cement of the present fiscal year there was
availabl for the library remaining unexpended of former appropriations •••••..· .•••••••••.•.• • .••••..•• •.• ...• •. •.... $714 . 96
·E ' IH~nded during the pre ent fiscal Har ..••...•.•..• : .
248 78

---·· -

L eaving available for the coming fiscal year ....••..•••. ,

466 18

'

'fbe books of the quartermaster's departmen<~.x ~ipit the itenis
of which the current and . ordinary expenses are· n:i~de up. The
chief of t~ese items, as appears from statement F;e refady referred
to, are for repai~s and in1provements, fuel and a)lfjaratus, hire of'
clerk~, forage, &c.
,
··
The pay of the officers, professors, instructors, and cadets, together with that of the clerks, non-commissioned officers, . musicians, and privates, on extra duty at the academy, as authorized by
law, is exhibited in statement .B, referre_d. to in a former part of'
this report.
'
·
Independently of the appropriations made by Congress, certain
funds are raised at the academy under different denominations ..
The manner of raising these fund·, their objects, application, and
amount, are particularly defined and exhib ited in statement G. · In
this statement are also set forth the manner in which the accounts,
of the caotts are kept, the rnanuer and terms on which articles are
sold by the sutler, also the manner a11d terms of furhishing the
mess commons, and of making the purchases of clothing;., &c., for
the cadet_s by the commissary department.
T~,e equipment fond is raised by retaining two dollars per monta
out of the pay of the radr.t, and is designed to reserve to each
cadet an amount sufficient t<J furnish him an uniform at the time of
his graduating. This is a commendable ·object, but the board are
informed that hitherto the amount so retained has not been practically available for this purpose, a balar ce on final settlemtnt being
usually found against the cadet sufficient to 'absorb _the sum so reserved, which is first app ied to liquidate the balance. Unde
the~e -circumstances this reservation may at once be abolished, unless the pay · of the cadet sha11 be res t ored as recommended
a
former part of this report.
The annual aggregate expenditure for_the personnel of the acad-

in
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emy is found to ,b·e $118,722 3~, as will more fully .appear from
statement B, formerly referred to. ,
The estimate for the current and ordinary expenses of the academy for the ensuing year are contained' in statement H, which es\imates the board are informed have already been , furnished
Con-

to

gress.

'

.

The amount appropri:ited for the ere~tion of new cadet barracks
fodhe·present fiscal yea-r, was ••••.•-................ $15,000 00
Balance of funds unexpende<l of previous year ••• ~..
1,426 58
Received for sale of oxen and cart ••••••••••••••••. ,
148 96
Amount available for the present fiscal year .••••.••• - 16,575 54
Amount· expended and chargeable to this fu,nd to June

7, 1848 .•••.•••.••••...••.•••. ·.••..••••. ·: • . . . .

14,399 05

Available for th_e next fiscal y~ar .••••••••••••.•••• ,.

· -~ 2,176 49

A particular ·account of th~ _it,e ms of this exp,enditure is to be
found in statement I, fornished by the officer under whose direction the outlays have b'e~e n ·'made and the building constructed.
The west wing of these (new) bar·ra'c ks is nearly completed, and
the east wing' is c~_m menced. As 'heretofore stated, these barracks '
are much neec:lec:l' for' the comfort and con:venience of the cadets.
An estimate of the :, whole amount required for ·their completion has
been pre.sented · to the board and is contained in statement· K, hereto appende_d .· ! / ·
·
. ·
The board -have learned that the federal. governm,t have jur'is<liction over . only a portion, Jess t\ian ' one-half, o . the lands at
West Point, purchased ·and owned by the United Statesi they not
being under the jurisdicti9n of, and ~ubject, as is believed, to taxation by the State of New York. It may be de.emed advisable, for
purpos~s of discipline or for other reasons, to obtain from New
York a cession of jurisdiction to t'he federal government over the
entire tract; In reference to this subject a memorandum, marked
L, is hereto appended. .
.
.
The boarcl of visiters, in closin·g th~ir report, w1~h t~ bear test1mon·y to the p-rosperous condition ·o f the United States military .
academy, to the high accomplishments, emirlent qualifications, and
zeal of the _superintendent, professors, bfficers, 'and inMructors, and
to the scn~nd qiscipline, thorough instructiob, and corr~ct deportment of the caaets.
All .which is respect1fully submitted by
·

- ·

ASHBEL SMITH, Texas, · ·,
. ,. .
President of t'he b"oard of visiters.
W. C. LAE;R1\'.BEE, lh'diana,
.
·
' Secret'ary bf. the board • .
WILLIAM PRESCOTT, New Hampshire.
DUTEE J. PEARCE, Rhode Islhnd.
ISAAC McDANIELS, Vermont.
ROBERT HAMILTON, ~ ·ew Jersey.

,
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H. F. ASKEW, Del~ware.
GEO. W. WILSON, Virginia.
PATTERSON C. LANDER, Kentucky.
J. S. M. RAMSEY, Tennessee.
ALEXANDER H. REDFIELp, Michigan ~
A. W. DONIPHAN, Missouri.
Hon. W. L. MARCY,
Secrl'tary of War.

___._
A.

Tables relating to the graduates of the United States military ·
academy, compiled chiefly from official sources, West Poi1t,t, New'
York, June, 1848.
·
TABLE 1.

of

Who]e number of graduates to June, 1848; class
'48 not
included .....•.......................•......••••.•••• 1,365,
Number of do. now in service...... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 594
Do
do Ii ving ,out of service.... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 378
Do
do killed 'in battle, or died of wounds rec~ived in battle •••• .'. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 68,
Do
do died in service...... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .• 218 ·
Do
do died out of service •••••••••••••••• ~ •• 107
\otal ••••.••••••.••••••••••••••.•••••••••••
TABLE. 2.

Number of graduates originally' promoted into thel!_ngineers .•••••••••••• •. • ••••••••.•••.•••••••••••••••.••
·1·opographical engineers ••••••••.•••.•••• ~ •••••••••• , •••
Ordnance. ·••• ....... ""' ...............•.......•...•..•••.

Light artillery ...• ......... .' .......................... .
Artillery . ...•.... • • ....... • .. • • . • • • • • • • · • • • · · • • ? • • • ·• • • •
Light dragoons ...•. .......•..·...... ~ ................... .
Mounted rangers ...•.........................•.........
Mounted riflemen ...••• .........•............•..........

D_ragoons ••••••••••• •,• •.•• • • • , • • • • • • • • • • • ; • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Rifles . .............•.....•.•.......................••..
Infantry .••.•.•.•..••..••.•••...•.......•...•...•••...•
Mariner .........•••...........•.... ••••••••••••.~ •• ····
Civil service ...• ............................. • • • • .. • • •: .
Graduated,- not promoted ..••••••.••• .,, •••••.•••.•••••••••
Total ••••••

.................................

8412
29
42
550

~~
5

76

5
549

5
1
1

1,365
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TABLE 3.

Number of United Statts -military academy graduates who have
a dopted the follow.ing professions, or held the following positions :

103
29

Civil engineers ••••••.•••.•••••••• •• ••• _••••• •.• ••••••••• •,
Chief engineers of railroads or . canals •••• ·••••••••••••• , ••.
Pr ofessors of colieges ••••. .•••••• _•• , '•••••• •'• ••
P residents of colleges ..••••••••••••••• ; •• , •••• ; . ~ ...... ..
• ls o f aca, dem1es
• .•·••• , •• , •••••••• , ...........
I
Princ1pa
_. .••• ..
1

Teachers •• •, ••• • • • ••••• • ••• -••••••• • • • •
Lawyers .•••••••• ~ ••••••••••.•••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••.
•.

•

•

•

•

••••

•

•

•••••

l

Cl ergymen, (including one bishop) .• ! . .......... H • . . . . . ,
P lanters or farmers .•••••••••••••••••••• .•• ! • • • • • • • • • .' •• ~

Merchants .................... , •••••••••••••••••••••••••.
1\tlanufacturers .• ,•••••.••••••••••••••••• -••••••••• 'i· ·· ••••••
Editors/ ••••• ·~.••••••-•.•••••••.••••••• : ••••••••••••••• ...
A uthors .•••••.•• .' ......................................
Physicians .• .••.· •••••••.••.•••••.•••••••••••••••.••••••• °"

1

42
5
20
5
80 ·
·14

29
11
11
'1

2a

2

Artists. , •••••••••.•••• ·•••••.••· •.•••.••.•••••• _•••..••.•• •-

1

B ookseller .•• ·• .... .-••••.•••••.•••.•••••. : •••••.•••• ,•.•••.1

,1

U nited States ci'vil officers, (surveyors cu.stom s , · &c.) .••:: .. ..
S tate civil officers ...•••, •••••.•••••••••• , ••.• , •••••••••••.
Me mbers of State legislatures •••••••••••.•••• , ••• ~ ••• , .••••
L
f Con.gres~
,,
M emvers
o
• •••.• ~ •••••••••.•.•• .t- • •••••••• ~ ••• ~

Jud ges ••••.••••••••• , •.•••••• · ~· ••.•••.•••• •·•••.••••• ~•
Ma yors .• ••••••••••• , •.•••••••••••••.••.•• ·• • • , • • • •• ~ • ••. •
P residents of railroads and canals .......... .. ...... , ••••. .
P residen.ts of banks ••••••••••.•• , •••• , ••••• ~. • • • • • • • • • •
Fo reign minister ••••••••••••.•• , ••••.••••.•••.••••• •, • •

Gov ernor ~ •••••••• : •••••••••••• • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • ' • • • • • •

P rivate secretaries t o P'resid en ts ••••••••••••••••.•••••• , .
Mil itary stor ekeepers ••••.•••.•••• ,,•••.••••••••.•• , • • • • • •

27
25 ·
.29
8
6
4
3
2
1
1
2
4

TABLE 4.-MIL T.A.RY SERVICES OF GRADUATES.

Killed in war with En g land ..••• . •••.••• ~ •••••••••• • . • • •
Kill ed in Florida war ••••...•.••• '· . : ......... , , , • • • • • • • • •
Kill ed in Mexican .war,••••••• .• ••••.. ·••.•••• • ••• •. • • • • • • •
Wo unded in Mexican war who survi ved ••••••••.•••.••• • •
Gra duates who have offered s~rvices not accepted in Mexican
war ..•••.•••••.•••. , •• ,. " ······ • · '···················
Num ber of gra d uates brevetted for gallantry or distinguished
services, exclusive of those
Buena Vista and the battles
fro m Vera Cruz to Mexico .•••••••.•• ,, ••• , •• , •.•• • . • • •

for

Gra duat es now in the ten additional regimentsCol on els ..•• , .•••••. : ••••
L i eu tena nt colonels .: •••• .

·

.

.. .... .......'....'....... .....
• • • • • • • • • t • • • •• . . .. . . . . . . .

.

.

. .. .

10
12.
46'

75
23
81
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•· • •· • • •••· · · · · · · · •• · •· •
•. · • · · ·
ptains ........... • · ...... • • . • • · • • • • · · • • · · • • · · · • • · • • • •

Total

..........................

5
2

13

Graduates in the volunteer service during the Mexican
ar-

.....
...... ...... ...... ...............
"

Colonels ..•••••.•••
Lieutenant colonels.
ajors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ .
.
•
'
C apta1ns . ..............................•.

......
' ,
......
.

13
15
7

~8

. · Graduates who have held the following grades in the State
ilitia, many of whom served in the Black Hawk and other
ndian warsajor generals .••••••.• , • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • . . • •
Brigadier generals ..•• , ••••... , ••••••••••••• ·• ••••• . . • • • •
Colonels. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lie~tenant colonels .• ~ ••••••••.••••••••••• ._... . • • •
aJo r_s • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• , • • • • • • • ••••• t •• , •

• • • ..

Captains ............ : ................................... . ,
,State adjutant generals ..••• ,..
•••• . . ••

I

2
14
16
10
8
6
7

•

'

.'

.

I

TABLE 5.

I

OF

·,-G RADUATES IN THE REGULAR SERVICE!
\

JANUARY, 1846, _AND JANUARY, 1848;

.D ates limit'ing tlte period of acti;Je hostilities in , the war with

Mex·ico. ,,
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STAFF,

Not commissioned in the line ••.••...•••••..•••
Engineers.: .................................. .
Topographical engineers ••.•••.•.••••••••••••.
Ordnauce .•••••.••.••••••.••.••••••••••.•.•••
Military storekeepeers •.•••••••••••••••.••••••

9

43
3-1
33
2

1'4

4

....

2 ••••

2 ....

.... ....

DRAGOONS,

1st regim~nt ••••.•.•••••••••.. , •••••.••••••••

2d regiment •.•••.••.•..•••.•...•••.••.•••••• !
Total .••••.•.

.29 .
23

52

Mounted riflemen ..•••••..•...••.••••• ~ .••••••

13
47
36
35

i37
44
33
33

2

2

- -- -

....

4

42

2 ....

1
I

47
36

l

aO • l
bO ....

.... .... ....
-

-

I

4

34

3

29

5

7

63

~ ---1
23

cO

10 ....

62

49

.. •.

8

13

.......•

5

3

eO

--

2

28

26

34
2

3

5 •••
5 ••••

34

....

---:.c=-

13

--- -,--,-----J:1==1=1- -,--,--,--ARTILLERY.

'
1st rel{iment ••••••••••.•••••••.••••••••••
• • • • 1 43
2d regiment ........................ , .... ,,.,. 43

9 , ....
10

52
53

41
40

! 1"4'

46
48

a, b, c and d, each indicate one transfer, 'hithout
resignation, to the ten additional regiments.
e, one dropped.
f, one cashiered.
g, one dismissed.
h,, Nine of the~e resignations were accept~d previous to the commencement of hostilities ; one
· other was offered by reason of ill health, and
three others date subsequent to the fall of Mexico.
·
i. 29 regimental commissions wen~ vacated under
the act of June 18, 1846. Thi!! and the transfers cause the differences between the 4th amt
and 9th column. '
·

2!
~

t"-

~a regi~ent .......•.......•...•...•..•...... \ .. ·I 44 rs 1····!
4th regiment ..•.....•...•...••..•...•.•.••. ,,... 45 11 ....
Total. .........

62
56

40

46

117a/as1-:-::-1~11671

41 4
2
2
8

3
1

I 13 Isl

01

lH
196.

INFANTRY.

1st regiment .. : .•.•.......••••••...•••.....•..••
2d regiment ..••••...•...•• , .•.•••..•••..•.••.•••
3d regiment, ...••. , .•.•..••........•••.•••••..•.
4th regiment •.........•....• , ••••.••••..••.••• , .
5th regiment ....•..••... .- .....••• , ••••••••••••.••
6th regiment. •..•••.•••••••••. , ........... , '" ••.
7th regiment •.••.. , •.••..•..••••••••••.•••••• : •.
8th regiment ..•••••..•.••.••••..•••..•.•••••.••.

26
26
32

3
5
5

23
34
30
30
29

6\
-5

....
....

33

24
25
25
23
23
21

....

34
34

28
23

....

4

2

31
29

....

256

192

9

25

10

239

•••!

29
' 31
37
29

....
3,
4 ....

29

5

220

36

General total ..•. I 568

97

Total

1

4

1
3
6

26
2

1
f2

3

2
2

6

2

gJ.

2
1

dO

30
36

29
34
24

---,--,--,---1---1=.1--. __,___
7 I 672

570 1h20 I 44 I 31 I 672

~
~

t:1
0

p

NoTE.-Of the ordinary deaths, (column 8, table 5,) twenty occurred in campaign, or of disease contracted in campaign. About one-eleventh of the
graduates in the regul r army, on service in Mexico·during the period of hostilities, were killed or died of wounds received in battle; over one-eighth were
killed or died of disease contracted there; and more than one-fourth we.re killed or wounded, or died of local disease. .
Great numbers of those partially eduoated, but not graduates, at the militar.,v academy, have served gfl,llantly in Mexica; but for want of accurate information, little can bi, officially stated relative to them.
·
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C.
BILL OF FARE, AS PER REGULATIONS.

Sunday.-Roast beef, veal, or· mutton, with bread, and t~o of'
the following vegetables, viz: potatoes, turnips, beets, parsntps or
carrots; green peas or beans in lieu of the above vegetables, ex·
cept potatoes, which must always be giyen,
Monday.-Boi1ed corned · beef and pQrk, with vegetables as for
Sunday, and a pudding with sauce.
Tuesday.-Roast beef, veal, or mutton, &c., asJor Sunday.
Wednesday.-Meat soup, boiled meat and rice, bread and vegetables, and a pudding with sauce. Thursday.-Roast be.ef, veal, or mutton, &c., as for Sunday.
Fr~day.-Fresh fish, (when it can be procured,) with bread and
vegetables, or a dinner as specified for Sunday..,
.
"JS'aturday.-Boiled cornet! beef and , pork, bread and vegetables
as for Sunday, and a pudding with sauce . .
Breakfast.-Good coffee, milk, and sugar; bread and butter-,
smoked beef, ham, or c_old meat, and radishes in the, season of
them.
.
·
Supper.-Good Young Hyson tea, milk, and sugar, with bread
and butter.
· .
The corps are furnished a poultry dinner on thaffksgivi11g,
Chri!;tmas, and new year's day; also, on the eve of the two last
mentioned days, an oyst'er supper.
·
, The following is the bill of fare since the 1st January . .
Sunday.-Boiled ham, with bread, butter, rice, and vegetables.
Monday.-B-oiled corned beef, baked pork, and beans,' bread,
butter,. rice, potatoes, and molasses.
,
Tuesday.-Roast beef, veaJ, or mutton, bread, rice and ,vegetables.
"
Wednesday.-Bean soup; boiled meat, bread .and butter, rice and
molasses, potatoes and pickles.
Thursday.-Roast beef, vea], or mutton, ,bread, rice, and vegetables .
• Friday.-Fresh fish, bread, butter, rice and molasses, and potatoes.
·
·
Saturday.-Boiled corned beef, boiled beans or spinach, bread,
butter,, rice, molasses, anrl potatoes.
·
Breakfast.-Goo<l Java coffee, with milk and sugar, cQld meat
or a meat and potato hRsh, and good bread and butter.
Supper.-Good Young Hyson tea,- milk, and powdered sugar,
bread, ,nd butter. Co n bread and molasses are given three times
a week.
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D.
·HosPITAL, ·WEST Po1NT,

N. Y.,

June 9, , 1848.
Sm: I have the honor herewith to furnish a report of the dis-.
~ases, &c, of this post for the year 1847, condensed from · the
quarterly repoPts of sick and ' wounded · for that year, as also the
monthly mean of the several meteoro-logical observations for the ·
same ti~e. Taken in connexion, they \Vill exhibit fu1ly the medical statistics of the post, and relative agency· of the seasons in the
causation of _disease, as called for by the resolution of the ' honorable board of visiters, which you have referred to me . . The total
number' reported sick is two thousand an<l five; aggregate, two thou- '
sand and fofty -o ne; returned to duty, nineteen ·hu11dred a-nd ninetyseve n; died, one. The · annual average present b~ing four hundred and two, each person, consequently , has been reported sick Rve · times during the yenr. Th is fa ct, wi thout ,e xp'lanation, would
see m opposed to the conceded salubrity of the post. Any ind~sposi tion or injury, however, slight, if repmted by ,the medical officers to be a sufficient excuse for non-a,ttendance to studies or military duty, is registered and accounted with the "sick a.nd
wo unde<I" of the quarter. From a i:areful examination, I am of
t he opinion that not more than one-fourth of the n1;1mber, as registered, should be re~eived as statistical data. The medical topograph y of West Peint is too well known to 'r equi~e a rletail thneof;its character for healthfulness is sust ained by the vi.ta! sta11~ucs for
the year, there being but one death, and th a t from tubercular consumption. There are no particular ' Jor~a litie s at or 1:ear West
Point from which morbific agent. could be generated. The nat ..
ural configuration of the highlan<ls, su c h as the flue-like gorge in
the mountains north and midway between the villa~{e of Newburgh
and West Point, may contribute, by th~ additi·>naJ for(;e given to
the win~s over the plain, to increase the number of cases affect~ng
the respiratory organs
The only death which has occurred in the corps of cadets from
-- disease was in 1845, and q~corded pneumonia . . This fact of itself :
not ' only demonstrates the salubrity of the climate and post, but
a] so the superior physical qualifications of the c<Hps.· As now required by the regulations'· of the Department of War, no cadet canbe ad~itted into the military academy of. dqubtful physique. This
is det_ermined from an examination of the entire person (in nudity)
by an army medical board. If found with defective vis~on, hearing or speech, tumors, ulcerated legs, rupture or chronic cutaneous
affection , or other (Jisc;nder or infirmity, mental or physical, which.
would disqualify for the ar..tive duties of a soldier, he is rejected.
The medical treatment of the corps of cactett,, being composed of
sue h a variety of temperaments, idiosyncrasies, hereditary acquirements, habits, &c., collected from every latitude in the United
States, at an age intervening puberty and perfect manhood, is

rp ecial, requiring exp~rience, w.itk extended observation, to adapt
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1. e treatment to the modifications of the constitution induced by

. ,

climate, military duty, and other causes.
In regard' to "whether any improvement can be made to promote the hygiene of the cade'ts, or is required for the coavenience
and comfort of the sick," I have to suggest, as a sanitary measure,
the building of one or two bowling alleys for the use of the cadets.
Bowling is an exercise not only attractivt! to youth from the rivalry
excited, but, by ileveloping the muscular energies, highly conducive to health; and, when under proper regulations, the effects are
now and hereafter, however .much gainsaid , to lessen the incliBation to gambling, and other vicious habits. But little opportunity
can he afforded to cadets, while at the mil itary academy, to engage in the manly sports of the field; if so dispo11ed, the necessary prohibition to keeping a gun or dog, with the scarcity of
game, effectually prevents it. Ca<l ets are confined to West Point
for -four years, save one vacation of two months. Many of them
pine under the· depressing influence of nostalgia, or become affected with anomalous nervous symptoms, undermining their general health, if not timely prevented. This can only be done by
relieving them fr_om duty and returning to their friends. If the
annual encampm'e nt on the plain was occasionally transferred to
the sea shore, besides t he healthful and invigorating effects of sea
air and sea bathing on body and mind, the change itself would
produce a feeling of contentm.ent and freshness to again return to
the post and resume their _studies.
·
· I would respectfully urge that the cadet hospital be · supplied
with water, as furnished to the quarters of the professors and
other- officers of the post.. A fult supply of water and to be at
hand on any emergency, is essentially necessary to the comfort of
tLe sick and proper police of the hospital. '
Cold and hot baths are also urgently recommended as necessary
f. :r the ·convenience and comfort of the sick, and which can be
ilt ·nislied to this hospital at a trifling expense.
Quietness being
al ways essential to the we11 doing of patients in hospital, the noise
and dust occasioned by the passing of carriages and wagons on
the road, in the immediate front of the hospital, are · of positive
·injury to the sick. There are n? hospital acc.o~modations_ for the
sick of the ~ommand of the U mted States soldiers at this post.
We have often been much embarrassed for want. thereof, when in
attendance upon those affected with contagious diseas!:-'s, The immediate erection of a hospital for this command which, when full ,
will number some two l,i undred and fifty, is respectfully recommended.
I am, sir, very r_esp~ctfulJy,, your obedient servant,
CHAS. McDOU_GALL,

'Surgeon, United States .Jlrmy.
Captain H.

BREWERTf)N,

United States .llrmy, commanding, and

Superintendant U. S . .l'vlititar11 Academy.
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R ep ort ,j the s·i ck and wounded at West Point-Continued .
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WEST Po1NT, J·une 8, 1848.
S·rn: In answer tp the resolution of the board of visit.ers, requesti ng ihe superintendent 't o inform them' " whether thel'e is, at this

tme,

a sufficient number of horses for the 8CGOmmodation of the
post, and if not, what increase is n e cessary," I have to report, in
obedie n ce· to your directions, as follows:
The number of horses no-w allowed for the exercises of the
c·ad·et s in artillery and cava lry is 42, and that number only enables
us to give in_structi0n with two-thirds of a fie Id battery, ( four
pieces,) with four horse·s to each piece, the minimum. number specified in the tactics; <;1-nd in cavalry we can only give i.n,structfoR in
th~ school of the platoon, whereas it' is deemed desirable 'that they
should be tau~ht the school of the squulron.
·
The numll>er of horses required for the 6-pounder battery is actually 66, but. as some horses will be occasionally sick, and others
strained by fast work, there should be, say nine spare,, making the
whole number necessar-y for the service of artillery 75, or 33 more
than are allowed at present.
: ·
With 75 horses, each member of the first and second classes of
cadets could receive i:nstruction ·in riding on alternate days five or
,ix months ef tlle year, and during the fou r coldest . mcnths, when
the ba.ttery could not be used to advan t age, one of those cl a ses
might r ide daily, and the other on alternat e days, leaving the oth er
day s for fe cing.
,
The 11umber o f h0r~ s wh ich would be required for the s chool of
the sciuadron
ould b e a t l east 100 , and to t ea ch that scho0l t he

.

•

.
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fi rst and . second el asses would a 11 have t9 be on parade iogether;
and I do not suppose an arrangement to that effect wo\1ld be -easily
practicable. I ,i berefore estimate for 33 ad~litional horses, upon ~he
basis of the wants of the department of artillery.
Should the proposed addition be made to the nu~ber of horses, , ,
the stable room we have must be at least doubled,' as there is not
now ample staqle ·room for 42 horses. · There _would also be neces- .
sary an addition of 24 men to th·e . p~esent detachment of 30 dragoons, for whom quarters· must be built.
,
.
The propriety .of having a detachment of dragoons here, where
their duties ar.e main]y those bf artillery, I think may be questioned .
I therefore take the liberty to request that a company of light artillerists be stationed here under the command of th.e iQistructor of
artill~ry and c~valry, and that he·, as well as the ·officers under him,
who shall be connected with the . corn pany, shall receive the same
pay .and emolufnents as the offic~rs a~tached to the light ar,tillery .
·
·
.
'
companies of regiments.
I have the 'honor to be, sir~ your most ohedient servant.
..

,'

•

'

E. D. KEYES, .

I

f

Captain 3d .llrtillery, instruct0:r of artillery· and cavalry.

Lieutenant J. S. K. REEVES,
·
.
. ·
• .11:djutant Military .11.cademy.

·

.

'
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Statement of- the various funds, as shown by th~ books (i}f tlie 1T7:.easurer's office, United States Military .flcadem.y,
to include June 7, 1848.
·

00

!fl_

-::,

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

DR.
The army post fund.:-~- ••••••••••.••.••••••.•••.• •, •••• ,
The United -State:s M1htary Academy post fund .•••••••••••
Cadets' equipment fund ...•••.......•••..•• , •••••••••.. , •
Military Academy lithographic fund .••••••••• ,, ••••. ,,,,.
Surplus fund~cadets' commons ..••••••••••.•..•.• , ••••••
Cadets' iron bedstead and table fund .•....••. .•.....••• ,.'-.!
Balancei. int~rest on trust funds, to January 1, 1848 •• • •••• ,

$105 59

1,843 56
12,132 00

602 07

CR.
By amodnt of 5 per cent. United States stock bearing interest,
from July 1, 18213 .•• , ••••••.•••• • •••••. ,.,,,., •• ,,, • • ,
By balance not invested .•••• , •••• , ~ ••.•.•••.•• , .•••• , , , • • • ·

$11 ,ooo 00

5,562 61

. 842 ' 90
917 74
118 75

·-----16,562 61

~
~
16,562 61

NoTEs.-1. The army post fund is derived fwm the assessments on the "post sutler," made in pursuance of tho army regulations·, under the control
of a board of administration fur the education of s.oldiers' children.
·
2. Tbe Military Academy post fund is ocrived from the rent of the West Point hotel, woo_d cut on the public land, and rent of houses occupied by citi ·
zens employed as laborers, mechanics,&"., at the post of West point.
3. The equipment fnnd , by article XI. "Regulations of the Military Academy,"'a monthly stoppage of $2 is made from the pay of each cadet, with a
view to the accumnlation of a. fund to be applied, at the time of bis promoti~n, to the purchase of a unilorm and equipments; and should the cadet resign,
the amount so stopped is paid to him when leaving t,he institution.
·
~
4. Lithographic fund is derived from the sale to cadets, officers and professors, of lithographic notes, written by officers and professors, to aid the
course of instruction in their several departments.
·
5. Surplus fund of cadets' commons is derived by an assessment of 75 cents per month, for the first six monihs, of the new members, for the purchase
and use of mess furniture and other contingencies.
• •
6. Iron be~stea<l and table fund is derived from a monthly stoppage of 20 cents from each cadet for the piirchase arrd repamng ,of i~on bedsteads and
tables. This charge is made on the 4th class only.
·
.
. . 7. Interest on trust funds is derived from the investment of $11,000, which is appropriated to the pay r.ent of the treasurer's clerk of the United States
M.1htary Acaden:iy.
. UNITED STATES MILITARY A~ADEMY,
West Point, New :Yor~, June_ 1, 1848,
GEO. W. CULLUM,. .
.

Ca:ptain Un{ted States Engineers, Treasurer of Military_.11.cadomy.

t::;
0
~

~

9

....
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K.
The treasury d-epartment of the military academy was established · ~
of the -War Department in the year 1817. The duties of
,t he treasurer are to disburse the funds of that department, and to
k eep open for inspection the various accounts connected with ' his
- .o ffice, riz:
· .
,. J. The army post fund.
·
2. United States military academy post fund.
3. ':Equipment fund.
·
,
4. Band fund.
5. Lithographic fund . .
6. Rul~s and triangle ·fund.
7. Dialectic society fund.
8. Iron bedsteaa fund.
9. Damages of public pro perty.
10. Damages of ordnance department.

oy order

NOTES.

1. The aU1;1y post fund is deriv.e d from the assessments on the
post sutler, made in pursuance of the army 'regulation.s, under the
~ontrol of board of administration, for the ed'llcation of soldiers'
.children.
'
2. The military' aca_d emy post fund is derived from the rent of
the West Point hotel, wood cut on the public land, and rent of
-houses occup_ied by citizens employed as · laborers, m.ha,nics, &c.,
.at the post · of West Point.
· ·
_
·
3. The equipment fu~d 9 by article 11, " _regulations of the military academy," a monthly stoppage of $2 is made from the pay of
eaeh cadet, with a vi~,v to the accumulation of a· fund to be applied
at the time of his promotion to the purchase of ·a uniform and equipments, and should the cadet resign, the amount s~ stopped is paid
-to him when leaving the institution.
.
·
4. The band fund being- a yoluntary subscriptio,n by the cadets
of the United States military academy of 25 cents per month, paid
the band of niusicians.
·
,
,
5. The 1ithographic (und is derived from tbe sale to cadets, of.fi cers and professors, of l,i thographic notes, written by officers and
professors, to aid the rourse of instruction in their several dep.artm ents.
6. The rules and triang1e fund is derived from an annual charge
.of 25 cents, for the use of the same, and if lost or damaged, the
amount of the damage or loss is estimated accordingly.
7. The dialectic society fund is derived from an annual fee and
.fines for non-attendance, which amount is appropriated for the
.purchase of books, &c., for the benefit of tht society.
8. The iron bedstead and table fund is derived from a · monthly
stoppage of 20 cents from each cadet, for the purchase and repairs
f iron bedsteads and tables; this charge is now made on the fourth

a

-c lass only.

,,,

·'

,,
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9. The damages of public property, the charge estimated by the
quartermaster for breakage of window glass, &c.
. .
. ·
10. The ordnance department. Damages on arms and equipments, chargeable agreea~ly to the army regulation prices.
After muster, which takes places' at the end of each ahernate
month, viz: Ftbruary, April, June, August, October and December,
the muster rolls are signed by each cadet, a·!l,d are then handed to
the paymaster for payment. 'rhe average amount of the payment
for two months is $11,181 70, which amount is disbursed and ~c- ,
counted for by the treasurer, under 1.he direction of the superrn-.
tendent in the various departments, as be~ore specifi~d.
Th.e manner in which the cadets' accounts are kept is as follows:
each cadet is supplied _b y the storekeeper with a pass bqok, in
which he is credited the amoun·t deposited by him at ihe time of
his entering the academy, together with subsequent monthly pay,
and is charged with every article comprising · uniform, clothing,
equipments, room furniture, stationery, text books, and everything
connected wi'th his wants as a cadet; each article is duly. entered
in the pass book, after having received the sanction' for its purchase' from the superintendent of the military academy, at whose
office each _c adet has. to apply to receive , such sanction before the
uticles can be delivered.
At the end of each succeeding muster, all the pass books of the
corps of cadets are turned in to the· treasure.r, whose duty it is to
· enter the same as charges, in addition to those of the . storekeeper,.
commissary ·of clothing, shoemaker, and to add up all the accounts
and apporti
the balance applicable to each creditor, and should
a balance accrue in favor of the cadet, it is carried to his credit in
the next settlement. Books are kept ip _the treasurer's office,)n
,which ar~ shown" the amount stopped under the various heads, the
amount paid, the amount du_e , and at the final clo~e of the settlem,ent, a statement of t~e entire transaction is handed to the ~perintendent, exhibiting the amount due by each cadet, to hi~ authorized creditors, and th.e balance in his (the cadet's) fayor, including
an abstract view of the previous five years, in order to test the
·economy of the cadet, and instituting thereby a rigid scrutiny into
thE: different departments.
,
_
4-rticles purchased by the sutler a re. all purchased by' him upon
the most advantageous terms, but, previous to the sale of such
arti.cles, a board of officers, consisting of .three members, and called
the council of ad ministra,tion, examine and see that they are strictly
uniform and 6f good quality, corresponding with established regulations. The result of the b.oard is recorded, statir.g the article&
so inspected, the prime cost, and the per centage allowed thereon,
( which ·rates from 15 to 20 per cent., according to the nature and
-value of the goods so inspected,) all which is laid before the superintendent for his inspe..cti6n and approval. The articles sold by the
sutler to cadets are as follows, viz: room furniture, equipments,
(except arms,) sashes, dress caps, shirts, drawers, stockings, gloves,
suspe_nders, st~cks, t~xt books, stationery, drawing instruments, and
drawrng ma.tenals, 011, candles, bed and bedding, &c..
.

The cadet~' mess commons are in charge of a purveyor under
.,
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the direction of a permanent board, which a'udits his a·c counts, and
establishes ~he rate to be paid by each cadet for his monthly boafd,
in which is in.eluded his private proport.ion of the compensation to
the purveyor, which is $75 per month. The said board consists
(ex officio) of the _commandant of the cadets, the treasurer, an<l the
quartermaster, whwh board mu~t convene on the first. day after each .
reg-.lar ntuster, to audit the accounts; and establi_sh rates, &c., for
the two ~onths,' then just elapsed. The purveyor must exhibit to
the board · 1ouchers, in duplicate for all purchases of provisions
made, and frnm ~horn, dat.e, place, and price; which are rigidly
inspected, the prices and extensions examined, the amount of provisiom:, qua_lity, &c., of such as remain on h~nd ascertained, thereby
e~tablishing th-e mon_thly charge for board, which charge is reported
to the treasurer. After the approval of the same by the superintendent of the military academy, the amount is charged to each
cadet_ by the',tre~surer. The ayerage charge for board for the last ,
five _years is $8 60, being an amount saved. of $1_40, ,as compared
· with what was formerly, paid under the contract system. · ·
The commissary department of cadet's ,clothing is placed on the
same footing as that ~f the mess commons. All purchases of cloth,
kersey,, d,rilling, white and brown, and trimmings', are purchased.
upon the ·most -reasonable terms; wli~n the arti.cl~s so purchased
arrive, notic,e is given to the superintendent, by whom a board of
officer,s is orde~ed to inspect a·n·d. report the quality, price, &c., of
the articles so purchased. The clothing is maa'e up in the commissary store, under tne su,perintendence ~o f the commissary, who
periods the
receives $250 pe'r annum for his services. At _stat
cadets are permitted to come for measurement, an.cl all articles of
uniform, sq m'ade up, are again examfof!d by the board, as ,to
quality, mak~, and fit, atd if approved . of; the ;;imount is charged
on the cadets' che~k book; which he. is authorized-,to keep, thereby
h~ving in his power the ·opportun~ ty of seeing the exact state of
his finances. The clothing is made of the best materials, and by
the most skilful cutter, and the prices are established by _the board
of survey; the tariff of prices being regu] ated by the absplute
~ost _and expense. The cost of making and cutting uniform coats
1s $3 25, and. of pantaloons. $1.
The shoemaker being bound by
articles of agreement to submit all his purchases of leather to the
cornrn_issary, ,whos~ duty is to inspect the quality and make of the
shoes, ·and subm.it the same to t ,he board for · approval, no shoes but .
that of the prescribed uniform ·is authorized to be made by him for
any cadet, and the said' cop tract is at the will and pleasure of the
superintendent of the military ~cademy.
·'
C

•

NEw YoRK.
June ·s, 1848.
Srn: In obedience to a resolution of the board of visiters, of the
7th inst.,. I have · the h-onor to submit, herewith, the following
sta temen! of the present condit~on of the cadet barracks~ and to enclose estimates for the completion of the same, and th~ erection of
the necessary out buildings connected the'rewith.
WEST' PorNT,

t.
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That part of the cadet barracks west of the main entrance. is
.nearly completed, except the construction of the furnaces, bathmg
establishment, gas apparatus, pipes for supplying water to ~11 . the
rooms, the piazza in r ear of the wP.st wing, and flooring portions. of
ihe basement and attic stories. The appropriation of $17,500, which
it is presumed will be s0on made
Congress, is estimated
to_ be
1
· sufficient for putting the west wing in a condition to be .occup1ed
the coming winter, should it be available by the 1st proxuoo.
Nothing has been done towards the erection of thi ,east. wing,
except laying a part of the 'foundations. The whole might be constructed in a year, at a much less cost than in a longer period. I
would, therefore, respectfully recommend that the whole amount
required should be granted at once, instead of being .divided into '
.small appropriations.
.
l have the honor to pe, very respectfu11y, your obedient servant,
GEO. W. CULLUM,

oy

Captain U. S. Engin-eers.
To Lieutenant J. S. K.

REEVES,

1st ar_tillery, adjutant U. S . military academy.

Estimate for completion of cadet -barracks.
For furnishing we,st wing .•••.•..••••.• ·••• .' .•• .' ••.•
For building east wing ••••••.•••••.••••••••••••••

,

$1.9,676 49
75,100 00

t,~~'·:cIP ·

.• ·.

Total
ount required for completion of barracks
.Amount on hand and in treasury a.va-ilable ••.•••••..
.-.,...

94i776 49
2;116 49

rA~;~t required

92,600 00

to _b e appropriated for cadet barracks

· Estimate for erectiion of out buil¢inv to cadet barracks.
~

'

'

for building in barrack ya;a, for housing engines and
appa.ra tus, and containing offices for the officer in
char~e of cadet adjutant. and qu_artermaster .••• •.• .•
For pnvy and sewer, leading to river •• ; •••..•••..••
For gas house and apparatus for manufacturing gas ••
For rock excavation fo fortn barrack yard .•••••...••

$2,9()6
3,387
4,970
3,839

Amount require.cl to be appropriated for out ~uildings

15,103 65

'

I

'

Aggregate amount required for cadet barracks an'd out
buildings...... • • • • • • • •.• • • • • • . • • • • ••....••••.•..

79
25
32
29

107,703 65

=====
CULLUM,

WEST

GEO. W.
Captain U. S. engineers.
PornT, NEw Yo~K, June 8, 1848.
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Memorandum by the ·quartermaster of the United States mjlitary
acad_e my, June·, 1848. ,

of

Tbe United 'states own at West Point 1,-105 ac~es
land. I
'
Purchased September 10th, 1790, of Stephe·n Moo.r e, 1,795 acres.
Purchased May 13th, 1824, from Oliver Gridley, 310 acres.
'\
Jurisdictio·n has been ceded by _the state · of , New York, commencing at a br9ok near (northwest of) the fresent engineer barra.cks and powder magazine; running up to the northwest gate;
thence along the wall in rear of the gardens belonging to the quarters westrof the plain, and dowp. to · the ' river in ~ straight line, 7 '
chains to the sout~ of the porch of the present ''ac;ademy" or· "drill
house.') The number of' acres is not kno~n precis_ely. · An exact
descript~on of th_e ceded )and may be found in the "revised stat- ·
utes, New York," ·about the year 1826. All was ceded that was
deemed desirnb)e,, or necessary.
,
·
.
Taxes have never been claimed by the county officer~ of the state
of New York, but once., "U.S. is believed; and t_h at about 20 years
ago. Then, only the, road tax was demanded ; but in consideration
of the liberal repairs th()t were habitualry executed by the public'
authorities,- it was relinquished. -·No claim has ever bee·n made
since; a·ltlio9gh the right to coll.ect, ha_s , it is believed, never been
disputed.
'
,
·
. '
It has been heretofore decided, that the chi"ldren of ~roper age,
of all persons whatever, who do not reside within\he rtl!fe of -ceded
jurisdiction, may receive the benefit of the school fund appropriation ; and instances haye 11een ~nown of soldiers' children having
availed themselves of it. But the post school, as at present established, seems ,t o furnish _the population of the place with a sufficient
su-bstitute for that provided by the Sfate.
Respectfully subm_itted.
.

/

R. S. SMITH,
Lieut. infantry, and quartermaster U. S. mil-itary academy.
. I

Daily record of the proceedings of tke Board of Visiters of the
United States military academy, invited by the Secretary of War,
and present at -the gen~ral examination of 1848.
FIRST DAY . .
•

WEST

PornT,' June 6, 1848.

The board was called to order at 10 o'clock, a. m., m the vi5iters' room, af the West Point "Hotel,, by Doctor J. G. M. Ramsay,
of Tenn·essee.
·
The following gentlemen present w'ere ascertained to be members
of the board: William Prescott, M. D., of Concord, New Hamp-

I

,

314
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shire; Major P~tter~on, C '. Lander, of Smithland, Kentucky; H. ~-·
Askew, M. D., of Wi!mington, Delaware; Colonel Ge0rge W. Wilson, of Botetourt, Virginia; Profes$or W. C. Larrabee, of Greencastle, Indiana; J. G. M. Ramsay, M. D., of Mecklenburg,_ near
Knoxville, Tennessee; and h<,norable Ashbel Smith, of Galveston,
Texas.
On motion of Doctor Askew, of Delaware, the board was temporarily organized by the election of the honorable Ashbel Smith, of
Texas, as president, and Professor W. C. Larrabee, of Indiana,, a~
secretary.
.
The superintendent of the academy appeared at the head of the
academic board, and presented each member to the boar'd of visite11s.
The visitors then procee<led, in COJllpany with the superintendent _and the m~n~bers of the ac~demic board, to examine, genera1ly 1
the groun·d, buildings, library, cabinet, apparatus, labor,iitory, and
barracks of the academy. This examination, though ne~essarily
cursory, was very satisfactory to the board.
After having finished this ex~mination, the board received a com. munieiation from the adjutant, under direction of the superintendent, informing them- of the gene~al order of the examination of the
cadets, ·and' proffering, on the part of the superintendent, as well as
the heads of the academy, every . facility to the board in the way of
/ explan2.tion or information touching the instruction, discipline, police, administration, fiscal affairs, and oth,.e r concerns of the institution, ana particularly inviting them to suggest such questions as
thyy might.,pesire to have asked at any moment during the examination of •1ass.
·
•
·
·,
The board were _pleased to rec~ive this commu·n icatiop, and signified their intention to attend the bamtnation of the classes at the
time appointed.
The board then adjourned til_l to-morrow morning, at ,S o'clock.
A true c~ p y. Attest:W. C. LARRABEE,

Secretary pro tern.
SECOND DAY.
WEST Po1NT,

June 7, 1848.

The board met at 8 o'clock, a. m., in the visiters' room.
Colonel R ibert Hamilton, of Newton, New Jersey, and Colonel
Alexander H. Redfield, of Cassopolis, Michigan, appeared and took
their seats as members of the board.
The minutes of the preceding day having been read and approved,
on motion of Mr. Ramsey, of Tennessee, the board proceeded to
form a permanent organization,' by the election of the honorable
Ashbel Smith, of Texas, as president, and Professor W. C. Larrabee, of Indiana, as secretary.
On motion of Mr. Askew, of Delawar~, it .was ·
Resolved, That the president of the board be requested to report
at the evening session, committees of three each, to whom shall be
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referred the subjects of fiscal affairs, police, discipline, instrpction,
and administration of the military academy, with . directions to examine into an~ report upon the same,
On motion of the secre.tary, it was
.
Resolved, That the superintendent be requested to accommodate;
if convenient, each member of the board with a copy of the printed
Rules anq Regulations of the Military Ac;idemy, and also with a .
register o.f the o-ffi~ers and cadets, and ·with any other papei:s. w,liich
may aid the bo<1rd in the discharge of t_heir duties.
On motion of Mr. Askew, of D,e laware, i,t was ..
Resolved, _That the board ho1d,.regular meeti-ngs ·at 8 o'clock, ~nd ,
8, p. m.
· ._
·
The board then proceeded, at 9 o'clock, to _the library . room, to
attend the examination of the first class of cadets in civil and military engine~ring. The class consisted of forty-tw;o members; the
first section, consisting of elevep. members, was ex·a mined by ·Professor Mahan. , The first section being finished, the examination of
the secand section, consistin.g-_of sixteen mem hers, was commenced .
by Assistant Professor Eustis, and continued till l o'clock, whe·n a
recess was held till 3 0' clock.
·
·
A 3 o'clock, the board again repaired to the library room, when
the examination of the second section was finished; after which, the
examination ·of the third section was commenced by Acting Assist- '
ant Professor Hunt, and continued till 5 o'clock, when the examination wa$ adjou'rned till next day.
At 8 o'cl0ck, the board met in the ·visiter's room: Honorable
Du tee J. Pearce, of N;.ewport, Rhod_e Island, arid Gener~l Isaac_
McDaniel, of Da11by, Vermont, ~ppeart!d and took their seats as
members of the board.
· On motion of Mr. Pearce, orRhode Island, it was
Resolve'd, That the , announcement of committees ordered this
morning, b,e deferred till to-morr'o;w . .
A cbmmunicatio·n was received from the ·adjutant, in answer t9
the request of the board to be furnished .with the printed Rules and
Regulations of the Military Academy, and other papers, ~aying ·that
the _s·u perintendent regrets that it is not in his power to supply
copies of the Regulations, the edition being exhausted; that copies
of the Official R~grster will be furnished to ·the members of the
boa,rd; that all information required, conc.e rnin'g the fiscal affairs,
will be furnished the board at the office of the treasurer and of the
q u~rtermaster of the milita·ry academy; and that the records of the ·
adJutant's office are also open to the inspection of the board.
After an informal and free discussion of the gener-al concerns of
the institution, the board adjourned..
·
A true record:
W. C. LARRABE~, Secretary.
I

'
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THIRD DAY.
/

WEDNESDAY,

June 7, 1848.

The board met at 8 o'clock. Col. A. W. Doniphan, of Liberty,
Missouri, appeared, and took his seat as a member of the board.
The minutes of the preceding day having been read and approved,
the president announced the following committees:
,;
I. On Ascal .11.ffairs,
Mr. Ra,Jllsey, of Tennessee,
'
Mr. Hamilton, of New Jersey,
f'/.(r. Redfield, of Michigan .-'
2. On Police,
Mr . McDaniels, of Vermont,
Mr. Wils9n, of Virginia,
Mr. Prescott, of New Hampshire .
3. On Dise'ipline,
Mr. Doniphan, of Missouri,
Mr. Lander, of .Kentucky,
Mr. Yell, of Arkansas.

4. On Instruction,
Mr. Pearce, of Rhode Islan<l,
Mr. Larrabee, of Indiana,
Mr. Morris, of Illinois.
5. On .ll.dministratio~,~
Mr. Askew, of Delaware,
Mr. Wilson, of Virginia,
•Mr. Gadsden, of South Carolina.
, On · motion of Mr. · Ramsey it was
Resolved, That the superintendent be requested to furnisih, for the
use of this board, sucp information relating to the appropriations
made by Congress for the military academy for the present fiscal
year, the amount and manner of their disbursements, the amount
now on hand and uuexpended, the condition of the buildings and
-0ther property of the institution, together with an estimate of the
amount necessary to, repair, complete, and preserve them, and such
.other information as may, in his judgment, assist the · board in their
examination in to the fiscal - affairs, and true condition of the military academy.
Mr. Wilson offered the following resolution, which was laid on
the table for future consideration:
Resolved, That the Committee on Fiscal Affairs be instru.cted to
inquire into ttie expediency of recommending an increase of the
pay 'of. cadets.
The board then 1'epaired, at 9 o'clock, to the library room to
attend the examination. The examinatiqn of the third siction of
the first class was finished by Profesaor Mahan, after which t11e ex-amination of the second class, consisting of forty-six members, was
commenced. The subjects of examination were astro11iomy, mechanics, and optics.
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The first section, consisting of t we 1ve members:, was examined
by Professor Bar'tlett, and assistant Professor Roberts,:
.
After a recess, from 1 to 3 o'clock, the second sect10n was examined by Professor Bartlett and Acting Assistant Professor ·Reynol ds· this seQtion --consistea of twelve members.
.
At o'clock, the board was present at a r..eview· of cadets, on the
plain, Col. Doniphan acting as reviewing o~cer.
- .
At 8 o'clock, p. m., the board met, but, without transacting any
business, adjourned till morning.
A true record_.
W. C. LARRABEE,

5

_Secretary.
FOURTH DAY.
TnuRSDA Y,

Ju_ne 8, 1848.

The board met at the. usual m.or~-ing hour. ' The minutes of the
precedin_g day having_ been read 'a nd approve9, on motion of Mr.
· Askew, 0f Delaware, 1t was
Resolved, That the superintendent of the military academy be requested to furnish the hoard of visit~rs with the medical statistics
of the post for the present year, stating whether any improvement
can be made to .promote the hygiene of t_h e cadets, or is. required
for the comfort and convenience of the sick.
.
On motion of Mr. 'Wilson, of Virginia, it was
_Resolved, That the superintendent of the academy be requested
to furnish the. board with information, whether th~re is a sufficient
number of horses to a"commouat_e the post, at- this time, and if not~
what increase is necessary.
·
On motion of Mr.~ Askew, of Delaware, it was
Resolved, That the superintendent of the military academy be re ...
quested to furnish the board of visiters with information on th e
following subJ'ects: •
I
'
1. What number of enlisted men are employed by the Unite<!
States at this post ?
.·
' ,
2. What number constitqtes the ·academic bo~rd?
~
3. What is the present number of cadets?
4. What number copstitutes the full comp1e.m ent at this time?·
5. What number has been added during the present year?
6. What other persons are employNJ, and wh,1t is the compens ation o'f each so employed?
.
7. Is there any contract for the supply of provisions and clothing
to the cadets, and -if so, upon what terms?
8. Is the compensation now allowed to the cadets sufficient to
meet their wants, in a manner in .accordance .with the approbation.
of t.,be superintenc;lent?
·
At 9 o'clock, the board repaired to the library room, where the
ex amination of the third section of the second class was conducted
by Professor Bartlet_t and Assistant Professor R~ynolds.
The examination of this section being completed, the fourth sec-

.
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tion of the same class en~ered, and was examined by Professor
Bartlett and Assistant Professor Roberts.
At 3 o'c1ock, the board attended the examination of the first s_ection of the first class by Professor -Sprole, and the 'second s_echon
of the same class by Assistant Professor Desho~. The sub_Ject of
examination was . ethics, particularly moral philosephy, logic, and
jurisprudence.
At 5 o'clock, the board proceeded to the riding arena to see an
€Xhibition of cadets in riding.
At .8 o'clock, p. m., the board met as usual.
Leave of absence was granted to Mr. Ramsey, of Tennessee, he
having been called away by the illness of a friend.
A communication was received from the super_intendent, _in answer
to calls made hy the board for information on various subjects, eqclosing Ute following documents:
No. 1. Statement of funds available, and of disbursements.
No. 2. Statement of the sour·ces of various funds.
No. 3.. Statement showing the different objects embraced in the
estim:~tes, and the ~piount requested for the next _y ear.
No. 4. Stattment of funds appropriated for cadet barracks,. and
expended on them, for the year ending June 30th, 1848·. .
No. 5., Statement of estimate for c0mpleting cadet barraclcs and
out buildiri:gs.•
.
No. 6. Statement of the instructor . in artilI~ry respecting the
number of ~orses required on the post.·
·
No. 7. Statement showing the present condition of the new bar·
racks.
,
'
No. 8. St-atenient exhibiting the number of enlisted men at this
post, fhe numb-er of pers0ns constit1:1ting the academic bgard, the
number of cadets, and the number ·and compensation of other persons employed by the United States at th_e military academy.
• . After some .. time spent in discassing the general concerns of the
.acade-my, the board adjourned.
A ·true record~

W. C. LARRABEE,

Secretary.
FIF'}:'H DAY.

F~rnAY, June 9, 1848.
The board met at the usual hour. The minutes of the pteceding day having be·en read and approved, the board spent some time
in mutual suggestions and free discussion resp.ecting the general
interests of the academy.
From 9 to 1 o'clock the board. was at the library room, in attendance on the examination. The third a~d fourth sections of the
first class were examined in ethics by Professor Sprole, and Assistant
Professor Deshon.
The examination of these sections being fi nished, the first sect.ion
of the third class entered, and Professor Church commenced the
examination in differential and inte~ral calculus; surveying, shad.es,
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:b adows, and perspective, spherical projections and warped sur·aces, and analytical ~eometry.
.
..
.
.
A circular was recerved from the instructor .rn artdlery, rnform.n g the board that there .would be, at 5 -o'clock, a drill of the hat~en of field artillery, and inviting them to attena,
.
.
From 3 to 5 o'clock the examination of the first section of the
third class was continued and finished, and the examination of the
second section in the same subjects was commenced , by Professor
Church and Acting Assistant Professor Grelan<l.
·
At 5 o'clock, the board was present at the artillery <lrill.
At 8 o'clock the· board met in the visiter's room.
A communication was received from the s-gperintendent, through
the adjutant, enclosing a rep0rt from the surgeon, in answer to the
call ma<le by the board for information 1.e specting th~ meclica,1 sta- ·
tistics of the post. Accompanying this repo~t, were - interesting
tabular statements of Hie 'baromehical observations made._ at the
p ost, for the year 1847, and o( th'e · diseases occurring during ~he
same period; the board ordered these papers fil'ed.
'
·
A communication was also received from the superintendent,
th rough the abjptant, in relation io contracts fijr su. pplies and to
pay of cadets, in answer to calls made by the board for information
on these matters.
·
•
From these papers it _would ap-pear that the supplit\S oJ food and
cl othing for the cade.ts are purchased in open market, at the- lowes_t
prices for cash, and th~t .the pay 3it present allow.ed c.adets is in.
su ffi cient to meet their wants.
_
The resolution ·of
Wilson, respecting- the increase ,of pay
to cadets, was called up, and, on motion ef Mr. Han;iilton , a mended
so as to read as follows:
R esolved, That the board of visiters do ·recommend an increase
of pay of each cadet of four d<? ll · rs and twenty cents p er month,
s o t hat the amount of pay per. m onth may be to .each t wenty-eight
doll ars and twenty cents, as it was previous to the reduction made
on t h e first of July, 1845 .
·
After discussion the board adopted this re-solution.
T he hoa~tl then adjourned till to-morrow morning, at 8 o'clock.
A true re·cord:
1
W. C. LARRABEE, Secretary.

Mr.

·SlXTH DAY.
SATURDAY,

The board met at the usua l hour .

June IO, 1848.

The minutes of the preceding
day having been-- read and approved, on motion of Mr . P.earce, of
Rh o<le Island·, it was unanimously
·
R:.esolved, That Mr. Smit h, of Texas, and Mr. Doniphan, 'of
Mj.sso uri, be requested to deliver, on behalf of the board, addresses
befor e the academic board and the, cadets, at some convenient
tirne d uring the prog ress, or at the close of the examination.
T h e pre sident appointed, on motion, Mr. Pearce, Mr. Wilson,
a.nd M r . R~dfi eld, a committee to arrange , in" conference with the
36 p erint endent, the time an d place of the addresses.

,
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On motion of Mr. Lander, it was
_
Resolved, That the superi~tendent of the military academy be
requested to furnish the boad of visiters with a tabular statement
of rank, pay, and emolumEJ?ts, in fig·ures, of the officers,_prefes·sors, assistant professors, apd acting assistant professors, rn~tructors and , assistant instructors, cadets, and the pay of all the other
employees of the academy. The poard then repaired at the usual hour to the library, and
weTe present at the e.xamination of the thfrd class in mathematics.
The examination of the se cond section was finished; aGter which
the thirfl section was examined in the same subjects ahd by the
same professors, and the examination of the 4th s·ection commenced
by Professor Church and .Acting Assistant Professor W.' F. Smith.
From 3 to 5 o'clock, the examination of the fourth section was
continued ~nd ·finished, and that of the fifth commenced ·and eontin ued till time of adjournmer,it.
•
A't 8 o'clock, p. m., the board met at the visiter's room.
Colon.el Totten 'W,as presented to the board by the president, and
made, by request, some interesting and -qseful suggestions on matters relating to the general interests of the academy.
A communication was. received fJom the superintendent, enclos- .
ing, in answer to a cpll of the board, a tabular statement of the
rank, pay, ~nd emoluments of the officers, professors, inslructors,
and cadets, ' with the pay of all other employee·s of the academy,
which was ordered to be placed on file.
·
A true record:
·
0

W. C. LARRABEE., Secr,etary.
SEVENTH DAY.
MoNDAY,

June 12, 1848.

The board met at the usual hour. The secretary being absent,
Mr. M'Daniels was req,uested to serve as secretary till Mr. Larrabee's return.
"'
The committee on fisc~l affairs made their report, . which was
adopted.
·
.
1
Mr. M'Daniels called attention of the board to the .expediency
of recommending the finishing of the barracks, the erecting of
a new post guard-house, new hospital and barracks for sappers
and miners, wi th a shed attac_h ed to cover implements of war, and
also a new mess halJ.
From 9 to l ' o'clot.k the board attended, at the library ro..9m, the
examination of the fith and sixth sections of the third class in mathE:matics, r,o~ducted by Professor Ghurcb, Acting Assistant Professor W. F. Smith, an<l Acting Assistant Professor Peck. -· · - - ~
At half past 2 o'olock the board met on call of the president.
The committee appointed to arrange, in conference with the superintendent, the time and place of the addresses of Mr. Smith
and Mr. Doniphan, reported that the superintendent would give
e-very facility in his power whenever it might suit the convenience
of the gentlemen to deliver the addresses. ·
At the suggestion of the president, it was
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Re&olved, That the superintendent be request ed to furnish thtt
board of visiters information in regard to the condition of barrack$
for the sappers and miners, and sheds for storing their i_nstruments;.
also in regard to post guard-house, and the post hospital for soldier;, and whether any further accommodations are required for
these purposes.
On motion of Mr. Lander; it was
RestJlved, That the superint endent be requested to furnish th e·
board of visiters with a statement of the voluntary resignation s im
the corps of cadets during the last five years.
From 3 to 5 o'clock the board- attended the examination; during
which time the examination of the sixth section of the third cla ss
was finished, and that of the seventh section commenced.
At 5 o'clock the board were present at the infantry exercise of
the cadets, with which they were pleased.
The boa;-d then adjourned till 8 o'clock this evening.
A true record:
J. M'DANIELS, Secretary pro tem.
At 8 o'clock, p. m., the board met at the visiter's room. The
secretary having returned resumed his place. .
A communication. was received from the superintendent by Lieutenant J. M. Jonas, enclosing a statement of voluntary resigna- tions in the corps of cadets· during the last five years, which wasp laced on file.
•
Mr. Doniphan, from the committee on discipline, presente d a.
report; which was adopted.
Mr. M'Daniels, from the committee on police, presented a rep ort;
whith was adopted.
The board then adjouned.
A true record:
'
W. C. LARRABEE, Secretary •.
:EIGHTH DAY.
TuESDA Y,

June 13, 1848~

A t the meeting of the board, at the usual hour, after the min utem:
of the preceding day had been read and approved, a communi ca- ·
t ion ~as presented from the superinfendent, in answer to a perso nrul
reg uest of Mr,. Pearce, oi Rhode Island, enclosing memorand a i
relation to the public ]ands anJ school funds at West Point; from
which it appears that the United States own, at this post, 2,1 05
acres of land; that jurisdiction over about 250 acres has been ce ded
to the United States by the State of New York; that taxes on th-e
u n cede d part of the territory have not been demanded by the a utb ori tits of New Yo rk for the 1ast twenty years, though the right
to c ollect them is not disputed; that the children of all per.son s
r 5 iJing on the unceded territory have an acknowl edged right t c,
t ~e enefit of the district school fund, but that the post sc ho0.l
a s at present established, seems to furnish the population of th i:.
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place a ~ufficient substitute for the school system established by the
'tate.
The committee on in~truction prel!!ented their report, which, after
free and full discu~sion, was adopted.
From 9 to 1 o'clock the board attended the examin3:tion of the
seventh section of the third class, and tiiat of the first class in mineralotiJ and geology, conducted by Assistant Profeliilsor Clarke.
At 2 o'clock the board met on call of the president.
On motion of Mr. Lander, of Kentucky, it was
Resolved, That the superintendent of the military academy be
requested to furnish the board of visiters with a statement of the
.profession, trade, or calling of the parents of each and every cadet
admitted to the academy for the last five years .
.At 3 o'clock the board again repaired to the library roo~, to attend the examination. The fourth class, consisting of sixty-seven
members, was presented in rections for examination in algebra,
geometry, plain and spherical tr'igonometry, and descriptive ge-0metry. The first section was examined by Assistant Professor
Vogdes. _
At 5, the boa:;:-d attended the exercise of the first class in mortar
practice.
At 8, the board met, as usual, and after some co·nversation and
-mutual suggestions adjourned.
A true record:
W. C. LARRABEE,

Secretary.
NINTH DAY.

W EDNESDA v, June 14, 1848.
'The board met at the usual hour. The minutes of the preceding
,day having been read and approved, a communication was presented
from Captain Cullum, of the corps of engineers, in relatien to the
barracks f.or engineers, tool-house, and shed for carriages, hospital
for soldiers, and post guard-house, exhibiting the deficiency in these
.accommodations and the necessity of additional appropriations for
.these purposes.
Anothu c Jmrnunication was presented from the superintendent,
enclosing a statement ef the profession, trade, or calling of the
parent of each and every cadet admitted to the academy during the
last five years.
A communication was also received enclosing several interesting
.tabular ~tatements , as follows:
Table I. Exhibiting the whole number of cadets, number DOW
in service, and number who have died in service, either in battle, or
of wounds, or by disease.
Table II. Exhibiting the nu1nber of graduates who have been
promoted in various departments of senice.
Table III. Exhibiting the number of grad uates who have adopted
-var,ous ci-vil professions and held prominent positions in civil so· ety.
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Table IV. Exhibiting the military services of graduates.
Table V. Being a comparative table of graduates engaged in the
egular service during the period of active hostilities in the Mexi~
n war.
At 9 o'clock, the board repaired to the library room to attend ~he
,examination of the second s ction of the fourth class in mathematics, by Assistant Professor Vogdes, ~nd the third section by
.Acting Assistant Professor Eddy.
·
From 3 to 5 o'clock, the examination of the third section of the
fo urth class was continued and finished, and that of the 4th section
-commenced.
At 5 o'clock, the board attended, in company with the academic
b oard, the corps of cadets, and the other military corps of the post,'
1he funeral services and burial of Captain - - - - , a graduate of
-the academy, who <lied at Perote, Mexico, and was brought to this.
;place for interment.
At 8, the board met as usual, and discussed various matters reating to their report.
A true record:

W. C. LARRABEE,
Secretary.

TENTH DAT.

TauasoAY, June 15, 1848.
The board held to-clay its sessions at the usual time. The gen,qeral report walil read, discussed, and adopted.
The board then adjourued sine die .
.A true record:
W. C. LARRABEE,

SBcretary.
/

,..
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REPORT OF THE CHIEF, TOPOGRAPHICAL ENGINEERS..

BvREAU OF ToPOGRAPHICAL ENGINEERS.

Washington, November 17, 1848.
S:rn: In conformity with established usage, I have the honor to
submit the following annual report of the operations of the corpSsince the last report, and an estimate for the duties for the ensuingyear.
·
The peace with Mexico returned to the United States the large
proportion of the officers of the corps which had been employed
with the army in that country. The greater part of these were
maimed with wounds, or sick from the fatigues and exposures which,
their duties required. Of their services in Mexico it is n ot necessary that I should speak. The reports of commanding officers pay-frequent and brilliant complimen ts to their services, and the brevets.
which have been bestowed attest an accordance of the juJgment
of the Executive with these compliments. But, in addition to their
regular corps duties, several of the corps occupied and exercised
important military commands. Captain J. E. Johnston, of the·
corps, now brevet colonel in the army, in the exercise of his corps
duties, until after the battle of Cerro Gordo, where he was severely
wounded while reconnoitring the enemy's position, was afterward s.
made lientenant colonel f the regiment of voltigeurs, and in that.
capacity acquired ~reat reputation for the skill he displayed in the
drill and disciplin~ of the regiment, and for his · gallantry in command on several important occasions. On the peace, he returned
to his corps as a captain under a law of the last session and with.
the brevet of a colonel.
Captain G. W. Hughes, after important services in the duties of
his corps with the army in North Mexico, and afterwards at Vera.
Cruz and Cerro Gordo, returned to the States emaciated and broken.
down by the climate, his fatigues and exposures. But rapidly recovering his health, he was placed at the head of a regiment of
volunteers, and immediately went back with his command to Mexico.
His march from Vera Cruz to Jalapa is spoken of as one of great
merit and severe trial, in which he on several occasions encountered and beat the enemy. He was then made military and ciTil
governor of the departm ent of Jalapa and Perote, and by his
highly judicious, energ etic, p romp t, and well judged measures, was
mainly initrumental in keeping that e~tensive district quiet as well
as the whole road from thence to Vera Cn1z. He continued in thi,com nd until the termin ation of the war, when he returned to the
United States, and has since resumed his duties in his corps, itb
the brevet of major.
First Lieutenant W. H. Emory. This officer accompanied Genera
Xeauy througho,t his important ud perilous march from the Mi--:

I
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souri to the Pacific, as the chief of his engineer staff, executing
also, towards the close of those operatio~s, the duty of adjutant
general to General Kearny's command. After the fighting in California had ceased, he was ordered back to the United States with
despatches for the War Department. He was soon afterwards appointed the lieutenant colonel of Colonel Hughes's regiment of volu nteers, ( the Mary land and District of Columbia volunteers) and
im mediately joined him at Jalapa, with a part of that regiment
-which had not previously marched.
He continued with Colonel
Hughes until the end of the war, rendering important military
services, after whi-c h he returned to the United. States, and resumed
duties in his corps, with brevets which gave him the rank of major.
First Lieutenant Wm. H. Warner. This officer was placed in
darge of the ordnance train of General Kearny's command. He
has also executed similar duties under Colonel Mason,., in California , whe~e he is at present, exercising the proper duties of his
<!orps with the brevet rank of captain. He was severely wounded '
in the conflicts under General Kearny. •
·
I have named _these four officers because they were so_ fortunate
as to obtain positions and exercise commands independent of and
separate from their proper corps' functions, exhibiting the versatihty of talent in the corps, 9and its ability to fulfil any military
-duties which it may be found nec essary or proper to assign to it.
But there are other duties of the corps of less eclat, but not of
less usefulness and importance, which shall ,now be reported.
All the interesting observations and reconnoitring made by the
corps while operating with the armies in Mexico, are now being
comp iled in a map, under resoluti.ons of the Senate, and will soon
be completed, and be submitted to Congress. Of these examinat ions there has been already laid before Cong-ress, Major Emory's
rep ort and map of General Kearny's march from the Missouri to
the Pacific, and plans of the several engagements in which that
com mand was involved ; also Lieutenant Abert's map of New
Mexico, and the report of his examinations of that country .
These two reports add muc.h to our geographical knowledge of
-that region of the world, and furnish great facilities to any future
operations in that quarter, whether civil, military, or commercial.
Accurate geographical and topographical knowledge of a country
-are particularly essential to military operations . They are t he
-eyes of the commanding general. With these he can see the
country, and can know how to dir ect and combine all his movenie nts or marches, whether offensive or defensive, and without
the m he is literally groping in the dark, incapable of devising
_pla ns for his own operations, or of anticipating those of an enemy .
With this knowledge, war becomes a science, in which intellect
will ever predomi<late over numbers; without it, war becomes the
niere exhibition of physical force : slow, expensive, and often dis ·
.astrous, as numbers and courage can alone be relied upon. Unless
-~ knowledge of the country through which rn army has to move is
possessed, the army can act only on the defensi~e, and if this
~kn owledge has to be obtained in the presence of an enemy, it is.

,
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always at great Joss of time, necessarily imperfect, and at greaf:
hazard of the services and lives of invaluable officers. Some of
the most important movements and operations of the late w~r
were governed by previous reconnoissances, made generally 1n
advance of the army, and in the presence of _ the enemy, who
might by,, his vigilance have interrupted or defeated th~m. Wesee, therefore, in these, as well as in httndreds of other rnstances
which could be cited, the importance of geographical and topographical knowledge in army operations. Now this knowledge, a
duty of the corps of tographical engineers to collect, can be ":eHobtained only in time of peace. Peace is, therefore, the penocfwhich best enables a people to acquire the information necessaryfor th e defence of their own soil, or. to attack that of an enemy.
From these general and important considerations it is no doubt
owing, that in Gentral Order 49, of the 31st of -last August, by
" the President of the United Sta,tes," that this bureau is require&to furnish officers of the corps for the commands of Oregon, California, New Mexico, and Texas. These are frontier commands,.
but lately the seat of war, exposed, and even now threatened with.
hostile depredations from numerous bands of warlike and discontented Indians, long accustomed to domineer over those parts of
Mexico and Oregon, now the posses~ipn of the United States, and
whose tastes for plunder have been lately so often gratified without'
adequate chastisement, even nearer to us than the limits lately
acqu ired.
These command~ will probably require about twenty-five officers
of the corps, and th se officers can be of but little use, or caJY
render comparatively but unimportant and unsatisfactory services, .
unless means of making the surveys whi th may be qonsidered:necessary are allowed. The army can furnish escorts and safeguards, but it cannot furnish the means necessary for making-surv eys. Even in addition to its escorts, if it were able, which it
is not, also to rletach th e numbers required for surveys, in the
various capacities of mechanics, chain-men, axe-men, boatmen ,.,
guides, and laborers, which these duti es require, it could not fur nish the requisite instrumen ts, boats, tools, pack-horses, wagons,
&c., &c .; and the men which might he detached are rarely of thekind qualified for such duties, while such detachments are destructiv e of diseipline and of usefulness in their proper corps. Economy of cost, and the well-being of these du.ties, do therefore-most eminent!y i;all for some arrangement by which :mch duties
can be performed, independent of calls upon the army, except forescorts and safeguards. In my long experience as an officer in the
field, as well as at the head of this bure~u, in which first capacity
I have operated with men detached from the army, but two modes
have suggested themselves as adequate to meet the difficulty.
One is that which the government bas now for so many years
adopted, naµiely, the making of small annual appropriations to
~eet the contingencies of a survey. The second is that of enlistmg men ~pecially adapted to these duties. Although this last is
:1he practice of other countries, it has never been adopted by us
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It is without doubt the better course, admitting, as it does, of the
most economical, the most prompt, and the most intelligent execu- ·
tion of the duty, reducing the contingencies of a survey to those _
smaller items, independent of the pay and support of the class of
mechanics and others as before enumerated, which have now to be-employed temporarily, and at far greater cost, and whose exp·e - rience and the facility and knowledge acquired in the duties are.cont inually lost by frequent changes, which the temporary nature·
of their present employment involves. ·
But inasmuch as this latter course has not been adopted by the
government, I can submit no estimate in reference to it, and shall
on that account submit e~timates in conformity with established·
usa ge.
As before remarked, the commands of Oregon, California, New
Mexico, and Texas, have to be supplied with officers of the corps,
anrl surveys have to ,be made in those commands.
I therefore respectfully submit for considerationFor military sur;veys in Oregon .•••••.•••••.•••••.•••••
For military surveys in California .•••••••••.•••••••••.
For military surveys in New Mexico .••.••..•••••••••••
For military surveys in Texas, and from the navigable
waters of the Red River to the Rio Gran de ..•••.•••••

$10,000'
10,000
10,000
15,000

Our knowledge of the Red River above Nachitochez is more ge-·
neral than precise, but there is every reason to believe that i ts
capacity for boat navigation extends far into t he interior of Texa s,
even as high as old Fort Washita, b which point, and above it, it
is represented that two feet of water can be carri ed throughout
much of the year. T hese facts make that river a line of great military importance in referen ce to the defen ce of that frontier, an.I
if co rrect, will en abl e the government to establish a seri es of military posts upon th at r iver, and to be supplied from it in the very
heart of th e Camanch e country. And if from the head navigablewaters of this riv er a good military road can be traced to the Rio
Gr ande, its facilities in the defence. of that frontier will be in valu-·
able, as well as in whatever relates to the defence of New Mexico,.
by ready and easy access to that quarter, ancl by such means of
more fully developing its agricultural and mine ral reso urces .
T~e~~ di~tant military posts and military roads are the pioneers
of ctvd1zat1on and of wealth, by the prGtection th ey afford to re~m ot settlements, the value they give to pub] i c lands, the encour-·
~gem~ nt to cultivation by ~he consumption of prorluce, and by the ·
In td Ii gen ce ar,d good habits diffused by ~ uch a nucleus of we 11i nform ed and orderl y persons of both sexes as g enerally constitutethe pop ilation of our garrisons."
The usual surveys in reference to the military defences of the
frontier, 10J and and Atlantic, have to be attended to. These are
generally of _positions to be fortified and of th eir approaches, upon
a scale sufficiently large to plan the works required, and embracing
a 11 thos e details collected by no other surveys, n.ecessary to dtt erJ)'.line t.:p on the true position and probable cost of the contemplated
1
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. rk. For these objects a small amount of ten thousand doilars is
only required, as there is an unexpended balance of a former approria tion.
The sunev of the lakes hll's been pushed forward as rapidly as
· rcumstances would admit. The Jarge proportion of the corps
:required for the armies in Mexico, obliged a rather restricted emloyment upon this survey during the last season, but the whole of
t hat intricate navigation at the western end of Lake Erie, between
a line from Sandusky to Point Pelee, and thence west to the mouth
@f Detroit river, with its several islands and shoals, has been thoott~hly surveyed, and the maps and charts are now being made.
The collection of lake surveys has become so numerous, under
the various appropriations which have been made, that the office is
oow ready to issue an atlas of charts which would be of great aid
to the commerce of the lakes. The cost of engraving a suitable
e ition would not exceed five thousand dollars, for which an estimate
·s respectfully submitted. The advantage of such a publication
ould be invaluable, and would give to the great and increasing commerce of the lakes those guidfs of which it now stands so much in
)Jeed. No add it ion al e's timate for the survey of the lakes is submitted. The late period of the last session of Congress at which
the existing appropriation was made, and the restricted operations
-as before described, have left a sufficient balance for the operations,
of the next season, which, tog eth er ~ith the desire of avoiding all
demands which the well being of public servir-e shall not make
e]rtremely necessar:i, have induced me to omit any additional es'i_m .ate on this account for the ensuing season. It is contemplated,
·~ the course of. the ensuing season, to make a geographical connexion between the survey of the lakes and the Atlantic coast, by
means of the magnetic telegraph, which now extends to Buffalo,
Detroit and Chicago.
·A law of the 3d March, 1847, assigned to this office the construction of several light-houses.
In the annual report of N ovem her 22, 1847, th ese are all referred
to in so much detail, that it leaves but little now to be said in this
rtport.

Light-house on the Whale's Back rock, Portsmouth, New Hampshire.

_In 'the repo:t of last year, the light-.house on this position is
mmute]y descnbed, the plan of construct10n, and the defects in the
an. It is t h.ere stated that the r epairs of this work would involve
a cost about equal to that of a new iron pile structure, and would
in. the end be a patched structure, and wou] d probably fail in meeting just expectations. It is also stated in the same report that as
1'ears of "immediate clanger to the present structure are not enter·
tained, no work has been commenced." Other reasons induced a
delay in_ the W?rk at .this .place; these were to await the experience
of_ erecting an uon pile light upon a much more exposed position,
~rnot's. Ro_ck, Boston harbor.
Having now overcome the chief
iffi.culties in the work on Minot's Rock, another careful examina-
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tion of the Whale's Back Rock light will be .made in the ensuing

spring, when it will be decided whether the ~'rebuilding" directed
should be farther postponed or be immediately commenced.

Light-house on Minot's Rock, Boston harbor.

This has been a w6rk of extreme difficulty, and of no little danger, and the results are a singular exhibition of the triumphs of
perseverance and mechanical ingenuity. The rock is exposed to the
whole burst of the Atlantic wave. A small portion of it, involving
a circular area, ra:-ely exceeding 25 feet in diameter, is bare at low
water and during very calm weather. But no 1,art 'of this area is
more than three feet above extreme low water, and during slight
winds the sea breaks over the wliole with great violence. Upon
this small and extremely exposed position, a footing had to be obtained, and holes had to be drilled in the rock, in which were to
be inserted the iron piles to sustain the structure. This short description will sufficiently apprise all those who have any kn.owJedg·e
of a sea shore , of the serious and continued difficulties of working
on such a place. [t gives me great pleasure to add that no lives
have yet beea lost in the work, although there have been several
accidents, and additional plea.s ure to say that _all the piles to sustain the work have been established, as well as fhe skeleton iron
frame oi the top, intended to connect the piles apd to sustain the
keeper's house and la11tern. All serious difficulties. are therefore
-0vercome.
The work has been under the superintendence of Captain Swift
of the corps, and the resident agent and contractor was Mr. Benjamin Pomeroy; a person of the most extraordinary perseverance and
inexhausti ble ingenuity, and we lJ acquainted with working in such
positions. The report of Captain Swift is hereto added as an •appendix . A small appropriation of 4,500 dollars is now required to
procure and complete the iliuminating apparatus for this lighthouse, which I believe '-will be found to be one of the mo&t useful
-on that coast.
. Brandywine S!ioal ligld.
This structure is on a sand bar in the mouth of Delaware Bay.
The lower tier of piles are all in place, braced and connect(:'d,
so that in reference to this work, it may also be said that its cliief
difficulties are overcome. The work will be left in this condition
before the superstructure is put up, in order to see 1he effect of
winter stdrms and of floating ice upon it. As the report and estiJDate of the superintenrling engineer, Major H. Bache, has not yet
been received, I am necessarily ooliged to delay any further notice
of · tbe work, or additional estimate to a future time.
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·Carys fort reef light-house.

This is also an extremely difficult position upon the Flo_rida
keys, and is to be made upon iron piles sunk into the rocky soil of
the reef. The reef has been carefully examined, the structure is·
being prepared, and it is con·templated that during the month of
December the materials an<l frame will be transported to the reef,.
and the erection of the building be commenced.

Sand Key light -house.
It was at so 1ate a period during the last session that the difficulty in the law in reference to this work was removed, but little
more has been don e than to survey the position. Moreover, it is
extremely desirable to profit in the erection of this light-house by
the experienc~ which will be acquired in th e erection of the oneon Carys Fort reef.

Wangoshance Shoal light-house, straits of Michigan.
We have succeeded in establishing the pier work, essential to the
protection and construction of this work, and also the concrete
foundation within the pi ers, ·upon which the keeper's dwelling and
light-house are to be erected.
All these structures are works of extreme difficul ty , in much exposed positions, requiring great care, great energy, untifing perseverance, and more than common mechanical resources in the
superintending en gi neer. The success which has attended our efforts, as already dtscribed, is proof that these qualifications have
not been wanting, is the best compliment upon th e plans which
have been pursued, and justifi es the antici!)ation that the whole of
thes e works will in good tim e be completed, and will be permanently established.
Th e constructio n of the light-house at Mbnroe, Michigan, an assignment to this bureau, at the request of the Tr easury Department,
is nearly completed. The superintending engineer reports that it
will be finished during the ensuing month of December.

Sea wall for tlhe protection of Fairweather island, near Black Rock,
Connecticut.
A part of the small balance of the appropriation of 1847 wasexpended in the construction of this wall early in last December,
when it was inspected and received, and the rest of this smaU
balance was expended in May, 1848, in repairing an old wall fo:amerly put up at this place by the Treasury Department, for the pr?ter.tion of _the light keeper's house.
The late period at which the appropriation of 1848 was made,
neces arily run the work la te in the season. 700 perches of the
wall bad been laid by the 1st of November, leaving about 1,200
more perches yet to be put down. Of these about 600 perches will
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probably be finished during the present month; the balance of the
,vork will have to be suspended until after the ensuing spring.
In addition to these duties, an officer of the corps, Lieutenant
Colonel Turnbull, on application from the Treasury Department,
has been assigned to superintend the building of .the custom-house
at New Orleans. And, on application from the same · department,
this bureau has been authorized to superintend the construbtion of
a marine hospital at Chicago, one at Pa<lucah, apd one at Natchez. '
The additional estimates which these wJrks require will be sub. mitterl to the consideration of the Treasury Department, as the
work, although now a duty of this bureau, is, from the wording of
the law, under the superintendence of that department .
An officer of the corps, Major J. D. Graham, is occupied, under
the State Depa.r;tm_ent, in e:fiorts to restore the maps of the north- ,
eastern b'oundary, which were destroyed by fire. He has three assistants from the corps tempor arily assigned to him.
On an applica ti on from General Brooke, two officers of the corps
were assigned to him for the purposes of making a military reconnoissance of the upper Mississippi, with a Yiew of establishing
ce rtain -frontier posts, and to make the surveys of the localities
which should be selected. The duty will be completed during the
present month.
There was a resolution of the House of Representatives, dated
August 8, 1848, directing the Secretary of War to have a "survey
and examination made of th at part of the Potomac river between
the Long bridge and Georgetown, with a vie,v to ascertain the cause .
of the formation of land on the flats along· the banks of the river,
and that he ca-use also an estimate to be made of the cost o 1 repairing the Long bridge; and also of constructing a bridge a,ross the
Potomac at the aqueduct of the canal at Georgeto,".-, , anc· also an
esti mate of the probable cost of keeping up a ste·EL. b oal ferry in
the place of the Potomac bridge, and that the rep o: t bf made at
as early a period in the next ~ession as practicable."
The execution of thiis resolution will of necessity be v,ry imperfect without making the survey as directed, and this survey, in
order properly to elucidate the questions involved in he resolution, should extend as far below the bridge as Alexa:dria. But
there is no appropriation out of which the expenses ofth e survey,
directed to be made, can be met; and it does not apear to have
been covered by any appropriation during the session n which the
resolution was passeu. Under these circumstances , Im not aware
of any other course to be pursued than to submit to te consideration of the department an estimate for the survey irected to be
made. Since the Long bridge was erected, the rivr has experienced very ser_ious modifications in its shoals and c!lnnels, immediately adjacent to the bridge anrl below it, as we as above the
bridge. All these changes should be minutely ~er\airied, and
carefully delineated, before an ·intelligent and reliale report, under
the resolution, can oe made. But, inasmuch as th expenses inci.
dent to the resolution cannot be met without an ~propriation, an
j tern for thre~ thousand dollars on that account is .1bmitted.
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.llppropriations for various streets and avenues of the city.

As it was only those streets, or parts of streets, direc_ted _to bepaved, which were placed under the War Department, it. will be
only of these upon which any report will be made from this office.
It was late in the season when these appropriations were passed,
and, in .addition, it was directed that the work should be done by
contract, after thirty days' notice to bidders in the cities of Washington, Baltimore, Philadelphia, and New York. This chaJ1ge in
the system involved many serious and injurious delays: in the
ime necessary to prepare the advertisements, in the notice of
thirty days required to be given, in the examination of the bids
,ind the making of the contracts, and in the preparations for work,
as no bidder could make the requisite preparations until after he
was asrnred that he would obtain the contract. These causes of
delay absorbed so much time as t-o render it comparatively impossible to complete the work this season, as, from these causes, it
could not be commenced before the 9th day of October. Without
these delays, more than ha.Jf of the work would have been completed by the day, when, owing to these delays, the work had to
be commenced.
The system heretofore has not been to do such work by contract,
exce t for materials and particular parts in which the contract system c u]d be adopted to advantage, and I venture, without fear of
error, o say that, in reference to economy of cost, energy of execution and quality of both work and materials, that the paving
hereto re done will compare advantageously with that of any part
of the untry.
The propriation for completing the centre strip of the avenue
is inade uate to the work, as it does not cover the low bid at which
the contact is made. A small item, to meet this deficiency, and to
cover c rges for overseers and superintendents, is submitted,
amounti · to $1,200.
•
There alsq additional work to that conttmplated in the appropriation
fifteenth street, which will cost about $1,500, and also
a sewer
drain under fifteenth street, which will cost about
$2,160.
is street is the drain of large bodies of water, requiring an un rground sewer or drain of sufficient capacity. To pave
the street fore constructing this drain would be an extravagant
mode of_ p ceeding, as much of the pavement will have to be
taken up, a the gtound re-excavated, in order to make the drain
at any futu period, at an increased expense, which will nearly
double the c t at which the work can now be done; and, as I fear
we will not able to do the paving of fifteenth street this winter,
an estimate r this <lrain, of $2,160, is respectfully submitted to
your conside tion.
·
In doing t pavement that has been ordered, the side walks are
of necess1ty en up to some extent, and seriously deranged in
their slope.
allude now particularly to the side walks on the
streets in fro of the executive buildings. These side walks,
badly bedded en first laid, are also much worn and broken. It
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is respectfolly suggested that these should be relaid.

The cost

will be about $6,000.
Seventeenth street, the street west of the war office, is so inti-

ma tely connected with the work now being done, under the laws
of the last session, that the work will necessarily be imperfect and .
l iable to serious changes hereafter, unless seventeenth street be included in the operation . This street, like 'fifteenth .street, is the
drain of va st bodies of water, and will require a large culvert, and
th e whole s-q.rface of the stre e t to be modified to a different grade.
The work should extend t o the south of the present Navy Department lot, and will cost about $13,000.
·
An estimate, in accordance with the expos'itions of this report,
will be submitted to your consideration.
Respectfully, sir, your obedient s ervant,
,
J. J. ABERT,

Hon. w.;L.

Colonel corps Topographical Engj,neers • .
MARCY,

Secretary of War.
P. S. The estimate was made in conformity with this report, bu t
~ as afterwards modified by direction of superior authority.

W ASHINGTO~, Npvember 4, 1848.
Srn: I have the honor to make th e follow-ing report upon the
se veral works enumerated below, whi ch, by ·the ·orders o f the bu ...
r eau, are .entrusted to my superintendence: 1
1. Light-house on Wliale' s Back, harbor of Portsmouth,

N.
;

The report which was made on the 2d April, 184:7, c~ntains the
re asons which induced me to recomrr. end t !;a t no st~ps might be
ta ken towards the rebuilding of the light-house at the Whale's
B ack until the light at Minot'd rock, in Boston harbor, should be
i n a sta.te of forwardness.
·
. I represented, in the re.port above referred to, t Lat the old light
wali; in no immediate daager; and I doubt not now that it may answe r all the purposes of a new structure for some years to come;
st il l, it would b e proper to have another careful inspection of t h e
bui lding made in the en su i n g spring, when it ·could be determine d
wh ether the rebuildi ng should be further postponed or not.

2. Minot's· Rock light-house, Boton har bor, Mass.
At th e date of the. la st annual report (Oc t ob e r 15, 1847) the conaitio n of th e work at the M inots was state d , and some of the diffi.gulties w h ich at t en ded the op erations of tha t s eas on w ere specified .
A.s the frame or main st ru cture may no w be con sidered comp l eted,
.a brief descr iption of th e work and iome detaili c onne cte d w it h it

;

,
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during the progress of construction, may be regarded as not uninteresting.
.
.
Minot's Rocks, or, as they are generl\lly designated, "the Mmot_s,"
lie off the southeastern chop of Boston bay, about seventeen miles
from the city, and something less than eight miles from the Boston

a

,

·

· light.
· t heir
· 1mme
·
d iate
·
· · ·
These roe k s or 1e ges, with ot h ers m
v1crn1ty,
are known as the "Cohasset Rocks," and have been the terrcfr of
mariners for a long period of years; they have been, probably, the
cause of a greater number of wrecks than any other reefs or ledge2
upon the coast, lying, as they do, at the very entrance to the second city of the United States, in point of tonna ge , and, consequently, where vessels are continually passing and repassing. The
Minots are sunken, and bare only at one quarter flood, and the
trend of the coast in that direction from Boston bay being southeasterly, vessels bound in, with the wind heavy at northeast, are
liable, if they fall to leeward of Boston light, to be driven upon
these rocks.
As evidence of the great necessity of a light at these dangerotts
Iocks, I have in my possession, from a reliable source, a statement
of the number of vessels, with their names and tonnage, which
have struck upon the Cohasset rocks within the last thirty years, but
mostly, as my informant remarks, within the last fifteen years, to
wit: ships, 10; brigs, 14; schooners, 16; sloops, a; total, 43.
Of
these, 27 were a total loss. , From all this, it may be clearly inferre.d that it became necessary that these hidden dangers should
be pointed out to the seamen, and, in~tead of the fatal brealler to
give him_ the first warning of his . approach to danger, that ·there
should be a friendly beacon ereoted , upon the rock, to guide him
in the storm, and enable him to avoid the horrors of shipwreck;
and these, doubtless, were the considerations which led to the enac ,nent of the law for building the light-house in question.
, '.t 'ne rocl selected for the stte 2f the light-house is called the
':Outer Minot," and lies farther seawa-rd than others in the group
known as the Cohasset rocks. 'At extreme low water, an area of
about thirty feet in diameter is ' exposed, 1md the highest point in
the rock is about three and a half feet above the line of low
water. It is very rare, however, that a ·surface greater than twentyfive feet in diameter is left bare ey the sea. The ro~k is granite,
witb. vertical seams of trap rising through it.
From observations upon the tides, made at Boston light-house
by the coast survey, from June 7th to October 27th, 1847, the following results were obtained; and, by the kind permission of the
superintendent, communicated to me, together with a tracing of the
coast from Boston light to Scituate light.
Rise of highest tide •••••••••••..•..•.•••... .•.• 14 feet 7 inches.
Mean rise and fall of tides ·. ......... • • • • • • . • • • 9 '\~4:
",
~ "
"
''
spring tides ••••••••••..•• 10 '' 8
"
"
"
"
n eap
" •••• •••• . . •• •• 8 " 3
"
The form of the light-house frame ia an octagon, of 25 feet di -
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ameter at base.
The structure is formed of eight heavy wrought
iron piles, or shaft~, placed at equal distances from each o•her,
with one, also, at the centre.
These piles were forged in two
pieces each, and are connected together by Tery stout cast iron
-0r gun metal sockets, the interior of which is bored, and the pile
~nds are turned and s·~ cured to the sockets by mea~s of lar~e steel
keys passing through the piles and ~he sockets_. . Abo:ve an? below
the joints, or sockets, and co_nnectrng the m_1ddle pile with each
outer pile, there extends a series of wro_ug_ht iron bra~es; and the
outer shafts are connected together by similar, extendrng from one
to the other, and thus the whole structure is tied together. At each
of the angular points in the octagon and at the centre a hole of
twelve inches in diameter and five feet in depth is drilled in the
.rock, the outer h,Qles with the inclination or batter given to the
outer piles and the middle ho_les _vertical. .
The surface of the rock being irregular rn shape, and the holes
in each case five feet deep, it is evident that the piles must be of l
unusual lengths, the least Jength in the lower series is thirty-five
and a quarter feet; the greatest is thirty-eight and three-quarters
feet, and the others are of various lengths between them. The
piles in the upper series are of uniform length, viz: twenty-five
feet each, the inclination or batter of the piles towards the centre
i~ such as to bring the heads of the upper pi'l'es within tqe peri-phery of a circle of fourteen feet diameter, and there, at an elevation of sixty feet above the base of the middle pile, or fifty-five
feet above the highest point of the rock, the pile heads are secured to a heavy cat5ting or cap, to the arms of which they are se.curely keyed aotl bolted. The middle shaft is eight inches in diam~ter at foot and si:x: inches at top, ~nd t_h e outer shafts are eight
inches at foot and four and a half rnches at top. All of these are
forged ten inches in diameter, at the po.int where they ]eave the.
.surface of the rock and taper uniformly do\vn to e~ht inches
-diameter in both directions, within a distance of five feet. The
lower braces, placed nineteen feet above the. rock, are three and a
half inches in diameter; the second series, nineteen and a half fet:t
:above th~ first or thirty-eight and a-half feet above the rock, are
three inches diameter, and a third series, introduced eight and a
quarter fet:t below the cast iron cap, to form the support of the floor
-0f the store-room, is made of two and half inch ~quare iron.
The ·outer piles being inclined towards the centre, ·a nd the piles '
;and the braces being inflexible, it is clear that, so long as the braces ·
-remain in place, the pile cannot be withdrawn from _the hole, for
the whole structure acts as an immense "luvis;" either the braces
mu~t be ruptured, or the rock itself must yield, before a pile can
be displaced.
Upon the pile-he ds are cast-iron sockets, furnished with arms
three feet in length, pointing outwards. These sockets ~re keyed
to the head of the piles, and are bolted to the arms of the cap or
spider, flush with its mpper ~urface; thus giving a diameter at top
-,f 20 feet from out to out. The object of the arms is to afford
$Up port for a footway or gaJl~ry ~utside of the keeper's -house,
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which is placed immediately on the cap, and there secured by bolts
and keys.
Th-,e keeper's house is octagonal in shape, and 14 feet in diameter; Nie uprights or stanchions are of cast-iron, and rest upon the
cap immediately over the pile-heads, where they are secured with
bolts and keys; these uprights are cast with double ilanches, be·
tween which two-inch plank, tongued and grooved, are to be fitted
horizontally, and at right angles to these another series of plank
is to be set on end or vertically, and, together, these form the side
or frame of the house; upon this frame the roof will be placed,
and, finally, upon this the lantern will be set up.
The_drilling of the holes in the rock for the light-house occupied the better part of two seasons. The erection of the iron
structure in place, it may be col'lceived, was comparatively a work
of much less difficulty, and, with favorable weather, an undertaking requiring not much time. That some of the difficulties may
be known of working down 9 holes of 12 inches diameter and 5
feet in depth, in a rock of granite traversed by veins of the most
obstinate trap, in a situation exposed to the delays produced by
every breeze which had east in it, I will enumerate briefly, from
the journal of operations kept at the rock, some of the details, for

future reference.
Early in April, 1847, I invited Mr. Benjamin Pomeroy, the contractor who had in 1843 erected for me the Black Rock beacon, in
Long Island sound, (a structure built upon the same principle that
the Minot Rock light is built upon,) to accompany me to Cohasset,
with the view of inducing him to undertake the drilling of the
holes by . contract, and also to take the piles, braces, and cap at
Messrs. Alger & Co., South Boston, where the work was . to be
executed, and to erect them in place at the Minet. After waiting
eight days at Cohasset for a favorable opportunity to examine the
rock, we fffec_ted a landing, and, with the advantages of a smooth
sea and a very low tide, made sufficieEt measurements to determine
the probable area of sound rock which might be relied upon for
the base of the proposed light-house.
The p-roposition made by Mr. Pomeroy, to drill the holes in the
rock for the reception of the piles for the light-holise, I considered
too high, and consequently I declined it and sought elsewhere for
a competent individual to undertake tLe work; after advertising in
the newspapers, I received proposals from Mr. James Savage, and
enJered into an agreement Wlth him to drill the hole~, but after some
weeks' delay Mr. Savage abandoned the contract; I then recommended an d was authorized to ac ce pt the proposals of Mr. Pomeroy, and he undertook the work at once, but by the failure of the
first contractor the greater' part of the best port ion of the season,
1847, was lost, and it wa not until July 22,
Ht the new contractor, Mr. Pomeroy, actually commenced work upon t he rock.
The mode of working the ho :es down had for some time occupied
the thoughts of the contractor, and he beoo.rp.e satisfie<l that hole,
of the magnitu<le required in that exposed situalioo, where the se~
was so continually breaking onr the rock, could be drilled by ma-
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·chinery only, and that it wo~ld be necessary to have that machinery
elevated beyond the ordinary reach of the sea.
·
peculiar form, with an edge in shape' _
The drili userl was of
somewhat similar to the letter z, m:ad,e of the best cast steel, and ·
ttted to an iron shaft some 30 feet in length, and weighing, with the
driH attached, about ~00 ,pounds. .
.
The machine for ,vorking the drill w~s a wheel and axle furnish- _
ed with tooth and pinion, a'nd a crank o.r windlass at each end·
this was placed on a frame of stout oak, a_n d it required the powe:
of four men to work it effectively. A cam and a· fly wheel were
attached to the axle, and at every revolution the drill was raised
about eight inches, and driven ordinarily at the rate ·o f about fifty
strokes per minute, the µien being relieved every twenty minutes.
To- support this machine, it was necessary- to ere.ct upon the rock
a triangle or shears of very heavy spars, secured at their feet by
means of pintles, and chained clown to Lewis bolts inserted in the
- rock; up.on the triangle W8:S placed a platform, and upon this the
machine was worked, the drill . being kept at the proper degree of
inclination for the hole by means of guides, through which the
shaft moved up and down; the whole arrangement ans'wered the
purpose ad,mirably well, and the holes were cut as truly and as per. feet y a an auger p.ole could be cut in a piece of wood.
The triangle and drilling machine were swept from the rock
twice by the sea during the first season's operations, and the men
were frequently washed from the rock, but happilY. no lives have
been lost. The work was suspended at the rock on the 25th October, 1847, and by reference to the jour.nal of operations, n·o ted
car,efully day by day, it will be seen how short a space of time can
be, reckoned upon for work in a ·situation so exposed.
In the report of the contractor of the 8th November, 1847, accompanying the journal of ope,rations for that season, is the following remark: ·
'
·
·
"It will be seen by my journal, that from the 22d July to the
25th October, I was able to land on the rock, to do work, only 25
days, viz: 5 days in July, 13 in August, 7 in September ~nd none
in October. The whole number of hours we . did actually work on
the rock was only 120 hours, of which 53 were from the triangle
when we could not stand on the rock to work."
The total number of men employed in 1847 by the contractor
was 34, the average number about 21; in addition, a schooner of
about 80 tons burthen was chartered by the contractor for himself
and his hands to live on board of, and the vessel was kept moored
near the rock at all times when she could lie .there in safety_, or
when the _weather would admit of it; by this arrangement every
hour of time, in which work could be done at the r.ock, was rendered available.
All the necessary preparat.ions for the work of the present season
were made early in the spring; a new triangle was provided of heavy
spars, some forty-five feet in length, and strengthened by a number of
~ery stout iron braces, and with bars of iron on each spar, extending
0 ver all that part of the triangle· which )Vas exposed to the shock
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of the sea. a vessel and hands were· employed by the contractor;
but no w.o;k upon the rock was effecte9 until the 18th, 19th, ~nd
20th May, and from that period until the 3d and 5th of June nothrng
·was done, the weather and sea preventing even a landing. Between
the 14th and 29th of June the sea generally was smoother~ still
there were several of the interve!)ing days on which little or nothing could -be do-qe; from 29th June ·to 19th July, but three landings were made, and at these times the sea ran so high there was
but little work accomplished.
On the 21st July, this remark is found in the journal: "To day
arid yesterday worth more for work on rock than last four weeks."
The holes were all finished' on the 16th August; that is to say,
9 holes of 12 inches diameter, and 5 feet deep each.
·
Some delay was produced in ,this stage of the work, by Jill alteration which I had decided some ti~e earlier in the' season to make,
to wit: to . increase both the size and the length of the lower series
of piles, and this increase in dimensions produced some .delay in •
'the forging at the machine shop. The· difference in size between
piles of hammered iron 25 feet Jong and 8 inches diameter, as
originalJy designed ·, and piles 35 feet long and increased to 10 inches
diameter, the size ultimately adopted, involved some difficulties;- and
required a little more time in the fabrication th.an I had reckoned
upon, so that it was not until the 2d September that 6 piles of the
lower series were forged.
()n· the 4th and 6th September, these 6 piles were erected in
place, a.nd, by the 21st, the three -remaining lower piles had b~en
placed, and three of the braces beloaging to that series placed
also.
·
From the 21st September until the 7th October, no landing could
he effected upon the rock. On that day the middle pile of the
upper series was placed in its position; on the 10th October two
more wore put up; on the l~th five more, and on the 16th the last
pil~ of the upper series was set in its place. On the 26th 'October,
the cap, or spider, a casting to rest upon the heads of the piles to
receive the dwelling house of the keeper and the lantern, cousisting of eighfarms and weighing some he tons, was hoisted partially
towards its place, and on the 30th October this difficult undertaking was successfully completed, and the spider nxed in its proper
position and secured there, at an elevation of fifty-five feet· above
the top of the ,r ock.
The Boston light being a revolving light, and the Minot being
the next in order upon the coast, should be a fixed light; accordingly
the apparatus ordered is of that character, and is composed of fifteen brass lamps, with reflectors of 21 inches diameter in the clear,
with very heavy plating of silver, and of the best description of
work. .
·
·
The framing of the lantern is of wrought iron, and is a polygon
of sixteen faces, 4iametf>f at the angles eleven feet six inches,
neight six feet six jnches, furnished with cast-iron ventilator, the
g1ass, French p1a te, forty-four inches by twenty-four inches; and
three-eighths of an inch thick; the extent of the illumination will
be two hundred and ten degr ees.
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Thus it will be seen that the .entire height of the structure from
the surface _of the rock to the top of the lantern will be about seventy feet, and upwards of fifty feet above the line of hi'g hest water.
The weight of iron work in the shafts, braces, couplings, collars,
spi der, or cap,' and columns for keeper's house i-; nearly seventy
tons · of this upwards .of forty tons is wrought iron, and the residue
of c;st iron; the. average weight of ~ach complete shaft is about
8 200 pounds; the cast iron couplings for connecting the upper
shafts with the lower are three feet long, and weigh nearly 800
_pounds each; they are made of the best gun metal. · The ·w eight
of the lantern and illuminating apparatus will be about four and
a half tons.
The lantern; ·Iamps, reflectors, and other fixtures for
the light-house will cost four thousand five hund'red dollars, as
will appear by the aetailed estimates of,same, ren'dered on the 24th
ultimo.
.
]elow the keeper's house, and enclosed within the pile heads, a
species• of cellar, or store room, ·of the size of the house, is to be
built, to contain oil, fuel, provisions, &c. I had hoped last season that all this might have been accomplished before the boisterous weather of the present ye,a r came on, and the light brought
into use this winter; but this has not been practicable, as the journal of operations, will clearly prove.
·
On the other han.d, it may be considered not unwise to anow the
skeleton structure ~o stand thro~gh one winter exposed to the fury
of the sea, before the light-house is fitted up with its illuminating
apparatus, and befo!e it is occupied by a keeper. .

3. Sea-wali for. the pr'otection of Fair Weather island, near Bfack
Rock, Connecticut.
The balance of th~ appropriation .of 1847, except $108, was
expended in the construction of the sea-wall before the 1st Dec~mber last, and it was inspected ·and accepted by · me on the 7th of
that month, the work having been faithfully executed, according to
co ntract, under the superintendence of Seth Perry, esq., the agent.
In May, 1848, $105, remaining of the appropriation 1of 1847,
was expended in repairing the wall heretofore built, under the direct ion of the .Treasury Department, for the protection of the light
kee per's house.
The late pe·r iod at which the appropriation was niade for the
c~m pletion o.f this work, {12th August, 1848,) will prevent all the
stone work, for the protection of the island, from being laid hefore the close of the season.
·
'
On the 1st November instant, seven -hundred ·perches had been
1aid, and there remains to .be laid about 1,200 more; of this, perh a ps one--half, or six hqndred perches, will be finished ' during the
:month of November, and the residue must be suspended until the
en suing spring.
'
·
. _
Very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant,

.
.
M. II. SWIFT,
Captain, Topographical Engineers ~

Colonel J. J. ABERT, \
Chief, Topographical Engineers.
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REPORT FROM THE ORDNANCE' DEPARTMENT.

ORDNANCE OFFICE,

Washington, November 14, 1848.

I

Sm : The operations of this department during the last fiscal
year, which a·re stated in this report iµ the usual detail, have been
conducted, it is believed, with uniform correctness and despatch ,
and with as much regard to economy as was, consistent with the
superior quality and abundance of the arms, ammunition and other
supplies which it has furnished. The · increased amount of duties
1
devo ving on aJI the branches of the military s_ervice du,ing the
continuance• of the Mexican war, has scarcely been at all abated,
as regards this· department, since its termination. The collection ,
arrangement, repairs, and preservation of the ordnance and ordnance stores brought back from Mexico, impose as heavy duties as
were originaliy req.uired for their preparation and issue from the
arsenals; duties which call for much industry and attention on the
part of our officers and men, and which, I have every reason to
believe, have been properly discharged; no ex~eption thereto has
come to my knowledge.
The· test of practical experience, al ways the surest and best
guide, may now be appealed to, in favor of .the superior excellence
of our ar~ament for each description of troops. It may be confidently asserted that it is not surpassed by that of any nation ;
and although the bravery and skill of the personnel of our armies
were, undoubtedly, the first and chief source of our late successes,
the excellence of the materiel must also be taken in to account in
reckoning the causes whieh produced them. This department has
not failed to take advantage of the opportunity which actual service in the field has presented for as~ertaining and adopting all the
improvements, and of correcting such defects as were therein made
apparent.
·
·
Whilst skill in the use of small arms is almost u,iiversal in our
country, a knowledge of the proper management of artillery is
confined to ' but a small portion of our regular army, and, perhaps,
a,.few volunteer companies. It is to be hoped that this knowledge,
the theory of which forms an important part of the education
received at the military academy, may not be suffered to decline
for the want of such practical schools as can be furnished by the
few companies authorized to be armed and· equipped as light artillery. I co?sider it a matter of great importance to the country, in
a military point of view, that all these companies should be so
armed, equipped, and supplied as to enable them to keep up a
perfect knowledge of all the manreuvres and details of service
peculiar to their appropriate arm.
.
Although the state of war has caused a partial suspension of
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some of the branches of work in this department, it has not materia lly interfered with its operations in, supplying t~e state governments under ' the law for "arming and e.quipping the whole body of
the militia of the United States_." The supplies thus furnished
will be particularly stated under that head ·in the detailed statement of the principal operations of tne dep~rtment during the past
fisc al year, which ar e now taken up in the usual order.

Funds.
Amount, as ·per last year's report," ,u ndrawn from the
treasury on the 1st July, 1847 ..................... ' $426,207
In hands of disbursing officers, same date. • • • • • • . • • •
98,540
1
Amount of apptop,riations for the fi~cal year· 1848, inci'uding-th~ fixed annual appropriation for arming
and equipping the militia ........................ · 1,229,859
Received, during the year, for • sales-, rents, and for ,
damages to arms in the ha;ds of troops ...•.•••••. , 38,222

07
53

00
83 ,

I

1,792,829 43
Amount of expenditures during the year ..•••.•••••. 1,363,120 43
87,391 64
Re maining in tr easury, undraw n , June 30, 1848......
342,317 36

In hands of disbursing officers, June 30, 1848........

, 1,792,829 43

.11.rmam ent :of fortific ations .
Th.ere has been exp ende d .fr ~m the appropriation for this object,
duri ng the fisca l year,. the. sum of $93,327 14.
The principal articles, procured b:f purchase and fabrication a t
th e arsenal~, ar_e the ,fo ll o wing, viz:
·

20 24-pound,er iron ·c annon.
25' 24 -pounder ho wi tzers, for flank defenc e.
60 casemate carriages, complete.
78 casemate upper carr iages.
36 barbette carriages, c omplete;
4 b~rbette carriages, upper. ·
32, 897 grape-shot, of ·different calibres.
600 percussion cannon locks.
7 J , 702 cubic feet of gun-c a rriage timber.
T he forticati~ns have re ceived, during the past y~ar, additions to
t h eir a r~aments of only a fe w flank howitzers · and carriages ;
these , with repairs, painting, and other work requisite to preserve the Ill from <le cay, constitut e all tha t has been d one under this hea d
at t he forts.
,. ·
Since the comencemen t of t he Mexi c an war, operations in thi s
b ranch of w ork have be en alm ost enti rel y suspende d in conse -
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quence of the more pressing demands for arms, ammunition, and
other ordnance supplies for troops_in the ~eld. The e~timates and
appropriations have been correspondingly reduced; they have been
limited to the amount necessary for meeting engagements . already
made, principally for supplies of gun~carriage timber, for finishing
work in hand, and for the necessary repairs and preservation of
the armament at the forts. This department will be prepared for
a fuU-resumption of work on this account by the begi?ning of the
next fiscal year; the estimate, therefore, although larger than
usual, is the least sum that can ~e advantageously applied to this
important object with our present means for construction: with
.any less amount the use of much of our valuable machinery,
_tools, workshops, &c., will· be lost. The proper employment of
these and th.e resumption of work at the foundiies, which has been
almost -entirely aiscontinued for some time past, will furnish. occasion for the profitable expenditure of the entire amount of the estimate.
.. ·
.
•

I

Ordnance, ordnance stores and supplies.
The expenditures from the appropriation on this account, during

the past fiscal year, amount to •$399',691 07.
T~e principal articles procured _by purchase and fabrication at

the arsenals are as follows, viz:
.
42 bronze field cannon, different calibres .
107 field gun carriages.
6 mountain howitzer carriages.
.
16 12-pound~r block house carriages .
70 caissons.
65 t:r-avelling forges.
17 battery wagons.
4 ~ortar wagons.
·
·
789 sets of artillery harness for two horses.
40 india rubber powder bags.
208 in dia rubber, tarpaulins ..
1,531 6-pounder cannon balls.
4,'968 shells of different calibres.
9,906 spherical case shot, of different calibres .
66,633 I bs. of canister shot, of different calibres.
-3 86,925 lbs. of pig lead.
27,434 rounds of am91unition, for field cannon, of different calibres.
355 strapped shells.
4,404,300 cartridges for small arms .
14,288,431 percussion caps.
82,711 lbs. laboratory paper.
433,144 lbs-; musket, rifle, and cannon powder.
300 percussion rifles.
300 carbines.
2,250 percussion pistols.
1,260 Colt's patent pistols .
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4 rifle wall-pieces.
2,860 .cavalry and horse artillery sabres ..
2,692 non-cpmmissioned officers', musicians', and artillery
swords.
14,850 complet~ sets of accoutrements for cav~iry, infantry,
and riflemen.
6,444 cartridge boxes.
· 5,495 cartridge bok belts.
2,811 bayonet scabbards, with frogs.
3,182·musket and carbine slings. ~
291 bru~hes and picks.
216' rifle pouches.
4,889 belts of various kinds.
800 copper rifle flasks. r
188 carb~e s·wivels.
'_
1,560 pairs of holsters and caps.
12,~52 cubic feet of gun-carriage tiJ?bfr.

National armories.
The expenditures at - the armories, during the last fiscal , year,
have been as follow_s, viz:

»
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For the manufacture of -arms, appendages, tools
and machinery, and the purchase of materials}
for th~ same •••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••• $183,264 55 $161,632 92
For repairs and improvements, including lands,
,65,911 29
buildings, dams, &o •.•••.••••••••••••••••• • 75,269 63

$344,,897 47

227,544 21

486),078 39

-

258,534 18

/

141,180 92

There hav~ been i:p.ade during the same period at Harper's Ferry
armory 11,000 percussion muskets· ·and 2,802 perc~ssion rifles, with
49,369 appendages for the same, consisting of ball -screws, wipers,
screw-drivers, bullet moulds, spring vices, extra cones, and cone
wrenches. There have been made during the same time at Springfield armory 15,017 percussion muskets avd 957 musketoons for
sappers, cavalry, and artillery, with 50,670 appendages for the
same, consisting of like articles to those mentioned above. The
statements of the commanding officer~ of these armories, which accompany this report, are referred to for a mo-re particular account
of the arms, &c., manufactured, and of all other work done at
them , respectively.
The next year's estimate for the manufacture of arms contains •
the amount 1:tsually appropriated for _that purpose. That _for re-·
pairs, improvem~nts, an<l new machinery, includes objects requi-
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site.for carrying on operations at these establishmen~s in a proper
manner and for keeping pace with the advances and' improvements
which ;re constantly being made in all branches of manufactUJe.
These objects are specially stated in the estimates un_der that head,
and the reasons for each one are given therein _in detail.
0

.11.rming and equipping the militia.
The expenditures during the last fiscal _year, from the stan_din_g
appropriation for this object, amount to $305,755 60. The p!,1~c1pal articles obtained on this account by purchase and ,fabrication
at
the arse,nals, are. as follows, viz: ·
I

••

32 6 -pounder bronze cannon.
38 6-pounder carriages.
,,.
22 caissons.
48 sets of artillery '1arness for two horses.
800 muskets.
7,400 percussion rifles.
900 carbines.
3,002 percussion pistols.
2,780 cavalry and art~llery sabres.
1,008 non-commissioned officers' swords.
12,989 sets of accoutrements for cavalry, infant ry, an<l riflemen.
5,389 cartridge boxes.
9,430 bayonet scabbards with frogs.
12,271 belts of va~ious kinds.
705 . musket an.d carbine slings.
7,331 brushes and picks.
100 rifile pouches. '
310 carbine swivels.
357 sabre kn c ts.
.
-11 ,500 .cubic feet of gun- carriage timbe r .
T~e apportionment of arms to each State an d t erritory, made .
under the regulations established in conformity w ith the . act of
1838, according to the number of effe ctive militia included in the
latest returns from · each, is shown in statement A, and the issues
to the amount of the apportionment in · statement B, both hereto
appended.
Statement C, also ap.nexed, exhibits the iss ues t o United States
troops during. the J ear .

.11.rsenal~ and depots.
The expenditures from the appropriation fo r " ar senals," during
the past fiscal year, amount to $123)574 56.
This appropriation is always made / on detailed estimates, in
• which each object to be effe~ted is specially designated. The expe?ditures therefrom have been exclusively applied to the accomplishment of these objects. They include all additions and im-
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P!ovement~ at the a~senals _of a perm a~~n_t cha.racter; also rep·airs
and alterations of, and add1t1ons to, buddmgs already erected and
the construction of new ones. The statements from the comm,anding officers of a~senals which ac_company this report are ~eferred to
for a more par:t1cular account of the work done under· this head.
The average number of ·enlisted ordnance men during the year,.
was 575; at the end of the year, 30th June, 1848, _there were 587.
These men are of three classes, viz: mechanics, artificers, and la- .
borers. The first includes carriage-makers, blacksmiths, and ·armorers; the seco,n<l, mc:n skilful in the preparation of ammunition
and i,n other duties of the laboratory, and , clerks at the arsenals;.
and the third, those employed in ·guard and police duties and in
performing miscellaneous work. The enlisted force ~n service at
the end of the year was distributed as follows, viz: at the arsenals
and depots in the United States, 427; at the 'depots in Mexico, 32;
and with the army in 1Iexico, 59 in the sieg.e train, and 69 in the
howitzer and rocket company. These , last have since been discharged. The men have all been usefully employed,; and I take
pride in referring to the reports of their gallantry on all occasions
where there Jias been an opportunity for~ts display. ·
..
The officers of the corps have all been actively and usefuJly employed. W-hilst those who had the good fortune fo . participate in
the glorious victories of the armi.es in Mexico, hav~ received the
reward of advancement in rank, it is hoped that the less brilliant,
though not less useful serdces of others, who were kept away from
s u ch opportunities for distinction, may yet meet with similar re1
wards.
..
G. TALCOTT,
Colonel of Ordnance.
Hen. WM. L. MARC Y , ·
Secretary of War.

Sta tement of the principal operations at the armories and arsenals
during the year ended June 30, 1848.
HARPER'~ FERRY ARMORY,_:COMM-ANDED BY MAJOR SYMINGTON.

The ollowing are the principa1 operations at this armory during
th e fisca] year ended 30th June, 1848:
Arms and appendages fabricated.
11 , 000 percussion muskets.
· 600 bayonets, extra, I
12, 310 sc.rew drivers,
8, lllw1pers, ,
F
• ~
15, 648 extra cones,
or muskets.
1
I , 428 ball screws,
I
l, 321 spring vices,
)

t

•

1

,
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2,802
554
2,802
237

percussion rifles.
•.
)
screw drivers,
extra cones, ·
I
bullet moulds,
l F rifles .
229 bullet moulds, conical, f or
2,095 wipers,
J
382 ball screws,
2 rifled rampart arms, with stands and appendages, experimental.
•
2,018 musket wipers; model of 1822.
.432 musket screw drivers; model of 1822.
457 musket ball screws; model of 1822.
440 carbine wipers.
484 carbine . cone wrenches.
432 carbine cones.
137 carbine screw drivers.
27 musket (
·
k
.
~4 rifle, ' S Standard taps for die stoc s.
123 browned muskets, 4th class, model of 1822, • repaired _and
transferred to 3j cla~s. ,
·
40,519 cones for muskets,
}
1,296 cones for rifles,
.
Altered .and replaced in the arms.
2,963 cones for patent nfle,,
·
·
'
. 600 musket barrels; model of 1822.
7,300 musket components; assorted, 1822. ,
6,875 carbine component&; assorted, 1822.
A large portion of these components were fabricated entire; the
remainder, generally, including the musket barrels, were fo.shio~ed
from a rough state and issued to the St. Louis arsenal for repairs,
MACHINES,' MACHINERY, &.C., CONSTRUCTED AND PROCURED .

..11.t the musket factory .
1 machine for milling upper band sights. ,
1 machine for polishing ends of barrels.
1 machine for spot-cutting barrels to drill cone seats.
1 machine for drilling cones.
31/2 feet of counterline driving machinery put in operation in
bell or finishing shop.
•
72H feet heavy main driving gearing, with heavy' spur and bevel
wheels, and seats and main driving drums) also,
.
28½ feet of main line of working shafts, put up in new stocking
shop.
.
10 forge fires completed, in new south wing of smith's shop, with
cast iron hearths, coal, and water troughs.
88 feet main branch ~ast iron air pipe, 8-inch bore.
.
30 feet main branch cast irQ.Il air pipe, S-inch bore, with cast iron
valve boxes and air ch-e sts.
262 feet lead pipe, for water, adapted to the ten new forge fires .
111 feet of cast iron t>ipe, laid to drain water from basement story
of new stock house .

•
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The machines, &c . , purchased and put i,ri operation , are as follows:
1 stock turning machine .
1 stock spotting ·marhine .
1 large tower clock:
1 air pump .
2 portable smith's forges.

The repairs and improvements in the machines an,d ma:chinery at
the musket factory, are as follows-:

•

1. The _driving raachinery in ~he bell or finishing shop has· b_een
improvetl by substih1ting pullies and cones of pullies for the continuous line of drums on the main driving shaft, and removing, as
unnecessary, one lfo~ of counter machinery. · By this arrangement .
the consurpption of oil ' will be greatly diminished, and -fewer 'ba111:~s
required.
2. A large chimney stack of masonry in the _b ell i;;hop, to a~ccommodate a forge fire on each floor, has been taken down, and two
portable forges-, opening into sheet iron flues, substituted.
3. Extensive repairs _have been mad, in the barrel-welding shop,
and the wheel and forebay of the grinding mill. ...
The fore bays and penstocks of these shops have been repaired-almost renewed, and the wheels repaired. The hammer frames for '
.welding barrels have very generally required repeated repairs. An
entire new frame for the hammer, for drawing iron and steel, has
been made. The heavy repairs so frequently recu'rring to this old
and worn out machinery will add considerably to .. the cost of the
musket.
4. The canal, at -the guard gat_es, has been improved by having
about sixty-seven perches of dry wa:11 built to prevent the' wash of
rubbish. from the hill-side.
· ·

.11.t the rifle factory.
Machines and maohinery constructed':
2 machines for milling lock and other screws.
6 / 2 feet ~ounter ·machinery.
1 6-feet diameter turbine wheel, with main driviqg gear and
drums . Stone forebay, with penstocks and gate completed, and
r eady to drive the machinery in one ~ing 'of new finishing shop.
The main line of working shafts, with counter shafts on the· two
.fl oors of both wings of this new shop, will be completed in a few
more weeks. When complet~d, the various cutting, drilling, barrel-boring, and turning machines, with the stocking machines and
p olishing wheels, now in operation in the old, will be gradu_a lly
tr ansferred to the new finishing shop, after undergoing such modi:fi~ ation and impr.ovements as they require. The change of position
~i ll be so arranged that no inteduption will occur in the operati ons.
,
.
'
,
One mac~in~ for rifling bar~els has been purchase~, to be placed
th e new fimshrng shop .
.·

tn

,
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The repairs to machines and mac·h inery, &c., have been as follows: •
New guard gates, with feeders, with new substantial walls of
masonry, have been constructed for the armory canal.
BUILDING AND OTHER-PERMANENT IMPROVEMENTS.

Musket factory.
1. T·h e south wing of n~w smith's shop, 121 + 35½ feet, <?ne story
brick, with cut-stone w~ter-table and cornice, ca-st iron door and
window frames, 1rnd sheet iron roof, has been completed, and is
now occupied. The foundation
this shop was prepared· during
the previous year.
2·. The old quarters inside the armory yard have been suitably arranged· for offices for the commanding officer; the paymaster·, and
storekeeper; and the master armorer, by considerable alteration and
repairs necessary to fit it for the above named purpose. The kitchen
connected with this building has-been converted into a money-vault,
perfectly secure, with walls of heavy masonry 3 to 3½ feet thick,
covered 'with ,flag-stones of 1'ery great size and weight.
3 . .An engine and guard-house, 35½ + 24 · feet, one story brick,
covered with slate, and having c·opper gutters and down spouts, has
been constructed, f, n<l is now occupied.
4. The south wing of new stoc~ing and machine shop, 89
35½
feet, bas been erected, (the foundation is of stone, cut-stone water
table,) two stories, of brick, cast iron door and wind·ow fr'ames,
and sheet iron roof, with copper gutters. This shop 1s near its
completion, and will be finished in a few weeks. Connected with
this, shop. is- the wheel house, covering the water-wheel and main
driving gear. This is completed; it is of brick, 18 + 26 feet, one
' story, on stone founJation, with cast iron frames, and covered with
ilate.
·
.·
5. The new lumber house has been commenced, and the foundation and ·first story, which is of masonry, is now nearly up. The
lower story of this building will be reserved as a place 0f deposit
for bituminous coal ; the dimensions are 77 4-1~+53 8-12 · feet.

for

+

Rifle factory.

6th: The Lew furnishing shop, at the rifle factory, has been completed. This .shop is 128+ 35½ feet, two sto ri es, brick, with two
wings one story each, 24+24 feet. The door and window frames
are of cast iron, the foundation ston~ masonry, cut stone water
table ; cornice and sills, and copper gutt.ers, and spouting-all roofed with sheet iron.
Quarters.
7th. The quarters for the commandi ng officer have been completed, and are now occupied. ·
8th. The quarters for the paymaster are now under roof, and
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will be completed before the close of September. The dwelling
house is 56 4-12+39 9-12, one story of brick upon <l: high basement
story of stone. Cut stone water table., copper gutter and spouting,
and roofed with sheet tin .' An out building 18+20 feet, of brick,
one story, ~overed with shingles; and also, a rain water . cistern
capable of holding 12,000 gallons, together with the necessary drains.,
conductors, &c., have 'been made in connexion with this building~
9th. The new stable, 35½+35½ feet 1 one story, with high ' loft,
of brick, with cut stone water table, coping. and cornice, and covered with slate, has been completed, and is now o·ccupied. _ The
foundation for this was prepared during the previous year.
·
10. In the lumber yard, on the Shenandoah, 42 stone piers, 3t3
feet, and 6¼ feet high, have been constructed, on which are laid
heavy timbers, with joists above to form_a platform for securing
fire-wood, lumber, and all such like materials, from being carried
off by freshets.
The foregoing, together with some important repairs to the workshops and dwelling houses, comprises the operation in the line of
building, at.this armory, during the year.

JOHN SYMINGTON,
Major t>f Ordnance.

SPRINGFIELD ARMORY.-COMMANDED BY MAJOR ~IPLEY.

Among the principal o·perations of this armory, during the year
ended June 30, 1848, are the following :
'

·.. .11.rms and appendages, fabrir,afed.
15,017 percus~ion musket~, complete.
957 musketoons.
24,273 wipers.
22,020 screw drivers, complete .
1,994 ball -rnrews.
302 spring vices..
2,081 extr~ cones.
309 arm · chests and packing boxes, and component parts- of
muskets, fabricated and issued to other posts for repairs,
equiva~.e9-t to about 90 muskets coml?lete.

Tools.
Musket and musketoon to0ls, to the amount of 772 dQllars, have .
been added to the tools in current service, and other tools in use,
greatly improved.

, Machines fabricated ·and completed.
3 cast iron boring banks.

2 turning engines .
;Z turning lathes.

~
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3 machines for milling.

1 machine for cutting screws.
1 machine for splitting leather.
;l machines for planing iron.
1 set of machinery for sawing and dressing stone.
1 water wheel re-built.
1 new tilt hammer.
1 machine for straightening wire.
6 machines for milling, dril1ing, and stocking, in progress ..
Considerable additional improvem~nt has been made in the shop
fixtures, or driving machinery.
The driving machinery, in the grinding room at the upper :water
shop, has been remodelled, and bands substituted for the old beyel
gearing, thereby lessening the friction and causing material improvement.

Building.

'

I

The new arsenal is rapidly progressing. The walls pearly ready
for roofing.
•
.
.
The first or half-section of the new store-house for lumber,
1tocks, &c., has been completed. The room in the wing of the
steam shop _has been remodelled and appropriated to annealing and
vitrioling parts of arms; a small ad'd ition made for ca~ting mol}nt~ngs for mus.ketoons, &c., and · improved furnaces built for an:qeal-

rng.
The same improvement has been made in the fur.Qaces for annealing barrels, &c., at the upper water shop.
·· ·•
The old and unsightly chimneys have been removed from the
welding shop, and a portion of its roof raised and plastered, giving
to this shop a light and airy appearance, and adding greatly to the
comfort of the workmen.
,
'.

Grounds.
The fence has been removed to the new line, enclosing the land
lately purchased of the town of Springfield.
A portion of the land enclosed has been graded and turfed. A
road has been opened on the north side of the east square.
Grading and turfing have also been prosecuted, to a considerable
extent, north ,of the, new store-house, and the grounds, generally,
greatly improved.

JAMES W. RIPLEY,
Maj or of Ordnance.

WATERVLIET ARSENAL.-COMMANDED BY MAJOR BAKER.

During the past year the finishing shop, which was -reported in
the 1ast statement as roofed, has b een comp leted, all the machines
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rep aired and removed from t~e old shop into it, and seve~al new ,
ma chines added . Two turbme water wheels, five feet die.meter
each, have been placed in the wheel-pit, and new: shafting bas been
placed in this shop. ,
The store-hnuse for iron, reported as 'commenced last year, has
been finished and · occupied since last fall.
,
The carriage store, referred to in last year's statement, is finished , except flagging, and the upper roo~ is to be occupied as a store
for artillery, equipments, and harness.
·
The building for officer's quarters, commenced last year, is now
· un der roof, and will be finished the present season.
The carriage shop, since t,he removal of the finishing shop and·
its machines from it, has been enlarged t_hereby, thoroughly repaired
and painted partly new-floored, its benches, 'lathes, and other machines renovated, the position of the stairs changed, iron columns
substituted for wood, an engine room constructed at the south end, · ·
and a new thirly-five horse steam engine set up. This engine has
p ower to drive all the machines, in all the ·shops, when we are deprived of water power. New shafting, pullies, gearing, &c., have
b een substituted for the old ,.
The former "Armory" or rooms for ·repairing arms haxe been
l ikewise renewed, and fitted up to work, fqur cap-making machines,
a nd three priming machines, varnishing, &c., several new machines
fo r !urning spokes, cutting tenons, &c., ha ye be~rn procured, and
a re rn use.
The gun-house roof, destroye~ by fire, has been replaced · and
e o vered with tin, t he building repaired, windows added, and fin- ish ed, except painting and paving.
.
,
In the smith's shop, eight fires have been added to the nineteen ,
a n d wind pipes laid from the cylinder blClwers to them.
•
A mong the ordnance stores, fabri cated during the year, are the
follo wing, viz:
52 caisso-ns.
75 field gun carriages.
¥0 travelling forges.
9 battery wagons.
4 mortar wagons.
2 sling carts.
2 gins and b locks.
564 rammers an d sponges , ladl es an d wor ms.
150 bu dge barrels.
515 water and tar bucket s.
246 portfire and linstocksi.
2,209 artillery e quipments.
222 whips.
742 horse artillery harness.
169 leg guards.
·
10,246 rounds of field ammuni tio n , strapped and fix ed.
2,244 junk wads.
·
1 ,037 spare traces.
4, 291 cap pouches.
;, .

...
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22 men's harness.
6,822 cannon cartridges.
14 powder bags.
/
· 18,242 cartridge bags and bursters.
143 nose bags.
154 corn sacks
3,152 ,OOO cartridges for small arms.
5,931,431 percussion. caps.
4,851 ammunition aqd packing boxes.
3,011,000 musket .and rifle balls.
3,853 priming tubes.
28,447 fuzes.
5,345 portfires.
•
58 pounds quick match, and nearly 7,000 spar.e parts,
-tools, &c., for battery wagons and forges.
R. L. BAKER, ·

Major of Ordnance.

ALLEGHENY ARSENAL.-COMMANDED BY LIEUT. COL. H.K. CRAIG.

Statement of the principal operations at .11.llegheny arsenal, in the
·
year ended June 30, 1848.
Fabricated.
'

13 32-pounder barbette top carriages.
9 32-pounder barbette chassis.
.
16 caissons complete. ·
·
29 travelling forges, w1'th t oo 1s, &c., comp 1e t e.
8 b a tt ery wagons,
17 12-pounder howitzer block-house carriages, complete.
162 setts of artillery harness; for two horses.
- 300 halters.
30· tarpaulins. ·
287 artillery ·driver's valises.
215 10-inch shells.
1,570 8-i~ch shells.
1,133 24-pounder shells.
1,016 12-pounder shells.
1,172 24-pounder spherical case shot.
1,282 12-pounder spherical case shot.
4,287 6-pounder spherical case shot.
22,460 pounds 24-pounder canister shot. •
24,280 pounds 12-pounder canister shot.
13,314 pounds 6-pounder canister shot.
500 12-pounder canister bottoms, iron.
500 6 -pounder canister bottoms, iron.
1,000 24-pounder canister bottoms, iron.
426 12-pounder shells, strapped.

l
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506 24-pounder spherical case shot,, strapped.
188 12-pounder sph.erical case shot,.
109 6-pounder spherical case shot.
653 6-pounder strapped shot fixed.
1,000 24-pounder canister shot fixed.
172 6-pounder canister shot fixed.
14,180 infantry cartridge boxes.
17,742 in fan try cartud ge boxes belts.
14,912 infantry waist belts.
;
15,401 bayonet scabbaras, with frogs.
15,411 gun slings.
1.2, 131 b:ushes and picks.
· 216 rifle pouches .
1,000 rifle pouch belts.
·
3,825 'rifle waist belts, (2 inches.)
2, 75.6 ,pairs hoisters.
1,730 leather housings.
4,361 carbii;le carttidge boxes.
3,402 carbine slings'.
2,275 carbine swivels.
3,320 cavalry sabre belts.
264 non-commissioned officers' shoulder belts.
2,559 sabre kpots. '
2,574 p~rcussion cap pouches.
3,800 common· c~rtridges.
676,000 cartriages for sn~all ar.ms.
14,000 pounds musket balls.
12,500 pounds rifle, pistol, and carbine balls.
,
5,400 pounds buckshot.
.
13,500 fuzees, (assorted,) filled.
1,soo portfires . .
43 'po:unds ·quick match.
38,000 box and belt plates.
574 packing boxes.
1 milling machine.
1 vertical drilling ma chine.
1 ball ~urning machine.
12 iron .bedsteads.
28 iron found 'e rs' flasks.
The new store-h~use completed; the ground a_djojning it graded•
and a protectioµ wall, 227 feet in length, b;iilt in its rear; 700 feet
of railroad, with car, &c., for hoisting and removing timber, erected ·
in the new store-house; a tool:-l10use, 16 by 10 feet,,built; quarters,
barracks, shops, water-worlrs, machinery, &c., &c ., repaired and
kept in good condition.
756 feet ( about 31,500 pounds) gun skidding, cast for the
post.
1,168 feet (about 48,500 pounds) gun ski.dding, cast ' for Baton
Rouge arse,naL'
,
'
9,400 pounds· water pipes, cast for Baton Rouge arsenal.
6,250 pounds water pipes, cast for the post.

23

•
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120 feet of barrel sewer constructed.
515 feet of paved gutter constructed.
1,160 feet of board fence construct@d.
735 feet of water pipes ]aid.
4 12:pounder howitzer carriages altered.
800 square feet of pavement (brick) taken up and relaid.
27,400 muskets cleaned, &c.
1,220· carbines altered from small to large cones.
276,000 feet of carriage timber, assorted, received and pi~ed
sheds.

in

H.K. CRAIG,
Lieutena_n t Colonel of Ordnance .

.. ·vv ASHINGTON ARSENAL.-CdMl\IANDED :BY CAPTAIN A. MORDECAI.
Report of operation( at Washington arsenal du,ring the /year ending
J~ne 30,_1848.
·
Permanent improvements.

.

'

.

'

A site' for a new powder magazine for the use .of this arsenal
'. having been designated by the President, on the part of the 'public
grounds on the eastern side of the city, (generally known. as the
hospital reservation,) th'e construction of the magazine and of a
keeper's house was commenced early in the spring, and the buildings will be completed before the end of September, if, the walls· of
the magazine.should be sufficiently dried to permit of finishing the ·
interior wood work: The buildings are constructed of excellent
materials, and in the best manner.
The necessity of removing the powder from the old magazine
ab<;>ve Georgetown has been, unfortunately, demonstrated most
conclusively, since my last report, by the occurrence of an unusually high flood in the Potomac, in consequence of which the water
penetrated into the magazine, and rendered unserviceable about 300
barrels of powder, equivalenr in value to nearly. half the cost of
t~e new magazine.
,
At the arsenal, the new laboratory wa;; completed last autumn
and fitted up for use, with the necessary furniture and fixtures.

'

Machinery.

A new machi·ne for making percussion caps, the invention of
' George Wright, an enlisled mechanic of my company; has been
·constructed at the arsenal anrl put in operation.
Two machines have. been heretofore used for making caps-one
for forming the cap, and the other for charging it; the new machine combines in a very ingenious manner the operation's of these
two, so that, by keeping it supplied with copper in_sheets and with

/
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percussion powder, finished caps are produced; ready for being
varnished.
.
~The varnishing could also be done by the machine, (instead of by
band, as at present,) but that the varnish mu.st be left a short time
to dry, before the cap is thrown out.
The operatfon of this machine h' as heen subject to interruptions
such as all new and complicated contrivances are liable to, until
experience has sug~e_sted . the nec~ssary' arr~ngeme~ts, for perfecting them; but I thrnk that the trial ·h_as sa·tlsfactonly shown the .•
practica_bi!ity of_ this method of ma~ing r,ercussion cap~, and I consider this invention to be far superior to any other which I am acquainted with for that purpose.
The machine is capable of turning -0ut abo_ut ~6,000 caps in ten
hours.

.11.rticles fabricated.

-/

.'

I. ·

.The.fol-Jowing list shows the principal work done at the arsenal
<lur.ing the year, in preparing· supplies for the army in the field, for
the militi.a of the States, and for the fort~ :
gun carriages,
I
caissons,
} for field service.
16 travelling forges, J
..
Harness for 224 horses.
1
Tools and spare parts of carriages for 1.6 ~ for field #service.
, forges and 16 battery · wag'ons,
J ·
100 32-pounder gua carriages, for casemates. ·
22 chassis for carriages.
·
1,881,000 musket bullets.
8,117 ,OOO percussion caps for small arms.
· 1,609 pouches for percussion caps.
993 war roc~ets . .
In consequence of the large amount of supplies furnished in the
previous year for the service of the army in the field, the operations
and expenditures during the past year have been much reduc~d.

75

24

.

A. MORDECAI,
Captain of Ordnance.

.

FORT MONROE ARSENA'.L.-COMMANDEJ? ':BY CAPTAIN E. HARDI~G •

.11.rticles fabric'ated .
.26 casemate carriages, complete.
12
do
chassis.
16 Jnrbette .carriage~, complete.
6
do
chassis.
5 8-inch sea coast howitzer carriages, copiplete,

,

82 sponges and ranuners for sea coast and garrison guris.

•
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66 ramm'e rs and ~aves.
19 ladles and staves.
21 worms and staves for garrison, siege, and field guns.
22 tompions.
27 gunner's haversacks .
.31 tube pouches.
72 thumbstalls.
63 pass boxes.
13 pendulum hawsers for cannon.
12 rounds fixed ammunition for 12-pottnder mountain howitzer.
173 percussion cap pouches.
Sr, 000 musket buck and ball cartridges.
300 portfires
1,000 friction tubes. ·
300 signal rockets.
.,
2 sling carts.
4 hand do.
•
1
90 sets of iron work for sea coast carriages.
1 wood dwelling, two stories, for hired men's quarters.
1
1 saw mill complete, carrying 4 ,f eet circular saws.
New patter~s for gun carriages of different calibres. Casemate
and., barbette.

Other work done.
25,000 feet gun carriage timber, overhauled and re-stored in
shed.
New -fence around wood yard and hired .m en's quarters. ~ ='
Ground graduated between gun-yard and wharf, and at stable.
(1,200 square yards sand hauled,, from 20 to 30 inches deep.) '
Old steam engine ta ken . down , and new one of 25-horse ·p ower
put up.
17,500 bricks laid for steam engine and in partition walls of
finishing shop; in chiding 11,000 old briclis taken do~n and cleaned.
1,500 bright muskets taken to pieces; well cleaned an~ lacquered.
Battery at Fort Monroe put in good order; carriages and jmplements painted; pent houses repaired, &c.
Considera~le alterations and repairs made to machinery; couplings
of shafti~g repaired, hangers moved, &c., &c.

•

E. HARDING,
·

'

Captain of Ordnance.

NORTH CAROLIN'A ARSENAL .-COMMANDED 1-Y. CAPTAIN BRADFORD.

- I have the honor to submit the following general s.t atement of
th.e princil?al operations at this ~rsenal during the year which termrnated with the 30th ult., to wit :
·
;

'

..
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Work done.-1. On engine shop, 56 feet sq1.w7:e.

Frame of roof raised to and put in place ; cupola framed and
erecteod-buth slated· and leaded; clay floor made nine inches --thick; wood work painted_; walls ' yellow washed, and the building completed.
.

I

.

2. On gun- carriage and turning shop, 164 feet !orig.

W\l1s c~mpleted fr?ni the ?oor-sills on the_ e~st side and south
end,and from the wmdow-s1lls on the west side; . 40 door and
window lintels, and 108 rq_nning feet .of cornice cut and set; roof
framed, raised to and put in place, sheathed, slat~d, and leaded ;
·floor laid; wood work painted; walls yellow _washed, and the
building compl_e ted.

,

.

· . 3. On ·timber store, No. l, 147 .5 feet lohg.
Walls begu_n and finished ; pillars b~ilt to bear ,tlie string-beam
·supporting the centres of 'the floor joists, a~d the b-eam and floor
joists placed; roof framed, raised to and put-in ·plaqe; ridge cap
vent~atQrs made and placed ; the whole roof slated and leaded ; ,
wo·od work painted; walls yellow washed ; parts of many of the
ventilating frames prepared · for putting together ; the lumber for
the remainder of the frames procured, a:n.d its preparation in progress; flooring plank procured, a·nd the finishing and fitting in the
frames, and the· laying in the froor will complete: the. building.

4. On the laboratory, 61 by 1'.7 feet.
This building, containing four larger compartments for laboratory operations, and tw@ smaller store-rooms, for laboratory stores.,
&c., and for paper, was begun, and h'as been completed since the
last annual. report.
.
·

5. On the permanent _stable, 42 by_22 feet.
This building, also, containing five large, roomy stalls, a cistern
{!apable of holding an ample supply of water for the use of the
horses, and for all other stable purposes; a room for cutting up
hay and fo~der, and preparing feed in, ·with. grain and meal bins;
a large and airy store room for hay and fodder; a c~n~fortable room ,
for groom's quarters; a room for a vehicle, with closet, harness and
saddle racks, &c., was begun, and has been completed since last
report.
6 . .11.uxtliary and miscellaneous work.
· Clay dug and ha·uled to the brick-yard \o make 360,000 brick,
a~d 300,000. secured, kiln d and burnt; 143 cords wood received,
piled and measured; 10,656 cubic feet of earth hauled to, and dis, posed in _levelling the terreplein of the square, ?..nd' 3,817 square
yards of its permanent grade formed; refitting of the frame dwel- .
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ling removed from the east front comp~ete_d, and_~ kitchen and
store room built, and a yard enclosed for it; iron railing set up to
complete the connecting w!ll between the southeast tower and
timber store No. l; communication avenues between the ,square
and the grounds generally with their road-ways completed, &c., &c.
1,241 muskets unpacked, inspected, cleaned, and stacked in racks;
200 muskets issued to other posts; cartridges made, fire-works p~epared, and other work done in the· laboratory; ·field battery, its
tools, implements, &c., and harness examined, cleaned, oiled, &c.
JAS. A. J. BRADFORD,
Captain of Ordnance.
CHARLESTON ARSENAL.-COMMANDED BY CAPTAIN WILLIAMSON.

I have the honor to submit a report of operations_at this arsenal
duri_ng the last fiscal year. ,
_.
The public buildings having been finished at the tim_e the report
for the year ending 30th June, 1847, was rendered, the mechanics
employed on them were all discharged after doing some miscellaneou~ work, and eff~cting some necessary repairs about the ar~enal.
· On the 2d of May; a violent hai,l storm b1;oke 110 panes of glass
• in the several buildings, which were immediately replaced.
The filling up of the marsh has been steadily carried on during
the year, and the balance of funds ' yet available for that purpose
is probahly too- small to effect the object entirely, in consequence
-of the settling of. the earth an<l other sub§,tances . used in filling.
·The whole surface, however, is dry and no water re~ains ·on it.
· In the armory and smithy there have been repaired and rebrown~d, during the year, 1,090 muskets; and 1,040 muskets, 66
Hall's rifles, and 142 pistols have been Gleaned and repaired.
At Fort Moultrie, two shot b eds have been made, 45 feet long-,
and at Castle Pir. ckn,ey, the ba'rbette and casemate carriages
painted, 400 6 :pounder shot Strapped, and all the guns, shot, and
shells at the castle and arsenal cleaned and lacquered.
~
, JNO. WILLIAMSON,
Cap tain of Ordnance.

WATERTOWN ARSENAL.-MILITARY STOREKEEPER, J. · A. WEBBER, IN

CHARGE.
•

I

fo consequence of the demands made on this arsenal for various
supplies required by the army of the United States, for the prosecuti'on of the war against Mexico, during the.fiscal year ending 30th
June, 1846, and 1847, the several objects contemplated by -the assignments made to it for those years, with the •exception of ~ome
repairs on the north arsenal, remained unaccomplished at the comme~cement of the fiscal yea_r ending 30th of June, 1847. Those
obJccts were as follows:
1. Procuring a steam engine and' fixtures.
/

·
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2. Repairing forges in smitli's shop·.
3. Rebuilding the wall on the south front of arsenal yard.
4. · Lay!ng trench drains in south quadr_angle of the arsenal
yard.
· ·
,
5. Replacing the wooden conductors on the several shops of the-.
arsenal with copper ones.
.
_
6. Constructing racks for muskets in south ar,senal.
7. Erecti'ng a store~house for gun carriage timber_. ,
8. Constructing per man en t shot beds and gun skiddi.rlg.
9. Acquiring a right of way from the north side of the Cambringeport road, opposite the ngrth entrance,to the arsenal grounds,
to the depot of the Watertown branch ,of the Fitch burgh rail- ·
road.:'
, .,
10,. Current repairs of public buildings.
•
,
1st. The first of these foregoing objects has 'been atta.tned by the
constructio~
a steam engine and its fixtures, (except the boiler,)
after the 'd estgn of R. S. Perkins, master armorer in the shops., of
this arsenal, , and by the me~hanjcs ordinarily employed here.
It is ca1culated that the en'g tne is of 14-horse power, at a pres- '
sure of 30, pound's to 'the square inch, and running 100 strokes per
minute. Its general design is perfectly symmetrical, and it is considered a com pact, -highly finished, and beautiful machine. · It has .
now been ·in , operation about five montlis, and has answered the
most .sanguine expectation·s.
~ .
·
,
2d. It having bee~ concluded to make some farther ~epairs on
the smith's shop than was con tern plated by the assignment made_
for repairing the forg'es, and an additional appropriation being necessary for that purpose, it has been deemed advisable . to postpone
the latter repairs until the former .can be commenced.
·
3d. A graD:ite plinth surmounted ~ya free-stone coping has been
constructe (and is ready to 'receive the iron fenc~)- on the south
fro-nt of the arsenal yard. Hewn granite posts, two feet s·q uare,
. with cap_s of handsome puporfions, ha:v~ also been erected for the
gates on the same front. Granite thresholds and wheelstones have
li_kewise been procured and fixed for those entrances. As soon· as
the c~stings can be obtained this work will be finished.
feet deep
4th . . Trench drains 954 feet long, 2 feet w'id·e, and
h~ve been laid down in the southern quadrangle of t~e arsenal yard,
with escape hole.s for tq.e water at intervals near the surface; thus
far they are found to answer evel'y purpose expected of them.
5th. The wooden conductors have been removed · from the ·car• ·
pent_er's., armorer's, and old -Carpenter's shops, east and west barracks and carriage house, hd- replaced with copper o,nes, adding
much to the appearance ~f those builaings.
6th. Th~ presstue of other work of greater immediate necessity
has prevented any operation~ on the musket racks as yet, it is co'n-,
templated making those during the ensuing winter.
,
7th. A timber store house 189 feet 8 inches long, by 55 feet wide,
of brick, two stories high, with a slated roof, was erected and completed at thi~ a~sen,al auring the summer and fall of the past year,,.

of
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· upon the general plan prescribed by the ordnance department for
buil d in gs of like character.
It was judged advisable, bowever, ta gain room on the first floor,
which is used for storing heavy oak timber, by hanging the second
floor from the roof instead of supporting it by iron columns. Addi·
tional ro.om has also been gained for st.oring light materials by laying down an attic floor the whole length of the builging between
the queen posts.
8th. Other objects more immediately necessary have prevented
' the construction of the permanent shot beds and skidding. ·
9th. The assignment made to this arsenal for purchasing the
right of way throug h the lands of Josiah Stickney, esq., from a
point opposite the north entrance of · the arsenal on the north· side
of the Cambridgeport road, to the depot of the Watertown ~ra~ch of
( the Fitchburg railroad has not as yet been called for, in consequence
-of the failure of the corpotation of that .road to loc.at.e their depot
on the sp·ot where the president of the road promised to locale it.
It is expected, however, that the depot will eventually be fixed at
that point, and until it is, the appropriation will not be asked for,
or the road , be !bade use of by the arsenal for transportation.
10th. A great deal has been accomplished here, during the past
year, under the head of current repairs, which, though they add
.much to the completeness of the shop,s , and the comfort and con·
venience of the workmen, are not exactly ca:lculated for a place in
this report. It may, however, be stated un.d er this ' head that the
-finishing shop has been pard plastered, new floored, and entirely
fitted up with new work benches, a lathe bench, a drill table, a set
of grind stones, and complete racks, and other conveniences for
tools.
Besides the accomplishment of the ,objects above . specified during the past year, a building, additional to, and on the north end
of, the smith's shop, 32 + 30 feet, · one story high, of brick, and
slated, and ·a chimney stack to receive the flues of the steam boiler
and the smith's forges, have been erected.
In the engine room a well 34 feet deep has been sunk for the
supply of , the boiler and other purpose$. The inside of the above
building has been handsomely plastered and painted, and ,finished
with taeks for tools, &c.
There have also been made aD.d put up in the engine room,
fini3hing and carpenters' shops, 192 feet of shafting of all sizes,
with the necessary hangers, pullies; shippers, &c.
A planing machine, and other -tools, have been purchased, and a
bench lathe constructed and added to -the stock in the finishing
shop.
A planing machine, for timber and boards, has been procured
and put in op-eration at the carpentus' shop. A circular saw and
be,n ch lathe have also been put in operation in the same shop, and
prepara-tions made to put up such 8ther machinery as it may be
deemed necessary to use there.
During the past year there has betm purchased, inspected, and
stored under cover at this arsenal, 483 M. feet of white oak timber
•

.
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and 30 tpousand rough fuzes. The supply of timber an.d rough
fa zes ordered is not yet quite completed.
The current requirements of the departmerit, the care and-preservation of the stores o.n hand qt this place, the improvement of
t he public grounds-, the general police of the arsenal and the care
ana preservation of ·the ordnance at Forts Independence and Win- •
t hrop, and at South Boston point, have filled up the intervals of
time not devoted to the objects before_ spec_ified; and i_t is expected
t hat the end of the .next fiscal year will witness the completion of
- all the objects for which appropriations have- been made.
,

_
J. A. WEBBE~, .
Military storekeeper-in~charge.

1

ORDNANCE OFFICE,

Washington, November 14, 1848.

· G. TALCOTT,
Colonel of Ordnance..
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A.

.11.pportionment of arms to the militia for the year 1847, under the act
of 180S, for arming and equipping the whole body of the militia. -
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G. TALCOTT, Colonel Ordnance.
ORDNANCE OFFICE,
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Statement of the ordnance and ordnance .stores distributed to the
militia, under the act of .llpril, 1808, from the 1st Juty, ;1847, to
the 30th June, 1848.
·
10 6-pounder bronze guns.
2 4-pounder do.
<lo.
2 12-pounder do.
howitzers.
58 6-pounder carriages, with implements and equipments complete.
2 4-pounder
do.
• do.
do.
do.·
12 12-pounder howitzer
, . do.
do.
16 caissons, with tools and spare par.ts.
1,019 muskets, with appendages.
406 Hall's r.ifles,
do.
420 percussion riflei, do.
80 carbines,
·
do.
606 pistols,
do.
366 cavalry .sabres.
•
470 non- commissioned officers' swords.
46 artillery swo_rds'. ,
1, 1J3 sets of infantry accoutrements . •
620 do.
rifle
do.
1,366 do. cavalry
do.
470 non-commis~ioned officers' sword-~elt~.
46 artillery; sword-belts.
84 ets of artillery harness for two wheel horses.
46
do.
do.
do.
two lead
do.

do.

G. TALCOTT,
. Colonel of Ordnance.
ORDNANCE OFFICE,,

.

,,

Washington, November 14, 1848.

--·C.
I

•

Ordnance and ordnance stores issued to the armies in the.field, and
t o th.e sevFal military posts, for the year ended 30th June, 1848,
viz: ·
·
28
28
7
5
1
• 1
39
28

•

6-pou~der bronze guns.
~2-pounder bronze howitzers.
. .
12-pounder bronze mountain howitzers.
•o•
18-pounder siege and gar,rison guns.
10-inch seacoast mortar.
.
8,inch siege howitzer.
24-pounder howitzers for flank defence.
6-pounder carriages, with impleme;its, &c., complete •

.

I
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16 12-pounder howitzer carria'g es, with implements, &c,,
complete.
.
. .
16 12-pounder ~owitzer block-house carnages, _w ith 1mple,
ments, &c., complete.
•
7 12-pounder mountain howitzer carria·g~s, · with ,implemen ts, &c.,. complete.
5 IS-pounder siege carriages, .with implements, &c., com ,
·
·plete.
-40 ca~ssons, with tools and -spare parts.
14 b:ittery wagons, wi'.h tools, &c.
35 travelling forges, with contents.
3 mortar wagons.
.
1 24-pounder ba bette carriage, with implements,'&c.
1 10 inch ;:;eanoast mortar bed.
1 8-inch siege howitzer carriage, complete._
108 sets .of artillery harness for two wheel horses.
· ·. ·. • 205 sets of artillery harness for two le'1.t:l horses.
50 42-poun.der cannon balls.
50 8-inch shells. ·
50 12-pounder shells.
17,440 ro,unds pf ammunition for field cannon.
900 . rounds of ammunition for siege cannon.
2,783,658 cartridgeS ' for smaJI arms.
1,239,430. percus.sion caps, extra.
60,600 pounds of ca!'lnon powder..
•
1,000 pounds of i:nusket powder.
4,460 pounds of rifle powder.
5,125 pounds of lead.
.
18,982 muskets,with appendages.
88 Hall's rifles, with appendages.
t
3,529 percussion and flint rifles and appendages.
5 rifle wall-pi~ces and appendages.
3,257 carbines and appendages.
96 mv,sketoons and appendages.
.
4,322 perc!ussion and flint pistols and appendages,
1,000 Qolt's patent pistols and appendages.
' 2,795 cavalry sabres.
386 horse artillery sabr·es.
532 non-commissioned officers' swords.
272 musicians' swords.
351 artillery swords.
18,864 sets ·of infantry accoutrements.
1,338 sets of rifle accoutrements.
. 2,931 sets of cavalry accoutrements.
7l3 sword belts.
,83,w6 flints.

.-

I•

G. TALCOTT,
Colonel of Ordnanc e.
ORDNANCE OFFICE,

Washington, November 14, 1848.
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REPORT OF THE SURGEON GENERAL.

SURGEON GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Novemb.er 15, 1848.

V

Sm: The ',duty of making the anrrnal repor't fro-m this bureaa
again devolving upon me, I have the honor to submit a statement '
o f the fiscal transactions for the year ending the 30t_h of June, . tog et her with some remarks upon ·the affairs generally of -the medical
d epartment of the .army to the 30th of September, of the · present
.
y ear,.
·
._
The amount of the appropriations for the medica,l and hospital
d epartment remain_ing 03:1 the 30th of June, 1847, w?S·:.
In the hand~ of d1sbu·rsmg agents.... • • • • • • . • • • •.• •
$1,232 2&
In the treasury of the United States..... ..........
37,748 10
Add to this, amount appropriated per act 2d of
March, 1847 .............. .......... ...........•
150,000 00
Amount appropria,ted___ per act 29th of -March, 1848 •.•
64,500' 00
.
.
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ; ......... · ...........• , .
253,480 36
'

I

0 f this sum there has bee·n expended' on account of
pay, and other claims. of private physicians ••••••
On account of medica] - supplies, &c., &c., &c ••••• ,
Leaving .in th·e hands of disbursing agents ••••••••••
.And in the treasury of the United States ..... ... . \ •••

$23,433 55
J46,902 12

Total .......... , ..... ·................ ; ....... .

$253,480 36

I

10,510 00
72,634 69

During the war with. Mexico, medical · and hospital supplies of,
e v ery kind have been, as far as practica!Jle, regularly furnished to1
t he army at, home and a'broad, but at an extraordinarily increased;
r a t io of expense.
,
The expenditures for medicines, surgical instruments, hospital
sto r es, bedding, &c., &c. ,Jrom the 30th ,Pf June, 1~4 7,• to the 30th
of June,- 1848, the close of the fiscal year, amount to, as alreadys t a ted, the sum of $146,902 ·12; and judging from the large num --.
ber of claims daily coming in u p on us since, some of them of more
th a n doubtful legitimacy, we sha1l have to pay many thousand
do llars more, before we can get rid of the responsibilities imposed
up on us by other .persons than the agents of the medical departme nt of the army. Ample supplies o.f medical stores were r egu- •
1
] arly provided by the medical purveyors at N ew York and :New
O r leans, and forwarded to the main depots of the ,se v eral army
c orps -Operating against, Mexico. A large amotrnt of ! he~e stores,
h owe v er, were . lost at sea, ($14,398 . worth in on_e nssel, for in-_
st a nce,) while other portions wer_e ~amaged or qestroyed . on the·
coast, in the transfer from the sh1pprng to the shore.
.
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Again, 1n conse'luence of the want of transportati?n, or the
limited means of transportation furnished, added to the interrupted
communication between the troops in the field, an'd the depots on
the seaboard, no i'nconsiderable amount of the ' medical supplies
were lost, damaged, or d~stroyed on the road.
These heavy losses at sea and by land, together with the waste
of the stores among new troops, and those under a constant change
of position, brought about the necessity of purchasing medicmes,
&c., in the en~my's country, at very extravagant prices, thereby
swelling the expenditures of the medical department of the army
greatly beyond the sum which would have met the requirements of
the service under ordinary circumstances.
The amount of t';laims of private physicians, settled up to the
, close of the last fiscal year, is pretty considetable ; but this, l
apprehend, is only a llloiety of what is to be paid, for physicians
were employed by almost eve_ry independent military commander
at will, until all responsibility ceased, or control over the matter
was lost.
The existence of war 'brings about a forced state of .. things, and
leads to abuses of privilege and of power, and extra vagancies of
~very kind, which cannot al ways be resisted or prevented ; so that
:we ·sha11 haTe to set down. the excess of our ordinarily limited disbursemen'ts with .the heavier expenditures of other branches of the
military servi.ce, as the unavoidable results of a .state of war.
I essayed to prepare, as usual, a tabular abstract from the quarterly sick reports received at this office ; but finding that the
returns fr9tn many of the corps were so imperfe ~t that no reliable
statistical information could b.e derived from them, I had reluctantly to abandon th_e idea of presenting a report upon the sickness
and mortality of the army during the past year.
Since the last annual report, two medical boards for the exami, nation of applicants for appointment to the medical staff of the
army, have been con vene_d in the city of 'New York; tLe first on
the 27th' of October, 1847, and the second on the 1st of May, 1848.
By the last of these board~, Assistant Surgeon J.
Russell was
examined ; and having fully come up to the standard of profes•sional merit required, he was accordingly recommended for promotion.
- •
Before the two boards, o'ne hundred and thirty-eight candidates
were authorised to preseµt themselves f.or examination, forty-eight
of whom only report~d 'to the board.
Of the number who reported, ten withdrew, two were found to
be ph~ sically disqualified, and thirty-six underwent the examination ; and of these last, ten .were approved and recommended for
appointment.
·
From the approved ca)ldidates, four were · regularly taken up as
vacancies occurred; when the a ct of Congress, approved July 19th,
1848, prohibited any further va canci es b eing filled in the m~dica l
depar~ment of the army·
•
Since the pa~sage of that act, one surgeon and two assistant surgeons have died, and two assis t ant surgeoJas have resigned -Ieavincr
0

w·.

1

the aimy without the necessary services of five medical dfficers.
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I shou]d be· wanting in my duty to the army and to ~he government were I not to say here, that the two surgeons and twelve
a sist'ant surgeons, authorised by the ac;t of Congress of the 11th of
February, 1847, as additional to the medical ~taff of the army, are '
·'
,
,
essential to the good of the serv.ice.
Previously to the commencement of hostilities with -Mexico, the
number of forts and other military stations occupied _by troops was - ·
fifty -six, (a few of them requiring the servius of two physicians,)
and these were provided with medical aid from a corps consisting
1
of twenty surgeons and 6fty assistant surgeons.
At the pr,esen_t time, the military posts already occupied by troops:
and those about- to be establishe.d in Texas, New lVI exico, Oregon,
and California (some of them requiring two or three medical officers,
perhaps,) will reach the _n um her of eighty-fl ve ' or more ; all of
which will have to be provided with medical _aid from the samf>
number of medical officers as before, if the proviso to the third section of the act of Congress of the 19th of July, 184:8, is continued
in force.
That the medical staff of the army; consisting of twenty surgeons and fifty assistant surgeons, were insufficieBt to furnish the necessary medical aid to the tr-oops occupying but fifty-six posts, may
be inferred from. the number of private physicians who were then
employed; and if the seventy surgeons and assistant surgeons were
inadequate to the wants of the army at that time, it is manifest that
the ·same number of -medical officers cannot meet the requirements
of the service :how, when the military force is to be spre'ad ovtr a
vast extent of c·ou11try, otcupying thirty-five or more new· stations.
Under the conviction, then, that the medical staff of9 the army
cannot be reduced below the number of twenty-two surgeons and
sixty-two a$~istant surgeons, without maRifest injury to the service,
I do most earnestly recommend that the proviso to the third section of the act of Congress, approved 19th of' July, 1848, be, as far
as the medical department"is concerned, repealed.
Almost all th'e o,fficers of the medical s·~aff, whose services were
not essential at other points, have been employed with the several
army corps ope~ating against Mexico ; and whether serving •in hospitals, at depots, or with troops in the field, they invariably acquitted themselves faithfully of all their obligations to the army
and to·,the governinent.
The surgeons and assistant surgeons, immediately attached to·
corps .in the field, not only bore their fu]l measure of the toi'ls and
the privations, but also participated largely in the dangers of the
service ; for in each and -every conflict they were exposed to the
shafts of the foe-the same ·as were their brethren in arms of the
line of the army.
All of which is respectfully submitted .

THOMAS LAWSON,

Hon . WM. L. MARCY,
Secretary of War.

.Surgeon Genernl.

I
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PENSION OFFICE, November IO, 1848.
Sm: I herewith transmit the annual statements shewing the

opei:ations of this office for the past ye·ar.
The paper marked A shews the number of persons whose names
appear on the pension rolls of the several States and territories of
· the Union. This statement shews that 15,286 are still on the pension roJls, an.d there are a few others on the rolls of- the agencies
from which we have ·yet had ·no returns; but, a~ only 12,944 pensioners were paid during the first two quarter~ of the present calendar year, it is highly -p robable that many I.ave died since my last
annual report; of whose deaths we have as yet no certain account.
The only correct information which we have of a pensioner's death
is- that which we receive through the represent~frves of the deceased, when application is made for the balance of the stipend
due at the time of the pensioner's death.
. The statement marked B exhibits the number added to the rolls
sin_ce the last annual report:
. ·The deaths, so far as returns have been received, amount to ~ine
h,rndred and twenty-five. The statemeqt of deaths will be found
in pj-per marked C.
..
The . balances -- in the treasury,• of appropriations for the fiscal
year endin~ June 30, 1849, will be found in paper marked D.
Paper marked E shews what sums are in the hands of the agents,
for_paying pensioners, at the periods when they rendered their la~t
returns. ·
,
·
.
In the paper marke~ F, the number of pensioners paid in the
:first six months of the prrsent calendar year will be found.
Claims for half-pay, under the act of 5th July, 1832, entitled
~, An act to provide for liquidatin·g and paying certain claims of
the State of Virginia," have been allowed .to the amount of
$33,171 ·2s since my last annual report.
The invalid pension lists contain the names of 3,126 r,ersons.
To this class of pensioners six -hundred and ninety-one hav~ been
added within the year past. But of the whole number, only 2,329
have been paid in the two first quarters of -the present calendar
year.
·
The law of the 18th o·f March, 181$, gave a pension to all
officers and soldiers of t.he conrtnental armY,., and to the officer_s,
seamen, and marines of the navy of the revolution, who were lil
indigent circumstances.
Of 20,485 who were pensioned, 1,540,
Recording to our last returns, are still on the rolls; but only eight
hundred and thirty-nine were paid in the first two quarters of the
current year.
•
,
The provisions of the act of the 15th of May, 1828, extend to
a1\ officers and sold,iers of the continental army who served to the
end of the war, Under that law, 1,148 received pensions; 171 of
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-whom are still on the rolls; but only 141 have been paid their sti- .
pends during the two first quarters of !he present year. ·
The act. of the 7th .June , 183.2, p,rov1dts for a;l officers and men
of the army, navy, and militia, who se rved _six months at any pe riod of the revolutionary war; and, under this law, 37,634 persons
have a'pplied for pensions. Of these 32,?28 have · been admitted to·
the bendits of the law, and, 7,320 are still on the rolls; but only
3 604 have b,e€n paid during the first two quart ers of !he present
y~ar. This last mentioned _fact raises._a stron g presumption t~a_t a
consideralile number have died; of which we hav~ yet no pos1t1ve
information.
~
Under the ~ct of the 4th of July, 1836, 7).2QS claims have been
presented, but only 4,636 have been allowed. The number on the
rolls'is 1)253; but <;rn1y eight hundred an<l thirty~six have been
paid in the two first qu arters of the present year.
·
The. act of the 2d of Febr.uary, 1848, entitled "An act making
further provisions for th·e surviving widows of the soldiers .of the
revolution," gives a pension du ring wid~wh .o od to all w_idows.
who were married before the year 1794, and wh ose husband s
served six months during the revolution. · Under this law, 1, 75
have .been pensioned; and I presume have been pai d, although our
returns <lo not show the fact, as the paym(!nts were made since the .
nceipt of the agent~s last retur~s.
· ,
Tt.e ·act of the 21st of July, 1848, provides for the widows and
orphans of 'officers and soldiers of the regular army, as wtll as for ·
the widows and orphan s of th~ volunteers who have perished in the
late Mexican war. Not many pensions, under this law, have. yet
qecn granted, and no returns have yet been made of payments .
under this law.
,
·
·
·
Upwards of sixty · thousand claims have been presented under
the ninth section of' the act of the 11th February, 1847, which
gives bounty land, or treasury scrip, at the option of the claimant,
to evPry non-commissioned officer a'nd ' soldier w.ho served in the
late Mexican ·war. We have issued· 35;962 land warrants of 160
acres each, upder. this. law, and 3,228 warrants
forty acres eacb ..
Certificates of scrip, for one hundred. do11ars each, have been allowed in _1,754 cases, and ~ertificatd of twen;y-five dollars each
ha~e been gr1anted in 405 cases, making an aggregate amount of
claims allowed, under this law, •of 41,349.
Twenty thousand
claims received here have 'not yet been acted on. I have no doubt
but forty thousand more c]aims wil-1 yet be presented.
The paper marked G contains a statement relative to bounty
]and~ for revolutionary services, and for services during the war..
-0f 1812 with Great Ilritain.
,
The p2y1,ntats for pen.sions, during the fiscal 3ear ending 30th
June, 1848, have been about nine hundred and fifty thousand· dol lar~o
I h::1ve the honor to be, very re~pectful ly, your obediflnt servant,

of

J. L. E1'WARDS,

1

H_()n. WM. ·L. MARcv,
le~retary of War.
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:Jtcltcm,ent ·~·!,,owing the number of pensioners in the different States and Territories.
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November 10, 1848 :

J. L. EDWARDSl Oomnd~sioner .JJf Pensions.
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q statement showing th(}. number of pensioners added to the rolls of the: several States and Territories from No~
vember 13, 184 7, to November 10, 184&.
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On~xcE, November 10, 1848.

J ,_, L. EDWARDS, Commissioner qf Pensions.
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STATEMENT OF DEATHS.

statement centainin$ fhe ~number of pensioners whose deaths have been reporteisince the last annual ret-u,rn.
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P ENSION OFF I CE ,

N ovember 10 1 1848.

.t::;
. J. I~. EDWARDS ,

Commissioner of Pensions.
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D.
STATEMENT OF "BALANCES IN THE TREASURY.

Statement s-kowing ti,,e ·u nexpended balanc~s of appropriations on handfor paying pensioners on the 30th Septem,- bn, 1848; the amount required to- be experJ,ded in tlie 4th . quarter of 1848; anJ, the amount required to be e:rpended in tlae 1st and 2d quarters of 1849.
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Invalid pensions granted under various laws passed from
1790 ·to 1848 ..•....•••....• .• .•.•..•.........•.•••.••. j$~48,216 67

_
1. . . . . . . . . . . . J$140,216 67

95,752 00

45,752 00

Pensions under the act of March 18 1 1818 ..•.•..•••.••

Pensions t.o widows and orphans under the act of J nly 4, 1836

168,750 00~

~9 ,350

uo

The unexpended balance of $8,000 may be applied
to the service of the fiscal year ending June 30,
1850.
The unexpended balanc~ of $50,000 may be applied
to the service of the fiscal year endmg June 30,
1850.
·
The unexpended balance of.$109,400 may be applied
to the service of the fiscal year ending June 30,
1850.

Pensions to widows under the a.ct of .Tuly 7, 1838. • ·• .•••• ·I 273,1 9 1 67 •.••• , ..•••• j 80,000 OO--j The unexpended balance of $193,191 67 may be ap•
plied to the service of the fisoal vear ending J unt,
30, 1850.
.

t"-'

Pensions to widows under the act of l1areh 3, 1843'.••-: •••

80,726 27

16,000 00

The unexpended balance of $64 726 Z'I may bo ap,
plied to the service of the fl.s~al year ending June

140,600 ·35

The unexpended balance of $148,000 may be applied
_ fo the service of the fiscal year ending Ju\ie 30,
1850.
.

30, 1850.

Pensions to widow~:under ,the aot of Febrtt~ry 2, 1<34~·-· .. ,I 288,600 35

PENSION OFFICE.

I, .......... •I

k

November 10, 1848 . · ,

J. L. ED-"\VARD.S, Commissioner of Pension&.
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s'tATEMENT OF _BAiAN~ES IN THE HANDS OF P:mNSION AGENTS.

:dtttemtnt s·howing the balances in the liands of tlie several pension agents, at the dates of!their last ¥eturn.t, on
account of invalids, widows, and revolutionary pensioners .
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William E. Woodruff.... .
James Perrine .......... .
James H. Dearing ..•...•
William H. Moore ....••.
Horace Goodwin, 2d .... .
John W. Maury ....... ..
Jacob Alrichs . . ......... .
Arthur M. Reed .•.....•.
Francis H. Flagg ....•.•.
James S. Morell ....•....
Charles R. Hurst •..••.•.

J. F.' D. Lanier ......... ..
Mason C. Fitch .••••••••.
George W . .Jones ..•.•., •.
Newton Lane ..•• : ...... .
Gr~onbeny Dorsey ....•..
William Woodbury .•. , •.•

$953 57
$557 28
Little Rock, Ark........
$332 95
$233 60
$ 2,960 74 1
3,838 15
354 10
780 25
Mobifo, Ala. . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • • • . • . . . .
349 83 I
5,125 00
1,003' 00
226 00
Tuscaloosa, Ala.........
770 00
338 00
1
No returns.
Hnntsville, Ala .••.••... , . · ..•.••• • ..... • • .•• • ·. , ....•• ,. · · ·. ,. · · · • • · · · · · ·
Hartford, ·conn.........
•2,558 88
6,409 72
127 50
24,849 68
'*5 812 37
744 78
5.294 49
Washington, D. C......
2,501 52
368. 19
'210 00 :
'568 00
50 co
Wilmington, Delavrnre..
248 00
368 00
569 35 .
Jacksonville, Fla........
707 01
116 00
1,120 01
"·
Tallahassee, Fla .•....... t • • • • , ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • ·• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • No returns.
Savannah,Ga ..... . ..... , ......... , ..
2,295 88 ........ ~..
1,108 33
9,292 11
Springfield, Ill ..•..•.... . ..••••..•.••••••••..•.•..•••••..•••...•.••.•••••.•••• : ..•.•• Aggregate· amount $819 86;
items not specified.
Madison; Ia ..•.......... '
1,199 00
2,313 00
674 00
6,826 00
2,136 00
1
Nb rnturns.
~:: : : : : : : '. ~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : .'::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : Aggregate amount $2,Q04 8tS j
1tems not specified.
1
No returns.
No returns .
Ponland 1 Me ........... j *3,019 20
3·,461 44
650 92
14,751 76
8,071;> 85

. .. 3; 692. 85.
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I
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Cl
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~~b:q~~~~:;;a
~~:st:f~a!: ·i~::::: '.'. I::::::.::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ~~:::::::::: :::::·~:::::

'1

0
~

~

0

1--4

'William C. A1iderson .....
E. P. Hastings ...•••..•.
Franklin Haven ..••....••
John S Gittings ..... : ...
D. N. Burrows.: ...•.•.•
Richard Jenness ........ .
Isaac Hill .....•....•....
Benjami·n S. Hart ...•....
Thomas W. Olcott ....•••
John Huske .......••....
Philemon Dickinson .•••••
William B. Barry •.••....
James R. Snowden ....•••
John B. Guthrie ..•.•....
Paris Hill .............. .
Johrr C. Cochran ...... : ••
Charle~ C. Abernathy •.•.
John W- Campbell ..•••••
William K. Blair ••••....
William Lyon, jr ....•..•.
Joel M. Smith ...........
Anthony Robinson, · sen'r ...
Alexander Newman ..••••
R.R. Keith .••••••.•.•••
Merritt Clark ..•.•••••••
Paraclete Potter .•..••..•
Amount due the U. States
by agents ••••••••.••••
Amount due agents by the
United States •.••••••••
:Balance due the U. States
b7 agents ..•••••••••••

St. Louis,' Mo..........
1,283 19
623 88
2,020 oo
11,541 36
943 50
Detroit,Mich ...........
. 4119
•930
3840
1,15058
48821
Boston, Mass...........
4,263 19
4,787 61
2,988 33
10,563 24
17,280 52
Baltimore, Md..........
163 72
702 42
196 44
6,078 90
2,578 32
Jackson, Mi::<s .........••.••...•.....•.•••.....•....•••.•.••.•...•....•...•..•.....• No returns.
Portsmouth, N. H...... • 629 57
1,378 73
202 99
fa ,290 94 - ' 874 40
Concord, N. H .•..•..•....•.,... ••.•
1,785 03
108 00
7,616 75
3,272 89
New York, N. Y...... ••
3,522 63
1,476 35
. 3·,150 33
31,223 06
•1 ,542 52
Albany, N. Y._.•.••.. ,. 22,084 39
17,801 46
1,277 87 •23 ,722' 74
76,016 87
Fayetteville, N. C .•••. ,
5,353 14
,616 23
473 77 _ 2-1,575 22
2,150 07
Trenton, N. J..........
7,225 00
10,120 00
502 00
3,980 00 •12,837 00
3,900 00
500 00 .
9,000 00
3,600 00
Cinci'nnati, Ohio . . . . . . • • . • . • • • . . . • • •
Philadelphia, Pa ... _.....
2,390 19
10,467 55
2,970 58
25;892 22
416 96
Pittsburg, Pa...........
53 77
7 1 598 _88
1,25'7 98
18,001 18
"'3 ,841 43
Providence, R. I........
1,967 69
5,504 59
•817 71
14,809 36
982 21
Charleston, S. C..... .•.
•288 00
4,353 00
213 00
23/162 00
4,199 00
Pulaski, Tenn .................... : •
108 83
· 670 00
1,947 51
8?8.. 48
Jackson Tsnn ..•.••.. ,.
496 5o
48 81
100 00
3,336 23
5orr 00
365 00 ............ ·•·.........
I ,989 57 .•........••
Jonssbo1~ough, Tenn.....
Knox·ville, Tenn ..•••••...••••••.••.•.••••••••.••..•••.••.•••••••••••.•••.•• , •••••••• Aggregate amount' $13,050
items not specified.
Nashville, Tenn .•..•.••. •2,000 00
112 60
1,603 44
12,287 57
2,676 67
1,550 '94
"'895 95
16,794 82
Richmond, Va ...•.•••••
81,938 12
*7 ,152 01
- 2If 95
126 67
344 80
Wheeling, Va .•.•••••••
5,744 63
425 50
•35 48
1,252 25
Montpel:er, Vt .•.••..••
1,762 30
3,702 68
Q,422 54
2,217 77
864 33
Poultney, Vt ....•••.....
6,374 89
12,156 54
5,867 58
34 42
Milwaukie, Wisconsin ..•
69 50
4 01

············ ············

. .. .. .. .. . . .... .... -~- ..

59,745 63

114,774 35

23 ,_470 13

388,771 99

........................

•7 ,_9Ql 56

*9 30

*1,713 66

*23r722 74

.

·······················

51,844 07

114,765 05

* Those marked t;hus (*)

21,756 47

t_,:j
~

~
0
~

~
0

.....

157,272 11
*31,185 39
~

365,049 25 1126 ,086 72

due to the agents.
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E.-Statement of balances in t~.e hands oj pension agents-Oontinued.
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Little Rock, Ark ....•.•..•..•.••••••• _..
$18 34
$283 36 .•••..........
Mobile, Ala............
$159 17
70 00
1,440 <io ••••, ......... .
Tuscaloosa; Ala........
54 00
50 00
642 00 ....•.........
Hunts~,. Ala ................•.•.....••••••...•....••..•....•.•...••.......•.. No returns.
Halrt~JJa..''Jonn.........
1,150 50 . . .. . .. . . .. . . . .
16,895 05
$9,569 61
W?-s~ _ ~ ,1, D. C .. " ".
2,38~ 67
2 ,8~7 15 - · *.250 32
*708 88
W1
;,;t--.n, Delaware..
17n 00
4,6 00
7 00 ............ ..
Jae
,.,~lie, Fla........
1,800 00
600 00
800 00 ...... , .... ..
Ta! uassee, Fla ...... ,. . ..................................................... . No returns.
Sav!1-nnab, Ga...........
813 76
3,182 65 . . • .. . • .. . .. ..
740 92
Springfield, Ill. ........................ : . ........................ . . • ........... . Aggregate amount $819 86; itenu,
not specified.
1,944 00
1,820 00
Madison, Ia ... .'....... ·1
5,244 00
889 00
New Albany, Ia ................. ; .. .. •••••••••••••• !••••••••••••••,••••••••••••• No returns.
Dubuque, Iowa .•.••.••.••••. ·••.••••..
,
Aggregate amount $2,004 85; itemfi
not specifi_lald.
Louisville, Ky ....•....•...•.•...•..•..•••••••••.•...•••••.••.•••.
No returns.
New Orleans, La ......................................... .._..... ..
No returns .
Portland , Me...........
1,771 59
871 37
882 22
2,559 f>l
St, Louis, Mo...........
211 43
· 257 2~
*132 81
131 00
77 64
•10 08
944 93
DPtroit, Mich...........
160 00
2,067 45
6,615 66
6,280 40
Boston, Mass...........
3,983 70
Baltimore, Md.......... ,
547 07
709 47
*314 57
1,040 00
Jackson, Miss •... . ••.••.••••••..•.......••••....•..•••••••,.•••.•.
No returns.
Portsmouth, N .. H.......
•11,162 03
726 40 ,
1,758 82
600 00
Concord, N. H.........
281 94 •. :-. • .. . .. . . . .
3,104 34
1;411 00

:I

Newton Lane .......... .
Green berry Dorsey ..•.•..
William Woodbury .•.••.
William C. Anderson ••••.
E. P. Hastings .. , ...... ,
Franklin Haven ..•.•..•..
John S. Gittings ........•.
D. N. Burrows ........ ..
Rio hard Jenness ......... .
Isaac Hill ..•............

~
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J. F. D. L anier •....•.•.
Mason C . Fitch ..........
George W. Jones ...•••. .-

.

aS 00

0
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William E. Woodruff.....
James Perrine ...........
James H. Dearing . . • . . . .
Williatn H. l\1oore ...••..
Horace Goodwin, 2<l .....
John W. -~aury .........
Jacob _t\..111chs ...........
Arthur ·M. Reed .........
Francis H. Flagg ........
....James S. Morell. ........
Charles R. Hurst........
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New York N y

:Benjami1'l S. Hart........
Thoma!! W. Olcott .•...•.
Jo~n Hn~ke_·•:·· ........
Ph1\umon D1ckrnson......
William B. Barry ..•••.•.
Jl\.mes R. Snowden.'. •....
J~rn B. Guthrie ..•• ••••• ,
Paris Hill. ..............
John C. Cochran ... , . .. .
Charles C. Abernathy.. ..
John W. Campbell ..... •..
William K .• Blair •.•.....
William Lyon, jr .••••....

Albany, N'. y'.. .".'.:::::: I
Fayetteville, N.· C .•...
Trenton, N. J ....••.•..
Cincinnati, Ohio ....... .
Philadelphia, Pa .....•. .
Pittsburgh, Pa ....•..•••
Proyidence, R. I. ...... .
Charleston, S. C ..... .' ..
Pulaski, Ten-n .•..•.••••.
J ackson, Tenn .....••...
Jonesborough-, Tenn ...•.
Knoxville, Tenn ........ .

Joe1 M. Smith ...........
Anthony Robinson, sen'r..
Alexander Newman .•••••
R. R. Keith- .......... -~.
Merritt Clark . •• ,.,,.......
Paraclete Potter.. • • • . • • •

Nashvil1e, Tenn ........ .
Richmond, Va ...•••••••
Wheeling, Va ..•••••..••.
Montpelier, Vt.: ...... .
Poultney, . Vt. ......... .
Milwaukie, Wi~consin .. .

• 183
l ,2'H
·4,858
8,4:t3
800,
3 ,235
603
•11, 121
·6,003
4J8

35
73
15

00
00
92
58
64
00
12

··············

..••••. 260° 09°
2, IBa oo
3,800 00
741 55
550 25

S ,834
•7,630
492
1,029

43
24
56
00

•

1,636 71

19,650
760
423
700
3,737
1,37g
2,024
·785

··············
2,748 90

55
00
00
00
25
11
13
00

.............. . 2,910 79
..
.. •121 00
467 ,00
.............. ········ ...... .............. . ..
2,103 15
487 37
MO 98
.............. ..............
532 00 ··············
··············· Aggregate
............... ................ .......... .... ..............
1,5S9 87

'

..

-

,-

.- -

amount $13,060;
not specified .

1,R03
"32,358
250
12,967
2,757
16

71

23g 00

51
00
83
04
67

•3--, ,n6 oo

1,233 99

1,345····
72
.............. ··········
"2,038 39'
6,694 06
573 93 ..............
33 ,3.i295 83

1,423
. *1,809
.
458
3,885
. 3,251

51
89
68.
01
45
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Amount du~ the U. States
by agent~ -- .••••..•.••..•••••.•••••.....•.•.•.•
Amount due agents by the
United States •...••••••.•••••••.•.•.•.•••..•••_.

51,222· 97

32,939 86

56,179 19

60,~23 14

*65,686 68

>¥J ,213·,08

•10 ,386 33

*3,303 77

"'14,463 71

23,726 78

46,~92. 86

,_

.

l3Eliance due the U. States

by agents .••.•••.•.••..•••••••

z9 -

~

57,119 37

(

* Those marked thus (•) due to the agents.
PENSION

On1cE, ·Nove111ber 10, 1848.

J. L. EDWAlt;DS, C~mmissioner of Pensj,ons.
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PENSIONERS PAID IN THE FffiST. AND SECOND QUARTERS OF 1848.

Jl. sfatement
showlng the number of
tlie Ist and 2d q'u arters of 18!8.
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. pensioners wlw have been paid in
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New Hainpshire .............•.•...••••••• , •... , •.••.•• •, ••• ~ .•
Massac:husetts .....•..•.•..•..••..••••••...• , • •. • • · • • • • • • • • · · • • •

Connecticut ...•..•.•••.•.• , •..•• , ••.• , , , , , , , · , • • · • • • · • • • • • • • • · •
Rhode Island .•.•••.••.•....•••••...•...•••••.• • . , , . • , • · • • • • • • •
Vermont ....•..•.•.•.•••..••••••••...•••••••••••• , • , · •.•• ,, • • •
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G.
Report on the bu iness of t/1,e Pension Office relating to the military
bounty lands o th.e war of the revolution, and of the late war with
Great Britain, for t lt c yeaJ' ending on the 31st October, 1848.

·--------------==-

/

REVOLUTIONARY CLAIMS.
Number pf applications for military bounty lands for services in the war of the revelutionJ receive<l and examined <luring the year eading on the 31st October, 1848
During the period above stated the revolutionary land warrants issued were buL 5
of 100 acres each. Total acres •••• , , •.••••••••••...•• , ••..•.... : • . • . • . • • • •

• 230

500

LATE WAR ' CLAIMS.
:Number of applications for bounty lands for services in the late war with Great Britain, rooeived and examined during the year ending on the 31st October, 1848...

28

Abstract of the n\lmber of late war claims admi,tted, and for which land warrants
have issued durmg the period above stated: viz.:
.20 land warrants of 160 acres each, issued under the acts of Congress of -Decem-. ber 24, 1811, and January 11, 1812. Total acres.............................

3,200

,

,

Number of new certificates of right to locate land warrants of tho late vrnr alass,
issued since the passage of the act of Congress of the 26th June, 1843, ·upon
which warrants no patents had been previously grant0!11,,viz:
5 certificates for the. single bounty of 160 acres each.
f
•
PENSION 0EFieE,

November 10, 1848.

•

Total acres .....• '... . . • . •

800

J. L. EDWARDS, Commissione'f of Pensicm,:
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REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER

or

INDIAN 4FF'AIRS.

I , ~

1

w AR ' DEPA,RTMENT,
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Jet4~
/\

Office Indian JJ.ffairs, November 30, 1846.
Sm: I h.ive the honor to lay before you the usual annual exposi-tion of the condition and affairs of this branch of the public ser"-vice; the details of which, to a considerable extent, will, be found
in the accompanying reports and sta_tements of the superintendents,
agents, and sub-agents of the De.partment, and other persons connected with it; some of which are of peculiar interest, and all
worthy of perusal-furnishing, as they do, the latest and ·most
authentic information resp.e cting the condition and prospects of the
remnants of an interesting people, who once held undisputed sway
over the territor1 we no~ o~cupy, but who have gradually melted
away before the advance of civilization, or, in broken groups, been
swept westward by the pressure and rapid extension 0£ ~ more-intelligent and enterprising race.
•
'
While, to all, the fate of the 'red man ha\s, thus far, been alike ·.
unsatisfactory and painful, ,jt has, ~ith many, been a source of
much misrepresentation and unjust national reproach .. · Apathy,
barbarism, and ,heathel_lism must give way to energy, civilization,
and christianity; and so the Indian of this conti1nent has _been displaced by the European; b~t this has been attended with ·much less
of oppression and injustice than has g~neraUy been .rep.resented
and believed . . If, in the rapid spread of our population and sway,
with all their advantages and .blessingS: to ourselves and to o_thers,
injury has been inflicted upon the ba1·barous and heathen pe_ople
we have displaced, are we as ··a nation alone to be held up to
reproach for such a result? Where, in- the contest of civi·lization ·
with barbarism, since the com'mencement of -time, has it been less
the case than with us; and where have there been more general
an<l pers'e vering efforts, according
to our means and opportunities,
1
than thofe made by us, to ext end to the conquered all the super'ior
resources and ad¥antages · enjoyed by the conquerors? Of the
magnitud_e and extent of those · efforts but little comparatively is
generally known.
Stolid and unyielding in his nature, ·and i•veterately wedded to
th~ sava-ge habits, cus_toms, and ~prejridices in which he has been
reared an<l traine<l, i.t i·s seldohi the case that the full blood Indian
of our _hemisphere can, in immediate juxtaposition with· a white
population, be hr< ught farther w,ithin the pa 1-e of civ'ilization than
to adop.t its vices; under the corrupting influences of whlch, too
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indolent to labor, and too weak to resist, he soon sinks into misery
and despair. The inequality of his position in all that secures
dignity and respect is too glaring, and the contest he has to make
with the superior race with which he is brought into contact; in all
the avenues to success. and prosperity in life, is too unequal to hope
. for a better result. The collision is to him a positive evil. He is
unprepared and in all respects unfitted for it; and he necessarily
soon sinks under it and perishes. It must be recollected, too, that
· our white population has rapidly increased and extended, and,
with a widening contact, cortstantly pressed upon the Indian occupants of territory necessary for the accommodation of our own
people; thus engendering preju.di9e's and creating difficulties which
have occasionally led to strife and bloodshed-inevit:.ble between
rlifferent· race.s under such circumstances-in :which the weaker party
· must suffer. Hence, it is to natural and unavoidable causes, easily
understood and appreciated, _rather than to wilful neglect, or to
deliberate oppression and wrong, that we must in a' great measure
attribute the rapid decline and disappearance of our Indian pppulation. Cannot this sad and depressing tendency of things be checked,
and the past be at least measurably repaired by better results in
the future? It is be.Jieved they can; and,. indeed, it has to some
ext~nt qeen done already, by the wise ~and b@nefi.cent system of
policy put in operation some years since, and which, if steadily
-c arried out, will soon give to our whole Indian system a very different and much more favorable aspect.
The policy already begun and rel~ed on to ,accomplish objects
so momentoµs and so desirable to every Christian and philanthro-

}list is, as rapidly as it can safely and judiciously b~ done, to ·cola
nize our Indian tribes beyond the reach, for some years, of our white
population; confining each within a small district of country, so
that, as the game decreases aJ!d becomes scarce, the adults will
gradu~lly, be compelled to resort to agriculture and other kinds of
labor tq obtain a subsistence, in which aid may be afforded and facilities furnished them out of the means obtained by the sale of
their former possessions. To establish', at the same time, a judicious and well devised system of·m anual labor schools for the educati.on of the youth of both s~xes in . letters-the males in practical
agriculture and the . various necessary and useful mechanic arts,
and the females in the different branches of housewifery, includi~
, spinning and , weaving; and these schools, like those already in sue·
cessful operation, t~ be in charge of the excellent -and active mis· ·
sionary societies of the different Christian denominations of the
country, and to be conducted and the children taught by efficien t,
exempla~y, !:!,Del devoted men and women, selected with the appro·
bation of the Department by those societies; so that a physical, in·
tellectual, moral, and religious education will all be imparted together.
_
The strongest propensities of an Indian's nature are his desire
for war and his lo~e of the chase. These lead him to display tac ,
juclgment, and ene_rgy, and to endure great hardships, .pr ivation ,
and ldf~ring; but in a ll other re~pe c s he is indolent and inert,
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physically and mentally, unless o~ _occasions for display in council when he .~ot unfrequently exh1b1ts great astuteness and a rude
eldquence, evincing no ordinary degree of intellect. But anyt4ing
like labor is distasteful and utterly repugnant .to his feelings and
natural prejudices. He considers it a degradation. His subsistence ,
·and dress are obtained· princip _a Jly by means of the chase; and if
this resource is insufficie.J?.t, and · it be necessary to cultivate the
ear.th or to · manufacture materials for dress, it has · to be done by the women, who are their '·' hewers of wood and drawers of water."
Nothing can induce him to resort' to labor, unless compellecl to do
so by a stern necessity; and •it is only then that there is any ground
to,work upon for civilizing and Christianizing him. But little, if
any, good impression can he made upon him in these respects, so .
long as he is aMe freely to roam at large a!)d ,gratify his two predominant inclinations. Nor can the~e be subdued in any other
way than by tte mode of colonization, to which , refe,rence has _been
made. When compelled to face the stern necessities of life and
to resort to labor for a maintenance, he in a very short time becomes a changed being; and is then willing, and frequently eager,
to receive information . and instruction in all that may aid him i.n
improving his condition. . It is at this stag~ that he begins to per- ·
ceive an.d _appreciate the ad-vantages possessed by the white man 1
and to desire also to enjoy them; and, if too far advanced i11: life
for mental instf!lction himself,
asks that it may be provided for
his children . . Such is the experience in the cases of several or the1
tribes not long since colonized, who a few years ago were mere
nomades and hunters; and, when settled in their _new countries,
were opposed to .labor and to anything like schools or miss'ionaries;
but who are now desirous of both the latter for the beriefit of their
children and themselves, and are b~comi~g prosperous and happy
from having learned how to provide a certain and comfoftable support for the :-n selves and their families by the· cultivation of the soil
and other modes of labor. The most_ marked change, however, when
this transition takes place, is in the condition of the females. She
who had .been the drudge and the stave then begins to assume her
true position as an equal; and her labor is transferred from the field
to her household-to the care of her family and children. This
great change iri disposition and condition has. taken place, to a
greater or less extent, in all' the' tribes that have been remov ed and
permanently settled west ot the Mississippi. It is true, that port~ons of }Orne of them enjoyed a considerable degree o"f civilizahpn before they were transplanted; but prior to that event they
were retrograding in all respects;· while now, they and others who
· have been ccJlonized and confined within reasonable and fixed
limits, are rapidly advancing in intelligence -and m'o rality, and in
all the means s1nd elem~nts of nati.ona.l and individual prosperity;
s_o that b-efore many years, if we sacredly observe all ou.r obligat10ns towards them, they will have reached a point at which- they
will be able to compete with a white population, and to sustain
themselves under any probable circumstance's of contact or connexion with it. If this great end is to be · a c complished, however,
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material hanges will oon have to be made in the position of,. some
of the smaller tribe on the frontier, so as to leave an ampl'e outlet
for our white population to spread and to pass towards and beyond
the Rocky mountains; el se, not only will they be ru n o.Yer and extinguished, but all may be materially injured.
:~
It may be said that we Lave commen ce d t_he establishment of two
colonies for the Indian tribes that we have been compelled to remove; one north 1 on the head _waters of the Mississippi, and the
o.t her south, on the western borders of Missouri and Arkansas,
the southern limit of which is the Red river. The northern colony
is intended to embrace the Cliippewas of Lake Superior and the
upper Mississippi, the Winnebagoes, the Menomonies, such of the
Sioux, if any, as may choose to remain in that region, and all .other
northern Indians east of the Mississippi (except those i~ the State
of New York,) who have yet to be removed west of that river. The
southern boundary of this colony will be the Watabtriver, which is
the southern Jimit of the country of the Winnebagoes, who have
removed there from Iowa within the last year. ';rhe Menomonies,
now residing near Green Bay in Wisconsin, are to be located above
and adjoining· the \Yinnebagoes; a treaty having very recently been
concluded wjth them to that effect. Ab.ove these, to our northern
boundary line, and westward to the Red river of the north, the
country is owned by the Chipp ewa s, ~any of whom now live there,,
thou~h they still OW!} a large tract ea~t of the Missi~sippi, com·puted at 10,743,000 acres, a-nd lying above a line running nearly
due east, from opposi t e the junction of the Crow Wing and Mississippi . rivers; to a point about 92° 15' west longitude; thence due
north to the St. Louis river, and down tl.at river to Lake Superior.
Many live north of the above lipe, but, as stated in my last annual
report, a considerable number · st ill r'emain south of it, on lands
heretofore ceded by them, which, for reasons given at that time,
they should soon be required to leave for their own country. But
with reference to the civil izati Gn and welfare of th es e people, it
. would be a wise, · and even necessary measure, to purchase all the
lands they own east of the Mississippi, and concentrate them
,altogether up o n those that would still remain to them west of
that river. Until this shall have been -done, they will continue 1n
so dispersed a condition that it will b~ difficult, if not impossible,
to do anything· · effectiv_e towards their permanent improvement.
You are aware that an tffort to effect such a purchase was made last
year and failed; but it is . believe d , that if renewed, in conn exi on
with the rem ova l of those on the ceded lands, and the tr ansfer of
the agency to the Mississippi from Lapoin te , Lake Superior, where
it now is, it would be successful. The&e people anq the Menomoni s being removed wtst of the Mississippi, the r~maining Indians
east of th·at river to .. be sent to this colony, would probably not exceed three thousand six hundr ed. Of the .Sioux it is not probable
many will remain for any considerabl .., period in the Mi sissippi
region. Wi.ld and untameable, and scattered over an immense extent of c ou ntry, nQ E:-ffort could concentrate them; and, living
-wholly by the chase, they will probably follow the buffalo and other
#
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game as it gr_adu~lly disappears, towards the · Rock:r mountains;
either in the direction of the head waters of the Platte or those of
the Missouri river, or both.
·
If the Kanzas river were made ·the northern boundary of the •
southern colony there would be ample space of unoccupied terri-,
tory below it for all the Indians above it that sh?uld be inclu_ded
in this colony. But the Delawares, Pottawatom1es, and possibly
the Kickapoos, who, qr nearly. all of whom, are just aboye that
river, it would not probably be 'necessary to disturb. Al;>0ve these,
and on or adjacent to the frontier, are the band of Sacs and Foxes,
kno.wn as the "Sacs and Foxes of the Missouri,n the Iowas, the
Ottoes and Missouj-ia~, the Omahas, the Poncas; and the Pawnees.
Th'e last mentioned tribe are back some distance from 't he frontier,
on the Platte river, directly on the route to Oregon, and ·hav-e been
the most troublesome Indians to the emigrants to that territory.
By the treaty of 1833 the_y ceded all their -lands south of tha.t ri-ver,
and obliga-ted · themselv'e-.s , to remove north of it; but as they are
constantly liable to attacks from the Sioux .in that direction, those
south have never removed. As, however, there will soon be a military for'ce in that region, which can afford them protection from
the ~ioux, th_ey may properly be . compel.led at an early day
remove and to keep within their · o,wn country; an-d thus be ot1t ot the'
way of our emigrants. Th'e y are so obnoxious to the tribes south
that they -could not, for the present at least, be colonized with
'them. They must ~ventually be driven west or exterminated .by
the Sioux, who have a strong antipathy to them, unless a better
understanding can be effected between. them ar;id the southern tribes,
which will a-dmit of their being moved down among or in the rear
of them. No reasonable amolint of military force could prevent
tlieir being' killed off in detail by the Sioux, if they remain long in
their present country. The other tribes men,t ioned ca~ gradually
be rer.aove'd down to the southern colony,
the convenience of
our emigrants and the pressure of our white population may re~uirc; which may be. the case at ·no distar1t day, as th-e greater por- ,_
hon of the lan _d s they occupy are eligibly located on and .pear the
J\iissouri river, and from that cireumstance, and their superior qu.a hty, said to be very desirable. Indeed, it would be a measure of
great humanity to purchase out and remoye the Omahas, and the
Ottoes and Missourias at an early perio-cl, particularly the former,
wh? .are a very interesting people, being milct and tracta_?le in dispos1t10n, and much attached to th~ whites. Were they in.r better
position, they might, with proper measures, be easily civili'led, an_d
be made the instru ments of imparting civilization to others. Their
proper positi-on would be with the Osages or Kanzas, as they' speak
nearly if not quite the same language, ·and are probably of the
same primary stock. 'rhey are the original ·owners of the soil, and
receive no annuities from the United States; and as they are circumscrifred in their -hunting expeditions by the Sioux and Pawnees,
t~ey are liable at times -to destitution and great . suffering. The
Sioux also not_unfre,quently attack and murder them in their own
country, so that th·eir situation is truly an unfortunate one. Their
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country is estimated to contain from fiv~ to six millions of a-cres of
valuable land; which could be obtained at this time at a very moderate price; and so tractable is their character, there would be no
difficulty in making ample provision out of the purchas~ 11?-oney !or
their civilization and improvement. Reaisons of a similar krnd
exist for buying out and removing at an early period, the Otto~s
and Missourias, whose affinities of character and language are said
to be 1 with the l9ways. The lands claimed by them are estimated
to embrace from two to three mi.Jlions of acres. These two measures
consummated, the Pawne,es all removed north of the Platte, and
the Sioux of the Missouri restrained from. ·coming south of that
river, there would be a wide and safe passage for our Oregon emigrants; and for such of those to California as may prefer to take
that route, which I am informed will probably be the case with

many.
Ev.entually, when the Sioux· shall have left the Mississipp,i region, and the Pawnees been displaeed in one or other of the ways
mentioned, and when the other intervening tribes between the
· northern and southern colony, shall ,have been removed to within
the'_Iatter, an ample outlet of about six 'geographical degrees will
be ope'ried for our population th_::\.t may incline to pass or expand in
that dire_ction; and thus prevent our colonized tribes from beirig injuriously pressed upon, if not swept away; while to the south 'of
the southern colony there will also be a sufficient outlet for such
portion of our pop~lation as may take . that direction.
In the able and interesting report of that excellent and efficient
officer, the superintendent of Indian a,ffairs at St. Louis, he refers to
tlie necessity of providing lands suitable for agricultural purposes,for such of the prairie tribes as have no lands of theii: own of that
character; in order that they may be saved from the perils which
threaten them when the resources of the chase, on which they now
almost w~olly rely, shall have been cut off by the extermination of
the buffalo-a circumstance that must ere long occur; and he recommen'ds that lands be obtained from the Omahas and Poncas for
that pur,pose. This would be contrary to the policy I have recommended, and which I think is the correct one, of procuring and
keeping open these lands for the egress and expansi.o n of our own
population; but aside from this, though pretending to no ~ery accurate knowledge upon the subject, I 'arµ induced to believe, from
such information as I have been abl'e to obtain, that none of the
tribes to which he i:efers will, or could be induced to incline eastward to the Missouri river; but that they will gradually follow the
buffalo towards· the Rocky mountains, and southward towards New
M~~ico, in which direction they may ultimately find a r~stin~g place.
A considerable portion of the Sioux, and possibly the Pawnees, will
probably take the same direction. In deed, I am informed that
there are now over two thousand Sioux living in the region of the
head waters of the Platte river, wh e re a few years ;:tgo there were
none to be found. Such of that tribe as do not Il)igrate in that direction, will, as heretofore stated, probably take their course up the
Mi~souri river, in which direction a suitable spot, could no doub t
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be found for colonizing them and the ~ther tribes in t hat qua~ter,
should that ever become practicable. But should these views prove
incorrect, suitable locations could , rio doubt, be found among or in
the rear of our colonized trioes, for such of those referred to by
tbe superintendent, , as might be. compelled to come back to our
western border to settle.
· ,
In order that the exterior organization of · this Department may . be more generally known and understood, I propose ,to give a brief
outline of it, in connexion with the assignment and distribution of
the various tribes over which we .exercise any immediate ·supervision or control, among the different superintendencies, agencies,
and sub-agencies.- There i_s but one ful_l superintendent of Indian
, affairs,. but there are two acting superintendents of districts, who
are at the same time local agents: the latter ' is m very imperfect
and objectionable arrangement. The position and duties ~f ~ ·s uperintendent are highly important and responsible, and in many ·
ways entirely i,ncompatible with the local duties :of agent. Officers
of this·grade are indispensable to the Department in the distant administration of its affairs,. and in the l'ocal application of its policy
and measures, accordi'ng to . t,h e varied and varying situation, cir·
,
cumg tances, and _d isposition of th~ different tribes. By constant and
active supervision they can materially .aid in prev,e nting or correcting abuses or errors; and however well disposed may be ~he a'g ents
and s~b-agents, the presence of the superintendent occasionally, to _'
actvise and direct, is of great convenience and assistance. For
t hese and other reasons that might be given, and which on a former . occasion I stated at , length, superintendents should be free
from all local duties as agent for tripe . .
The agent for the Choctaws, who resides in the Choctaw country,
is the acting superintendent for what is called in th-e _organization
ac_t of June 30th, 1834, the, "Western Territory"-a designation
much more appropriate then than , now. This superintendency,
whi_ch might more pr~perly be denominated the Southwestern Superrntendency, embraces the . following tribes, viz: The Chickasaws, the Choctaws, the Seminoles, the Creeks, the Cherokees,_the
Senecas and Shawnees, the Senecas, the Quapaws, ·1and the Osages. ·
The last mentioned . tribe, the three immediately preceding, toget_h er, and the Seminoles, are respectively i11 charge of sub-agents,
1
whose salaries are seven h undred -and fifty dollars per annum, while
t he ot?er tribes "mention ed are in 'c harge of agents whose salaries
are .fifteen hundred do1lars.
· .
~he St. Louis or ~ orthwestern Superintendency, the office of
which is located at St. Lo:uis, includes the following tribes, viz:
Fi:st_. Those on· and between .the upper Arkansas and Platte rivers,
c?ns1shng particularly of the Cheyennes, f}:i.e Arapahoes, and the
Sioux that have migrated to the upper Platte, and also such of ·
the wandering tribes as from time to t~me may be within the country; all of which are in chiirge of and -under the supervision of one
agent. Second. The Kanzas, the Sacs and Foxes of the Mississippi,
Ottawas, Chippewas; the Peorias and Kaskaskias, the W -eas and
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Piankeshaws, and the Miamies, in charge of one ·a gent. , Third.
T9e Shawnees, the Pottawatomies, the Delawares, S~ockbridg.es,
'Munsees, Christian Indians, and the Kickapoos, in charge of. one
agent. Fourth. The Wyando~s, in ~barge of a sub:~g·ent. Fifth.
The Sacs and Foxes of the M1ssoun, and Ioways, rn charge of a
sub-agent. Sixth. The Ottoes and Missourias, the Pawnees, and
the .Omahas, in charge of an agent. Seventh. 'rhe Poncas, the
Sioux of the Missouri, the Arickarees, the Minatarees, the Mandans, Cheyennes, the Crows, the Assinaboins; and the Black Feet,
in cha.r ge ,of one agent. Eighth. ·The Sioux of t-he 'Mississippi, in
charge of a sub-agent. Ninth. The Winnebagoes and the Chippewas of the upper · ~ississippi,. in charge of Qne agent. ·
The third superintendency, which is located at Detroit; embraces the Indians within the timits of the State of Michigan, viz:
,the united tribes of Ottawas and Chippewas, the pbippewas of
Saginaw, the Chippewas of Swan creek and Black river, the P-otta-watomies of the Huron, and a portion of the Chippewas of. Lake
Superior; all of which are in charge of an agent, _(who is the acting
superintendent,) except the last mentioned_Indians, and that por,tion
of ·the Chipp'e was, of the united banos of Ottawas and Chippewa8,
. living on ot near Lake ,Superior, i-n the vicin.ity of the Sault Ste.
Marie; which· are in charge of a sub-agent.
.
The fol1owing Indians are not withia any superintendoocy., viz:
, tlie Chippewas of Lake Superior, which are in charge of a subagent; the Menomonies, the Stockbri'dges, and the Oneidas, in
charge of a sub-agent; the several bands of Senecas, and other In1
d.ians in the western part of New. York, in charge ·Qf a sub-agent; 1
a·nd the Indians of Texas, which, so far as the care or supervision
· of this bureau is concerned, are in charge of a special agent. ,
Each ager:cy and ·sub-agency has an interpreter, wh'ose salary is
$300; and .w here there are 'd ifferent tribes within the same agenr·y
or su b-ageney, speaking different languages, an interpreter is allowed .for each if necessa'r y.
Besides the interpreters, there are
employed at most' of the ageJ?Cies, under treaty stipulations to-that
effect, mechanics of varidus kinds, for the benefit -of the Indiansj
suc11 as blacksmit)is, gun.smiths, ca,rpenters, .&c. ;: and, in some
cases , farmers and laborers are employed to farm for and instruct
theiµ in th_e art of agriculture.
From the foregoing outline of the distribution and assignment
of the different tribes, it will be seen that in some instances a
number are within the· sarpe agency, and in charge of the same
agent. Though some of these tribes
are cotll_paratively large, and,
1
in their genera) disposition and hab its, are as peculiar and as different from each other as are a1most any of our colonized tribes,
- they yet live side by .side, or n~ar to each ·other, in peace and
harmony; and they are as easily managed and cq.ntrolled, and their
affairs as efficiently conducted, as if they were all one and the
same · tribe. With good and efficient agents, the same system might
be pursued with other tribes, which would admit of the discon-tinuance of a number of agents and sub-agents: and thus lead to a con-
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siderable red-uction in the amount now paid for salaries, contingent
expenses of agencies, &c. . The following is. an e~tract from a report which I had the honor to make upon tl11s subject ,o n t h e 30th
December, 1846, and which will be found in Document No. 70,
House of Representatives, 2d session 29th Congress.
"The concentration of the Indians west of the Mississippi, since
the act of 1834, (t he act organizing the Indian departmrnt,) has ·
almost entirely done away with the , necessity which then existed,
of having separate agents or sub-agents for' eac_h separate an·d distinct tribe or band. When, therefor(;}, two or more tribes o,r bands
are adjacent, between . which there. is a good understjlnding, it is
believed that their affairs could be as well and satisfactorily, and ,
certainly much more econom~cally, managed by on.e intelligent and ·
efficient agent, a:s if there were one agent or sub-agent for each.
By this arrangement, there would · be not on·Iy the difference in the
amount of compensation sa-ved., but. also the difference in · the ex,pense between keeping up the house, office, &c. of one agent, and
those of a greater number."
·
·
.
In another part o'f that report, it was shown that · even with the
creation of two additional independent superintendencies, there
might, by this ,plan, combined with a re-adjustment 0£ the
rates of compens_a tion, be saved out- of the $2.9 ,250 per annum then
paid fo~ salaries of superintendents, agents, and sub-agents, the
sum of $11,650; "while the annual saving, in consequence of the
redu ction in the number of the establishments of the agents and
sub -agents, would probably not be very far less." This projet
requ ired the action of Congress to carry it into effect, and bills,
emb_odying its essential features have twice _passed one of the
branches of that body.
·
The general con~ition and circumstances of the trib·es embraced
i.n the outline. given, will be ··found described in the accompanying
reports and statements; but the census -and statistics now being
taken and collected, in conformity with the fifth section of the act
of March 3, 1847, will, in addition to their numbers, according to
families, age, and sex, exhibit their actual ~on9ition, means, .and
resource s, with a 'degree of minutene ss and accuracy never before
attained. This information will be not only of much intrinsic interest, but, properly used, of great practical value in the administration of the affairs of this Department, with reference to the melioration and improvement of the condition and circumstances of
the several tribes immediately under our care. That ,already received has, in a striking manner, developed some of the evils existing in our lllt(iian system, the extent of which eould otherwise
only be guessed at. The l?ernicious effects upon the welfare and
prosperi ty of a tribe, of large money annuities, have been painf u lly d-emonstrated; so that in all future negotiations for Indian
l a nds, the government will be recreant to its trust, and to all the
d i ctates of humanity, if it do not strenuously endeavor to have as
l a rge am.ounts as possible of the purchase money set apart for ,guch
purposes as will have any tendency to elevate and improve. the
1
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condition of' the tribes with which such negotiations ar~ heldwhether in a physical, il')tellectual, or moral point of -yiew . . Nor
does its duty in this _particular end hsre: every exert_10n should
also be made to induce those trihes which are now entitled to receive large sums all'nua1ly, to consent to the aprlication of !eas?nable portion~ to purposes of that character. Effo_rts of this krn.d
have already been made with several tribes, and with ~n encouraging degree of success. The less an Indian's expectations ' a·nd resources from the chase,, and from the government in the_ shape ?f
money apnuities, the more readily ~an he be induced to give up his
idle, dissolute, and savage habits, and to resort to l_abot for amaintenance; and thus commence !he transition from a state of
barbarism and moral depression, to one of ·civilization and moral
elevation.
•
·
' In consequence of the difficulty in making the Indians comprehend the object of the inquiries, and their superstitious disinclination to furnish information respecting themselves or their affairs,
une.xpected d':!lays have in some instances occurred in obtaining
the particulars desired. The opposition to the measure has not
.been confioed to t,he less improyed tribes, with which it was supposed it would meet with less favor; some . of those more advanced
,in civi1ization and intelligence seem obstinately to have taken up
,the impression, that the information is desired for som~ sini,ster and
improper object, having reference to a cµange in their present position, or an interference in their domestic concerns. In consequence of this and other circumstances, compltte returns have not
yet been received, and none for several of the most important
, tribes. -It is · hoped, however, that the unfounded and unreasonable
obje_ctions that have been made will soon be overcome; when it
will be· in the power of the Department to lay before Congress, in
a condensed and classified form, a mass of information more interesting, and of more practical value, than any ever heretofore collected in r,elation to our Indian tribes.
.
,
The act above referred to requires not only a census and statiS'tics of the Indian tribes, but also the collection of such' materials
as w.ill tend to illustrate th·eir history, present condition, and future
prospects. This is a duty which we owe to ourselves, to posterity,
to the peculiar _and interesting people we have in a great measure
displaced, and to the world .. It is, however, a work, of time; requiring great care and much effort and labor. The field of inquiry
is a very wide one, and the reliable materials that have been published to the world, scanty and incomplete. Besides the vague -and
imperfect traditions of the -Indians themselves, whirh have to be
obtained, compared and anaJyzed, there is much valuable information to be had from persons yet livjng, who have spent the greater
portion of a long life among different tribes, and made themselves
well acquainted with many interesting points in their history, as
well as with their habits, manners, customs, observances, &c. Efforts have been made to obtain all such information, as well as
to enlist the co-operation of such individuals throughout the
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country, as, from. a love o~ philos·op?ica~ inquiry an~ i~vestiga~ion,
have turned theu attent10n to this hfghly rnterestrng ~ubJect.
Much curious and ·valuable material has already been collected;,
and when the ~ources of inquiry shall have been ex~austed, the Department _wi_ll be in possess~on of ~_large amount of informat}on,
valuable rn itself, and of srngu1ar rnterest to all who have been,.
or hereafter may be, led to study the history or to reflect upon the
destiny of the aborigines of this continent.
.· .
Since my last annual report, sixty-four Creeks and fifty-two.
Chi~kasaws have removed and joined their brethren west of the
Mississippi river; an..d such of .those tribes -as are yet east,
doubtless soo1n fol] ow'. ' Sixty-one Miamies ha Ye also removed
from Indiana, ai:id joined that portion of the tribe which emigrated
last year. ·
\
' ·
The emigration o.f the Choctaws -remai,ning east o.f the Mississippi bas been very limited; principally in conseque·nce of' their
being averse to removal during the sum·mer months. Only one
hundred and eighteen have been removed; but the business of emi- ,
grating theJD. h~ving been thrown open to all persons of a proper
character disposed to engage in it, arrangements hav~ been concerted for a large emigration this fall and winter; which, from the
latest intelligence · received, it is hop-ed will include nearly, if' not .
quite all, now east~of the Mississippi. There is thus a prospect of
successfully terminating this tedious -and vexatious undertaking, in
which a large , amount of money has already been expended, and
which the government voluntarily assumed at the urgent' request
.of the States in which the Indians remained, especially of Mi$sissippi",
where the most of them were, and 9f which, by her laws they ·
were citiztms so long as they chose to continue there. All other
means and _exertions, compatible with the rights anJ interests of
t he Indians, and with the duty and obligations of the government
t owards them, havini been tried without any commensurate or satisfactory degree of success, the present effort should, in my judgment, be regarded as the final one; and if it fail,- the government
should be considered as absolved from all further obligation in the
matter. Every proper indu~ement will have been held out to influ~ncethem to remove; the government c•annot compel them to go; and
if they shall still persist in remaining, as they have. been encouraged
to d_o by a portion of the whites residing , in those States, they
sho_uJd_not be .furthe-r harrassed, but be left to the quiet enjoyment of,
the1r ngh_ts and privileges as c_itizens. A copy of the instructions
under which the present arrangements are in progress, are hereto
append~d, marked A, B, C, D.
,
~ithin, the past year, the· Pottawafoinie.s,· who ha.ve heretofore
been se,parated, ( the larger portion being in Iowa, and the others o,n
the Osage river,) have complete<l their removal to their new coun. try on the Kanzas river, between the Delawares and Shawnees,
where they are now comfortably settled. Thus happily re-united,
not only among themselves, but in means 'a nd interests, ·and free
from those adverse influences arising out of a contact with a white
population, to which those in Iowa were subjected, it is confident-
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ly fXpected, that under, the measures and Influences which may
now be favorably brought to bear upon them for th.e purpose, they
will ent'er upon a cour e of improvement, which, ,m a few year~,
wi11 rtsult in at least theiP comparative civilization. Muc,h crecht
is due tn them, not on 1y for their prom pt self removal, but for the
., peaceable and orderly manner in which it was con?uct e?· I~ was
a new feature in our Indian system, to see an entJre. tribe ot Indians quietly organize, and leave their old homes, and peacefully,
and without disorder of any kind, remove themse1 ves to a ' ne.w
country, nearly two hundred miles distant from most of them, In
conformity with a stipulation to that effect in a treaty which they
had made with the government; a':l.d beari:ig their own expenses
out of funds set apart for that purpose. The Kanzas Indians deserve equal credit, having, since my last annual report, in the same
commendable manner, removed themselve:~ from their ·o ld country
on the Kanzas river, to their new, . and to them, better location,, on
the head waters of the Neosho; where they are now well settled,
' and are already asking for schools and other means of improYing
their condition .and circumstances. The experiment in the case of
the Winnebagoes has also been· successful; although their emigra·
tion from Iowa to their new country on 'the upper Mississippi· was
attended with some. delay and difficulty; caused, howevei, by the
unauthorized interference of interested white persons, and of a por.:
tion of the Siou.x that were desirous to hn.ve them stop and remain in
their country. Under the operation of imp,roper influences, thus
brought to bear upc,n them, a portion of the tribe, after moving
some distance on the route, scattered in various directions; the
most, c,f them going over to the Missouri river, and to the Menomonie country, near Green Bay, in W~sconsin. The others safely
reached tr1eir. new country, which is admir.ably suited to . them ;
much of it being well adapted to a~ricultural purposes, and to a
considerable extent interspersed witli lakes ' and streams, abounding
with fish and wild ri:ce. Since their arrival, most of those that
di-spersed have joined them, which, without doubt, the rest will
soon do in order to share in the large annuities due to the tribe,
in money, goods and provisions.
The removal of this tribe, and of the Pottawatomies, has entirely
freed Iowa of her Indian pop1:1lation, which occupied some of the
·best an<l most desirable lands in the Stafe, that' wilJ now be r~pidly settled by our enterprising an~ indQstrious citizens·. Indeed,
so sweeping is the tide of emigration in that quarter, that it is already beginning to break over the northern boundary of the State,
towards the rich and fer;.ile, lands on and south of the Mine·sota, or
St. Peters river; which are now owned by the Sioux Indians, and
which it is important to acquire at as early a period as possible.
There is, probably, no where within our limits a more desirable
section of country than this-whether for soil or climate; and if
opened to our hardy and enterprising pioneers, it wonlq. soon be·
come densely settled with a prosperous and thriving white population. To the Sioux it is of no ll.$e whatever, as the game has almost
all been destr<>yed; and from their present character and habits,
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which have already bee::. describ1ed, they cannot be induc~d to
abandon the chase and their warlike propensities, and to a!ly profitable Pxtent, resort to agricultrn-e, or any other. species of labor.
Being very mischievous and d.aring in disposition, it is neces,s ary
to keep a considerable spac'e ~etwee? ·the~ and ?ur expanding P?~ulation in order to prevent d1fficult1es which mits.ht lead to hostd1ties an:J bloodshed. For _these, and other . reasons that might be
mentioned, sound policy wouid seem to dictate that an t:ffort should
be made, at an early day, to purchase this country _of the Sioux, to
defray the exr.enses of which an appropriation of about five thousand dollars will probably be necessar.y)
Wis~onsin, like Iowa, may also soon be ~elieved from the Indian
population within her limits. The Broth·ertowns "'.'ere made c1.tizens by an act of March 3rd, 183~; and the Stockbr1dges by one of
March 3rd, 1843, which, however, was modified by the act of August
-,
6th, 1846, providing for the return of such as so desil'.ed to their·
original.position as Indians, and for a d1vis_ion . of the lands of the
band between the latter and those · who prefer remaining citizens.
The difficulties which prevented. the execution of the latter act~ '
were fully stated in my report of last year, and have not since been,
removed; nor do they 'seem likely to be. Under these circumstances, and as the position of these people is a very u'nh:ippy one,.
in consequence of. the dissensions between the two parties in to
which they are.divided, propositions have been made to them, for
such as do not wish to avail themselves of the privilege of citizenship, to surrendeT to the government, on just and equitable terms,
their int~rest in the Ian ds, and / to join their brethren in the west,
~ho are living there prosperous and happy. The~e fair -and liberal
propositions, it -is hoped, will be accepted. The small band of
Oneidas, who were originally from New. York, tho'ugh never formally~mad_e citizens, may; from their position and circumstances,
their civilization a_nd intelligence, be substantially so regarded.', A
portion of the Chipp,ewas of .Lak,e Superior · and the Miss'issippi, and '
the Menomooies, may therefore not improperly be c{')nsidered as
the only In~ian population .now in Wisconsin. The Chippewas, as heretofore stated, are remaining by sufferance on lands which have
been c~ded to the United States, and from which, looking only to
their own benefit, they should soon be. required to remove. TheMenornonies, )ike all Indians unprepared for such a position, ha,~e
fo~ sorn e yeats been suffering from those · untoward circumstances
necessarily arisi-og out of a close contact·with a rapidly incfeasing
white population; to ,which, in turn, the vicinage of the India,ns
has also been a great ' disadvantage. . For their own interest and •
welfare, as well as for the prosperity o' that part of Wisconsin, it
has for some time been an obje·c t of much importance to induce
them to cede their lands, and to remove where they could reap the
full benefit df the policy of the government for the civilization and
improvement of our Indi an tribes. This important object, which
unfavorable circumstances and influences have here.tofore pre~
vented beiQg effected, h~s at len~th been attained; a treaty having
recently been negotiated with them by my~elf, in their country, '
>
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under instructions of the 14th of September last, by which they
cede all their lands in Wisconsin, containing about 4,000,000 of
acres, and agree· to remove to those set apart for. them on the
Upper Mississippi, which are in. all respects well suited to them ;
where, with proper care and attention, they must thrive and pros-.
per; and where they and,their neighbors and former associates and
friends, the Winnebagoes, may be made the instrumen,ts of preventfog, in a great measure, the sanguinary hostilities, arising out of
the bitter and hereditary feuds .existin-g between _the Chippew~s
and Sioux, that so frequently occur between tho,'sc two tribes.
This treaty may be regarded as having substantially completed the
extinction of the Indian title to all lands east of the Mississippi
river, south of Lake Superior, subject to the jurisdiction and control of the. general government.
.
Since the 4th of March, 1845, treaties have been negotiatea with
the following tribes, viz: the Comanche and other wi-ld tribes of
· -Texas, the Cherokees, the Chippewas .of Lake Superior and the
Mississippi, the Pillager band of Chippewas, the Kansas, the · Pottawatomies, the Winnebagoes, and the Menomonies. The hrst was
: a treaty of peace and' friendship, for the purpose of giving some
definiteness· to our relatio~s and intercourse with the var,ious tribes
-within the boundaries of Texas; and the object of the· second was
to heal the bitter internal dissensions by which th~ Cherokees had
so·long been affiicted, and to provide for the settlement of all matters at issue between t~em and the United States. By t}:ie Temaining treaties about eighteen and a half millions of acres of lan<l were
· · syrrendered to the government, of which about two miJlions {rne
,_hundred thousand acres have been -assign~d to other tribes as per·manent homes; about two millions nine hundred thousand acres
-are held in: reserve for a similar purpose; and the remainder, about
. thirteen and a half millions of acres, in the States of Wisconsin
and Iowa, will now come in_to market and soon be occupied by a
white popu.latio.n. TMs large extent of terri~ory was obtained at a
i cost of about ,$1,842,000, of which .$150,000 was the value of other
lands assigned the Indians, and the balance. was a consideration in
money', a liberal portion of which was set apart for ,beneficial objects, and the remainder is t€1 be p~id in a series of years as annuities, '
.
.
These treaties Wffe all made without granting a sin.g)e reservation, ·;without assuming ~- dollar of any Indian~ indebtedness, and
where removal was necessary, they provided for its being accomplished by the Indians themselves, which experience has shown can
, be done with ]ess tra.uble and expense th~n by any of the modes here- ·
tofore adopted ~y·the government. The Department has thus rid
itself in these cases of three fertile sources of perplexity and embarassing controversy, if not of corruptiOJl and fraud.
There has also been submi,tted to this office, a treaty concluded
on the 8tb of Aug~st last with the Pawnee Indians by the military
authorities, for the acquisition of Grand Island in the Platte river,
and a strip of country c,n the north side of that river some sixty
mile in ltngth, which I un~e sta1?,<l is inten~le<l for military purposes,
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and where o'ne of the line of posts
the route to Oregon is to _
be established. In this treaty the Pawnees pledge themselves to,
fidelity and fri~n.dshi'p towards th~ United ~tates, tha_t. they w.iII
not moles.t or mJure the persons or property of our c1tlzens, nor
make war upon other Indians; ~nd that, in all cases_,of ~ifficulty,
they will abide· by the arbitration a~d directions of the President.
' The last cla'use , of the'first section of the act making appropriations for the service of the Indian depar_t~ent, approved 29~h July
last, (pamphlet laws, page ,99,) appropriated pve thousand dollars
''for the removal of the Catawba tribe of I.ndia.ns, now in the limits
of North Carolina, to the Indian country west of ·the ' Mississippi,
with the cons.ent of said - tribe," no part of which sum is to be expended, however, "until the President shall first obtain a home for
them among some of the tribes \Vest ,o f the Missis~ippi river, with
their consent, and without any charge upon the government." -T he
Department was without any information whatever in relation to
these IndiaQs, b'ut supposing from their }ol;al_ity a_n d furmu 1probable a~sociation to some extent with the Cherokees, that -they might'
pre.fer a home among them, a letter was addressed, soon after the
passage of the act,. to the authorities of that tribe, to ascertain.whether they would re~eive. the Catawbas on the terms prescribed.
Subsequently, information was _obtained that they desired to join
• the Chickasaws, who had (mce invite,d them to do so; and a letter,
similar to -that to the Cherokees, was addressed to that tribe
through the government agent.· No answ,e r to ~ither com m unica~
ti~n has yet been received, though sufficient time has not ela'p sed
for one from the Chickasaws. · ,Every further necessary effort will
promp~ly be · made _to carry out the law accor_ding to its tenor. .
The fourth section of the same act requ,1recf the number \n d
names ~f the 'Cherokees in North Carolina, at the . date of the
treaty of New Echota, May 23, 1836 7 who have not removed west
of the Mississippi, nor received the icommutation for remdval and
subsistence allow~d by tpat treaty, to -be "ascertained and reported
t9 the S-':!cretary o_f the Treasury, with . referen_ce to the amount of
that commutation being set apart for th'eir benefit, .and intere st
thereon at six per cent. from the ·a bove date being · paid over to
them . The Department was embarrassed by tp.e circumstance of no
appropriation having been made to defray the expenses of ,this
meas ure 2 in consequence of which it had no means of compensating
any person to execute the duty. One of the ~entlemen of thi~
office, possessed of ccnsid~ra ble informat.;on respecting the Indians
in question, having however volunteered to per.form the service·,
. an d on his own individual account to rp.ake arrangements for the
am ount of his expenses, until. an appropriation therefor could be· obtained -of Congress, the Department, being desirous for the prompt
fulfilmenJ of the law, consented to the ~rrangement. He has but
re~ ently returned, after having completed the busil\ess, and t,he re- '
- qu ired report will in ·a short time be made to the Secretary of the 1
_Treasury, to enable him to fulfil the ·other provi-sions df the · act.
An item has been inserted in the estimates that . have been sub'!' ·
mitted, for an appropriation of four hundred dollars, to reimburrn
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the expen_es necessarily incurred by the person referred to in the
execution of the law.
As required by the sixth section of the act in question, a commissioner was duly appointed to issue cert,ifi.cates for the amo~rnts
allowed ori the claims against the Pottawatomie Indian,s, examined
and adjudicattd by General William B. Mitchell, in 1840. ~e was
furnished with the necessary ihstruction and documen,ts to aid and
guide him in the execution ..of the duty, upo!3- which he is presumed
to be now engaged .
.
Pursuant to the determination announced in the last annual report, the annuities of most of the tribes have this year been paid
semi-annualli; and generally, it is believed, much to their inter~st
and advantage. The Department' has seen np reason to change its
views on this subject. From various causes, inconsistent·,with and
'opposed to the true interests and welfare of the Indians, opposition .to the measure was expected, but has not been realized to
the extent '\nticipated; and the policy should be continued with
most if not all the tribes, whose annuities are sufficiently large toadmit of a division of them beiqg made with advantage. '
The per capita mode of paying annuities has bee'h aftehded with
the happiest effects. It prevents speculation and extqrtion being
_practised upori the Indians, through the means of national ,credits,
't he benefits of which_:.._if so pernicious. a system can be attended
with benefits-enure principally to the chiefs and · Wieir ,friends and
favorites, to the injustice and wrong of the mass of the common
Indians, while it gives to every one a knowledge 0f his just rights,
and secures them to him. In the whole course of our Indian
policy ther·e has n e ver been a measure productive of bette; moral
e&cts. The Indians generally are much gratified with the change
and grat~ful to the government for it; , and it h'.:!s secured their confidence and respect to a great-er extent, pr.obably, than was ever
_b efore possessed. Such being the case, it will be the duty of the
government rigidly to adhere to the policy.
·
Time sufficient has not yet elaps'ed to test the expectations entertained as to the good results of 1he new_regulations on the subject
of granting licenses to trade ia the Indian country, a .copy of which
accompani ed my annual report of last year. They have however
led to a more rigid an.cl necessary supervision of the whole system,
which must result in the correction of many of the abuses which
had crept into it. The Department takes to itself but li_ttle credit
for issuing t he m/ for they are only4'\Vhat a proper compliance with
the law and the rights and interests of the Indians required. ·
One of the greatest evils connected with the Indian trade heretofore, was the reckless system of n a tional credits which prevailed
·among the tribes receiving annuities from fhe governmen~, and of
which those annuities were the basis. When payable , they were
genera1 ly absorbed by the debts due to the traders, and not unfrequen\ly large balances were left, or al!eged to be left, unpaid.
There was gen rally Jit.tle or nothing rem~ining for di " tribution
among the individual s of the tribe, to aid them in supplying themselves '\'ith what
was requi~ite for their \ maintenance an<l comfort
.
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during the winter; or where balances were left, unger the oK
system of paying the annuities into \he hands of the chiefs, they
and their friends participated most largely if not exclu~ively in:
them, as they had done in the credits, which were generally obtained on the authority of the chiefs. The mass of the Indians
were thus wronged an·a robbed of their just rights, while ·no part bf
the very large annuities received by many_ ~f the tribes, could be
obtained for any purposes of general utd1ty and benefit. This
corrupt and ruinous system has been broken up by the adoption of
the per capita mode of payment, and the inflexible determination
of the Department to recognize no further indebtedness on the part
of the Indians; regarding all matters of account between them and
white men as individual and private transactions, with which the
government wo.uld have not ning to do. .
. ·
When the instructions of August 30th, 1847, (a copy of which accompanied my repo~t of last year,) were prepared, directing the
annuities to be distributed and paid per capita, in conformity with
the act of March 3rd, 184 7, it was believed that there were few if
any debts which could legitimately and properly be regarded as . of
-a national character; the liabilities being incurred by individuals
for their own personal benefit or that of the~r families. But as
repr'esentations had been made that debts of that description did
exist, which the new mode of payment would prevent being liq_u i<lated by the chiefs out of the annuities, and thus wrong and injustice be ·done to those to whom they were owing, it was provided in
·the instructions that all such claims might be tra11smitted to the
Department, in order that the President might be able to ascertain
what sho11 Id justly be consid ered as being of a nation al character,
and to decide what course should be pursued in regard tq them.
"There have accor<lingly been submitted thirty three claims against
,different tribes, ammounting, in the aggregate, to $162,908 01, nearly
the whole of which, viz: $157,684 22, is against the Pottawatomies,- the Miamies, and the Sacs and Foxes-tribes receiving aunuit ies more than sufficient for t beir actual wants, and who, for years;
-on receiving them, have paid large amounts for debts, over and
.above the enormous sum of $721,066 34, which, durin~ the last six
years, has bern specially set apart and appropriated, 'Yith the con:sent of the government,,)·for Jiabihties of that character urged
against those three tribes. It certainly seems incredible how, in
any just and proper system mf trade, such large balances could
have accumulated against them beyond the immense sGms that have
'b een paid by and for them.
Annexed (marked E) is a schedule of the claims that have been
presented, showing the result of a preliminary examination of them.
in this office; from which it will be perceived that some of them
have heretofore been fully ·considered and rejected both by the Department and the President, and are not therefore ~ntitlerl to a re~onsideration; that others are for alleg ed depreciations r.ommitted ,
by the Indians, whi ch -·annot ue included with ordinary debt claims 1
b ecause a specific course is pre~criberl in regard to them by the 17th
s ection of the ac! of June 30th, 1834, regulating trade and intercourse.
26
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·-with the Indians, while in none is there satisfaeto_ry evidence tha ·
the articles charged for were actually sol cl or furnished, or that the~harges, which in many cases seem extravagant, are reasonable-- -and just. It will further be seen that the charges are g':ne~a~ly
-against indivirlual Indians, and would therefore seem to b_e rn~1v1?ual and not national liabilities; and that there is great d1vers1ty m
the amounts, so that great inequality ane. injustice woul? resul t
· irom their being pai<l out of the common funds. As the claims now
' ~tand, it is impossible to make any safe decision in regard to them J
..short of rejecting the whole; and under the circumstances, the
best, and probably only practicable inode of making any satisfactory and final disposition of them, would be for Congress to authorize the appointment of a commissioner to investigat-e them on
the spot, with power to take testimony and. examine witnesses, in
-order to ascertain satisfactorily how far taey should justly be regarded as national or individual liabilities whether the charges are
' just and reasonable, and all other facts and circumstances which
should be taken into con~ideration in making a final decision upon
' them.
The law of lfaah 3rd, 1847; imposing additionaI: penalties and
restrictions upon the crime of introducing ~pirituo.us liquors into
the Indian country, and trafficking in them with the Indians, bas
· been attended with the most salutary and beneficial results; though
this great evil still continues to exist to a frightful extent. Some
of the s em i-ci vi lize d tribes, perceiving its ruinous e:ffects, and app,re cia ting the anxiety of the goTernment to put a stop to it, have
themselves, i:a the most comm end ab] e spirit, passed severe laws
upon the subject; but it can never effectually be checked until the
States adjoining the Indian country come forward and co-operate
' in the general effort against this unholy and iniquitous traffic, by
pa.ssing stringent laws, restraining the evil disposed "among th eir
· citizens on the frontier from engaging in it with the Indians. If"
· this were done, and authority were given to the Department, to punish
the Indians themselves, in f he manner recomm endeo in the report
· of the superintendent at St. Louis, for their participation -in it, thi
moral pestilence would soon be driven from the confines of the Indian country, which would be followed by the dawn of a brighter
day upon the condition and destiny of our colonized Indians.
The gen e ral deportment of the more civilized tribes during the
year has bee11 most co.:nme~dable; and the influence of their good
example upon their less advanced and Jess fortunate brethren canno.t but be salutary and beneficial. Ind eed , they appear of late
to have conside:rabiy improv ed in their general tempe r and dispo~ition, especially those with whom we have treaty stipulations, and
who receive annuities from the Unitel1 States J which they have been
m ade to understand are liable for any outrages or injuries they commit, whether upon our own citizens or upon each other. Occurren~es of this kind have been Jess frequent during the past year
than heretofore. But two of any consequence are known to hare
taken p1ace-onP, an attack by the Sioux on a steamboat, on th
upper Mi~souri river, engaged in a trading expedition, in which
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white man, attached to the boat; was killed; and the other, aw
attack by the Iowas upon a party of Pawnees, in which some
12 of the latter were slain and scalped. The Indians alleged that ·
they were instigated to the first by white persons in their country~
supposed to be rivals in trad~ ·with t~ose whose goods wer~ on boarrl.
the boat. A further report in relation to the causes which Jed toit is soon expected, and, when received, the Department will be.
b~tter advised as to the measures which should be adopted to pun ...
i h the really guilty parties, and to preYent such outrages in future ..
The attack of the Iowas upon ihe Pawnees was unprovok~d an d
wanton; and their annuities wer.e directed to be withheld until they
had made the most satisfactory reparation of which the case adrnit-·ted. They accordingly entered into an agreement with the Pawnees ta pay them, eight hundred doUars out of their present year's.
annuity, wbieh w:1s satisfactory, and both parti~s bound themselves.
hereafter to submit all cases of dispute or difficulty between thetll,,
to the President, and to ab_ide by his decision.
The making of the annuities of a tribe liable for such acts
misconduct, has no doubt a restraining effect; but of itself, is not
sufficient among the less civilized tribes. Their natural propensities are warlike, and success in war is the pri•cipal and most ready
mode of obtainin~ distinction and power; and hence it is difficult,.
and often impossible, for the chiefs and the well disposed· of a tribe t&
restrain the-restless and ambitious from hostile aggressions upon Indians of other tribes. Thii. can be done only by the prompt and rigorous ,iuterposition of the government; and it is strongly recommended
by those whose judgment and experience are worthy of entire reli ance, tht power should be given to the Department in all ,sllch
cases to arrest the guilty parties, and to inflict some proper punish- ·
ment upon them, accordin~ to the nature and extent of the offence..
Until those immediately concerned in such outrages, are made seYerely to feel that they are liable to be attended with consequenceS'-·
of a huriiliating and painful character, they cannot be effectually
checked. Where chiefs are implicated, they should -be brok e and
degraded; and all concerned should be punished with confinement
and hard labor at some of the military posts. Such a course of'
policy, rigidly pursued, would soon put an end to tribal as well as:
intestine wars.
Though most of the expenditures in this branch of the publi eservice are in their objects and amounts specifica11y defined andt
.fixed by law or treaty stipulations, so that there is but little sc.ope.
for the exercise of executive discretion, the estimates recently su~- .
mitted of the appropriat ions required for the next fiscal year, exhibit a reduction in amount compared with those of last year; whilst
both are considera bly less than those for the four preceding years,which averaged $1,218,591.
_

or·

The amouqt of those of last year was...... . • • • • • •
Those presented this year amount to .••• , • • • • • • • • •
Difference ••••.•••••• , ••••• ,,, ••••••• ,,,•• ••••••

$392,134 68' ,
857,473 ,45.~
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This result has been attained only by the n::ost rigid superv1s1on,for some time past, of the expenditures for such objects as are in
any way subject to the discretion or control of the Department;
.and by cutting off all those which could possib l y be dispensed
with, without manifest injury to the sen-ice. Appended (mark eel F.)
is a copy of a circular issue(i a short time since, imposing additional
responsibilities anrl restrictions in r eference to expenses of a contjngent nature, which it is expected will lead to still further
economy in the disburs em ents of that character.
The policy announced in my report for 1846, of surrendering to
the Treasury all balances of two yea rs' standing, not needed 1 for the
current expenditures , in order tha t they may be carried to the surplus fund and the appropriations cancell ed, continues to be r igidly
adhered to. This not onJy produces a greater degree of conformity
betwe t: n the amounts of the estimates and expenditures, but as the
Department is compelled, wheJ!. mtans are necessary fo r the objec ts
for which the balances carried to the surplus fund were intended,
to apply to Convress for new appropriations, it keeps that body
· better advised of the expenditur es of the Department, and enables
it to exercise a greater degree of supervision over them. The result of this policy, in refere'!lce to the balances dispensed with, has
been as follows:-

Am oun t designated to go to the sur.p1us fund in 1846, $1,096,564 81
Do
Do

do
<lo

do
do

1847,
1848,

74,588 52
157,374 37

1,328;527 70
This system necessarily increases the yearly estimates to the extent that the old balances could be used; but this is far better than
that those balances should be retained, and the estimates lessened
accordingly, and a delusive view be thus presented to Congress of
the probable amount of expenditures in the next succeeding year.
'fhe accumulation of large amounts in the hands of disbursing
agents has always been considered one ot the most fruitful sources
of malfeasance in the public service; leading, as it frequently does,
to speculations with the public funds, and eventually to defalca·
tions. The special attent ion of this office continues to be directed
to this subjeet. As stated last year, the large sum of $281,849 91,
which had accumulated in the hands of the various agents, was
witl· drawn therefrom and restored to the Treasury; and the remittances are now so arranged and regulated, that they never have in
their possession any thing beyond what is almost immediately re·
quired for expenditure.
Tables G and H are appended to show the amounts invested in
stocks of 'Various Statf.s and of the United S tates, for the benefit
of several of the trib es, and the annual income therefrom; and a!rn
the amounts not invested but held in trust, and intere st thert on
..annually paid, by the government.
In my r epo r t of last year, I noticed the peculiar situation of
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certain Indian reservations in the State of Illinois, which had been
set apart by treaty for the use and benefit of ihdividual Indians,.
without vesting in them the fee, and which they could not therefore sell, as in other cases; but the act of the 9th of· March last
autltorised them to do so, with the app.roval of the President.
Regulations p~escribi_ng the conditions of such approval were,
adopted and widely circulated; but, so far, only four cases have
been perfected in a~cordance therewith and approved. A large
num~er of claims, by purchase, to .other res·ervations, under various
treaties, have been examined ~uring the past year, of which upwards of fifty, having been perfected according to the regulations
of th e Department, have been confi rmed.
Of reservations under treaties prior to 1830, about sixty remain
untransferred, though about half of them a,re cbimed by purchases.
which have not been confirmed, because the prerequisites thereto
have not been complied with. By subsequent treaties, (principally
those with the Cho eta ws, Creeks, and Chickasaws, of 1830, 1832,
and 1834:,) upwards of nine thousand reserva·tions were set apart
lor individual Indians; the greater portion of which haive been sold
by the reservees, and the sales approved. The investigation and
settlement of these cas es has imposed upon this office a vast amount
of labor and difficulty, there being many cases of fraud, and numerous contes ts betwee n opposing claimants, which rendered necessary the ~reatest care af!d caution. Those r~maining unsettled
are generally now in such a situ ation that they may soon be disposed of; and as the evil and corrupt policy of granting eservations in Indian treaties has been dis continued, this tediou:il and embarrassing class of' business may be entirely closed up at an early
day, and the time and attention required by it be profitably d·evoted lo tbe other important and in creasing duties of the offi~e.
Under the acts of August 3 rd, 1842, and August 6th, 1816, there
have been adjudicated three thous an d eight hundred aJ'l.d thirty-two
~laims, including th..,se of children, of th at class of the cases arisrng und~r the 14th art icle of the Choctaw treaty of 1830, for which
reser_v~t1ons could not be assigned in accordance with the specific
prov1~10ns of that treaty, and for which those laws authorized the·
gra_n trng of scrip to the cl a im a nts; one half only of which was to
be issued to t he m-the other half being required to be funded by
~he act of March 3rd, 18-15, and on which interest, at five per cent.,
1s payable to the parties, commencing ,,n their arrival in the country. of their brethren west of the Miss:ssippi ri \'er. Of the half
deliverable to the claimants, there has been issued a portion equal
to 330,840 acres of land. The remainder is in the hands of the
agent of the Choctaws west of the Mississippi, ready to be issued
0 th_e Ind_ian claimants as soon as tbey shall have removed there,
it be_rng withheld till then, in accordance with the decision of the
President of September 25th, 184 7 ~ (S ee appendix, B.) The whole
al?o~nt of the scrip awarded on this class of claims is equal to one
million four hundred thousand four hundred and eighty acres of
land; one half of which only, however, will be absorbed by the
11nfunded portion of the scrip.

!
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.An increasing interest continues to be everywhere manifested in
the cause of education. Many of the tribe~ which have heretofore
refused to permit the introduction of schools into their country, are
JlOW COJJling forward and asking for their establishmen1; and some
of them are even offering to appropriate a portion of their own.
means to the promotion of this great object. This gr~tifying change
in their sentiments and views, has been brought about, in a great
measHre, by the system which has been pursued for some time, of
imparting a knowledge of agriculture and the mec.hanic arts with
that of letters, and the efficient co-operation of the different mis~ionary societies in the efforts of the Department.
The number of schools in, the Indian country has increased more
rapidly during the past than i• any preceding year, whilst the attendance and deportment of the scholars have been far more constant and exemplary than before. It appears from the reports
. -made to this office, that there are now in successful operation among
the different tribes sixteen manual labor institutions, at which are
maintained and educated eight hundred and nine scholars; of which
five hlU].dred and seventy-seven are males, and two hundred and
thirty-two females; and eighty· seven boarding and other schools,
with two thousand eight hundred and seventy-three scholars-two
thousand and seventy-three males, and eight hundred females.
These schools are represented to be supplied with good and competent teachers, and to be otherwise in a prosperous and highly satisfac tory condition: With the efforts of the government aad of the
v:irious e1igious and philanthropic societies of the United States
·t hus united, the blessings and advantages of this great moral enterprise , worthy of the age and of the country, may be extended to
1 he whole of our aboriginal race.
There are also now under contract, and in progress of establish1nent, seven more large manual labor schools: one among the Chickasaws , two among the Creeks, one among the Miamies, t~o among
·the Pottawatomies, and one among the Kanzas. The aggregate sum
•-set apart by thc,se tribes for the buildings and improvements is
$34,000, and that for their annual endowment and mainttnance
. -about $26,000; which sums are in addition to the amount that is to
be furnished by the missionary societies under whose care they
will, in a great measure, be placed.
The Chickasaws are not disposed to stop with the establishment
<>f one institution. They have recently authorized the Department
t o make arrangements for two more of the same description; and
in a spirit of liberality that might be advantageously imitated elsewhere, have ·appropriated, from the interest arising from their stock
investments , the sum of $12)000 for the buildings, ~nd a like amou 11t
annually for their maintenance and support. And the Cretks, un'Willing to be surpassed by their neighbors in their appreciation of
the advantages arising from the education of their children, have
~etermined in council to apply the whole proceeds of the fund rt alized from the sale of their orphan lands, which was invested in
tocks, to a similar purpose.

:""
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'The Choctaws have not only made provisions for the mainte-·~·:
ance of eight large boarding schools in their own country, but
they recently appr~pria.ted and se_t apart t~e interest arising- f:om.. ;
~ertain moneys which they ~ave rnvested m stocks of the . U mted.
States, for the instruction of such of their youth as, at the annual. ,
examinations of their own schools, may appear to evince the most.>
promise and aptitude for study, in the various branches of a classical
and scientific education. In pursuance of this policy, they sent
on, during the last summer, to the care of this Department, five very
interesting and promising boys, who have been accordingly entered.
at Delaware College, and who, although never before out of. their
own country, were foun<l st1fficiently advanced after a ff;w months
preparation for admission into the freshman c1as:;;, and where they
have since, accordin,:r to the report of the learned and distinguished
president of that institution, (appendix I,) "maintained their stand- ing, manifesting mental capacity, industry 3:nd se.lf-den ying a pplication fully equal to arty of their associates."
The schoo'ls in the Cherokee nation are under the supervision and .
.control of their own authorities, and are shown by the report of J
the superintendent to the principal chief, a copy of which has just
been received at this office, to be in a highl y flourishing con~ition.
In the support and management of this important and extensive.
system , there is nothing whatever drawn from the Treasury of the 1
United States beyond the perm anent annu:11 appropriation of ten.
thousand dollars for "the civilization of Indians;" ·which, in orderto afford the same advantages to tribes not possessed of mea-ns of
the ir own, and as a matter of philanthropy and sound policy, should,.
in my opinion; be increased to fifty thousand dollars.
The law establishing the territorial government of Oregon omitted to provide for the appointment of any agents in that interestingportion of our country. The President, however, pursuant to that
provision of the law of Jun~ 30th, 1834, orga.izing the department of
Indian affairs, which autho rizes l1im _to employ a corPpetent number
of sub-:agents to reside at such places as he may direct, appointed
three persons who have long resided in Oregon, and were repre- ·
sented to be well acquainted with the location and peculiar char·
acteristics of the variou~ tribes in tha t reCTion, to act in that capa· .
ciJy, ~ntil more satisfact ory arrangement: can be mad_e. The ~istnbut1on of their <luties an<l the boundaries · of their respective.
-agencies , have been le-ft to the governor, who is by law the su~perintendent of Indian a:tfairs in the territory, and to whom the ·
neressary and usual instructions have been forwarded.
The fortunate termination of the war with Mexico, and the enlargemen t of our boundaries by the acquisition of California and.
New Mexico, will increase thi number of Indians in the United.
States, and require the appointment of additional agents for the proper management of the affairs of this Department. The knowledgepossessed by this office of the character, habits and ocation, of the.
var ious tribes within these territories, is too limited to justify it in,
making any specific recommendation as to the me.asures whi~h
hould be adopted at this time. The extension over them of the

I
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laws regulating our intercourse with the oth_er Indians. of ~he U~ited States, and authority and means to appornt and marntarn a suitable number of agents, will enable tl1e Department to make such
:mg,~estions next year, for the consideration of the President and
of Congress, as will lead to some more definite and satisfactory action
on the subject.
.
From the various reports which have been received from Major
Neighbours, the special and efficient agent of the United States in
Texas, ·tcopies of which are annexed,) it appears that peaceful and
friendly relations with the numerous and warlike tribes of that
State have ·generally been maintained. It may be, howeve-r, that
this gratifying result is to be attributed, in some measure, to the
large military fore\ that has been kept on the f,rontier, and by
which the whites as well as the Indians have been restrained from
those acts of aggression which so frequently terminate in violence.
Your attention bas been caJled: in the two last reports from this
office, to the peculiar situation of these Indians, and to the· anomalous character of their relations to the general government. Texas,_
on coming into the Union, expressly reserved the right to, and exclusi\:e jurisdiction over, all the vacant and unappropriated lands
lying within her limits. '!'he existing laws regulating trade and intercourse with the Indians, having been limited to certain geographical boundaries, and never having been expressly extended over Texas,
.are not believed to be in force in that State. The Department has
therefore no power to prevent the settltiment of disorderly white
J>ersons among the Indians, the introduction and sale of spirituous
liquors, or the numerous other causes of strife and difficulty; and
lience the duties of the agent have thus far been confined to such
persuasive influences as he could bring to bear during his intercourse with the chiefs of the different tribes. By the 11th article
of the treaty with the republic of Mexico, it will be perceived that
the United States stipulate and agree to restrain all incursions of
Indi ans from our territories into Mexico, for whatever purpo : e the
13ame may be made, and when such incursions cannot be prevented,
:to punish and exact indemnity therefor, with the same diligence
~md energy as if they were meditated or committed within our ter·
~itory and against our own people. Some legislation will be neces:;ary for this purpose; and a proper observance of our stipulations
'With that republic, as well as the peace and safety o r' our own
citizens residing on this new and extensive frontier, calls for such
~ction as may be deemed requisite, at the earliest possible day.
V pry respectfully, your obedient servant,

W. MEDILL,
Commissioner of Indian .Ii.ffairs .
Hon. W. L.

MAB.CY,

Secretary of War.

"
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DOCUMENTS
';ACCOMPANYING ANNVAL REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
,

FOR THE YEAR

}~-!?,
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.A B, C and D. Instructions in relation to removal of Choctaw In'dians remaining east of the Mississipp~.

·

E. Abstract of preliminary examination of debt claims against various Indian tribes.

F. Instructions enforcing

CC ( nomy in expenditures of, a contingent character.
·
G and H. Statements of moneys invest ed and held in trust for various Indian tribes.
I. Report of Rev. James P. \Yilson, president of Delaware college, in relation to Indian youths 'in that institution.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.
No.

.No.

.No.

No.

1. Report of Thomas H . Harvey, superintendent of Indian affairs at St. Louis.
2. Report of R. W. Cummins, agent for the Shawnees, Pottawatomies, Delawares, Stockbridges, Munsees, Kickapoos, and _the Christian . Indians, and missionary and
school reports for that agency:
3. Report of J. S. Rains, agent fo~ the Kanzas, Sacs and Foxes•
of the Mississippi, Otta was, Chippewas, Peorias and Kaskaskias, W eas and Piankesha ws} and the Mia :11ies, and
missionary and school reports for that agency.
2. Report of J.E. Fletcher, agent for the Winnebagoes, Chippewas of the Mississippi, and a portion of the Mississippi Sioux, and missionary and scho0l r~ports for that
agency.
·
5. Report of John Miller, agent for the Pawnees, Omahas,
and the Ottoes and Missourias, and missionary and school
rep:>rts for that agency.
,
6. Report of G. C. Matlock, agent, for the Indians of the
upper Missouri, viz: the Poncas, Sioux, Arickarees, Minatarees, Mangans, Cheyennes, Crows, Assinaboins, and
Blackfeet.
7. Report of Thomas Fitzpatrick, agent for the Indians on
,and between tbe upper Arkansas and Nebraska rivers,
en,bracing Sioux, Cheyennes, Arapahoes, and other wandering tribes.
.
8. Report of R. G. Murphy, sub-agent for the Sioux of the
Mississippi, and missionary ·and school reports for that
sub-agency.
·
9. Report of A. J. Vaughan, sub-agent for the Iowas and the
Sacs and Foxes of the Missouri, and missionary and
school reports for that sub-agency.
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Report of Richard -Hewit, sub-agent for the Wyandots.
No.: 11. Report of S. M. Rutherford, acting superintendent of
"western territor:," and agent for the Choctaws, and.
missionary and school reports for that agency.
No. 12. Report of R. C. S. Brown, agent for the Cherokees, ancl _ ..
missionary reports for that agency.
·
.
No. 13. Report of James Logan, agent for the CrePks, and missionary and school reports for that agency.
No. 14. Report of A. M. M. Upshaw, agent for t he Chickasaws,
and mis~iona-ry report for that agency.
·
No. 15. Report of B. A. James, sub-agent for the Senecas, the ~e. necas and Shawnees, and the Quapaws, and mi-ssionary
and school re·ports for that sub-agency.
No. 16. Report of J. M. Richardson, sub -ag en t for the Osa ge s, and
missionary and school reports for that sub -a ge ncy.
No. 17. Report of W. A. Richmond, acting superintendent for the
district of Michigan, and agent for the Ottawas and
Chippewas, Chippewas of Saginaw, Chipp e was of Swrn
creek and Black river, and the Pottawatornies of ti)e
Huron, and missionary and school reports for that
agency.
•
No. 18. Report of James OrJ, sub-ag ent .for the Chippewas in the
vicinity of the Sault Ste. Marie, and missionary and
school reports for that sµb -agency.
No. ,19. Report of J. S . Livermore, sub-agent for the Chippewas of
- _,, · Lake Superior, and missionary and school reports for that
sub-agency.
No. 20. Report · of A. G. Ellis, sub-agent for the Menomonies,
Stockbridges, and Oneidas in Wisconsin, and missionary
• and school reports for that sub-agency.
No. 21. Report of R. H. Shankfand, sub -agent for the Seneca and
other Indians in New York, and school reports for that
sub-agency.
,
No. 22 . Reports of R. S. Neighbors, special agent for the Indians
in Texas .

•

•
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian .lljfairs, October 9, 1847.

Srn: The general goYernment having assumed the obligation of
relieving the States :of the Cl1octaw Indians yet remaining east of
the Mississippi river, so far as they can be induced to Hmove, and
thereby 1endered itself liable to 1the heavy expense, the subject of
the best modes of consummatin~ that obligation has been one of no
little difficulty and anxiety.
The system of removal . by contract
has been tried, UJlder what were considered favorable circumstances, and, in effect, failed; for, during the long period of over
two years and a half, under this system, oniy about half of the
estimated number of Indians remaining east (7,000) were removed.
The contract expired some time since, · and it became a
question of much moment, whether the same system ·should be
continued, or whether some other mode could not be adopted,
by which more rapid progress could be made, with the same or
less expense. In anticipation of _th is difficulty, your predecessor,
who was distinguished · for his sound, practical judgment, and
whose experience in the business was very great, was written to
on the 3d of June last, and requested to communicate his vi~ws
on the ~ubject, to aid the Department in coming . to a corr"ect determination. His sudden and lamented death prevented our having
the ben efit of his advice.
The late contract having expired, and
all operations having ceased, it was necessary to come to some
determination upon the subject; and, after much anxious reflection,
it has be en cone] uded that the bflst course to be pursued, and,
probably, under the circumstances, almost ,the only justifiable
one, is' for the government to take the business directly into its
own hands, and endeavor to remove the Indians through the instrumentitlity and exertions of agents of its own selection and appointment. The President has, therefore, ordered that the whole
business be committed to the mana.gement of yourself, aided by
such assistants as may be requisite for its prompt tt nd economical
accomplishment. A copy of his decision is enclosed. ·
Thomas C. Stuart, esq., ha~ been appointed assistant superinten.dent, to have the immediate and active management of the ope!at10ns east of lae Mississippi river, under yo
directions and the
instructions of this office. He has been req ui d to give bond in
th_e sum of five thousand dollars, and satisfactory sureties
the
fatthful performance of his duties, and that such sums 0f money
as you may find it necessary to place in his hands are properly
accounted for, though it is desirable that a.II the expenditures
shall, as far as practicable, be made by y~urself. This appoint-i

for
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ment was made because the accumulation of the business of your
superintendency and agency, in consequence of the sicknes~ a~d
death of Major Armstrong, and you'r important current duties 1n
both situations, p.-1rticularly at this season, would p_revent, at le:3-st
for a time, your giving to the business the immediate and active
exertions on the spot which are requisite. When you shall have
been able so to arrange your other duties as to admit of _y~ur
giving to this your active exertions both east and west of the M1ss1~- sippi, the services and expense of the principal assistant ~may, 1t
i~ believed, be dispensed with. Such other assistants and persons
as it may be necessary to employ may be selected by yourself; _and
you are authorized to determine the rates of their compensation,
according to the nature of the duties and the value of their services, not to exceed, if .possible, the rates fixed in the regulations
of the Department for the various kinds of service required in the
emigration of Indians,
The number of Choctaws remaining east in 1844 was estimated,
in round nul'!}hers, at seven thousan~, of which, according to the
returns rec.e ived at this office, three thousand eight hundred and
twenty-four have since been removed. They were principally
those who intended becoming citizens of the States-that pr_ivilege
·beir.g granted them by the treaty of 1830, on their notifying the
agent of the government of their desire to that effect, within six
. lllOnths after the ratification of. the treaty; which also authorized
that aft'er a five year5' continuou~ residence, with the intention of
becoming citizens, lands should be granted them in fee sir 1ples,i x hundred and forty acres for each head of a family, and for the
chil_dren forming a part thereof three hundred and twenty acres for
each over ten and unmarried, and one hundred and sixty for each
under ten years of age.
.
·
It having been represPnted that many entitl~d to these benefits
had, from various causes beyond their control, been prevented from
fulfilling tJhe prescribed requirements, Congress authorized the appointment of c<nnmissioners to investigate their cases, whose report, when approved by . the Secretary of War, was to ·be final;
where, in the cases favorably acted on, land coulci be given in accor<lanc·e · with the provisions of the treaty, it was to be done; 'but
if the land had been disposed of, or was so encumbered that it
could not be given, the claimants were to receive in lieu certificates authorizing the location of the same quantity elsewhere.
These certificates are known by the name of scrip, one half oi
which was not, under any circumstances, to be delivered to the
claimants until after arrival west.
A subsequent law funded
this half, and allows the claimants an, annual interest thereon of
five per cent. if th€ remove we t. The time and p1ace of the delivery of the other alf was left discretionary; and the derision
heretofore was, that it should not be paid until after the arrival of
th,e parties west, unless, in the opinion of the acting superintendent
?f the western territory and agent for the tribe, in whose custody
1~ was placed, a different course was requisite to facilitate emigration. In that case he was authorized to deliver it east when the
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Indians were so far on their route, or were assembled under such
circumstances, as to satisfy him of their intention to emigrate.
:Being satisfied, ho":ever, that. the withho]din~ of it a11 until t.he
arrival of the parties at their new .homes will' tend to expedite
emigration, and thus to lessen the expE>nses attending it, as well
as be for the interests and welfare of the · Indians, the Presi~ent
has directed that it be withheld accordingly.
The Indians who were allowed lands, it is understood, have generally transferre~l them to individu~I~, who, after obtaining the
patents, are to fhspose of them, retamrng one half of the proceeds
and paying the Indian the other half. It is problematical whether
in any such cases the Indians will ever receive any thing; but
those who were ·aellowed scrip have no such expectation to detain
them east. They can get nothing until after their arrival west;
and the sooner they go there the better it will be for them, not
,only on that account, but because it is not til1 then that the interest on the funded half of their scrip commences, which, in the
event of removal, will be paid regularly once a year, and be of
considerable assistance to them.
·
· If those who were allowtd lands realize a-ny thing from their bargains, it will prob ably be taken from them for debts which they have
.already contracted, or if that be not done, they will soon expend
the little they rective, and then be left. destitute of all means and
resources, in the midst of a white population, with which, in labor
or enterprize, they cannot compete, and where they must suffer the
.g reatest want, and become a set of wandering vagabon<ls, leading
a life of privation and degradation.., termmating in a miserable
death. Such also will be .the lot of those entitled to scrip if tht·y
do not go west; nor would the payment of the seri p east avert it,
for they would ' soon squander what it would realize, and then be
left destitute. How much better then for all to remo·ve west,
where there are plenty of exctllent lands for all, where, with a
little prudence, energy and enterprise, they could soon comfortably
establish themstlves and provide for their · familits; where they
would have the advantage of excellent schools in ~operation, and
about to be established, for the education of their children, and
where they would be among br-ethren and fri.ends who would rej oice in their prosperity, and in misfortune sympathize with and
lend them a helping h,a nd. Removing, they wou d haYe every
prospect of soon bettering their condition; remaining where they
are, their every step must, in the nature of things and according to
all past experience, be rapidly downwards, even to the lowest
depths of misery and suffering. On their own account, on that of
their families, and especially for th·e interests and welfare of their
children, they cannot too soon remove. Tbes considerations, and
others of a like nature which may occur to y
ill be urged with
all tbe skill and effect in the power of yours
and assistants, to
i nduce them to consent to emigrate. Those to whom serip is comi ng will be told that it is now in your hands ready for them, and
t hat you will pay it to them on their arrival· west, and all may be
ass ured that ihere they will receive the kindest treatment both from

I
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the agents of the government

nd their brethren, n.nd that every
thing in the power of the Departn;ient will be clone . to ~ende_r them
comfortable, happy and pro sperous. Should you fihd 1t necessary
to convince the In<lians of the fact of the scrip being ready, and
to influ ?nce them to emigrate, you may show, or cause it to be
shown, to them, at the same time informing thelll of the amount it
will probably realiz e them. And should you become satisfied that
the measure would have a happy tendency, you are authorized to
select, and take or send to the east, a few of the most judicious and
, influential persons who have been removed and established in their
new country, and who can be relied on for the pnrpese, in or<ler
that they may co-operate with you by representing to their brethren the brighter prospects which a.wait them w~st, anrl the great
advantages of removal.
The expenses of the emigration must not be inqreased by keeping parties too Jong in camps prior to starting, nor by sending off
detachments too small in number. The expense of emigrating a
small party woul d be n ea rly as great as that of removing one con~idera bly larger, the s mall er requiring the same number of agents
and nearly the same means of transportation. It must, tllerefore,
as far as practicablt>, be so arranged that the Indians will not go
into camp until a sufficient number can be induced to do so to form
a party of a resp e ctable size, and they should be removed as soon
after: assembling as po ssible, the means of transpor'tation and subsistence being provided, or ar~a ngements macle tlierefore, beforeha,od. The routes by which th e different parties should b e taken
must, in some degree, depend upQn the section of the Choctaw
country west, in which they are to be located, which, as far as can
be done, must be determined beforehand. If it be neces1my to
in~uce them to remove, their wishes as to the route and the mode
of transportation, \l' hether by land or water, wil I be consu ltcd; but
the latter will, as far as possible, be adopted, as being the most
economical. It may, as hereto(ore , be found tha.t many of them
have ponies wliiicb they will be unwilling to leave behind. Where
they cannot w ell dispose of them before starting, and positively
refuse to go without them, they will be permitted to take them;
but, to whatev er extent this is done, the means of land transportation should be diminished accordingly, as they can ride and carry
many things upon them, which otherwise would have to be transported for them . Every aid in the power of yourself and assistants should be afforded them in disposing of such of their effects,
to as much ad vantage as may be, as cannot well be taken with
them; and ev ery eff,,rt should be marle to induce th m. to preserve
what means they may have, and vd.tat they may, in this way, realize, in orde r that
may be able , as far as possible, to provide
for their necessiti
, d WaFtt. on their arrival in their new country.
If any be sick, or it b e necessary to assuage their fears, and to
induce them to remove, medical aid maY. be employed on the route;
but thi must be done for the mo t litnited period practi cable, and
on the mo..;t reasonable terms. All the operations must
in ae·

be
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~ordance with tr,e prescribed regulations on t e subject of emigration and the strictest economy be obserTed.
1t'is represented that there are persons in Mississippi w.ho were
in some way connected with the operations under the Jat~ contract,
and who, in the expectation of that instrument being · again extended or renewed, ha Te colJecte<l and have in charge parties of Indians
for emio-ration. If this be the case, you are authorized to take
such p;~ties off their hands, anJ to make them such compensation
for their services and exFenses in collecting and keepi ng the Indians
together as m2y be reasonable and jus_t; . not to exceed, howeYer,
the rate or am ount of expense to wh1eh tbe government would
have been put for the same parties, judging from the expenditure
for the parties collected and prepared for emigration by its own
agents; or, if any of the persons alluded to be desirous of deliYering such Jndians to you west of the Mississippi river, you may
permit them to do so, taking care that each party be acctimpan,ied.
by an agent of the government, to see that they are properly subsisttd and otherwise cared for; provided that the amou~t of c,o,m._pensation to be paid for collecting, subsisting and removing t;hem,
shall, in no instance, exceed the cost of those which may be remond by the government, or the sum per capita .stipulated in tbe late
contract with Alexander Anderson & Co. Parties removed in this
way sbould be regularly mustered, and copies of the muster rolls.,
&c., sent to this office, as in the case of the Indians emigrated by
the agents of the government.
It is important that the In tlians be general! y informed, as soo11
as practicable, of the change in the mode of oper_a tion, and of. the
wi1-hes and intentions of the government with respect_to tbPm; an,l
in order that no time may be lost, a eopy of these instructions wdl
be sent to 'Mr. Stuart, the assistant superintendent, and he wiU re
instructed to proceed immediately to counsel with them on the subject. He will be directed, also, to keep you advised of' his movements, in order that you may be able to communica te with hii11.,
and give him such instructions as' you may cdnsider nece ssary.
With reference to the payment of the scrip, full instru ct ions will
be given you at an early day.
.
Very respectful Iy, your o be dien t servant,

.

SAMUEL

.

..

w_. MEDILL,

M. RuTHERFORD, EsQ ., .
.11.cting Superintendent Ind.ian .lljfairs,
Choctaw Agency, west.

P. S. A c~p..y of the instructions to Mr. Stuart is enclosed f'or
your in formation.

,
"

I
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Having examined and da1y considered the questions presented
to me through the Secretary of War, connected with the removal
of the Choctaw Indians yet remaining east of the Mississippi, I am.
of opinion,
First. That the whole business of removal should now, after the
great delay an<l uncertainty connected with the contract system,
which has been experienced, be taken in hand direet1y by the go-vernment and carri e d out, so far as well can be, by agents of its
own selection and appointment. With this view . it will oe placed
under the direction of the acting superintendent of the western territory and agent for the tribe, who will be aide<l by such assistants
as may be necessary during the progress of the operations, and as
may be sanctioned by the Secretary of War, and to expe<lite the
busines$ an experienced and competent person will now be appointed to take the immediate superintendence of it in such manner and
under such regulations as may be prescribed by the said Secretary.
This person will be requir ed to give . bond in a reasonable amount,
to be determined by the Secretary of War, with satisfactory sureties,- for the faithful performance of his duties, and for such sums
of money being duly and properly accounted for as the government
or acting superintendent may find it necessary to place in his hands.
His compensation an<l that of the other assistants will be fixed by
the Secretary of · War. ·
Second. With respect to the certificates or scrip payable to the
Indians, I am clearly of opinion that, as heretofore decided by the
Se·cretary of War, there is full and ample discretion under the law
as to the time and place of payment; and the government having
at a heavy expense as sumed the obligation of relieving the States
of these Indians, it has a clear and unq'uestionable right to pursue
such a course of policy in regard to the paymt>nt of the scrip, not
inconsistent with the laws upon the subject, as in its judgment may
tf'n<l to facilitate the emigration of the Indians, and to lessen the
~xpense connected therewith. And being satisfied, after full _and
mature consideration, that the withholdrng of the scrip until after
their arrival in their new country wili have that trndency and
tffect, whilst the interests of the Indians will be thereby pro.noted,
1 dire<:t that it be withheld accordingly. It will be dtdivered by
tbe agent of the tribe as soon after their arrival as pra~ticable and
the best intere!!ts of the Indians may seem to require, under such
regulations and instructions as the Secretary of War may think it
right and proper to aaopt. As heretofore, its assignment or transfer
by the Indians to other persons must be witnessed by the agent in
person, and be for.mally attested by him in writing, accordin g to
the regulations na
in force; but he will in no instance cer~ify
such assignment or transfer without evidence full ancl satisfactory
to him, that it was for a fair and adequate consideration, in orJer
to secure justice being done to the Indians.

JAMES IL POLK.
WASHINGTON~

September 25, 18i7.
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C.
WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian .Bffairs,. February 12, 1848.
Sm: . I enclose for your information and government, a copy of
a report from this office to the Secretary · of War, which having been
approved by him, extends _the privilege of participating in the removal of the Choctaw Indians to all persons of a proper character
disposed to enter in to it.
. ..
'
As the payment for the persons removed -wi11 have to be made
on their delivery in the west, you will kee·p yourself iIJ,formed of
the probable progress of_ the emi,gration, so as to transmit estimates
of the funds which will . be required from time to time for tliat purpose, in order that· the Department may remit you · the amounts in
season for payment, on the delivery of the Indians to· you. .
Very respectfuHy, your obedient servant,
W. MEDILL.
S. M. RuTHERFORn, Esq.,
.llcting Superintendent Indian .IJ..ffairs,
~ ,
Choctaw ./1.gency, . Western Territory.

D.

.

w AR

DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian· .IJ.ffairs, February 11, 1848.

Sm: Under the order of the President of the 25th September
1ast, 'the system of general and exclusive contract for the removal
·of the Choctaw Indians, yet ea'st of the Mississippi, has been dis. cont_inued and t~e business take~ directly in charge by this Depart:ment. Instructions were issued on the 9th of October last, committing the . Sl,lpe.rintendence of it to S. M. Rutherford, Choctaw
agent, with the -aid of an assistant, and su'c h subordinate employees
~s might be found absolutely requisite. The instrnctions authorized the superint_en<lent to receiYe parties of Indians which had
been collected by persons under the expectation of the further extension or of the renewal of the expired contract with Alexander
Anderson and others·, and who had thereby incurred some expense,
·o r to permit them to remove the Indians so collected, and to pay
them a reasonable compensation for their trouble and expenses in
both cases; so that the whole cost of removal, however, should not
-exceed twenty· six dollars and seventy-one cents per head-the rate
-stipulated in the Anderson contract.
·
· From representation~ recently received frotl}. Mr. Rutherford, it
-s:ems probable that, in consequence of the ex'tent and pressure of
his duties as Choctaw agent west, and superintendent of th~ western ~erritory, he will be unable, for some time, to . give that,, immediate and active personal. attention to the business necessary to
ensure its rapid. and effectual progress; while it is urged by the
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representa.tives · from Mississippi, snd other gentlemen in and out
of Congress who take an interest in it, that it would be much
hastened, and its accomplishment secured at a much earlier day,
by extending to all such persons as may be disposed to enter into
it, the privilege of removing such of the Indians as they can collect for that purpose, on the terms already mentioned. How far
!his would be the case, this office is unable to form an opinion. It
is disposed, however, to yifld a proper acquiescence to the wishes
-of the gentlem_e n referr~d to, some of whom and their com;tituents
are immediately and materially interested in the early completion
of the emigration, aud I therefore suggest for your approval the
' exten~ion of the privilege adverted to in the manner stated.
Very respe·ctfully, your obedient-servant,

W. MEDILL.
Hon. WM. L. MARCY,
Secretary of War.

)

.

.

T~e foregoing recommendation is approved: February H, 1848.

W. L. MARCY.

I

/

E.
INDIAN DEBT CLAIMS.-POTTAWATOMIES.

No. 1. Ewings ~ Clymer ' against Pottowatornies of the Osage
river.-This claim amounts to $4,773, and embraces balances of
old accounts and charges for articles of merchandise of various kinds,
including some provisions, against two hundred ,and four individual Indians, varying in amoGnt, in each case, from 25 cents to 247
ido(! lars. The dates of the charges are at · various periods b~twet' n
November 3, 1839, and September 14, 1845. There is no clata
· upon which to judge whether the char-ges are reasonable, as in many
cases quantities and dates' a~e not statt:;d, and th.ere 'is nothing ta
indicate the '-particular kinds or qualities of tte articles. Some
$1,580 25 is the amount of old balances claimed as remaining unpaid, at various annual payments, during the time embraced in th e
charges, which are without any specification as to the time when
the original debts were creatPd, of -what th ey consisted, what was
the original amount, &c.; being just charged in gross, in each case,
as a balance remaining unpaid at a particular time . .
, Of the amount charged, $2,410 58 is for "depredations an,1 seizure of property belonging to us (the claimants) on Sugar creek, in
the month of January, 1842," by the "Pottawatoinies of the Wabash," withQut any specifi cation of what the depredations consis ted,
what was the character of the property seized, or the circumstances
undet which the acts were committed.
Thus, of the whole amount charged there is only some $830 of
wbich there is any specification or explanation whatever.
In regarJ to the depredations and seizure of property, they can-
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not be charged up as claims arising in · the course of trade. Specific
provision is made, in regard to ~uch clai_ms, in the ~ 7th section of •
the intercourse act, of 1834, which requires a certarn course to be
pursued in regard t~ them. That course w~~ ad opted "in t~is ,case;
the claim was examined by my predecessor m 1845, and drsadoweJ after a full consideration of all the facts and evidence, and so
far as this office is concerned, ~hat decisi(rn must be regarded as
final.
·
There is a written obligation executed on the 16th of June, 1846,
by eleven Indians, purporting to be the chief and · head men of the
band, promising to pay the whole amount 0£ the claim out of thefirst money accruing under the treaty of 184:6, viz : theJunds set
apart for debts, &c. But the Indians, from some cause. unknown to
the Department, failed fo p·ay any portion of the amount out of th~t
fund, and the obligation would, therefore, seem to be void as it respect~ any other fund belonging to them. '
2. W. G. ~ G. W. Ewing's claim ·against same lnl:ians, amounting to $6,410 70.-This claim covers the period between January
1, 1845, and June 16, 1846. It consists of accounts against 360
Indians, indi;vidually, varying in amount from 62 cents to $135 86.
Sonie $1,203 07 of the amount is made up of balances, without specification or explanati ~n, charged as remaining ' unpaid- after the
annuity pa.yment of 1845. There is a written obligation for the
amount, given by the same eleven Indians, and in the same manner
as in the preceding case, and to which the same remarks are applicable, as are also those in reference to whether the charges are reasonable.
·

3. W. G. ~ G. W. Ewing agai,nst Pottawatomies -of Council
Bluffs, amounting to $40,351 07 .-For goods and provisions .&c.,
from 19th September, 1845, to 27th May, 1846, consisting of accounts against 609 individual Indians, varying in amount from 75
cents to $1,19,2 ,5 8. Of the amount,$32,167 .17 consist of balances .
against various individuals of former accounts, an'd · of notes
a m_ounting to $1,392 .22, in regard to which, no specification of the
a rticles furn1 shed is given, nor any thing that would enable the
offi?e to judge of the reasonableness of the charges. There ' is an
obligation given by the chiefs and braves, for $40,277 47, payable
out of the annuities due the , trib e , in instalments; the first to be
$ 13,000, and the remainder in each of the years, 1847, 18i8, 1849,
1850, 1851 and 1852. On this c,bligation i1:l endo rsed a credit of
$ 12,250, paid 1st October, 1847.
,
.

4.

!f'.

W. Cleghorn's claim; amount, $3,568 64 .-This cltaim

1s agarnst .297 Indians, individually, varying in

amount in each
cas e_, the smallest being 38 cents and · the largest $250 05. The
earliest dates of charges are in June, 1837, and .the latest in June,
1847. $1,012 52 is made up of old balances (in one case a note
for ~131 _75) _u npaid at va_rious _period_s, without explanation or
s p ec1fication, and the remamder is generally for merchandise of
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different kinds; of the reasonableness ·of the prices of which, as in
the preceding claims, it is difficult to judge, as the quantities of the
articles are not specified, being just charged in gross. There is a
written obligation given by the same Indians, and in the ·same •manner ·as in cases 1 and 2. There are al;;o small amounts of cash
charged; and, in one case, $160 for building four houses and one
stable.
5. Moses H. Scott ~ Co.'s claim; amount, $3,500.--This claim
is for merchandise, including provisions, at different periods, from
March 1, 1843, to June 15, 1846, the whole being charged to the
"Pottawatomie trib_e of Indians," the names of the individual Indians to whom the articles were sold or delivered not being given
in any case. There is a written obligation for the amount to
Moses H. Scott from the same .Indians, and given in the same manner as in cases I, 2, and ·4, and there is the· same difficulty as to
reasonableness of charges .
6. J. B. Dutrois' claim; amount, $1,673.-For goods and pro:
visions sold between September 8, 184:4, and June 17, 1846, to 122
individuals, in amounts varying from $1 to $68 60. Written obligation the same as in cases 1, 2, 4, and 5; and same difficulty as to
reasonableness of charges.
7 . .P. Chouteau·, jr. 4- Co.'s claim; amount 1 $.7,163 28 .-:--For
goods and provisions from November-, 1841, to June, 1846, consisting
of accounts _a gainst 318 iHdividual Indians, varying in amount from
25 ce~ts 'to $128 50. Of the amount, •$156 22 consists of' balances
against various fndividuals of former accounts remaining unpaid,
in regard to which there is no further information than the simple
charge of, the balances. · Nor is -there any means of judging of the
reaso~l:lbleness of the charges. Written _obligation from same Indians, as in the cases above referred to. This firm was paid
$11;250, on account of <lebt claims agains_t the ·P ottawatomies at
the a-n nual payment of last year. Of the amount charged, $300 is
for depredations, to which the r-emarb in ' case number 1, in rela·
tion to c laii:µs of this character, J pp!y. It must be specially proved
up before the Department in the manner required by the 17th sec·
tion of the trade and interrcourse act of 1834, before being presented to the tribe and demand made for ·p ayment, which appears
not to have been done.
.
•
8. Claim of Pearson 4- Cooper; amount, $4,488 08.-Against 419
individuals, varying per individual from 50 cents to $128 62. The
cparges bear date from 1840 to 1845, inclusive. The original
amount of the account was $1,000 more, that sum being credited
and deducted in gross, as ·received from the Indians at the annuity
payment last year. $252 is made up of old bal a nces, without specificat ion , and there is nothing to enable the Department to judge
of the reasonableness of the charges.

/

..
(
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9. Claim of Benja~in Holt; amount, $1,064 95 .-This claim i8
wholly without items, b_eing merely i;1 schedule of' amount~ charged
in gro~s to 30 indiv_idu~ls, varying fro~ 50. ce~_ts to $589. In ~he
heading the ·allegation 1s made that th_e claim 1s. "for merchandise
purchased by sai_d Indians," and an affidavi_t. atta?he~ states . that ,
no part of the amount charged wa:s for · spir1tuous hiuors. ·, The
amounts in three of the cases are charged as· balances of notes; in
one $589, .and in the others $10 and $f5, respeqtively. r In the two
latter cases the notes are submitted; in the first , it is alleged that
the note has .been lost or de·stroyed and, cannot. ?e found. There
is nothing to show the qonsideration for, or circumstances under, ,
which the notes were giYen, and no evtdence of what were the articles of merch , ndise, t_he prices, or reasona'bleness , of t~e, ,charges.
10. Claim .of John 'H. Whitehead; $I~1do 22.-This is a palance
after 'deducting· $500 ,received from the Indians October 8,' 1847.
This claim is principally (or pr'ovisio~s; and. a.small part for groceries, charged against 103 individual Iridians, between January,
1840, and November, 1843, in .amounts varyin;; from 65 cen'ts to'
$354 03. Some of the charges, appear ~o be very high; and there
is nothing to show how far thei are generally reasonable. In two
cases the charges are for the amounts of two1notes, (not ,presented,)
one for $110 and the other for $37 50, given by two individuals;
though for what consideration and und t' r what circumstances <lo
not appe~r. Mr. Whitehead states tpat he is ready · to submit to
any investigation t~ test th~,- merits and · jus'tne'ss <?f his claim. ,
l

\

11. Stephen Copper; $2,612 50.-All there is about this claim is
a merp,orandum, of which the,. fol)owing is a , copy, transmitted by
Mr. Whitehead fo a ltetter to the Hon. W. P. Hall, enclosing his
own claim.
'

''Co~NCIL

BLUFFS,

1844.

"The whole a.mount of, debts of Major .Stephen Cooper, against
the Chippewas, Ottolwas, and Pottawattorbie lndia'n s, is '$2,612 50,
entirelYi for _provisions."
·
),

12. N. C. Owens; claim, of heirs of Elizabeth and Sarah Frances
Owens; $473.~This claim 1s presented in the form of a joint note
of J. & L. Vieau for $488, · dated October . 12, 1840, upon which
there is~ credit of $15, leav,ing the amount stated as a balance. It'
is supported by affidavit of Henry Owens a.n d Malcolm Clarke· ,
(whose credibility is not attested) that the claim is just, and the
consideration of the note was flou 'r , furnished ' to the two Vieaus.
There is nothing to show the t,ime or circumstances under which
~he ~flour was furnished, whether at a reasonable price, or whether
it was for private use or for purposes of speculation,.

'

'

13. Claim of Elijah Potk 4- Sons; $5,592 99., viz: ~1. Rob-ert Polk
for $697 92, is made up of chargt>s against 39 individuals, and is
for ammupition, dry goods, hardware, and provisions, including
,

..
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groceri s. The dates of the charges run from 16th June, 1837, to
5th l\Iay, 1838, and the amount of the indivi.dual accounts range
from 75 cents to $58 50. One of the charges 1s for balance due on
note of $157, and contains no· other specification. 2. Robert Polk
& Co., amount $2,316 33, is for similar articles, an J for~ horses,
&c., furnished 210 indivi<lual s, whose accounts range from nO cents
to $236 88, and are embraced in a period from 2d May, 1838, to
14th March, 1842. 3. Elijah Polk & Sons, amount .$2,518 74, is
for similar ntic1es, &c., and charged against 182 individuals, wh?se
accounts ran~e from 5.0 cents to $239 26, and embrace a period
from .March 18) 18-41, to November 10, 18-t6.
Appended to these claims, is a cer1ificate of Major R. w. Cummins, Indian agent, recommendatory of the claimants as per.sons
of good character, correct business habits, &c.; and to the aggregate of the claims is credited a national obligation for $5,515,
executed 13th June, 1846, which obligation has not been filed.

14. Claim of E. H. Hubbard Sf. Co., $236 00.-Is for dry goods,
am~unition, provisions, groceries, &c., furnished eleven rn dividuals whose accounts range from $3 38 to $60 97 each. The periods
of the charges is not given, but the claim is headed with the year
"1~45." Accompanying the demand is an obligation signed by
the" chiefs and head men of the Pottawatomie nation, agreeing
to pay the amount, $236, in two ins ' alments, out of the first moneys accruing under the treaty of. 1846," which is dated 17th June,
1846,- and witnessed by the superi_ntendent Indian affairs, at St.
Louis, and others.
'
. '

15. Claim of William · Bartlett, $1;049 99.-Consists of three
separate accounts, for the years 1845 and 1846, containing charges
against one hunrlred and nineteen illdividuals, whose pers_o nal accounts range from 50 cents to $166 each, and are almost solely for
provisio~ns. With this r.laim is filed an obligation, signed by the
~, chiefs and head men, warriors, anrl young men of the Potta watomie nation," agreeing tQ . pay to the order of Andrew Jackson,
the sum of $1,090, which order is assigned on its back to Bartlett.
This obligation is presumed to have been given to cover this claim,
although there is nothing to justify the · presumption, except the
fact of its being filed wit~ the papers in the case.
Miamies.

16. W. G. Sf G. W. Ewing .....• ........•••...••.••• $8,241 00
Less this amount credited in gross............. 3 ,OOO 00
.
.
Amount now claimed ••••••.•••••••••••.•

q

. . . .

5; 241

00

17. James H. Kintner ....•.••••.•..•....•...••......• , $834 60
18. Tabor ~ Hamilton

•••••••••••••••••••• ,1•••••••••

$6,300 00
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·T hese three claims (the two latter of which are presented by
the Messrs. Ewing, on powers of attorney) are based upon awards
made in favor of the parties name~·, by a b_oa,rd of arbitrators, composed of E. Murray, W. Z. Stuart, and 9'raharil N. Fitch, appointed
und€r an agreement entered into between the tribe ,and their cred·itors, in the summer of 1846; and to sustain their .demands, they
fil e a certified copy of the report of' a wards; of the said -arbitrators. In the :papers submitted with these claims, there ' is nothing
to show the ,nature of the indebtedpess of the Indians, all'd nothing
by which th.e reasonabl ene_ss of the ~µar~ es ·can be judged of, the
periods embraced cannot 'be ascertarned, nor wh"ether the charges
are against indi vid,ua ls or against the · tribe collectively. In thes~
cases there is no other obligation t~ pay t _4 ese claims' t4an :what is
containe·d in the agreement befC?'r.e referreu to, viz.: tha.t both parties should abide the. decisionj of the arbitrators·.
\

19. Berthelef ~ .11.va'line .••••••••• ••.•·: •••• '~-"•• .'. • .>
."-. . $22r, 7,08 61
Amount . deducted "'· on compromise" . • • • • • • • • •
3,308 61
(.

'\

~9,400 00
'f.

I

'

•

This ~laim embraces · charges against '221' individuals, varying in
am ount per individual, from 25 ce,nts to $1,,187 32. T~e charges
be ar date from May, 184:2, to Norerpber, 1845, and are for mer{jhandise a11tl provisions mostly -; $148 50 are for whiskr,y, wine,
and the transportation thereof; $187 38 for balances from. old accounts; and $2,531 24 for "sundries,~' cash . loaned, ,. orders on individu·als for tolls, &c'., money paid, ·,accounts of bthers, ' judglJlents,
tahs, building ·houses, 'debts assumed, &c.· In this case there is a
·special written obligation given for the amou,nt, dated 28th Febru~
ary, 184 7, purporting to have be~n signed by the " chief~, warriors,
heads of famiiie.s, and individuals," 80 in number, witnessed by the
government intel'preter, George Hunt, stipulating to pay _tqe same
in three ins.t aJments, of which the first, amounting to $10,000, }).as \
been paid and acknowledged on the ob-ligation, leaving due the
sum of $9,400. This, like , the pre·c eding · cla1m.s, _was submitted
to, and acted upon by, the , arbitrators, who awarcl'ed the sum of
:$ 19,200· 09-the whole demand then amo1rntipg to $25 ,079 34 .
1

• 2?·. E. French; $2,566 23.-Is for. provisions and clothing to 89
rnd1v1duals, varying in amount from $4 to $548 29, and the charges
made within the years 1843 and 1846. . The amounts charged up of
balances from old accounts, amount to $85, and are without specification. This claim was likewi~e' before th~ board of arbitrators 1,
who awarded the sum of $1,635· 37-~he, whole charges at th\l,t
time amounting to $2,358 11. · r

21. M. ff L. Falk . • ....

1
• • • • • • • • ' • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Less this sum ... : ...... '...................... .
•

35

$8,197
3,209 38

< )

Balance claimed •••••••••• ; ••• •,• • • • • • • • • • • •• • •

4,987 97
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For goods, provisions, &c., sold between the 9th December, 1842,
and 2d October, 1845, to . 143 individuals, in amounts varying from
50 oents to $300. $173 38 are for balances fro:r;n previous settlements, containing no specifications. This claim was also submitted
to, and acted upon by, the board of arbitrators, who a warded the
sum of $3,886 31, the de·~a~d at that time amounting to $4,922 01.
In regard to the six immediately preceding claims; if.is proper
to state ' that when the rep.o rt of the awards made by the arbitrators was presented for the approval of the Dep~rtment; it promptly
. and positively· refused to have anything to do with it, t~e P ,r esident having but a short time previol!ls.ly decided that the government would not · recegnize, i.n any shape, cl.aims against these India_n s which had arisen after the-25th February, J84J; the indebtedness of., tl~e I~dians, up to that time, having been fully and
,finally ·settled, by the Pr.esident allowing, the 's,um of $75,000to be
paid out of the ~nnuifies of the tribe 'in instalments of $12,500 per
annum; that the annQities in future would be paid ·. over to those
entitled toir re'c eive them; ·w·hen each Indian could pay his ,individual d~ebts,. if b'e thought proper; and that such would be the
settled ·policy of the governme'nt, ·and would, under no circumstances, be departed from. The · claims were · twice presented,
fully considered, and rejected, both by the Department and the
President.
·
'
··
22·. '..fl.. Coq11,illard, Samuel Edsall, , and G. W. and W. ~ G. Ewing, $7,621 60.-This is a claim 'set up for expenses and losses in
cartying out the qrnt-ract for the remova) of the Miami _Indians
from Indiana, alleged to have been caused by the failure ,of the foidians to . go 8'. _t the time fixed upon and . promised . by them, and
sho,t ild pot, in any mann~r or form, be recognized ·as a· demand'.
agains-t either the gove,rnment or the Indians. Although th·e contrac1t f~r the removal of the Miamies has, so ·far, been carried out
by the above parties, this has been ' done under arr'a ngements which
have never been recognized cH ·san ·c tioned. With reference to any
rights or int'erests under the· contract, the Department knows and
can recognize no oµe but the original contractor, Thomas Dowling;
and were any sucli claim urged by him, it could not be entertained,
because the co.ntract fixt:d no time within which the ·,Indians. were
to remove, and provided that the sutl).' to be paid to the contractor
·should include, and be in full, for any <?,nu all objects and expenses
whateve1 connect.ed with, or growing out of, the removal of the
Indians, aQd their subsistence
one year west. It was expressly
stipulated that "no extra charge" should be paid " · for an_y detention that may occur in the collecting and removing of said Miami
tribe · o'f India~s; .but that all expenses, of wha-tenr character,
which may occur in the collecting, tr'ansporting, and provisioning
any or all of said Indians, shall be paid by the said Thomas Dowling; and that, in no event, shall the United States hereafter be subject
~o any claim for damages or comp,e nsa\ion for any loss or injury
that may be ~llegeu to arise out of this contract under any circumstances, or rn any event whatever." The amount stip~lated to be

for
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-paid to 'the contractor was,. ~?reo~er, a J?Ost_extravagant one, viz:
$55,000, the number, of Indians berng estimated at 650 only; ab_out
383 of which have b_e en removeu. But were -the facts otherw1·s e,.
the failure of the Indians ·to r·emove at- the . time fixed upon· was
caused mainly, if not ·entirely, by .,the' improp'e~ . interference oC
their alleged cr-editor,s , among wh_o m were some of the parties
ihe present claim, the ?bject of delay_i~g -_ the emigrati?n being. to
·coerce the , government to a recogmtion of the claims. alleged
against the Indians.
· '
'

to:

/

Sac_s and Fpxes of the · Mis'sissip_pi,.
'23.. w. G. qnd G. w. Ewi;,,g, $8,720 . 83.-Contains charges
ag~inst the confe_derated tr~bes, though st ated_ on th_e ~ack of the
claim to ·be "owing by the Sacs, for dry goods prmc1-pally, furnished at one time, viz: _J6th April, 1843, -to the nation, ·amount- 1 ,
ing to $6,391 47, and for similar articies· of pr_y goods, and for _
horses, bridles; &c., furnished to ninety-four· individuills,' between_
October, 1843, and September, 1845, for $1,779 21; ,and for merchandis~, -&c._, furnished ·"Hard F1-s h's band," from' ..{\..pril to September, -~84.4, $350 . 03; an~ to Pash-e-pa-h·oe's band, from , 30th
August to 14th Septembn, 1844, $173 ' 23; and to Keokuck's band,. 1
11th September, 1844, $26 89-$8,720 83. The amount of th_e in-·
dividual accounts range fro~ $2 , to $227 30; and the prices charged
in the_whole claim seem high. ·
·· . · ·
_- , , ,
1

>·

'

'

·1•

•

I

24. G. W. and W. G. Ewing, $770 -This claim is made out,,
as is the previous one, against the united tribes, but it is stated to. ·
be owing by the_ Fo.xes, and is made u-p chiefly of balances brought · ·
forward, pu_rporting to be to_r horses sold to fifty-<;me i~dividual~;
the ~liarge"s ~ear date 28th and 29th ,October,J816, and th,er-e· being ·
~othrng t~ s~ow the _original prices char'g ed, it )s impossiqle t6.
Judge of their reaspnableness. .
,
.. · - · ··

25. P_. · Chouteau, .jr., ·~ - Co;, $6,209 78.-Are: cha~ges , against.
Harj Fish's band, bearing _date from 20th Jahu,ary to 12th May,
1840, for $975, and against 181 in.d ividuals; bearing date from September, 1844, to September., 1847, for $5,036 78. The.amount of the
se:veral individual accounts range from $3 50 to $104; and there
is hut one that comes up to the latier su·m , w,hilst ther'e ar_e but
very few of the others that exceed $70.- The articles charged for
are provisions and dry goods, and there ar.e balances from old ·accounts_, which purport to be for horses previously sold, amounting·
to $198.
·
'·
·
~Q /. W . .11.. ,and J. B. sc·ou, $4,369 12.-For dry gqods and other
articles sold Hard Fis~:s band, between 23d September, 1844, and
16;h July, 1845, among which qiay be enumerated as 'fo!lows, viz.:
1,763 y_a rds ~alico, at from 20 to 31 ·..cents · per yard. ·
_420 yards cloth, averaging $3 per yard.
.
164 blankets, from $3 to $5 eac~; and-, in aAdition to the _a bove ,
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there are charges made for cash lent, $23, and for balances due on
old accounts, principally for horses sold 1 about $300 .

27. W . .IJ.. and_ J. B. Scott, $1,752 73 -This account is for dry
goods sold Keokuck, chief, between the 23d September, 1844, and
29th November, 1845, consisting of 574 yards calico, 222 yards
cloth, 74 blankets, and numerous other articles, such as sheeting,
shawls, s4irts, flannels, &c., &c. A balance of $15, from previous
accounts, for horses sold, is also charged up.

H.'

28. John
Whistler, $4,312 94.-Against the united tribes, and
is for articles purchased between the 1st June, 1845, and 5th October, 1846-such as provisions, dry goods, twenty. horses, from $20
to $75 each; thirty-t,hree saddles, ,at from $10 tb $25 _eac h; twenty
swords, at $8 each; twenty-eight epaulettes, at $3 each; thirteen
uniform coats, at $30 a piece; sword-canes\ at $6 each; pistols, at
$4 50 and $5; &c., &c. ;-also charged for cash lent, $34.
~

29 . .llbraham Vanmeter, $600.-For twenty horses sold in October, 1846, to Hard Fish, chief, for the use of his band.. Iowas.
30. Michael Robideaux, $700 00.-Is for blankets, cloths, and
other articles furnished the tribe on the 16th October, 1841, arid at
fair rates
In this case, an obligation to pay the same out of their
"first" annuities is filed, and the sub-agent for the tribe reports that
the fndians, in council, admitted the correctness of_ the account,
and expressed a willingness to pay it.

.31. F. C. McCreary .......... ........................ . $240 87
Deduct amount paid out of annuity, Nov., 1846 •••.• 100 00
140 87
The charges in this account are for cash loaned, $21; and horses
furnished to White Cloud, Little· Wolf, and two or three other in,d ividuals ;' $85 are for provisions for the tribe. Thr.re are, also,
-charges for two oxen killed, which should not be charged upon a
claim arising in the course of trade, but being for depredations,
should follow the course poiFited out in the seventeenth section of
the intercourse act of 1834 . ..
32. J. and B. H. Dixon, $2,455 28,-This is an account, in detail,
for articles sold to individual Indians, in the period between the
latter part of 1841, and the year 1845, inclusive. The charges are
-specific, and are, generally, for articles of clothing, groceries, ornaments, horses, &c. In another account, or rather an abstract of ac,
counts, giving the aggregate amount of indebtedness for each of the
)'ears 1842, '43, '44, an<l '45, the ai:nount is stated to be, $4,158 75
And the credits during the same period . • • • • • • • • . • • • 2,170 00
Leaving a balance of.... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • •

•

2,228 75
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If the credits, above referred to, be applied to th_e ,first or
detailed account, the · balance 1-:ft wo.uld amoupt to only $285 ·28; .
and this balance, it seems, has been paid, for the sub-agent, in
his Jetter transmitting this claim, refers to a receipt of the
Messrs . Dixon for $300 paid t-hem in 1846,' and sta:te~ it to be
his impression and understanding, that this was in rui1 settlement ·
of the Iowas' indebtedness to the claimants. It i,s, howe-rer, all eged that this payment was for pr?visions' furni~hed · at that time,
. ~nd some affidavits are filed to sustarn the allegat10n. · But whether
~ t was or not, and a balance is stil1 due :the~, can, so far as the
D epartment i~ concerned, make no difference in the view taken of
the claims in question. The Messrs. Dixon we,re not trading under
a license in the Indian country, but resided without the line, in t.he
State of Missouri, and, such being the case, the tran~actio~s should
l>e considert>d of a private character, as between indi,viduals, and
in no way be taken cognizance of by ' ~11.e government. ,;,
1

. Weas ,and Piankeshaws.

)

33. Ewings a_
nd f}lymer •••. -••••••• ~ •••••••• : • ••••••• $4,244 85
.... • • • • •

2,317 21

Balance claimed ... ~ ••.•••• , . ,_..... • • • • • • • • • • • •

1,92'7 64

Ctedits given on same .•• : .. ! . . ,: •• • • • • • \

I

\

/

I

This·is an account against the tribe, jo.intly, .for goods purporting /
to
Ye been p'urch_ased by Baptiste' Peoria, between February,
1 ~40, and February 7, .1843, and for cash paid at sundry times,

•ia

VIZ.:

'

,

Amount }?aid at different periods .••••••• ~ .•••••.•••. .1•• $274 ,77
"
" "Ji}ll Peoria?s ·outfit to the SD'ake cou,ntry". 208 75
''
" J. Peori'a ••••••••• ·. ······ (······ .......... . . . 68 25
"'
" On orders ...•••.•••.•••••••••••.• ST • • • • • •
82 00
The goods consisted of ~l~ths, bl,anke.ts, flannels, caE'c oes; sheetings, flour, bacon, ammunition, &c., but it_ is.1 nowhere stated what
_propor tion of the charge bel~rngs to ·each tribe. The trioes are
separa te and distinct, though they do occupy a. country in common.
~ 'Their annuities are paid to etch, sep.arately, and the account should
ba ve been made against each.
,
·

w AR

DEPARTMEl.r,

.

Office Indian J.1.ffairs, November

'

?l,

1848 .

. . F. . .
[Circular.]

\

,

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian J.l.ffairs, , Sep_tember 9, +848.
1
The attention of the superintendents, agents and sub-agents of
this Department, is particularly called to the subject of travelling
1
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, and other incidental and conting_e nt expenses connected with the
execution of their duties. The expenditures of . this. character
occasion a heavy draft upon the· contingent fund of the Depa_rt~ent;
and every effort must be made to bring and keep -thern w1thm as
small a compass as p~ssible. The .travelling expenses of the ~wo
supedntendencies west of the Mississippi river, must, necessarily,
be considerable, as they embrace a large number of Indian~, spread
over a vast extent of country; and it is of great · advantage to the
service that the superintendents occasionally visit the , agencies and
sub-agencies wi.thin their jurisdiction, on tours of inspection, so as
to be able ·to keep the Department prope.rly advised of any abuses,
irregularities, or delinquencies, and of the general state of .affairs
wjfhin their superintendencies. In some of the ag~ncies and subagencies, however, it is thou·ght that the travelling and ,o ther incidentat expenses .are unnecessarily large. The accounts for such
expenµitures ~re always the most difficult to understand and settle
satisfactorily; and, on any inqui~y ,· a.ftp settlemen.t , into the necessity and propriety of such allowances, are the most difficult to explain .. j Hence, they should' always be accom·p anied by .t he ,most
satisfactory evidence and exp]anations,showi'ng the objects or r~so'ns 'of ,the expenditur~s or charges, and that t _h ey were ,necessary
and pr,oper. And in or<ler , to ensure proper economy, and ·to aid
the Departnii.ent i11 the correct · ·a djustment of such a~counts, the
s~per,intende,n ts will exercise a 'strict supervisfon over expenditures
or ·charg.es of this character. They will satisfy thell\selves in all
.cases, of their' ne~essity or propriety; and, where it mµ.y be practicable, they may require the agents and sub-agents to , consult
the~ loeforehand, and 1 obtain their· sanction to their being incurred.
Th:e y will rigidly scrutirlize the accounts and vouchers be£o,re· transmitting them. to- this office, and, in all cases where they are not
satisfied of the propri,ety of an expenditure or a charge, they 'will
so nofify the pffice, in order that the ' item may be rejected or suspended for .further e·x p.1 anation' by the agent. or sub-agent, as the
case may, be. The Department ' is determined to reject and disallow every·item where it is not made to appear, in the most satisfactory mann,er, that the charge or exRenditure was necessary or
in ev-ery way proper.
'
·

W. MEDILL.
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Statement exhibiting the amount of investment,

Names of the tribes for
Na mes of the .
whose account stock States which isis held in trust.
sued the bonds.

~

t

...

al

i:...
... ,

l

...Ii\.

Cherokees •• , , , ••••• ,.
Do ..••••••••••.
Do .••••••••••••.
Do •••••••••••••.
Do ••••••..•••...
Do •..••••••••••.
Do ••••••••••••..

Kentucky·.••••..
Tennessee •... ,.
Alabama ....... .
Marv land ...... .
Michigan ..••••.
Maryland ...... .
Missouri .... , .•.

Chippewas., Ottowas,
& Pott's. 1(milb)....
Do .••••.•. ,do.: •.
Do ........ do ....
Do ........ do ....

Maryland .......
Pennsylvania.: ..
U.S. loan, 1842
U. S. loan, 1~43.

I
5 $94,000 00 .......... $4,700 OQ .......... .
5 250,000 00 ............. 12 ,5Q0 00 . ....... ..

5 300 ,ooo 00 ............ 15 ,ooo 00 ......... .
6
761 39 . . . . • • • • • • . .
45 68 ........ .. .

6 64,000 00, •.•.•...•• , 3,840 00 ..•.. ·····/
5 41,138 00 ............ 2,056 90 ........ ..
5~ 10 ,ooo 00............
550 ,00 ......... .
I
$759,899 39 ,.
$38,692 ~ ,

""l

6 130,850 43 ............ 7,851 02 ......
5 ,28 ,300 00............ 1,415 -00 ........ ..
6 39,92193 ............ 2;395 31 ........ ..
5
157 60 . • . . • • . . . • • .
. 7 88 ..... , ••..
199,229 961- - - - 1 11,669 21

Chippewas, Ottowas,
& Pott's. (education) Indiana......... 5
Do .•••••. do •... Pennsylvania •... 5
Do ........ <1:0 .... U.S. loan, 1842. 6
Incompetent ChickasaVl'S .•.• , ••••••••.. Indiana.~....... 5

68 :000 00 ............ 3,400 00 ........ ..
8 ,500 00 ..• , , • • . • • • .
425 00 ....... , •.
5,556 71............
333 40 ........ ..
82,056 111-----i 4,158 40
2,000 00 .........

100 00

I

Chickasaw orphans ... Arkansas ....... 5
no ..., ..... do .... Pennsylvania .... 5
Do ........ do .... U. S. loan, 1842. 6
Shawnees ............ Maryland, ..... 6
Do, .............. Kentucky ... , ... 5
Do .............. U.S. loan, 1842. 6
Senecas ... , .......... Kentucky.' ...... 5
Senecas and Shawnees. Kentucky....... 5
Do ........ do .... · Missouri ........ 5-½
Kanzas, ·(schools) .....
D0 •••.•••. do •••.
Do ........ do ....
Do ........ do ....
\

Missouri........
Pennsylvania....
U. S. loan, 1843.
U.S. loan, 1842

Menomonies . • • • • . • . . .
Do •••• , ••••.•.•.
Do •••••••••••••.
Do ..............

Kentucky.. • • • . .
Pennsylvania .... .
U. S. loan, 1842.
U.S. loan, 1847.

Chippewas & OttciW'as.
Dt> •••••••. do •••.
Do ••..•.•. do., •.
Do •••••••. do ••..
Do •••.•••. do ••..

Kentucky .•••••.
Michigan ..•••..
Pennsylvania ....
U.S. loan, 1843.
U.S. loan, 1842.

Do •••••••. do •.•. U. S. lpan 1 1847.

3 ,000 00 ... .... .. .. .
150 00 ......... .
1,050 00............
52 5P ........ ..
433 68 • .. • .. .. .. ..
26 02 ......... .
--4,483 6 8 - - - 228 52
29,341 50 ......... ~ .. 1,760 49 ........ ..
1,000 00............
50 00 ........ ..
1,734 71............
104 08 ......... .
32 ,0i6 21'----1 1,914 59
• • .. • .. • ..
5,000 00 ..••• ,...
250 001 j

6,000 00 .. : .........
300 00 ........ ..
7,000 00 ............ , 385 00
13 ,ooo 00
685 o
5~ 18,000 00............
990 00 ......... .
5
100 00 .....•... .
2,000 OU • • • • • • • • • • • •
5
2, 700 00 . . . . • . . • . . . .
135 00 ..•..•... .
266 67 ......... .
4,444 66............
6
1- - - - 1
27,144 66 :- - - - 1 1,4916i
5 77 ,ooo 00 ............ 3,850 00 ......... .
600 00 ........ .
5 12 ,ooo 00............
6 26,114 88 ............ 1,566 89 ......... .
774 00 ........ ..
6 12,900 00............
123,014 8 8 - - - 6,i90
5 77 ,ooo 00 ............ 3,850 00 ........ ..
6
3,000 00 . . . • • . • . • . . .
180 00 .•.•••... .
5 16,200 00 .... .. .. ....
8JO 00 . ........ .
269 39 ......... .
5
5,387 87 ............
6 16,588 97 ............ ' 995 34 ........ ..
6
1 , 900 00 . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 l 4 00 .•........
120 076 841----- 6 12S 7

I

j
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G.
for Indian atco·unt

in
I

State _Stocks, ~c.

~·

-~

.J

/
,·

Treaty, Dec.,
1835,
· do '
do
•' · do . '
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
Treaty 1 Feb. 27, 18191

$94,000
250,000
300,000
880
69,120
42,490
10,000

00
00
00
00
00
00
00

............ Semi-ann'ly New York .. Treasury.'·u. S..
................ do ..... ; .... do ........... ilo ... 1.-•••
........... 1 . . . • do ........ ·•. do ........... do .. : ... ..
............. Quarterly .. Baltimore ........ do ....... :
......... , n Semiann'ly New York. , ...._.. do .. .'... ..
............. Quarterly .. Baltimore ........ do ...... ..
............ Semi-ann'.ly New );ork ........ do .. ; ... ..
$766,490 00

150,000
24,259
44,204
156

00
50
40
00

.......... : . Quarterly .• Baltimore ......... do ........ Treaty, Se~t . , 1833.. 1 . . . . . . . . . Semi-a'µn'ly Phil ad el phi a ...... cfo ...... :. .
do
do
.. ,........ : ...... do ..... /Was?inpt~h- ...... do.,.. _.....
do '
do
... .............. do .......... cio ........... do;.,......
do
d0,
218,619, 90
I
,,
.
I

----1

72 ,264 09 ...........-... ••• ·.do.. • .. New York.. .. .... do .... : • ..
do
· do_7,352 50 .......... ·...... do ..... Philadelphia ...... do ....... ~
do
do
6,016 05 ....... .': ... .... cto ..... Washington. . : • ... do........ .
do '
do
85,632. 64
, (
,
~
'
2,000 00 .... do ..... New York ........ do ...... •,•' Treaty, May,
183-t
')

.

't

tll)
do )
3,000 00 .... .' ...... ; ;, .. do ........... do ....-....... do .. ·...... :
do
do
908 25 .•••••••••••.••• dv ,,• • • • Philad.el phia ••••.• do •••••• ·•• ,
do
do
508 01 , ............... do ..... Washington .• : .... do ...... ..
4,416 26
'
33,912 40
Quarterly:. Baltimore ... .- ..... do ... .... Treaty, ,August, 183.h
1
980 00 .• , •••.••••. Semi-ann'lv New York ••. ~ •••• do ..•• : ...
do
d0
2,0~2 03 ..••.•••..... •••••• ,••• ·. Wa:shington ..••••• go........
do
<lo
36,924 43
• • •• • •• ••.
4,900 00 .•, •• do •• ,;,. New York ...• •••• do .•••••• • Tre~ty, Feb.,
183:V
~ 880 I
•)
,
j
do
do
o,
00 ................ do .......... do .......... ,do .. ,.... ..
do.
do
7,121 87 , .......... ~ .... cio ......... 1do .... ·....... do ....... .
13,001 87
.... do .......... do ........... do .... ,.... Treaty, June,
1825
18,000 00

1,730 00 ................ do .. .'.. Philadelpbia ...... do . ._ ...... ·
Washington ....... do ...... r •
"",do,,,.,, ,..,,do,.,,,,.,

2, 727 27 ................ do ... . ,
5,026 30 ,.,, ,.,., ,., , : ,do,
27.,48'3 57
75,460 00
•·... do .....
10,235 00 ................ do .....
29,604 48 ..•• ; .•.•....••. do .•...
0

1

,,.,

I

do
do
do

·

do
do
do

New York ........ do ....... . Treaty, Sept., 1836
do
do
Philadelphia ...... <lo .... ·... .
do
do
Washingtqn ..•.•• ,do .•.•••••
do
do
13,480 50 ................ do .......... do .....· ...... do ...... ..

128,779 98
75,460 00 .••..•••..•..••• do ••••. New Yo1k .•.••••• do .•• ,., •• Treaty,, March, 1836-

3,000 00 . .••..•••....•.• do •.•• : ..••. do ..•...••••• do .•••••• ;
50 ................ do ..... Philadelphia ...... do ...... ..
46 ..•• , •• , •••.•.•• do ..••. Washington ..••••• do ..••••••.
30 ................ do .......... do ....... .. , .. do ..... ! ..
50 ................ do ......... ,do .. t .. ...... do ...... ..

13,912
5,426
18,183
1,985

mm 76

do

do
do

do
do

do
do
do
<lo
do
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G-Continued.

....

......c
0 C)

...
0

Names of the tribes for Names of the
. whose account stock States which is·
sued the bonds.
is held i~ trust.

...s::

., .

Cl)
C)

. 'Q)
p,,
Q)

~

~

Creek orphans .••••••
Do •••••••.•••••.
Do •••••••.••.••.
Do .•••••• .••••• :.
Do ••••••••••••••

a:£

..c

, C,
(<j

..,~
•

"'Ill

.... s::
0 O
...,.c
s::
::,

<ll'-'

... i::
CD o
bJJ.C

•

ct>

e
-<

o.S ai

''o

~

...

<I)

.,

~ §-§

i:: ..

i:d i:d

~

co

Q)

0

.. ..,

k

Alabama ..•.•• ,,
Missouri .•.•••••
Pennsylvania ..•
U.S. loan, 1843
U.:S. loan, 1842

5 $82,000 oo ............ $4 ,1po oo
5i 28 ,ouo OC............ 1,540 Ou
5 16 ,ooo 00............
800 00
5 13,700 Ou ••• :... • .. • .. . , 685 00
6 23, 5 I3 40 . . . • .. • • . • .. 1 , 410 80
1 $lb3 ,213 40
.
'·

~

5 . . • .. • • • • .

,Choctaws, under convention with the
Alabama .••..
·Cbickasawi .•••••..
Dela w;ues, (education) U.S. loan, 1842
-Osages, (education) .. U. S. loan, 1843
' Do •••.•••.•••••. U. S. loan, 1842

Q)

' ~d~
....

<

1----

Ill

Ci.I

....

-5 .§

E ....

bJJo-> ...

-<

0

~
Q)..,

~si::

ct>

brl1~

0

...s:: ..
0

i::...:
s::CD c,

s::..,

.El

.... ...

.,

~

._. CD

t:s.-=

,bD.c O

~

......... .
........ ..
....• ; ... .
......... .

... , ..... .
. 8,535 80

500 ,ooo 00 ....... : . 25 ,ooo

1

6 •f '• " ... .. .
, 7,806 28 ..•• ' •. •.•
468 38
7,400 00........ ... . . . 310 00 ...• : .... .
6 24,679 56 . .. • . • . .. • • . 11 , 480 77 .... ...... .
32,079 56
1,850 77
.Choctaw orphans •.•.. U- S. loan, 1842 6 26,387 44 ............ 1,533 24 ......... .
23,
109
09
.
•
•
•
•
•
.
•
.
•
•
.
1,
155
15
.
'
,
.... , .•.
Do .............. U.S. loan, 1843 5
e ,200 00 . •...•.•.• :. 372 00 , .... , •'• ..
Do •.• ~~ ......... U. S. loari, 1847. 6
55,696 531--___.;;--1 3,110 69
:Stockbridge and· Mun·
5,204 16. •• . . • ••.
312 25
sees .•.••••••.••... u. ·s. lo.an, 1842 6 ,. ... . •..•.
Choctaws, (education) U. S. h>an, 1842 6 60,893 62 ............ 3,653 61 .••..•••.•
·1,545 44 .•.••• ,,. • • • .
77 27 .•••.•....
Do ·............... Ui S. loan, 1843 5
Do ............ ;. u; S. loan, 1847 6
9,550 00 .......... ~:.
573 00 ......... .
71,989 061----1 4,303 88
5

.. I

----·---

' f

2,~08 ,971 32

·NOTE •..:...The · States of

115,781 34

Maryland and Pennsylvania, retain an an~ual State t~-out of the

WAR DiiFART'MENT,

Office Indian .11.ffairs, September 30, 1848 .
'

,/'

t..

....

~
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• G-Continued .
I

!

i

C

$82,000
.28 487
13'810
13;840
26 656
'

00 ............ Semi-ann'ly New York .. Treasury, U.S. Treaty, June, 1832
45 ................ do .......... do .••••.••••• do •••••.••
do
do
00 .•••••••.•••.... do ••••• Philadelphia .••••• do ••••••••
do
do
00 ............... do ..... Washington .••••• do ....... .
do
do
04 .•••••••••••
$164,823 52

..... .. ...

500,000 00 ..•• do ••••• N. Orleans ........ do, ••••••• Treaty, Jan. 17, 1837

.. • .. .. • ..
9,114 27 .... do ..... Washington ...... do ....... . Treaty, 1838.
7,474 74 .. , ......... , ... do .......... do .••••.••• , .do •••••.• , Treaty, 1825.
27,656 76 ........... .
35,131 50
30,461 70 ................ do .......... do., ......... do ....... . Treaty, Sept. 1830
23,312 16 ................ do .......... do. / ........ ~do ....... .
do
do
6,479 00 ...•••...•••..•• do ••••• , .••• do ••••.••••• ,do ••••••••
do
do
60 ,25.2 86
6,096 16 .... do •••••••••. do ........... do •••••••• Treaty, May, 1840.
• .. . • .. . ..
68,236 73 ................ do .......... do ........... do ....... . Treaty Sept. 1830 •.
1,530 00 .••••••••••• ..•• do .•••.••••• do ••••• , ••••• do ••••••••
do
do
9,979 75 .•••••.••••...•• do •••••••••. do ••••• ~ ••• , .do ••••••••
dodo
79,7-16 48

12 .261,411 20

interest as above set forth, under acts of assembly.

H.

....t

Statement exhibiting tlie_ annu~l interest appropriated by. Congress to 'Pay tlie following tribes of Indians, in lieu
of investing the sum of money provided by treaties and laws in stocks.
_

Names of tribes.

Amount provided
by treaty for investment.

Rate
per
cent.

Amount of interest annually appropriated.

(.._;

$46,080
200 ,000
300,000
175,400
1,185,000
1,000,000
157 ,500
69,120
3b0,000
75,000
200,000
643,000
872,00Q

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

5
6
5

5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5

5

$5,273,100 00
DEPARTMENT,

~

Authority by which made.

'.

!'.

Delawares .•.•••..•.••••••••••••••••••••.•.
Chippewas and Ottowas ....................
Sioux of Mississippi ........................
Sa.cs nnd Foxes of Missouri ..••••••••••••.•.
Winnebagoes ..•....•....•.••.•••••••••••••
Sacs and Foxes of Mississippi ••••••••••••.•.
Iowas ..•••••••.••.•••••••.•....•••••••••..
Osages ..•••••••.••.•••..••.•.•..••.••.•.•.
Creeks .••...•.. , ..••••••_.,,, • • • • · • • • • • • • •
Senecas of New York .••.••••••..•..•.••.••
Kanzns .•.••..•.••.••••••••..• • • •, • • • • • • • • •
Pottawatomies ..• ·•••••••••••••••••••••••••.
Choctaws ... ............. ; .••••••••••• , • • • •

W An-

l

- .,

Office Indian .11.jfairs, September 30 1. 1848.

$2,304
12,000
15,0QO
8,770
59,250
50,000
7,875
3,456
17 ,.500
3,750
10,000
32 , 150
43,600

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
OQ
00
00
00
00
00

$265,655 00

Treaty, September 29, 1829.
Resolution of Senate, May 27, 1836.
'
"
Treaty, September 29, 1837.
' ·
Treaty, October 21, 1837'.
Treaties, November 11 1837, and October 13, 1846.
Treaties, October 21, 1837, and October 11, 1842.
Resolution of the Senate, January 19, 1838.
do
do
do.
Treaty, November 23, 1838.
Treaty, May 20, 1842, and law of Congress, June 27, 1846.
Treaty, ·January 14, 1846.
Treaty, June 5, 1846. ·
Treaty, September 27 1 1830, and laws of 1842 and 1845.

~
~

t,
0
~

2!
0
•

r-
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Agreeably to yo1u.r request, I send your a brief statement of the
condition, progress, and prospects of the five Indian youths committed to my care.

/

Three young men, Lycurgus Pitchlym, Leonidas Garland, and
William Howell, arrived at Newark, Delaware, .on the 27th of
April. On the arrival of the fourth, Allen Wright, who was detained
a few days at Washington by illness, they all immediately commenced their studies. Being found on exam.i nation deficient in
the requisite preparation for the freshman_ class in this institution,
they were put upon a course of private study, to qualify them for
admission the following September term. Though for a long time
previously unused to study, and their habits of application necessarily interrupted, I was as much surprised as gratified to witness
the cheerful alacrity and zeal, with which they commenced their
labors and continued them, with unabated ardor and success, through
summer term, and the Jong subsequent vacation, to within two weeks
of the fall session.
They then entered very creditably, and ever
sin ce that time have fully maintained their standing; manifesting
mental capacity, industry, and self-denying application, fully equal
t o any of their asso ciates. Their improvement, consequently, has
been steady and rapid. In docility of disposition and morality, ·
th eir conduct has been worthy of approval, even in a high degree
exe mplary.
Of the other Cho ctaw youth, who arrived only yesterday, Josep_h
HaIJ, I can merely state that he has been examined, and has ente re d on his studies with a view of making good all deficiencies,
an d joining, if possible, the present freshman class.
The young Chickasaw, Frederick ·McCall a, is at p'resent in our
pre paratory department, under the care of the Rev. Mr. Meigs,
an d is doing well .
·
JAMES P. WILSON,
President of Delaware College.
Colonel WM. MEDILL,
Office of Indian .IJ.ffairs.

No. 1.
OF FI CE S 'uPERINTENDENT INDIAN AFFAIRS,

St. Louis, October 4, 1848.
SI~ : In making my annual report of the condition of the In dians
?f tlus superintendency, for the present year, I regret that it is not
rn my po wer to state that thei r general improvement has been, in
all respects, commen~rate with t he efforts made by the governme nt and religious societies for that purpose, although equal , perhaps, to the expectation·s of those familiar with the many embarrass ments which are met with at every step by the persons engaged
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in those Jaudable endeavors. I think it probable, too, that we are
apt to expect much more rapid improvement from our efforts. on
behalf of the Indian than a calm consideration of surroundmg
circumstances will justify . . To reclaim men from barbarous customs which long habit has made a second nature, and to .. which·
they are attached by the superstitions of their tribe, must be a-work of time, patience, and long and well directed effort; especiaJiy
when we ·take into account the number of white men amongst
them whose interest it is to confirm them in their savage habits and
to excite their prejudices against all moral improvement.
The opinion advanced in my first annual report, (1844,) namely: .
that the im.provement of the Indians can be best effected by educatio·n in habits of industry, letters, and the Christian religion,.
through the medium of manual labor schools conducted by missiona·ry societies, has und'e rgone no change. I . am persuaded that just
in proportion to the extension of these schools, and the ability and
fidelity with which they are conducted, will be the generaJ improvement of the Indians. ·.That they are susceptible of su_ch im-·
provement, eYery candid man, unbiassed by prejudice and conversant with them, will admit; and, . notwithstanding . the frequent
parade in some of the public journals of Indian atrocities, which,
by the way, are generally exaggerated, I am of the opinion that,
if we recur to the daily record of crime exhibited by these same
journals, and the various shades of depravity developed by our·
criminal courts, the Indian population will bear a favorable comparison with many of those calling themselves civilized.
The Shawnees have several flourishing manual labor schools in
their country, on_e conducted by the Methodists, in which are educated ·a number of Delawares, and youths of different tribes; another conducted by the society of Friend s, or "Quakers;" and a
small school under the direction of the Baptist Mission; the good
effects of these schools are plainly to be seen by all persons" ho pass
through their country. A school has been establ ished among the
Piankeshaws and Weas, by the Western Baptist Missionary Society,
under the direction of the Rev. David Lykins; it is in successful
operation, and has the confidence of the Pi anke sh aws in a high degree, on whom I think it . bas exerted a very salutary moral infl uence. The amount whi ch you have allowe d to this s chool out of
the civilization fund ($300) will doubtless be of great benefit, as
well as an encouragement to the Indians. It is in t end e d to estab,
lish a boarding school amon g the Ot tawas ; I cannot say when it
will go into . operation; th ey have ma de a small appropriation fr om
their annuity, and are hi ghly please d with the sum ($300) you have
allowed to be expended for their schoo], out of the civilization
fund. The Ottawas-those, especially, who have embraced the
Christian religion-are steadily adv ancing in civilization, for which
they are greatly indebted to th eir most ex cellent missionaries, the
Reverend Mr. Meeker and his lady.
The school improvements for the Miamies, in charge of th e
Catholic society, have been in progress for some time; it is expe cted
the school will go into operation this fall. The ~choo]s on Sugar
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creek (Osage river) in Charge of the Catholics, have been discon-·
tinued in consequence of the emigration of · the Pottawatomies.
I have au·thorized the two misionary societies among them to board
and educate as many children as their situation will permit, until
the contemplated manual labor schools shall be ,in operation. A
contract has been made with the Catholics, and another will be concluded in a few days with the Baptist society, for the manual labor
schools to be hereafter conducted by each of those societies amo,ng
the Pottawatomies; it is hoped that these schools .will go into operation as early the next year as the magnitude of the improvementi;
.about to be made will admit. The Pottawatomies made a considerable advance in civilization while ... on Sugar creek, and it is ex_pected that with their very ample means, and the aid of their zealous Qiissionaries, their improvement will be rapid.
·
Tliere was a school, a few years ago, among the Kanzas Indians,
'but which was suspended in consequence of their emigration; a
-contract has recently been entered into with . the Methodist Episcopal church south, for establishing a manual labor school among
them, which is expected to go into operation some time next spring;
they are very anxious for a school.
The Sacs and Foxes (late of the Mississippi) are the only In,dians within this superintendency known to me, who are opposed to
schools; how far their prejudices may relax by the death of their
principal chief, Keokuk, who made no concealment of his opposition to schools, time can only determine.
,
·
The Wyandot education fund, as you are aware, is applied under the direction of their own nation, and from the talent, mental
improvement and f'nergy of character of the men , composing the
: .councils of that nation, you may be assured of its judicious application.
The Presbyterian school among the Iowas and Sacs and Foxes of
Missouri, under the superintendence of the Rev. Mr. Irvin, has extensive and valuable improvements, anu I am gratified to learn that
.the zeal and industry of its conductors are enabling them to overcome many of the embarrassments that heretofore b~set them, and
-t hat the school now promises to be of great utility. The same society has established a school near Bellevue for the education of
th e Otto es and Omahas, under the direction of the Rev. ,Mr.
McKinney, a gentleman of experience in directing such , ent.er_p rises. All attempts at improve~ent iIJ. the Pawnee country hav,e
been suspended for the last year, in consequence of the destruction of their property by a large party ,of Sioux. T,b.e missionaries
and teH chers were driven in from the Pawnee country in the summer of 1846 by the hostile advances of the Sioux; since that time
a small school has been taught at Bellevue, near the Council Bluffs
agency. This school has been kept up mainly to serve as a nucleus
for future operations, an q keep alive the interest of the Pawnees
in education. As a military post is about to be established in, their
vicinity, it is hoped that the government will hereafter be able to
,give the Pawnees effective p'rotection against their enemies: if so,
I am assured that a portion of their missionary friends will return
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to them, when the moneys yet remaining to -their credit may be advantageously expended for them. I am satisfied, from persona l
observation as well as information derived from others, that if the
Pawnees and their missionaries could be fully assured of proteetion in their country, they would f-peedi]y improve in tiivilization 1
-as they are habitually sober, and the men disposed to labor.
I learn that the Indians on the Upper Missouri have expressed a
great desire to have schools and missionaries among them. The·
Rev. Mr. De Smet, of the Ci:\tholic church, is now on a visit to the
Sioux; his plan is, if he can carry it out, to introduce among them
a number of clergymen, in order, as far as practicable, to travel
with ' them in their hunts, and exercise among them their -ministerial
functions. Taking into view the admitted influence of Catholic
clergymen (black-gowns, as the Indians call them) over the Indians,
such a course would have a most salutary effect in curbing and
holding in check the untamed spirits of these wild Indians. Rev.
Mr. De Smet is the great missionary pioneer of the Rocky Moun·
·t ains; his high charac'ter, energy, and devotio~ to the improvement
of the red man, should strongly recommend himself and his plans
'to the favorable consider'ation of the government. In the spring
he intends establishing a mission among the Blackfeet Indians.
In my late visit to the Sioux of St. Peter's in July last, I had an
opportunity of presenting to them the views of the government
in relation to their improvement by manual labor schools; they
·seemed very little inclined to any extension of education among
them, the absorbing subject being the ~ossession of the $5,000
fund, under their treaty of 1837, which is to be expended at the
direction of the President; they are taught to believe that, were
they to consent to an extensian of schools among them, they would
·stand no chance of having this fund paid to them. I said all in
my power to convince them that the President could not consent
to its expenditure in any other way than for the education of their
children. I trust that your late letter, addressed to their chiefs, will
satisfy them as to the determination of the government upon this
matter. I found among them a school taught by a Mr. Cook, who
had been employed by their worthy and devoted missionary, Dr.
Williamson. Under the authority of your Jetter of the 29th of June
last, I appointed Mr. Cook a teacher, and authorized Dr. William·
son•to appoint another for a band some distance below the school
of Mr. Cook, whose chief came to me privately and requested a
teacher, he being afraid to make the request in council. I was
gratified to find that one of their principal chiefs has been for some
time -applying :himself to learn to read and write; this is a favorablt
sign, and I hope will have a happy influence upon others. Taking
into consideration the scattered condition of these tribes, and their
ant\pathy to schools, I do not think it would be judicious at this
time to press upon them manual labor establishments; the schools
now among them wil1, I trust, in time remove their prejudices and
gradually prepare them to receive manual labor ones. The various
bands of what are called the St. Peter's Sioux are scattered over
an immense tract of country; if I am not mistaken, the upper band
1
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is some 150 miles distant from th_e lower; it is therefore impossihle
for the agent to give much attention to them, and from the same .
cause the efforts of the government for their improvement do not
produce the results a~ticipated; add to this, their exposure to· the
evil influences of white settlements for more than one hundred
miles with no other barrier between threni than the Mississippi ri·v er,;
it would greatly benefit them, if their lands were purchasesd as
high up as as the mouth of the St. Peter's river, and themselve·s
removed above that point.
I would here call your attention to the tractof land reserved by the
Sioux for their halfTbreed relatives under the treaty of the 15th
July, 1830. This land joins the State of Iowa; it is said to be
valuable, and could be purchased at a very reasonable price; the
half-breeds do not reside on it, and it is of no advantage to, any
one. The intention of bo:th the nation and the government in thus
providing for the half-breeds will be defeated, unless government
purchase the tract. It is entirely too large for their use, and unless some action is takeri in the matter it must continue to remain
a waste. If it be deemed inexpedient to, purchase it, I would
recommend that the necessary steps be , taken to ascertain the
claimants, and to make a 1ivision of, the land among them; otherwise it may a.t some future day .be a source of embarrassment to the
government, as it is at present an impediment to the settlement of
the country. , The tract of land between the two N emahas, reserved
under the same treaty for the ha-If-breeds of the Yancton Sioux,
Iowas, OttQes and Omahas, should be either purchased · or· surveyed and assigne~ to the proper claimants; if it be not at.tended
to in time, it wiil not fail to produce difficulty, should that section
of country be ever opened for settlement.
The Pottawatomies who, at the date of my annual report of last
year, had not emigrated, have since moved to their new homes,
without causing the slightest embarrassment to the government;
they deserve much credit for their promptness, especially as the
entire emigration was effected within the time limited by the treaty
fo r theit rem.o val. They are pleased, and justly so, with their new
h omes, and I am gratified to be able to inform you that they are
now living in fraternal -amity, after having lived in separate bands
for so many years. .A:fter their schools, mills, &c., get into successful operation, I have little doubt but that their brethren in the
north will join them.
,
It is to be regretted that the emigr~tion of the Winnebagoes has
not_ been more successful; not more, probably, than one half of the
nation had arrived in their new country, up to the middle of last
mon.th .. Their indefatigable agent, General Fletcher, doubtless did
all rn his power to effect their speedy and peaceable removal; and
when he fairly supposed that everything was ready for a success-fu 1 star_t, he was arrested by difficulties which were not foreseen',
and which, with all his energy of character, aided by the company
o f volu_nteers from Camp Atkinson, hi could not control. With
th e assistance, however, of the volunteers, and a part of Captain
Eas tman's company from Fort Snelling, he succeeded in getting
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,somethino- less than one-half of them to ·their new homes; the remainder :re scattered through the country-some in Iowa, some in .
Wisconsin, and some as far south as the Missouri river. It was
found to be impracticable for the military to collect the stragglers,
-t.-:specia1Iy in so unfavorable a month ·as July; hence, all efforts on
their part, for that purpose, have been discontinued since the 15th
of that month. It is hoped that their large annuities, and the fine
country selected for their residence, will do more towards induc.ing them to remove there than any other means that could be use~.
General Fletcher has despatched several of their influential men m
,quest of the scattered parties, in order to induce them to remove
immediately, and to remove their prejudices against their country;
,and Agent Miller, at the Council Bluffs, has been instructed to do
all in his power to induce those who have recently joined the Ottoes and Omahas to move to their new country forthwith.
- . ~ince my last an.nual report, but few a~tacks h~.~e been. made upon
citizens of the United States by-the Indians of this supnntendency.
I recollect at this time but one; that of the Sioux upon the steamboat Martha, loaded with t.he goods of P .• Chouteau, jr., & Co.,
.on her trip qp the Missouri river last summer, in which one white
Iµan was killed. Agent Matlock, who was on board at the time,
succeeded in pacifying the Indians and restoring quiet; his report
of the investigation of the causes of this outrage, made at the
time, has been already forwarded to you; he has been instructed
to collect, in the country of the Sioux, what further information
he can, with regard to the circumstances which led to the attack;
when his report comes to had, it will be made ·the subject of a
special communication.
There have been fewer robberies committed by Indians upon our
citizens on the route to Santa Fe, during the present year, than the
two previous ones; it is certainly highly important that citizens passing from one portion of our country to another, for the purposes
of commerce or settlement, should have efficient protection; and,
for this purpose, I cannot too strongly recommend the views advanced by Agent Fitzpatrick, which have been communicated to
you at different times through this office. Major Fitzpatrick's experience a,nd frequent intercourse with the troops on the plains,
together with his close observation, directed by a strong discriminating mind, entitle his opinions upon subject~ of this kind to great
weight.
War parties of one tribe against another have been much lesi
frequent, especially among our border Indians, than heretofore .
One occurrence, however, of the kind has· taken place, that requires a special notice, namely: the attack made by a large party
of Iowas, headed by their principal chief, White Cloud, last spring,
upon a defenceless party of Pawnees, on. their return home from
the Council Bluffs agen cy, whither they had been for a supply of
corn to save them from starving. The atrocity of this act is aggravated b} the fact that the principal part of those killed were
women and children. The Iowa sub-agent has been instructed to
pay them no part of their annuity until they shall have made am -
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ple re aration to the Pa~nees. A similar outrage was committed
last year, by the same Indians, upon a party of Omahas. In order
to repress, in future, such wanton attacks, the leaders of the Iowa
party shou.ld be personally punished in an exemplary manner.
The ]aw of Congress passed on the 4th of March, 1847, mQre
effectua1ly to prevent the introduction of spirituous liquors into the
Indian country, has not answered the purpose to the extent expected, as the Indians frequently succeed in rsmuggling in large
quantities, which they procure in the State; the existing laws of
the State of Missouri on the subject of selling to Indians are so
inefficient that it is difficult to convict the seller, or to punish him
effectually if convicted. Under these circu~stances, it has occurred to me that a few prosecutions of Indians, found in the act
of introducing spirituous liquors, would have a happy effect.
Should the State of Missouri amend its own law on the subject
of selling to Indians, it ,vould go far to abate the evil; at present,
Indians fiad no difficulty in purchasing a~ much whiskey as they
have means to pay for in this State.
Muell, it appears to me, might be done by the executive towards
the suppression of this vice of drinking by the adoption of a regulation requiring officers commanding posts on the Indian frontiers
to arrest all Indians found intoxicated or engaged in introducing
whiskey into their country; to confine them for a short time for the
first offence; to put them to hard labor, for a given period, for the
second offence; and for the third offence to turn them over for
prosecution, under the law of 1847. This mode of punishment, it is
believed by many persons long acquainted with Indians, would be
very successful.
·
· ·
.
In July last I addressed a letter to Captain Eastman, commanding
at Fort Snelling, requesting his opinion as tp the most efficient
course to be pursued to suppress the introduction of whiskey into
the Indian country; his lett er, in reply, is herewith enclosed,
(1;1arked A,) from which you will perceive that I have adopted his
views, with a slight exception. Captain Eastman has been loag
stationed at St. Peter's, and has had an opportunity of seeing
much of the evil effects produced by the use of whiskey among
the Indians; he has succeeded in capturing and destroying large
quantities of liquor during the time he . has been stationed there,
and has acquired great experience in Indian affairs. From his uniformly kind and courteous treatment of the Sioux he has their con_fidence in a high degree. · I cannot too str0ngly urge the adoption
of Captain Eastman's plan; I feel confident it_would effect much
good. Such authority might with great safety be confided to officers commanding frontier posts. I have, without exception, found
~II the officers at our western posts, with whom I have had any
1~tercourse, kind . to the Indians, and zealoui in carrying out the
views of the Department.
The im·mense travelling of emigrant companies over the prairies,
and the consequent increased destructi6n of the buffalo, has excited the anxiety of several of the western tribes for some years
past. It cannot be disguised that the destruction of the _b uffalo by ,
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+he whites is far greater than by the Indians-the Indians viewing
them as their means ·of subsistence, and never killing them except
for the consumption of the flesh; whereas the whites often kill
them for the tongues only, and, as it is reported, frequently for
pastime. The country occupied by the buffalo is gradua1ly _and
rapidly being circumscribed, which shows their great diminut10_n.
The time cannot be distant, when they will be insufficient to subsist
the numerous tribes that now depend upon them for food. As that
period approaches we may expect bloody conflicts, if not wars of
extermination; the half starved bands will follow t,,he buffalo into
the lands of other tribes; the one pursuing their only support of
life, the other protecting it against them, must necessarily lead to
deadly st:.-ife. Many of the tribes that subsist upon the buffalo
have no lands that will afford them an agricultural subsistence; and
hence I would respectfully suggest that humanity to the India?s,
as well as _protection to our citizens on the plains, would require
thai the government should take timely measures for procuring
and setting apart a tract.of land on the south of the Missouri river,
for the purpose of locating hereafter such of the prairie tribes as
have not lands of their own suitable for agriculture; lands for this
purpose could be procured from the Poncas and Omahas at a small
cost. I had the honor some years ago of advancing similar views
in a letter to your Department; and I find them strongly advocated
by the Rev. Mr. De Smet, (to whom I have alluded in a former part of
this report,) in his "Oregon Missions," as follows, page 334:: "Allow
me the reflection, the ultimate fate of these fierce and lonely tribes
is fixed at no distant date, unless looked to in time. What will
become of them? The buffalo field is becoming narrower from
year to year, and each succeeding h unt finds the Indians in closer
contact. It is highly probable that the Blackfeet plains, from the
Sus -cats-haw-in to the Yellow Stone, wfll be the l ast resort of the
wild animals twelve years hence. Will there be sufficient to feed
and clothe the hundred thousand inhabitants of these western wilds?
The Crees, Blackfeet, Assinaboins, Crows, Snakes, Rickarees and
Sioux, will then come together and fight their bloody battles on the
plains, and become themselves extinct over the last buffalo steak.
Let those who have the power and the means look to it in time.
Let some effort be made to rescue them from the threatened de·
struction, lest, by guilty negligence, the last drop of .aborigineous
blood indelibly stain the fair fame of the spread eagle, under whose
protecting w'ing they are said to live. Justice makes the appeal._"
The foregoing are so apposite to my own opinions, and so beautifully and forcibly expressed by one practically familiar with t~e
subject he was writing about, that I thought their insertion in this
report would not be inappropriate.
The regulations of last November, in regard to the issuing of
l~censes to traders, which require that the person soliciting_ a.
license shall make his application in writing, furnish his bond, mvoice, and testimonials of character, and that the license, ac companied by these documents, shall be forwarded to the Commission er
of Indian Affairs for approval or otherwise, are calculated to insure
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uniformity and a due observance of l~w, ~nd, at the sa~e time, toprevent improper persons from · gettmg rnto the Indian country
through the sanction of the government; it is certainly strange that
the law of 1834, requiring the action of the Commissioner on
licenses, should have been so long overlooked.
The system of semi-annual payments, adopted by you this year,,
is of such manifest benefit to t~e Indians,' ( excepting small annuitants,) in enabling them to ' procure their supplies at fair prices in
the spring and fall, that it stands in no need of commendati@n from
me. A few persons, it is true, object to it on account of its increasing the business of the agent. I know no agency in this
superintendency where the payments could not be made quarterly,
if required, without devolving any excessive labor upon the agent;
I speak advisedly on this subject; last spring, owing to the absence
of the agent of the Osage river agency, who resigned in consequence of ill health, I made the· payment in twelve days to seven
different tribes; travelled over 160 miles; paid the different employees of the government; held councils with· nearly all the tribes.
of the agency; in some of which important business ,vas tran·s acted,
and during the whole time was laboring under great debility; and
this is one of the · largest agencies in this· superintendency. ·
The contingent expenses of this superintendency have been
greatly reduc~d within the last four years, especia11y in the item
of transportation of annµity goods and provisions; but should the
government •continue to pay the trarnsportation of the Winnebago
provisions, they will, in future, be greatly increased. l know of
no treaty stipulation or law that requires the transportation of the
provisions for those Indians to be paid by the government. They
are now large annuitants, have moved to a productive country,
where they can, with ordinary industry, raise their own provisions,.
and it would be doing them a service could their annuity be so reduced as to make them rely more on their own labor. I woul d
r espectfully recommend that in future their provisions should be
contracted for to be delivered in their own country, so as to ·r elieve
the government from the expense of tµeir transportation .
.' The several tribes west of 'the Missouri, of which I am more
particularly advised, have enjoyed this year fine health, and the
agricultural portion of them raised abundant crops; they were
never more kindly 9isposed towards the whites; and from all the
i nformation I have been able to collect,- both from personal ob'"servation and the reports of others, their confidence in, and respec t
for, the government have increased very perceptibly of late.
The numerous traders west ef the Missouri have, since my last
annual report, conducted themselves with propriety, so far as I can
· ]earn, and thrown no embarrassments in the way of the government officers in the discharge of their duties; and it gives m'e
pleasure to add that the agen'ts and sub · agents, without exception ,,
have performed their duties with zeal and activity. ·
I should do injustice to my own feelings and sense of justice,
were I to close this report without expressing my opinion of the
many salutary mearnres adopted by you in relation to our Indian
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affairs. These, carried out with firmness and decision, as they
have been, have produced the most favorable results; and -should
your policy be continued but a few years longer, it will so_ advance
the mJral, inte1lectual, and physical condition of the lnd1~ns, and
so elevate the Indian service, that the effects will remam even
-should a different policy be hereafter pursued.
I have the honor to be, sir, your most obedient servant,
TH. H. HARVEY,
Supeiintendent Indian .11/fairs.
Hon. W. lhmLL,
Commissioner In&ian .fl/fairs.

No. 1-A.
FoRT SNELLING,

' .llugust 6, 1848.
I. T.,

SIR: I have just received your letter of the 26th ultimo, requesting
me to recommend such means as will effectually stop the Indians
from smuggling ardent spirits into their country.
As the white man who selJs whiskey to the Indians cannot be
r-eached by the present laws, some means sr.ould be t _a ken to prevent
the Indians from drinking or purchasing it, and this can be done
.only by summary punishment.
By ·activity and vigilance, the
troops at this post may capture a large quantity of whiskey from
the Indians; but this does not prevent the latter from going directly
back to the whiskey shops and purchasing more. Now, to make
the efforts of the troops more effectual and perhaps break altogether
the whiskey trade on the St. Peter's, I respectfully recommend
that authority be · given to the commanding officer to punish the
Indian every time. he is caught drunk, or with ardent spirits in his
possession. This punishment to be hard labor under the charge of
the guard; say twenty days for the first offence, and forty for the
second. Should the Indian, after having received the second degree of punishment, still persist in violating the law, then leave it
discretionary with the commanding officer to punish him as he
thinks best. I do not believe any Indian would attempt to violate
the law after having undergone the first puni ment.
It is -·my belief, and also of those who have resided a very long
time in this country, that if this course of punishment be taken
with the Indians, that it will be effectual and the whiskey trade be
broken up.
It is of no use for th e government to attempt to ameliorate the
condition of the Indian s, until this villainous whiskey traffic be entirely rooted out from the country.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

S. EASTMAN,
Captain 1st Infg,ntry 1 t 'ommanding Fort Snelling .
Maj. Taos. H. HARVEY,
Superintendent Indian .11.ffairs.
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No. 2.
FoRT LEAVENWORTH AGENCY,

26th September, 1848.
Sm: Pursuant to usage, and in obedience to the re_q uirements ~,f
the Department, I have now the honor to. lay before you my annual
report of the affairs and condition of the various tribes of Indians
located within the precints of this agency.
The tribes subject to my charge are the Kickapoos, Stockbridges, Delawares and Munsees, C~risfian Indians and Shawnees;.
to which must be added the united nation of Pottawatomies. The
last named were placed under my care early last spring.
The
Kanzas Indians, who for so many years were subject to my supervision , have been, since my last annual report, attached to another
district.
As regards the first named six tribes, I have but little to add to
my last year's communication, in reference to their ge:rrnral good
conduct, their peaceable and friendly dispositions, and their efforts
in the progress of agriculture. Their evident desire · to attain, as
far as in them lies, the blessings and benefits of industrious and
moral lives; their care of property, procured by their own labor
and exertions, must be apparent to al~ acquainted with them; for
certainly, when .~n Indian becomes a property holder he begins to
appreciate the true worth of economy; he abandons, then, that
listlessness and indifference which seems to be inherent to the uncultivated native.
In compliance with the circular issued by the honorable the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, dated May, 1847, I transmit, herewith, the census and statistics of the Kickapoos, Stockbridges,
Delawares, Christian Indians and Shawnees. I must apologize for
not furnishing them at an earlier date; the delay must be attributed to more pressing and important duties I was called upon to
attend to. I hope, however, that even now they may serve the
end required. Allow me to remark that .J have taken great pains.
in collecting these statistics. I have valued the agricultural products at the market prices in this ' region; and here I arn gratified
in awarding my meed of praise to the Indians themselves, f©r the
promptitude and wi lingness they evinced in giving in their various descriptions of property.
.
There were no questions asked as to the object or intention of
the Department in desiring to ascertain their numbers and property;
it was suffic.ient for them to know that it was the wish of their
"Great Father" to learn their '' ways and· means," and, without a
dissentient voice, they promptly came forward. I was much
pleased, and I doubt whether a like quantity of "whites" would
have been as willing to answer the call of the law as these simple-minded and primitive people.
·
A census and statistics of the Pottawatomies I have not been able
to take; even if they had been taken, they would not fully have
answe~ed the purpose. These Indians have but recently emigrated
to then new country; they have but few fields in cultivation, and
are, moreover, not permanently settled as farmers. Some are still
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living among the Kickapoos, whilst others, though not many, linger
yet about their old haunt~ on the Osage river; as regards this tribe,
whose interest and welfare you have had so much at heart, I shall
.speak more fulJy below.
The act of the 3d March, 1847, requiring the Indian department,
under the direction of the Secretary of War, '' to .collect and digest
~uch statistics and materials as may illustrate the present condition
and future prospects of the Indian tribes," particularly the taking
of a census, which was also the intention of the law, is worthy of
commendation.
The census and statistics now taken will form
the basis of important knowledge as regards the industry and economy, the progress or decline of the various tribes. The ground
work is now laid, and henceforth, say at intervals of four or five
years, there can be no difficulty in arriving at true results; although
the statistics which accompany this report will speak for themselves, I deem it not irrelevant to state the average fiscal means
per capita of the following tribes, independent of the annuity
they receive from government.
Kickapoos-average of agricultural pro- (
$19 16 exclusive of annuity, which is .••• $14 41
ducts andhunts.J .. '"" 5
1•
Stockbridges . ..•••.•.•. do ...•... ....•.
37 26 .••••••••... do .••• ,,.......... 1 11
Christian Indians .•..•. de .••••••.••.••
22 76 •.•••....••. do ...••... ,....... 3 OJ
Delawares •..•.•.••.. do ...••..•••.•.
22 17 ..••.•.•.••. do................
7 20
Shawnees •••••..•..•• do .......•.•.•.
36 68 ••••..•••••• do. . • • . . . • • • . • . • • • 3 55

The number of persons as stated in the census will differ from
the number called for in the . annuity pay rolls. This is particularly the case with the Kickapoos; a considerable portion of the
latter are not permane~tly settled a·s farmers, but rather leacl an
erratic life, being most of their time on Red river, and who only
. come to the north about payment time. These last named are,
-of course, not enumerated in the census. In the numbers of the
-0ther tribes the difference is ' not very material.
Of all the tribes on the border the Shawnees have made the
·g reatest progress, and sonie of their farms will compare with many
-0f the best within the State line; and in very many instances, they
are superior both as regards manageme.nt and culture. A few of
the more opulent have negro slaves.. The other tribes are likewise making laudable improvemeut.
•
You will observe by the statistics herewith, that almost every
family is well supplied with farming stock; such as horses, oxen,
milch cows, and other cattle, hogs and some sheep, and agricultural imp 1ement_s. They h~p·e raised abundance of corn, some wheat,
potatoes, oats and garden vegetables; have made butter and cheese,
and tave cultivated fruit. Th eir hunts will appear of little or no
moment. In fact, the "Indian hunter" has disappeared from among
the border tribes, and the farmer has taken his place. All these
Indians dwell in good log cabins, and some have extremely neat
houses well furnished. They have their outhouses, stables, well
fenced lots, and some have good barns. Indeed, a t rave ller passing
through their country would fancy himself within the pale of the
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"white settlements" were it not for the swarthy lineaments and
strange language of the inhabitants.
·
The Stockbridge Indians, few in number, a very quiet, inoffensive
and industrious people, are permitted by the Delawares to occupy
a tract of country about six miles southeast of Fort Leavenworth.
The Christian Indians, are also located among the Delawares .
As for the Munsees, they are now so amalgamated with their
brethren (the Delawares) that they may be consideted as a part of
that nation.
.
You will please bear in mind that, with the exception of the
Pottawa tomies, the other tribes within this agency were not willing
to receive their semi-annual payments last spring. They urged
that the amount, per capita, would be so small that it would be of
no service to them; and they requested me to keep the money until
fall, and then give them the whole year's pay at once. As they
were not suffering, but rather seemed well to do and contented·, I
acceded to their request. I am, however, decidedly of opinion that
semi-annual payments are the most ac Y:-:intageous for Indians, and,
no doubt, they will acknowledge this themselves whenever they
can be brought to give them a fair trial.
·
.

Pottawatomies.-This large tribe, formerly divided into several
di stinct bands·- ea ch antagonistical to the other-each claiming int erests denied by the others-the dire cause of jealousies and alienation-are, in virtue of their la st favorable treaty, happily brought
t o assemble around one council fi re, and to speak with one ton.gue.
To rour untiring exertions, and fatherly interest in the future welfare of this people, is this result mainly to be attributed. It affords
me much pleasure to state that the last spring semi-payment, made
in May, terminated in the most quiet and orderly manner. I had
the satisfaction of seeing the tw:o bands, viz: that from Council
Bluffs and that from the Osage river, mingle with each other on the
m ost friendly terms. I could siscover no signs of a desire, by
either party, to domineer or dictate. They sat promiscuously
to gether, and exchanged their opinions with urbanity and good
w ill. You will remember that, immediately before payment, and
i n your presence, the head man of the upper band, or Council
.Bluffs party, made an effort to revive those jealousies that have, for
s o many years, alienated the upper and the lower people. Your
fir mness and decision alone, and the just censure with which you
me t the scurrilous speech of the old chief, frustrated his unworthy
design. It had a most beneficial effect, and., I am free to say, that
th ere was not one Indian but was glad in his heart that this matter
was put to rest so auspi ciously.
G reat attention w as given in t ak ing the pay-rol l at t he last
sprin g payment. The united band numbe rs 3,235. I am informed
that, in former y ears, the aggr egate of the two b ands, viz: that
fro m Council Bluff, and that from the Osage river, amounted to
u p w ar ds of 4,000. It would appear, then, that there is a material
d ecrease in the united nation of Pottawatomies; but this is evid e nt_ly not the case, for I have learned that, in form er p ay men ts,
p ar ticularly at Council Bluffs, the Indians were permitted to in-_'
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elude in the pay-roll many of their relatives, who were non-residents--those who Jive in Wisconsin and Michigan, and who never
emigrated. A decision was made to exclude non-residents, and the
rule in future to be strictly adhered to; for these non-residents,
were they even included in the roll, would never receive the benefits thereof, as their proxies have never been known to send them
a dollar.
I am happy to state that the prejudices of the Pottawatomies,
as regards their new homes, are fast disappearing. They begin to
be convinced that it is a good country, with timber sufficient for
all purposes. They cling with much tenacity to their pre-judgment
of the land, and would have it, "nolens volens," a barren, timberless tract. They are, at last, compelled to admit that they were
mistaken; and I hope they will not be slow, by a judicious cultivation of the s'o il, to prove the extreme fertility of some of the
finest land of the west.
The Pottawatomies are a quick and lively race. A greater portion of 'the lower band ( from the Osage) had, previous to their departure from their old homes, made considerable progress in farming. With the advantages secured to them by treaty, and the ample agricultural fund to which they are entitled, they may, coupled
with exertions on their own part, become a thriving and prosperous people.
While on the subject of these Indians, I may as well a11ude to a
rather untoward event which took place last summer-July. It
seems that a small party of Pottawatomies, connected with the
family of old Pai-dah-go-shuk, together with a like number of
Kickapoos and Sacs, went on an excursion to the plains to kill
buffalo. In the course of their journey westward, they fell in with
the main body of the Kanzas Indians, who were then on the summer hunt, and camped in their vicinity. It happened that the
_Pawnees, roving that way, came upon the parties named, but probably ascertaining their numerical strength, were of necessity disposed to be friendly. The Pawnees despatched a messenger to the
camps of the Pottawatomies, Kickapoos and Sacs, with assurances
of friendship, and an invitation to smoke. The message was well
received; but as the herald was returning, he was fired upon and
killed by a young Kanzas Indian.
The main body of the Pawnees, who were in sight, seeing the fate of their messenger, made
an attack on the four camps; an engagement ensued, which resulteJ in the death of five Pawnees, whose scalps were brought in by
the Pottawatomies and Kickapoos. I am inclined to think that
blame, in this matter, o,ught not to be attached to the Pottawatomies or Kickapoos; that they fought in self-defence is evident.
:But it is in every way unfortunate, as it has led to reprisals, and
may end in further bl~odshed; for, since the above collision to~k
place, the Pawnees have lifted forty horses from the Pottawatomie
settlements on Kanz as river.
·
Information as regards the education of youth and the management of schools, will be found in the reports and schedules of the
various missionary stations throughout this agency. These reports
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and schedules not having all come in, ,will probably not a cco'm pany
the one I am now transmitti • g; but when they shall have been collected they will be immediately laid before you, and that in a very
short time. For the Pottawatomies, owing to their not being as yet
permanently settled, no school report , can be rendered; neither for
the Kickapoos, the latter having no school amongst them. They are
however very anxious to have a standing establishment for education in their settlement, and a short time bacl~ spoke to me favor• ably on the subjtct. I hope their wishes may be acceded to.
The blacksmiths among the Shawnees, Delawares and Pottawatomies, the other tribes within this agency not being entitled to
Bmiths, have been employed in the making and repairing of agricultural implements and useful mechanical _tools; and with oae single
exception, I have every reason to be satisfied with them.
.
Upon the whole, we may congratu'late oursel,ves on the prosperous condi1Jion of the Indians of this agency. The health of the
country has been good. No sickness of any consequence has prevailed, and crops of all descriptions are abundant. All these
blessings call {or fervent gratitude to the Giver of all good. Only
one evil still remains: the addictedness of many of the Indians to
the use of spirituous liquors. But this vicious propensity is, I am
inclined to believe, gradually le.ssening; certainly, since the passage of the law of 3d March, 1847, less ardent spirits have been·
introduced into the Indian country by the natives themselves, than
formerly. The old n;ien of the different tribes are active in sup-pressing the introduction of liquor. The Rickapoos and the Pottawatomies who reside with them, punish offenders of this stamp
with stripes and public whippings. Occasional frolics and sprees
will be taken by the young men in a mere spirit of bravado; but
the practice is not general. There are more drunken Indians seen
in the little border towns, within the State line, than in the Jndian.
country proper.
.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

RICH. W. CUMMIN--s,
Indian Agent ...
Major THos. H. HARVEY,
Superintendent Indian Affairs, St. Louis, Mo.

No. 2-A.

Sm: In compliance with t he regulations of the Department, I respectfully submit the following report of the condition of the
school under my charge for the quarter ending September 30th, 1848.
The number of Delaware children for this quarter is thirty-one,
fifteen males and sixteen females; of other tribes fifty-four, thi!'tyo?e 'males and twen t y-thr ee females; total number this quarter,
eighty-five. They have been engaged as usual, in the schools a .
part of the time, and the other part at work. But as we had· our
s ummer vaca tion in he mo nth of Au gus~, and t he most of them
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were absent for four weeks, they have not made as great proficiency
as in some other quarters. Though they have now returned, and
we are expecting a more regular and perhaps a fuller school
through the winter.
We have raised tolerably good crops. But as we have had no
rains here of much duration for two years, our excellent springs
are failing very fast; our meadows and pastures have suffered
greatly, and we have been compelled to haul water to keep our
steam mill running for two months past.
The health of the institution has been better than common for ,
this season of the year.
I have the honor to be, dear sir, your obedient servant,

THOMAS JOHNSON.
Superintendent F. L. Ind. M. L. school.
Hon. W.

MEDILL,

Commissioner Indian A.ffairs,
Washington city, October 6, 1848 .

No. 2-B.
SHAWNEE BAPTIST

·

MrssroN ScHooL,

September 15, 1848.

Sr& : In submitting my annual report of this mission station,
allow me to say that no material change has _taken place in our operations since the last year's rep rt. The station, as then, continues
under the patronage of the executive committee of the A. B. M. U,
having its location in Boston, Mass.
Much perplexity attends the labor of elevating mind involved in
the darkness of paganism. The encouragement to persevere i
f9und in the necessity of the ·work, and in the obligations of the
more enlightened to extend their sympathy to such portions of the
human family as have enjoyed less privileges than themselves.
I am happy in adding my testimony to others, that the labor:; bestowed upon the tribes within your agency have been attende d
with a good degree of success. This is seen in the improvements
made in the farms of the Indians-in the increasing energy and
perseverance in labor among not a few-in the reformation of some
who, among the many, have been addicted to habits of intemper·
ance-and, what is not the ~east worthy of mentioning, in the rel igious observance of the Sabbath day.
Two of the scholars have left the school, and two othe rs
hav-e been newly enrolled. As a general thing, it is found to be
much easier for them to learn for sake of pleasing their teacher ,
than from desire of improvement; and hence they easily forfl'~
what they acquire. The most of the pupils have been regular m
heir attendance. During intermissions from study, they have bee
employed in manual labor-the males upon the farm, and h
females in housewife r y and needle-work. All of them, with th
addition of othe.r person~, have atte nd ed Sabbath school. Portion
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f scripture and de votional hymns have been the subjects of recitation in the Sabbath school.
.
A new frame building, 28 by 40 feet, has been erected during the
past year f?r the a?commodation of the Sabbath servic~s. , Religious meetrngs dunng the week _h ave been held at Indian houses
in different neighborhoods.
·
Quite a laudable desire exists among the adult population, who ·
do not understand the English language, to learn to read the translations in their own tongue.
_
Very respectfully submitted.
..
· FRANCIS BARKER,
Superintendent, ~c.
Major R. W. CuMMINs,
Fort Leavenworth agency.

No. 2-C.
KANSAS R1vER, POTTAWATOMIE

CouNTRv',

_
September 25, 1848.
Sm: Permit me to report the following, respecting the Baptist
mission school among the Pottawatomies.
This school, taught by me, and relinquished - last fall, on the removal of this tribe to ·their new home on Kansas river, was there
resumed the 2Qth of last March. A session of five months, ending
August 20th, was taught.
Owing to the limited means and accommodations, the number of -.
pupils was restrictea to sixteen boarders, eleven of whom were
girls, from the ages of five to fourteen years; five boys, from six
ta twelve years old; all Pottawatomies, except one, a full blooded
white, the step-daughter of Pottawatomie man.
At the expiration of the session, four of the scholars had advanced to. reading,
three to writing, and one to geography and arithmetic; the balance
were variously advanced in spelling, from two letters to 'two syllables. ·
All made plea;i~g progress in study, while some evinced great,
if not uncommon, readiness in the acquisition of knowledge.
_ In addition to ordin ry studies, the children receive Sabbath
school and 'o ther religious instructions. Ther, were also taught d_omestic duties, in connexion with sewing and leedle work. ·
It is now designed to close the present vacation as early a& possible, and again open the school in temporary buildings, until
those for the large manual labor school, in contemplation, are
erected, wben we hop e to ~nter upo n more extended efforts .
Respectfully,
E . McCOY , Te0, c ier
Major R. W. CuMMINs,
U. S . Indian agent,

a
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No. 2-D.
DELAWARE BAPTIST MISSION,

' September 27, 1848.
Sm: In ,compliance with instructions rec~nt1y received at this
station, the following summary notice of the boarding school located here, is forwarded by the earliest opportunity.
The school, under the direction of the American Baptist mission union, was re-opened on the first Monday in July.

*
*
*
-*
*
*
*
The pupils, with a single exception, being under fourteen years
of age, are not advanced beyond the first principles of an English
education.
It being of primary importance that the foundatiqn of an edacation be carefully laid, much attention has been given t? reading
and spelling; and we are gratified with the measure of success that
has thus far attended the effort n:ade.
In the several classes there has been, apparently, a desire to
maintain a respectable standing, which influences to commendable
application.
,
·
We see no reason to doubt the entire ability of any of the number to pass on to the higher and more abstruse branches of study
with hope of pleasing success.
·
Out of school the girls receive attention in the varied -duties
which their position in life may require at their hands.
Respectful] y,
E. S. MORSE, Teacher.
J. G . PRATT, Superinterwlent.
To Major R. w. CUMMINS,
Indian agent, Fort Leavenworth agency.

No. 2-E.
26th, 9th month, 1848.
FRIEND CuMMINs ;.. The following is the report of the school during
the past year.
There has been in attendance, during the past year, i~c]uding
regular and irregular scholars, 33 boys, and 3:5 girls.
'*
*
*
*
*
*
*
The children's capacities for ]earning are are about like white
children, notwithstanding the disadvantage they have to labor under in not having as perfect knowledge of the English language
as white children. It is truly astonishing to see the rapidity with
which they acquire knowledge.
The boys work on the farm part
of the time, and soon learn how to do what they are set at. The
girls spend a part of their time in doing house work, sewing, &.c.
Many of them do the ~ewing part of their own, and some of the
:\o hes of the other childnr..

F.UZAJiF,T lT HARYEY 81ip't.

--
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No . 3.
Os.A.GE R1vER AGENCY,

September 7, 184·8.

· SIR: In co,mpliance with the re~gulations of the Department, I
have the honor to submit, through you, my annual report, giving
as near as possible the condition of the various tribes of Indians
with.in this agency. The short time that I have had charge of
affairs here, will be taken, I am sure, as_ an excuse for my not being
familiar-with -all the minute affairs of this agency. I have devoted
a considerable portion of the time I have qeen here to the Miamies,
in consequence of difficulties that seemed to exist among these
people. One ' ~f the pri'ncipal causes of t~ei'l dissatisfaction seems
to arise out of the superinte11dent's in_tention to re~ove them from '
the place where they settled "near the State lme," and locate
them on the west side .of their country, near the Weas, , which , I
heartily concur with the superintendent should be done. It appears
that th~s-e peoi,Ie are determined t? ext~n·g uish, or ~t . le~§t to verymuch degrade themselves from their present unenv1~ble condition,
by drinking whiskey,' which they obtain, without any difficulty and
in great abun~dance, in the State, a'.t little whiskey, shops kept ex~
pressly for their use. To remove them to their new location, is
getting them further from these dens kept for their oestruction I as. '
well as from the white men in the State, that appear to exercise an
unlimited influence over them, and locate them in a better part of
their country than where they now are. Over , one-half of them
have already removed, and appear to be well pleased with their
exchange. Their smith shop, which is now in operation and doing
all their work, their school, and all their traders, are located at
their new village. I have refus'ed to allow any trader to locate at
any other point; and, if the government will now cause a good
mill to be built at or near this p~-':' nt, as has been contemplated, I
shall be able finally to succeed i1 getting them all to remove to
this part of their land, although some of their chiefs say that they
will never move-. I h,ave endeavored very hard to prevent these
people from drinking so much. Their promises are very fair, but ·
their acts are very different. While I can remain among them I can
prevent them from drinking; but my agency being so large I can~ot
possibly devote any great portion of my time to any one tribe.
Their school is not yet in operation, but the buildings are in
progress, and will soon be ready for use.
The Ottowas I find to be almost entirely a sober people; very
1
well disposed, industrious, and withal religious. They have among
t hem a large quantity of stock of almost every description. They
farm it to a considerable extent, and their crops at present are unusually good. They generally dispose of their surplus stock and
p r oduce to the Sac and Fox, and other- tribes of Indians. They
have no trader among them at present. These people have, it appear , been complaining for some time of depredations committed
11pon their property by the Sacs and Foxes. When I talked to the
Sac and Fox chiefs about this, they admitted that some of their
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young men might have done the Ottowas some damage, and they ~
appeared anxious to ha Ye every difficulty se\tled. I then ·met both
the Sacs and Foxes anrl Ottowas in council, and had no difficulty
wha.tever in settling amicably to both parties all their difficulties, and
restoring good feeling, which had to some extent been clestroyed.
The Chippewas, a very small tribe, located between the Sa_cs and
Foxes and Ottowas, talk of leaving their land here and , gomg ~o
Canada. Their chief has just returned from there, an-ti tells his _
people he is having ample preparations made for them if they will
go. r I have advised them not to gg, but to remain on their own
land where they now are. They have a fine tract o( land here,
and are making good farms; and present at present a fa~r prospect
.of -doing very well. ,
·.
,
The Sacs and· Foxes returned from their hunt in July, and reported a difficulty they had with the Pawnees.
lt' ap..pears that they, with several other neighboring tribes, had
met the Pawnees on the prairies? a~d were friendly, and while Keokuk, a Sac, w.as handing to a Pawnee the pipe of peace, a Kansas
· Indian that was in company fired and killed the Paw.nee. The
Pawnees, who were but a short distance off, seeing one of their
men killed, immediately commenced the fight, and the Sacs and
Foxes, as well as the other tribes, were forced to fight. They killed
and scalped five of the Pawnees. No other. Indians were killed,
but several, wounded. 'The Sacs and Foxes have gathered their
crop and buried it, as they always do, and are now preparing to go
out on their fall ·hunt, where they will remain until late in the
winter. They have raised but little corn this year, but consider, ably more, ram told, than they did last year. Many of them say
they wish to have a farm and raise more corn and vegetables. I
have promised to h_a ve them farms made this winter, and afford
them every encouragement in the ..~oble enterprise. They have requested me to employ a doctor f8r them, which I have done, and
he is now among them, giving general satisfaction, notwithstanding their prejudice to white doctors. These people have no
school, a:nd say plainly they do not wish one.
I visited the Kansas a few days since. They are about ninety
They are a very poor, degraded people1 miles from the agency.
thievish, filthy, and unusually ignorant. They complain tha,t they
are only getting one-half of their money these times, although the
persons who live among them, as well as myself, have explained
the cause. I told them that they would now be paid twice a year
in the place of once, but they cannot or will not understand it.
tThey say they want the money just as they had it last vear, or all
that is due them for the year paid at the same time. These people
are a:rixiol:ls for a farmer. They say they are going to work like
their neighbors. They are also anxious for a missionary, and say
they want their children to learn to read and \vrite, and to work
like white men, and not live, as they their parents are, like w ves.
These people appear to be well aware of ho:w far they are behind
the other tribes in point of civilizatio n . There are several other
smal1 tribes in this agen cy, no t here named, but as there has nothing
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come to my knowledge worthy of notice among them, I shall pass
them by. Th~ mec~ani cs ~mong all the tribes of this agency are
supplying their I;11dian_s with every necessary krnd of work, and
giving g~neral sa~1s!act10n.
. .
Believmg that 1t 1s the duty as well as the privilege of agents,
sub-agents or superintendents to express their opinion respecting
any Jaw ?r regulation that ma~ b~ made for the gov~rnment of the
Indian tribes, I beg your perm1ss1on to say that, while the~ have
been many issued that are highly commendable, and have and will
meet the hearty approbation of ·e very unprejudiced mind; among
these, permit me to recommend, as foremost_the regulation of April
13, 1847, prohibiting the introduction of spirituous liquors into the
Indian country. Not [only the Indians themselves, but the agents
that have been among them, have felt and can see daily the happy
effect that it has produced. But while I heartily approve of this,
and mar.y others which are unnecessary to be named here, there are a
few that I cannot believe are consistent or will operate to the
advantage of the government or Indians. The one I shall name ·
first is the regulation of November 9, 1847, concerning the grant- ,
ing of licenses .to trade with Indians. The 7th paragraph of said
regulations provides that'
"When the agent, sub-agent, or superintendent shall have determined to grant a license, the same, duly executed, will, before
being delivered, be transmitted to the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs for his approval or disapproval, and will be accompanied
by the application and the testimonials in favor of the persons to
be employed. In case any of the persons are so favorably known
to the agent, sub-agent, or superintendent that he does not consider testimonials in their favor necessary, they may be dispen~ed
with by his endorsing on the app-lication accordingly."
This supposes one of two things-either that the age·nt, sub-agent,
or superintendent, has not the ability to determine who are fit persons to concluct trade with Indians, or that they are deficient in
disposition; neither of which appears to me to -be' reason!ble suppositions; for, in the first place, I suppose· that no man would be
appointed agent, sub-agent, or superintendent who had not both
the ability and disposition to judge of the fitness of persons to conduct trade in their agency, sub-agency, or superintendency; and in
the next place, the agents, s1:1b-agents, and superintendents are
generally acquainted with the persons making applications to trade·
with Indians. If not, .the persons so applying for license can pro~uce testimonials from persons with. whom they are acquainted; but
rn ninety-nine cases out of every hundred the Commissioner . of
Indian Affairs never heard of the persons making the applications,
nor those from whom he gathers testimonials . The Commissioner
therefor can know nothing of the matter except what the agent,
s~b-ag~nt or superintendent informs, him of. Then, if the Commissioner 1s to be governed by the agent's, sub-agent's, or superintendent's opinion, why, I ask, should it not be left with them at the
start? There is no power given, in these regulations:, to the agents
or sub-agents to revoke a license. The 12th paragraph provides
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that the superintendent may revoke a license, but all that the
agents or su~·agents can do is_ to report_ the misc?nduc~ -of a trader
t o the superintendent, who will take mto consideration the propriety, as the regulations say, of re voking the license. Under_ these
regulation s, .before the agent or sub-agent could rep?rt the m1~co~duct of a trader to the superintendent, and the supenntendent mst1'tute an investigation and determine the case, the trader would haveplenty of time to effect any infamous scheme he chose. It places
the trader as it were out of the reach of the agents or sub- agents;
and, instead of this, in my humble opinion, the agents and subagents should have full control over the traders. In short, the
regulations clearly express a lack o'f confidence in the agents and
sub-agents, and for no reason that I am aware of, except, perhaps,
some agent or other has been suspected of sinisfer m;otives in
licensing the traders in his agency; and I do not think that all
age nts should be thought to be dishonest because one ·was found to
be so. My doctrine is to appoint no man to that high and responsibl e office of Indian agent, where he has, perhaps, one or two hun_<lr.ed thousand dollars to disburse annually, whom you are afraid
_ to allo\v to decide who are competent to conduct Indian trade :
~In relation to semi-apnual payments to Indians, I am clearly of
the opinion it is attended with no good to the India_ns. When I
first heard of this plan of payment, I was much pleased with it,
but since I ,have witnessed its effects I have altered my opinion. In
th e first plr1 ce, many of the annuities, when divided, are too small to
epable them to purchase such things as are of much benefit to them.
In the next place, th.ere is always considerable excitement produced among the Indians by their chiefs and traders, at and previous to each payment, which absorbs everything , and the oftener
this comes the oftener we have interruptions, and the attention of
:the Indians diverted from their other pursuits for a Jiving. Under
cth e present arrangement, 'in many of the agencies, it gives to the
agent more than he can perform, if he does his duty to the Indians
• .and government. For instance, my agency is about one hundred
and fifty miles long, from th e Miamies to the Kanzas, embracing
eight or nine different tribes, and some of them very large tribes,
who receive a large and complicated amount of money, and having
to -make two payments each year in the place of one, the paying
it.self consum~s the most of the time of the agents; consequently
they have not the time necessary to spend among the different
tribes at a time that is free from excitement, to exert his influence
for good. My opinion is, that if you wish to have work well done,
you must not give to your laborers too great a task. My predecessor, I am informed, resigned this agency because he tho~ght the
<1:uties required were more than any one man could perform. I
have not yet come to the conclusion that I cannot perform all the
duties of this agency, yet I believe its duties are entirely too much
for anylone man. But if it is not the policy of the Department to
reduce it, my utmost endeavors shall be exerted to perform every
11ty, for I have confidence in my ,own ability to do a great deal of
hard work, such as has to be done in performing the duties of this
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agency. In conclusion, I have to · say th_at everything within t'he
boundaries of this agency presents nothrng but peace, harmony,
and good will.
.
·
·
I have the honor to be, your most obedient humble servant,
JAMES S. RAINS,
U. S. Indian .11.gent for the Osage river agency.
Major THos. H. HARVEY,
Superintendent Indian JI.ffairs, St. Louis, Mo.
/'

NoTE,-The writer of this report, although he has certainly taken
a very correct view of the qualifi~ations which an agent should
possess, does not seem to have made himself acquainted. with the
most common provi~ions of the law. prescribing his own duties.
The 2d section of the "act to regulate trade and , intercourse with.
the Indian tribes, and to preserve peace on the ·' frontier," approved
June 30, 1834, provides that "no person shall be permitted to trade
with any of the Indians (in the Indian country) without a license
therefor from a superintendent of Indian affairs, or Indian agent, or
sub-agent;"-that "the superintendent of the district shall have
power to revoke and cancel the same whenever the person licensed
shall, in his opinion, have transgressed any of the laws and regulations provided for the government of trade and intercourse with the
Indian tribes, or that it would be improper to permit him to remain
in the Indian country;" and that "it shall be the duty of the persons granting or revoking such lice~ses, forthwith to report the
same to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for his approval or disapproval." Thus, it will be seen, that it is a law of Congress
which requires the license to be approved by the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs, and which limits the power of revoking. it to the
superintendents of distri'cts, and not a mere regulation of the Department, as was supposed by the agent.
No one, ,it is presumed, will contend, that a measure which requires the app,roval of a subsequent and higher power, is in force,
or in any way operative until such approval is obtained.
.
In reference to the animadversions of this agent upon these provisions of the law, and the course of the Department in making
semi-annual payments where the annuities are large, it is only necessary to call attention to the following extract from the report
of the· superinteRdent of the district, residing at St. Louis, written,
as will be seen, with the above remarks of the agent before him,
and whose high standing and great experience as an officer entitle
his views and opinions, in relation to matters of this kind, to more '
than ordinary consideration.
'
"The regulations of last November, in regard to the issuing of
licenses to traders, which require that the person soliciting a I.icense
shall make his application in writing, furnish his bond, invoice,
and testimonials of character, and that the license, accompanied by
t hese documents, shall be forwarded to the C0mmissioner of Indian
Affairs for approval or otherwise, are calculated to insure uniformity and a due observance of law, and, at the same time, to pre-vent improper persons from getting into the Indian country through
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the sanction of the government; it is certainly strange that the law
of 1834, requiring the action of the Commissioner on licenses, should
have been so long overlooked.
"The sy,gtem of semi-annual payments, adopted by you this yea:,
is of such manifest benefit to the Indians ( excepting small annuitants) in enabli ng them to procure their supplies at fair :erices in
the spring and fall, that it stands in no need of commendat10n from
me. A few persons, it is true, object to it on account of its increasing the business of the agent. I know no· agency in this superintendency where the payments could not be made quarterly, if
required, without devolving any excessive labor upon the agent.
I speak advisedly on this subject. Last spring, owing to the absence
of the agent of the Osage river agency, who resigned in consequence of ill health, I made the payment in twelve days to seven
different tribe~-travelled over 160 miles-paid the different employees of the government-held councils with nearly all the tribes
of the agency, in some of which important business was transacted,
and, during the whole time, ·was laboring under great debility; and
this is one of the largest agencies in the superintendency."

W. M.
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Nov. 30, 1848.
No. 3-A.

OTTAWA BAPTIST MISSION,

hmuN

TERRITORY,

September 22, 1848.
DEAR SIR: Since the time of making out my last annual report
our district school has been discontinued, and arrangements are
now being made for opening a permanent boarding school, which
will probably commence in the spring or summer of 1849.
The Ottawas have, for several years past, been making a gradual
improvement in their houses, fields, stock, farming and household
implements, &c., and have been increasing in their habits of industry, tern petance, morality, and piety. Although their stock has,
during the past year, much increased, still they will be able, probably, to sell about one half of the products of their farms to the
Sacs, Foxes, and Pottawatomies.
Various efforts have been made during the last two years, by the
United Sta_tes' agents, the missionaries, and by yourself, to induce
the Ottowas to exclude ardent spirits from their country, and to
become temperate, but without much success, except within the
bounds of the mission church. During the present year, however,
the chiefs and principal men of the tribe have made a noble effort,
and have succeeded in inducing the nation to mak~ a faw, in public
council, to entirely prevent the introduction of all spirituous liquors into their country. Since the adoption of the said law, one
person only has ventured to bring liquor, who was immediately
fined ten dollars. OccaB½onally a few of the most worthless fellows go into the white settlements and take a spree, but it is hoped
t a even this will soon be stopped .
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·· The station is patronized by the American Baptist Mission Union,.
whose seat of operations i s at Boston, Massachusetts; Rev. S. Peck,
corresponding sec~etar_y. The missionaries at the st~tion are the
undersigned and his wife, whose post office address 1s Westport,
Jackson county, Missouri.
Most respectfully, I am, dear sir, yours, &c.,

JOTHAM MEEKER.

Major T. H. HARVEY,

·

• Su,perintendent In~ian .11.ffairs, St. Louis, Mo.

/

No. 4.
ST.

PETER'S- (WINNEBAGO) AGENCY'

October 4, 1848.
Sm: Since my last annual report of the condition of the Winnebago Indians, the most important event connected with them is
their removal from th~ neutral ground to the country they now
occupy. When the tribe was notified' last spring, by the government, that their new home was procured for them, they decided at
once to remove, and such arrangements were made as would have
enabled ' them to remove comfortably, and with a very moderate
expense, but 'the interference of interested individuals created dissatisfaction and disturbance among the Indians, which caused much
delay, and resulted in scattering one half of the tribe. Some of
those who turned , back went to their old hunting ground in Wisconsin, others went west into the interior and western part of
Iowa. I have recently been informed that a party of about one
hundred in number have joined the Ottoes, · so-nthwest of the Missouri river.
·
The ~1ifficulties existing between the Sioux and Chippewas gieatly
embarrassed the removal oi the Winnebagoes. They were induced
t o believe that they would necessarily become involved in the war
between tnose tribes, and that they would be exterminated. Those
who turned back were no dou"bt influenced by fear. It was with
great difficulty that one half of the tribe, including all the principal chiefs, were p·ersuaded to persevere ; in removing to their new
home.
~t is probable that a majority of those who have scattered will
return and ' join their tribe this fall·; and they will all ultimately
·come back, if they are not encouraged to join other tribes, and a_llowed to participate in their ant1 uities. It will be difficult for these
wanderers to subsist by their own exertions; wan t 2 will soon com-:pel them to return to their tribe. Two small parties, consisting of
some thirty in number, have · already come in, and the chiefs have
sent a delegation to hunt up the absentees, and induce them to re-:tur?· The Winnebagoes left Turkey river on the 8th 'of June, and
arrived at the mouth of the Watab river on the 30th oJ July; the
distance travelled, 310 miles.
The country for the Winnebag.oes was judiciously selected. It
is the best locati on that coul d be procured for them west of the
1

'

"
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Mississippi river. A large proportion of the country 1s forest,
which abounds \\·ith game and valuable furs; and the numerous
rivers and lakes are well stored with excellent fish.
The Winnebagoes are well pleased and satisfied with _the cou7:1try :which has been procured for them, and look upon 1t as their
permanent home.
From the time the Winnebagoes received their annuities last fall,
until they commenced preparations for removing in the spnn~,
nothing of unusual importance occurred in relation to them. Their
plentiful crop last season, together with their annuities, afforded
them ample means of subsistence during the winter and _spring.
Ample provision has been m~de for their subsiste.nce during the
present year. Early in May, five men with a team and tools were
sent from the agency on Turkey river to this country to commence
improvements preparatory for the Indians. The amount of labor
performed by them previous to the arrival of the Indians is not
very creditable to their industry. About 150 acres of land at the
former agency on Turkey river were put in grain last spring before
the Indians left: three men were left to cultivate and secure the
crop; which has proved to be very good.
The qua-ntity of intoxicating liquor consumed by the Winnebagoes the past year has been far less than usual. The vigilance of
the officers stationed at Fort Atkinson, and a few · prosecutions commenced against persons for attempting to introduce whiskey among
this tribe; has had the effect, in a great measure, to prevent its introduction and use.
The practicability of civilizing the Winnebago Indians is no
longer considered doubtful. While the Winnebagoes occupied the
neutral ground as a temporary residence, it was not deemed advi·
' sable to encourage them to in vest their means in erecting permanent dwelling houses, planting orchards, &c., for the reason that
it would but attach · them more strongly to, the soil which they
~ust soon lea Ye, and increase the obstacles in the way of effecting
their removal from that country. The effo1 ts made to advanee
them in civilization were chiefly directed to encourage them to
cultivate the 'Soil, and to adopt the use of common agricultural implements; also to substitute horse power for the labor of their
women, in packing wood and other burdens. While oecupying
their former residence this tribe, or rather, the several bands of the
tribe, had, to a certain extent, a community of interests, and the
plan of operations adopted for them was calculated to encourage
this system. Their ground was ploughed and fenced in large field ,
and these field assigned to different bands. Now the position _of
the tribe is different; it is expected that the Winnebagoes w1\l
occupy their present home for a considerable number of years, a~d
it will be expedient to encourage individual interests. To effect this,
it is considered best to prepare as fast as practicable small farm
with comfortable dwelling houses, stables and out-houses, for such
families as will occupy them. To protect these interests, and secure
to the industrious the quiet posse sion of the fruits of their labor,
laws are indispensable. The chiefs of the tribe~have neither the
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independence to enact, nor the · power to enforce the la~s, \~hich,.
they are fully" aware, are necessary to pr_omote the prosperity of
their people. The government of the Umted States must, for the
present, enact an~ enforce the_se laws. Th~ chi~fs~ and the industrious and well disposed port10n of the tribe desire, and request
the government to afford them this protection.
There is, at present, a disposition manifested by a considerable
portion of the tribe, to make laudable efforts to improve their condition; some individuals have applied for a~sistance in building
and furnishing dwelling houses after the fashion of the white man.
Assistance will be rendered to such as will help themselves, in
making such impro.vements as are deemed necessary for them. It
is believed that a .portion of the interest 0f the in.vestment, stipulated in the fourth article of the treaty of 1846, would be well expended in building dwelling houses for such of the tribe· as should,
by industry and good conduct, prove themselves deser-ving of assistance.
The Winnebago school was discontinued early in May. Up to
that time the school was well attended, and the usual progress
made by the children. A statement in detail of the operations of
the school cannot now be given, for want of access to the records,
which were packed with the property belonging to the school, and
have not yet arrived here. The Rev. D. Lowry, superintendent of
the school, and Mr. Williams, assistant teacher, have assisted in
the removal of the Indians. I haye ~vailed myself of Mr . Lowry's
advice in selecting the location for the agency, and, also, in selecting locations for manual labor scho61s. One schogl house is now
commenced near the agency. Th~ funds now appropriated for education, in the several treaties with . the Winnebagoes, are ample to
support a sufficient number of manual labor schools to educate
eveTy child in the tribe. To bring. the tribe generally to 2.ppreciate
the benefits of education, and to induce them to send tpeir children
to school, will require persevering effort and judicious man agement.
·
The practicabili-ty:of converting-the Winnebago Indians to Christianity, is yet to be t€sted. No systematic and persevering efforts
have been made to bring the truths of the gospel to bear upon.
them. The barrenness of th eir language, and the difficulty of translating the bible into it, are serious obstacles in the way of their religious improvement. But these obstacles are not insurmountable.
It is hoped that the churches in our land will not longer overl@ok
this tribe in their efforts to Christianize the American Indians.
During the past year, and especially during the past summer,
the health of this tribe has been uuusually g_ood. .
About one-third of the annuity goods due the tribe the present year
have been_ paid t0 them since their arrival at their new ho~e; the
balance will be paid them with their money. The tribe are well
satisfied with the kind and quality of goods furnished them. The
annuity provisions furnished this year prove to be of excellent

quality.
The Pillager band of Indians will receive their goo ds this year
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at the mouth of Crow Wing ,iver. I have. not been able_ to
visit this band, and therefore cannot, from my own observat10n,
speak of their character and condition. They are represented as
being very poor and destitute. The goods which they now receive
annua1Iy from the government will be of great service to them~
The Chippewas of the Mississippi, are well satisfied with the arrangements which have been. mad€ with regard to them. The
Sioux and Chippewas are at present on friendly terms with the
Winnebagoes; they say they wish to live in peace .and friendship
with their brothers, the Winnebagoes, and "eat out of the same
dish with them;" which they literally do; the Winnebago.es have
been liberal in presents to both tribes.
, The Sioux and Chippewas continue hostile to each other. The
chiefs of bot!! these tribes have. expressed a willingness to meet in
council for the purpose of negotiating a peace. If I had the
' means to subsist a large party during a council, I would attempt to
effect a reconciliation between these tribes in that way. The m0st
re · able means of keeping these tribes at peace would be to esta.b~
lish a sufficient military force among them. It is important that a
company oi dragoons should be stationed on the southwestern
boundary of the Winnebagoes. A well disciplined company at
that point would h~ld the Sioux and Chippewas in check, afford
the Winnebagoes the protection which they have been encouraged
to expect, and which they need, and at the same time control any
disorder that might arise among them. It is deemed important that
the Winnebagoes should be withdrawn from the Mississippi river,
and located on the western portion of their country; but it will be
extremely difficult, if not impossible, to effect this the present
season, unless a military force i~ l!ltationed in the neighborhood.
Tres·p ass to a considerable extent has been committed, the present season, in the hunting grounds of the Sioux by British half
breeds. I have understood that quarrels have arisen between the
parties, and serious consequences resulted. As soon ;is other duties
will permit, this matter will be more fully investigated, and made
the subject of a special .report.
·
Letters to this agency should be directed via Fort Snelling.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. E. FLETCHER,
Indian .JJgent.
THOMAS H. HARVEY, Esq.,
Superintendent of Indian .fljfairs St. Louis, Mo .

No. 4-A.
7, 1848.
Srn: The Winnebago schoo Cosed early in May last, in conseq_uence of the removal of the Indians, and owing to the very unexpected delay in that operation, it has not yet been opened; but
we hope to be able to resume business in a short time.
SEPTEMBER
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Being now in the act .of moving myself, with my family, &c., to

the !Bdian country, and having no access to the teachers or r1::.cords

/

of the school, it is out of my power to give those details respecting the studies and progrt!ss of the children usual1y found in annual reports. From my la.st report, however, up to the close of
the institution, it had been as we11 attendeq as at any former period,
and the pupils . m.a_n ifested their usual interest in the branches of
study assigned them.
It is now hoped that obstacles to the improvement of the Win·nebagoes heretofore existing, and which grew out of their unsettled state, will cease to operate, an~ that all the means provided
under treaty stipulations for their instruction will be immediately
brought into action. The funds named in the treaty of .1846, in
connexion with a manual lab.or school, s~ould be united with the
previous funds for th e school an,d farm, and the whole expended in
developing the moral, physical, and intellectual powers of the Indians.
·
A ·printing press would be of much service to the tribe, 1nd
though not specified in the treaty of 1846, yet the discretionar y
power granted by 'that instrument in carrying out its provisions ,
gives full liberty to provide one. The object is not, of course, to
print books, but to publish in the first place a small juvenile newspaper, adapted to t he · capacities of the children at school, and
tliose who may_have left the institution. Such a paper would not ,
· only be interesting to the" children, but through tqem much valuable information might be imparted to the ·adult Indians .
. In calling the attention of the children to the arts of civilized life,
those branches should be first presented whicH are , best adapted to
a semi-savage state. To teach a branch of domestic economy to a ·
family still preferring the wigwam to the house, when a residence
in fee latter would be necessary to enable them to realize the ad_v antages of SRch knowledge, would be worse than useless. Let
families, therefore, be drawn as early as possible into houses, an d
feel that they at•e more comfortable . there than in a wigwam, an d
you have them at once prepared to adopt habits suited to their new
c ircumstances and · to perceive the advantages. A tangible object
before an Indian will affect him where ·theory and reasoning have
no power over .him whatever.
.
In efforts to in duce the Indian to cultivate .the soil, I am decid edly in favor of giving each family that may choose it a separate location, sufficiently remote from one another to permit the
r aising of stock, &c. We, oursel,ves,, would not think of living
together in . ~ illages, and attend to agricultural pursuits, raise
cattle, hogs, &c . It w ould be much more difficult for Indians to
do so who are destitute of law, often drunk, and disposed to kill
an d destroy the lives and property of each othe r .
In attempts to benefit these people, too much care cannot be
tak en in the selection of persons· to labor with them. It is fifteen
years this day s·i nce I came to the Indian country. During this ·
time I have 'been a constant obse·rver' of ·efforts to improve our
northern tribes, and am of the opinion· that the greatest hindrance
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in this work of benevolence is a want of proper persons to engage
in it. Reference is not here made so much to habits of industry
as to moral qualifications. Instead of learning virtue, the India~s
too frequently learn vice from these sent to improve their condition. Allow · me to add-, in this connexion, that mere outwar.d
morality, detached from feelings of concern for the salvation of
the Indians, is not sufficient. The heart must be i11, the work.

D. LOWRY,
Superintendent W. S.

.
Gen. J. E.

FLETCHER,

United States Indian .llgent.

No. 5.
COUNCIL BLUFFS AGENCY'

September 16, 1848.
Srn: I have the honor o'f ' submitting to you my annual report
of the condition of the Indians of the different tribes of this

I

agency.
The Ottoes and Missourias, who for some years past have resided
on each side of the great river Platte, were attacked last fall by the
Sioux, on the north, and driven to the s-0uth of the river, since which
ti~e they have refused to live on the north. I could. not prevail on
them to have their corn planted on their farm north of the Platte, although they were promised if they would agree to attend their farm
on the north that the government would furnish them a farmer to
show them how t~ harness their- horses, &c. 011 th~ir positively re. fusing so to do, the agent did not consider it expedient to employ
one for them.
On the south of the Platte they can scarcely be
-said to have any farm, as the lands they cultivate are in small
patches, perhaps not more than two acres in the largest, and many
times not exceeding one-half or fourt~1 acre.
In the instructions recehed from the superintendent of Indian
affairs of the 24th February last, it was left discretionary with the
agent to employ a farmer or not, to show them how to harness
their horses, and instruct them in agriculture, &~., which would
have bren done but for the above reasons, and that it- would have
been a useless waste of funds to em ploy a man to superintend the
cultivation of their small patches, too small, if possible, for a horse and
plough to turn in. They have been left to depend upon their own
exertions, l}nd I presume they have done quite as well as they would
have done had they been furnished with a farmer, situated as
they were.
In the future, they will require considerably more corn than formerly, from the 1fact t iat the game is fast receding, and already
so remote that but a few of their village attempt to go in pnrsui'
of buffalo. Corn is their almost only support, and if th~y should.
remain where they now are, I would res ectfully suggest the pro-
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priety of. having ther~ some land ~roken _up soutl1 of the Platte;
their pomes are too light for breakrng pra1ne land.
The Ottoes, this year, have made a tolerable hunt; their spring
and summer hunt is mostly valuable for provisions. The skins of
the buffalo taken in these hunts are dressed and used for lodge
skins and strouding for the squaws, &c.
Their blacksmith shop is of great advantage to their tribe; in
fact their smith has made 827 axes and hoes, also, 12 ploughs, 61
sheet iron kettles, 75 tin kettles and cups, and a number of fire
steels, and cold chissels, besides stocking a number of their guns, as
well as the repairing of many ot~rs. It is nothing strange,after
a drinking frolic, to see them come to the shop with their guns
smashed or broken, and done, evidently, by severe blows, either on
the ground, logs, or trees.
.
They are dissatisfied with the plan of semi-annual payments;
their annuity being only twenty-five hundred dollars, is so small,
when divided, as to amount to but a fraction over one do1lar per
capita; which . sum is insuffi'cient to procure them a blanket or gun.
The consequence is, that I fear much of the little will go for whiskey.
If it were practicable, it would meet the views of the Indians
much better to get their annuity in one payment . than in two.
I would remark', that as the Depar.tment has commenced semi-annual payments with the Indians, it would. be hest to continue it, as
it will enable them more readily to procure ammunition for their
·spring and fall hunts, on which 'they wish, generally, to start by
the first of October and middle of May; by which the Department
will see the necessity of forwarding funds for annuity purposes in
time for their different hunts. They number about 900 s.o uls.
The Omahas have no annuity; they reside at their former village
when not on the hunt. They have made perhaps a sufficiency of
corn t~ do them the present season, provided they can make a good
winter's hunt; their crop was cut short, owing to the drouth in
June and July. They have also a blacksmith and assistant who
render them similar service to that of the Ottoe shop,
The Ottoes and Omahas would, in my opinion, soon become a. ·
prosperous people, were it not for the cursed traffic in whiskey that
is kept up on the line of the ,States of Iowa and Missouri; there is
no difficulty in the Indians obt-aining any quantity of spirits on the
western borders of these two States. If the legislature of each of
these two States would incorporate a clause in their statute acts,
making an Indian a competent witness against the 'whiskey seller,
and add imprisonment to the fine, it would, in a great degree, break
up the traffic, for in most cases the offenders have nothing to
be come at, except their bodies. Already this season there have (as I
have recently learned) been some fifteen or twenty of these two
tribes' horses sold for whiskey. When they start on the hunt, they
steal as many more from the whites, with perhaps a few others for
interest. If such amendments were made to the laws, I do not believe that one-fourth of the troubles would tttke place b'etween the
border settlements and -the Indians.
On the 8th of July last, I informed the Dep·artm1rnt that there was
30
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oanger of a war between the Ottoes and Omahas in relation to thei r
disputed land claim. This matter has been pressed upon the department so frequently by the superintendent of Indian affairs and
the former agent, as well a.s the present one, that anything more
wou 1d be useless.
The Omahas numbe_r about 1,300 souls. These two tribes have a
missionary and school establishment amongst them, which I hope ·
will be of lasting ben efit to them; for the parti culars of which I
would respectfully refer you to the r eport of the Rev. Edw~rd
McKinney, the superintendent of the institution.
The .Pawnees number about 2,500. They have no annuity, and
owing to their potent enemies, the Sioux, they still reside on the
south of the Platte. In council, this fall, the chiefs of three bands
of the Pawnees told me they were a~xious to move on their own
land, north of the Platte, that they wanted their Great Father to
' make the grand Pawnee band cross over ·with them; that if the
grand Pawnees were with them, they would be better able to sustain
themselves against the Sioux, and that they wish to move before they
plant their corn, or as soon as they come in from their winter's.
hunt. These three bands seem more than willing to move; they say
they cannot make corn on their present pla ce, and they cannot get
timber to rebuild their lodges. They are r nxious to get their
school teacher and blacksmith to ·r _e side in th ._.· village.
The government has purchased the past season for the Pawnees
between seventeen and eighteen hundred bushels of corn, to keep
them from s-ufferin g. 'T,here were some tbirty or forty of these
Indians who made the ir escape to this place last June, when they
wern attacked by the Iowas, whom the agent had to furnish with
provisions until thrir people returned from their summer hunt.
The Pawnees are still in a miserab Ie condition; their crops this
season have almost been an entire failure, owing to the drought.
Their corn in the Platte bottoms was 1iteral1y burned up. There
are now near or quite one hundred of these Indians in here that
were too old or too poor to go to the hunt; these creatures haH to
live, and to live they rpust eat. The ag ent has procured a small
farm, out of his own means, an<l hired a hand to make his crop. I
exnect t0 employ these Indians to aid in gathering and shucking
the corn, for which I q :pect to pay them well in corn, potatoes,
&c., which, whilst it will relieve the government of the charge,
will stimulate the lndi'ani to habits of industry. There will have
to be a quantity of corn p_u rchased for the Pawnees n ext spring,
or they will suffer, unless they make an unusual good hunt this
winter..
·
Their school is still kept at .Bellevue, under the superintendence
of Mr. Samuel Alli!!; the children are making a s good rrogress as
could be expected, all things considered. I would respectfully
beg leave to refer you to the accompanying report of Mr. S. Allis,
in relation to the progress of the school, marked A.
Their smith and assistant have rendered much ai<l in making hoes,
axes, buckets, iron kettl es, &.c. &c.
.
1 -will close this report by begging leave to fflake a suggesticn on
9
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one matter. These Indian chiefs look on labor as beneath men,
and that squaws are alone to do all kinds of d!udgery, or the poor
of their tribe; captives taken in war, &c. Suppose every agent and
sub-agent were to keep a farm, and when not eng~ged in their official duties, ]et them show those sons of the forest that they at
least consider that labor is not only not dishonorable, but h-o:µorab]e and praiseworthy, a-nd, in my humble opinion,a farm at each
agency would be of great service to the Indians, as example ,has.,
more influence than precept.
·
.
,
,
With great resp·ect, I am; sir, your most obedi~nt servant,
~ ..
JOHN MILLER,.
Indian Jlgent.
Maj~r THos. H . HARVEY,
Superintend. Indian affairs, St. Louis, ·Mei.

P. S. From indisposition in Rev. E. McKinney's family~ he has
not been able to furnish his report; so soon as it comes to hand it
will immediately be forwarded to your office.

No. 5-A.~
BELLEVUE, UPPER MISSOURI, .

·
-September 30, 1848.
Sm: Since my last annual report there h~s been no material cliange. in the ' children under my c4arge as to numbers, but,
they have made. considerable impro'v ement in I.earning.
..
I need not say, as you are well aware, that the 'children ar_e not
commodiously situated for improvement, not~·ith_standing most ~.f .
them are quite intelligent readers.
.
Last spring three of our former number of children were taken to
their village by the parents. One o,f tq_em a gir1 fourteen _years old,,
who has lived' in our family five. year's , was taken against her will
to be mar.rie'd, and has ever since pined away, until abou,t a month
since was take}) sick and died. La.s t spring t.wo half-breed, and
two w-eeks since two full blood P,awnees, ,were added to the .school,
making ~n all eleven Pawnee childr,en in our fam.ily that att'end·
school, besides sixteen half-breed · Otoe, Omaha, Paw~ee, and
white c~ildren in the neighborhood _. that attend school, and have
most of the time during the past year.
We have also a young Pawnee and ..his wife who assist in 'labor~ .
The school fund for the Pawnees might be more econo1~ica1ly expended to the-ad van tag_e of the school, had the teavhe ;:- better accommodations here, or (if they could be-.inmolested} co~ducted by
a mission ii:.i their own country. We· might at this time add seve~.
r~l to our school. of Pawnees here, on~ h~ndred miles from their,
village, had we the means of accommodation. We would like to
be advised on the subject. To throw these children back . on to the·
Indians, would be wasting all labor and expense, as has been the
DEAR
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case with their farming qperations. I hope that something can be
done to protect them from their enemies, the Sioux.
The Pawnees, as you know, sir, have, for the. past year and still
are; almost in a starving condition; they will of necessity call on
the government -the coming spring for more corn; there are but
few families that have more than one or two bushels now, for eating and planting next spring. I have hired a competent female
teacher for nine months past, who I ·have paid $1 50 per, week;
my wife has superintended the work of the girls in the house, and
my time has been spent in raising ·p rovisions tq lessen provision
expenses.
Yours, very respectfully,
SAMUEL ALLIS.
Major JoHN MILLER,
Indian agent, Council Bluffs agency .

No. 6.
UPPER MISSOURI AGENCY'

September 25, 1848.
Sm: In conformity with the regulations of the Department, I
have the honor of submitting .the following report:
Since my last report, the Indians under my charge have enjoyed,
as usual, most excellent health, and there have been but few deaths
from sickness. I regret to inform you that many of the Assineboin
Indians died last winter of starvation; the buffalo having receded
from their hunting grounds early in the winter, leaving them with•ut the means of subsistence. These Indians reside at and near the
mouth of the Yellow Stone. I have been informed by some white
men in that section of country, that after these Indians had devoured their horses, dogs, &c., they were reduced to the necessity
of devouring their own <lead; and this is entitled to much credit,
when we reflect upon the great depth of the snow and the in tense
cold weather in that region of c0untry, coupled with the abject
poverty of these Indians, and their great propensity for idleness .
At the present time these Indians are doing well, the buffalo having returned to ·the country in great abundance.
The remaining tribes under my charge, the past season, have
done unusually well, their trade being much larger than it has been
for years. From returns made to me by traders, the trade may
safely be estimated at $40J),000. Number of robes made, 110,000;
25,ooo buffalo tongues, itith furs, peltries, &c., to make up the
amount of $400,000.
·
The heavy trade of la~f season has induced others to apply to
ttle for licenses to trade with the Indians under my charge. I have
approved of and forwarded the license, bond, &c., of Mr. R. Pier·
S?n, A.. Papin, and M. Robideaux, to traue with the Sioux, and the
license of Mr. Peter A. Sarpy to trade wifo the Poncas. These
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gentlemen are all old traders, and, under the pr~sum ption th~t their
licenses would be approved of by the Comm1ss10ner of Indian A-f:·
fairs·, have started tjleir outfits to the Indian cpuntry.
Since my last report, the Sioux Indians have attacked and killed
some twenty -eight Pawnees and twenty-six Ottoe Indians. Thi~
continuous state of hostilities with these tribes should be looked to .
by the government; unless something is done to put an end to existing hostilities between said tribes, 'the Ottoes, Omahas, and
Pawnees will soon be extinct.
•
For the personal security of the last named tribes, I must agai~
suggest the importance of a · military po~t at or near the mout~ of
the Vermillion river. There are more rea~ons than one for a military post at this point. .. It would give personal security to the
·Otoes and Omahas; it would enab,le the governmeµt to put ' an end
to existing feuds and petty wars bet ~een the various tribes in the
Upper Missouri agency; it would enable the _government to arrest
and bring 'to justice the dishonest and disaffected white men now:
m the Indian country, of whom there are not a few. This point is
120 miles above the old Council .Bluffs, and only twenty miles from
1
the State line of Iowa; upon which line there are not a few settling
with no ostensible object in view but to sell whiskey to the Si,oux
Indians and whit~ men in the Indian country. Th~s thing shoq}d
be looked to in time; or, in the- end, it will give the government
much trouble. A military post at saiu point would prevent the in-,
troduction of whiskey through this channel, and tnable the agent
of the government to arrest all -offenders. In urging the necessity
of a military post at the Vermillion, I do not wish to be understood as advocating the policy of governing the Indians by military
force. By a reJerence to ,. the early history of the country we find
the true policy a mild, conciliatory course, using the powers of,
p_ursuasion, and treating the Indians as equals, &c. I take the posi-J
t10n that to civilize the Indians, you must give them personal security from domestic war, with permanent ha,bitations; and to do
this, you must use forcible means with Indians that have been corrupted by white men.
'
.
·
. I must again call your attention to the importance of an institution of learning for the benefit of the Indians under my charge.
Father P. J. D~ Smet, a Catholic pr·iest, a pious and good man, as
wel! as a gentleman of extensive learning and experience in the
Indian country, is now on a mission with the Siou?{, Arickarees,
Gros Ventres, and Mandan Indians, with a view of ascertaining
their views in regard to schools, agriculture, &c. I cannot too
strongly urge upon you the necessity of a co-operation with Father
De _Smet in such efforts as he may make for the benefit of the _
Indians. I will avail myself of the earli~st opportunity of laying ·
before you the opinions and views of Father De Smet.
.
:
In regard to trade and the traders in my district of country, I
h a~e but little to say. The company of P. Chouteau, jr., & Co.,
as it now stands under the new organization, I am :satisfied with. '
~he compcfny of Harvey, Primeau & Co. occupy a different post· '
tlon, from the fact of the serious charges which. have been made ,1.
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against one of its me.tb b'ers, Mr. A. Harvey, the ·senior partner·
The other members of this firm, in my opinion, are good m_en, _and
have the confidence of the Indians. I have required the d 1sm 1ssal
of many men (some of whom were principal traders) from the se~vice of the company of P. Chouteau, jr . , & Co., and Harvey, Pnmeau & Co., which has been d~rne, and the greater pQrtion of those
ordered from the country have left.
I found it impossible, as well as impracticable, to .undertake to
force a compliance with the law in relation to foreigners. You are
aware that there are a great many foreigners in the upper Missouri,
many of whom have been in the country for many years, and have
ht,rge Indian families, to which they are attac-hed. These men
manifest a disposition to comply with the · law, an<l say they went
int,o the country ignorant of 'what the law really was. This I am
inclined to belieVE; and, in consideration of these things, I believe
the true policy to be to induce them, by mild measures, to visit the
States, and b ec ome citizens of the United States, with a view of
returning to the Indian co11ntry.
could here swell this ·repert into a volume, were I disposed to
write upon Indian character, &c .; but I will not attempt the thing
for fear I fall into the same errors that many others have done;
i. e., writing things that are untrue, and of which they know
nothing. · I have long believed that there is no one subject about
-which so much is written that is untrue as that of the manners,
customs, habits, and character of the In<lians. .
"' I have had in my employment this year Bruce Husband, a native
of Scotland, Louison ~'rinear, Zephyr Rencontr e , and Henry Onga,
half breed Sioux, as interp!'e1:ers; also, H. Onga as guide.
The Indians under my charge have been, as usual, peaceful in
their relations with the whites. They have been guilty of no depredations, with the exception of the attack on the steamer M_artha, of
the d'etails of w·bich you are in possession .
. Your obedient servant,
G. C. MATLOCK,

r

Indian .IJ.g ent.
THos.

H. HARVEY,

Esq.,

Superintendent Indian .11.ffairs, St. Louis, JI/Io.

No. 7.
ST. Lo u is, October 6, 1848.
Sm: I am about leavini this pla.ce for my agency on the upper
Platte and Arkansas; aFid, in consideration of the lateness of the
seas~n, deem it proper, before starting, (in ord er to comply with
the rule~ of the Department,) to write from this place what mu t
suffice for my annual report. I much regret that such must be my
q)Urse, inasmuch as I intended to bc1ve written from the spot, and.
collected such information for the Department as woul,f put it in
possession of the present state of the country, and the Indians for
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whom I am aprointed agent. On · that ;ubject I have sa,i-d much
heretofore, an I will still continue to refer to it until the government puts fort Il such measures. as will give protection to the citi·zens of th~ l7,nited States passing and repassing through that wild
region. This can easily be done, and I know of nothing mote · important to_ be accomplisheu, in regard to that country, at the present
time. It 1s true the government have made efforts of late (at considerable expense) to police the country and to protect travellers;
but, I am sorry to say, to no purpose, other than to exhibit a weakness and want of power to chastise the Indi-ans, or prevent thefr
constant marauding on our citizens as well as on each other. For
nearly a year past, the country alluded to has been occupied by a
large for,ce of volunteer troops, and much more in number than
are actually required. On the Arkansas river were statibned a batt::ilion of five hundred men-in fan try, artillery, and mounted riflemen; but which, I believe, have acted altogether on the defensive,
and did not even succeed in that, as the Indians took by force
many of their horses. Five hundred men, properly armed and
equipped, and un~er, the command· of an officer who knows his
duty, aI_!d willing to do it, would soon put that country in such a
state of safety that one man, with his wife and child, could pass
to New Mexico, or the Rocky mountains, unmolested. O'n the
Platte river, a.i:id its vicinity, were statio~ed six hundred _men, intended for the protection of the immigrants to. Oregon and California. Yet I know of no one year, since the first immigrant passed
·Up the Platte river, that they 'suffered more than they have the
present one.
•
This seems strange to have happened, almost in the presence of
a large military force, sent out expressly to protect the immigrants, yet it is nevertheless true. The reason assigned (as I am
informed) by the commanding officer for not interfering in behalf
of the poor immigrant, was the starving and destitute condition of
the Pawnee Indians, who were the main and pr'incipal depredators.
This may be considered a very philanthropic view of the subject;
'hut it seems to me much more so to prevent injury being inflicted
on our own citizens first, and who were proceeding in a peaceable
manner on one of" the most arduous land journies ever undertaken
by man; after which extend all suitable kindness to the Indian; in
strict accordance with his dese.rts. It has always appeared to me
that great error exists in the public minn, in regard to the relations
between the white man·and the Indian, inasmuc,h as whatevn atroci~ies have ever been committed by the Indians are invariably attn?uted to the rascality anJ swindling operations of the white man.
With such impressions on the p_u blic mind, and also entertained by
the heads of g_overnment, no wonder, then, that the course of the
commanding officer above alluded to would be considered highly
proper.
.
·
·
I am aware that great violations of justice have be·e n committed
on both sides; but the Indians, of whom I now speak, ( the wild
tribes of the prairie,) have always kept' far ahead of the white .man
in the p erpetration of rascality ;. and I believe it is only in order
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to keep pace, and hold his own with the Indian_, that the_ whit~ man
is often obliged to resort to many mean practices. vy1th this the
poor immigrants have nothing to. do; a}l t~ey want 1~ a free a.nd
unmolested passage through to their destrnat10n; and, m my opinion, they ought to have it, cost ":hat it may.
··
It is the general opinion throughout the United States that ~nclians are very much imposed on by the white man who trades ~1th
them. This opinion is no doubt true, to some extent; b~1t lit!le
more than the introduction of spirituous liquors, and the evils arising out of its intoxicating influence. In all ot·her respec~s the Indians receive a very fair equivalent for all they have to dispose of;
and it cannot be otherwise so long as the great competition that now
exists continues. However, I am by no means satisfied. th~t su<?'h
competition is advantageous or beneficial to the Indian, either rn
a pecuniary or a moral point of view, inasmuch as the competitors,
in. many cases, resort to the mest base and unprincipled means in
order to carry out their plans against other competitors, and, in
doin-g so, often use the poor deluded Indian as the instrument to
carry out their base proceedings. It :may easily be seen that such
conduct is exceedingly demoralizing to the Indian; and, 1f a change
could be instituted in the present system of trade, say something
approximating to a sutlership in each tribe, or more, according to
the character and standing of the person or persons engaged in it,
my opinion is it wo~ld be far more beneficial to both parties than
the present system.
I will leave here in two days for Bent's Fort, on the Arkansas
_river, in the vicinity of which.I expect to find many of the prairie
tribes awaitjng my arrival. Before leaving there last February, I
had an interview with some of the Kiaway chiefs, and who have
been h~retofore allies of the Comanches. They expressed them' selves sorry for having any thing to do with the war against u!,
and promised to quit ,their qountry .and all intercourse with the
Comanches and join the Cheyennes, on the Arkansas, who are the
friends of th e whites. This course I approved, and since my departure from that country last spring learned that nearly all the
Kiaways have moved to the country of the Cheyennes and Arapahoes, and are living in perfect amity with the surrounding tribes.
It may be observed by the various letters and reports from New
Mexico and the Indian country, th~t the Indians seem to have
partially ceased their continual warring upon our people passing
through the country, more particularly on .the Sant~ Fe road, inasmuch as fewer attacks have been reported, and comparatively but
little loss sustained the past season. To what to attribute this partial cessation of hostilities I know not, other than · to the Indians
having, in '46 and '47, secured so much booty by their daring outrages upon travellers, are now, and have b~en the past summer,
luxuriating in and ·enjoying the spoils. Let not th_e government
suppose, for a moment, that those marauding tribes who have been
suc~essful so long without meeting wit_h any reverses will no\\"
desist, and abandon that war which they have found to be so profitable, without some great cause. That cause must be a thorough
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knowledge of our ability antl willingness , to .chastise them, not
only for what they hav~ alre~dy done, but also wh~t they may attempt in future. On !his subJ~Ct I need say ~ut htt~e ~t present,
aving often before a11uded to 1t, as well as having submitted plans
for the complete tranquilization of all the wild tribes east of the
Rocky mountains.
, .
Now that the Mexican war is at an end, and an advantageous
and honorable peace obtained, by which great and extensive territorial acquisitions have been gained; it is to be hoped that the
government will imm~diately put in progress ,a mple and efficient
means for the protection of immigrants, and all American citizens,
passing to and from said territorial acquisitions. To do this, a
military station must be established on each of the great tl;ioroughfares leading to 'the late acquired territory. These thoroughfares
are the roads leading to New Mexico, Oregon, and California, each
of which pass t~rough the country of the Indians for whom I am
appointed agenL In the vicinity of this road, and in the surrounding country, are to be found numerous Indian tribes, the most warlike
and formi_d able of any ,of the wild tribes ' of this continent, and who
subsist altngether by the chase; w:arring on, and plundering their
fe llow man. With these facts well known, it must certainly appear
evident that ~omething must be done to keep those Indians quiet,
and nothing short of ari efficient military force stationed in the
country will do this, and the sooner it is done the better for all
parties; because, should open hostility once commence against us
by all those savages who acknowledge no superior in war, it would
cost much blood and treasure to subd u'e them. On the contrary,
if an active and efficient force is sent into the country at ·once, with
instructions to punish all depredators, 1rnd let n9 vio.lation of pea~e
and harmony pass with impunity' then p,e ace and order will soon
follow, and the Indian become a mu.c'h better being; and besides_,
1
very few troops wiq be necessary in .the country afterwards.
In leaving here I will .proceed to Westport or Independence, for
the purpose 'of attaching m_yself to some party who may .be going
out _to Sarita Fe, in order thereby that I may have safety and prot ection from the dangers liable to occur to one or tw o men; but I
hope ere long to see these dangers lessened so as to be al>le to
trave~ through the country with small as well as large parties.
This cemmunicatio~ is by no means what I wished it to be, as I
am possessed of very little more information in regard to the Indians of my. agency than I have alteady submitte·d in my last. However, on reaching ~y destination and ascertaining the state of the
country and collecting material, I will write again.
·
I have the1lionor to be, your obedient servant,
,
.
'
THOMAS FI.TZP A TRICK,
THos. H.

Indian .11.gent.
HARVEY,

Esq.,

·

·

·

Superintendent Indian .11..ffairs, St. J.;ouis, Mo.
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No. 8.
SAINT PETER'S SuB-AGENCY,

October 9, 1848. •
SIR: In accordance with the regulations of the .Indian d~partment, I submit my first annual report, at the earliest pract1ca~le
moment of time since my return from St. Louis, with the annuity
for the Sioux. Having come here so recently, it will not be expected_ that this report 'will be very lengthy and as ~ull as wou!d
·be desired by the Department or myself. On my arnval h~re, lil
•July last, in company with Major Thomas H. Harvey, supermtendent of Indian affairs of St. Louis, Ma., the chiefs in gen~raI
council made complaints against their farmers, with one except10n,
and charged them with not having done their duty to them. I
went and examined for myself several of the villages to see how
the crops looked; and the mode of cultivation, and from what I
could see and learn there was ~ome cause for the complaints with
some bands; others were actuated by other motives, to get their relatives appointed in' place of those that were in. The farmers ban
had to labor under a good deal of difficulty for want of teams t_o
do their work with, in consequence of the Inrlians killing their
work oxen. They have taken young cattle and broke them to
wo,rk, and, very often, as soon as the crop was planted they would
kill them, and leave the farmer to purchase a team at his OW? expense to do the work for the Indians, which some have don·e. The
farmers say they have ploughed as much ground as the Indians
could cultivate, and in some instances more. From what I can
learn, the farmer for the Wabasha band does not reside in the Indian country at this time, nor never has done so, although he was
acting as farmer for the Inoians, and was under pay at six hundred
dolJars per annum, till the first of August last, when he was dis.missed. After the ground is ploughed, the women and children
plant it, in a promiscuous way, about three feet each way, with
from six to twenty grains in a hill. Of course it can make but
a very scanty crop. The Indian men do very little work toward
making corn, and, when urged to do so, will often say he is no~ a
woman to cultivate the soil, and that it is a disgrace for a warrior
to work, and seems to prefer an idle life, although it subjects himself and family to so many privations. Even extreme hunger and
starvation would be the probable result if it was not for the commanding officer at this post, together with the traders and the
interpreter, with a few more that lend and give to the Indians. It
is supposed that the Mendawakanton Sioux have about four hun.dred
acres under cultivation at the present time. I am fully satisfieJ
that the system of farming has failed of accomplishing what the
government had expected, in the way it has been conducted. It has
cost the Indians, since the system was adopted, calculating the
seven farmers at six hundred dollars per annum, an amount of
$4,200. Arid to this the sum for teams, waggons, ploughs, axes
drawing knives, au,gurs, saws, and many other things teo numerou·
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to be mentioned, say $2,000 per annum, makes a sum of $·6,200 per
Suppose this 400 acres to produce 20 bushels
per acre as an average crop, it would be 8,000 bushels per annum;
calcu1atiBg it would be worth, on an average, 50 cents per bushel,
$4 000. Add to this for. _making hay, fencing,, building storeh o~sts, cabins for the I~dians to live in, hauling ioods~ &c., say
seven hundred dollars, make the sum of $4,700 per annum. It
will be seen, if this calculation .be correct, to hav,e ·cost the Indians
the sum of $1500 more than ~it was worth each year; those calculations are made upon supposition in part, but wil,l be something
near correct. Although the average given for corri is low, it will
be as much as the Indians have realized. It would have cost the
Indians less money to have bought the corn at once, and it seems
that the Indians .n 'a ve not lea-r ned to farm, an~ will not try as long
as they have others to depend on; I a~ unable to tell whether
they will help themselves or . not when their .farmers are~·taken
away; it seems, from what I have seen and been able to learn, there
has been very 'little do~n e towards civilization. After ten years'
time has· elaps~d, and ·the expense of so much labor a·_nd so muc-h
money, it seems that some oth,er means will have to be tried; and
I would mos.t respectfully suggest, that to .el .e vate this peop]e they
must have law and or-der; as it is at present, there 'is no sec~rity ·of
person or property ,r and should an Indian be industrious an'd get a
little property, Tie is not sure h'.e will be able to keep it a month.
This will be seen · by the following incident: a chiei"s•son a short
time since purchased two good, horses, and had one before; a young
1
man asked for ~he loan of one 9f them, and, on being ref_u sed, he w ent
out and found the horses, and killed two of them, and · wounded the
third one hadly; and went off sayfog that if any person sought'
re~r.nge he, would kill them. It would b,e well to have some act
passed to punish those persons, and lea·ve it discretionary :with the
agents to have. them put under guard and kept at hard labor for a ·
reasonable time, for~the first violation of the law, and double it for
a second offence, and withhold their annuity in money and goods,
and apply it to _pay the injured persons as far as it would go.
Something of this kind would do much to s'e cure property to the
Indians and _c itizens in the ter~itory contiguous to ,the Indian settlements, and would have a · beneficial effect towards civilizing the
Indians.
·
If those bands on the Mississippi could be induced to move up
on tbe St. Peter's river, above Fort Sne]l.ing, I thin){ it '\\'.'Ould enable
the agent, with the assistance o"f the commanding o,flicer at this
post, to suppress the , use of whiskey to a very great extent. As
the Indians are situated at prP.sent, they have only to cross the
Mi ssissippi to find a whiskey seller. For a distance of one hundred
1
.and ~wenty miles or more, the use of spirituous liquors is one grand
?b.s tacle in the way of civilizing the Indians, which I am well sat1sii.ed of, and nothing will be wa.nting on p.iy part to suppress it,
s o far as I can do so; but this cannot be done without being backed
by the arm of the government. The health -of the Indians has
b een good during the present se~son, much better than t1sual for

.annum for each year.
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several of the preceding years. Very few deaths have taken place
among them since the Jast annual r"eport from this agency. Ther e
have been some compl~ints made <1.gainst some of the Wah-pa-koota Indians, that reside on the . Des Moine river; th.e y are a party of
murderers-that have left the main band for fear of being killed by
their own peo le. Some of these Ind·ians sent back .,three ho rses,
that they had stolen from some white . man that was engaged in
trapping, and by some mism~nagement', the horses were not turned
over to the agency, but those that got them have prpmised to pay
for them ~ James .E. Gray and Henry Netherton artt, 'the claimants.
Also several Qther articles were taken from them by the same Indians; it is also supposed the same party has robbea Mr. A. Randall; of th~ United States geological corp~;- they plund~red him of
most of his property; he ha~ filed · a bill of $419. 75 against those
Indians in this office. For the security . of the frontier settlements,
and to ouF- Indians, it would be wel_l to haYe that party of depredator's a_pprehended an4 punished}or their bad treatment to the white
people. By order of Capt. Eastman, one of the Sioux was arrested
that was_accused of aiding to murder three white men near the mouth
·of .Black river, Wisconsin. The prisoner has confessed· that there
were two Sioux, and two, Winnebagoes, that killed the white man.
Those facts seem to have been known here for some time, but nothing
was done until August last; as I was on my way down
1
to St. Louis,_ I was informed by Mr. Bay that one of them was
th en near his :i;esidence and could b_e had. I requested him to make
this known to Cap>t. Eastman as soon as possible, and he done so;
-and he was apprehended as b'e fore mentioned. I would call your
attention to the subjec~, and· have the murderer se:rft for, and
brought to justice. The prisoner gives· the following namesi as the
. murderers of Winnebagoes: one he calls Ugly Nose, or .Pay·ah
Sheechah, ,suppose'd to be Red Bird; the other he calls Pah-hay. kee of the Sioux. He calls one ' Omah-haw-kuta, _he that kills the
Omahaw. This is the Indian that was · supposed, or accu~ed, ~f
killing the sheriff of Prairie du Chien; the other Sioux is the prisoner's brother, who has been killed by one of the Sioux recently.
Such wholesale 'slaughter as this should be stopped as soon as
p·ossible, and I would most respectfully recommend this subject
to your favorable consideration, that new orders be given to all
the commanding officers of the northern posts, as well as agents
and sub-agents, to have those murderers apprehende'd, as they have
gone to the Missouri and upper Mississippi. There seems to be a
great opposition to schools by the chiefs of several of the bands,
and it is believed by many that this opposition is greatly increased
by some telling them that if they will still hold out, and continu.e
to ask for the additional ·five thousand 'dollars that is in the President's hands, and is to be expended in such manner as he may
direct. Which I hope will be stopped in future, by his letter to
· them. I will have it explained to them by the interpreter, in a
few days.
The school taught by Miss Jane Lamont, at Oak Grove, this year,
has not been attended as well as formerly; the whole number" of
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scholars being only 18, ,an d an average of 6 for t_he whole .time.
The causes for th-i_s falling off are various; the particulars will be
found in the report of Rev. G. H. Pond.
.
The thirteenth annual report of mission station, at Lacquiparle,
under the care of Rev. S. R. Riggs, missionary of A. B. C. F. M.,
has been discontinued for a time, and they have had to· hire or
e mploy native teachers at several of the villages. It is -stated in
the report that the Indians have raised a goo_d crop of corn this
season, and request some farming utensils from the government .
For further parti_c ulars, I would refer you _to the report.
,
From the report of the Rev. Robert Hopkms, at Traverse de Sioux,
a station of the A. B. C. F~ M, education appears to be discouragin g at that post; but speak of the Indians as having shown considerable disposition to learn to fa.rm, and are anxious for the govern-·
ment to give them · some farming implements to work with. It
seem s to me that if government would se~d t'hem, and all others of
the Sioux that would sh.ow a disposition to cultivate the soil, it
would have a very salutary effect upon them, and encourage others
to foll ow the example. The -report of the Rev. Thomas · S. Williamson has not been hand·ed in as yet: but will be forward~d as
soon as it comes to hand. The six remaining farmers will be dismissed the 15tn of this month. Which is most respectfully sub.mit ted.
'Very respectfully, your most obedient ·serv~nt,
·
.
•
.
R. G. MURPHY,

Indian Sub-agent.
Maj or

THOMAS

H.

HARVEY,

Superintendant Indian affairs, St. Louis, Mo .

No. 8-A.
Thirteenth Annual · Report of the Mission Station at Lacquiparle,
under the care of th~ .fl.. B. C. F. M.
·
Lacquiparle, .11.ug. 30, 1848.
Laborers , S. R. Riggs, A. M. Missionary, and Mrs. Riggs.;
Jona s P1 ttijohn, farmer, and Mrs. Pettijohn.
·
Within the last · year it has been found impracticable, owing to
the situat ion of the Indians, to keep up the Dacotah school at ·the .
mi5 sion station, as much of the time as in former years. The deficiency in this respect I ha,·e endeavored 'to meet, in part, at least,
by employing nat: ve teachers a~ the villages. This system worked
pretty well for about two months last fall, during gathering, in
which time I paid nearly $60 to three young men engaged at three
different villages. At two of the villages, I have two employed
again this fall. Owing to Hie inexperience of the teachers, and
other circumstances, the children have not made the progress that'
we could have wished. Still I am persuaded that we must look
chiefly to native teaching, in future, to accomplish the work of _eda-
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, cation among this people;: Education is not valued as it ought to
be, even by those who have learned to read, and one reason undoubte_dly is, that it has not be.en Brought in LO use. The "Cui
bono," 1s not yet understood by them, and it wili not be, until the
schoolmast.er from among themselves is abroad in the land. It
seems to me that our government · 0ught to adopt some vigorous
plan of education among the Mendawakantons.
The•'lhdia~s at this place, raised a very large crop of c,orn last
year, but owrng to the presence of about fifty strange Indians fo r
a good part o( the w,inter 'and spring, it was pretty much all con·
sumed befor,e t~.ey finished planting. The buffalo visited this region in the latter part of December, on their journey to the south.
They were abundant all winter and spring, and still are to be found
on the Coteau de Prairies, some fifty or sixty miles from this place.
In this state of things I was fearful that our Indians would plan t
less corn than usual, with the expectation that buffalo would certainly visit them next winter, as they have ~one for two years past.
:But I am happy to say that my fears were not realized. More
ground is under cultivation than formerly, and with the prospect of
a very good crop. -Some hired new fields to be ploughed; a few asked
and received assistance from the mission in breaking their own horses
into the plough .. This, we think, is not labour· spen in vain. Our
· wish is to teach them to help themselves. · On this subject,,! th_i~k
the remarks of the Supenntendent of Indian Aff~rs at St. Louis,
o 'n the 103d page of the last report, are worthy o9the serious _con·
siderati'on and action of the government. It should be our object
to make men of them, and not ke~p them babies; ploughing for them
is not teaching thlm to plough.
·
.
In my last year's ·report, I mentioned that the Indians in this
neighbor hood and ' above needed some ploughs. At the villages
here, a plough which many years ago was furnished by Co~on el
:Bruce, this last spring Mr. Pettijohn stocked anew, but the Ir_on s
are nearly worn out, and we are not in the vicinity of a b]acksm_1th.
We have two ploughs belonging to the mission which the Indian s
have had the. use of. Last spring we were begged very hard by
the Indians at the trading post on .Big Stone lake to let one of ou r
ploughs go up there, but we c<;rnld not. I would again reqHest that .,,
two new light ploughs be furnished for this p1ace, and two more
foT the vElages at .Big Stone lake and Lake Traverse, a1~o collars
and ham.es, trace chains, singl etree irons, and stretchers-some
good hoes, too, would be a capital present.
Yours, truly,

S. R. RIGGS,
Missionary of .JJ.. B. C. F. M.
RICHARD

G.

MURPHY,

U. S . Indian Sub-agent, Saint Peter's.
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No. 8-:B.
OAK GROVE,

September 2, 1848.
Srn: In compliance with the rules of th_e Indian Department, I send you th·e following report of the ,mission school at this
place:
Tb.e school is taught by Miss Jane Lamont, whose father (an
Englishman) died abo~t tw~lve years ~in.ce.,
Miss Lamont has lived rn our family four or five years past as
one of our children, and, for the last two years, has been principal
teacher in the native school.
.
·
Five of the children who formerly aitended the schd'ol, and had
made considerable progress in learning to read, died last year. Ten
or twelve others have left this place and reside in other villa'ges.
A few others who have learned to read in their own language, having arrived at that, age ·when they feel, ridicule ,a nd I ay it to heart,
have, on this account, left the school to forget what they have
learned, and, perhaps, to be living demonstrations in the eyes of
some, of the impossibility, of doin~ Indians any.good by instructing
t hem in the
t of reading. For - these reasons, the number of _
scholars in a endanee; during the last year, has been only ,
about half as great as formerly reported. The school, however,
has been in operation near two months longer than any former year.
The attendance s very irregular, and, consequently, the children
make but slow progress. _The school has been taught between five
··
,
and six months this year.
The whole number of sch~lal\S is · eighteen .; ~verage a1tendance
about six, daily.
The expense of the school for the year~ inclu~ing' tuition, house
room, fuel, books, &c., is $100, p?-id b_y the A. :B. C. F. M. Two,
or three who [Q-;rr. erly attended school were taught to read the
Engfoh language. At · present they reside at a,nother place, and
the Dacotah (Sioux). language only is. taught. 1he . fear af theIndians generally, that if they allow their childrem to be instructed,
their own money will go to defray the expense, and the appreb:e,n:sion that knowledge imparted to their children will overthrow
their religion, which has its foundation in ignorance, and with it a
class of 1,ersons who now rule the nation, are sufficie»t motives to
induce by far the largest part of the Indians to oppose schools, an
almost insurmountable obstacl'e. There are some among them who
are better disposed, and in private manifest considerable anxiety to
see schools established, but are prevented from openly favoring
th e m through fear of offending the priesthood, and bringing themselves into disrepute. These desire to have their children instructed, but fear responsibilities. [t is my decided opinion that
if schools could be established on such a plan as to make it appear
to the Indians generally that the U ni'ted States gov~rnment was
responsible, or, at least, so as not to throw any apparent responsibility on any class or individuals among themselves, these last
DEAR

named persons would immediately avail themselves of the benefits
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of such schools with great satisfaction; when, at the same time, if
consulted on this subject iIJ. public council, would either say nothing at a'll, or else study to avoid offending their own people.
· I do not think the number of this class is yery considerable,. but
yet that it would be sufficient to furnish children for a boardrngschool on a small scale, and if judiciously managed it would. not
be long before the children generally might be collected mto
manual labor schools, when they could be fed, clothed, .and
instructed at their own expense principally, without any serious
difficulty.
As long as the Indians see any hesitancy on the part of the
government on this subject, they will probably hold <?n for the
_money; and• against schools; but if the government can take a
decided stand, and by open a<;:tion convince the Indians of such
decision, their opposition would soon die away, and if they did
not all submit to it cheerfully, they would yet submit with their
significant Takomni, as they do to what is called fate.
Respectfully yours,
.
GIDEON H. POND.
Major MuRPH¥.

No. 8-C.
KAPOJA, Septernber, 1848.
DEAR Sm: I present the following brief report of our operations at Traverse de Sioux, a station of the A. B. C~ F. M. We
"have been able to have but very little schooling-so little as to
mak~ it unnecessary to speak of it particularly. We have had on
the Sabbath, during the past year, (with few exceptions,) public
worship of Gon, consisting of preaching, stnging, and prayers.
These exercises have been conducted in the Dacotah language,
without the .a i~ ,of an intf:)rpreter. 'fhe average attendance of
per-ons of a suitable age to profit by these exercises bas been
nine; the mission families and persons occasionally ·present, who
are not acquainted with the Dacotah language, are of course not
included. We hope the preached gospel has not been without its
influence, though no one seems to have experienced a change of
heart.
In our efforts to help these people to help themselves in secular
tltings we have seen more apparent success. About twelve acre
of land has been ploughed an<l planted chiefly in corn; as much
as half of the ploughing was done with Indian ponies, the Indians
themselves assisting. If they had be-en well supplied with plough
and gears, I think more land would have been ploughed.
A little ploughing was done by the chief, Mozaxa, with his owp.
horse, and only Indian help. · Several also furrowed their ground
into rows without any assistance from white men, and ploughed
their corn when it had grown-to a suitable size. A •n ong a sayage
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people the idea of ad !anceme~ t is g~ner~l] y -,~an ting. · So soon ~s
the idea of progress IS fixed In their mrnqs 1t may tr~J be. Satd ·
somethin{J' has been done. Our people have been acquiring ideas
relative to the pract.i~abilit.y of cultivating- the soil and the b~st
means of doing so, an_d are employing their hands in labor in a
manner that their fathers did not, and they would not, but for the
assistance and instruction they have received. Indeed, it was n,ot
until we had ploughed their lan,ds re_peatedly, and had talked to
them often and earnestly on ,the subject, that we could induce
tbem to employ their own . teams in ploughing their own lands.
We are now in need of ·some farming utensils; and are muck
gratified to hear that the Department are disposed to give us $Orne
gear, ploughs, and hoes. Some of the Indians in tbis vicinity may
not feel much interest in the acquisition of these implement~, but ·
many feel the want of . them deeply, and would he delighted. to
receive them; and if the governmtnt would furnish some, and
exhort the people to use them if they wished to a':oid starvation,
we are decidedly of opinion that it would operate as an encouragement, a stimulus and an assistant.
.
·
.
As to particulars on this head, I will write to Major Harvey, St. '
Louis.
·
We have also been permitted to see some improvement in building's: This, tho'ugh small, merits notice · as · a commencement.
Last spring, t,.wo of our Indians, Mazaxa and his brother, buil,t
themselves log cabins. · They cut _the logs, and assisted in hauling
them and putting them up; they plas tered the cracks, and ro9fed
thcI.O after the Jndian fashion. .Nlazaxa has also a store-house
com menced , w bich he will probably soon finish.
' Witli rt?~pect, yours truly,
ROBERT HOPKINS.
Colonel R. G. MURPHY.

r

,
No. 8-D.

Report of Indian sc!wols at Maposia, for the year ending ~eptember
'
28, 1848.
DEAR Sm: Agre eably to your request I submit tLe following
statistics of the sch ools at this place. The schools Wt:!rc commenceu May the 8th, immediate]y after our arrival, and were continued
until September the 1st , at whi.ch time the Indians. went away;
mak ing the time faught four months.
Mate department.-Whole number enrolled, 27; average daily
attend ance for eighty days , 10.
·

*

*

*

>'k,

,;t,

"'

*

.,

C:

Female department, taught by .Miss Jane S. Williamson.-Whole
number enrolled, 31; average d.aily attendance for eighty days, 13.
•
*
•
*
*
*
:I:
*
~
A want of.i interest always fails to produce applicafron. Where

L.

, 31.,

•
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there is no motive, progress is nece~sarily ~low .. I fear_ but littl_e
can be done while the Indians continue their roving habits; but 1f
a beginning is not made, there will be no result; a?d if th.e Indians
are to be civilized, we must expect to commence with them as they
ar'e not as we desire they should be. Yet there are a · few who begin' to see the advantages of civilized life, and act accordingly.
We hope their number may be increased.
Yours, respectfully,
.
SYLVESTER M. COOK .
Major MuRPHY,
·
·

Indian agent,St. Peter's.

No. 9.
G:a.EAT NEMAHA Sun-AGENCY,

Sep,tember 28, 1848.
Sm: In accordance with. the regulations of the Indian Department, I have the honor to submit herewith my annual report of ·
the condition of the Indians under my charge within · this subagency.
According to the census taken at the last spring's 11ayment of annuities, the Iowas number six hundred and sixty-nine, and the Sacs
and Foxes one hundred and forty-nine. This, howev~r, does not
exoeed half the. actual number of the latter tribe, many of whom
have temporarily attached themselves to the Sacs and Foxes dn the
Osage river, since their removal to that place
.
When I took charge of this sub-agency in May last, I found the
Indians a drunken and reckless people, particularly the Iowas. I
have held several councils with them, and have neglected no opportunity of impressing upon their minds the innumerable evils re\Ulting from their~frequent indulgence in drinking. I flatter myself that my counsels have had a very happy effect, an obvious
change for the better being already apparent. The phiefs and
head men of both tribes have been constantly on the watch to
detect eTery person, white or red, ,.ho might introduce liquor into
the country, for several weeks past. I am p Ieased to say that their
efforts have not been unsucr.essful. Through information derived
from them I was enabled, a few weeks ago, to appreheacl three no·
torious whiskey sellers in an Indian lodge, near the hour of midnight. With ,a strong guard, I safely delivered them to the United
States deputy marshal at St. Joseph, Mo., wiJh such instructions
as may enable him to prosecute them successfully.
The Sacs and Foxes are well provided for, having raised an
abundant crop of corn and ,-vheat, with the assistance of their farmer.
Beside the produce of the present year, they have a large surpl us
of wheat of last year's crop . The mill built and put in operation
during last winter and sprin g is kept running more than half the
tiI?e,:and affords them a full supply of meal and flour, beside:
grmdrng some for the Iowas when the Sacs permit it to b~ done.
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The Iowas are not so we 11 provided for as the Sacs, having no
regular farmer. .The land which was ploughed for them last spring
was very nearly all ~lanted, but mu:h of it very_ Jate, owi?g· to t.he
excitement in the tribe about the time of plantrng, occas10ned by
their success in killing a few Pawnees. The drunkenness and debauchery whicli followed that barb~rous tran~action re11dered them
nearly all unfit · for labor, or any krnd of busrness, for some weeks
afterwards. I think, from what I have seen, that they will hne
suffic'ient to carry them through the winter, after ~hich they are
not likely to suffer until the spring payment. I beliHe, as a tribe,
they are easily managed, and they show every disposition to recei'fe
instruction. If their greatest curse, whiskey, can be .kept out of
their country, I entertain strong hopes of seeing their moral condition much improved in a few years. They have been quite sober
and quiet for the last six weeks, ever since the arrest of the whiskey
traders among them.
·
:
Enclosed you will receive the report of the missionaries who are
located in this sub-agency. Their report will speak for itself.
I cannot, however, forbear giving my unqualified testimony to the
fidelity and untiring zeal with which these people discharge the
important and a.rduous duties .committed to_' tk.eir charge. The
manual labor boarding school numbers at present thirty scholars,
male and female. It is -truly an interesting spectacle to witness
their dep_ortment, whether in school or out. Their manners and
appearance would compare advantageously with the same number of
children anywhere within the confines of civilization.
At the
-c hapel, divine service is publicly performed twice during the week.
The deportment of the c_h ildren on such occasions is ,also worthy of
the highest commendation. In fact, I may say, without the least
hesitation, that from the system pursued by the misionaries, great
and lasting good must, and inevitably wilt, be the result of their ,
labors. In so laudable and praiseworthy an effort, I promise my
.own hearty and ~onstan.t co-operation.
.
·
I have. the honor to be, sir, your most obecM.ent servant,
ALFRED J. VAUGHAN.

Hon. T. H. HARVEY,
Superint.enaent, .$-c ., _S t. Louis, Mo.

In~ian Sub-agent.

No. 9_:._A,

low A

AND

S.Ac M1ss101',

September 25, 1848.
DEAR Srn: At present we have twenty-nine scho1ars in regular
-a ttendance at our school. Of these, 1 is · studying English grammar and geography, 10 read, 14 spell, and 4 are yet in their lett ers .
These children are all connected with· the Iowa trib~, except
t wo, who are from , the Blackfeet nation. A number of them. are
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learning to write, ~nd _succeed_ very well. About one.half of the
teaching and learnrng 1s done rn the !owa language, and the ~t~er
in the English. This seems to combrne the advantages of g1vrng
them useful ideas in their own language, which they can understand and at the same time of gradually introducing the English
]angu~ge. The teaching we do ourselves, dividing it equally between us.
The scholars have memorized in their own langu.a ge a number
of hymns, which they sing with ease; and also a good colle'ction
of questions, which they answer with readiness. M.ost of the boys
are small, and unable to do much on the farm; but we find them
as willing to do what they can as white boys of the same age.
The little girls are quite industrious in the kitc.h_en, and are making
good progress in learning, to do house and needle work.
Our help for carrying on the mission and school with the wages
allowed, is as follows:
Wm. Hamilton and wife ........................ $200 per year.
S. M. Irvin and wife .•••.••••••••••••- • • • • • • • • • • 200 '' "
John Meyers ·and wife.......... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200 "
"
Two hired girls, $50 each. • .. .. • • • .. • .. .. • .. .. .. 100 "
"
700
There are also seven white children in the missio~ farpily, who
}1ave an allowance of $25 each~$175.
We have, likewise, the privilege of hiring, as may be needed,an·
other hand on the farm, and also what additional kitchen help may
be necessary.
'
Since March last, ,the school has averaged twenty-five scholars
in regular attendance, and our mis sion family during the same time
(including white children and hired help) has been about seventeen. This makes our whole family forty-two perso·ns, besides
transient visiters ahd what has been given to the .destitp.te Indians.
Our entire expense ~r subsisting and taking care of this family for
one year, ending the 30th June last, was as follows:
.
Hired help on· the farm ..•.•••••.••••• ,·••••• , ••••.• ,·, •• $157 00
Hired help in the kitchen .••••..••• , ••.• ,', .•••.••••••• 133 00
Provisions .... ............................ . ......... . 439 64
Contingencies ..... ......................... .. .... , ... .
85 78
815 42
This sum dividetl among the individuals of the whole family,
(forty-two,) will show the cost of each to be $19 41½; and, if
divided among the scholars alone, it will give the cost of each at
$32 61½ for the year. This, it will 1,e seen, is exclusive of clothing
ancl medicine, and also the salaries of the missionaries.
Other duties have prevented us from giving much time to the
printing press during the past year. The maia work clone upon it
has been printing a small grammar of the Iowa language. This
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is a small work of over 150 pages, intended to assist in get'ting a
knowledge of the principles of the Iowa al'ld Ottoe language. Including thi5 wor~, we have printed during th~ year over 30,000
page~.
· per h aps, a 11 t·h e s t at1s
· t·1cal 1n
· f orma t·10n t h at may b e in·
This 1s,
teresting to you'. We might now tell you of our difficulties and
prospects, and philosophize on the manag ement of missions and
mission schools among the Indians; but we desist . from .such details, induJging only in the one general remark, that we are in
several respe cts encouraged in our work, and have no cause to recrret our undertaking. The scholars are much more regular in
their attendance than they were during the preceding year, and
manifest an increased disposition to remain; though . we are not
less rigid in our discipline, or more, kind in our treatment of them.
than formerly.' Some are now disposed to come whom we arre
rather unwilling to take, on acco4nt of their age and former habits.
And when you shall be able to put a number of the poor little
helpless orph_ans of the nation into our hand _s, beyond the control
of their relatives, it will be a pleasu~e to · us, and, we · trust, a
blessing to them.
·
We cannot close without adverting to the happy blow you have
struck at the nefarious whiskey trade. The arrest of the three
vagrant whiskey tra de rs in the Iowa village has had a most nappy
effect in arre~ting the 1progress of · t~is 'COnsuming plagu~ of th.e
·
poor Indian.
A strict adherence· t~, and the prompt exe'cution of, the judic,ious
principles which you -have laid down ito -the Indians on this s·ubject, cannot fail to prodqce a new era in their history~
Assuring you of our most hearty concurrence and qo-operation
in this work, and desiring that ~very comfort and 'blessing may
attend you, we_ are, dellr sir, most a.ffectionate~y and sincerely,
yours, &c.,

S. M. IRVIN.
WM. HAMILTON.
Colonel A. J. V .AUGHAN.

· No. 10.
WYANDOT SuB-lNDIAN

A'?'ENcv,

October I, 1848.
_Sm: In pursuance of the regulatfons of th~ Department, I h~rew1th transmit rny annual report upon. the ·condition of the Wyandot nation of Indians under this sub-agency.
·
It affords me sincere pleasure to be able to inform you that the
general condition of this interesting tribe has considerably improved within the past year.
,
.
. The year Iio\v closed has been remarkable for the alm-o st entire
absence ·of disease and mortaiity among this pe0ple; in' .my last
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report I al.lurlecl to the Jo~s of some of _their_ best men _by disease
incident to aJI new countries; and I consider it here not unwor_thy
of remark that they have escaped these sufferings and loss of hf~-;.
the contrast between this and the preceding years in this respect 1s
obvious and striking.
This may be accounted for in part, from the fact · that the heal t_h
of the people in upper Missouri gene¥1-lly has been good; to this
may be added that the Wyandots are becoming more comfortably
situated, better and more comfortable dwellings, living better, and
becoming more careful of wanton and unnecessary exposure, the
necessity of which many have learned by past experience; in January last, however, they lost one of their most active, useful, and
influential chief~, in the person of Henry J acq uis, extensively
known in Ohio and at Washington city, · where he has frequently been sent as a delegate for the nation on public business.
It is truly gratifying to notice the evidences of industry and general thrift which display themselves on every hand amongst this .
people; they have raised large crops and a greater variety of vegetables and grains this season than any former one; the judgment,
skill, and neatness with which they cultivate their lands are ~orthy
of praise and commendation. The system} order, and comfort,
which mark their dwellings, the appeara.nces of good living, the
I1eatness ·and cleanliness of their children, speak · volumes in
praise of the Wyandot women as· good housekeepers, and efficient
domestic economists.
·
It is nothing uncommon to see families of well dressed and respectable white people from within the State, paying friendly visits
to, and enjoying the hospitalities of, Wyandot families · with the
greatest cordiality imaginable.
The two ·schools in the nation have been kept up without intermission, and an increase in the number of pupils. For three
months during the past winter a third school was in operation, got up expressly for the more advanced scholars in the nation,
where the higher branches )Vere taught,. the expense of which were
in part made up by individual subscription, and the remainder paid
out of the national school fund.
Although I stated
my last report that this fund ( of $500 per
annum) '' for educational purposes," was amply sufficient, yet upon
reviewing that opinion, and the number of children in the nation,
candor compels me to agree with the directors of the national
schools, that a third one is absolutely necessary; hence an addition
of some $250 or more, out of their annuity, will become necessary
for this purpose.
_
.Besides the pupils taught in these schools, there are many
attending the manual labor school in the Shawnee nation. Some
attending the school kept by the Friends or Quakers, and some
attending academies and seminaries in the State of Missouri.
During the past summer, some dissension has existed among the
me~bers of the church arising out of the division of the Methodist
Episcopal church, which took place four years ago, by which a. line
of separation, separating the slaveholding from the non-slavehold-
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ing territories, was agreed upon by the general confe~ence ~f !hat
church; by this prudential arrangement, all the Indian m1ss1pns
west of the States of Missouri anq Arkansas, &c., under the patronage of that church were thrown into the southern division and un·
der the pastoral care of the Methodist Episcopal church south. By
the history of this church arrangement or ecclesiastical leg;slation,
it appears that at the last _quadennial ses~ion, hel<l in May last, the
northern division, in its separate cap.a city, · abrogated and annulled
the plan of separation mutually agreed upon four years previous,
and intend to invade the territory of the former.
·
From information on which I can rely, it appears that certain
clergymen in Ohio, with a view. to the furtherance of their plans,
have been corresponding with such Wyandots as they were .acquainted with and could be influenced; th,ese communications are
doubtless well seasoned · with abolitionism, with a ;view of stirring
·up disaffection and discord among the pecple, and through them,
among the Delawares, Shawnees, and Kickapqos, among which the
southern division has missionary ·establishments; · this movement
has not been without its effects, especially among the ·wyandots,
who are, to a limited extent, slaveholders themselves, in prodµcing strife and con.t~ntion, not among the membership only, but
through the nation generally;
· A memorial was forwarded, not long since, by the disaffected
members, addressed to the Ohio Annual Conference, praying . the
appointment
a preacher from that body, to reside among them
as missionary.
,
A protest addressed to the same body was shortly afterwards
adopted and forwarded by the nation, protesting against any interference in their affai"fs, and warning that body of thi' disastrous
consequences that might follow them, from such agitations which
would grow ~ut of the stationing ·of a preacher from the north,
when they were already supplied by the Indian. mission conference·.
.
~he whole movement has no doubt originated in abolitionism,
which seldom hesitates at t _h e means to accomplish its purposes.
Should a preacher be sent he-re from the north (Ohio) contrary to ' ·
the wishes _o f the nation, and· he have ·no other authority than that
given him by that conference, and he present himself, I shall be
c_ompelled, (in this novel case,) i.r:i the absenae of special instructions, to enforce the " intercourse laws," however unpleasant it
may be to my feelings.
·
Notwithstanding tbose engaged in the getting up this unpleasant
!late of things act with great energy, ( an energy and perseverance
worthy_ of a better cause,) and no little bitterness of-feeling, I am
bound rn c~n<lor· to believe, that their actions are prompted by an
honest though a misguided zeal; their course of conduct proves
con elusively, to my mind, that it is far easier to reason men int.o
error than out of it.
Up_o? the -subject of the new mode adopted in the payment of
annui ties, which last year seemed to be viewed with disfavor by
some of the Wyandots, it is gratifying to state, that the _" excite-
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ment," alluded to in my last report, has entirely subsided. The
.first semi-anou~l payment was made last May, and the mode _of
payment (as per instructions) gave general satisfaction; the chief
·and main cause of di satisfaction, during the payment made last
fall, was the belief that obtained foothold among them, th.at the
order for the payment or distribution of the who!e ar_no~fl:t. of !he
annuity to the people, wi.thout r egar<l to the public ltabil1t1es incurred, leaving their chiefs powerless and without means to meet
those claims for which the nation was bound, was a step towar~s
degrading their chids, destroying their government and t~eir
credit, and denationalizing them as a people. Such was the view
taken at the time of the mcasur;; but suf>sequent developements of
the policy connected with this measure have convinced _them. of
their error and allayed the irritation~ this allowing their chiefs
to make their annual appropriation of m.oney for public purposes,
which, when allowed by the Department, is tak :. n out in bulk an_d
paid over to the chiefa, and by them pai<l out according to their
·appropriation bill, thus securing an accountability from their chiefs
of their public disburs ements.
This measure, however, seems less necessary in this nt1tion than
in many others, as their chiefs are elected annually by the people,
and are held to a strict accountability· for ·their official conduct, and
have been and are yet, as far as I k now, correct and upright men.
At the late national election of chiefs, held on the 15th of August, I announced. to the nation the information I received through
a member of Congress, of the passage through both branches of
Congress, of the joint resolution, confirming their purchase from
the Delawares, of the territory on which they now· reside; the intelligence was received with every manifestation of joy.
The long delay in sanctioning this purchase has been the means
ef retarding the nation, in some degree, in improvements; the un~ertainty of the title, add to this the fact that the government had
1efused to erect any public buildings for the use of the employees
of the government in the nation, was truly di~couraging. This
orawback to their enterprise being now removed, I anticipate a general spirit of enterprise and industry hereafter, the erection of
many good buildings and other ·valuable improvements, and otherwise beautifying their beautiful country.
It is a matter of deep regret, that notwithst~nding my efforts,
2econded as I am by our chiefs, to suppress the fell, destroying
vice of intemperance among this people, yet it still holds its hideous orgies.
,
From close observation, this v'ice seems to be confined to
particular class of perso ns, who may b.e saitl to be irre·
claimably l os t. It is, at least, some satisfaction, amidst unavailing regrets, to be able to say, that this class luis not, through the
eaRon past, incr~as ed in numbers, nor do I look for a decrease,
ntil_ d~ath, which they are daily inviting, comes to their relief.
W1thrn a few days, a grand council will be held in the Dela·
w~re territory, by the chiefs and head men of the following
nbes of Indian , viz: Wyandots, Delawares, Shawnees, Kicka-
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poos, Sacs ind .f'oxes, Pottawatomies, _IVIiarnies, Kanzas, &c. !he
object of this appears to be, the ~dopt1on of measures promotive
of peace, harmony, and goo~ neighborhood; to concert measures
to prevent and suppress acts of aggression upon the rights and
property of each other, a~d to ren,,ew to eac_h ?ther the, p1_edge of
friendship, peace, and amity.
Much good, 1t 1s hoped, will grow
out of the deliberations of this coi1gress of forest chieftains.
·
Although it will m<ike the appeara11ce . of "this report late, yet,
for reasons which wit! be exp,lained elsewhere, I have concluded
not to forward it for some days; perhaps not ·until after the close
of the above Ji.entioned council; and, if so, I shall be able to give
you a relation of their doings, &c.
I

October 20, 1848.
As I anticipated, I have delayed sending forward this paper
until this time, but the contingency which was apprehended, and
which caused the de)ay, has not, I am happy to say, occurred.
On my return from St. Louis with the annuity for this subagency, I learned that the council, before mentioped, was in session , and that the Wyandot council, through their head chief, had
As soon as I could seleft•a pressing request for me to attend.
cure the funds in my possession, I repaired to the scene of opnations; and, for grandeur of Indian costume 1 displayed on this occasion , the social and friendly feeling exhibited amongst the people
there congregated, the enjoyment of the dance, and the great
numbers engaged in them,, contrasted with the sober and staid
countenances · of the older chiefs, the harmless countenance and
the musical voice of the females present, was, altogether, such a
scene as I had never witnessed, and one that my pen cannrJt describe.
·
·
.
Ileing the only officer of the Indian Department present, I was
requested to address "them, which I did, urging upon the indigenous or wilcler tribes the necessity of joining th~ir red brethren
in the adoption of such w'holesome measures as were calculated
to promote peace and harmony, and a proper respect for each
other's rights. I deeply regret that the Sacs, from some misapprehension and unfounded suspicions, suddenly left the council
groun d without explanation, and before the nature of their business harl been fully explained; and, on the next day, while t li e
council was in session,· the Kanzas chief announced his intention
of leaving that day with his people, whether the business was
completed or not. I, at the request of their "great uncle," Captain Ketchum, remonstrated with him; pointed out the impropriety
of such a course, and e~rnestly advised him to remain and band
rn ?is wampum in person, and see t be ultimatum of the council,
as 1t wou]J give his great father, the President-, pain ,to hear of
his conduct. This had its desired effect.
.
The following trib es ~ntered into the league, or compact, viz:
W y andots, Delawart:s, Pot ta wato mies, Shawnees, Ottawas, Kick a-
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poos, Mi,imies, Kanzas, Peorias, Weas, Piankesha';s, _and Fo~es.
This ceremony took place on Sunday, the 17th; each chief handrng
in his wampum as his sign manual, or autograph. _Hereupon, the
council adjourned in due form, with an understandmg that th~y
meet again during the next season, when it is expected ~o obtain
the attendance of many other tribes not represented at this.
After having witnessed this ceremony, and observing the devotion of our red friends on such occasions, I cannot but expect much.
good , to result from yearly meetings of the kind, more especially
should the Department think proper to encourage them in son:e
substantial manner. And you will permit me to stfggest that, m
my opinion, it would be well for the Departmant to appropriate a
small sum for the purpose of provisioning the Indians during such
councils; it is not the amount that ,~ould so much benefit the Indians as this proof that the government favored their efforts in
keeping up this congress of the different tribes whir,h are in treaty
with them.
Since my return from St. L-ouis, I have informed the ·wyandot
council of the addition of fifty dollars to their iron and steel fund ,
which gives great satisfaction. This amount annually added to
the original amount will, in my opinion, be sufficient to furnish the
shop with the necessary materials.
My annual census and statistical report will be forwarded ~ as
early a day as possible.
I am, sir, yours, most respectfu11y,
RICHARD HEWITT, .
~

Major THOMAS H.

· Indian Sub-agent for Wyandots.

HARVEY,

. '

Superintendent Indian .11.ffairs, St. Louis, Mo. ·

No. 11.
•
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CHOCTAW AGENCY,

October 11, 1848.

Srn: In accordance with the regulations, I have th·e honor to
report the conditio.n of the different tribes t\Tithin thi1s superintendency.
Since my last annual report, one hundred and eighteen Choctaws
have been emigrated from the States of Alabama and Mississipp i,
and settled in their country west.
Of these, ninety-nine arrive d
in March and April last; the remaining nineteen in July and Septemb!?r. The parties that arrived in March and April received
their scrip soon after their arrival. About half settled on the Arkansas, and the others went south to Red river. Those that remain~d he re , nearly all built cabins and planted corn; but, by
the hme they had planted, it was too Jate in the season, with the
amount o~ labor they were accustomed to give their crops, for the
corn to yield them much in return for, their industry. Those tha
went to Red river and planted corn made but little. The small
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parties that arrived in July and September have also settled on
the Arkansas and built cabins, and will be prepared, by the next
season, to make a support from their little farms. 1 Those of these
last parties entitled to scrip received it shortly after their arrirnJ •
.A..ll that emigrated during the last year, and settled on the Arkansas and Red rivers, have enjoyed remarkably good health, ·a nd are
much pleased with the country. The parties of Si Towns, and
other clans that arrived west in JunEi, 1847, also received their
scrip in April, with few exceptions. They are represented to have
good crops the prestnt year;. a fair proportion of them are said to.
be industrious and temperate-many belonging to religious societies. Like those that emigrated the present year, they have had
unusual good health, and ar·e well satisfied with the country.
The bad success experienced in effecting an emigration of the
Choctaws from A!abama and Mississippi, during last fall and the
early part of the winter, under the first regulations prescribed by
the War Department, proved, at once, that they were not the_ kind
suited to remove them to their new country west. Much opposition was unavoidably encountered by the .assistant superi·n tendent'
of emigration, Mr. Stuart, before their modification, ancl, fi~ally,
their abandonment altogether.
But the present regulations, permitting aH persons of proper character to embark in the emigration, ·is likely to do much good· towards the removal of these peo • .
ple, as it is the only system, in my opinion, that can be adopted to- ·
effect it. With all the energy and perseverance of Mr. Stuart, and
with all the influence he can bring to his assistance in this matter
n:Jw, there is opposition still made by individuals who pretend to
be interested in the scrip of the Indians. Many of them insisting
that the scrip ought to be paid in Mississippi; and alleging that if
such was the case all interference with these· people would cease;, ·
and that their united energies would then be exerted to -remove
This is plausible reasoning enough; but the true
them west.
ground, as it is believed, of their opposition has not been told .
. These Indians are compelled to labor to some extent to procure
the means of living. They are engaged, much of .their time in the
latter part of the year, in picking cotton from the field. Their labor cost the farmer but little; and hence arises the great oppos.ition and interference of this class of persons, which are, by no
means, small, with the emigration, under the mere pretext that they
are interested in the Indians' scrip.
'
It is confidently believed that if the present system of removal
had been authorized early last fall', large parties would have been
emigrated then, if not the entire number of those ·that will ever
emigrate under any circumstance3. · The informatiGn from Mr.
Stuart upon this subject is, that the present prospect for emigration
has greatly improved, and that larg·e parties are expected to leave
the old nation by the first or early in next month. Persons of influence among tl{e Indians; I learn, are now engaged to conduct
parties west, that have heretofore opposed removal in every form .
And, from the efforts now being made, a large party is expected to
arrive here by the first of December next. The Indians being
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. cattered over such an extensive scope of country, my.own opinion
i that the emigration of them can only be effected rn small parti; of 50 or 100. Experiments that were made on more than one
occasion in the past year, confirm this position as correct. Between
40 and 50 had been collected and were in camp, and the gen tl ema n
tbat exp· cted to bring them on left camp for a few da:ys, to see
others and induce them, if po ~s ible, to join him. · On his return,
after an absence of only three or four days, his party had decr~ase?
in number from 40 or 50 down to 10. Outfits had been furn1shec
to the greater. part, if not to all, ·of those who abandoned the partt,
Whether this second thought of remaining east a while longer originated with them, or was the means employed by some of those
persons afftcting to be interested in the scr·p of the Indians, is not
known.
·
The late period at which the money was received for interest due
to the Choctaws upon the funJed half of their scrip, will, it is
thought, prevent some of the most influential men am.o ng them from
going to the old natton after their friends, as early this fall . as
they would otherwise go. Yet I hope all will go that may be able
to induce one to emigrate. The rec eipt of the · interest roll has
given complete and uni ve.rsal satisfa ction to all that .I have seen or
heard from since it came to hand. The opinion of many that had
heed here over a year, al}u had not received interest, was, that the
amount would be lost to them, or it would be paid in such a manner and at such times that they could not depend upon it to benefit
them m· ch, if at all. As it is, all that have received scrip, even
those who were paid it in April last, will draw interest up to the
1st of July, 1848. This fact, when known to those yet in Mississippi, will operate greatly in faver of emigration th'is fall and winter. Many of the principal men will go east for their friends an.d
relations, and will urge it upon them to induce them to come west.
Its effect:; will operate powerfully upon them, and will be difficult
to combat by those that op, ose emigration. If they were all here,
their condition would be infinitely iriproved in every respect. The
amount of intertst due each, upon an estimated average, is about
$8; ar1d, although this amount is respectable as a per capita paym nt, yet it is not sufficient to support them without laboring to
some extent.
In May last, when the money for th~ annuity due the Choctaws
for the first half of the present year was received, the chiefs were
notified to have the roll taken in their districts respectively, and
fon~a~ded, to ~na?le ~c to make the pay men ts accordingly. Upon
rec1•1ving the notice 1s ·ued, c;ouncils were called in the distric s,
a.nd the c 1icfs r~plied th~t ~heir warriors were opposed to a dir.is1on of the annu ity , and de 1red that the .fi rs t half should remain Ill
my hand · until the residue for the last half should be remitted, so
th whole amount could be paid them at the same time. Two reason i11!henced them to take thi course'.
.F 1r_ t. The am.aunt heretofore usua lly remitted for the purchawe
of ra lion wa withheld; an 11 sccon cl, that the payment, if made at
all, would take place iu the most busy season ot the year; which.
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be the means of many of the poorer cla_ss_, and those least
bear it, of losing their crops. That this wo~ld have been
e ca e to rnme extent, I have no doubt, though 1t would have
en co~fined more to the improvident ~nq. reckl'ess than to th'e
ilpuate and indus_trious pc,rtions of !hat c.Iass. I am ":ell satis- .
n O from my experience and obsenat1on among the Indians, that
t e 'payment of annuities slfou_ld take pla·ce amon~ them ?s. a bo~y
a st;dom as the nature and circumstances of their cond 1 t10n will
a ow. It is a part of the character of the Indians to idle away
ch time, and money, too, if they ban it, at those annual payrnt~; and it folJows, as a matter of course, that if they should he
ade semi-annually , the evil weuld be increased in the ·same ,ratio.
I: is doubtful with many ·familiar with the habits of the Indians,
i annu ities are of any permanent advantag~ to them in any case.
T~is reasoning may appear absurd to some; but take the whole circ ms ances together, of benefit derived from them on the one hand,.
and tbe evil growing out of them on the other, and it is -rery ques·
tionab1e on which side the balance will be found.
One of the most difficul~ mattet·s presented since my appointmen·t,.
to accoropiisb, has been that of taking of a " census and statisti- ·
cal informalion of the Choctaws." St e.ps_ were taken a year ago,
-which were confidently hoped would effect' this object, and which,
I now regnt to say, failed altogether to obtain thi information
sought. But, nevertheless, I have 'still endeavored on all occasions
to make such arrangements as I thought would certainly succeed
in effecting the complttion of it at an early day. However, I have
been again disappointed. But I believe now, in the midst of my
labors in it, I shall be aided by the "general cou ncil" to accom- .
pli b it, I hope in a mannn satisfactory to the Department. It \
-will be urged by the chiefs and head men ill; council, and the importance of the measure pressed upon the consideration of that
body , to appoint eompetent ~atives in each captain's company 'to
take a census of the same, and as much of the statistical inform a ·
110n as it shall be thought they can take with certainty and c 1., ,· rectn ess. This help from the Ch _o ctaws will be opportune, ahd
will enable me some time during the winter or spring to present as
, fu1I a report as could be expected on the subject. , As the tribe advances in civilization and education, opportunities will offer from
time to time to make additions to it, until the whole shall present a
correct result of the facts em braced in the resolution of the House ·
of Representatives calling for the same.
The "old" and "new settlers" have been remarkably healthy
during the last year. I regret to learn, however, that the corn
crop of tb e present year will be short, yet a surplus is anticipated,
but it will not be so large as that of last year. In a letter· received
from an intelligent trader in 1he south part of the nation, lie says:
The corn crop is unusually short, and it is impossible to state the
nui:nber of bushels that could be calleci a surplus. He adds that
about 300 bales of cotton will be made this year, principally · by
the late emigr~nts. An estimate of the present cotton crop with
that of last year _shows a balance of near 300 bales in favor of this
0
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year. This fact argues well for the industry o[ the count~y. The
Choctaw. have a delightful country-good soiJ, and a climate fa·
-v-orably adapt d to the grow!ng of corn, cotton, wheat, &c.
.
The licensed traders among the Choctaws have kept 1arge st~cks
of good. on hand c.luring .the last year, an~ _have sold to the In<lian .. at fair, reasonable prices.. No comp.larnts .have been .madt
against any of them for any v10lence. or rnfract10n, of the 1~t.er·
course Jaw. The Indians are well satisfied that a fair compet1t10»
among the traders is the .surest mean~ of goods being sol<l to ther
at fair and reasonable prices, and desire, as far ~s I have any know
ledge on the subject, the continuance of all the establishments located in their country. These trading houses open to them a con·
stant market for all the surplus produce raised-thereby encourag·
ing in<lustry among ~hem. Al~o · all' other articles they ha!e to
dispose of, uch as hides, peltnes, furs, tallow, beeswax, &c., are
either exchanged to the traders for goods, or sold for cash.
A change in the criminal laws of the nation is being discussed in
the "general counciF' now in session, in relation to the mode of
inflicting capital punishment, and it is hoped that the change will
be effected. It is proposed that hanging shall be the mode in fu1.ure, instead of shooting, as now provided for by law. If this is
effected in the criminal Jaws, much good must necessarily :flow
from it. Tbe crime of murder is not regarded at all, and the com·
mission of it is thought by many to be rapidly on the increase
.among these peop1e, and is becoming too common to let it re·
main longer without imposing restraints sufficient to check it.
1.~hey do not appear to regard the consequences 'of death by being
-shot, while the mode of inflicfaig it by hanging creates in the Indian race generally, if not always, an unusual degree of fear.
The introduction of whiskey is still carried on to a consider·
able extent among the Indians, it being easily procured by them
along the line, and in the States of Texas and Arkansa1-, from
traders and grocery keepers. It is a traffic with these people that
should ·a nd ought to be suppressed; and there is no mode that I can
devise that would so fully and completely check it as the one sug·
gested by the War Department a year ago, in a letter addressed to
the governors of Arkansas, Missouri, and Iowa. It is believed that . .
a greater quantity of ardent spirits now finds its way into the Choeta w country from Texas than Arka'nsas. All admit that its use is
· a great and ruinous evil, and retards much the prosperity of the
Indians; and it i:s hoped that there is sufficient liberality and public spirit in the legislatures of the above States to concede to the
general government the jurisdiction of all offences committed
within their limits, by their citizens, against a wholesome and judicious law, to prevent the ~ale of it to Indians in quantities no
matter how small. It is the opinion of many, however, that its introduction is now less than it bas been for some years. l3ut when
its i?troduction will cease., there .is nd means of knowing.
Tnat the Choctaws are 1mprov10g as a people, there i: no que ·
tion. To what extent this improvtment has reached can be better
understood from the reports of those who have spent the most of a
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To

OD O' life immediately in their cou~ti:y, and with them.
place
·hi~ important fact before the Dep~rtment · in as cle~r a light .as
pos-ib le, I avail myself of the occas10n offered of ma-krng -e xtracts
rom the reports of superintendents of schools, and of a<lding my
own observations among them. It all proves that their moral,
social, and religious condition is unquestionably improving. A re:pectabl~ nu_mber of sma11 schools _are establis~_e d, and t~ught by
atires, in different parts of the nation. The Rev. Mr. Krngsbury
~ays a great desire is manifested ~by the -Choctaws for the education
-0f th ei r children. Many neighborhood schooJs hav·e been estabi!hed , which are taught by natives in their own language. These
school s are attended both by adults and children. Mr. Copeland,
he teacher in the Norwalk school, says "that it has been an object
with us to cultivate, as far as possible, their social feelings, and
our efforts have been crowned with a good degree of success."
The Rev. Mr. Byington r.emarks "that the great subjects of temperance and industry demand attention at all times in thjs laµd. .At
t imes our people are very zealous in the cause ,of temperance, and
are very successful." He adds, "that many Choctaws are industrious,
and are improving · very fast, while others are idle. In our schools,
and in our religious assemblies, we think we see evidences of a
great change for the better." The Rev. Mr. Potts states, ·" that
there is a gradual improvement in the people in ourtvicinity. They
desire to receive in~truction, and have, of their own accord, established a.Saturday and Sabbath school, taught by a IJatiye. Though
intemperance prevails in this nation, in this neighborhood I h~ve
not kn own of a single case of drunkenness." Take Hie nation as
a whol e, so far as my knowledge extends, and there appears to be
a grad ual advancement in r eligion, morals, education, and in dustry .
-:By t he report ,of Colonel U,pshaw, Chickasaw agent, it will be
seen that the he alth of that tribe has been good the p ast y ear, and
that they are in a prosperoqs condition.
Fifty-two have e migrated during the year from the old nation east, to the Choctaw
nation west; a part s ettling amoQg -the Choctaws and the remainder
in t h ei r own district. In Februa,ry last, thirteen Chickasaw boys
were tak en to the Choctaw academy in- Kentucky, and a like num ber that were there at school returned home. l presume that the
C h ickasaws _have good reason to complain, in maay ca s es, of the
conduct of roving bands of In<lians that pass through their country,
and wh o no doubt commit many d epredations against their property , a s well as occasionally steal a pony from th e m, and the
p arty of Cherok ees r eferred to are not free from . the justi c e of this
accusatio n. T he misund erst anding represented to exist between
the C ooctaws an d Chi cka sa ws a rises, I pres u me, n,ot so much from
the Choctaw laws exte n ded o ver th e C hick as aw dis t rict, as from a
d ispo sition of the l atte r t o co mpla in u nde r any ci rcumst an ces. The
la ws of tht nation are t h e sam e; it m ake s no d iffere nce w he the r t h e
offe n der be a Ch oc taw o r C h ickas~w. And there for e , t h e !! ho c·ta~ s will not , under any cir cu mstances , ass e~t t_o a_ny_ cha nge wi thin
th eir own country , tha t_ w ould su spend the JUns d1 ct10n and opera-
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tion of their laws ov r a p::irt of it. Such an act woul_d be regarded
by them as a national acrdice, anJ one that they will not ma_ke.
I do not ~ee that any permanent good could re~ult f:om a withdrawal of 1he blacksmith shops, at present established 10 the Choctaw district , solely for the benefit of the Chickasaws . who prefer
to Jive there. These tribes have intermarried, and under the connntion between them the members of each have a perfect right to
srttl e w h re they please wit bin the limits of t~e Choctaw cou_n try.
The building for t4e manual labor school, autbonzed to -e established
in their district, has not been pushed forward as fast as could have
been <lesired. However, many inconveniences have been encountered by the superintendent, which has delayed the work. Materials, we rkmen, and lumber, have been difficu 1t to obtain.
No
time is stated when this school will go into operation. I _regret,
exceedingly, that the introduction of whiskey has increased among
the Chickasaws within the past year . Their corn is represented
to be excellent and will yield a large surplus. It is worth about
fifty cents per bushel.
It is highly gratifying to learn that the Creeks are improving
rapidly in civiliz,ration and -agriculture, and that. there is a new impulse and an increased degree of energy manifested in the cause of
education among them. Their old habits and superstitious notions
are gradually ~iving way, and in their place a lively interest is
taken in the advancement of their children in the U!!leful branches
of education an<l industry. Their agent speaks in .flattering terms
of the schools established among them, an<l that much permanent
good bas been effected by them in enlightening and Christianizing
these people. Their crops have been injured by the 'drought, but
an abund.i.nce will be made to meet the demand for home consumption. There is still a traffic in whiskey carried on among
them, but it is thought to a much _less extent than formerly, and
intoxication or drunkenness from it is not so common. Sixty-four
Creek emigrants arrived in their .new country west, the present year,
ancl they all express themselves as being well pleased with it, generally, and no serious cases of sickness have been reported among
th1:m. The unfriendly feeling that prevailed for a while between
the Creeks and St=minoles, and at crne time came very near producing an open rupture with the tribes, has been, through the influence and attention of their agents, aided by the Creek chiefs, so
managfd that it is thought it will eventually be settled to the satisfaction of both parties.
It will be sten from the report of the sub-agent for Quapaw s,
Senecas, and Sene.cas an<l Shawnees, that they have been healthy also
the present year, and' th at their crops are good. They show evident signs ot improvement in civilization and agriculture. The Quapaws have estci bli::ihed among them a manual labor school, which
is rt presented to be well conducted and popular, and gaining influence with the tribe. Many "'how an in reased interest in the eduof their children, while all approve it. As yet, the Senecas
cati
an<l Senecas and Shawnees have opposed the establishment of
icbooL; but as they are now represented to be impro,ing a]so in
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riculture, a hope is entertained that they can be in.fluenced t o
ield their notions of opposition to a measur,G of such importance,
an that schools will be established among them before a great
hi,e. The annuity to th ese tribes for the first half of the present
ear has been recently paid them.
'
I cannot give you any information of the Cherokee, Seminole , ·
and Osage agencies, not having ·received any report from the agents
of hese tribes. However, from other source~ .I learn that no 'ma·erial changes have taken pl ace since my last report. Mr. Duval ,
:eminole sub-agent., has not yet returned to his post, having L->ee rt
detained in South Carolina by sickness. He is now daily expected
·o arrive. Should reports be received from these agents, they wiU
e fo rwarded immediately, an<l I regret thflt my absence will -prerent me from accompanfing them with such.remarks as m'i ght ~pear necessary.
·
The annuitjes la.st year were paid to heads of families .in ar..cord·ance with your instruction, except to the -Creeks, where it was' pai d
directly to the chiefs, as provided for in the treaties with that tribe.
All the tribes within this superintendency opposed a division of
their annuities into serr:i-annual payments. 'rhey desire it all pai d .
to themat one time, and that time to be as ear)y in the month of
October, in each year, as it may be found practicable to do it.
Yery respectfully, your o~edient servant.
'
S. M. RUTHERFORD,
.11.cting Superintendent Western Territory..
8

Hoo . W. MEoiLL, ·

, ·

•

Commissioner Indian .IJ.ffairs, Washington city.

No. 11-A.
October 11, 1848.
Sm: I have the honor to submit a gfneral view of the reports of
he superintendents of schools, received a~ this qffice, in accordance
with your instruction of July last.
•
·
Fort Coffee academy is , situated on a beautiful a-nd commanding
eminence, and immediately on the Arkansas river,'about five miles
-rom tbe,gency. It is under the superintendence of the Rev. W .
L . . . foAh ster, and is divided into two Branches: one for boys, at
Fort Coffee, and the 'Other for girls, at New Hope, distant about
Jive mil es, and from the agency one mile. Each of these schools
has been well mana~ed, and have acquired, in the past year, an in creas~d re puf~tion. Of the scholars attending them, mu ch mig ht
be said of their general progre ss and advancement. Ninety-five
ba ve att ended during the last year. Of these eighty-five are reported
as the number boarded and furnishecJ with everything at the expense of the nation and the missionary society, at both ins.ti~utions,
Ten were day s.cholars from the neighborhood, being boarded and
furnished by their parents or friends. The studies at Fort Coffee
ha ~e been reading, writing, arithmetic, geography, English gram·
CHOCTAW AGENCY,
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ar, cnemistry, algebra, geometry, and Latin grammar.
The
nrlents in the female branch at New Hope have been the same,
except chemistry, algebra, geometry, and the Latin grammar. I
~~·am informer! by some of the Choctaw trustees, and other persons
present at the examination in June la.st, and who · are com.petent to
judge, that the scholars at Fort Coffee acq uitt.ed themselves well,
aDd reflected er.edit. upon their teachers. Patents and guardians
ye.re ·highly pleased and gratifie'd at the result. The examination
at the female institutio'.'.l at New Hope, upqn the differ,e nt branches
.of education studied, gaTe full, .complete, and entire satisfaction.
lt :bas elicited public opinion strongly in its favor, and renders the
bachers universally ,pof,ular with all, and especially so with those
.l!JYing children at it. Mr. and Mrs. Maris are the teachers in the
:seminary. Much credit is du'e Miss Carter for the general good
· deportment of the girls out of school. They were under her charge,
~.nrl 'w€re instructed "in· sewing, knitting, &c., and in the general
labors of domestic industry. It is not too much praise to say that
the care and responsibility with which she has been charged was
efficiently and well performed, and that the gaTments exhibited at
the examination were well and skilfully made.
t
The Rev. Mr. McAlister says, "at the examination at this place
{Fo1t Coffee) the attendance of parents, friends·, &c., was more numerous than usual, which argue~ an increased interest on the part.
of 'ihe Choctaws" in the schools; * * * "and that, after the expi-.:.riments. already made, the friends of benevolence, and the Choc1-'a-ws, have nothing to fear from the efforts being .made in this
Jl'alion to educate their children. Indeed, many of them in our
a;ebools manifest a capability to receive a finished education." The
l>O)'iS at Fort Coffee labor a part of their time upon the farm, which
is ill good condition.
...
.
. The Rev. Cyrus Kingsbury is superintendent of tlie Chuahla feJnale s.e minary at Pine Ridge, near Fort Towson. This institution
.irns suffered, since my last repol't, from t4e effects of a destructive
a:nd :frightful tornado. The extent of the damage sustain.ed by it is
-well condensed ·in the report of the superintendent, and .I ihall,
1llerefore, describe i,t in his own_language. He s3ys, "the circumtanees under which I am called to report the present year are
Tuy different from what they have before been. On the 19th of
are-h last, the station occupied by the seminary was vi ited by a
lu:rific and destructive tornado, which laid the greater part cf the
lroildings, fences, &c., in ruins. As the partrculars of this calamity
hu been given in a former cqmmunication, I will simply remark
fin tne wonderful preservation experienced by Gur numerous family.
i excites our admiration, and calls for our devout gratit.ude, that,
amid the destruction of almost everything else, the lives and limbs
of so many individuals i::hould have been comparatively unharmed.
A:s one instance, twelve bedrteads were in one house, and, after the
tornado, not a whole on e could be made from what remained unbrnken of them al]; and yet seventeen females were in the bouse,
ntl, with the exception of the small bone of one ankle, not a limb
as broken, and no one otherwise seriously injured."
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Thirty-three pupils were in the seminary when its operations
re thus suddenly and unexpectedly br,ought to a close. All were
f males but one, and all boarded at· the station. Of these, twentyfo r were supported by the nation, five were boarded by their parent , and the remaining four received their _board for what assist- ,
ance they could render while o~t of school. The course of studies
at the seminary were nineteen in arithmetic; twelve had gone half
t rough fractions, in Olney's Arithmetic; one was thro\llgh compound _
fell owship; seven had gone through Emerson's first part, and were
half through Greenleaf's Arithmetic; twenty-six stu_d ied Miss Swift's
.-;stural Philosophy; fourteen went through and reviewed the. second
par, and twelve others went through the first part; twenty studied
. orse's School Geography; twelve went nearly through, and eight
others went through North America; three studied history; eleven
studied Smith's English Grammar; four had gone through, and seven
had commenced it; twenty-six wrote, and ten , wrote composition
·mperfectly. All could read in the lfestament but four, who had
recently entered, and those that, could · read recited a verse daily
fro m the Testament.. Miss Goulding hJ.s continued the teacher in
the seminary, and her labors have given complete satisfaction.
Out of school, the girls have been instructed in the various· de·partments of domestic labor. They have been divided into companies, wh<1 weekly relieve each other in the dining room and
kitchen, under the direction of Mrs. Kingsbury. And when out of
... chool, and not in th·e dining room or kitchen, have ,been employed
nder the care of Miss Bennett and Miss Slate. Much attention
has been given by these ,ladies to the instruction of theii; pupils in
th e making of garments, both for men and women, in knitting and
fan cy work, and in the other useful -branches of domestic industry.
The Rev. Mr. K. states that a commencement has been made towar ds repairing and erecting the necessary bu.ild.ings, but unless he
can receive some extra funds, considerable time must elapse before
the ordinary allowance to the station will place it in a situation
for the school again to be op~ned. ·
The Wheelock female seminary is under the charge of the Rev.
Alfred Wright, and is located about fifteen miles east of Fort Towson . The Rev. Mr. W. is absent, and the duty of reporting to
1his office devolves on Mr. Copelall'd, the teacher at the Norwalk
sc hool. Jle reports forty-five pupils ha-ving attended during the
ye ar. The teachers are Miss Dickinson and Miss Dolbeare. The
scho ol is taught in two departments by these ladies. The pupils
ha ve made good progress iB; the branches taught. The studies pursu ed by the ~upils, and the general arrangements in and out of
:chool are about the same as those described at Pine Ridge.
The Norwalk school for boys is about five miles from Wheelock, .
and also under the supervision of the Rev. Mr. Wright, and under
th e immed iate charge of Mr. Copeland, who reports its condition.
Thirty-one pupils have attended . the last year; of these, si~teen are
supported by the Hation. The others );iave been sustained by their
friend s at school, or by the nation. The others have been sustained
1y their friends at school, or boarded at home, At this sc.11,901 the
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pupils have also progressed well in general, an~ the bra~ches studied have been about the same as those of the girls at Wheelock ..
The Rev. Cyrus :Byington is superintendent of the 1-yah nob1
female seminary at Stockbridge, in the southeastern part of the
Choctaw nation. He reports fif.ty pupils; of these, thirteen were
day scholars, attending from the neighborhood; . thirty-five w~re
taught in arithmetic; of these; twelve were taught in enumeration
only; ten studied English Grammar, and attended weekly to composition; ten studied geography; five studied the Illustrative Definer; thirteen studied Miss Swift's Philosophy for Children; four
studied Botany for Children, and eighteen attended to penmanship.
Singing has also been taught, and religious instruction given. The
pupils are required to speak the English language entirely, even
among themselves. An improvement in the general deportment of
them is manifest. The teachers are Miss Keys and Miss Hall, and
the general arrangements in and out of school . is about the same
• as that described at Pine Ridge.
I regret tha t no report has been received from the Rev. James
:B. Ramsey, superintendent of Spencer Academy, for the present
year.. Howe vier, from the be'st sources of information -within my
reach, I learn that no essential change has taken place in th,e condition of- the institution since his last report. .At the examination
in July last, the pupils acquitted themselves well; a considerable
number of whom had but recently entered, and their progress,
therefore, could not be expected to equal those who had previously
atten~ed; but I understand that the parents and trustees present
were well pleased with the result.
The Koonsher Female Seminary is under the charge of the Rev.
E. Hotchkin. He states that the pupils in the institution all suffered from inflammation of the eyes last winter, and that they lost
a -month's study ftom its effect; since, they have had tolerably
good health, with. a few individual exceptions. With one excep·
tion, for eight weeks at the commfJlcement, the full number of
boar-ders attended through the year. . :But four changes were made
in the scholars. The new ones did not understand English, or
know their letters. It is the opinion of the Choctaw trustees and
others that attended the examination in July last, that greater im·
provement has been made within the past year than at any former
period. The whole number of pupils who attended is fifty -nine.
9f these, forty-four were furnished by the nation, and fifteen were
day scholars. Miss S. C. Downer and Miss C. M. :Belden are the
terchers in the Seminary. The studies have been about the same
as at Pine Ridge, and the general arrangi.?ments out o{ school also,
with the addition that the girls are instructed to card, spin, and
weave.
The Rev. Ramsay D. Potts is ~uperintendent of Armstrong
academy. He reports that some changes have taken place in the
~cademy <luring the past year by an exchange of scholars, which
mcreases the present number to fifty. Of these• forty -four are supported by the nation and board of missions, and five by individuals.
'the studies pursued have been from the first rudim'ents of educa-
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ion to algebra. ~e adds, that in ·. the acquisition o_f knowledge _
e students nave, rn a general way, come _up to our highest expecta ions. It is supposed that the farm upon which the boys labor, a
part of their time, will yield an abund~nce for· the consumption · o{
the institution for the ensuing year.
.
I have just received a .report direct from the_ Rev. R. M. Lough- ,
ridue, who has in charge the ·erection of buil t!ings for one of the .
manual labor schools to •be established among the Creeks. It is to
be regretted that the building~ for these schools are not in ·a state
of more forwardness. While the Indians are incHned to encourage
learning, and the establishment of them, the wo,rk should, b~ pushed
forward with all the energy and _m eans that -could be commanded.
The Creeks and Chick~saws have both long interposed objectJ.oris
to the establishment of such schools, and have but recently yielded
their opposition..upon that subject to the sound · reason and better
j udgment of the Depart-men t.
The following is an abstra·ct of the report referred 'to: _
The buildings are pleasantly situated between the Arkansas and
Verd igris rivers, aoout one and a half mile from the former, and
two miles from the latter-about two and a quarter miles from the
Creek agency, and about three miles from the steamboat landing.
They are placed upon a high, dry, and beautiful ridge, connected
with good land for cultivation; and the situation, it is thought;will ·,
prove as healthy as the country affords. It is well supplied with
wood and water.
'
Several buildings have been erected at the n·ew st_a tion. A hewed
double log house, one and a half stories .high, sixteen oy eighte·en .
feet each; a hewed log meat house twenty feet square; a crib and
stabl e fourteen by twenty feet. A . well has been dug which affords
excellent water, and other improvements are being madQ. The
erection of the buildings has been · somewhat delayed for want of
good and responsible workmen. This difficulty has, however, been
overcome, and the work is now r~pidly progressing, and will be
ready for the reception of scholars by the first of July next. The
whole amount expended at the station is about three thou sand six
hundr ed and thirty-seven · dollars and ' thirty-seven cents.
~he Choctaw schools are supported by . contributions from the
nation and the different missionary societies having the superint endence of them. Fort Coffee acaderpy receives six thousand dollars per annum; the seminaries at Pine Ridge, Wh eelock, and
J-yab -nobi, each receive sixteen hundred d oliars per annum from
t he Cho ctaws; the Koonsher female seminary receivesr three thous an<l dollars; Armstrong academy two thousand nine hundred, and
S pen_cer academy six thousand dollars. An additional allowance
of e1ght hundred and thirty-three dollars and thirty-three cents
per an num is also made to Armstrong and Sp~ncer academies, and
a like sum is also paid t9 Mr. Wright for the school at Norwalk.
Spencer academy also receives two _tho•s and dollars per annum
from t he civilization fund. I have no correct knowledge of the
.exact a mount contributed by the missionary societies.
.
During the past year I have visited .all these establishments
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among the Choctaws, except Spencer academy and the school at
Norwalk, and I am truly gratified to have it in my power to state
that the general arrangements at them, -b oth in and out of s_chool,
are most excel1ent, and well and admirably calculated, m my
opinion, to elevate the minds of the pupils. _From the gr~at
amount of attention and labor devoted to them, they mu_st leave
tl1ese institutions · of learning better prepared to d ischarge the du-ties and obligations of good citizens, h-usb<!nds and wives.
I have already referred to the manual labor school to be estab·lished among the Cr-eeks, under the charge of the Presbyteriarr
boa.!d of foreign missi-ons. The other, to be established among
said tribe, is under the charge and direction of the Rev. T. B.
Ruble, of the Methodist Episcopal confer-.ence south. · The pro gress made in the erection of the buildings for this school has
been about as good as could reasonably be expettted. M~terials
I!,ecessary for the .buildings have been difficult to obtain, its location
being remote from navigation. For further particulars of the progress made in the buildings, you are referred o the report of the
Creek agent, and to that of the Rev. Mr. Ruble.
The school of . a like character to be established among the
Chickasaws has not progressed as well in the erecti_on o'f the
buildings, &c., as could have been desired. Many reasons are
given by the superintenuent explaining the causes of hindrance experienced by him in the course of their erection, which accountspretty satisfactorily for their present unfinished state. - The buildings for th.e manual labor school authorized to be established among
the Quapaws have been completed. They were erected under the
superintendence of the Rev. Samuel G. Patterson. These buildings had progressed so far in April last as to admit the reception
of .s choiars. They were completed in June last. The energy and
perseverance of the superintendent, in pushing forward t~e work,
is Worthy to be especia1ly mentioned to the department. .
In .the reports of the agents and sub-agents forwarded, you
have all the information received at this office of the progress
made in the schools established among the different tribe·s withinthis superintendency.
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedie_n t
servant,
S. M. RUTHER.FORD,

.llcting Sup't. of the Western Territory.
Hon. W.

MEDILL,

Com. Indian .llffairs, Washington city.

No. 11-B.
STOCKBRIDGE,

MY

July 20, 1848.

SIR: It becdmes me, in presenting to you my annual
1ep9rt, gratefully to acknowledge the kind hand which has spared
DEAR
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m Jife, and those associated with me, another year; and not -onf~
pr erved us, but granted us many rich blessings.
A.t the missionary station with which I am connec~ed, there a.re
jx persons residing and laboring, under the direction of the Am.erican board of missions, viz: P,ev. C. Byington and Mrs. Byingto 21
Ir. Da;irl H. Winship, ste_w ard and farm er at the I-yah- nobi female seminary, Mrs. A. H. Winship, Miss Harriet N. Keys, teach.er
in the seminary, and Miss Lydia S. Hall, super'1isor of the girls,
&c., when out of school.
The annual examination of the seminary was held, by the appoint ment of the trustees 1 on the 30th day of June last. 'Th.e nert
erm is to commence · on the 21st day of Septemb_e r next. Tlm
len gth of the late Sf'ssion was 39 weeks.
'Th e whole number of pupils was 50. The average number w~
37. The number of beneficiaries provided for at the seminary is
30. Thirtee1n new ones were entered during the year. Thirty- Ii
were taught in arithme.t ic; of these, 12 were taught in enumeratiom
only. Ten have studied English grammar and attended weekl y to
composition; 10 haY.e studied geography; 5 have studied the Illu.strated Definer; 13 have studied Miss Swift's Philosophy for Child ren.;
11 hare studied the/ Little Philosopb-er; 4 have· studied Botan y fol."
Children; and 18 have attended to penmanship. Singing, also, h.a.s
bee n taught, and religious instruction has been given. Sixteen. of,
nose connected with the school are members of the church. Tbe
vary much in their a ges · and complexion, many being the desce ndants of white men by Choctaw mothers. The daily sessions wer
usua lly opened at ½ past 8, a. m., and closed at ½ past 1, p. m.
For many months there was another session of one hour or more
afte
. r rnpper.•. The school 'Yas daily opened and closed with relf..:
,
g10us exercises.
.
The scholars :ne required to speak the English language entire!. 71
eve n among themselves; and it is seldom that a Choctaw word i
poke n by them, except when' their friends come and make .a visit..
The general deportment of most of the scholars has •been good, andl
th ere is a manifest improvement of character in many of them.
In their manual labors they have been well occupied with wha.
may be called their own work. Those' who are large enough ha e
alternately performed their tasks at the dining room and kitchen,
and various household duties at the seminary. A little fancy work
bas been kept on hand as a reward for diligence and faithfulness ..
It is desired also as a recreation, and for the cultivation of a good
taste and skill in the use of the needle.
Their labors in' the dining-room and kitchen are syste~atized a&
much as possible. There ar'e four classes in these ]abort, -ea~
class ~aving some large and some .small girls, and r·emaining a week: ,
at a time. They are taught to keep the rooms and tables in order,
to prt pare food, to make butter, soap, candles, &c. Some att_~cttion has _been paid to making cheese, and a carpet. Sever_a] of the
larger girls are capable of prepa,ring an ordinary meal for ebe
whole family, with the help of the small members of the sa.me

class.

·
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The scholars have been a good deal a'ffiicted with sore eyes, but
they have been much favored with h ea 1th, and no one o_f all _the
bentficiaries has yet been removed by death, to our knowledge.
The average number boarded at the seminary is about 40. The
our for breakfast at all seasons of the year is 6 o' c1 ock, a. m.
Family worship is attended at the close of the morning and evening meals. In the morning, verses of scripture ~re recited at the
time of worship.
·
There are nearly 40 acres of land under cultivation-IS in corn,
10 in oats~ 6 in wheat, 3 in ry..e, 3 in potatoes, and a garden. A
peach orchar~ has been planted, and a few apple trees. There are
about 30 acres of the ''wo9ds" enclosed for pasturage.
.
A log barn, 30 by 20 feet, and a hewed log cabin,_20 by 18, have ·
been built within about a year. A framed house for the use of the
teachers and scholars, 36 by 18 feet, is now being built. A garden, containing nearly an acre of ground, has been enclosed with
a good paling; and a yard 200 feet by 100, aroijnd the school building, has been enclosed with a substantial paling.
.
There are two yoke of oxen, one span of horses, three milch
cows, eighteen head of other neat cattle, ana seventy-five head of
swirie, at the seminary. We hope with the means allotted us, and
with the practice of industry and economy, thr9ugh the b'lessin_g of
the Lord, to meet the expenses of these arrangements, and cpntrnue
the operations of the seminary.
· It shout d a 1so be noted. here that we · have a large an cl useful
Sabbath schoo I connected with the seminary, and which meets in
our new house for worship. Connected with th is missionary station, and within its bounds, are four other Saboath schools'. Since
1836, there have been built five scho.o l houses and two meeting
houses, besides the seminary buil <lings.
The Presbyterian church on Mountain Fork was organized in
1832. Th~ whole number received frpm the beginning is 336. Of
these, 21 were white people and 18 colored. But m·any have moved
away, or united with other churches, and 120 have died. The whole
number at the present time is 119. There are about seven different
places where I preach the gospel.
The great subjects of temperance and industry demand attentio n
at all times in- this land. At times our people are very zealous in
the cause of temperance, and very su ccess{ ul. I remember, some
-years since, when they ascertained that ten of their nation within
a few years, and within thi s vicinity, had p erished thrcugh the
infiu-ence ·of whiskey, a great meeting, was held, and the evils of
drunkenness spoken of at great length. After that~ for about six
years, nly one .person, to my knowledge, died through intoxication. Since then it has been otherwise, and eighteen more have
followed the trn spoken of above, making in all, twenty·eigbt
deaths by means of the whiskey bottle! We need help and encouragement. The Choctaws have for a long time been gradually
acquiring property, and those who deal in whiskey know bow to
choose their range as well as old hunters know when and where
game is fat and plenty, and the fur thick, fine, and heavy.

•
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fan y of the Chocta:Vs are industrious, and are _improvin~ ~ery
a~ while others are idle. In our schools and rn our rehg10.us
a -e~blies, we think we see evidence of a great change for the
be er· and this is true not only of the red people, but of othere ·
who have none of the red man's blood. As an evidence of some
indu~try, I can m e•tion the single fact, that the merchants at the
depot purchased one hundred and twenty bales of cotton the past
year, and that most of the Choctaws in 91at vicinity have planted
otton this year,. and their crops are said to appear well. The
same holds true here as elsewhere, that those who are bent on
being industrious ap·d of making improvem_ent will find a way and·
means for the accomplishment of their wishes, and will ordinarily
find a rich reward through the blessings pf our Father in Heaven,
without whose blessing none can be good or happy. It is highly
impor tant to teach the plain truths of'God's word. There we find
he best s~pport for virtue, and the strongest restraints upon sin .
It is indeed a light to our feet, and a lamp to our path in all lands
and among all people; and wh.en there is a want of these blessed
truths the people mourn. How Jong has this word of God been
illustrated as true among the red m"en: "My people are destroyed
for lack of knowledge?" We hav~ much yet to do in order to
raise up this people. They have made a good comi;nencement in
their system and manner of legislation, and in thefr administration
of civil government as well as in their liberal provisions for the
eclucation of their sons. and daughters, and the attenti.on they have
given to the gospel of our Lord and Savior.
'·
Mu ch yet remains to be done before these se\~ral departments
-0f labor shall be complete. A good field is mere spread out to the
view of us all. May you and may I also live to see a11 this
wiide rness and these solitary places glad, and the desert rejoice
and blossom as the rose.
With much respect, I. im yours, &c.,

CYRUS BYINGTON.

OoJonel SAMUEL M- RuTHERFORD,
.
.Jlcting Superintendent, ~c., Choctaw /lgeney.

No. 11-C.
ARMSTRONG ACADEMY'

I

•

.11.uguet 8, 1848.
DEA R srn: Every one interested in the amelioration of the condition of the Inaians, must feel gratified in knowipg that they are
gradually emerging from a state of ignorance to that of an enlightened people. The system at present _p ursued among the Choeta ws t o arcomplisb this desirable end is, no doubt, the best that has
yet been devised; and, should it be persevered in in time to come,
· it will go far towards producing the desired effect. Idleness has·
ever been considered the parent of vice, and its effects are percep·
tible am ong the whites as well ~s the Indians; consequently, the

1
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blending of labor with ~ducatian is a great corrector of th~ evil.
It is, therefore, important that babits of industry should be rnculcated among the Indians.
. . .
Upon this principle we have endeavored to conduct this rnshtution, hoping that it will have an influence, not only upon our students, but others alsQI.
·
•
The progress of the bgys has been as great as we could expec t
from their imperfect knowledge of the English language. The
difficu1ties which they have to overcome in the acquisition of a
foreign language are truly e;reat; but, with commendable zeal,
tkey endeavor to surmount thPm. But few of our students, when
they entered the institution, knew anything of the English; but
now all their interC'Ourse with one another and the family is carried on in English. Thus has one great difficulty heen overcome,
and many of the~ pursue their studies with an increasing desire to
know more.
,
.
Some changes have taken place in the school since my la~t report,
by an exchange of scholars between tbis district and Mush-a-le-tubbe; with what advantage to either district time alone will tell. Upon
the_lst of January, the school was increased ten in number, which
makes forty-five in this institution under the appropriation of the
nation l'lnd the board of missions; in addition to which, there are
three boys supported by individuals in Virginia, Kentucky, and
Tennessee, and two by myself, which made our number fifty during- the last session.
The studies pursued have been from the first rudiments of education to algebra. In the acquisition of knowledge the students
have, in a general way, come up to our highest expectations. We
have had every grade of intellect to improve, from the brightest to
the d"ullest'; consequently, it could not be expected that every 6ne
would make the 'same favorable appe"rance. ·This was perceptible
at the examination held June 30, which, I believe, gave general
satisfaction. All appeared as though they understood what they
had studied.
'
•
The following is a schedJI]e of the studies pursued:
First class .-Emerson's arithmetic, 3d part; geogr·aphy, grammar, algebra, reading, writing, and spelJing.
Second class.-Emerson's arithmetic, 3d part; geography, reading, writing, and spelling.
Third tlass.-Emerson's arithmetic, 2d part; geography, reading,
writing, and spelling.
Fourth class.-Emerson's arithmetic, 1st part; geography, reading, writing, and spelling.
.
Fifth class.-MentaI arithmetic, reading, writing, and spelling.
Sixth class.-Spelling, easy reading, and mental arithmetic .
• Seventh class.-SpeIEng and mental arithmetic.
Eighth dass.-,!lphabet.
As before rema rked, manual labor has been combined with otb~r
s~udies, and, as the result of the labor performed, we have, at this
hme, fifty acres of corn, and about eight in potatoes and other vegetables. The labor in this part of the crop has been done by the
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: udent s with the exception of some assistance in breaking 'up and
lantin/ In · addition to this, they ha Ye • cleared about twelve
acres of ground. Last fall we sowed twenty acres of wheat, which,
houP'h injured some by the frost in the ' spring~ has made a suffi.
ciency for our own consumption.
We bne neyer had a finer prospect of a crop, and, should n·o hing befal it, we shall have an abundance for our use, and, fr~m
pre ent appearances, we shall have nearly pork enough.
In our instructions, we have inculcated the prinpiples of our
oly reli~ion, and endeavored to impress u'p on them the obligaions to God. These, we have reason to believe, have had, and
_ill have, an influence. Without the blessing of God upon our
labors, all will come to nought; ·and we therefore labor to make
our students Christia'Ils, which has been attended with ,s ome succes .
.
There is a grad .u al improvement in the peop,le in our vicinity;
th ey desire to receive instruction, and have, of their own accord,
estabfohed a Saturday and Sabbath school, taught by a native.
Though intemperence prevails in the nation, in this neighborhood I have not known of a single case of drunkenness.
·
Take the nation as a whole, so .far as my knowledge extends ,
there appears to be a gradual advancement in religion, morals, education, and industry.
.
.
·
All of which is respectfu11y submitted by your obedient servan t,
.
RAMSAY D. POTTS,

Superintendent .flrmstrong .llcademy.
Colonel S. M.

RuTHERFORD,

.IJ.gent for Choctaws ._

No. 11-D·.
.linnual report of the Chuahla female semina,..ry, for the year ending
June 30, 1~48:
"
The circumstances under which I am called· to report the present
y ear, are very different from what they ~ave before been. On the
1 9th of March last, the station occupied by this seminary was visited
by a terrific and destructive tornado, which laid the greater part of
th e buil.lings, fences, &c., in ruins. As the particulars of this ca- ,
1amity have been giv.en in a former c.ommunication, I will stmply
remark on the wonderful preserntion experienced by our- mu:~erous
f'amily. It excites our admiration, and calls for our devout gratitude, that, amid the destruction of almost everything else, the Jives
and limb of so many individuals should have ba€n, comparatively,.
un harmed. As one instance, twelve bedsteads were in one house,
and, after the tornado, not a whole one could be made from what
remained unbroken of ~hem all. And yet seventeen fel,Ilales we.re.
in the same house, and, with the exception of the small bone of one
ankle, not a limb was broken, and no one otherwise seriously inc
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jured. The arm of an Almighty Protector w:rs there, and to the
rougp. wind He said, '~ hi herto shalt thou come, but no .further!"
There were 33 pupils in the seminary when its operations were
tfius suddenly and unexpectedly brought to a close. With one exception all were females, and all boarded at the station. 'Ewentyfour were on the appropriation; the board of five was paid by the
parents, and the remaining four received their board for what a~sistance they could render while out of school.
Miss Harriet ~oulding hil$ continued the teacher in .the seminary,
and her labors have given universal satisfaction.
.
Much attention has been paid to the instruction of the pupils out
of school, in the various departments of domestic labor. A company have been employed alternately, 13. week at a time, in the
kitchen and dining room, under the direction of Mrs. Kingsbury.
Those not in the dining room and kitchen haye been employed,
when out of school, under the care of Miss Bennett and Miss Slate.
Much patient and. perseverin__g attention has been given by th~se
ladies to the instruction of their pupils in the making of ga.rments
both for men and women, in knitting, 'in fancy work, and in other
branehes of domestic industry.
~
Miss Bennett had but recently commenced her labors in the above
department, having come to our assistance in December last. She
h~s generously dec!ined receiving any compensation for her services.
The destruction of the station at Pine Ridge is, to us, a mysterious event. The school had never bee~1 more pleasant and prosperous than' it was up to the very day that the place was laid in
ruins. ~very ar,rangement which ·seemed necessary to the successful prosecution of our work had been made. God had some
wise and important end to accomplish by thus suddenly arresting
our labors. ·what that end was we may not know now, but we
shall know hereafter.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Breed, from Connecticut, who arrived in January
last, have taken charge of the secular and domestic concerns of the
station.
The school-house was entirely unroofed and otherwise- much dam .aged. A d welling;house, 40 feet by 20, two stories high, with a
piazza on each side, was entirely demolished. This house was
occupied by the pu'pils antl the ladies who had charge of them out
of school. Most of the out-buildings of the station were destroyed ,
and those not destroyed were much injured. A commencement has
been made towards repairing and erecting the necessary building .. ;
but unless we can receive some extra funds, considerable time must
elapse before the ordinary allowance to the station will plac·e it in
.a situation for the school again to he opened. '
Since 1840, until the past year, the field of my missionary labo rs
has been quite extensive. I am now, in a great measure, reliev~d
from that portion of the field lying west of the Boggy. In this
fie~d are four churches, with an aggregate of over 200 members .
These churches are now under the pastOJ'al" care and instru ction of
the Rev. J. C. Strong and the Rev. Joshua Potter. The latter re-
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at Mount Pleasant, f>n ,the Boggy, and has an interesting
ei_hborhood school at his station, of abo~t 25 scholars.
.
The ch urch in this neighborhood, to 'Yh1ch I pre_ac~ somethrng
ore than half the time, and whose house of worsh;p 1s at Doaks.,.1He, bas at present about 50 members. Thirteen have been adde~.
be past year. Both the congregati~n and the church ha ~e fr~ uently changed since l commenced my labors among them. Th1s
in part has been owing to the change_ of troops a! Fort Towson,
h ch at times have composed a considerable p·ort1on both of the
onJrecration and the church. Since 1837, more· than 300 have
ee~ added to this church; of these, 160 have been dismissed by
Jetter, to join other churches to which they have removed.
A weekly prayer meeting is usually held, and the monthly conert is regularly observed at two different places. The collections
he past year f@r missionary purposes have amounted. to $164 68.
A great desire is manifested by the Choctaws for the education
of their children. Many neighborhood schools have been estab1isbed, which are taught by natives in their own language. Theseschools are attended both by adults and cht,ldren. ·
All which is respectfully submitted.
C. KINGSBURY;
Superintendent Chuahla Female Seminary.
Colonel S. M. RuTHERF,ORD,
.llcting Superintendent,

4'c., Indian territ,ory.

No. 11-E.
Fo~T CoFFEE AcADEMY,
July 20, 1848.
DEAR SIR: I have t_he honor to lay before you the annual repo 1t
of our schools at this _t>lace and New H~p-e; and, as I con~tder an y.
report unnecessary (saving your general report) to the department ,.
I shall be very brief, especially so, as we are immediately in your
vicinity, you having so many opportunities of knowing the condition and prosperity of our schools.
*
*
*
*
*
The students were examined on the following studies: spelling,,
readi ng, arith~etic, geography, English grammar, chemistry, algebra, geometry, and the Latin grammar. The·students in the New
Hope (female) branch of our school were examined on the followin g day. The studies of the female seminary were th,e same of
the male, ex cepting che mis tr.y, algeb ra, geometry, and Latin. It
affords me a great deal of- pleasure to say to you, in truth, that the
students far surpassed any, the most sanguine expectations of a
stranger. Your brother, Colonel R .., and Mrs. Rwtherford, were
present when the children were examined in the female branch, to·
both of whom I refer you for an account of that examination. As.
far as I am informed, the schools are.doing well, very well, through ..
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out the Choctaw territory. Indeed, many of the childr~n in our
schools manifest a capability to receive a finished education.
And, in conclusion, it is. due to our teachers to say that they
have labored hard and constantly to advance the children, and
appear determined in future to do even more, if posEible.
With great respect, I subscribe myself, yours, . truly,

,
Colonel S. M.

W. L. McALLISTER,
Superintendent.
RuTHEl\FORD,

Superintendent Indian .11.ffairs, ~c.

P. S.-The missionary society is near one thousand · dollars
in advance of her obligations.

$100 have educated nin_e ty -five
children the past session; boarding, clothing, and furnishing eightyfive with everything. , The farm on which the boys labor a part of
their time is in respectable condition. The girls are taught housewifery i n general. Some fine specimens of sewing were · exhibited
on the day of examination.

W. L. Mo.

..

KowET.AH, CREEK N..tTION,

.11.ugust 28, 1848 .
. DEAR Sm: With pleasure I comply with your request, and herewith send you a brief report of the operations of the Presbyterian
mission among the .9 reeks during the past twelve months.
At this station our operations have gone on about as usual. The
boarding school is still conducted on the manual labor system, and
is in a flourishing condition. The last session commenced on the
20th October, and continued until the 27th July last, with the exception o,f a recess of about four weeks. On the last day of the
·session we had a public eJ,Camination of the school, when, notwithsthnding the inclemency of the weather, many of the parents and
friends of the children were present, and expressed themselves as
being highly gratified with their performances, as evidence of their
improvemfint.
.
The whole number of children in attendance during the term,
besides three missiona-ry childr.en, was forty-nine, twenty-two boys
and twenty-seven girls, of whom forty-two boarded in the mission
family.
*'
*
*
*
*
*
*
Mr. J. Silby, the teacher, says the children "generally have advanced. very fast. In less than a year, some have learned to read
and write pretty well, and to cypher a little; some of whom could
not speak English. For the most part they have been obedient and
well behaved, and are anxious to learn." I would further state
that there has been a decided improvement in the moral deportment
Qf most of the children; and the interest .manifest eel by them in
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e relig-i ous exercises at the station has greatly encouraged us in
ur work and "labor of love," and we hope t.hat they will "not be

· n vain in the Lord."

,
The church at the station has been, during-the year, increased
by
•
I
-Te additional members. The nttmber of persons now rn · connexion with the chu.rch, besides the missionaries, is twenty-thireen Indians, five blacks, and two whites. There is also a good
eal of interest manifested by many of 0ur neighbors, who are
ery rtgular in their attendance at church; b_ut many others are
equall y inattentive, and are seldom seen at the place of worship . ·
Ve have preaching occasionally at several other places, a·nd find
he people, generally, ~ell disposed; cqnsiderable anxiety to hear
he gospel is manifested.
·
Preparations for the erection of a large brick building, for the .
manual laoor boarding school, at Tallahassee, which, from various
causes, has been much hindered, is now· going on vigorously. Some
of the out-buildings have been completed, viz: a double log-house,
two rooms below, 81 by 16 feet, each, one and a half stories high,
and hewed inside and OJlt. This \Vill be used temporarily ' for a
dwelling-house, but is intended finally for a work-shop; also a
hewed log meat-house, 20 feet square; good crib cutting room and
stable; a well has been d,ug and walled up with stone; arid other
improvements are -being made, which will be needed for the successful operation of the school ·as soon as the main building is completed.
The strong desire for improvement in general, and for the' edu.cation of the children jn particular, which has been rem·arked for
several years, is still manifest ev.erywhere among the people·. More
sch ools, however, many more, and many more devoted , missionaries, are needed, and must be had before much can be expected
towa.r ds the civilization and evangelization of this long neglected
but noble people.
·
·
May the Lord bles:; the means already in u~e, and increase the
instrumentality a hundred fold, is th~ prayer of your obedient ser-

vant,

R. M. LOUGHBRIDGE.
Colonel JAs. LoGAN,

.11.gent for the Creeks.

No. 11-G.
Report of Wheelock female seminary.

Mr.

a

In the absence of
Wright, · it devolves on me to mak e
report of the Wheelock female seminary. This closed the ses-

sion on the 11th instant. The whole number of pupils at the institution , during the term, is forty-five. This school is taught in
-t -no departments~ by different teachers. Mi.ss Dickinson has had
wenty -three in her dep~rtment.
*
*
*

*

·*

*

*

•
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The other department of this school has been_ taught by Miss
Dolbeare, and consisted of twenty-two pupils.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*·
*
The children in both these departments have been required to
labor to some extent. They have made good proficiency in needle
work, and have been taught to some extent to perform, in a proper
manner, the duties of a housewife.
The teachers, in both the male and female schools, have been
pe;sons of intelligence and piety, and, so far I as am able to ascertain, their labors have been acceptable to the people, generally.
The parents and friends of the children manifest a deep interest ~n
the success of the boarding schools, and endeavor to sustain the
teachers and others engaged in the work. Manual labor schcols
are the only institutions w hie~ promise to · beriefit the Choctaws
materially. This people need to be instructed in regard to applying their labor so as to in~ke it productive. Many of them are
willing to labor to a considerable extent; but they seem at a loss
to know how they may r~nder their labor most productive. [This
r emark does not apply to all.] And man.ual laboring institutions
seem to be just what is necessary to dire·ct their eiforts in such a
-way as to produce the greatest effect.
Yours, &c.,
CHARLES C. COPELAND.

No. 11-H.

.

NoawALK, C. N.,

July 19, 1848 .

DEAR Srn: In the absence of Rev. A. Wright, the superinteftden t
of Norwalk school, it becomes my duty to make the annual report.
The third session of this school closed on the 10th instant, and
we have great cause of gratit.ude to our Heavenly Father for all
the goodness with which he has surrounded us during the year
DQW past.
We have had but little sickness, either among the pupils or the members of the miss ion family; the hand of death has
been stay ea ; the grim messeng er has not been permitted to enter
our dwelling.
The whole number of pupils that have attended the school during the year is thirty-one. The average attendance has been twenty-seven. Of th'e se, sixteen have been supported by the appropriation; the others have been sustained by friends at the school, or
boarded at home .

•

*

*

*

Good proficiency bas been made in all the studies. There bas
alrn been a weekly exercise in declamation, composition, and vo·
cal music. All who are able to write a legible hand have been
required to write a composition in English regula'fly ; and the
teacher adds: "I am .happy to say, that no exercise has been attended with b etter success. Most of the school are familiar with
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. he rudiments of vocal music, and a good proportion read plain
sacred music with fluency. In their attention to instruction, there
is a steady and manifest improvement, which is very gratifying to
those who have the charge of them; and, with the blessing of God
upon our labors, we can but cherish high hopes ·for the future. use- ,
fu 1 ne s of these youth." _
.,
The boy~ have been required to labor from two to four hours in
each day; and, on Saturdays, they have labored one-half of the
day, and the other half has been considered their own time. Many
of the m have labored during their play hours, for which they have
been compensated. The money they have thus received has been
,oluntarily devoted to charitable purposes. On the whole, we feel
th at the members of this sGhool have manifested a desire fo11 improvement, which has been a great satisfaction to us, and, I trust,
grati fying to their friends. It has been an objecl with us to cultivate, as far as pos:;;ible, their social feelings, and our efforts ha v:e ·
been crowned with a good degree of success. 1 The boys have manifesterl a willingness to labor, and enter into all the plans :we have,
adopted for their improvement. We can but hope that our labors
will prove. a lasting benefit to those who are placed under our
care.
Respectfully, yours·,
·CHARLES C. COPELAND.
Colonel S. M. RuTHERFORD,
Superintendent Indian .ll.jfairs, Choctaw nation.

No. 11-1.
Goon WATER,' July 7, 1848.
I take this oppo;tunity to forward the annual report of this sta'tion and school for the year ending July 7, 1848. Some other
·things, also, in connexion with our labors here, p,e rhaps, will interest you. And, in the first place, we would ·recognize the hand
of a kind Providence by which our Ii ves have been preserved.
And, with the exception of one or two individuals, we have had
tolerably good health through the yea·r. Miss Bel den has suffered
from illness; but she has been able to teach through the year, with
the exception of three weeks. I have suffer<:d, since the meeting
of presbytery in Ap:-il, from inflammation of the eyes. This is the
s·econ d letter that
have attempted to write, and this puts me in .
misery ; and this is my apology for not writing you before. A
great part of the time I have not been able to read in family worship . The &cholars have all suffered from this disease during the
winter; they have lost more than a month of study hours in this
term ; and it has broken the regularity of classes, which is ·so desira b I e for the steady progress of a school. .
We have had ou_r full numbe~ of boarde.;s, viz: forty-four,
through the year, with the exception of one, fo ight weeks, a~
33

r
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the commencement of the term. There were but four changes made in scholars. The four new ones did not understand the English, or 1'now the A B C's; changes like this are not calculated to
increase the immediate interest of a school, or decrease the labors
of the teachers. But we think, an~ th(i)se who have visi!ed the
schools think, that greater improvement has · been made this term
1
than at any former one. The whole number who ha ve attended
during the year is fifty-nine-forty-four boarders and fifteen day
scholars.
.
Miss L. C. Downer had. under her charge 33, and Miss C. M.
:Belden, 25.
The Bible has been the text book in both schools.
Connected
with the day school, we have had an interesting Sabbath school.
This arrangement I consider of vital importance to the welfare of
youth. · Their studies have been Union Questions, vol. 1st, Emerson's Evangelical Primer, containing doctrinal and historical truth,
and the Assembly's Shorter Catechism.
It is surpri~ing to see
how much knowledge may be obtained in forty Sabbaths, under
faithful and judicious teachers.
The knowledge of what we are
to be and ,to do is an important branch of science.
Jn the Sabbath school, I am happy to say, ou~ scholars have made good progress. . In the dofestic du_ties of the family the children are re-quired to take part, and for thi·s purpose· are divided into companies, each company taking its turn in rotation. ' Thirteen have
, )earned to cut and fit dresses; forty·two can card and spin cotton ;.
nine can weave. Forty yards have been .woven by them this term.
The filling for the above has been spun by the smaller girls. Some
attention has also been paid to ornamental needle work.
The peoJtl generally are waking up to the subject of education
and gene i'a l improvement. In three different places Saturday and
Sabbath schools have been commenced.
The expense of these
~chools is raised by individual subscriptions.
The whole number
of learne1s is between seventy and eighty!
The man of thirty or
tl)ir~y-five years is seen sitting with the little child of seven or
eight, ]earning to read thtir own language.
Many of this people
are determined to learn something; if they cannot learn the English they will learn their own language.
The effects of these
schools have so far been good. Their minds have been turned off
from their former habits and customs, which hne often prevented
their making good crops.
Another good effect is, these school s
From twenty years close
-tend to instruct and elevate the mind:
observation on the habits and manners of this _people, I can truly
say that the "ball stick and the violin" hav e done very li ttle towards civilizing or Christianizing them.
But, on the other han d,
I am happy to say' that schoo!s and the preaching of .the gospel of
Jesus Christ has qone much. · I would not deny this or any other
people of their pastimes, but I would r ecommend tho se wh ich
would -elevate them.- The Choctaws have this proverb now am ong
themselves: "We begin to improve just in proportion as we give
'heed to the p ac ing of the gospel."
The prospe s before us as a mission are still encouraging.
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bi~ church covers an area of ten or twelve miles in bre~dth tq
bout forty in length.' Within th~se bounJs we have four places
here religious meetings are held almost every Sabbath. At thre-e
of bese places we have houses to meet in; at one we meet in the
op en air. At three of these places the attendance on -preaching
a~ been increasing during the year. Since my report of last July,
eiuhty-two pe~sons hav~ been re~e.ived into this church, as ~he
fruits of a continued rev1 val of rehg10n. No extra means or mea- re~ have been usE:d to arouse or awaken excitement. The tr.uths
c· the gospel have been exhibited in a plain and simp·Je manner
before the mind.
These truths, in the hands of the Holy Spirit,
are like "the · fire and the hammer that breaketh.. the wck ia
pieces."
·
Only let truth affect a man savingly and there will be improvement internally and externally, personally and relatively, at h~rne
and abroad, in his family_an<l out of it.
'
With much respect, I remain truly yours,
E. HOTCHKEN,
Sup't. of Koonsher female seminary.
Colonel RuTHERFORD,
.!Jgent for the Choctaws.

No. 12 .
. CHEROKEE A ~ENCY, October 10, 1848.
Sm: In accordance with the regulations of the Indian Department,
I have the honor' to submit for your consideratron the following report of the present condition of the Cherokee tribe west of the
.Mississippi river.
,
.
General good health prevails throughout the nation; but few •
cases of sickness, common .to . the country heretofore, have made
their appearance within the last year.
The Cherokees are in a prosperous condition, so far as agricultural pursuits are -concerned, many of them have large and extensive farms under good fences and _well cultivatt"d; all classes indeed
have used great industry the present year, and, although their crops
-vvi_ll be to some extent cut short on. account of the drought, there
-w- ill be an abundance raised for home con sum ptioa and to -spa-, ·e.
The most cif them have ample stocks of horses, cattle, hogs, sheep,
&c., and I am happy to say that the difficulties that for sem.e years
past seemed to separate them into parties seem.s to have subsided.
They are now sefdom mentioned by any. Should they, as I trust
they will, forget the past, and one~ more become united as a peop 1 e, they are, with the advantages they possess, destined in a very
short _ti_m e to become
enlightened and intelligent peopl.e.
. .
I v1s1ted Tahlaquah, the seat of governm~nt, a few days since.
Their_ com mittee and council were in session; pe_a~e au'd good order
pre"\ ailed to an extent not_ verJ c~mmon in l~gislative bodies, and
besttate not to say that, if the d1flerent parties were again unite4
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mo as to confide ' in each other, that they are as capable. of managing thtir own affairs, in a territorial or State government, as
most people are in territorial or new State governments.
With regard to the fem ales, they are genera rJy industrious,
and -very neat in their household affairs. You _generally fin~ them
neatly and fashionably dresse_d in home-made clothes of their own
manufacturing; in passing through the country, the wheel and
loom are frequently the first sounds that greet the ear. On your
arrival at their houses, the neatness and taste they display in the
selection of colors, and the manufacturing of the cloth, is not to be
surpassed in any part of t4e government.
.
With regard, then, to the agricultural and household pursuits of the
Cherokees, they are, from the best information I have been able to
procure, in a rapid state of improvement.
·
With regard to the condition of the several schools and churches
· i n the Cherokee nation, I regret that I shal1 not be able to make a
· minute repc rt, though they are, as I am credibly informed, in a more
prosperous condition than at ariy time heretofore.
·
I have written to the Rev. S. A. Worcester, Park Hill; the Rev.
E. J. Peery, Tah-la-quah ; the Rev. Evan Jones, Silvay's post
office, and, through mistake, to the Rev. Jacob Hitchcoc.:k, Kedron,
(rom neither of w horn I have , hearJ, except Mr. Hitchcock, whose
letter I herewith enclose for your information. I ha'Ve also written
to Colonel W. S. Adair, superintendent of public schools in the
Cherokee nation. I have seen Colonel Adair within the last few
days. He had just made his annual report as schooi commissioner
to the Cherokee council. I had an opportunity of examining it.
I believed it to be an able report, made with much care and
speciality. I am of opinion it will pretty well account for the
orphan fund heretofore placed in the hands of the Cherokee
• authorities . . I am promised a copy of the report referred to, and
if it ·reaches me in time will enclose it with this report, for the
satisfaction of the Indian Department..
.
I also find iri tl1is office two letters-one from the Rev. T. B.
Ruble, dated October 6, 1847,· to Colonel McKisick, and one
from Rev. Evan Jones, dated 18th November, 1847, to Colonel
McKisick--neither of which, I see, have been referred to in the
colonel's report, (I suppose on account of their coming to hand at
too late a date.) As l believe they will be of much interest to the
Department, I herewith enclose them for your further satisfaction.
I believe them well worthy of a place in your annual report; a.nd
should I still receive reports from the reverend gentlemen to whom
I have written, I will enclose them to you. I presume the reason
I have not heard from them is for the want of mail facilities.
Since at the agency, I haye not, on account of the interposition
of public business at the agency, hacl it in my power to visit he
several schools in the Cherokee nation, so as to enable me tom ke
such a report as is required by t·he rules and regulations of the ·
Department.
.
·
W 1th regard to the progress of religion and literature in the
Cherokee nation, I am advised that I may readily set it down th _t
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· each there has been at least an improvement of ten per cent.
· om th e last year's report. The two several seminaries, spoken of
y my immediate predecessor in his annual report of 1847, near
Tah-1a-quah, in the Cherokee nation, are sti 11 in progress of building. The female institution, I ~m informed, is now covered in",
and some several of the rooms are plastered and undergoing a
handsome finish. The male institution is also rapidly progressing;
1be walls are up to the second story, an<l it is expected it will be
covered in during the fall season.
·
"\i\ ith regard to the Cherokee government, I see that ·my immediate predecessor; in his annual re_port of 1846, has given you a
short, though very correct report. The political and judicial
_ystems have underwent no change since that time worthy of note.
T here have been several murder-sin the nation since I came into
office, but they have been mostly among the Cherokees themselves',
and subject to be punished by their own inte _rnal laws. In som_e
cases they prosecute and punish with much p~omptness, but in
otbers there seems to be a want of energy.
-~
Since writi~g the above report, I have recei-ved the report of
"\V. S. Adair, superint endent of public schools in the Cherokee
nation, and herewith enclose it with the hope that it will be found
a useful and interesting document, to the Department.
I am, very respectfully, your bbedient and humble servant,
R. C. S°' :BROWN,

· Cherokee .!Jgent.
S. M. RuTHERFORn, Esq.,
.
Superint~ndent, 4'c., Choctaw .11.gency.

No. 12-A.
PARK H1LL,

Oct. 6, 1847.

Srn: You·r communi cation of September 6th, came to han d
-not long since. In t,!iis you ask for information respecting the
" condi tion and progress of the Methodist church in the Cherokee
nati on." The .Methodist missionary board have had twel 'ye missionaries employed in this work the past year. · At the last session
of the Indian Mission conference, Rev. T. 13. Ruble was appointed
to tb e charge of the C~erokee district., Th is district em braces five
circuits in the Cherokee n ation.
·
1 . U p per Cherokee. To this charge R:ev. D'. B. Cumming and
Rev . John F. Boot were sent at the last session of.the conferenc-e,
and J . R. Bi rd employed as interpreter. There are 538 church
IJ'.}embers~ 7 1/Jcal p_reachers, 6 sabbath schools, 181 scholars, 161
vo 1umes rn libraries, and 6 meeting hou ses, which have b een buil t
by the members.
·
2. Tah-le-quah circuit. This w.ork has been served the past year
by Re':. John T. Pe ery ; and Rev. Wm. McIntosh. The t e are 12
preachrng places, 249 m soci et y, 4 lo cal preachers, 2 meeting
DE.A R
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ouses, 1 sabbath school, 35 scholars, and 100 volu~,nes in library.
Tbirty-five chililren and 18 adults have been b~pt1zed_, and more
han 60 have been admitted into the church on trial during the past
· year .
,
3. Lower Cherokee. Rev. John Boston and Rev. Wm. Proctor
have been laboring on this circuit the past year. There are 3
.meeting houses, 18 preaching places, 337 church members, and 1
local preacher.
4 .. Barren Fork. Rev. Thomas Bertholf and Rev. Walker Cary
have served here. There are, in this division of the work, 241 in
society, 130 uf whom have been received during the past year, 10
have died, and 10 removed; there is, also, one Sabbath school.
This work is in a prosperous condition.
5. Webber',s Falls. This field of labor was laid off at the last
se~sion of the conference, and is almost entirely new ,work, emDracing the settlements on the Arkansas and Canadian rivds, among
the most wild and unsettlerl part of the Cherokee nation-many of
whom had not, in all probability, ever heard . the gospel before.
To this circuit, Rev. W. A. Duncan, with Isaac Sanders as interpreter, was sent to labor. But little fruit has yet appeared; there
• are 17 in society, 1 Sabbath school, ar.d 15 scholars.
,
Of the above - named missionaries 4 are white and 8 native men.
The annual cost to the board has been about $2,070; We have no
ichools under our direction, yet the subjects of education and temp~rance are enco_u raged, s:> far as practicable, by all our missionanes.
Your most obedient servant,

T. B. RUBLE ; P. ;E.,
Cherokee District .

Col.

J.Al'/iES

McK1s1cK,

Cherokee .ligent.

No. 12-B.
Extract of a letter from Jacob Hitc!icoclc, esq,, superintendent of
secular affairs for Dwight mission, C. N., to R. C. S. Brown, esq .,
Cherokee agent, dated September 28, 1848.
There is but one · school connected wit.h the mission station,
composed wholly of females, except two or three lads that board
at homt.". Fifty-two different scholars have attended the school
more or less the last year. Forty-two of these have been boarded
and taught gratuitously at the s tation. The .average number ?f
scholars was about forty-five. The scholars were very regular in
th;-ir attendance, and there was but little change <luring the year;
this was an ad vantage lo the school, both to teachers and sc.-holar ·
Miss Eliz_a Giddings is principal t ach r, and Miss Julia S. Hitcheock, ass1st_ant teacher. The mi~s~on family is compo ed of eleven
members, viz: Rev. W. Willey and Mrs. Willey; Jacob Hitchcock,
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pe rintendent of secular affairs, and Mrs. Hitchcock; Mr. James

Orr fa rmer, and Mrs. Orr; Mr. Kellogg Day, mechanic, and M.rs.
Dai ; Miss Ellen Stetson, directress of girls out of school; Miss Giddin<:1s
and Miss Hitchcock, teachers, as _s tated aboYe. The school
O

ha been composed wholly of native scholar:s. 'rhe following
branches of education h,{ve been taught: spelling, reading, wri·
tinu, arithmetic, geography, grammar, natural and mental philoso- ,
ph ,, algebra, and composition. Many of the scholars made good
prouress in their studies, and at the public examination, acquitted
·be~selves much to their own credit and the satisfaction of a large
numb er of spectators, comprising some of the leading men in the
natio n, among whom was the acting principal chi'ef and one or
r
WO members of the 11:!gislature,
.
I

,

No. 13.
/
1

·.C REEK AGENCY, September 11, 1848.
:Sm : I beg leav_e to present to yonr consideration th,e following
report of the condition of. the Creeks, and also, to refer you to the'
accompanying papers, being the reports uf the different missionaries
and teachers employed within this nation.

T he untiring zeal and dev,oted exertions of the missionaries here

have succeeded in producing an in~reased ·and growing interest on
the su bject of religion, education, and temperance; n~v~r ·s ince the
Creeks were known, have these subjects been recei, ed by them
witr the interest and deep solicitude that now exists; a spirit of
inquiry has sprung up, which, in manife5ting itseJf, has produced
results calcueated to excite both surprise and gratific,ation. Several
of the chiefs and influential men have been converted, and· their
conduct, and the course they lwve pursued since the public prof es ..
sion of their co'n vi ct ions, have fully shown their sincerity and
th eir determination to follow the line they have marked but with ·
:fidelity and truth; their example and influence have given countenance to the work and induced many others to follow, and has also
had a tendency to suppress any manifestation of opposition. Sev·
eral camp meetings have· been held, which have been attended by
num erous and respectab!e congregations, and c'o nducted · with the
greatest decency and order. A ten -d ency to throw aside their su- '
perst itions, customs and practices, and to disregard and ridicule the
incantations and invocations of their medjcin ..; men and doctors, is
also m anifest and apparent, and which is good evidenc_e of the
growing intelli,gence and enlightenment of these people.' ·
There has been in a course of operation during the year two
-school s in the vicinity of the agency : one under the charge of the
Presby terian, and the other of the Methodist society; one at the
Presbyterian mission, and two at the settlement on the North Fork,
in the Canadian district"one of which has b·e en under, the charge
of Mr. Hay, a Baptist missionary, and th e other of th.at of the Methodists. The accounts from all are highly flattering; that whic~
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is ·most cheering, and at the same time most gratifying evidence of
the iaterest abounding, is the pride and satisfaction evident 1 y fel t
by the parents at the acquirements of their children; it is not uncommon for them to boast of their progress in learning, and that
they can read, write and speak like a white man. This is the proper feeling, and induces the belief that the rising generation of theCreeks, will indeed be a different p·eople.
.
The buildings for the two manual labor schools are both ID the
course of erection, the mechanics and workmen engaged on them
being regularly and busily employed; every exertion is made by
the different superintendents to forward the work; but owing to thedistance from navigation, and the difficulty c,f obtaining suppl_ies,.
no exact calculation can be made as to the time they will be .fimshed and ready for operation.
That whiskey still continues to
introduced and used in the
nation, and that there is no way to effectually suppress it, is but
too true; it is not, however,,so publicly exhibited; neither is intox·ication so common, and I am convinoe<l.,that much less of th is pernicious article is used than formerly.
·
,
- ,
The crops which for some time were expected to be cut short _by
an excessive drought which prevailed throughout the nation, will,,
it is said, yet prove amply sufficient to satisfy -the calculations
made for their application; the farms of the India_ns, though in most
in.stances of small extent, not unusually contain different crops~
the corn is most common. Wh.e at, oats and rice are raised in considerable q•uantities. I was surprised in travelling through the
nation lately, to observe the many fine orchards, the neatness and
regularity of the fences around the farms, and the improvements in
their heuses, and to see in many instances the furniture in them
neat, clean]y, and appropriate; the spinnjng wheel an. lonm are in
common use; but that which struck me ·most, was the introduction
of Yankee clocks, an arti cle not in general use among Indians~
.
There has recently arrived in their new country sixty-five emigrants; from the fact of their having scattered in different parts of
the nation, where their relatives or friends lived, I have been unable to visit but few of them; those I have seen, express themselves
as pleased with their new country generally; it mus t-- be expected,
however-, that many will have to suffer, or havs suffered, with the
sickness peculiar to the climate; though, so far, I have heard of no
deaths, nor of any serious cas es of sickness among them.
I have already informed the Department the , result of the proceedings _that arose from the proposal submitted by me to the general council for a per capita payment of the Creek annuity; I was of
the opinion until recently, that it was the best and most judicious plan ,
and that a large majority of the nation were in favor of it. I have
sinc-e had reason to believe otherwise; tbe design of the Department has emanated from the just and prai se worthy motive of securing to the common Indian th a t to which he is entitled equally
with his chief, and to preve nt fraud from being practise d upon
~hem by unprincipled trad ers , and there are many tribes to whom
1t will apply, and who have good cause to be thankful for i ts inte?-

be
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erence; with the Creeks, however., b·elieve me it is otherwise; they
an neither chiefs nor traders among them who cheat and defr8;ud
hem . Their chiefs have certain duties assigned them, for which
bey are paid salaries by no means ~xorbitant _or i~adequate t~ rth:
service rendered; after these are paid, the residue 1s equally d1stnbuted to every head of a family; the payment to the chiefs is
made with the full concurre nee and approbation of the tribe. With
bis,and with their legislation to which they haye long been accustomed , they are satisfied that it is suited to their peculiar con'd i tion.
and wants. The fact of their undisturped, peaceful and prosperous condition abundantly testifies this. I do ,not believ1e - there
i a community of people in the world who are living as happily
and who agree together as well as do the Creeks at the present
ime. Crimes of anY, irop'ortance · are seldom heard of; a case '
horse stealing, for instance,lias not come under my notice for mdre ,
than tw o years'; and this is of common occurrence among othertribe~, and not unfrequent among the whites on the frontier. To
-what is this state to be attributed, unless to the influence and authority of the chiefs? Destroy this influence, which a per capita
payment of the~annuity would ha~e a tendency to . do, w,ithout materially benefitting the Indian, and you have anarchy and con fusion,
where was peace and harmony before; i·t wo'llu also induce design·ing and dangerous men to aim at the supremacy in order to effect
objects unjust and dishonorable in their character. That alterations can be made to the benefit of the nation in the disposition
made of the annuity, I am not prepared to deny; it is also evide·n t
that the number of their chiefs is unn!:cessary, and their laws in
many instances are uncalled for, ,not to say absurd and ridiculous;
hut the reform required in these matters had better be left to themselves, and 1 be effected gradually, by the force of time, circumstances, and their own experience. I am sa~isfied that an attempt
to cha nge their affairs and · concerns, at the present time, would
only lead to results the very opposite to that sought for.
The Creeks are on terms of friendship with all the neighboring
tribes, and the best understanding and harmony preYails among
them, with one exception, which is the Sem'inolrs, who are virtually the same people; there is a mutual feeling of dislike ~and
jealousy existing between the two tribes, which ha s been engendered, not alone from the fact of the Creeks h aving as sisted in the
Ja te war against them, but from long settled hate and antipathy
growing out of the causes that effected their separat ion, and, vexed
questions of owners hip to certain negro property in the possession
of the Seminoles. There are many fie r ce, intractabl e and obstinate
spirits on both sid es , who, up on the slightest provocation, woul d
not hesitate to wi den the brea ch between them. I am not aware
-that I ha:ve cause to anti ci pate the oecurrence of difficulties; hut
that they have been p.rev ent ed by the pe a ceful course and disposition of the Cr eek chiefs , and the prudent advice and watchfu l care
of the Semi nol e ag ent, Mr. Duv a ll, is most certain; an d through
their mediu m is t o be expe ct ed the eventual frie'n<lly settlement of
the q.uestions at issu e b etwe en th em . M any of t he Seminoles ar e

or
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settled among the C_reeks in different parts of the nation; the main
body of them, however, . settled on the Little River, a branch of
t he· Canadian, in the southwestern corner of the nation, and upon
the verge of the immense prairies that extend from there to the
Rocky mountains.
The health of the country is unusually ·g ood for the season of
_the year.
Very respectfully,· your obedient servant,
, '
JAMES LOGAN,

Creek agent.
CoJ. SAMUEL M.

RuTHERFORD,

Acting Superintendent~ Western Terr·i tory.

No. 13-A. .

'

. CREfi AGENCY, C. N.,
September 8, 1848.

DEAR Si'R: In compliance with the regulations of the War Department, I send you the following report of the Presbyterian mission school a~ong the Creek Indians, located near the Creek
q.gency _:
My labors in this £chool commenced on the first of June, and
were continued until the vacation, which commenced on the first
of September.
It is with pleasure I inform you that my labors, which were so
recently com men ce_d at this place, have been abundantly rewarded
in the progress of th e scholars-the most of whom, ·however, have
been attendants up.on other schools established from •me to time
in the neighborhood.
During the past three months, commencing on the first of June
and ending with the last day of August, there has been an irregular
attendance of about 25 sch_olars, but a more regular attendance of
about 18 scholars.
'
The studies pursued were as follows, viz.: spelling, reading,
writing and arithmetic.
The .progress of the scholars has been, in all respects, equal to
what is comm q n in schools in the United States.
I am, dear sir, you~s, most respectfully,
.
DAVID W. EAKINS.

By the General Assembly's Board of Foreign Missions.
Col. JA_MES LoGA N,

()reek Agent.

·
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No. 13~:B.
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.fieptember 21, 1848.
DEAR ~ IR: I have the honor to inform you that on last evening
I receired a letter from Walter ~owrie, esq., S,ecretary of our
Board of Missions., dated 29th August, in which he says: "l have
receive d from the War Department a circul,ar req uiririg information
to be gi ven -to the Superintendent of Indian .Affairs, (Mr. Rutherford) as follows:-the situation of the buildings, the p·rogress that
has been made in their erection, and the probable time when the
establishment will be ready for the r'e ception of scholars."
I th erefore hasten to comply with this requisition ill:, r~_gard to .
the Cre ek manual labor boardin~ school under the care of the
Presbyterian board of fore~gn missions.
·
1. " The situation of the buildings." These are pleasantly situated between the Arkansas and Verdigris rivers, about l½ miles
from the former, and 2 miles from the latter; about 2¼ m_iles from
the Creek agency, a_nd abo1:1t, 3 miles from the steamhoat lan _d ing.
They are placed \!POil a high, dry, and beaut,iful ridge,, connected
with a good body of land for cultivation, and we think the . , situat10n will prove a-s healthy as the ' country affords. 1t is well supplied with wood and water.
•
2. "The progress that has been made in their erection." A- report of this _has lately been _made through our agent to the ~overn- ·
ment. I will, however, again state that we have erected several
buildin gs at the new station, vjz: a d,:>Uble log house 1½ stories·
high, with two rooms btlow and two above, 18 by 16 feet each,
b ewed inside _' ~nci out. This is intended for a dwell fog hou'se a~
present, and for a work-shop for the boys when the school is p·ut
in operatiort a large and substantial hewed log meat-house, .20 feet
s quare ; a crib and stable., 14 by 20 'feet tach, with a cutting-room
b etween of 6 by ;20, all covered under same roof. A large well
has been dug, affording excellent water, and . has been walled up
with stone. Other improvements are b~ing ma-d e at the station
which will be important for the successful operation 6f the _s chool,.
as soo n as the main building is finished. The work on the main
. b_uilding has been much hi~dered for the want of good and respons1b]e workmen. But that <l1fficulty has been bvercome; good workID en ha ve been obfainf'd, and the work is going 'forward · vigorously . .
The stone foundations, which are very substantial, are nearly comp 1e te. The brick for the building are nearly all made. All ·p arts
of the wo rk are progressing very well; and we think t.his extensive
building will be completed
soon' as coul,d be reasonably expecte-d
.£r om the nature of the case.
· 3. ,: The probable time when ;lhe establishment will be ready for
the reception of scholars." If the ·cal cu la tions of the workmen be
correct, we will probably be ready by the 1st of July next.
.I will also b eg leave to report, that.
·
4. The expenditures for the school and farm, for the erection of
build ings, purchase of wagon and team, furniture, &c., &c., amO:unt ·
°CREEK ~GENCY,

as
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to about $3,639 37. Other accounts will soon be due, which wi11
swell "the sum considerably more. The vouchers for t~ese expenditures will be forward ed to W. Lowrie, esq., New Yor~1 from
whom I have received th e money, and who will settle with the
. government .for the sam e.
:'...:With much esteem, I remain your obedient servant, ·
.
.
R. M. LOUGHRIDGE~
Colonel SAMUEL M. R.uTHERFORD 1
.llct1:ng Sup't, ~c., West ern Territory, Choctaw JJg·ency.

No. 13-C.
Asnu RY M. _L. ScHooL, September 8, 1848.
Srn: I hasten to .i nform you of the condition and extent of the
operations of the missionary society of the M ethodist Episcopar
church south, connected with the Creek nation. Our work here,.
for several years past, has b11: en carried on almost entirely on the
cir~uit plan, white ~nd native men both being employed in ~he
wor:k. These, for the most part, had to be unmarried men, owrng
principally to the great difficulty in any thing like a permanent
family missionary residence, the leading policy of the nation being
opposed to any and to all very exten'ded and active missionary operations among them. But whatever now may be the feelings and
. views of a few of the leading men of the nation, with reference t.o
the ·· present and future good of the people, one thing is certain,
they are behind the time s. The common people, with many prominent leaders, are very far · in the advance of them. Customs and
usages, however ancient, are fast passing away; thosEaof a higher
and superior order are now obtaining, to the great satiJfaction of a
1arg'e portion of the Creek people. Many of them are quitting the
ball play and the dance, which is sometimes ma.de a ground of complaint against the_missionary.
Th.e majority of the Creek people are now in . favor of educating
their children, and adopting the habits of civili.zed· life. During
the past two years the dem a nd has been repeatedly made, and with
increased intere st, for books, schools, missionaries, and teachers.
Could whiskey be kept out of the Creek nation, I see no earthly
reason why they might not soon rank .with the foremost of the
tribes in point of gene ral improvement. The Creek has a pliable ,
expansive mind. He is teach able; his habits, though of long
standing, give way before the light of truth. Let but once th e
same amount of means and in trumentalities be brou~ht to bea r
upon the Creek people that some of the other tribes have alread y
been favored with, and the good acc omplished will be m ore tha n
double that in any oth e r instance. We are led to this conclusion
from fa cts as they pr esent th emselves in the history of benevo lent
enterpriz e, con n ect e d wit h oth er p ortions of the great mission fi e_Jd.
Dut to the matt r before us. U n til the last session of the I ndian
miss.ion co n feren ce , the Creek n it ion re main ed an inte g ral part of
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e Cberokee district, when it was made a separate charne, and
,,ided into three mission stations, in view of its becoming a full
is rict. T. B. Ruble was appointed to it, and als<;> the superin- ,
endency of the Asbury M. L. school. He received his appointment in November, but did not succeed ·in getting the site
for the requisite buildings, and a farm locate~,. until lat,e in the
month of January. In this he had the .efficient aid of Colonel
gan, Creek agent, and the hearty concurrence of Colonel Rutherord, superintendent western territory. The site i$ within,less than
a mile of the north fork, and five miles of its junction with the
Canadian, south of the fon:q_er and northwest of the latter. The
rfrer is sufficiently commanding, with good la,nd for far~ing;, good
timbe r on the north and west, and quite a sufficient supply of water for all necessary purposes. The location is generally thought
to be a good one, and as healthy as any to be found in the country. ·
Soon after the site was determined on, a purchase of som~ improvements on, arid necessary to, th~ location, was made from the
widow owning them, for three hundred dgllars. These consist of
about thirty acres cultivated land under good fence, a comfortable
hew~d log house, about twenty feet square, with a porch in front, ·
smoke house, kitchen, stables, with a tolerable supplY, of fruit
trees, &c. In February a contract was agreed on for the stone and
brick work, ;with Web:!ter & Reed~ of Fort Smith, Arka.nsas; and;
in the month-of April a contract was entered into with J. J. Denny,
esq., of Louisville, Kentucky, to furnish material and do the ca·rpenter work. But notwithstanding the contra-ctors . commenced
preparations immediately, little was done towards the buildings
before the first of May. Since then the work has bet;.n progressing
slowly. The foundation was completed .and the corner stone 1ai<l
on the 19th day of July. The occasion was one of much int~rest
to the Indians, many of whom attended, with several of the principal
chiefs. Notwithstanding the day was very hot, the a<lclresses and all
elicited the close_st attention from them. ' When they were told by a
native speaker that this was what they had been trying to get for
several years past, they responded most heartily. All expressed
themselves as much pleased with what they heard and saw. The
building will be 110 feet long by 34 wide,. with .porch ten feet wide
in front, three stories high, including the basement. Leavrng out
-the halls, there will be twenty-one rooms, .including those in the
attic. .The basement will be of stone, the bal a nee ' brick. It is
believed now that the building cannot be · C<1mpleted before next .
fall. We hope, however, that we may get into it before that time.
~ut there are many hindrances in putting up · so large a building
here; suitable hands hard to obtain; transportation difficult.
.
On, the farm we have raiseJ. abqut fifteen acns of corn-six of
oats-som e potat oes , &c. Two wagons, two yoke o'f oxen, ·tw o
cows ancl calves, with wme harness, hoes, spades, axes, &c., have
been purchased for t he· use of. the· farm.
_
.A Sunc?ay school has been tau ght at the place part of the tiprn ,
since la t spring.
A regular day school was commenced the 8th
-0f August, taught by Rev, W, A. Cobb, but is no~ suspended,
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until after the approaching session of the Indian m 1ss1on conference. The school was necessarily small, as we were only able t<>
take in a few boys, the balance having to come some distance.
Our school house is only a temporary affair, and not well adapted
to the fall and winter season.
The children in attendance werenea;]y all in the spellers, but made very respectable improvement
for the time.
The sch_o ol will be commenced again as soon as
practicable.
.
.We have regular preaching at this place, and a society of some
50 members, mostly on trial. One-half of the above number, or
more, have placed themselves un<ler the watch care of the church
during the past few w2eks, and nearly the whole number since
last spring.
The spirit of improvement is very plainly at work
among the people all around us.

1

Northfork and Little river mission.-To this, Rtv. W. D. Collins, with Rev. Daniel Asbury, a native· preache'r, were sent at the
last session of the cor,iference.
There were in the society and
under religious instruction, as last returned, 257 members, and Jg.,
prMching places.
This mission includes a large portion of. the
nation. .But very little opposition exists any more among them to
the gospel.
·
Creek agency 1nission.-Rev. W. A. Cobb was appointed to this
work, and has labored th~re a good patt of the past yea,r. A nativeacted as his interpreter.
The last returns show 315 under the
watch care of the church, and 20 preaching places.
Mrs. Coll in~, who has had charge of the Muskogee mission
school, near the Creek agency, reports as follows: "This school
was established in February last.
At its . first organization, the
num her of children in attendance was small, and mostly very irregu· Iar in their attendance.
The sch ol, however, soon increased in
numbers, and the children became more punctual in their attendance.
Sixty names are now on the list, but many 0f them have entered
school.during the last few weeks, an<l many others have been absent from school from various l~auses, so much so that I think the
average nurn·ber in attendance during the term will not exceed 25.
The scholars generally have made good proficiency, and some have
advanced rapidly.
Two little girls, in particular, whose English
naJ;Des are Martha Marsha11 and Elizabeth .Brodnax, the formerdaughter of the secon<l chief of the nation, the latter the daught er
of Doctor Brodnax, have made unusually rapid improvement fo r
the time they have been in school. I have been engaged in teaching among the whites for t he last twelve years, and have nev er
seen children among them make better proficiency than hav~ these
Indian youths who have attended school regularly.
The girls
have been in structed in p 1ain sewing and embroidery, in whi ch
they man ifest much skill.
Thirteen of the students have been
learning to write, nine have been studying geograp,hy, seven
arithmetic, and two English grammar. ,A.11 in attendance bare re ceived oral instruction in arithmetic and geography.
T,tiere ha
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. een a manifest improvement in the general deportment ?f ' the
'
childre n, and I trust religious impressions made ' which will . be · 1
las ing. At the commencement of the school, many of the boys.-were often kept away by attending ball plays, night dances, &c.,
bu most of them have been'. induced to refrain from attendi1lg su·ch
places, especi,illy" ball plays on the Sabbath.
A Sabbath school of considerable interest has been sustained;.
many of the children are able to . recite le~ons from the Scripures, while others recite from Caper's Catechism. , The beneficial
effects of the _Sab bath school are very appar~nt.
Twenty'- one of
he children, who are able to . understand it, have signed the tem-peran ce pledge, and, so fa.r: as we have -asc~rtained,- all have kept
i, with one exception."
·
The missionary society of the M;ethodist Episcopal chu'rch ~outh;,
have had four missionaries employed in this work the past,· year,
thr.ee white and one native, besides others who act as interpreters.
Some 622 .are connected with ·the church an,d receive religious instructions. -One thousand copies of a hymn book, of about 100pages, in the Creek.'- language, and als© 1,000 copies of a small
spelling book have been published by the board for gratuitous
distri butiqn among them.
These they soon use to great advantage, as they learn to rea·d their own language in · a very sh9rt
time . The instruct10n o.f the children an.cl the cause of temperance
each re ceive due attention.
~
Most respectfu11y, yours,

'J;'. B. RUBLE,
P. E., ~foskogee district .
Col.

JAMES

LooAN,
Creek agent.

No. 13-D. ,.
NoRTH Fo:ur,

CREEK NATION,

July 26, 1848.
Report of the Baptist rnission, under patronage ·of the .flmerican,
Indian mission, located at Louisville, Kentucky.
I

T h e society hav-e been aiding a few men, ,.moRtly natives, for the-

las t f e w years . . Until December, they did µot have a white man,

in th e C reek nation. Great prosperity has attended the churches.
The preaching of the natives has interested the tribe, and the dif.ferent ch urches have always had large congregations, and at mdst
of the monthly meetings have received- mem hers. Six years· since /
th e numb er of me~bers in the nation did not exceed 150, with two
cb urche s and two or three R.reaching places. ·.
.A. t present ~here are senn Baptist ch~rches an<l about ten preach ing places, with 550 communicants. · The denomination have had '

'
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-superior native assistants. Rev. Joseph Island, whom every person loves · to speak highly of, died last March. He wa_s the first
minister of the North Fork church, and continued their beloved
pastor, in labors abundant, until death. At the time of~ his d~ath
the church numbered 175; now it numbers 210. Those added since
have been deeply affected by his loss, and, no doubt, his death has
been the means of their ~on version. The society now haveRev. Americus L. Hay, at North Fork town.
Rev. James Perryman, native, at Big Spring.
Rev. Andrew Frazier, native, at Elk creek.
Brother Sti-sock-kee, nati:ve, at Elk creek.
Brother Yan-too-chee, native, at Creek agency.
Brethren Jacob, Jesse, and Harry,' Black-men.
A school was commenced la.s t January-now has 30 sch<?lar_s.
For a day school the attendance is excellent. Five could read m
.-easy lessons, and three spell worcls of one syllable. At the close
-0f the first sessi.on, of 22 weeks, 21 were reading. Eight learned
thei: letters first day by using the musical alphabet. The school
-could now have 100 pupils if the society could board them, but they
have not the means, and would ask government aid. This_they have
,<lone, and hope to succeed. The people ask for schools. They see
·.how much benefit the Choctaws have received from their excellent
.boarding schools. They are much pleased that they are to have two
in successful operation soon, and wish for another, GOnducted by
the American Indian mission.
·
The classes in the Baptist school' at North Fork are as follows:
Si~ in third Eclectic Rear:ler, Ray's Arithmetic, second part, Olney's
Geography, and writing; eight i_n Eclectic Rea'der, second part Ray's
Arithmetic, first part, six in First Reader, eight spelling, ·two in alphabet. The school has been taught one session of twenty-two
weeks, and two weeks of the second sess1:on. Twenty-two of the
scholars began in their letters. All are intent to learn, with the
happiest feeling for each other, and dearly loving their school.
But a day school will . not an~wer the purpose of ed cation for
the tribes. The Indian youth should be taught farming-, and some
of the simple trades, and the g_ir1s house-keeping. This is not
likely to be done, only in the manual laboring schools. The government can, to the greatest. extent, advance the true interest of
the tribes, by establishing boarding schools. If the Indians should
not recommend this course at the time, ·a good school will recommend itself to any tribe in a very short time.
At no time in the history of the Creeks has such great prosperity
attended .them as now. Several of the principal chiefs have united
with the different chttrches, and are sending their children to school.
Within the last six months seventy-five have united with the different Baptist churches in the nation. Cor1gregations are becoming
larger at each meeting. Our agent, no doubt, will speak of the
secular con<lition of the . Creeks. A bright day is dawning on the
Creeks. Already the bright light is seen in every direction.
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Will Colonel Logan, agent of the Creeks, accept' of this report,
nd for ward it to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs1
'
Yours, respectfully,
AMERICUS L. HAY,
Missionary of the .IJ.. I. M.

Colonel

JAMES LoGAN.

No. 14.
CHICKASAW AGENCY, •

.IJ.ugust 22, 1848.
Having _made a report in March last, I shall ·have hut little
I

SIR:

to say in this. Since my last annual report, fifty-two ·Chickasaws
have emigrated, but a large majority of them have located in Ure
Choctaw district; they w:ere persuaded to do so by interested persons, and also by some of the Chickasaws who are opposed to their
people coming into the district, but some of ' the heads of those families have visited the district, and are very muck pleased with it;
so.me observed that they would not go a half mile to see a better
country and are determined to move in early this fall. ·· ·
·
The last of February I sent to Colonel Richard M. Johnson's
scho ol, in Kentucky, thirteen boys, and breught back thirt een to
the natio_n; there were fourteen at the school, bu,i one, a half-breed,
by the name of Thomas, refused to return. After arriving at
Louisville, Kentuc.ky, he obtained employment on a steamboat and
preferred to remain. I am happy to say th<!,t those that did come
home , looked well, were w~ll clad, and are very st.early; all of
whom can read and write. In our war with Mexico, there were
three Chickasaws engaged. Mr. George Thomas, who was at New
0 rleans at the time they w~re raising volunteers, joined one of
the companies, which was disbanded w.h.e_n the twelve m_onths volunteers arrived at Camargo. Ames .Colbert, a boy eighteen y&a.Ts
of age, and Ti Chuck, a full blood Chickasaw, made their way to
San Antonio, and there volunteered for the war; and, from what I
can learn, they done good service; they have just arrived at home.
In May last, a delegation of eight Chickasaws visited Washin.gt0n city on business of their nation. Colonel James McLaughlin,
chief of the Chickasaws, was one of the delegation; they have all
arrived at home in good health, and ,appear very much pleased
vvi th their visit; that is, those that I have seen. They have not
y- et informed the Chickasaws what they have done, but the chief
li.as called a council of all the tribe, t.o collect on the 15th day of
September next, at which time all th~ngs done will be explained
to them.
The health of the Cliickasaws (those who live in the district)
has been unusually good this year; there are those who live at so·
great a di~t_ance from th~ agency that / it is impossible to know
tbeir cond1t1on.
1
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Their crops this season are very fine, better than I nave ever
known them· abundance of corn has been raised, and thousands of
bushels to spare; large crops of wheat have been raised in the. district; it will average from 25 to 30 bushels per acre, and weight,67 pounds to the bu.she I; in a year or two n9 flour will be bro~ght
into the country from Arkansas or Missouri for sale; the Indians
wi11 make their own.
Their stocks of horses, cattle, and hogs, are increasing very fast;:
in this country heifers generally have calves at two years old;,
the Chickasaws are· paying more attention to raising hogs than
formerly.
Mr. G. S. Love has a fine grist mill, and also a threshing ma·chine
to clean wheat moved by horse power. · Colonel Benjamin Loye
t has a hor~e tnifl, and a threshing machine is to be attached to 1t;
Ml'. Thomas Mitchell a horse mill and cotton gin; Mr. James
Colbert, Jackson Kemp, Pitman Colbert, and Mrs. Susan Jones, all
have oott.on gins, and all raise fine crops of cotton. Mr. Harvey
Bacon has a mill with water power; Colonel W. R. Guy, a saw
and' also grist mill, to grind corn and whea_t; Isaac Love has a mill
with wa·t er power, and in the course of one or two years, several
otheF mills will be erected.
'llhe Chickasaw di-strict is a beautiful country; it is beautiful to
the eye; and ·there is a large quantity of first quality land, equal to
any I ever have seen-I never saw any that would produce better,.
and it is large enough for two such tribes, and it is a healthy
· countr.y-. In fact there a're but few of the Chickasaws that know
anything about what kind of a countr:y they have. This spring I
· took a short trip west, and was perfectly astonished to see so fine
a country unoc·cupied . . Not long since I was conversing with Mr.
Jesse Chisholm, a half- breed Cherokee, who is a man of good observation, and has travelled all over the south and west ( west of
t he States) and all through New Mexico, and he says this is by
far superior to any country he had ever seen.
· Several of the_streams in the district afford ample water power
for mills and machinery of any kind. I visited this spring a creek
that had a fall 6f 99½ feet, with water sufficient to rull: twenty thousand spindles. This creek is not more than 25 miles west of my
agency. l" am in hopes I shall be able to persuade some of the
wealthy Chickasaws to erect a cotton factory at the place. · I have
in a former report mentioned that there were several yaluable mineral springs in the district, among which may be fpund the "oil
spring." A number of persons from Texas, besides Indians of
various tribes, have visited this spring this summer and find it very
beneficial. Some, who were very much afflicted with the rheumatism, were cured almost immediately.
·
I have heard of no · complaints for the last few months of any of
the several tribes of Indians that pass through this country, except
the Cherokees. There is a party of them that continue to steal
wherever they go. A few days since I was called on by a gentleman from Missouri, for assistance to fol1ow some Cherokees that
had stolen ten ht!aa uf horses and mules from him as he was pas -
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in11 through the nation to Texa~. · He had two wagons, and they
tole all bis horses except two. The notorious "Torn Sta:rr" was
one of the party, so the gentleman informed me; (he• had, seetl Starr
once before.) I regretted that it was ?ut of my power to re_nder·
him assistance, as we have only a few mfantry at Fort Washitaa part of a company-and only on~ officer; ) a~d yester~ay I was
called on by some Indians to know 1f I could aid them) rn recovering some porses ~hat were, ~tolen · from _them by the C_herokee~,
but I could do not-hrng for them, only advise them tp . go m pursmt
hemselves.
·
Without we have ·at least one company of dragoons ~t Fqrt Washita, we can never put a stop to those villians, both, w it~ 'a,nd :red,
hat commit depredations · upon the good and peaceable citizens of
his dirtriet.
There are two· difficulties in the way .that prevents. the Chickasaws from being as harmonio.us as they would and ough1t to tie.
1st, the Choctaw laws ;which extend· over~them; ,and . ~a; tq.at a
large portion of the Chick_asaws are living out of their district, .
and those who live ouJ of the district, away from their .own people,
co mplain most of the oppression of the laws, and are the most dissatisfied portion· of the tribe, and throw more obstacles in ths way
in carrying out the wishes of, the government than all the ha.lance
of th e tribe; and I would most earnestly suggest that, all the public blacksmith shops be order~d by th~ honmable Commissioner of
Indian Affairs to be located· in ' the Chickasaw distri..ct. It would
in a very few years prove of great advantage to the whole t:riibe.
They would become more contented and friendly; but, as they
now are situated, they never will be. I am in hopes the honorable
Com missiol'l.er will carry out my suggestions_, as I do know it will
prove a blessing to· th~ Chickasaws.
Were all the Chickasaws in their own district, you. would hear
no t alk of wanting a new country; and I can see no reasons why
the Choctaws would not be willing to withdraw their laws fro•
over the Chickasaw district, if the Chickasaws were .all in it. '.fie
c ountry would stand as it now does; and 'what penefit can i t be to
the Choctaws to hold their laws over the Chickasaws? Were - the
Choctaws to withdraw their laws from over the Chickasaw district,
I have no doubt in my mind that the two nations woul'd be much
Ill ore fr iendly than they now are, or ever ·will be, so long as 't he
] a ws of the Choctaws are over the Chick~sa.ws, an_d I would earnestly recommend to the government to use its in.ftuerwe to make the ·
above arrangement.
. ' .
I han thought it best to send the report of Rev. Westley Browning, respecting the progress and conditi J n of the -Chickasaw acad erny, as made out by himself, that you and the honorable Commission er may know exactly what has been done.
·
The Re v. Mr. Couch has been preaching among the Ghickasaws
for the last eight or nine months, and as far as I can learn, he is .
-well received a!} d is doing much good for the people.
The blacksmiths_ have all discharged t?eir duty well this year; I
0 ave not heard a srngl e word of complarnt made this season. _
1
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· I regret to say that there is more whiskey brought into the nation
this year than has been brought in for several years past. ~he most
is obtained at Fort Smith, Arkansas. The Indians go there and pur-chase large quantities and bring into the nation.
.
All up and down Red river, on the Texas side,. you will find
whiskey shops. The Indians sometimes will give their horses,
ploughs, and in fact, any thing they have for whiskey.- One of
those whiskey dealers will take an -Indian's :new plough for a gallon
•o f whiskey, without the least ruffle of conscience.
I 'am happy to say that the Chickasaws are becoming more and
more industrious every year; none of them are ·hunters, only occasionally for amusement.
Very respectfully, your most obedient servant,

A. M. M. UPSHAW,
U. S. Indian .fl.gent for the Chickasaw.s.
C olonel S. M. RuTHERFORD,
•
.11.cting Superintendent, W. Territory.

1

No. 14-A.
.11.ugust 23, 1848.
SIR: The work of preparation for this school, located about ten
miles northwest from Fort Washita, was commenced on the first of
last January, and the progre·ss made therein to this date is, in
CmcKASA w AcADEMY,

' Buildings,
one rough log cabin with end sheds attached, affording shelter at
present to fourteen persons. 10ne hewed log meat house, eighteen
by twenty feet, sufficient to hang twenty or twenty-five thoq.sand
~und111 of meat, finished, except the painting. · .One corn house,
ta by twenty feet, shaded all around, for stable and wagon pur.poses. One hewed log building, twenty by thirty feet, two stories
high, covered, and doors and windows cut; designed according to
the plan of the institution for mechanics' shops, but which will be
prepared as soon as practicable as a domicil for our families, workmen, and hands. The above buildings are intended, both in regard
to structure and position, to form an integral part of the general
plan of buildings, and are, consequently, put up in a substantial
and durable manner.
I may add that all three of our workmen here wrought but little
for the last six ,veeks, in consequence of sickness.

Farm and farming .

In this department our work is more advanced. For the .fid
month or more I could procure no laboring hands, but by the mi~dle of February I had employed four-in March two, and in Apnl
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two more, and for the· last four weeks we have had ten. We cleared
lot of near four acres sufficiently early to plant with a variety of
-vegetables, which have already been of ,great service to us, and
will be sufficient for the coming fall and whiter.. We have enclosed
onr fifty acres of wood land, with a fence ,nine rails high, and
cleared and planted about eighteen acres with corn,, the appearance
of which is good. The balance ~f this enclosure is now chopped
off and ready for rolling and burning; and a small part broken and
sowed with turnip seed. We have over 14,000 rails made; ani
perhaps 11,000 or more of them put up.
The work has at all times appeared to progress slowly, and yet
when it is remembered that we bega,n not qµite seven months ago,.
in a dense ·unbroken forest, in whi~h was growing the wood of
most of the implements with ~hich' the work has .bee performed>
we look around us with feelings of gratitude and pleasure. '
There are indications that the ,interest 'of the Indians in the ent erprise is increasing, but when we shall have the pleasure of inriting them to send in their children to the scnool is uncertain. I
conceive it quite impolitic to begin ,the school until ·w~ shall have
erected our large boarding house, and shall have raised a good supply of provisions towards its suppor,t . When this shall have been
accomplished, we _shall have sufficient room to. appropriate to just
auch a school as . we would wish to begin with. One thing only
~e promise: that if means are not fack,i ng', attention and effort shall
not be wanting to as early a commencement as reason can require.
I am sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant',
·
11

WESLEY BROWNING.
Col. A. M. M. UPSHAW ,.
U. ~' . .ll.gent for Chickas_aws. ·

NEOSHO

SuB-AGENcv, .

September 9, 1848 ..
Su: In obedience to the regulations of the Indian ·Department, I
have now the hon_o:i; to submit my annual report 1 of the affairs of
th is sub-agency, and of the condition of the Indians subject to
charge.
.
"
..
1
You are aware that I entered on the duties of my office on the
24th of June, and, in a short time after, I ~ent foT the half-year's
annuity belonging to the several tribes. After my return, I was
en gaged, up to · the 1st instant, in paying them off, &c. Of course
it is not expected that my knowledge of their condjtion in morals,
ci vi] ization, and in agriculture, would be' as satisfactory as I would
wish. I shall, therefore, conijne myself to smch matters as have
come u.nder my own observation, and such informatian as I ·h ave
derived from others.
r.

my.
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There are three small tribes located within the bounds of th is subagency, to wit: the- Seneca, Senecas and Shawnees, and Quapaws.
I shall speak of them in the order here named.
The Senecas numbered, on the 15th day of August, the time they
received their annuity, fifty-five men, thtrty-nine women, and fifty
children-total one hundred and forty-four.
The land belonging to this tr.ibe lies west of the western boun dary of Missouri, and runs to the Neosho; it is from twelve to
fourteen miles north ~nd south, and from eight to ten miles east
and west; about one-third being prairie of the best kind, and well
adapted to raising corn, wheat, oats, beans, potatoes, &c.; t~e upland I consider good, and is well supp lied with plenty of tim her
of various kinds. The most of them look to farming for a support,
and, from the appearance of their fields, I wo11ld _say that they
would raise enough for the present year.
. ·
The Senecas and Shawnees numBered, on the 30th August, sixtyfour men, eighty-six women, and one hundred and three children;
total two hundred and fifty-three. Theh land lies nor~µ ·of the
Senecas; is apout six miles north and- south, and from eight to ten
miles east and west. It is divided into about equal parts of prairie
and timber, and is about such land, or not quite as good, as the
Senecas'. These people are, with a few exceptions, industrious
and quite civil. They will raise enough for a ~upport, and some
few of them will have a surplus. I consider them more engaged
in agriculture than either of the other tribes within this subagency.
The Quapaws numbered, on the 18th August, fifty -three men,
fifty-nine women, and one hundred and nine children-total two
hundred and twenty-one. Their land · lies north of the Senecas
and Shawnees, and is about six miles north and south, and extend' ing, from the western boundary of M~ssouri to the Grand river,
from ten to fifteen miles east and west, and is mostly prairie.
Their land is good, and beautifully lined with groves of timber,
. which. m~kes it fine for raising stock. They are engagea in agriculture, but not to the same extent as the other two tribes, though,
from appearance, they will raise plenty for a support.
The health of the several tribes has been good the present year,
although I am informed that, in a few years past, they have suffered· much from. sickness. · Since my residence among them, but
'
one has died.
What kind of religion, if any, exists among these tribes is totally unknown to me, and from conversation I had with others,
they gave me no account of any particular sntem of worship. It
is true they have their 'regular dances, which they say is intended
as an offering to the " Great Spirit" for his kindness to them .
About the 20th of August they have a yearly festival, or corn
dance, in which the whole nation assembles at the council house.
They bring with them all kinds of . produce raised d1uing the yea r;
the women cook it. They will dance for two or three days, and
~pend their time in eating and dancing, for the purpose of return 1
ing thanks to the "Great Spirit" for a plentiful harvest.
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The Senecas, Senecas and Shawnees, have, /as yet, refused ,to let
t eachers come among them for the purpose of ,educating their ,cfffldr en. ff shall be a duty that I will cheerfully perform, to use all
my influence a~ong t_hese !ribes to try and er~dicate a notion ~o
much at war with their social and moral , happiness; c;1.nd 1 1 am m
h opes, before anot~er year rolls arou~d, _to _see ni'issionar'ies sett_led ·
among them. They are already. begrnnrng~ to ' see, the advantages
of it from their neighbors, the Qua paws. _
·
The introduction of whiskey'into ·the Ind_ian county ha's been the
great cause, as I think, why o,ir red brethren have made such slow
progress in civilization; to prevent its use has ,been _the anxious
and earnest desire of 'the Department. That men settle ·~long the
line for the sole pu-r pose··of selling them liquor, no man· acquainted
with the Indian country will deny. The Jaws of Missouri, and the
l ate regulations of -the Department, are 'adequate to e,he,c k t-hat»-~ejarious traffic, -if fuIJy put in force by the sevetal age,n ts an-d at~te
officers; and, at the same· time, -a prpper appeal , being made t'Q trhe
virtuous and good t.o frown dpwn whh conteID;pt any man who _engages in it. In all my councils, I invariahly bring the: subject- pf
]iquor to the notice .of the chi-e fs,.and head -~en, apd ·urge ~pon
them the propriety o,f their using their influence. 'with the .Indial)s
to prevent them from ~rinking ;whiskey. 'J:hey '. ha·v e proqiiaed . . me
their hearty co-,operation, and .I · have had the pleasur.e to se-e the
c hiefs, in fu]l council, to tfreir , nafionr, ad vi,se· .them not to use it.
Another mode I . consider a wise and s~lutary ooe, and th-at is
the several ag€nts to urge them . to establish. temperance societiee.
The example being set to ar few, it _is mor,e th~n ,likely that in a sho,rt
time it would extend its influence among others until lP\lCh goo,~
may be done.
'
I enclose you (marked A) the' rep,ort of the Rev. Samuel G.: Patterson, superintendent of ,Crawford Seminary, located in the Quapaw country.
This institution is exercising and gaining consideriible influ-ence· \
among these Indians; they appear to be an,XFiou,s that their childxen
should btco1pe educated as the .wliites. The chiefs have promised
me to use all the ,means in their power to ·urge their people t9 send
their children to schoel.
·
I made a public ~xamination on 'the 17th August,' in the pres~noe
-of the whole nation, of the ,advance:ment made by th.e pupils at
school. I eonsider them gaining an education as· fast as could- he
-expected. Some are reading well iQ the Testament-a book quite
necessary for them to b.e come acquai-nted with. Some ~re. writin.g
and spelling. The ho~ses are larg-e and commodious; the farm is
in good order, and well cultivated; the boys and ' girls are well ·
clothed and fed; they are not only taught the observance of good
znanners and morals, but are forced to practice it; they have th-e
example of the whole family, belonging to th,e mission, before
t:bem, which is strictly religious and moral. I consider Mr. Patter,son well adapted to the t~sk assigne& him by the Methodist Epis-
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copal church, and take pleasure in recommending him and the institution to the fostering .care of the government.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

B: A. JAMES,
Neosho Sub-agent.
Colonel SAMUEL M. RUTHERFORD,

.11ct. Sup. Ind . .11.ff., JY". T., Choctaw .R.gency.

No. 15-A.
CRAWFORD

SEMINARY,

Quapaw Nation, September 8, 1848.
SIR: At the termination of another year, it becomes my rluty, as
superintendent of the Crawford Seminary, to present to the War
Department ~i" brief report of this institution.
In doing this, it may be proper to state that this school was
opened in the spring of 1842, under very unfavorable circumstances.
Difficulties, growing out of our limited means of support during
- the first four years, brought about such a crisis in the affairs of the
institution as, unless a new and more powerful impulse had been
given to its movements, must have compelled us to abandon the
enterprise entirely. Since May, 1847, we have been greatly encouraged to prosecute our labors with untiring _ energy, and the
strong hold which the cause of education seems to have taken upon
the minds of this people induces us to hope that the day is not far
distant when this institution will compare favorably with the mo st .
flourishing in the Indian country.
Cjrcumstances, which it was not in my power to control, prevented the erection of our new buildings at as early a period as was
desirable.
.
It was deemed expedient to change the location to a more central point, abq_ut five miles distant . .
The new establishm'ent is bea'utifully situated near the east bank
of the Pomme de Terre, or Spring river, immediately on the military ·road leading from Fort Leavenworth to Fort Smith, five miles
west of Newton county, Missouri. The location is easy of access,
pleasant, healthy, and fertile, and abounds with good timber, ro ck,
water, and other conveniences.
The buildings are constructed on a conyenient and econom ical
plan, plain and substantial, and calculated to accommodate comfortably two families, several work hands, and forty Indian
children. The · farm is at a convenient distance from the ho us e,
and is well fenced and planted in corn, beans, pumpk ins,
melons, &c.
.
I have applied to the missionary board for funds to com plete
the workshops and furni sh them w ith tool s .
. The school has been in su cce ssfu l Gperation at the new lo cation
since t h e first of April last .
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The average number of pupils in attendance 'during . the ye·a r
as been twenty-four, only six of whom , are girls. Our present
number is twenty-eight.
.
. '
About one-half . of the children now , at school . have attended
weh-e or ejghteen months, and are now spelling, r.e ading, ~nd
riting well. T4e remainder have entered the school si~ce we
opened at the new ·location, ~and have made ~s much profi~iency in
learning as could hare been expectea.
The plan of instruction is · based upon" the principle that a. little
ell learned is better than much ha1f learned. Particqla·r care is
taken to teach and explain the leadin-g principtes of science, and
to impart a thorough knowledge of the English language.
Six hours of each day are devoted to mental and· moral ins~ruction, and the remainder of the time to manual labor- and . suitable
recreation.
. /
.
.
·
' , . '
The children are permitted to visit I t•h eir homes on Saturdays,
and required to attend Sabbath school an,d public worship every
Sabbath. The government of the scho.ol .i~ kind · and _ parental,
depending more upon the, mutual confidence ·exi·s ting between
teacher and scholars than in penalties and punishment for the
violation of the rules of the schoo], but is uniform and' decided.
The year is divided into four terms of ·eleven weeks' each, which
is closed by a public exfimination of all the students.
The present condition and prospects ·of t~ e seminary warrant,
and will call forth, every exertion to extend and increase its
ad vantages.
I am, dear sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
SAMUEL G. PATTE~SON,
Superintenden~, Crawford Seminary, .,
.B. A. JAMES, Esq .,
Neosho Sub-agent.
1
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SuB-AGENCY GREAT AND L1TTL.E OsAGE · lNDIANs,

September I, 1848.
Sm: I have the · honor to ·report to you the conditio• of the
.In di ans withln the limits -~f this- sub-agency, so far as I have been
able to make myself acquainted with it, since the very recent pe- ·
:riod of my appointment-of my assuming the duties of sub-agent.
The Great and Little Osages are divided into _five bands, each of
vv hich has at its head a principa.J chief, with his subordinates, for
the man~gement of its affairs. The chiefs and head men have but
littl e authority pver their people; but their decisions in council
(which is com posed of the 1principal chief of each band} ·a re .final
and absolute, the common Indians not even having ·a .right to expr ess their wishes, no d~ference being had to public opinion. The
chiefs might, by pursuing .a :rroper cour~e, ·wield authority sufiic i en t to make this a thriving and flourishing people-I need· not
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say happy and ·contented; their habit of thinking only of the present, and never reflecting on the future, constitute them the most
cheerful and .contented people with whom I have ever had any
acquaintance. Were the chiefs men of the proper cast, t?ey
-could make such regulations, and enforce them, as would proh1b1t
entirely the introduction and use of intoxicating liquors, !hereby
often saving to the Indians, their wives. and ,eh'ildren, their blankets, their only protection from the inclemency of tht: season.
They are not, however, men of sufficient firmness, of sufficient _l?ve
of their people, to make and then set the good example of obe_yrng
.and enforcing, for anj length of time, such wr.olesome regulat!ons.
The nation has no iaws, saving a few customs relating to hereditary
right8; none to sustain- and protect the interest of the co_mmo_n
Indian. In case ~f murder, when the perpetrator of the crime 1s
known, the guilty one can appease the relations of the deceas~d by
gifts, by purchasing their friendship-constituting it a private
affair, a mere ·personal transaction, in ·which the community has
nor takes no interest.
The Osages depend entirely upon the chase for a subsistence. visiting the prairie in the spring and summer to obtain _supplies of
buffalo meat, tallow, &c. They are simple in their habits and customs, but remarkab-ly fri·e ndly, social and. polite to each other and
to strangers-practising hospitality as a virtue; in fact, laws are
not necessary to restrain and cause these people to respect the personal rights of each other. I have made inquiries, and have ·not
' been able to hear of any two Indians in the nation having a difficulty unless when in a state of intoxication. The Osages have been
charged with having participated in the attacks upon the government trains on the Santa Fe route; I have, however, been una_ble
to discover even the slightest circumstances tending to establish
the _fact; but, on the contrary, there are abundant reasons to induce me to believe they are, as a nation of people, sincerely
attached to our government and citizens.
The agricultural prospects of the Osages are by no means promising, several circumstances combined having influenced them to
become indolent, and to relax in those exertions formerly made to
raise by cultivation sufficient for a subsistence.
Ten. years since,
and these Indians not only raised corn, beans, potatoes, &c., to an
extent equal to the home consumption and demand, but generally
produced ~ surplus. Those acquainted with their ~arly historywith their past and present condition, and who have observed the
gradual chan,ge that has been effected in their ha.bits, from a life
devoted in part to agriculture and the chase to one ~evoted entirely to the chase, will all agree that a close proximity of the whites
to the Osages has not had a tendency to ameliorate the condition
the latter. Much, very much, can, however, be said
extenuat10n; in behalf of the Osages in an agricultural point of view, they
have labored under many disadvantages; knowing the use of no
I
other, they now, and have hitherto, depended entirely upon the
use of t~e hoe, a an agricultural implement, with which to plan
and cultivate their crops: the exclusive use of which made the cul·
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·ration of the earth, for a subsistence, both arduous and laboriou s
pon their squaws,_ slaves_ o_r wives, ip comparison to h ie most favo-i~e plan of procurrng a hvrng .. Upon t~e s~ttlement of SO\lthwest
_ i ~ouri, the consequent redu.ct10n to them rn the value of br/eadtuff and the increased facility for them to procure it, together
itb' th e circumstance of the high competition between the two
rading companies, locate d here 'for several y~ars; tpe h!gh price ~
aid for furs, and the decreased valµe at w h1ch they disposed of
"eir goods, in connexion with the fact of . the Indians for t\yo sucu : ire J ears having their c rops entirely washed away by high
watus , had the effect almost entirely to discourage, and cause them
o abandon the culture of corn, and other articles necessary for a
_ubsistence. Being an_ Indian of quick perception--:fond of the
ehase-successful hunters·, and nurtured in the belief that hunting
was the most-the only honorable calling, it was only natural .for
them, under such circumstances, to prefer living by the' chase exdusi"ely-to take up and cherish the _idea, it was preferable, when
a bushel of corn could be bought for a coon ski~, to hunt for t he
skin and make the purchase, than obtain the corn by cultivation • .
Living in _close proximity to the settlements on Spring river, one
of the most agricultural sections of Missouri, where they ·c ould barter a buffalo robe for twenty or twenty-five b~shels of corn, and
purchase flour for one dollar and fifty cents pet hundred, the inducement was strong and the argument weighty to t hem, that a life by
the chase was more preferable than a relianc·e (under such circumstances) upon agriculture aria la~or for a living.
Und er such a state of tnings, the best ,exertions of the government ag~nt, if rendered, could and did effect but little. · I no~ice
in th e reports of your predecessor, tlrat he represents the "game
as getting scarce, a1:1d that the Indians would be compelled to rely
on th eir industry and labor for . a living." No do.ubt such was his
helief, but certain the fndians did pot view it at th ,1 t time in the
.same light; these Indians ·have only com-e to a similar conclusion
within the two or three. years past. _ They now can see and ·give it
as th eir opinion that ultimately they will have to make their Ii ving·
as th e whites, that the game is fast diminishing from their hunting
groun ds, and that it is now time to make a gradual change in their
-w-ay of living from a ·bunting to an agricultural life. The present
is certainly the most propitious time to give these people encourage m ent to become farmers. fo consequence of the large Indian
population lately located on the frontier, they can easily be impr e ssed with the idea -that soon the time will come when they must
la.b or .or starve; that it will be impossible for them to sustain
:themselves by the chase. Once convinced of all this, it will b~ in
the power of the government agent soon to change the nation from
a w i1 d , roving set of Indians, to that of · settlep agriculturalists.
They ar e certainly desenring of the humane and friendly cpnsideration of the government, having sold it a large portion of Missouri
~nd Ark ansas, together with a large portion of the Indian country
vvest of Missouri. They have due them from government, oxen,
w-agons , and probably a few hundred __ head of milch cows, but this is
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not the proper time to furnish them with such property· I can
most earnestly recommend to.your favorable consideration the propriety. of having a farmer appointed for the Osage~. The treaty
provides for their wants in a very ample maij.ner in every ot?e! r~spect, but so far as agricultural instructio_n is concerned, it 1s _silent. It is a matter of great importance to them that they · be m·
duced to commence cultivating the .soil during the balance of tht
time their limited annuity has to nin; for under the treaty, th1
President can direct eight thousand dollars of their annuity to ht
paid in "goods, stock, &c."
.
Under these circumstances, should they now commence farmrng,
it is possible they might be well provided for previous to the expiration of their limited amrnity; as the President, in the · event
they should make even tolerable progress in farming, would. doubtless have their farms well stocked undet th·is provision oJ the treaty,
such- a disposition of the funds being of greater advantage to the
nation than the payment in goods. Governm.ent has had at differen_! times fields broke an<l fenced for them, but the fencing has
either been allowed to burn down in the fall, wh.en the p~airies_ are
burnt, or have been swept away by high waters, and _ the Indians
hav-e abandoned cultivating the land for reasons previously stated,
·. that it was more profitable to live by bun ting. I will speak for no
Indians but the Osages, and with them experience teaches that in~
· di vi dual property is prized much higher than a community of property, or property held in common for. the use of the who le nation.
The farms heretofore made have been held in common, each appropriating to his own use ( during the season) a small portion .
.At present the Osages only plant small patches on the creek
bottoms, generally not mote than- half an acre in a patch, and at a
distance from their towns, not within 'the range of their stock.
These patches are broke up, planted and cultivated with the hoe,
and are raised merely to feast on when they return from their hunting excursions on the plains. · I am of the opinion, in the event the
Department would allow the appointing a .farmer to instruct them
in the use of agricultural implements, to teach them how to hitch
and work their mules, and to repair their ploughs when necessary,
that these Indians would make more rapid progress in farming than
any of their neighboring tribes. Being in the habit of using mules
for · riding, and acquainted with their management, they would
learn to plough and work them with greater facility than oxen.
They can easily be induced to sell a portion of their mules to enable them to have land fenced and broke, say from fiv-e to ten acres
to each family; they can spare the mules for such a pllrpose, possessing as the nation does from ten to twelve thousand. T hese
farms could be located near their · lodges or towns, where it would
be convenient for the who1e family to perform· a portion of the
labor, and what is of more importance, having been made at he
expen e of the Indian, would be pri zed higher, and be better ta ·en
care of, than if it were a gift of the gov ernmen t. Should uc~ a
course of policy be carried out , the In dians would have sometb1ne
of value to lea ye behind them going on the hu nt and, as a natural
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:equence, a portion of the nation would remai_n fo take care of
ome during the absence of t~e r~st, o!1 the plarns, w~en a f~un.. · on would be laid _to stop the1r mingling with the wild Indians
:' t e prairie, a matter of i~se!f of grea~ import_an?e; ~s such assQ. a ion to say the least of 1t, is contammatrng rn its mfluence. In
e e-r:nt anything is don_e to prevent their rambling on the plains,
e transition to agricultural life can be easily ~ffected. Their
c untry is well adapted to. raising wheat, corn, .~ota:toes, &c.; and
a th e women are in the habit generally Qf pe,rforming most of the
hbor, the article of wheat can be raised to most advantage.·
'I'be Osages are on the most- intimate terms with all their neigh1:or·ng tribes, and in fact, with all the India_n nations on the fron·er, with the exception of the Pawnees. The original cause of
.. oeir difficulty has never been made known to me. They repres_ent
:h e Pawnees as being gr_e at rogues-constitutionally thieves; and
as being the most successful Indians ,they meet on the prairie in
stealing and running off their h@.r ses. They _appear reluct~nt, livi ng as they do on good terms with all the rest of t4eir red brethren, and entertaining the belief it is necessary in order to ensure
th e happiness of their deceased fr_iend§ to hang a scalp over their
gr aves,to adjust their difficul,ties and make peace with the Pawnees;
h ere would then be .no enemy to whom they ,could turn their att ention for scalps. We may hope .that by using proper exertions
in effecting and perpetuating so desirable an object, to see, at no
distant time, the whole of the Indian tribes in the west living in
peace and amity with _e ach other. The Osa-ges have been, on the .
:most intimate relatio_ns with the Comanches for a number of years,
meeting them every season in the. prairie for the pnrpose of trade.
They have uniformly purchasecj a large amount of merchandise
from the traders here in the spring, and carried to the prairie and
bartered to that tribe. So very profitable has the trade been to
each nation, it has had the tendency to cement them in the bonds
of friend ship. The Osages ~ave carried to the Comanches guns,
blankets, powder, lead, &c., and for a gun costing them at home
twenty dollars, they have generally received one or tw@ mules;
worth to them on their return from forty to si~ty dollars. The
trade has proved equally profitable to the Comanches. Taking their
guns into Mexico they wo.u ld realize profits equally as. great by
bartering them to the Mexicans or other Indians in Mexican territory. The Osages received from the traders here, in the spring of
1847, twenty-four thousand dollars w:orth of goods, for whic-h they
pledged their annuity for that and the previous years. These goods
they carried on the prairie and purchased with them frol!l the-Coro anches near fifteen hundred head of mules, worth at that time .
sixty thousand dollars. Notwithstanding the intercourse between
the two tribes has been so very profitable, yet its advantages have
It wa~ and
11 o t been appreciated and im-proved by the Osages.
ever has been calculated to uphold them in the indolent life they
a.ppear so well to reliS'h in their disposition to live without labor.
On their return in the fall of 1847, with such a redundancy of prol> erty, it 'trill not be varying much from the number for me . to say
e
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they sold five hundred head of mules for that number of gallons of
whiskey, squandering in this way twenty thousand dolla:s worth
of their property for the single article of intoxicating hquor, at
the rate of forty dollars per gallon. There were then no government officers among them to protect their rights and see the salutary regulations of the Department enforced. On my entering the
duties of agent, the crying evil, the use of ardent spirits by tne Indians, soon became ~pparent. The Indians, in consequence of the
introduction and use of whiskey, were constantly engaged in
drunken revels, making it dangerous for what white people that
were among them· to remain, causing disease among them5lelves,.
and controversies which often resulted in the killing of some of
the best of the Indian population. Under these circumstances,.
measures quick and decisive were necessary to be taken in order
to cure the evil. Those who vended the liquor could not be
reached, as none were cognizant of the fact but the two contracting
parties, and thus the most stringent laws of Missouri were often
violated and the perpetrator go unwhipped of justice; the Jaws of
the State not admitting of Indian testimony against a white man.
After my taking charge of this office, the retailers of spirits
. to the Osages ceased to bring it into the Indian country, yet the
Indians would often visit the State, bring the spirits into their
country and retail it to their own people for their mules, blankets,
&c., and at times, probably in every instance, would . be acting as
the age:nt of some unscrupulous white man. The Indians were
fast sacrificing their property, a-nd reducing their women and children to starvation. Under all these circumstances, having the interest of the Indians, the welfare of the whites located here, and
the peace of th-e frontier at heart, I visited their towns, lectured
them on the many disadvantages accruing to their people, consequent upon the introduction of whiskey into their ~oun try, and
finally informed them it was not my object in visiting .them to prevail on them to make laws and regulations to prevent its introduction, but that my object was to inform them, the next Indian wh0
brought whiskey into the nation I would have taken by the dragoons
and imprisoned at Fort Scott, in the guard house. Through the petitions of the principal ·warriors the Indians who were gone to the
State were allowed to return with their whiskey without being subject to imprisonment, provided it was found out and none allowed
to be drank; this had the effect of causing some twenty g(lllons
to be spilled, which otherwise might have possibly been smugg1ed
into the towns and used, an ~mount sufficie:at among these Indians
to have caused the death of that number of persons. The regulation proclaimed by myself, backed by the troops of their great
father, ar.d admitted by the principal chief, ( who accompanied me,)
. to be good, h8.d the desired effect, the Osages being now a sober
and temperate people. The regulation was made in February, and
there has been ( with two excep tions) no intoxicating liquor introduced into the country since. I hope, sir, in having pursued this
course, to receive the approbation of yourself and the Department;
'f however, I should be <lLsappoiP-tetl in that, my mind will ever
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.. relieved by the consoling reflection that no other course could
ve been adopted that would have effected the desired object.
e~e Indians are all fond of drinking, yet a large majority can:ee the impropriety of indulging, and many consequently refrain
:·rom -visiting the State, for fea,r they will b~ tempted to drink,,
owing that when once started nothing ~hort of a full satisfac. on will suffice, and that in druIJ,ken sprees they frequently · sacrice more or less of their property. The most ample provisions,
a·e made by the United States laws to suppress the. introduction
· o the Indian country and the vendi:ng of intoxicating liq-uors to,
e Indians; no provisions can be added nor amendments made to
:t hat would better adapt ~t to the laudable object inten8ed·, yet ·
:tis not equal to ffecting the desired object, where the . allurements to carry on the traffic are so great. . 'fhe _ distan,ce ofhol<ling the ~ourts· is so great, that its enforc_e ment is not
only inconvenient but difficult. ' This l·aw has, -however, exercised a very wholesO'me influence, and has protected, to a great
extent, the interest of the Indians. It is not the introduction of
i ntoxicating liquors int9 the Indian country and the sa·le of them.
t o the Indians by the whites, that operates so seriously to th,e disadvantage of the Osages. That traffic I have effectually checked ..
A portion of them will, however, cross the line into the Stat~,
purchase whiskey, and return back into the Cherokee country
(known as the neutral land) and th'e re drink it, being G'.fr-aid to
bring it home. This, I have been informed, has been practised of
l a t e by a few of the Osages-I am happy to say only a few. It does.
not affect the interest of the nation for them to drinlr at such a dis,ance from ho me, only by setting a bad examp 1e for the rest to '
foll ow, and 1.>y exercising a very perl'licious in,f luen ce over the l parti cipators in such dnrnken revels. If the Osages should generally
take to this practice, my auth,o rity and influence over them mary be·
sufficient to stop them in such a djssip13,ted carMr. My reason,
fo r mentioning it here in this incidental way, is merely to show·
th e importance of my suggesting that an enactment by the Misso uri legislature (similaP to that of. the United States) ad·m·itting
India n testimony before grand juries, to . find, and in the circuitr
court to sustain, indictments found upon the statutes, "prohibiting th e selling or giving of intoxicating liquors to Indians." Such
an enactment would be effective of much good to the Indian population located on her western border,. I will say her~, in justification of the citizens of Missouri, that public opinion is strong
against the traffic carried on in vending of whiskey to tlae Indians,.
and that r.er legislature has passed and has now in force the most
s tTinge nt laws prohibiting such a trade, and will doubtless make
any amendment to them (within the bounds of reason) that will
effect the desired object. It - will be in my power to prevent the
Osages from drinking in their own country, ( they may indulge inthe State,) and you may rest contented that they shall continue a
sob er nation of people while I remain among them as their gove
ment agent.
·
The tr~de or the Osages in consequence of their starting late, ..
J

and making a bad hunt last fall: was no~ 1a111able.

It amountedr
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to near six thousand buffalo robes, worth to them three dollars;
ten thousand deer skins, averaging seventy-five cents each, and
other peltries, about two thousand dollars, amounting at twentyeight thousand dollars. They have been and are to this time an
· industrious, persevering Indian; while on the hunt capable and
willing to endure the greatest hardship. Taking their trade for
the last thirty years, and making a similar estimate, it appears
from the best data in my possession to have been worth from
eighty to one hundred thousand dollars a year, and amounting in
thirty years to one million two hundred thousand dollars. At a
fair estimate, (drawing my conclusion from an intimate knowle~ge of
the Indian trade,) this va~t amount of peltries has been purchased
by the trading community with goods, the original cost of which
did not exceed he hundred thousand dol~ars. Phifanthropists
can onl y wonder at and lament the stupendous fortunes realized
off of the Indian trade with this single tribe, and they in none the
better situation therefrom, not having profited by the trade. Howe,·er, these remarks are nGt intended to cast any reflections upon
the traders; doubtless they were actuated by as humane and philanthropic feelings as were common to the age. It does, however, indicate the greatness of this once powerful tribe of Indians,
whose very name is to this day a "terror to the wild Indians on
the prairie." The capital employed in the Indian trade within this
agency at this time is near twenty tho,~ sand dollars. Th~ trading
establishments are conducted by gentlemen of intelligence and respectability, to whom much credit is due for their prompt attention
and assistance in every thing the government has ordered to be carried into effect.' That it is their imperative duty to aid and assist the
goverment officer in ·many things, they are aware. It ·is, however,
fer that free and c-ordial assistance rendered me in suppressing
the liquor trade, I award to them the meed of approbation.
Herewith is forwarded the report of the Rev. Father Schoenmakers, the principal of the St. Frances mission, the Osage manual labor
1ch0ol. An attempt has been made heretofore at educating the
Osage youth, but from some caus.e it did not prove successful, and
the enterprise, after· considerable expenditure, was ab:;rndoned. The
pres~t establishment was put in operation by the government as an
experiment, with the intention of improving on the foundation, if
peradventure it should be fDlrnd advantageous-equal to the undertaking of improving the mental capacities of the children of the
nation. The Osages exercised their own partialities in the choice
of missionaries to whom they should entr~st the educating of their
children, by making known their preferences in council to be fo r
the black robes, (as they called them,) the Catholics; which denomination was accordingly contracted with (through their principal) to take charge of the school.
The establishment is divided into a male and female departmen t,
the former being conducted by three teachers, two of whom are
teacher s of the Catholic persua sion.
The female departmen t is
conducted by four highly accomplished sisters, the principal of
whem having been formerl.y engaged in t he same upacity in the
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r justly celebrated female school at St. Genevieve, Missouri. The
It co!ll00 1for the boys was opened on the 10th May, 1847.
enced with a limited number of scholars, but they have gradually m~ ea ed in number until they now amount to forty.
The female
s hool was commenced on t,he 10th of October of the same year,
a J now has in attendance twenty-five girls. · The object of these
or hy m sion~ries a~pears to be to give thes.e childre_n a co~1;11on
Enulish education. 1he boys are taught spelling, readmg, wntmg,
a cl° arithmetic, having certain hours set apart for manual labor; or,
a. I might more appropriately say, for agriC'Ultural ins,truction.
T e girls are also taught reading, wl'-iting, spelling, and arithmetic,
and , in addition, sewing and knitting, and µrawing for an amusement; they are also exercised in gardening at the proper time.·
T he general system of education is such as is well adapted to prepare the pupi]s each to adorn their respeGtive and appropriate
spheres in co.mmon life.
The pupils are about equally divided 'in
each school, near half being full blooded Osages; indicating the
-very important fact that the Osages· appreciate the import~nce -and
ad \·antage of educating their children, ancl that the school is not
onl y popular, but that it has tae confidence of the Indians.
The
children appear happy and contented, and learn with greater facility than could be expected; they acquire a knowledge of penmanship more readily than the generality .of white children, ancl
are fully equal to th em in some other branches. .No doubt can be
entertained of their cap a city t-o receive instruction. The unmixed
0.:;ages, however, appear to learn with more readiness, and to progress faster than the half breeds. A considerable number of both
boys and girl~ read and write well, and have ma5i-e considerable
progress in figures; being able to enumerate, a<ld, multiply and divid e numbers with ease and facility.
From their dispositions, I
entertain the fullest anticipation they will make rapid prngress in
geo graphy. I can justly say, without depr~ciating the children of
other tribes, that none equal those of t he Osages in their capacity to receive an education.
The buildings for their school are,
and were not at first, such as the missionaries had reason to expeGt.
They were intended to accommodate only twenty lrnys and the "
same number of girls, and for an experiment at educating the
Osage children.
Fr om the progress made by the pupils in learning, together with
the p opularity of the school among the India-ns, we may reasonably
and co nfidently infer that to enlarge the establishment would be
to incr ease the benefits to the nation in a corresponding ratio. I
ha -ve no t the slightest doubt but the present worthy missionaries
a.re fully competent and well calculated to confer on the Osage
children the blessings of an education. Your attention is therefore
asked to the propriety of erecting such buildings as will accommodate as mapy children as can be supported at school by the Osage
school fund. I would recommend the erection of an additional
buiJdin g for the boys, (as they are already too much crowded for
heal th, ) the size to depend upon the number the Departmentdet er. nes on havine: in at tendance on the school at a time.
-
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buHding m which the female school is ke pt is _in n~ed. of repair.
One of the chimneys, in consequence of the rnfe1:1onty of the
bricb, has fallen down; the chinking in the cracks (1t bern~ a log
building) was indiffe"rently put in, and the materi~l of ~v~1ch ~he
mortar was made was principally soil, but very little hme berng
used-the consE!quence of which was, it soon washed out bY_ ~he
dashing rains so frequent in this country. Un less some• repamng
is done to this building, the school will certainly be ab~nd<?ned.
The Department will not certainly expect females to reside rn so
uncomfortable a buil<ling, when so small an appropriation would
make it comfortable. It was the understanding this building should
be weather-boarded, but it was never done. Had it been built in
strict accordance with the contract it would have answered the
purpose .much better; but notwithstanding strict and entire justice
has not been done the government in these buildings, yet, for the
-interest of the Osage children, and as an act of justice· to these
ladies, I feel compelled to urge in the stroJJgest terms the obligations of the government to repair and·make the buildings comfortable It was the understanding of the contracting parties that
"suitable" buildings should -be erec.ted, furnished by government;
-and all I am now asking for these people is, that even-handed
justice be done the~. It would certainly be injudicious to allow
this school to be abandoned when it bids fair to effect so much
good. I certainly may hope soon to receive orders to have it repaired-made as it should have been under the contract.
I am ahle to inform you that the Osages are not divided at present (which is rather unusual) on any national ,question, nor are
they operated on by any sectional or personal prejudices. , All is
peace and quiet through the nation, and, what is very important,
no excitement whatever prevails.
·
I am, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient servant,
JOHN M. RICHARDSON,

Osage . Indian Sub-agent.
Sor...-:n M.

RuTHERFORD,

Esq.,

Superin~endent Indian .lijfairs, W. T.

No. 16-A .
OFFICE OSAGE SuB-AGENCY,

.lipril 14, 1848.
Srn: The unparallelled progress making by the Osage youths, at
their manual labor school, induces me to call your attenti.on to its
situatio-n .
From a letter of your predecessor (Mr. Crawford) to Major Ha r·
vey, superintendent Indian affairs, St. Louis, ( under date of 25 th
of April, 1845,) it appears the present buildings were erected merely
for an "experiment" for educating the Osage children; eaQh buil d ing being calculated only for twenty scholars.
he school is ably and efficiently conducted y the Rev. Father
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hoen makers and Bax for the boys' department; the female de arten by four sisters of the Sacred Heart, of the Catholic church.
T he mission is beautifully situated in a healthy part of the counTY; on a slight eminence i~ the P:airie, nea~ to and on the east
sid e of the Big Neosho, and 1mme-chatel-y west of Rock creek. The
re.:-ent establishment, together with the farm and out buildings, cost
:omething near three thousand five hundred dollars.
_
The school has certainly proved itself equal to the task of instil·n<Y into the minds of the Osage children the rudiments of a good
En~lish education; it has been in operation near twelve months,
and° many of the boys can write a good hand, read tolerably well,
and have made considerable progress in arithmetic. The children
app ear to learn with great facility; they are happy and contented;
it bei ng a manual labor school, the boys are taught, out of school
hours, the use of _agricultural i~plements, and t~e girls, to sew,
make garden, and m fact everythmg connected with the domestic
affairs of a family.
·
A large portion of t4e children at school are full blooded Osages,
being of itself an evidence that the mission has the confidence of
the Indians; that they attach some importance to an education, and
are disposed to avail th1ernselves of an opportunity to have their
chil dren educated. The school i& certainly; if properly fostered
and encouraged by. the government, · destined to be of incalculable
adHntage to the Osage nation.
T he building for the boys is only intended for twenty; they have
crowded into it at this time thirty-three-thirteen more than were
provided for; many more have applied for admission . for their
children, but have been refused for w_ant of room.
I would respectfully suggest the erecting a building sufficiently
large , that ~he whole of the proceeds of tht -Osage e~ucation fund
could be applied towards educating the children of · the tribe in
their own country, an d at their own mission. I would further ~mggest , in the event a · building is concluded on, a roomy one and ,I
g11od one be erected. The present buildings; are ver_y indifferellt ~
not w orth two· thirds of their cost. If the fond will sustain '70
childre n, it appears a building 60 feet long 1 two stories high, and
30 fe et wide, would be amply sufficient; such a one would cost (if
it was a frame) from 1,500 to 2,200 dollars.
As it appears necessary, I will earnestly recommend and ask
leave of the Department to contract for having a well dug for the
use of t he female school, and also for the building, a small house,
say 18 b y 22 feet, to answ,er the purpose of a barn, for the use of
the fem ale deyartment of the mission. A good weH of water is
absolutely; necessa:i y for the health of the children and all concerJ;l ed ; th e barn would be a great convenience; both the well and
harn wo uld not cost more than $150.
I am , c;;ir, very respectfully,
'

Hon, W. MEDILL,
Com. Indian Jiffair$.

JOHN M. RICHARDSON,
Osage Sub -agent.
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No. 16-B ..
OSAGE MANUAL LABOR SCHOOL,

.,{lugust, 1848.

Sm: In the middle of 1845, a resolution was passed .at the Office.
of Indian Affairs, for establishing a manual labor school among ~he
Osages, the progress of which it was hoped would insure lastrng
benefits to these Indians. Two buildings were consequently erect~d
in 1846, being of ~ufficient dimensions to accommodate 20 pupils
each, with the teachers; one of them to be devoted as a school for
females, the other for male children. As it was hoped tlie Osages
would avail themselves of the opportunity of education, the Office
of Indian Affairs resolved to increase said school, and to erect, at
the beginning of 1848, new buildings, should the Osages provezealous for education. The efforts soon showed that they were not
only ripe to change their i:pode of living, but alsp that they were
· deserving to have communicated to them the blessings of education
and civilizati@n. The Osages are convinced of the necessity of
abandoning their hunting grounds, and to rely on their children
for future support. With the exception of a very few, all seem
eager to see their children raised like white people, in order that
they may learn to speak their language and to imitate their industry.
They have already sent a larger number of children than we can
comforfably accommodate in our present circumstances. We have
1
been, and still are obliged carefully to abstain from a positive refusal to receive their children, in order not t() offend nor to quench
their first favorable disposition.
On the 10th of May, 1847, we commenced the male school; but
we were not a little terrified at the sight af the badly finished
buildings. The great desire of parents to pluce their children under our tuition encouraged us in the undertaking. The rapid pro~ress and perfect contentmen t of the first fourteen children dre w
soon a larger number of t!1em. Many of these child r en begin to
:nad· and write well. They have a taste for arithmetic, and ha ve
already acquired a considerable knowledge of addition, multiplication and division. Geography has not yet been regularly taugh t,
but we have reason to supp0se that they will be equally successful
in this as in any of the preceding branches. Parents and relati ves
are· so much enamored with t he American canticles as to make an
attempt to imitate the good voices of these children; and wha t,
perhaps, was the least expect ed, these children are moral and ve ry
submissive to their teachers. They are three hours daily exer cised
in agriculture or domestic exercises, according to a regular order
prescribed to them at the beginning of each month.
The female school was open ed on the 10th of October, 1847,
under the care of four ladies. As to the capacity of these ladies,
I need only mention that the superior has been: for the last six
years at the head of t he fl ourishin g female a cademy in St. Genevieve, Missouri, The sam a br anches of le arning, as men tioned
abo-ve, are taught to their pup ils , be si des ~ewing, k nitting, drapery,
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d drawi n;y· in a word, all that is necessary to make them useful
her
families, able to ·instil industry and morality into the
eart of a fu ture generation ,
A few words on the state of the buildings : both houses have
been o badly finished as to call for ~mmediate repair, to proteGt- us
a
he _chiidren against the inclement season; , every visitor is
isfied that j:he Department never intended to make us live as mic omfortable as we have done hitherto. The superintendent\ Major
Harvey, promised me that both houses would be weather-boarded
h for e last winter; he had 1.lirected Sub-agent Bunch to have the
h uses weather-boarded, but he failed to do it. The contractors,
to suit their own interest, made mortar of mud, whitened with lime:_
sa'ld has not been used; the consequence has been that the pointing of
both houses is washed out by the rain, which makes the room swimming places after every storm; th~ plastering in the ladies' ho~se
is in great part fallen off from the ceiling, and partly from the
diYision walls; one of the chimneys has tumbled down; the two
o hers are in immediate danger, the bricks being little better than
clay . I may say, i_n truth, that the h_ouses are unfit for ,comfortable
resid ences; moreover, they are too small to accommodate, to any
satisfaction, our present number of pupils.
The existing well needs repair, it being, perhaps, the worst that
ever was made by a contractor; another well is much needed for
the female school, which is dependent on the one dry opposite 1:o
our house. The bdi~s have frequently applied for' a barn and meathouse-they have no out-buildings whatsoever.
·
I hope I have said not_hing but what can be testified by all who
ha -re visited this school. I have nothing exaggerated; we our-.
selres will be obliged, in ord_er to afford ~ome comfort to the ladies,
to build for them a wash-house, milk-house, ·and root-house; all
t his, it seems, must be done at our expense, although W ? have
sacrificed, in this first year, more than $1,600 of our scanty money.
\"\ e also desire to be distinctly informed as to the precise number of boys and girls the Department wishes we should have in attendance at our scµool.
-. ·
Respectfully, yours,
J. SCHOENMAKERS.
0

ot

1r. JoaN

R1cHAR-DSON,

Sub-agent fo r the Osages.

N0. 17 .
MICHIGA N SuPERINTE1>1DENCY,

Detroit, November 6, 1848.
SrR-: I have the h ono r to make the following communication in

regard to the cond ition and affairs of the Indian tribes within this

~ u p erintendency.

·

The P ottawat omi es of Huron.-A remnant of th is tribe have
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purchased lands upon the head waters of the St. Joseph river, in
the county of Calhoun, and have erected many comfortabl~ dwellings and a school house, constructed fences, and made considerable
progress in agriculture.
They are in charge of the Methodist missionaries, who have succeeded in securing a general and regular attendance at the sc~ool
and religious meetings, and induced them to refrain from drmk.
They haye generally assum~d the dress of the whites; and, from
their annuity, which is permanent, they have been able to pr0cure
farming utensils and stock, and a general appearance of comparative comfort ~ark their condition.
.
.
The Pottawatomies, parties to the treaty of 1829, own lands m
Cass and Van Buren counties, upon which they have made some
improvements, and erected a number of comfortable houses. Those
of them at Pokagon village, are under the ttachings of the Catholics, who have erected church and school house, and have labored
assiduously for their improvement in civilized manners and pursuits.
/
.
The Chippewas of Sagi~aw reside around Saginaw bay and
along the rivers which empty into it; many of them are the proprietors of lands, upon which considerable improvements have
been made.
·
These Indians hav,e attracted the attention of different missionaries, who are ~aboring to bring them to understand the benefits of civilization, and their efforts have been blessed with good
results; for, within the past five years, they have generally abstained from the use of whiskey, which was rapidly destroying
them, and become sober and industrious. They are located in a
section of great fertility of soil; the rivers abound with fis~ and
the forest with game; they are well supplied with utensils and
stock; and, having the aid of a farmer and blacksmith, bi<l fair,
under the instructions of the missionaries and teachers, to progress,
and lea ~e the succe.eding generation much improved.
The Ottawas of Grand river.-A few of them own lands. Those
at the Ottawa anrl Griswold colonies have fine tracts and comfortable improvements, with teams and utensils for farming. There
has been less dissipation among them during the last year than
formerly. The teachers and missionaries have taken renewed
courage, and the increased farming operations, domestic comforts,
and a more regular attendance of the children at school, are
evidences of a change, which we hope will be maintained. Tho-e
in the valJey of the Grand river have not the aid of a farmer; and,
since the removal of the mission station from Grand Rapicf~, they
have been quite neglected by the missionaries and teachers.
I am gratified to learn that a new effort has been made among
them, and arrangements b eing made to ecu re th em these adva ntages.
The Ottowas of Lake Michigan are making great efforts to secure themselves permanent homes, by pur chasing lands al ong the
rinrs and bays of the lake; their position enables them, with mo erate efforts, to live well; the lan~ is very procl';lctive, the fi bing
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able, and the country still yields to the adventurous hunter a
od return for his toil. Some of the bands express a desire to
'cipate i~ the privileges_ of citizenship, and have prese~ted a
p i ion, asking that the subJect should be brought ta the notice of
tate government. The great obstacle to their rapid improven is found in their scattered positions, rendering the equal ben:.: of the mechanics, farmers, teachers, and missionaries im pracable .
..,h ouid the proper means be adopted for congregating them in
_.:> munities, at favorable points towards the northern portion of
:h lower peninsula of Michigan, where the land' is fertile, fisheie: productive, climate healthy and where for years they will be
undisturbed by the approach of white settlements, it1 would facili-·
~a e their advancement and improve their condition, as all could
hen receive the benefits of the mechanics and others provided' for
·hei r improvement and instruction.
,
_
ince my last report the Black river band of Ottowas (Old Wingi
c o on1) have determined to retui:n north, and have purchased land
alon g Lake Michigan, near Grand Traverse bay, well situated for
! he JHeries, and of productive soil, and a healthy location, They
·n end removing there next spring, having sold most of the land and
i mpro rements on the :Black river, and commenced improving and
cl earing at their new location. They will be attended by the mis:ionary •ho has la\>0red among them since their settlement on
Rlack river, and by the assistant farmer; -and I have great confience in the success of their undertaking. It will, at all events,
re mo ve them from the midst of a white settlement, where they are
c on_ta ntly exposed to temptation and vice.
Th e Chippewas with ill thP, Ma kin aw agency, Ii ving upon the
i lands and main land north of Lake Michigan, have generally
be en engaged in fishing, which is found to be profitable, and yields
them abundant means for support. With a few exceptions of those
who abandon themselves to the vile use of whiskey, they are in a
comfo rtable condition; many have made provision for the -purchase
o E the lands occupied for their fields and camping sites, which are
genera lly adjacent to fishing grounds and spots endeared to them
by the tenderest asso ciations of life.
~ '.I an y of the Chippewas within the sub-agencies of St. Marie and
La P ointe, have, within last year, purchased land, and express
great d esire to have p.ermanent homes.,
Tb e schools have been better attended than heretofore; less
drunk e nfi ess at times of payment, and a very percep t ible impr.ove ..
rn en t is manifested in their conduct and appearance.
~ o r eports have been received at this office from either of the
sub- age nL, and it is presumed they h ave communicated direct to
the Depa rtment, as they are aware of the desir o have early infor
rn a tion fr om them.
~4- large amount of labor has been performed during the year hr
the farm ers and mechanics, out so lo n g as the Indians remain scat
tered~ and in remot e loc alities, the results of those instructing and
laboring fo r their improvem ent will be comparatively smal1; an
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if it is not the policy and \ntention of the goYernment to prov_ide
for their removal west, it ought to take measures for congr~gatrng
them at favorable points, where all could be benefitted by the means
furnished for their improvement.
.
The missionaries and teachers have toiled assiduously, and thrn
labors have this year been productive of good results. My absence, in compliance with the instructions of the D~partment to
perfo.rlill certain services within the La Point sub-agency, was prolonged; many difficulties had to be overcome, and much labor performed, the detailed particulars of which will be the ' subject of a
t;pecial communication. It .is believed that all has been favorably
and satisfactorily arranged with the Indians, and that no further
trouble will be had in that quarter.
·
For a detailed statement of the condition and progress of the
schools and missions, I respectfully refer to the enclosed reports.

_N o. 1. Peter Paul Lefevre, bishop, report of school and missions.
No; 2. George N. Smith, missio.nary,

do
do
·
do
With great respect, I am your obedient servant,

No. 3. Leonard Slater,
No. 4. Peter Dougherty,

"

do
do
do

WM. A. RICHMOND,
.11.cting Superintendent Indian .11.ffairs.

Hon. WILLIAM MEDILL,
.
Commissioner Indian .Iiffairs, . Washington city, D . 'C.

No. 17-A.
DETROIT, September 30, 1848.
DEAR Srn : I 4ave the honor herewith to enclose to you my
annual report of the Indian schools under my superintendency for
the year ending September 30, 1848.
It is g·ratifying to me to have to report a growing desire on the
part of the Indians in general for the education of their children1
which evidently results in their religious, moral, and intellectual
improvement. The proficiency of the scholars who have attended
.regularly has been as great as any previous year, and some have
improved beyond all expectation. The progr.ess, however, of those
of Pokagon, Mackinac, and Point St. Ignace, is not so satisfactory
on account of their irregular attendance and too many distracti?g
avocations, which render it sometimes very unpleasant and discouraging to the teachers. The great majority of these children
have natural capac·ties enough to learn any science, but the great
difficulty is to tra
them up to steady habits and assi<luity, fo r
many of them are so irregular in attending, and find so m~n y
reasons for absenting themselves froll\ school, that it is even difficult for the teachers to know the exact number of those who ha v e
attended their school in the co urse of the year.
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The progress of the Ottowa Indians, of the Catholic mission of
rbre Croche and its dependent stations, has, in respect to civilization and religious education, indeed been flattering. In their (J'e era] manners and moral conduct they are making continual
dnnces. Their schools have also been better attended than the
preceding year, except at Middletown, where the greater pa-rt of
the scholars did not attend more than a part of the year on
account of their parents moving their dwellings to a more suitable
location, about a mile and a half from the-ir village, on the lake
~bore.
.
·
The condition of this mission is steadily improving, and i!s
ongregations constantly increasing by many conversions from
paganis'1}. During this year we bad the happiness of receiving
into the church .a bout three hundred pagans, who embraced the
Catholic faith and subjected themselves to the sweet yoke of
Christ.
.
The Indians of this mission live chiefly by fishing. The cultinte, however, each family, from one to four acres of ground;
raise corn, potatoes, and other vegetables ; make their own
clothing-some after the fashion of the whites, and some approaching it. Ttey build neat houses, particularly now, since, by
the exertions of Rev. F. Pierz, they have the use of a s~w-mill.
They saw lumber, make shingles, and substantial ,frame buildings
are going up in every direction.
With regard to our mission at An·ce, Kewenon bay, among the
Chippewa nation, I state with pleasure that the condition of the
Indians, under the charge of Rev. F. Baraga, is continually impr9ring. They are become entirely sober, and are all faithful
mem bers of the temperance society. They never suffer a drop of
liquor to be brought into the~r village; and the fur trader who
Jives among them was obliged to bind himself by writing never to
keep ardent spirits in his house br store, or else they would not
suffer him in the village. When pagan Indians from the inland,
or half-breeds, happen to carry whiskey 'through the village for
th eir own de, they are sure to have their bottles and kegs broken
to pieces if these Indians discover them. Many _instances of that
kind are known. They are also becoming mor·e and more industrious, and they help each other as much as they can in their
work. In wint~r they join together and · chop wood for one house
enough for eight or ten weeks. The following day they chop for
anot her house, and so on for all the houses in the village. They
also follow the same plan in spring, planting their potatoes,
turnips, and other vegetables. They join all together, men and
-women, tilling and pl.rnting all day, and every day they finish
three or four fields. This mission is increasing every year faster
than was anticipated at the commencement
The number of the
Cath olic Chippewa families belonging to this mission is now fortytwo. The missionary church is now too small to contain them all,
al hough it was thought in the beginning to be rath~r large for the
pl ace . The school is also regularly attended by all the children
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of the mission that are able to· receive instruc't ions, and -the
scholars have in general 'made very gratifying improvement.
1 have the honor to be, with high regard and · esteem, your
obedient servant,
'

PETER P. LEFEVRE,
· Bishop of Detroit.

WM. A. RicHMOND, Esq.,

S,µperintendent In~ian a.ffairs.

No. 17-B.

0Ln WrnG, September _4 , 1848.
Sm: As in former years I send you, in the follow.ing, my
annual report. I taught school last winter, commencing soon after.
payment, and continuing . till sugaring made it necessary for the
scholatFs to leave. Our number was not as great as formerly, but
more steady in attendance, and, consequently, the progress better;
th e coJirse of instruction has been the same, except advanced.
Number of rriales 9; number of.females 6; whole number of Indian
scholars 15; numb~r of white scholars 7; whole numb~ 22.
Our meetings on the Sabbath have be~n well attended, generally,
and the truth listened to with interest,, and I ,hope it is producing
good effects-:-at least such appears to be the case-a decided re_vo lution of views and feelings is evidentlY. in progress on the subject
of religi·on, but I am sorry to say, the cause of tern perance has not
' advanced_, the reason, however, is obvious-Jiquor has been abundant in our midst during the past year, and to the shame of American citizens be it said, there are, those who will condescend to make
an Indian drunk for the sake of a little paltry gain; it would not
be difficult to ke'ep this bana of Indians a sober and industrious
people but for such men, and it is strange that in our highly prosperous land they cannot ·find an honest employ,men t by which to
get a_Ii ving.
•
But the absorbing question of the past yea.r has been the moving
of the mission, and after much anxiety and mature deliberation, and
with the advice of the·superiµtendent,it has been decided to 'move
it, and it has only ~een .with the view that a greater ~eld ' of labor
would be opened, and, consequently, more good result to the Indians, that we 'have made- this decision.
Various causes have combined to make the Indians dissatisfied
with their location here and prefer a location farther north, an<l in
making this change several other bands have agreed to settle with
us, and I have reason to hope and expect that all the Indians, or
nearly all on this coa of the lake, will eventually concentrate at
the same point-this e suppose to be an object of great importance, as many of them are so situated as to have no fixed home
and are "'urrounded by the very worst influences, which render
them miserable in the extreme, and by this course it i hoped th a great amount of wretchedness will be prevented and life sa.,,-eu
DEAR
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fu~ly aware of the~e
hi nc,s and to realize that they must do somethmg to bet\ier their
con dition or perish-with this vit:w I started, in May last, in comany with most of our band on a c~astin~ tour to ~he north to exm· ne the country-several-other chiefs with a considerable number
f heir principal men joined us-we coasted as far as Grand Tra- _
er.e bay, and after sufficient examination, unanimously agreed to'
:e le on the Jake shore in township ·32, north of range 11 westh e land is a superior .quality of timbered land, having, also, on its
:bore, an excellent trout and white fishery. After our return from
e north, having had a fatiguing journey of ·about frve weeks, I
ent with our chief, Peter Wakajoo, who is actively and wisely
ngaged in promoting the obj-ect, and a part of his band, to Ionia,
an d on the fir~t of July purchased about two miles on the shore
an d se-reral Jots lying back. The other bands are to purchase after
receiving their annuities this fali. Our b·a nd is now there preparing
fiel d::, so as to plant next season-tLey are to return soon to spend
he winter, and we now expect to make our final move next spring.
I am arranging, as opportunity offers, the sale of their lands here;
a part of which have been sold for three to eight dollars fer acre;
tb u- they will obtain means to purchas~ more land at our new
loca tion than they own·ed here-also to begin their improvements
there-and if God, who orders all things in infinite wisdom, bless
our undertaking and labors, we hope the benighted Indian, to whom
we are under greater obligation as a n·ation)han t o all others, will
be greatly benefitted. ·
Your bumble and obedien t s~rvant,
_J ny of the Indians themselves appear to be

w~1.

GEORGE A. SMITH .
A.

RICHMOND,

Esq.

.

·No. 17-C .
GRAN.D TRAVERSE,

October 11, 1848.
Srn: In presen t ing my annual report, I would state briefly the
st a t e of the missfon and the school at this place. A teacher, Mr.
And rew Porter·, was secured, who took charge of the school in Octo b e r last. The school has been kept in regular operation since,
-with the usual in t ermissions. Thei:e have been in attenaance, durin g t he year, forty-four Indian boys, twe11ty-six Indian girls; and
te n white children.
The average attendance of Indian children
has b een about thirty.
A few weeks since, a female school w·as organize<l, and Miss Isabella H. Morrison has been eng'aged to take barge of it for the
"'\.Vin te r. It is an experiment, but so far pro ses we]l. More fem ale c hildren, I think, will attend; those of more advanced age
will_ c ome. Instruction in matters of domestic economy can be
giv e n , and all have a better opportunity to improve. Considera- •
ble sicknes!! has prevailed during th e year. Two of our most pro-
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mising boys have died, and another lost an eye. They have been
favored by a kind Providence with an abundant ~r?P of _corn _and
potatoes this ~eason. The chiefs forwarded a petition last sprrng,
asking for some horse carts, harness, and ploughs, in ~xchange for
the services of the farmer. They have nothing by wh1c~ they can
make use of their horses, except one small wagon, belongmg _to. the
assistant blacksmith, and an old cart belonging to the m1ss1?n,
which is kept in almost constant use. Several boxes -o f clothi~g
have been received from the board of missions, and recently distributed. A commendable spirit of improvement is still manifested
by most of the people.
' Respectfully, yours,
P. DOUGHERTY.
WM. A. RICHMOND,
)
,

Acting Superintendent Indian Affairs.

No. 17-D.
0TTOWA COLONY,

October 1, 1848.
Srn: As education, in its primary and popular sense, is regarded
of the first importance in Indian reform, I would submit the following report ,for the year ending this date. Winter term commenced on the return of the Indians from their fall and winter's
hunt, which was in January. The school continued five weeks;
after which, time, they repaired to their sugar camp. The time allotted the children was improved, though they had a limited time
for study.
Summer term.-The white and Indian children were united in
this term; -rising thirty scl-i.olars attended. The proficiency of the
Indian pupils was flattering and encouraging to the teacher. It
was a common remark that the Indian children surpassed the white
children in decorum and studiousness. This term continued four
months.
To elevate the condition of the adults, and to promote their in~
tellectual powers, as a preparatory step, I have published the first
rudiments of the new system for reading in their own _vernacular
tong_ue. I have distributed to the natives about one hundred elementary and reading books, which were earnestly solicited and attentively perused by those who could understand. Most of t~ e
families are furnished with copies of the sacred scriptures in thei r
own language.
.
Arrangement is in regress to issue a monthly publication, wh~ ch
will contain, in the
st number, the elements of the Ottowa, Chi p·
pewa, and Pottawatomie languages. The succeeding numbers will
embrace the general news of t h.e day, translations of the Scripture -,
hymns, moral anecdotes, the lives of eminent persons of their own
pe~ple and others, together with all useful and important ma tter
which may han a tendency to awaken the affection of the .. oul
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be Master of Spirit.

The readin~ will be

?f

t?at character ·

hic h will be approved by· all evangeh?al ·denomma_t10ns_.
There is an actual reform in the

ab1ts of many m this colony~

lt was remarked by one 1esterday, "":~Y, there are non~ who
rink now of us, excepting two or ,..three.
They are more mdusrious and sober in their habits than formerly; they have enlarged
heir fields and commenced in earnest to raise wheat, with their
her products. They raised one hundred and seventy bushels
hea t, five hundred bushels corn, and three huridred bushels oats,
he pre's ent season. They have ?rok~n u~ new land from_ twenty
0 thirty acres; they are now putt~ng rn t?irty-five acre~ ot wheat.
om e of their dwellings are furmshed with tables, chairs, regular
bed steads, and clocks. ·
'
Several individuals own light two-horse wago~s; of which they
make almost constant use in, securing their products., going to mill,
an d, on the Lord~s day, to attend divine worship.
.
_
It has been a pleasure to me the past season to conduct worship
in their language. Their good attendance and apparent interest
rend ered my preparatory studies, and the promulgation of the gospel, pleasant and satisfactory..
With high respe__ct, I remain your obedient servant,

L. SLATER,
Superintendent Ottowa colony.
WM . A. R1cHMOND, Esq.,
Indian .11.gent, Detroit.

No. 17-E.
GRAN];)

RAPrns, JV'ovember 1, 1848.

Sm : In presenting you wi t h anothe r annual report of the st a te
of th e colony of Ottowa Indians, subject to my supervisi on, I w oul d
remark, that I have nothing material to c'ommuliicate different from
the statement I had the honor to forward you for the preceding, year.
· Th e number of Indians, at present connected with the Griswold
Eight have died;
several have been baptiz ed by the resident teac~er and missionary,
the Rev. James Sel ki ng, who very effectually continu s to labor
among them; several have been confirmed by the Right Rev. Sam-.
uel A. McCoskey, D. D., who annually visits them; an<l there is
good r eason to believe many of them are well imbued with the true
spirit of the Christian religion. The progress of intemperance has
been much che cked, and w e hope the time is not far distant when
-its ravages will be seen no more among them.
They continue to improve in a~iculture, and, consequently, those
vvho p ay attention to this pursuit find its benefits in an increase of
-the comforts of living.
The_ number of. children that ~as atte~ded school, during the past
year, 1s about th ~rty, though eighteen 1s the highest number present at any one time.

mission, is about one hundred and thirty-four.
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In this department some change has been made. The assistant
teacher, hitherto, has been an tive; but, though he was well qu_alified for the office, still it was found difficult to induce the Indian
children to pay proper attention to his instructions. We have n~w
engaged a white man for this service, who also receives a few white
children into the school. The ,plan, thus , far, works well; the Indian children are much pleased in being thus associated with the
former, have their emulation at times much excited, and have
made better progress in learning than before we a,dopted the _
present mode. We trust we shall continue to derive benefit fr-om
it, and that some of the Indian children, at least, will thus _be made
to see the importance of acquiring a good if not thorough ,education.
·
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
F. H. CUMMING,
Superintendent of the colony of Ottowa Indiarns,
at the Griswold mission in the county of .11.llegan,
State of Michigan.
Hon. W. MEDILL,
Superintendent, ~c ., ~c.

No. 18.
SAULT STE, MARIE, MICHIGAN,

November 7, 1848.
Sm: I have the honor to report, in relation to the Indians of this
sub-agency, that they manifes<t, especially those located at a distance from the Sault, a disposition to improve their condition.
Aware that game is decreasing rapidly, they devote greater attention to fishing, in which some have been successful; not less than
l,!00 barre-ls have 'been sold by those at and around the Sault.
The potatoes, though promising at first, are in several places
affected with the rot.
In the latter part of November last, there were .a; few cases of
small pox at this place, of white persons. The Indians at Goulay's
bay, on th Canadian side, had many cases of it; two from the
Sault fell vfotims. Immediate steps were taken to vaccinate all
that required vaccination. No case of small pox occurred amongst
the Indians living within this sub-agency. Cases of erysipelas are
now at the Sault; those of the Indians are of a mild type, and
yield readily to medical treatment. Agricultural and other articles
from the blacksmith shops have be'11 issued to a greater amourit
than heretofore.
At Taquomenon and N eomekong they have been furnished with
doors and window sashes for six houses, which will be occupied
the approaching winter, and four others put up and covered.
With respect to the Ance Indians, I am glad to state that they
are in a promising way of advancement.
It is reported to roe that they have raised, and have of potatoe_ ,

\
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turnips, 500 bushels; amount of furs sold, $2,500;
a rels of fish taken, 500; maple sugar made; 1,400 pounds; 37
e d of cattle· number of dwelling houses, 60; boats, 10; canoes 1
. white fish' and trout gill nets, 250. The number .of Indians at

h Ance, 257.
,
Of be schools, the efforts made by the missionaries to get
c olars, and impart to them proper iastruction, are constant. The
chools of the Sault and Little Rapids are not on the increase. At
e examination of Rev. A. Bingham's school 1

(

whose report is

erewith, marked A,*) in Septtmber, the Indian children were

tX-

min ed in reading, spe11ing, mental arithmetic and geography, in
bich they showetd proficiency.
·
.
O the advancement of the school at the Little Rapids, I have
o refer you to the report of Rev. Wm. H. Brockway, marked B.
From the Ance no other report has been received. T 'he foregoing
ith the accompanying papers are respectfully submitted.
Very respectfully, your most obedient servant,

·
JAMES ORD .
To WM. A. RICHMOND, Esq .,
o11cting Supt. Indian .Ii.ffairs, Detroit, Mic!,, .

No. 18-A.
MISSION Hol!fSE, SAUL'.!' STE, MARIE,

.IJ.ugust 31, 1848.
SI1t : In presenting to you this twentieth annual report of our
mission, we would gratefully acknowledge the goodness of God,
who has mercifully preserved our lives, and continued to us the
measure of·health by which we have been enabled to pursue an uninterrupted course of labor during the year.
The persons employed in the several department~ of labor i-.
thi- mission during the year . are mysilf, Mu. Bingham, Rn.
James D. Cameron, Shyud, a native assistant, and Miss Adaline
Culver, assistant school teacher.
A small boarding school has been regularly continued through
the y ear. Since the last al!nual report, one mixed blood boy has
1,een dismissed, and two orphan Indian boys, anq one Indian gir],
ho is also destitute of parents, have been received .-Ou~ present numbe~ of boardi~g scholars is seven-two boys and
fi -e girls. They are rnstruct~d m all the branches of labor, suited
to their .age and capacity, that comes within the range of the miss: on. We have had a good school taught through the year,- with
a ~-acation of one week at the close of each (:]_uarter.
The number of pupils enrolled on the catalogue for the sever.al
quarters varies from 27 to 67. The catalogue for the first quarter
ending eptember 24, 1847, co ntained 35-males 20, females 15:
• Omitted to be sent.
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For the second quarter it contained but 27-ma]es 16, females 11.
For the third quarter it contained 56-males 34, _females . 22.
And for the fourth quarter, ending June 23, 1848, 1t con tame~
67-males 41, females 26.
,
Reading, writing, arithmetic, geography, English gramm~r, history, and philosophy have been taught in the school in the course
of the year; and, we may add, some attention has been given to
vocal music. In the various branches to which the pupils have attended, a considerable progress h-as been made .
• We have a pleasant Sabbath ,school of about 30 scholars connected with our m~ssion at home, and when I visit the Indians at
their different locations, I generally collect the youths and children in a Sabbath school and instruct them there.
And when
they visit the place, I draw them into the school whe.n practicable.
Our home school is omposed -of Indian, mixed blood, an~l white
children, taught according to their different capacities fo receive
instruction.
Singing of hymns and spiritual songs fo;·ms a part of our Sabbath school services, as well as family devotions, and in this our
beneficiaries bear an interesting part.
The greater portion of
them also take an active part in reading the Scriptures at our~family
devotions.
On account of the small n urn bet of Indians remaining ait our
place who are connected with our mission, a part of our religious
services on the Sabbath have been devoted· to the white population
for the · past year, when I have been at home.
But I have spent
a portion of my time in travelling among them, at those seasons ef
the year :when travelling is practicable, and not only teach them
publicly, but also from house to house, or from lodge to lodge.
We have a small church of about 30 members, besides a numb~r
who livfl on the Canada side of Lake Superior, most of whom appear decidedly to regulate their lives by the rules of the gospel,
and evi.dently seem to enjoy the consolations of the gospel. Some
defections have been found among them, as in Christian churches
among .t he white people; but, probably, not more frequent than is
comm (, n among them. The Sabbath is as strictly kept by them as by
Christian congregations in the States. In their religious meetings
they sing hymns translated into their own language, and pray understandingl, and with a becoming sp~rit of devotion,
We have also a Bible class, which has been kept up most of the
time for some years, which has generally been interesting, and well
attended during the winter season; but not so much so in the sum·
mer, as the people of our place are too deeply immersed in their
temporal concerns to give their attention to it.
Yet a few have
punctually attended through the -summer.
Our Indians continue to make gradual advances in civilization;
or, at least, they become more habituated to, aud confirmed in,
those civilized habits already adopted.
Most of our young men
are forming habits of industry and usefulness, devoting a portion
of their time to the cultivation of the soil; another and a large
portion of it to the fishing bust'luss , and another portion, not sui ·
1
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., .e for either of those~ to their former business, the chase. I un.
er ta nd that some of them, at least, contemplate purchasing land,
nd beco ming citizens of thr United States.
He ral of them who are engaged in fishing, have, for two• or
thre e years past, done the best at the business of aJ1y men in these
-parts; and it is not an easy matter to find more industrious and
perserering men aH1ong any people than they are. The:,- have
cauuht, and brought to market -at this place, more than 200 barrels
of fish with.in the past year.
~lay God graciously give to the Department, and all who are
enuagcd in labors for the promotion of their tern poral or spiritual
~e;efi t, a lively interest in their welfare, and that wisdom neces:ary to direct them to the adoption of .the best measures to accomJli~h it.
· W ith sincere respect and esteem, I remain your obedient ser,ant,

A. BINGHAM,
Sup't. Baptist mission.
T o JAMES ORn, Esq.,
Sub-agent Indian .11.ffairs'.

No. 18-B.
S m : As we are now in the last week of tb-e present conference
year, I avail myself of this opportunity to make_ you acquainted
,~ith the presrnt condjtion of the missions in thisi district.
Sault Ste ..Marie.-At this station I think there has be,e n a gradual , but steady improvement in the condition of the people from
my fi rst acquaintance with them to the present time. In comparison with the untutored ba~ds of the interior, they are already a
civiliz ed and Chri stianized people. The religious meetings ·have
g e nerally been well attended, and nearly all the members have
held fast their Christian profession ! The school al so has been well
attende d, the whole number on the list having been 42, many of
whom h ave made very commendable progress in the different
br a nche s usually t au g ht in the common schools among the white
po pulat ion. There are el.e ven head of cattle belongihg to the misiio n, besi des sixteen h ead that belong to ~different individuals at
th e st a t ion. The crop s of every description look unu sually fair,
and p r o m ise an abundant reward for the labor of cultiv ation.
Kewawenon.-At th is sta ti on the c~ ndition of things in general
is tn uch th e ~ame as w hen I last wrote you. All that I hav e said
of those connected w it h us at the Sault may be repeated with truth
of those bel ongin g to this station. For though much remains to
bed one, m uch h as_ce rtainly b ee n already accomp1ished in the great
Wark of eva ngel iz ati o n among them . The number in the week day
'ch o o I has b een 23, and i n the Sabbath school 42.
There is a
elll p era ne e so.,c iet y nurn b ering 48 rnem bers.1 Most of them Jive

36
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comfortably, and may be said to be doing well, temporaily and
morally.
,
..
Fon du Lac.-The Indians at this place are not so far aclvan ced m
civilization as those just mentioned; yet, since I first became acquainted with them they have made very perceptible improvement.
.Many of them now appear anxious to build themselves houses an d.
make permanent improvement. .They have listened with more attention than formerly to the preaching of the gospel, and a nu~ber have embraced the Christian religion. They have also mamfosted more concern for the instruction of their childr.en, and the
number in the school, I think, has been larger than any previo~s
ye~r. With patience and perseverance, we believe that good will
continue to be accomplished.
·
.
. Sandy Lalce.-This is a remote inland station, and somewhat difficult of access. Some of the Indians still hold on to their old
heathenism, but others h~ve renounced the same as no longer
worthy of their belief. There have bten some om ens for good
even here, and the work, we believe, wil I be sure in its accomplishment though it may be slow in its progress. We doubt
' not that God has designs of me·rcy towards them, anti that these
bands will yet become a civilized and Chrisdan.ized people. The
school has been regular~y taught whenever the cbildren could be
got in, whi€h at times it is not easy to do, as the people at some
seasons of the year have frequently to change places the better to
obtain a subsistence. As the people become more setlled in their
h,abits, this auxiliary will doubtless become more and more useful
in them.

I am, sir, respectful! y yours,
W. H. BROCKWAY,
Superintendent of Missions.
ORD, ~sq.,
Indian Agent, Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan .

JAMES

No. 19.
LA PoINTE SuB-AGENcv,

October 16, 1848.
Sm: In making this, my first annual report, allow me to say that,
owing to the shortness of the time during which I have had char e
of this sub-agency, I have been unable to obtain all the inform a·
tion necessary for a detailed account of the condition of the In·
di ans, and their interests embraced within its limits. So far a I
0r f
have been able to observe, they are, at least in the more
locations, making advances in those arts, customs, and habi t
living which are calculatecl to add to their happiness. Notbromore forcib1y demonstrates the great advantage t~ey derin f m

fa:
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e miss10nary efforts, and schools among them, than to observe
em as they assemble for payment from their various places of
abode and to note the contrast betwe'en those who are thus favored
and those who come, perhaps, from the neighborhood of the whiskey
seller.
.
The payment which · closed on the 7th instant b'a d excited much
interest, especially with the Indians, and inrluced them to assemble at an early day; and, as the .payment was late, the disagreeable
nece ity of having them here a long time was unavoidable. The
Indians cannot be made to comprehend why one year the payment
should be early, and another year L1te, and make many cornplaints
against government on account of it. . It would certainly be very _
de:irab le, if such a thing could be practicable, that government
should fix a time for these payments.
It has been particularly gratifying that so little . intoxicating
liquor found its way to the Indians at this payment. It is computed by residents here that not one-fourth part the quantity has
been sold to them at this as at pre, ious payment3. This result may
be attributed to the determined efflorts of the officers of this sub.agency, aided by . the re~pectable citizens an'd fraders. Liquor was
found secreted in barrels of corn, buried on the beach and in other
secret places, and destroyed. I have not known or heard of any
drunken broils, or of any disturbances of any kind, during or
since the payment. I had supposed the presence of a detachment
of troops absolutely necessary, but I a~ ' now satisfied that their
~enices can well be dispensed with.
I have received reports from the carpenter and blacksmiths, but
they contain nothing p:uticularly interesting~ The desire to have
-c omfortable houses built is increasing, and several have been built,
and more are in progress at · l3ald river and at La Pointe. The
blacksmi ths annually use up all the iron and steel furni~hed them
in making such articles as the Indians need.
I hav e received no reports from the farmers. I ~m satisfied that,
2s a general rule, Indian farmers do not render the Indians the
service which they ought for the compensation they receive. It
may justly be considered the most important office among them,
and one most directly calculated to benefit them. Every effort"
should be made, by precept and example, to induce Indians to cultivate the soil. It not only affords them the means of comfortab 1 e subsistence, but is the •first and most important step towards
civilization. Where we find an Indian cultivating land, we almost
in variably find one making rapid strides towards civilization. The
office of ln<lian farmer, therefore, instead of being a mere sinecure,
-as is too often 'the case, ought to be one of toil and industry. The.
co rnpensatio n demands it; justice to the Indians demands it.
Enclosed, marked No. 1, is the report of Rev. Sherman Hall, superintendent of the schools, under the direction of American board
commissioners of foreign missions. From the schools at Fon
0£
du Lac and Sanuy Lake I have receiv.e d no reports. Mr. Day, wh'o , ,
for some years has had charge of the school at Fon du Lac, is about
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leaving for Eagle river, and his place is to be supplied by Mr-..
Holt, who will continue the school.
I am, sir, respectful I y, your obedient servant,
JOHN S. LIVER:\1ORE,

Indian Sub-agent ..
' Hon. W.

MEDILL,

Commissioner Indian .Affairs.

No. 19-A.
LA PoINTE, October 16, 1848.

Srn: I have just received your request to forward to you a _re :port of the schools at this place and Bad river, under the direct10n
of the American Board of C. F. M.
At this place, two schools were kept during the year en din~ with
the first of June last, at whiQh time I rendered a report to the Department, through Mr. Richmond. Accompanying that ·report was.
a list of the scholars, and a schedule exhibiting the branches of study
to which each one. attended. Our schools, during the period referred to, were kept in different parts of the village-one under the
instruction of Mr. E. F. Ely, and the other under the instruction
of Miss A. Spooner. At the former, 55 different scholars were en -rolled during the year. T,he average daily attendance was 19. The
whole number enrolled on the records of the latter school was 46,
and the average daily attendance was 18. About the middle of July,
Miss Spooner left this mission on a visit to her friends in the eastern
States, and has not returned. Since that time there has been bu t
one school kept" in connexion with this station. The average daily
attendance now is 18 or 20.
At ·Bad river there was a school kept, under the direction of Re v.
L. H. Wheeler, during the year ending with May last, about fi ve
and a half months. This was all the time there were Indians re siding there who were disposed to send their children \o sch ool.
A school was maintained there during the last summer, until tb_e
Indians left their gardens and removed t-o ~he Jake and to this
place.
The school was then dis coptinued for want of scholars.
The Indians have been detained here for their annual paym ent
longer than usual. On this acc~unt th ey are now but just retu rned
to Bad river. The school there has probably re-opened. More
than 50 different scholars attended the school there last year,
though .the average attendance did not exceed ten a day.
We regret to see so little inte re st taken by these Indians in the
subject of education. Most of them attach little or no importance
to having their children instru cted. I have been inform ed that
many of the bead men have expres ed a desire to have th eir school
money divided among them, as their other annui ties are, th at they
migh~ ex pend it in th e same way. We have had as many te achers
employed as it re q uire d to in st ru ct all t ho~e ·w ho w ere di sposed ~
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nil themselves of instruction. There are few families be1_on.ging
the bands here and at Bad river, who pould not, if they chose,
keep their children in school during a Iatge porti?n. of the ye:ir.. ,
The American board, I have n.o doubt, would' be w1llrng to Jurmsh
a sufficient number of competent teachers to instruct every child in
the e bands the year round, if the Indians themselves were dis posed to
arail themselves of the advantages of instruction when placed
·ithin their reach. .
In some respects these Indians are improving. Many ' of them
are ad opting partial habits · of civilization. This is more and more
appar ent every year in the mode of dress, in their efforts to procure houses to live in, all'd in 1heir enlarging their gar-dens and small
fields. Many are much more industrio_us than formerly, and are
much less disposed to depend on the same -precarious m?des of obtaining the means of subsistence, which almo·s t universally preTailed among them• formerly. These c~anges are most apparent
amon g the younger portion of them. If the right kind · of intluences are brought to bear ,upon them, an<l they can be shielded from
the degrading and destroying evils of intoxicating drink, r do not
see why they may not e-ventually become a civilize·d and happy
peopl e. This, however, must be the work of time, and will require much perseveranc~ on the part of those who are disposed to
live among them for the purpose of teaching them ,letter'S., the arts,
and the Christian relig_ion.
lam, sir, very respectfully, your's ,
SHERMAN HALL.
J. S. L1vE~MORE, E s<h ·
·'
Sub-agen t at La Pointe.
0

No. 20.
0FFIC-E SuB-lNDIAN-AGENCY,

Ureen Bay, September 28, 1848~
Srn : In submittir.g my annual report for the current year, no ma-

terial changes ar e to be no.ted among the tribes, since my 'last; . in
fact , that report may be referred to for the ge·n eral condition of the
Indians for this year.
The Oneief,as, as heretofore, continue to advance in civilization
and ge neral improvement. · ·But a few years· more will be required
dfectually to se ttle t he ir character as a civilized people. They all
live by agr iculture, and th eir lit tle farms, stoc_k and implements,
-would comp ari favorab~y with those of our own citizens generally,
in anew country.
_
·
Their two sc hools are continued as h eretofore; the one in English, the other in On eida, though t he latt er is soon to be con'du cted
in English . ,
_
'Th~ mission amo ng the First Christi an p arty, is 'now u~_der the
-superintendence of the Rev. F. R. H aff, of the ·Protestant Episcopal church , wh ose rep ort is herewith submitted. That of the Or-
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chard party is under the superintendence of the Rev. Seth -W , Forrlr
of the Methodist Episcopal church; his rep~rt is also enclosed.
This tribe has a large and very valuable reservation, about three
miles from the town of •Green Bay, of which they ~ccup_y :rnt a
small part. Under the guidance of their two excellent m1s.s10naries, they are fast progressing to a state of independence; but o~e
drawback is to be mentioned: too many of them still resort to this
town for purposes of intemperance.
/
The Stockbridges remain much as heretofore. They re farmers,
and belong to the pale of civilization and Christianity. They havenearly laid aside both their Indian coshame and language. For t_he
most part, they are temperate and industrious. The difficultiesabout citizenship, under the acts of 1843, and 1846, remain unad- }asted, ·though the parties are, for the present, quiet, awaiting some
action by the government. The recommend~tio1_1 of the Depar~ment, made last year to Congress, that they be invited to cede their
rights, is still to be adhered to as the Ol)ly practicable mode of adJusting those difficulties.
·
Their schools, under the general superintendence of the Rev.
Cutting Marsh, are continued, and are highly useful. ·
The Brothertowns, as observed in my last annual report, are citi. zens of the United States, (by an act of Congress,). and compa~eadvantageously with almost any other class; the only charge this
sub-.agency exercises ov er them, is the application for their benefit
of a share of the "educational fund." Two excellent commo n
English schools are kept open a gr eat part of the year; they are
well attended, and highly prized by this people.
·
The Menomonies are the most numnous and the most interesting
tribe in this sub -agency. Thty are just beginning to change slow'ly, but sur ely , from the savage to the civilized state. Until within
the last few years, but very few of them m~de any attempts to
draw their sustenance from the soil. Now one hundred and joitr
families (vide Rev. Mr. Bonduel's report) are living at Lake Pahway-he-kume, including some five hundred souls, all of whom derive their support mainly from agriculture. Of these, fifty-seven families live in good substantial log-houses of their own construction.
They have under cultivation 200 acres of ]and, well cleared and
fenced. Th ey have, according to the report of their missionary,
raised the -past season, six thousaad bushels of corn, five hundre d
bushels of potatoes, one hundred and twenty-five bushels of oats,
(by one man,) ·c ollected one thousand bushels of rice, and ma~e
thirty thousand pounds of sugar. When it is considered that this
is but an infant settlement, having been commenced five years ago
by wild Indians, with no resources but their hands, and but slight
aid from the government, it may be adduced as evidence of a fixed
purpo se on their part to make full proof of the advantages of
farming over the chase for support.
.
. S_ucceeding as th y have thus far, their example ·is fast ba,rn.
its rnfluence on other portions of the tribe. The last sea on, the
b~oth _r _of the principal chief, 0 bko h, who is named Osh ke r ."
niew, Joined the farming band and professed Christianity; from iis.
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:o flu ence, he is regarded as an important accession from the pagan
ranks . Besides this brother of the · head chief, a very influential
cbief bas also Jately joined the farming band.
All these advances by the Menomonies in civilization and Chrisianity have been· greatly stimulated and confirmed by the faithful
Christian labors of the Rev. F. J. Bonduel, of th,e Roru.an Catholic
churc h, and the superintendent of t_heir mission _and schools. This
entl eman continnes his school for boys, and I cannot speak too
bio-hly of its importance in forming the character of the Indian
TO~th which attend it. It is conducted entirely in English; and I
have full confidence that, if not disturbe.d, if will in a few years be
he means of enabling m1ny of these sons of the forest to read,
write and speak the English language with ease and correctness.
The school for girls, under th~ charge of .Mrs. -Rosalie Dousman, is also rnntinued, and equally deserving of c-ommendation.
Herewith is rf'spectfully submitted one of the monthly registers of
each of these schools, to wit-for the month of Au.gust. , They , are
presen ted as sp ecimens of those furnis.hed me every month. ]from
them it will be perceived that 24 of each sex attend pretty regularly on the schools.
_
There is also herewith enclosed the .general annual r~port ·of the
Rev . Mr. Bonduel, together with otlrnr accompanying interestin g papers, from which it appears that, beside the 48 children
which attend regularly on t_he schools, there have been within his
mission the current year, 51 baptisms, 29 converts to Christian.ity,
11 deaths, antl 10 marriages; and that 109 members have been
added to a temperance society, which now numbers 129 members.
In encouragement of the efforts of these simple-hearted natives,
to emulate the character , of the whites as farmers and Christians,
every aid possible has b'een given them by this sub-agency, especiall y in the fulfilment of the _ treaty stipulation which furnishes
the m with sto ck cattle and farming ute·nsils; and their appre ciat io n of this little fund is shown in their anxiety for shares in its
distr ibution, and the good use they make of the utensils and
cattl e.
T he two blacksmiths in this sub -agency labor exclusively for
the Menor.oonies; they, are sober, faithful and industrious men-,
a nd give eminent satisfaction to the Indians.
T he necessity of a treaty with · the Menomonies for a cession of
a t l east a part of the lands they occupy, becomes every day more
and m0re p ressing. The settleme-nts of o_ur citizens have now
come up to t he boundarie_s, which brings the two races in contac t ,
and fr om w hich · ari se mutual complaints. It is nearly impo ssible to pr event the citiz ens from enc roaching on the Indian lanrf,
and the Ind ians ar e con stantly prow lin g over the ceded land. This
state of t hings is g re at ly agg ra vat ed by t he heavy and rapidly increasing tr ade to th e lumbe ring count ry, on the upper 'Wis consin
river, which can only be appro ach ed by goi ng directly through the
Menomonie countr y, on t he east sid e of t he Wi sconsin river; it cannot Jong co ntinue , it is feare d, wit ho ut ser ious co ll ision.
It must be conceded tha t ver y se rious obs tacl es lie in the way of
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treating w·i th th;s tribe, while the United States Senate adhere to
its resolution not to allow traders' claims. Nevertheless, an effort
is respectfully recomm ended, an<l which, if made, I have great
hop es may be succ1::ssful. .
In my last annual report, the attention of the Department was
called to tli.e fact that large bands of the Ottawas and Po_ttawa~omies, as also of the Winnebagoes, wer e in this part of W1sconsrn,
leading a predatory kind of life in the neighborhood of the Fox
and Wisconsin rivers-sometimes encamping on the ceded lands,
and at others on the Menomonie lands.
This evil has been greatly
· complained of the past summer, both by our citizens and by ~he
Menomonies, and appears to be on the increase. They are .troublesome, quarrelsome, both to the whites and the Men,omomes, and
their removal is recommended at the earliest possible moment.
I am, honored sir, very respectfully your obedient servant,

ALBERT G. ELLIS,
United States Sub-Indian agent.

Hon.

WILLIAM MEDILL,

Commissioner India-n .Jlffairs.
/

No. 20-A.
/

PowAHEGAN,
September 1, 1848.

LAKE

/

DEAR Sm: 'fhe report for this month not only exhibits the flourishing condition of our schools, both male and fem ale, but also the
rapid progress of our Christian Indians of Lake Powahegan towards
civilization, notwithstanding the many obstacles thrown before
them to create discouragement. . Although the pupils of both
schools as yet do not speak the language, which they continue to
study with a good deal of zeal and perseverance; still, they are
already able to appreciate the many advantag es which they will
gather from its knowledge in the course of a few years.
There is ~ tone and an appearance of happiness in this settlement at present which speaks volumes for the better condition of
the son of the forest in future. Almost every family has got a fine
field of corn and a good deal of veg etabl es for the winter. Nearly
the two-thirds of the Christian families of this settlement Jive in
log houses built by themselves. Pierre Lam ottt>, a chief, Pierre·
McRoJtibiensi, Joseph Langlois, and Jean Baptiste Akenibawi,
,rnother chief, have got, each of them , as good and as comfortable
a house as any of our American farmers.
Their attention to Christi an instru ction , the generous effort that
they ha Ye made out of their own accorrl to embrace a,.d follow a
sober and an industrious life, ~ives me confidence that their moral
influence will be ad vantageou ly fcl t by our neighbor Indian ~, ~h_o
a~ yet have not opened their eyes to the benig-nant light of religion.
·
·
A change for the better in .their domestic condition has creat ed

t
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a taste for neatness, which. is also striking in their dress, especially

when they go to church. In ten years hence, the dross of their
pa t life, moral and domestic, shall have been co!l~umed by the "
fire of Christian charity, or disappear by the electnc1ty of an active life. They will ptesent the consoling spectacle of a ne:V ·
people, when compared w~th ~he A miserable condition t~ey li~ed
but a few years ago. Their fnends shall not regret their having
tender ed a helping hand to religion to rescue _thi~m from the grasp
of vice and paganism; and, should their enemies grow in malice,
triumph over humanity, and blast a way all our hopes, even then,
at least, we shall enjoy the sweet tes~imony of our conscience that'
we have done our duty.
.
With much regard and sincere affection', I have the honor to remain, honorable and dear sir, your most obedient servant in
Christ,

F. J. BONDUEL.,
Superintendent.
Hon. A. G. ELL1s,
Sub-Indian agent at Green Bay.

·

j

No. 20-B.
Report of the ~chool for tlie '' Orchard party" oj the Oneida Indians
at Duck Creek near Green Bay, Wisconsin, .11.ugust 8th, 1848•.
DEAR Sm: In conformity with your instructions I hasten to make
my r'eport for the .ceurrent year. 1 As I have, however, been at this

station only about nine months, I can of _course report for only
that length of time. .This school being under the patronage of the
.M ethodist Episcopal church, I have kept it eight months in one of
the rooms of. the mission house, our school house being too much
decayed to be made comfortable. Some of'the children have made
good proficiency in their stu·dies, which have been C;Onducted entirely in the English language. N.Iany of them can read intelligi·
bly in the New Testament and gther books, .and have made some
advancem ent in learning to write. Their knowledge of penmanship and figur~s has already in many instances been pr.actically
beneficial to themselvEs and their parents. Their number and ages
are as {o llows:-Over 12 years of age~ 11; over 10 ·and under 12
years , 7; over 7 ·and under 19 years, 13; total 31. Some of these
have attended a11, and others only a part of the time.
This mission numbers ninety-one members, who are punctual in
their attendance at church on the Sabbath, and in their daily walk
give evidence of established moral and religious principles.
The Oneida Indians have almost entirely abandoned 'the chase for
a Ji velihoo<l , and confine themselves exclusively to t-he occupations
and pursuits of civilized life.
I believe , sir, that your instructions to teac·h these children excl usiveJy in the English language will prove a lasting benefit to

,,
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them, as they can then have access to innumerable books in ou-r
language, when, on the other hand, there is litt1e besides the New
Testament, prayer book, and hymn book translated into theirs.
Very respectfully, yours, &c.,
.
.• SETH W. FORD.

· Miss. for the Methodist E. Church, Wis. Con.
G. ELLIS, ·
U. -S. Sub Indian agent.

To honorable

ALBERT

No. 20-C.
ONEIDA

MissroN, DucK

CREEK, WISCONSIN,

.llugust 30, 184S.
Srn: The superintendence of. tb is ri1ission was assumed by me on
the first of April last, since which time the school has been conducted as it was u nder my predecessor, with the exception of a few
weeks, when it was closed on account of tbe ,prevalence of srnaH
pox among tbe tribe.
As yet the Indian language o·n ly has been taught, but after the
op ening of the next quarter, which wi1l take place in a few days,
the school will be conducted in English. The number of schola.rs
during the summer has been about twenty. During the winter the
number is more than double. Their pro.CYress
has been highly sat·
0
isfactory to their teachers.
·
The mission, with which the school is connected, still remains.
under the patronage of the domestic committee of the boar d of
missions of the Protestant Episcopal church.
I am, sir, your obedient servant,

F. R. HAFF.
A. G.

ELLIS,

U. S. Sub-Indian agent.

No. 21.
OF F ICE OF THE NEw

YoRK

AGE NCY ,

Ellicottville, October 4, 1848.
Srn: In compliance with the r egulati ons of the Indian Department, I have the honor herewi t h to submit the an11ual repo'rt of th econdition of the Indians within the limits of this sub-agency.
I have this year received no in struct ions from the Depar tment totake a general census of the Inclians within this S tate . I hare
ther efore been compelled to rely upon such information as I cou ld
obtain by writing to the several reservations. The statistics hate
not, in every case , been as full and complete as I desired; bu t as
the period has arriv1::d when my report should be forwarded to tl~t
Department, I find it necessary to embody such fac s as I have
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my possession, and furnish a more detailed r..eport at some future
pe~~~-n umber of Indians at pr~sent residing within this St.a te, as
near as I have been abJe to a~certain, is as follows:- .
J3uffalo Senecas residing on Cattaraugus · reservation ..••• : ••
do
.
do
••••••.
Cattaraugus do
do
A,.llegany.
" , do
•·••• ~ •.
Senecas
do
Tonaw,anda
do
..•••••
do
do
i-n Oneida county: •.••••. ~.••••••.
Oneidas
do
Onondag·a county ..•• ·•..••.•••
Onond agas
do
Other Indians
do
•
do I
, , , , • , •, • , , • •
N1agara county .••••. .••••••••• ·
Tuscarorat
do
St. Regis
do
St. Lawrence cou~ty ..• : •••• : .

65 3

529
810
505,

173
310
97
320
270

Total . ..... ...•.....•................•.• .........
_
: .... . 3,667

There are Indians residing on some of the above reservations
which I have not enumerated, as I have no ,means of as·cettaining I
their number or class,
·
, , .
'
14·,000·
The number ·of acres improved land on said reservations
do
meadow land
do
1)400
bushels wheat raised
do
do
11,520
do
do corn raised
do
35,490
do
do potato'es raised
do
12,000
do
do turnips raised
do
423
do
do o'ats raised
do
28,860
400
plough in use
do
do
1,000
do
horses .
do
839
do
sheep
· do
850
milch cows
.
do
do
Tbe val ue of horticultural produce ..•••••.•••••.••••• $20,831 00
6,215 43
do
land let at an average of $250 per acre ...
600 00
do
avails from the , chase .••••••..••.•••.•• -.

· The improvemeQt of land an_µ the raising of grain, stock, &c., is
incre asing, and the products of the farms will this ye~r exceed
any former period in the history of the New York Indians. The
chase, on some of the reservations, is nearly abandoned, and a good
system of agriculture is springing up in its place.
The schools are in a flourishing condition. Chari table and be- ,
nevolent societies have done much, aided by the liberal appropriati~ns made by the legislature of this State, towards the erection of
buildings, &c., to , extend the ble ssings of education and civilization . By the perseverance of the chiefs, and the stringent laws of
our State, scenes of intemperance are growing le ss numerous.
No having been able to visit itll of the reserv ati ons in this Stafe,
since my appointment to the sub-agency, I therefore cannot speak
from personal observation of their general condition; yet from the
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information with which I have been furnished, I am satisfied the
Indians of New York are progressing in ci vilizatio
and are comfortable and happy in comparison with former periods.
All Jf. which is respectfully submitted.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
.1
•

,1,

·

.

ROBERT H. SHANKLAND,
Sub-agent.

To Hon. WM.

MEDILL,

Commissioner of Indian .11.jfairs, Washington, D. C.

No. 21-A.

• Report of the state of the State school.
CATTARAUGUS RES~RVATION'

September 4, 1848.
School commenced May ],, 1848.
The average number of
scholars in attendance is 19 per diem.
There are some 48 on my list. But there are some ~ho are yery
irregular in their attendance; but they are improving as well in
their stlidies as could be expected under irregularities.
I am, very respectfully, your servant,

. C. T. CARRIER.
To N. T.

STRONG,

Esq.,

Attorney State school, Cattaraugus reservation.

P. S.-There are six white pupils who attend 'the school.

No. 2.1 --B.

Report of the female boarding school on the Cattaraugus reservation, established and under the care of the Society of Friends.
9TH MONTH, 4TH,
\

1848.

Attended by from eighteen to twenty-five females, who are taught
reading, writing, arithmetic, and geography; and, during intermis·
sion of school, are instructed in the different branches of housfhold
business.

JOSEPH S. STRATTON,
ABIGAIL WALTON,
Superintend ents.
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No . .22--A.
\

UNITED STATES SPECIAL INDIAN AGENCY,

·

January 20, 1848. ,

Sn: Having this <lay arriv~d at Torry's trading-house from the
prairies, I hasten to submit for your consideration the fo1lowing
report of my p~oceedings, obse!vations_,. &c., sin?e the 22d December,
ultimo. Findrng that the robbing parties of Indians reported had re- __
tire d, I returned to the trading-house, at which place I arrived on
the 30th Decernb-er past. On the ls-t January, Mo; pe· ·c ho-ko-pie, one ,
of the friendly Comanche chiefs, arrived near this post with six of
the horses stolen from Captain Sutton's ranging company; but he
was so much alarmed that he did not visit the trading-house, but
left the horses at the nearest settlem.ent, retiring in great haste to
his cam p, in consequence ·of which, I was unable to ascertain what
party had committed the theft. I accordingly deemed it proper to
proceed to the Comanche country, anq adopt such measures as
might prevent any further difficulty, and, if practicable·, .recover the
balance ·of the horses. On my arrival i_n the -country ·usually inhabited by that band·, I found they had aH gone high up in the
prairies , and that, it would be almost impossible, if not quite, for
me to overtake them, not being prepared for a journey to so great
a dis tance. I fell in with, on the prairies, several small bands of
friendly Indians, pri~cipally Tonkahuas, who ·gave information
relative to the movements of some other bartds, and that the depredation was committed by the "T'e n-a-wish," one of the ~' upper
Comanch es." As soon as the friendly .chiefs heard of the robbery
they prnceeded 'to the country of the Ten-a-wish., and recovered all
the stolen property that they found.
The six horses sent in were all that could travel in. The balanc e
w ere in their camp ready to be given up . . After ar;iving at th e
tr ading-house, I found that a· party of " Delawares," who are in
the employ of Torry & Co., had just arrived direct from the upper.
prairies, by whom I receive,d the talks sent in by the friendly Comanche chiefs. They expres~ a determination. to keep their tr_e aty,
and to do all in their power to preveB t the . upper bands from mo- ,
· Jesting our settlements. They also sent · a request that I should
-visit thei r country immediately, and receive the stolen prope-r ty,
and to hear the talks of the "upper bands," so as to convince the
government that -they were not to blame, or be held responsible
£or the acts of the Ten- a-wish; and express a willingness ,to assist
m.e against those bands, should they commit any further acts of
hostility; and gave me notice that a band of Ten-a-wish had started
dow n for the purpose of attacking the "German settlements" on the
~ 'Llan o" river.· I immediately notified the troops ·stationed on this
frontier, and have take.n measures to have those exposed settlemen ts also notified, and, if necessary, protected from the in tended

attacks.

,

I would respectfully call the attention of the Department to the
fact that, in addition to the upper Comanche b ands, there are now
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assembled on the head waters of the Brazos river a very large
number of Indians, consisting of the Ki-o-was, Yam-pa-se-~as,
Muskeleros, &c. T he avowed intention of the present as~~mbhng
is to make preparation for a descent upon the northern provinces of
Mexico, Chihuahua, and others, early in the spring: _I am info:°:1ed
by the sneral friendly bands, who have been hunting rn the pr~ir~es,
and who have had intercourse wit,h them, that they are coun c1llmg
with the Comanches, proposing to unite and send several thousand
warriors. I am unable to calculate the chances, of an attack o·n our
frontier settlements, all these hostile operations thus far being co:1fined to waylaying the roa<ls leading fr0m San Antonio to ~he Rio
Grande, with some slight skirmishing with our rangers m that
section-thus far not having made an attack on our settlements. So
long as I can preserve the friendship and confidence of these frien~ly
bands of Comanches, I have no fear but, from the promptness with
which they acttd in the recovery of the stol·en property, much is
to be expected from their stability. In accordance with their request, although over three hundred miles west of this place, I
shall proceed immediately to their camp, and hope to strengthen
them in their friendly resolutions.
.
All the smaller bands are perfectly quiet and friendly, and I can
detect nothing of a hostile or disaffected nature in their proceedin gs.
I would respectfully further call the attention of the Commissioner to the complaints, 1i:nade b.y the Comanches, .of the attacks
on their "war parties" in Mexico, by our troops, by which a number of their warriors have been killed. They think it strange that
we should endeavor to cultivate peace with them here, and attack
them there when we are at war with that nation. They have not
discussed this subject to any extent with me; but I am induced to
call your attention to the subje-c.t; other friendly Indians having
spoken of their dissatisfaction on that account, with the probability
of its finally creating difficulties between us. The authorities of
this State have ever shown a disposition to do all things necessary
for the preservation of peace, and by maintaining the tempo.rary
boundary fixed upon, _as well as by preventing surveying parties
from penetrating into the Indian cou·atry, which has done much to
reconcile .t hem. The Indians have, with few exceptions, remained
entirely above our settlements, and I hear of much more complaint
from the n urnerous whiskey venders along our borders about the
"dullness of trade," than from one good ~itizen of depredations by
the Indians.
.
I also deem it proper to call the attention of the Commissioner
to an article published in the Ho_uston city papers, relative to a
battle between the Delawares and Comanches. I am unable to
_learn anything about it from the Indians; a considerable party of
Delawares are now at the trading-house direct from the Comanche
country; they, however, give no intimation of a misunderstanding
between these tribes or any other Indians on @ur borders. I hare
just been informed that a battle has recently been fought between
a small detachment of_ Captain Gillett's company and ten Indians,
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" 0 were supposed to be Li pans, in w~ich se_ven of the_ ]atter were
~ill ed, and three of the detachment, rncludmg _one lieutenant, a
report of which ha~ no doubt been made ere this to the Depar~mt:nt by Lieutenant · Colonel Bell.
have . l;>een unable t~ ob tam
any information from the several friendly bands respecting that,
party.
.
,
. ·
·
.
.
I have the honor, v~ry respectfu11y, to be your obedient serva~t,
ROBT. S. NEIGHBORS,
Unittd States sptcial In.dian agent.
Col onel WM. MEDILL,
Washington, D. C.

!

No. 22-B.
OFFICE OF THE TEXAN EMIGRATION AND

LA:'ND

COMPANY.

Stewardsvilte, Denton county, Texas, February 18, 1848.

Sm: I arri about to proceed with a corps of surveyors, accompanied by a sufficient armed force, to run, measure an<l mark, and
otherwise define and establish the southern and western boundaries _of the grant made 'to W. S. Peters, et al., by the republic of
Texas, commonly callec;l " ,Peters' colony," , now belonging to the
Texas Ernigra.tion and Land Company, ·w hose legally and properly
authorized colonial age~t I am, and whom, in_ this communication)
I ba\"e the honor to represent. By cornmenc1qg at an, established
corner of said grant, situated about 36 miles southeast by south
from the towri of Dallas, on the Trinity river, in Dallas county, of
this State; to run thence due west one hundred and sixty -four .
(164) miles, and there to establish .the southwestern corner of said
grant; thence to run due north to the southern bank of Red, river,
and there to establish the northwestern corner of sa~d grant or
colony.
·
Having been informed that y_0u .are the United States' agent for
Indian affairs in Texas, and particularly for that part of the State
thro ugh which .I intend to run, and _that it is likely you might conceive it to be your duty ..to int~rfere with any party I might
send on this expedition, as intrud_ing on the rights of the Indians,
and perhaps to stop or punish the persons sent out by me for the
prosecution of the work, I have, in consequence of this, ta~ en the
liberty to send to you the following inquiries, which, as they are
made solely for the purpose of avoiding any collision wit h the
gove rnment au tho rities, I hope will be answered by you in a similar spirit of candor and good , feeli'ng.
.
Have you, either by law, or instructions from the proper author ities of the Uni1ed States, or of the State of Texas, any autho rity
of right to hinder any citizen of this State, or of the United St ate s,
from going into or prosecuting his lawful business in any part of
the State of Texas,• whether the country is occupied by Indians or
not 1
'
If you have, pl-ease info mi me what is its nature, and how far it
extends.
·
·
1
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Should you have the authority, or conceive it to oe your du !y,t o stop or otherwise interfere in any way with the party or parties
of surveyors I shall send out for the purposes above mentioned,_ or
to preyent or hinder the said company or their agents from surveyrng
into sections all the country claimed by them and granted by the
republic of Texas, or frorri settling emigrant families upon any
pa~t thereof, be pleased - to inform me how .far you will exercise
that authority, and by what means you would epforce it, and to .
what extent force wo'uld be employed.
By a reference to the accompanying pamphlet, you will discover
that the republic of Texas has, by the most solemn acts she was
capable of performing; granted, for certai!1 purposes, a1l the lands,
or terri torv north • ancl east of the lines heretofore mentioned to be
run as bou.ndaries, to the parties whom I represent. And you will
readily perceive that we have · an unquestionable right to· survey
and oc cupy the same; as well as that the State of Texas is bound,
constructively, to put us in possession of all the lads included in
_said grant. Under this view of the case, and with our .rights and
privileges exhibited to you, will you be obliged to stop or hinder
us in any way, from defining our boundari es, or taking possession
of, and settling all the territory thus granted?
;:::: And supposing that you should admit our right to survey
.and settle the said boun~ari_es and territory, and give to . us
assurances that we shall :riot be stopped by •you, or should you
deem it necessary to conciliate the Indians through whose district
we shall pass or remain in while engaged in said surveys and settling of familie~; will you in contemplation of suGh a state of
things, render us any assistance, either of armed men as a protection, or by making, as a preparatory st ep, some amicable arrangements with the Indian tribes?
Your immediate answer, made positive and not· to be mistak en,
will grea tly influence our conduct in this affair, as well as confer a
great obligation on the undersigned.
Be pleased to accept the assurances of great respect, with whi ch
I have the honor to be, sir, your very obedient, bumble servant,
.
HENRY 0. HEDGCOXE,
Colonial _agent of the Texas Emigration and Land Company.
M ajor

NEIGH B ORS .

No. 22-C.
Rep or t of R. S. N eighbors, esq., special agent for Te x as Indians,
·
f rom 20th January to 2d March, 1848.
UN ITED S TAT ES SP E CI A L I ND I A N AGE N C Y '

Tra ding Post, No. 2, March 2, 1848 .
SIR: Ha ving just returned .fr om the In dian coun t ry, I haste n to
lay before the Departm ent a repor t of my proceedings, ob er va tions,
&c., sin ce the 20th of Ja nu ary .
·
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In my report of that date, I notified the Department that the Co~
manches ha<l sent for me to visit their camp. ln . ac.co'rd-ance .with
hi request, I started for their camp on the 31st January, and arrired, 1~ 0 the 14th Februllry, on the Salt F 'o rk of 'the Brassos, _a bout
360miles NW. of this placE:,, where :I found camped, _the friendly
band of Penetakees or Hois. I found that they had abandoned th~ir
u ual hunting grounds, which are so'me .2OO mi_les .nearer · the ·settlement than this point, and thought proper to foUow them, rin or.der
0 be able to report to the Department their intention,s, and the
cause of their unprecedented . movements. The principal chief,
Mo-po-cho-ko-pie, met me·,about fifteen · mHes from the camp and
received me in tlie m?st friendly manner, expressing ,,much gratification at my arrival, and giTing me many assu,rances ·o f the friendly
dispositions of -his ban_d, and- th&ir wish to pr,e se(ve _pea.ce wi~µ t~e
whites. It being late, we did qot arri·ve at .the main caµip, but the
chief with a ·small party ,r~mained with U[ a1l , night, for tq.e : purpose of conductin,g me to the camp and to afford pro.te.ctic_>n against
he party who had declared themselves hostile. Having arrived at
camp, he gave me a full -and compl.ete. history of the m~vemen"ts
and disposition of the several prairie bands', which, for the i~formation of the Department, I deein it proper fo communicate at
length . He informed ~me that "the depre~ations l.ately committed
and charged to the Comanches, were committed by the Ten-a wish
and Na-ko-nies,. and a small portion of the- lower bands. qr Pe-ne-takees, over whom he could exercise no control. ·. The first party that
comme nced depr~datin_g was a p~rty of the Ten"'- a'- wis4 and ~ako-sies, who had been on a .foray in Mexico. On their return , they
met with a party of ,Lipans, who had received in format.i on that the
Comanches and whites · were at war; on heari-ng this, the party
concluded to steal some horses before returning to· camp, and ' in
consequence istole . the horses from Captain ~uttori's company/'
On their arrival at the camp of the friel!dly band, the chiefs immediately took possession of the stolen pr.operty for _the purpos~
of returning thell} to their owners~ When the Ten-a-wis_h heard 'o f
this, they sent their warriors out to steal more, saying, "they
woulu get tired 9f returning stolen horses." Se,v eral parties imwan!ed to see how lo"!}g hefore the old c hiefs of the Pe-ne-ta-kees
mediatel y started down and have stolen a number of horses, principally from the ranging . company. ,
.
The seco,nd. party was the oµe that stole horses from C:lpta,in
Gillett's company. The rangers followed and overt'ook theni.:..-rec overing their horsts
illing two In~ians, and wounding two.
Wt.en the news reache
amp, a brother of the ·Indians that were
killed went down with a sniall party of warriors, and finding his
brothers Qead, killed, nPar San Antonio, a white man and his wife.
The chiefs of the Pe-ne-ta-kees have used every exertion to p!even t further difficulty, and to return the 1tolen property, and have
c arried their measures so far that they found it weuld lead t9 war
among themselves if · persisted in, when tµey. abandoned their atttm pts to .P:eserve peace, and fled with. great precipitance to the
upper prames, as they expected our troops to follow the parties
1
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that had committed 'the depredations. He also informed me t~a t
the chiefs that had signed the treaty, and all the Coma_nches, ( with.
the exception · of the small parties 'that it was impo~s1ble to co~trol,) were mu : h disposed for peace, and were willing to do all rn
their power to recover the stolen property, but did not wish to be
held responsible for the acts of the depreoators.
.
On the morning of the 14th, I arrived al the main camp, which
I found to consist of about 250 lodges of Camanches, 50 of To_n ·
ka -huas, and 10 of Wichetas. All the p1:incipal chiefs and councillors of the lower bands w~re present, being ' the first time _that I
have seen them all together quring the year. I met with a friendly
reception frorµ all the chiefs, and was conducted by .t hem to the
lodge of the princi-pal chief, who done every thing in his power to
make me comfortable. In the eve~ing the chiefs as~embled for a
smoke at the lodge of 'Mo -po-cho-co-pie, wher.e all matters appertaining to their affairs were freely discussed, as well as the subject
of the depredations lately committed. All the chiefs present manifested the utmost friendship for the whites, and renewed their
promises to " preserve peace themselves,'' and use all their influence to induce the oth er bands to do the same. I was informed
hy the · chiefs in council, who h.lly sustaif.Jed the statements made
by the principal chief, that they had, soon after their arrival on
the Brassos, met with and held a council with aJl the northern
• bands or' Comanches, Kiowas, &c . , who expressed themselves
-strongly in favor of peace, and expressed a wish to enter into
treaty, stipulations with the United States, and to be on the same
footing as the lower bands; also that one, of the Ten-a-wish chiefs,
whose brother was ki11ed by Captain Gillett's company, was there
in the camp, and wished to kill me and the young man with me,
(_John McLemore,) advising us to keep on guard, and have our
arms in good order, and advising us not to go much about the camp
for fear that he might carry his threats into execution, if he found
opportunity; that they had sent express for Pa-ha-yu-ca, and the
chief of the Ten-a-wish and Na-ko-nie bands, as soon as· they heard
of my arrival, and exp ected them in the next day. On their arriva,l they wished to hold a coun cil and try to end the hostility that
existed on the part of those bands. I also learned that a large
portion of the warriors had gone on an expedition against the
Pawnee Mohaws, who had been stealing m_a ny horses from them.
On the evening of the 15th, Pa-ha-yu-ca, with five of the principal.Ten-a-wish, one Na-ko-nie, and one Koo-chi-ta -ker chi ef arrived at the village. I was introduce d to hem separately by Paha-yu-ca, and usual ceremonies gone throu
with. They appeared
to be much gr atified a t the meeting, and the friendly chi efs used
ever y exertion to m ake us fri end s.
In a short time ev erything
like reserv e had di sap p ear ed , ancl t he usu al topics were di scusse_d
freely betw een us. A t ni gh t M o-po-cho -co-pie inTited us t o h1
lodge to a feas t. I fou nd, in addi tion t o the c hiefs lat e ly arri-red,
a numb er of the principal m en of th e Hois asse mbl ed. M o -p o -choco-pie then said " t hat h e had invited us t o his l odge to eat to·
g ether, and h op ed that we w ould b e fri en d for a long tim e ; ke hac
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eaten with the white people and smoked the tobacco of our ·great
1
father, the President of the United States. He was not'tired ~f
peace. His heart was glad to see the Ten-;t-w~sh and N a~Ko· nies
meet his white brother and smoke ·and e~t together. He hoped we
would be the same as the Hois chiefs, 'g.re.at friends.'" ·
I found them to be a very jovial set, and · t.he evehing was spent
in eat ing and smoking; and the discussion of · the usual· t~emes
among the pr~irie bands, viz: "war and women," finaing myself,
in the end, upon a good understanding. with: them. On ' the morning of the 16th, the chiefs and principal men assemble'd in council.
I stated to them the 1cause of my visit to their country,. detailing .
the depredations iately committed by the Comanches on o·ur citizens, and wi'shing to know the· cause of 'their 'h0stility. I was answered by every chief p'r esent that 'there was no general f t(eli,ng
of hostility existing; that the ,late occurrences were brought . about
by the many false rulnors· that were circulated in th.e Indian
country, by the Creeks, 1{ickapoos, and other designing persons.,
and was confined to a small portion· of Comanches, beyond contrbl,
and those bands who , did not consider theinsel ves ·in treaty with
the United States.
·
·
Find ing 1them · isposed to be· peaceable, l propose.d that they
should return all the stolen property, and refrain from committing
depr edations for the future; also, that the Ten-a-wish{ Na· ko-nies,
and Koo-cbe-ta-kees should come under the same agreement and
treaty as the Rois, or Pen-e-ta-ke.e s, and live in peace - with the
govern ment and citizens of the United States; inviting •them,• at the '
same time, to attend 0ur councils, and offering them, all the ben,e fits
of the treaty, as made by the friendly bands, in behalf of, the: Comanche nation. They agr e~d, very readily, to my -propos_ition, ,and
pledged themselves, in b,e half of their band,s , to refrain from committing any act of hostility against the whites in future. I deem
it proper to enclose, h~rewith, for your consi<l.eration, copies of
the "tallts" of the .Ten-a-wish, . Na-ko-nies, and Koo-chee-ta-kee
chiefs, on the occasion.
.
/
I use d every exertion to induce the chiefs to resitore the stolen
property, and notified them t~at they would be held by the gov- ·
ernment to a strict acco.l,lnt, and be >mad·e to p~y for each horse
,stolen; but found myself unable tq effect t'hat .object, the chiefs
assuring me that they were unable to exercise sufficient control
over those who had stolen them, for their recovery, but would still
do their utmost to pr
;ve peace, and induce those disposed to
d epredate to remain
, · and if they coul~ recover any of the
stolen horses , they shou d be immediately returned. I am decidedly of the opinion that, had I a sufficient force to sustain the
chiefs in their geod inten tions, I should have been able to settle
all matters of difference in the manner prescribed by the , treaty,
without in the least in ter fering with- or compromising the ·
friendly relations that exist between them and the whites; and
pro JD pt acti~n in that matter would do mu·ch to prevent such
occurrences rn future. I have heretofore called your attention to
the Ii ttle c on trol exercised by the several chiefs over their · bands,
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and to the propriety of placing a sufficient force at the dispos1t_iog
of the agent to enforce the stipulations of the treaty. The chiefs
proposed that we should say nothing more a bout the property
stol~n, and were anxious for a settlement of differences, without
holding them responsible; to which I would by no means agree .
Each chief appearing to act for himself, I could effe~t no concer t
of action py which I hoped to recover the · st0len prope~ty.
Not having sufficient force or influence to enforc~ the stipulation of the treaty, I rnbmit the matter to the consideration of the
_ Dc:partment, for its action, and respectfu11y suggest that the whole
bvnd be held strictly accountable for the depredations committed ,
and that any divisions in the tribe, ·or band, by w'hich a portion
:wish to pre&erve peace while the balance depredat~, should be discountenanced. I am decidedly of the impression that, had there
been no blood shed, I sh_ould have been able to · settle m,atters satisfactorily. The death of the Comanches killed by Captain Gil1ett's
company ,has already led to retaliation, by which a peaceable
family has been murdered. As the Indians themselves have
informed me, I therefore deem it proper that tne matter shoul d
be settled. under definite instructions from the Department.
Finding that I could do nothing in the pre_mi~s, I agreed with
the principal chiefs to submit the matter to the Commissioner for
final action; at the same time giving tr.em notice, if any Comanches were found near our settlements, except at the trading-house,
untfl the matter was adjusted, they would be treated as hostile.
On the 18th I arrived at the camp of the Wacos and Tah-waccar-ros. I found them perfectly fritndJy and peaceable, and could
trace no act of hostility to them since my arrangement, as reported
on the 22d June last. On the 22J, I arrived at the village of the
Keechie, and found a considerable number of Indians assembled in
the n'1ighborhood, consisting of Caddoes, Ionies, Keechies, and
Wacos. The principal body of these tribes had not returned from
their winter hunt; but, from the friendly manifestations M those I
saw, I was fully assured of their friendly and peaceful dispo~ition.
The only depredatjon that can be traced to these bands is a theft
committed by three Keechies and one Wicbeta, who stole twelve
horses from our settlements. Immediately on the arrival of the
thievei at camp, the horses were taken away by the chiefs, an d
eight of them were placed in my hands, to be returned to their
owners, with a promi ~e to return the balance as soon as the hunters
returned ; the four not recovered being ·
_a party of the Keechies, who had not come in from their
's hunt.
.
I find all the small bands perfectly man geab le, and have no difficulty whatever with tht-m. .By the judicious arrangements made ,
and the great influence I am enabled to exercise over the principal
cbiefs, I can easily detect any party that may be disposed to
depredate, or molest the property of our citizens. Since the com·
mencement of my term of service , I have recovered, from th
-various bands, over seventy h ad of stolen animals, which bar.
been returned to their owners, wherever they could be found.

.
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At the council in September last, I m8;de an arr_angement w1th
0 t of the smaller bands for them to settle contiguous t.o eacn
'Other, for the purpose of planting corn this -year, ~greeing to assist
hem all in my power, and furnish them with seed to plant. They,
in accordance with this agreement, are now ass~mbling near the
i{eechie village, on the Brassos, which is about one hund,red and "
fifty miles above Torrey's trading -house. :. The parties forming
said sett Iem en t are · the W acos, Tahwac·ca·rros, Keechies, Caddoes,
an d Ionies, with a few Cherokees and Delawi~es, who are associated with them. I would respectfully recommend· that they he
.,ustained and encour·a ged by the Departm.e nt · in their laudable
und ertaking, as they are now under good chiefs, and if properly
atteuded to will give the Department but little trouble.
/ '
On the 27th I arrived ·a t the camp of the Anaaarkoes (Jose Maria's
band.) I found th.,;tt they had just returned fror:n Torrey's tra:dinghouse, where they ha1 spent severa~ days, for the purpose of dispming of their peltries. Jose· Maria was furnished, by my: order,
wit h corn to plant, while there.' Altho-ugh he appeared p-erfectly
frie ndly, I found, by conversing with him, that he was, in some p·er ..
plexi ty, and uncertain what would .be his movem~nts. ' He spoke of
the ra pid exfension of our settlements, ·and was afraid -if he settled
and attempted to make corn, that he would be driven off b~fore h~
~ould ga·th ,~r the crop. , I again assured him of·t:µe good intentions
<>f tb e government of th e United States, and advised him t~ re~ain
in his village, as I . felt assured that the governm ent would dQ him
justice, even if the line so often spoken of should be run above .his

village.
.
:
I fi nd that great doubt exists in the ·minds of all pri'ncipal Indian
chiefs in regard to th e. final settlement of their land. matters. They
are suspicious of the promises made; and from the late .movement
of the troops on this frontier, and r_apid extension of our settl ements
previous to any negotiation or agreement on the part of the several
t ribes, a~ under the impression that they 'are to .be driven entirely
out of the country, and deprived of tlieir usual hunting' ground's by

force .

.

·

O n t he 1st instant I . arr,ived at this place; having been absent in
th e In dian country thi rty ·days, dur,ing which time I had communi.-cations with portions of every tribe in ' the limits of thi& agency except t he Lipans, who are still' on the Rio· Grande, near the mouth
-of th e Pineo, and o ccupy a doubtful position. During my travels
-with t h e sev eral bands, I endeavored, as far as p'ossible, to ascertain
the_ir d isposition and feeling towards the whit es, and :used. extra exertions myself, a s well as thr.ou 5 h my interpret ers, separately, to
ascertain if any t h ing Jike a g eneral fe.e ling of hostility existed in
any tribe , but wa s unable to detect anythin g of the kind in any
band, ( excep t as re ported in regard to the Comanches.) On the
contrary , I re c ei ve d on all o ccasio ns r e ne w ed as~urances o·f the dis_,
position on th e p art of the s ev eral h ands t·o pl ace the 1,-i se1 ves en:tirel y unde r th e control aad at the di s posi tion of the government
of the Uni t ed State s , and all ex pre sse d a wish to cultivate friendly
r..e 1 a tions w ith ou r ci t iz e ns.
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I deem it proper to call the special attenti~n of the Depa;troent

to the many influences at present brought to bear up~n the several
wild bands in this special agency, calculate<l to mterrupt. our
friendly intercourse, and create hostile feeling tow<lrd the wh1t_es.
On my arrival at each camp, the first subject brought to my notice
was the reports circulated by the small bands of Kickapoos and
Muskog1es, (Seminoles,) who for the last two months have been
engaged in visiting the several prairie bands, repre~enting themselves as emissaries of the Creeks, and inviting most ~f the small
bands to join the <::reeks an<l emigrate to their country.
The first i'ntimation that I had of their operations ,w_as on my arrival at the Comanche camp, when the chief Mopochocopie informed me that a party of Kickapoos and Cr.eeks had just left his village;.
that the several ch.iHs of the Comanches, on hearing of my approach, insisted on their remaining to see me, as it was irupo.rtant
that their reports should be told me. They left, however, with
much precipitance. They had told the Comanches that the whites
were decidedly hostile, and were preparing to make a campaign in
thei_r country; also, that they had lied at every council held with
them in regard to their lands, &c. Pa-ha-yu ca, the Comanche chief,
said: "I ha;ve heard all that these people (the Creeks) have to
say; I ·do not know whether they have told the truth ·or not. They
toJd me that the presents you gave my people wc1s to pay us for
our land; if l had believed that to be the case, I would :not have
taken those presents. I have not sold any of my land."
On my arrival at the camp o,f the ·wacos, I found that they had
been spreading the same reports, and had used every exertion to
induce the Wacos to emigrate to the Creek nation: They told t~e
chiefs that I was dead, and that the wild Indians had no friend m
this 'part ' of the country; that the whites on this front~er would
kill all the Indians, at the same time offering them much largH
pr~sents than they received at the late ·council, if they would jointhe Qreeks. The same thing has been offered every band in the
)imits of th is aiency, as I a·_m in fo~med by the chiefs; the consequence 1s, that much confusion exists among the several bands:
some had already agreed to remove previous to my arrival in the
Indian country.
Those th~t had mostly g:ven in to the measure were the Ton -kahuas and Keechies. I am informed that this measure is undertaken by the Seminole chiefs "Wild Cat" and "Alligator." What
their object i~ in inducing these wild bands to emigrate to their
country, or why they wish to assemble so large a force, I was unable to -ascertain, but would respectfully call the attention of th e
Department to the fact. I haYe on a former occasion called th e
attention of the Department to the propriety of adopting su ch
measures as would compel these bands to remain in their ow n
country.
·
. Notwithstanding the several bands have been notified of the man y
false reports of the Kickapoos, and all possible means t ried to
counteract their influen_ce, they have, on the present o cca ion
created much CJ nfusion, and done mucli to weaken the con.fi denc..
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of the wild tribes in the good intention-s of the government. Th·ey
bare, on this occasion, had a better opportunity, by a combination
of circumstances, to create dissension than on any fo,rme_r occati;ion.
For the last few JDOnths our .settlements have•eftended to ground,s
heretofore crnnsidered , exclusively the· privileged lands of the Jn.
diaas, (I allude to the occupation of the 'late council ground, near
Torrey's trading-house,) which has attracted the attention and ·
special notice of every band · that b'as - visited the trading-house.
The effect, in a manner, confirms the reports circ11lated by the
K1cka poos and others, (who appear to be decid~dly hos.tile to the
citizen s of this frontier,) "that the whites intend to deprive them
of their lands by- force." ,
.
. ',
.
I have heretofore ca,lled the attention . of th·e Department to the
fact that, by the laws of this State, the Indians are - not acknowledged to have any right · or claim to lands. Our citizens, acting
under this privilege granted by these laws, are generally disp.osea
to settle on the lands occupied by the Indians, regardless of ;t he
consequences, and, there being no power to control them, must
necessarily and inevitab'ly-lead to seriou~ difficulty, unle's~ measures
are immediately adopted to' settle the questi~ns involved. · .fl. crisis
has now arrived; this matter cannot be postponed with safety nltlch
longer. I have deemed it my 1 duty,'u.nder your instrnctions, to use
all my influence ~O induce ·our citizens
remain quiet U!3-til the
question involvedv, in regard to the land occupied by lhe I11dians,
and claimed by them as their hunting grounds, could be definitely
settled by the action of the United States government, but find that
the many opposite influences brought to bear on that subject have,
rendered my efforts ineffective, and I am unable to effect fur.
ther delay on the part of our citiuns. Up· to the date ._of my return
from the Incli~n country, I was decid.edly'of the opinion that the
"temporary line" designated by Gdvernor Henderson, a.nd agreed
to by the Indians at the council in September last,. in the presence
of Lieutenant Colonel Bell and others, an'd alluded to ~in the copy
of a communication from Governor H., forward~q with my report
of the 18th De~ember, would be sustained, until some definite action
in relation to our Indian matters. But, finding that the agreements
then made are disregarded, I deem it proper to notify the Department that the Indian country in Texas is now open to all persons
who may choo5'e to visit or settle therein. This subject bas been
fully tested, in the last few months, by the .case reported in my
communication of the 18th December, when I notified the Department that a Mr. Spencer had located on the council gr_o und of the
Indians, and forwarded a copy of Governor Henderson's views in
regard to the propriety of maintaining the temporary line, until the
U ifited States government could place our Indian matters on a firm
and permanent basis. For near a month after his removal, I was
absent in the westl!rn portion of this agency; on.m·y ,.return, in the
early part of January, I fopnd that Spencei, in connexion with a
.Mr • .Moore, had returned to the place from which he was remo·ved,
and engaged. in selling_ whiskey to Captain J,ohnston's ranging com·
pan y, a portion of which had strongly espoused his ca·use. "This

to
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matter being susceptible of fu]] proof, the subject _was _called to tbe
notice of the commanding officer, Captain Johnston, with a reql~est
to have those persons removed from the Indian country;. encl_osrng
him, at the same tim.e, a copy of Governor Henderson's view~ m regard to the maintenance of the "temporary line." I herewith enclose a copy of Captain Johnston's letter to Spencer on th~t ?ccasion, which will more fully call the attention of the Comm1ss101;1er
to the propriety of permitting such men to settle in the Indian
country.
.
Spencer received penµission from Captain Johnston to remarn
until the matter could be further discussed; laid the subject before
Governor Wood, (who barl succeeded Gov. H.,) who would ta~e
no notice of the matter. · He ne:xt applied to the legislature, petitioning for p·ermission to become a citizen of this State, and to
locate and settle any lanc1 he might think proper, in the limits of
Texas. His petition was not granted.
On my arrival at this place, I was informed by Captain Ross,
who is now in command, that Lieutenant Colonel Bell has given
him ord ers not to interfere with or prevent any settlers _from going
above tlie trading-house; t6 remove the station about fifteen miles
further up, and to encourage and protect those who wish to settle.
The fidd that Spencer now cultivates has been cultivated by the
Indians for the Jast four or five years. I have heretofore called the
notice ofthe Commissioner to the necessity of establishing a complete
co- operation between the agent and the military on this fr0ntier.
Not being conversapt with the orders given the commanding officer
of the frontier in regard to Indian matters, I deem it proper merely
to call the a tte nt ion of the Commission er to the influence that the
present movements are likely to exercise over our several border
tribes.
On my ]ate visi.t I could easily see, by the guarded manner of a
number of the chiefs, and their questions. relative to the movements
an<l intentions of our military force, that the Indians were very apprehensive an<l afraid to approach our frontier. Mo-po-cho-co-pie,
chit::f of the friendly Comanches, thuil spoke on the subject: "You
told me that the troops were placed there for our protection, as well
as the whites; t!iat I know is not so. You told me, also, that if I
wished to go below the line, if I would go to the captains of the stations, they would give me permission to go down below to hunt.
Soon after the council, I wanted to go below the station, on tl.i.e
Colorado, as I heard that there were some buffcilo down in the lower
prames. I applied to Captain McCullough, with a party of eight
old men and th~ir women and children; he would not let me go clown.
I told him tha t I did not wish to go to the settlement L; had no warriors with me; but mer t ly wanted to hunt where there were o
houses, and kill some meat for my women aud children, as there
were no buffalo near, above his station. He said he would not
permit m e , under· any circumstances, to go down. This made me
angry, a 1d I quarrelled with bim. I told him that I was an ohl
man, and had bunted in th se prairies before he was born, and before there was any white man for a long way below. I am now
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: 1 ing down, and will try again to go to my old hu_nting grounds:
.f Jam again refused a permission, I have done trying. We ·have
i>een at peace for a long time, and I do not see why you keep so ,
many soldiers on the line, if you still wish to ke~p peac~."
. .
There is now eight com;rnnies of rangers on this frontier, ·which
·s more than was ever before stationed here, ~ven when we were
at war with all the tribes on our bord~rs. They are stationed at inerrals from the Rio Grand.e to Red river. Durjng the last mont,h,
he lieutenant colo'nel commanding visited the several posts, and,
while I was still in the Indian country, established s~nral new
,nes. I am informed by the officers at this sfation, (Captain Ross
nd Lieutenant :ait 1,) that no In _dian is to be permitted to pass below said line of posts, unless they have passports} I would, respectfully ask the Commissioner, who is to grant these passpqrts?
The position of the troops, and the line they -now propose to de:.
fend, is entirely above the settlements, being some 'thirty miles
higher than they existed some three months since, and ten miles
aborn Torrey's trading post, and the council grounes of the ll}dians;
at which point, I have, heretofore, hel,d my office for the .transaction of the necessary business with the Indians.
I am also infon_ned by these officers that the · 1ieutenant co'lonel
stated that," if the Comanches committed any , further depredations, he would send a force immediately into the Indian country," ,
which proceeding would at once end our peaceful relations with them.
Believing it to be the intention of the Department to settle a.11 clifficulties between our citizens and the several Indian tribes in
the manner prescribed by the treaty, I am unable , to a.c count for
the present movements. If a small body of an-y band of Indians
should steal a fow horses, is it dee1ued of sufficient ,m oment to commence hostiliti es ? or should the matter be settlep by negotiation,
as provided for in the treaty? That some bands of the pr_a irie tri_be's
will depredate until they a, e induced to understand our institutions, by the usual mode p acticed by the .government, ml'.ist b,.e expected .
Up to the present moment, there has been no definite arrangement made with the wild Indians; no perman~nt means adopted
by the government to prot'ect them from the depredations of other
persons, or to allow th em the privilege of subsisting unmolested,
by hunting on grounds that they occupied before Texas was populated by a more civilized race. I have only been in the settlements
three days, after having visited, without any protection or military
force whatever, all the bands that could be reached by our present
force, and can see no necessity whatever for war with the Indian~. 'Phis matter is entirely within the ' control of the gonrnment , and I feel ful]y assur_ed and justified in stating to the Department that thn have sufficient influence already to sett-l e our
Indian matters upon the terms that the government may think
proper to propose, without war.
The p_osition assumed by the troops ,on this •frontier of c.our~e
renders 1t impossi~le for me to exercise any influence or control
whatevP.r, either over the Indians or persons who may c.h oose to
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interfere in Indian matters. Nor do I deem it proper for me to.a ttempt any further measures or negotiations with the Indians, w1thou t special instruction from the Commissioner.
Every avenue leading tv our settlements is guarded by a b~dy
troops. The Jn,dians are cut off from the possibility ·of holding
intercourse or cultivating fri~ndly relations~ with our citiJ!;ens, even
if they were so disposed; and I can readily assure_the Department
that the wild Indians will not, under any circumstances, place
themselves in the reach of so large a body of troops, unless they
are fully assured of their intentions: I would, therefore, respectfully suggest that the Department define their position, at as ea~ly
a period as possible, and notify th_e several bands on our front_1e r
what are the intentions of the gov·ernment in r egard to their affairs.
At present I would not feel justified to guarahtee good treatm~nt
to any Indian who wishetl to visit our settlements, from the_ feelrng
of hostility exhibited by a portion of our ,citizens.
I am instructed by the Department to report the several influences
calcula.ted to interrupt frien<lly relations with our Indians. I do
not feel myself authorized to discuss the actions of the military,but deem it my imperative duty, in my present position, to call the
att ention of th _e Department to any movement of the military or our
citizens that is cal cu lated, in my opinion, to interfere with our
prese,n t peaceful relations with the Indians.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant 1

of
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ROBT. S. NEIGHBORS,

United States special Indian .llgent.
To Colonel W.

MEDILL,

Commissioner of Indian .11-ffairs,
Washington,· D. C.

No. 22-D.

,

UNITED STATES SPECIAL INDIAN AGENCY,

.llpril 28, 1848.
Srn: I have the hono: to report that, on my arrival in Austin,
on the 10th instant, I received a talk from the Lipans, with a
request that I would visit their camp, which was situated on the
head waters of the Gaudaloupe river. Although my term of service had nearly expired, I deemed it my duty, trnder the cir.cumstances, to comply with their request, as they had occupied a.
doubtful position for some months. On the 18th, I fell in with
the princip~l chief, Chi-ki-to, about one hundred miles above
Austin, and found that he had determined to visit this post for the
purpose of seeing me, and to renew their obligations of peace with
the whites .
.I had much talk with them in regard to the cause of their lon g
absence from our councils, and the doubtful position they bad
occupied. The chief informed me that, after the attack on them
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Armstrong in August J_ast, they had. joined th·e Apaches· .
Puerco, and were afraid to . approach our· settlements
un il he had received the friendly talk sent to him ·and his people
by me, through the friendly In~ians_ vis~ting t~em. · Finding the.~n
much disposed for peace~ I deemed 1t proper to encoutage them ,Ml
their good intentio.~ s, _and ~c·~ompanied_ the,m ~o this, placr , Th_ey
haring shown every d1spos1t1on to cultprate fnen<lly rel~tions with
the government a.nd citizens of the l7nited States, I deeme·d it
proper to give them a. small present, as th~y had at n?. ti~e b~en
hostil e, and had received no presents ·ab tne gene.r.al d1stnbution
last fall.
I found ,t hat, ,during my ·_ absen~e from ._ this post,
large parties of Cam an ch es, Ionies, . Ca'dd6es, and' Keechies, had
risit ed the agency, some for the pur:pose qf tra·oe, others to give
assuran ces of · t.heir friendly di8positioh. The Camanr.~e chief
Mo-po- cho-co-pie, brought in ·and delivered up ·a paft of the hor'ses
stolen from the rangers last winter, 'a nd . made many professions of
friends hip to the whites. He left infor_riiati_on t.hat l~rge parties of
the upper bancls of Camanches, K,iow~s, &c., had gone north for
the purpose of waylaying and plundering on· the Santa Fero.a d,
and wished his band t'o be held blameless by the government for
any of the acts of those ban,ds. He s\a.tes that, if the government
was disposed to send ·troops into the Indian country, he i_s ,willir,ig
to remain at any pl~ce tha.t I should designa'te, w·iih his p 'e ople,
11ntil the war" as over. All tr1e upper bands, without distinction,
have gone north with the above intentions.
·
I can perceive no· material change · in any of ' our border bands
since the date of my last report, except such · as m·ust natura~ly
grow out of the late attacks on . the Indian.s by our troops. As J
anticipated, when calling your attention to the massacre of the
Indian s by .Captain Highsmith's company, on the 10th instant,
those Indians have alreadj commenced a system of retali~tion, by
killing three surveyors on the Trinity· river, and it is impossible to
say bow long before we can again stop the effusion of bloo~ on
tbis frontier.
·
During my abserlce from this post, .at my reqaest, ( as I ex·pected
.many Indians to visit it,) Mr. C. E. Barnard assisted the interpreter, Jim Shaw, in holding talks with the Indians. I herewith
transmit, for your information, such intelligence as w~.s left for me
by said tribes during my absence.
In closing the affairs of this special term qf servi~e, f deem. it
proper to call the attention of ·the Commissioner to the many evils
and misunderstandings likely to ·arise from the ,discontinuance, for
any length of time, of the friend].}'.' intercourse now existing, and
established for the last year, with our several border tribes. Up to
the present time I have deemed it my duty _to continue the exercise
of my former duties, and answer ail tne calls·' made on me by the
Indians, especially those likely to gr;w out of unfortunate attacks
~f our troops, and have given the Indians the best advice I could
m rega rd to the matter, but Jo not feel authorized to make any~finite agreements with them.
'
'
I should deem it improper for me .at this 'time to make. any fur~
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ther sug-gestions in regard to Indian affairs,. a.s I have ~eretofore
· endeavored tci keep the Department fully notified of passrng events
up to the present time.
Under existing circumstances I have deemed ·it proper to treat
the Indians ,isiting this post in the kindest manner, and give ~the
promin~nt men some small presents, as well as provisions,' of which
I hope you will approve.
.
.
I' have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
ROBT. S. NElGHBOURS,
· Special Indian .llgent.
To Colonel W. MEDILL~
Commissi?ner· Indian .fljfairs,~ WashingtorJ,, D. C.

Sm: In comp1iance with your request to "assist the interpreter
in holding talks with whatever Indians visited this post in your
a:Jsence," I have obtained the ,f ollowing information:
1
On Strnda y, 16th, Jack · Harry arri vecl from the Comanche country, and reported the Indians peaceable and quiet; also, that Mo-pocho-co-pie and several chiefs were on their ·w.ay to this pla~e, with
some s_tolen horses. · He also reports that Captain J ohpson's company ha~e -killed a Caddo boy-, without provocation, and that the
Caddoes are very much excited about it. The brother of the boy
killed came in with him, on his way to find Jose Maria, 1who had
been given. a passport, as you promised, to visit Louis Sanchez.
The Caddo states, that on the 14th insbnt an old man and his boy
started frc,n the Caddo camp, on the head waters ~'of the Aquilla,
to hurrt deer, and separated soon after leaving camp. Some time
after this the old man's attention was attracted by the firing of
some eight or nine shots and observed some white men at a distance firing at ':what he supposed to be a buffalo or wolf; nb(t taking
further notice_ofthe occ.urrence, he continued his hunt, and returned to camp at night. The boy did not return that night, and the
Caddoes ~egan to suspicion something wrong; the next morning a
party started in search, and upon rea.ching the spot where the old
man .had seen and heard the firing the day before, found t~e body
of the boy, shot in five places, viz: one shot through the hand,one
through the thigh, one in his side, and two shots in his head; either
of the last three would kil 1. I gave a passport to the Caddo to go
for Jose Maria, and exp~ct him back in two days.
Sunday eve, ( 16th. )-Th is even i.ng, by the arrival of .Mr. Rolfe,
from Captain Johnston's station, I have received the following information, viz: that on the 9 th inst., three surveyors, engaged in
running the line of Peters' ,colony, were killed and scalped by
some Indians, supposed to be Wiehetas; they were found by the
balance of the party who had just returned from the settlements,
h~ving been ab -ent two days. It is supposed that the act was co~~
m]Jt<>d by the Wichitas out of revenge for the kilJing of theic
people by Higbsmith's company. I al · o learned from Mr. Rol fe
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·J e particulars concerning the killing of the b~y. He states that
:h e surveyors sent to Captain Johnson for assista;'Ilce in burying
bo.e ~illed, and accordingly a party was,se.nt up for that- purpose.
They returned to camp on Thursday eve. One of the company
wagons had just arrived, and the dri,ver r,eported having seen a
party of six Indians on the road, and on inquiring what tribe they
oelonged to, could obtain no satisfactory answer. The next morning a scout commanded by Lieu_tenant Smith was started in search c;>.f
·bese Indians to ascertain their intentions. They did not find the
party, but disco~ered !he boy at a s?ort dist_~nce from ca~ p; on
.iuht,
th~ party 1mme<l1ately started rn p\lrsu1t, aind on comu;ig up
0
ca Ued to him to stop. The boy being frightened, too,k no. notice
of the command, aJ1d kept on running; they then ran ·a head and
across his way for some time, but he still kept on, wlien 'one of the
men thinking to step him, made an attempt to se·cure his rifle, and
caught hold of it; the boy drew his knife .to de.fend himself, ancl
was immediately shot through the hand ·, which was followed by a
volley from 'the party. Mr. R. reports great1 excitement a:mong the
whites in the vicinity of the station, on account of the murder of
the surveyors, and does not think it safe for any Indian to be ab-out
there unless he should go direct] y to the post.
·
This morning, on :r.eceipt of the news, <I communicated the same
to Captain S. P. Ross, requesting his attendance at this place to
meet Jose Maria -on his return.
Tuesday, .11.pril 18.--:-Jose Maria arrived to -day, and after discussin g the matter for some time, he has promised to await the action
of the commander of the frontier in the case of the boy. Some of
his party, among whom are two brothers of the boy, are resolved
on revenge, and it is with great difficulty that he can restrain them.
He has succeeded in pacifying them, an<J will postpone furtL er
a ction in the case, until the ma,t ter can be investigated by t h e
proper authorities. He states that the rangers 'must have kno w n
the boy to be a Caddo, as he has been furnishing · them with gan , e
for some time past.
·.
Captain Ross has forwarded a statement of the affair to Colonel
.Bell, at San Antonio, and Jose Maria has promised to keep his
people quiet until . he can hear from' that quarter; but . from the
hostile feeling shown both by the ra~ ~ers ·and Indians, it will be
a difficult matter for him to do so. He promises to ascertain, if
possible, what party of Indians killed the surveyors, and will bring
in that information wl.en he is called' upon to hear the action of
the commandant of the frontier in the case of the boy.
On the 20th, Mo-co-po-cho-co-pie, with a party of sixty Comanches,
arrived, bringing in some stolen horses. The chiefs all expressed
themselves as friendly disposed, and wish to continue their peaceful rela tions with the government. They ~tate that they will not
war with the white people, under any circumstances, and gave as a
reason for their visit, that some of the more northern bands were
about waylaying the Santa Fe road, and they · wished the agent -to
.know that they were not in any way interested in the movement.
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After a visit of two · days, they returned to their country, appearing well satisfied with the treatment th.e y received while here.
Yours, respectful] y,

C. E. BARN ARD ,
Major R. S.

NEIGHBOUR~. '

No. 22-E.
UNITED STATES SPECIAL AGENCY'

Jun~ 15, 1848:
,s 'r n: Hqving received no information from th; Department in re·
gar·d to the continuance of this special agency, I have deemed it proper, at the request of Governor Wood and Lieutenant Colonel Bell,
to continue in the discharge of my usual duties until your wishes are
made kno\Yn on the subject, and have the honor to report that up
to ·the p,resent time there has been no act of hostility committed on
our borders since the date. of m_y last report . The Comanches,
Cad does, Ionies, Anad arkoes, Ton -ka-hu-a~ ~nd Liparis have all
he,en , on our immediate borders most of the ti~e, and have conducted themselves with as m.u ch propriety as could be expected, and
still continue to. give many evidences of ,,their wish to preserve the
stipu_lations of the existing tre«ty and rema~n at peace. ·
During the past fifteen ,days most of the bands have visited this
post; also, a portion of the Wacos and Keechies. On the 12th
instant all the principal chiefs of ,the Comanches, with a large body
of warriors, visited this spepial agency for the pu,r.pose of -holding
:a friendly talk with me, in whi,ch they expressed much u:1easiness
in reg\lrd to the position , assumed , by the troops on this frontier,
and dissatisfactioa on account of the indefinite position in which
their aff?irs are placed. They had been informed by the friendly
Indians that my term of service -bad expi~ed, and that there had
been no other agen 1t app0inted, which increased their fears. "tbat
the whites were disposed to break off all friendly intercourse with
them and commence hostilities." I endeavored to re· assure them
1 of .the friendly disposition of the government, and was partially
suecessful, as they agreed to await for the further action of the Department in their affairs, and expressed a determination to abide
by their treaty stipulations until more definite arrangements.
In the latter part of last month, Santa Anna and a small party
visited Austin for the purpose of holding a friendly talk with the
governor; the consequence · was that some few of the citizens, not
being acquainted with the Indians, became alar.rp.ed, and the In di ans
were ordered by the governor to go above the posts, and one of the
ranging companies ( Captain Conner's) was ordered to esc:drt them
.above the imaginary line. The Indians were frightened and Jeft
the settle'ment with much precipitation.
When they left this place on the 12th instant, they wi.shed to
hunt in the prairies below the- stations. I referred them to Cap-
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•0 Ross, commanding t~e rangers near this post, _as. I ,did '!1ot
,em it prop~r in me either to grant or refus~ perm1_ss1on, hav1~g
0 ord ers to force the India'ns above any g1ven point. Captam
Ros~ refused to permit them to bunt below his station, which
ctTended the Comanches, who said they would go down .,at all haz-:
ard as they wished to know at once what the white people WQuld
0 .' They say, "when we made a treaty, we -helieved the white
people wished to be friendly. If they are not · friendly, and lhe
Comanches cannot go to their house's , there is no use in making
·ea ties."
.
The Comanches immediately returned to their camp, and I have
rot heard as yet what thq intend, but ihs evident that the pre~nt policy of making a line by force will lead to hostility.
As yet there has been . no -measures taken to arrest . the sol cpers of
Captain Johnson's company who killed the Caddo boy, aJthough I
made application to the commandant -of this frontier at the time, and
requested him to have the matter .properly investigated, as I informed
you on the 10th ultimo. These Indians are still awaiting the result of their application for redress, and ·u nless the maiter is properly noticed, I- ful]y be'lieve it will lead to serious difficu]ties.
At this time the Caddo ·chief ,and the father of the boy killed are
here. I have had much , talk with them on the subject, and at the
sam e time that they. ~gree to ,abide by the· stipulations of the tr.eaty
in rrgard to such occuqences, they say positively that unless we
enfo rce it, they will personally seek to take satisfaction out f,f the
co mpany that kilted the boy.
;
• The Wichitas still hold themselves aloof from our councils, and
occupy a very doubtful and threatening position, since their peo•
ple were killed by Captain Highsmith's comp~ny. I am informed
by the friendly Indians that they are making prepamtions to attack our frontier as soon as th,e ir corn 1is harvested.
l have not
been able to see them, arid am at a loss what o,ourse to pursue to
pacify them, unless instructed by the Commissioner what satisfactio n to offer thein.
I would respectfully ~all the attention of the
Commissioner to the propriety of giving the prop·er instructions at
as early a day as practicable, as that difficulty might be adjusted
without bloodshed, if the proper corrective was applied in time.
1 learn from t~e Ke e chies a'nd Wacoe,s, who have been for some
da ys at this place, that both the Wiche.tas and Cad does intend to
commence depredations on our frontier settlers, unless satifac.t ion
is given for the . killing o{ their ,.people by the rangers., In each
case, the matter of killing the friendly Indians' was promptly reported to the commanding officer, but I believe there· will be no
in vestigation unless he is ordered to do so by the Department.
U nless some measures are adopted to check the disposi tion of the
ra ngers to a ttack parties of fri endly Indians whom they meet , it
must , ere long, involve us in a war with them. I would seriously
call the atte ntion of the Commission er to that subject, and respectfully suggest that the proper corrective be applied. ·
I h ave heretofore called j our attention to the position ,a ssumed
by th e militar y on this frontier, in establishing an imaginary line,
below which no Indians are to be permitted to _come; thereby de~
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pnvmg then:I by force of what they consider to be ~heir rights,.
when there is no treaty defining their boundary.
This matter re quires the early attention of the Department, a~ the _present _state
of things cannot last, and every day weakens our fnendly rntercourse with the Indians.
I am convinced that nothing but the
fear. of the present large force maintained on this frontier, (near
one thousand men.,) causes them peaceably to submit to this regulation. Their cbm plain ts are frequent, and all the tribes are anxious that I should call the attention of the Department to the subject.
.
I would respectfully call the attention of the Commissioner to
the great necessity of making some arrangement for the regulation
of trade and intercourse with the Indians of Texas.
At present,
every one who has a few articles to dispose of, or a few gallons of
whiskey, and can come in contact wi:.h a party of Indians with a
few skins, are anxious to trade; and there is no law to punish persons for introducing whiskey among the Indians.
The traders
from east of Red river, a short time since, opened a trading post
at the Keechie village, on the Brassos river, which is in the very
heart of the lndian country, and are supplying as much whiskey
as they can sell. They keep it cont;tantly on hand as a regular article of trade. In the present indefinite positLon of our Indian affairs, and havin~ no authority or force to employ for its destruction, I cannot, in the least, ~nterfere. I am at a loss what course
to pursue in such cases, and have, therefore, deemed it my duty,
and most proper, to await the action of the Department., and respectfully suggest that the Commissioner give such instructions as·
may be proper in such cases; as I have heretofore failed in endeavoring to regulate trade and intercourse for the want of proper
authority to act.
In my intercourse with the several bands, I
have deemed it most proper to use all my influence to induce them
to remain quiet until further action on the p3:rt of the government,
without making any pledges for the future, but, at the same time,
assuring them of the ultimate justice of the government; of which
course I hope you will approve.
· Your instructions of the 17th Apri 1, relative to the Kickapoos ,
has been communicated to the Indians who made the complaint,
and they express a hope that they will not in futur~ be trouble d
with them.
During the time that the Comanches ~ere in, I found it absolutely necessary, in order to presetn friendly relations with tbe:11
and the several other bands, to purchase a small supply of provisions and tobacco; of which purchase I hope you will approve . .
Und er existing circumstances, I have deemed it proper to await
the instructions of the Commissioner, in regard to the continuance
of the interpreter and armorer for the Indians, as I have no assurance that the Department wo"..lld approve of their employment.
Very respectfully your obedient servant,

ROBERT S. NEIGHBORS,
U. S. special Indian agent.
To Colonel W.

MEDILL,

Com. Indic.n .11.ffairs, Washington, D. C.
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No. 22-F.
UNITED STATES SPECIAL INDIAN AGENCY,

June 26, 1848. '
SIR: I ha-re the honor to acknowledge the ' receipt of your cqmmunication of May 6th, which only c~me to hand, the 24th instant.
I am pleased to learn that our Indian affairs ·are being p·roperly
considered by Congres~, and hope that S6mething will be done . to
lace them on a firm and permanent basis, as it is a matter in wh\ch
nur whole population are deeply interested. f believe the present'
o be the most favorable time, a~ an_y great delay under existing
circumstances would much embarra~s futu·re negotiation ·with our
wild or prairie Ind~ans.
·
I hope the Commissioner will rest assured that I shall continue
to use every exert-ion to maintain our influence and contro'. I over
the several bands until the proposed action is had. ,
Yery respectfully, your ooedient servant, ,.
- ·1
1

ROBERT S. NEIGHBORS, '
Special Indian agenf.

To Colonel W. MEDILL,

I

Commissioner of Indian ./Jtfairs 1 Washington, D. C.

No. 22-G.
T!NITED STATES SPECIAL INDIAN AGENCY,

August 10, 1848.
SIR: Since the date of my last report th.ere bs been ne> mov~meat worthy of notice a·mong' our border triber:t of Indian~ until

about the 1st insta~t, when a snrnll party, supposed to be Wichitas , Wacoes, an"d some of the upper Comanches, made a descent
on our frontier, visiting the station's of Captains Highsiµith and
Crump , where they succieded in stealing from the former company
thi rty, and the latter twenty hor-ses, and made a hasty retreat beyond the mountains. About th.e s.ame time two of Captain McCulloch's company were attacked a short distance from their camp, but
they succeeded in gaini_ng the timber, and after a short engagement
the Indians retreated, after having, as ·is supposed, two of their
warrio rs kllleu. .
Whether this marauding. will ·.extend to any other band or not, I
am unable to say; so far as is ascertained, the other tr,i~es continue
perfectly quiet and are awaiting, accor.ding to their agreement with
me, the action of the government in regard to th·e settling o( their
.several causes of complaint,.
·
·
: Tee Wichetas continually threaten to retaliat~ on Captain Highsmit h's company for killing a portion of their tribe last spring, and
I presume that to be the cause of the present hqstile movements, as
th ey have not approached our set~lements.
On the 29th ultimo, Colonel Bell arrived at Torrey's trading
ho se, where he bad a ta1 k with "Haso~dib-ha'r ", one of the ch.f efs
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of the Cad does, and agreed t0 meet the·m on the 10th of September
proximo, and have the men p~esent who killed the "_Caddo boyt
for t!1e .purpose of investigating the matter, which it 1s hoped will
lead to a friendly adj'ustment of their complaints.
I notified you in my last report that the In<lian traders froi:J the
east qf. . Red river were engaged in introducing a large. quantit:Y of
,lhiskey among the wild tribes of Indians. ·1 have Just rece1vea
information that they had arrive·d at the Cadd9 village on. the
Brassos, with eleven barrel-s of that article; ani:l that the Indians
are dcinking to great excess.
_.
·
,
Situaied as I am J cannot control such matters; ther_eJore respectfo,llj urge U/e Departlllent to iake immediate measures t9 put a st?P
to such illicit traffic, only calculated to irritate the Indians a_n d disturb o:µr peaceful relations with them. !'do not at present feel
auth.oi:ized to adopt any ,measures, in tne absence of instructions.
from tbe Depaitment, and therefore , confine myself as much as possible only to inducing the Indians to. remain qu1et, ~nd await your
action. ·
At the expiration of the year which terminated my appointment,.
(say 13th April las~) 1he executive of this State- and Lieutenant
Colonel Be1J, c~mmanding this frontier, believ-ing it _to be essential
to (~e pr~sirvati?n of JJeace with _the Indians, req:iested m_e to
contrnue rn the discharge of my du~1es as agent, . until the "views
of the Department became known," and of which you have been
duly informed heretofore.
,I am much disappointed in not having been possessed- of your-views on the subject, as 1 could in such case act with c-0nfid~nce.
l hope you will, at as early a day as practicable, inform me whe!he1· or not my se vices since the end of my official appointment
1

,

will be ackno_wledged, and my position defined.
Ve, r y -resp e ct fu 11 y, y our obedient s er ya n t,
.
ROBERTS.
NEIGHBORS.
.
,
Co"lo~el W. Mm,rLL,

· Commiss ioner
1

0J India.n

Ji/fairs, Wasl1.intten, D. C...

No. 22-H.

u. s.

SPECIAL lNDI.AN AGENCY,

Torrey's Trading Post, September 14, 1848.
/

Sm: I have the honor to submit for your consideration the following report of my proceedings, observations, &c., since my report of 19th ult.
'
In my report of that date, I informed you that th~ Wacoes bad
stolen a number of horses from the rangers. I have since learned
that the Indians were pursued to their villages by Lieutenant Williams, of Captain Highsmith's company, and all the horses recovered. It appears that as soon as the horse thieves returned, the
hones were immediately taken from 1hem by their chief~, and th
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Coman ches, being at the village at the t-irne,. to?k }h~ ~oi:ses i1-1to
their posses~ion, and . were in the ac! of ~r.rp.grng t_hem rn! 7"Yhen
Lieutenant Williams and his party arnved. •, .
.. ; •
..
I herewith enclose a copy of th~ lieu'te·na1~t's report., ~nd ·}.iJ · d~:serves much credit for the discret10n use,d . ~111 the reGpverY,1 . of the
horses. I feel convinced that it'wilr"leaµ_ -to. n.o s_er50us di ffic.u1.tyr
Since that o.ccurrence, th_e Keechie
T~h-~ah-,,cpro. chief.s
have visited ~his post, and report ev_e ryih.11Jg._q.u1el· ir1, tp<;ir v1llag!!S.;
On the 10th instant a _party ?f -De}awares 1 tn ~r~e em.play of Mr.
George Barnard, a.rrived <l:irect -from the Comanche ·village, and.
brought in the tarns of,Jhe· nrincip.a l Comanche chiefs, which ara
entirely satisfactory. I deem · it proper to state that most of the,
Comanche warriors are now _on a foray iQ Mex.ioo, and are doingmuch damage. The Delawares sa.y ·that.~ .th,ey~ return constantly
with large numbers of horses, mules and prisoners.
On the 10th instant, in accru~dane-e with preYious agreement,.
Colonel Bell, with a number of the officers of the rangers, arrivedl
at this place, ·and all the pr~n.cip~l chiefs of the Cad<loes and thei rass<>eiates, for an adjustment of the misunderstanding occasione cl
by the killing of ~he Caddo boy. Those Indians came under theimpression tha_t the men who kiried the hoy would b_e present, an d
that they woul'd see {he puni~hrnent inflicted; and I felt f~Hy c~n vinced if the matter "was not settled definitely . while ' th6 partie ~were present, that it would . lead" to serious difficulties. I -therefore (a1though ybur instructio_ns were "to , ascer,tain what ·woul~
satisfy them") ·'d eemed it most proper, '. unqe'r tlie ·circumstances; to
enter into a defiriife) a'r'tange'ro'ent~'\v-biclt wa~ :e,ffected, ·.a.lild put the
matter at rest f©rever~a cop"y of which .'agreemen't ! ·forward yo a
this day for your ccrnsiderati'on;·and 'wcru-1a re's p·ect.fully recommen<l
it to your approval, as ·th.e oest1 arrangemea..t .that could possibly 'be
made under an the circumstances. H!ld·t)ie: meiibe'en _a rrested, a.n cl
the mattt>r prope Iy and· promptly in'ves{io-ated 'aethe time· o'f theoccurrence, tJ-ie adjustment , 1iou1d;' have ·\ een ,· ni•Jch eai:;1tri as it
was, it rtquired all the influence that J, could possiq]y brrng ·t~
bear to induce the fodians to agree to ·the ·p -resen t arran gem en t,.
and give up the ' idea of taking revenge. Colonel Bell and the
company officers have agreed to bring· .t he m;itter before the grand
jury at the n~xt session -of 'the distri'ct C0\lrt, which meets some_
time this fall.
' '
·· ·
I have not'as yet been able to see any of the Wichetas,but havesent them a talk, and shall proceed to the 'upper . Brassos to se ~
them in a few d'ays. .T here ap r ears to ~e no _other diffic~lty with.
our several border tribes, except that report£: of the L1pans, ta._
which I shall give my earliest attention. " I have found it necessary , during the summer, 1o purchase a -small amount of tobacco,
and other artic1es that were necessar y for the maintenanc~ of
friendly intercourse with the Indians, which amou·n t; in all, to the
sum of ($18O) -one hundred antl eighty dollars. The articles were
purchased of Mr. George .Barnard; · and 'I have deemed it proper to
call your attention to the fact,. and hope you will autn'orize me to
draw for the amount whenever the appro~riation is made;
·. ·
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I have not, as yet, been able_to employ a proper interpreter, ~ut
I hope to procure one in a few days; my former interpreter haYrng
Qntered the employ of a private company, who are now on a tour
of observation in Mexico .
. On account of the many misunderstandings grow'ing out of ~he
sev.eral ·attacks on the Indians, I have deemed it proper to require
an escort for my visit to .the Wichetas, and Colonel Bell bas furnish~d me with forty men for _the occasion.
.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
. . .

ROBERT S. NEIGHBORS,
United . States Special' Indian .llgent.

,To Colo·nel W. MEDILL,
-·
Commissioner Indian .11.jfairs, Washington, D. C. '

.

QAMP

LLANo, .ll.11,gust 20, 1S48.

DEAR , ~IR: We have returned to day in good spirits-20 ~ays
absence. Your orders I understood was to report the• partic-uJars of . the .trip immediately. As you . a re acquainted with the
first particulars, . I will say nothing other tpan ·at the camp
the first night, when the balance of the mules &,c., returned, we
then unanimously agreed, 21 in number, to proceed· to thPir vi!Jage
for the balance, making i.t the easiest journey possible for our
horses. On the ninth day, reaching the village, I sent two Delawares to i~ foi:.m all Jndians not to be alarmed at the approach
of the white people, that we were in pursuit of stolen horses.
We arrived in _sight of the farms (I suppose two hundre·d mile s
abov;e .here) about 3 o'clock, on which we discovered .t he white
fl~s flying; nearing th e ir village they made a very pretty display
tohlleet us, Keechi es, Ca<ldoes , and Com a nch eil; th e latte,r camp ed
about 5 miles above, 500 in number. It appears on the arrival of
the stolen horses, the Comanchrs with the others had demande d
the horses, and were in their possession, which were han.ded over
that evening of •our arrival, (22 in number.) The next morning we
understood three mules and three horses had just arrived. W e
also d,emanded them. The mules we had discove·red belonged to
the Dutc.h , the .horses to some Delawares. Owing to the distress ed
condition of the stol&11 horses, we we.re compelled to return very slow.
We were overtaken by two Delawares, who informed us they a rrived at the village the day after we left, and had got a portion of
the horses stolen from th em ; and also informed us that 12 he ad
had been brought in the night of the day we left. I bad fo rgot to
mention that in all instances where horses &c., was' taken, it was
done by the W ac oes and K ee ch ies. During the evening and the
next day whil e w e re ma in ed in the ir nei ghbo rho od we were treated
very k in dly, and fr om th eir co nversa t i ons w it h J ohn C onn er, that
th ey w ish it co n inued ; but hey think it impo ssible to pr event the
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Wacoes and a portio~ of the Ke~chie~ from pursuin~ th.eir cour-~e.
Last not least, while promenading through the village, we 'd1scove~ed a fine looking gentleman of color, somewhat tnclineq to
be bow-legged, also very dark, which we mustered into service
and brought into camp, until such opportunity tha,t his master may
get him. He says his name is Abram, and belongs to John Ec~eson
on the Brassos, near Nashville. I shall now conclude, not for~etting to remind . ycu that all the company is well and in fine
spirits.
Your obedient servant,
1
,.
•
.WILLIAMS, Liw.t~nant.
To Captain HIGHSMITH,
San .Jln.tonio, Texas.
11

A:

'

'

-UNITED STATES SPECIAL --~GE'NCY'
~ T-exas-; October 2.3 , 1848.

Sm: Having this day returned from a visit to the -Indian country,
I have the honor to r~port e;v~rythin_g ~uir!~. ~nd p~aceable a_mong
the several bands that I v1s1ted, v:z: Jomes, Caddoes, \Vacoes,
Keechies, Tahwaccaros and Caman~hes.' , I arrived at th:e xµain
village of the Ionies, Caddoes, a~~ Keechies on the 4th instant,
and remained a day or two with them.
·
I found that most of the principal mtn a_n d a large por-tion of
their families had already started 9ri, their fall hunt; they -w e~e,
consequently, much scattered', but, s,o far as I could learn, t ere was
nothing calculated to disturb our peaceful and friendly relations
with them.
·
· ~
On the 8th instant I fell i~ w·ith "a hunting .p.a'rty pf Comanches,
who were perfectly friendly and acted as my guides to their main
camp, which I fqund on the head 9f the Clear ~ork of tµe B,rassos,
about 300 miles west of Torrey's trading.po.st. The principal chief of
the village was Santa Anna. A Jai:ge portion of the principal men and
warriors of the lower band, (Ho1s,) ":ith 'few.
tlie Ten-a:wish,
were present. Our recep-tion was suc:q as 1.nspire~ -qs with the utmost
_c nfidence in' s,heir determination J6 remain at pea'c e. Durin'g the
ti me I remained -in the village ( tliree days) I was treated in ' the
kindest manne~-; and, although all matters tappertaining to our rnlations with them were fully discuss~d, nothing ' of impor'tanc~,. or
of an unpleasant nature, occurred. During the past summer small
war parties of tlrn Comanches have, _on several ~ccasions~ as heretofor e reported, come in .c ontact with our trobp.s we.s t of San Antonio, in which some blood ha.s been spilled on both sides; f~arful
. that these rencontres would finally lead t serious difficul~y, I endea-vored to ascertain on my visit' ·the cause of such occurrences,
and to induce tg,e chiefs to interf~re and put a stop to such proceedings. The chief that com~an~ed ~ost o( .t4e parties was present,
and pointed out to me. On inquiring o · him t~e ca.us,~ of hi,s hos~
1
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il ity, he expressed himself as .not disposed to bel1ostile, and laid
t'be blame on our own troops. H e sa ys: "In our tr ea ty we agreeg to
oe at peace with the white peo pl e; but we have no_t made peace
;v ith the Mexicans. Your troops are stationed on our war roads
· le ading to the · lower Rio Grande; -w hcn ev.er we pass down, your
roops follow us and commence fighting with.out _ stopping to }alk
with us. I once went out to talk to y.oui soldiers; but they nred
ori, and came near killing me . S ince then, as soon as we. see the
s oldiers, we prepare to fight. I do not wish to fight w ith your
troops; I wish to be. friends with them·; I will be frien<lly, and not
molest yo·ur people; or steal "h orses on this side of the Ri o Gran~e,
if your soldiers will let me pass without molestafion." I then Inquired of him respecting the attack'ori Captain Crum p's company, an_d
t he stealing of his horses. He-v..ery readily stated that it was hi s
/P arty that had stolen them, and not the Lipans; that two of the
borses had bren given up; and that he had the b'alance of them ,
~ ut was not willing to give them up, as they had . lost several
:h or~es ,in,_their skirmishes. The name of this chief is "Kar-watb e-bo-we-bit," or ''c~n see nothing;" he is . one . of the signers of
t he treaty ma,d~ by Messrs. llut.le.r and Lewis.
I endeavored to persuade ' the Comanches to avoid the countr y
~etwe·~ n th_e Rio Grana'e and San -Antonio; but was . only partially
successful; ;they promised however, to visit our stations friendly
,yhfn th'ey 1Vanted to go down, and f gave the chief pa per ce:tify fog our agreements. I ·I earned from the Comanches that the L1pan s
• were CJ¼mped on the head waters of tlie Colorado, about 100 miles
from the·m , an_<l had declared themse1 tes hostile, and would, under
fno circ u mstances, make peac~- until they had 'full _ ~atisfactio~.
Santa Anna, acknowledg.ing thaf the Comanches were to blame rn
- ~ ringing the Li pans in to trouble, has ' un<le·rtaken to bring them in,
;and to assist me in an adjustment with them. vVe are to meet in
' ffan' Antonio for fhat purpose on the 2d N ov·e mber.
~
· I find ~yself unable to make any suggestions tha.t would put an
end to serious difficulties, growing · out of the collisions between
-0ur troops and the Indians. ,I feel fully satisfied that they are
11Caused more by tlie indiscretion or inexperience of the volunte er
~-officers on our frontier than anything else; and if the Departmen t
-wpuld i:equire them to carry the stipulations of the treaty info full
i"o·rce and effect, and not allow' them the privilege of making war
discretion, all Indian diffi c ulties would soon cease. Under the
,present system the treaty is forgotten, and, if a horse is stolen by
~n Indian, tbere is no demand made, through the agent, for his r~covery, but the ·first party of Indians that is fallen in with 1s
aitlacked and massacred. ' I would respectfully call the serious attention of the Commissioner to this rnbject.
I notified you in my last report that a detachment of the troops
would accompany me on my trip. Captain Ross, with fifty of his
men, made the entire trip with me, and, from the discretion of
~aptain R., and the discipline of his troops, I am disposed to believe that the impression was decidedly favorable. All the time
we were in the Indian country the utmost harmony prevailed
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between the t roops and Indians, and th'ey expressed themselves
highly pleased with the visit. !The troops I penetrated the ' 1 Jr1.di.an
country about 150 miles further than ahy par-ty of whit~s 'have
heretofore done from this frontier, and_I>am unde~ the impression
that it will be decidedly beneficial to l?ring the tr.oops into · fri'encfly .
con tact with the Indians.' I ha-ve ' temporarily employed, as an i'rtterpreter, Jack Harry, a Delaware Indian, commencing from ·t· .e
20.h Septemb~r, and Jesse JSutton as .~ blacks-m'ith, from the 28th
August, to execute the ·ne_ce-ssary work to the amount of- two· htmdred dolJars ($200) per annum.
., 1
,
Very respectfully, your, obedient servant,:.·. - , .
9 1 • 1)
•
J
ROBT. s. N.EIGHBORS,.- . I .•
>r st.
, Speci~l Indian agent, fl. S.
''.~
Col. W. MEDILL, . . ,· i,,., 1 . 1 '
• ~
,·
- ·'
·
Commiss~on-re~ ·oJ Indian '.llffairs, ashir{g_ton, D. , C.

Jf

[Received a.t Office ladian .Atfairs 1 since annual report wa.s prepared ~]
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SAN A i~HrON:l'.A} t(TEx:As. )_,

.Novem.ber 7, 1848.
my agreement to meet
the Comanche and Llp_an chiefs in San )\.fito-ni6;-for t4·e purpose of
adjasting the unfortunate . ! difficu1ties between '-Captain Crump's
company of rangers and"' the Lipan In<lian:s, a1_d recove'rfog· the
company's losses . I acco,rclingly proceeded to this place, accompanied _by a small party- of Coma.n ches and · on·e ·Delaware1 Jack
Harry, as interpreter,- and have remained here several days without
hearing anything of the Indhws ,expecte'd. I am unable to account
for their failure to come, bu.t presu·m·e that they, learning. that con·
siderable damage haJ been done by deprerlators on our citizens,
since I left their country, were afraid t o venture 1in ~o our settlements.
.1 ,·
: • ._;
'
./
Since my arrival I have endeavored, as far as lay in my power,
to ascertain the extent of the <lam.ages and depredations committed,
and who were the depredators; and from the best information I can
get, it appears that from ejg~teen to twenty persons have been
1'illed or are IJ).issi!).g, and about forty horses aml mules stolen, between the Gua.daloupe river and this place. This has all trartspired
since the 26th of last September~ artd ram satisfied that, so ·r~r ·,as
Indians are concerned' in this matter; it was·~noi:i,e other
the
Lipans; and that the deaths of those persons and the stealing of
the horses, so 'far as the Indians V{ere concerned is justly charge!
able to th~ unfortunate attack made on them !:>y Lieutenant Brown.
A large number of our mos't intelligent citiz !ns are under the im·
pression that only a portion of the da~~ges were . done by Indians;
that there were malicious white men · engaged in it; whe.tlier this· is
•

~

_,.,~ 1

Sm: In my last repore I notifi'e,.d

· · ... ~
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One t_hing !!J
evident; there is, at present, large parties of vagabonds m this
vicinity, (followe.rs of the army from Mexico,) 'Yho a,e capable of
committing all manner of cr~mes. I notifie~ you in my report of
September, that Col. P. H. Bell had promjsed to u~e every exertion to recover the Lipan horses and turn them over to the quartermaster; I now find that none of those animals have been recovere·d, and that the company has been -p~id ·o ~ a,nrl qischarged
from the service. Also, that the horses :Were divided aru_ong the
captors-who still retain possession of them-who are so mu~h
scattered .that the hors~s c~nnot by· any means be recovere_d . I
pr~sume Col. Bell will report to the Department why the horses
were ~ot taken possession of as contemplated.
The late occurrence has. caused a feeling of strong resentment to
exist in the minds of s9me of our citizens toward~ In.di.ans in general, and the Lipans in particular; and I have heard threats made
by some to shoot the ·first Indian _t_hey meet with. I have deemed
it proper to discourage such threats as much as possible, both with
our citizens and the volun~eer. troops, as a few more attacks similar
to the one made on the Lipans, must involve us in difficulties with
the wild Indians that it · would be impossible to •adjust without
much blood.
- . The Indians ha-vin.g failed to meet me here, _ I have deemed it
proper to send Jack Harry with the party of Comanches to the
Lipan camp, with an invitation for them to meet me ;3.t Torry's
trading.house, as soon as possible, when I hope to ascertain their
_ · further in:t ention~, of 'Yhich you shall be duly informed.
, ~11 other Indians on oµr borders are . perfectly friendly and
true or not I have n-o means at present to ascertain.

(i}IUet,

_ I, h~ -:e ,ihe

honor to

9e,

.

.

Ye,ry _respectfully, your most o bedi~nt

s~rvant,
ROBERT S. NEIGHBORS,
United States Special Indian ./Jgent.
4;,o onel W. ~EJ?IJ.. L,
Commissioner Indfon .11.ifairs, Washington, D. C.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

Third Auditor's Office, October 31, 1848.
Sia: In regard to the usual report requ,ired to be made of the
number of unsettled aceounts received in the la?t three years~
which will not pe included in my annual r~port to the First Comptroller of the Treasury, under the act of the 3d March, 1809, and
. 3d of March, 1817, of balances appearing to be due to the United
. States, more than thr~e years, &c., I have t1ie honor to state that
• _t~ere are now on file, remaining unsettled, one thousand and sixtyiix accQunts; of these, twenty-five were received in the year 184 ;
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. ree hundred ijnd eig_hty-fo.ur in 18t7, .and six hundred a~d fifty,,
.even in 1848.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedien_t
ervant,
PtTER HAGNER, .ll·uditor. ~~
Hon. WM. L. MARCY,
~

Secretary of War.

'tREASURY nEP~"R TM:ENT,

Second .11uditor's Office, D.ecembe!f',, 2, 1848.
1
Sm: In compljaJ!ce with your req~_est qf the Ispnstant, I ha·ve
the hoJHH to trflnsmit herewith a statement in duplicate, showing
the number of :accoul_!ts rexp~ining unsettle_d iQ this office ' on th~lst instant, and which have ~een . received within the la$t th_re~
years.
·
I have the honor to be, with great re~pe ct, your •~edie~t
servant,

JOHN
Hon. WM. L. MARCY,
Secretary of War.

¥-

Mcc.A.LLA,
Second Jludito.r.

Ntnnber of accounts remaining in the office of the Second .f!.·uditor, un$dtled_ ·on (heist of .lJeam~lr, 184Si and
wltich 1.Cere received i?t the last th'<!e yea1:s,, viz : ; · ..... : ..

(:f)

0

~

1

Number received in-

CASH ACCOUNTB 1 VIZ :

'j. ....

P.aymasters United States army ...•••••....••.••.• • , •..•...•.•••..••••••..••••••••.•••••• ~ ••
Recruiting ..•••••..•.•.•..••••••••...•.•..••••••..••......••.•.•••.•.•. • .• •..•.. ..•.•. : .....
Miscellaneous, consisting of ordnance, clothing, medical, &c .••••••...... •••...•..•• .•....•••••..·•
Indian affairs.. . . . • • • . • . • • • • • • • . . . . . • . . . • . . • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • • . . . . . • • . • • . . . . . • • . . • • • • • . . . . • . • • • •
Deceased and discharged officers and soldiers ............................. . ..................... ·

• 5
10
•. . •
105

Total number of cash accounts •••.• , •••••••.. ,.............................

120
I

1848.

1847.

1846.

2

62

.,

64

43

395

:'.",

443

271
37
4,559

~;.'

388
57
5,158

107
20
494
666

1

'
1

5,324

~

6,110

l = =l==-"'==t=-==

,>

TREASURY DBPARTMENT,

~

~
0

~

z9
~

PROPERTY ACCOUNT8 1 VIZ :

85

Ordnance-forts, posts, &c .••.•••••••...• . .••• •• •.•••••.••••.•••.••..••••••.. .-.; . ; ...•..•••••
company arms, &c .................................... .. ........................... ~
ClothiDg and camp and garrison equipage ••..•..••..••..•.•.•••. : ••••••..••••. •.• •. ~· ••••.•...•
Indian department ............. ........ .................................. , • , , , • ; .•••••.•••••• .;
Total number of property accounts ••.•••• !

~

•••••••••••••••••••• : •••••••••••••

38
32
4

159

· 16

317
488
460
17

221 ·
,450 .
42"/
.10

1,108

1,283

Second .8uditor'i Office, December 2, 1848.

· JOHN M. McCALLA, Second Auditor.

.

;
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D.ecemb_e1• 4,_. 1848.
Sm: I have the h9nor to su.bmif to you. ,. tbe -annual _report of the
condition and operatio'ns of this ""depa rtment of th'e pu'blic service.
'• NAVY DEP_:A.11;'1'MENT,
1

During the past year, t~~ St. L~·~rence, a frigatei or ·the first
class, and the Verm~nt, sh1p-0Fthe-lme, have ·been launched. - .T he
shores as well as the low,e r t_imb~rs of the frigate were~fou·n d' ordnspection, to be so decayed by the longtime s·h e had been on the stdcks, 'that
her security would hav·e ·~equire~ ,-repafrs at- a large cost, and it_ was
deemed econ_omical
latln.ch her. She- has been put in -commission
and is a splendid addition to the · navy'' The old ship:house in . the
Boston yard, which covered the V1errn~nt, stood1 so near 'the boundary
line of the public grounds that the expe6enced .offi-cer~- i_n charge
of the :Bureau of Construction; and in command of the yard, concurred in the opinion officially communicated, that the ship and. the
valuable public property in the yard were expose-d to danger of
destruction by fire, from the contiguous private buildings. I was
satisfie d that if the s_hip-house had taken fire, the ship could not
have been saved, the >admirable stone dock near it, wo'dlcl have
been destroyed, and pub lie property~to ' the value of several mil ...
lions of dollars would pfoba bly have' sharecf the. same fate. l therefore directed that the ship _should b,.e launched ~nd secured from ii:ijury, until the wants of the service would require her to be fitted
for sea. This has been done and the ship-house has been taken
down and the materials used for other putposes.
,
The construction' of the four steamships of· war, autl;iorized by
the act of Congress, of 3d March·, 1847, is in a satisfactory state
of progr"ess. The Sa.rana·c, built at the n_a vy yard at Kittery, has
b een launched; the Powhattan, at Norfolk; the Susquehanna, at
Philad elphia, and the San Jacinto, at New York, may be launched
and ready for sea in the course of the next year. In the models and
construction of these 'war steamers, and in the manufacture of their
en gines and machinery, great care has been taken in- the ·skillful ,
execution of the work, and in careful inspection by competent officers; to make them worthy of the service, and I doubt not tpey
wi ll fully meet the expectati,ons, of the country. The · appropria ·
t1on's by Congress· for so important an addition to our .narnl force
have been liberal, and tne officers, mechanic~, and contra'c tors,
have exerted themselves to prove that we caa be · as succe-ssfol

to
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in the ·construction of steam ships of w ar, as we have been in the
sailing ships of the navy.
There are unfinished, on the stocks at the seve r al navy yards,
four ships, of the rate of 74 guns, and two frigates, of 44 guns.
They are s·ecurely sheltered, and it has not been considered judicious or consistent with the interests of the service to launch them.
They are so near completion that they can be readily launched and
-fitted for sea service on short notice, if, public exigencies sha)l re. quire.

!he VfS~els in copimiss,i on during th.e ~past .y~rnr, have been /

employed as follows:
·
In the Pacific, the ships of the line Ohio and Columbus; razee
Independence; frigate Congress; sloops Portsrri outh, Warren,
Cyane, Dale, ancl Preble, with the store ships Erie, Lexington, and
Southampton. Th.e Co]umh.us, Captain Wyman, bearing the broad
p,enunt of _C ommodore Biddle., a-~rived iu th~, United States on the
13th of March. last, and , was placed. in o'rdinary .. .The frigate Co.ogress, Captaip La ValletJe, having been in. 1commisfion more t~an
three years, has been o'rderfl~ Lome, and may be expected to arrive
in th~ coming spring, The Portsmou,t h, Comman,der Montgom1.:ry,
1miy~.d ·in the United States o.n the Q,\h of May ~ast, ,and w~s soon
agam ready for sea. , The Cr.ane, Commander Du Pont, arrived at
· Norfolk the 9th .day of Octoper fast, and ha.s beep placed in ordinary. In the month of -May last, the Preble, Co~mander Glynn,
sailed from th.e west co·ast, with orders to take -to China Vommo.dore Geisif!ger, c~.mmandef of the East India squadron, and, after
having performed this service, to return to her ,station. The sloop
St. Mary's, Commander Crowninshield i on the 11th April last
sailed from , Norfolk to join the Pacific squadron.
· With a view to the regular supply of the squadron in the Pacific,
and to furnish mean for transportation of invalids, or men whose
1im~ of enHstment may have expired, and who desire to come home,
orders were gi ve,n, some months sine~, tha,t one of the three store
ships c!Hached to that squadron shall sail on her return to the
l.T.n ited States semi-~nnually. Under this arr~ngement, one wil_l be
with the squadron, one on her way horn~, and ,one will be going
· out with -fresh stores.
The Erie has come home, and, . under Lieutenant CommandinsWm. McBlair, has sailed to the Mediter.ran~ail, by the Cape de
Verds, with stores for the African and Mediter.ranean squadro.ns,
an_d the . Fredonia, Lieutenant Commanding ,F. A. Ne"Pllie, has
sailed from New York fw the Pacific.
When Commodore Biddle left the station he was succeeded in
th~ comm~n<l of the squadron by Commodore Shubrick, and he was
relieved, at his own requfst, by Commodore Thomas Ap Cat.esby
Jones, who assumed command in the month of May last. Commo·
dore Shubri ck was aut horized by the department to detach himself
from the squadron, and return home across the Isthmus; but he
~eemed it to be his duty to remain on ·board the Independence, and
1s n?w on ~ cruize to the Sandwich, Fejee, and other islands in th~
Pac1fi~, where the presence of a ship -of-war was considere d 0a
gr~at 1mportance to the interests of American comme.rce. TheJ.n·

...
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•e endence may be expected to reach the U aited States early iri
be spring of the next year.
r
'
',,
i~
The home squadron continued under the command pf Commoo r e Perry until the 20th of Novemb~r last, wnen the department,
in view of his impaired health, yielded to bi~ request to be relieved
<>f the command, the duties of whicli had· be·e-n very ard)lous arid
satisfactorily performed. Commodor,e ~ Wilkin~.o n on ; tha:t day a$·
sumed the comman·d. During the- past year, th·e squadron consiste'd
of t he frigate Cumberland, 1he sloops ~Jbany, J .o hn Ad~ma, G~rniantowo, and Saratoga; · _of the steamers1 Missis.sippi, Spitfire',
'ixen, Scorpion, Water Wi~cl1, Scourg~, Iris, and Petrita; M ,- the
s hooners Reefer, Petrel Bonito, Flirt, Mahonese;" F:alcon·,- and
7 ampico; and of the homb··vessel~ lEtna, Stromboli,-'Veswvius, :i·rrd
Hecla, with the store ships· Relief and Ele'Ctra. ' ·
_· ;
The frigate Cumberland, -:.h ea·ring the pennant of . Commodor_e
Perry, arrived in New York in July I.ast ,wi'fh a' considerable ·n·umer of cases of fever on board,;_ and finding _tnat it did not apTa:t . ,
b ut assum·ed a more malignatit type·, it was ·deemed unsafe to ,s·ericl
h er again into the tropics until she ·could be thoroug·hly broken
eut in a cold climate. She h~s · ·b een put: in ordinary". The frigate
R ~ritan, Captain Page, has taken her place in the stptadron~; · Th\i ,
J" ohn Adams, Commander Ad·ams, arr-ived at B-ost.on in· S·ept~mber
la·st, and is undergoing repairs. The steamer Mississipµi, Commander Mackenzie, returned to the United States in April, and is
un dergoing epairs of her' hull ~md machinery. ·, The Vix~h is ;also
1
un dergoing rep_a ir. The Petrita was wre·c ked in the gulf of
.Mexico. The Water Witch · and the Irr~ are at .. se?.- T ·h e store
shi p Relief has sailed with stores for Brazil, and the Fredonia to ,
th e Pacific. The other steamers· and vessels' enumerated ha v·e · been
s ol d, and the proceeds 'paid int'o -th·e treasury. T.h.e y were purchased
I

f or special service in the guff of Mexico, during the war, and were

not suitable for general na-val purpose·s .
_ In the squadron on th:e coast of Africa,comroancl~d by Commodor e Bolton, the sloops Jamestown, Commader , Mercer; Port-smou tb, Commander Armstrong; "Decatur, .Commander ~Byrne; and
b ri gs Boxer, Lieutenant Command'ing Bell; Porpois·e, Commander
Gordon, and Bainbridge Comman.der Slaughter, have oee_n-employed.

Commodore Cooper saited· in the ' sl;;o·p ·torlitown, Commander
M arst8n, on the 22d of November, with dt'ders to r~li~ve Comni·o ·
i! o r e Bolton in the command of the ~quadro,n. · The Eoxer 'arriv'ed
at Phildelphia in May last, a·nd being c.o~·aemned ·bn ~.urvey as unw o rthy of repair, was sold. Comm6d6re Bolton has 'orders, on the
ar r i ~al of his relief, to proce~'d in· the Jamestown; and re1i·eve
C ommodore Read, in command o( the hava·l forces· of the United
S tates ia tlfe Mediteranean' sea.
.
There ban been employetl during the year, in th·e Mediteran·e an,
un.der Commodore Read, the frigate U.Rited States, Captain Smoot;
.d oop Marion, Commander Simonds; the stear.er Princeton, Oomrna.nder Engle;_ schooner Taney, Lieutenant Commanding C. G,
ff u n te r, with the store ship £upply,.Lieutenant Commandin'g Lynch.
'rn e 1\.-fa ri on having finished -her cruize, arrived in-, Boston in _the

•
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month of September. The . steam,er Alleg,hany, Lieutenant Commanding W. w '. Hunter, has been order.e.cl -frprn ,the B;azil st.rtion
to the. Mediteranean, and the frigate Cpnsti ut.fon, , : f;iptain Gwin n,
has sailed for the same hfation
On Jb,e arri.val of ,his relief, Com~
modore Read,'ha.vJng finished a lo~g cru.ize on t'he_ ~o:ast of A_frica
and in the Mediteranean, has orders to retqrn home rn the fngate
Unit~d States. In cons:equenoe of o.ur being com_pel,1ed to disconi.i'n ue the depot at Mah.on, it became neces~ary to supply the squaJron w..ith , stores, by means oJ store ships. Th·e sto~e sbi~ Supply ,
Lieut~I_!a~t ,. Commanding Ly~·ch, was ,sen Lout ~i,!--h a /u 11 cargo of
~tores rn the month of November, 1847. Havrng .delive~ed them •
to .th\; se,v.eral ,ships ·of the sqt1adron from time ~to tim.e , as they were
requ{r.ed, ·she-is on her return -home; anll the Erie has been loaded
·and sent out to continue the service. , Commodore Read ·has madea teµipq _rary arrangement for . landing .s tores ; for:, .t he squadron nt
~pezzia. There- ar~ ~ome qbje·ctions to this place as a a·epot on ac·
count of its position, and ·iij the present very disturbed condition.
oLEurope jt is uµcertain whether 'the .arrangement will be permanentlJ conqnued . .., ( ~
1;:.. On the coast of Ilraz,U-. u.nder command of Com~odore Storer~
the - frig~te B_rc\nclywine, paptain Bo·arm~n, the brig .P~rry,, L~eu~en?_nt Com ,t nanding· Tilton, and the steamer Alleghany, L1eutenan't · Com.mandi·ng yv,. ~. Hunter, have b~en epiployed. The
sloop_St. Louis 1 Commander Cocke, sailed from Norfolk in August
la~t, !!) join the squadrot1, and c;arried o'rders for the Alleghany to
·proc-e,e d to the Mediterranean :
,
·
.
.~ri. obedience to your· <lirect_ions, and with _an itnxious desi.i;e to
give protection to ou_r co.mmeree in . the East Indies, I despatched
f.or .tliat statioJ?, in the mon_th of March last, the sloop PJymouH1,.
Cqmmander .Qedney. She ca rried out, as a passenger, the Hon.
l\'Ir. Davis, C.o-mmis~ioner to China, . a,nd landed ,him at Macao on
the 16th day of August. The brig Dolphin, Lieutenant Comman-0·
'ing 9gclen, left New York in the month of May, for the same
station. As tie frigate " Congress" had nearly completed h&X.
cruise in the Pacific, it wa~ deemed advantage0us that she should
return home by way of Ghina and Bombay, as in tloir:g so she
would v~sit several importaJilt points where the occasional presence
of a ship of war would exert a · fa.vorable influence on our com~e-rcial interes ts. Commodore Geisinger left the U .nited States in
November, 184.7., to go across the isthmus with orders to the
Pacific, and hoisting' hia pennant on board the C.ongres s, proceedecI
to China. On his arrival t.ber.e he was directed to transfer bis
·v ennant to the Plymouth, and assume command of the East India
squadron, and the frigate was expected to pursue her voyage
home. For reasons satisfactory to the department, Commodore
Jones, on joining the Pacific squadron, .deter.mined to retain the
frigate until the pen<ling question of peace should be definitirely
settled between the United States and Mexico, and ordered the
s1oop Preble to convey Commodore Geisinger to his station. The
uelay consequent on this arrangement rendered it just and prope
that the -'Jongress should return home by the most direct route, ai
f
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e terms of her crew's enlistmen.t ,bad gen~r-al1y expired,
wou1d expire before lier arrival in the . United States, and ju~tic,~
and policy forba.de that they shoul~ be held to- 3-ervice beyond_
Lb eir con tract, w1 thou t urgent n ecess1 t y.
. ·

In the present political condition of the ~o·rth of Europe, ~nd i~
view of the existence of war between Prussia and Denmark, 1t was
deemed important that a ship of war should be sen_t to the. _NQrth
Sea and the Baltic, to give protection to American commercial interests in that quarter. The frigate St. Lawre~cf; _Qaptain Pauld "1
ing, sailed from Norfolk in the month of S~ptegiber las. t, with in-.
tructions to touch at Bremer Haven, a1fd to enter the Baltic, if
·he advanced ·state of t.he season did not forbid his doi-ng ·so. I(
such should he the case, he was instructed t,o cruize during \he
wint er between Cape Finisterre and Cadiz;t9ucbing ·at ·Lisbon, and'
in. th e spri_ng to re~urn t? f_he north and execute his orders. Cap:
tam Pauldmg, ·on his arrival at Bremet I~aven, found ·that the war
was suspended by an ~i:ni_istice, and that winter was so nea~ at
hand as to make it ·impruuent for him to take his ship into the:
Baltic. I aru happy to learn that, the ar,rival of the ship has ·been_
hailed with universal satisfa'ctio,n·. The · hi.g4est. honors and m.ost
gratifying demonstrations of respect have been . shown to our _flag,
and the offi(;ers recei ve4 with the most flattering di~tinction and
fratern al affection. Th.e evid~nce thus afforded _of tl!e friendly
feeli ng and admiration with _which Germany regards the United
Stat es, leaves no reason to doubt that this noble ship could not
have been sent on _more important ser_vice.
.
The condition in which our ships haye rettfrned from · ion·~
cruizes, and their services abroad, have afforded g·r atifying evidence
of the high state of discipline in- the navy.
.·
The political condition of Sicily, Sardinj~ and other . States bor~rlerin g on the Mediterranean sea, has. gi~en peculiar interest to
the @peralions of the squadron on that statio:p. Com_modore Read
bas performed his responsible and o'ft~n ,de_licate d uties ' with zsal;
judgment and activity; and · on no occasion liave o~r eountryme-a
received more timely -and effective protecfion of their persons an~
property than in the violent revolutjonai'y con_fliets which during
the past year have frequently occurred within the limits of his
command.
The reports are satisfactory fro111 the squadrons ·011 the coast '1{
Africa, Brazil -and· the East Indies.
.
At the date of my last annual report the United States were en.:,'
gaged in war with Mexico.
•
:
In the Gulf of Mexico,'the squadron under the command of Comi n odore Perry continue·d until the r-eturn of peace to hold military
possession of the several posts then in its occupation, commanding
the trade; collecting a moderate revenue, and administering tae
teinp orary civil government a11thorized by the law of nations.
.
Yucatan, one of the States of New Mexico, . had been. permitted
by the government of the Unitt!d States to occupy a _n eutral position, and was thereby exempted from the eyils of the war. While
th ~1s situated, hostilities commeneed between the Indians and th~
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- white inh abitants of that State. .It was a war of races, attended
by the most shocking atro t ities. U ncler your orders the sq: ua.dron,
with a humanity and success whlch did honor to our nati_onal ___c~ancter, extended protectian, food; an!i shelter to the fleeing w.h1te
inhabitants in their destitution and despn.ir, and those thus aided
were a portion of the people of a country with which we were a_t war .
. In fh;it report I felt authorized to state that the squa_dron rn the
:pacific bad ·c apture<l Mazatlan, San B1as, and A_capulco, and was
l}oldin-g ther,n open to the trade of . our countrym_en an~ of neatrals,
,u nder lhe same· conditions as were otlier Mexican ports in the military occupation of the United States.
.
.
_
' Th~ correspondence which i's al'rne;xed wi-Jl s~ow that, with the
~xcepti6n ·or Acapulco, the facts justified the ·belief expressed.
~11 the imp·ortant points on both shores of the Qulf of (falifornia
were gallantly captured by the -squadron, in · co-operation with a
-detachment 'of the army under Lieutenant Colon~l Burton, and oc.cupied until the return 0f peace. Co·mmodorn Shubrick found his
force- too small to attempt the reduction of Acapulco, _w ithout so
weakening the garrisons of the important places -held 1n the gulf
.as to e~danger their recapture, and wisely determined not to make
ariy movement against it.
In the month of March the commanders of the naval forces in
1
the Gulf of Mexico and in the Pacific were con&de_n tiaTiy informed
-0f the disposition r.nade -by t_he Senate of the United State·s of the
'treaty of' peace, and were instruct~d to act in conformity with its
s,t ipulations as soon as they should be informed by the United
:S fates commi3sioners of its mtifi.cation by Mexico in the amended
:f orm, thus a voiding -an unl}ecessary and irritating delay.
The exchange of ratifications was made known to them, and with-Out waiting for further instructiens measures were taken by Com·
,fuodore Jones, in the Pacific, and by Corn_modore Perry, in the
Gulf of Mexico, for the evacuation of the Mexican territory, and
Uie' restoration, according to the terms of. the treaty, of all places
,vithin the Jiinits of the Mexican r-epublic which had been taken
incl occupied by the naval forces of the . United State!. . These
fiieasures were promptly executed, and it is a source of the highes t
:Satisfaction tp have it in my power to state that no complaint of •
·the manner in which the duty was performed has reached the de;parfmen t.
,
. The skill and .courage with which the · officers and mea of the
·~quadron conducted their military operations, are not entitled to
higper praise th~n IS th~ scrupulous regard to justice and humani ty
which ,chara?tenzed their_ conduc_t while oc,c upying porti~ns of t~e
·~nem~ s country, con~rolhng their revenues and governi'ng their
rnhab1ta~ts. The ~ehcate duti~s resulting from this position have
·b~en performed w1thou~ a starn on our national oharacter, and
w1thou t an act of extortion , cruelty or oppression.
I have the honor to transmit copies of the official reports of our
naval officers on the s_ubject of ~~e operations of their respecti're
commands, and espe_c1ally _of military oper.a tions during the war.
· . 'They present more n d eta1l than I could with propriety use in my
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fficial reports, incidents which · belong to the history ~( the
ountry.
,
In this final report of-.naval OJJ:€rations in the wa.r with Mexico,
now happily ended, I deem it to be my ·duty to make a brief all,1ion to the participation of the navy in scenes and achievements
which have reflected honor and glory . on the Ame_rican name;. ·and
commanded the respect of the world for our flag.
The ·enemy had no navy and ·an inconsiderable commerdal marin e; our ships of war had, therefore, nothing to contend with on
·heir appropriate element. In .the Pacific, our . sq.uadron,_ with
J1eans not fitted for inla'nd operations, ~cting indep.en den tl y, and
n co-operation with a small portion of our g·a llant army; effected
the conquest of California. In supplying the deficiency of his
means, and in p,reparing for and executing an inland-'¢_a mpaign
wit h the crews of his shi·ps, Commodo're Stockton displayed the
hif).'hest military resource and the greatest e'nergy. · Since his; m e- ·
morable march from .San Diego to the Cuidad de los Angelos, and
the battles of the 8th and '9th . of January, 1847, . that cou_ntry has
bee n tranquil, our possession undisputed, a~d its inhabitants have
hailed the cession. of Cal,ifornia to the . United States ,w ith grateful
satisfa ction. l!_Ilportant points in the Gulf of California were
taken by the forces und~r Commodore Shubrick, and their r'occu'pation maintained by him -and his succesrnr in command independently and in co ope_r.ation wi.th tpe troops under Lieutenant Colo.i.
nel Burton, with a display of the highest ski11 and 'courage by officers and men, while their conduct was so just and humane, that a
large portion of the ·inhabitants, especially of . Lower California,
d<:eply regret that they too are not to pave the advantag~ of our
laws and institutions, an.d the protection of oar gloriouf$ flag. All
will concur in adm.,i~ting that the ·troops sent to California, with
their ack wledged courage and military skill, ·were not in suffi.
cient force to haye conquered aad mainta~ned . the occupation of
the country without' the efficient services ofthe office·rs and men oJ
the ~quadron, both ashore and afloat.
· ·
In the Gulf of Mexico, from the beginning of the war, by co-operatio n at the Brazos, while the battle of Palo 'Alto was d1ging,. by
· the capture of Tampico, by protecting the,· transportation and the
land in.g of the troops at Vera Cruz, by its gallant . co-oper_ation in
the siegl, bombardment and capture of ,that city and its defences,
' by its successful operati,ons against Tal;>asco, Tuspan, Laguna, and
Gth er points in the interior aad on the coast, but especially by
.ho ld ing a constant command -of the s'ea,, and by its vigilance and
activity excluding contraband tvade, and supplies of munitions of
w a r fr om the ·enemy,- the squadrons rendered the most important
s e rvices to their c9mmon country. These services were rendered
in a most inhospitable climate, and in the midst of suffering and
death , not caused by the enemy in the honorable conflict ()f arms,
but by the silent ravageiii of disease; All this was 'a ccomplished
with ou t withdrawing the squadrons from other stations. · 1
So effective bas been the performance of the duty of the navy in
every qu art er of the globe, that our increasing commerce in the
39
·
·
,
t
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most' distant seas has felt no check and met no interruption, notwithstanding. we were for more than hvo year-s engaged in active
hostilities with an enemy possessing an extensive sea coast on the
Pacific and Atlantic oceans. Not a singfe Americ.an vessel was
lost to her owners by capture by the enemy uncle~ the rights of
war; and there was not, it is believed, any material effect produced on m~rine insurance.
·
These auspicious results, so favorable to our commerce and ' navigation, are to be attribut'ed to the ~respect which is universally felt
for our flag ab-ro.a d; and that resp~ct is the honorable reward of
the skill and courage, the discretion and justice, the vigilance and
boldness with which the navy _has performed its duty~ ·
It is the settled policy of the United States to .maintain a navy;
but if, notwi1hstanding its gallant exploits long since achieved,
and its practical s_e rvice so long acknowledged, it were an undecided question whether the United State_s should foster ~nd cherish
a navy, the service performed in the late war :would go far to settle it. Without the guns of our squadron, how easily might the
troops which formed the army of Major <J:eneral Scott, when
crowded in tran·sports, and crossing the gulf, hav~ · been destroyed
by a few insignificant cruisers? But for the same protection, with
what advantage might they not have been met o~ landing on the
enemy's ·shores through a dangerous surf? . But for-ihe entire control of the enemy's ports, by our active cru :sers, how Jong might
not the war -have been protracted by the ititroduction of munitions
of war, and other supplies for the enemy, and what disasters would
not have threatened, if they had not befallen, our gallant army if
the enemy could ha--v e prevented the introductiQn of these necessar y
supplies for our own troops? Who can estimate the loss of life
and property -which wou1d have befallen us, if the tempting offers
of the enemy had been at:cepted, and privateers had ta en their
letters of marque, so freely tendered, and ravaged our commerce in
every sea, opposed only by the inadequate defences of a merchant
vessel, and unrestrained by the navy?
In •time of peace, economy requires, and the public interests do
not' forbid, that the naval establishment should be comparatively
small. Considering our maritime position, the grea_t length and
aocessibility of our coast, and our commercial importance, our navy
is smaller than that of any other power. In this regard, a~ in the
-general practical ,, working of our system of governmen_t, we may
safely rely on moral influence. In the extensive cruising groun ds
of our squadrons we need employ, in time of peace, but a few ships
of war; it wou l d not be practicable to have one in every port. It
is enough that it is known that our flag is afloat, and that an Am erican ship of war is ready to protect American citizens, and our
coun tr ym en follow the ir lawful and peaceful pur suits on t he broad
o cean without m :) lesta tion , al th ough th ere may not be a ship of
w·ar w it hin a t h ousand miles . It should, however be large en ough
to serv e as a n ucl eus, capabl e of any degree of strength, w hi ch, in
the ev e nt of contingen cy, it may be called to put forth. On e of
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the most important requisites in a per~ane1nt. n av.al sy~tem ~or Hi~ .
United States is its capability of large e:x:parrsion. •
~
The establishment of docks and yard~ for building and repair oJ
ships, the collection and prepara_t!on of m~terials, the construvtfon
of ships of war ready for launchmg, and the purchase of cannt>n
and munitions of war in quantities suitable for emetgencies are
measures of wise precaution. B'ut in the vast mercantile a:nd mechanical business of our country these supplie,s' to a certain ext'ent,
perhaps to an e~tent ~ufficient for the ·.exi~-~ncy, may be procpred ,
when the occasion for expansion shall arise. So too; the hardy·
mariners in our merchant service would readily furnish efficient crews.
for the increased number of ships 'fitted for war-, which a maritime~
wri.r may render necessary. 'Phe diflfoulty of suc,h ' a- crisis I apprehend will not be· in providing guns nor ships, or will it ·b e in .finding
brave hear.ts an_d rea<ly hands to .man ,a·n_d figb:t them; t~e difffoul ty
will be ne1ther m men .to fight.. nor mater.ial to use, -but as trr officers
in sufficient number, and with adequate exp~rie·n·ce· to comrnand'
and direct. A skilful naval office~ fitted by· educatfon and.. eocperience in all the' grades .i{)f the service to narigate ·a nd fight .a 'ship
of war, is not readily formed. To qualify hiin for the res2onsible
duties of his profession mu~t be the ·work of . years. ,Personal
courage, general intelligence, an,d experience ~n navi_gatjon, 'are
not sufficient. Notwithstanding, exc·e ptions may be found; and .n-o
merchant marine would probably furnish th1eni" in greater numbers.
than our own; yet, l ain decidedly of opinion that, as a general'
rule, a naval officer shpuld enter the seryice at an early age, and
passing through all the grades, learn -the 'variousJ and complex
duties of his profession by personal -experie·nce, and especially
ihus learn to command those who may be placed under him. I do
not, therefore, deem it unwise that our navy ' list contains· a larger
number _of officers than may be require~d in time of peace for the
active duties of their rank.
·
·
I have no doubt that important improvements may •be made inJ
our naval establishment.
Duty at sea is often attended with responsibility, hardship, and 1
experience. In the routine of that duty, especially in time of
peace, it must often become monotonous, and cease, in a great
degree, to excite the zeal and enthusiasm: nec.e-ssary to high distinction. It is wise to bring into active operation those principles
of humttn con<luct which will. counteract t4e tendency to inaction
and indifference in the performance of even the clull and disagreeable duties of the profession. The m st potent in my ju.dgment
is the principle of military rank ,involved/ in promotion, from th,e
lower to the higher grades, by which the rewards of military ambitio n are secured to those who perform the ; arduous and active'
duties of their profes.si on to those who, by their service and exposure and their ability for service, deserve 'them.
NQ one can doubt that promotions in the navy should . be made
o~ the principle of merit, service, and the capacity for .duty.
Yet
the tendency of such a system, without the regu'lation pf Jaw, might
b e to fost~r favorifo.m, to promote a parfial dispensation of execu/
.., / (

(
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tive favor, and to withhold from modest and unobtrusive merit, the
reward justly due to it.
Under our present system, promotions are generally made by seniority, or date of commission; and, as the laws, now stand, I am
not prepared to say, that unfavo,rable for the interests of the public
service as this often proves,any other plan which the executive can.
adopt, would be free from great o8jections.,
The safest and best mode, it appears to me, is to require by law
that officers rendered unqt for duty, otherwise than by wounds received in battle, or not qualified for promotion to higher grades,.
should be placed on reduced p\ly out .of th~ line of . promot~on.
Justice and policy would require that great care sh,ould be taKen
against the exerc,ise of such a ,power capricious1y, or wi_thout .a
due regard to the rights of all.
·
The advantages of such a system in guarding officers against con-·
tracting disqualifying habits, in stimulating them to the active and
zealous performance of duty ,.in exciting them to the acquisition of
professional knowledge, and in securing to the meritorious the rewards _of promotion without having the wai blocked up by others,
inferior and incompetent, would speedily develope themselves.
Such a meas_u re would reduce the expense of the navy, because under
existing laws officers who do not perform duty, and are incapable
of it, are in the receipt of th~ full pay ~f their ,rank.
Another great security for efficiency in the navy will be found
in the education, and in affording the means of instruction to the:
officers .
,
,
The beneficial effects of the naval school at Annapolis upon the
service are already 'beginning to be sensibly felt. The truth is
admitted by all that the services required of . officers are more of
the head than the hand. The result of experience in the army,
that in prnportion as education has been encouraged, and the
mians of acquiring it afforded, so haTe the character and efficiency
of the officers been improved, will not fail to be confirmed in the
navy. An accomplished naval officer must understand all the sciences connected with navigation; he ought to be familiar with
steam, the steam ei:igine and mechanics, with gunner~r, with chemistry, with the languages of all nations with whom his duty brings
him in contact, and with the laws of his own country and of nations.
.
The lad who leaves his parents at the age of fourteen o fifteen
years, to enter the service as a midshi_p man, cannot be expected to
have laid the foundation even for so broad a superstructure of
knowlecfge. The narnl school promises to furnish the means of
attaining these ends so important for the navy. It will produce, I
trust, the same happy fruits of skill and knowledge which ·the mi·
litary academy has produced for the army. In its present condition, and for some time to come, I do not apprehend that it wilI be
nece~sary for Congre~s to regulate the details of the school by law,
which could only be modified, if found injudicious, by the tardy
process of repeal or amendment of the Jaw. After a larger practi·
cal experience, the department, aided by the learned and judiciou~

.
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-professors on du~.Y at th~ school, ~nd
offic~rs of the , na·y y
-who take a deep interest in the subJect,: will doubtless, be prep!1Fed
to present a more complete system. A ~e,cessary app,e11d,a ge ~o t~e
institution is a vessel of the navy, fitted , as a school of 'practice 1a
gunnery and navigatioo. I earnestly . reconim~ild that the appropriation for the next fiscal year; for which ·an , ,. e~ti:mate has been
;5uhmitted, may be made, and as no appr0,p riation was made for the
general wants of the school for th~ present ' ye,a r, . I rep·o mm,end the
propriety of µiaking it at the ~approa~hin,g se_ssion 0£ Cong'ress:
There are now in o~e of the rooms' of 'the .building occupied ·by
the navy department, a considerable n4.mber of fla'gs and· qther trophies, taken by the navy from public enemies . in w;ar. I ·recommend that aµthority may . be giyen by Congress t~ the S~cn~ary of
the Navy, under the . dir.ection of the ]?-resident, t9: .cause them t
be placed wit~ sµitable , labels ' at the n.a v~Lscho-ol in fhe care of
the superinteµdent.
· Under the act
the 18th of Aprq, 1~14·, these trophies have
not been displayed to the pu,b lic. "rhe proposed-. dispo.sition of
.them would~ ,ha:ve a good moral effec~ in exciting in the youth_ful
bosoms of the midshipmen who are 'to be· the · future ~c.ommander's of
our ships of war, a.n emulation of the virtues and; he-roism of those
.of whose valor and skill these trophies are th:e memorial. ,. ,
.
As soon as ·practi-c able a.fter the prodamation of peace with Mexico, the seamen, ordinl;l-7 seamen·, lands:111en, and hojrs in the naval
-service were reduced, _by discharges,,_ 6~1o"Y- · the number , of se·ven
thousand five hundred as required by law :-1, '
,' "
• 1
· ,
. 1
By the third section . of,the act of AugtJst ,3d, 1,848, the Secretary
of the ;Navy wfs d_irect.~·d, "forth~ith . to co'ntract with Messrs~
Dakin and Moody for the _complete construcli~n of · a floating s~ectional dry dock/basin, and railways at Philadelphia," with ,Me·s srs:
-Gilbert and Secor, "for ' the com:ple-~e construction of a balance
floating dry dock, basin, and railway at Pensacola.,," an'd wi~h one
or th~ other of the said respedive p .r}-rties, "for the complete construction at the navy yard at' R\ttery of a float'i~g dry do-ck, basin,
and railway, up.on _either of the said ,pfans,as the Secretary of the
Navy may prefer as best adapted -to 1the said yard.''
. ,
· .
Under the act of March 3d, 1'847, these parties ha~, re~pectively,
submitted to the navy department, prop~sals for building at each
of the three yards named a work , acc·ording to 'e ach plan, with
.specifica·tions suitab)e for docking a line ·o f battle ships.
·
The act of 1848 made the,s e plans and sp.ec·ific~tions the basis of
the contracts directed to be made, limited , the. cost to ten per cent •
.over and above the prices,respective)y stated , in their said proposals, and proviqed that, if the dimensions prop'?sed should not ,be
found adequate to doc.k ing war steamers 'of the larges~ . class, at
least three hundred and fifty feet in length., "the Secretary of the
Navy shall also, by further contract with said parties, e~large the
dimensions of said works at each yard tp a capacity sufficient for
that purpose."
·
The pl~nf and specifications were not adequate to that --object.
The parties were, therefore, required t? submit plans anq specjfir
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cations adaptea to the increased dimensions of the works required
When ' presented, I caused their reference to two naval
constructors and an engineer, an,d on their approval, in _obedience
to the direction of the law, the con tracts were executed.
I adopted, for the navy yard at Kittery, the balance dock, with
its appendages, because that plan of dock had , been recommended
,by the board of commissioners in 1847. It was less ,e xptnsive, and
promised to be at l~ast equally useful. ·
The increase of price consequent on the increase of dimensions
was fairly calculated pro rata, and the con tractors readily agreed
to take the materials which had been procured for the works under the act of 1847 at their cost to the government. The prices
stipulated to be paid for the works complete are: ·
t _Pensacola ..••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •• ;, •• , •• $921,937
813,742
Philadelphia ••• , ...... , , •.• , • , , • , , ••• , •• , •.•• , •• , ,
732,905
Kittery . .......... ·............................. .

by ]aw.

2,468,584
Ey the acts of March 3, 1847, and August 3, 1848, seven hundred
and fifty thousaml dollars were appropriated for these objects. And
~n estimate is submitted for six hundr_ed and fifty thousand dollars_for the next .fiscal year. In the contracts for such costly works,
and especially as the . appropriation made was known to be insufficiet1t to meet rthe whole cost, it was deemed proper to provide for
partial payments as the war progressed, with such such security to
indemnify the government in the event of failure to comply on thepart of the contractors, as it was t_h ought reasonable to require.
- Another years experience has confirmed the anticipation of most
valuable results from the establishment of the Observatory. In a
report which I had the honor to make from this department under
date of November 25, 1844, I expressed the confident opinion "that
in the process of time a most perfect set of charts may be supplied
from th·e depot to. the navy, and to the commercial marine, entirely
to be relied on for ac_curacy, at the mere cost of publication."
The time has arrived sooner than I anticipated. The chambersof commerce of our principal cities, and intelligent merchants
and navigators from all parts of our country, a ware of the great
importance of such an institution for publication of corrected and
verified charts, are readily communicating the results of their ob·
servations and experience, and charts from the observatory are
looked on with increasing interest •
.Besides these important advantages, most valuable services are
rendered at the Observatory by the care and adjustment of chro. nometers, and other nautical instruments for the navy. The e"·
tablishm.ent is superintended and conducted with credit and success~y naval officers, who have shown themselves entirely; adequate_ to
its duties. Estimates are submitted with a view to the publication
of charts and a nautical Almanac. I recommend them to the favorable consider~tion, and as a means of refunding a part of the
~xpense_; and that none may be restrained from appl:yin.g for them ,.
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I recom mend that aut hority be given to sell • them when -published
at the cost of publication.
lind er the several contracts m~de with this department, for th~
transp ortation of the mail in steamships converqble into war .steam -·
ers, the parties interested have made great progress in , the construction of their vessels aad . machinery.
The assignees of the contract Jor the route on the Pacific, h-ave
cornple_ted the number of steamers required hy the contract. They
have been inspected, reported on favorably, and accepted ' by the ·
depar tment, and ~ave saile_d from New York to eng.p,ge in their
most in1erresting service. The California, the first of this line, it
is ex pected will be at Panama on the first day of January next,
read y to make her ' first trip up the coast. The other two will follow, and there is no reason to apprehen'd that in the hands of the
enterprizing proprietors the contract will not be satisfactorily exe-cuted.
The proprietprs of the line from New York ·to New Orleans,
touching at Charleston, Savannah, and Havana, and from Havana
to Chagres, _have two of their large steamers launched and in a
state of great forwardness, and have made extensive preparations
for th e construction of the others required by their contract . .
I regarded it as a matter of great public importance that this line
sho ~l<l commence its operations, at least to the extent of a monthly
co mmunication between Hav~na and Chagres, in time to connect
with the Pacific line. The contractors, desirous to mee_t the .wishes
of the department, proposed to place on the route temporarily the
ocean steamer Falcon. She has . been inspected, reported on favorably , and accepted for the service, until the ,steamers constructed
und er contract shall be ready to take their places on the route.
T he Falcon has sailed from New York-will touch at the intermed iate points of the route, and deliYer her mails and passengers
in time to cross the isthmus, and join the steamer at Panama on the
1st of January.
T he connected lines, in all their parts, will, it is expecte·d, be in
success ful operation i~ t~e ensuing spring, and a regular communi~
cation established between New York and Oregon. The time occupi ed in the passage will not exceed thirty-five days, and, at no '
distan t <lay, it is confidently believed t h at a regular communication w ill be established, by a connecting line of steamers, between
San F rancisco and China, makin~g the passage in twenty days.
This may readily be effected by .means of the war ,steamers, now
being constructed, as parts of the squadron in the East Indies and
the Pacifi c, until individual enterprise shall have introduced
s~eamers b etter su~ted for freight and ,p assengers.
The t ran sit of intelligence, merchandis e, and pass(rngers from
China to Europe, by way of New York, can be effected, when these
several lines shall be in op eration in connexion with the line from
that city t o Liverpool, in less than one-half the time now occupied
in the -v oyage bet ween those countries.
,
.
The com munication·, by steamers regularly plying ,on the two
routes, n ow abou t to commence, cannot fail to i ncre.a se ou/ general
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commerce, and to brin·g to our Atlantic cities a large import of the
precious metals, and this, with the facility afforded to our ~nterprising countrymf!n to visit or to emigrate to the rich t.erritones on
tbe Pacific, more than compensates the expense of the great undertaking.
,
As a most interesting part of the system, I recommend that authority be given to contract for the transportation of the mail, lJetween New Orleans and Vera Cruz, in steamships convertible into
. :war steamers. It will tend, by promoting social and_ co~mercial
intercourse, to consolidate frirndship between Mexico and the
United States; promote the introduction of ou~ great staples and
-manufactured goods into Mexico, and invite her rich products of
spec_ie to our cities. It will add, too, to the mails on all the con-necting lines, increase the : postal profits, and make available for
public defence an additional number of war steamers.
The contractor for the line between New York and Liverpool
has his vessels in a state of forwardness. He , has two steamers,
each of two thousand eight hundred tons measurement, ready for
launching, and the frames of two others ready to take their places
on the building ways as soon as launched, and the machinery in a
corresponding state of forwardness. The department has not urged
the contractor to -undue haste in the construction of his steamers.
In the present state of communication with Europe by other means,
the thorough and skilful execution of the work on the hull and
machinery of th~ ships is of more importance to the government
than their speedy completion. The contractor is prosecuting his
undertaking with energy and judgment.
·
,
•
In execution of the l3-th section of the act of August 3, 1848,
measires have been taken to remove the insane of the navy and
marine corps, from the naval hospitals, to institutions established
for the treatment and cure of persons thus sadly afflicted. It is
believed that the object can be satisfactorily attained on the moderate terms prescribed by law. The whole number of insane persons in the -hospitals is thirteen, and some of them are so quiet and
harmless that it may not be necessary to remove them.
The supply of hemp on hand and deliverable under contracts
existing, rendered it unnecessary to advertise for any· addition al
quantity for the present year. That American hemp can be prepared, in quality equal to any in the world, has been established by
experiment under the most rigid tests. The heavy outlay necessary in preparing for the production of the finer descriptions, suita·
ble for naval putposes, has prevented many planters from engagin<1
in annual contracts. The joint resolution of Congress of the 9th
of May last, made a great improvement by authorizing na vy con·
tracts for American water rotted hemp, for a term not excee ding
five years, at a remunerating price.
I propose to invite by advertisement the hemp growers t hem·
selves to contract, and by accepting proposals for quanti t ies of
t~enty-five tons and upwards, and in case of equality of bid, to
give the preference to the farmer who grows it, to encou rage the
~eneral · adoption of the most improv ed process of prepa rin g this
impo rtant supply fo r the na vy.
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Prop osals for furnishing !Ila?hinery for the. rope walk at the M emp his navy yard, have been invited by advertisement, and a.s soon as
it ca n b-e manufactured and delivered, that important establishment
wiJI be put m operation.
_
This place for the delivering of hemp, for the use of the navy,
will be far more convenient to the hemp growers generally, than
that at which cordage is now manufactured,, and the facility~of access will justify the farmers in selling their produce direct) y to the
gove rnment, without the intervention of agencies, or the expense
and l oss of more dis ~ant transportation and frequent transhipments.
Th e military contributions collected in the gulf of Mexico, at
forts and plac~ in the military occupation of the naval forces,
amou nt to one Hundred ar.d thirty-one thousand eight bundred and
thirty-five dollars.
_ ·
_·
.
From the squadron in the Pa.cific, the accounts have not yet been
rece ived and adjusted. At Mazatlan, then in the occupation of
the navy, Commodore. Jones r~ports to the , .department, that up to
the 17th June, 1848, the contributions collected at that port,
amounted to two hundred and fifty-four thousand three hundred
and sixty-eight dolll;l.rs. It is not probable that .any considerable ,
collections were made by officers of the navy at any other- point
on the Pacific c-oast.
The plan of settlement, adop-ted, required the ·office_rs fi!'st to settle at the Navy Depart~ent, on vouchers, the accounts of contributions, charging them the amount received, _and crediting their disburse ments made for the service in prosecution of the war, as establish ed by their vouchers. The collecting officer has been then '
required to settle at the treasury his a_ccount as acting purser,
wher e he is charged with money and stores received on public account , and credited with rlisbursements · satisfactorily vouched
othe r and bltyond those already credited in his contribution a C·
count , and the balance thus appearing has, in each case, been paid
into the treasury, under its proper head of appropriation.. The
practical effect of this mode of settlement. is to relieve appropriations made by law to the full amount pf the contributions. There
has not been a case of default.
The duty of cellection, disbursement, and accounting, was performed by naval officer5, without any allowance for the service.
TI--1e a ct of August 23, 1842, was con~true.d to forbid any allowance
beyon d their pay as officers on duty, and no compensation has been
mad e for a service, not within the general range of an officer's
duties , and in some irtstances attended w tth positive and unavoidable loss . I repeat my recommendation, heretofore made, that authority be given to allow in each case a moderate commission on
collect i ons and disbursements, not exceeding in the aggregate a
sum sufficient as a reasonable fodemnity for the risk anti trouble
attenda nt on the duty.
I hav e t he honor to submit the reports from the several bureaux
f the department, with the estimates for the naval service, and for
other obj e cts pl aced under the control of this department, for the
fiscal year end ing with the 30t}l of June, 1850.
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The gro;s amount of estimate is $8,858,856 58, of which th_e following, being for special objects, must be. deducte.d to ~scertam the
probable annual expense of the navy.
.
·
For transportaion of the mails .••••••••••••••••• ,. •
For floating dry docks, basin, and rail ways. • • •• • • • •
Corrpleting stone dock at New York...............
Improvements, &c., at navy yards...... • • • • • • • • • • • •

$874,600
650,000
490,000
845,310
2,860,910

Which sums being deducted, will leave for one year's expense of
the naval service, including invalid and widow's pensions and the
marine corp~, $5,997,946 58.
,1
I have the honor herewith to transmit a statement, from the
Fo1itth Auditor's office, showing the exact amount of appropriations and expenditures made for the entire public service, under
the control of the Navy Department, in each year, from the ' 30th
of June, 1844, to 'the 1st day of July, 1848, by which it will appear tha_t the aggregate amount of expenditures, for the two fiscal
years ending on the 30th ~f June, 1845 and 1846, amounted to
. $14,96'.7,036 09, and -the aggregat.e amo·unt expepded in the two
years ending on the 30th June, 1846, was $21,598,661 18.
The first two were in time of peace; the last two embrace, with
a trifling exception, the entire period of the w~r with Mexico. In
the last two, it is worthy of remark that, (or the construction of
war steamers authorized by Congress, but not intended or expected
to be employed in the war, and for other special objects, very
considerable expenditures were made under appropriations for
the purpose, . so that the ordinary expenses of the naval service
have been but slightly increased by the war with Mexico.
On the first day of July last, it appears that there remained in
the treasury an unexpended balance, of the year's appropriations
, for the naval servic~, of $3,295,630 57. Of this sum, $1,795,630 57
were carried to the surplus fun<l, and, as authorized by law, the
balance remains subject to . expenditure, if required, during the
Current fiscal year.
_
It gives me pleasure to bear testimony, as the result of my own
experience, to the efficient organi,rn tion of the Navy Department.
Personally, I acknowledge grateful obligations to the distinguished
. men who are and have been in charge of the several bureaux. The
division of its duties secures to the civilian who may be at the
head of the department the aid and counsel of experienced officers,
whose professional information, at all times freely but unobtrusive]y given, is eminently useful to him in the conduct of the va~t
and diversified business under his direction. Besides the ships on
the stocks, in ordinary, undergoing repairs, and in commission, and
excluding navy yards, and other public lands required for purpo~es
of the navy, with their costly improvements, the reports herewith
submitted show that the public property on hand for naval purposes amounts, in the aggregate, to $9,400,370. The sub:-divi ion
of duties and of superintendence amongst the several bureaux, ha
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the introduction of judicious measures for th:e preservation

of: ores and materials, anJ the enforcement of strict accountabili- .
.. and thus guarded against an immense waste of public property.
· \_-nder this wise distribution of duty and labor, economy and effi' iency have been promoted, great improvements intr·oduced in the
pur hase and insp~ction of_ timber, he_mp, canvass, ~nd other tnateial for construction, repair and equipment; a series of well.-.coniucted experiments in gunnery have been made; and ordnance,
ordnance stores, and munitions of ·war of the most approved <le- ·
scription, are procured.
A judicious system has been established and maintained for the
JHcessary buildings at ou~ navy yards, and for a uniform regula-·
ion of the quantity and prices of mechanical and other labor in
public employment; and the navy is suppl)ed with medicines, 'proTision s and clothing of the best quality and on economical terms,.
nder regulations digested with ·c are and skill.
~ Ther e is, howe,·er, one great defect in the present organization.
of the Navy Department. The duty of ordering . and detailing of
o fficers for service, of t_he general superintendence of enlistments,
of deciding primarily on applications for service, .relief or disc arges, occupies too large a portion of the Secretary's time, ahd
canno t be so satisfactorily performed by him as by an officer of
rank bearing the relation to the department and to the navy, which
t h e adjutant general does to ·the War Department and to the army ..
~he establishment of bureau for this most important duty would
involve a trifling expense. There would not be required for the
purpose any additional clerical labor; the register and clerks now
engaged on the same duty would be sufficient. It cannot be doubted
tbat the effects of such an improvement in the organization of the
department would be highly beneficial.
·
·
A revised book of regulations for the/ navy is very much wanted.
In the government of the navy, executive regulation·s form a large
portion of the law of 'the sen·ice. Those now in force are contained in several publications, made at different time~ and in general orders of the department. It is often difficult for officers to
know what they are. A revision and republication in one book
would prove of great advantage to the service, and a small appro!)riation would probably cover the expense.
1 ren ew my recommendation that the appo_i ntment of a "small
Dumber of assistant pursers may ·be au'thorized by law. ,
A joint board of officers of the army and navy has been organi- ·
zed, wit h orders to proceed to the west coast, and make an examination of the coast of CaFfornia and Oregon, with a view to the
co l ection of the necessary information to determine on properpo in ts fo r fortifications and a navy yard, when it shall b'e the pleasure of Congress to direct such establishments. A' navy yard on
the Cali fornia coast, with suitable means for the ·repair of vessels,
would: in_ my ju dgment, be of the highest public_importance; ·
I _submit here wi th the annual estimates for the support of the
marine corps.
In o~edi ence to t_he ~irection of the ~ct of Congress of ~farcp 2,
184 '7, at t he termination ef the Mex ican war the marine corps
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was reduced, both in men and officers, to a number not exceeding
the number in service at the date of the act." The reduct i on of
the men was effected by discharges, as they arri v ed . in the United
States. The duty of reducing the )lumber of officers was more
difficult. It was necessary to drop from the ,rolls four captains,
four first lieut.enants_, and four second lieutenants. It was det e rmined to organize a board of officers of rank supe r ior to tha t of
captain, and they were instructed to designate the officers wh
' could be best spared from the service. They made their repor t
and th e officers designated were dismissed without alleged fau lt,
Copies of the instructions and report are herewith submitted. T he
efficifncy of ·our ships of war would be promoted if the mari ne
guard allowed by the regulation could be enlarged; and an increase
·Of the rank and file of the corps from one thousand to fifteen hun.dred would, in my. judgment, be highly beneficial. The nu~ber of
landsmen might be reduced to the same amount. Such an increase
~he non-commissioned offiGers and privates would justify an ?.d·
q1_ttonal number o-f commissioned officers equal to the number 01sm1ssed.
,
·
l3y the joint resolution of Congress, approved on the 10th of Aug~~t, 1848, the officers, non-commissioned officers, privates and m~s1cians, of the marine corps, who have served with the army ID
the war with Mexico, were placed, in all respects, as to bou nty
land and other remuneration, in addition to ordinary pay, on a
footing with the officers, non-commisioned officers, privates and
musicians of the army.
· On consultation with the attorney general, I felt constraine d so
to construe the resolution as not to include the marine guards, attached, under orders, to the ships of war, in the Pacific and Gu lf of
Mexico. It did · not appear to me that they could be regared as
serving with the army within the meaning of the resolution, as did
the battalion of marines who ' marched into Mexico, and for med a
part of the army. It is known that the marine guards of bo th
squadrons were I often on land, co-operating in the most galla nt
mannrr with the land forces, and encountering all the dangers and
privations o( the service with the army. The · discrimination bas
been painfully felt by them, and I may not have given to the ter_ms
of the resolution' the enlarged construction which its framer s rntended. However that may be, I deemed it the safer co urse to
wait_, and submit the subject again to Congress. I am entire~y
satisfied that, while both classes of the marine officers and men did
their duty, there was nothing in the service of the battalio n serving with the army whi ch entitle d_ them to any higher p r ivileges
than their . brethren, w ho, belonging to the ships, al so served
ashore. The number of these w as not great; and I re spectfully
recommend that tI: ey be put on a footing, as to bounty land an d
other remuneration, 'Y.it h those who ha ve already recei ved wba~
w as gi ven by law to the offi ce rs and men of the army.
I have the ho n or t o be, v ery r espec tfully, your obedien t serv~n ,

of

J . Y. MASOr.

To th e

P RESIDENT,
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LIST OF PAPERS
ACCOMPANYING THE REPORT OF THE SECRETARY. OF THE NAVY,

1. . List of deaths, resignati~ns, and dismissions in the navy.

2. Ltimates for the office of the Sec1;etary of the Navy, bureaux;' and southwest executive
building.

3. General estimate for the naval E:erviae, including the marine, c~rps.. .
4. Reports and detailed estimates from the-

Bureau of Construction, Equipment and Repair.
Bureau of Ordnance and Hydrography.
Bureau .of Yards and Docks.
Bureau of Provisions and. Clothing.'
Bureau of Medicine and Sµrgery.
5 E stimatas from the Pay~aster and Quartermaster of tke marine corps.

. •

6. R eport from the l;ommissioner of Pensions, with lists of invalid, wldow, privateer, and,
orphan children pensioners, and estimate~.

_

7. R eport from the Fourth .Auditdr, on the receipts and expenditures of the navy reasioh •
fund and privateer pension fund. .

•

8. Statement of expenditures unde1· the head of contingent expens~s, as settled and allow-ed at the office of the Fourth Auditor, during the· year ending 30th September, 1848.
9. Statement exhibiting the aggregate balanG1es of appropriation;, unexpended, also the
aggregate of appropriations a~d expenditures on account of the naval. service of the
United States, together with the aggregate of µnexpended balances for each of the
fiscal years ending on the 30th June, 1845, 1846, 1847, and 1848.
10. Paflers in reference to tb0 reduction of the marine ·cor'ps; un~er' th

a.ct of Mareh 2 ,. ·

18-17 .

11. Rep ort of the condition of the marine corps on the 26th of October, 1848.
12._Inst ruc~ioas to the commander of'the Pacific squadr~n, respecting assistance to Oregon.

i3. Rep orts and despatches ~xhibiting t_l.le operatio~s- of the United 's tates nava~ forces dur.ing the war with Mexico.

.

/

• . •..••.•

,
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No. 1.
List of deaths in the navy, as ascertained at the department, sinc 1
December I, 1847.

Name and rank.

Place.

Date.

Captains.
Chas. G. Ridgely . • • • • • . • . . • • . . . • • • • . • . Feb.
James Biddle ......... ,................. Oct.

Commanders.
James P. Wilson ....................... March 13, 1848 Tlacotalpam, Mexico.
.
William S. Harris...................... May 15, 1848 Drowned at Tuspan, Mexic.,.
Henry Pinkney ..••.•.••••• ; ...••.••••....•.•. do. • . . . . .
do
do
Alexander S. Mackenzie................ Sept. 13 1 1848 Tar~y: Tpwn, N. Y.

Lieutena~ts.
Neil M. Howison ...................... Feb. 23, 1848
Stephen Johnston . .. • .. . .. .. .. .. • • .. .. . April 2, 1848
John B. Dale ...• , ••••••••••.• , ••• , •.•. July 21, 1848

Fredericksburg, Va.
Louisville, Ky.
Near Beyrout, Syria.

Surgeons.

,.

William J. Powell. ........ ,,, .•.• ,; •••. Feb.
7, 1848
J. Frederick Sickels.. .. • .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. April l8, 1848
J. Vaughan Smith ...................._. Aug. 25, 1848

New Orleans, La.
New York.
Charlestown, Mass.

Passed assistant surgeon.

J. Malcolm Smith ...................... April 29, 1848

New York.

Passed midshipmen.
Robert Savage ..•.••• ,.,............... Feb.
Tenant McLanahan, .••• , •• , ..•• , •••••. Feb.

8, 1848
11, 1848

· George B. J}issel ...................... Sept.
Isaac N. Morris . , • , •., •• , • , .•. , • • • • . • • . Jan.

10 1 1848
4 1 1848

St. John's, Porto Ri~o. ,
Died of wounds received in ac,
tion at San Jose, Califoroi&.
New York.
Vera Cruz, Mexico.

7, 1848
16) 1848

Vera Cruz, Mexico.
Eric, Penn.

Nov.

18 1 1848

Baltimore, Md.

Charles Cc,bb .......................... May

9, 1848

Midshipmen.
William T. Hutchinson .......... , ...... , Feb.
Charles L. Smith ••• ,........ .
Nov.
1

' .

Pfaster.

. J..,J

Henry Wortbmgtor,

.

,YQ ........ ..... ,

' ~,

Gum{~

0

,

i...>.,
Gosport, Va,
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No. l.__:.List of deaths, ~c.-Continued.
Place.

Date.

Name and rank.

Carpenter.
Naval asylum, Philadelphia..

Jamei Magill.. • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • April

Sailmakers.
~icholas Buck ••••••.•••••••••••••••••• June

16, 1848

David B. Park .••.•.••••••••••• ,, ••• ,,. Aug. , 5, 1848

At sea, on his .return from the
Pacific ocean.
Portsmouth, Va.

Marine corps·.•

First Lientenar.t Thomas A. Brady .••••• Nov.

7, 1848

Tampico, Mexico.

Engineer.
First Assistant E. G. Covell ••• , •••••••• Dec.

Naval constructor.

28, 1847

Off Tuspan, Mexico.

~

C. G. Selfridge •'. ••••••.••••••.•••• , •••. May

-ao, 1~48

·Pensacola, FIIJ,.

List of resignations in the navy since -December ~' ,1847.
Name and rank.

Date of ~cceptance.

Passed q_ssidant s~rgeon.
Oscar F. Baxter ..................................... : ••••• ·.•••••. Ap1:il

7, 1848

Purser.
Quentin Busbee .•••• , •••• , •••••••.••••••.••.•••••••••••••••.••• , • February 21, 184~

J:(idshipmen.
Thomas B. Childress.............................................
David A. Chever .................. .''. ...•••••.•••..•••.•••..•.••...
Lewis C. Sawyer ...••.•.•..•• , ...................................
Charles M. Mitchell .••....•.•.••••••..••...••••..••••..•..•..•.••
J . Malachi Ford ...•••.••••.•.••••••...•.•.•• , .••..•.•..•..••••• ,.
Edward C. Pasteur .•...••...••••.••••...••.••••..•••...•.•.•.•.•..
Hen ry H. Key .......•. ,.• ...•..........••.•...............•......
Char les K. Graham .••••• , ••.••. , ..••..•....•...••...•.•••.••••••.
James B. Yates., .. • .. • ...................................... .. ...
Arch'd }I. Waring ............................ , ...................

Deceniber 8, 1841
December 23-r 1847
December 16, 1847
January 28, 1848
April
17, 1848
May
2,, 1848
May
9, 1848
May
3, 1848
May
11, 1848
July
11, 1848_
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Name and rank.

Date of acceptanee,

Professor.
E~ward C. Ward.,,;,,, •••••.••• ,,, .••••••• , •..•. ,,,,,,, ••• , ••••• April

28, 1848'

Boatswain.
Samuel Mah0ney., •• , , • , .•• , • , •••.•••• , • , ••••••.••. , , , , , •• , , , •• , , • September 30, 181~

Gunner.
William H. Myers .•• ,, •• , •• , .••.••.• , •• , .•.• ,.,,,., ••••• .- •• ,,., •. December 15, 1847

Carpenters.
Thomas Johnson ..••••••.•••••••••• , ...•• , •.•••• , . , •••• , , •••• , : • • . March
Samuel J. Seely.•••••• , •••. , •••••• , .•.•.••..••• , ..•.••••••.••••••. April
David Marple, ••••• ,., •• , •••.••••••• ,, •• ,, •.. ,,,., •• , •. , •. ,, .• ,.. October

17, 1848
3, 1848
3, 1848

Engineers.
Chief Engineer Jolin Earon, jr : ............... ,,;,,,,,,, .....•..• , .
Second Assistant Albert S. Palmer ......... , .. , ... , ................
Second Assistant Daniel Murphy .•......• , •••••••• , ••••.•....•, ••• , •
Third Assistant Simon B. Knox •.•.•.•.• ,.,,., ••• ,, •• ,,., ... , ••••• ,

.,/\.pril
3,
Joly
15,
November 25,
August
4,

1848
1848
18481848

_Marine corps.
Second Liedtenant William F. Perry .••• .• , •• , •• , .• ,,.,,,.,,, •••• ,.,. November 15, 1848

Navy agent,.

·J Jbn M. Bell .... ·••• , •• ,,, ••••• ,., ••.••• , ••• ,., .•.••• ,, •..• ,., •••• January
J .1rhes S. Watkins •. ,, •.••••••. , ..••••.•.•••••• ,., ••••••• ,, ..••••. June

11\, 1848
10, 1848
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List of dismissions in the navy since December 1, 1847.
Date.

-Name and rank.

Lieutenant.
Zach . Holland ................................. ~ October

30, 1848. ·

Passed midshipmen.
Fras. G. Dallas., .•• , •.•...•.•••.•••••••••••.. .. September 9, 1848.
Charles C. Hunter ......••.• ,....................
do.

Midshipmen.
William K. Murphy ...•...•......•.•.......• , ••..
James L. Joh11son .•••••••...•••.•••....• , •..•••.
~ alter \V. Qt1een ...•..•..•.•.••.•..••••..•.....
Byrd iV. ~tevenson .•..••.•••••••..•••.•••• , , , ••.
Cornelius Comegys ..•.•••••••••••••••••••.•••••.
John Gale...•.••••••••••••.••••.•.•••••••••••••.

May 2, 1848.-Appointment revciked.,
Jnne
12. 1848.
do. ·
do.
October
2, 1848.
September 9, 1848.

Gunner.
Henry ·w elton................................... March

6, 18-18.

Engineers.
Second Assistant AlexanJer Auchinlcck ............ July
Second Assistant James Atkinson.. . • . . . . • • • . • • . . . . Jan nary

28, 1848 .
18 , 1848 .

Marine corps.
Captain iVard :Marston .•••.•.•••• , ..... , , . , •..• ,
Car, ain Richard Douglas ............•....•..•....
Ca-ptain Job G. Williams .•.••• , •..•.•.• ,, •.•• , .•.
Captain William Lang ......•... , .. , ............ .
Fir_t L ieutenant Jabez C. Rich .................. .
First Lieutenant Thomas T. Sloan ......•.........
First Lieutenant EJ.ward L. West ................ .
First Lieutenant J obn S •Devlin ........•. , ...• .' .. .
Second Lieutenant F. Grundy Mayson •.• , •.•••....
Second Lieutenant James H. Jones ............... .
Second Lieutenant William Butterfield ..•••••.••••.
Second Lieutenant J.-H. S,tric:kland ..........1••••••

1

Dropped, under the provisions of the
act of Congress entitled " An act
for the increase of t he marine corps
of th e United Stute s," approved
March ~, 1847.

Professors.
Duncan Bradford ..............•.••••• ,., ..•••... )
.lVIartin Roche ..••.••••.••• ·.•• , .••. , ••.•• , ..• , ••.
Joseph T. Huston .•...........•••• , .•.• , ••.••.•.
Thomas T. Perry .•..... , .•••.... , ...••...• , , .. ,.. ;ropped, under the provisions of the
. 12th section of the naval appropri•
John P ierce, jr ...•••...... ,. , •...... , . , .. , ..• , . ,
Jarvis ~lc:Dutfie ...••........,..•.......•..... , , •. · ation law, approved Aug. 3 1 1848,
Julius Meiere ..•.•••.....••...•.••.•••......•....
J. Sidn ey Henshaw •••• ,, ••. , •••• ,,, ... , .. ,.,,, •.
Ethan Estabrook ••••.•••••••. , ••••••• _., •..•.•.•.

I

J
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'N o. 2.

Estimate of the sums required for the support of the .office of the
Secretary of the Navy,for tlie fiscal year ending June 30, 1800.

$6,000 OD
For salary of the Secretary of the Navy, per act of Pebrna ry 20, 1819., •.•• ,
Do
chief clcrk, ,per act of August 31, 1842 ..•.•• , ...•......•• • 2,000 00
1 ,500 00
Do
principal corresponding clerk, per act of August 31, 1842 ..•
1,400 00
Do
registering clerk, per act of August 31, 18-12 .•••••••.••.. ,
1 ,200 00
Do
warrant clerk, pe r act August 31, 1842 ..•....•.•...•••...
2,4-00 00
Do
two assistant corresponding clerks, per act August 31, 1842 .
2,400 00
Do
two additional clerks, per act August 26, 18-12 .....••.•.•.•
3,000 00
Do
three recording clerks, per act Aug·ust 3 I, 1842 .• .•••...•••
1 ,000 00
Do
one miscellaneous clerk, per acts of August 26 and 3 I, 1842.
650 00
Do
messenger, per act of Apr~l 30, 1822 ... . .....•..••••••• ,.
400 00,
Do
assistant messenger, per act April ~O, 1822 .•.•.••.•..••• , •
Total for salaries for fiscal year 1849-'50 ..••••.•..••

21,950 00

Appropriated for fiscal year 1848-'-19, $21,950.

Contingent expen~es.
:Blank books, bindi ng, and stationery ...••..........•••...•..••
Printing .................• , ........... , •..... , .••.•. , . , , •.•
Labor ..... , ...•.....•....• ,.,.,.,, ..•...•...••.... , ......•
Newspapers and periodicals .,, .,.. ................... , .......... ,
Miscellaneous iten1s .........••.............•....•......•....
For rent of additi onal offices and fuel for use of the Navy Department , ... , ...•..•... -•...........•...•...•••••.•. : ..

$1,000 00
400 00
400 00
200 00

840 00
2,000 00
4,840 00

Total estimate for fiscal year 1849-'50., .'...............

26,790 00

Total estimate for 1848-'49 .••• , .....·..• ,, .... ,,.,.,,.,

24,790 00

..

The'difforence in the two estimates arises from the sum of $2,000 for 1,ent of additional
offices, &c., being placed, this year, under the head of " Contingent expenses;" whereas the
appropriation for thai,e objects was placed, last year. under the head of "Southwest Executive Building .'"
·
'

I
/
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No. 2-Continued.
General estwiate of the sunis required for the support of the office
of the Secretary of the Navy, and the several bureaux of the
, Nav y Department,Jor tlie.fiscal year endingJune 30, 185,Q. ; _
Salaries.

Office.

Secre tary of the Navy ...•• , •••••••••••..•...•.
Burea u of Yards anJ Docks .•..••.•.•• ; ...•• ; •.
Bureau of Ordnance and Hydrography ••..••....
Bureau of Construction, Equipme;1t a nd Repairs ..
Burea u of Provisions and Clothing •..••••..••.•.
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery .•.•••.•••••••• :

Contingent.

$21,950

Submitted~

$t,840
650
520
1,000

11,400

9,400
19,600
,9,300
6,800

$400,

-770
570

,-------,-.-----,-------78,450

8,350

400

RECAPITULATION.

Salarirs ....• • •.•••••...•••..•..••••••••••••••• ,,
Contingent_••. • ••.....• :\ ....••. 1 • • •••• , , , , , , • • , , ,
Submitted .••.•••.•••••..••.•••••• , , , '••••••• ·•• , .•

$78 ,450
8,350
400

87 ,-200

------

...
Estimate of the sums required .for the expenses of the · S outhw est
Executive Building, for the fiscal year end·i ng June 30, 1850.

Salary of superin tendent. ••••...•••.•••..• , •.••• , ••••••.•••••••.• , , •• , , ••••
Salaries of three ,vatchmen .•..•.•..••••.••• , •...•••••••••.• , •••. , •••• , ••• ,
Labor ..•................................................................
Fuel and light ....•••...•••....•• ,. ·,, •• , .•••• , •.•••••••.••••••..••.•••• ,•••
Miscell a neous items ..•••••••• , ••••• , ••.....•••••.•••••• ,,, ••• ·~· .•.•••••••••

1,095
325

Total estimates', f6r 1849 and 1850 • , ••••• , , , •• , .•.• , , , • • , .• , , , , •

4 , 170

'

$ 250

1,350
1,150

No.

3.

O')
~

00

General estimate of the sums required for the support of the navy for the fiscal '!/ear commencing on the first day
of Juty, 1849, and ending on 30th of June 1 1850. ·

•

Estimated for

1849-'50.

j

E,t;mated fo,
1848-'49.

IAppropriated
for
1848-'49.
I

-1Pay of commission, warrant, and petty officers, and seamen, .including the engineer corps of the
Pa7~L~p~~i1~t·e·n·tle·n·t~: ·.: ·.: ·• •. ·.: ·:.:: •. •. '.'.'. •. :·. ·.: ~: ·. ·• ·.: •. ·:.:: ·.:: · • ·. :. : ·.~: ~:::: ·. ·..:::::: :: : : : : :_::::
Provisions for commission, warrant, and petty officers, and seamen, rnclud111g engmcers and marrnes
attached to vessels for sea service~ ..........................•.•......•..•.•...•..•••......
Surgoomi' necessaries and appliances _for th e sick a.nd hnr! of th_e navy I including the marine_ corps .•
Incr~a~e, repair, armament, and equipment of the navy, mcludrng wear aud tear of~essels in com·
m1ss10n coal for steamers, and purchase of hemp ....•..............••••.••• , •...•.••••.•••••
Ordnance' and onlnance stores, including inci<l,ental expenses ...•.•.•.•.•..•......... , •.•••......
Nautical bo,iks;;.m a ps, charts, and bindin 6 , instruments, and repair thereof, and all expenses of lhe
bydrographical offic~- ...•.•..............••.......•••.........••......•••••••........•.•.
Jmpro\·ement and repair of navy yards ......•.•.•••...•.....•.•••.....••.••.• ,, •..•••........
Dry dock at New York ....•.•........•.•...•••....•..•...•....•.•.•• , •.•.••.•...•.••••.••.
Floatino- docks............................. . .••.•..........•............•••.•• , .•.•...••. ·
Improv~mcnt and repair of hospital buildi11gs and grounds, and of magazines ..••••.•• : •••...•...
For the. support of the naval school at Annapolis .•...•.....•..••• ;-; .•• ·•••..•..•••.•..•••..•• ,.
Na val and invalid pensions ............•................•.....•...•...•.•..• , , , •••• , ••....••.
Transportation of United States mails, as authorized per act of August 3, 1848 ...•••.••• , •.•••••
Contingent expenses that may accrue fnr the followiug purposes, viz: freight and transportation;
printing and stationery; advertising in n<>wspapers; books, maps, models, and drawin~s; purchase
and repair ol fire engines and machinery; repair of and attending to steam engines in yards;
purchase and s~1pport of horses and oxe_n ttnd driving. teams, carts, timber wheels, and the pur~hase and_repa1r of workmens' tools; postage of public letters; furniture for government houses;
tuel anu 01~ a~d candles for navy yards and s~ore stations, cleaning and clearing up yards, watchmen, and 111c1denta! labor not_ charge~ble to any other appropriation; labor attendmg the delivery
of stores and supplies on foreign stations; v. hA.rfao-e, dockn.<Te, storage, and rent· travellino- ex11enscs of omcers; funeral expenses; corurnissions1 hire of ~lerks and a~ents, s~ore and ~ffice

I

$2,671.5i2 00
73,960 00

$3,318,948 00
74,220 00

$2,192,211 00
74,220 00

811,164 00
38,500 00

903,813 00
42,650 ()0

677,860 00
28,500 00

1,436,000 00
257,000 00

a3, 100 ,'ooo oo
318,420 00

a2 ,531,47.4 ,00

64,260
848,310
490,000
650,000
16~350
28,200
93,000
874,600

38,860 00
1J I ,229 ,938 00

35,000
830,619
350,000
400,000
33,873
17,300

00
58
00
00
0i

00
00
00,

218,420 00

:: :>(~~~:~~:1
················

I

,.

00
00
00
00
00
00

874,600 00

~
~

t:,
0
~

~
~

,.....

teht ; statlonery and fllol fo1· 11avy ag·cnts and

sto\'01ceep.crs; .flags, awnings, o.nd packing bo:xos;

prcmit\~1S and other. expenses of re~r.uitin_g; a pprehentling. deserters~ per

diem pay to p~rsons
a.ttendrng comts martml and courts o! rnqrury, ~r other s.erv1ce anthorizeu_by )aw; pay to ,1udge
advocates, l)ilotago and towage of vessels; assistance rendered to vessel:; m distress .•.•••••••••

508,000 00

100,000 00

700,000 00

8,858,1;56 58

10,365,822 00

8,264,077 00

~
~

i

~

'-..

~
~

t'"'"'

,
~

.N>
(.;>

•
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No. 4 .

.JlEPORT OF THE BUREAU OF CONSTRUC'FION: EQUIPMENT AND REPAIR.
NAVY DEPARTMENT,

Bureau of Construction, Equipment and Rep-airs,
November I, 1848.
Srn: I have the honor to transmit, in conformity with your instructions, estimates for the .fiscal year ending 30th June, 1850,
embracing that portion of the ;11a val service coming under the cognizance of this bureau, accompanied by statements exhibiting the
rates and disposition of all vessels belonging to the navy of the
U~ited States, in commission on the first day of November, 1848;
the number and n'Hes of those in ordinary, those on the stocks, (the
building of which is ·suspended ) those in progress of construction,
and those unclergoing repairs; also reports of the estimated value
of articles received · and expended, an.cl th~ amount and cost of
labor upon objects connected with this bureau during the last
fiscal year.
The estimated value of articles on hand at the different navy
yards, at the commencement and close of the period referred to,.
is shown in the table containing the amount of receipts and expenditures during that time, a schedule of ,yhich is annexed fo~
reference.
· The estimate for the repairs and equipment of the number of
Hssels required to keep up a force equal to that now in commission, is not greater than is absolutely necessary for that purpose.
The estimates for tl,,e naval service, for the next fisca·l year, have
been considerably reduced, as will appear by comparing those for
the coming with those for the current year. This reduction is
owi11g to the withdrawal from service of the steamers an,l bomb
YesStels employed along the shores and in the rivers of Mexico,
during the late war with that power, ·and the reduction of the
number of men for the naval service, in pursuan'ce of an act of
Coll'gress, of 10th August, 1846. ,
•
Since the last annual report, . the ship of the line "Vermont' 1
has been so far completecl as to launch. · This measure was rendered necessary to avoid the const_a nt danger to which she was exposed, from her contiguity to the boundary wall of the yard ,.
which separated the ship -house but a few feet from. buildings outside, combustible in themselves, and containing c
hu.stible rnateria Is'. Upon one occasion the "V erm on t" was with rl ifpcul ty
saved from fire, which occurred without the limits of the yard.
The destruction of the ship would, in all probability, have involved the entire ruin of the dock and yard. She is now afloat, protected from the weather by a substantial cover. ·
S_ince the period referred to, the brig Boxer and schooner E~penment have been sold as unfit for service; and the sloop Austill
broken up, being unworthy of repairs. The schooner Onkahye
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was wrecked in the Caicos passage; and steamer Petri ta; ( cap-turerl from Mexico;) lost at Alvarado. The following steamers, .
bomb 1 and other nssels, withdrawn from Mexico at the close of
the w ar, have been since sold, viz: steamers Spitfire, Scorpion,
and Scouq~e; born b vessels .iEtna, Stromboli, Vesuvius, anµ Heela;,
schnone rs Bonito, Reefer, Mahonese, Falcon, and Tampico.
The four first class steamers building, viz: the Saranac, at Ports-mouth , New Hampshire, San Jacinto, at New York, Susquehannah,
at Philadelphia, and Powhatan, at Norfolk, with their engines and
machinery, a re progressing satisfactorily. It is believed the unexpe nded balance, appropriated by Congress for their construction,
will be sufficient to complete them. The Saranac will be launched
in a few rlays.
Since the Jr.st report a system of rules for the inspection and
measu rement of timber has been formed and established, which it
is hoped will be the means of preventing einbarassment, and
prove highly advantageous both to government and contractors.
The bureau, after a careful investigation of the res,1lts of a series
of experiments; commenced in the year ·1832, and ·, aided by 'the
experie nce of. competent and practical men, has adopted a system
for the preservation of timber, from ,vhich may be an_ticipa.ted the
happiest results.
·
The vessels at present under repairs and equipping are ·shown in
approp riate tables.
.
Since November last, tHere has been delivered by contract and
obtained ,by optn purcha~e, by the agents emp-loyed for that purp~rpose , at St. Louis, Missouri, and Louisville, Kenh1cky, three
hundred and seventeen tons of water rotted hemp, which being
submi tted to t he cust omary tests at the rope walk, at Charlestown,
prove d of good quality. _
,
As too short a time has elapsed to test fo]ly the- canvass pr,e·
pared by Dr. Earle, or that by Mr. Darrow, no satisfactory information can be given, portions being on ·the coast of Africa and
West In dies. So soon as the resu Its are known; they will be re·
ported .
I am, sir, respectfully, your obedient servant,
CHAS. WM. SKINNER.
Hon . J. Y. MAsoN,

Secretary of the Navy .

.SCHEDULE OF ESTIMATES,
&c.
I
A.-E ~timate for the expenses of the bureau.
13.-Estimate for pay of persons en ployed in vessels m comm1ss10n.
,
C.-Estimate for the.increase, repair, &c., of the navy.
D.-Estimate for enumerated ccntingent.
E. -Statement of vessels in commission.
F. -Statem en t of vessels. in ordinary.
.
G. -S tatement of vessels on the stoc ks or builLling.
0
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H -Statement of vessels broken up, so ltd, or lost.
I.-Statemen t of the- va 1ue of recei p1 s and expend i tuH:s.
J. -St ate men t of the number of days' labor p er formed , an d its
c·ost.

A.
Estimate of t!ie amewnt required for the expenses of the Bureau of
Construction, Equipment ·and Repairs, for the fiscal year -e nding
June 30, 1850.
Estimate for the
year ending
June 30, 1850.

For salaries of the Chief of the Bureau, clerks and
messenger ...........................•..........
For chief naval constructor .....••• • ...•••.....•....
For engineer in chief. ..••.•.•.•.•••...•.••••.•..•..

$13.680 00
3;000 00
3,000 00

Estimate for the
year
ending
June 30, 1549.

$13, 100 00
3 ,or.o oo
3,000 00
19,100 00

For contingent expenses of the bureau, for blank books,
binding, stationery, printing, and labor •...•...•...
For miscellaneous items .•••...•....................

-:./

700 00
300 0 1)

450 00
200 00

1 ,(1)00 00

650.00

NoTE.-The increase of $500, in the estimate for salaries. is in consequence or the addition to that of the Chief of the Bureau, under the act of Ang'ust 12, 1848, making his salary
eq~1a\ to that of other captains in the na.vy at tbe head of bureaqx. There being no appropnat1on, however, t0 meet the ad<litional sum, he has been pai<l only as before the pass11ge
of the act The addition of tl;e $350 to the estimate, for conting-cnt expenses, is foand
necessary, as the sum-appropriated for the current year is not sufficient to meet the ar1ual
necessities of the bureau.

CHAS. WM. SKINNER.

B.
Estimate for the pay of commission, warrant, and petty officers and
searrJ,en, including t/ie engj,neer corps ~f the navy, require~
vessels proposed to be kept in commission, including receiving
,z,essels, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1850.

/or

For pay of officers, &c. ,............................

Estimate for the
year en<ling
Jun e 30, 1 50.

Estimate for the
year
end in!!
June 30, 1 -19.

$1,939,900 00

$2,600 ,ooo 00

CHAS. WM. EKINNER.
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C.
Estimate of the amount requir€d for objects under the direction of
this burea1t, pOtl!Jable from the appropriation for increase, repairs,
armarn:ent, and ~quipinent of the na'l)y, and for wear and tear of
vessels in commission, for the !(seal year ending June ,30, 1850.
Estimate for the
ye~l.f ending
June30, 1850.

Estimate for the
• year
ending
June 30, 184~.

For repair of vessels in ordinary, and for wear and
tear of vessels in commission, including fuel for
steamers, and the purchase of hemp............... $1,436,000 00
For completi ng the four first class steamers in pro·
gress of construction ; it is believed the unexpended
balunce is sufficient for their completion ................ , •••••••• , • ,

$2,500,000 00

1,436,000 00

3,700,000 00

t ,200 ,ooo 00
',-------,- - - - - - -

CHAS. WM. SKINNER.

D.
Estimate of tlie amount required to meet the expenditures under the
head ~f '' enumerated contingent," for the.fiscal ye(l,r ending June
30, 1850.
Estimate for the
year en.ding
June 30, 1850.

Estimate for the
year
endingJune 30, 1849.

$200,000 00

$300,000 00

~

For enumerated contingent .•..•.....•••••...•..••..

CHAS WM. SKIN"NER.
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Statement of vessels in commission: on the 1st of November, 1848.
Ships of the line.
I

Ohio .•.•••••• , ••.•••••••...• , .............................. Pacific squadron.
k
· ...••••...••........•.•...•••.•.•.••..
·
P ennsy lvan1a
, ..•• · • · Receivino.., ship , Norfol . k
North Carolina............................ • . • • • • • • • . . . • . • .
do ..•• . New Yor •
Franklin···················· : ··· ••..•••..••••••••• ,.......
do ••••. Boston.
Razee.

Independence .••• , ••• , •• , .••••••••••• ·., •.••••• , •••.•.•••••• Pacific ~quadron.
Frigates.

United States .••••••• ~ ••••.•••...••.• ; ...•..••••.•.... , ••••. Mediterranean.
Congress ..••.••••••• .- .•• .._, •.• , ••.. " •...•. , ••.••••••.•...•• Pacific squa,lron.
Bran<ly\vine ...•..•....••••.••.••.••••.•••.•.•...•...•.•... Brazil station. St. Lawrence .••••••••••••.••...........••.•...•.•.•••.•... European seas.
Raritan ...• , ...... , ........................... , ............ Home squadron .
Constitution ................................................ Mediterranean.
Sloops-of war.

Saratoga ••••...•••••••••••••.••••• 1st class ....•••.•.••.•••. Home squadron.
Albany .••.•••. , • . ..•.••••..•.•.• ·... do .... , ••...•••.....•..... do.
Germantown, •..••••••.•.••.•....••. do ....•••••••..••...•••••• do.
Portsmouth .•••.....••.•••••.• : ••••••. do ..•...•.•.•.•...•.•. Coast ·qf Africa.
Jamestown .....• , ••• , .••.••.•.•••.. , do. ,......•••• ,. •..•••. Med iterranean.
Ply1n'outh ...•...•...•••.••..•..••.•.. do ........... , ...••... East Indies.
St. Mary's ..••........•.•.•.......... do .. , .••....•..••..••. Pacific squadron.
Warren .••..••.. : ..• -; ..•.•.....•... 2d class ......••••....••..... do.
Ontario ..•.•.••••••.••..•••..........do ...••.••••••••..... Receiving i,hip, Baltimore.
St. Louis • ....•..•••...• ,...•..•..••.. do .........••.•....... !3razil station.
Decatur ........••.•••.•••....•.••.. 3d class ....••••..••...• Coast of Africa.
Preble •.•.•••...•..•••..•.......•.... do, ....•....••.••...•• P acific squadron.
Dale ................•..••........... do .......•.•..•............. do.
Yorktown ..•....•...••....•... ~ ..... do •...........•...•... Coast of Africa.
Brigs,

Dolphin .................................................... East Indies.
Porpoise .. •••..•.•••.......•..•••...••.•.. , ...••.•.•.•..... Coast of Africa.
Bai~bridge •.•.....•..•.......•... , .........•........•.•.••.....•. do.
Perry. . • . • • . . • . • . • . . . • . • • . • • . • •.....••.••••.....•.....•••. Brazil station.
Schooners .

F lirt. ..••••••••••••.••••......••.•..••..•......•••••.•..••. Home squadron.
Wave ....•..•......••••....•.•.....•.••.....•••.... ·..•••.•. Coast survey.
Phcemx ......................................................... do.
Taney ••..•.•• , ••.••..•••.••..•.......•.......•..•...•.••.. Mediterranean.
Steamers.

P~nc~ton ..•.••.••••••.••••....•.•••••.•....• , .......••.••. l'v.I.editerranean.
M1ch1i:i:an ..•••..•....••.•..•.....•....•.• , .••.....•...•..•. Upper lakes.
·
Alleghany ....•.••••.•.....•...••...•..•. , ................. Brazil station.
Union ••• • •• •••• •.•• •• •••••••• ••.••., .• •• ................... Receiv'g ship, Philadelphia.
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Ex. Doe. No. 1.
1, :, . •. . ........• , , , •••••• , ••••••• ,.••••••••••.•.••..•••••• , . Home squadron
er Wirch ....••.....•. ,, •••••... ,, •• ,······••••··•·•··•······ do.
Eo!rineer ............ , • • • • • .•. • ·• •. • • • • ..•. •. • • •• • • • ....•.•.. Norfolk.
General Taylor •.•.••••• • .••••••••••.••••••••••• ; ••••••••• • . Pensaco~a.

Store-ships.

•

I

Erie. ...•..................................... ; ............ Mediterranean.
Lexington ....•.... , • . . . . . • •....•. , ....•.•.•...••••••....•. Pacif'.ic squadron.
oathampton ...••••.•••••...••••• ,., .•••.• , ••••.•••• , •.,,, ••.,,, .. do.
'apply ... , ...••••••••••• , •• ,, •••. ,' , •••.• ; ..••.•••••••••••... Medi_terran_ean.
Relief. ........... , .......... , .............................. Brazil station.
Fredonia .. , .........•..•....................••••.....••... Pacific squadron. RECAPITULA'NON • .

or

hips
the 'line ......••••..........•.. ·•....•..... ·..••.•••..... : .•••.•.•••. ).....
Razee ................. . • ••••• , . , , .•...•.... , ••••••• , ••.•••• , .. , . . • . • • • • • . • . . •

4·
1
6

Frigates.......................................... • . • • • . . . . . . • . • • . . • . • • • . . . . . . •
Sloops ... ,,................ . • • • . • . • . • . • . . • . • . . • • . . . . • . . . . . • . .. . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . •
:Bri<YS ... , , , , , , , , , . , , , •• , .. , , , , , , . , , , , , , , , . , , , , , , , , , ,, , , , ,. , • , , • , , , , , , , , , , , ;, , , , ,
Schooners. ,., . . • . . • ••.•..••••••••....•••••..••.• , .: •••••..•.•••..•••.••••••••• , •
~ teamers . .............................................. . • . • .. . • . . . . . . • • • • • • • . • •
Store-shi ps ...•......••.•• , • . • • . . . • • • . . . • . • • • . . . • • • . • • •. • • • . . • . . . • • . • • . • • • • . • • • • • •

14
4

4
8
6

4i
1\AVY DEPARTMENT,

Bureau of Construction, ~-c., November l, 1818.

CHAS. WM. SKINNER .

.•
F.
St atement of vessels. in ordinary· on the 1st of November; 18

Ships of the line.
1

'-~ ermont, ..•••.•..••.• : ••.•••••• , •.•••••.•..••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••• Bos;on.
C o lumbus ...•.....•••.••...... , .••.•••..•...•.........•.••.. , •.• -. ........ Norfolk.
Delaware ., ..•••••• : ••••••...•.••.•.................•• : ............ . ....... do.

Frigales.
PC'tomac . .••..........••..••.••. , •••••••......... , • , ••. , .••••••••••.•.•• Norfolk.
C0Jumb1a ...........•••.....•.••• , .••..• , ..........••••....•. , ••..•..••.... do.
Cumberl a nd ........•...........•...•...•...... ; •..•.......••.........•.•. New York •.
ua vannah, repairing . ••.. , •..•. , ........ , ..........•. : .•••.•••.•.•.•• , . , .•.•.. do.
Constellation .......• ! ...... , ........... , ................................. Nor folk.
Macedonian .••. , •••.• , •••••• , .••..••..•....•..............•.•.•..•.•• :..... New York.

Sloops-of-war.
John Adam s, r epairing ............... ...................................... Boston.
Falmouth, equipping .•••••.••••••••.. ·••••.•.•..•.••••••••.•••••••••••••••••. do.
Marion . ..... ...................... , ...................... , ...... ·.. ,, ..... do.
Vincennes, repairing ..••....•.•.•.....•..•....•.• , .•...... , .•••••••••••·••• New York,_
Fairfield .....•.....• , ..••......• ,, ....• , ......... ,, .. , •••...• , ..•••...•.. Norfolk. '
Vandalia, repairing ...•......• : ...• , ••. , .......•. ,, ...................... , •.. do.

C_yane .••.•....•.....••.•.................... , ....•..... , .•.••....•••.••... do.
Levant ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,.,,,, ••••••••••••••••• d<:l.

Ex. Doc. No .. l.
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Steamers.
Mississippi, repairing ••.•••.••• ,, •••. , ••• , •.•..••• , , .•.•••• , •••••••••••••• Norfolk.
-Vixen .••.•.... do ... : .••.•...•..•••.•.........•..•.... --. ••••..•.•.•••...•••.. do.
Fulton .••••••.••.•.•••. , •......•••.••••. , ..•••.•••..••.••••. ••...••••••••• New York

Store-ship •
.Electra •••• . ••• , ••• ,.,,·•• , ...................... .'... ,'. .••• ', . : ••••••.••••.• New York
RECAPITULATION,

Ships of the line .•••••••••••.•••••..•.•..••••.......•.•.••••.•.• ; •••••••••. ,.,·,·• ,

~fl~;~~ir.~:~;::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::. ·. ~. ·. ·. ·:.:::::·. ·::. ·:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·
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NAVY DEPARTMENT,

•

· Bureau of Construction,

gc ., November

1, 1848.
CHAS. WM. SKINNER.

G.
/

,Statement of vessels on the stocks, and 'in pro12.·ress of c'<onstructio11
on th~ 1st of November, 1848.

- ..it Kittery, .1),[aine.
Alabama .•.••••...••...•..•...•••. ship of tbe line ..••.••....•.••.•• building suspended
:Sat1.tee ....•..•.•.•................ frigate ...............•.••••...•.•..... do .
.Saranac .••..•.•.•••....•..•.•...•. steatner, 1st class •..••••.•••••.. building .

.JJ.t Charlestown: l'r[assachusetts.

Virginia .......................... ship of the line .................. building suspendeJ .
.JJ.t New York.
Sabine .••.••..•.••... ·•. : .••...••••. frigate . ....••.........••.•••... bu!lding suspende
San Jacinto .•.•••...•....•.•....... steamer, _lst class •.•.........•• buil<lrng .

.JJ.t Hobolc en I New Jerse?.J.
Iron steamer, in course of construction .

.11.t Philadelphia.
Snsquehannah ....................... steamer, 1st class ••••••••••••.. building .

.JJ.t Gosport, Virginia.
New York ..•••••....•.•.•.•.•..... ship of the line •..•••.•.•••...••. building ~uspen
Powhatan •••• ·•••••••..•••......• , •steamer, 1st class ••• , ••• , • , ...•• building.

637
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Sackett's Harbor.

_·_w Orleans. , , ,, .• •• •••••••••• , •• s~ip of the line ••••••, ••

1
••• , , ~ . , ,

.building suspended,,

RECAPITUJ.,ATION,
4_ ships of the line.
2 frigates.
5 steamers.

11
:AvY DEPA RT YiEN T ,

Bureau of Constructio n, frc. 1 November 1, 1818.

CHAS. WM. SKINNER •.

H.
Statement of vessels broken up, sold, or lost, since last annual
report.

Broken up, as unworthy of repair.
_<\.ustin .•. .••.• •• • , ••• , ••.•..•• sloop of war •.•...• : •••••• at P ensacola.

Sold.
Boxer . . .• , . • •• , •••••• • •.• • •.• brig • . . • . . . • . • • • . . . • • . .. at Philad elphia.
Experime1it •. • •••.•• , •••.••••. schooner .••••••...•.• , •••• , .... do.
Bonito .• .••..•.....•••••..••.•••. do ...•••.•••..•..••.•• re t urped from Gulf of Mexie.o •.
Reefer . . • , •..• , •..••• , ....•...••. do ... ,,,,;,, .•••..••..••••• , .do.,., ••••• ,, ,do .
::Uahonese ....•..•••.....•..•..•.. do .•••• , ..•. , ..•••.... , •••• , do. , •••• , ••••• do.
Fal eon . . . .•... : . ••••• , .••.. , ... , .<lo .... , •...•.••••••...•••••. do .•••••••••• ,do.
Tam pico ..•......••..••••••••.••. do .................. , .•••.... do ..• , •• , ••••. do ,
£1oa .. . . . •. .•.............. bomb vessel .•...••..••.•. , ••••••. do .••••• , ••••. d o .
tromboli . .••.••... , •.•••••..•.... do .....•.• , •.....•.••••••• , .do ••••••.••••• do .
Vesuvius ••••••••.•..••...•.•••• , .do ....•...•.•.•.••... • • , •.•. do •.••••• . ..•. do .
Hecla .... . .. •.•.. . ••• ·••..•. . J • •• do ...•..••........•.•.• , •••• do ..•• ,., .••• ,<lo.
Spitfire •... • .•.•. , , , , , , ...•... steamer •...•• • • • ·• ., .........•• •• do • .• : •••••••. do.
Scorpion . . ..••. . ...••.•....•••.•.. oo .. . .. • •.••.....•.....••... do ...••..••.•. do .
Scouro-e . . . . • .• • • • .•. , •• • .. . • . •... <lo : ..•••••• , .•••••.•• , ••••• • <lo .• •••••••••. do~

L ost.
Gnkabye ••.• .••...• .• -•••..•.•. schooner .,,.,, .. • . • , , •• , .. on Caicos reef.
PetritaJ ca ptured . . . , , , . • . • .•.• s teamer ....••. • ••....•.••. a t Al var ado .

-

REC AP IT U L .\ TION.

1 sloo p.
1 bri g .
7 sehooners .
4 bomb vessels .
4 steamers .
17
NAVY DEP AR!fMENT,

Bureau of Constr11.ction, q c., November 1, 1848 .
I

CHAS. WM. SKINNER.

Ex. Doc. No. 1.
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- I.
Stattment of the cost or estimated value of stores on hand at !he several navy yards, July 1, 184 7; of articles received and expended
from June 30, 1847, to June 30,.1848; and of those remaining on
hand July I, 1848, under the direction of this bureau.
Navy yards.

On hand, July
1, 1847:

Received.

Expended.

On hand, July

1, 1848.

1------1------- -.---·- - - - - - Kittery ....••••••.•.•....
,Charlestovl'n .....••....••
:Brooklyn , •.•••...•...•••
··P hiladelphia ..•••... ; ..•••
Washington .•.•...•.•..•.
Gosport .••••••.•••.••••.
Pensacola .•••.•....•••••.
Total. ...........

$571,487 58ij

$81,379
741,662
308-',665
98,658
299,882
298,996
89,797

1,541,180 90
1,357,001 24
_416,414 97
452,414 86
1,657;778 56
168,751 8li

32
12
19
57
65

14
12i

$77,219 ,14
540,510 31
280,450 59
91,451 52
254,-114 69
314,712 59
47,631 39

6,165,029 93¾ 1,919,041 11½ 1,606,390 1
23

$575,647
1,742,332
1,385,215
423,622
497,882
1,642,062
210,917

76j
71
84

02
82

11
55

6,477,680 81¾

NAVY DEPARTMENT,

Bureau of Construction, ~-c., November 1, 1848.
CHAS. WM. SKINNER.

J.
Statement of the number of days' labor and its cos~ 1 from July 1,
184 7, to July l, 1848, for the respective navy yards ,.for building,
repq,iring, or equipping vessels of the navy, or in receiving or
securing stores and materials for those purposes.
N~vy yards.

No. of days' la- Cost of labor.
bor.

Average per
diem.

--- ------- -------1-- -~-Kittery •.•.•..•... : .•••••...•.••..••.••
c .. arlestown .•••...•...•...•.•.••.•.•...
:Brooklyn ...••.••••••..•.••.•.•......••.
Philadelphia .••.••.•.••••••••.•.....•.• ,
Washington •..••••••..••.•.....••... • • •
· Gosport .•.•••.•.•••..•..•.•.•.••.••....
Pensacola ...•••••••••••••••••••...••.•.
Total. •••••.•.•••.•..••.•..

NAVY

23,965¾
98,726
10-1,569}
26,439
67 ,108!
150, 194¾
8,650¾

$37,938
168,664
)57 ,112
41,863

13,642 44

$1,583 00
1,708 00
1,502 00
1 ,5 3 00
1,318 00
1 ,498 00
1,577 00

479,653¾

734,592 59

1,532 00

26
06
42

34
~0,451 73

224,920 34

1

DEPARTMIINT,

Bureau of Construction, ~c., November 11 1848 .

CHAS. WM. SKINKER.

I

LIST OF CONTRACTS
UNDER THE COGNIZANCE
OF THE

BUREAU OF CONSTRUCTION, EQUIPMENT, AND REPAIR,
MADE AND RECElVED

FROM NOVEMBER 22,, 18:11, TO DECEMBER 1, 1848:
PREPA RED IN CONFORMITY WITH THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF APRIL

21 1 1808 . .

''

Liu of- "c ontracts 1.mder tlie cogni::.o.nce of tlie Bureau of Construct·i on, Equipment, and Rep.a ir, ma.de and receiv..ed
f,·om, November 22, 184 7, to December I, 1848: prepared in conformity with the act of Congress of JJpril
21, 1808.
- - l

Expiration.

Date.

1~47. :
Dec. · -J3
Dec.
20

1~48.
15

Jitn.

29

Feb.

18

April
Mar.

3g 1· s~ri: ..... .

0 ·

--

Names of contractors.

Navy yard where de·
hverable.

Indefinite
Manning & Lee .••.•••.. Ctimberlai1d lump coal •••••••••••••••••••••• . •••••
<lo
Beverly Tucker . . . . . • . • . B}ack hoath coal •••••••••••••.•.•••. , •••••••••..•.
18-!8.
Julv
1 Campbell & Moo,Jy . ..... Yellow pine timber ............. ·.................. .
Ma"rch
1 Basil E. Gantt ...• •..... . Yellow locust timber ..•.••.•••••••••...•••...••..
May.
1 ...... do .... . ... ..... ... , ..•. do •.••..•. do ...•••••..•••••••••••••.•••••....
August 1 0. Whittlesey .•..•.•.... 2-1,000 square feet No. 3 felts ..................... .

jan.
J:an.

6

-· -~-

f

$15 00 per ton ... ·J Gulf of Mexico.
13 45 •••. do......
'

41 per cub., foot Portsiuouth, N. H.
90 .••. do...... Gosport, Va.
100 .... do.~ •••.
JO per sq. foot. Kittery, Brooklyn, Phila<lel phia & Gosport.
Samuel J. Seely .....•... Assignment of right to patent shot plug •..•••••••• .• 1,000 00 .•••••••••••
Samuel P. Brown •..•••. Black spru_c c spar timber .•..•••••••....••••. .••••••
Brooklyn.
25 00 per piece ..•
3 pieces, 51 feet lonp-, to work 15 inches diameter •••.
3 00 •••• do ••••••
3 .•. do .• 32 •••••••. do .••••••. 9 ••••••. do ..•..•••••
1 ..• do .. 43 •••••.• .-do .••••••• 10 ••••••. ,lo •••••••••.
6 00 •••• do ••••••
2 ••• do .. oO •••••••• do ...... ·•• 15, •••••• do .•...•.•••
16 00 •••• do ••••••
3 ... do •. 34 ......• . do •••.•••• 10, •••••. do ••••.•.••.
4 00 .... do ••••••
1 ••• do .• 41 •••••••• do •••••.•. JO ••••••. do •••.••.••.
5 00 •• ~-:do ••••••
16 oo; ..·.do ......
1 •. ~do.• fi.q.• ••••••• do •••.•••• 13 ••••••. ~o ••••••••••
6 ••• do,. 66 .••••••. do ..••••..-19 ••••••• do ••••••• , ••
<,
30 00 •••. do •.•••••
'3'.• . do .. 64 ..•...•. do ..••.••• 15 ••••••. do .•••••••••
24 00 .. ~.do ......
3 .•• do .• 34 •••••••. do ••••.••• 9 ••••••. do ••••.••.••
4 00 .... do ••••••
4 .•. do .. 50 .••.•••• do ..••..•• 12 ...•••. do ...••••••.
7 00 •••• do • .- .....
8 .•. do .• 44 .••••••• do .•••.•.• J 1 .•.••.. do ••••••••••
5 00 •••• do •••••.
8 ... do .. 34 ..••.... do .....•.. 8 ••..•.. do, ••• ~ ••.•.
2 25 ..•. do ••••••
25-incli spars, 6 to 8 inches ••••.•••••••••••••••••••
20 pe1· inch •••.
20 poles ....•••••••••••••••••••••.••.•..•••.••.•.
· 20 per pole ..••
3 pieces, 45 foot long, to work 14 rnches diameter .••.
14 00 per piece ..• Kittery.

····················

3 .•. do .. 30 ..••.... do .•••.••• 8 ••••••. do .•.••••...
~--· ·io .. 43 .••••••• do ........ 10 ••.•••. do .. ~ .•.....
· · ., ~ o .• ,14 •••••••• do •••••.•• 14 ••••••• do, •••••••..

2 00.,,.du •.••••
4 00 ••.• Jo •.••••

o oo., .. -;lo,,.,,.

~r

t::,

0
~

~
~

~

LJ;JL:::: Jt:::::: Jt::: JL: ~:::::: !~L Jt:::::

6 ... do .. 50 ........ do .•...... ]7, •..•.. <lo..........
3 ... do .• 57 ..•.•.•• do •••.•.•• 14, •••• , .c;lo..........
3 ... do .. 32 ........ do .•.....• 8 •.••••. do..........

.,p:...

.....

Mar.
l\far.
April

.April
:Mar.
May

14
11
4
11
8
10

•

Edmund Shaw

Sept.
1

July

······ ......

······
······
1
Jrine
15

July

William A. Bra diey .....
Willi11 m A. Du.vis ...•...
Jno . .McE11tire •••••••.•.
John Tunis .. : •.••.•.•••
George G. Pattison .•.•••

4 ... do .. 46 ....•... do ....•. .. 11 .. ..... do...........
2 00 .... do .•••••
8 ... do .. 40 .•.••... do .••••.•• 10 .•••••. do..........
3 00 .... do .• ~ .•.
8 .. ,do .. 30 ........ do ........ 8 ...•.•. clo..........
1 50 .•.. do ... ..
20 pql es ...••.• .• ... ·..• . •••...•..•......• : .. . ••. ••.
10 per pole •...
25 pieces of inch spars, 6 to 8 inches diameter.......
15 per inch ....
2 1 pieces- white pine mast timber, diiferent Rizes......
30 per cub. foat
L ...•. do .............. do ....•. 76 feet long.......
90 00 per piece ..•
800 tons . Elk Cannel coal . ••• ,.....................
12 00 perton .•...
Cnm berland lump coal .......... ;.................
13 25 .... do ......
Use of invention for preparing paint •...•• , ..•.•.... 1,000 00 .., .•. _....••.
5 ,000 fe e t I-inch wb_ite a sh timber . . • . • • . • • . . . • . . • • .
42 50 per M. feet.
6,500 pounds 4¾ by...0-16-inoh best American iron.....
4i per p ound ..
4 ,500 ponncls 4½ by 7-16-incll ..••.••••• do...........
.4'.fr ••• do ••••••
2 ,800 pounds 1-inch round .•••••••.•.• do...........
·4:1, •• do .•••.•
l ,800 pounds J-inch round .•••• • ••••.• eo...........
4)l ... do ....•.
8:"iO pounds best quality white lead. • • • • • . . . • . • . . . • • .
8 •••• do .•..••
33 gallons linseed oil • • . . . • . . . • • . . • . . . • • . . • • • • . . . . .
75 per gallon ..
16 pie.ce5 mast and spar timber, different sizes . . . . • . .
75 per.cub. foot
1 .. ,;._••do ..•.........•.. do .•..•. 67 feetlong.........
1 00 .... do .•....
5 ,800 pounds Swedes and American round iron .••. ·••.
4i per pound ..
800 pounds best quality ,vhite lead. • . • • • . . • • . . . . . . • .
8 •.•• do .•.••.
25 rrallons linseet.l oil. .••••.•.•.•• ·•..••.•...•...••.
75 per gallon ..
70d°\1ounds cut nails ...............................
5 pex pound ..
4 pi eces yellow pine spar timber .•. . .•...•••....•• , •
98 45 per picc~ ...
22,000 feet 2d quality yellow pine .. .- ••••.•••••••••• •
11 00 per M. feet.

May

10

July

15

J a mes McCuliong h .•••••

May

26

July

15

J. lVL Stannard .•.•.•. ·..

May

25

July

15

John vVaters ••••••••••••

June

16

June

30

Burritt & Timberlake •••• 30 bolts No. 1 flax canvas .•••••.•••••••..•• ······•
100 ... do .... 2 •••.• do ..••..••••••.•••••.• ••••····•
60.; •. do •••• .3 ••••. do .•.••••••••••••••••. ·,·••·•·•
40 •••. do •••. 4 .•••• do .••.•••.•••.••••••.••••• ,••••
40;., ,do •••. 5 ••.•. do ••••••••••••.•••••.••••••• • •••
60 •••• do ..•. o..••• do., •••• ·•••••••••••• • , , ••• •••,•
40 . . .. do a • • • 7 .. e • • do . .•.... • ...•• . .•.•. ; •.•. ~ =

1849.

40
do
"8
do
e .:
t
a t t.
t
2-0 l;)olt§ N<J , 4 cotton mvwo-11:1,, •• ,;, 1 • • • , , , , •
t -' t .t

'"J

•.

18 00 ..• . do ..•.•.
17 00 .... do ..... .
2 00 .... do .... ..

a. • •

1 • • fl A

I t

t • t I

I I flt t 9

t

f •

I

e t

0

••

.J

t t t t

• o • • ... •

Brooklyn .
New Orleans.
Gulf of Mexico.
Gosport, Va.
Pensacola.

~
~

0

0
~

z
0

t--

lZ 62-½ per bolt. .. I Kittely,
11 87½ .... do .....

11 12t .•.• do .•••.
10 62t .••• do .•.• :
9 87f. ;: .clo .•.•.
9 37½ ...._do .... .

8 87½, ... do .... .

B 12½,, , , do, • • , .
"{ !#t;j,, • , , U!11t t t, I

~
~

•

,...

List of contracts under the cognizance of the Bureau of Construction, ctc.-Continued.

~

i,j;.

~

Expiration.

Date.

1s<18.
June

16

I

Names of contractors.

Articles.

Burritt & TimberlakeContinued .

2 ...• ~do •••. 7 ...•.. do ••.••••••• , •••••••••••••••••

Rates.

Navy yard where de ·
liverable.

1849 .
June

30

13 bolts No. 6 cotton canvass .••••••••••••.••• ·•••••
4 ••••. do •... 8 •••••• do .••••.•••.•••• , •••••••••.•••••

...

•

4 .•.•. do •••. 9 •.••.. do ..•••••••••••••••••.•.••.••.
4 .•••. do ... 10 .••... do .•.•• ,.,,.,, ••• , ••...•...•.•
5 bolts ravens duck (light) .••••••• -. .•.... , •.•....•.
200 pounds flax twine ...•••••••• · .••• , •..•..••• , . ·
20(r. ....... do ...•· ••..•••••..•.•. , • , •• , , ..• , • , • • · , •
50 pounds cott011. t·wine •••••••.•.••..• , . , •• , , .•. •, ·
25 .....•.. do .••.•••.•.... . ••••••.....••.....•.••.
6 pieces white bunting, 18 inches ...••••••.•...•..•.
6 ...•..••.. do ..•••..•• 9 ... do .•••••.••••••.....•.
6 pieces scarlet bunting, 18 .•. do .•••••.••••.••••..• ,
(i. ....•..•• do ...••.... 9 .•• do, ••••••.•••••.••.•..
6 pieces blue bunting, 18 ... do .•••••.••.....• , •. ,,
2 pieces yellow bunting, 18 ... do ................... .
200 bolts No. 1 flax canvas •••••.•••••.• ,, ••. ,, .. ,·
100 .... do .••• 2 ••••• do ....••.••••..•••••••.... •• ..
150 .•.. do .••• 3 ••••• do ....•••••••••••.••.•....•...
100 . ... do ..•• 5 ..••• do ..•..•••••••.•...•.••..••.•.
150 .... do .•.. 6 ••••• do . ...•..•••.••..•••••..• ~ .•..
150 bolts No. 4 cotton canvas .•...•....•......•...•
100 .•.. do .•.• 5 .•.... <lo .• , •.....•.......•........
100 .... do .•.. 6.•.•.• do .•......•.....•.•........ · ·
100 ...• do .•.• 7 ••.•.. do .•.•.•••.•...•.•••.•......
50 ....• do .•.. 8 .•••.• do .•...•.•••.•.•.•••.•.•...•
40 ..... do ... 10 .•.•.. do .•..........•.•..•...•....
100 .... do .... 4 .•.•.. do .... 30 inches wide ......•.•
1,200 pounds flax sewing twine .•..· ..••...........
2,000 pounds cotton sewing twine .......•. .. •......
20 tons Manilla hemp ......•.........•.•....•....•
100 bolts No. 2 flax canvas ....••.•...••..•.•...... i

$7 14 per bolt ..•. , Kittery.
6 72 ..... <lo ... • .
6 30 ...•. do ...•.
5 88 ..... do .•...
5 46 ..... do .... .
6 50 ..... do .... .
!:'4½ per pound ..
2-l-½, ••• do .... .
21 ..• ·•. do .... .
21. .... do .... .
6 00 per piece ..
3 00 ..... do .....
6 00 ..... do .••..
3 00 ..... do,. .. ..
6 00..... do .... .
6 00 ...•. do ...•.
12 50 p er bolt ..•. I Cbarlesto,vn.
11 75 .... do .... ..
11 00 .... do .... ..
9 75 .... do .... ..
9 25 .... <lo ...·, ..
7 98 per bolt.; ..
7 56 .... do .••.•.
7 14 .... do ......
6 72 .••• do .•.•.•
6 30 .... do ..... .
5 46 .... do .... ..

11 97 .... do .... ;.
24½ per pound .
21 ... :do .•... •
150 00 per ton •..••
11 75 per bolt, ••• I Gosport.

~
~

~

0
~

~

0

1--'

2ii b olts l ig ht ravens d t1 ck .•••••.•••••••••••••••..••
25 bolts heavy \·o.von s du ck ••• • .• .• • . . •.•. • . •.. . . •.
J ,0 00 pounds flax twin e . . .. ... ... ... .. .. ... . .. . ... .

6 50 •.•• do • •••••
9 0 0 . ..• d o •••• , •

2.t·l por p ou nd .
30 ... . do .. • ••.

100 po unds whippin g t w ine ...•.•.........••....•..
200 po nnd s b eesw ax . .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

June

June

"

17

17

June

J une

30

30

1,000 pouncis tallow, in barrels ..............•......
20 bolts No. 2 flax canvas ..•••.•.•.•..•..•.•.... • .
150 .•. do ..•• 3 .•.• do •....•••••••.•••••... ..•...•..
50 .... do .•.• 4 .••• do •.•••.......•.•••.•••.•.•.•..
' 50 ..•• do .•.. 5 .... do . ...••.•••....••• • •.•.•.•....
50 ...• do .•.. 6 .•.• dp ...••.•...•.•••...•.•••.•..• •
50 .... do • •.. 7 .... ,do ..•.•...•••.•..••. • .•••....•..
50 .••• do .... 8 .••• do ...•..•...•... . ....••.••..•••
10 •••• do.;,.. 2 cotton canvas ...•..•• • • • .. ; .• . .••.•
25 . . • • do ...• 3 •••• do ..•••••.••••••••••••••••••••.
25. : •• do .•. • 4 .•.• do .•• .••.••••• . .••••..••••.••••.
25 .•.• do .... 5 .... do .•..••.•....••••.•.•••.••.•••.
25 .... do .... 6 .... do .•••••••..•••••••••••••••••••
21. ... do .... 7 .•.• do ••.••........••.•••••••••••-•.
25 ..•• do; • . . 8 .•• ; do . , •••••..•• ·••••••••..•..••••..
25 , ... do ... 10.... do ..••••••••..•••.••••••••••••.
50 bolts hammock stuff.••.••.•••.••••••.••..••.••.
25 bolts bagging stuff •..•• , •••••.....•.••••.....•.
20 bolts li <r ht ravens duck .••••• , ••••••.•••••.••••••
200 pound~ cotton ~wine .•••••••....•.•••..•. ; ••.•.
300 ponnds flax twine .• : .••.•••• : • ••••••.••••.••••
P helps, Dodge & Co ••••. 8 1,000 pounds bolt ? Opper ................. , ..... ..
3 050 pound.,; sheathing copper ..................... .
2 '000 pounds composition sheathing nails ••••••••.• • ·
1 '.8 75 pounds braziers' copper ..••••••••••••••. : • • • •
20,000 pounds block tin •..•.•••••••.•..•.•••.•• ·.·••
20 ,000 pounds pig lead, ••••••. ; •• ~ •••••••••••• ,·••
100 pounds sold er •.•..•.•••.••••••••••••• · • • • • • • • •
50 pounds borax ...••.••••.••••• ~ .•• , , •• • • • , • • • • • ·
W ilha m L ang : • .•••..•. 75 tons red a sh coal. . .....• ,•..•••••••••• ,••••••·••
540 lights, 8 by 10, Bedford glass ••••••••• ···•·•··•
292 .• do .•• 9 by 11 ...••••• do ••••••••••••••• •••••·•
268 . • do ••• 9 by 12 .••••••• do ••••••••••••••••• • • • • •
300 .. do .• 10 by 12 •• • •• • •• do.; ••••••••••••••• ••••· 1•
255 .. do •• 10 by 14 •••••••• do •••••••••• , ••• •,··•···
264 •• do .• 11 by 15 ••••• • •• do • .•••••••••• • ·•• • ••••

2 4 •••• do •• • •••

12
11
10
10
9

9
8
9

8
8
7

10 .•.. do ...•.
00 per bolt ..• · I P ens a.cola.
25 .... do ...••.
75 . • .. do ..••..
00 ..•. do ......
50 •... <lo ••••••
00 •••. do .•.•• •
25 .••• do .•••.•
00 ..•. do ..... .
62½ . • • do .... ..
25 . ••• do .•••••
75 . .•. do .•.•..

ttj

7 37½,,.do •••••.

~

7 00 .... do ....•••
6 50 . .•• do ••••..

t:1

5 75 .... do .•.•••
21 50 .... do ......
16 25 ..•. do ..•••.
6 75 ...• Jo ...•.• , ~
22 p er pound ..
26 .... do ..•.•.
23½ per pound .I Kittery, Me.
22½ ... do .••.•.
20 •... do. : ••••
.
24 •.•. do .••••. 1 Washmgton.
21 ..•. do .•••.•
04ll ..• do ••••••
'25 •••• do .•••••
21 .••• do ••••••
5 70 per ton .••• . I Charlestown .
08 per light ••.
14 ••• . do ••••• .15. Jtr. do ••••••
20 •••• do, •••••
20 •. • • do ••••••
. 30 • • •.• do • •• •• •

0
~

~

?·

r--·

.,..

~

~~

r

List of contracts under t!ie cogn-izance of the Bureau of Constnfc tion, ~c.-Continued.
Date.

1848.
Juue

17

Expiration.

Names of contractor~.

Article~.·

_Rates .

'

~
~
~

Navy yard where deliverable.

1849.

June

30

Will iam L ang- Cont'd ..

228 li g hts , 12 by 16, Bedford glass •.•..••..••.•.••.
198 .• <lo .• 12 by 18 .•••...• do ••••••••••••••••••••••
24 glass deck lights,
by 9 inches .•.•...•.• ~ ..••.
24 ..••.... do . .•.... 3., by 10 .. do .•••••.....•••~ ···
24 ........ do .....•. 3½ by 11..do .....•............
20 pieces lin en webbing ...••••... , .••••....••.•....
20 pieces w orsted binding .., •.•••••••••••••••••••••.
40 yard s 24-iuch hair cloth ...•.....••.•••••......•.
15 .• do .. 28-inch .... do ...•.......••.••....•.....•.

3l

15 .• <lo .. 30-inch •.•. <lo •••••••••.•••••••.••••••.••.

100 yards bl ack mu slin ..••....•.••. .- •.••.....•.....
20 yards bottle green cloth .•..•.•..•••...•.•••....
100 pounds sewing thread ...• . ..••••.••..........•.
50 pounds shoe thread ...•.•..........••••..•••..•.
2-1 yards black worsted yarn .•.•.•...•••.....••..••.
50 y:\.rds silk gi 1np .... : ...•...•.•.•.••...•.••••••.
6 China bowl~ and fixtures .•..••••...•...••••.•.••.
2-1 1-inch water closet cocks .••••••..•.•..•..••.••••
l ,000 sheets lar"'e middle liorn ...••....••..•..•.•••.
I, 100 pourn'.ls sp~m cotton •......•••••• : . .... , .•••• ,
250 fish ing lines ....•••..•...•••••... , ....• ,••~··•·
100 pound::(seine t,vine ..••••.••••..••••••••••••••.
200 pounds whipping twine • . . . • • • • • • .......••.•..
600 pounds beesv,ax ...• • •.••..•..••••••••..•. , , •. ,
1,600 pounds n1arline .... , .•••••••..••• , •.•.•.••.•.
1,600 pounds ham broline .•.•.••••••• , •••.••...••.•.
1,200 pound s houseline ..•. .- •.•••••••.••.•••••••••.
200 pounds white marline ....••• , ••..••.•••...•• • •.
100 sewing needles .•••••..•• : ..• , •••••••• ,., •..••.
100 4 -thread needles ....•.••..•••••••••..••..•••.•.
100 6-thread noodles .••••. .••.••••• .•••••. • •••• •.. .
100 8-threa<l needles ••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••

$0 38 per light .. · 1 Charlestown.
40 .... do ..••..
45 per piece... Brooklyn.
50 .... do ••••.•
50 .••• do .•.•..
50 .••• do .•.•..
10 .... do .. ...•.
l 00 per yard ....
1 20 .•.. do ••••••
1 30 .... do .••.••
10 •••. do •.•.•
2 60 .... do ...•..
60 p er pound ..
40 .... do .•••.•
1 00 .... do . ..•..
25- per yard •...
25 00 each .• . •...
2 00 .. do ....•...
07 per sheet . . .
] 2 per ponnd ..
4 00 per dozen ..
33 1wr pound ..
33.: .. do •••.••
28 .••. do .•• • ••
13 .... do .••••.
13 •••• do ••.•••
13 .... do ••••• ,
15 . ••. <lo • •••••
25 per 100 .... .
3 00 . ... do .•.•. ,
4 00 .••. do •.••..
2 00., •• do •.••.•

tt'J
~

t:;
0

~

~
9
1-l

25 1~01.111,l
00 7 s• . nn,r', a t ]' C ac'i<l • • ••• •
20, 0
u·ln ch ':!,'. p ino <leek pl ugs .. . . . ..• . ........ . ..
4 .... . <lo ••. l -1nch .••.••.. do .. .. ................ . .
500 ... do . .. I,{-in ch ..•.... <l o •••••• • •••••••••••••••
150 pounus thrums ••.••••.•...•..•.••.••..••..•..•
2,000 pound s tallo\v ..•.... . ...•..• ; .........••....
75 barrels tar .•.••....•.••........•....•...••.•...
l 00 barrels pitch .....•...• . •... . .........•••...•. ,
70 barrels white turpentine •. _ .••..•........•....•
20 barrels r.osin •.....•.....•..•.....••.••.••••..•.
4 barrels fish.oil, 120 gailons .•..••.•..••..••.•....
2 barrels neatsfoo_t oil, 60 gallons ..•..•••...•...•...
2 barrels tar oil, 60 gallons ....•••••.•.•.......•...
250 yards fearnaug·ht ..•.•...•.•........•..........
250 pounds lampwi ck yarn .•••••.•....•.••••••.....
50 g ross woven lampwick .•....••.•........•.......
80 lamps, with reflectors ...................•......
100 cork jacket life preservers .....•..•.............
100 trallons Florence oil. ....•......•....••.••.......
20 sid es harness leather ...•..•....•••••.........•..
l O sides b11ffleather .•...•••••....••....•..•....•...
150 sides rigging leather .. -.....•.. ; ..•.••.••.••.• ·•.
100 sides bel!o\YS leather ...........•....••.•.•••••.
2 ,240 ponnds tarred pump leather . •.•.•..••.•.. ••••.
JO pounds ernery ........•.• : •.. ; .....•.. .• .•.•. • • • •
16 800 pounds short-link proof chain •..•...... • .....•.
10' pieces each, white, red, and blue bunting ..••.....
5 pieces yellow bunting ......_..•..•..•. •.. _....•..•..
150 log lines.,-······:········ ..••..••.•••••••.•.••
300 ya rds ·white n1ushn ...•....•..•..•••...... · · · · · ·
70 hand L~ad-lines .••.••....••....•••..••. · • • • • • ·: ·
30 coastin~-lines •.••.••..•...•.•••••.• _. • • • · • • · · · · '
12 deep sea-lines .••..•••.•••••••••••.• ·•·········•
250 cords oak fire- ,,~ood ...••••••.•••.. · • · · · · · • • • • • •
150 tons anthracite coal. •.••••.•••••.. ·········•·•·
100 globe sign~l lantern.s •.••••••.••••,. · • • • • • · • • · · • •
2 ,000 pounds signal halyards ........... ·•· .. ·•·····
50 wood hand pumps •.•.•.••..•••••••• ,,.,•·······
5,000 sewing need1es ..•..••••••.•••••• , • • · · • • • · • · •
25 dozen cast steel ship scrapers .••.• , , • • • • · .. · · · • •
1,750 pounds brown soap .•••••••••••• . ,·••·•
I

•

•••

•• '

•• •• •

•

•• •

•• •

•

•

15 por pounll ..
2 50 pc t· 1.ho nsun d

3 00 .. . . cl o .•••••
3 50 .•.. do . ... ·..
12,1 per pound.

JO .... do ..... .
2 00 per ba rrel..
1 50 ••.. do ......
3 50 .••. do .•••••

75 .... do ....•.
30 per g a llon ..
1 00 .... do ......
40 .... do .•..•.
60 per yard . ...
14 per pound ..
25 per gross . . .
1 65 e ach ...... .
2 50 .. do ....•.••
1 25 per g allon ..
4 00 per side ... .
2 00 .... do ..... .
2 50 ..•. do .... . .
3 00 .... do •.... ~
22 per pN'rnd ..
10 ..•. do ...•...
07 .... do ...•..
6 38 per piece . . .
5 50 . .- .. do ..... .
1 00 each .... n.
10 per yard .... , 80
each; •.••
4 25 .••. do.,..••.
.$ 00 ..•. do ..... .
3 50 per cord .•..
5 00 per ton •..•.
1 75 each .......•
18 per pound . _.
10 each ....... .
1 00 per M . .... .
5 25 per dozen.· ·
06½ per pound.
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0
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List of contracts under the cognizance of the Bureau of Construction, ~c.-Continued.
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17

June

19

June

19

June

30

30

I
I

1

Juno

l!)

Rates.

.Navy yard where deliverable.

,,

r

June

Article •.

!

1849.
June
30

1848.
Jnne

Names of contractors.

Expiration.

Date.

Juno

30

William Lang-cont,'d .. .- 20 dozen clamp scrubbing brushes .................. .
20 dozen hand scrubbing brushes ..•••.••..•...•.•.•.
6 dozen long-handl ed tar brushes .................. .
6 dozen short-handled tar-brushes ..••••.••••••.•.•..
25 ,dozen hickory brooms ..••.•.•.•.•.........••.....
25 dozen corn brooms ...•.••••••••.•.•...•.......•
12 silver boatswains' calls ...•..•••.•...•••••..•.•.
250 seaming and roping palms ..................... .
J. R. Anderson ......... . Round, ~quare, and flat iron, various sizes ...••.•.•••
475 pounds assorted cast steel, various sizes ....•.. ;.
71,753 pounds hoop, sheet, and flat iron, v~rious _sizes/
186,863 pounds round, flat, and mast hoop iron, different sizes ...•.......•••.•.•••.•......••••....••
9,700 pounds round, fl.at, square, boiler, and hoop
iron, different sizes ...••••••••.•...••••..........
Grantt &. Barton ........ . 150 bolts No. 1 fl.ax canvass ••.••••.••.••••••....•.
100 .... do .••. 2 ..•. do ...••• , •.•••.•••• ••• .••.•....
400 .... do ••.. 3 .... do ....•.•..••..••••..........•.
50 ..... do ..•. 5 ..•. do .••••••..•• , •••.•••.•• ; ••..••
300 •••• do •••. ri ••• , do .••.•••••••••••••••••••••....
200 •••• do .... 7 •••• do .••••••.•.••.•••••.••.••. ,....
200 •••• do •... 8 .••• do •.••••••••••••••••••••.••••••
50 ••••• do .••. 6 cotton eanvas~ .................... .
50 ...•• do ..•. 8 •••• <lo •••• ; ••••, ••••••••••••••••••••
2b ...•• do 30-inch cotton canvass, for cots . ·.••.••••••
2,000 yards coal sacking ••••••••••.••••••..•• , ..•••
4,000 yards t_w illed bag~ing .•·••.•.•••....•...••.•.•
50 pieces light ravens <luck ....•••••••.•.••.•... , •••
1,800 pounds flax sewing twine ..... , •.•••. , .. , •••••
500 pounds 5 and 6-fold cotton ...•••.......•......••

$'1 50 per dozei:i ..... j Brooklyn.
3 00
do ...... ..
3 72
do .......•
3 00
do ..•...•.
1 75
do ..•••••.
15
llO,. • • • • • •
3 (10
do ...•.•••
10
do ....... .
03.30 per pound.

Kittery.
18
<lo ••••••••
03.40 do .••..••• Brooklyn.
03.30 do ..••.••• Gosport.

04}
do.. • • • • • • Pensacola.
12 00 per bolt. .•... Brooklyn.
11 20
do ••.••.•.
10 75
do .•••..•.
9 25
do .•.•...•
8 25
do ....... .
7 75
do, .••••..
6 7-5
do ... ., .•. !
1
7 00
do ........ 1
5 50
do ........ 1
do .••••••• \
10 00
22 per yard ..••••
18
do ..••..•.
6 50 per piece ...•.
24 per pound ...•
17 per pound ....
.Jose ph T. Crowoll. •••••• 6 dozen n101noran<lum books .•••••••••.•••.•..•••.•.
2 00 per dozen,,•, •I Brooklyn.

t.rj
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~

June

20

June

30

3 !lom n 2-<1u i r o l,J 1 1 JO k ~
2 dozen J. uir e b a u c b>l ·. • ••• •• •••••• • • •••• • ••• ••
q
lo.nk ooks ....••....•..•..........
ti dozen pieces I nuia. rubber ...•••.•.. ,. .•.•• , . , •• , . .
8 dozen lpint bottles black ink ...•.••.•..•...•.••.
1 dozen lpint bottles red ink .•••.•...........••••• .
5 Jozen n1etal inkstands ..•..•••••..•...•.•••.•.....
3 <lozen penknives (4 blades) .••••...•....•.• ,, ... ,.
5 ream ~ log paper ..•......•..•.•••••••....••.•.•.
35 reams fool scap pape r ..•..•.•........•••... ; .••.
4 reams Jetter paper ..................•••••..•.••.
5 dozen sheets elephant drawing pa11er, ...••••.••••.
2 reams blotting paper .••••••..•.....••••••.•••...
Ii gross Gillott' s eagle pe~s ..••••.•.•••••••.••••••.
10 gross bangup swan-qmll steel pens •.••..••••••...
6 dozen penholders ...•.•••••••••••••.• , ••••.••.•..
10 parallel ·rulers, 24 inches .•••••.•.•.•.•.••• ·•.....
6 gross lead penci Is ....••..•• : ••.....•.••.•.•...•.
8,000 quills, best No. 80 ..••.....••...••..•• , •.....
2 dozen rosewood sandboxes ...•.•••.•.•...•........
8 dozen papers fine black sand ..••.•.••• , ......... .
2 doze n log slafes, hard wood frames .•...•..•••.•..
5 boxes water colors and pencils •••..•.•.•••••• , .•..
11 pounds best scarlet wafers •••.•.•........... ·....
8 dozen papers best ink powders, .••••..••.••••...•.
12 ivorf pounce boxes and pounce .••••••••••••..•••
12 round rulers .•..•.... ·.,, •• ; •...•••••••...••. ,.
12 flat rulers, 2 inches wide .••••••.••••••••..•.•••.
12 Gunter's .scales, boxes ••••••.•••..•.••••.•.•..•.
6 slates, hard wood frames ••.•••••.. . .•••.•....•...
4 erasure knives •.. , .•.. , •.•.•• _•..•.•.•••• ,., • · · · ·
6 reams buff envelope paper .•...•...••••..•• ,,•,,··
3. roll mg rulers ••••••••••••••.••••••••.••••• , • • • • ·
3 wafer seals ...••••••••••••••••.••..••• , , . , • • • · · · ·
6 dozen rolls silk taste ••••..•••••••• , , , , , .• • • • • • • • ·
7 pounds best American sealing wax ••. , ••• , · • • • • • ·
12 letter books, cap size ••••••..•••••••• , , •, ·, • · • • ·
12 iy;ory paper fo)d!;rs ..•••.•••••••••••••••.•• ~,.,, •
6 cases drawing instruments ••••••.••••• , •.• , • • • • · •
6 dozen camel's hair pencils •••••••••••• ,,,.,••··•··,.
500 slate pencils ••..•.••••••••••••••••• ,.,.,•••••·
Lamber.t & Lane •••••••• 3 'letter books, 3 quires cap •• , •••••••• , • , , • ·, • • • •, • • •

3 50
3 00

25 '

do ....... .
d o .. . .. . •.

do ...... . .

1 00
do ...... ..
3 00
do ....•..•
1 00
do ...... ..
9 00
do .. . .... .
4 00 per ream ..... .
1 50
do ...••...
4 00
do ....... .
05 per i,heet ..••.
3 00 per relim ..... .
3 00 per gross .... .
1 00
do ...... ..
1 00 per dozen .... .
50 each ......... .
4 00 per gross .... .
3 00 per M ....•...
1 00 per dozen .....
50 . tlo ..•.....
2 00
do ...... ..
3 00 each .. , ..... ,.
25 per pound •.•.
25 per <.iozen .•••.
05
each ...... .
06
do ..•••••.
03
do .•...••.
·25
<lo .••.....
bO
do .•••••••
60
do ...•....
2 00 per rea.m ...•.
1 00
each •.••.. .•
50
do .••••...
10 per roll ...... .
30 per pound •...
50
each ...... .
30
do ...... ..
5 00
do ....... .
1 00 per dozen .•••.
50 perM ..... , ..
81
each ...... . Kittery, Maine.
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30

Lambert & Lane-cont'd.I

½dozen blank books, 2 quir<' s
½, •..•••. do ....•..• 1 .... do

each .•••••..••..•.•••. $0 44
each ....... J Kittery, l\foine.
...••.....••...•••• , •.
31
do .. .... ..
memorandun1 books .... . .•....• ••... .•••.•..•.. . 2 00 per dozen . ... .
reams cap pa per, rul ed . .....•....... ..•.... , .... , 2 50 per r.eam .... .
d o. ·...... .
reams letter p:tper, ruled •.............••.•...... 2 2.5
3 35
do ...... . .
r eams buff envelope paper .•..•.. ....... ..... .....
20 per qnire .... .
i dozen quires blottin g paper ....... .... .........•..
2
16
per
dozen .... .
4 dozen s beets dni wing paper •.....•••••..••...• , ••.
6 bO per ream ... , .
I reain log pi:1.J_Jer ..........••.......••....... , •...
31 each .. .. ..... .
2 ivory p a per !old er;; . ·....•...•.••......•.••.. , ... .
2 cases mathematica l in strnments ..•••. • •.••••.•••. , 7 00 per case, .•••.
1 25 per do;,;en .... .
2 ~oz~n pint bottl~~ li} a.ek ink ....................•.
1 50
do ...... . .
I 4 -p,nt bottle rcu 111!. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
37 -½ each ...•...
8 inkstands .......... .•. ..•.........•• . ..... , ...• .
87¾
Jo ...... ..
8 penknives ( 4 bh.t.l cs ) . .... ......•................
1 I dozen pie ces India rubbe r ......... : ............. ,
36 -pe r dozen ... .
02
do ....... .
1 2 doze n slate pcnc:il s ....••..••..••.•.••..•...•••..
37¾
d o ...... ..
4 dozen black lead poneils . . . .................•.....
6 · \10 -per box .. .•..
2 boxes "vate r color,.; .... . ..•• .. .••.... .... .••••....
18 per dozen .. ..
2 dozen camel's hn.ir pc111.:i Is . .....•...... •. . . .......
25 per box ..•...
6 boxes Gillott's pe ns . •...•...•..•.•••..•• , ....• . ..
8 0 pet' 100 ..... .
800 goose quills .......•..•.••.••.•..•.............
31 per t}ozen ... .
2 Jozen pen holders . . . . . • • . . . . . • . • . • . • . ......... .
31 each ....... ..
3 rounu rulers ....... .- ..••........•••...• •.. ..... ,·.
12 do ......... .
3 flat rulers ..........•....................••.•••• ,
31 do ..•••.....
3 rolling rulers .•••••.•••.........•....••.•.•.••••.
25 do ......... .
3 paralle I rn lers .............•..•.....•......•.....
4 wafer seals ........... , ....•...... , •• , •....••...
20 do ..•..... ..
3 doze n papers l.il ac:lc sand ...•••••••....• , • , • , , , , ••.
37 ¼p er d ozen ... .
{ iozen sand boxes .... . . ..•• ....•..... , •. , .• , .....
2 50
do....... .
1 1t ozcn large slates .•..•...............•.•••.•• •. . 3 25
do . .. .... .
4
6
3
2

I
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J, doze n cl o nl>l e l orr sla tes .... .. .. ... . .. . ... .... . . . .

½ <lozen

Gn11t.or •,. "scales, ••• , •.•••••.•••••.••••••.•.

dozen pi ece s rctl t a pe ....... . ................... .
dozen bo lts tas te .........•.•..••....••.• . •.•....
pound~ wafers ......•...•.................... , ...
pounus sealing wax ...........•...•..............
7 papers ink po\Yd er ..•.....••.•..............•....
3 log books ........... , •••.•••.•..•.......... :. · .. .
55 rriemorandu1n books ....•.•.....•.•...•..... ; .••.
3 account books .....••....••.....•...••..•.•.•.••.
l acconnt book, command ers .•........•..•••.......
3 blank books, 2 qnires .....••••• , •..•...•. , •••.. · ·
2 blank books, 3 qnircs ..•.••.•••.••..•....•.......
1 ex pen so book .•.•..•.. , ••...•...•.•.•••.••. , , ....
1 receipt hook ...••....•••...•.....••••.•...••..•.
2 sets ship's account books .••.••....•...•.•.•......
18 memorantlum books ......•.....•........••...•..
4 blank station books ........ : .•.........••........
330 blank mot1thly returns ....•.•..•..•.•.••••.... : .
660 blank weekly returns ..••.••••..••.•...•..•.•..
72 qutres blank rc.q'nisitions .•••..•.•..•.•.••........
500 discharges,.... • . . . • . • . • • • • • . • . • . • . .•.•.•. , · ·
1 order book ..••••....•.•••••.•..•.••• • ••••••..• •·
. 15 pieces India rnbb~r ..•..•• ~ •....•. \ ' •••.•..•.•..
8 piflt bottles black rnk ......••••.•.......... , .•.•.
32 ¾-pint bottles bl~c~ in1c •••.. : .... .- •.•..•...•.. -~
6 lpint bottles retl !llK •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
34 papers ink po'1Yder ••.••••...••.••••. ·.......... • ·
14 inkstands, (metal) .....•..•..•-...•••.•••. ,,·····
4 paper knives ..•.•......•.•• , •••••.•.•. • · · · · · · • ·
8 penknives:, (4 blades ) .•......••••.•••.. · · · • · · • • • •
1 case mathematical instruments ...•.••.• · • · · · · · • • · ·
2 boxes water colors •.•••••• ·•••••••• • • • · · • · · · · · · • •
2 parallel rulers·..•.••.....••. : .•••••..
12 doze_n best black lead pencils •••.. , , • • • • • • • • • • • · •
¾dozen camel's- h:~.ir pencils ....•••••• · • • • • • • • • · · • • ·
8 sand boxes .•.•.....•••• ~ •..•..••..•• , • , • • • • • · · ·
30 pounds blaek sand ................... _.. ::::::;::
5 pounds wafers ..•••..••..•.•.•••... • · · ·
,
4 pounce boxe~ and pounce .•..• • · · • · • · • · • • • • • · · • • · • 1
400 slate pencils ••••••••••...•••..••. · • • · • • • • • • • • •
3
1
3
2

·•'.!.···••····

1 2. 00

, 10 •• ••• . • •

8 UO
· 40

llu .• ...•. •
<l o ••••• •• •

2 25

d o ....... .

45 per p ounu ... .
63
do ...•••••
7 p er pap er ....

4 50 e a ch .••••••.. Philad elphia.
50 do ....... : ..
2 50 <lo ......... .
2 50 do ......... .
50 do. : ....... .
75 do ......... .
4 50 do ..••••• . • .
4 50 <lo .•••••••••
7 50 per set ...... .
20 each ....... ..
50 Jo ....•..•..
2 do ......... .
2 Jo ........ ..
-37-½ per qnjre ... .
1 00 per hundred ..
3 00 ...•....••••..
· 4 el'l.ch ......... .
12¼ <lo ......... .
10 do ......... .

12-k do ........ ..
6-per pa1)el' .-.. ·
50 each .••..... ·
37i do ........ ..
87¾ do ......... .

7 oo:· ............ .
6 00 per box •.••••
1 25 each .....•••.
37-! per dozen ... .
18
<lo ....... .
20 each. : ...•. ··
2 per pound ... .
45
do ....... ·
18 each ...•• , ..
10 per hundred • •
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Navy yard where deJiverable.

I 66
ca,dssteel p:n: ..•••...••. : .. .-. • • ·: .- .- :.- ·• .. ····I$0 18 per card, •.•• ·1 Philadelphia.
6 double log slates ••.•.•..•.••.•.•••••.•••••••.•• : 1 00 each •.•.••.. :

8 slates ...•••••••••..••....•••••••.•.••..•••.... , I
2,bCO quills .••••••..•••••...••••• ·•.····••···· · · · · 1
2 wafer seals ...•.........••.• , . , •••• • , • • · • · • · • · • .
64 pieces red tape .•.•.•.••••..•..... · • • • . • • , • · • · ·
1 30 bolts taste .....••.•.•••.•.•••.•. : ........••.•• , 1
4 pCl,l1nds sealing wax ..•••...••.• : : .•••...•.....•. I
3 rolling rulers .......••••.•••....•...•••..••.....
1 2 round rulers •..•.••••..•.•.•..•..•...••••.•.•....
2 flat rulers ..••.••.••..••.••..••.••••.••.••.•..•.
2 reams log paper ......•••.•.•..•••....•••.••..•..
13 reams foolscap paper ..•••••.•.•.••....•••.•....
1
4 reams letter paper . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . . . •..••....
2 rear:ns buff e~velope paper ...................... ..
JO qrnres blott1!1g paper .....••.•••.••••.•..••••••.
30 sheets drawing paper ••.•......•••.•....•.•..•..
1 25 reams foolscap paper •..•••..••••.....•.•.••••..
1 b reams regulation paper ..• ~ ..•.•••.•..•• ~ ••••••••.
I 10 reams envelope paper ...•••••..•••••.•••.•..••••
2 dozen Congress penknives ........................ .
24 gross Gillotl.'s eagle pens .......•••••. , •..•••••..
12 gross narro\v red tape ..•.•• ,., ••.•...•••••.•.••.
6 dozen quart bottles black ink .••••.•••.•.••..•.••••.
J dozen blank letter books.,., •••••••• , •• , .•..... , •.
½dozen note books .•.•••.•••••.•.••••.•..•••••.••.
25 rean1s letter paper .•..••••••••••.•••.... _••..•.•.
George Adams ..••• , . . . 2,200 pounds cut iron nails, various sizes ......•.. : ••.
600 pounds finishing cut iron nails, various sizes., •.•.
500 pounds v,rought iron nails, various sizes .. , , , • , ..
27 ,ouo closet iron nails, various sizes , .•.• , , ... , •.• , .

I

I

25

do ... •,• .. ••

I

80 p er hundred ..
oa c-h :· ....•.. 1

2?

3 per piece .... .
18 }Jer bolt .... .. 1
65 per pound ... .
31 each ••.•.....
25 do •••••.....
12-½ do ......... .
6 50 por ream .... .
2 50
do ..••....
2 50
do ...•....
3 50
do ....••..
20 per q uirl' ...•.
12½ each ........ _
.
4 50 per ream ...•. I Pensacola.
4 75
do ....••••
3 50
do .•....•.
12 00 per doien ....
2 00 per gross .••••
3 00
do •••..•.•
2 00 per dozen .... i
12 00
do .••.•••.
12 00
do ....•.•.
2 75 per ream .....
4¼ per pound ..• \ Kittery.
4¾
do ...... .
12./.£ do ...... ..
25 per thousand ••
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~~,ggg o u t i_ron bro.us, var iou s s izos . . . . . . . . . . ....... .

12 ,1_
12-½

0

gt~~:= R.i~~Ji~~~~~~t:Y~!~: ~~::::::::::::::::::::

10 gross 1½-inch iron screws .•••••.•.••....•••• , ••..
10 gt·oss 1:}-inch iron screws .•.••••••••••••.••••..•.
10 gros/ 1-inch iron screws •.••.•...•....•.••.•..•.

5 gross ¾-inch iron screws .••....•...•.••• • •.••....
3 gross -½-inch iron screws ..•..•.•••••••••••••••..••
l doze n 3¾ by 4'>inch mortice locks .••••••••••.••••.•
2 do:.:en 4-inch cupboard locks •••.••.••..•.•••••••••
2 dpzen 3-inch drawer locks ••-•••..•.•••••.••••••••.
5 dozen 3-inch padlocks ..•...••.••• ; •••••••..•.•..•
1 gross 2-inch rose v.•ood knobs .••••••••••••••.•••••.
· 100 pounds best quality glue ...••••••••.•••••••••••
2 dozen 3½ by 4-inch mortice Jocks .•....••.•••• , ..•.
.2 dozen 3,¼ by 4.-inch mortice locks ..••••...•••.•••••
2 dozen 3-inch t upboard locks ••....•.•..•••••.•.••.
I dozen 2-inch cupboard locks •.•.•..•••..•••• , •.••.
1 dozen 4-inch chest locks ...•••••••••••••...•.•.• _•
4 .dozen 2:t-inch drawer locks ..•...•.•.......••••. .•.
½dozen 3-inch padlocks .•••••.•.•.••••.•••••.•••.•.
4 dozen l¼ to 2linch bu~tons on plates .. ; ••..•..•...
3 dozen 1¾inch locker rmgs .•••••..•••••••.••..•••.
4 dozen 4-inch cabin door hooks ... : .••••••...•.• ~ ••••
3 dozen sash and blind fastenings ..•••••••..•..•.••••
:2, dozen pairs 3¾ by 4-inch butt hinges .•.•••••••••.•.
. . • • • • •do .••• .3½ by 3½ ..••••. do ................... .
1 .... . do .•••. 3 by 3., .••••• do ..•.•• ~-..••.••.. ••••
2 ..•.. do •.••. 2 by 3 ••. .•.•.. do .•.••••.•••• ••••••; •
. . • • • • . <lo ...•. I½ by 2 ....... . do ..••••••••..• ·•·•···
2 gross 2-inch brass scre\vs .•••••••••••• ,., •. • • • ·• • ·,
.•.. do .• J! ..... ,do .••••••••••••••••.•••• •••·•••••·
.... do .• l{ ..... . do .•••• . _ •••••••••••• ,•---~ . •••••··••
•.•. do •• 1¾ ....• . do ••••••••••• : .••• , ••• ••••••••··•·
..•. do .• 1 ..•••• • do ••••••••••••.•• ,.•.•••••······•·
1.. do.~.i} .•••.. do •••••••.•.•••••.••.••••
..•. do.~.½ .•.••• do ..•••.••..••..•••.••••••••••••••
600 pounds cut copper nails,.vario?S sizes .• ••••••••• · 1·
30,000 cut c,1pper tacks, vanous sizes ...•• ,··•••·•••
200 eighths patent ship augers ............. ••••••,,•_

!•••······

uo ....... .
do .•••••••

65 per gross . . . . .
50
do .••••.•.

31

20
2
1
2
12
24
20
3
3
4
2
8
1
2
9
9
5

3
3
3
2
1
1

<lo .•••••.•

26

do ..••••..

22
16

Jo .•.•.••.

do ...••..•
12
do .•••••..
00 per cl ozen •.• .
25
do .....•..
50
do., .. .. . .
25
do .•..•...
00 pe1i- gross ...•.
16 per pound •.•.
00 per dozen .... .
00
do ....... .
50
do ...... . .
25
do .•......
00
do ....... .
75
do ..•.....
00
do ...•.•..
65
do .•.....•
75
do ...•....
00
do ....... .
25 per dozen .•...
00 11er pair ......
00
do •.....•.
75
do ...•....
75
do . • ..•...
00
do ..•.•...
00 per gross .•••.
65
do .••.•••.
40
do .•••.. ,.
00
do .•••.•.•
70
do •••••••.
48
do., ••..••
36
do. ·••••••
27 per pouud .• , .
30 per 1,000 ... • •
7 i} per eighth •..
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List of contracts under the cognizance of the Bureau of Construction, ~c.-Continue<l.

~
~l

t-:)

Date.

Expiration.

Names of contractors.

.Articles .

..
1848.
.20

June

I·June1849.· 30

Rate.

Navy yard where
deliverable.

"'
Geo. Adams-Continued . 2 dozen awl brads ...•.•....••..••••••...••..•...•. $0 20 per dozen ... . Kittery.
2 setts brace and bitts (48 bit ts each) ......•.•.•..•. 6 75 per set ..... ..
2 sett: iron bra ce an<l bitts (20 bitts eaeh) ;: .... , ....
3 00
do ..•..•• .
16 pair compassl's ....•..... , •.••.......•..........
25 per pair .•..•.
2 dozen firn1er chisels .•...•..•.•.•.•••..•.....••...
2 00 per dozen .....
1 dozen lock chisels .................. ·......•.......
4 75 · <lo .......•
8 brass cocks, assorted .....••....•..•••.....••••••.
7b each ......... .
150 pounds wbite chalk ........•.•..•...•....•~.....
-i per p ountl ... .
I g laz ier's dia~1ond ..•.••.•••.. ·..••••...•.•...••.•.
4 00 ....•.........
2 dozen nail g1n1.blets .•........•...••.•...•..•••.•
30 per do:t:e~ .....
1 ln
do, .....•.
1 dozen spike gimblets .••.•.•....••.•...••••••..•..
1• dozen firmer gouges ....................... .- •...•.
3 00
do ..•.•...
1 dozen socket gouges .•.•••...•.• . .•.••••••••••...
4 00
dn ..••.••.
2 dozen carpenters' gouges .••••..•..••••••••.••••.. 2 50 eac h ..... • o. ,
1 50
Jo, ...... .
1 ·w rench hammer •.•.••...•.•...•.••..••••••••.••.
75
do, ...••..
4 drawing knives ..•.•........••.•....•••••••.••••.
40
do ......•.
2 pallet knives .•••.•.•.••..•..••...•....••••••..•.
15
do ....... .
2 putty knives .....••••.•••.........•. , •.••••••••. ,_
1 80
do ...•••..
2 rounding knives ..••.•.....•....•..••..•••.•••••••
1 dozen cllalk lines ..••••.••.•..........•.•.•.••••••
25
do .•.••.•.
10 t:asks litnc ...........•.. ~ .....•...•••••..•.•.•.
1 00
do ...... ..
1,500 p ounds rigging leather •.••••. , ..•• , •..•.••••.
20 per pound .... .
6 small l'eflcetor larnps ••••....•.•...••••..... , ••••• 1 00 each ....... ..
2 smoothing pl anes ••.•••....•.•.•..•••.••.•••••..•
75
do ....... .
· 85
do ...... ..
1 grooving plane •..•••.•• ; ....••.•.••.•• -~ •.•.•••.
1 rabbi~;! ane ....••.••...•••.••.•••.....•....••••.
42
do ....... .
do ....•..•
1 lon g JOlnt er11lane ........•• ,, .. , .. • •, • •, • • • • • • • • • 1 30
2 short •••••• do ....•••.•.•..•••. , ..••••.•••••••., •• 1 20
do ....... .
2 jack planes .....••.•.•.........••...•.••••...•••••
80
do ....... .
2 bead pla nes ...•.......•...•.•..••.. , .•..• ,
45
do ...... ..
3 i:n~uluing plo.nes ..•••••..•.• • ..• , •...••••••••••••
58
do ...... ..
1 .101ntcrs' plon g h ( 8 bitt s ) ...................•..•••
5 50
do ....... .

trj
~

0
0
~

~

0

"'""'

Tb,~;;;r ;;,,I:!~'.

1
~ ~:::::::::::: :::::: ·.:::: :::::::::::

6 2-fee t rn les, u o·ub l e and single jointed ..••.•.•.••.•.
4 cast s t eel ha.nJ. saws ... .. .... . .. .. .... ..... ..... .
1 whip saw .. . . .. ............ .. .................. .
1

cross c nt saw ••.•.•.•••••..•••.....••••••..• ; .•.

i ::~~\!t~~·-·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.::::::::: :: :::::
1 pannel saw • • : •••••.•••••••.••...••••.•• ~ •.••••••
l compass saw ..••••.••••.••.•••••.••.•• , ••.••....
1 key hole saw ...•....••••••••....•••.•.••••••••••
1 tennon sa\\' .•...••..•.•.•.•...•.•..•••.••.•••.•.
1 dovetail saw ...•.•...••.•.•..••.••.••• ~ ••.• • •.. ,
4 hand clamp se re\!\·~ · •••••• , .•. • •.•••••••••••• •• •.
1 bench screw ...•......•.•....•..•••.•.•.•..•..•• .
1 BaJJard's patent jack screw ..•.•..•.•••....•..• , ·
6 spoke shaves ..•..•..••.••..••..•.•..•..••.•..•..
2 catn shaves .... ~ .•.••.•..•......• -.•••...•••• • .••.
2 inch shaves. ·..•••••••.•....•..•....•••.•••.•.•...
2 oil stones .• • .•.•.....••..•••.•...•••.••••••..•.•
1 grindstone ( 50 pounds) •.•••••••••..••..•..•.....•.
2 trying squares ...•.•....•• .. ..••••.••..•.••..•..•.
2 t ape lines ( 100 feet) .••• , •....••.•..• : .•••..•••••
100 sail needles ...... . ....•..•••.••.••.••.••••.•••
J 5 palms (mounted) ............... -. ..... :~ ...... •.
125 se\vin g needles •...••••••••.••....••...•. • .• •.
36 .••.•.. do ••.••• (4-thread) ..•..•••.••.•.••••••••.
18 ••••••• do ..•.•• (6:thread) ...••.••.••..•••••• •. .•
15 ....... de .. ; .... (8 thread)· ...................... .
6 roping palms ...•.•...•. : ................... ··•··
15 sewin g palms , .•.••.••.•••.•..•••••.•...• •••···
6 copper hand pun1ps .•.•••••••..•.••••••.... • · • • · •
1 anvi l ( 150 poqnds), •••.•••••••......••. · · · ·•· • • • • •
24 pounds borax.. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . ... , . · · · · · · · · · • · · ·
3 pounds fi nc etne ry ...•.•.••••• : ... • • • · · · · • · • • • · · · ·
6 pounds coarse emery .•.•.•••••. .• .. • • · • · • • • • • • • • • • •·
6 sk in s buff leather ...••.•••• ·•••••..•••• · · · · · • • • • • ·
4 pairs plycrs ..••••.••.••.•••.••••••••• , ••• • • • , ·. • ·
8 pairs pincers .... , .••.•••••••...•••••••.•. • • • • • • • ·
150 pounds nail rods •..•.••••••••••••• • • • • • • • · •. · • • •

12 rasps, assorted .................. ,, •• ,.,••••••••

1

~~

~l~: : : : : : : :

·5()

,l o .. ..... .
Jo , •••.. . .
do ....... .

1 20
1 00

3 87
65
1 oa
1 20
25

20

do ..... .. .
do ....... .
do ....... .
do ..•. •. ..
do •..••.•.
do ..•.....
· do ....... .
do .•.••...
do ..••..•. •·
do .• ......
do ....... .
do ...••.•.
do ..••.•. .
do ....... .

1 17
90
1 00
2 50
23 00
30
70
1 00
75
do ...... ..
2 -per ponnd .... .
65 each ....••• ••
2 00
do ..... • •.
1 50 per 100 ...... '.
I 00 each ........ .
¾ do ..... . . .
4
do ....... .
6
<lo ••••••••
8
do ....... .
85
do ..••....
75
do ....... .
5 00
do ......•.
11 per _pound .•..
lfi
do .•...•..
10
do .•.•....
10
do, .......
2 25 each .•••.•..
25
do .•••••.•
33 · do ....••••
5 per pound~ .•.

33 each ..... ,,.,
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List of contracts under Pie cognizance of the Bureau of Construction, ~c.-Continued.
Date.

1848.
Jnn.,

.!20

Expiration.

Names of contractors.

Articles.

Rate.

~
~
~

Navy yard wbero
deliverable.

1849.
June

30

Geo. Adams-Continued. 6 2-feet iron i;,q~1ares .••••••.••••••••• , .•• , , , • , ••• • •
4 pound's sal amoniac .•.•••.•••••••• , , .• • , • • • • • .• • ·
40 pounds pewter solder ..•........... , •. • • • · • • • • , • •
10 pounds brass solder ..,.•.•..••••..•...• • • · • • • • • • • •
1 large screw plate and 6 caps .•••••. , .• •. • •..•..• •
1 small ..••••..... do .....•. ·..•..••••• ••••·····•·•·
2 berich vices (50 pounds each) ..•••..••..••• ••,• .. •·
4 hand viaes ...•.•.•.•••..••..•••• . •.•••. , • • • • •• • •
1 small bench vice (25 pounds) .........•.•••••••••.
10 pounds brass wire, Nos. 3, 5 and 7 .•••••••.•••••.
50 pounds iron wire, Nos . 1 to 16 ..••••.•••.•••••..•
8 pounds rotten stone ...•• .. ..•...••••..... ~ .•••••••
2 bundles l1oop iron (50 pounds each) .. • •..•••••••...
1 Dearborn's patent balance ...•••••••••.• ·•.••••••••
4 pair steelyards ....•..•.•.•..•.•.•.•.•.•••••••.•.
1 set of lead weights , 1 ounce to 1 poun1, ••••••.••••
1 set of iron weights, 1 pou11d to 4 .......••••. -. .....
, ... do .••••• do .•••••. 4 pounds to 28 ...•...•.•••..••
18 steel shovels ..•......•...•..•••.••..••••••• , •••.•
12 spades . ••.••..••••.•••• ~ •.•• , • • • • • • · · • • · • • • · • ·
8 dozen ship 'scrapers ....•••.•.••••.• , ••• ·•••.•• .• .•.
1,000 trimmed ·rivets , (J¾ to M) ••••• , ............. .
1, ,000 •••••• do .•.... (2 to M) ••...••••••••••••••••
6 dozen 3 inch 3 square cast steel files •••••••••••••.
22 .. do .. 4 .••••• do .••••••• do •.•••.••••••• ~ •..••••.
14 .. do. ,,jJ •••••• do .•••.••• do •••••••••••••••••••••.
6 ... do .• 6 •.•••• do •••••.•• do .....•••••.•••••••.•••.•
6 .•• do .. 7 •••••• do .••••..• do ..•••••.•••••••••••••.
l ... do.12 ..•••• do .••••... do .•.••••••.....••••••• ,
42 .. do .. 5 inch pit saw, cast !!teel, 5-16-inch wide ...•
14 .. cto·.• 8 .. clo .• flat float •• .••••• do ... •. .•••.•••. • •

$0 62 each.

10 per pound .•••.
10
do ....... .
20
do ....... .
20 00 each .•.......
5 00
do ........
10 per pound •...
50 each .•.••....
2 50 ••......•••••.
28 per pound .•..•
10
de ..•••••.
4
do ..•••.•.
4! do ...... ..
15 00, ..•••.....•..
1 50 each ....••.•.
1 00
do ....••..
·t 00
do •.•••.•.
2 00
do ...••••.
1 00
each •.•••••
80
do ...... ..
3 00 per dozen •...
15 per M ...... .
20
do .... ,,. ..
·70 per dozen ....
70
do ....•.••
1 00
do ..•.•.•.
1 25
do •.••..•.
1 75
do .••••.•.
3 50
do ...••• •.
I 25
<lo ••••••..
1 -75
do ....... ·
3 . •. do.14 •• do .• oi;tbinet . . •.•• •• ,do .•.•.....•• , •..•
5 50
<lo,., ••••.

Kittery.

~
~

0

0

~ -

~
~

....

: '>3 · ··<lo
. l4, • d""" '!!1 1·ot1n Ll . . . . . . . . . uo,,.,
.,
.l
,.,.•,.••••' 5 40
do ....... .
"·
' · · duo.1 2 . . do . .... -~,10 .......... u·1 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 75
~o ••• •• ...
2 .. • do.10 .. do .••.•• do ••• •.••• •• do ...•.....••.•... 2 62
<lo .•••••••
I •.• o. 12 .. do .. coarso cabinet •• do •.•••.••.•••••••
3 50
do ....•...
4 ... do .14 .. do .. bastar d cut flat .. do ....•...... : .... 4 60
do ..••••••
4 ••• do. 14.. do .• round cast steel.. do •..•••••••.•••.. 5 00
do ..••••..
4 ..• do.12 .. do ...•. <lo ••.. do .•••• do •••••••.•.....•.
3 75
do .••.••..
5 ••• do,t12 .. do .. flat ..•••.. do .... do .•.•••••••..••..
3 50
do ...... ..
2 .•. do.14 .. do .. square ••.. do .••• do •••••••.•••••••• 5 00
<lo., , ...... •
2 ... do.12 . . <lo .•.. do ..•••. do .... do •••••••••••••••• 4 50
do .•••••.. 1
2 ... do, 14 .. do .. round ..... do •.•• do •••• , •••.••••••. 5 50
do .••.••.•
2 ... do.12 .• do •.. do.; •.•• do •••. do •••••••••••••••• 5 00
do ....... .
1 •.. do.12 .• do .• 3 scuare .. do .••• do ••.••••.•••••••• 4 OU
do .•••••••
1... do .10 .. do .... :do •... do •••. do ••••••• .-•••••••• 3 50
do ..•••••.
1 .. . do.12 .. do .. 2d cut knife ..•.. do •••••••••••••••.
4 00
do .•• , ••••
2 .. .• do.14 .. do .. sm.ooth flat. ·..... ao ............... . 5 25
do ....... .
2 ..• do.12..do ..•.•. do . ... ,•••... do .•••.••••••••••. 4 50
do ....... .
1 ... do.14 .. do .. 2d cut flat ....... do •.•....•..••••••• 5 50
clo ....... .
1 ... do.12 .. do .•.... do ..•. do .••. do ••...•..•••••••. 4 50
do ..••••••
1·... do.14;". do .. -½ round ... do •.•. do •.••••.•••••• : •• 5 50
do ... : .. ..
1 •.• do.12 . . do ....... do .... do .... do ••••••..•••.•••.
4 50
do .. . ... ..
4 ••• do. white-v.,ash brushes .....••••....••..•••..•. 12 00
do ....... .
2 .•. do. painters' dusting brushes •.•.•..• ·•••••••••••. 3 00
do ... : •••.
2 ... do. (0) varnish .•.•... do .••••••....•..••••••..
6 00
do ....... .
8 . • . do. (00) paint ..••.•. <lo ..••..... -..••••..•••.
7 00
do .•••• •
·3 •••• do. (5)) . . • • • • • • • • • • • do ...••• , ••••....••••.•.
7 00
do ..••••••
1 ..• do.No. 12'.1 •. do ....•... do •..•......••• ..: •••••••• 6 00
do ..•..•• .•
2 .. ~ do. (00) sash stool. .. do ....•...••••••••••••••
3 00
do ...... ::
2,000 pounds of 8.pound sheet lead ..••...••••• , •.• • ·
05 per pound •.•.
1,000 ..•. do ... • 7 .do. : .••. do. ,. ••••....•••••••••• •·.
05 . do ..••••••
1.000 .... do •.•. 6.do .••••• do .•••••.•.•••••.•• ~•••· I 05
do.••••,••
500 ...... do ..•. 5.do .••••• do •••••.••••••••• ••••••·
05
do .•.•••••
05
do .•.•••••
600 ....•• do .... 4.do .••••. do •• ;, •••••.•••••• ····•·•
05½
do ........
3,000 .... do zinc .••.••...•••••.•••••••• •···••·••••
4 boxes XX tin, 17 by 13¾ inches ........ ·••· .... •·· 14 00 per box .• : •••
23 per pound .•• , I Brooklyn.
800 pounds cold-rolled sheathing copper .••• •••··:•··
22
do ••••••..
800 ... do ... hot-rolled ........ do ....•.•• •.,•·••····•·
'23¾ do .•••••••
970 ... do ... braziers' copper •.•••• , • , •• , , · • • • • • • • • • •
24
do .•••••••
400 ..•.do .•....... do .•.•••••••••• , ••••• ,••••••••··
05
do ...... ..
2,000 .do ... milled lead .. _.... • •••• , .•• , • • • • • • • • · • • •
05½ <lo •••••• , • .
500 .. ~do ••••• <lo •••••• p_ipe •••••••••• , • , , • • • • • • • • • •
1
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List of contracts under t!,,e cogniz µ,nce ofJhe- Bureau of Cons(rn,ction, ~·c.-Continued.
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Da te.

E xpiration.

Names of contraotors.

1848.
20

1849.
Jun e
30

I George Adams-cont'd ..

June

June

20

June

Articles.

Rate.

8 boxes tin plate, I C, 14 by 20 ••.••••• ,, •••••••.•. $9
4 .•.•.. do ..•••.•. SD X ...... .................·.·.. . 13
4 .....• do .••..••. DX X ..•..•••.•..•••••••••••... 14
8 •••••• do ....•.. . IX ......................... : .:. 10
1.000 pounds India tin ..•...••.•. · .....•...........
600 .... do ... composition sheathing nails, various sizes
I
30 '\V1llia 111.N. Clem . . . • ..•• 200-... . <lo .... 8d.on-he ad brad nails .•.•••.•.......
200 ..•. do ... lOd ••••••• • do .....• ~ •..••••••••..•••.
400 .... do .. . 12d., .•.•.. . do ......•..••••...•.•.•.•.
300 .... do ... iron sheathing nails ...••.• , ...........•
I
100 .... do ... 8d boat nails .....•......••......•.. : ..
220 .... do ..• wrouQ:ht-iron clout nails .•..•.....• : ..•
25, 000 senpper nails .....•..•... ~ •......•. , ...... ,.
1
20,000 J -incb wrought-iron copper tacks ..••.•. .. .• •• ,.
20,000 } ... do .....•...• do •..•.••.....•..••..·••••
l
12,000 1·.. ~.do .......... <lo .•.. ; ................. .
1
10,000 ii-inch cut o~pper pump tacks .•••••.· .....••.. , ·
10 ,000 J .... do .......... do .•••••• / .••••• ·,,, ..••...
24,000 3-ounee iro n ca t ta cks ....••.••.••..••..••...
50,000 8 •.•. do ......•. do ....••••.••••.••.•.......
35,000 10 ... do ...••.•. do -. .. , ••...•.••........•...
45,000 12 •.. do ..•..•.. do ....••.•..•.•••.••.•••••..
25,000 1½-inch ont brads ......................... .
20 ,000 1¼.••••• do •••.• , ...•.....•....•...... ,,, •.
10,000j ...... . do ..•••....•..••.•••••••.•..•.....
10 ,000 ;f: ••••• , .do •......•..••........•....••.....

I

.I

10,00U {i .••••• •do •••.••...••• , ••••• , ••••••. , .•.• · I
40,000 i ....... do • .•..••.•••.............•••.•.•
1 tlozcn p a irs 4 ·&-in ch brass butts, with pins .•••••..• ·

·I

t:: :!L:·:·J~:::: J~::::::: J; :.:::~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:

i

Navy yard where deliverable.

00 per box, ••.•• Brooklyn.
do ..•.•.•.
do ....... .
Q0
do ....... .
23 per pound •...
23
do ....... ;
04 ½ do .. , ..••.
04½
Jo ....... .
04½
do ..•••• ,,
04 ¾ do ••.••...
11 do ...... ..
30
do .•.• , •. ·.·
00 per M .•....•
50
do ....... .
62
do ..•••...
75
do ....... .
76
<lo ••• , ••••
75
do ... ;, •..
04
do ....... .
06
do ....•...
08
do ..••••••
10
do ..••..•.

no

00

18
14
12
10

do .. , •••• ,
do ........
do ....•...
·do.· ..•. ·.•.
do ...... ..

09
08
do ....... .
8 00 per dozen •.••
6 00
do . . ..... .
4 50
3 50

do ..•••••.
d o .. .• ... .

~-

•

~
~

t,
0
~

~

9

......

~

2

It I

,Q10 • • ,I

I I

A ll
'}.1
, ,._i_.i,

J ---~-

1

2 06

l O t I I I I I I t• t It t t t ,
, ••. Jo ..•... 2 •••••• do .••..•.. do ··•••••••••••••••
1. ••.do ..•• , ,2} by 5 inches brass tablo Lutts and hinges
I I I I

Q,

t

I I t 11 t

6 dozen 3-inoh irnn pacllociks, assorted keys •••....•••

6 00
3 00

~:: :~~: ::~::: :t~;s·s·.:: :: :~~:: :: ::::~~:: ::: ::: :::::

2 50
15 00

3 ••• do .• 2¾ •••• do ...••••• do •••••.• do .••••••••••••

•

1 20

12 00 .
3 00

t: :~~:: t:::::::::: Jg::::::::·:.·:.::::::::::::::,.

7

'- _

"1~7t\:.~~: _} .,

<lo, ••• • •••

do ...••. ••
do •..•••.•
do ....... .
do .• ,,,,••

<lo.•••••••

do .•••.•••
40
do ...•••••
75
do. , .•••••
1 00
do., •••• •··
7'5
do .• ••.••••
1 00
do ••••••.•
·. do .•••••• ,
8. ~ .do .. 2¾ .••••• , •.• do ..•.•••.•••••••••••••.•••••• 1 oO
15· , do •.••.•••
10 .. do .. ff ••••••••••• do .• screw eyes ..... ·.•. • •••••..
4 50
do .•.•. ,••
1. • .do .• 5 .•... brass straight square bolts ........... ,
do ........
2 .•. do .. B..•..• do .. lamp Looks ..••••••••••..•••• • 2 25
2 .. ·.do .. 6 .•... mortice closet locks •••.•.•.•.•••••••. 7 50
do ....•..•
6 50
do., ......
5 50
do ..•••• ,•
10 .. do .• 2! .... iron drawer locks ... . . ,,. ,. •.••• ,, •••• 1 50
do.~ .... •: • 1•
2 00
do,,,,••• , .I
1 .. . -do .. 4.inch iron che:;t_locks ..••••••••• ~ •••••••••
do .••••••.
~: .. <lo .. ·3-inch , ••· •••• do .••••••••••••••••••••.••••• 1 50
1 00
-do ••.••••••
1 .. . do .. 2½-inch .••••• do ••••••• .•••••••• i , • • • • • • • • • •
do •••.••..
2 . . . do .• 3-iuch iron desk locks .••••••.••••• , ••.••••. 1 50
do .••••...
½••• do .. 12-inch iron stock locks •• , ••..••••••••.•••• 7 50
do, ••••••.
6 ... do .• 2½-ineh· iron drawer locks ••••...•..• ~ ..... . 1 00
2.:. do .. 3-inch •••••• do •...•......••...••••..••.•. 1 50 , · do ••••• ~ ••
1 50
do .... ; ...
10 •• do .• blank composition keys .............. , ... ..
25
4o.....•. , •
10 .. do .• blank drawer lock.keys .••.••••••••••. ; ••• ,
do,,,, ••••
3 .. . do .. 3½-irich ,,vrought mortice locks ••••.• .-. •• ,,,• 9 00
75
do, •••••••
1. .. .do .• brass sa.sh_roHer:s, No. 4 •.•••. ; •• , ....... ..
. 30
do • •••••••
1. .• do .• Japan stnbbs and plates ............... ,.,,
do ••••••••
1 ... do .. 2¼-inch cupboard catches and keys ••• , •• · -:~· ~ 50
75
do
•• , ••• :.
2 ... do .• !-inch brass flush rings ..••.•. , .•..•_.,, •. ,·
1
00
do
••••••••
2 ... do.; 1-inch •••••. do •.••• ~ ••••..•.•• ~ •.• ,• v • • •
2 ... do., l¾-inch ..•. •. do ..•••••.•• ; •••••••••.•. , .•. 1 25 • Jlo ...... ..
do; ..... ..
l._ .• do.-; 2-! -inch flat escutcheons,; ••••••••• ;., ,., ,•· • 50
50 per pound •• , ,
2pounds coppel' \'-\ irc, No. 18 ••••••••••••••••••••••
2 sat ts brass wheel fixtures •••••••••••••••••••• , , • , 5 00 per sett, •• , • •
l dGz~n large iron chest handles •• ; ••••• , , , • ; , , , , • ; • l 12- per dozen •• • ,
3 .•. do .. 31 .... sideboard locks ...... ,do .••••••••••••
3 .•. do .• 1½ ..•. brass buttons ....... ,, .............. .
6 ... do. ,2½,, •• ..••• ,.do ........ . ................ .- •.
•L •. do .• 3 •••.••••••• do ................. . . ·•.•••••••
2 ... do .• 2 ..... brass plate buttons............ • •••.
1.. .do~-· 2¾, .•.•••••• do .••••••••.•.•••••••••••.••.

'\
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L-/st of cont-racts under ·t/ie (;ognL;unce of t/ie Bu,:reuu of-Cuns~ruct·ion, ~c.--Continuecl.
.:ea:,;:a:.;;a.:

~

Date.

1848.
20

1849.
June
30

,.-,_...-."'l,~-.""T_,.._

---,""T---·-···-·--.

----~- ~~--~~-.:r, ...: - ~ .

..... =--=================

Article .

N ameis of con tractors.

Expiration.

Jlati;is,

00

Navy yard where de.
liverable.

1:~-~ - - - -- - - ----,--,....--:-~-=---_::_-

I

Jnne

I

~

~

Wm. N. Clem-Contin'<l . 1 <lozen large iron chest handles, flush ...••.•.••••• , $1 88 per dozen • .• , Brooklyn, N. Y.
8 ..• do .. /}-inch brass curtain rings .............. . .. .

•

4 ... da .• 1-ineh ...••.... do ..... ....••..•• , ...••....
3 ... do .• ?;-inch ..... ..•. <lo ...•.••.•...••..... : ...... 1 ,
1 ••• do .. iro n handrail screws . ................ . ..•••
2 setts French escritoire trimmings ..............•..
1
6,000 iron sheave rivets, various sizes . . ....•...•.. .. 4
8,000 ...•...••. do ....•...•... do .................. . 4
15,000 ....... ~.do ............ do ....•..•...•.•.... 2
18,000 ......... do ..•.......• . do .....•...... . .•....
I
14,000 ......... clo ...••....... do ...•........••.....
1
50. pounds cast copper rivets ........... . ......••..•
_12 composition bcb cocks each-I-in. $1, 1¾-in. $1 75. 21
·500 pounds No. 10 sheet zinc ..................... .
882... do ... iron wire, various Nos ...........•••....
8 carpenter's broadaxes .. • . •: . ....•.........•••...
3
6 dozen wood a.xes .... . ......................••... 12
6 carpenter's braces and bits ...•...•.•......•...•. 3
10 dozen whitewash brushes . • ...•...........••.• , , 15
12 steel-tongue<l bevils ..•..•..• , •..•.. ..... ...•••• .
5 dozen firmer chisels . , , .• , ••.•.•.. • ••• : ... , ...••. 2
2 . .. <lo •• socket .. do . ••••.• .••••••••.•.... .....•... . 8
6 mast callipers ....•. .. .•...•• , ••...••.....•..• : .. 1
12 composition stop cocks .....•••••...•••..••..•••. 9
8 glaziers' diamonds., ~ .•.....•.... , ....••......... 1
12 dozen nail gimblets . , .....••.................. ,
2 ... do .•. spike .. do ...•.• ·•......••. ,., •...•....•..
1
2 ... do ... socket gouges •• ·.........•• , .•••..•.•• , • , 4
do ... carponters' gonges ........•..•....•..• , •• 2
, .• do,. , • rivettlng hammers .•• , ..•• , • , , . , . , , • , , •••.
4
~-. Qdo_,. ,ola\v , .... ,clo •••••.•. , , ••••••••• • •• , • , ••• 4
,, l -i~ol\ , orQ'l'( wronQ.h hamm9r~, • , , .••• , •• • , •••••. ~

i...

do . . ..• ..•
do .•..•.•.
3
do ....... .
60
do ...••.. .
00 pet· set t ......
75 per 1,000 .•...
00
do ...... .
50
do ....... .
87
do ....... .
40
do ... .. ..•
40 per pound .. •.
00 .•.. .. •...• ...
8 per pound ... .
8
do ....... .
00 each ....... ••
00 per dozen ...•
00 each .. .•. • ..•
per doien ... .
It> each . .... .. ..
50 per dozen ..••
00
do . .•.•.•.
00 each ..•.•...
00
do ..•.••..
00
do , ..• , ..•
30 per dozen ..•.
00
do ....... .
00
do ..•.•..•
5b
do .•••.••.
50
do ..•... ..
50
do •••••.••
3
3

~Q

nq e~ob,,,,, ,,,,

trj
~

t,
0
~

~
~

..1-L

6 dozen
h"'1
d ·larrro
~
... ,cl. 1et s . , , , , .••••••••••.•.•••.•••••
1• • • o. • pa ette knives . , .. , ....... . , . , ... , . , .. , .. .
1 ... do .. 1n1tty .••. do ......•.• , •.•.••....•..•..••• ,
6 glue kettles .......•..... -. ......•.•.•.......... .
8 pitch .• do • . . . . • . . . . . . • ......•. ; .•.....•..••••
2 dozen pairs cast-steel plyers ..••••• , ••..•••..••••.
1. • . do .•• ••• do •..••.•. pincers .••••• , .•••• , ••• , ••. ,
50 pounds composition boat nails ...... , ..... , •••• , ••
6 dozen 2-foot rules ..••..•.•••••• , ••.••.•..•••• , •••
12 steelyards, to weigh !50 pounds. , • •• ••••••••• , •.
12 hand-saws .••..•..•••••••••.•••.••••••• ; ••••.. ;
·12 wood-saws, framed ••••••••• , •••••• ,, •••••••••.•
12 compass-saws .. do .•.••. •••••••••••..•••••••••.•
6 key-hole ~a~rs and pads ••••••••••• . ••••••••••••••
6 Turkey 01lstones •••.•••••••.•••••••••••..•••••••
6 gri~dstones .•.•••.••• , ••• ~ -•••..•.• _. 1 , • . • , ••••••
8 trying squares ....•..••..•••••••••.••••••• ;-.••.•
6 patent sa w~ets .......... . ........... ·•. ~ ••.• , ••••
12 tepe lines, 100 feet .•.•••••. ·•.••••.•••.••. , •••••
6 .iron bench vices .•.•.•.•••••.•••.•••••.•.•••.•.••
12 hand ..•••. do ..•.•••.•...•••••••.•.•••••• ..•••.
6 ~opers' adzes ...••• •• •••.•••••••••••...•••••••••
2 .•. do •••• crows ..••••••.•••••••••••....•••••••...
12 bundles coopers' flags .••••••••..••••••••••••• ·•••
6 marking irons ....•••• , ; ...•••••••.••..•..•••••••
2 short jointers .•••••••••••.•••••••••••..•••••• ...
200 poun!3s whit~ c~a.lk ............... , .......... ..
10 gridirons, weighing 40 pound!? ••••••••••••••.••.
10 griddles .••... do ..• ~40_. •. do ••••••.• ,. , ....... .. .
14 irop.. tea.kettles, we1ghmg 140 pounds .•.••••••••.
8 fish-kettles •••.••••••• do .•• 200 ••. do .......... , .••
30 stewpans ...... ·•· ••• do •• , 150 .•• do .• , ••.• ,,,,,.,
10 pairs shovels. and tongs .•••••••••••••.•••• , ••• , •
2 dozen Gunter's scales •••••••••• no, , • • • • • • • • • • • , , ,
3 patent balances, to weigh 500 pounds each ...... ,,.
1 dozen cheese-knives .•••••.••••••••..••.• ·•••• ·, ••••
_3 gauging rods .• _. ..••••••... , •••••••••••••••••••••
12 setts lead we1g·hts, 1 ounce to 1 pound •••••• ,,,,.
12.. do •• iron •••• do .•.• I.~ .do ...• 4 pounds .•••••••••
12.. do .. iron •.•. do .••. 4 ounces to 28 .. do ......... ..
1 gross ir~>n screws, 5-inch 1 No. 20. 1 . . . . . . . . . , . , ••••

9 00 per dozen , · • •
6 00
do ..... ••·

2 25

9 00
1 50

do ...... ..
do ....... .
do ....... .

2 25
do ...... ..
4 00
do ....•••.
40 per pound ..•.
5 00 j)er dozen •.••
I 00 each •• .••• ••
1

oo

do ••• -• .•••

75
30
30
25
1 50
44

do ••••••• ,
do .••••• ••
do •.•. ,,,•
do •••••.••
do. ·~· •• : , •
do •• ; •••••
37¼ do ••••••••
l 00 do •..••.• •
do •..•••• .
2 50
50
do •.•. ,•··
2 00
do •..•• ,.,
2 00
-do •. -•.••• ,
6, 00
do ...... ..
37¼
do •.••••• ,
l 50
,d o ..••••••
¼per pound .••.
25
.do ••..• ·-·,
6
do ••• ,. ~.•
15
do ••••••••
15
do.••••••• ,
do •..•••••
15
l 00 each ....._....
4 50 per dozen ••••
5 oo ·each ••••••.••
_6 00 per dozen ••••
50 each . : ••••••.
75 per sett ......
50
do ••••••••
2 00
do •.•.• ~··
2 25 per gross • !' •• _

tzj
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ist t,f contracts unde?' the cogniza_ne~ of the Bureau of Constructio'n, ~-c .-Continued.

~

0

=-==-=--···
Date.

l

Expiration. \

Article.

NatJ.1ei of contractors.

Rate!i.

Navy yard where de·
liverable.

'
1848.
June

20

1849.

J1me

30

Wm. N. Clem-Contin'd. l 1 grosi. iron screws, 3-inch-3 No. 20, 4 No. 19, 3 No.
r

•

18 .••••••••..•..••...•.••••• $1 05 per gross .•. ••I Bro~klyn, N. Y.

16.. clo .••. do .•.•••. 2-inch-6 No. 20, 10 No. 18 •••••
'70
, 18 .• <lo-•••• clo ..••• , .1!-inch-2 No. 16, 8 No. 12, 3
No. 8, 5 No. 7 ........... ... .
.
35
22
9 ... do •. -.do .•..• ,.H-inch-5 No. 7, 4 No. 6 .•.••••
5 ... do •... do, ..•••. 1!-inch_, No. 6 .. , .......... .... .
20
33 .• do: ..• do .•••••. l-inch-8 No. 12, 20 No. 10 1 5
No. 4 ••••••••••••••••••••••
19
76 .. do .... do ....... f-inch.:......30No9, 33No.8, 3 No.
6, 10 No. 3 ................. .
15
67 .. do .... do ....... j-inch-1 No. 15, 19 No. 8, 13
No. 7, 10 No. 6, 5 No. 5, 16
No. 4, 3 No. 3 .......... , .•..
14
10
19 .. do •. ydo ...... ,¼-inch-3 No. 7, 16 No. 4 ..... ..
1. •. do .. brass screws, 5-inch, No. 20 .•••• ·•...•....•• 6 00
2 ... do ...... do ....... 2-½-inch-.:l No. 14, 1 No. 20 ... · 3 50
2 gross brass screws, 3-inch, 1 No. 16, 1 No. 14 ...•.• 2 81
4 gro8s brass screws, 2i-inch, 2 No. 11, 1 No. IO, 1
No. 19 ......................... , •.•.....•.•.•• 2 00
23 gross brass screws, 2-inch, 2 No. 18, 13 No. 16,
2 No. 14, 3 No. 9, 2 No. 8, 1 No. 7 ............. .
97
27 gross brass screws, l¾-inch; 20 No. 18, 2 No. 8,
_4 No. 7, 1 No. 5 ............ v . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;.
I 34
3 gross brass screws, 1½,inch, 1 No. 11, 2 No. 5 ..... .
75
11 gross brass screws, I¼-inch: 5 No. 12, 3 No. 6, 2
No. 5, 1 No. 4 ..•.• , .........•....•.•... , .•....
50
6 gross brass screws, 1-ioch, 3 No. 8, 3 No. 4 •••••••
40
22 gross brass screws, ¾-inch, 2 No. 12, 2 No. 11, 6
No. 10, 9 No. 9, 8 No. 8, 4 No. '3, 1 No. 2 .••••••
50
6 g ss brass screws, R-inch, 1 No. 6 1 3 No. 5 1 1 No.
33

I

2...............................................

do •.•...•.
do .....•..•
do •••.....
do .•.•..••
do ..•.....
do ..•...• ,

~

~-

~
0
~

do ••••.•••
do ..•••.••

!Z

·do ......••
do ..•.....

Ii-I

do ..•... :.

do ......•
do .... •••.
do ..••....
do, .••. .•.
·do ........
do ..••..••
do ...• ,, ••
do , .••.• ,

9

.

June

20

E . J.

112t ~~"tau~i.c~~~~'. -~--i~~~: -~ -~~:. ~?: -~ -~~:. ~:-~-

H1ggi
ns

12 dozen bes t c ast s t eel plane irons ................ .
& Brothers. 1,500 gallons pure raw linseed oil.: ....•....•.......

200 _gallons ~pirits of turpentine •.•...••••••••.. : . .•
3 gallons spirits of wine ••• : ••..••••••.••••••••••.•.

15,000 pounds pure dry white lead •••.•••.•• ; •••••••
1,000 pounds yellow ochre ...•..•...••.••• , •••••....
70Q. pounds Fed lead ......•••••.•••.•••• , • • • • • • • •,, • ,
-2 ,000 ponnds black lead ........ •'• ••••...-•••.•••••• .-.
300 pounds ]itharge .••. •~•.••.. . ·: .•..•.••••••••...••
2,000 poimds dry red ochre ..••.•.....•••......••...
100 pounds Turkey umber .•••••••••.••.•.•••••.•...
100 pounds East India gum co pal. ••. .• •.•.•••.•..•• ,
i00 pounds South American gum copal. ••••••••• _.•..
400 feet best c•rbwn glass, 12-py 14 •.••.••• , .••••..• •
300._••••.•.. ·..• do ••.•••·.14 by 18 .... ....... r• •••••
100 ••••• ,.••.... do ..•..•. 16 by 22 ••..• , •••• .• ••••••.
100 p_ounds I:ast Jndia gum c.qpal •.•••••.•••••• . •••••
100 pounds South American gum copal ••••.•••••••••
10 gallors sweet oil. .. : ..•.•..•••.•••••••••.•••••••
100 gallons n(l_atsfoot 011 .. ; ••••• ·••••••.•.•..•••••..•
200 gallpris nsh oil ............. ~-.· .... : .......... ..
200 g.alloris tar oil. •••_•• • •• ·• •••••••••••. ·: ••• .• • , ••• ,
2,000 gallons sper[!l oil. ••••.•••••..•••.••••••••.••• ·•
200 sides l)ellows' leathel' ••••....••.••••••••••••••.•
200 h'ides rigging leather .... ; ............. ........... .-500 pounds pum~ leather ....... .................... ~
JOQ barrels_tar (m str.ong bat1rels) .............. • • • • •,

.

·Ju11e

-20_1_J 1!...ll!L

bO barrels pitc1l, .. . . ·c:<fo............... ·.: • ·: • • · · · · ·
20 lfarrels soft turpentme ..•• , •..• ,............ ·, · · · •.
100 pounds block til_! • • •••••••••••••• .- •••• • • • • • • • • • •
200 ~pounds castile soap. : • • ••. .••. . •••• •. • • • • • • • • • • •·
.ltQ_\ John R. Graham .. , ..... J 20,0UO pounds pure dry white lead •.•• -.·.·•···•·····
.,2,000 pound~ dry z:-ed lead ................. • .. ·•···•

500 pounds htharge .••••••••••••.••••• , •••• , • • • • • • •
150 pounds chrome green. ; ..•.•.••• , ••• ~. •. • • • • · · ·
1,000 gallons pi;tre linseed oil. •••••_••.• :-• ~~- ~ •·• ~ -"'··-_
·200 ga llons spirits turpentine.-: .. . -:-.. : ...... •• ......
40 gallons brown Japan varnish .......... , ... • ·•·•··
20 gallons harne~s varnish • • •• •••••• , ••• , •• , • • • • • • • •
•

I

35
do •. . . .••
4 75 per dozen .•••.
65 p e r gallon .••.

45

Gosport .

do .•••••••

. do ....•.•.
6 per pound .•••

50

-½

5

· 1¼
6

l'

3 ·

do ...... ..
do ••• : ••• :
do ••••.•.•
do ..•••••.
do •.•• ~ .•.

do •.•• : .••

35
25

do •••.••• ~.
do .... ~ .•.
20 p·er focit ••••••
20
do .••••• .-.

~
~

_2~
q,o ........
3o per pound •.•.
~5
do •.• ·.•• .•.
20 per g*llon ... .
39

45
40
1 12½

do: ....... .
- do ..• -• •.•.

·do •.••• ·~•.
do".• -•...•.

2 22½ _pe,r side.-~.~
4 ,50
-do ....••••
17 per pound ••••
2 25 . per ba_rrel ••••

~2¼

2 DO

do ........

do ••••••••
30 _per pound ...•
~ · do.!......
5 8-10 per pound.
5 0.55 do.; .•

5 0.65 do .....
40 -.
do •••••
62 per g_p.Hon ••• ~,
do •••••• ~•
do ...... ;.

40
1 02
1 ~5
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List o/ contracts under the cognizance of the Bureau of Construction, ~c.-Continu~d.
Names of contractors.

Expiration.

Date.
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(.--

1848.
20
June

•

1849.
30
June
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Articles.

... , ....

Rates.

~
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~
~
~

Navy yard whMe
dehverable.

i.
,·J t

'
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John R. Graham-Con •.• 5 gallons best coacli varnish .•••••..•••.••......•••. · $2 25 per . gallon ..•. Brooklyn.
10 dozen 0000 paint brushes .•.•••..•.•.••.......••. 8 00 per .dozen ..•.
3 ... do .•. 000 ••••• do ... ·•..••..•••.•..•.•••...•...• 6 50 - do ........
4 .. . do .•.. 00 ••••• do .....•. •..•....•••.•.•.••....•• 6 00
do ...••.•.
do .••••••.
6 ..• do .. No. 5, sa.sh tool brushes ..••••.. ~· .••••.•••• l 37-½
do ........
6 ..• do .• sable hair pencils ...........•.. . ..•.•.•.••• l 62-½
· 75
do .••. , .. ,
IO .. do .. camel's hair pencils .•.•••.•••.......•.•••...
do ..•. : ...
2 ..• ~o .• paying tools ...•••....••••••...••••...•... 1 28
do ......•.
2 .•. do .. varnish brushes ...••..•••.....••.•....•• " •. 4 00
12¼ per foot ....•
100 feet Redford crown glass, 7 by 9 feet ..• , •. , ••••
14
do ...•.. ,.
100, •••••. do ..•..... do ...•. 10 by 12 feet .•..•••••••
15
do ...•...•
100 ••••••• do •.•.•.•. do ...• . 11 by 15 feet .•...••••••
,.
17
do .•.•••..
300, •••••. do ....•.•. do ..... 11 by 17 feet ••••••.••••
'
17
do .•••.•••
300 ••••• , .do ...•..•. do •.... 12 by 16 feet .....•• ~ •••
11
do ..•.•.••
300 ••••••. do .....••• do ..... 12 by 18 feet. ..••••••••
19
do ..••. , •.
300 .•••••. do .......• do.·... . 13 by 20 feet .•..•.•••••
65 per light ....•.
12 lights of glass for bowsprit lanterns ...••....••.•.
51 per pound. . . Philad~lpllia.
10,000 pounds pure dry white lead ...•••.••.••.•..••
2,000 pouqds pure dry red lead ......................
6½
do .•..•.•.
6 . do .••••..•
500 pounds best lampblack .••.••.••••••..••..••..••
f>.l
500 pounds litharge .•.•.••.•..••••• , ••••••.••••••••
do .•••••.•
38
100 pounds chrome green .••••••..•.•••••...••.••••
do .••••.•.
31
50 pou,nds chrome rellow·.• ••••• ••...••.••.•• , • , . , • • •
do •••.•.••
20 pounds sli.gar o lead ....•..••••...••. .• •• ;, •••••
10
do ..•••.•.
10 pounds Prussian bh1e ....••••• , ..•••••••..••••••• 1 00
do .••.•.••
2 pounds verraillion ...•• .- •....•••..•.......•. .-.•••••• 1 75
do ...•.•••
500 pounds pure black paint in oil, m 25 pound kOCTS ...
6¼ do ........
2,300 pounds pure white ~ea~ i~ oil, in 30 pound kegs.
a·o •••••...
7
50 pounds pn_n.1 red l~a~ m 011, m 25-pound kegs •.••••
6¾ do ...•••..
400 gallons lm,s~cd 011, m tight casks ..• , ..••........
65 per gallon ....
100 gallons spirits turpentine •••••••••.•.••..•. , ••••
42
do .•...••.
~
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100 Hghts ctouble thick glass, 7

200, .. • .• •. do .•• • •• do • •• , .8
200 .•••••.• do .• • •.. d o ••••. 9
200 .•••••.. do .••••• do ...•. 9
150 ..•.•. ; .do ...• ~.do .••. 10

June

2Q June

June

21

June

by 9, .. , •, .. ...... , .. 1
by 10 . . .. . . .... • • •• . • by 11 .••••••.•••••• • •.

by 12 ..••.... , •.......

1

ts 6 .~t

J'l&l" 1tgh t.

6 0. 66
9

d o: .. .
do . .• .

9

do ... .

by 12 ...•••..••.•..•.•
lOi
do .. ..
150 ...•.... do .•••.• do .... l0by 14 ..••...••.•.••••.
13}
do .. ..
150 ..• : •... do .•.••• do .... 11 by 15 ...•.•...•.••.•.•
15½
do .. •.
150 ..•.•••. <lo •••••• do .••• 11 by 17 ..••...•••.•...•.
20
do . .. .
3 dozen deck ligh ts, 3 by 10 inches .; •. . •....••••...• 9 00 per dozen . ... .
do ...••.•.
1 •.•.• -••••. do ...... 3 by 11. .do .••..•.•••.•.••...•. 10 00
do . .. ... ..
1 •.•.•••••• clo •••.. 3iby 10 .• do ....•.••••••..••.. _••. 10 00
13
00
do ...... ..
1 ••• • ••.••• do. ~••. 3½by 11._.do •....••.••.•. ·.· · ·:····
150 gallons best winter strarned sperm 01l, m tight
vesseli. ..... .• •••..••.•..•...••.•• • ..•. -~..••••••• 1 15 per gallon .. . .
32 per· :oound .•••
100 pounds best spe~m candles . .••...••. ; • •••••...•_.
98¾ per· gallon ... Brnoklyn.
30 Bartlett, Smith & Co .. ·•. 3,000 gallons winter strained pm'e sperm oil. •••.•. ••
29 per pound ..•
8,000 potrnds sperm candles, best quality . .- ..• • •.•••••
JO per gallon .... Charlestown .
30 . Horton, Cordis & Co ..... 2,000 gallons winter.strained sperm oil. ..•...• •. •....
25 per pound . •.•
10,000 pounds pure sperm candles.......... . ••.•• .
5f .... do . ••. .• •
25,000 pounds pure dry white lead ...•••••..•• •• ••.
6 ••••• do ...••.
2,000 po·untls lanipblack •.• ,•••••..•••••• ._ ••••••••.•
5½ .•.. do: •••• •>
1 1000 p~l,l1ds r_e d lead . .•••••••••••••••..•••••.••.•.
5f.... do ...••••
1,000 pounds lttharge ••••.•••.••••••• ! • • • • • • • • • • • , ,
3 .... . do .•• _•• .•
200 pounds venetian red ..•••••.••••••..••••••• , . c ,
,½ • ••• do. :. .... .•
4,000 pounds Spanish whiting .•. , • , •• , •••.••.•..•••
30 ••••. do •• • •.•.•
250 pounds chron1e .green . .. ..... -. , •.•.•••...• , • . •• •
2f
.... do~." .••••
500 pounds French yellow ochre •.••..• -..•.•.•... • .·
12 ...•• do., •••••
100 pounds gum she._[lac ....•••••••• : •• , ••.•••. : ...•
12 .•. .. do .•• ~ •••
50 pounds sng"ar oflead ........................... .
25 .•.• -.do •......
10 pounds Prussian blue ..•••••.•••.•••.•.••.•••••• •
64 ner gallon •• •.
lrnseed ?ii ... • ..•.. .• ·;··· ••. •, • · · •
2,000 gallons
35 ••..• Jo .•••• , .
800 gallons spmts turpentme •..•••••••.•••• , • • • · •; •
~ per pound ••••
10,0UO pounds 7 ½-inch No. 8 hoop _iron ..... , • • • • • · • • •
4! .....do_: ••••••
5,000 pounds 5-inch heavy hoop iron ••••• , , • • • · • • • • •
4& •••• do. , •••.••
5 000 pounds 5'-inch light hoop iron ••••.••• , • • • • • • • •
1:000 pounds spike rods, j by -~, cut from Swedes and
3¼ ., ... do .• , .••.
Russia iron;·•••• • ..• • •• . ...•••••• • •. . . · • • • • · · • • • •
3f .... do ..•••.•
1,000 pounds nail rods ..••••.••.••.... : ..• ·•······•
5s .•.. llo .. . .. . .
2.600 pounds thimble iron ....•• . ...•... · • · · • · ·. · • • •
2{ .... <lo, .•• •••
6,000 po11nds, 5 by 11-16, bars ol 12 fe et length · • • •· ·
2½ .••• do ..•••••
5 000 pounds I 5 by 11-16 I bars of 11 fe-et length, • , • • .
, )
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L'ist of' contracts under the,,cognizance of the Bureau of Construction, tc.-Continued.
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Expiration.

1848.

1849.
June
30

June

21

Names of contractors.

Articles.

Rates.

t,:,
0:,

~

Navy yard where t:le.
liverable.

!-----·-----------------~--------- ------Horton, Cordis & Co.Cantinued.

6,600 pounds, 4¼ by 8-16, bars of 8 feet 3 inches length $0 03½ per pound •.• Charlestown.
9 .420 pounds, 4! by 9-16, bars of 10 feet 3 inches length
3¼ •••• do .•••• ,,
7,948 pounds , 4! by 9- 16, bars of 9 feei 4 inohes length
2! .... do ...••••
4,260 pounds, 4¼ by 7-16, bars of 7 feet 9 inches length
3½ .••. do •••••••
4,152 pounds, 4{ by 7-16, bars of 8 feet length ..• ·••.••
·3½ .•.• do •.•••••
3 1411 pounds, 4½ by 7-16, bars of 7 feet 6 inches length
3}, . -. . do .••.• ,,'
3,104 pounds, 4½ bJ- 7-16, bars of 8 feet 8 inches length
4., ... <lo ...... .
2 ,604 pounds, 4¼ by 7-16, bars of 8 feet 2inches length
4 ••••• do .••••••
200 hickory brooms ••• •••.••••••••••••••.••••••••••
15 .... each ......
300 corn brooms ••••••••. , , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , •• , •
15 ••••• do.-••••••
200 whitewash brushes .•••.. , ••• • •..•••••••••••••••
50 ••••• do., •••••
200 paint brushes ••••• , •••••• , , , •• , •••• , • , , , , , ••••
50 •.••. do .••••••
75 Sash ·tool brushes. , , • , , • , • , , • • , • , , • , , • • , • • , ••• , •
10, •••• do •••••••
50 camels' hair brushes ••.•••••• •• •••. •.. ••..•••.••
l •••.. do •••••••
100 hand scrubbi;ig brushes ••••••••••••••••.•••.•••
20 ••••• do ••.•••••
75 clamp scrubbrng brushes ..••••. ;, •••••..•••..••••
25 .•••• do •••••••
20 long-hand led tar brushes ••••••••••••••.•••••••••
33 ••••. do ...... .
20 short-handled tar brushes .••••••••••• ·••••••••••..
25 .••.. do .•.••••
20 yards green baize ••• .••••••••••..••.••••••••..•
42 per yard •••••
50 pounds cotton batting •.•••••• · •••••• ~-••••••••••
6 per pound ••••
100 bath brick •..•••••••..•••••••••••••.••• , •••••••
4 each> ...•••••
100 rolls worsted binding ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,
10 per roll ......
10 pieces white bunting ••••••••••••••••••••• ~ , ••••• 4 00 per piece •• , •
10 pieces scarlet bunting ••••••••••••••••.•.•••••••• 4 00 .• , •• do •••••••
10 11ieces \)lne bunting .•••. ; ••• , ••••••• ~ ••••••••• .'. 4 oo ..... do •.•••••
3 pieces yellow bunting •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 6 00 ••••• do.: •••••
l piece green bunting ••••••••••• .-•••••••••••••••••• 6 00, •••• do ..•••••
9 silver calls •••••••••••.•.••••• , •••••••.•••••••••• 4 00 each ...••••••
50 yards fearnaught ••.••••• , • ~ ••••••••••••• , ••••.••
50 per yard .....
1 sett tru•s hoops . ..•••• , •• , ••••• , ••••••••••••••••
50 per sett •• • •• ,
10 po11ncls curled hair.......
'
• 3 40
per pound ••••
3 1500 vounds rigginij leather : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
~s. _•• , ,do, 1 , · , , ••
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200 pounds pump .leather ,••••.••.••••.•••..•..•• , ..
20 ..... do ..•.•..
35() pounds bellows leather . . . . • ••••.••••••..•••••.•
20 ....• do ..•• ,,,
100 pounds lampwiok ............................. .
15 ..... do ...•.•.
24 chalk lines ..•.•....••.••.••.•••.•.....•.•..••.•
2 •... each ...•.•
10 casks of lime .•.•••••••••••..•.••••••••••••••••
75 .•••. do ••.••••
4 tape lines. . . . • • • • • • • • • . • . . . • • . . . • .•••..•••••.•• 3 00 ..... do .•.....
100 gallons wh~le oil. .•.•••••••.••• • .... •• ....•...
35 per gallon .••.
50 gallons tar 01! ••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • , • • • • ,
20 ••••. do .••...•
25 gallons sweet oil ..•••••.•••••••• , ••••.•••••••• • 1 10 ..... do ...•.••
25 gall~ns n~atsfoot oil .•••.•..•.••••••••.•.•••..•• 1 10 ..... do ...... .
100 fishing· hnes •· .••.•••.•••••••.•••••• : ••.••••••.• 11
33 each ........ .
100 pounds seii:ie twine._. •.• ••.•••••...••••••.•... ,..
·30 pe1; pound ...•
100 pounds wh1pprng twme ••..•.•••.• .••••• ••• , .• .
33 ••.•. do •...• _••
1 cotton seine and bag .••.••••••••••••••.••••.••.•• 10 00 ..•......•••••
1 piece bleached cotton, 30 yards, . ..••••••••.•.•••. 3 00 per pjece ••...
20 pounds yC\llow beeswax . , ..•........•.•.•..••••.
33 per pound ....
10 wood hand pumps .•••••..• _•.• •......•••.•••. •.
25 ... • each, •••••
50 mounted sewing palms ...•..••.• { •• ••.•••••.••.
65 ••..• do ••-•••••
25 mounted roping palms .•••••••••••.•• , ••••• , •.•.
65 ..•• -.do ..•••••
3 grindstones, 200 pounds each •••••••••.••••••••.••
1,½ per pound ...
200 cast steel scrapers .. .,•.•••••••..•••.••••.••..••
25 each •....••••
10,000 pounds ox bides, for ropes .•.••••.•••••••••••
5¾ per p·ound •..
2,000 pounds No. 1 extra soap .......... ........... .
6 ..... do ..••..•
10 pounds- thread assorted colors •.•• ~'.• ; •.•• , ..•...•
63 ..•. . do ...... .
10 pounds .shoe thread .•... ; •••• , .• ·••••••••.•.•••••
45, .•.. do ... ·• .. .
1,500 pounds tallow •••••• : • ••.•.•••••••.•••••.•••••
8 ••••• do .•.••.•
10 pounds mop .yarn~ ..•••••.••.•.••.••••••• .•.••.•.
75 ..••• do .•.•• ,,
l ,200 barrels best rope maker's tar •.•..•.•.•. ··•··•· 2 20 per barrel. . ~ •
-20 barrels pitch .....•••..•••••••••.•••..••. • • • • •.• •
90 .... .'do .••••••
5 broad axes, handled .•.••• ,,., •••..•••......•• ,.•·· 2 50 ••. each ••••••
25 narrow axes, handled •••••• , •.••.••••• , ,,•·••·••
88 ••••. do ..•••••
25-bradawls .. .' •••••••.••••••.••.•••..•.•.. • • • • • • ~
4. ,, , •. do ...... .
50 ••.• do .•.•.•• : •••.••••••••••••.•••.••••••.•••••
2 ••• ,_.do .••••••
3 braces and bitts (48 bitts each) ......... , .. •· .. ••·
7 50 ••••. do ...... .
2 braces and b1tts (20 bitts each) ••••••••••••••••••• 3 QO ••••• do ...... .
2 Dearborn's balances .•••••.••••• , • , ••• , , , • •. , • • , • 3 75 ••••. do ...... ,
100 ,Q0O brads, various sizes ••••••••• , •• , • , , • •, •• ,,,
10 per tlrousand. ,.
20,0GO Randall's patent brads • ~ .......... ,,,., ... ..
11 .. ; .. . do .•• .'.,,
2 setts firmer chisels, ¾ to 2 inches •.••.•••• , ••••••• 2 75."••• per set ••.. ,
1 sett socket chisels,! to 2 inches ••••••••••••• .•, •••• 4 50 ..... do .......
10 carpenter's compasses.,.,.• ••• •• •• ,., •• ,•., •• ,.
10.... each.,., ..
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Navy yard where deliverable.

1849.
June

30

Horton, Cordis & Co.Continued.

2 cooper's callipers •..••.•. . • •. •..•.••.•..••..••••• $0 75 .... each ..•..•
l sho11 .•.•• do • ..•. . . ·.:•.••••.•••• • ••••••••.•.•...
75 ..... do ...... .
1 large butcher's cleaver .•••••.•••••••.•••••••.•.••
5 00 •.••.•••• :: .. .
1 small .•...... do ••••.•..••...•.....••.•••.•••••.
1 25 ............. .
500 pounds !-inch iron chain ... .": . ..· •..•............
5 per pound .•..

250 .•. do .• ¾-inch ..•. do •.•.••••• ·•••.••••.••..•....
250 .•. do .• 7-16 -inch .do •• • •.• •• •.•.•••...•......•.
100 .•. do .. !-in<'h .... do . . ••• • • , ••• • ....•... , ••... ·
20 dozen 4-inch handsaw files .••. • ..•.•.•••..••...•
10 .• do .. 6-inch •...• do .. . ...•..•.. • .• • . • ..•..•..•.
10 .. do .. 7.inch: •.••• do .. • .•..•..•...... . ....•.•..•
6 dozen 10-inch ½round bastard files . •.•.•..••.•.••.
6. • do .. 12-inch . ..••. do .••••• do .... • ...•.•.... . .•.
6 dozen 14-inch -1: round bastard fil es .•.•.•.....••• ,.
6 .•. do .. 10-i.nch flat ......... do .......••..••.••....
6 •.. do .. 12-inch •........... do .•.•..•.....•.•... ,.
6 ... do .. 14-inch ........•... do ........•..•...•..•.
3 .•• do .. nail g imblets ..... .".•.... .. ...•...•.. , • • . .
2 ... do .. spike .. do ...•.• . .. ~ •.•. ' .•.. . .•...•.• ,, •..
2 setts finner gauges .............•.•..•• , ••.......
2 sett~ socket .... tlo .••••••..••.•••.......••..•••••
5 fish kettles- ... • •••.•••.•..•.•..... •• .•.....••••.
12 stew pans .•..•.••.••.••..••..• . •..........••.•
12 bake pans .•....••••.....••.......•..•.••••.•.•
10,000 pounds 20 pounds sheet lead ......•......••.•
5,000 pounds 16 .••..... do ..........•.•.•••.......
4 dozen 2¾-inch iron drawer locks •.••..••.....•.•..
6 ... do .• 4-inch cupboard locks ..•.•..••.•••••.•.••••
2 ... do .• 4-inch chest locks ..•••••.•. • ••.•• , ••••••••
48 .. do .. 3-inch tumbler p:,,cllocks .•..•...••....••.•..
10 .. do .. 3-inch brass padlocks .......•..... , ..... . .
200 pounds 40-penny iron '<llt nail s .. .... . ...... .~ ... I

5 ••••• do .••••..
5 .•••• do ..••• • .

16 ••.•. do ...••..
83 .. per dozen ...
1 38 ..... do ..•..•.
1 88 ..... do .....•.
2 62 ..... do ...... .
3 ·75 •.•.. do ...... .
5 63 per dozen .•..
2 44
do ....... .
3 38
do .....••.
4 75
do . ...... .
33
do ....•...
1 25
do ..•. • ...
3 00 per set .......
3 50
do .....•..

2 75

each ......

80
50

·do ••••••..
do ..• : .•.•
per pound ..•.
do ....... .
per dozen •.•.
do •.•••••.

5

3
2 50

3 O@
4 00
2 25
4 00

do ....... .
do ....... .
do ...•.•••

4-& per pountl ...

Charlestown.

~

r<

t:,
0
~

z
0

r
'-

. , 200. ,do .• •• so.penny ..... ..do . ••••••.•••••.••..••..
200 .• do .. , .20-pe-nny ••••••iio •••••••••• , •••••••••••
500.. do .... 12-penny...... do . .......... • .........•

4¼

4½
4½ .
4½
4½

1.000 do •••• JO-penny •••••• do ••.•..••• • •••••• , ••••.
300 •• d0 •.•• 8-penny .•••••• do •.•••••.••.•.•••••••••
200 .. <lo .••• 6-penny •••••• ,do •••••.•••••••••••••••.

100.. do ..•. 4-penny ......• do .•.........•..•...••.•
400 .. do ...• 8-penny finishing iron cut nails., ••.•.•••
200.: do_. ... 1.0-penny ..•. do ••.••••. do •.•••••..•...
3 ·pa!r pincers ..••....•.•••......•...•...••.• .' •..•.
3 pair plyers ..•••.•••.•••.••..••......•....•••.••.
5 smoothing p1anes ..••..•....••..••.••.•••••...•••
3 cooper's block planes .. • •. , •••..••.•. ·•..•••..•.••
1
,
3 spoke shaves ..... ...•..•. •.•...••••••••.....•.••
6 reams sand paper ..•••.. ·..•.... ; .•.. : ..••. : ....•. . 3
6 short jointer planes ...••.........•.•........... • . 1

~ j;~!:o;i~·g:::: t::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

pair qiatch .... do .......•...•.•......... : •.. . ....
as.trigal ...••• do .•.••••••. -. •. .•••.••..•• • .•...•.
bead .......... do .•.•.••..•• ; .•••••.• ......•.•...
moulding ...•.. do ••.•••...•• ; •••••..•.•... ~. : .•••
12 2-foot rules .•. ; .•••.•.•••. . ..•.......•..•.••..•
20 cast steel shovels .•.•.•. ·••.... : •.•.•.... ; .. .• ••••
3 shovels and tongs ..•.' •.••. • •..•..••..• : ••••.••...
2 Gunter's scales • .•... .- •.••••...•••••.••••.•......
3 ,steelyards .....•••.....•.....•..... . .•.....•...•
12 hand sa·ws •.•.....•..... ·•.•.•..•.•......... , · • · ·
5 tennon ·saws .... .. ...........• ~ ......•. : . · · · · · · ·
2 sash saws .•..••.... ... •.•................. ,····
5 compass saws ........ ~· ·· .••.........•. ·.. •···· ~·
5 wood saws, framed. : •......•........... · · •• • ···•
5 dovetail saws ..•.•.....•.•' ...•....... · · · · · • · • · · · •
2 keyhole saws ....• : ••......•.•.•...• ·,······•···
3 Turkey oil stones ......•...•.•.•.• , • · · • J • • • • • • • •
200 pounds iron rivets ..•......••••... , , • · · · • • • • • · ·
1,000 pounds patent deck spikes, various sizes.•.-•··
10 gross !-inch No. 2 iron screws ........•. ,········
10 gross ¼-inch No. 3.• . . do .•.•••.•.•..• ,··········
20 gross f-inch No. 5 •••• do .•.•.•.•. , •• ·'·••···•·•·•
..20 gross:f-inch_No,._6 ... do ••.•• , •• ,.,,.•.••••·•··••
4
2
2
2

•

4½
4½

4¼
4¼
33
25

83
75
38
00
33
95

1 00
2 00
1 00

1 60
1 00

· 50

15
60
50

1
1
1
1

po

25
25

00
25
7·5
1 00
25

50
10
6

12
12
15
18

do ••••• , ••
do ....... •
do .• ..••..

do .••.••••
do ......... .

do .....•..
do,.; •• , .•
do ....... .
do ....... .
each .•..•••
do, •••••••
do ••••••.•
· do ....... .
do .•••••••
per . ream ..•..
each ..•.•..
do ...•.•.•
do .•••••.•
do ........
do., .. , •. •
do., .•••..
do .•••••..
do ••• ; ••••
do ••••••..
do ••••••..
do .•••..••
do .....••.
do ...••..•
do •.••••••
do .••••• :.
do ..••••••
do ........
do ...•• ~-.
do ••••••••
per pound ••••
do .•••• ,.,
per gross ..••.
do •••••,.••
do •••• :.•,
do., •• ••••

do ....... .

t,:j
~

t;:;
0
~

~
~
~

-

~

~

I

List ()j contracts under the cognizance of the B11,reau of Construction, ~c .-Continued.

°'
~

00
Da.te.

Expiration.

Names of contractors.

1848.
June , 21

1849.
June
30

Horton, Cordis & Co .Continued.

Articles.

•

15 gross 1-inch No. 8 iron screws .................. .
10 gross I-inch No. 9 .•.. do .............•.•..... ·~ .
25 rrross I-inch No. 13 .•• do ............... .- ....... .
10 gross finch No. 13 .•. do ...•....................
· 5 gross f;i~ch No_. 3 brass screws ... : ... .•.•... .....
IO o-ross ,;:-inch No. 4 ••.• do •••••••. •••..•• , •.•••••
15 gross finch No. 5 ..... do ............ .• ....... .
10 o-ross _¾-inch No. 8 .•.... do ...•..........•..•.•..
IO gross !-inch No. 9 ••••• do ..................... .
15 gross 1-inch No. 9 ..... do ..•....... ...... ····:·
4 butchers' steels ..•...•.................•...•....
25 claw hammers ......•.....................•.•.•
6--rivetting .. do ...•. , ..............•.............•
6 broad hatchets .........••....•.....•....••.....•
60 dozen augers, estimated at 4,000 !ths ...•.•.....•

td~fr;?~ii~:~~ ::::::::~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::

25 papers sewing needles .•. •...•... ......•........
75 marlin needles ................•...........•....
500 seaming· needles .•...•••.••.............. : ....
100 4.-thread ... do .. . •.......•.•.•.......•••.....•
75 6. thread : . •. do .........•.••••••.•.•••• ~ •••.••.
50 8-thread ....• do .•••••••••••••.••••..•••••••••••
100,000 copper tacks, various sizes •••.••.•••••..•.••
]00,000 trimmed tack~, °fiths ....••••••••••••••••••••
50,000 iron tacks, various sizes .•.•••..•..••••••••••
6 butchers' knives .•.......•.••..••••....•••••••••.
6 cheese •... do .•...••...••.••• , ••••.••••••••••• , •
2,000 pounds sheet zinc •...•• , ••••• ,., .••••• , .•• , 1',
200 pounds pig zinc .••• ·••••.••..•.•.••••••••••••• ,
2
5-inch secretary drawer hinges and springs ...
1,0
pounds No. 1 brass ~re • •.••.•••••. • ...•..••.

uooen

Rates.

Navy yard where deliverable.

25 per gross •... I Charlestown.
25
do ....... .
34 · do ...... ..
30
do ..... ..

do ....••..
do. ·•••••..
do ..••••..
do .•••••..
' do ••••••..
.70
do ....••..
50
each ..•.•••
50
do .••..••.
50
do. ·•••..•.
50
do ...••.•.
7i_ do, ..••.•.
10
do ......•.
90
do ..•••.••
12
do .·.•••...
5 per paper •.•.
4
each ..... ~.
li do .••.••••
3
do •• • ••.••
4
do ••••••.. '
6
do .•.••••.•
33 per M .••• , •.
40

41.
44
54
60

10

do .•••••..

8

do .•••••.•
50
ea~h ••••.• ~
37 · do .• ~- ••••
7 per pound .•••'
5
do •.••••••
5 00 per dozen •.•.
10 per pound ••••

ttj
~

~
0
~

z

?

i-1

izg pounds
pounds No. 2 .••.•• do .••••• • ••• •••...... ......
dee.......................
No. 3 •.••. •

500 pounds No. 4 ••••.• do.........................
100 pounds No. 22 sheet brass......................
80 pounds No. 20 .•... do..........................
60 pounds No. 18 ..... do..........................
40 p1tunds No. 16 .••• • do .•••••.•••••••...•.. ;.....
120_yards blue bunting, 1~-inches wide •• ; , • • .••• : • • •
80 .••••••.•. do ...•..••• 9 ..•• do...................
290 yards white bunting, 18 ... do...................
120 .. do ,..•....• • do ..•. 9 ••.• do...................
200 .. do .. red ••... do ..• 18 ..•. _do...................
120 .• do .•...••.•. do ... 9 •••• do .•••••••••••• ,", .. ,
40 .•. do .. velloVlr .. do ... 18 .••• do...................
5 large Arnerican ensigns ...................... •.. 26
3 -Ani_e rican jacks. • • • • • • • • • • • •.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •.• • 9
3 American pennants •..••• : • • • . • • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • 8
5 American broad pennants . • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 12
2 sets signals ••.•••••••.••.•• , ••••••••••••••••.••• 136
1 English ensign •• ·................._............... 13
1 English jack .•••••.••••••.••••••••••••.•·•••• . • • . 10
1 English pennant~ .•••••.. -. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • · 7
1 French ensign •.••.•.••••.••.• , ••••••.•. , ....... 13
1 French pennant. . • • . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • . • 7
1 Spanish ensign •.•. , ..•••...•.••••••_••..• :....... 18
1 Spo.nish pennant ..•••• ~ •• , •••••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • 7
1 Portuguese ensign .•••••••••••••• :' •••••••••• _.... 18
1 Portuguese pen_nant ..•••.•••••••....• , ••••• ;..... 7
1 Dutch ensjgn.. • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • . • . • • • • • • 1~
1 Dut~h pen~ant •••••• ·.•••••••••••••• •,• ·: • • • · · · • • •
1 Danish ensign .••••••••••..•••••••••• •.• • • · · · •.• • • · 13
1 Dani~h penn_ant .••.••• .•••.••• _••••••• _.-•••• • • • • • • · 7
1 S,ved~sh ens1gn ..•...••....•...••••••.••• , • · • • • · · · 13
1 Swe~1sh pe_nnant ••••••••••••••••••• , • • • ; • • • • • • • • 7
1 Rusi;,!a ensign •••••• :............................ 13
1 Russi~ penn~nt .•••• ·••.•••••.••••••••.••••••• , • , • ~
. 1 Austna_n ensign ••••••••••• -•••••••••••_...... • • • • • 1
1 Neapolitan ensign ••••••• • , •••••••••• ~........... 18
t 1 Greek ensir~n ..•••••••••••••••••...•••..••••• _
. .... 13
1 Sard111ian ensign • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 18
I 1'uscan ensign .. ..•••••••••.••••••.••••••.•••• _•••• 18

l
7

'

io
clo ••••••••
10
do ....... .
28
do •.••••••
28
do .......•
28
do ••.•••.•
28
do .....•..
28
do ..... • ~.
15 per yard .••, . • Philadelphia.
10
do •••••.•.
15_
do ...... ..
10
do ....... .
18
do •.•••.•.
12¼
do ••••••••
15
do .••..•••
50
each .... : •.
50
do .•.••• ;.
00
..do••••••••
00
do •..•.••.
00 per set .•••. -~<l00 ..•. ,_, .•. : . •.•
00 .•.•.•..••.••.
50 ••••••.•••••••
00 .. , .....•.••.•.
50 .•• : •••••• :~ ••
00 .•..••..•••••• ,
50 ••••••••••••••
00 .••••.•. · •••••_••_
50 ..•. •• .. : •.•.

I

go..

~
~

0
0

p

z

9

~

8· ·········-····
0 · •· · · · · •· •· · · ·
J

•••••

••

•

•••

5 o. · · · · · · · · · · ··· ·
~O. • ·.: • • • • • • • • • •
O. • • •,· • • • • · · • • •
0r-: 0. • .. , •••.....•
nO. • • • • • • • • ••• • •
00. • •• • • · • . • · · · •
00 ••.•••. , •••.••
00 .•.•.•..• , ....
00...••..•... , ..
00....•.• ; ... ·•.•

·S;
~

List of contracts under tl1te cog7J!lzance of the Bureau of Construction, -~c.-Continued.

,,
Date.

Expiration.

1848.
June 21

1849.
June
30

Jnne

21

June

30

Names of contractors.

Horton, Cordis, &:. Co.Continued.

'

Articles.

1 Turkish ensign ..•.•..• , ••.••.•.•••.• - ..•••••••••
1 Egyptian ensign •.•••••••••••.••••••.•••.•••••••
1 Mexican ensign •••••.....••• ,., ••.•••••••••••••.
1 Columbian ensign •• ; •••• , •.. , , .. , , , , , . , , , , , , •• , ,
1 Chilian ensign ...••••••.•.•••••. ,,••.•.,•,•.•·.•.
1 Peruvian ensign ••.••••••.• , •...•• , ••• , ....• • · • • •
1 Brazilian ensi(Tn ...••••••.•••• , , • .. • • · • • • · · · • • • ·
1 Buenos Ayrea~ ensirrn ••••••••.••••• , , •. , · ·,,,, •,
1 quarantine fla~ •••. ~- •••••.•••.•• , ••••• ; .•.••••.•.
7 boats' quarantine flags .••••••.• , •• , , • • ·,,,,,,. • • •
Wildes P. Walker .•.•••• 6,000 pounds dry white lead ••••••••.•• , • , , •••.• ..•.
600 pounds dry red lead ..•••••••••• , •••••• , •.•••.. ·
600 pounds litbarge •••••••.••.•••••••.•••••.• , •• , •
300 pounds 1st quality lampblack •••••••••.••.••..••
1,000 pounds dry Paris white .••.••.•••. , •• , •••••• ,.
200 pounds 1st quality French ochre •••••••. •.· •••. ,.
·
650
gallonr. raw linseed oil ..••.•...•.•••.•••• , •• • ••
,
150 gallons sp(rits of tu!·pentine ••••••••••• , • . • • . ••
200 gallons bnght varmsh ....•••••••••...•••. , .••.
6 gallons copal varnish ............. ·: •••.•• , •••• , •.
10 pounds dry umber ••••••.••••••.••••••••••.•..••
10 pounds terra sienna .•.•.••••••••••• , •••••.••.•.
200 gallons \\'hale oil. .••.•.••.•••••••.•,•. ·.••••••••
300 gallons wm ter-strained sperm oil ••...•••.••••••
10 gallons neats' foot oil. ••••••••••••••••••••••••.•
5 gallons sweet oil .•••••••.•.•..•.••••••••••• , ....•
2,000 pounds 1st quality sperm candles, •••••••..•.••
500 pounds 1st quality beef's tallow •••••••.•••••..•.
150 pounds pure yellow beeswax .•••••••••••••.•.••
1,000 pounds 44-ounce bra:;iiers' copper .••• , ••• , , • , •.
I ,ooe pounds 64-ounce bl·aziers' copper .•.••.•••••• ~.
5,uoo poundi a4-ounce bralliers' coppe1·•••••••••• • •••

Rates.

$13
13
18
13
13
18
18
18
7
2

~

Navy :ya.rd where
deliverable.

00 .••••••••••• Philadelphia.
00 .•.•.•......
00 ••...•.•.•.•
00 .. . ..•..•...
00 .•...•......
00 .•........••
00 .•...•.•..••
00 ....••.•••.•
00 ..••...•••.•
50.•.•.•......
Kittery.

t :~~ xi.~~~ ::
6•••• clo ••••••

tLj
~

t.i

0

~

~

12 . ••• do ...•.•

2 ..•. do .....•
2 .•.• do ...•..
63 per gallon ..
40 ..•. do .•....
18 ••.. do ..... .
2 00 .... do •••••.
4 per pound ..
10 .•.. do ..•••.
50 per gallon ••
1 12.••. do .•.•••
90 •••• do .••.••
1 18 .••. do ......
32! per pound .•
10 .•.. do .....•
29 .•.. do .•...•
22¼ ••. do .... ..
22,& ... do ..... .
23½, • • do .•••••

~

9

,i-,,l

Charlestown.

June

21

June

30

Bowlby & Brenner ...•...

23¼ .. . do ..•. ··

300 ))Ounds -¼·fnoh h olt copper ....•...........••.... I
100 pounds i inch bolr copper ...•.•................
10 dozen 5?, by 2-inch brass bulkhead bolts and screws.
12 dozen 1,l-inch brass screw lfnobs .....•.•......... ,

22J. ... do ..... .

.7 50 per dozen .. \ Philadelphia..

6 dozen 2·inch brass flush hooks and eyes ..........•.
50,000 {·inch patent sprigs ........................ '
60,000 3-inch .... do ..••• • .•..•..........•••......
100,000 1-inch. - •. do.•·•·•························ /
J00,000 1¾-inch ... do .•.•.•...•...•..•.... , .•.....• ,.
50 ,\)00 l{-inch . .. do ....•.••••...... . , .•.. ; ..• • ... I·
40,000 Jf-inch ..• do.•··~•·:······················
40 000 2-ir:ich . ... do ...•.••.••.•..•.••.••.•...•..•
3o'.ooo 2·ounce iron tacks ........................ l
35,000 4-ounce .•. do .•••• _. .•••...... _. ..• •••.•• .•.•
40,000 6-ounce ... do .• ••••.• ••..... ...•.•••.••.•.•
45,000 8-ounce:· .do ..•..•.•...•••...••.•••..•..•. 1
50,000 IO-ounce .. do ..••.•••••.••..•.•..••.••.••••• .
60 ,t,00 12-ounce .. do .••.••.•..••.•.•••...•••••..•.
100,000 14-ounce .. do ••••.•.••..•.••.•• ; .•.••...•.•
100,000 16-ounce .• do .•••••• •.••.• • .•..••.••.•.•.•••
75.000 18·ounce .• do .•.•.•••••••. .•... ; .....••••••
500 poun<ls 3-penny cut nails .•.••.•...•• , •.•.•.•••••
12 gross 3finch iron screws ......•••• ; ..••• ·~· .•....
8 gross 4-in.ch ._. ..• :do.,.: .••••.•••.•....••.••.••.
50·pounds 1-16-rnch iron wire ..••••.••.•.••••••.•••
200 pounds 4-penny coppor nails •••.••.•••••.••.•..
200 pounds 6-penny ...••• do ..•.•••.•••.••• .••.•.•••
250 pounds 8-penny .••.••• do ...•..•.. •. .•••••• •.••.
300 pounds 10-penny ••• ~·.do .......... ... ...... •••. ,.
300 nounds 12-penny •••••• do ............... •••·.,•,
100 ~')nnds 20-penny •••••• do .•••••••••.••.•• •,··••.
'1,

•

!9 ~;l~Yi~~s_-:
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
tea kettle£ ••••••.•.••.•.•...••••. • • · • • · • •

•

copper
6 iroa . ..••• do .•. .• ••. ••.• ••..•••.•••••••.••• • ••••
4 fisl1 kettles ..•••.••.•••-.••..•.••••••.•.•..••••....
f> fron ladles . ......••.•.•.....•...•..•••••....••..
7 frring pans ••• •• ..•••• ·•••.•.•.••••• .• •••••.••••••
15 !:tew p ,'ns .•.•••••••••••••.•• , •• "••••••••• ; •••.•
7 1-; !l;_._ p tl!1~... ' ••• " •••••••••••• " ••••••••••••••••••••
'· j i1·on poi~,, t • • •·•·• • • • t' ''. 1 0
! f ' • • • • •' • • •
0 ••••

•••• \.

·

· 62¼ .•• <lo ••••••
50 .... do ..•...

7 µer thousand
9 .••• do .•....

11 .... do ..... .
14 •... do .•••• .
18 .... do . ..••
· 22 .••. do ...•••
25 .... do ......
3 .••. do ••.· •••
4{ ... <lo ••••••
5! ... do .•••..
6,½ ••• do .••.••
7{~ .. do .• .••
8,½ ... do .•••...
9,t .. •do.••••• I ,
11~ ••• do .•.•..
12,L.do......
5 r-o ·per 100 lbs.
2 Oo per gross ..•
3 00 .•.. do ...•• •
12 per pound .•
31.: .• do .••• ••
31 .•.. do •..•••
31 .••• do ••••• •,.
31, ••• do ..••• •
31 .••. do ..••••
31 •••. do .•••••
40
each .•.•.
15 .. •. do, ..•.•
2 25 .••. do ••••..
50 .••• do ••••.••
3 00 •.•• do •.••• .•
25 ..• ,do ..••..
bO ••• • do ..•. ,.
70 .••. do ••••.•
40 •••. do ••.•.•

•

r_:rj
~

I:,
0
~

2!

?

_,, .

•

_,,

~

i--

75 •••• do ••••.••

•
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List bf contracts 1-tndet t!i1,
Date.

Expiration.

N~me;; of oontri\ctors.

cognJiance

of t.~e Bureau of Construct-ion, tc.-Continued.

•
Ch

-:J

w

Articles .

Rates.

Navy yard where deliverable •

1848.

.liun•

21

1849.
June
3Q

Bowlby&. Brenner-Con.

4 pairs shovels, tongs, and pokers ....•••• , •••• , , •• , ,
4 tormentors •••••••.••.•.•••..••.•..••.•••• , . · •· ,

6 tinder boxes and steels~ .••.....••••.•. , , • , , , , , • • •
3 ~vaffel irons .•..•••••.•••••••••••••• , , ••.•• •:. • • •
2 De3rborn's patent balances ....•• ,,, .• , •• , •• •·,•••
3 butd1ers' cleavers .......•...•..•.... - .. ._ .•• , .• · •
7 butchers' knives .......... .. ....... : ..• · .. • · · · · · ·
2 chee:;e knives .................•..........•. · · • · ·
2 sets tin 1neasures ..... ..... •...••. . ... , .•.•.•. , ..
1 copper gallon measme ...................._.•.. • · •
18 grog n1easures ...••.•.•..•..•••.• , •.•••..• , • • • •
2 gauging rods .•.•.•••....••••••••••••••• , ••••• •••
2 brea<l seives ••.•••.•• ••• . • •.••••• , .•. ; • . • • • • • · • · 1
5 bread shovels •.••.••...•..•••••.•••••..• , · • • • · · •
3 tin flour 3eoops .••• ••.•.•.•••••••• , , • • • • , . • • • • · • •
3 large bread scales, beam, and we\ghts., ••••• ,., • • •
3 small bread scales, beam, and weights .••••••....••
3 flnt broad scales, beam, l}nd weights .••..•••.••• , •
2 steelyards •.••..•••...•..•••••.•...•.••• • • , • • • • •
3 butcher's steels ....•......••••.•.•••• -~ •••• , •. ,••
6 copper funnels .•.••....•..••..•.• , ••.• , , .•• • • , · • •
3 sets lead weights, 1 ounee to 1 pound •••....••.••.•
3 sets iron wt•ights, I pound to 4 pounds .•.•••••••••
2 rnts iron weights, 4 pounds to 28 pounds .···•··••• ·1
2~ pal:ers se":ing nee~lles, assorted ..........•••.•••.
2n0 satl~aker s seamrng n~et.lles .•.•.•••.••...•.••..
100 4-tluead needles ..•••.............•. -.. •...•.... 1
75 6. thread needles ....•••..•.•.•..•..••..••..•• , 50 8-thread needles ........•••.•..••••.• , •.•..•••••
300 sail needles, assorted ...... •....•.••.•••••. .•.•
5 junk axes, lrn.ndlecl .•••...• ·.,, .••• , •.•••••..••.•..
7 large hn.tchots ••••••... • ••....•.• _ .•......••••.•

each .... -I Philadelphia.
25 •••• do .•••••
25 •••• do .•••••
75 •.•• do .••..•
4 00 •.•• do ..•.••
1 00 ••• ,do ••••. •
25 •••. do .••.••
50 .... do .... ,;
1 50 per set .. ..
2 00 ..........· •.
4 ••• each .•.•.
87,½ ••• do ••••••
75 ..• . do ••• •••
75 .... <lo . •••••
37,½ .•• do •.••••
4 50. :- .. do ......
3 00 . ••. do .•.•••
4 00 .... <lo, •••••
87{ ... do .... ..
37½ ... do .... ..
75 .... do, ...•.
30 per set ..•..
40 ..• . do ••••.•
2 75 .... do ..••••
5 per paper ..
1..• each ...•.
1¾ ... do •••.•.
lf ... do ..... .
3½ .. ;do ..... .
1 .... do, •.••.
25 .... do . ..•..
75 .... do ..... .

$0 75

~
~

t-1
0
~

~
~

t-·

44 h nm1n ors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • .

37,L .. do .•.. • .

shoemaker's knives..............................

10 .•.. do ••...

~\~I~~)~:!;.;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ,
4 spades....... ..................................

31:::
:1~::::::
75 .... do ..... .

8 shovels .. ; . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • . • • . • • • • . .

75 .•.. do ..•• ,.

2 carpenters adzes .•. .••• , .•••.. ~ .•....•....••.• ,.
J 25 ..•. do, •••••
J carpenter's hollow adze ..••••• -. ~ i....•• : ••••••••••••-.
1 50 .... : .....••.
3 broad a:x:es ..•.••••.•.••.••••••. _•.•••.•. ~ • .,. • . • . . .
2 50 ••• each ••.• ,
6 wood axes •••••••.•• .' ••••••••••;';• ................ ~ - I 00 .••• do ••••••
3 ·hatchets ..•.••••-.·•••• : •• : ••••• :.!•......._': .,,.. :..•. ,
.~ 50: ... do ·••••••
18 b~ad_a:w-1~ •. . ·.••••. : . ·. •.• -..•.-.. , •.••••• •.• : ·•.• •••• ; .• .- ,
. 4. ·-·,:.do( •••• :
2 ca~·pe.n_te.r s !;irace :and bits .•• _••••• ··; ·: ,\ : .•. :· •... i •• ·
3;. '1!5. ••• : do. t. •••.•
2 steel,Jongned .~evils ...... : .• . ·: · :· · ... ··: .•.• -._: :. · :·
....· 50 ••• :d0 . .-. .••
12 2~fe.et rull:\cs, ~rngle and dolilble2Jornted .•• ,. : •• ._,••. .:
, oO ••• : do .•••.•..
4~c3:rpe3_ter'~ ,com11ass_es ·:,·,. ~ ......•_, .••, .:.••, ..... ,••, •.•. -~
.., 10 .•.. do ••••••
2-4 fh-mec .c-h1s,els, <r to 2 rne.he_s_••-. ·-·, .• , , ·•.•. :_.• ! • : .
25 •• •. -do ••••••
1s soclret chisels, J to. 2 inches ... ~ ..... :* : .. _:: .. : .:. . ..,.
4Q-,:_z •. do ... ."••

i,i::,.
~

.

~
~

·Bittl~~f:tFW.!f!TiU}T\\?}: ·~ili~Ui/li~
1 gl~~i.er's..,.~i3;mon.d •.• •., _, .•.••• _... :: , ••. '.; • ·..:· . '.:·· ··. • . .
6 whipsaw fi\e~ ..•.•.. ··r... •_.•.. ~ ;_:· .•.•.•. · :--:·. 1 • ••••,-.

}
·

02 ~-: ,_. .. ·"•-~. ~-,

t:,
0
~
.~

_h:J!'. •• ea.ch ..•• ~-

-

1

[lt~llilli/11::ti: tiltf1!~iiii!I\.~-:Ii-· ,~_; ~/!l!i:I;;;\·.
1
li~t~~??'.{\;{}lLttr!Jtti1f!i ·.3!!;;f~iif(f
4 nvetrng hammers, hanaJed: .; .... .-._. •41{: .,._.. :_. ·,· .. :

.

~

·.37:r·· .. do ......

/j

1 glue kettle .... , ••••.• .. ,.•:• ••• ~·.,-•• : · ••• ,._., . ,.,

~

9

627$ ..• •.••••.. ,_~
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.List of confracts unde1· tl2-e cogn-izance of the Bureau oj Consfruction, ~c.- Continue<l.
Dn.tti.

J1me

Expiration.

Names of contractors.

1849 .
June
30

Bowlby & Bradner-Con.

" Rates,

1
7
l
4

pitch kett1e .....••••• ,. • -~ .••..•••...•.•. , •• , •..
chalk lines ..•...•..•..•••.•. , •.. , ••.•••••.•.•. ,
pitch ladle •......•.•...•. ·"· •••••.•.•.•. ••.• .•.• •,
pair mauls, handled ..•...••••••..••.•.•• , ..•. · ..
4 sn1oothing planes ..•.•••.•. -· •.....•..•.........
1 long jointer plane ....•.•••.••.•.... ~ .....•.... ,.
4 sb.ort jointer planes...•...•••.•.... • ..•.•...•....
4 jack planes •..•..•••..••...• , ..•............ . . , .
1 grooving plane .....•...•..••.•_................ .. .
2 bead planes ...•...•.•••.•...•. , ...•............
4 rabbit planes ...••...•.•••.•.•.•...•......•.....
3 moulding planes .. ...•.....•... ~ .• -• •.........• , •..
1 plow \Vit.h 8 bits .......•...•.....•...•.•.... • • · ·
2 astrigal bits .•.....•.•.•..••••...•.... , ....•.• ·,
1 set tnatch planes .........•.•.•.•••.•.... , •.... • ,
2 pair pincers ............••...•...•. •..•... • .•....
2 pair plyers •..•••.•••.•.•.•••••••••........•....
bOO sheets sand paper ..••.••••.•••.....•.•... , • . · ·
8 wood rasps, assorted ...•.•...•.•...•.•..........
4 scre\v drivers ....•.........•. ·-· .•.••.·....•.••.•..
2 steelvards to weio-h 200 p0unds .••....• .•.•.......• ,
5 hand~aws .....• ~- ........•....•.....•.........
1 whipsawt with handle and box..•..•...•.•••...• ·,
2 ·woodsaws .•.•.. , .........•.....•.•••.•.. · .. • · , • ·
1 sash sa\J\.T •••• -••••••••••• , ••• .• •••••••••••••••••••
1 panne-1 saw ..•••.....•...... : ................... .
1 cum pass sa\v .•...•...........•.•................
1 tennon sa\v ....... : ........•.........•...•.•....
1 dovetail saw ..............•..•.....•.•.•.... , ...
5 woocl-clamp screws ..................•.....•.....•
1 jackscrew, 3 feet stock ...........•.•............
l

l.>('nch SC\'0\V •••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , •••••

$0

O';i

~

Navy yard where deliverable.

8(.... '. ..... ,1Philadelphia.

"· •• each .•.•.
50 ...••••.•• • •
00 per pair ... .
1 oo ... each .... .
2 00 .•.....••.••
1 75 ... each .•...
1 25 .••• do ..... .
1 37 ..••........

~
~

I

0

·I

~

62½, . each .•.. ·
62½ ... <lo ......
1 00 .... do.- .••.. 1,
4 oo ...........
56 ... each ••.. ·1
3 00 •••..• •.• ••.. ,
31 per pa.1r. •• ,j
25. ,... do ..... .
l per sbeet .. .
30 ... each ..•.•

3JJ ... uo ..... .
1 50 .... do .• ,••.•
1 00._... do ..... .
7 75 ....... ~ .... .
75 .•. each .... .
75 .....•......
1 00 ..• .•..... ,. .
25 ..•..•.•.•..
87-½ •••••.•.••.
62½ ..••.......
50 ... each .•..•

14 50 ........... .
87.}- •••••••••••

0

~

0

lo-'

~ T~tkcy
oil stones .... . ......................... .
1
11

50 ... each .. , •.

2 l-! · ~<l .:tonot1, with axlo and crank .. ······•······ ···

3 75 .... clo ......

2 iron square8 .•••••...•.•••••••• , ••••••.•••••..••
1 sa il maker's brass sqna1·0 •.•.. :·•••••.•••••••.•••••

1 OU ••••••••••••

2 ~rymg squ1tros ................................•.

37{ .. . do ••. • ..

25 .... Jo ..... .

I sawset .•.•.............•... ; .................•.
4 measuring tapes .•••.••...• , ...••.••••..•.•...•••.

25 .......... ..
1 25 ... each ......•
1 2f> .•.•...•••• ·•
37½ .• each .•...

1 shiftino- wrench · ..... .,., , ·.•... ! •. · .·.•·· - · · · · - · -'• .• ·
4 pair s~ilmaker 1s dividers ..•.. : . ~. ~ ••••••• ••• , •.••.
6 :snll knives ... ,•••.•• : .••...• -.• ;~·.. -••••.•••.•••. ·••
8·_sail ·prickers .•••••.•••_; •• -•••.•••..••••••••• _•••. .•.
8 sail rubbers ..••..•...•••••.•••..••••••••• ,. • --. ••••.
2 cooper's adzes, handl ed ••. • t •. .-. : •• ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
1 cooper's .axe, handl~d .•••• •'• •••.• : ••••• : •.••.•.•••.
1 bung borer .••••••••••..• .- ••..••...•••.•••.•••••
1 tap borer.~ ...........••......•..• ~ ••..••••••••• ,.
1, iron .b ra:ie, with 20 bit.ts ••.•••..•..••• ',--'••• ·~ .•••••
2 ,cooRers compasses ••.•••.••••••.• ·-~ •••••• ; •••••.
2 crows .••.•.••••• •• •. ·•••• '•···••,· .••.•••...•.. ~.
4 iroh dividers .• ; •.•.•....• : ......•••.• : .••• ,....• : •

1 75, .......... .
18 ..• each_ .... .
:!} • ••• do .•_..•.
50 .... do ..... .
25 .... do ..... .
-75 ... ~do ..... .
2 00 .•• • : •.•••. ,
50 ......••.••.
2.5 ............-.
2 50 .. •.•• ....•••
50 .• -.each: .••.
1 50 .... do ••••• ,
62,\½ ••• do .•.•••
87_:½ •••••••••••
37½, ;each .•••.

J~=~dhvI~~~::::::::::::::: :-:::::::::::::·:::::::::

~ J~i:~~~~:::: ~::::: :r:: ~ :~
:: :':::: ~: :::~::::: :.:::::
.~ t!~i:\~~;~-~~::::: ::: :: :::::;::: :::~ :: ::: ::: :: :i:··
2 flagging_irons_. •.••.•••• : ••• : .• •• : :.: ••••••-•••••..••
1 co·o:per's 1ong .JOinter ••.•.••· ••.•••••• ., •••.••...•. ~~ •.

1 cooper's sh,9rtjoi1~ter ••••..•_ J • • • • • • : . : • • • • • • • • • • •
2 coopers' drawing ki1ives .• ; •••• .. •••••••••..... : ;--. .
1 cooper'-s ro,unding knive ._•• ;; ••••••••.•• ~ ••.•.• •. !
1 cooper's hollow knife ••••••.•••• ,; ...•.•. :: •.••• ., ••
I co0per's block plane ..•,••.•.: . ..•••• ~ •••••• ; • • • • · • •
1 compa!'ls saw ....•• _•••••••• ,.•••••••••• ••··,•··. •• •
1 handsaw .•. ••...•.••••••.•.• ·•.••• ·••••••••••• ••·•••
1 spoke-.shave ...••..•••.•.••.••• ; • ;:~-., •••• •'•, ·• • • • • •
1 bucket shave . ••• : •••• ·••••••..•••••••••••••••• ••••
1 can shave •••.....•••.•••.•••••.••••••• , •••. • • • ~,
}. in sh.ave •••••••••.•.•.•••• : .. • •• : •••••••••••• t •••
1 cooper's vice, ••••••••• _:~ ••• ·• •• , ••••• , •• -. • .- , • • · ,",

. 37½., . ... ...... .

2 25 ...•..•••••
62¾, . each . : ...
3 00 ..••..•••••.
2 50 ••.•....• , .•
~6i{ ... each •.•.
1 25 ... .. ... •'• ..•
1 .00',. ; .••••••••

~
~

t:;
0

r
~

?

I-'

1 .25 ............ ..
31 .•••.••..•• ,

· "I 00 ••••.•.•• , ••
-,.

:;: :::: ::: :: ::
75 •..•.•••••..
62! ••••• ·•••• , •
~-5 ••••••••••••
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List of contracts under the cognizance of the Bureau of Construction, ~c.-Continued.

~
~

~

Date.

Expiration,

1849.

June

3Q

Names of contractors.

Navy yard where deliverable.

Article.

John Marsh .•••••••••.•. I 28 memorandum books, large.,,,,,, ••..•• ; ...••••• ,
22 memorandum books, small .•••••.••••••...••.••.
9 2-qnire blank books .•••••...•.•....•.• , .•••••••• ,
8 3-quire ..... do .....•••••••....•.•••••• ,·,• ..••• ·
12 pieces India rnbbn ...••••••••••....••.••...•.•.
52 ¾-pint bottles hlack ink ......................... .
4 pint bottles red ink ...••...••••.... u . . . . . . . . . . . .
] 3 inkstands ....••.•.•••........• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
I inkstand dish .....•..•••••...•.• ••••••·•••·•·····
R penknives, 4 blades ..•.•••.•.••....•.•••. ••• .• •••
3 reams loo- paper. • .•.•.••..•.• :·•.•• • .••• • · · · · • • ·
13 reams f~olscap paper .• : ...................... ..
4 reams letter paper ...••.••.•••.•..•• , • • .• • • • • • • • •
2 reams envelope paper ....•.•••..•....••..•• • · •••.
30 sheets dtawing paper ..••..•.•.••••••••.•••..••.
1 rea1n blotting paper ...•.•••••.•.•.•••.•.•. • ••••.
!5~ cards steel pens ..•••..•.••••.••..•.••.••••••.•.
2 parallel rulers ..........••.•••....•......•••.•• .13 dozen lea<l pencils .••••..•••••..•••••••..•••••••
452 slate pencils •••....•...•.•••••.••••.•.••••••••
18 Cflmel's hair pencils ..••••••••••••••••••••.••.•.

2,!500 quills .••••...•••.••.••• ""· •••••••••••.••••••.

8 sand boxes ...•••.••••••••.• · ~ '. • • • · • • · • • • • • • • • • • •
20 pounds sand ....••••••••.•• , ••..•••••• ••.••••·•·

6 donble log slates •••.•••••••.••..••.•• ·•. _- ••••••.
8 single .... do .. _.•..••••••••• ~····················
2 boxes water colol"s •.•••••••••••••...•.•• .• ••.•••.
5 r~unds wafers ....•••.•...•••••••••••••••••••••.
34 papers ink powder •..••..•.••••••••••.•••••••••.
4 uoxef: and pounce ••••••••••••••••••••••••• .• .' •••

~ fl~~t~,r~~:r_s_::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :·::

$0 17 .. . each •.••. I Charlestown.

6 .••. do .••••.
50 ..•. do .•••••
75 ..•. do ..•••.
3 per piece ..•
10 per bottle .•
18 ... each .•...
17 ... . do .•••••
4 00 .••....•••••
·50 ... each ..•••
6 50 per ream .. .
2 50 .... do ..... .
2 00 .•• ,.do ••••••
3 00 .... do ..••••
10 per sheet .. .
2 50 per 1·eam .. .
17 p_er card ..•.
2 00 each ...•...
12½ per dozen ..
25 per -100 •.••.
l each .••.•••
60 per 100 .....
7 each .•••.••
4 per pound ..
60 .•:.~ach .•.•.
12 ..•. do .•••••
5 50 per box .••.
50 per pound .. :
5 per paper ..•
17 .•. each .....
25 .... do .•....
13 ... • do, •••••

t!rj
~

t:;
0
~

~

9

~

2 Gunter':; scales . , •••..•.••..•..•.••.•• , • , ••. , ...

6(i bolts rctl tape .......................•.••••.••••
4 paper fold e rs •••• : •••..•••..••.••.•....••.•••••••

June

21

I

Jnne

June

21

I

June

1 box mathcn_iat ical instruments •.•.•...•.••• · •••••.•
4 p oui1ds sealing·'-''ax .•...•.....••...•.....•......•
12 bolts taste ......•.••.•••.••••....•.•..•.•.•..••
3 rolling rul ers .•.••.•••.••..•.•.....•....•.•.....•
~ \Yafer seals ..•.••.....•........•......•.••....••
30 I Hendricks & Brothers . •. •I 31~,500 p~rnnds ~he~thing copper .•••••••.•••••••..•
87n pounds braziers copper .•... ; .•..•••• ._. ••.•.•..•
6,oUU pounJs composition sheathing nails •••••.••...•
30 I James D. Wetham ..•• ,, I 40 yards muslin .. ; •••••.•.•••. ....•.••••.•.••••••••
5 binac]e lan1ps ....•.•••.•.••••....•. ~ ••...•••....•
13 deck lantoi-ns •••. ~ ....· ...•.•..•...•.••••.••••••
7 side ..... do .•••••• : .••.••• ·.,,, ••••••••.••• :· , •••• ,
·9 :,ig nal. •• do .••••• --: ••.••.••••••• : ••..••••••••••••
2 def p sett leads, 140., p_ounds .••• •·•••• • .•. .••••••••••
2 •••••.. <lo •••••• ·8Q ••• do•••••• ·•••••••••••••••••••

10-ti.and reads .•••••• ·••• •.• .• ·•. : •.•••• : •••••••••••••
200 fathoms l½-inch deep sea line .•.•••.•.•••.• ~ ••.•
120 fathoms 1-inch coasting sea Jine ........ .......... .

10 hand lines .•.••••••••.• , ..•••••••••.••••..••••••
12 'log Unes. : : .• ,. ~ ... : ·: · • • : • • ! • • • • • • • • • ; • • • • , • _. • •
7 coi:per pt1mps, wi~iiJomts ...................... ..
2 lo g reels ......••. ·• •••• •.• , •.•••.•••.•.• ·: ·····!.·
6 ha nd trumpets ••. ! ••• -:· •••• ~ • •• ••• -• • • • • • • • • • • • • • ! •
72 dozen woven lamp:w ick •.•. •t•; ••••••••••• • -. ; · : • • •
50 clamp scrubbing b1:ushes •.•.• ·-~...•.•••• : . :.· ...•
' 50 hand ........ Jo ....•.•••..•••••......•••• ~ • • · · •
i3 long handled tar brushes •••••••••. : •••• :··.·:····
6 short •.•. do ..•••• .•• do .•.••••••••••..•••••••• !•••
4 commanders .•••• ~ ••.•. · ~ ••.•.•.•• : •••• ···••····
4 silver calls .••••..•... ..•.•.•••••. ··.•······•····•

: ri~~;~~l;S• :.::::::::::::::~: ::::::::::::~:::~:::::

80 fisbing hooks, assorted ........... ·. : .... , .. • .... ;
60 fishing-lines . .--. •••••••••••.•...•.•••....•• ••··••
82 marline 'Spikes .••••.•••••••••••••••••••• , • • • • • •
12 serving mallets •• ~ •••.....••••.•••• : ••••• ·••· .••·
3 m:,.uls, handled ••••.•••••••••••••••••• •.··~•··· .• •
3'2 mounted palms •••• ••• ••••••••• • •.•. ,. ·• •···•·••

46 .... do .••.•.

5 p e r holt •.••
17 ... cnch .... .
7 00 ........... .
75 per pound ..
2 00 ..•.....•.•.

30 ... each ..•..
33 .... do ...••.
21 .95 per lb ... j Gosport.
21.95 ... <lo •••.
21.95 ... do ( ·...
12J per yard... /-Philadelphia.
9 00 ... eac li ... ..
25 .... do ..•••.
3 U0 .... do .•.••.
10 00 ~.•. do •••••.
· 6 p er pound.'.
- tJ •••• do ••••••_
44 each ........
12 per· fathom.
7 7-10 ... do ...
-50 each .••••••.
T;,O ••• .'do •• , •••
5· 80 .••. do •••••.
40 .••• do.: ••••
1 50 .... do ......
5· per dozen .•
~O ... eacn .....
15 .••• do .'~ .' . ~.
30 .•.. qi.'l:.;: •.
' 25 .••. do ..••, •.
87f ... do ....-..
5 00 •.••• do ••••..
1 20 .... do ......
88 ..•• do •.•...
·1i ... do, •. ..•.
10 ..•. do .••.•.
40 ..•. do ..•.•.
30 •••• do .•. ; ..
1 25 .... do ..... .
25 •••• do ..... .

~
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List t>f contracts under•t'he. cognizance of -the Bwreau_ of Consfructi6n,. §"c.-Continued.
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00
Date.

Expiration.

1848.
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21
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Names of contractors.

Rates.

Navy yards where de·
iiverable.

J849.
June

30

James D. Wetham-Con. 90 scrapers, handled ...••..•.•••••••. ,•.• , ••. , ••••••
40 whitewash brushes ...••••.... , • · ·• ·; • • ·, .•. · • , •.
8 dust ...••.•... do .••••••••••• ,,, •• ,:,••.• •••••• ,•
2 varnish ....••. do, •••••..•.. , .• ····••··••••····•·
40 paint ......•• do ...•••... -~ ..•.•...•.•••••..•••.
10 sash tool.: ... do ....••....••.•. •.,••·•··•·······
18 camel's hair .. do ..•.......••.•.••.....••..... -~.
I dozen ' best Gunter's scales ..•••...•.. • • · •, •. , , . • • •
7 horn lanterns .........•.• , ..•• · · · • · · • • · · •. • · · • • · ·
4 1:mall size lamps and reflectors ...•..•...•. • .•••.•.
19 life preservers ...•.......... : . , · · · · • • • · · · • · • · • · ·
12 caulkinrr mallets . .- .••...........•.•• • · · • · .. • • • ·
I paint sto~ie ana muller. ·.••••••• : •• ,,,,.·• ••. ,·,,·
8 '1aint bucl{ets ....•••..•• , .. ,.,, • • •.· • · • • • • • • • · · · •
200. pounds bees,.,vax ...••••••••••. ,, .... • · • · • • · · ·· • •
8 setting- lids.. . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • ••• , •. • • • • • •, • · • • ·
16 splicing ficls .••.••.•••• ,, ••.•••• • • • • · • • • • • · · • · • •
25 lanterns, .....•...•.•.....•.•.• •,.•••••····•···
16 lights of gl'.1-ss for lantcq1s .•.•••.••••••...•• ; ·.•.

6 n1ounted roping palms ..•....•.•. ,, ..•••• ,.,., •...
1 store-room lantern, with Teflector .•.•.••••••••.•••
1 tire-hold .•.•. do ..•.•.• ,do. -•...•.•.•.••••••.•••.
1 main-hold .•.. do .••.•••. do ..•••••••••••• ·•••••• ,.
1 spirit-r'o om .... do ..•..••. do ..• .' .•.•••..••••• ,. •••.
50 pounds chalk .•..•.. , ... ,.••••••••••••• ·, •••••.•.
1100 .• do ... tallow, in casks .....••••••..•.•••••••.•.
40 ... do ... seine twine ... -. •••••.•.•.•.••••..•.•••• ·.
100 .. do ... whipping t"vine ................'. ..... ..
500 .• do .•. so,-..,ing ....• do .•••••....•••••.••••••••••
IO •.. <lo ..• shoe ......... do ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
50 .. .- <lo .•. cotton ...... do .•••••••••••••••••••••••••
40 sides ¼-tanned rigging leather ...•......•...•....

$0 30 ... each.:•••

Philadelphia.

-·· 40 ...• do ..... .
.25. : • . do ....••
25 •••• do ..•...
40 .... do ....•.
14 .... do ••••..

~

6 ·.... <lo .•••••
50 .... do •.•...
1 20 .... do: .•.•.
1 50 ... /do ...•..
1 50 .... do ....•-.
60., .. do ....•.
2 00 .....••••.•.
30 each ..•..••
28 per pound ..
75 .•. each ....••.
40 .••. do ..••••
00 .... do .. t •••
12½ por light ..
50 .• :each ..••.
12'. 00 .•.....•.••.

10 00 ....••••••, ..
10 00 .....• '.-··· ..
10 00 ..... ~ .••.•.
1 per pound ..
9 •••. do ..•••.
~ ..•. do ..••••
30 .... do .•••••
25 .... do ••••••
40 .••. do, •••••
24. .... do .••••.
2 25

per side ....

~

t:;
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Jnne

21

Jnne

30

4 .•. do .. best 11nmp . •• ••• : •••• do ...••• , •...•........
20 .• do .. bello-ws . .....•...•. do ...••••••••••.•••••.
Bonsal & Brother ..••.... 5 smiths' anvils, 110 to 150 ponnd s .. .... .. .•..••.....
100 hickoTy brooms .•.••••••••.•••••••....•.••••.••
100 corn , ••••• do ....•.• • •••.•.••.......•....••...

)2 hair_., •• : •• do •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
12 dustmf! brn!-hes •.••••••••.•••••• , ••••••••••••••
75 pieces blue bunting .....••......••...••••.•.....
75 .. do.-.. red .... do .......•..•••.......•••••.••...
75 .. do ... ·w hite .. do .......•..............•. '...•.•.
5 . .. do ... yello,v. do ..•.•••.· .•..•••....••••.••••.•.
5 ..• do ... green .. do ...•..•.••...•..••..••...•.....
5 dozen brass quadrants .•......••••.••...........•.

~g1 dozen
rjY~t~:17f:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:~:: :·:: :·.
carpenter's compasses ................... '!.
~- .. do .. finner ehiscls ...•..••....•..,.......•. • . : ..

' 2:·. .do .. socket .. do .•.••.•.•..•.• : ••• ;c ••••••••• : ·•••

2 ..• do .. brass cncks ...••••..•••... ; .•.•.......•...
~00 po'nnds white .chalk.: ..•.......•......•. ,.~ .••.
20 dozen iron cupboard locks ...................... ,.
20 .. do: •. br~ss ... do .... do ..• ,•••....••. ....••• : ••.
30 .• do ... iron pad ....•• do •.•. ". : ••.•.. ;;: .•• , ••••.
20 .. do ... brass drawer .. <lo ••••••.••••••••••••••••• ic
20 .. do·.~ .iron che·st ..... do: .••..•. ,, .•••....• H , · . _,
20 .. do .. . iron dra~1 er .. ; do •....•.•...•• ; .•... ·•. ;',.
~ .. do .•. Carpen·~er's patent closet locks .•.••.•••• ,•.
3 ... do ... log ltnes .•.•...-.•.....••... : ......•... , .
2 .•. do .. . lam_p:s, with reflectors , ................ ,·.·
10 pounds crocus martis ..• : : • •••••••••• ·••••• •_: •• ~ ··,.
3 dozen claw ha1nmers ...•• .• •••. : .• : .-: ...•t-•••••••••
500 ~beets h?1·h, largest -siza .. : •••••.. : . ~ • ; ••••• : . • ·
6 dozen ropmg palms .•.••••...••••• ; ••• • • · • · ·~· • · ·
6 .•. do .. seaming _palms-; ., •.•••..• •.•,••. -., •. ·.,·-···•~·
2 turning lathes and tdols .....••.• ~ ••.•..••. • · • · · • ·
4 dozen g lass lamp chimneys ............... ·•,•····
200 yargs bleached cot~on ..·.......... -~ •.•.•••• • • • ·
3 700 pounds cut na.ils. different sizes ........ . .. ····•
200 .... do ..• 3. penny cut nails .••••••• ~,•••••• · • · · • • ·
400 •.•. do ... wrought nails .............. , •• •••,•·•• •

1 dozen pincers ... , • •... ,r. ,, ·-· •,,,, ,·., ,-, , , ... , .•.

no .... do ..... .
3 00 .... do .. • .•.
17 per pound.· I Gosport,.
10
en.ch .•...

4

14 ..•. do .•••..

50 .... do ...••.
25 .... do .••••.
6 57 per piece ...
6 70 .... do ..••..
600 ... : do ......
6 00 .... do .•..•.
6 00 .... do ..... .
5 ·oo each ...... .
20 per pound: .
3 00 each .... • ••
1 50 per dozen ..
·2
do .•.•. .
4 00 ..•. do, .... .
10 00 .... do ..... .
1 per poun_d ..
2 50 per doie n ..
2 50 .. :.do: .... .
2 50.".•. <lo ..... .

oo.·...

2 5(} ••• do .••••.

2 50.-.'.. do .... ..
2 50 .... do ...... ,.
5 oo:-: .. do ..... .
12 O:o .. :. do .... :.
15 00 .. .. do .•.. , •. ~ I
10 per pouud .•
3 QO per dozen ..
7 per ~beet ...
(> 50 per dozen . :
6 50 .... do .... ..
50 00 ecc.h ..... ..
1 25 per <lozen .•.
8 per yard ...
4¾ per pound .

5½, .. do .... :.
10 •.. .. do ..••••
2· 00 per dozen .•
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List of contracts under the cognizance of tlie Eu/ieau of Constrw:tion, ~c.-Continued.

00)

00

0
Date.

l~-l~ .
Jnne
21

Expi.ration.

Names of contractors.

18-19.
,Tnne

30

Bqnsal &. Bro.-Contin'd . 1 dozen sail prickers ...••••• , •.••••••••••••••••...
6 .•. do .. ship scrapers ....•••.••.•••..••••.. , •• , ••• ,
3 ..• do .• spades ...........•••........••.••.•• , •••..
30 gross Jfinch iron screws ........ . .............. .
311 •• do .. l{inch ..... do ...••••••.•...••••.••••••••.
30 .. do .. 14-inch ..••. do ...•••......................
50 yards coarse cloth ...•.••..••••.•.•••••.••••...
50,000 l-inch co'pper tacks ........•.•.•••••...••...
50,000 H-incb ...•.•. do .......•....•••••..•.••.•••.
1 dozen HinJostan oil stones ..••••••••..••••••••••.
J •• ·• do .• grindstones .....••...•...•.....••••..•••••
1. .. do .. spoke,,haves .............••....•.•......•.
20,000 I¾-inch copper brads .•.•••••.•...••....••...
20 pounds white ,<,ewing thread ..•.•.........•••..•.
20 ... do ... black ...... do .....•.•.•..•......•..•.••
50 ... do .•• assorted colors sewing thread ....••.•••..
20 dozen sewing awls ..........•••.•.•.•••.•••..••
12 ..• do .. brad ..•. do ..........•••....•••..•....••.
3 ..•• do .. handles for a~·ls ..•.•••...•.•.......••....
3 .••• do .•.. do .....• Jo ..•. : .•.•.•...••..••......•.
12 ... do .. fishing lines ....•.••. ·••....•••...••....•.
12 ... do .... do .. hooks ...••••...••••••.•.. ·: ..•.•.•.
20 pounds shoe thread •.••••..••.•.......••.•.•.••
200 Bath bricks .•••....•.••••....• , .••••••.••••..
1 dozen small screw plates and taps ..••..•••••••...
2 ..• do .. hand vices ...•••••••••... ·...••..•••••••.•.
2.•. Jo .. fine flat polished files •••••••••.••.•••••...
2 ..• do .. coopers' adzes . ·...•.••• , ..•.•...•••••.••.
1 ... do .. ex11enditure books ..•••••.•••••.••••••• , ••.
2 ... Jo .• 3-quire Iott er .. do ..•••••.•••••••• , ••• , •••.
2 ... do .••• <lo .•• order .. do . .....•.•.•..•.••..••....
2 ... do .. 4-quire blu.nk .. do .•..•••..... , ....•••..•..

.

Rates.

Navy y.ard where de- .
liverable.

$5 00 per dozen. - I Gosport.
3 50 .••. do .•..•.
6 00 .... Jo ..... .
35 per' gross .. .
30 .. : .do .... .
25 .... do •...•.
35 per yard ....
35 per I ,COO •••
30 ..•. Jo ...•..
3 00 ..•.•..••...
18 00 ........•...
4 00 ........... .
30 per 1,000 .. .
60 per ponnd ..
t.iO •••• do .•...•
60 .... do .••••.
10 per dozen ..
10 .... do .••.•.
10 .... do ..•...
10 .••. do ...••.
1 00 .... do .... ..
12½- .. do ..... .
75 per pound ..
5 each .•••••. ' ·
10 00 .......... ..
3 00 per dozeq ..
3 50 .... do .... ..
12 00 .... do ..... .

48 Oe> ••• • do .... ..
12 00 .... do ..... .
12 00 .... <lo .... ..
12 oo .... <lo ••••••

"
tt.'.l
~

t,
0
~

z9
~

2. ·.do .. 3-qnire ... 110 ••• Jo .....••. •··••·••··•······

t:
:t::: ;:'.}~l~::::
j:::: :~~ :: ::: :::: ::::: :::: : ::::::
6 ... do ..
bott.les bl a.ck ink ••.••••..•••.•........

•

pi11t

3 ... do .. ·k-pint.. do .. 1·od .•. do ...••••...•...•..•....
12 .. do .. 1nemorandn1n books ......•••••.••.•.•.....
,1. .. do .. small sized ·wood inkstands ................. .

4 ..• do .• large .. do .....•... _.do .............•.•.•..
4 ••• do .. best penknives ...•••............•.••...•.•
50 reams best ruled foolscap paper .••...•.••••...••.
24 .• do •••••• <lo .••. .letter ..•. do.; •...••• _••••••.•.•.

!,"'!

June 22
June •. 22

10 .. do ..•.•. do ..•• .log._.•.•• do, .........••••.•••••
20 .. do .•••_•• <lo ... : .envelope .do._.. _.,' , •.••••••.•••.•
100 sheets drawing . ••••••..• do ....•••... , :_· ...... .
_200 ?a_r_ds best s'.,efl pens.'..·.·: ......•..••••...• ··:r.· .
6 g1 oss best black-lead penmls .....•.•...••••...• P. .
200 papers black sand ....•••.•.•••.••••••••.••.•••
2() '_pounds be·st \Yafers :' ...••....•••.. ~.:. • •.• .• • • ..•.
40 pounds I1-i"5h scaling wax ...•............•.•.. ;~ ... ,_
2 gro·ss red tape ...•• , .••••..••.• , .....•.•••• , ... .
! gross silk taste ...•••.•••••••••• ~ ..••••.••••••..•
2 reams · blouing paper ..••.•.•••••..• ·•• •.,. -.••.•••••
2 puunds India rubber.-•• .•••. ·•..•••...•••••.••.••...
I dozen large parallel rulers ..••••••••••••••••.• .: •••
500 s)ate pencils .••..•••••• _.-- ..• ';. .•.. :· •••.•••. ,_.· ••.
24 carnel's hai_r pencils ••••••••• ·•••...••••.••••••.•.
10 M best quills .•.•••._•••••••••••.••••••••· ••.••••.
3 dozen double log slates •••'. ••.••.•• ; ••••••••••••..
2 .• <lo •• small .•.. -.•. 1!0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
I.. do .. boxes \\'ater colors ............... -..; ••..•. , •
20.do .• papers inkpowder .•••.•.•••.•••-.•.••. , • • · • •
2 .. do .• pounce boxes and pounce ..•.•••• , ... ···· -·•·
2 .• do .. G·un ter's scal~s .•.••••••••••••••••• • · • • • • • ·
3 .. do .. ivory paper knives .•.•••..••.•.• • • • • • · · · • • •
1.. do .. wafer seals .••••-•....•• .'..••.•..• ··•••·/.···
1.. do .. cases mathematical instruments ..• •••······•·
196,032 pou nd8 tank iron ..••••.•••. •••...•• , • • , • • • • •
12-3 po1_1.nds iron wire, 1.'lfo, 2 .•••••• ; .......... • • • · • ·
12'3 •.•.••.. do .•••••• No. 3 .•••••••••••••••••• •••• •

128 .•.•.... do •••••• ._No. 4 .••••••.••••..••• • • • • · • •
128 .•••••.• do .....•. No. 5, •.••••••••-••••• , • ,_. • • • • •

'<

9 00 . . . . ~lo . . • . . •
6 00 .... t.lo .•••••

4
1
1
2

00 .... <lo .•••••
80 pet· <lozcu ..
20 .... do . ..•.•
25 .... do ..••..
75 .... do ••••••

3 00 .... do ••••.•
6 00 .... do .•••••
3 00 per ream ...
2 75 .. \.. do .....•
7 00 ... '-; do. '.•••.
3 bo .... dn ••.•••
10 per sheet .. .
25 per carcl .. .
4'. 50 per gross .. .
3 per p,iper ..
per pound ...
,o . .. ,do ...•••
4 00, pe~· gros:;; ..•
27 00 .... clo ....... .
3 50 p"er rea.m ... .
75 per pol(nd .. .
12 00 .••..• ; ..••.
20 per 100 .•••.
2 each .. ~ ..••.
3 00 per 1,000 .••
10 00 per dozen ...
2 00 .... do ••••••
36 00 ..•. <lo.~ ••••
75 ..•. do ..•••.
1 50 ... ~do ••••••
6 ·oo .... dQ ......

e~

ttj

?-i

t,
0

r,,
~

0

~ -

·2 25 ..•. do .•.•.•
2 50 .••. do_.•••••

75 00 ••. do .•••..
. 4 0.64 per lb. 1 Wa'shington.
6-¼ ••• do .•• : ••

6¾- .• d,o, .....
6f ... do .•.. ,,
6¼ ••• do, •••••

~

00
,....

~

List of contracts under the co1rniza7:ce of ~he Bureau·of Constrnction, ~c.-Continued.

00

w
Date..

June

June
June

22

• ,_-

1

·-.. ._·

,

!----------·-----'--- ~ _. _:--\ ;,.':

- -(

1848.
June 22

Names of contractors. 1:,1__:

,1 Expiration.

1

I

18-19.
June
30

June

93

Jl\ne

24

Jnne

30

,

I< :_,'

.o·

Mtieles.

., , .•

~-" ~-

:

-

'

.

." ;_: ,:;;:

;_,

:;.-: · : _:

· · .. ·1
·.

Rates.

., ., _____ ., · ·!
··r
:< ·::1

Navy _yard where
deliverable.

": .'· ·

;Long &. Davenport-Con. 128 pounds iron wire, No. 6 ....••••••.....••••.•... _ $0 On¾ per pound .. 1 \\Tashington.
64 ••.•.•.• do ..••... No. 7 ..........•..•.•........ 1
7 .... do .•.•• · [
7 ..•. do .• : ...
64 ....••.. do ..•..•. No.8 ........•••.......•.•... ,
64 .....••. do •..... No. 9 ....•..•-.•••..••....•... ,
7 .•.. do ...••. 1
6-l ........ do ..••.•. No. 10......... .. . . . . • • . • . . • .
rt 7R .•• do .•.•.. '
64 •.•••••. do ....... No.11 ...•••........•...•••. , 1
71 ... do ••.•.. l
61 ....•... do ...•... No. 12. ... ..... ... ...... .....
8! ... <lo ••• • •.
6.1........ do ..•.... No. 13.. .. . . ... .. . .. . . . .. . . ..
8! ... do, ••••.
500 pounds J2.pcnny cut-iron nails .•••.•..•.•...•.. , ,
5 ... • do .•. .. . f
500 pounds 10:pennycu~-iron ~ails,... _. ............... ,
5i.,.do .•... . :
200 ponnrls 12-penny w10ugbt iron na1 ls .•••••••..•. · 1
8 4 ••• do .•..• •.
8½ ... do .••...
200 pounds JO.penny \Yrought iron nails ...••.•...... ·
T1rnker, Cooper & Co ... · 1 500 pournls holt copper (different sizes) ..•..•.......• _ _
27 ._ ... do ...•.. Pensacola.
1
170 pounds 32-ounee braziers'copper .................
27 .... do, .... .
1 (3_.tiOO pounds shea thing copper (different sizes) ..•.•.
24 •••. do ....•.
, 50.00-0 :!-inch copper tacks ....• .,...................
50 per 1,000 ...
250 pounds copper rivets and bars (assorted) ....•..•. i
45 per pound .. ·
H, L. Kendall & Co..... 5,000 pounds pure spermaceti candles ......•...•.•.. ·,;
27 ... . tlo ..•.•• Pensacola.
Charles E. Gibbs........ 10 .boxes x ti!1~ .... ·_· · • ·. · · • • · · • · · · • • • • • • • · · • • · • · · 1 10 ~5 per box:.,.•· 1- Philadelphia.
I ].{_? boxes A'X tin . •.••• ·.·• •••.• •••• •. ·••••••••••••••
12
··.Jo.·····
4;:,0 pounds pig block tin. ;. .........................
2::, per pound...
2,000 pounds 6-pnund sheet lead ..... ".......... . ..
5 .... do ...... 1
4,000 pounds 7-pound sheet lead.....................
5 .... do ••.• ; . l
6,0?0 ponnds 8-pou~d sheet_lead .. _.. / .............. .I
\ ... do ..... .l
1 2,040 pounds lead pipe (d,ffereat sizes)...............
4 8 ••• <lo ..••. ,
! 500 pounds dry white lead. :- ........................
5 0. 95 per lb. \ Washington.
700 pounds Spanish whiting........................
8 9-10 .. do •••.
1 50poundslitharge.................................
6 ••••• do ..•.
\ 100 pounds Paris green................ • , •• , •••• , •
33 ....•. do .•• .
500 pounds lamp black,.............................
4ft ..... do ... .
l ~2 pounds chrome ~reen.......... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35 ...••• do ... .
pounds Pxnssiun lue.............................
1 oo ..••.. do ... .

I

·l

30
30

r

I

··1;

•

::,g.

~
~

~

._;

0

("';)

~

0

~

June

',

30

June

30

5 pounds Chinese vormillion •••••.•• ,, .•••.• •• ••••..
200 gll.11ons 1·ttw linst-ed oil .•••••.••••.•••.• · ...•••••
60 gallons r,;pirits turpentine ...••• , ....••...........
Sa muel Lo ck .. , • • ••• .•••. 1,500 pounds wrough~ iron spikes (different sizes ) ..•..
2,000 pounds iron )<mt. nails (different sizes) .......... .
500 pounds sister hooks .........•••.•.•••.•••..•...
50 iron hanks ................•..............•. ; ..•.
50 wood 11aoks ................................. ... .
2,000 pounds pig lead ...... _.••.....•...••••••••••.
1,000 pounds 3.16·sheet lead ........................ .
6 O'j'OSS 1-inch b,ra ss screws.•.•,•,,., .. ,.•••••••••••

;i;~:rnI~~~:: Jr::::::::-:-:-::::::::::::::::::
6 gross 1-iuch iron screws ..••••...••..••..••..•.••.

:~~:: a::~~t ::_:

~
i~: ::::::-:::::::.:::,::::~ ::::::::
? gross ~-~r1ch ..... do .•••. , . ; .••...••••••••••••.•••

K

\~"'
\.,

·.

\

'

3 gross v-1nch ••••• do . •.•.. ,., ..••••......•.••••..••..
5o;ooo iron tacks, 14 and 16 ounces .•••........• '. .•.
l dozen 6-inch iron knobs a-nd. locks ... , •••••...••..•.
· l dozen coopers' adzes ...•.•.• ,• •.•••••••••••..••••.
200 pounds co9per's rivet'.'>: •••••.••• ·; •,• •••••••••••••
500 small size iron th~mbles .,•••••...•••.••••••.•.•·.
,2 dozen wood axes .... : . : .• ·...• : .•.• .-: .•• ... / •.••.
· Q dozen wood axe han·u les;. ,', •.•••.• ~ ••..•..•.••.•.
1 dozen rivetting h ammer~ .••.•• ·: •••.•• _••••••• , •••• ;
2 dozen hand hammers ..••• "· ••••••••••••••••••.• ,: .
lO 1>ounds quick silver ......... : ..... .· .•.•..••..••. ,
6 doze1i 2-inch brass butt hin g es .•.• : •••.•.••..•.. .-.
6 dozen 2½-inch hr.a ss butt hin ges ..•, .•..••• ~ •... ··,··
6 do:.i;en 2-inch iron butt hil1g-es •••••••..•..•.• • ·: • • ·
6 .doz en 2 f inch iron bntt }linges •••••• : .. :., • • · • · · · · ·
50 barrels slaked lime ................... ,,,•····· :_.
6 setts caulking irons .•••.. :' .••••••••••••• ~ •• ; • .: · ·
2. dozen .J or;ig handled tar brushes .•.••. ~ ••••••• .-.·• -. •
100 cl a mp brushes and handles ..•....••••••••. ,•····
1.000 cod h oo ks ..•.•• ~ •.••••.••••.•••... ·,~•.• • · • • •
1;ooo m fl.ck ere l hooks ....••.•••••.. : •••.•.•.• ,•····
. 1 dozen caulkin g mallets .••.•••....•..•••• ,••••·:··
1 dozen serving mallets .•••••••••• , •••• , ••• , , , • •, • •

bO, ••••• do •.•.

65 pe r gallon . .

43 .... <lo .... ..
7 pe r p ound ... 1 P ensacola.
4 ½... do ••••••
18 .... do ..••••
20 e ach ....... .
4 each .....•.
4 k per pound ..
7 .... do ......
l· 00 per g ross .. ~
1 5o .... do ......
2 00 .... do .. : •.•
3 o·o... :do ......
30 •••• t!o .•••••
.40 ..•. do .••••.
-50 .... do ....... .
75 ••. •do .•.. ~••
1 25 .... do. -...•.
8 pe,r 1,000 ...
15 00 .• : •.• ·•••...
2l 00 ....•.....• ,
. 12 per-ponnd ...
_5 each ... ~ ....•
12 00 per cl ozen ...
2 oo .. :.do .•.•• -.
9 00 .... clo ..... .
6 00.; . .i:10 ..... .
l 75 per p onnd .. .
1 50 p er dozen ... ,,
2 25 .... <lo .... ..
75 .... <l o .•••••
1 00 .. , .do .•••• •
1 25 per barrel. , .
2 00 pe1: sctt : •...
6 00 ............ .
· 30 each .; .•••••
10 00 , ••.•..-...•. •

t.tj

r<
t:,
0

C'J

~

?

~

0

4 50. -. ... • ; •....

10 00 ..•••..••.• •
3

00 ..•.• . .... ,·;

~

00

w

'
List of contra_cts under the cognizance of the Bureau of Construction, g·c.-Continued.
Date.

18-18.
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...
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1849.
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30

Names of contractors.

~

00
I+-

Navy yard where deJi verable.

Samuel Lock e-Cont'd ... 2 dozen screw-drivers ••....•... , ...•.•.•..•••••.••.
5,000 sewing needles ••..••...•.. ~ ....•••••........
6 dozen iron palms ...•..•..•.••.••••... •.•.,., .. ••.
6 gross 6-inch hand rnw files ....•...•••••••....••••.
½gross brass door buttons •••••...........•.•...•...
½dozen spoke shaves .•••. , •.•.. ,., ••. ••• •.•..• ,,.·
200 sheets lantern born .....•..•. , .•.. ••• ..•. ,•., ..
i dozen biunacJe bowls ............................ .
6 dozen iron pad locks ........••.•.•.•...•.......••
2 dozen brass pad locks .•••.•••••••••.••••••.•..•..
400 pounds white rope ..•• , •.•..••.•••.•.•••..•... ,
3:800 pounds ratline (diff~rent size&) ....•••.••.•••••
1,000 pounds tarred marlrn~ •.••....••.•••..........
1,000 pounds tarred house Ime •.••••••..•••....•...•
100 pourids signal halyards ..••••••••..••••.•.......
100 cod lines ..••••••..•.•.•.••.•.•••••• ·. · · ·. • · · · ·
50 pounds fi,;h lines .....••••• , ••.••••. , •••• •,,•.•· 20 pieces re<l. bunting ..•••••....•.•..•.••••.••••..
20 pieces white bnnttng .•••••.••••••.•.•••.•••...
15 pieces blue bunting .............. .' ............ ..
5,000 pounds white lead, ½in 50 pouad -kegs ...•.••••
2,500 ponnds black paint •••... do .•.••••••••• , ••••.
1,000 pounds dry 1·cd lead .......................... .
500 gallons linseed oil, in barrels ••••••••••••.•••••.
300 gal Ions spirits turpentine .••.•.•.••. ', •••.•••••.
lY gallons Japan varnish .•••..••••••.•••••••••••...
150 gallons bright varnish .•••.•••••••••••••••.••.•.
150 gallons black vn.rni~h ••••••..••••.••••••..••••.
400 pounds li.tharge •....•..•••.••••••••.••• , • , , ••.
500 pounds Spanish brnwn ..•••.•••...•...••.....•.
50 pound~ rot.ten stone., ..•............•..... . ...•.

50U pounc\ 8 \>ntty, in bla.ddo r s . .... . . ..• • . . . . . . . . . . .

$6 00 per dozen .. . Pensacola.
2
2
15
7
4

00 per 1,000 .. .
00 per dozen .. .
00 per gross .. .
50 .... do .•.•••
00 per dozen .. .
10 per sheet .. .
12 00 per dozen .. .
2 00 .... do .... ..
9 00 .... do .... ..
11 per pound ..
10½ ... do ......
16 ..•. do .•••••
16 •.•. do .•.••.
20 .... Jo ..••••

~
~

t,
0
p

2!
0

25 ... eacb .....
30 per pound .•
8 00 per piece ...
7 00 .... do .•.•.•
7 50 .... do .. to -..
7 ¼per pound.
7 ... . do .•••••
7 .... do .•••••

65 per gallo~ ..
60 .... do •..• :.
00 •... do •••••
30.: .. do •.••••
bO ••• • do •••.•.
7 per pound ..
3 .••• do ••••••
5 •••• do .•.••.

4¾.. . Jo ......

i--

"f

12 reams omc
ry paper. '•••••••••••••••.•••••••••••
. r;ams fland puper. ..•.. _. ..•.••. _...... •• . . • • • • • •• •

4
July

3

June

10

July
April
Aug.

29

Sept.

2S

Sept.

19

Sept,
Sept.

10

.32, 87 pound~ flat iron, ~1ff?1·e11t sizes...............
J. R. Anderson .•....... 50
tons American gt·ay -p,g iron.....................
Wil<ler P. Walker ...... .

30
30

J6,000 pou~ds first quality oakum . . • • . . . • • • . . . . . . . .
oO barels pitch....................................
20 barrels tar . • • • . • • . • • • • . . • . • • • . • • • • . • • • • • . •• • • •

·1

30 00 pet· ton ....
8 per pound..

Washin gt on.
Kittery .

1 25 per barrel..
2 65 ..•. do ..... .
63 .•.. do ..••••
3 00 .... do .... ·.•

15 barrels white rosin. • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • . • . • • . • .
15 bitrrels turpentine .••••••· .• : •••.•••••••••• ?.....
James M. Shaw .......•• 25,000 ponn<ls oakum, ..•••..•• ,...................
· 6~ per pound. Charlestown.
Worthington & Baker
Pateut percuss ion water gauge .•......•••..••••..•. 4,250 00 .•..........
St. Clair & Brooks •..••• l 6 1065 feet white pine lumber, clear stuff. '••• _••••• ·_; . · 19 00 per~. feet. 'Erie, Pa.

30

June

6 oo por ream .. .
3 00 ... . Jo ..... .
3l per pound.

.............
...........

11 ..

1848 .
1
Nov.

eR.Ch.....

Thomas S. Barnstead'" .. 20 pieces ma.st timber,. different sizes •..••• : .........
50 _00 .••
Philadelphia .
1 .••..• do . .. :·.•• do ..•. 80feet long..................
52 00 .••. do ...••.
1. ..... do .....• do .... 45 .... do .. 30 by 30 in. square.
60...00.~ .. do ......
1 Samuel P. ~ro!."n .•••••• 1 piecernii,st fonber,85feetlo.ng ............. ,~ ..-.. 219 00. :.•. do.:···:1 Portsmouth.
I Nov.
;
1 ..... • dp .... dn .••. 80 .... do .••••••.••.•.•• , ..... 219 0,0 . ~.-.do . ••.•
1 ...... do .... do .... 67 .•.. do.....................
80 00 .... do .. •••• ·
'l ....• . do ..•. i:lo .... 38.: .. do ...•......••...•••.•..•••••...••.....••••
Nov.
1- J Jo}m Tunis ......... : .•. 2·;0~8, feet ~vhire pine mas_t tirr).~er, different sizPs ' •• ~..
5~ per foot..... I Gosport.
1 piece, 160 feet ..... do .... 80 feet long............
7o .... do ...... .
1 00 ..•. do ...•••
1.. do .• 200 .. do . .- ... do •... 47 .... do ....••..•• ; .....
I. . . . . . . . . . . . 1- Storer ~t Stephenso~ ..... 1~200 pouncJ.s finc:h iPon proof c-lrnin ..•••.••••• :. • . .
.
6¾- per pound. I Philadelphia.
·1_AOO ••• do .. {-inch .... do .••• <lo....................
·. ~ 6!} •• •_do .••••. _
800 ,-••• clo.'-. if.inch •.•. do •.•• ao ................ : . . . .
7 •... do ..••••
400 ...• do .• ¾-inch ..•. do .... do •• ~·: ••••••••• ~.....
10._••. do .•.• ·: .
~o ..•. .do .. gra~nels ..................... .-._. •• ·••.•.
8 ... :do .•• ·r-·
o,450 .. do. : flat iron...................... • . • . • • • .
80 00 per t_on·..... .
.
I Sept. lo I J . II. & B. H. Ellicdt_t .. ... Plate iron ....... ·........... : ......... ~............
5. 70 per tb .•• Washmgton.
Bar iron ....••.•••.••.••.••••••••.••••.•••..•.·,: • • • • , ;, , 3 .70.do •••••.
,,.
Flancl•1iron ..••••. : .•.• :.;.......................
• 3.88-.do .•.•••
800 pounds l·inch il,"on rods, for rivets . . •. ~ ·······~··
4.: ·.<lo, .. "
\ Dec .
31 Wm. Lang., : ••••••
3 ·pieces black spruce spar timber 58 feet long •.•••-.
30 ., Q9 per piece -:.• Philadelplua.
3 .... ........ do ..... : .... d~ ... : 36 .. .. do •.•• .:....
10 oo: . .. do •••••• · ·
_
.
1 ......... .... do .......... do .... 63: ... do .•..•.. ~.
12 00 .... do .••.••
2 ...•.•..•.•• do ..•..•.•.• do ...• 57 .••. do. _..•... ,..
20. 00 .•.. do .••.•. ,.
8 00. ·; .. do .•.•••
3 .. , •..••.... tlo .•••.••••• do ...• 38 .... ,lo . "..•.. :...
I ............ do .......... .do. .... 45 ... .'do .........
12 00 •••• do •.•••••
1 ..••••..••.• do .•••••..•. do .••• 58 .••. do ..•••• .- ...
30 00 .••• Jo .• , •••
6 .•••••••••• ,do, .••.•••• ,do . .••• 64 •••• do ....,......
45 00 .••• do ••••••

·1.

9]
7

•

trj
?<

0
0

9
~
0

~

n ••

Aug.

10

Oct.

5

•

I

·1 .

··

J

~

00

(:/t

List of contr~cts under tli e c0gnizance of tlie Bureau of Construction, ctc.-Continued.
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!1-----·-----------~-------1-....:.:..:.-:.___
1s,1s ... •
1848.
Oct. '.' 5 f :i>ec.
31

·wm . L ang-Continued ... 6 pieces black spruce spar timber, 48_feet lon g ., ••••
3 •••• , ••••.•• do ...•• , •.•. do ..• , 44 •••. do ..•..•....
4 •..•..••.... do ...•••.... do .... 50 .... do ..••.... ,.
8 .•.•• ,, ••••• do .••• , ••••. do .••• 47 .• , .do ..•..••...
\
8 •••••••••••• do . ...••.•.. do •••• 40 .•.• do .....••.•.
25 pieces of inch spar ..• , • , •••.• , ••...........•..•.
20 poles ..........•.•..•.•...•..••••••..• , .•..•...
George Adams ......•••. 3 pieces black spruce spar timber, 58 feet long •....•.
3 ..••••••.••• do ..•.••.••• do ...• 36 .... do .•...•..•.
1. .••••••••••• do .•.••••••. do .... 5;3. .•• do ......... .
2 ...••••.• , .. do.•••• . , •..• do •... 57 •.•• do.;; ·••..•..
3 ..••••.••.•• do ..•• ~ •.••. do .••• 38 .••. do ..•.....•.
1 . ..•••....•. do •••••••••• <lo •••• 45 .... do ..••••....
J •••••• , ••••• do •.••••••. ,do . ••. 58 ••.. do ..• -~·· •..
6 .••••• , . .' •• do .......... do .... 64 .••• do ......... .
6 .••••••••••• do .•••••.•.. do .••• 48 •..• do ..• .'. 1 • • • •
1:l •••••••••••• do ...•.••••• do ..•• 44 .. ~ do ...•• , •.••
4. ........... . do ..•••.•••• do .... 50 ..•. do ..•.••••••
8 .•••••••• ·••• do ......•••• do •••. 47 .••• do ..••.•••••
9 .•••••.••••• <lo .. ,; •• ·••..• do •..• 40 .••. do ..•••••••.
25 pieces of inch spar ....••....•••..••••••••.• , ••..
20 poles .•••••.•••••.•••• , .•. •,•,,,,,•,,·• •• •,•·,·

.

Oct.

~~p_t.
Sept.

Oe:t.
Oct.

5 I Dec.

31

18-19 .
12 ; Dee.
30 \ John H. McIntosh ... · ~ .. 10,000 cubic feet promis.cuous live oak timber ••.•••..
1,000 cubic feet live on\{, keel son 11ieces ••.••• ., . -; ••.
2:2 :t Der. . 30 John S. E. Nutwell ..•••• 400 ,vhite oak knees .....•...•••....•••••.•.•••••..
200 .... do •..• boat knees .••••.••••.•• , •••••••••••.
30
J. Higg;n, & B,·o ..... 50 sticks red cedar •.... , ••••..•••••••••••...••••••
2 \ Dec.
1,120 pounds 1ignurovi tre .••••••.••••••••• , ••.••••••
3 De<'.
30 E<lw'd H. Herbert. ..••.. 40,000 cubic feet whit.a oak plank stocks •.••••••••••

IE.

5,000 .....• do ..•... do .••. promi scuous timber .. : .••.
5,000 ..•••• do ••••• ,do ..•. curve .•.•.•. . do ......... .

Philadelphia.
00 .... do ......
00 •••. do .•..• •
00 •. •. do .••..•
00 .... do .... • .
50 .... Jo ......
f>O •••• do ...••.
32 00 •••. do .•• ·••• Gosport.
9 00 .••• do .•••..
13 00 ..•. do ..••••
' .
21 GO .... do .... ..
7 00 .... do .... ..
14 00 ..•. do ••••••
31 00 .... do ..... .
50 00 ....
24 00 .... do .... ..
. .:vi,..
10 00 .... do .... ..
2 1 00 .... do .... ..
15 00 .••. do ••••••
9 00 ..•• do ••.•••
2
do .•••••
2D ••• ,do ••• ••,, .

$20 00 per piece . .•

12
18
12
10
2

ao .... ..

.O?· •..

93¾ per c. foot. l{itteff.
1 10, . ,.. do .•••••
· 1 00 'per siding in
1 00 .... do ..... .
25 00 per stick .. .

Itittery.
Charlestown.
Pensao_ola.

10 per pound ..

39 per c. foot . •· Charlestown.
39 .... do ••••••

4 5 ..•• clo ••••••

t?j
~

t.,
0

9

~

9

t-'

Oct.

4
4

Oct .
Oct .

5
7
10

Oct.

5 cor,ls . •• •.• ••••••• J. 0, ••• ,.ull tt :, . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
{j
2 0 00 p er c ord ...
•· .!~1cl~or_y .. . ....... Jo..................... 20 oo .... d o .••..•
Christophe 1· M ill e1· . ..... . 2 , _.01Sul>~o leol white oak plank stocks.............
37 per o. foot.· 1 Brooklyn .
30 Samu el Et heredge ..••... f3,3o6 cub_ic lect Y._pine mast and spo.i- timber......
30 .... <lo •••••• G o spoi:t .
30 John Nash ............. . .'30,000 cubw feet wlnte oak plank stocks.............
24.l ... do .•.••• Gosport.
720 ...... <lo •....... do.......... ...................
48 .... do ....••
6 white oak or hickory butt pieces, 8 feet Jong . • • • • • .
I 00 .•. each ••...
6 •••.. <lo ••• : ••• do ••••, •• do ••••• 12 .•.. do...........
1 50 •••. do.~ ••.•
$ ••••• do ...•••. <lo •••• ·•• do ·• •••. 14 •.•• do .•.•• ·..•·...
·1 50 .••. do •••• ;.
30 ... , ••.• -•.~ .••. do ...... do ..•••• 7 .•.. dd ..... , ..'': ...
1 00 •. _.do~ •••••
.3 5 00 par M. feet.· _G_osport.
30 \,Ym. c ._£orrong'hs .••• ~; 4,0_QO super-ficial feet cypress boards •••••• /. -•••.• t .. :
D ec.
14,000.: .•• ~·do::. _•• -elni\ l•.• ~•• do.~. -••••••• r.-....._.. - 47 _
5o. ·... clo ..••• ~ .. ·
52 ·50 per ton ~..... Brooklyn.
30 James Munson ••••••••.• 16 -tons licrhno1Vitce.•••" •• ; .•••.• ~ •••••••• ~ ••••• / ..
D ec.
25- 00 per 1\1. feet. pliarlestown.
30 Wildes P. W alkei~ ..•• : •. 30~000 fe:t white pit1e boards ••• : .• ••.•••. .:..: • • • • • • • .
2_,?00 feet yeJ low oak boat . qpa:as,
t .. :_,~.. _~0 00 : .•. do,; ••• -:. :
2,Q00 .... do., ....-.. do •••••
,..1nch • .-,., .. ·..-... -. . 39 00 •. -.. do ...... ,
7 pe"r foot • . •.• Kitterv ; ·
Dec . , 30 Sillick Nichols · .••••• :·••• 1,492 feet whit(3 ash oal's •. : • ...•.••• ': •• : .': •••• :....
6;000 po~mds lig11.9mvi_tre ...•• " •.•••••• : ••• :.•'•••••... .: . .;, !
3½ per pound .
=
'
190
hickory
bars,
·
6
fee_
t
long.•••
:
•
'
••
/
.·
••
:
.'.
•••
.•
;
••
::
••
·
,30
per piece. ~·
""-.:·
18-: ••••. _do.:"· •. 14·•..•• .,_do._'..;."••• _•••••.~ ,, _.-. : , ••• ;.; ,
.2 . c 50 fa~1 ..:._. .: ! ..
'
30 Van Pelt &: Ru:::sell. ~.: ·•• 83.·~.e~-t hi_c}.wry_par>.:, ···. :: .• ~. ·:•J·:.· -,:~_; ·. ; :.~_
, .. , ···; .
. 45.!p_er . foot .•• Brooklyn.
Dec .
-, 03 !!. ··. do •••.•. , I.Brooklyn.
30 F . A . Southn:ayd. ·. : ••••. 5-,00_0 fee_, oak boa1<!_s ............ .............· ..•••••••
JO0' whtte as,h:, oar~/ 16/~ctJ~ng, 1,:~00 feet:,:M"'~-·... .•
05 .. •. . d~ ... ::. .
-<
100 .•...! •• do ..•• ~'.--' Hi : ... <l9 ••••.1,a0O~'do. ~. •.• • • • • . •
05 .... <lo._:, ••••
100 .•• ;<, .do .• :.,;.·. 14 .•• '.do .• .', 1,400.do'. .•~ ..• :....
05 •. '..do ......

4 D1:1c .

9

1-!nch: .:·: .
_.up ..

..... r (

Oc t .

]1

11

0·0~

30

,•

;.,

I~•

.!-.:

~

..,..

C •

0

,._ .~

J

~\i?]ti\!mt'~g;;;~~iij:.iit}i;:::,·;:J!;jjt;:?;.

tzj

•>1

0
0
~

~

0

~

20,000 cubic_ r~e vyello1,, pine plank sr~cks ..•••• :.. ·:, . : ~ - 30 p~r-.cnblc rt. BroC>_klyn.
3,805½.....~.do.•.-'~ ... ~u. ·.. -,-'. beams .... _..• ~· -· '.·;_•.-.: •.: 1 • ,.,_ "39 ......do. _~f ·• , -- _..,.: , _
:15,000 feet I-inch white pine pannel boards •••• ;; •••. ·. 35 00 _per_-1\I;:·~•• ~ _Philad~lphia.

Itgg;t.-.-a: ::~::J~\-::~~;~~:.:\: :·:-~:;:::: :.::::::; >J~ ig: ?::~~:-::; :-:~ :, _,.

200 superficfal feel bla_cJr-·walnut veneers._.·;. -; •• , •.:,. ~
·s,ooo. ~· ..~ido ...• •wliite oa1c plank and__l1o~rd~ • ,::;·. • .<
4 000.- •••• do ..••. white pine •••••• do .••••••••,., . ..-.
4'.ooo ...... do .••. '. 31inch white ,pine JJJa.rk .and ~oards
15,000 ...•• do ..... 2 ...... -~do. : .... (16."•• ~ ........ -:
20,000 .•• -; !do.-. ••. lt ..•••• do ••••• ;do\ •••••• ·•• ·• •••
30;000 .. .•• do •• ," .1 ....... do. , . _.: .do ••••• • • • • ,.. .
...

-e:.

Qi> P,_~r sup'l fJ,

-

lvf....

30. .,00 lier
i'
35 .00 .• _. .do : .•••••
35 00 ••• '.do ••••• :
33 00 : ,,.do ••.• ; ;;
SJ 00.-.•-.·du:.•••••
35 00 .•.. do ••••••
....
"-i

~

00

-l

~

List of contracts unefer tlie cogn·izance of the Bureau · of Construction, ~c .-Continued.

00

00
Date.

Expiration.

184$.
Oct.
19

18tl9.
Dec.
30

30
30

Names of contractors.

Articles.

.J(f,000 su_perfi'l ft. f i~1eh white pine pl.ank and boards
10 ,000 ..•.. do, ..•. 1-mch merchantable plank&. boards
5,000 .•.... do . . ,., 2 ....•. .do .•••.. do ....•.....•...
2,400 .•• •. -.do . .... 2-inch Susquebanna plank&. boards
23,000 .•.•. do ..... white ash •..•••• . ••••• do ••.•.•..
15,000 ..••. do .......... do . . ....••.••.•• do .••••...
1,oon ... •/•.do ...•. ~he rry board:, ........••••••.••••.
4,000 .•• • • ,do ..... black waln ut boards •.•.. · ........ .
1,000 .•• ••. do . .••••.... do.•••• ~do .•• 10 to 20 inches
1.000 ...... do ..•..•.... do ...... do ... 18 to 20 .. do ..
1,000 ••.••• do ...•. baywo0d mahogany, 4 inches thick
1,000 .••••• do ..••.•.... do .•••.. do .... !f: ••••• do •••..
1;000 .•. ..• do ...•••..•. do ...••. do .... ¼••••• do .• : .
50 ash oar rafters ....... •.... . ..•.••..•.•••••. : .••.
E. J. Hi ggi ns & Bro .. ... 6,000 feet 1½ an<l 2-inch white oak plank .........•...
40,000 .do •.•••...•.•......•••. . do .•••••...••••.••
30.000 .do ........ ~· .....•.••... do'-. ...•••••••••.•.
Joseph Grice .. .. .. . ..... , Yello,v pine lumber .........••••.•...•.. ~ ...••••• _•.
3,204 cubic feet m ast timber •..•..••..•. \ •••.•••••• :.

Henry

Navy yard where deliverable.

$ 30 00 per M ••... Goi;:port.
17 00 ..•. do •••••.
16 00 .... do ..... .
- 48

oo .... do ..... .

25 00 . • .. do . •.•..
25 00 .••. do • ••••.
4.000 .•.. do .•..• :
35 00 .... do ..••••
40 00 .••. do .•••••
40 00 .... i.lo ••••••
170 00 .••. do .••••.
130 00 .... do ••••.
100 00 .... do .••••.
2 50 each·.....••
70 00 p er 1\1 ft, , . • Pensacola.
80 00 .••. do ..•.•.
!W 00 ..... do •••...
35 00 .. :~.a o .. : .. Pen~acola .
60 per -cubic f~.

trj
~-

t,
0
~

...

~
0

i-l

'
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ABSTRACT OF OFFERS .
MADE

TO FURNISH NAVAL SUPPLIES,
I

COMING UNDER THE COGNIZANCE
OF T~E

BUREAU OF CONSTRUCTION, EQUIPMENT, AND R_EP AIR,
EXHIBITING

ln scales from No. 1 to No . 21, inclusive, as, we_U tliose wliicli, ·were
accepted as thos e which were rejected, between Novemb er
22, 1847, (da t,e ~f la.st report,) aid December I ,
· 1848: reported in obe-dience to act of Con- ·
gress of Marth 3, 184~. '
t

44
•

I

(

-

No. 1.
- ec ember 21, 1847. O.11
11-rer s recMve
•
d to J an .
ad1Jer t ·i·sem,ent by the bureau oj· D
d el-ivued at the navy yards a t Kitt ery, Brooklyn, Phi lad elphia, and Gospo r t, by August 1 1 1848.

S'c ''·'·d£>- of
o""
· ' 1·e l t,
·:
,[J ers t o .Irurn'l.,·11,
30, 181S, to be

~-

·u n d er

--

Required at Kittery,
Maine, 5,000 square
feet.

,.

.

BidMrs.

0

I.

Feet .

,

Oilered.

Required at Brooklyn,
N. Y. , 5 1000 square
feet.

Required at Philadelphia., 7,000 square
feet.

Offered.

Offered.

i

:

,

Rate. Amount.

'
Required at Gosport,
Va., 1,b00 square
,fee t .
Total amount
of offer.

Feet.

Rate. Amount.

Feet.

Offered.

Rate. Amount.

Feet:

'

-

.
,...

Rate. Amount.

~
~

\

---- - - - ~ - - - - - - -- - - -- --- --- ---~
-·

5,000
5 ,000
10 $500 00
5,000
5,000
10 , 500 00
5,000
5 ,000
7f 38 1. 25
11
550 00
5,000
5,000
5,000 · 10
500 00
5)000
5 ,000
12
600 00 . i:>,000
5,000
5,000
12
600 00
5,000
5,000
10
500 00

Nathan iel Hamlen, of Boston, Mass ..
Storer & Stevenson, of New Y0rk ...
James H.. Hitchcock ,.of N ew York ..
Hy. P . .Fa1rb:1nks, of Boston, Mass . .
John II. Bttcon , ol' Medford , Mass . ..
James Cl ifton, of Philadelphia . • . : •.
N at haniel Ha.rnlen, of Boston, Mass ..
0. Whittlesey, of Washi ngton ..•....

t

Al phrns Fobes, of. N ew York ..• •

I

Nos.. I,
2, or 3 .
No . 4 ..

· • Accepted .
0

f

~

~
,-..... I

t

Nos . I,
2, or 3.
No . 4 ..

$500
10
500
71.!l 375
11
550
·10
500
JO,! 525
12
600
10
500
JO

~ ?I l

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

1 ·····

-

I

7,000
7,000
7,000
7,000
7,000
7,000
7,000
7,000
Nos. 1,
2, or 3.
No.4 .•

10
10

7f
11
10
10

12
10

:;100 00

700
533
770
700
700
~40
700

00
75
00
00
00
00
00

l ...... I
5i
7~

$7-00
700
10
7!i8 533
770
11
~o 700
840
12
840
12
10 - 700
10

7,000
7,000
7.000
7~000
7,000
7,000
7,000
7,000
Nos, 1,
2, oi: 3 .
No . 4 . .

~

-r

00
00
75
00
00
00
00
00

$2,400
2,400
"1,823
2,640
2,400

0
0
7
0
00

~
0

('.")

g ~

21665 0 0
2,880 000

2,400 0

0 .
•

i,-l

•

5J
7j

-

--

.

The samples show an article entirely .unsuited ~o the purposes for which it is wanted.

No;~ -~ In c_on! equence of the failure on the part of J. R. Hitchcock to furnish felt of a quality equal to the sample submitt~d by him, the offer No. 8
0. \\ hu t.esey was accepted on the 18th Febru11ry, 18~8.
~
Offers opened Monday, 31st January, 18i18, in presence of
·

CH. WM . 8.I{INNER,
CH. H. HASW ELL,

p . C. J OHN S9N1

J, H, ' R:tn,¥.

.

~
~
1 ,.,

;.

No. i .

§

Scale of o.f)'ers to J1irnisl~ mast and spar timber at t!,,e navy yard at Gosport, Virginia, by September 1, 1848,
'U,nder ai,vertiument of tlie bureau, of January 13, 184:8.-0ffers r eceived to February 18, 1848.
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MAST TIMBER, :\To. L
- (!)

to'"'

c; c:d

:g
0

(1)

:;;:I

Ul

(1)"'

0~

i----§

(1),....

c..o.s

mi--

~,...

<ll-1--

"'- 1--

·a£

-a~

-.;I<~

'tjf~·

'tjf~

~

(I)

mS

(1)..,
(1) (1)
........ ~

SJ
,

(1) ,_,

(1) .....

.;_)

C)

J~ g

: Sf

.... CJ

.s

CV:

·a.a

C)
(1)

:;;:I

'-- ..c:

,oo

p

t:u •

,:: gl

:g~~

~~

M.S

__)

bo ....

i:: ~

0

:;;:I

(1)"'

0)

.A

- (!)

CJJSC-

:~
0

-..., er
Vl
~

'<:I'
fl;-t-

-i

bi!'"'
,:;:$

i::

o::J

~(1)

.s

:Bidder<=.

-i
tc,..

i:: c:d

v·1 l'-,.c~, 1

(1)

-a~

~-.-0~

.~-:!

~!::;

.l

..8 ~
(1)

~~

0"'
oe <V
-..G

1-- C:

,v·-

-~~

~

Vl

~ -'1;S
~

(1),:;)
C) C

I

::.,

(1)

tJJ'"'
;:!

i::

l:tj

C)
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-tjt._

-o
g(.YJ

en

'"Cl

:a

-~ >,

.....0

P....c

...:.o

-,ey,~

ro

.•

'}

,,,

-::::;:l
0

1,854 cubic feet.

178 ct1bic feet.

242 cubic feet.

s
,:;:$
Cl)

:;;
Price per
cubic foot .

Price per
cubic foot.

Price per
cubic foot.

· Erice per
cubic foot.

b.o

Price per
cubic foot.

Price per cubic
foot.

Price per cubic
foot.

Satnuel P. Brown •••••••........ ·1 52 cents ..
52 cents .. I 52 cents .. I 52 cents . . I 52 cents .. I $130 per Jqiece .• j $128 34 per piece.
Alp~ ..us Fobes . •••••....••................ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·; .. ..
:Ba.ng,&.Brothers ................ 38 .. do .... 38 .• <lo .. . . 38 .. do .... 38 .. do .... 38 .. do- ..
38 cents ... .. .
38 cents .. . •.•
Jo::ioph Gri<'e ... .. • . .. . ........ ..
65 .. <lo.... 1 65 .. do. . .. 1 65 .. do.... 1 65 .• <lo....
65 .. do.
1
$250 per piece .. $190 per piece ..
- - - - ' - '--

-. -

- - - ·--- g -

.........
Ac·coptod.-B a ngf.l & Brothers for m ast ti1nhe1· N

-

-

-

-

(1)

.....

l:JJ

b.o
~

$1,222 63
864 12

1,645 10

t,
0
~

~
0

~

No. 2-Continued .
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SPAR TIJ'ifBER, No. 2.
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_,._,~
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Cl,)
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Q)

~

~

~"

00

c:.>- <:)
Cl,)

·s..

-

lQ

bJJ

bJJ
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..9

.£

c::

~

.cc

"<i'

"'-

Q)
<:.)
Q)

Q)

--

·a

"j5.

(0

(0.

Price per piece.

•• r----::,

~

•I

,.r . .

Samuel P. Brown ...•.•
Alpheus Fobes .........
Bangs & Brothers, ••.•.
Joseph Grice ...•••••••

$50 00 $5 00 $8 001 $40 00 $5 00 $6 00 $10 00
100 00 40 00 70 00 160 00 45 00 68 00- - 75 00
13 25 13 25 13 25
13 25
-.

.~~. ~~ .~:. ::1 ... ~~. ~~

.....

$50 00
200 00
13 25
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~
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~
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~
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.s:
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:0
0

::s

0

s

0

p.
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:7Q)

0

~

mch.

100 00 60 00 65 00 50 00 45 00
13 2.'> 13 25 13 25 13 25 13 2b

$0 25
30
20

,,

-~

Ul -

~

I

,- -: -,P<ice l'',1Price pr:

·,._;

.. ....

....

o<::>

$24 00 $6 00 $9 00 $6 00 $5 00
-

'"O

I

..d .cl

(1)

-

- -;-1·

Q)
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,e·I

<IS
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C1)
<:)
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!
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pole.

b.l)
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bJJ
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-<

$0 30 1$919 75
30 4,146 50
75
699 25

.........

t-tj

-~
0
0
~

~
~
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Accepted.--:--Bangs & . Brothers, -for spar timber No. 2. Offers opened Monday, February 21 1 18.8 1 in presence_of-

CH. WM. SKINNER,
P. C.·JOHNSON,
J, 1 Ff. REILY.
·\

Q

g:

•

-~

No. -~.

~
~

Scale of o.flers to furnish . mast and spar timber at the navy yard at Philadelphia, by the 1st of September, 1848,
under advertisement of the bureau of January 13, 1848. Offers received to February 18, 1848.
MAST TIMBER, No. 1.
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55 .. <lo •••.
38 .. do ..•.
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Price per I Price per I Price per
foot.
cubic foot.
cubic foot.

49 cents ..
55 .. do ... .
38 .. do ... .
75 .. do ... .

,::
G

(1) .....
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49 cents.. $115 per piece.. 50 cents, .....••
55 .. do. ... 175 .... do .'.... $100 per piece ..
. 38 .• do.... 38 cents .. ~..... 38 cents ..... ..
75 .. do .... $90 per piece ... $1 50 ......... .

Aocepted.-Bangs & Brothers, for mast timber, No. 1.
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Price. per piece.

Samuel P. Brnwn, ... . • 1 $17 00[ $4 001 $7 001 $38 001 $5 001 $5 00 $ IO 00
Alpl:1eus Fobes.........
100 00 40 00 69 00 155 00 43 00 66 00 . 74 00
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Offers opened, ·Monday, February. 21, 1848, in presence of-
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ti~~iJ!~;l;.·:: .. ~~ -~~. ~\~:. ~~ -~~ ... ~~. ~~. ~~ •~~ .~~- ~~ •~~ .~: ... ~: -~~ .. •~~ -~~. ~~ -~~. ~~ .:: .~~ ?~. ~~- ~~ ......-~~ ...... :~ . 699 25
• Having substitnted Norway pine for spruce pine, his offer for spars is informal.
Accepted.-Bangs & Brothers, for spar _ti!!lb~, NQ, 2.
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CHAS. WM. SKINNER 1
P. C. JOHNSON;
J, H. REILY-.:;.,__
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·s;ale of ~ffers. to furnis'i mast and spar timbe 1 • at the navy·yard at Brooklyn, New York, b'1 the· 1st of September,
1848, under advertisement of the bureau of the 13th of January, 1848. Offers r~ceived, to th,e l8t!,, of Feb ~
rn,ary, 1848.
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MAST TIMBER, No. 1.
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Price per cubic
foot.

1-----1----Samuel P. Brown .••••••.••.••••.
Al pheus Fobes .••.•••••••••......
Eclmund Shaw ••••••.•••• , •••.. ,,
Bangs & Brothers .•. ,, •...• , , •...
J. J. Van Pelt ....... , ...•...•...
Abm. Denike • , •• , •• , , , , , , • , •• , ••
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No. 4-Continued.
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SPAj. TIMBER,_ No. 2.
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Samuel P. Brown .•...... , · 1$25 OO $3 00 $5 00 $16 00 $4 00 $5 00 $10 00

Alphetis Fobes ............. 46 00 8 oo 15 00
Edmund Shaw ............. 12 00 12 00 12 00
Bangs & Brothers.......... 13 25 13 25 13 25
J. J. Van Pelt ............ .
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Acce pted.-SamuetP. Brown for spar timber, No. 2.
CHAS. WM. SKINNNR,

Offers opeted, Monday, 21st ·of February, 1848, in presence of-

t
!:'

P. C. JOHNSON,
J. H. REILY.~
~
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No. 5.

~
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00

Scale of offers to furnish mast and spar timber at tl,,e navy yard at Kittery, .Me., by Isl September, 1848, under
advertisement by the bureau of 13th January, _1848.-0.ffers received to 18th February, 1848.

MAST TIMBER, No. 1.

Bidders. •

One -piece 85 feet long,
26 inches diamet:er
-289 cubic foet.

I One26 piece
80 feet long,
inches diameter
1

OM piece 38 feet_ long,

-272 cubic feet.

One piece 67 feet long,
18 inches diameter
-111 cub:c feet.

Price.

Price.

Price.

Price.

23 by 23 mcht>s
square- 108 cnbic
feet.

San1uel P . Bro,vn ....•.•..••••.••• . ...• · 1 $195 per p~ece ........ · 1 $195 per p~ece ....... · 1$y.5 per pi~ce .. .... . .. 150 cents pe_r cnbic foot.
Al pheus Fobes . . • • . • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • $375 per piece. . . . . . . . $375 per p iece. . . . . . . . $300 per piece. . . . . . . . $250 per piece •....•..
Bangs & Brothers .•..••....•......••.... 38 cents per cubic foot. 38 cents per cubic foot. 38 cents per cubic foot. 38 ce .1ts pe1 cnbic foot .
J.
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Aggregate
amount of
bids.
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$524 43
1,300 00"
291) 40
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Accepted.-Bahgs & Brothers, for mast timber No. l. ·
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No. 5-Tfontinuecl.
SPAR TIMBER, No. 2.
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---Accepted.-~amuel

P: Brown, for spar timber No. 2.
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Offers opened Monday, 21st Febrnary, 1848, in presence of-

•

CH. WM. SKINNER,
P. C. JOHNSON,
J. H. REILY.

..

m

'
No. --6.
Scale of otfers to furnish bituminous coal, under adverti_sement by tk,e bureau of February 16, 1848-otfers received
to March, 17; deliverable in the gulf of Mexico, as requ,ired, during twelve-mont!is frorn date of _contract.
._
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From \~hom bids were received.

0

Quantities offered.

~i:i.

~o

(1)C't.
~C\l

2. Clover Hill Railroad Company.
3. Thos. M. Maccubbin & Co ...•.

4.
JS.
6.
7.
8.

L . S. Corryell. '. ........... · {
Beverly Tucker ........•••....
J. K. Moorhead ...••.•........
S. H. Ackerman .......•.•.•..
Mid Lothia n Coal Company ....

9.
10.
11.
12.

Joseph Grice .•.•.••....••.• · {
Thos. Whitridge & Co ........•
John A. Mitchell ..•.•••....••
Nathaniel Hamlen •••.••.....•

will be taken, and general remarks.

(1)
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40
00
00
00
50
23
00
50
5-0
9

8

50
74 ·

$0 22
20
10

20
20

22½
25
22
20
24

30
17

l g~: u l
20

87
13. George Winthrop Coffin . . •••• , 1,000 to. 10,000 tons .....
14. William W. Davis .......... .. As reqmred • . • • . • . • . . • . 1 13 25
16 •••••••.••• Jo ..••••....•••.•••• .••..• do .••• , •.....••••• 1 11 98.,

I

The pits from which the coal

(1)

op.

i:i::

As required . . . • • . . . . . . . $13
....•• do................ 12
1,000 tons.. ............ 10
As required............ 14
....•• do................ 13
...... do................ 13
. . . • . . do ............... . 1 16
.....• do ................ ! 14
.....• do ................ \ 12
800 tons mo~thly, a_nd 2001 { f3
tons more 1f required .. , 5
3,000 tons ...........•.• . 15
1,000 tons per month .... · 13
3,000 tons ........ , ..• , •. 7

(1)"'0

"'O ....

._

~

1. Manning & Lee . . ....•..... . ..

-t
0
0

12¼
18

20

Best Cumberland, (mines of Maryland Mining -Company.)
Beaver pits, Chesterfield county, Va.
Cumberland coal, (Frostburg mines.)
Cumberland coal.
Bituminous steamboat coal; or $13 per ton, if.notice is extended 40 days.
Black Heath pits, Va.
•
Monongahela pits, Pittsburg, Pa.
Cumberland coal.
·
Mid Lothian pits, Va.
Cumberland, (Maryland Mining Companf.)
Cumberland.
Cumberland, (Eckbart's mines.)
Bituminous coal of the best quality.
Picton, (foreign coal.)
Sydney
do.
Best Cumberland.
Best Virginia coal, eqiaal to Black Heath or Mid Lothian.
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0

0
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~

·701

Ex. Doc. No. 1.
No. 6.-Continued.
REMARK·s TO PRECEDING PAGE.'

Offor No. 12, (of Nathaniel Hamlen,) not naming the pit from which the coal would be
taken, es required by the ad,:ertisement,. he was writte~ to on the 1.8 th March; to which he
replied by letter of the 21st March, statrng that be designed to fnrmsh the Sydney coal, and
that description not coming within the terms of the advertisement, wl1ich required coal of
the best quality, and being inferior to the Cumberland, by Professor Johnson's analysis and
the annexed certificate of the engineer-in, chief, was rejected.
·
Offers 2, 5, 8, 13, and 15 1 being obnoxious to the same obJectio11s, were also rejected. ·
Offer No. 3, (of Thomas M. Maccubbin & Co.,) being the next lowest for Cumberland
coal, (considered the best for steamers,) was accepu;d, provided he would agree to furnish
all that might be required, in conformity with the terms of the advertisement ; to which he
verbally a~sented, but subsequently, by letter of 1st April, declined to sign the contract prepared tor him.
.
.
.
Offer No. 14, (of William W. Davis,) being the next lowest for the best Cumberland
coal, and complying in all respects with the terms of the advertisement, was accepted, and
contract and bond entered into by him on the 4th April, .1848.
·

CH. WM. SKINNER,
·
Chief of Bureau.
Oifers opened 18th March, 1848 1 in presence of-Ch. Wm. Skinner; P. C. Johnson, and

1. H. Reily.

I hav~;examined the above scale of offers, and ~m qf the opinion that when the loss in the
coals by"their shipment, their discharge and reshipment, in the gulf of Mexico; added to the
requirements of economy in eYaporative effects and in the occupation of space, are duly considered, that the offer No. 3 is the best for one thousand tons; and that No. 14 is the next
best for the balance that is required.
·

CH. H. HASWELL,
Engi,ieer-in-chief.

.

.

f

I

I

' \

No. 7.

,

..::,

Scale of offers to furnish naval supplies during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1849, at the .navy ya·rd, KUtery,
Jliaine,•under advertisement by the bureau, .flpril 21, 184;8.-0ffers received to May 20, and opened on ;he 22d,
23d, and 24th Afay ._

i

•
Class No. 1. I "Class No. 2.

Iron.
Bidders .

·Amount of
bid.

. Coppet·.

I Class No. 3. I Class No. 4. I Class No. 5. I Class No. ·6. \ Class No. 7.
Hardware.

Canvass.

Paints and
oils.

Oakum. · I Stationery.

I Amount
of I Amount of j Amount of I Amount of I Amount of I Amount of
bid-.
. bid.
bid.
bi<l.
bid.
.
bid.

t tDtt.,t~~~~-n· :~',_~~;_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: ::: :iii;,~~;_::::::::::::::: ::~~:~;: ;~: ::~:~~~: ~~:: :~::: :: ::

t:~· ~~i~~:~:;~t!t: ::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::~ : ~~:~~;:~~: ::::::::::~: :::;:::::,::: :::::::::::~ :::~:ii;:ib: .: ~?~~:~?: ::::::::::::

7 ......... . .... do .................... .. ..... ........ . ....... .. .
8. Charles E . Gibbs .............................................
U. Bown&. Co .....•.. . . .... .•.•. .. .. . . .•.•.•.... •. ......•... • ..
10. Jo,,;eph Jackson & Sons ...........................
2,985 50
11. Ca.rnl·ro9 !;: Braud .•••••..• , •.......••.•. . f.. .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . .
12 . .Altre<ll:. Smith ..................................
3 ,444 00
13 . \\i ill1an1 !'\. C.lc1n.. .. . ..................... . ........ •'• ..... ~

$26,176 02 .........................................•••.........•.....•
. .. . . ... .. .. .. ... .. .......... ... . ...
2,193 60 . •••••• ••• .•
$177 25
. ...... . .. -.••••••••••••.....• , ....•..•••••.•••••..••••• , • • .
167 19
........................................................................ .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Informal. ..••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••
....................... ,' ....• ,' .... , . . ....•.••.•• ........ ••. •............•
...... , . . . . . $3,530 35 • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . • . . . • • . • • • . . . • . . . . .•••.•.•••

it ~fi~:{t:[i(~~,:·:-:-:-:-:-:-: -: -:-:-: :: :: ::::: ::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: : .. _;:;;~.;~. ::: :::::::::::: ~:~;~: ~~: ::::::::: :::::::::::::::
1~. ~cnrg;e ~_dams. .... .... ............ .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . .
27,637 00 ................................... , .••••• , ••••.••••• , .•••••
~u· ll. l\1. ,, ilson ~.. Co ........................... • ..
2,991 25 ....•.•..... • ....... • • .... •. • • ••• • •• .••· • • • ••• • • • .. • • • ••, •,. ,'. • • • • • • • • •'
• <'vcro Copr,01· Company ...................... -..· .... , •• , , , •• , ,
20 , 221 25 .
·
•
• • • • • • ' • • • • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e • • •••••If•• fl•••:
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Co... ...... ....... • • • • · ·' '· •·• • ·' · • .. • • • · ••- • • · ;,:,,., 0 ' 1,,,,., 1 2 ..
0

21. S.iunuel 1\... HtlU "<' r • • .•• . ·

.. • • · " • .. • • • • • • • "

· • • • • .... • " · "

• • • • .. • " · .. • • .. • • ' " • .. • •

22 . Jn mcsi;: . Sh• re~, jr ... . .'.::::::·:~:::: :: : ::: : : :: :: :::.:::~ : : : :: : : :: :::::::: :::: :~ :::::: : : : : '. '.". ·. :: : : : : :: :::::: : : : :::::::::: :
23. E . .T. H1 p:g-1n:,, & B rothe1· . .. ..... .. . .. . . .. . ... . .. . .
3 ,8 23 15 . . . . . ....... . .... ... . . . . . . . .

;~bii

;:t~~}ii#YiLt.T.t.I.t;::: ::::+!:::!::;:::::LEI::::: : \::~\)/'.;~thf: \\H\\'. ;:;+}
!

i~:fi'.l~IiA~~~t~f/HY./:::~::;):·11;:::~: ::};;nr·~H\W:: : ~;:~ :::: :~i:::::::: ::}jli{: ::::::::::;: ~:~: :n~;1
if

3 -L . . . •..·. do .. •.•••••• . • ••..•••• . . . •... . . .._ ... . ••. ·.• . . • •. • ... . · .... • ........••••••.... , • . • • • . . . . . . • • . . • . • • . • . • . .
35 . Ri~!rn nl J pn nPss .. . .... ........ . ................ . . . . 2.,713 52· 31,456 00
2,919 29
6,3 73 00
2,422 50

if !l~i~!}[ig~~~-:_-:_-\ L)_:_:_:)!!ii>: ::)}:::: ):)::~::: ::::~)::::

1~:
t h~iJfr~v:~-i;,ib;;~:f;;~t'.," &~·.: ·&~: ::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :~:::::::::: ::::~:::::::
42. I'i"itth :i nicl ITnrnlen . •·... . . . .. . .. _. • . . . . ..... . ..... . . ..... . . . ·. . .. . .. .. . . • . .. . . . . . • . . . • . • .

1,460 75 .•....•...••
1,481 00 .... .. ..... .

)):>:
:::!:::~::f :))):! ::::)Vi;
i:~~t
~J :::~:::::::: ·::::::::::: :::::·:::::::

5 , 005 56 ................................... .

it r:t1~~:t~~i·~.:.:.:~.~-~.:.:.:.: : ~ >:::::~:::::::::: ·~ :~?~~~~~~ :::::::::::: :::::::;:::: :::~:~~;:i;::::~:~~~:~~: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
1

46. Joseph Grice .. . ..... . ....... .. . . ....... . . .. . . . . . .. .. .... . .. ... . ... . .. .. .. . ; .•• . ." .. .. . . ..... . · · ·... • . . .. . .. . . . . .
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1,067 95 ............ ·

R EllIARKs.- Th 0se offers marked ' 1 i11 formal" do not eml:>4·ac:e ,a ll t ~e articles in th~ class for which they offer. ·
Offe rs opened in p resence of..,....
CH. '\VM. S L INNER,
P. c ._JoHNSON,

.J. H. RE l LY .
.!J.~·ccptcd.-"t.;o. 44 , of J . R. An der:-nn. for class N'o . I ; No . 20, of Phelps, Dod g-e & Co., for class No. 2; No. 14, of George Adams,
for clasc: N o. :J; N o. 40 , .. [' Tiurrit t & Timberl a ke , for class No . 4; No . 6, of Wilds P. Walker, for class No. 5; Nv. 46,
.
of Jose1,h Gr ic e,• for clu,s No . 6; No. 26. of L ambert & Lane, for class No. 7.
June ~' 1848.
·

hit.vin r.:·r·

h. ~The navy agent_at Ne:Y York
11 ·dcd by let tW of Jnne 26, 1848, that Joseph Grice had failed to execute the contract and bond prepared for
is signature after bemg not1~etl on the lu Lli ; lhe nr·:: t le) .. c,, d fo:·) being No. 5, of Wilds P. Walker, for class No. 6, was accepted bf Jetter dated July 5.
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No.$.

.cJ

Scale of offers to furnish naval suppli es during tli e fiscal z,ear w rlir:,~ .la'Yl,e 30, 1849,- at lh~ . navy yard, Cl?,arlestown, Massach11,setts, under adv1'-rtist:-,, nent by the bureu a, , .B., ,, _. 2. ,> , · 3.-(}jf'ers received to 20th May, and
opened on tlie 22d, 23d, and 24th Jlfoy.
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Amount of bids.

t t~·:iusEK~o~~:~:::::::
::::·::::: :::::::: ·s5:i3o· :::::::::: :::::::::,:~~'.~~~-~~- :::::::: ::::::::::
Cameron

~
~

9

<>:: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::

3
& Brand . . . . .
(")
· ••• • · · · · · •· •• · · · •• · • • · · •· · · · · · · ••• · · · •· · · · · • · · ••· • •· · · · •••• · · •· · • • · •·
$3 707 22 ..•••••
. w·11·
N Cl
.....•... , · ..... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · • · • · · • · · • · · • · · · • · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · • • • · • · · • · • • • • · · · · · • • • • • • ,
4.
1 1am · em.· ····
$2 642 84 ...•.••. · • • • • • ·. • • • · • · • · · • • • • • · · • • ·

11::;r~~;:iiII:;~;u ::nm:::::::: ::;:;;i :::::::1:: :::::::::: it:lll\I H:\\: i\:\\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\ \\I\\\\\ \\\\\I/\\\\\\
1t ~ji~~~~?~;i·:~~:i~i~.~: ~:: :<· ~~: ~~:: : >::~ ~:: ~ ~ <:~: ~~:: <<7:~: :<:: ?'.~~:~~>;:: ~:: : : : ;

12. D. A. Kingsland & Co .. . . • • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . 5,340 .• .. , •..... , .•...........• , •• , •..........•••..........••..•..••• , , •••••••••..••••••
13. Jiendricln1&Bros .. ........................................ $1,757 50 ................................................... ; ........ ..
14. }Iorton, Cordi s & Co ............................................................................................... 2,668 24 •••••••

<_:_:_:_:_:_:

~
9
~

19,-. OeorA:e M. Wetd.:-: : •• :.-: :::-::::. 450 _00

5,600

~.ooo

00

1,o/9~

oo

a,M~ 80

61:i (H4 .·: : ....... 206 56

6,250 10

~,aot

18 $4,490

ii fi~~~tt\l/ ~'.H~~}:t: :~ : : 1: : illil\i: : : : : : It:ffi:~: : :~ irnlt~ \\\\\\ :ti;:;t \\HH :}?
25. E. J. Higgins & Bro .......••••••..•.••••...•......•..•.... 2,220 00 ...••••, •••.•.••.•.•••••••.....•••......•••••.........•••.•••...

li:ll:iJ[:::::::::::l lH::::: ::!::::: ~if7:i~~~/~~: :::l:;:::: !)!!!)! :ll)}\Tii\/ \\\ii/ ;fr~/ \lllll\\t :rt

31 .•.•....• do .••• , •••••.•••.••••••••.. • .•.... • · · · · .·. · · · • • · • • · · • •.•••..•.•.......•....•.. _.. 4,620 95 ...•••.•.•...••.•.•..•••••••. , •.•••
32 ......... do ....................... ··• .................
4,164 00 ..••• : .. ...•.••.......•.•......•.•••..•....•....••••••
33. Jan1es M. Shaw........... .. ............. 4,855 1, 18 75 ...•...•.. 3,686 25 ............................ : ••... _. .... . ..... 4,460

7....... . ........

~;: r~ ~ff~~s~'a't ~ig1;;d::::: ::::::::::·.::::::: •.. (;) .. :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::·:::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ..:::~~

36. ,vilds P . Walker •..•••.•• •• • • .•......•.. . .••...• 1,9.68 75 .......••...••••.......•••...••.••.....•.•••..•....•...• . •.•••......••..•
37 ...••.•.. do .•.••••.•• .' ••.. .. . . •• • ... , ....... . .......................... 3,402 30 ....•...•..•••.•• . .••••••..••••••. . ..•..•.••••.•..•..
38 ...•...•• do .. . •. .• ••••••••••••• . .......•....•.....•.•••.•.....••.• •.• •••••.••.•. ... ·..•••. • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • •. • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . 3,798
39 .•.•••... do .•.....•....... , • . . . . . • 438 75 . . . . . . . . • • • • , • . . . . • • • . • . . . . . ••...•••.....••...•..••. . •..••••.. . , ••••••.•.••••••.• • •..•••••

I:

l!!1;;;~l!~:;;,:::::::: ;:::::::::;:: ::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::1:11::: :: :::::: Ii::! :H;:;;: 1!! 1:ri:ii::lit:t::: : ::
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4 • CharlesE.Gibbs ...... 17,381 00 449 25
5,450 ............-........ 3,37275 548 55 ......·.... 30109 ................. ~ .. 4,475
4B. fforton, Cordis & Co •.•••.•..••••.•••••..•••••••..•••.••••••••••••••••••••••••. , • • • • • • • •••••••••••••••••• 5,155 88 ••••••• • • , • • • • • · ·
:~ · • •• , •... do. • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • ••••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • •••.••••._•••• , • • • • •••• , ; • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 ,800
51 .. ·······do ..................... ,, .......................... 1,736 00 . •••••••••• ·••••••• ••••• • ••.•••••••••• •••••••••• •••••••••••••••••
52 • Z~a~les P. Emmorn••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••• , •••••• • • • • • • • • •••• • ••••• 229 87 ••••••••••••••••••••••• •. • •

53 · riilh0;m Lang ..•••••••••••••••••.•••••.•.••••••..•• , ••••••••••• • •••••••• , ••••. • • • • • • • • 3,171 71 •••••••.• , •••••• , •• , •••••••• • • • • • • •
., .154 . W vy1Ison & Co. • •• • • •.•• • • •. • • •. • • • •• •. • • • • ....... •, • • • •. • .. • • •. • ... • • • • •. • ... • ••• • •. 3,019 94 •. '• • •. • ••••••••.•••••• • · • •. • • • • • • •

55: W~ham Lang ...... , .............................................. .- •.•••••••••.••••••••••••• • •• • _· ·;. .. ••· 5,463 61 .......... .••••• i
56 J 0 heeler,
Wood & Co ... ·••••••·•· .. •••••••••••••• .•••..• , •• •••••····· ............ ········••••••<•
4 14 ··•••••••• .•••••.••• ••••••• .
11
57 ·
Ad. Kennedy ...•••••.••..•••...••••.•.•••••••••••• , •••..••..•••••. •• .•••••• 641 57 ••• •••
.••.•.••••••• , . , ••.••.•••••••••• ·~
~ 515 87 • • • • • • • • .••••. ~ . • • • • • • • • • •.• • • • • • • • • ••••••• ·• • • ••••• o
08.•••••••·•
Jose h Go.~ ~ · · • · • • ' · · • · · • • • • · • • • • · • · • •
o • • • , , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o • • • • • • •
u,
P
five •••••••••• •••••••••• 742 50 •••••••• •••••••••• •••••••••• •••••••• • • •• • •• ••• .•••••••••• •••·•••• ~········· ··-········ •••••••
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Amount of bids.

~

~~:
.~ ~~?~. fo ~ic~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ·.: ·. •. : : : : : : ii ;sis· oo · :::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::·:::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::I.~~:~~~
f>l. Lambert &Lane ....... .. ... ... ..... . ................................ . • ........ • ......· . .......... $190 90 .................. ..
1

~L

::'.l.li·n-~d~.a·n·~ :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : .: : : : .... : : : : : : .' .'::::: ·. : : : : : : : : : :

$1 ;789.00. :: :: : :: ::: ::::: ::: :::: : ::: :: :.'::: :·.'. '.:: ::: :::: ~: '.~:~. :: . :: :: :::

0
0
~

~

t,4. ....•..•. do ...•....•. . .........•.•....•.. . .•.•••. .- 1,800 00 .• . .• .. . ............ . ........ . .. • . . . .....• .. .. .. • ... ; ••... ... . . . .. , ..... .
65 .•..•••.. clo ....... ... ..... . . . ......... ..... ........................ .... $3,360 00 .•.• .... . .. • .. ••...•. ..•...• .. .•. ; .....•..•.........•

~.

66. J,hn K. Gra.ban1. ........................ $5,370 ........................ . .................. , ...... ... ... ....... : •. ......... . .. . ... .
1

lo-'

~t rrK.ii!1a~;~o~,c~:::: .....<~~··· ::: ::::: "-1:1so· :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::'. :::: :: :::: :·.:::::: :::::::::: :::::: :::: .......

!tz2. t!.,JE:~i:·:·:·:·:::: ii~:;;6:~t ~:~: :::::::.:: :::::::::: :::: :::::: ::::: :::;: ::::: .: i2:~~~:~~i'-? :::::: : \::: ::::::: : :::::::

Sehcnc½ ll{. Downing .............. .· ....... .......... . ...... .. ..... ..... 3 .520 50 $59 6 9-1 ........... ....................... . . : ....... .
,3. No.1han1el Hamlen . .... 13,589 00 . •••••. ...• .. •••. ... ..•• •• ..•. , •• ·•••..••....•• . .....•..• •• . •...... ..••• .. ••.••.... , . • . . • . • . . 4,0QO
74 . John K. Graham ............ ............. ............... .. ........... 3,603 8G- . . .. •
··

75 . .T. Travers Pres't &

7G. Burritt & Timbcrl~kec::
77. Dnniel-IIill

15 -57 00

··

· · · • · · .. " · · • • .. " · · .. · · · · • • • "· .. · · .. ·

13 '~70 90 .. · • • .. · · • · .. · · · .. · · · • • ·" "· .. · · • • · .. • • • • · ·" · · · • · .. · .. "· "· .... · · · · · · .. _.. " · · .... · · · · • · · ·
'
· · ·•·••· ·• ······ · ···· · ·:·· ··•·•····· · ··•· •· · ·· ·•···•·· ···•···•·· ····••·· · ·••·•••·• ··········\

...... ...... ......................................................... ~··· · ...... .·...... ;....

.=

--~~~==-.:::t:.:::.

"'l11forma.\ .

<·)
-

w:.x:

3,600.
................
':::yst .........,..

Ex. Doc. No. 1.
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No. 8.-Continued.
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REMARKS TO PRECEDING TABLE.

Those offers marked info:t:~al (e~cept No. 35, which i_s informal ·from not behig signed,)
do not embrace all the articles m the classes for which they offer, and are therefore infor mal.
•
ACCEPTED,

Offer >io. 76, of
Do
17, of
Do 10, of
Do 60, of
Du
41, of
Do 11, of
Do 15, of
Do
5, of
Do 16, of
Do 48, of
Do 14,
Do 76, of

Burritt & Tim.berlake ....•. for class No. I
William Lan~ ................. do ..... 2
Horton, Cordis & Co ...... , ..•. do.,... 3
Joseph Grice, (declined)• ...... do..... 4
Wilds P. Waiker ............ .. do ..... 5
Horton, Cordis & Co ........... do..... 6
William Lang ................. do .• ;.. 7
Horton, Cordis & Co .... ••• .... do ...••• 8
John Marsh ......... ; ........ do..... 9
Horton, Cordis & Co ........ ; •. do ..... 10
do
do ............... do ••••. 11
Burritt & Timberlake ..•...••. ,do .•... 12

,

I

• Class No, 4 was given to James M. Shaw, No. 33, in lieu of Joseph Grice, declineL

.,

,,
: -l

No . 9.

e

00

Scale of offers to furnish, supplies during the fiscal year ending June 30 , 1849, at Brooklyn, New Yorl, under advertisement, .flpr'il 21, 1848. Offers received to May 20, and opened May_ 22, 23, and 24.
Class No. 1. I Class No. 2. I Class No. 3. I Class No. 4. Class No 5. Class No.

Iron.
B1dders .

\

Copper.

I

I Paints

and

le,~I

IShip chand-

H&rdware.

I Amount
bid.

Amount of
bid.

oils.

Amount of \ Amount of
bid.
bid.

I Amount
bid.

of

of

6.1 Class No. 7.1

Class No. 8.

S_perm oil and
candles.

Stationary .

Amount of
bid.

Amount of
bid.

Canvas.

Amount of
bid.

t:'J

1. \Villinm Lang ...•.••.••••••.•••.•••• \ ..•.•••••... \.

···········1···· ········1

$9 , 276 40 ,.••••.•. .• ••. ,..•• •···•·•· 1 •

~
~
0
~

••••• ••••••

z
~

tll .•.

r'

···········
$501 72·

n&C
,ane ..
)Od

&

611 20~

. ... ucker, Coo:~.agi_ Co ............ . .......................... • .. • · .... · ·..
13. Charles A. Secor & Co .......................... ...... , ..... • .. • • .... • • • ·

~t:~t:~:::
::>:::: ::<::::: : :~'.
i~: t}~fkJ: ·s~~~h~ ~:
1

.. 704 13,

9 ,984 00 · .. • • , .. • · .... • .. • .. • · . .. · • • • • •• · • • • •
17,845 45 ~~ . , .... · · .. • .. · • • ...... • .. • • • .. • • ..

::>:: ::::::::::::::ii~:~~::::::::<:_::::::::::::

8
~~:~~:: :~'.:~~~:~~:: ::::
• : : : : : ·.: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : • • ·a: oi>s ·.io · :: :::: ·. ::·: :: :::: :: :: :: :: :::: : ::: : ::: :: :: : ::·.:: ::

19. Frederick R. Lee................................ . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
2,249 41 ...................... , .
20. Storer & Stephenson.... • . . . . . . . • • . • • • . . . • . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . . . .
9,350 98 ..................••.........•....•.
21. Jos .ru.ck!ion & Son .................. Informal. ...... .............. . . ...... ... ................ .' ............ .............. .

380 98

············
1•··········
........... .
,

.2? H vudrioks & Brotli(;lr .

l\:;i]fIlftnt:

iirffifr;;; ffifi;ff{ U({ :tttfitti !!! !!! \1 \1; \\\\\\::: ~\t~!

iii iii i!!!/// i

!!!

i

!

! : :1i

29. D. A. Kingsland & Co ........................................... : . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . •
5 740 oo
30. Baxtlett , Smith &:. Co................. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
3,099 97 ..•.....•.•............................• } ...... .
lll. Henry Waldron...................... . • • . • • . • • • • • . . • . • • . . . . . .
2,949 52 ...•....•••...•.................................
32. Tho mas Keon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . ....•..• .• . . . ..... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . ~ . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
·5, 780 00
33. ChMle1E. Gibbs _................................
1,565 82
2,688 75 ......... ~ •.. -. .......... ............
5/l40 00
34. Bartlett, Smith & Co.................. . . . • . • • . . • • • . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . • . . . • . •
5,275 00
35. Francis &:. Loutrell. .......•......•.•..•..••....•..•.•.•.....•..•.••.......••••........•.............•...........•.•......
36. Cameron & Brand ..••••...........•..........•••....•..•...•.......•.•... ; . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Informal. .............. .
37. James M. Shaw..................... . •. .. • . .•• . • . ••• . .. • . •• . · 2,762 20 ...•..•••. .- ............ , ..........·..
5,500 00
, 38. H. L. Kendall & Co ...................•.•••.. :'•••...•.•.•.•.•.......•........•...•. ; ..• ; .....................
5·,850 00
39. Jno. H. Pearson .................................... • • • .......................................... Informal.., ..•.... ·~ ... .
40. Thomas Mulligan .......................................... : .. : . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
6,955 00
41. Grant &Barton ......... _..•..•....•. • ...................... • ...................................... · 15,109 50 ........... .
2,844 25 .•••..•..•......... ·..•.................. _...•....
42. Schenck & Downing , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.. , • •
43. Nath'l Hamlen...................... . . .. • . . . . . .. . . . • . .. • . . • • • • • . • . • • . . • • . • • • . • . . . • . • . . • . . • . • . • . . 15,836 75 .•...•.•....
- 44. J . R. Anderson ...•.•............ _....
2,439 60 .. : . ;--•.•.. ~-: . : ..... .-: .. -: ;-;-.-.--; ..-.-; -;-; .- .. -:-:-.. :':-.... : .... ·........•.•.•.•..••
45. Burritt and 'I'imberlake............... • . • • • • • • . . . • . • • • • • . . • • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • . • • . • . . . . . . . . . .
~5 ,819 75 .....•......
46 w John Travers. ·....•.••....•.•..........••••..••.•.....• ; ••.•....•...........•...... ; .. ~~.........
19,009 25 .•.........•
47. Jno. K. Graham •.•••••.....•..••••••....•..•......••••.........•.......•...•••.... ~.... .. .•.•.• .. .. .. .. . . . . . .
5,875 00

;

.......... .

············
728 17
621 70

!ti'.'
s~ tr~y~ii :::::::::::::::::::::::·::::~::::::: :::::::::::: ...: :~~~. ~~: .i~f;r-;;.~i. . ~~ :::2.,249
:::::~::: :::~ ::::::: ::::: ::::::
5.0 _. Lang&. Davenport •.••..••••••••••.•. ~ •• "........ • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . • . • . . • • . . • .
99 .....•.•...•.•.•.•.•....
ked "informn.l" do not embrace all the arti~les in. the classes for whioh they offer.
-

'

trj
~

t:;
0

r,>

~

9
k-"'

-

-·

_Acce~tett_.~No. 44 of J. R. Anderson, for class No. -1; No. 14 of George Adams, for class No. 2; No. 48 of John K. Graham , for class Ne. 3;
1 ot W1ll111.m Lang, for class No. 4; No. 16 of William N. Clem, for class No. 6; No. 41 of Grantt & Barton·,-for class No. 6; No. 34 of Bartlett,
~tth ~ Co., for class No. 7 ; No. 17 of Joseph T. Crowell, for class No. 8.

~ 0:

-1

0

CG)

No. 10.

~

Stale of offers t, furnish supplies during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1849, at the na'Vy yard at Philadtlphia,
'ltnder advertisem:ent by the bureau of .11.pril 21, 184"8.
and 24.
Class No . 1.

I

Class No. 2.

I

;

Gff ers received to May 20, and opened May .22, .23,

Class No. 3.

,,, I

I

Class No.

4. I

Class No. 5.

I

Class No. 6.

I

!fl!.-. ...,

No . 7.

1------·1------1-----------Bidders.

Iron chain, &o. I Lead, tin, &c. j Hardware.

!Paints, oils, &o,IShip chandlery.jBunting , flags,
~c.

I

Stationery.

~

Amount of bids .

•

~

t,

1. E. J. Higgins & Brother ...................................... . ........... , ........................... -. • • . .

$1,143 55 .•••••.......•
2 . .... do ••.•••.••••• do ...•••••..••••••..••••.•••.••..•••••• _.....................
$2,322 00 ..•.... • .••....•......•.....•...•....•.•••
3 ..... do ... ...•. •.•. do............... ..•.•....•••••
$1,344 00 ...•.•......•.........•.•.•....••.••••..•..•••• : ••.......••.•..•...... •
4. Bowlby & Brenner •..•.•..•••••..•••..•••••••••....•.•.•....• : . .
$1, 136 03 .••.•.•..•.•.......•...........•............ ~ ...• • .. • •••
5 ......... do.......................................
1,134 70 ........................... . .......... ................... ······· ·· ···· ~

t ~rr~:/t::::/:::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ..... ~: ~~~. :~. :::::::::::::: ·····2; i2.i ·i;· ::::::: ::::::: :::::::::::::: _::::::::::::: :

8. Horton, Co rd-is & Co .......•.•....•..•.•••...................•....... . .....••• , ......•...••... ·.•.•.. .. ....
1,072 50 .......•.•••• -.
$1,027 16 .•••••..•...•..•••••...... ·. •
9. James D. Whetham................. . .. . . . . . . .. . . • . . . . . • . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . ..
10. Baxter &Brother ................................. ,.............
1 1 139 74 ........................................................ .
11. John C. Clarke .......•..•...•••..•...••.•••••.••••..••..•..... ..........• : .• .... .. ... ~······ ..••....•..••• ••••••••.• .• •.
$386 11
12. Robinson, Collins & Co.............. . • • • • • . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . • . • . . • . . . • . • • . . • • . . . .
1,730 75 .......... .. ....•..... .•.•••••.• ..... .. . .•
13. N. A. Kartsher & Son . ....... .............. ., ............. .. ........................ _........
1,117 77 ............ ....... ....... . .
14. Char)es E. Giblis ... ........ ·......... . .. .. • .. .. .. ..
1,039 45 .. . .. .. .. . .. ..
1,847 75 • .. • .. .. .. .. ..
12,129 20
893 73}
15. Harns & Dungan ....•...•.......•••..••.....•••••...•........••.. ·••.•.... •• ,.
1,789 80 ......•. ...• • . , .•••• .... .. ..•.... ..... .. ••
fb~eler, yrood & Co ........••••. . •... . .•...•.. ....••..•..........•••.•......•. ; , ....•..•...•..••••.•....•.••. , • . • • • • • • • •
363 69,½

f;·

ttr.~Ji.,ii~~:_:~:::/:/::_;<~: :~>>::: ///::::: <t?r :;;)/~· 10; ::<;i~:ii: ::::::<:::::::::::i~; ... :
.....

0
~

z?
i,..,..

21. Hogan & Thompson.......... .. .... .
22.. Henry Kirn ..•.•••.....•• , •.•.....•.

. . . . . . . . . .... .. . 1, , , • • •• • • ••• ••

······ ······ ··

2'.L T. ~ G. 'l'ow11e ................... ·. ................... 1······ ............... 1............. .,
24. Jno. K. Graham ...•................

· · · i~i'o·r~:~i." · ·

25. J.B. Morse ...• ; .................. .
.26. Schenck & Downing. , ...•• · · · · · · · · • ·

:::<~;~:i) iii::::::::::: ·.:::·i;o
fr 6Q"..
::::::::::1
"i°,7-69.io'

i~ro·r~~i ."' ....

..... ~ ........ ·.:::::::::::::

M

6

·· ··· ss;· ;2·
::::::::::::::

Accepted.-No. 14 of Ch. E . Gibbs, for class No.~; No. 4 o~ Bo'wlby ~ Brenner, for class No. 3; No. 24 of Jno. K. Graham, for class No. 4; N o.

9 of~James D. Whetham, for class No. 5; No. 8 of Horton, CordJs &. .Co ,.!or ,class No ·6; No. 1~.of Lambert~ Lane, for class No. 7.

'

.

NoTE.-No offer having been received for class No. 1 ~nder the1 advertiseme11t, letters were addressed on the 22d of August to the navy agents u.t
:Boston New York, Phil!l.delphia, and Baltimore, _to ·a scertain the best , terms upon whi<Jh the iron- chain-could be procured. The proposals through the
navy aJent 1:1.t New York ~rov\ng the ~ost favorable, he was instructed to · contract for it . Under the instructions., a c9ntraet wa~ entered into by Storer &
Stephenson, on the 7th of September, as follows :
1
•
_.;,
For 50 fathoms i-inch chain, at 61 cents per .pound; 100 fathoms ¼-inch. chain, · at ,6¾ c.e.nts . l?~r µoimd; 100 fathods H-inch chain, at 7 oents per pound;
100 fathoms ,t.-iJlch chain, at 10 cents .per po.und. ; grapnels at~ ce11ts. per p_ou~? ~ a_nd fl.at iron at $80 per t<;in C!f,,2,,240 pounds.

~
~

t,
0

p

ymc.r

LH

'·

~

9
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'

, ....

...
.....j

;...-

No.

.

u.

;l
NJ

Scale of offers to furnish supplies during the .fisc_a l year ending June 30, 1849, at the navy yard at Washfog ~
ton, under advertisement by the buree,u, April 21, 1848. Offers recefoed to May 20, wrid opened May 22, 23,
and 24.
·
·
··

Class No. 1. IClass No. ·2. Class_No. 3. !Class No. 4. !Class No. 5.

Bidders.

I

50 tons pig
iron.

Tank iron. eopper' lead, Paints, &c.
and tin.

Iron wire
and nails.

Amount of
bid.

Amount of
bid.

Amount of
bid.

Amount of
bid.

1. Higgins&Brother .................•.••..••.•.. -••••.••.•..•.. ·..•. ~ •... :....

Amount of
bid.

I

Remarks.

~

t:;
0
~

$374 00 .•.....•.•..

~:4. :T.:::H.:::&:t::
~::::::::;:::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: .. ~: :::~. :~. ::::::::::::.... $385. 60°
J. Gardner. . . • • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Informal ........•......••..........•........

Not emb1:acing rivet iron..

5.
6.
7.
8.

E. M. Linthicum & Co .•......•.....••....•. . .........•...........•..•......•••.. : . • . . .
116 92
Henry Thompson &Son._........... _. .... $1,645 oo · ....................................,.•.•..•......
Goo.rcre Adams ..•.•••....••....... ·......•..••.•...• $6,411 98 ..•••.••••••. _..•••••••••.•......•.••.
D.1\1. Wilson&. Co .........•...••••.•. ,: ..• -...... .,
5,615 61 ......•........•.................•..
9. Alfre<l E. Smith ..................................................... ~......
303 ·60 ........... .
5,616 30 .•••••..••••.•.•.•...•.•
10. Hendricks & Brother ...••.....•......:.. ·.•.•........ • . . • • . • . • • • .
11. Charles E. Gibbs ............ ,..........
1,600 00 ..••.......• • 6,059 00
269 23
161 10__
12. S. M. J\,1cllvaine & Co.................. . . . • • • . . . . • .
5 , 172 72 .....•........••••.....•.•.......•..
13. Jno. A. Kennedy......... . . • . . . . . • . • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • . • • . . . • • • . . • • • •
292 90 .• ·. ·•.....•.•
14. Wm. N. Clem.................................................
6,482 00 •.••...•..••.•.•••..••.•
& p. T. dEllicott .....•.... •..........
1,647 50 .••• • •. • •• • •.•..•..••.... •. • • •....•..•.• • • .•.•. •
5,610 50 ...... ..
.
elps, Do ~e &. Co.................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
17. Ja.!U~lil M. Shaw........................
1,575 00 ....•................... ·
333·

l~· ih
25. · · · · .. · ·· · · ·
1:· r~i~~~l\L~~e;it~~· ·..··, ·...···, ·..··, ·..··,........
········ ~ ·i' 55g ii ·....
··· ..········
····.. ············
-..............
·
.........
::::::::::::
························
,

'

~

Deolin~d by letter of !une 24, 1848,

z9
.

i-,.

~o. (

.

:;·~Coleman & Kelton ....... ..... ....... ,. . . . . • • . . . • ..

5,011 53 ...................... . . . . . . . . ...... . .

23:

Juo. K. Graham ..............•...................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
· 284 94 ••••• ·• •.• • ••
24. J. R. Anderson . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . •
1,500 00
4,930 48 ..........•...., . . .................. .

25. Long & Davenpor~. : .•............ . ·.· ·.· ••. , •• ... . , .....•. , .. • '1 ' , •••• , • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • •
_158 56
26. J. H. & B. H. Ellrcott. ._••• .- ...•••.•••••.. : . . . . • . . • .
4,919 88 . .•••.••..•.........................
J

* Coleman & Ifeiton

•

•

having ~eclined, class _No : 1 was awarded to J. R. Anderson, No. 24.

Acce.ptcd.-Offer No. 19 of Coleman & Kelton ~or cl~ss No. 1; offer N<;>. 26 of J. t. & B. H. Ellicott for class No. 2; offer No.16 of Phelps, Dodge
&. Co , for class ·No . 3; offer No, 1~ of Charle~~- Gibbs to: class No. 4; offer No. 25 of'Long & Davenpo1·t for class No. 5.

tzj
~

0

0 .
~

~
0

i,.,.
-1J · »~

~- _-,--=--=:=: __-_- -.-- --

-l

1--'

w

::!

No. 12.
Scale of offers to furnish supplies during tlie.fiscal year ending June 30, 1849, at the navy yard at Gosport, Virginia, under advertisement by the bureau, .11.pril 21, 1848. Offers received to May 20, and opened May 22, 23,

~du.

~

·

Class No. 1.IClass No. 2.IClass No. 3.ICiass No. 4.IClass No. 5. !Class No. 6.jClass No. 7 ,.

Iron.

Paints! .oils, !Canvass, &c.jLeather, &c. !Naval stores.I Stationery.
&c.

Copper.

Bidders.

Amount of
bid.

IAmount
of I Amount of I Amount of I Amount of I Amount of I Amount of
bid.
bid.
bid.
bid.
bid.
bid.

~
~

t:1
0
r,>

1 George Adams . •• ••• •••• •••••••••••••.••••••••••..•....•.••••
I 2,
, , , , ,dO • ••••• , , , , , , , " , , , , , , ,.. •• ••~•••,.••• •••••
$7,403 27
' 3. E. J. Higgins & Brother ................. .. ........ . ....... . ..
4 . • .•..• do.......... • . . • • . • • . • • • . . . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . . . . • . . . . . •.•

$7 1,930 00 .. •.•. .. .. ......•..• .. •............•...............•••.•...•
, ,.,,., ,.,., • , .,, •• ,,,., •••• "' " •••• •••• •••• •••• ,.,. •••• ,,., •••••" .,,,,
. • . . . . . . . . . . $4,798 50 .. , ........ . . , .•••.....•.. , , . •. .•••• . ·., ....... .
• • . . • • • • . • • . • . . • . . . • • • • . $2,400 00 .•.••••••.•..•..••..•....•.••.••.. . .

t :::::t:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ..~::~~:.~~- :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: "s2;93o·so· :::::::.: :::

~

9

I-al

i: Phelps,
::::::t :::·:.::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .. ·.~:~~~.:~. ::::::::~::: :::::::::::: :::: ::::: .. : ··ii;o42·2;· :::::::::::: :::::;:: ::::
Dodge, & Co .•...•...............• ."...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 73,722 50 . . . . . • . . . . . . . ............•......••...........•. ........... •
9.

10. Hendricks & Brother ............. ,................ .. . . .. . . . . ..

71,749 06 .................................... ... ......... .. ·......... .
7,192 ro .................... .. .... . ......... ........... .. ........ ............. :1 l. J oseph Jackson & Son.:..........................
12. Lambert & Lane ................................................................. , ................................ , . • . . . .
$1,057 20
13. IIollingsworth & Co....... .... ....... ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . 75,145 00 .......... ·.............. , ........... , ...... , , ....... .. ..... .

lt~i: ~ttt.
~~i~&:~~~:<: :::::::::::::: ::::::::: ::?~~:~~: ::::::: :::::: ::~:~'.~:~~:: ::::: :: :: ::::::: :: ::::: :::: ::::::::: \:i~i:~
i~rt:~~ f·.
?i~den......... .. .............. ... ....

6,610 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . .. . .......... : ..................................... .

C. Hl\ll Co.~:~~:::::::::::::::::::·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.................
2,224 00 ........... ............ ........
.... ;:
1,030 l::>
· · · · · ••••· · · · • •••••· ••· ••· ••· •••••· · ·, , , , , .. , ... , ,

19 .
&
20. ltevuro Coppor Con1:pany .. , •.•.•...• , ••. ,., •.••••• , .•• , , , . , • , ,

76 311
)

25

• • • •' • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••• I • • •••••• ~I• I

t

I• I

I•

I• It

t.

•••It•

t t

I I It

•

21. ~oftlle.l & 'nrother ... ;;-;,".~~ ;: •••-; .. : •• ,; ,·. ; ,-...-.. ............ ...... . .....
22. Alfred E. Smith...................... . ...... .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2,4?'~ !SO
t,tts oo
~.tmt; eo
0915 is
oo ...... . , . , , , . · · ·. ·. · .. · • . · · · · · · • .. • · ..... , . • · · · •

~,29:l 95
5,846

:t jJ;.;,;;".do;·c~,;,;;.:.:y::::.:::::: :: :::::::::::::::::...:::::-::- ::::::::: ::::::::::: :::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::!:~'.~:~'.

25. J . H. & B. H. Ellicott .......... ··· .... •· .. •• .... ·
'
. .....
.5 363 oo .... .. ............................. ... .... .... , •
26. fames M. Sh~w.. • • • · .... · · .. • • " .. • • '::::::::::::::::::::::: . ioi :317 50
.5;019 75
2,355 00
2,256 00 .. .. . .. . .. . •
1,398 09
27. Charles E. Gibbs ..••••. ····•· ·· ·•··•·•
.. ·•••••.• • .••.•••••.•••.••.•..••.•••••.·.••••.•.••.
2,110 00 ...•.....• .... ... .•..• •

~g:
~~':re~:&:c;;~l;d;::: :.~:::::::::;:::::::::::::: :.: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: '·i~ro·1:r:i~i :.: :.,~~~o~~~:· :: : :: : : : : :: :: : : : :: : :_
::::::: ::::: : : :::::
30. Joseph Wainman
Co ·.••• ~ •••••••.•••• ·••··
5 ·211 03 ..••..•••.•• . .•. • .•.•..•......• .- .••.. .••••. · ••••• ·
&

:t ~~~.1iS:r~~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:·; ... ~~~~~~~~~ ::::::::.:::: :::::::::.::: ... 2;000·1;· :::::::::::: ::::::·:.::::: ::::-~:::::::
33 Gro.ntt & Barton .,••••··· .. ·········•··•·····"" · • ·
34: Burritt & Ti1nberlake ••.. •, • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • · • · · · • · • · · · · • · • • · • • · · · • • • · • • • · · • • • · • • • · • • • • •

• 1 985 50 ...... , .......... • • • • • • • • • ,· . • • • • • • • •
'

t-:1
• ., Not embracing

all

the items in the

C}JiSS.

· Accepted.-No. 32, for ·1. R. Anderson, for class ~o. 1; N·o. 10, for Hendricks & Brother, for class No. 2; No. 3, for E. J. H:iggins•& B"rotber,
for class No. 3;' No. 34, for Burritt & Timberlake, for cla,ss No. 4; _N o. 8, for E.-J. Higgins & Brother, 1fo'r class"No. 5; No. 21, for Bonsal &
Brother, for class No. 6; No. 21, foi:__Bons~ l ~ ~rothJ:i:_,_for claes _No. 7 .

~

0
0
~

~

0

~

-1
~

~

...:f

No. 13.

Ii-I
~

Scale of offers -to furnish supplies for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1849, at the navy yard at Pensacola, under
advertisement b'J! the bureau of .lipril 21, 1848. Offers received to May 20, and opened on the 22d, 23d, ~ and.
24th May.

I

Class No. I ~/ Class No. 2. / Class No. 3. / Class No. 4. Class No. 5. I Clas:;; No. 6. / C ass No. 7.

Bidders.

Flat iron for I Boiler iron.
mast hoops.

I

.,

I Canvass, &c,I Hanlware. I Paints, &c. I

Copper.

Class No. 8. l Class No. 9 •
Sperm candles.I Stationery.

Ratline.

. ttj
~
Amo

l. E. J. Higgins & Brother ........... -~: ...•.•.•. , • , . , . , . , .• , , · · , , , , , ~,., •,,

t f bids.

$2 ,23

~

50 , , ..•. , , , , , , , • • · · •, · · · · ·· · · · · · · • · · · • · · · · · · · · • • · · • • •

L ::::::::t :::::~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·_
:::::::::::::::::.... :::..ii: 909 ·oo· :::::::::::: .... ~:: ~~~. ~?. ::::::::::~:

L::::::J~:::::::::::: :::::::::::: : :~~~~:~~·: ::~i:~~i:66: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::~~:~~~:~~: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::

i:"t_ilt~~;t:frci~:: :: :~;: ~~: \ ::::ii~:6/ :::::~::::::: :: :;:::: :::::: :: '.:: :: ::::::::::::~:::::: ::::: :: :::::'.'.~~: ~~:::::: :: :::::

!L:::::::
t:::::::::::: .. ~ :~~:. ~: .. :::::::::::: :··2:943 40· :::::::::::·: :·::::::::::: :::::::.::::: ::::: :::·:::: :::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::
12. Cameron & Brand ...•........•...•..•••••..•.•..• , • • • •. . • • • . Informal ... , .. .- .•. _••• , ••••••...•...••• , ••.•......•••.•••••• , , ••• , •••••.••
0

13. John A. Kennedy ........................................................ ; . . . • • . . • • •
1,564: 50 ............... .- ..••••.•••••••••••••••.
1,t74 40 •••••.•••••• , •••••••••. , , • ·••••.••••••••••.••...•••••.•••••••••••••••••••• ,
14. Tucker, Cqoper & Co .. ~ . • • . • . . • . . . . . . . • • . • . • • . .
15., ........ do.•.••• .... , ••.. , ............................................ , • .. • • .. • . • . • • • • • .. • • • • • . 1,262 00 ...•••••. , .... , •.•••••••• , ·
H:i. Thomas J. Ogden......
1,441 19 ...................................................·.. ,, ................. , •••••••.•• , .. ; .......... .
~;· Alfred E. 1Smith ................... , . . . . • . • • . . . . • . . . . • . . • .. • . . . . . . • • . . .. $1,709 55 ••••• , ••••••• , ................... , •• , ••••••..••..•
$408 "'0
19
do
646 00
•• • • • • • • • • • • • . • ••.•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
e v
0: : : : : : : : ·• ·• do: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ·,: •• , •• , • • • • , ' : : • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · ' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • , ,

. .......... co........................ . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
1

•

1

I

t • • • • •

I

t

1 1

t

t

1

•

t t t

I

t

t t • t

t I t

1 1 1 t

•

1 1 1 t

t I t t 1 1 t 1

1 1

t

I

t t

I

t

I

t t t

l 860 00
'

t I It t I I t t t • ~'

0
~

~
?
1-l
~

-, j

.

n...

,-r,
J u,•ka
'' 1111 • • · · · ·
, .......... 1 , 2': 50

---,

. \--~

-=- ~ - - - ~

1,759 25 • •.••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1,394 50
1 ,235 50
1,650 oo
469 oo
1,443 00 .•.•.....•.. 1,623 5216-17
4,040 00
24 . J. M- st ~nnard · · • · • • · • 1,862 24
2 132 00
1 557 00
I 772 18
1 600 00
493 50
~~A. K11(~·lan<l& Co ............................... : ... ........ : ........... :: .......... '. ........... :.......
1:650 GO .......... ..
, b111111111/

•J·J

c1i .

lttdc1 s

.,4tJ,

~t

.E.

G,hus ••••••

1,58:.> 17J

•••••• , , •••••••• , . . . . . . . . . ••••• •••••• ••••••••••••

4 ,. w oo
535 ]2,}
759 50

$9,648

2,021 90
2,lb4 90

w

1,029 10
10 433 75
.....
10 '422 5 5 · · · i · ~98 65

27:
H;~~~-!~ks ~n~~~tb;1~ :: : : :: : : : : : :: : : : : : : : :.: : : : : : ... 2·, i io. 70 ·I:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ... .. ~ :~~~. ~~. ::::::::::::
28. P£tti&on & Avery....... 1,778 05
532 30
2,114 00 : 10,767 85
1,201 85
1,685 50_
1,32.9 00
1,800 00
447 25

;t if:~:'L&fv:~;: :::::: ::::::·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: s: 556.50. :::; :::::::: ::: ::::::::: ::: ::: :::::: :::::::::: :::: ...... ~'.~ .~~
1. . .

31. Wheeler, Wood&Co .. .. : ......... . .... : ...... ............ ,............ ............. ............ ............ ..••.....•....

415 25

it ~i~rtlJ:?i?r~:::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: : : : : : : <:~:~~~:~~~ :::::::::::: :::i:.i~~:~~: ::::::::~::: :::::::~<::: : : : ~~~:~~
35. Bartlett, Smith & Co ... . ................... ., .. ............ 1.......... '.l... • • .. .. • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. •.• .. •
2 , 150 00 ... ,' ..... .. .
36. Burritt & Timberlake ............•....•••................. ·:\ 7,384 00 ..•....••..•••••••••••••.•••••. •• •. , ..••••...• , •.•.•....•••.• ,
37. Grantt & Barton....... . • . . .. . .. .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . .
7,722 25 ... . ....•......................... .. .......................... . .
38. I-I. L. Kendall & Co .........•...••............ , . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • . . . . . . • • . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . •.. • . •
1,3ii0 00 .•••••.•••.•
39. John K. Graham ........................................... : . . • . . .. . . . .. . .. . • . • .. ..
4,510 50 ........................ . ............ .
40. J. R. Anderson........ 1,295 48
436 50 .............· .................................. ... .... . ..... . . ... .................... .

!t
i~t~ ta~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ... 7,562
9j42·2s· :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ..... ~:~~~.~~. :::::::::~::
43. Nathaniel Hamlen ......................... ·................
40 ....••.••••• ..... ,: . .•• • ......... .. .............. . .............
1

44. J.B . .1\1orse ..•••••.....•••.•••.••........•..•..••••••.•.•• I •.....••••.. Informal •.•.•••••••..•..•••.•.•.••..•.•••...•...•..•.•.•••.. •

I

~
~

tj
0
0)

z
~

~
REMARKS.
The offers marked " informal" <lo not embrace all the items in the classes for which they offer .
Aecepted.-No. 22, of Samuel Locke, for class No. 1; No. 40, of J. R. Anderson, for class No. 2; No. 14, of Tlilcker, Cooper & Co., for class No. 3 ;
No . 36, of Burritt & Timberlake, for class No. 4; No. 22, of Samuel Locke, for cl~ss No. 5; No. 22, of Samuel Locke: for ela~s No. 6 ; No. 22, of Samuel
Locke, for class No. 7; No. 38, of H. L. Kendall & Co., for class No. 8; No. 29, of Lambert & Lane, for class No. 9.

'

~
,,_

-:,

"'

.

u..._}

No . 14 .

·i -n

00

· Stnle of offers to f urn'ish timber , ~·c., at t/1,e navy yard at Kittery, .ilaine, under advertisement of 12tli July,
1848. Offers received to 25th, .li.ugust, and opened on the 28th an cl 29th ./1.-ugust.
Class No. 1. / Class No. 2.

'

Bidders .

I

White oak
timber.

White oak
kneGi..

Amount of
bid.

Amount of
bid .

I Class No. 3. / ~lass N,:o. 4. ·c1ass No. 5. Class No. 6. Class No. 7 .
-Lumber.

Live oak
timber.

White pine
timber.

. Amount of
b

Amount of
bid.

Black spruce
spars.

White ash
oars .

-Amount
bid ..

Amount of
bid.

,- t:rj

I Amount

of

bid.

~

0

Informal . . . Informal .. ~ I 1nformal .. . Informal . . . Infor mal . . . Informal ..•
2. JohnS.E.Nutwell •. .... ..••.•.••••.......•.........•..•...
$3,000 00 ...••••• • •.... ... . ·..•.....•.•.....•..•••.••••.•..•....••...•
3.
Dcnlo ... . .. . . .... ............. ....... .................................... . .. lj-12 ,700 00 ................................... .

1. F. A. Gibbons ..... , • . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . Informal .• .

William
tti. 1'"',~fi':K.~~ Swift.............
Ntt~w:.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::::::: :::::-::::::: :::::~:::::: :::::::::::: ::::::.:::::: :::::::::::: $!~8 ~:
.............................. . ............................. 13,830 00 ...••........ . .•..•••.•••.•. _. ......•..
7. Wi\lia1n D. Ackern ...•.••..•........••. '. .• . ........•••..•••...••.• .• .•• • ..•••••••••. 14 300 00 .•.•.. . .. ·.•...•.•.•••.••..••..••.•••
8~ ,villiam Lang ...... • .-.... ................... . .. . . • . • • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . • . . . $ 1,790 00 ....•.••.........•••....
0

1

1i: t:ir~ CW~ c'1~;k~: : :::: :::: :::::::::: :::::::: ::: : :::: :::::: : 1nfo{!~1 ~? .- :::::::::::::::::::::::.: :::::::·. ::::::::::::.': ::::::::::::::
0

~t r~~: ~itl;io~ .r.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::·.:: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: .. ~~::~~.:~. :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ...... 699.54
1

00

8

\ : /:JL?(././\ \\ \\H\ //\ \\\?7I~\ ~\;:~~;~;i;;~?~\!\ ~;; ;::; i;i : :~;~~~~~~~:: :~~~~:~~::~~~~;:_:._:_:_:_:_
• .~

-~-- :;-;;,· .. · · : -·,_ ................ :,. :.·.x>~~:.~~~:~~: :,:_:_:_:_~:~: : <~~~;;;;;Jf:~~ni':::::::: ::::.....~:~ -~~. ·.-.::::::::::
, 11·,

~~~_......,

.. ,.

l•n\ton .... ,...... .... .. . • .. .. .. .. .

• • • • • · • • • • •,, .. ,. , , ,

14,750 00 ................................... .

·o

r

~

?

~

fr /~l: :: Jr-:::::::·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::t~t ::::::::::::::2:soo:oo: ::::::::·::::

9;· s · · I p·1,ons

2i:

.~~~.<lo·..

(.

o .. .. .........................

17,600

oo . . .. . ...... _.

6,966 20 ............

2,!00

oo

..............
796 36

1 ,ooo 66

1,011 50

~.r~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ... ~:~:~.~?. ·····246.5(/

28. William Yeaton. ................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
430 05
29. W. 'I' Cba.pn1a.n ......•... , ................................................... . ......................................... .
30. Moses:. Ifill ..•• , • • . . • . • . • • • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . .
591 75
31.Bangs&.Broth6i-s ................................· 16,80000 ... ... ......
6,10439 ......... . ..
2,10000
1,08500
32. Jaroe!i l\I. Griffin............................... .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 11,250 00 . ......... •. ............
33. John Petty........................... ..... ... ...
17,800 00 ... •.. .•...... •.. ...........................................

563 70
807 40

::: ~m::: ~li~~p/::.:::::::::::·::::::::::::::::: .. ~~:??~.~~. :::-::::::::: :::::::::::: ·· 13:531).00. :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
36. A. Hart & P. Curtis ....•.••....•..•..•......••..... , . . . . . . . . Infonnal ....••. • .•..•....•..................... . ..•........
37. J . W. C. Loud •..•.••....•.... ; ..................... ; ........................ : ..... . _13,630 00 ...•..... -.•..•.•. ·...... .
38 . . • .... do........................ .... .......... . . 14,900 00 ............................... •..• ..•..... •••. .............

!:ij
~

~

REMARKS.

'

One.fourth deliverable by July 1, 1849; one.fourth deliverable by September 1, 1849; one.fourth deliverable by Novembor 1, 1849, and one.fomth de·
liverable by December 30, 1849.
·
Offer No. 1 informal., being indefinite as to yard or class.
Offers Nos. 10 and 36 are informal, being without quantity.
An offer was received from Thomas Tatem on the 26th August, the day after the time limitetl by the advertisement .
Ofter No. 31 not considered, being delinquent under former contract.

0
~

~

C

1-l

.8.ccepted.
No.
No.
No
No.
No.
No.
No.

38, of J. W. C. Loud, for class No. 1.
2, of J. S. C. Nut.well, for class No. 2.
25, of F. C. Parsons & Co ., for class No 3.
20, of J. H. McIntosh , for class No. 4.
26, of S . P. Browne, for class N o. 5.
27, of .•... do ....... for class No. 6.
5, of Sillick Nicholls, for ...class No. 7.

-.:,
,_.

No~ I~:

- ~

Scale of offers to furniY!i timber, &c., at the na1,, y '!}rtr d, Charlestown, Mass., under advertisement of July 12,
1848. Offers received to the 25t h of JJ11.gust, and <1p<mfd on the 28th and 29th of August. ( Onefourth deliverable by July 1, 1849; one-fourth by Septembe,· 1, 1849; one-fou,rtli by November 1,: 1849; and onejourth
by December 30, 1849.)
Class No.}. I Class No. 2.1 Class No. 3. I Class No. 4.

--1 .
Whi1e uak
timber.

Bidden,.

Yello,v pine
. timber.

I

I 1umbcr.

\ White oak
boat knees.

Remarks .

~
~

c;

.o

Amonnt of bids.

r,>

l. F. A. Gibbon ....... ~............. Informa1.... Informal.... Informal.... Informal. .. . Indefinite as to yard or class.
2. Henry Buck .••••••••••..••••...•..••.••.•..... $i7 ,463 60 .....•........••.•_•..•••
3. Jolin Nash ........................ $22,100 00 ... ~ ........... ..................... .
4. John IVL Mayo.................... . . • • • • . . • .. . 22,496 55 .•. ; ................... .
5.· Joseph
$1,680 00 .......•.•..
6 .. \V·. 1L Thon1as.................... . .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . .. $1,158 00
7 ........ do. • • . . . . • • . • • . • . . • . • • • • • • • . . • . . . . • . • . • • • • • • . • • • • • . .
. 950 00 .••••••••••.
8. A . .l\1. & M. 'f. Appleby ........••... ·..... .-....
15,797 70 .••••.. ·.••••••••••••.•..
9. Joseph L. Ross.................... 23 l rn 00 .. .. . . . . . .. .
1.040 UO
1,256 00
10. J~ii,h & Robinson ••.••••.•.••••••....•.•.•. .• "
18,410 42 .... : •..•......•........
11. \Vil1\s P. \Valker .·................. ........ .... ............
947 50 ........... .
~;· ·~~\\'~. S . .T tinnin~s................... . .. .. • . . . • . . 20 ,53i 01 ................... ;, ..
1

Grice...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I:\~

:\:';it::;:~:u;t:t,;,:,~.;.~
' "•n.,\,

·:: ::: : :: ::: : : : : •
1

·213°,585·00· .. ~: ::~: .::.: :: : : :: : : : : : : :: : : : :: : : : :

{:JiiC:I ) ,., • ~, ·,: ·:.: ',:: ·.::: ........ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : "

•·•• ·•••·

. ... ....

1,064

"" "•.," •
f\

.. .. • •

.. •

•

• •

•

•

•

QQ

1,770 00

2.2, 0fltl 2.0·, ••·••·•··••

' .., I', • ~ ..... ,, \

.. •

••••

:R"inR witho,ll, f(lH\ro.nty,

~
0

~

19. John H. McIntosh . . •...••••.•••• , ••
20. JI. C. Parsons & Co .•.•..•...••.•••

17,192 87
23,000 00 24,142 22
21. C. ,,. S. Gibbs •.••••.•• , ••••.••••.
24,114 80
22. Bangs & Brothers ....••••••..••.•• 21,815 00
21,180 1-5
23. Edward H. Herbert ....•.••.•••••• , 20 ,()00 00
20,496 55
2-t. John Petty ......•... , •....•.. ••,•,
22,092 50
25 . 1-Vilson G. 81nith .•••••••• , , • , •• , •• Informal.. ..
24,962 45
26. W. S. Rus5.el1 ...................•.
27. A. Han & P. Curtis .....•.••.•....
28. C. B. Chiskey .................... . .••••••.•••• Informal. ..•
29. Wiiliam C. Burroughs •.........•..
!!
30. John W. C. Loud ................ .

············

.i::-,

m

············1 .. ··········

Offering" white oak western timber."
, • . • • • • • • • • ,1

::::::::::::r·ig:345.97~1············1

(Not required.)

lnformal. ... Being without gtiaranty.
Offers part only, and without guaranty.
1,169 60

........................ .

Accepted.-Offer No. 23, ofE. H. Herbert, for class No. 1; No. 8, of A. M. & M. T. Appleby, for class No. 2; No. 11, of W. P. Walker for class
No. 3; No. 15, of Jno. S" E. Nutwell, for class No. 4.
:,
'
A . .M. & M. T. Appleby having declined, class No. 2 was given to John H. McIntosh, (No. 19,) the next lowest .
An offer ,Tas received from Th. Tatem on the 26th of August, the day after the time limited by the advertisement.

~
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No. 16.

~

' timber, ~c., at th.e navy yard at Brooklyn, N. Y., under advertisement of July 12, 1848.
Scale of o.ffers to furnish
Offers received to .llugust 25, and opened .11.ugust 28 and 29-one fourth deliverable ~y July· I, one fourth
by September I, one fourth by November 1, and one fourth by December 30, 1849.
Class No. 1. 1

Bi<lders.

I

Class No . 2.

White oak tinJ.-1 Yellow pine
ber .
timber.

·I Class No'. 3. I ,Class No. 4. I- Cl_ass ~ I

I Mast timber. /

Lumber.

I

~

Class No. 6. I Class No. 7.

Spruce s~ars, 1-Hickory bars,
&c.
&c.

II Lignumvitre.

t.rj

?<
Amount of bigs.

1. Henry Buck...... . ....... . .. . .... .. .. . . . . .. . • . • . .
Info rmal.
2 . F. A. Gibbon• ....... . ..............

$8 ,984 14 ............................................ . ........................ .
Informal.
Informal.
Informal.
Inform a l.
Informal.
Informal.

itI¥irn§:tt:::: ;: : ::;::;:::::;t~:f~~;~~; :: !~if~:~( ::: ::)::::::::;:::~:;:::: :)it:t ~)::: : : :::::: :::i~:i:ii

7 . Charles Davis _. . . . • . . . . . • . . • • • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • • • . • .
10,702 99 ......• ·..•.......•••• : ...•..••• , ••••....• .• ·•••••••.... .• .... .••••• • ...••. .
8 . V an Pelt & R ussell................................
11,256 09
$10,169 10
$770 60
~ 1,038 50°"
$-37 35
1,472 00
9. A.l pl~cus Fobes .. . .................••...•••....•... _••.•............•.....•.•• , . . . . • . . • . . . . • .
1,200 00 .. -•.•.....••...• : •••.....•. .
10 . \ V1ll 1arn L Angt ...... . .............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
9,545 91
Informal.
.•••••...•••• • .•.•••.....••....•..............•.•.•.. • ~
11. .AlpheusFobes ........•..•..•..•.••....•.•••..•-... .••.•••...•... ..•••.•...•...
1;309 00 . .- •....... ..............•.....•.•••.....•. .
12.Cam pbell &Moody ........ .. ............. . .........
11\ 05255
9,88830
74300
· 1,00500
4032
· 1,44000

lt !~:'.1:~:~!·~~'._:_:_:_:_:::::_::::::::: _ ::::::: :~:~~~: ~~::::::::: :::::: :::::~ '.~!~f.::::: : ::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: ::::::?~~ t

16. Alphcus :F'obes . ..........•.... • •••.••...•..•.•..••.........••.......•••.. ~.... . • • • • .. . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
2,160 00
~~- i_;;.···
· ·do ... : · ····· ... ..................................... .. ......... . ......... , •••••...•••.• ..............
81 00 .•• • •••••••. • •
1
, •
11--h &. Robinson .•..•.• • .••.•..• • ... , . . • • . . . • • . • • •
10 267 15 • • • • •
·

Hl. Sil\ic:k N ic:ols . ... .. .. ....... . .... .... .. .. .. . ...... .. .... : . .... ..
• .................. . .. . .................. . .................. , ••••
, 20. Jno. lI. l\1rlnto!-!h., .. . ........... . .. • .... • ... • • •. •
9 690 02 . .... •., •. •. • .. • • • • .. • ..... • . • • • .... ... . •. • • ..... • • • • •. •
880 00
.
'
,
,
"'

..... ... .... ... ................

.. ............. ................................. .

C,
0
~

~
9
~

---.:::"

21. E.
8t
1 ' 690 oo ............ ' •••••••••••• • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • '
22
H J.
C Hio·oins
P bl!:>
& Brothers...........
' :j:
• • • • • • • • • . • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• . . arsons Co . • • .. .. . . . .. . .. .
8,400 00
12,392 58
Informal.
. • • • • • • • . .. .. •
l ,340 00
133 fi0 ............. .

if ;:rt:tfz:;;;;);;;))!i :i:)~~~~)i(~))): !!!!!):~): ::::\i;:~~: :::::'.}~:~~: )!\\)L\ :::::\~~~)~
it :~~t::1{i~~~~tt:::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::i~fo:r~~i::: ::_::·:::::::;:: ~:::::::·:::::: :::::::::::::: :::::.::~~~:~~: ~~~:~~~'.~~~:??'
27.C.V.S.Gibbs .....................

7,'50000 -

12,144 _63 .•••••.••••.•... .•• .• •

31. Bangs 8t .Brothers...................

8,)WO 00

12,120 00

!Ii

t;}r~t

11;; ii/Iii ii/i iii~~

"' Indefinite as to yard or class.
§ Omitting part of the timber.

t

J., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10,053 89 .•• ........ ...

1,275 00

1,84000

••••••.•• , . . .

124· 00 ............. .

it~t;;;:::! ioi~~;;: I\tlllt\iii iii ii ii ii iiii1iiiIi'\i:;rt itt: iiiiiIiiIi
Infontil}l for class Xo. 3-1 (erroneous calculations.)

II Offering white oak w( st¢rn timber, (not"wanted ." )

:j: Omitting a part of timber in class No. 3.
'IT

'

Offering_Jor par-t only, and without guaranty.
1

NoTE.-No . 14 i10t considered, Mr. Grice having previou~ly declined signing. a contract for oakum m1der a former a~ve~tisement, (sca1es 7 and 8.)
After the action on the scale, and on the representations of Mr. Grice, his case was ·reconsidered, but too late to affect th.e first decision. (See note on
scale No. 20.
·

ttj
~

t::;
0
~

~

9

1-:-4

Accepted.-Offer No. 32 of C. Miller, for class No. 1; No. 1, H. Buck, f~r class No. 2;. No. 38, J. W. C. Loud, for class No. 3; Nq. 26, F . A
Southmayd, for class No. 4; No. 23, S. P. Brown, for class l'{o. 5; _;No. 8, Van Pelt & Russelt, for class No. 6; and No. 6, James Munson, for class
No. 7.
·
·
-

-:J

(-.:)

w
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Ex. Doc. No. 1.
No. 17.
I

.

i~.,

Scale 'of offers to furnish timber,
at the navy yard at Phj,ladelphia, under advertisement of July · 12, 1848. Offers received
to .fi_ugust 25, and opened on the 28th and 29th of .llugust. ( O n efourth by July 1, 1849; one-fourth by September 1, 1849; onefourth by November .I, 1849· and one-fourth by December 30,
1849.)
'
Class No 1.

Bidders.

Class No. 2.

....

Live oak keelson White pine tii;npieces.
. ber, &c.

\

Remarks.

Amount of bids.

1. Charles P. Cooper.......
$2,819 37½ .............. ..
2. F. K. Swift.............
7,343 75 .•••••...• , •.•..
3. F. Gibboqs •• ,., ••.• , •••• Informal ••••••• Informal •• ,, ••• Indefinite- as to yard or
c}!},SS,

4. Henry Church ....................-.......
$1,275 00
5. William J. Forbes.......................
1,420 00
6. William Deale ........ ~.
8,675 00 .............. ..
7. Joseph Grice .... , ..... ;........... . .....
1,858 09
8 .•••••. do., ••...••••• "..
6,940 00 ............... .
9. Corn's V. S. Gibbs., ••••.• , ••••• ; • , • : ••••
1,564 00

An offer was received from David Smith on the 26th August, the day after the time limit-ed by-the advertil!!ement.
_
·
Accepted.-Offer No. 1 of C. P. Cooper, for class No. 1; offer No : 4 ·of Henry Churchr
fo r clttss No. 2.

Ex. Doc. No. 1.
•

No. 18.
Scale of offers to furnis!i timber, ~c ., at the navy yard at Washington, under advertisement_ of July 12, 1848. Offers received to
25th, ~f Jlugust, and opened on the 28th and 29th .11.ugust. (Onefourth, by July I, 1849; one-fourth by September 1, 1849; onejourth, by Novembe,r 1, 1849; and one-fourth by December 30,

1849)

•
Class No. 1.

Bidders.

Lumber.

Remarks.

Amount of bid.

1. F. A. Gibb'on ....... :. : ..... : ..... Informal ..•.••. Indefinite as to yard or class .
2. H. C. Church •.• , •••••••••••••••.
$660 00
3. William H. Gunnell ......... ~ ..... Informal ..••••. Offet· not signed.
4. 0. J. Preston & Co .. , •••••••• , •••.
513 75
5. Alpheus Fobes.~ ••••.. ,., .. , ••.•.••
975 00
6. Corn's V. S. Gibbs .•••••.•••••..•.
1,560 00
7. W. Abraham ....•. , ...•........••
546 00

An offer was received from Heckart & Hamilton on the 26th August, the ~~y after the
t ime limited by the advertisement.
·
Accepted.-Offer No. 4, of 0.

J. Pr~ston & Company .

~
O':l

No. 19.
Scale of offers tofurnisJi timber, ~c., at the navy yard at Gosport, Virginia, under advertisement of .fuly-J-2, 1848.
Offers rec~ived to .11.ugust 25, and opened on .11.ug·ust 28 and 29.
•

'

I

I ¾by

1st July; ¾by. 1st September; ¾.
by , 1st November ; and ¾ by 30th
December, 1849.

Class No. l. !Class No. 2. !Class No. 3. !Class No. 4. !Class No. 5.

Bidders.

I

I

White oak Yellow pine
timber, &c.
timber.

Amount of
bid_.

I

Amo~nt of
bid.

.
White oak
and yellow
pine timber.

I
I

Hardware,
plank and
_boards.

Cypress
boards.

·1
Amount of
bid.

Amount of
bid.

~

Remarks.

4-mount of
bid.

~
9

L:::::: J~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::.~~: ~~~~. ~~~ ··$4 :404 ·oo · ::$2,655
>::: :-::·:::
::::::::::::
00 ....••...•.•

5 ....•..•. do .••••..•••••••••••.... 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••
• ••••••••••••••••••••••• ; ••••••
$2,790 00
6. Henry Church ••••••.. : ....•......•.•.• ~ . • • . . . . . . • . • . • • • • . • • • . . .
·3 ,221 00
1,735 00 .•.••.•••.••
'7. John Nash.............................
7,827 60 •••....•• ~ ................. .. .. " .•....•...••••.•
8. W. J. Forbes.................................................. ·6,005 95 .....•......•.•.....•...
9. Thomas C. Hammond.................. . • • • • • . . . . • • 12,745 80 · .................................. ..
10. Charles Davis .........•••..•..•••..•.•• ,'...........
9,946 73-½ ••••• · ~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
11. R. Burgess; for R. Suttoµ...............
9·,084 80 ..••.•.••••..•. , •••.••.•.....•.........• : ...... .
Indefinite as to yard
12, F. A. Gibbons..........................
Informal
Informal
·Informal
· Informal
Informal
wron~
in
and 5.
13. HonryBuck .•.•.••...•.......•......••.
10,611 68if: •••••.•••••• : •••••.••••. ••••••••••••
16. Jno.

olassi and
quantities ordas~es
3~ 4~

3,808 30 .••..•..................

~L:: j~ : : : : : : : :: : : :: : : :: : : :: : :: : : : :: : : :: : :: : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : ...: ~ ~~~ . :~. · .. 2: 060 · oo ·

- ~-----

~

0
~

4 .••••• : •• do ••.•••••••.•.•....•...•••.•••...••. : ................. ·.•••••••••••

l. .:. . . .

~

t:,

1. Al'pheus Fobes . . • • • • • . • . • • . • . • • . . . . • • • . $14,014 bO ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

~t ~~~ Tunis.,...........................
:11Pa~~~:t~\~~:::::::::::::::::::: :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. ... . ~::
:~:. ?? . :::::::::::: ... 2:695. 66. : : : : : : : : : :: :
•. . . . . . . . .

.,

I-

19. Ferguson & J}filhald •••••••••••• , .••.•••..••..••••••... , • • . • • • • •
3,866 00 ..••••..........•..•.••.
20. J\fosesHill............................. ...•.•....•. ..•.••.••... ...•.•.•••.. ............
2,540 00
2,638 00 ...••••.•..•
21. Bangs & Brothers...................... . . ... . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • • . • • • .
22. E. H. Herbert . • . • . • . . • . . • . . • . • ... . . • • . .
8,967 00
10 ,2'.17 69 ...• ,' •••••........••.••...• _..•..•...
23.JohnPetty .............................
7,84600
10,71200 ..........................._....... ..
-24. Seymour Browne .....•.•_............... . • • . • . .. • .. . 12,413 09 ............ . ...................... .
25. Saml. Etheredge ............................ ,. . ~...
9,006 80 .................................... , _
26. Jno. M. Drury ..••••............••...•._ 8,606 80 ................................................ .
27.C.B.Chiskey ....•'. ....•••.....••.•.•••••..•........
Informal ...•..••... ....•.•.•.......•......... Offers for part only, and without guar·
. anty.
28. '\V. C. Burroughs •.•••••....••..•.••.. . , .1•••••••••••• 1••• .• • • • • • • • • 1• • • • • • • • • • • • 1•••••• '. •••••
2,515 00

.

i

Accepted.-Offer No. 7 of Jno. Nash for class No. 1; offer No. 25 of Saml. Etheredge for class No. 2; offer No. 6 of Henry Church for class No. 3;
offer No. 6 of Henry Church for class No. 4; offer No. 28 of W. C. Burroughs for class No. 5.
.,.4';,_..,;,i,
:?.~;
Offers were received from Th. Tatem, Gilliams & Bond, and Heckart & Hamilton, on the 26th-August, the day after the time limited by the advertisement.
·
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No. 20.

00

Srale of offers to }11,rnisl; timber, f(c., at the navy yard at Pensacola, under advertisement oJ iuty ,12, 1848. Ojfers·
·eceived to t!ie 25th of .fl.ugust, 1848, and opened on the 28tli and 29th of .fl.ugust. ( 01),e-jourth by July I,
one-fourth by September 1, one fourth by November I, one-fourth by December ~O, 1849.) ,
·
'

Bidders.

Class No. 1.

Class No. 2.

Yellow pine
lumber.

White oak
plank.

j

1·

Live oak.

Class No. 6.

Class No. 5.

Ciass No. 4.

Class No. 3.

Class No. 7.

1------1

Mast timber.

Red cedar.

Live oak knees.I Bl~ck spruce
spars.

~
~

Amount of bids.

0

l. Morgan L. Smith,.................. . . . . . .. . . . • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
$7,630 00 .•.•••. ., • • . .. . . • • . • • • • • . • ..
$8,908 20 .•.•••.•.....•
2. Andrew Fullon .•••.••••••••••.•••••.••••••• , •••••..••••••••••• , ••••••.•..•...••••.••.•• , , •• .• •••••••••••..••.••.•••••• ,
$890 00
11

t. ?.~~ ~ ~~a~: ~~?~~:::::::::::::::::: ::: ::::::::::: :::::::::::::: .·.. ~.: :~~~. ~~- :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ·.....i :242 ·oo · ::.::·::::::::::
5. F. A. Gibbons*....... . . . • • • • . • • • • • •
Informal.
Informal.
6. William Deale ........................ ·•••• , •••••.. , , •• , • , • , •• , •

Informal.
Informal.
Informal.
Informal.
Ir-i.formal.
7,000 00 .............. , ........... , • · 21,210 00 ....••• , ••...•

P!'.'.~i:~i~?~::::::: : : : ::::::::::~~?~:~~:: : : :::::: :::::'.t~~t:: :::::::::::: ::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::: :::~:~~~:~~ .

10. J. 1\1. Ro~ertson •• , , , .................. , • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . .

7 ,000 00

$2,602 00 ....... , • . . • . .

13,786 50 .• , , ... , . • • • · •

iL ~~~~~t ~-r~~~::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::~: .... ~~ ::~~. ~~ ... ·.. 1·, 100·oo· :::::::-·.:::::: ::::::::,.:::::: :::::::::::::: :·:::::::::::::

·ti:dt::)::i; ;;:;;~~~~ ~ ~;; ~; ~ ~ ~~ \;~~ ~ ;;:;~:::::)~~~: ~~: ::::;} ;;:;;::::::t~t :;: ~'.t~;~~: ::::+H:ff:::

:1 ii I~ i j/
........ •
lt::::J!::::::·:·:·JL::::::::·:·:·:::·: ::::·:·::::::::: :::/:~~~:~~: :::::::::::::: : : :~?~(~~~ :::::i:~~i:bb: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::

17. E. J. Ilig~ins &. Brother............

4,220 00 , ............. · · · · · .. · · .. · .. • · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

0
~

~
0

...-,1.

21. 1-1. c. Parsons & Co .•••••••••••••••
22. Samuel P. Browne •.•....•••••••••.

4,650 00

23. C. V. S. Gibbs .................... .
24. Bane:s & Brothers ................. .

········
1,254
00
4,960 00

25. James M. Griffin .................. .
26. John Petty .•..••..••.•..•..•.•••••.
27. William M. Hope ••..•••••.•••••••.

4,340 00

8,360 00

...............
4,500 00

7,980 00
6,460 00

"' Indefinite as tq yard or class.
t Being without guaranty.
to sign a contract for oakum ·under a former advertisemebt.

2,883 60

2,329 00

1,529 60

760 00
..... 2:230. fr
i ;<W4. (J(). .............. ,.............
··············
.
4,130 00
2,139 45 .••.•.........
2,375 00
··············
6,300 00
9,100 00 ............................. ,............. .
1· . . . .

I

•••••••• ••••••l••••••••••••••l••••••••••••••I•••••••••• ••••
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •I• • • • • • • • • • • • • • I• • • • • • • • • • • • • • I• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

+Offers

Nos. 13 and 14 not considered; Mr. Grice having failed

Accepted, and declined.-:-Offer No. 23, of C. V. S. 'G ibbs, for classes No. 1, Not2, No. 3, No. 4.
'
Accepted.-Ofl:er No. 20, of Higgins & Brother, for class No. 5; No. 4, of Charles P. Cooper, for class No. 6; No. 22, of S. P. Browne, for class No. 7.
Subsequently to the failure of C.- V. S. Gibbs, classes Nos. 1 and 4 w;ere offered to, and accepted by, Joseph Grice. No. 18, E. J. Higgins & Brother, ·
vms accepted for class No. 2; and No. 25, James M. Griffin, was accepted for class No. 3.
An offer was,received from Th. Tatem on the 26th of August, the day after tbe time limited by the advertisement.
Mr. Grice was lowest bidder.for class No. 3, at New York, and classes 4 and 5, at Pensacola. His offers were rejected in consequence of his failure
to ·enter into contract for oakum after his bid had been accepted, and he duly notified. lt having been subsequently decided by the Hon. Secretary of the
Navy that Grice was nevertheless entitled to the,three classes above named, one having been already 3twarded, the remaining two at Pensacola were offered
to him, which he voluntarily declined.
,
'
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·Ex. Doc. No. 1.
No. 21.

Scales of ojfers for various supplies mad~ by, an£t _rec~ived fro m
navy agents.

PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

Yellow pine timber.
Campbell & Moody, at., ••.....•. ,,, ....•........•.•. ,, •.•.•... , ..... 41 cents per foot
Joseph Grice, at •••••.•••.••••.•.••••...•.• : ......................... 74 ...... do ..... .
Accepted : Campbell & Moody.

i..

Contract to expire July 1, 1848.

]fast timber.
1 piece, 85 feet long I 26 inches in diameter, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , • , , , , , , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $2{\
1.. do; •. 80 .••••••••• do ••••••••.•.. do .....•.••• , .•..•••..... ; •.•.• ,;,,,•••···· 2l.
l .• do .•. 67 ••. ·•.••.•• 18 •.•.•• : •••.. do .......•••... ,.,.,,;,,,,•••••••••······••· ( Ev
1.. do .•. 38 •.•••••••• 23 by .23 inches square .....•••• , ..... ,,, .. ,•·, ...... ·" ....

!,__

.Amounting to. •

5H

=

Offered by S. P. Browne, and accepted.
Contract to ~xpire November 1, 1848.

PHILADELPHIA AND GOSPORT.

Black spruce spars, by December 31, 1848.

G11sport.

Phil::i-delphia.

Samuel P. Brown .••••• ." •••••. , •••.•••..•....•.••••••••
Otis Grindell.,,.,, •• ,, ..•.••.•••••• , •••.•........• , •• ,,
Alpheus Fobes .•.•• , .•.•.•.•.•.•..••• , ....•..••..•.•...
William Lang ... , ••.••.....•.. , .••• .. ....•.•.......... ,,
George Adams •..• ; •••••. , •••• , •••••••••• , .. , ...... , , ,

$1,429
1,093
1,878
984

50
75
00
50

$1,429 50
1, 1~5 75

······i;ii4 ·oo

1,049 00

Accepted: William Lang for Philadelphia.
George Adams for Gosport.

PHILADELPHIA.

Mast timber, by November 1, 1848.
'}'homas S. Barnsted .....•• , •• , .. : .•....•.....•..••.•....... , •,, • • · • · • · · ·
Donaldson & Co.* •......• ,, .. ,, .•.•.............•..•• , •.....•••• ,,
~art & Hamilton ......... ·•.••••••••••..•.••••••• :: •....••••• , •.••••
J 1 11am C~rman & Son ..••...•.•... , .....•...•.•........•...... , . , • • • · • •
oseph Grice ..•.••••..••.••••• , ••••••.••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••• ,,·••••·

HP.

~1

Accepted: Thomas S. Barnsted.
•Informal.

1,0-19 00
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No. 21-Continued.
WASHINGTON .

Iron, by September 15, 1848 .
.

.

~

.
George Adams .•••••.••••.
J. H. & B. H. Ellicott .....
'

Plate.

Bar.

Flanch.

Rods.

Cents per~b:

Ce11ts per lb.

Cents per lb,

Cents per lb.

3}
3 7-10

5!
5 7-10

....

4
4

3 9-10
3 0. 88

·.

Accepted: J. H. & B. H. Ellicott.

GOSPORT, VA.

Mast timber, by November 1, 1848.
Cents per cubic foot .
John Tunis .• ,,,,,.,,,,.,,, .•• , •.• ,,,., ••••.• , ••• ,.
.Alpheus Fobes .••••••••• , ••••••.• , ••• ,, ••••••••••.

50
75

75
100

100
]50

Amount.
$1,324 00
1,979 86

Accepted : John Tunis. .,

GOSPORT, VA.

White ash timber, by November 1, 1848.
John Tunis, 5,000 feet, at $42 50 per th~usa.nd* •.••• .'•••••••••• '.~••• , .. , . .....
• Accepted .

•

$212 50

•
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PENSACOLA.

Timber, iron, ~c., by July 15, 1848.

ci
~

en

;.,

i

sal
is

..,

..,

~

-~

A

0

~

A

0

s.:

Q;)

~

'"'

al

"Ok

i=0

d

i::

rn

i::
ol

a~

P-<

/:4

u:i

10

c:!i
c:!i

~
..;

z

--- --- --

Cents. Centi.
22,000 feet yellow pine lumber. $10 per 1,000 $11 per 1,000 ........... , ...... •• .. ..
4 pieces yeliow pine timber: ...
1 per c. foot 98 45 pr. c. f. $1 50 c. f. , ...... • ·, .... ..
2,500 pounds- iron, 4¾ by 9-16
inches ......•• ,.: .••.• , ..•....•••• , •••• , • , ..', •• , ••• , .-•.•••• , •.•• 5! pr. lb. 43' pr. lb.
l,500 pounds iron, 4½ by 7-16
inches .............................' .............. , ....... , ... , .. 5j .. do .. 4i .. do ..
10,000 pounds iron, round ..•.•..•.•••.. ·.••....•••••..••..•....•.... 5½ .. do .. 47i .. do ..
800 , ••••. do .... } inch .............. , .............. , •• , , ........ 5½ .. do .. 4} .. do ..
800 pounds white lead.:,,., ..•. , •••.• , • \ ..•• , , , , • , ; ,.•• , . , •• , • , , 8½ .. do .. 8 ..• do ..
25 gallons linseed oil .••••••• , . . •• , , ••.•• , , •..•••••••. , , ••...•••••. $1 p. gal. 75 p. gal.
800 pounds cut nails .. , ••••.• , ..•.:-•• , .•••.....••• : ••. , •••• , .•••••• , 6 per lb. 5 per lb ..

- Accepted: John Waters, for the timber, and J.M. Stannard for the iron, &c .

•
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REPORT FROM THE BUREAU OF ORDNANCE ~ ND HYDROGRAPHY.
Bu~EAU OF ORDNANCE AND HvnROGRAPHY,

November I, 1848,
Sm: I have the honor to transmi_t, in conformity to the directions
contained in y our letter of the 16th ultimo, the estimates in detail,
so far as relates to the ordnance and h ydrography of the navy, for
the succeeding fiscal year, which commenees on the 1st of July
next.
They are, in compliance with a sub sequent direction, made ou t
to correspond, as nearly as can be forseen, with what may be the
wants of this bureau for the period which they embrace.
At
the same time I have to state, with great satisfaction, that the
operations of the present year in each are such as it is believe d
will be of essential advantage to the navy. The experimental
course of cannon pr~ctice at the navy yard is continued with successful results · by the lieutenant charged wi t h t hat duty; a nd the
operations of the observatory have b een continue d an d ex t en <l ed
scientifically and usefully by its superintend ent.
The amount asked for the various obje~ts embraced in the estimate of tht- lat~er is' larger than that for the last y ear. A. con si derable portion of this estimate is int ended for the paym ent of
duties on instruments imported for the establishment; for the publication of a nautical almanac, long wanted; and for a considerab_le
addition to the stock of charts, including the wind and current charts
late1y introduced, which are highly approved, an,d generally calle d

for.
I am sir·, very respectfully, your oJ>edient servant,
L. WARRINGTON,
Chief of Burea1t .
Hon. J.-Y. MAsoN,
Secretary of the Navy.

Sckedule of papers containing the estimates of tb,e Bureau of Ord~
nance and Hydrography, for tke year ending June 30, 1850.
A.-Estimate of the expenses of the bure u.
B.-Estimate of the pay of officers on ordnance duty.
C.-Estimate of ordnance and ordnance stores, and small arms for
the general service -of the navy.
D.--Statement of the cost or estimated value of the ordtiance and
ordnance stores on hand at the different navy yards, July 1, 1847,
and the receipts and expenditures for the year en ding · 30th June,

1848.

,

E.-Statement of the labor performed at the differ ent navy yards
and cos thereof.
F.-Estimate of th~ amount required- under the head of hydro·
graphy, for the year ending 30th June, 1850.
·
·
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A.
Esti.m ate of the amount req1tired for the expenses of the Bureau of
Ordnance and Hydro,graphy for the year ending June 30, 1850, as
authorized by t he acts of Congress approved J1ugust 31, 1842, and
1'!Jarch 3, 1847.
·
•
:_
·
Amount.

For
For
For
For

salary
salary
salary
salary

of chief of bure;.i.u .••••••••••.••••••••.•.•••• , ••••• , • , , • • • • • • •
of clerks ..••••• , • •••••.•••• ._ •••••••••.••.•• ,,, •••••• ,.,,,•••·
of drafts1nan •.••••••• ~ ••• : •••••••••.•••••• , ••••• ,· ••••• • • • • • • ·
of messenger ••.•••••.••••••..•.••••••••••••••••• , •••• • • • • • • ·

$3,500
4,200
1,000
700

1---9,400

Appropriation for year ending June 30, 1849 ••••••••••••••••••

$9;400
,:::::::====J

For contin{f ent expenses.
Blauk books and statione·ry •••••••••••••••••.••••• ,.,,.,., •. •
Miscellaneous. items .••••••••••••• ,.,.;·••••••••••••••• ,.,.•,·
Labot; •••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.••••• ; •••••••••••••• .• •••

260
140

120

· Total •••••••.

9,920

BUREAU OF ORDN ANCE AND ' HYDROGRAP,HY,

November 1, 1848.

L. WARRINGTON,
Chief of Bureau.

B.
Estimate of pay. required for officers on ordnance 'd uty for the year
ending June 30, 1850.
Amount.

Captajn as inspector .•..••••••••••.•.•••• , . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • •
· , 100 each..... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • •
10 Lieutenants as .•••• do ....• at $1,500 each. -• •••••• ,....................
3 Commanders as assistants, at

I

Total. •••••

$3 ,500
6,300
15 ,0UO
- -

24 ,800

. ~ o·n.-Tlie increase in this estimate over that for the last year, is occasioned by the add1t10n of fonr lieutenants.
BUREAU OF ORD NA NCE A ND HYDROGRAPHY •

November

i, 1848.

L. WARRINGTON,
Chief of Bureau.
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c.
Estiritate oj ord:n,ance and ordna~ce stores, and small arm.s, required for the general service of the navy, from the 1st of July, 1849,
to June 30, 1850.
'Amount.

160 32-pounder cannon of 51 cwt., at 6½ cents per pound ••• , ••••••••••..
60 12-pounder guns for boats and field pieces •••• , ........ , ........... .
400 gun carriage!;l, at $150 each ....... . .................. , ••• , •••••••.
20,000 32-pounder shells: at 4 cents per pound ..•.•• , ••••••••••••••.•••••.
For materials for making ordnance stores, and machinery for working up the
same, ine:luding- a boring mill, an~ a large turning and planing lathe; for
battle and magazine lanterns ; for cannon locks ; 'for cannon primers ; for
percussion caps, and for all other articles of ordnance stores ; for a gun
pen~ulum and musket pendulum at the City of Washington ••••• , ••.••.

$66,400
6,600
60,000
20,000

70,000

For contingent expenses that may accrue for the following purposes, viz:
Drawings and models for inspecting instruments; for postage paid by officers
inspecting ordnance and ordnance stores; for travelling expenses in in,
specting ordnance and ordnance ,s tores; for hire o[ agents and rent of
store·houses on the northern lakes ; for advertjsing in the public papers ;
for transportation of ordnance and ordnance stores ; for powder, ball, and
targets for experimental gunnery practfoe at the Washington navy yard •.

34,000
257,000

Amount estimated for yeai: ending June 30, 1849 ... . ·•..•...•... . , .•.. , .. , ...
Amount appropriated for year ending ·June 30, 1849 •• ,., .•• , •• , •••• ,,., ••.••

$318,420

21s; 420

J3 UREAU 0li' ORDNANCE AND HYDROGRA PHY,

November 1, 1848,
L . WARRINGTON,
Chief of B ·ureatt .

Ex. Doc. No. 1.
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.D.
Statement of cost or estimated value of stores on !fond at the several na1Jy yards, July I, 1847 ; of articles .,received and expenderl,
from June 30, 1847, to June 30, 1848 ; and of those remainin5
on hand July 1, 1848 ; which are under the direction of the Bur ea it of Ordn~nce and Hydrography.
I

On h:nd July 1_,

Receipts.

1

1__:·_

E.xpenditures. onhandJnlyl.

Navy yards.
1847.

Portsmouth ........ ,......
Charlestown ........... ,. ..
Brooklyn.................
l>hiladelphia..... ... . .... .
Washington............. .
Gosport............ • • • .. .
Pensacola................
On th!l lakes ......... ,....

..__ _ _ _ · _ _
· __

$87,373 67
$29 92
$56 92
346,596 42
270,128 34
183,396 92
761,186 6&
149,774 44
102,_788 65 ,
66,969 10
15,528 93
3,166 43
87,343 o2i
89,998 98i
33,071 70
554,804" 73
196,770 28
191,419 92
30,402 49
73,965 77
3,441 32½
7,035 75 ................ : ...........

I

Total. .... ,. 1,941,712 46½~,19666½1

$87 ,3~6 6i
433,325 4
808,17246

79,331 6)
144,270 91
560,155 09
100,925 931
7,035 75

5,17 1 343 86½ 2,2.20,565 25½
1

B'UREAU OF ORDNANCE AND HYDROGRAPHY,

November I, 1848.

L. WARRINGTON,
Chief of Bureau.

Statement of tlie numbe.r of days' labor and cost thereof, from July
1, 1847, to June 30, 1848, at the respective navy yards, c~argeab
to the Bureau of Ordnance and Jlydrograpliy.

______________

Yards.

,

No. of days'
Lbor.

1191
7,7619,
9,402
593£
19 ,920½

Ports1nouth •••••••• , ......... , ••••••••••.
Charlestown ••••••• , ••• , , ••••••••••••••.

Brooklyn .... , ..• , •. ·- .... , .• , , .• , • , , . , , .
Philadelphia ..... ,, ..•....• ,.,, .. , .•••.• ,
WGashington •••.•• ,, •• , •.•• ,, •••••••••• ,.

osport ..• , .. , ••..•.• , , , , • , .• , ••..••. , , .
Pensacola ..•.•• '.' •.••... , ••••.•• ,., •....
Total. .•... , <·•

• • •

18,8401}
763'

1----i

57,400,½

Cost of labor.

$1~ 91
12,210 59
13,571 19
816 40
28,603 00
27,389 41
1, 12Z 00

83 ,898

Average pay
per day.
~-- .
$1 05~

1 58 1-9

I 4H
1 37i
1 43 2-5
1 45 3-5
1 4i

591461-6

BUREAU OF ORDXANCE AND HYD:ROGRAPHY

Rove1nbe;· 1, 1848-

L. WARRINGTON,

Chief of ]3ureau,
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F.

Estimate of the amount required for the naval service, -under tke
head of liy~rography, for the year ending June 30, 1850.
Amount.

$10,500
8,150

For the purchase and repair ·or instruments •••••••••.••••••••••••••••• , ••••
For the purchase of books, maps, and charts ; ...••••.•••........ , ...•• , •• ,,
For baeking and binding the same, and for printing and publishing hydrographical surveys and astronomical observations ................... , •••••• ,
For models and drawings and copying .....•••• •..... • •••..••••••• , , •• , , ••
For postage and stationery, freiglit and transportation ...•••••....•..•••••••
For pay of lithographer, and for working lithographic press, including chemicals ..••.••••••..•.•••.•••••..•.•.•.•...••.•....•......••..•....•••.
For planting trees, and keeping grounds, enclosure, and buildings in order •••.
For pay of one porter, at $25 per month ..••••...••••.•••••••• , •. , ••.••• ,,
For pay of one gardener, at $30 per month .. , •••• ,, • . • , •• ,,., •• , •••• ,, •• ,.
For pay of one watchman, at $60 per month •••... ,.,., •• , ••••• , •••• , •••••
For pay of instrument makclr •• , •••• , •.••.••.••. , ••.•••• , •••.•••• , ••••••.
For fuel and lights ..• , ...•... , . . , , , ..•. , • , •• , ... ·• ...•••••• , • , , ...•• •., , •
For the payment of duties on books, maps, charts, and instruments, imported
for the use of the navy .•.•.•••••.•• , .•••..•· .•.••. ~ •••••••.••.. , ....•
For eopying- abstracts from old sea journals for the " Wind and Current
Charts," and for engraving and publishing the same, including cost of
copper, stones, chemicals and paper ..•...•••.•........ . •.•.••.•• • •...
For ealculating, printing, and publishing the Nautical Almanac, including pay
of superintendent of the sa1ne •••••.••••••••.•••.. , •..•••••••..•.•••••

9,200
1,000
1,500
1,300
2,000
300·
360·
720·
730
1,500

6,000i
15 ,000·

6,000
64,260

.Amount ~sti~ated for year ending June 30, 1849 ......................... , ~.,.
Amount appropriated for year ending June 30, 1849 .•..••••••• , ••. , .... , ••.•••

$38 ,860:·
35,000-

N oTE.-The increase in this estimate over that for the last year is causelll. by the 11.dditi<»n:
of the last three item£, viz :
·
.
.
For payqient of duties $6,000 ; wind and current charts $15,000; and for publishing the
Nautical Almanac $6,000.
· ·

Officers to be employed at Observatory.
1 Lieutenant,as superintendent, at $3,000 •••.•• , •• , ••••• ,,,, •• , ••••• , ,,,,.

$3,000
12,000
10 , 500
6,000

8 Lieutenants, at $1,500 ..•.. , •.•.••... , ••• , ••• , ••••• , ••• , .•• , •• , , •. , .• , •
7 Professors of mathematics, at $1,500., ••••• , ••• , •• • •• , • , •• , ••••••• , ••••
8 Passed midshipmen, at $750 ..•••• , •••.• ;.,, ••• , •.•••••••••••••• ,, •. , .• ,

31,500

Amount estimated and appropriated for year ending June 30, 184~............ ,

$25.,200

N OTE .-The increase in this item is occasioned by the addition of one professor of mathemat ics and two passed midshipmen, and the increase of pay, by Congress, of the superintendent
of the observatory and the professors of mathematics.
BU.REAU OF ORDNANCE AND HYDROGRAPHY,

November 1, 18,48 ,

L. WARRINGTON,
·

47

Chief of Bureau,

Statement of contracts entered. into by t!ie Bitreay,, pf Ordnance and. Hydrograpliy, during the year ending th,e,
· 30tft June, 1848.
Names of contractors.

.

Articles contracted for.
•

Cyrus Alger & Co .••.•.
Junius L. Archer .••.•••
Wm. R. Ashard •.••.••.
Enoch Hidden •...•.....
Walker, Rod gers & Co ..
Grantt & Barton ..•••••.

BUREAU

.

OF

~

'

Pl~ce of delivery.

<

Date of . contract.

Expiration of
contract.

Price.

-.l

w

00

Amount of
contract.

I,

90 32-poun_!ler cannon of 57 cwt.;, •••
114 32-ponnder cannon of 42 cwt .....
Right to use his lock and primer .....
Right to use his percussion cannon lock.
20,000 32-pound shot ..•.••...••••••.
Flanne_l for cylinders-in all, 58,162 ~
running yards •..•.•••••••.•.•• •

South Boston foundry Sept. 17,
Bellona foundry .•.•. July -14,
Jan. 27,
.
April 3,
New Orleans .•.•••. April 27,
Boston , New York,! June 19,
and Nor folk .• ·.•

....................
. . .... ..............

1847
1847
1848
1848
1848
1848

1, 1~48 fi½ c~nts per pound
1, 1848 6½ cents per pound

June
June

.............. ··················
..................
II f~ l

r

'

e

•

e

e

o,

e

e ,

Apri1 27, 1849· 3¾ cents per pound
cents and 24½ !
Sept. i, 1848 ~ 25 cents
p!3r yard

$37,346 45
34 ,856 34
1 ,50'0 00
1,200 00
20,800 00
14,443 56

~

ORDNANCE AND HYDROGRAPHY, November 13, 1848.

0
~

L. WARRINGTON >- Chief of Bureau .

•

•

~
~

~
?
!-'

No. 15.
Scale of offers to furnish flannel for cylinders, under tlie advertisement of the Bureau of Ordnance and Hydrography, dated March 24, 1848; one-third of each width and color to be delivered at each of the navy yards at Boston, New York, and Norfolk, by the.first ~ay of August, 1848.
White flannel.

:i

Names of bidders.

2,100 yards,
5,600 yards,
397 yards,
264 yards,

s
::,

z

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
,9

lO
lJ
12
13

A. L. Smith, New York •••••••••••••••••••.
Henry E. Simpson, Philadelphia.:.. .•••••.•••••
Theodore Martin, Exeter, N. Y* ••.•••••••••
Nathaniel Hamlen, Boston ..•••••••••••••••.
Jacob Sleeper, Boston •.••••.•••••••..•••••.
John W. Shaw&. Co., Bostont ............ ..
John Dodd, Norfolk, Va ..•.•••••••••••••••.
James l\LShaw, Bostont .................. .
George W. Shaw, Boston ••.••••••..••..••.
Francis· Burritt and L. Timberlake, New York1 . ·
George Adams, Boston .••••••••••••••.••.•.
Grant&. Barton, Ne_w York •·••••••••••••••••
.•.••. Do ••.••.•••.•• do ••••••••••••••••..•.
H. G. It. Calef, Boston .•••••••••••••••••.••

22
19-½
17
16

inches
incbes
inches
inches

Blue flannel.
wide.
wide.
wide.
wide .

271 cents per yard ••••••

36
23

28
27
29!
25}
27-½

29¾
23
25 g.10
24½
25
25

do .•••••••.•••
do ••••••••••••
do ••• , ••••••••
do .•••••••••••
do ••••••••••••
do.; •.••••••••
do ••••••••••••
do, •••••••.••.
do •••.••••••••
do .•••••••••..
do •••••.••.••.
do .•••••••••••
do, ••••••••••.

6,942
23 ,870
635
649

yards,
yards,
yards,
yards,

22 i~ches
19½ inches
17. inches
16 inches

Red flannel.
wide.
wide.
wide.
wide.

cents per yard ••••••
do .•••••••••••
do ••.•••...•••
do .••••••••• ;.
27
do ...••.••.•.
do .••••••••• ..,,
29¾
25}
do .•••••••••••
do •••••••• ·.•••
27-½
do ••••• ·•••••.•
29¾
23
do ••.•..••••••
25 9-10 . do .••••• ~· ••••
24½
do •••••••••••.
25
do .•••••••.•••25
do ••••••••••••

27!
31:i
23
28

5,450
10 ,8CJO
1,305
220

yards,
yards,
yards,
yar.ds,

22
19½
17
16

inches
inches
inches
inches

wide.
wide.
wide.
wide.

cents · per yard .
do.
do.
.<lo.
do.
do.
29!
do.
201
27½
do.
do.
29¾
23
do.
25 9-10
do.
25
do.t
do.§
24½
25
do.

27!
36
23
28
27

~
~

t,
"

0
~

~

9

I-

* Accepted.
t Informal-no guaranty.
t,At Boston and Norfolk.
§ At New York.
NoTE.-The c-rntract was finally awarded to 'Messrs. Grant&. Barton, (No. 12,) Nos. 3 and 10 having declined to furnish the flannel.
The offers Nos. 3 and 10 being at the same price, it was decided by lot, and drawn for No. 3. No. 3 is, therefore, accepted for the whole of the flannel, at twenty-three (23) cents per yard.
Offers opened in presence ofllunEAU OF ORDNANCE .AND HYDROGRAPHY,

G. HARRISON,
May 2, 1848.

-.J

CHAS. K. KING.

L. WARRINGTON, Chief of Bureau.
t,

c:..,
C,0
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REPORT FROM THE BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS.

Bureau of Yards and -Docks, November 4, 1848.

...

Srn: I have the honor to transmit, in -conformity with your in
structions of the 10th October last, the estimates for this burea
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1850, viz: For ,the supporto
the naval and civil branches at the several navy ·yards and statiom
for the improvements arid necessary repairs. at each; for the continuation of th_e dry dock at~ ew York; for the continuation of tb
floating docks, basins, an_d railways, authorized at the Kitt~ry, Phil,
adelphia, and Pensacola navy yards; for the senral recrmtrng sti
tions, and for contingent demands coming under lhe cognizanm
this bureau.
.
. I a~sG> submit, in compliance with the act of Congress of 21:
April, 1808, a list of contracts made during the past year, togeth
with an abstract of all offers received under advertisements frot
this bureau, as required by the act of 3d March, 1843.
.
An estimate for the support of this bureau, amounting to $12 140.
is also submitted.
The estimat~s herewith -presented are deemed nec~ssary for tl.
protection, pre.servation, and efficiency of the sJ:iore statl_ons, a~
are reduced to the lowest possible amount that a p~oper regard ;
the interests of the service wi11 permit.
The fo1l0wing statements will sh.o w the present condition of, a~
the progress which has been made, during the past year, towards tt
co ,m pletion of the works of improvement and repairs at the severa:
yards and stations for which .appropriations have been QJ.ade, anc
the amot1nt expended at each yard.
· This report embraces the expenditure of a portion of the appro·
priation made March 3d, 1847, and in fact, most of the mon_ey _ex·
pended since the last annual report is from that appropriation.
The appropriations for the fiscal year ending 30th June, 1849, were
made at a very late period, and consequently but little work has
been done upon the · objects provided for by them; con~ra~ts _have
b€en made for most of the materials required for the buildings and
other works au thoriz'e d, and the deliveries of some have com°:1enced
and of others will soon follow. The different works, for which e_s·
timates are submitted, are herein enumerated an_d are mentioned lA
the order of their importance at each yard .

.IJ.t Portsmouth, N. H.
Wharf N 0. 1 and the . knee dock, with the filling in of the gun
and anchor wharf, have been completed since the last annual_report; the form~r is of much importance, as it furnishes~ convenien
wharf for landing materials and stores; the latter supplies the wall
of a proper place for ~toring heavy guns and anchors.
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The obje~is upon which expenditures have been made during
tb e past year, but which are not yet completed, are the continuati on of the quay wall from north to west; the amount appropriated
:for this object is believed to be ample, and the work will probably
b e finished early in the next spring; the removal of the steam box
a n d rebuilding the same upon a more convenient site has been comi::n enced. The wall · outside of ship house No. 4 and filling in, the
a ddition to s.mithery .I and the new timber shed opposite No. 7,
h ave all been commenceJ, .b ut owing to the late period at which
t he last appropriations were made, but little progress has been
J'.ll ade with those works.
_ The large cistern near"the ..mast and boat shed is completed, except
some small amount of grading, and the pipes for waste water.
-S uch repairs have been put upon the rlifferent buildings in the yard,
2s a due regard to the preservation of the public property seemed
t o require. There has been expended upon the several objects
;ibove enumerated, from the 1st of October,. 1847, to the 30th Sep1:ember, 1848, the sum of $23,400,05.
·
·
The works for which estimates are •submitted for the fiscal year
ending 30th June, 1850, are:-commander's quarters, completin"g
powder magazine, completing smithery I, timber shed •No.
2~, paTing timber shed No. 27, store house No. 30 for ~>akum,
pitch, &c., wharf and filling in near _N o. 4, filling in low
grounds, d(?ck wall west of timber shed, P.i tch house, engine
h ouse, and for repiars of all kinds.
The ho1:1.se for commander is much wanted, there being no suitable quarters in the
yard for the accommodation of that offic~r, and the isolated position of this yard renders it very necessary that the o~cer should
r-e side within its limits. The a!llount required to comp~ete the
powder magazine is much wanted, there being no building of that
description in the yard. The small amount required to complete
the smithery is nec~essary for the accommodation of t~ip hammer
for faggoting scrap iron. The appropriation. for timber shed N9.
28 is highly necessary, as there is a- large amount of ti-mber at this
yard subject to decay from the wal}t of a proper place in. which to
protect it from the -sun and rain.
The item for paving . timber
shed No. 27 is very important, as experi·ence proves that paved
~heds preserv.e timber much better than any other. Much inconveni ence is exptrienced at this yard from the want' of a proper p-13:ce
for the ~towage of oakum, pitch, &c., the appropriation for thisobject i.s therefore stro.ngly urged; connected with the construction
of this buiL ing· is the wharf and filling in easf of ship house No. 4.
The low gro~nds around timber shf'd No. 27· r'en<ler it difficult to
get tim her in and out of that shed, and it is . very desirable that
they should be filled up.
Dock wall west of timber sheds No; 6
and 7, and filling in the same, is m'tich wanted, as the space around
t hose buildings available for removing and stowing tim,ber is very
·limited, and great in convenience is often experienced from the
want of additional ground in this part of the yara. The pitch
house is entirely unfit for the purpose, and a new one is very ne~
cessary. There is no building in the yar4 in which the new fire
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engin,e contracted for can be sheltered, the appropriation fo r this
object is i ndispen sable.
'l'he amoun~ asked for r.epairs of all kinds is such as will be required to ~eep all the present buildings, fences, &c., in a pro per
state of r~pairs. The amount asked for this ya.rd is $54,620 53
and nothing is asked which could be judiciously dispensed with .

.11._t Bostori.
Since the last annual report, the following works have been completed at .this yard: machinery and tools, coal house, wharf No. 66,
sheer wharf No. bl, pipes for drains,- ra)n· water. and waste stea m,
-and the smith and · plumber's shop'!
The works which have been commenced but not yet completed:
are: iron frames for dry-dock pump3, and ke'el blocks for ~ry-dock;
the iron fram~s have been built and put in place, and furmsh a substantial foundation for the hea·v y steam engine and 'pamp work of tln
dry-dock; a portion-of the keel· block~ are 'made and in use. Tbt
wall ,soutliwest of No. 51 .ha~ been built, and the enclosed space
has been nearlY' filled in. Pier wharf No. 64 is- in progress, and
will .be completed durin~ the present fall; ,and when finish ed,
will SUP.ply' the want of a landing ,Wh!1rf for materials and sto res.
The materia]s for the bridge across the timber dock, and for_ the
repairs of. the timber and dry docks, have been procure-cl, the bri dge
bmlt., and the repairs upon the dock nearly completed. The materials for the extension of the brick barn ha n been purchased, and
the work will soon be commenced. The shell house and its appur·
tenances are frnished., except the rail tracks and car house.. 1:'ht
lar.ge stone building for ca rpen te~s' and joiners' shops and. nggi~~
lo~t, has progressed ·so far towards eom pletion as to ad_m1~ of it>
b~mg occupied for .the purposes jntended. This fine . b~1l_dmg fu r·
mshes .ample room for work-shops for the carpenters, Joiners an d
riggers. ·rfhe tracks for guns in the gun park have been commen·
ced~ and will be finished this year. Contracts have bee~ made fr r
the delivery of the materials required in the cons:ruction of the
buildin_gs au_thorized by the late appropriation; but the advan ced
state of the season at which the law was passed, prevented m~ ch
pr,ogress upon the ·objects provided for therein. For the completion
of the works abov.e named, the amounts already approp~iated are
dee~ed sufficient. The buildings at this yard. have recewed s_u ch
repairs as were necessary for their protection and pres_ervatIO~ ·
There has been expended upon the improvements and repairs at this
yard since the 1st
October, 1847, to the 1st of October, 1843)
the sum of $51,593 37.
The objects for which estimates are submitted for the fiscal yea~
ending 30th June, 1850, and which are deemed important an d n_ecessary to facilitate the performance of the public works, are sa i_lloft and cordage store, stone wall and fi.llino- in southwest of ship
ha ouse H , coal
-= house near blacksmith shop,
o
.
grading and pa_nng
nd
;tenu_e 63, anchor _hoy and water tank, and for repairs of al1 ki s ~
th is yard th~re 1s no suitable place for the storage and presena-

of
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tion of the sails and cordage of ~i,mant]ed ships or of new cordage, Jarge quantities of which are manufactured at this rope-walk.
The present sail-loft is very small, and entirely insufficient to meet
the increasing demands of the service; the appropriation for ~his
object, therefore, is of the first importance. The wall and fillrn_g
near ship house H is much wanted; the water now flows near this
building, and the _space proposed to be filled in_ _is requ~red for
working ground. · The coal house near blacksmith shop 1s much
needed to protect the ,coal from the weather and dirt. Grading and
paving avenue No. 63 is very necessary, as this is the main avenue
through the yard, and in wet weather is much cut up by the heavy
trains passing over it. The old anchor hoy and water tank has been
condemned, and a new one is required; and if built as proposed, will
not only answer the.s e purposes, but may be usefully employed in
towing vessels to and from the yard. The amount asked for repairs is larger than usual, owing to the large amount required for
laying a new floor i.ri the rope-wa1~, and for extensive repairs upon
the commander's house.
The sum asked for improvements and repairs during · the fiscal
year ending 30th of June, 1850, is $132,221 50 . .

· .IJ.t N-ew York. ,, ·
The only work of improvement. .which has been completed since
the 1st Octo her, .184 7, is the shell house on the gun block. Materials h11.ve be~n procured for the construction of the iron store,
cooperage, cistern to east reservoir, and the hospital wharf; but
the works are not yet commenced. The dredging machine has
bee!! kept in operation in front of the yard; a portion of the timber pond has been filled in, .a.n d the work is now in progress.
4, sn~all steam engine has been .put up in ·the bla_c ksmith's shop,
and has been usefully employed; the paving and flagging has been ,
completed to the extent of the appropriation. The whole of the
mud flat_in front of th~ yard is now enclosed by .t he cob wharf;
the space within the wharf remains to ~e filled up, which, when
done, will furnish a large amount of additional ground · and wharf
room. Such repairs . have been pt~t up:o n the existing improvements a~d buildings as were necrssary to preserve . them an.d their
contents from injury. There has been expended at this yard since
the 1st of .October, 1847, the sum of $34,172 45.
. ,
Estimates are submitted for the fiscal year ending 30th June, 1250,
for the following . objects: one block of t_wo houses for office.r s, cob
dock, dredging channel, filling in land between~navy yard and hospital,-fence on Flushing avenue, filling in timber pond, paving and gutters to avenue, and for repairs of all kinds. ·. The houses for offic,ers
are much needed, as the only · offic~r now living in the yard is the
commandant; the recent purchase has e_xtended the limits to such a
degree as to render the constant pres.ence of additional officers
hig,hly necessary. A cob dock, extending from the rear of the stables to the hospit~l b~idge, is considered ess·entially necessary to
prevent the washrng rnto t_he channel of the land recently pur.-
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chased; this will leave a wide canal (into . which the city sewer
· now leads to the Wall a bout bay) for, the purppse of docking timber. T_he amount asked for dredging the channels, is deemed ne·cessary to preserve a proper depth of wat~r in them. · Flushing
avenue, from the hospital to the navy yard, is being filled in rapid·iy; and to provide a foundation for a 1·e nce Jo en.dose the public
land, it is n,ecessary that the government shou.Jd fill , in a space on
·the- north . sidfl of the aven _u e. An additional · £Um is. required for
:,f illing in a portion of the timber pond; and a'. small : amount is ne·cessary. for gut\ers a.nd paving the a venu·e. · The buildings in the
yard being in a good state. of preservation, ·but , a small amount is
asked for' such repairs as may become - necessary during the year.
The sum required for the contemplated impr pv.ements aµd repair8,
during the fiscal year ending 30th June, _185'0, 'is $95,000 .
1

.flt Philadelpll,ia.
The workshop on site No. 10, and the anchor hoy, have been
completed since the last annual' report, and are useful and impor·
· tant ·addition to the yard. -Ship house G \has b~en placed _upon
ways, and is now ready for moving to its new site, _whi_ch will he
done a~ soon as the foundation is prepared ·to receive 1t. Wharf
No. 2 IS nearly completed, requiring only the cap logs, fenders ,
and about two or three thousand cart loaas of· ·e arth. Wharf No.
3 has been 'deiayed on account of the .conteinp.lated floating , d?ck
basin;· the location of this basin be'ing . now determ_ined, malenal s
for the part of the wharf on which ship house G IS to be pl aced
have been purch:.s.e d, and the work is in progress. Wharf No. 4
has been b1~ilt, and is sinking _to its p'Iace as rapidly as · the nature
of the ground :will perrpit.
·
The construction of these wharves has ad&ed greatly to the usefulness of this yacd; \he ·effect -anticipated upon the water fron t
has bee.n thus far realized; and- it is hoped when thes~ w~arves are
· e~tended to the ·port warden's line; a depth . of water ~ill be
tamed ample to meet all the requirements of the service at th,
yard. The dredging machine, for which appropriation has rece~tl y
been marle, :has not yet commenced. A portion of the -materials
for the ·floating dock have been purchased and · delivered, and the
construction of that work will soon be commenced. ·
. Such r~pairs have been made upon the buildings as their condi~1on reqmred. · The amount expended upon the several works of
Improvement since the 1st of October, ,1847, is $39,865 91.
The_ appropriation 'asked, for the fiscal . year ending June 30,
1850, 1s to be expen,led upon the following objects: ·one °?lock of
houses for_ officers; foundation and ·Jaunching slip for sh1p,-h~use
G; e~tens1on of wharves Nos. I, 2 and 3 to the port warden s lrne;
fo~ timber shed D; for raising smith's shop one story; and for repaus of all kinds.
There is a large amount of public property at this yard_; and at
pr~sent no naval officers of any grade reside within its limits, th_ere
bemg no quarters for their accommodation. It is considered im-

n~:
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portant that these houses should be built, as the constant presence ·
of one or· more offiyers would add greatly to the safety of the pubIi c proper\ y. The fo un d at ion and 1au n chin g s 1i p for ship- house G,
are indispensably necessary to render the house useful for building
purposes. ·' The extension of the wharves . to the port ward.e n's line
is an improvement of the first importance; several additions have
been ma_d e to the whawes, the effect of which has be~n most beneficial. This yard is very- small in area, and at times much inconvenience is experienced for want of space to ca·r ry on the public
works; and the proposed basin and railways for the floating dry<locks will occupy a large portion_ of t _he -water fro,nt, thereby increasing the necessity for additional wharf room. This extension
will also . bring the wharns to a point at which a depth of water
will be reacheJ, and, it is hoped, will be maintained without drndging, sufficient _for the accommodation of. vessels of all classes. The
timber shed .asked for is very n€Cessary, as a large amount of timber is unavoidably _exposed to injury from the effects of the
weather, there being no vacant sheds for its protection. It is proposed to add .one story to a part of the smith_e ry, to be used as a
filing and finishing shop. At present. there is no suitable place for
the performance .of such .work, and the want of a good finishi g
shop often occa-sions much inconvenience. · The · amount asked for
repairs is considered indispensable for the proper preservation and
protection of the public property,. For the contemp!ated improvements and neressary repairs of existing buildings, during the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1850, there wi 11 be teq uired the , sum of
$76,027.
•

I

'

••

' .11.t .Washington.

The arrangement for blowing , the chain-cable ,fires, the five new
anchor forges, the trip-hammer in the ari'q~or' shop, and the new
boilers to engine No. 2, have all heen completed. Building .No.
11 has been converted into an iron. foundry,, and is now nearly
com plete.d; the furnaces, ovens, cupolas, cranes, engine and most
of the ma_chinery have been finishe,d' and the whole esfablishment will soon be in a condition, to furnish all .the castings that
may be require~ for gener_al purposes
the · navy·. Contracts
have been made for the delivery of the materials necessary _for the
.construction of the works auth'o rized by the late appropriation
bill; but, , with the exception of some small a'mount t>f labor expended in ·preparing- the foundations, nothing has been done upon
the new woi:,ks. Repairs. have been made upon sµch buildings as
required them. There has been expended for ' impr:ovements and
repairs since the last annual report, the sum of $22,128 66.
.
The estimates submitted for this yarQ for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1850, embrace the following objects: boiler and furnace
for small .steam hammer, and boilers for steam engines Nos. 1 and
3; fo~ b~ilding stone wharf; for · large slide · lathes and planing
machine; spafting; drums; boring, , stalling and 'drilling machines;
small lathes; rnd for repairs of all kinds. No new · building is .at

for
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present required at this yard; the new steam boilers. are deeme d
h_ighly necessary, as those in use · are old, , much worn, and cannot
be used mucn _lo~ger · with safety. The_ wharves . ~re all of wt>od t
and have become very ro,tten; that which has been ,generally use d
for landing materials ha_s become so dilapidated as to render it unsafe and ahnost useless; arid it is proposed to replace the old rotten wood with a permanent ·stone wall.
All .the · machines asked
-f?r are necessary for completing the arrang\ments in the several
worksho.p s; an·d when procured and irt working order, the conveniences at this yard ·will enable us fo. build and' repair machinery of
every cLescription w.ith economy and despatch., for painting an.d
repairing the various buildings in this yard; the usual amou.nt 1s
a,sk.ed. The amount required for the _improyements and repairs,
for the fiscal year ending 30th June, 1850, is $44>590 .

.flt Norfo_lk~
Store-house No. 13, and ~he new pier, wh_arf .near the dry dock,
-qpon which 'tqe ·small masting shear:_s , sta11:d' have been comeleted
during the past year. The launching slip No. 4~ is nearl.Y fimshed.
Co~ tracts itave been made f_or the .purchase of the mater_ials neces·
sary for the const_ruction of the · buildings pr·o vided. for rn th~ late
appropriation -bil I; sufficient time has n-ot elapsed for the deh very
of these materials, and ·consequently nothing has b~en done further
than some p_r eli~inary preparation of the sites for the contemplated
buildings 'and other improvements. ·- Such repairs as were necessary
for the preservation of the 'public prpperty have been m~de; .and
the , w~ole amount expertded for improvemen.t~ and repairs srnce
1st October, 1847, is $15,620 85.,
' '
The works· of improvements at this yard, for which .estimates are
presented for the fisqal' Far ending 30th Ju'ne, 1850, are the completion of launching _slip No 48, continuation of quay w.alls,_ excaYating timber docks, grading, paving gutters and fillrng rn low
grounds; one wing to brick stables, wat·tr cisterns, engine-house. to
smith~ry, coal-house and repairs of all kinds. For . c?mpletrng
launching ship No. 48, a small amount is re,quired. This importan t
work is nearly completed, and w,ith the sum now asked, may be
placed in a co_ndition for building vessels of any size. T_he amount
already appropriated for the extension of quay walls 1s ~o more
than sufficient to construct the coffer dam, .excavate and prepare _the
foundation to receive the masonry. This is a work o~ the first importance, as great inconvenience is often experienced from the
want of adequate wh'arf room, and it is very necessary that me~ns
should be provided to prosecute the work without delay, otherwt~e
the marine worm, which is very destructive in this harbor, wi ll
seriously injure the coffer dam, and render unavailable such amou~ ts
a_s t ave been expended upon it. The appropriatioµ for excavatmg
timber docks, grading, paving gutters and filling i~ low ground ,
cannot be too .stro11gly urged. During the past season a larg~ number of the marines who were stationed at the barracks in the im mediate vicinity of this dock, were sent to the hospital with intermit-
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tent feve_rs, and it is the opinion of the medical officers .that the~e
fevers were produced by the unwholesome exhalations from this
timbe_r dock . . Nothing can be more conducive to the health of
this station than a due attention to grading and drainage, and the
fill.ing _up of low places, for 'fhen water is ' suffered to lay upon the
surface, t-he inevitable consequences to those residing in the vicinity
are chi I !s ind fever
,
The wing to brick stables is necessary for the accommodation of
the public· cattle and horses, the present stable is insufficient for
that purpose.
Ml!1_ch inconvenience is often experienc~d at this yard for the
want of a sufficient supply of pu.re water, and it frequently becomes
necessary to obtain it ·at exorbitant prices; it is therefore contemplated to construct two rain water cisterns in the ·vicinity of some of
the large buildings, by which the deficiency may be supplied. At
th_e las_t s.ession of Congress, an appropriation was made for the purchase of a steam hammer for fag·goting scrap iron, and forging
hewy work; to accommodate the engine for driving this hammer,
blowing fires, &c., an addition to thetsmithery will · be necessary;
this engine-house is proposed -to be placed in the rear of the
smithery, upon ground partly occupied by an old coal-ho.use, which
arrarigement will render a new.coal-house necessary. The i~em for
repairs of all kinds is necessary· to meet t_he current repairs to the
different buildings i~ t,he yard. .T he estimate for all improvements
and repairs for the ·fiscal year; ending 31st June, 1850, is ~105,844.
,I"

' .11.t . Pensacola.

Store-house No. 25 and cistern, temporary wharfs, dredging machine, and three · scows, and the temporary paint shop have been
completed si·nce the l.a st annual report. 1A lar?:e portim;i of the
materials for the pe'r manent wharf have· been procured and prepared
for use. Th,i s WQrk, in connexion with the floating dry dock, which
is to be inside of it, is _of such a character and magnitude as torequire a ·large -o.utlay for machinery an<l convenience' rrecessary for
its prompt and economical eiecu-tio1', Th.e . prelimi~ary arrangements ar.e no ,w made, the nocessary machinery put up ready for
use; the site of the wharf has been · dredged to . the depth of 30
feet; ~he sheet and foundation piles a·r~ being prepared for driving,
and-it is confidently expect~d that' the .masonry will .be co_mmenced
early in F~bruary next. The walls and roof of store-house No.
26 are completed, and ·the building '~ill probably be f:inished early
in the next spring..
· . ·
.
·
~ portion of the materials for the ship~house and launching slip,
have be~n purchased, but the work has been I delayed until the
location of the floating d,o ck basin should be d.eterrnined upon.
The walls of the building for smith and . machine shops are
finished; the forges and tchimneys constru·c tecl; . the roof on, and
about orie-half covered with slate; and the doors, sashes, &c.,.
nearly completed. This building is now ready to receiv,e the engine·
and ma~hinery.
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. A part of the mater~als for the large furnace in the smith's shop
have been pu_rchased, but the work is not yet commenced. The
,n eces~ary repairs have been _put upon_ such buildings as required
them, ' _T here has been expended at this yard for improvements and
repaifs, ,_sinc·e the 1st October, 1847, the sum of $119,628 65.
The am.ount asked for this yard for the year ~nding 30th June, 1850,
in~lud~J~;}es,,t j~ates for comp leting~permanent w1·arf, smit.i and ma,chme sll'9,p:,, ·:tunber she_d, and mo9ld loft, water tank, lime-house,
paint shop_, dredging . machine; and light,ers and yard boats; for
building 11 brick; ki tc);iens to officers' house~; for ·si~ first and six.
second class houses_, to be r'e nted for the accommodation of me~hanics and civil officers, at1d for ·repairs of aH kinds. The most
important improv·ement at this ·yard is the permanent wha.r~, the
work upon -whfoh is now in such condition as to ren~er an ~dd1tional
appropriation indispensable. --Should it not be granted, it is probable that before tte . meeting of another Congress · most of the
temporary staging, r~ilways and ., other fix'tu.res, w4ich have been
prepared at great expense for executing this 'work, would b~ destroyed.- . The amount asked for the ·smith ' and mac·hine 's hop 1s required for .t~e purchase of a steam engine and other machines.
Th·f! appropriation made· by the last Congress fo~ tir_nber sh~~ and
mould · loft, was only a part of the .e stimate cqst, and aJf add1t1onal
a_mount is a's ked for its completion. , T~t/ water t.ank, _paint shop,
h~e house,. dredgi~g macnine,}ighters ~n.d -yard boat~, ~re _all nearly
fimshed, arid require but a small _additional :appropriation_.· .The
present kitchens . to the officers' houses are; old. wooden buildmgs,
originally intended for wood-houses and out-houses, are in a decayed state ·a nd . unfit" for the purpo~e·. It. is proposed to construct
these kitchens of brick, which will r'ender -.'tl1~m more comfortable
and · diminish ' the danger from fire·. The· first and seco_nd class
houses estimated ,for.,. are for · the accommoda,tion of the , civil officers
of the yard, arid it is propo~ed to erect them on the government
lands in the v:icinity of the yard,_and rent them )_on reasonable
terms. The duties of the ~ivil officers, as, well as those of t~e
heads of the several mechanical departments of the yard, render 1t
necessary and important that they should reside near the yard; and
it is imp 1ossibte for them to obtain board o,r accommodations of a?Y
kind for their families nearer than Pensacola. I am sure the mter_est. o{ the government wou~q be promoted by the erection of these
bu1ldrngs, foT the purposes mentioned. The amount asked for repairs will be required to preserve the buildings from injury. For
the improvements and repairs · during the fiscal year ending 30th
June, 1850, there will be required the -sum of $200',013 55._
1

.IJ.t .Memphis.
?-'he rope walk is _nearly compl~ted and -will s.oon be ready to r_ece1ve the machinery, arrangements for the purchase of which ~ 111
soon be made. The vertical wall is completed, with the exception
of the coping.
A portion of the foundation of the saw mill is finished, and.
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the work is i~ progress; a favorable contract has been ni-~de for the
steam engine anq machinery for this building. T~e roam ~ody of
the building for officers has been erected, and 1s no:w being enclosed .. The ·house for the commandant has been so far completed
__as to admit .of occupation. Some further work is t9 be done befo . - e
the building wil'l be entirely finished.
Materials for the storehouse hav.e been pu-rchased; but the work of construction has not
been commenced. The , foundation oCthe blacksmith's shop is in
progress, and a part · of the'. 'materials are on hand. All the piles
for th~ foundation of the joiner's 'shop have been driven, and the ·
walls are in progr.ess.
.
A large amount of materials has been purchased for the wall to
enclose the .yard, and thE: work will be soon commenced. The
foundation .of the tarring-house is commenced, and a quantity of
m_a terials are delivered. ·The operations of this yard have been much
delayed, in consequence of the failure of tb_e contractors to comply
with their engagements. Scarcely a single cont_ract has been
made for materials or labor which has been fulfilled in gooJ faith.
The amouQt expended since the 1st October, 1847, for improvements and repairs, is $206,848 .14. ·
The appropriation - asked for the fiscal year ending 30th June,
1850, it is proposed shall . be expended in the completion of the
saw mill, sfore-h_ouse, building · for officers, blacksmith's shop,
joiner's shop, and wall- to enclose the yard; for the purchase of
a fire epgine, excavation and embankment, piling on the river
bank, guard-house and enclosure to commandant's house, pavements,
d·rains, gutters, &c., and for rt pairs· of all kinds.
The amount asked · for the _corn pletion of the saw mill, storehouse an<l 6ther 'b-qildings enumerated, is very 1_1ecessary, as these
buildi_n gs are all . in an unfinished state, and cannot be made useful
without further appropriations. A fire engine is much wanted, as
the risk continues to increase with the accumulation of materials,
and it is impossible to foresee the -exten( of damage ' liable at any
moment to occur, should fire be, by accident or design, -communicated to the large amount of combustible material already collected
in the ya rd. The sum asked '[or excavation ~nd e_mbankment, is
necessary for the actual security and preservation of the works alr eadY: commence_d. or authorized. The amo~nt required· for piling
tht: nver bank, 1s necessary for the frotect10n ·of the yard and to
prevent the encroachmept of the ri:ver. ~he g,uarct-house, arid enclosure t_o the commandant's house, pave men ts, drains, gutters, &c.,
and repairs of all kinds, are all ·important, objects; and an appropriatior.i for . them is strongly urged. The sum required for the
conte.mplate.d improvements and repairs for th'e fiscal year ending
30th June, 1850, is $136,554.
'

..flt Sa_c kett' s Harbor.
The buildin~s for officers' quarters; !1~ve been nearly completed ,
and such repaus as the funds appropriated would _allow have .been
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put upon tbe old buildings. Th~ amou·nt e:xpended at this station
since 1st October, 1847, is $2, 674 05.
.
The amount required for this station, for the ne:x;t fiscal year, is

$1,500.

-

_
I

.·

.
'

Dry dock at New York.
Since .the 1st October, 1847, the excav~tion has heen completed,
and as fast as the side wal Is were raisetl, the space in the rear bas
been filled in with gravel, to aid in sustaining the banks. "The foundation is com,pret~d, and covered with masonry;•the ground on _the
southeast corner of the pit was found to be very soft, and requued
a greater nurriber of "piles than any other part of th~ foundation.
In putting in this- foundation rhuch difficulty was encountered from
the numerous springs (some forty in number) which burst up
tbrough the bottom with great force, yielding a large amount of
water and sano, requiring continued ' w~tching and labor, and the
almost constant action of the pu~ps to keep the pit free, the expe9se ·of which has been a large item in this work. The amouut
of masonry which has been laid during the past year, is about 8,000
cubic yards. This· is less than was anticipated in consequence of
the want 'of funds, and the repeated failure of 'the contractors to
furnish stone-the very _un·f!1,vorable season · for such work; but
chiefly by the ,delay occasioned for want of funds. The amount
which had been appropriated for this work prior to ,the last appropriation was eRtirely exhausted on the ls~ of January, 1848, and
cousequ~ntly from that time until the Sept~mber following, sue~ of
the workmen as remained on the dock and the contractors dnrrng
that time were wit.b out p'ayment. The failure o.f the means to carry
on the work vigorously will prolong the period-- of its completion
beyond th e tim·e ·anticipated. Below the mitre' sills the floor is
compl~ted, and the. side ~alls a:r·e raised ten !'feet; the mitre sills
are laid, the floors of the .chamber completed·, the draining culverts
are finished, and the side walls of the chamber raised to the height
, of si~teen feet above the foun_dation. A large amount~ of machinery
has been purchased and usefully employed in conveying the stone
and other heavy materials from the vess-e ls to various parts of the
work. To aid in the tra,ljlsportation of the large quantities of
heavy articles required for this•work , rail tracks ~ave been laid
around the doc_k, .and have proved both economical and useful.
New contracts have been made.for the delivery of nearly all the
stone to complete the work, and it is hoped that the present contractors will comply with their engagements with promptness, and
that nq further delays will be incurred by any delinquency on their
part. It is believed that the work m .. y be completed by the
autumn of 1850, and it is, therefore, that I most respectfully and
earnestly ~rge the appropriation for the whole amount required to
complete 1t, as a further delay beyond the time specified for its
completion might greatly endanger the work.
The coffer dam is
constructed of perishable materials and cannot be expected to last
many years; it has moved consider'ably in some places, and still
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continues to move occasionally, but by ca refu1 shoreing it may be
preserved to the time of finishing, in 1850. The ,vork is now so
far advanced that' no serious obstacle to its completion and successful. operation is apprehended-, if ·funds are provided for its
prompt prosecution, and I therefqre again respectfully urge an appropriation to the amount no'w ai-ked for. This amount, with that
already appropriate_d , will exceed the estimate of last year for
completing t~e dock, by $165,000, which may be readily accounted
for by tjie great difficulty encountered by the upward pressure of
the water in the pit, the delay occasioned for want of funds, and
the. · failure of •the contractors to furnish matBrials. The amount
which has been expended since the commencement of this work is-:For labot •• ~.- ...•• ·~······ ••••••.• ~: ••••• -.· ~···· ······ $513,03146
For materials .•••.•••••••••• ;•••••••,.............. 454:,289 75

Total .. ... ,............ : .. :................. .

967,324 2,1

T~e ·w hole amount appropriated since 184-1, is ...•••

$1,175 ,ooo

The amount which has been expended since the
1st_0 ct ob er, l 84: 7, is·
.
~
For labo"r ... .· .......•..•.....••. · • • • · · · • • ·· • • ~ • • · · $131,527 30
For m·aterials .. ·.... ............................. ~ 126,664 41

Total .. ..... ~ .......... ........_.... . . . . . . . . . .

257,191 7~

The probable aino~nt which will be required to complete the
work, and for which an appropriation is now asked, is $490,000 00.,'
floating docks; basins, ari,a railways.
For fulfilling the respective contracts entered into . by the department,i n -execution of the 3d section of the law approved 3:1 of •
August, 1848, for the construction of" three floating docks, basins,
and railways therein provided for, the sum 'of $650,000 is the
smallest amount which will meet the demands of the contractors,
for the next fiscal year, as they propose to progre~s with the works,
viz: for Pensacola $250,000, for Philadelphia $200,000, and for
Kittery $200,000.
.
·
··
The amount asked for navy hospitals _a nd magazines is small, and
is required principally for repairs.
I have the honor to be, ve'ry respectfully, your obedient servant,·
Hon. J.

Y.

JOS. SMITH.
MASON,

Seeretary of t!ie Navy.
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Scliedule of the papers which accompany the report of the chief oj
the Bureau of Yards and Docks, to the Secretary of the Navy,fo1
the year ending 30th June·, 1850.

Y. & D. A. , General estimate for yards and docks.
Y.
Y.
Y.
, Y.
Y.

& D. No. 1.
& D. No. 2.
& D. - No. 3.
& D. No. -4.
&.. D. No. 5.

Y. & D. No. 6.
Y. & D.' No. 7.

Y. · & D. No. 8.

Y. & D.. No. 9.

:BUREAU OF

Estim·ate for the ~ up port of the bureau.
Recruiting stations, in , detail. .
Officers and others at yards and stations, in detail.
Improvements and repairs at yards and stations.
Statement showing .the sums which make up the 1st
and 2d items in the general ,estiJ;iate, ·marked A.
Improvements and repairs at hospitals and magazines.
Estimate of the sums required for the stone and
floating dry docks.
List of the contracts made and received durin-g the
year ending 30th September., 1848, under the act
of 21st April, 1808.
.
Abstract of offers received for the supply of articles coming under the cognizance of the Bureau
of Yards and Docks, required by act of 3d March,
1843.
.
.

_y ARDS A_ND DocKs,
November 4, 1848:

(.

r
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General estimate from t!ie Bwreau of Yards and Dock; for the· year
ending 30th June, 1850, in addition to the balances remaining unexpended on the 1st July, 1849.
·
Estimated for
the year ending June 30,
1850.

Estimated for
the year ending June 30,
1849.

1. For the _pay of commission, warrant, and petty officers,

(see paper Y. & D. No. 5) ..••.•••.. •• . •••.. •••• , •••
2. For the pay of superintendents, naval constructors, and

:3.
4.
5,
<3.

$263,392 00

all the civil establishments at the several yards and sta-.
tions, (see paper Y. & D. No. 5) ........... ·.........
73,960 00
For improvements and necessarv repairs at navy yards
and stations, (see paper Y. & D. No. 4) ..............
846,310 58
For hospital buildings and their dependenci~s, and for
magazines, (see paper Y. & D. No. 6) ...•..••••.•.••
16,350 00
For stone and floating dry-docks, (see paper Y. & D.
No. 7) .•.•.•••..•...••...••.••••••... • : .••••••..•• 1,140,000 00
For contingent expenses which may accrue during the
year for the following purposes, viz: For the freight
and transportation of materials and stores for yards and
docks; for printing and stntionery; for books, maps,
models, and drawings; for ~he purchase and repair of
fire-engines; for machinery of every description; for- the
repair of steam engines, and attendanc~ on the same, in
navy yards; for the pnrchase and maintenance of horses
and oxeh, and driving teams; for carts, timber-wheels,
and workmen's tools of every description, a.nd repairing .
the same; for postage of letters on public service; for
furniture for government houses; for coals and other
fuel; for candles and oil for the use of navy yards and
shore stations; for cleaning and clearing up yards; for
~a~s, awnings, and packing-boxes; for watchmen and
mmdental labor at navy yards not applicable to any
308 000 00
other appropriation ...••••...•.•••.•••••.••••••••• ,.
2,648,012 58

.BUREAU oF· YARDS AND

48

DocKs, November 4, 1848.

$251,148 00
74,220 00

879,938 00
· 33,973 00
750,000 00

247,876 00
2,237,155 00

JOS. SMITH•
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Y. & D. No. -1.
Estimate of tlte sums required for the support ~f the Bureau of
Yards and D0cks, for the year ending June 30, 1850, under the
acts of ./lugust 3, 1842, and .flugust 12, 1848 .
.For Commodore Joseph Smith, Chief of Bureau .. .... .................... ..
William G. Ridgely, chief clerk . ..... ................................. .
Stephen Gough. clerk •• ·••••..•.••••••••........•.•.••.•••.... $1,000
Increase subrnitted ... •• •.. ••• ...••......•.• , • • . . . . • • • • . .
200
Williarn P .. Moran , cle.rk .. ••.•• • ..•..• .•.• . . .' •. ,·, •.•...•...... ,, •, · · · ·
J ames 1\1. Young, clerk .. : .... ... .. . .·.........................
$800
Jncr ase submitted . • . • • • • • • • • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... • . • • • . . . . .
200
'\V . P . S. Sanger; civil engineer ...•....•...••••..•••..•••. .', . ·, • · · · · · · · ·
G1:org-e F . <le la Roche, draughtsman ...• ,' •.•.•••••••...•.. ,, · · · · • · · · • ·
Charles Hunt, messenger ..... .... .................... . ..... , · · · · • · · • ·
('.ontingent expenses .••••••. • • • •. ~ •••• .• •• .• .'...•.•. . . • .. , · • · · · · · · · · ·

6x
12 ,4£

B unr:Au

0F

YARDs·· AND DocKs,

November 4, i848.

Y.&D.No.2.
Esti,rnate of the pay of officers attached to the recruiting statio~s
fo r th e year ending June 30, 1850, if no alterat.ion is made U
th e 'M tmbe r of stations .
'.;

::i
0

ui

8

al

~

«:I

i:::

..!¢

~

8

z
Commanders • . . . . . . . . . . . •
Lieutenants • . • • • • . . . . . . • .
Surgeons . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . .
Passed midshipmen... . ....

1
2
1
2

1
2
1
2

6___6_1__5_ --.-6-

Total .........•.... __

BUREAU oF YARDS

AND

2

1
1
1
2

Docx:s,

November 4, 1848 .

~

0
~

(I)

z

6

3
f-;

~

·o

-- - -

1
2

1
2

c:l
I;£

0

-

1
1
1
2
5

6
9
6

12

-33

bC
!;(,

$12,600 00
13,500 0
10 ,ooo fJC
9,000 00

45,600 00
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Y. & D. No. 3.
Est-imate of tlie·pay of officers and others, at navy yards and stations,
. · r the year ending June 30, 1850. _
.
No.

Pay.

PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

Aggregate.

Naval.
1
1
1
1

2
2
1
1
I
1
1
1
1

Captain . : ..•••... , •••... , •.••••.••.•• , , • , • • , • • • •.· • · ·
Commander .•..•••.•••..•..••••.•••.•.•••• , , .•••..•.
Lieutenant . . ....•...•••.•• .- •••...•.••.••••••• , , • • • , • ·
Master ...•.• ·..•••..••....••....• ,,,,. • • ·,; • • • • • • • • • •
Passed midshipmen, at $750 each ..••••.•. • •••..•...•••
Midshipm0n, at $350 each., ..•..••..•.••.. • •......••••
Surgeon .. . ........••..•.•..•.......•.•......• , •. ,.,,
Boatswain ....•••.••.•......•.•...•••••... , . , •. , , , • • ,
Gunner ••••................••.... , ••• , •.•.• ,,.,,••·•·
Carpenter ......••• , •. ·.. , ••.•.•... , , •••.•.. , •••... , , ·
Purser .. • . , . ·•...................• , •••••..• , , .. , . , , • • •
Steward, assistant to purser ....•..•••.•...•.•... • •••• ,
Steward (surgeon's) ..... , ••....•••.•••...•...•..•..•.•

$3,,500
2,100
1,500
1,000
1,500
700
1,800
70-0
700
700
2,000

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
400 ·00
288 00
$16,S~S

oi·

Ordinary.
2

1
6
12

Passed midshipmen, at $750 each ...................... .
Carpenter's mate ..••• ,., •.•••...• , •.•..••.•••.•.•• , ••
Seamen, at $144 each •.•.•••..•••....••••••...•.•••• ,
Ordinary seamen, at $120 each •..•...•••••• , •.•••.•••••

$1,500 00
228 00
86-1 00

1,440 00
4,032 00-

Civil.
1 Storekeeper .... . ......••......• , •••.. , , .••••••.••.••.
1 Na val constructor ...••.....••••.•••••..••.•••. . ..•...
1 . Foreman and imipector of timber .•.••••.•.•••..••••....
1 Clerk of the yard •.......• , •••••..••.••• , •..• ,, •.•••..
1 Clerk to the commandant ..•• , ••.••••• , •••••..•.••..•.
1 Clerk to the 11torekeeper ......•.•••...••.•..•..•••••...
1 Clerk to the na.val conetructor .•••••.•• , ••••••••• ·•.•..•.
1 Porter ..•• ; .•••.• , •••. . ••.••..••••. ,·, ••• , ••• , , , , • , , ,

1,400 00

2,300
700
900
900
750
400
300

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
7,650 00

Total , .•••.••....•••••• , ••••••.••.••• , • , ..•••••••• , ••

No.

J ,'

1

BOSTON.

Aggregate . . ·

Pay.

Naval.
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

2

28,570 00

Captain ..•..••••••...• : .•• : .•••.••.••• ; .•••••••..•• ,
Commander •••.•••.••••.••••.••••••••.•.•.• ·.•••••••••
Lieutenants, at $1 ,500 each .•••..••. • .••.•••...•.••••.
Master •..... ,. ..•••••.•••••••••• • ••••.•••••••••••..•.
Sur~eon . . ·•.•••..•.••.••••.....••••••.••..• , •.•• , •.••
A@!!lstant surgeon ..••••••••••••••• ,., •••••• ,.... • •••.
Chaplain ....• , •••••• ." ••••••••••• ,,.,., •••• ,., ..••• , ••
Pas.od midshipmin, at $750 each, . ,,,,, . • ,,,, .•.. . , , , , ,

$3,i0O
2,100
3,000
1,000
1,800
950

00
00
00
00
00
00

1,~do oo

1,500 }O

.
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No.
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
l

BOSTON-Continued.

Pay.

Midshipmen, at $350 each ..•.••..•••••••••. • ••.... •. ..
Boatswain ........................ . ........ .... ..... .
Gunner ....••.•... -. • •••.•.•.•..••••..•••••.••.•..•••.
Carpenter .•••••• , , , ..••...•.•.•.•••..•...•.•••.••...
Purser ...•••••.••••••.••...•....• . •.....•..• .. • .. ....
Clerk to purser •......•••..••••.•••••...•••. ••.•.•••••
Steward, assistant to purser ..•••••••••••..•.••••.....•
Steward (surgeon's) ••. ••••.••.•..•••...•..•. • •••...••.

$700
800
800
800
2,500
500
360
360

Aggregate.

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
$21,870 00

1-----J

Hospital.
1,750
950
360
180
288
180
240
720

Surgeon ..•••• •....•...•.. ...••.••...•••.•.•••..•..•
Assistant surgeon .....•••. .. , ..•••••••.. , . ..••• •..... .
Steward ...••.•....•.•.•.• : •••.• , •.•• .• .• •• • .' .••.•...
Matron ....• , ....•..••...••.••............••..••.•...
Nurses, at $144 each ..•..•.•...•••..•.••. ..• .•....•.••
Cook ...•........•••....•......•••...•. , .••••••. ·••••
Washers, at $ 120 each .. ; ...••••... , ••.•..•..••••• ·••.•
Watchmen, at $240 each ....•........•.•. •••• •. ...•...

1
1

1
2
1
2
3

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
4,668 00

1 - - -- - 1

Civil.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Storekeeper .•...•........•.••••....•.•...••. .• .... . , •
Na val constructor ..•••••.... , •• , ••.•••••• , •••• , •.•• , .
Measurer and inspector of timber •••....••..•...•..••..
Clerk of th~ yard ........•.....••... , ......• , ..•• , •.••
Clerk to the commandant, ••••••••••••.••. • .•••• ~· .••••
Clerk (2d) to the commandant ..•....•..•..••... . •.•. ..
Clerk to the storekeeper .. . .... , •.•••.•• , ...•••. ..•.•...
Clerk (2d) to the storekeeper .... ..................... .
Clerk (3d) to the storekeeper • .••.••.•••.••••..•• • ••.•.
Clerk to the naval constructor ...• , ...•.....••••.•.•...
Porter. ·..• .. .••...•.•••.•...••.•.•••••••...••••......

1,700
2,300
1,050
900
900
750
1,050
600
500
650
300

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

1-----,

1'otal .. •. ~ •.......•.••.•... , ,, .. , ••• ·.. •....• ...• ...•

NEW YORK.

10,700 00

;t

N~TE.-The surgeon and assistant surgeon of the yard are to be required to
manncs also.
..

No.

--

I
aL,

~

1
1

i~~::~:~::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~3:r
penkter ....•••.•••• • •.•.••..• • •.•.•.••..••...•.••.

a1 1ma. er • , ••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••

$3,500
2,100
3,000
1,000
1,800
950
1,200
1,500
700
800
800

to

th6

gregate.

Pay.

Naval.
Captain .... , , •.••. , ••••.•••••.•••••. . ••.••.•••..••.
Commander ..•...•.••••••.••••• . ••.•.•..••.....••••••
-2 Lieutenants, at $1,500 each .••••••...•••..•••.•.••••••
1 Master ...•.•..•••..••.•• , ••.••.•.••••...••••••••.••••
1· Sur~eon ..•.•••••••....••••••••.•.••••.••...•...•.•..
1 Assistant surgeon .•••..•.•••••••..•.•..•••.•••••....••
1 Chaplain .. ·~ ••••.••..•....•••......•.••. , .••••.•..••.
2 Passed midshipmen, at $750 each .....••.••••••••.•••..
2 Midshipmeni at $350 each ..•.•••••••...•.•••..••••.•••
1
1

nd

00
00
00
00
00
00

00
00
00
00
00

soo.oo
800 00

t.
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No.
1
1
1

l

NEW YORK-Continued.
Purser ••••••..•••••••••••..••••...•.••...•••.•••••••
Clerk to purser ..•••••••••••••..••..•.•••• • •• , ••.•.••.
Stev.ard, assistant to purser ••••• ..•.•••.•••••••..••••..
Steward (surgeon's) ..••••••••••.••.....••..•••••.••••

Pay.

$2,500
500
360
360

Aggregate.

00
00
00
00
$22,670 00

Hospital.
Surgeon .•..•.......•.••.••.•••••..•••.•..••••• , •••••
Assistant surgeons, at $950 each ..•••••••.••• , •••••.•••
1 Apothecary .....••...•••.••••.. ; ..•••••••..•.•••.•• , •
1 Hospital steward .•...•••.••.•••••.••••••••••••..••.•.
1 Matron . .. ....••...••••.•••...•...•.••.•.••• , .•• ;, ••
4 Nurses, at$120 each .•••••.•••••.•.•••••••..•••••...•.•
2 Cooks, at $144 each ••••••• .'•••• , ..••••••...••••••••••
2 Washen~, at $120 eaeh •.••••.••..•..••••.••....••.••••
1 Porter ........••• , •••••••..•••••...•••••...••••• ; ••. ,
l Gardener •.••••.•••.•.•.•...•.••...•...•••..•••••• , . ·
2 Boatmen, at $120 each .•••••••••••..••••••••..••.•••••
1 Gate-keeper •..•••.....••...••.•..•• , ••.•..•.•.••••••
1

2

Ci11il,

1,750 00
1,900 ·00
420 •00 •
360 100
180 00
480 00'
288 00
240 00
144 00
240 00
240 00'

860 O@
6,602 00

.. . , ...

1 Storekeeper ...........••• , •..••.•...•••••...•.•.•••••..
1 Naval constructor •..•••.••.••.•••.••••••••••.••.•••••
1 Inspector and measurer of timber •. ; ..••••••.•.•.••.••••
1 Clerk of the yard .•.•••.•••.•.......••.•••••.••••...••
l Clerk to the commandant .•••..••• ; ••••. , ••....• , ••.•..
1 Clerk (2d) to the commandant ......•••.••••••• , •••..••.
1 Clerk to the storekeeper .•..••...•...•••.•.••• , .•• , , ..
1 Clerk (2d) to the storekeeper ............... ~ ....... ..
1 Clerk (3d) to the storekeeper ••.• • •.•••••••••••.•••••..
1 Clerk to the naval constructor •.••.••..•.•....•.... , •• ,
1 Porter ••• , ••..•.•..• , •..• ,,, •. - , . · · • • • • · · · · • • · • • • • • • ·

1,700 00

2,300
1,050
900
900
,750
1,050

00
00
00
00
00
00
600 00
500 00
650 00
300 00
10,700 00, ·

Total. •••.••••••••••.••••••••• ~ ••..••• , •.

39,972 00

NOTE .-The surgeon and assistant surgeon of the yard ;re to be required to attend to
the marines also. '
.

I .

No.

Pay.

1

Captain ............. ~ ..•...•.

1

Commander ••••.•...•••.•.•••.• •••• •.••.•••..••.• ,,•,
Lieutenants, at $1,500 each ..••••••.•.••••.••..••.•.• , •
Master .....•.•.•..•.•.•••.••••••••••••...••••• ,, .• ,,
Surgeon ••.•...•....••. _._ •. , •••.....••.•.•••..••••.•.
Assistant surgeon ...•...••••.••••..•...• , ••••.•.•• : .••
Passed midshipman .•.•••..•••• .-••.•••...•••.••••.••••
Midshipmen, at $350 each ......................... , ••••
Chaplain ...• .•.• • ....•••••..••..•..•••.•.••.••.•••.•
1
Boatswain ••..••..•
, ••..•.••••• ,, ••• , •••• , .•.••••••..
Gunner .••••••..•...••.•••••••••••••.•••••••••. ·••.. ...

2

1
1
1
1
2

1
1
1
1

t ••••••••••••••••••••• •

Carpeuter. , ..... , ...........• , , , • , • , ••••..• , , .•. , , ...

$3,500. 00
2,100 00
3,000 00
1,000 00
1,800 00

950 00
750 00
100:,00

1,200 00
700 00
700 00
700 00

.A;ggregate,

Ex Doc. No. I.·
Y. & D. No. 3-Continued.
No.
1
1
1

PHIL ADEL PHI A-Continued.

"

P•rser ..•• , ••.... , ••••••..••.••••...•••• , •••.•• , ••...
SteV\'ard, assistant to purser .•••••••..•• , .•••••••••••..
Steward (surgeon's) ..•.••.•.••• , •.••••••• , • , ..•••....

Pay.

Aggregate.

$2,000 00
400 00
288 00
. $19,788 00

.Naval asylum · and hospital.
1
1
1
_
1
1

1
·2
1

Captain ..........•••.•••••••••••...•••••..••••• , •...
Lieutenant, .. , •• , . , • , •...•...••••••••....••..........
Secretary ......•.........••••..••....•.•.••.•••••...•
Surgeon ...•••.... , ••. , .....••••••.••••.• ,• ••••••••.•.
Assistant surgeon ........ , ••••••.•••••••••••••.••....
Hospital steward , •••••••.•••.••..•..••••••.••••••••••
Nurses, at $120 each .••.•••.••• , ••••••.••.••••.•••••••
Cook ......•.•••.•••..••••.•••••..••.•.•.•.•.••.•.•.•

3,500
1,500
900
1,750
950
288
240
144

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
,2i2 00

Civil.
1

1
J
'l
1
1
1
l

Storekeeper ....•••.....•••..••.•• , •••••.•••.•••..•.••
Nava! constructor •.•.•••••..•.••••••••••••••••••••.. ,
Inspector and measurer of timber ..•.•••••••••••..••..•
Clerk of the yard .•••..•••.•••••.•••••.•••.•••.••..• .•••
Clerk to the commanda:tat •••••••..•••••.••• ': .••....•...
Clerk to the storekeeper •..••••.•••••••••• , •••••..••• , .
Clerk to the naval constructor .•••.•.••....•.••.•.••• , ,
Porter ..•••..•.••••••••••••••••••••..••••••.••.••• , . ,

1,250
2,300
900
900
900
750
500
300

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

'

7,800 00

-·--

36,860 00

Total ...••••••••. \: .•••..•.••

.

Non:.-The surgeon and assistant surgeon of the yard'are also required to attend to the
marines and to the receiving vessels.
No.

-

WASHINGTON.

Aggregate.

Pay.

--------------------·l---~-1--Naval.

'I

I

Captain .. ·.......................................... .
Commander ..•...•.•.••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••...
Lieutenant ...• , ...•....••••.••••••.••.••.•••.••.• , •••
Master •••• , •••.•••..•••.•••.••.•••••••••••• ·••••••.• ,
Surgeon .....•••..•••••••. , ••••••• , •• ,,.,.,.,, •• ,., ..
PMsed midshipman, at $750 each .................. , .. ,
Midshipmen, at $850 each,.,,, •••••••• , •• , ••.•....•• , ••
Cha plain .• , •• , , , • , ••••••• , ••••••. : • •• , ••••• , .••.••• ,
Boatswain ..••••••••••.•••..•••.••••••••••••.•••••••.
Gunner •.. , .•••••••• , •••••••••••••..••.••• , .••.••. . .•
Carpenter •.•• , •••• , , ••••• , •• , .• , •• , • , •..•..•. , •• , .•.
Purser ..•..•......... ·•••..• : ••••.•.••• , •• , ••.••••••••
5teward, assistant to purser •••••..••••••.••••••.•••..•

1

Steward ..•...•.......•.....•........... , .... , ...... .

1
1
.1
-1

1
2
2

I
1
1
1
1

$3,500
2,100
1,500
1,000
I,800
1,500
700
1,200
700
700
790
2,000
400
288

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

1.------1

Ordinary.
1
1
1
10

Passed midshipman •.•.•.••••.•••••••••. : ••••.....•...
Boatnvain's
mate ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
· · • •••
C
adpenter's mate •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••
0 r 1nary seamen, at $120 each ...................... ,.

750 00
2~ 00
2~ 00

1,200 00

$18,088
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'No.

WASHINGTON-Continued,

, .

. ---

• P ay.

).

Aggregate.

Hospital at yard.
1
1
1

1

$1,750
360
120
120

Surgeon •...••..•....••...•.. , ••• , •• •• " •.•••.• . •• • •. .•
Stewart! ...•..••••.... . ..••......••...•••.•..• ., . ••...
Nurse •......•••.•.••..••...•..••.•.•••.•.•.. •• . •.. .•
Washer ..•....•••.•...•.•••• , ......••...•. •.. •• •• ..••

00
00
00
00
$2,350 00

Civil.

1,700
900
900
900
750
750

Storekeeper .. . .•.........•....... ; , .•.......•..•• . •.•
Inspector and llleasuret· of timber ...••••• ~ •.•...•.• , . ..
Clerk of the yard .. ..••..•...•...••••••..••.....• . .•.••
1 Clerk to the commandant •·•..••.•••••.•• ·.•• • .••••... • •
1 Clerk (2d) to the .comma11<lant .•••• , •.. , •..••...• • .. , •
1 Clerk to the storekeeper ..... ·......••..•·••......••.•••.
1 Clerk (2d) to the storekeeper ......... .. .... . ......... ..
1 Steam engineer and machinist ............... . ......... .
1 Master tank and camboose makei: ••.•••••••.••••..• . ...
1 Master chain-cable and anchor maker •••. •• ••.••.•..•..
1 Pyrotechnist ..... , ••• , ·•..•..•.•••••.. , •.•• •..••...•..
1 Keeper of the magazine ......••••..••••.•..•••..••....
1 Porter ..•........•...••...••.•..•••• , ••••• ~ •••• ~ ••.•••

1

1
1

J ,

00
00
00
00
00
00

600 00

1,800 00
1,200 00
1,250 00
1,500 00
480 00
300 00
13,080 00

T otal ..••••....•.•••. ; •. .• .•• , ••. ,,,·•,••• • • ·•· •• · · • • •

35 ,924 00

NoT:t .-The surgeon of the yard is to be required to attend to the marines also .

No.

Naval. •

J~·

1
1

4
2
1
1
1
4
4

. 1
1

··1
1
1
1
1

i.
j
Captain ......... ,,•.• ( •••. , ·• •. , •••.••••••••••••. , .•••.. $3,500 00
2 , 100 00
Commander ... .'.•i •••••••••••••••••• .••••••••••••••••••
6,000 00
Lieutenants, af$1,500 each .•••••.• ; •• , ••••• .' .• •....•..
-2,000 00
Masters, at $1,000 each ..••••.••.•. " .•••.•.•••••••.•..
1,800 00
Surgeon .,. ,, ... ~ .....• " .. -. •............... • ......... ~.
. ,950 00
Assistant surgeon .......••..••....••••••...• , , . , .•••. ,
Chaplain •..• , •....•. , ..•.... ..: • , .•• , • , 1 •• , , ••••• •• , , , •
1,200 00
Passed midshipt'rien, at $760 each ........ , ••. , ••••..••.. , - 3,.000 00
1,400 00
Midship~en, at ,$350 each.,;., •.•.• • ••.. , ., • .•. ,, •.',, ,
800 00 ,
Boatswain . . •...•....••.• , •.•.••• , , •• , . ; , . 1 , • 1 • • • • • • •
Gunner . ... !.....' .•.••. , . .• •••..••••• .-. ..•. • •.••••• , ......

Carpenter .... , • ; ...••••.•• , , ...... , • , .•..• , •..• , •.. , .
Purser .....••..•.....••.......• ,., •••...•.••.•. , •. . ,,
Clerk to purser ...••••.....••••..••••••••••••.•... , , ••
Steward,· assistant ' to purser ..•.••.••••.•••.••••••.• , , •
Steward (surgeon's) •. , ..•• ; •••• .• •.••••••. , . ~ •• ,, , .•. , , .

.

'

1
1

3

Surgeon ....•... ·..••....••...•••.•.•••.••.•• , ....•..• ,
Assistant surgeons, at $950 each .••••••..•••••• , .'...• :.

t:::~d. :::~: :::::::::::~ ~ ::::::::::::::::::::.::.::::
Nurses,

0,t

$120f each. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . ~ • • • • • • ,

•• , • • • •. •

, . 800 00 '
800 00
,500 00
500 00

360 00
360 00

,-----~

;

Hospital.
·1
2

Aggregate.

Pay ,

NORFOLK.

~.~

••••

2,250
1,900
360
, 180

00
00
00

00
.'·360•·(;)0

$28,070

oo,
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N~.

Aggregate.

Pay.

NORFOLK-Continued.
-

2
2
·4

Cooks, at $144 each ..•••••••••••••••••••• ·•.•••. , •.•••.
Washers,.at $120 each ..•.•••••..•••..•.•••
Boatmen, at $120 each •.•...•••••••••••••••••••••••..•

l

Boy ........... ............ .................. ........

............

00
00
00
00
$6,154 0(>

.

Civil.

$288
240
480
96

~

1
1
l
l
l
1
1
1

Storekeeper •..••••••..• - ••••••••••••••.•••.• , .. , ..•• ,
Naval constructor . ...•••..•••••••••• ·••••.•••••. , • • , •,
Inspector and measurer of timber ••••.•..• ·•.••••••..•••
Clerk of the yard .•..••.•. ,,,, .. , •••••••••••••••••....•
Clerk to the commandant ......................... .. .....
Clerk (2d) to the commandant •. ~ •••••.••••.•••..•..•••
Clerk to the storekeeper .•.• , ••.••.•••••••.••••••••••• ,
Clerk (2d) to the storekeeper ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1. Clerk (3d) to the storekeeper •••••••••••.•••••••••••...
1 Clerk to the naval constructor ••••••••••••.•••••...•.. '. •
1 Keeper of the magazine •••••••..•.•••• ••••..•••.••••..
]
Porter •••.••••.• ..•.•• , .••••••••••••••••.•••••.• , ••..
•.

Total, .... ~ ...•..... _.~ .......... ....

1,700
2,300
1,050
900
900
750
1,050
600
500
650
480
300

00
00
00
PO

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

············

11,180 00

45,404 00

·'

NOTE .-.The surgeon and assistant surgeon of the · yard are required to attend to the
marines also.

No.

Naval.

Aggregate.

Pay.

PENSACOLA.

r

l

$3,500 00
-2,100 00
3,000 00
1,000 00
Master •.•.••.•..••.•••.•.•••••..•.••.••••••••••••...
Surgeon ........ .., . , ....... r • .- • , , • ~ • • • • , • • , • , • • • : • • • • , • . 1,800 00
1,.200 00
Chaplain .•..•••. , ••.••.• ~.,, .•. , .• ,,, ••.• ,,, .• , •.••• ,
Passed midshipmi;in, at $7p0 e_ach .................. ; ... , 2,250 00
Midshipmen, at $350 each, .• ·, ••.••••••••• , ••••••.•••••• , 1,050 00
1 Boatswain ... .. ......... ,. . , . . . . , , . ! • , , , , • : • • , • • • . • • , , •
700 00
l Gunner .... ~ ......•.... , , .•.•.• , . , , , •.. , , . • .. • • . • • • • •
700 00
I Carpenter ••••..••••.••• , , • , •.•• , •••• .• , • , , , • • • , , • • • · · ·
700 00
1 Sailmaker ............... , ...•••. , •••.•.•• 1 , , , • , ·•• , • , , •
700 00
,. 1
2,500 00
Purser ..•.•...••••.•.•••• , • , .•••• , • , •••• : . , • , •• ; , ... ,
1 Steward, assistant to purser •••• ! • • • • , • • • , •• , ~ • 1 • • • • • • • •
360 00
1 Steward (surgeon's) .••••••••• , ••••••• ? , , , • • • • , , • • • • , ,
360 00
1
.1
2
l
1
1
3
3

g~~t!:nd;;::::::::::::::::: :::::·.:::::::::::::::::::
Lieutenants, at $1,500 each ........••••••••••••.••.....

$21,920 00

Ordinary.
1
1
2

ii

Lieutenant ..•.•••...• , , ....•• : •••••..•. 1 • , •• , • , ••• •• •
Carpenter'.s mate .•••.•••..••.•• , •••• , •••..••.•.••.•• ,
Boatswain's mates, at- $228 each . : ..•.•••••.•.••..•••..
Seamen, at $144 each .•.••.•...•••.•••••••..•• , •..•.•.
Ordinary seamen, at $120 each ................... , •••••

1,500
2.28
456
1,440
7,200

00
00
00
00
00

Ho&pital.
1

.2

8 C,
•
Aur~eon ....... ...............•. •• ..•.•.••••...••••. ,

ssistant surgeons, at $950 each., ••• , ,_. •••• , ••••••••••

1,150 •oo

J,900 00

10,824 00
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No.
1
1
4
2
4
1
1
1
3
1

Pay.

PENS A COL A-Continued.

$360
250
768
384

Steward' .•.•..•......•.•.•••..•...••••.•. ,,,,.·,·,· ••
Matron .........••.... ..• ••••.•.•.••.•.••••..••....••
Nurses, at $192 each ... ....•....••....•.•••....• , .• ,.·•
Cooks, at $192 each ..••••••.••. , .••....•.•.••.•• . ,, ,•,
Washers, at $144 each •..••...•••.•.•.•...•• ,• ·, ,.·····
Baker .....•.•......•.••.••....•.......•••.•..•••....
Carter ...•......••...•.•...•........•..•......•..•••.
Messenger .........•••• •• ..••••....•.•.•.••. , . , , , • , • ,
Watchmen, at $360 each •.•.•..........•••••.••.••.•..
Gardener •...•.•.•••.......•...•••..•....•.........•.

576

420
192
144
1,080
250

Aggregate.

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
$8,074 00 "

Civil.
1
1
1

Storekeeper .•••....••••••..•...•••........•.•.•••••••
Naval constructor . •• ••• , ..••• , .••••.•••.•••.......•.•.
Clerk of the yard .•••••••......•• ~ •••...••• , , , •..•....
1 Clerk to the commandant •. , •••••••••.•.•••......•.•••.
1 Clerk (2d) to the commandant ........................ .
1 Clerk to the storekeeper .•... • ••• : , .•••••.•••.•....•...
I Clerk (2d) to the storekeeper ......••••..•••..••.••••..
I Clerk (3d) to the store~eeper ........................ ..
'\ Porter ......• , •..•.....•.•••••..•• ,., •.... •·•··,••·••

1,700
2,300
900
900

Oij

00
00
00
750 00
1,050 00
600 · 00
500 00
300-00
-----

9,000 00-

Total. ..•..•••••...••.••.•....• , • • • . . • • • • . • • . . . •

49,818 00

NOTE -The surgeon of tlie yard is also to attend to the marines near the yard, and to
such persons in the yard as the commander may'direct.
.
·
•

No.

•

j

' Pay.

MEMPHIS .

Aggregate.

Naval . .

1 Captain •.....•......•••..• : •.•..•.•..• , ••••..••• .• ...
1 Lieutenant .••••.•.•...•..••....••••.••.•... . •.•••..•.
1

i~~~::.~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1
1 Passed midshipman
1 Midshipman ................. • .•••.••••••••.•• . . •••..
1 Steward, assistant .to purser ............•.•.....•..•..•.
•l Steward (surgeon's) ..........•.•••.... • ...•.•......•..

···································

$3,500
1,500
1,800
2,000
750
350
360

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
288 00

Ordinary.
1
2

i
1
1
1

Storekeeper .•.•.....•.•. , , , •.• , •• , . , •.••. ; ••••••••.•.
Clerk of the yard ........•••.••... ,, .... ,, .. ,,,,,,·,•,
Clerk to the commandant., •. , •..•.••....•.•..•• ·, •• , ...
Clerk to ·the storekeeper ..•••• , ••• ,., .•••• , ............
Porter ...•..•••••••.••••••..••..••.••....•.••........

468 00
1,250
900
900
500
300

00
00
00
00
00

3,850 00

-

Total. .•••.•• , ••••• , .. , •• ,.,,,.,,.,

$10.,5~8 00

228 00
240 00

Carpenter's mate .•••........•••••.•••..••• , . , •..•..•.
Ordinary seamen, at $120 each ••.•.•.•••••••••••• , •.••.

Civil.
1

I'

• • • • fl • •

~

••••

14,866 00

162.

Ex. Doc. No. 1.
Y. & D. No. 3~Con tinue (J,

No.

Pay .

STATIONS .

.Aggregate.

Sack ett' s .Harbor.
1

Commander .•. ; ...•.. . •..• •• . .• ...•.•.......•........
Master ..•..•.•••..• •. •.•.•••.•• • ••... • ....•.........

l

$2,100 00
1 ,000 00

'f otal . • •. . •• • •••..••.•..... , •.. , ......... ·,., . . . .

0

R ECAPIT U LATION •

.

N aval.

Por tsmouth, N. H ....
:Boston ••••....•......

NewYork ......... ,'.,,

I

$3 1 100 00

Philadelphia .... ,..••...
W asl\ington •...•. ~ .. . .
Norfolk •••• , ........ ·.
.P~nsa.cola,, • •...••...
Memphis .••••••..•••.
Sa.ckett's Harbor .•••••

-

$16,888
21, 870
22,670
19,788
18,088
28 ,070
21,920
10,548
3,100

Ordinary.

$4,668
.... ........ ············
6,602
$4,032

..... ........
.... .... ....
2,406
........ ....
10,824
468

- -162;942
· - -············
Total. .•• • .
17 ,730

.,

Docxs,
November 4, !848,

BVBE.A.U OF YARDS AND

I..

•

Hospital.

9,272
2,350
6,154
8,074

············
.............
37,120

Civil.

Aggregate.
$28 .5i0
37,238

$7,650
10,700
10,70(}
7,800
13,080
11,180
9,000
3,850

············
73,960

39 ,972

36 ,860
35,924
(5 ,401
49 ,818
14 ,866

l

3, 100

291 ,i 1>2

·- Ex. Doc. No. I .
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Y. & D. No . 4.
Esti m ate 0f the amounts t ~at will be re quir ed t owards tlie construe-:
ti on, extension, and completion of works, and for the current ni-p airs at the several navy yards, for t he fisca l year ending J-..ni e
30, 1850, as follows, viz:
·
Portsmouth, N. H.
J'or completing powder magazine and smithery, I; for constructin&" commander's quarters; timber shed No. 28; store-house No. 30; dock wall
west of timber sheds; for paving timber shed No. 27; wharf and filling
in rear of No. 4; for pitch-house, engine-house, and filling in low grounds;
and for repairs of all kinds .....•.••••....•• •• •••.•• , •.. , , • , , , .. , , , ,

$54 ,620 53

Boston.
T ow·ards construction of sail-loft and cordage store; for stone wall and filling
,
in southwest of ship-house H; for coal-house near blacksmith shop; grading and paving avenue 63; for anchor boys and water tank; and for repairs of all kinds........................... . ................. . . . ..

$132 ,32 1 50

New York.

·For two officers' houses; cob dock; dredging channels; filling in land purehased between navy yard and hospital; fence on Flushing avenue; filling
i~ timber pond; paving and gutters to avenue; and for repairs of all
kinds • .•.•••.••• , •.• ,,., .•••••......•••••••••••••.••••.•••• ,......
I

_$95 ,000 00

Philadelphia.
·,F or two houses for officers; for foundation and slip of ship-house G; extension
of wharves Nos. 1, 2, and 3, to port warden's line; for timber shed D;
for raising smiths' shop, and for repairs of all kinds ..•••••.••••.•••.••

$76,027 00

Washington .
.T or boiler and furnace for small steam ,hammer, and beilers for steam engines
Nos. 1 and 3; for building stone wharf; for large slide lathes 1 planing
machines, shafting,.d-rum_s, boring, ~lotting, and drilling machines, small
lathes, &p.; aitd for repairs of all kmds .•••••..••.••••••...••••••••••

$44,530, 00

Norfolk.

i'or slip No. 48; continuation of quay walls; digging out timber dock; gra·
ding; paving; gutters; filling low grounds; brick stables; water cisterns;
engme-house to smithery; coal-house; and _repf!,irs of all kinds.,.......

$105,844 00

Pensacola.
F or completing permanent wharf, smith and machine shop, timber shed and
mould loft, water tank, lime-house , paint-shop, dredging machine, and
lighters and yard boats; for brick kitchens to officers' houses, (11;) ,s ix
first class, and six second class houses; and for repairs of all kinds.....

$200~013 55

Memphis .
..:For saw·mill; one wing of store-house; to complete buil_ding for offices, blacksmith's shop and joiner's shop; for fire engine; excavation and embankment;. piling on river bank; wall to enclose yard, guard-house, and enclo1~re to com':llandant's house; pavements, drains, gutters, &c.; and for
rep~irs of -all kinds ... . .•••••. • • • ••. • ••.•• • ••••.. . .. •• •• , . . . • • •• • , , · $136,554 00

Ex. Doc. No. 1.
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Y. & D. No. 4-Continued .
Sackett's Harbor.
For stables, fencing, &c., and for repairs of all kintls ••.. , ••.. •...•.•••• ,,

$1,500 00-

RECAPITULATION.

Portsmouth, N. H ........... ,' .... , ................................... .
Boston ....•.••••...••••• , . ·••. -.•• , ...••• , •..•••..•••••••• , • , , •••••.•..
New York .•.••. .••..•.•..••••••••....•.. .. ...... • .•• , ••••••••.•...•
Phila~~lp?ia . , •••••.......••.• ; • •••.•• .. : •..•.• , .•..•••••• , ••••••• , .. , ,
Washington .. • , ••• , , •••••.•• , •..•..••••.•• , •••••••••••••••••.•••••• , •
Norfolk ..••••••.•••..• ,., ..•• ,,.,, •••••••.• ••...•.• ,., ••••• •,.•···•••• ·
Pensacola, •••• ,., •. • ••• •• .• • • . •••••• ,, .•...•..•••.••••.••••• ,, •• , •• ••
Memphis .•..••..•••.•..•...•.•.••...••..• , .••••••••• .-•••••••••....•••
Sackett's Harbor .•..••• , •.....•.• , , •... ·. •. ,,., .•....•.•..•••••.••• ,_.,

$54,620 53
132,221 50
95 ,ooo 00
76,027 00
44,530 00
105,844 00
200,013 55
136,554 00
1,500 00
846,310 58

BUREAU OF YARDS AND

DocKs, November 4, 1848.

Y.&D.No.5.
Statement showfrig the sev~ral sums which go to make up the amounts
of the first and second items in the general estimate for the Bureau
of Yards and Docks for t~e year ending 30th June, 1850, marked,
Y. ~ D.-J.I..
F_or "the first item in general estima_te .4.
Recruiting stations . , •..•••..•.•• : . . , ..••.......•...• , ..•••••••. , • , •• • • • • •

N ava1 branch at yards and stations., ..••• , • , •••.•.•• , , .•• , •••• , •••• , , • • • · • •
Hospitals at yards and stations ..• , , ...•• , .•• , ...••.....••.••••••••••• , , , • •
Ordinary at yards ~nd stations .. ,, •• ,,.,., •••••... ,:,.•.•.• ~ .•.• , •.•••• ,.•,•

$45,600
162 ,g4.2
37,120
17,730
263 ,392

==
For the second item in general estimate .4.
The civil branch at all the navy yards and stations., ...................... ..

BUREAU OF

YARDS

AND

$73,960

D~cKs, November 4, 1848.

..
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Ex. Doc. No. 1.
Y. & D. No. 6.
For hospitals and magazines .
.11.t Boston.-For repairs to road, fences, wall, white-washing, and general repairs ...•.•.••.••......... , , . , · • · · • • · · • • • · · · • • • • • • • · · • • · · · • · · • • • •
.11.t New York.-For completing small-pox building; finishing sewer, dead-house;
grading; brick barn and stable; and for general repairs ....•.... .• .. ••
.11.t Washington.-For general repairs ....•.•....•••.••... . .....••..•.•.••.
..it Norfolk.-For general repairs ...•••....••..•••......•••.•••.•..••....
..it Pensacola.-For repairs of hospital buildings: medwal officers' quarters,
out buildings, fences, and general repairs . .....••••...•.•.... . .......
Total for hospitals ...•...•.........•...... : .. ...

$1

;ooo oo

11,300 00
150 00
1,000 00
1,750 00
15,700 00

.Magazines.
Boston , .•••. ....••.•.. , •........... , •....... , • .. , , . · · · • • • · • • •, • · · • · • • •
New York .•• .....•••• ;,:-...•.••••••.•..•.••....•.•.... ••.•••.. .....••.
W~shington • •.•. • ..• , .• ....•...•.•••••...••..••..••.•••.• , ••..• , ... , • ,
Norfolk................ • ••••••.•...•.••..... , • ·, •,, • • • · • • • · • · • · • · · · · •
Total for maga.zines . . •.. ·••..•.....•..•. • ••.....•
Bu:aEAU OF Y ARDS AND

$150
200
150
150

00
00
00
00

650 00

D oc1rn , November. 4, 1848.

Y. & D. No. 7. ·
Estimate of the sums necessary for the completion of the stone dry
dock at New York, and for the construction of the floating d,·y
docks authorized to be built at t!ie navy yards at Kittery, Pfi.ila ·
delpkia, and Pensacola.
For
For
For
For

completing the stone dry dock building, at New York .. ..•••.•.•••••••
the construction of the floating dry dock to be built at Kittery .•..•••••
the construction of the floating dry dock to be built at Philadelphia ••. ~
the construction of the floating dry dock to be.built at Perisacola ......

$490,000
200,000
200,000
250,000

Ot; .
00
00
00

1.140,000 00
BuR:uu

OF YARDS A.N:D

Docxs, November 4, 1843.

Y. & D. No . 8.

-.,,1
~

0,

L·ist of contracts un der the cogn·izance of th.e 13'Ureau of Yards and Docks, ·m ad~ and received s-in'ce the last re. ,p ort, ( of September 30, 1847 ;) prepared rn corijorm1:ty wit/1, the act of Congress of .IJpril 21, 1808.
Dato.

Expiration.

-- -1847.
July
19
20

1848 .
Aug.
I
June
30

July

June

J

July

21

26
27

Sept.
Nov .

30

26

l

Names of contractors..

Articles.

I

J. Whiting & Co ........ 2 white pine sticks •. ••• , • .. • .- •.•••• , •••• , ••.•• , ••.••

T. P. Morgan •.• . •.•••• 760 gallons sperm oil ....•-•••• , , •••••. .• •• , ••.••...
176 gallons linseed oil ..••••••••••• ,, ••••.••.•.••••
J. M. Robert~ .......... Foundation stone .. •• •.•••••• • .•••••••• , • • •• • ...• • ;
Granite .. • .••.. •••• •••..• •••• .•••• • • • •••.•...•...
Fire brick .•••••.••••••••• , . • :" •..••. • • • ••.••••••••
Hard red brick •...•. • .. .••• ••.• , •• , ••• ••. .•. , •••• ,
Lime ••••••••.,.,•• •• ••. •••••••••••••••.••••••.••...
Sand ......•.....•••.••••••..•...•..• , ••• ,., •• • •• ,
D. S. Wooldridge ....••• 350 tons Virginia coal •..•••.•.•• , • ·•••.•••.•••••••.•
120 •.••..•• do . , ••• • •....••.••.•...••••• . •.••••••.
105 ........ do .•. ·•.. lump ......................... .
J. M. McComba & Co ... 38 pair 4 b_y 4 butt hinges ..• • ....••. • .••......•.•..
10½ dozen 1¾-inch window pulleys .•••••••.• • .•••....
4 gross No. 12 screV1'S .••.••••.•••• •. .••.•.••.• • .•.
2 •..• do .••. 11.. do •••• , •••••.•.••••••••...•.•••.•.
10 knob locks .... . .•••••••.••••• ,, •• • ,, •.••• •• •••.
20 kegs 10-penny nails ....••••...••• , .•• •••• ; ••..•.
4 kegs 20-penny nails ..••.•...•.•• • •••• , ••.• , ••.•••
3 kegs, 4~penny nails ••.•••..••...•... •• ••••.••••• , .
4 kegs ~-pennx nails ...•••••.••••...•.••. ·.·,··· · ··
2 kegs iron spikes ..•.•........•... , . . ..... · · · · • · · ·
15 kegs white lead ...•••...... , ....• • -~., ... ,,····
18 gallons linseed oil ....•.•. • •. ,·••···:.,••···•···
10 gallons spirits turpentine •.•.•• ,.••,,,.,, •••••. ,.
76 pounds putty ..••••...•••••.••• , • ••••••• • • • , .. . •
3,000 pound s 2 by ¼-mch iron .. ; • ••.•...• . ••. ,·~·····
IJ600 -pounds 1~-inoh square iron ••••• ···•··••·······

Rates.

Where deliverable.

"I

$9 00 each .....
1 15 per gallon..
73
do
1 00 per perch.
7 00 per piece.
5 00 per thousand.
6 15
do
86 per barrel.
9
do
4 50 per ton. ·
4 10
do .....
4 30
do
20 per pair. • • .
75 per dozen.
54 per gros·s.
38
do
2 50 each.
4 75 per keg.
4 75
do
5 00
do
5 00
do

Boston.
Washington .

~
. ~

~

·1

5 00
1 87

do
do

75_ per gallon.
75

do

5 por pound.

3 75 per 100 lbs.

3 7o

<lo

Lzj

.
Norfolk .

~

9

,I

Memphis.

~

Jnlv

2i

Oct.

27'

Ani.

2

June

30

Aug.

2

June

30

Aug.

2

Nov.

2

Aug.

4

June

30

Ang.

4

Dec.

Aug.

5

July

16

\>~

4

5

Dec.
June

30

T,
V

537 feet eve gutters .•••...• ,•,·••••••·•••·····•••·•
A. S. W oohlridge ....•.• , 150 tons coa_l . , '. · · , • · • · · • • · · • • • • • • · · • • • · • • • • · · • · • ·

G. Anderson............ 8. rearns eap paper •.. • • • • • · • • • • • • • • • · · · • • • · · • • · · · · 1

8 reams letter pa.per • · • • • • . _. · • · · · • · · · · · • · • • • · · · · · · i
2 re1uns envelope paper• · · • • • • · · • • • • • • • · · · • · · · · · · ·' I
2 reallls lPtter paper •••..•••.•..••.•..• . .......... ,
12 bottles black ink .••••• • ••••••.••• • , . , •.... . • , • • •
12 bottles blue ink ••. . ••.••••.•••.• , , , .... , , .••.•.
12 bottles red ink ... . .....••.••••..• ." .• ,, ..•.• •, , • •
500 No. 80 opaque quills ....••.•••• , •• ,, •. ,, ••..•...
8 gross steel pens ... . .......... . . , ..•. , , · .... · . · · •
.2 pounds red wafers •.. , .• , • • · • • • • • • • • · • • · · • · • · · · · 1
12 dozen black lead pencil~ . •.••••.•......• ·..••.•. , . !
6 dozen red tape . ...•..•.••••• , •... ,,, ..• , •.......
.10 dozen black sfl.nd .••• • •••.•. , .•.•..•••. , ••••....
6 blank books .•••••••••••...•.• , , • , .• • , , • • • • • · · · • •
12 p6nknives .••..•.•••..•••• • ...•• ,., .•... • .•. ~,, •
12 pieces India rabber .•••.••.•••••••••• , • , , , •·• · •. ·
1 ream bills lading, &c .•....•..•.•..•• ,, .. , .•. , ....
4 pounds sealing wax .•..•..•..• ,.,,,.,.·.·,·.·•••·
Ro bP-rt Morgan. . • • • • •. • . 1,500 cords pine wood ..•. .". , • , , •• • , • • • • · , • • • · • • · •
2,000 bu~hels maple charcoal. ................. , •••.
1111m. Lang . ............ 10 tons anthracite coal ...•.....•....•. , .•• , . , . , , ..
70 •... do ........ do .••••••••....• ,,•, • •,,••• .• ,,•,
F. Hyse........ ... ..... 480 bushels c·orn •••••••• • •••••• , • , ••••••••••••..• ·.
480 bushels oats .••••.••..•.. , . , •••• , • , • ,·., •.•.• , ·
12 tons hay ......••••••• ·...• , , , • , , • , • , , • • •• , • , , • •
2 tons rye stra"'· ...••..••• . .• , ..••.• , . , . , •• ..••.•.
L. S. Coryell .......••. . j 50 tons white ash coal. •••••... , ... • ..•............
60 tons red •••••• do ••••••••••••••• , • • , ••••••••••••
100 tons rneado"'· coal ••••••.•...•.••••.••••..••.•.
James H. Cox ..•...•.. · 550 tons Virginia coal •••••••••••.•••••.•••••••••••
S. P. Smith ............. 100 pounds 4-penny out nails ....................... .
·
500 pounds 6-penny ... do .....•••• .., ..••..•. . ..• . •••
500 pounds 8-penny ..• do ...... . .............. , ••••
l ,400 pounds 10-penny do . • ••••••••.••.•••.••••••••
2,800 pounds 12-penny do •.•••..•••••••••••••••••••
J,000 pounds 10-penny wrought nails ....... .. ...... .
12 gross ·J-lnch iron screws •••••••••••.••••••.•. • •••
12 rr oss ~-inch •. • • {lo ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1"l ~! f" !"•; l -i1 , ·li •••• do •••• •.•• ••• , ••••••••••••••.••••

I

13 per foot.
00 p 'clr ton . . .. . Boston .
00 per ream .. . W ashingtr·n .
75
do
25
do
75
do
25 per bottle.
37-½
do
18{
do
1 90 per 100.
2 87 ¼per gross.
62¼ per pound.
25 per dozen.
do
25

7
3
2
3
l

25

.

do

1 00

each.

1 12¼

tt-j

do

~

do
5 00 per ream.
1 00 per ponnd.
2 70 per cord.
13 per bushel.
10 00 per ton . • ...
7 40
do ••••••
85 per bushel. •
55
do
22' 00 per ion.
12 00
do
6 70
do .•••••
6

6·70

do

0
0

~

Portsmouth, N . ll .
Boston.
Washington .

~
0

i.-

Boston .

6 70
do
5 :30
do ..••.• Washington .
4! per pound.

4l

do

4}

do

4J

do

41

do

9
do
15 per gross.

22

28

do
do

1

-

ci
-t

'-

Y. & D. No~ s:=..L·st oj.contracti Wtd;;; !lie cogniz~nci ~J the Bu1·eau
. of Yards and Docks~Continued.
.

Date.

Expiration.

Names of oontr~ctors.

L-:V->..t"

1847.
July
16

:A-rticles.

.

Rate.

~

00

j Where deliverable.

1848.
June

30

S. P. Smith-:-Continned.

'

12 gross 1-½-inch iron scre.· ws., .•.•.•.• , •.•.•. ,, .. •, ·
5 gross 3-inc~ •.... do ..... ·• •. ; ..•.••••..•...... •·•
100 pounds ¾-mch square-east steel. ••••••••••••••• , •
300 pounds ½-i'r.ch·., .••... do ..•.••••..•..••••••••••
6G0 _p ounds f-inch •••••••• do .•• .-.• , •.•••••• •••••••• ,
600 pounds ft-inch ........ do ................. , ••• ,,
400 pounds 1-inch .. ...... do ... , ••.•... , .• , •.••. ,,,
900 pounds I-inch ...••••• do. -.•••••••••••••••••••••
300 p0un<l.; Ii-inch .. •• , .• do, •••••••••••.••.•••.•..
600 pounds l[inch ..•••• . do .••••• ·.. .••••••••••••.•
400 pounds 1½-inch ••••• , .do ..••• , •••••.•••••••••••
200 pounµs llinch .•..... do .• ..• , .••.• , •. , •• ,, ..• ,
200 pound~ 2-inch •••••••• do ..•• • • ••.••.•••••••••• ,
3 dozen 4-inch round files •• ~ •••• •• ; ••.•• \ ••••••••••
4 dozen 6-inch ..... do .•• , •• , .••••.•••••••••••••••.
10 dozen 8.inch .•. . do .•• : ••.•••••.•••••••••••••.•.
12 dozen 10-inch •.. do ••.•••.•.••••••.•••••••••••• :.
16 dozen 12-inch •• ! do ..•. • ·-~-·.............. . • .' •••
4 dozen ·14-inch ..•• do ..• , ••••• , .•.•• , .••••••••••••
6 dozen 4-inch -½-round files. ·•••••••••....•••••••••• ,
26 dozen 6-inch . .•. do •• . ••.•.••.••.•••.•••••.•.•.••
20 dozen 8-inch •••• do ••••••...••••••••...•.••..••-.
24 dozen 10-inch ... do .•.••••.••• , •..••••...•. - •• • ·
28 dozen 12-inch .•. do .• ·.••• : •• , ••.••..•......• • • • •
32 dozen 14,inch ..• do ....•..••..•. .•.•.• .... , •• • • ·
8 dozen 15-inch •..• do ..•..•••• , ••.•• , ••.•..• ••··• ·
15,00Q { -inch iron sprigs . •.. . ·.••.• ••. •••• ...•.••.•
15,000 H-inch ••.. do .••••.• , .••.•••.. , •.• ,•••••···•
15,01:lO !-inch .... do .•...• ,, ••.•.. ····•· - · · • · • • • · • ·
15 .000 1-inch •••. do ..•.•.•..••.• • · · • • · , • , , .• • · · · · •
15;000 L½:-inch •.• do •...•. , •..•••.•• •• •..... •··•·••
15,000 l¼"inch .. . do ...................... ·.:::::::·.
15,000 2-inch •... tlo ..........•..... · · · - · -

$0 42 per gross.

1 75
do
17 per po~md.
17
do
17
do
17
do
17
do
17
<lo
17
do
17
do
17
do
17
do
17
do
99 per dozen.
1 38
do
2 02do
2 89
do
4 13
do
5 91
do
99
do1 38
do
2 QZ
do
2 89 · do
4 13
do
5 91
do
7 29
do
·6 per M.
7
do
8
do
9
do
11
13
20

do
do
do

Washington.

t..Ej

r!

0
0

-~
~
?
~

2,000 i -inch iron tacks , • , , • , , • • • • · • • · · • • • · • • · • • • • ·
2,000 -ff-inch •••. do ·...•.•. • ••• , •.• ,.,••··•·,,·••·••
2,000 a-inch •... do ...•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
-2,000 J-inch copper tacks .•••••••••• , ••• , , , ••••••• ,
50 pounds finch round cast steel ••••.••••••••••• , ••

.~
(.CJ

100 pounds -/;~inch .. _••. , .do .•••••••• , •••••••••• ; ••• '•
200 pounds ¾-inch •••••• do •••••.••••.••••••••••• ·• • i
100 pounds i-inch •.••••• do ............. .. ... ; ••••••.
100 pounds 1-inch .••••• do .••••• -• •••••• ·••••.•• , ••• ,
100 pounds l½-inch ••••. do .•. ,, ••••••••••••••••••••••
50 pounds 2j-inch ••••••-do .•..•••••••• : ••••••••••.••
300 pounds blistered .steel·............ : ........... ,.
500 pounds shear ..• _•. do .•••••••• ,, •••.•.• ,•.-. •••• . • ,
6 dozen 3-inch hand -saw files ..•••••••••••••••••••••
],() dozen 4:tnch • •..-.do •• -. •••·••••• • . .i . : • ••• , •••• • •
36 dozen 4½-inch .••• do. -~..•••.•••••••• ,.• 1 • • • • • • • • • •
20 dozen 5, inch •..•. do .•.•.••••••••••• ,, ••••• ;: •••
6 dozen $,incl::t thr~e square files •.•••• •, • i • , • , ••• , c ; ., ·
3 dozen 3 -inch knife edge ... do ....... n .•• • ........
3 dozen 4-inch •....do .•.•.•• do, .••••••• ,,, ••• 1 • • • • : 1•
3 doz.en 2,inch wardino- files •• , ••••••••••••••••• :.,,
6 d"ozen 3-incb·, ~ •••. :'d9 .............. • •••. ; . i •• •::
6 dozen 4-inch .•..•••. do ' ........... . '•' • •• • ••.•.•..• : 1•
6,<lozen, 5-incn ••••••• dp,,, •....••. , . ·.; • •, ... ,;. •.
6 doz en 6 -inch .•••• ~ • do • • , • ••••.• -. • •• • •. •, • , •' •••• ,
3 d,ozen ,4-in.ch ' round smoeth files •• , ••••• , ••.•••••.
61•• do .• 6-inch ..•.•..• do ••••• ,••• ,, , ., • • , ••• , i : •••
10 .. do .' . l0 -incf1 .•••••• do ······••···••······· •.••• ,.
6 .•• do. _. ~-inch _¼- .· ••. ,. d~ •.•.•••• ,,, • •••. ; •• , , , • , .. , •
12. ,. do .' •.•• _..6-inch .. .".do ···'· ; · • •· ' ' ~·············
12 .• do~. 8 -1nch .••• ., ••• µo. , .• .••••••••-•• •' • •••• •, •• ,,
26 .. do .• 10-inch •.••••• do ..... .. ......... .-••••••••••
:r'f, .26 .. do .• 12-inch ....... i)o •••• ,••• ·•••••. •••••.••••••.•
,. 26 .. do •. 14-inch ..•...• do ...•••.••••••.•.•• • ••••••
2 ..• do .. 14-~nch ¼-round rou~h file~ •• '. ••••••••.•••••
6 .• -. do .• 15-inch ..• do, •••• ,Clo •••••••.•••••••••••••
6 . . • do. : 16-inch ..• do ..•..• do ..••••••••••••••••••.
fi ... do • • 6-inch flat bastard ·fifJ s ..................... .
20 .• do • •_8._inch •••• do ••.. ~.do. _•••.••••••••••••••.•.
12 . • do; .10-inch ... do •••••• do. , ••• .- .•••••••••.•••••
12. . dtl; ~ 12~ in ch .• ;do,
• • ~~ ~do, ~h .. ,. • , ' - . i. , l ! ••• , •
{''
. \J

'I' ·

p- ~co 1•

J

J'

i

\

l

,

7

Jo

9

do
do
do ,
per pound.
, do
do 1

12
50
16

13
13
13
13 ,
~3

do

do
do
14
do
13 ·
do
18,
do
83 per dozen.
92
do I
l 01
do
J 15 I do
2 54
do
I · 12
do
I '3s - 1 do ,
9.2
do
9:2
do
92
do
1 9,5
eo
1 24
do

l 33
1 86

<lo ,

3 85

<lo

5

do
do
do
do
do
do
-do
do
do

~
~

0
0
~

2!
~

t,,.,l -1

do ,
do
3 85
l 33 , do
l 86
do
2 8'6
do

64

8 11

5 91
7 29

8 80
1 24
1 79
2 68

~.n

-l
_,. 0

C".l~
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Y. & D. No. 8.-List of contra~t~ t,?nder the co~~izans.~ of the .Bureau of Yar,1 s" and. Docks-Gontinued.
Date.

Expiration.

Names of contractort

1 1 • \,--"'

t'

... . . . . , •

_,/\'.r_t-1'9Je.s •..••••..• • • · •, · · •

,r,

•~ : ) :;'' ·, <>

1847.
July
16

1848.
June

•

•

•

~

•

.._

II

•

•

II , • •

S. P. Smith-Continued •.. 30 drzen .11-irch fl_at bastard files·•.•• .••• .•• .•• ,. •••••••.
\..
' 3 .•..do .• 3.,rn~h. sate.e~ge, smoc>th• files, •• ·•·• ....... ·• ·· , ••

'

'

-t
·o

Where deliverable.

•

I

30

If Rates.

.-.J

6....do.; ,{.inch ..•. do •••.••.•.do ..... ..... .. .............. .
14 .• .do .• 6 inch .••. do .••.•.•.. do ••.•• -. ••• ~; . ·•• -. ••• , ••
20 .. do. •• 10-incli ....do ••••.••,do • •.;.,.,. 1 . ; , . • • • i . !••
.20. '.do:. 12-inch .•. do .••.•.•• -00 .• , •• ~ •• ;., \ ••••• , ••••
20 .. do .• ll-inch .•. do, .•..•.• do ••.•••••• i •• , ~ , . - . • • • •
2.'. : ·do .• 3-jnch bastard,J,.U,e s. 1, -._. .• ,, , .... ••• • • 1.: 1 • • • •
8 ..• do.'.4-111ch •. ~ •• do ··••·• .. .. ............ . -.; ••••.
8 .•• do .. 6-incb .• : .do 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , . , •• • . • • • • ·t •
12 .. <lo .• 8-inch .•. .• do , ,. ••• , .... . .. ,. •• • ••• ,.,. 1 • • • • • •
28 .• do .• 10-inch ..• do . ....... . .. ., ••• , ••••••••• 11 • • • • •
32 .. do .• 12-inch •.• do ••• .•• .•••• ·• ••--. • ,. ,. , ••••••• , , 1 ••
5i .. d~ .. 14-inchvt.: do ••••• .•• , •••••• , • , , \, ••• 1 ••• 1••
30 .• ~o •• 16-\nch ...• do ·,., ,•••••••••• ,, ••••• ~ •••••• ~ ••
6 .•• do.• 10-mcb. flat rough files •••••••••• , 1 i ; • • • • • • •
6 .•• do .• 12-inch••..do .••••• do- •••••• , •••••• : ••• :: ·••
30 .. do .• 14:'inch ..•• do .•••.. do •••• , • n •.. , ... ,., .. .•
2 ..• rlo .• IO-inch •• ,do •..••• ,do. ,• •••••••••••.••• •.,
6 ... ,do-. 18-inch... do ..• •. ,do .•••••• , , •• ; • ~ •• •.•, ••
3 ..• do .• 4-inch 4-squai·e bastard files .•• : ••.•. : ••••• • •
6 ••• do .. 6-inch .••• 110 •••••• do· .••••••.••••• ; ••••• •,
6 ..• do .• 8-inch.-••. do-.•• .•.•• do ........... ;' •••.. , •• • • •
6 .•• do.• 10-tnch .• ,do .••.••• do .••••• : ............... .
8 ... do .• 12-inoh ..• do .••••• do .••••••••••••••••.•••
1 ... do .• 12-inch cabinet files .••..•.••••. , • • · · · · ~ · • •
l ... do .. horse-shoe rasps ••••••••••.••••• • · • • • • • • • •
6 ..• do .. mill-saw files •..•.•••••••.•••••• ··•··•····

100 pounds No. 4 iron wire •••• , ••••••••• • • • • • • • • • •
100 ... do •••••• 5 .• •. do .••••••••••••••••. ••• .. •·•·

t~t:.Jt::::_:_t:_:_:_;~:_:::~ ~ ~ ~ ~::::::::::::::::::

(. ll

.'

,$0 23 pei· dozen .••
,1 24 , )do
'1· 33 : do
J 06
do
4 .19
do
~ '35
.do
8 80
do
92 , do
• 99
,do
J. 47
do
2 ,29
do
~ 16
do
,~ 00
do
'{ 60

do

lQ 63

,do
.' ,do
3
,71
do
1
, p ,73
do
7 98
do
11 55 ,s• do ,J
, 92
do
l 24
do
1 79
do
2 68 , do
3 71
do

2 68

4 95
4 13
3 71

do
do
do
7 per pound.
7
do .
7
do
8
do
8

do

Washington.

~
~

. t:,
0
~

z?
1.-l

50
75

12 hatch.saw blades •••••••• • .. ·•·••·•••••••· • ·••··

,.rur~

01)1

D

'l.

~c .\ .

;rr•

•

!
'1, 1 .--t 1 · 81,•rp~- c()T1;n•

I,;!~-

.. ,.•),'

?,.
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, .,. D' i{d·
t,

•' lr

J. '•~'

r

! ( ;:

~·~-r~·1v ''\

f

t~ I' f'I,

c·tu\t·n.1,

do

5¾ per

I

5¼

pound.
do , • ,
do
do
do
do
dq
do
do ,
ea.ch.
'i ,do r

525, ..•. do .•. -f ~n,ch •••• do.•.•.•.•.•••••••• •• • •. ..•.
5¾
200 ••,, •. do •• , .f-1nch-•••• do.••••.•.•-. _.·••• .••.••, ••••••••••• •'•. (
'5-t
150 .•••. do .•• f-inch •••• do •••••.•• ~ ••••
5½
10/5 ..•••. do .. , .j;in_c h •••• do. -•.••• ,·· ··········~·•••········
1, JOO. ,•• do .•• f-inch •••. do. ·. ·· ·· ···· . ........ .. ............. ,••.•. 1
. 5½
750 .•••. do ••• f-inch-:._,. •• do ••.• ····•···•··•' ••········•···· 1
15½
300 .•••. do .•..f-incb. _..• do. -.......................... •·• ••.•
,5½
boxes roofing .tin, 20 by 14 •.•.•.•••.••.• •·•·• •••••• •.•• •.•
10 50
2 9-inch stock locks,, •.•..••••••••••.•• ,................. .
?ft,
2 p~iir 4-inch butt -hinges ............................... •. •I!
~5 per v,air.
1 gross linch. scr~ws ••.•••• .•.•••••...••.••••.••.•.••.•••••.
42 per gross.
200 pounds 12-penny cut nails ........................ .
,4! per pound.
100 •• : do .•• 20-pepny .•• do •••••••• .' . ..................
M· do
300 .•• d?· .• q-ir,ich cut spikes .••••••• ····~-· ••• • •. ···• .-.· ,
14! dp,
3 tons pig lead •.•.•• ,•• ~. ,., .... .................... • • ••• • • •·• 1'
q d~ (.,• ,, . II
100 pounds 12-pe,n ny «;ut nails ••••.••• .••.•.•.•••••.•.••••.•.•
.. f1{ do
400 ••• do ... 6-inch cut spikes ••.•••••••••••••.••.•.•••,,.•• ,
do
14,i:
20 .••. do ••• {?,-.penny q_u t nails ••••••.•••• .••.•.•• ,,,,.•••.••
4f do
1
400 ... do ••• 12-penny•. do .• -••.•••••••••••••••.•.••.•••.••
4¾ do
1
50 ...• do ..• 6-p_enny .•• do .••• ~.•~ ......... , .............,
4.! QO,
5'
2,5()0.do ... pig' lead •. •;• •.•.•.•.••••••••••.••• •·•·•••·•·• •.
do
l~ tons pig- iron, ,best ••••.•.•••••••• .••••••••••.•.•••••••.•.,, 35 00 per ,ton •••.
47 .. do •••. do .•• g.ray .••••••••• ·~ ·•· ......... .......... ,
35 oo
do
50 .. do .••. do ••• coaf blast .• ,••.••••••• .•••.••.••.••• .•••.•
35 op
do
32 sheets copper ••.••••••..••••••.•.•••••••••.•••.• ~- ••
28' per pound.
409 ' pounds round _iron ••••••••••••••••••.••.••.•.•• ; ...
o' do
1 bai: ..••••••••. do .•••••••••••••.•••••.•••••.••••••• , I
5 I do
64 sheets plate .iron .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• i
7
do
5 ,600 pounds round iron ..•••••••••••••• ; ••••••••••. :
5
do
15 bars wrought iron ••••••••••• ·•.•••• ;·; ••••••••••.
5
do
92 sheets plate iron .•.••••• ,••••••••••••••••••••••. :
7
do
26 bars wroug ht iron .••••• ! ...................... .
5
do
1
600 po.llnds packing yarn ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
20
do
50 •••• do .•• while chalk ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
1½ do
20 •••• do ••• fl.our emery •••••., •• , ••••••• •• ••••• : ••• ,
10
do

1a

.,, ,.

each.

25 per pound.
1 00 each. ,

············ I

C

~

2-l sand shovels ..•..•••••••••••••.••• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
20 pounds honse-shoe nails ..•••.•.•..•••• ••·· ··••••••
2 pallet to kn-ives_. . .- ..• _. •.••• .•..•••• .•••••••••••• .••• " ••
1,500 pounds ,H-rnch '.nvet- ".1'1re-••••••••••.•• •'• ••• .•• .••••
1,500 .•. do .•. {-inch ·1ron '\\p,re .••..••• ..••• _. •••.••••••.•.••

<lo ,

\

5½

pw~;,.,u
}lJJIJU'lJ!"J {Jji]':t ' .
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~
~

~

0
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Y. & D. No. 8.-List of contracts under the. cognfz ance. of the .Bureau of Yards and pocks- Continued.
l ,:,

Date.

Expiration.

•

•

..

, .

. .A~ti~i;~.: : '
... . .. .

Names of contractors.

_.

18-17.
July

16

1848.
June

30

1847.

Aug.
Aug.

10

Dec.

14

1848.
June
30

lQ

•

•

,. •

•

•

•

~

., '

('-.:)
,

I

'Rate~ '

... , .

eut ·er11ery .•••••••.••.•.•.•• •·•·•·•·•·• ............ ~
1 2 ...• do •...sh.oe t,hr(;lad •.••••••.••.•••••.•.•.••.•.••• , v • • .•
300 ... do ... c1ean .'ta,llow,..•.••••..••.•• .••••••• -...... .... ... .
qO ••• •do .•• glue .•.•. , .. .., •.• ••• ••··············· ........,.,i. •'•:
20 .••• do ..•.. gum s~ellac .. , .. . ..................... ••·•·•••·• •.•••
20 ...• do ..• rotten. stone. .••.•.•••••••.•••••.•,............. ........ .
10 •••• do ..• pnmtce .. do .•.•.•••••••• .- ,.•.•.•..•.••••.•••.•••.
3 ,COO.do ... old_,oakum .......... . ....................... . .... .....
4 .•••.• do..•• sponge . .. ...................................,•.•••••
6 sides harness leatq~r •• 'I' w~···· .. ····· ........... •·············
-2 • •.d?·. pump, ••• do .... ~ •. .-.,. •.••••• .•.•.••.•.•••••.••••.•.•• .•• .-,
2 pairs brazing,J;iellow.s .•• ,; •••••.•.•.• ,· .-•.•••,,•.,.•••.•.•.•.••
2 dozen 000 paint b1,ushes : • ........ ...... .. ........ .... ......I
2 ..• do:. 000000 paint too11s .••••••••••.•• ·...... .... ~-•• .•\•.,,.!
1 ... do .. 8-k-not white-wash brushes •••.•.•.•.•..•.••••.••• .'
. 3 ... do .. double dusters •••••••.•••• ·~··.-•.•.••.••••.•.•••'
6 ••• d9 •• c?rn brooms •.•••••••.•••• .• ••.••.•••.•.••••••••.
3 ..• do .. hickorv .• ao • • • • • •••.•••• ,·,·, •.•.•••••• .•• .•••.1
10 gallons alcohol. ..••••• , ................... ........... .
3 .... do ..• sweet oil ••••' •••••••.••••••••.••••.•••• -•••.
. 1 ream ernery p.a per •••••••••.• ,· •••••.••.•.••.•••.•••.•.
I. . do .• No, 1 sand paper ••-•••.••••••••• .•.••••••••••.I
1.. do .• No. 2 •.•. do •• -~••••••••.••••••••.••••••••••••
30 tons moulding sand,.,•.•••••••••.••.••••••••.• ~ •••.

S. P. Smith-Cont inued .• I

;w , pounds

-:f
-:f

I

Joseph Grice •••••••••••. 70 .• do .• coal ..•••••••••••••••••••• ,. ••••• • .. • • • • • • • ·
Thoma11 P. Morgan, .•••• \ 600 pounds dry white lead .•••••••.• · " · ••••.• , .•• ,•·
40 ...• do ..• yellow ochre ..••••••••••••••••••••••...
25 ...• do ... litharge ...••••.••••.•••••••••..•.• , • · •
150 ... do ..• w·hite lead •.••••••••••••••••••••. • •. · •
75 ..•. do ....... do .•..•....•••.. . .• ·••··••·· · ···· ·

8 00 .•• <l o • • • l:lpo.ni s h, whitin g . . ••• • · • • · • · • · · • · • · • · · · •

$0 10 per pound.

90
ll~

50
12

/5

Where delivarable.

I Washington.

do
do
do

20

8
~

do

,1

~

00
do
/

•l, 00
5 00

~

t:,

.5 ob ·
20 00' pe\pair.
8 oo· per -dozen .
2 00,
do
7 50
do
5 00
do
2 25~ ,. do

0
~

~

9

2 ouo ·~ ~9 .
1 00 per gallon.

1 50

~

loa

do

4 50 poi; ,~eam.
3 QO
,po

3 00
do
2 00 per ton.
10 00

do •••••• I Philadelphia.

8! per pound
4½ do •
7
8¼

do
do

81\
2

do
do

.j Washington .

l,,.

'l,(JJ!'/,' ;::

JJ,.':

JY

,,J,/

UT

,_,

r,.

•· ·l' ·\ O\.

C

,JJ,·kC\~i

\·11'H.\.U\

10 .••. do •.• crome yellow ••• , , • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
1,750 feet glass,- 10 ~y 12 ... .... •., • • • .. • · · · · · · · • · •
900 pouni:ls pur.e1wh1te l~ad: . ,............. ·. · · .. • ..
350 ... do ... white lead,· m oil ••••••••••••.. •• . ; , .. ,
425 ••• do •• .- Spanish whiting •.•• , .••.• • · • • • • • • • • .• • • ·
350 ... do,...... do .• brown ........ :; •• , •• , ••••.•••••
300 ... do,.. ·: yellow oehre.; .. : •• :.; ........ :. ~-: .... .
1
80 ••• ~do. ::Paris 'green .• :: .• ; •• : ; •. : •••••••• , ••••
2~ ••• ,do 7•• ch,r ome.;do .•• .~.l • .' ~- ~. ~: .... '. ..... : ••• :
Bo •••• do •• ,, •. do •• yellow •••••••••••• ,, ••••••••.••
'i5., .. do ... stone ochre. : ••• ~.: ••• : •• ~. :: ... , :: ·· : ·
15 .•• ido.~.pure umber .•. •• r •••••••• ·. ::: •••••• :: ··
20 gallovs spirits turpentihe ~ .:·. : •••••••••.•• : , • • • •
?.: .... do .... co pal varnish •.••••• ; •••••••••••• , •••• •
6 ••• , .do •.. Japan .•. do .••.•• ·.' •••• : .; ••••••••• : : •• ,
200 foet ,g.Jass, 10 by ' 12: •••• J .- ,. ~ .;. : . . . . . . . . ; ·;. : • ,
200 .••. do .••• 12 by 18 ••••••••••••••••••• , ••..••• •
tiQO pounds p~cking )'iarn : •••••••••• : .... : .... : . • : •
50 •• .'.do ..• :white chalk ., . ,•• ~ ••••••• :: ••• ,,,, • ·, • • ·
20 •.•. do ... flot;r of ·emery. : : ••••• ; ••••••••• ,,.,,,•
:?,O .... do .•• cut emety : .• : .. ~. : . ·..... : . : ·. :: : .. , : : • ·
!'2, ... do .•• shoe•thr,eltd ; . ; . ; . ; ........ : : . : ; .... : ...
~00 ..,,,,do .•• clean tallow.; : .... ::::: . : . : ....... : .. ·
, 20 •••. do ••• gum sl:tellac : ; ••• ; •.••• \ ••. : •• : ; : : • : • • •
50 . ... :. do ... glue ....... ·. ::: ; • ; ; : • : ... : • : • ; ... : . : ...
20;.... do.~. rotten stone ........ : . :: .: :: : •• :: •• : .. :
10. : .. do : . : punfice ~tone •• :: ••• ::: ............. , : ·
3 ,ooo~do~ .. l)J-d o'airnm· : .; ••• ; •••••••••• , · : ·,, • : • • •
4 .•, ; : do.•.• sponge. : •. • .••• ; • : ••••••••••••••• , , •• , .
6, sides harness leather . ••• : •••.••• ; •• , • ; • • • , • • • • • •
2 ~ides sole leather ••• : • : ; • : • ; ! : • : : : •..• : •. : . ~, ; ...
2 pair ;braziers' bellows. ;: •••• ;: ••••• :,••••••••• : .,.
2 ·dezen 000 ,paint brushes : ~...... ; . ; . ; : ~... , .. ;; ..
2 .•• do .• No. ti paint tools .•••••••••••••••• , •••• , , ,
I. .. do .• 8-knot whitewash brushes ................. .
3.•• do .• double dusters : •••••••••••••••••••••• , •. • •
6.• . do .. corn brooms .••• ,•••••••• • •••••••••••••• • . ,
3 ••• do . • hickory, brooms ••• '• •••••••.••.• •• ••••• . • • •
10 gallons spirits wine .••••••••••••••••••• , •••••• , ·
30.. do ...• sweet oil .•... • •.• • ••••••• • •••••••••• • •.
1 ream, emery paper, assorted •• •••• • ••• • • •• • •••• •• ,

35

do

5½per foot .

8 per pound.
8½ do
2
do
2

do
do
40
do
40
do
30
- do
10
do·
10
do
30 per gallon.
2 00
do
1 00
do
5 p'e r foot.
5
· do
25 per pound.
2
· do
10
do
10
do
75 , ' do
10
do
.20 , do
~2
do
10
do '
10
do
6
do
2~
do
4 25 ea<ih.
4 50
do '
2 00
do
7 50 per dozen.
2 50
do
4 50
do
7 00
do
2 00
do
1 00
do
1 00 per g allon.
1 50
do
8 00 per ream.

4½

~

..
~

~
0
r,>

2!
9

,...

-.1
-l

~

Y. & D. No. 8.-List of contracts under tlie cognizanc~ of the Bure.au of fards ,<f_nd Docks-Continued.

-.J

....:f

~

Names of contractors.

Expiration.

Date.

,,

•r;
"tt'\

;H·'

1848.

1847.
Aug . 14

June

30

Sept.

Sept.

1

l

Articles,
I;

P. Morgan-Cont'd .•. 1 ream• No. l: sand paper •• ·••••••• : -~ ••.••• ~ : • , ...•
J.: ••. do .••.. 2: .... '.do .•• ~ .• : : ••••• :: . : ••• ::= ·. : .:.
30 tons ,mouldmg sand .••••••••••••••••••••••••..•••
J.M. MoCombs & Co ... 400 pounds 10-penQy nails : •••••• : •• : ••••• : • : •• : ~.;
100:: .do ..• 20 •••• ·. do'.•• : •. ·•.••••••••••••• : •• : ••••
200~ .• do : ;. 4. ,- ~~'.do ....... ~ .. ,.~ •••• ~.: : ••• :~. : .
100: •. do •.. 40 .•, ••. do. ,..•.•••••••••••.•••• : . : •••.•
3 boxes window glass,' 10 ·by 16 • : .. : ..... : : • ; • : : . : •
50 pounds ·putty : ..... : .: ........ :: .: ... :'::: ••• :::
2 9-inch knob locks 1., .... : ..... : .. ~: . : : :: . : : ~:: •••
4' 8-inch ·bolts . .', ••
;?40 feet eve gutters.•'• ... :.; ... ~. : •• :·••• : .; •••• : ••
100 fe_et down. spout. : ; •.• :::: : . ·. : . : . : ::~:·: : .. : . : ;.
20 pair butt hinges ••••.•••••••.•••••••..••••..•••••
20 _d ozen Hf-ineh screws_N~ .. 12 : •••• : . ~: •. : •• ~: . : ;:.
16 .• do •• l~Jnch .••••• de ..••• 11 .••••••••••••.•..••••
7,½ .. do .• 2-inch window pullres .... ; ... ; . : : .. : : • : •• ;
750 pounds ban iron, 2,by ¼inch .... ;.; .. : ......... :
350 ... do ...... do . . I!' ihch: sqt1at1:i .... : .. ;.: :.: • : ...
i2~ dozen t·?,-inch axle pullies •• ~: .•• : ••. : .. : • : .•.•.
34: pai&s 4-inch parliament hihges ••.••• , •• : ••..•• ; •.
20 pairs 4 by 4·inoh butt hinges.; ... ;.~.: : _•••••••.• :
17 8-inch knob locks .••.•••• ;:.; ••• : .: •• : ••••••••••
3 ke~s 4-penny nails ••••••••••• ':' ••• ; •••• : ••••••.•• ,

,.i.,/.:... ;.,. :.. :.: ... :·::;: .. ::.

I

i t:g: t ::·:j~ :::::::~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::
11 1Ths
it ::
keg 40 •... do .•..•••••.•..•••••.•••••••.•.•• . .•

J~ :::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

4 k egs 10,-penny brads .•••••••••••••••• .. . .• •. • • · • ·
18 kegs white le a d . • •.. • ... ..•... ······: ::::::::::
7-lt boxoe oro""n " ' """•

I

Where deliverable.

Rates.

,·,·r:

I T.
I

! •

11 hv 20 · · · · · · • · · ·

$3

I

75 per r.eam •.• ' Washington.
3 175
de)
3 25 per ton.
4 75 per keg ... ·I Memphis.
4 75
do
5 00
i:kl
5 00

do

6 75 per"box.
5 per 'pound.
2 50 eaeh.
1

15
do
13 per foot.
do
13

12½ per ·pa~r.
5 per dozen.
·31 do ·
1 00
tlo
, 3,i per pound.

3¾

do

.

75 per •dozen.
15½ per pair.
22
do
1· 80 eaoh.
5 00 per keg.
5 00
do
4 871.
do
4 75"'
do
4 75
4 75
!5 00
4 75 p e r k eg.
1 87
do
!20 00

p,01·

bnx.

- es

trj
~

.t::;
0
~

~
~

,_

100 pounds putty .•..• .•. , ••. • • • • • • • • • • • • · · • ·. • • • • • •
20 rrallons linseed oil •••••••••••• ;. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
13.~ .do ..• spirits ti'irpentine •••••••• , .............. -~
150 fe~t eve gutte_rs, .................................. .
100 feet down spo1,1t. •. , •••• •,• ••••••• • • •••••• ..•.•.•
50 dozen I-inch screws, No. 1,1. . .. ................ ..
36 .• do.~,'.·1! .•.. do._. •. ••.:No. 12,•.• •••-....... ,.• , •• ·~ . ,

5 .per pound.
75 per gallc;m.
75
c!o
13 per foot.
13
do ,
3¾ per ·dpzen'.

1

J. I •

t;

1

,,,

l'• f i If £W!! pr,t,

\t. fir!!• l"if' ..•.•.

266 pound,s 2 by ,½-inch iron ••••••••••• • ••••••••••••
6 boxes, windoyv ,glas~/ 1,0 br } ,6•• •••• , , •••·• ......... ••••••

I.

p

.de;> '.

3!' per pound.
6 75 per box.
' 5 per pound .
4 87½ per keg . .
4 75
do .

l 00 pounds putty._. .·.• ; ••••• , •_. •.• . .! • •• ,· _. • ,• • • • • • • • .•,. ,
, .2 kegs 8- penny na'tl~ •• , , , , , • •, • • • • • • • • 1 • r • • • • • • • • • • .
4 ½egs 12-penny na_ds ........
2 kegs 20-penny,nads ••••••••••• _•••• _.• , .. .. . .. ,, ••• , •
4 75 · .·d9 , II
2 kegs 40-penny n~ils.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • \ , , . • •• •• , .. .. ..
5 00
do
3 kegs 4-pe!J1!Y _nails ••••••• , •• , ••••••••• .•• .•.• . .. . ... ..
5 00 ' do
1
1 keg 5-inch spikes .•••• ·•••••••••.••••.•• _. ••.• .•••• ,.
5 00
do '• . I
42 8~inch knob
~.~
~
1 80 each.
·
84 pair 4·- inch' but ·hinges .•• , •• , •• p . . · : . . . . . . . . . . . .
~2 per puit.
10 gross JJ-inch screws, .~ .o.. 12, .- ·•· t ········ ... .. .. .
·4i per dpzen.
ROO 1l~unds
,½-inch bar _·i rqn t ••• ! • • • • • • • •• • • • • • •• .• • .
3! per pound •.
375 P,ounds 1-l·mch. s~uare.1ron., ••••••• .._._.,. ,. , .• • . .. •.•
do ,
270 fe'e.t eve gutters ••••••• , ••.••••• .•• .• •• .•.• , •.•• .•••
]3 per foot.
200 feet down spout .I ••• ~ •• ~ •• •. , ••. •••••• .•. , .. , ., •• .• •
13 ' do
120 pounds sheet COJ'?p~r ......... , _. ••••••• ,,. e., .. •,
31 per pound .
5 bo:ites crow11 glass, 1.1 by 20 •• , •.••• .• • , •••• ~· -· ······
20 00 p_er box.
2 boxes com. gl_ass, 19.by 16 .•• •.•.• •••• • ·••· •••·• •••••.•• .•
6 75 · do .
5 OO _perkeg.
3 kegs 4-penn'y ·nails._._•••• i . ~ • • •: · • ····· · •.• ··· · · •.• •.• ···
3 kegs 8-penny nails. -~••••• •'• ••• ,~••••••••••••••••••
4 87½ do
2 k~g.s 6-penny , ~ails_-· 1 •• •• i ,• '. • • • • • • .• •• •• • • • • • .• • ., • .• •• •. 5 00
do ·
lO ik:egs 10-penDy na1ls ••• _. • ,• ••••••••.••• ,••••••••• .• •
4 75
. do
!? kegs 12-µ,cn,ny n~ilf• •••••• •,•. •·• • • • • •.· • •,• •.• •.• • • • •.•. 4 75 · do ll
1 keg 2.0-penny nails ..••••••••••••.•••.••••••••••••
4 15
do
5 kegs IO-penny bradsi •••••••••.••••.•••••••••..••
4 75
dor
13 dozen .If-inch axle pullies •••••••••••••••••••••••• . •
75 per dozen.
76 pair 4-inch parliament hinges ••••••••••••••••.•••
lb per pair.
34 pair 4-inch butt hinges .••.•••••••••••••.•.••••.•
22
do
32 8-inch knob locks .... ~ •••••• : ., .••••••••••.• 'I ..
1 80 each.··
JOO dozen screws, assorted .......... , •.•..••.•••..•
4½ to 5 p. doz
210 feet eve gutters •••••• , ........................ .
13 per foot.
140 feet down spout ••••••••• ,,,., •••••••••••••••••
13
do
150 poNnds puttY.• ••••• , •••• ,. ~ ••• ,.••••• ., ••••••••••
_5 per pound.

:t·····················••

I

r;

~
~

locks ... ........... ..... . ......... .

zty

Jr.::•

'( (.'

~-/,'-,

lr, {

D'

I· , n

\\~;.'- M,. r OH'\,

t:) •

a:

0
~

zS'
i,,,.,._

"·'it.
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Y. & D. No. S-List of contracts "!''>'!:d ~r ,_th~ ..cogni%an,u .of the Bur.eau of .Yards and Docks-Continued.
1

H),

~

.i

rli~

Expiration.

Date.

Names of contractors.

. U( f) jV:.;H'

-1
-l

·:··.,.

WbP-re deliverable.

Rates.

· ···/'· ······ ·· ·.

1.·

it

1847.
Sept.
1

Sept.

2

1848.
Sept.

1

~

1847.
Oct.
20

J. M. McCombs & Co.Continued.

15 kegs wliite lead'•..• .'. .'•••• ·•••.••.••••:.'::: ••.•• ;~.
18 ga1Jon~1 lin'seed oif: .: •.. ~ .: .• •..•..••, •..••.:..•• •,. ·•••••
10 gal!9ns } p'i.r~ts t~rp_eptin~ •••.•,•.• •••.••••• , , •.••.••.•• ,

8

Dec.

8

1848.
Sept.

Sept.

16 I Jan.

23 \ April

1

87 pel keg.
75 per gallon.
75
do

Kay &White ••••••• •• • •• 7¼boxes windbw g(as~ lQ 'by,: 1.6 .•: :.: ••••:.-., •• ,'. ,' •• • •
140 pounds putty,••••.•.•••.•• •.• •• •.•.•.• ••••••• , ••. ••
1 keg 8-penny nails ! .• t ••••••• ...,. • • • •.• • • • • • •,• • · • • •
11 kegs 10-penny np.ils .•.•• •,• ••••••••• •·•· • •••• ,.,. • •
1 keit 20-penny -'naµ s,. : ... f •• • ,•• ,. · ~ , • • • • • •, .
1 keg· 4b- penny nai_ls •.. , : •• :.• , •.•.••••••••••••••••• , ,
2'. kegs ' 4- penny nails ••••...•. • , ••.••••• •.• • •• , • • • • • • •
240 feet eve gutters: ..•....• ! • • • , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
100 feet do~n spou~ ................. . ..... , .••••••••
2 9-1nch knob locks ..•. ." , i . 1 ., ••• t . . . , • • • • • • • • -• • • • • •
25 pair"4-inch ' ba.tt bing1;~. •. • ,. •.• •••••••• •,••••.•,• ••••
25 dozen I!-in'ch Wood !>Cre~vs, No. 12 .. .......... , ..•.
38 dozen· I-inch .••••• d,o ....... No. ll., ............. ,
18! dozen 2-inch a:x;le pulhes ••••• _.............. ,., ·,
750 pounds 2 by {-iQch bar iron ................... ..
350 pounds 1¾,inch squaf~ _bar iron •••••.•_•.• ,•,•,••·
J. A. Mitch; ll., ....... .. 100 tons Lehigh co~l. .... • •••••••••••••••••• , • • • • •
200 tons Lackav.•anna 'coal .............. , • •,, • • • • • • •
200 tons -Cumberland coal .•.•••••••••••••.• ••••••·•

6 50 per b,x.
5} per pound.
' 4! do
4¼ 'do
4¼ do
-4¼ do
5¾ do
12½ ·per foot.
12*
do
3 00 -each.
· 15 per pair.
5 per dozen.
4
do
1 00
do
.
Bl per pound.
3}
do
5 45 per ton.
5 45
do
,
6 25
do

Mansfield & Downer ...... I Unwrougbt stone, class No. 1 .........•.....•..•. , ·
. ., •••• do .•••••.•••••. do .•.• 2 ••••••••••••••••••••••
Cutting stone ••.•••.. do ••. • 1 ...•...• • .•.. ...••••. • •
.••••. do ..••..•••.••.. do •..• 2 •••••••••••••••••••• , ,
Scabbling stone .•••.•..•..•••••.•••..•••••.••••• , • ,
George Smith . . ••••••••• \ 3 ,000 cubic yards r~bble _stone ..•••••...•• , •. • • • · · ·

15 00 per o. yard.
10 00
do
35 sup. ya.rd.

'1, 0 • • • · - · • •

Sept.

$f

oOO •••••• do .•••. d1mens10n stone ..• - . · •· - · • • • • •• • • •

17
14

do

7 00

<lo

Jo
5 10 per cubic yd.

Memphis • .

t.'!j
~

1::1
0

(";)

~
0

i,,.,.

New York dock.

October l

April

October 8
Octob'r 21

March
June

I
30

Jos. L. Ross ........... . 2 pieces white oak timber .•• , , , , • , , , , • , • • , • • • • · • · / 195 00 each ..... , • Roston .
·
4.• do ..•....•• do .••••••.••..••••.•• •• ••••.. , ••.•• ' 177 50 do
.Toseph Grice .•• • •••• ·••. i-°,920 pieces •ye llow pine timber, assorted .•••••.•.•••
29¾ ·p er cub. ft. Pensacola.
Thomas Blagden •••.•.•. ~,144 feet pine timber ......•....•••• ~.:~ •• , •.•.••.
1,6,840 feet white oak joist and plank ............... .
7,000 cypress shingle s.1•• ·•••• 1••• : •• ·••••••••••••••••
~00 feet white pine_ cullirig!I :-: :·. ·•• : :·: :: ~ :· ·. : •.' . _- •••••
, o_,851 feet yellow pine 'plank ••••••••••••••••• , ••.•••
2,000 foet white pine boards . ·••••• •••• :.: ••••••• : •••
1,700 .feet ..... do .... cdlli'n'.g's ••• , : : •• : : : .......... .
3,,800 feet •• ·••. do •. ••. : .do ••• ::: ·••• ·.• ·••..•••••••.••
10 1000· fee't: •.. do .... boards ·••••••.• ••·• ·•.•••••••••••
10,000 feet..: .do ••• :: .do .•••••••••••• : : ••.••.• : •••
6,000 feet ..••. do .•.. culli'ngs' ~ ••..•••• : ·• ::• • ;, •. ·•••
1
500 feet w~itei·~ak ,1boa,rds .•• : ... :: . ·. : ... ~ •••. : •••••
2 cords· white luckory •. i, J ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•820 feet white ,oalc •. '••...•..•• : ,,, .•••• . : • : •• : ·. : •••
75 yellow pine p ~l~·s : :: :· ::: . ~:: .:. :· . :•:. :: •• ~; .: .••.
500 cedar pci~ts .. •••••• , ••••.•••••••••••.••••••.•.
1

3

1847.
Nov.
15

Nov.

5

1848.
March
1

Nov.
Nov.

8
25

January
April

Nov.

12

March

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

i6

Nov.

1

April
15
16 April
15
22 · Wl1'en required.

Nov • . 231 1 July .
1
Nov.' 26 January 15

'.J.

2 62½ per 100 ft . Washington.
3 00
do
6 50 per 1,000:

2 75 per 100 feet .
do
2 75
do
2 75 · do
1 87½
do
4 75
do .
4 00
do
1 87¾
do
3 00
<lo
8 00 per, cord. ' .
2 75 per 100 feet .
90 each.
25 do

4 75

I

Jos. Quirrley
••••••••••• , 300 :b~shels c~rh •• : •• _.: ·~,, •••••• : ~. : ..••••• : •••••••
0
300--bushels o,ats • ; ~ ....... , .... : • : .. : : • ·.. , : .......
·1,,

I

~

0

62¼ per bushel. j Pensacola.
43
do

•

G. G. Pattison .......... 1,250 sheet-s 5!lieathing :coppet. : .: ... : ............. .
1,100 pounds copper naiis·. ·.• ·. ·••••••••••••••••••••••
Charles Thompson •••••• · 60 to·ns hay '. ·•• \ •..•. 'J-~ :, •••••• ·••• , ••••••••••••••.
Lamb & Watson •••••.•. 1 l, 104 pe'rches· rubble ·stone: •••.•• ·••••• ·•••••.•• ·•.•••
4,193. perches coping stone· ••••• : •• : •• : : • ~ ••• : •••..
J. W. C. Loud ••••••• .••. 89,16,9 ·feet yellow pine ..••••• ·.•••.••••••••.••••••••
89·,196 .• -~ : .do ..• ,",' · ...••• : •• : . :: . :: •••.••••••••.
Bowlby & Brenner •••••• ' 18,000 pounds !-inch sqna're' b6lt'ir'on • • : •• ·•• ·•• : ••.••
J. C. Leioer •••••••••••• . 700 perches pier Stone .••• l ', ·•. •••••• ·• ·•••••.• • •••••••
·.James, R-o·ark •••••••.••.• 400 •ptles •• ; •••••• ·••••••••• ·•• •• •••••••••••• ·•••••••••
800 feet square timber ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1,200 feet capping timber ...................... ; .. .
Ladan &1Gjven 1 ••••• , , , , 1,257,900 bt'icks .•••••••••• , ..•...•••••••.•••••• , •
A. L. Avery ........... . 60 pounds 3 by ¼-inch flat iron .................. ..
83 .•. d-0.-. 2,, by -½-inch .••. do ••••.•••••••••••••••••
278 .. do .. 2½ by ¾-inch •••• do •••• , •••••••••••••••.•
144.• do •• 2¾ by ¾-inc~ ..... do ••• , ••• , ••••.•••••••••
f4'l\
C(

u\

trj

26
4
1

4

6
4
4
4
4

26½ per pound.
25¼ do
75 -per ton.
25 per perch .••.
40 per foot.
32£ do.. • • • • •
33! do .......
4 per pound..
90 in ·all.
7j per foot .. •

0
~

z
~

Memphis.

,...,

Philadelphia.
Kitterv.
Philadelphia.
Memphis.

11
do
12
·do
50 per 1,000.
85 per 100 lbs .. Pensa,cola.
85
do
85
do
85
do
,,,

j,

~

-l

-l

Y. & D. No. 8. - List of contracts under the c<Jgnizanc'e Qj the Bureau
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Date.

·1 Expirati~n.

il

•

.':.A.rticie~. ·

Names -oC.: ~on tractors.

•

()Ji,Yards

and Docks. -Continued.

"

-1
_,.

00 ,
Rates,
LI

1847.
Nov.

26

1'848 ..

Jannary l5 ·J A. L .'Avery-Continued : 52 'pound1· 1¾-incli square iron •• : ................... :r ' $4 85 per 100 'lbs. Pensacola:
l
.
' •
4 85
d"o•
55:--. .ao. ". 1~-inoh round iro1L' . :: •• :: .. : :: •. •. .• : •. .- ..•
75 .•• do .. l-1noh .•• : •. do .• L ••••••••••.•••••••••••
4 85 I 00
9ti. •• do:. ¾-inch boiler iron. : ... :;.: ............ : ••
7 per pound.
120.• d·o. ', pig lead . .' ••••.. : .••.. ; ••••••••••.•••• : •
5½ . do ·
5~;-· .do .. •pack~n(y~rn ••._.-. : .,;. : ••• : · : . ; •• : •. ; : •••
12
do
.V,iU!ll.ji!W
} sheet copper •.• : •••• _. • , ••••••••.••••. ••••••.••••. ·.,.
27 ' do ·
3 kegs 10-µeuny cut nails •••••••.••••.•• , ••••••••••
5 60 per keg.
225, pouhds •wh·ite lead . ; : , .· ...... : : ............. ,' .
8½ per -pound.
8 13 • • ,do .. 5 by if inch -flat irori ...•• :.: ........... :
4 85 per 100 lbs.
212 ••. do. ,2½ by ¾-inch •••. do ••.•••••••••••••••..••
, do
4 85
50 •••. do .• J¾;inch square iron : ...... : .:.; •• :: . : ....
. 4 85
db
I:,r,e.:ITCOJ S
bO • ... do .• ¾-inch boiler'iron .• : ........... : •. : ••. : : .
7 pet;, pou.1ia.
25 •••• do .• ½by ¾-~ncl~ !1ai~ rods ...... : .......... • • • ,,
7
do
3 barrels cement •.. . _ •.••••••••••••••••••.••••••.•.
3 00 pot barrel.
1 'cMk lime .•.• ,, •• ... : : • : : ... : • : : : •••• : : ; : : : : • : : ; • ,
2 25 per cask.
76 pounds ¾-inch• sheet copper .. :: ••••••••.. : •• : : : • :
28½ per pound.
5~ ... do.; 2 by 1-inch flat iron •• ~: •• : •••••• : .:: ••••.
4 85 per lOO'lbs,
1 pound brass. spelter ••.••••••••••••• : • : ••• : •• : •••.
· 37 p~r pound.
5 60 per keg.
2 kegs 12-penn~ cut ~ai)s ..... : •. :.:.: .. : ..• ::.: :·••
1 keg 8-penny ••• ·.do .•• ~ ••••••••••••••••••• , •.••••
5 60 do '
2· 25 per cask.
1 cask lime · .••.•••••••.•••• : •••• : • : ... . : , ~. ::: •••: •• :
3 00 per bllrrel.
7 barrels cement .••••••• .• • , ................... , •.•••
20 per pound.
21 pounds bfo;tered steel ••••••• : ••••••• ; •• : ••.••••.
4 85 per 100 lbs.
12••• do.d½ by: ¼-inch flat iron •••••••• :.: ••.••• : ••.
5 00
'
1 pair beam scales .•• , ••. ,~ •••••••• ,; •• ,,, ••.•••••
20 per pound.
50 pounds blistered steel. .•••••••••••••• : , .•. , · • · ·
4
85
per
100
lbs.
50 ... do ... l ½by i inch flat iron ••••••••••••••• •,,••
5 60 per keg
1 keg 12-penny 'cut nails .............. • · · ·. , • • • · •,
27 ½per pound.
18 sheets copper ....•••• , •••••••....•• • • • •. , . • •• • • ·
13 00 p er 1,000.
Jan.
15 I L. Bonifay •...•..••••••. 8,600 common bricks •.....••••••..•• , • , ••••... · · · ·
16 00
do
2,400 fire, ••••• do ........................ ••·•••···
1

/

Nov.

27

trj
~

t:::,
0

~

2!

5=!<·

.....

Nov.

21

Jan.

15

Nov.

29

July

1

Dec.

3

April

15

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

10
11
13

May

20

March
1
.August 20

Dec. -

20

Jan,

Dec.

20

February 1

15

S. C. Keyser ............ 27,400 feet yellow pine plank .................... ..
335 pieces .•••• ,do .••••• do .....•.. ·•••.•.........•.
William McKeon ...•.•.. 4,100 bushels lime ; .•••.......-•... •'• ...••....•...•••
6,ioo\... do .. , sharp sa~d ....... .. .................. .
Peters, Stim;,son & Lewis. 100,0QO feet hemlock timber ., •·••.••• , ·, ·· .• -• ••••• ·• . -.
2,20Q •.. do .• white pine;. do .• -••.. ..•• .....•.. .• .• ·.•• . •.••
200 white oak fende·r s ... . ............. .......... •.•.•. ·• ~ • .,.
James P. 'S mith ••.•••.•. 50 pieces yellow pine timber .•...•• .•.••• •·•·•·· .• •'• .•. .•
Neal Wilkinson ...••....• 864 . . do.~.~ ••• do •••••• do ..•• assorted-....... .. ;~ ~ . ....•
Sheppard Gaylor ......... 450 .. do .•••••• do .••••• do, ,,., ·•.••••• , ,, •••• .• •-• •••• ••
474 .. do .• heart pine .••• do .••••. ..•.... , . _ ••.•• .••• -. . . ..
A. W. Nicholson ••.••... 300 cords pine wood .••.•••.••••••• ~ •• · -. •.. ·· • • ._ • , •·•
100 gallons spe'r m oil. ·•.• .: .................. .. . .... .. ... .
300 pounds tallow ... ....... ·• · -., ••••••..•. • • • , •• ·· -. ·•
100, •• do •.• pa.eking yarn.,. , . . .. .. .. ........... .. . ........
500 ..• do ..• cotton waste ..... ••,,.•• ·· . .. . ....•..... ..
I' G. G. ?attison •••••••••• 727.,. do'. .. tarred rope .. -.......... ... ................ .
1. double . block .•.•••...•••••• .. . .••..••. •·•·•• •·•·• .••••
11 treble •.• do ,.•. -•• ....•••.••••••••.. .•• .•., .•••.•.•..•• ••••
1 coil 4¼-inch tarred rope ..•.. ...•••.•.••••..•..•••.••••••
3fi8 pounds ¾-inch tarred ,rope ................ . ..... ,..
605 .. . do ..• 5-inch ...•. do ....... ... .... •'• . -...... .. . •'• .
1.5-inch Man:_u a hawser .•.••.•••••••• .• .• . .••. ...•.• •• ••. ·.
61 pounds 6-thread ratline.·...•••• •·•·•·•·•·•·•·•·• ..••.•.••••. ..•
I coil bouseline ••• , . ......... .. ... ,,. .••••.•• .•••••.•.• ••••
1'.do.marline .••. : .. •.• -•••• •·••• •••• •••••• .•••• •• -••••.
6- 7-inch glass len~es . , ••• .•.• , ..•. .•• .. ..••.••• -...•.•. ·•.• .• •
6 5-inch . ••... ·do •. ..••••••••.• ,,•., ., ...••..•• .•••.•. .•••. .. .•..
5, gallons sperrn ,ail. •• .•••....•••..•.••... •'• ••••••. •••·•··
65 pounds 2-inch rope .. ........ -.-. ...•••.•••• •• •• • ...
226 .• -do,. ·. 2!-inch. dQ .••.•.••••••••••••..••••••••.••••.
1 ~ignal hammer •••• ,.-. • • •••••••••••• ••• .•• • • •• • •••
4 kedge anchots. ~ ••.. ,,•••.• .•. ·• ••...•.• -.•.•• .••••• -. .
35 fatbo.ms i-inch chain ••.•••••••••••••••.•.•••• .,., .
"
240 ... do .. 4-inch hei:np hawsers ............... . ... .
32 ...• do .• 3-inch tarred rope .••.•••••.•••.....••••.
1 water bucket ..••••.•••.••••••••••.••••••••••••••.
:··c,,,
2,500 pounds pig lead .. : ·••••••••••..•••.••• , •.•.•.
100 .•••. do .•. 8heet lead .••••••••••••••••••••••••••
4 warping anchors •.••••.••.••..••..••••••••••• • •.
120 fath.oms 5-inqh Manilla hawser ••••••••••••••. , ••

'

r '··

. , . l~!

jl.

j'

r~-r~ i.\

11 95 per 1,000 ft.
11 95 · do
35 per bushel. • Memphis.
3,99 do
7 per foot .. . .. Philadelphia.
20 00 per 1,000 ft.
20_
do
,
2o per cub. ft:. Pensacola.
10 9o per 11000 ft.
20 per cub. ft.
20 I do
2 43 per cord,,·
1 50 per gallon.
10 1per pound.
' 12 - do
·• 8. . <lo
12
do \
1 00
..
. :
,1, 00
12 per pound.
1~
dp ,
12
do ,
15
do ,
12
do
15½ do
15½ do
2 25 eaoh.
2 00 , do
1 60 per gallon.
per. pound.
o
do
5 00
,L., I
1 9,¼per pound.
H do
12
do
12
do
50
' ,,, ".:, ftt . , / ••
5} per pound.
6
do
9½
do
15
do

0.9 ,

~
~

c0
~'
-~

9.
lo->'

f

?.

n

"

~

~

Y. & D. No . .S.- List of contracts 'Under the_cogµiza.nce of tlte Bureau of Yards and Docks-Continued.

...,

·oo
0

Date.
1847.
Dec.
20

Expiration.
1848 .
February

Name s of contractors.

· Articles.
.

fi

I

J,

,

'·-''

ri.

R ~tes.
,.,

.,,

G. G. Pattison-9ontin'd. 120 fatboms .15-inch hemp hawser .••••. , .. .- . . ....... .
¼ pound wqipping· twine ............................. :

,7¼ pounds lead ,line, .. ............. , •••••• • ••.• ,\.• , .~ • .
9 ..•. do .•. hand lead ••.•••••••••••, ••••...••-.••••.••••
2 brooms ••.•• ,••.•••••:............................... .
1 ¼-gallon ojl can ................ •'••'• ..•.•.• •'• .•.•.•• ,
2 water buckets, ...•••••••••••.••• .- •••-•••.• ·•.•.••••••
1 monkey wrench .•.• j . . . . . . • - . • ' • . 1; .... •' • ••••••• •' • •••
1 claw hamn1er .••••••.•••.•••••••••••••.•• •'• • • •••••.

·2 mooring anehors d•.-.- .,., •••.••.••.••.••.••.••.•.•••••••••.
2 kedge ..•. do: • •••.• ' J" •••• •••••• ••••••••• •' • •••••.•, ••••
6Q fathoms }-inch chl!,m .••••••••••.•• -~.............. .

$0 12 per p,ound ••1
1 00
do ·
Pensacola.
-40

· 16... do •• _-t_a rred rope •• ~ •••••••.•.••...• • •••••••••••••
2 water bqckets .•••••••••••• •'•'·'• •.• •••·• •• .••.• •'• ••••••
1 dozen shovels .................................... ;
.1 ke4ge anchor .••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •.•••
30 fathoms ½-inch chain ••••••••••.•••.•.•••••.••• , ••
4 double 9-inch blocks ••••••••• , ~ ••••••••••••••••••
3, kegs 12-penny cut nails •••• • •••••••••••••.•••.•••.•
2 kegs 6-penny •••• do .............................. ~
2 ½:egs 5-penny •••• do.••••••••••••••••.•••••••••.• ,.
6 pa_irs 4-inch iron butt hinges ...................... .
1 gross ½-inch iron screws •.•••••••••• •'•. • •••••••• ,
2 whitewash brushes •••••••••••••••••••• • •••.••• , ,
200 -bricks •••.•...•••.•••••••••••••••. •••.••• . ••• •:
25 pounds _white lead ••••••••••••.••••••.•••••• ···•·
-½ aallon linseed oil •••••••••••••••••••••••. • • • • • • • •
½gallon !!pirhs turpentine •..••••••..••••••••••••• ••
25 feet window glass, 10 by 12 ••••.•......•••• • • • • •
2 quick double blocks •••••••••••••••• •·• ••.•••••• ••
2 8-inch sinITle blocks •••••••••.••••. .••••• ••••••• ••
4 b ooks and thimbles •••.••....•.•.•.•.•. • .• · • · • • • ·
3 double blocks •• •••• •••••••.•..••.. - · · • · · · · · • · · • ·

do

.. JO
do
25 each.
75
:;
5p each.
20
50
9½ per _p ound.
9½ ,do

480 .. do ..• 4-inch Manilla,ha-wser •••.••••••.••••••• .- •.

n

Where deliverable.

, 7½

do

15

do

·12

do,50.each .. ,
12 00 per 'dozen.
9½ per pound."
9
do
4 QO each.

6

o_o per keg.

6 00
6 00
25
75
50
1 00
8
1 00
1 00
1 50
2 50
1 00
25
1 50

do
do .,
per pail'.
per gross.
each.
per 100.
per pound.
per gallon.
do

each
Jo
do
do

~
-~

~

0
~

~

p '
~

Dec.
22
1848.
.Tan.
18

Feb.

17

Feb.

28

Feb.

Apri4

25

3 single blocks .....•••••.•.....• .1 • • , • • • • , • • • • , • • • • •
6 hooks and thimbles ••••••• , , , , , •• , , , • • , , , • • , • • • , •
1 singJe block ..•••••••••••.••••••.••••••••••••••••
l double block •...•.•••••••••.•••.•••.••.•••••••••
2 hooks and_ thimbles .••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••. ,.
6 thimbles for guy ropes .•••••••..••••••••••••••••••
B. J. Bell ••••• •••••••• : 692 pieces yeilow pine.•••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••• ,.
•

1

'

t.,

\-

r

W. L. Cozzens .••••••••• 300 bushels corn .••••••••• , •••• ,,.,,,,,,•,,,•,,,,,••
300 bushels oats ••.••.••..••••• ,, •• -. , •.• , , .. . ,,•,. t;,.
A. L. Avery ••.••••••••• 5 kegs 12-penny c,u t nails .,••••••••••••••••••••••••.
2 kecrs 6-p·enny.•••. d9 ....... . ...................... ·1 ,
119 pounds sbe·t?~ zinc •••••.••.•••. •.••••••• , •••••• ,. ·
80 pounds , block tiG, ....... -~,,, •, · • • • • • • • • • •· • •·• • • ·
10 pounds rosin ..••••••••••••••••.••••• ,,,,,, ,. ,,,.,
5 barrels raw tar ••••••..••••..••••• , • , •• , , • ,... . ,, •••
200 pounds ~d nch _.~ rouiht, spikes •••••••••••••.•. ••••
53 pounds i -mc;h round uon •.•••••••••••••.••• •.•••-.- •.
87 pounds J- inch square iron .•••••.•• • •••••••-••.••. ••.•
1'1 papers }-inch copper ,tacks •••••••.•••••••••••••.. •
19 gallons bright varnish .............. , , ••••••••••.
36 pounds ;
-½-_inc,~ il8:t iron .•• •,, .. ···.,· .. ~ ...... ;
' 32 pD"unds 8 -1nch round , non •••••••••••.•••.••••••••• 1
2 kecrs _8-penuy cut nails .•.•.•• ,.•• , , •••••.••••••. •• , •
4 po~nds borax ~ ...•.••• .'•••..••••••••••.•.••••••• .•• •
4 pounds bra~s spelt!:Jr ••••••••••.••••••.•.•••.••.•••.••• ,,
fjO pounds 6- penny cut nails ......................... .
, 2 4 1inch cupboard locks .. , •••••••••.• ,,, ••••••••••••••
6 pairs 4-inch butt hinges •••••••••••.•••••••.•••••••
1, ~r9ss, I½-inch screws, .. ...-•.•••• , ••• •• • , ••••...•..•.
3 barrels, raw tar .....•.••.•••••••.•••.•.••.••••••••••.•
2fj pounds 5-inch cut spikes ••••••••••.•••••••••••••••
qt
pounds ,so.Ider •••.••..••••••••••.••••••••••••••••.
.'3 pQunds rosin ..••••...•.•••...••.•.•••••••••••••.
l paper }-inch copper tacks ••••••...•••••...••••••.
25 pounds 5-inch cut spikes •••••••...••••••••• . ••••.
3 pounds r os in ..••••...•••••••••..•••••••••••••••.
iJ ,, .
(1"-"'IJJ,.t ;:crot,.
270 pounds 2 by I-inch flat it-on •••••••••.••••••••••.
54 p<;>und s. 3½ by ! -inch .•• do •••••• , •••••••• ,, •••••• ,
·112 pounds 2½ by 1¾-inch. do .••• •• ••• , ••• •• •• ••• •• , •

75

25

2 00
3 b'O

do
each.
3f>
do
12 99 per M. feet.
65 per bushel.
56

. 8f)6

pomids 2 qy .l·in~n·,, do.• ,,;~, n,,,,, .-... , , " .. ,,

<lo

5 75 per keg.
5 75,
do ;

2

5

1
2

11 per pound.
35,
d0
10
do;
25 per barrel.
17 per ,pound.
,6
do.
~5 \ do
65 per paper.
40 , per gallon.
'5· -per pound.
5
do
75, per ,\ceg.
28 per round.
40
do
6
do
75 each'.
3Q per pair.
75 per gross.
25, per barrel.
6 per yound.
r do
10
do
o5 per vaper.
· 6 per pound. ·
10
do
5 ·
do
5
do

•

tij
~

0
0

(,j

~
0

~

~o ,.

?·5

.. \,

do

ao

?Y

-M

do
do

·

5

?

do
~9

p

!•

~

i--

.
Y. & D. No. 8.-List of contracts under, the cogp,~fanc-e of the Bureau of. Yards qnd Docks-Continued.
f ~'

Date.

Expiration.

1848. \
25

J'eb.

•

•

t.

.... ·. .

1

00

::Rate~:·

Where deliverable.

1,

.. ' . ~---.----

1848.

April

-l
~

,Article{ .

Names of contraators.

-----t-----.1------------1

f

A. L. Avery-Continued.I 17~ pound~ 2 by i•i.ncb .. .• do •.••••.•.•.••••.•.•.•• ,••., .•.• ,.,,.
168 pounds 2!-inch round iron ••••., .•••.••••••••.•••.•••••
282 pounus }-i.n ch •• · ····' .do •.••• •·•••·•••••••·••·•·•·• •.•• .•• .•• ..
480 pm:u;i~s !-inch.#•··· .do .•...••••••., .•.•., •••••• .••.•• · •··.
,37, pounds .. J-inch,.,•••••• do .............. ...... .. :•• ··············~
28 pogµ<ls ~J~nch. i •••.• .• do.-•.••...•.•••.•.,.,.,,., •••.•..••••••.•.•.•;,
46 pounds -k·inch •. ~ •••. do .• .,........ ........................ ·•·
5() pounds ½-inch SJIµare iro.n ..•••• , .•., •• ,., .••.•• , •••• ,., ••
·32 pounds I-inch round •. do ........... ... . •·•·•••·••• •.••, .~.
112 pounds I-inch squa1;e.. d-0 •••••.•• .••.••.••...•.•••••••••••••
· 256 pou~d.s , i:,h\'.',e~ l\:\~_d •• ,~............... .'!.... .. ... ........ -. '.
I shj:!et,. 4 -inch b~1.le~rlron • • •.• • •.• •'•" .. ... .... ... .. .. ..... •'•!
2 shee.ts liltove·p1pe_1ron . ................................. ,
275 pounds sheet .zinc ........................... ........... .
20 pounds block t~n ••• :, ••••••.• ,. ...... , ., ......... .. ... .
3 pounds, rosit;t .•• •, ...•• ~ ................ -. . .... .. ....... .. , ••
97 pcmnds 2 by ll-inch.flat jro,n.• ,. , ., •.•••.•••.•••••••••••
77:. do .•. 2 by {-inch •••• do ... .. ........ .. . .. . ~ ..... .. .... .
44.• do ..•• 2 .by H-inch .•• ,do •••• , •• .• • ..••• ··""" '• • •• ~.
52 .• do ••. I½ by ¼-inch,· •. do ......................... .
31 .. dq, •. plg laad •.•.•••...••••. ·" •••••• , . ..•••••••
12 yards No. 6 coit.o n canvas •. , ••• •• •••• ~, ... .. .. :••••
3 pairs 3-inch ,brl;lSS ·butt hinges....... .......... • •••
3 3-inch cupboard looks ................... •'• • '• ••• .• ,.•,'
26 pounds !-inch round iron ........................ .
25 pounds 6-penny cut nails •..•••••••• , ..•••••• • • •,
1 gross 1-inoh brass screws •.•••.•••••••••••.• • • • • •
1 paper I-inch brass spril?s· ..................... · · ·
75 pounds 5:penny cut 11a.1ls .•.•••••.••.•.••••• • • • • • ·
JOO •• do .• 12-penny ••• do ••••••••••• , ••• ,. •••••••• ••·
100 .• do .• IO-penny .•. do ••••••••••••• ~ •••••• , •.• • • •
25 ... do .• 5-inoh cut spikes .••.••••••..•.•• ·••······
2 store-room looks .•.••.........• - · · · · · • · · · · · · • · • · ·

$0 Oo per

''.o · ·
5,

f,j :.
T ; 9,
''6

pound •• I Pensacola.
do
do

,5 ·,

do r
1.

do .

do
(lo
do
: ,
do ,
5 I d-O
7
do
,,do i'>...
1? , do , l
JI
r do :
39 do

i

n

W

do

5
fJ

do
· do '
do

5 ,
5 ·

do

1

6
do ·
40 per ,yard.
25 per pair.
76 eaoh.
6 per pound.
6
do
50 per gross.
75 per paper.
6 per :pound .
5 75 per JOO lbs.
5 75
do
6 per poW1d.
1 76 each .

trj
.~

~

0

9

~

0

,-;.. .

1''ep.

22

Feb.

22

Wh en required.
When required.

'•·11

fiit"U

fj
i:

}\. r'

22

Jnne

···'""
j;,."y

30

by ¾-i~ch

iron·.: .. :~.~ ·...... ....... ... .. .. ~•• .• .'.

. 2,000.: dp .. 2¾ by f ..iqch •• doh ...... ................. .
· 200 .... d,p •• 2 by. ],inch .•. do ••••.•••••••• ~ •••.•••,_. ..•.•.
I ,000., dp. ·-;¾. by ¾-in(lh •• d_o .•• -. •• • •••••••• • •• ·• •• , .••
2,000 .• do .. ,r-tnch sqqare .1ron,.•••••. .•••••• .•••••..•••
100 ..•• do .•.f-.ineh .•,••••. do ........._.. ........ •·•• ·•·•·• ••••
100 .... do .• ½-in<·h ••••••. do ................. ......... _.•, •••
590 pouqds ¼·ioch rqupd- iron. n . . . . . . . . . ,. • • • • • , •• ••• .• .••
500..~do .• ,§rino.h .•.•. do .. .. .. ................. .; .. .. ...... .. . .
300.,.
do,. ~ English b,liste_red. steel ....... .......•..... ·,.
. 1· Ja)q.
25 .•• do .•• !:inch cast steel .• ,...... . .. . .. .... -, •• ,•• .• , ••••
50 .•. do .•• 1-inch steel. .......................... -• ••.• ,
25 .•• do .• ', !-irich .. do •. ; ............... .. .... ... '• •• .•.••.
• ,. 50 .•. do .• ,horse-shoe nails ....... .. ....... ·" ·"· •••.••• ,1,
2 blacksmiths' v~c!,ls .•.••.••••••• ·..................... .
1 pflrir scre\v stocks and dies .................... .. .... .
I grindstone ..•.••..••..•••.••••••••••••••••.•••••
( _,1· • , 1 d,oze!l , horse-sho.e rasps ............................ .
OJ?
I
l. .. do •• flat files ............................ .........,.
. ,. do .• 1-~<;>unq , filr~· .•. ~;· •,•. -~. '" ............ -. ·, . •,•
4 . , .do .• <i-.1pch square files ••••• ~ ............. ......... .
½-,:do .• ¼-inch· round fi\efi~ .... -~ ........... ~, ........ .
1,: ••• d-o .• -½-,i nch smo,o.thiiles 1• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • •
2 ... do .• 0000 paint brushes •.•••.•••••••••••••••.• ,.
J. H. ReynoldiJ, •• ~, ..... , 16 \r,e gs white le~d •.• 1 .. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,,. .... ,.
'' ''
·
1:20 gallons, linseed oil 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ., ,. ••
2~ pounds ,Pari-; ,ween, powdered ••••••••••••••••• •'•
13, pounds stone ochre ........... .. ................... .
{J -·
1l \.
13 pounds litharge ..•••••••.•.•••••.•••••••.••••••
1 pound sugar of lead ...••••••••••.•••••••••••••••.
1 .pound terra de sienna .••••••••••••••••••••••• -.-; ••
1 pound Vandyke brown •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
ilJ
13 pounds red lead .•••••••• : •••••••..••••••••••••.
3 pounds gum shellac .••••••••• , ••••.••••••.••••••••
I¼ gallons copal varnish ..••••••••••••••••••••••••••
I½ gallons shellac varni,s h, •••••••••••••• ,••••• ~ , •• \ _',

l·

'
F eb.

Kay & White .......... , 900 ,pounds' i

~

L

5 per pound.
5 75 per keg.

100 pounds 2½ by H-inch flat iron ........... , .. ,••·••
.l keg 10-penny cut nails ........................... .E . Houston ••••••••••••• 112,'IU0 bushels sharp sand ............. .............. .

3! per bushel./ Memphis.

5{pe; pound :.
t
'· 31 do

.)..

:c

. 3i do
··•,, 51
_ii= go '
0
) IJ 5,t ' go
do
., °,;_ 5½ 1; do
'f •' 5½
,,. 5¼ ,do
:-: ' fa½ do
do .,·
1(1 ,,

19
J9

20

'rn -

do ,
do ,,

r)µqi..g., 11,p1n·

·c1~

do ,

t:,

do

0

p

18 00
2
4
4
4
3
3

zS'

75
00 per•dp7;en. I
00 J d,o I
00
do ,,
50, , do.,
.50
do

4 ,,60

'. c;lo

9 00

do

7 40 per 100 lbs.
~5 per gallon. '
1
· 65 per pound.
'l , 6 ,,. 4o :r
12¼ do

37½
25

do•

62½

do

31¾

do

10

~
0

lJJi>JJI"'

do
do

.2 50 per gallon.

l 50

~

~

do

JIL

-l
00
~

Y. & D. No. 8,. -List of confracts uncle~ tlie cogn~zari~e of the Bureau of Yards and ~ocks-Continued.
Date.

1848.
Feb .

22

Ex1>iration.

1848.
June

30

Names of contractors.

Rates.

Arti§les. · ·

I J. H. Reynolds-Cont'd .. 30 'ga_llons.Jard oil. .......................... • ••.••• , ,

$0

Feb.

22

When required.

I

.

M11 ;

10 gross No. 12 lfinph'.... do ............... .,., •.••••
12 10-ihch _flat S.pring bq~tS; •• , .......... r~, ., . , , , . ,. , , ,
62 dozen 1!-inch axle wmdow pulle.ys .........,, .••.••..
376 .pounds pate11t sash cord ......................... ,.I

F eb.
Feb.

22
22

March 27

I

Wh en r e-

q uired.

J . M. McComb & Co .. . .

24 se.ts b1:a,ss Sfl.sh fastenings . ••• "' ••••••.•••, ••.••.•.••..
2,056 sash weights ........ , ••••••••••••••• ., ... ...... .

Cook & Hawley .•.•••••• 28 tons hay .............................................
J ,230'pounds ·sheaf oats } ........................... .. ....
550 bushels corn ........................ r••• ....... .: •• .•• ·
3QO bu~hels oats ........ -~ ....................................
13 ,900 P,Qunils. ?li~pped rye .•••• ~ • .i, . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .
5 bu.sh'~ls grouna alum salt ••••• ,,. •• ., .................. •·
April ...... I P. J. Field ....... •••••· 7 dozen na.t~nt, ijpip augurs . .............................
8 •..•.. do •••••••... do ••••••••••••••.•, •••••••.•••. ••..

J un s

30

8. / ••.. do ••••••••..

do ................ •'•····· ........... .

t ::::i~: :::::::::i~: ::::::::::::::::::::·:::::::

t::
:~:tt::~::·:·::t:: ::::::::: ::::::: :::::::: :::
8 .••••. do,.,•••••.. ,do.•••••••.•••••• •.• .•••••••. •,.
12 ..... do •• .• •••.. .•• i;lo ........................ • • • • •
20·.•••• do .••••••••• do .•.•.•.••••••.•••••.. ••·•·•·
12 .•.•. do .•.•••.••• do .••••.••• ,·····•·••·•••··•··
10 ..... do .•••••.... do ..••.••••.• •, •..•..•..••• ••·
.April

10

Mo.y

15 \ W. L. Cozzens . . • ••.•... 300 bushels corn .• , •••••••• , •••••••• • • • • • • • • • · • • · • ·

April

13

July

10

300 bushels oats •.•......•.••..•.. • .. • · • • • · · · · · · · ·
G. G. Pattison ...... ... , 47 pounds l·inoh square irnn • • •. ... · • · · • · • · · · • · · · · ·

Memphis.

do .

2 00, , do
,
40.,per gross.

3 gallons Japan .va,;nish ••••••••.••••••••••••••••-• ~,
Kay & White ••••.• • •••• 12· g~oss No. 11 l ~inch .wood ,screws ••.••••••••• , , •••

.

00

Where deliverable.

70 per gallon .•

75,

15 gaJlons train oil ......•••...•.•.••••.•••••• •. •, , ,.

"

~

1t

d~,.

40 each.

1

~

70 per dozen.
23 per pound.
30 per set.
3f per pound.

19 00 per ton.
1 00 per 100, lbs.
40 per bushel.
39
do,,
l 80 per lQQ lbs.
40 per bushel.
2 Sq per dqzen ..•
3 36 I dO, r,
4 28
do
4 62
6 04
5 46 ,

\ ~

t:, .
0
~

~

~:y

~

Philadelphia •.

do
do ,
do

6 30
6 72
7 14

do

7 56

do

7 98
8 82

do

do

do

do
per bushel. · Pensacola.
41
<lo
7:} pc1· pound .
flO

0,
0

April

14

May

29

May

4

May

4

I

M pO'nhct~ l-\nch ::-:-.~,):-;-:::7:·~-;::-;:-;,::-: •:~ •,'. ~ •· •
183 pounds i-inoh round iron •. , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
193 pounds !-inch bolt copper ...•••• , ••.• ,, •• ,,.,••
522 pounds l¾-inch round iron ....• ~ ••••••••••.•••••
22 pounds linch bolt copper ..................... ..
12 pounds lf-inch ..•. do ....•••••••.•.•.•.•••••••••
3 sheets 16-ounce •... do .. ..•...•..•..•.....••..•• •.•
~00 pounds 12-penny cut nails ..••• , ...••.. :. ·...••..
12 pounds l½·inch bolt copper ............. ~..•.•••••
8 pounds 1-inch ••.... do ..•••.••• , ••...•••...•••• ~·.
176 pou·nds 1-inch round iron •••••••.•••••••••••• _•••
102 pounds 1-inch •.• ,do ••••••• ,, •••. _.•••.•••••••••
40 pounds f-inch ••••. do .•••. , •••••.•.•••••.•• .•••••
200 pounds wrought spikes, •.••• .. ..•••••.••..•• ; ••
34 pounds pump leather ••••••..•.•.•••••.•••••.•••
900 pounds 12-pcnny cut nails ... ,.,, ••.• •• ..•...• ,.
450 fire bricks ....•.•........ ; ..•••...••. ... .. : ... ,
July ' 10 IE .~- Sinlption ...... { ... 1,330 feet white pine lumber •..•••..•.••••.•.•.•.••
34,111 feet yellow-pine lumber ......... , .• --. ........ .
208 pieces yellow pine, lumber ..•••.•.••.•.•.•.•...•
7 pieces oak lumber ...•• , •.••• , •....••.•.•.••••.••
4,800 feet juniper pickets •••••••• : • .•....•••••••• ••
l
1,500 feet ash Jumber ..... , . , • ; .•••...• , , '- •.•••••••
August
Daniel J. Turner .••• •.•• 1,000 bushels charcoal .•..• , •.....•• , , •• ·.... . ...... .
185(1.
Jan.
1 Thomas McIntyre....... 3,000 c::n:1bic yards _backi!ig stone:, •.•.•_.•••.•.•..••• ,
500 cubw yards d1mens10n quarried stone , ••• , •••••••
1849.
June
1 Thomag McIntyre ..... ~. 3,000 c1:bicyards_backipg stone: ................. ..
1500 cubic yArds jlmens10n quarried stone ••.•.•••.•••
1848.

4

Jaly

Jn]y

~

6

August

1
1849.
June
·l

o/J

7

34

6!

38

38

25
6!
38
38 -

6¾
6!

6!

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do

do
do
do
6¾ do
2 each . .
00 per M. feet.
00
do
00
do ,
60 p. cub. · foot.
00 per M. feet.
00
do
9 per bushel.· 1 Norfolk.

11½
35
50
12
12
20
45

4 99 per cub. yd. · Brooklyn.
7 50
do
5 00
7 00

~
~-

t,
0
~-

- ~

?
~

do
do

Chester _p. Knapp, , ••••• 300 bushels corn, &c .• • , •••••.•••••.••••• , ••••••• ,
4 7 per bushel. • 1 Penea<,ola.
300 bushels oats •••••• • ••••••• , •••••••••••• , •••• , ,
37
do
Miron R. Peak.• , • , • , , •• Granite to complete dry dock ••••••••••••••.•• , •••• , •• , , •••••• ; , •• , • • • • • Brooklyn.
Plain ashlar and straight and square stone • • • • • • • • • •
10 ·oo per cub. yd.
Checked, bevelled, curved , and arched ••.••.••.•••• ,
15 00
do
For the coping .•••• ••.•••• , •••• , •.. , .••• •.•.••• •• ••• ••...• •• , •• • , ••.••
For the interior stone, •• ,., ••••.••.•• , •••• ,.......
9 50
do
First class cutting .• , , .•• ••••••••••.•. , . • . . . • • . . . .
40 per sup;l ft.
Fi;st class fine cutting, t'~r the checked, curved, and
·
arched, • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • •.• • . . • . • • • • • • ...... • • • • • • •
1 00
do

'1

00

·~

'
'Y. & D. No. 8.._,_.List of contracts under tl-w cogni::,a1ice of t!ie -B-uruw, of fards and Docks-Continued.

cJ'
00

{µ
·•·•:::~:.&•:::s::~. --

Date.

~.,..,,. -· ··

Expiration.

1848.

July

Jaly

I ' ...... · ".,

6

.A.uaust ~

f J,.. ,tl

Miron R. Peak-Con ...• I First class fine cutting 01~ the coping ••.•••.•••• , •••• • 1·
Second class of fine e:uttrng . ••• . ••••••..•••••••.•• ,
Third. class~of ct,tting .• : ... ·••• • • . • • • • • • . . . . • • • • . . . .

18150 .
I January

Miron R. Peuk .... , . . ... I Granite for completion of dry dock not already l}C·
, counted for ...•. ..•. ....•...•.•. ...••••• , ••••••
:Plain ashler and straight and sq narc st"oi1e ..••..•••••
Cl1ecked, bevelled, cnrvcJ, and arched ~tone ...••....
Coping ·s tone. • . • • • ... ·.••......•.••••..••. ; •..•••••
~~terior 8tone ....•. : .•......•.•..........•••• , .•.•..
. .i! 1rst class fin@ cutting .........•...•••• ·.•••••..••••
· First class of fine cutting on the -curved, clredced, and
arched .....•..•.............••....••.••••••. :.
First class of cutli-ng on coping ..••.. ;·.:.; ••.••....· •
Second class of cutting ...•••...•.. : .•.• •..... •.... .•
'l'hinl class of cntting . •...•.•..•.• .•• , •..•••.• .•.• ;

18-18.

l~-1~.

I.Augus.t

April

I ..

_____,.,...,

...... , ........... ,

$0 20 pr. sup. foot.
16
do

10
·15
16
9

I Brooklyn.
~

00 per c. yard.
00
<lo
00
do 50
do
40 pr. sup. foot:

1 00
50
18

14-

~

t,
0

r,i

~

do
do
do
do

?

1-,

• '--=-•

25

1849.

0

Wher.i delivei-able ,

Rate.
1------

Granite.

1849.

6

•

r,t.

Articles.

Names •f contractors.

- - - - - 1- - - - - -

·-- ---···

1,

Samnel Locke . •.•. • ..••. 245 f"et of iron,. 2 by j. inch ....................... ;
1,000 feet of iron, 1-inch square.·..•....... : ....... .
24.5 feet of iron, 2 by 1 inch. : .. · . .••... .•••.•.••.••
300 feet of iron, 3 by H-inch ..••. : . .•.....•.......•.
78 feet of iron, ~-inch round ...••..•..••..•.........
J-13 feet of iron, 1-incb round •••• , •••• • . _., • •.···.·.· I
18 feet of iro n, 2 by 1-inch ........•......• • • •... •·· I
H f11et or iron, 11 by 1-iuch, ..•.... ·. • ... · • • · ••····· I
42 feet of iron, ~-inch squ~ire .. · • · · · · • · · · • • · • · · • • · · · · 1
23 feet of iron, !-lo-inch square .....................
100 feel _or iro~, finch sqnani · ,· ..•. ....•....•. ..•. · 11
llioha.nl J ennou ........ .

36 to1H1 1mpenal s lnte ..... . .•.... • ........ - . - ·, · · · ·

l>O • .•.•.•

-~O • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • •. • • • • • •••

4{ cents pr.
do

ib.

Pensagola.

do
do

do
do
Jo
do
do

Jo
do
3J 00 per ton.
,.\o

Portsmouth , N. H. .

p-·

24 casks hydraulic cement ..•.• ,, ...•• ·•••,···,•····
320 casks Thomaston lime ........ , . • • , . . •• , , • • . • · • •
5 900 pounds dry white lead .•..•... , ..•.••.......•.
370 aallons linseed oil .•...••.•••...• , •••.••.••• , , ·•••
800 pounds whiting •••.•••••..••..• , , •.•.....•••• , .
170 pounds French yello,v .•,••• , .....•. , • .•••..••••.
15 pounds chrome yellow ... ,., •••••••• , • , •• , • , ••••
40- pounds_red Ie~d • .- .•••...... , . , , , • , , , , , • • ~ ••• , , •
15 pounds V enet1an red .•.•••..••••• ,· ••.•••.. , , •...
50 pounds French green .•••••••••.••.••.••••••.••••
3 pounds gum shellac .••.......••••••••••.••••.•••••
20 pounds 1itbargo •...•••.•.••••••.•• , .' , •••..•••••
140 lights, 12 by 20, Bostqn crown glas~ ..•.•••.•..•.
720 lights, 10 by 12 .••. .. •... do ..••..• : •••••.•••• • •
ri
1,050 lights, 10 by 8 ..•• ..••. do . ••••• ..•••••• , •••• •
50lights, 11 by 9 ............ do .................. ..
,_• B
50 lights, 12 by 8 ...•..••.•.. du .••,., •• .• . .••.••••...
50 lio-hts, 13 by 9 ............ do ................... !
15 lights, 15 by· 12 ......... .. <lo ..... ; ••. ••..• ,.·•, .!
II
800 pounds 24..ounce copper ; 105 sheets 2-1-ounce cop- ·
per, 24 by 60-2,375 pounds, ••• ..•. , •••.••••••••
2,000 pounds 5-pound sheet lead .••••.. .••••• •••..•.
1,000 poul:)ds pig lead •.••...•..••.•••••. , •• ,,,, •• ,•.
680 pounds slatino· nails ...•.•..•.•••.....•••..•••••
25 pounds borax ~- .••••••.••.•••••·• , •• , , . , , ••• , , , ,
6 dozen bircli broorns •••••• ••••.•••••••..•••• , , ..• :
6 doze1,1_corn Lroorns ..••..•....•••...• , .•••.•. , ••• ,
576 eighths patent ship augers .•••••••••.•...•••••.
3,8 pounds glue .••.••.........••• , .••. .• •• , . , , , , • ,
200 pounds beef tallow •••.•..•••••••••.•••••.•••••
500 pounds white chalk ..••
125 gallons good winter strained sperm oil •.....•.•••
30 I James F. Shores .. ; .•..•• 50 sheets double-elephant tracing paper •..•...•••••.
50 •••••• do •....• do •..•. drawing .• do .•••••.•..•.••
10 antiquarian ..••.•.••••• do •..•.• do •....•...•••••
I-case mathematical drawing instruments, complete ..
8 reams ruled foolscap paper ...••••..•••••.••••.•••
8 •• do .. .lett:er ..• •.•.•.• do ....•.••••.•..•..•.••••.
2 .. do .. :envelope •. , .••.• do .•...•.•...•....•••••.••
1. .do ... blotting. '••••••. do ••••••.•. •· .......•.•••
16 u-ross steel pens ..•••• . ••.••.•••.•....•••••• , • , •
H

Oet.
l .

_9

I

June

\

•••• •

• . ••••••••••••••••

1 88 per cask.
3 80

do
6 per pound.
63 per gallon.
I¾ per pound.
3

do

25

do
~! do
4
do
,.28
do
17
do
GJ.
do
54 ~1er light.
20
do
6
do
13
do
13
do
20
do
· 34.
do
23 per pound.
5
do
4¼ do
25
do
19
do
·. 1 bO per dozen.
2 00
do
·7 each.
16 per.J>ound.
9
do
' l¼ per pound.
16 .·per gallon.
28 per sheet.
22
do
90
do
35 00
2 50 per ream.
2 50
do
2 50
do
do
3 00
78 per gross.

~
~

t::,
0
~

~
~

~

-:f

0)
~

&

n. No . S.-tl$t oJ C(Jfrtti·act, •unde:, t!te eognizance of t_'lt'e Buited/it of Y'a.rds and Docks-Continued.

~

"'-J

00
00

I

Datt:!.

1848.
Oct.
9

Sept.

11

Sept.

11

Sept.

11

Articles.

Name• of contrn.ct0rs.

Expiration.

l J•ne1g4g, 30 j .J. F. Shores-Contin'd ... I 500 quills, No . .40 ...... . ..... , .................. ,.
1 gro1>s lead pencils .....•••..... ._ ............•. , .. ·
3 gallons ·black ink, in bottl@s ...••.•••......•.••.••
l quart red .•.. do •••.• do .•••••....••••.••.•.•• •.• .
4 quarts black sand: .•..•.•••.• , ••••••..••.•..••. • •
1 pound red wafers ...•••......•..••..........•• , • •
2 pounds red sealing wax .... . •. ....•...•.••••••.•.•
2 tto.zen pieces India ruhber .. ••••••••.•••••••••••••
6 dozen red tape .••.•.•••...•.•••••...•...•.••••••
·1.. do.. taste ...••••..•.•..•.•••.••••••••••••.•••••
4 inkstands •.•..••••••..••••.•••..•••.•..•.•.•• • • ,
4 desk knives, (4 blades) .......... : ••.• • ........ ..
2 erasers ..•......• .- ••••..•••••.•••• ~.·•••.••••••••
3 dozen memorandum books ........................ .
3 pen holders ....••.•.••••.••..••......•..•.•.•• , • ,
Juµe
80 I IJ ames Philbrick •.•.•.•.• corn meal required at navy yards .•..•..•.••......•.
Engl½3h hay ..••••..••.•••.••••••.••..••...••••. : •
1848.
Nov.
1' John Rodgers ............ 12 cords good hard wood .••••.• . ••••• .•.. ••....•..._
1849.
Jan.
1 John P. Lyman ...••.••.• JOO_ pounds 2 by ft flat iron .................. ... .
50 .•.• do .•.• 2 by i ... de ..••.••.••. : : •••••••••••
800 ... do .•.. 2 by 3-16<lo ..•..•..••••. ·••.•.•••...
1,900.do .••• 2f by j ... do ......••. ·....•...•••..•.
3 ,900.d,>- ... 3 by -½ .... do .•.•••.•....•...•...•....
200 ... do .... 3 by 1¼ .............. , .••••...••..•.
3 ,500.do -.- .• 3i by i···. do ..••••.•....• ~ ..•....• ··
100 ... do •... ii in square •.••••....•....•••.•...• ·•
225 .•. do .... ¼. •. ~do ...•• , •.•.•.•.....•..••.•• ·•·
70 .••• do .... ¾, .•• do ....•................ ······•·

I

~6g~~J~:::: Lt:::
:t::::::::::::::::::::::::: :·::
¾in round ..•••••••••• ,•, •••.• ······•

30., .• do ••••

Rates.

Where deliverable.

$1 50 per 100.
7 00 per gross.
75 per gallon.
75 per quart.
_3(:)
do
60 per pound.
80
do
36 per dozen.
30
dq
2 00 _ do
1-'-00

I Portsmouth, N. H.

~j
~

0

2 00

37!

0
~

3 00 per dozen.
33!
2 24 per 100 lbs.
9 90
ton ......

~
"?

6 25

~

cord~· ••

3 1-5 per lb.
3 1- 5
do ·
3 1-5
do
3 1-5
do
3 1-f>
do
3 1-5 do
3 1-5
3 1-5
3 1-5
~ 1-5

3 1·5
3 1-5
3 1-5

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Sept.

11

April

15

€DC

100 ..• do .... -¼ •••• do . ..... . .... /iJ ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
150 ... do .... j .... do ... . .. ... . . . .• . .. • .•.....•...
500 ..• do.: • • iI .... do .•.•..•.•••••.•.••.•.•.•••. ,.
850 ••• do ...• 1 -.... d.o •• •••••••••••••• · -· •••••••••••
200 ••• do ••.. I¾ •••• do.,., .••• , •••••••••••.•.••••••
4, 100.do •••. 1-½ •••• do .•....•..••...••.•.••......•.
, 700 ... do .... Sa nderson & Booth's cast steel, assorted
200 ••• do •.. , l¾ by -½ German steel. ................ .
JOO •.. do •••. blistered .steel •••••••••.•••..•••••••••
. 25 .••.. do ..•. g-ranite wedge steel. : ••••••• : : , .• ~ •••.
150 ..• do~•.•• JO.penny cut iron nails. ; •••••••••• ~····.
_.850 ••• do •... 12-penny ... . do . . • • •••••.••. . ..•. : •...
300·... do .•.. 20-penny •... do, •.••.•••..••.•.•••....
150 •.• ao . .. 10-penny wrought nails.; •••• , •••••• ~ •.
_
1,200.do •.•. iron castings for forges., ••••••••••..•.
Geo. W. Jenness •••••••• I 4 pieces 1st quality pine timber 34 ft . long 14 by 12 ..
·12 •••••• do •••••••• do •••••.• • 36 ...• do .•• 14 hy 12..
19 •••••• do .•••..•. do .••.• • •• 35 •••. do .•. 14 by 12..
38 ..... do ....• ; .. do ....•..• 23 .... do ... 14 by 12 ..
_10 ••.••• do •••....• do ••.••••• 13 .••. do ..• 10 by 8 •••
' 60 •••••• do ...•...• do ..•.•... 10½.,.do ... ·10 by 8 •. :
20 •••••• do •••••••• do •••.•••• 11¼ ••. db ••• 10 by 8 •••
34 .... !do •.• , •••• clo . ....... 39 .... do ... 12·by 10 at
top ....•...•.•••••...•.. • •...•.. . .••. ·.. ~ ••• ~ ••
38 .•.••• do. : • • ••• . do ...•• • •. 20 .... tlo ••• 10 by 9 ...
16" ••••_.do •.••• •_•• do •.••••.---.13,½ ... do ••.• 9 by 7 •.•
72 .•••.• do .•••..•. do .. : .·• .• 11. ••• do •••• 9 by 7 •••
32 pieces white pine, 12 feel: long; 9 by 7.... • .•••
19 ..•.• , •. do •... • •.. 27 .... do, ••. 10 by 9 .••••• • .••
136 ••••••. do •.. .••••. 8 •••. do •••• 6 by 6 ••.•••.•••
320 •• , •••• do ........ 24 •••• do •.•• 5 by 9 ••••••••••
320 •••• • •• ao •...•... 17 .••• do ••.• 5 by 3 ..••••••••
1\ 1GIJ'I
36 •• : .•••• do ......... ll .••. do ..•• 6 by4 ••••••••••
5 ••.•••••. do .••.•.•. 25 .••. do •.•• 9 by 3 ••.•••••••
38 ••...... do .•..-•... 13 .... do .•.. _12 by 9 •• • •••••.•
500 merchantable spruce joist, 21 feet long, 10 by 3 ..•
,.r ~,
:t ,~o
4 .•••...•. do .•••..•. do • • •••• 13 .••• do .••. 10 by 4 ...
240••••.•• do ••.••.•. do • ••••• 10 •••• do .••. 10 by 4 .••
8 ••.•••.•• do .•••.••. do •..••. 11} ... do .••. 10 by 4 .••
42,000 feet No. 2 white pine bo&.rds • ••••• , ••••••• • ••
\

T

i)

I.,

·~1

~50j000 feet NQ.- 3, ... , .. ,do ,,,.,.·, , .. ,,,. . ,,,,. ...

•

-

4

3 1-5_ do
3 1-5 do
3 1-5 do
3 1·5 do
3 1.5 do
. 3 1.5 do
do
do
13
do
11
do
4¾
do
4¾
do
4¾
do
10
do
2}
do
14 per foot.
14
do
14
do
do
14
14
· do
14
do
14
do

--.:

17
11 .

14
14
14

14

14
14
14
14

14
14
14
14
12
12
12
12
$27 00

18 00

. do
do
, do
do
do

~
~

~
0
r,>

2!
~

~

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
per M. feet.
c;l_o

- 1

00

et?

•~'4der ~i,,e· cognizance o/tke B~rea·u of Yard$ -a1(d Docks_:_Continued.
•

Y. & D. No. S.-~ist o/ contracts

-.:I
t-0

0

Expiration. I Names of contractors.

Date.

1848.

Sept.

11

I

-------!----1849.

April

15 j:Ge~.

W. Jenness-Cont'd.

1f;au

Where deliverable.

Rates.
I

20 btack oak piles, 45 feet long, 12 inches diameter •.. $11 00 p_er ton.
Portsmouth, N . H .
9 _pieces merchantable white pi,ne 1 39 ft_. long, 10 by 12
14 per foot.
9 ..•••••••. do ••• : •••••• do •••••• 9 •••. do •• 10 by 13
14 -~ do
6 .. .- ......•.do. ·••••••.••.do •••••• 36 •..• do .• 6 by 12
14
d0
9 •••• .. ,••..• do ••. ·••••• ;.-do.,. •••• 21 •.••• do .• JO by 10
14
<lo
18 •••••.•.. do •••••••••• !Jo •.• ~ •• 10 •••• do •• 10 by 14
14
do
9 .•• ·••• :: •• do •••.••..•. do, ; , ••-.. 9 •••• do .• l0· by 14
14
du
18 .••.••.•. dq_•..•••.•.. do •. .'••• 29.- ... do .. 10 hy 10 1•
14·
do
·18 .••••..•. do .••••• ; ••. do .••••• 16 .••. do .. 10 by ·lO
14
do
36 ..••••••• do .•••.••••• do .•• .•••• 6 .••. do .• 5 by 10
14
do
14 · do
114: .. ; .... do ....... . .. do ...... ll . ... do .. Wby _ 81·
12_. •.•••••• do .••••..••• do./ ..•• 9·. .••• do .• l0 ·by 10 ·.
14
do
4 ••••••••• ;do .••. : ••.•. do, ••••• 36 ..•. do •• 10 by 10 ·
14
do
4 ......... • do ....•••••• do •• ·•••. 10_•..• ·do .• 10 by, 10 ·.
do
14
3,.; •••.••. do .•••••..•. do .••••• 28 •..• do:·. ·6 h.y 12
14 - do
2 ••••.••••• do.: ••• ; •••• do / •..•· .32 .... do;. 6 by. 12
<lo
14
8 •••••.••.•. do .•.•••••.. d? •••••• 16 •••. do • • 8 by 18
14
do
8 •••• ; •••• do: .. ~ , , , , ,. , do. . . • . • 8 ••.. do . • 8 bv 8
14 .,; do
16 ••.•• : ••-•. do ••.••• "! ••• do .•• ~ •• ,IO •••• do ·•• ·5by 10
14
do
14 · do
5. ·: •••••... do .• ,•••••••• do •••• ;34 .... do •• 10 by- 12
5 .••....••. do ••••••.... do ...••. 10 .... do .• 12 by 10
do '
14
14
do·
2 .•. ; ••• / •. do ....•••••• do. ~••• ; .4~ ...• do •• 12 by· 12
14
do
2 .....•..•• do .••.••.•• . do •••• : .32 .....do •• ·12 by 12
14
do
120 ..... , .. do .......... do. : .... H> •••• do ·.. 4- by 12
12
do
30 pi-eces 1st quality spruce joist, 16 ft. long, 3 by 10.
12
·do
16,.•.••..... !,.lo ...••..... d~ ...•. 11. .. do .... 3 by 10.
12
do
6rf>OO feet board measure , 3 by 5 ................... •
30,000 superficial feet fin,' quality No. 3 white pine
18 00 per M. feet.
boards ...•.•••.... , •••• . •••....• ····· .•... ·•.••
6,000 feet, face measure, No. 3 white pine boards 236 00
do
inch plank .................. · · · · · • • • • • · • · · · · · · ·
1 •

30 w_hite on.k ·piles, 15 feot long, n.v•l'aging 10 inohe"
dui.metor ...••....•• , •....•...... - · - - · - · · · · · · · · ·

1 1

oo per ton.

~
~

~

0

f')

~
9 ,
t'""'

~ept. 13

1,, .. '" ••••••

Sept.
Sept.

16

1849.
June
30
1
Mi,.r.

Sept.

16

Mar.

Sept.

9

Sept.

13

11

1848.

J'oh~ Mugriclge

I

1

Jo,eph D . Welch . ....... 1 200 bushels hard wood charcoal. ..•....•.....•....
Samuel Gerrish & Co .... 1 'double acting fire-engine, &c ...........•.•... •... .

151 Enoch

Oct.
1849.
Jane
31)

55 per cub.

yd .]

lf5 per bushel.

1

715 QO

250 feet leather 3-inch hose, &c....... . •. .•. ....... .210 00
Swam scat Machine Gorn. 1 horizon tal high pressure_20 horse power steam-engine .•. .•• ... ,. · ... •• •· • · •• •· ··•· · · •· ·••· ·•• · · l ,850 00
1 fan 15lower, to blow 11 forges.·~· .. .. ....•• : ...... . 200 00
4 per pound.
All air pipe and, other castings .......•.....•.. .. -: .. .

Pinkham .•••...•. 210,000 hard burn!=!d bricks ...... , ...• ,, ........... .
.
Charles P. Emmons ..• .• 30 reams foolscap paper, ruled •.•••••.••• ,M • ; ••• ~ ••
30 reams ,J.<l3;tter~ ••••.•• do ...•• ,,,., •• , : ...... , .. .

"J '
l,

\

R.emoving earth and stone at Portsmouth, N. ll.,
n.avy yard .••••.•.•..•••.••.•.. . ,,,,.,•,,, •. ,,,

4 reams env~lope paper ........ : -. . .. . . • ••• •••.•....
l ream blottino- paper ..••............. , , .... , •....
2 rean1s note 1~aper .•••.••...••.... , . , . , , , . , '.. ; ...
24 penknives ....... .•. .......... , •.. , : , , , , , , . , , , ,
2 erasers ....•...•.. .• •. , •.....••..•...•..• ·.••••••
2 paper folders ...••••. _• •••••••••.•..• : • • • • • • • • •.
1 sand · box ........... -. . ..•.•..•........•..... : ..•
2 Eounce boxes. ·...•..•.••. ,· .•...•.•.•.•.•... • . •.•
16 gross steel pens ...•.•...•.•...•.....• , ••••. , • , ,
50 cards steel pens .....•.. ' •..•• 1• •••••• • ••• • ; ••••
50 penholders ...••••..•...••. -: .• , , , , , , , , , . , , . , •. , .
2,000 best quality opaque quills •••• ~ ••••• ,,.; •.•••.
4 do~en lead _pencils ................. , • , • , ••.••.••
12 pieces India rubber .....•. ; •••••• •. •••• , •• , .•• , ,
48 sm~ll memorandum booJcs •.•...•• •• .•••.•••••....
4 Am.e rican Aln1anacs ••••••• • ••••...••••••••••••••
2 Boston Directories, 1848-'49 ..•••••..•••• , •.••...
2 Charlestown •••• do .••.••...•••••••.•.•.•••......
4 Boston .i\}manacs, 1849 .......•••.•... , : ..•...•..
4 patent inkst:inds •..• •.. ..•.....•...•.......•.. ..
6 copying books, storekeepers' ..•.••......•.••....••
6 •••• •• do . • .. . commandant's •.. . . .•..•• , . • , , •••.•.
2 copying brushe$ . , ..•• , •.••..•••.•..• . .••••••••..
6 pieces taste ... .••..• . ...... , •••..... .. •••• , ....••
4 dozen pieces red tape ....... . ................... .
6 pounds sealing wax., ••...•..• , •••••••.• , • , ••.•.•

4 74 per 1,000.
3 50 per ream.
·3 50
do
·4 00 • do
,j.

~

00

2 25 per-ream.
1 00 each.
50
20
10 •..•• •• ...• , Charlestown, Mass.
12

00 per gross.
25 per card.

3 each.
5 00 per M.

I

~

t:1
0
~

~
l""4
-

- 1 .

75
4
16
1 00

1 00
2

20

l 25
2 121 00
50

16
33 50

~

~

1--o'

V. -&. D. No. 8.-List ~f contracts under the cognizance of tl,,e Bureau of Yard$ q,nd Docks-Continued.
-=-== =======r=============;======================================r=========:.:::
Date,

Expiration.

Names of contractors.

Rates,

Articles.

~ ~

Where deliverable .

-----1------------1------ --·~--~
1848.

Sept,

18

1848.
Sept. 19

184g,

Chas. P. Emmons-Con'd. I 50--papers black sand •••••• ••••••••• •• , ••. ; •••••• , ,
2 pounq_s wafers, best kind • , ••••••••••••.•.••••••••
4 log books .•..••.•••••••• ~ •••••••••..•.•.. _•.••••.
8 bottles Walkden's ink .••••.••••••••••••.•.• , , ••••
2 bottles (pint) black writing ink.,•.•••••.•.. ~ ••••••
6 requisition books ..• &' .•...•..... • .... ,, .... , ..•
1¼ reams pay rolls, sUpeP royal ..••..•.•• -.-....•.•..•
1 ream muster rolls .••••••..••••••• , •• , , ... , , , •.••
I _ream blank labor reports .....••.••••••.•..•••••••
1 rnam blanks for clerk of checks .•••• • ............ .
3 quires of 1'bll covers , ...•-.. , ~ ..••.•.....••..••••••
1 blank book for clerk of yard ...•.•••..• • •••••.••••
12 sheets antiquarian drawing pa-per ...•••••••••..••
20 double elephant .-..••..•• do .•••••.• ; ., ••••••••••
20 double elephant size tracing paper .•••••••-••• , ••.
12 blank books for entering bills •••••••••...••••••..
8 ••••••• .do ........•.•. do ...•.•.••• , •••••••••••••
1 dozen Wolf's drawing pencils ..• , •••...•.•••••••••
36 -1emoranaum<l:tt,JO}rn.,,,,,,,, •,,,,,,,,,;,,, •, • • • •
2 4:qniro a:ccount books. ·.•.•....••••••••••• ;., •• ,•,
2 6-quire ......-..•do ..•••.•••••• •• • ', ••• •• ...••••••••
1 ream bills 'of lading •.•••..•••.••••••••••.•••••• , ,
2 2-quire. aoc_ount books .• _••..• , •••••.• ,,.,,,,•,,•••
2 reams 1nvo1ces .•...•••.. , • , ..• , •• • , , . , , , • • , , • • • •
4 reams bills .•••.•...•....••.•.••.••••..•.• , , . • • • •
1 ¾ream pay rolls for Bureau of Yards and Docks ..•. ,
it ream folio post for purser of yard .......... ,,,•···
184.8.
11 · ·J ~
Deo.
15 William Lang .......... j 82 pieces wh~te pi_ne rafters , ......... • • · ·: · · • • · · · • ·
82 pieces white pme (%) posts ... ,·· - - • • • • · • • • • • • • • •
' 41 pieces white pine C. beams ... ,,·•·•,····._.,·••··
1,160 pieces wl'!-ite J?ine pur_b~nes •... , .• • , ..... · · · • · • · ·

June

30

80 pieces white pine C. JOlst. , .•••.••. - · • • · • • • · • • • •

41 fieOt}ij white pi.no pea.nllil . •, 11 • ,

• · · • • • • • • • • • • • '. ''

Ch~rlestown, Ma~,,

$0 3
50
4 50
83
18

5 00
58 00
22 00
7 00
9 50

t:t:
~

10

0

6 00
95
18

0

~

z9

35
63
63
75
42
2 "25

.......
• :......-.~

3~00

1 50

40
7 00

9 00
2 00

2 50
3 32 per piece.

l 83

do

3 32

do
do
do
do

I 44
77

213 66

r

"~ ~

b.

lv

oc

('>!;t•

•-Sbf

,-. l'' f 'JD . -

~

·:~ rJTJ f'~'

c·

.. _

..

'J"

'.j

\•·•

G

,... ~i\,u\. co~· -

82 pieces spruoe ior braces ... • • .•• • · · • • · • • • , • . • · • • •
8 ...... tlo ..•..... do .....•....••.........•......•.
4SO pieces spruce for roof joist .•.•••.••.••.•.•.•.• ,.
480 .•..•• do.: ......• ,do.-...................••.•..
4,0-00 re·et board measurement spruce joist ..•.••.••..
t ,400 running feet white pine timber, for plates, board
measure ...•..•...•••...•...•...........•..••••
4,000 running feet white pine timber, board measure ..
11000 running feet white pine timber, .board measure .•
-250,000 feet board m_e asuremeut whito pine timber .•••
200 oak piles •...••• ~-•.•.••.•••••••.•••...•••••.•.
8 sticks yellow pine timber ........................ .
200 oak piles ..•..•• . •.••• ·••.••.•.....•.•••••..••.
100 ..•• do .•••••..••••.••••••••.•••..•...••.•••••..
9 pieces white pine, for . beams .•••••.••••••.••••••-. ,
7 ..•. do ..•••• do .••••• rails •.•.•••••..•.••• ,, •••• ,.
8 pieces spruce, for rafters •. __, .••....•.••••••••.•••.
27 .•. do ...• do ••••. braces .•••.•••...••••.•• , ••••••
40. :'.do .•. :do •.••• pnrbines ...•••..•• , •••••••••••.
20 ..• do_..•• do .•••• covering joist .....•••.•••.••..•.
104 .. do ..•• do .••.. roofs .•..•..••••.••• , •• , , , • .• ,.
104 .. do ..•• do ..••• ·. do .•.•••••.•••••••••.•••••..•.
45'.·· .do •••• do .•••. floor joist ••.•..•••• , •••.•• , ••••••
45 ... do .••. do •.•.•.•. do .•••••••••••.•. "· •••••..••
45 ... do .... do •.•.••.• Jo .•.••••••...... ; ....••....
250 spruce piles .•.••.••••• ,: ••• , ..••••.•••.•••.•.•
200 oak piles .•••...•••••.•••••••••••.•..•• ·•••• , ••.
2,100 running feet white.,.pine tim_ber, ~oard measure •.
80,000 feet, board measdT"e, covering timber ••••.•••••
18 pieces spruce •••••.•••••.•••• , .•••• , •• , ••• , • , •
18 ••.••• do •••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••
4 ••••••• do ..••••••••••••.•••..••.•.•.....•.••••••
18.: .••. do •••••••••••••.••••••••••.••••••••••••••
18 •.•••. do .••••••••.••.•...•.••••••.•••• , •.••••••.
2 ..••••• do ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••• ' ·
4 ••••••• do .•••••.•• , •••.• ,.•••••••••••••••••••••••
4, •••••• do •••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
12 ••.••• do ••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••
6 ••• -~••• do •.•••••.••••••• · •.••••••••••••••••••••••
30 ••••• ,do •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
30, ! , , , , d~, , , • , , , , , , , •.., , , •• , , , • ,._, , , .1 • • , , ·' ~ '. ~ ·~, t, •

37-½
51

do

47

do

do

25
do
12 50 per M. feet.
19 oo
do
19 00
do
19 00
do
12 00
do
8 00 each.
34 00 per piece.
9 00 each.
4 00
do
4 11 :eer piece.
l JO
do
2 00
do
~ 70
do

49
36

Jo

do
do
30
16
do
do
1 20
80
do
40
do
· 98
each.
5 50
do
18 50 'pM M. feet.
8 00
do
1 59 each.
·s2
do
96
do
1 32
do
68
do
do
2 07
83
do
51
do
43
do
32
do
36
do

18

t_:tj
~

do

t:;1
0

r,> .

z.
9

.

~
.... :

r'

-.J

~

.w

~

Y.

~

D. No: $.~List of contracts· unde?· the cogn_izan;ce of t~e .~ureb-u of l;'~rds a_nd Docks...;.,_Continued.

Expiration. I Names of contractors.

Date.
I

1848.
Sept.

Sept.

Sept.

Sept.

19

19
19

h~

Articles.
I

I

Rates.

·~·

I

:.t'
~
~

Where deliverable.

1

1848.
Dec.

Nov.
Oct.

15

15
10

18,49.
June
30

William Lang-Cont'd ..• 4 pieces spruce • ':. ' ••.••....••••.•••..••••• •.• •• ·. .••
2 pieces whit~ pine ..• ; ••.••••.•••.••.•.•••..•. ~ .•.
2 . • .•.•. do ..•.•.•••..••.•.•••••.•••••.•.•••• , .... .
2 •••••• ,do ...-·.•••.•••••••••...•.......•.....•.•••
850 spruce piles .••..•• • •••.•••• ,. ••.•.••••••••..•
2,000 running feet white pine timber f board measure ..
18,000 feec, board meMure, :w hite pine timb.er .••.•..
William ,Lang
112 tons imperial slate, tem. shed .•.•.....•..•...•••.
16 .•.• ... do • •.• , •. do . . . coal-house . ...... : ... .. ..... .
6 ••••••. do .•••••. do . • . brick barn ....... !'......... .
William Lang •.••.•••• ·, 1,200 tons of 2,240 pounds each, of best quality coal;
for stean1 engines·....•.. . •.••... : .•.••.••. ~ ~ •....
lJiO tons of 2,240 'Pounds each, of red ash coal, (egz
size,) for yard offices •.•.••. .•.. •.• .., ..•....... : :
~0 toris of 2,249 pounds each, of white ash co~l, f9r
plumbers use ...• .. .... , •.... ~ .••••...••.. : .•• ! .
100 chalrlrons Sidney coal. ..•..••.•.... . ...........
200 chaldrons of best Virgi11ia coal. •..... ..••. : .•••.
~0 ~ons of 2,240 pounds each, of. red ash coal ( egg
·size) .........•....• '. ... .. ....•..... . .•••• , ••.. :.
William Lang

$2 40
4 36

5 77
92

98
17 00
14 00
28. 50
28 50
28 50

·1
:1

Cl.rn,de:.town , Mue,.

~

?-1

t,.
0
~

5 00

'

do

5 00

grg.

do

p

6

do
do

i,.w.

5 50

do

4 79

1,200 pou~ds pu~e dry white lead ...••••......••....
1,100 pounds ,vhitin_rr ••.•••••...•. .•••.•••••••••.• · \
·200 pounds litharg-e~ ...•••.•..••....•......• · , ·. · •
200 pounds red lead .•....•••••...•••....... ;' ....
100 pounds Paris green .........•..... '. . . .... ,.,·•·
10 pounds blue black ..••.....•....•.. , · · · · · · · · · · · ·
18 pounds chrome green ...•.•.•••...•...•... ·,····•
400 gallon11 raw Dutch linseed oil. •. ··· ...•...••.• ··· \
120 gallons sriri~s tur_pentine ....•. • · · • .. ,, .... · ·, • ·
50 gallons nea.tRloot oil • • • • · • •, • · • • • • •::::::: '. ·.:::
40 ~a.lions 11.lcohnl .....•••.............

each.
do
do
do
do
per M. fclet·.
do
per ton.
do
do
do

5 per pound.

¼

5~

5-&
26
16

do
do
do
do
do

40
<lo
67 per ga.llon.

48

10
75

do

do

Jo

~

Sep.t.

19

June

30

1,600 gallons best winter-strained 11perm oil,.,, ••.•• ,
60 pounds gum shellac .•......••••..•••. , ...•..•••.
40 pounds sal ammoniac .....•..........•.•...•••.•
so·pounds rotte,n- stone .• • .. , , .••••..•••....••••..••
30 pounds pum1ce stone ...•...•..••.•.• : • ••...•.•.
6 boxes, No. J, extra brown soap . . . ............... .
. JOO lts.16 by 20 Redford glass, double thickness, i pr. It.
20 lights 13 by 25 ...... do ........ do ............. .
275 ... do .• 10 by '14 •••• •-.d_o ••_•••••• do ..•.•.• • ••••••
200 ... do .•. 10 by 12 ..•••• do ........ do ••••...•••••••
200 ... do .•. 9 by 12 •••••• do ..•••••• do . ... , ••. ; ..••.•
1,700.do.•. 8 by IO ...... do ........ do .......... .. :.
50 .... do .• 13 by 14 ..... ,do •..• ..•• do ••••.•.••• ,; ••
50.... do .• 13 by 18 .••••• do .- .•..••. do •••.••.•.•••• :
William Lang ••••••..•. 65,000 feet, board measure ,- white pine, seasoned .••••
56,000. do. 3-inch, board mea ... do .•.•.• do ..•.••••••
7,000 .. do.2.incb .... do ........ do ...... do .•••••....
7,000 .• do.3-inch ••.. <lo •••••••• do •••••• do ......... .
2 ,000 .. do.2-inch .••• do •...•.•• do .....• do ••••• , •.•.
20,000.do.3-inch. ·••• do •••.••.• do •••••• do ••••• : : ••.
. 1,000 .• do.1½ & 1!-inch, bd. mea.; white ash plank, •..•
1,000. ·. do.2-inch .• ; •.••. do.'., ••.•• ;., ,do •• ,.,, .•• ,
,·-)1.. co1.r_
i..~
C
1,000 ... do. 3,inch, 2d growth, ash ·plank., . , • , , , , , . , , .
1,000 •• do.board . rneasure, spruce boards •••••••• •• ,.
18,000. do. 8-inch board rneasure, spruce plank •• , ; • : .
4,000,. do.2•inch •• ••• ,do •••..•••.•• • do ...... : .... .
200:• . do. !-inch maho·gany b'o~rds, •.• ~ ... ; ........ .
100 .. :. clo.2-~nch mahogany plank ....••..••.•••..•.
100 .•• do.3-ineh ...••.•• do •...•••. : .••••••.•••••••
200.:. do.' 1-inch b1ack walnut boards .....••••••. : .•
l~O ••• do.1½_-inch .•.. do .••••• plank ... -..:_ · ••••••. , .••
.lt>O ••• do.2-inch . .••. do .•••••. do, •..•.••••••• , .•• ,
100,000, best qualitv, white pine shingles ........ , .. .
· 2 cords hickory butts, best quality ..........•......•
Newcomb & Chapin and 76 granite posts •.•.••••••..• : .•••• , ••••....... , , ••
Ezekiel C . Sargent •••. 76 pieces of granite .•.••.••••..•...••••••. , .••••••
4,600 superficial feet of granite .••.••••.••••..••••.
4,050 lineal 1-et of edge stone •.•••..•...•.••••• ,.,.
40 cubic yards of granite ••••••••••• , ...••••••••.••
22 .••••• do ..•••.•. do •..•• , ••• ,, ••• ,,., ••••••..••.
.280 lineal feet of piling stone •,•, •..• , , , •• , , ••• , ,; •. ,
"If

..

Sept. _ 20

~ '(~

1848.
15
Nov.

.i

05
do
16 per pound.

12½

do

2

do
3
<lo
6¾ per pound .
65 per light.
1 30
do
20
do
20
do
c}o
.16
8½ do
36
do
50
do
29 00 per 1,000
do
17 00
29 50
do
17 50
do
29 50
do
17 50
do
35 00
do
35 00
do
at.S 00
do -

10 00
9 60
10 00

do
do
do
18 per. foot ,

H

16

7

7

7
4 00
22 00
24 00
3 25
30
55
2 50
2 60
70

do
do
do
· do
do
per 1,000.
per cord.
per piece.
do
per. sup. ft ..
per lin. foot.
per cub. yd.
do
per lin. foot.

~

?1

ct
0

~

~
t-4-

"

tO
~

Y. & D. No. 8.-- List of contracts unde1J_; th~ cogni~ance of the Bureau., of Yards and Docks-Continuecl.
~--'="'

Date.

Expiration .

----1-----1
1848.
Sept.

Sept.

20

.20

N::.mes of contractors.
··--•••>

'

Articles._

h-~'-'-------'--:c.!...---·-----

Rates.

-:f

~
~

Where deliverable.

·-- -1 -----------1 - -- - -

1848.
June

. 30

1849 .
June
30

Newcomb & Chapin, and 257 lineal feet of base stone ....••••.••...•••• . •••••
Ezeki~l C. Sargent- 37 cubic yards of granit_e .•.•••• -~....•. : ••••.•••.••
Continued ••••••.. : •.. 4 door posts •....••••••.•••••••••.••· •.•••..•••••••
2 do~r sills.: •.••••• " -!. ••••••• ! • • • • • • • • • • -• • • • • • • • • •
2 door caps ...••.• ; •.•• , ••••••• ; ••• , .• ~ . •.••• , , •• ,
35 cubfc yards rough granite •••• , •• , ••••.••••••••••
84' running feet ash bar ••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••
1 door sill ••• ; •.. , .•••• , ••• , •• : •••• , •••• , ••••• , •••
12 window sills .••. : . , .••.•.•••••••••.• , ••••••••••
12 •••••• do ••.•••..•. ; ..••••.••••••••.•••••••••••••
Horton, Cordis · & Co, ••. . 3 anvils .• ·•••• ;-••• : •.•••....•..•••••.•.•..••••••••
2· dozen screw augers ••••.•..•••......••.•••• ; ••••.
12 .. do .. b-lack lead pots .•••••••..•.•.••• ..••.• ~ ••.
4 ... do .• brooms, birch . •• ••••• _••....•.••••••••• : ••
4 .•. do ..• , do .... hickory ....•••• _., ••. ~ ••••••••.••••
20 .. d0 •••• do .••. corn ·•.••..•• ; •.••.. . ••••.•.••••••
30 b-askets, 2 bushels • .' ••••..•.•.• ; ••••••••••••••••
6 .... do .••.4 .•. do ••••...• ~.; •.••••••••.•••••••.•.
6 dozen No. 1¼ ex. paint brushes............... : •.. ; .
6 •• do .. No. 6 sash-tool .••. do ...••••••.•.•••.•.••..
1•• do •. hand •.•.••..••••.. do ••••••••••• ; •••••• ~ •.•
t.. do .• varnish ...•.•••••.• do , ••••••• ~ ........... .
6, . do .• ,vhitewa.sh .•••••• , • do •••••••••.••..••••••.•
16,000 brads, assorted ••.••••..•.••••....•••••••• ·,
4 pounds brads, as3orted •••.•.•.••••••..•.•••••••••
50 .. do .. borax ....•••••.•.••••...••••• , . , • , • • • • • •
2 gross glass chimneys, for lamps ...•• , •• · . · · • • • · • • •
4 firmer chisels, large size.·.· ......•...•...••.• ,,•.

4 .•... . do ..•••• from i to 2-inches ••. • · • • •••.•••••••
2 firmer got1ge chisels, large size, assorted .•........
2 socket .•.••..• do .•.••• do ..•.•.•• do ••... •········
2 80 cket ~ouu;e chisels,'from ¾ to 2f .. · · • • ·: • : : : : : : : :
1500 pounds braziers' oorrp•r · · · · · · · · · · · · · • •

$0
2
20
20
22
2
16
1
1
4
2
2
2
1

75 per lin. foot. Charlestown, "Mass.
50 per_cub. yd.
00 each.
00
· do
00
do
50 per cub. yd.
40 per run, foot.
00 00 each.
00
do
11 per pound.
00 per dozen.
1 per No.
00 per dozen.
00
do
50
do
00 each.

1 75

do

8 OO~per dozen.
2 00
do
6 00
do
4 00
do
12 00
do
20 per 1,000.
6 pEir ponnd.

25

ao

1 00 per gross.

of) ea.ch.
30

do

715

do

75
do
60 ea.oh.
26 por ponnd-

ttj
~

-

t,.
0
~

2!.
9
~

.

60,

It

I

do, emery, assorted,
t t

If I It I t I I t I • • I • • • • • • • • •

20 dozen ca,t-stMl files, fine cut, !-round and round ..
20 .• do. ·.......• ,do ...•. coarse .. fl.at and !,round ... .
12.. d.o ... hand-savr files, assorted ....... , ......... ,.

C

2 00

do
do

3 . .. do ... crosscut-saw tiles .• do ...••..•••..•.•.••••

1 50
2 25

2., .do ... rat-tail ..••••• do .• <lo ..•....•••..••••••••
6 .•. do .•. fine-saw ..... .do .• do . . ........... . ...... .
36 .. do ... files, assorted, for plumbers' use ...•..••.•.•
100 p1tunds China glue ............................ .
4 steel hoes ........ ; •.•••••••.•••••.••••.•••.••.••••
2 hatchets ...•......••.• .. .•.· •.••.•...•• , , , .••• , , •
4 hammer wrenches, screvv ....... ~· .•.•.......•.•..
1 shoe hammer ..•..•.••......••. , •......•..•.•.••.
1 dozen brass· bµtt hinges, from 2½ to 4 inches .• ·•••••
4 .•• do .• iron .•••. do .... , ••. do .. 3 to 4 •.•. do •.•••.••
6 ... do .• blank kevs ..••..••••.•••••. -~ .••.••.•• , ,.
2 large shoe knives .••.••••.•..•••••.••..•••.••••.•
16 6-inch Carpenter's door locks ...............••...
t,j brass -drawer locks •••.•.....••.•.••••.••• a • • • • • •
2 chest locks ....•.•••.•...•.....••• , .... .. , ••.. • , •
2 pad looks .•••• ,.• •.. .•...•••...•••••••.••••••••••
6 iron chest locks ..•.. ~ .•...••.•.•..•• , . , . · • · • ·• • • •
2 iron pad locks .•••.•......••••••.••• ; .•••. , • ••• •
30 ·hides belt Jeather ........•........•...••...••• , ,
4 sides pump ... do ..•••.•••....••.•.••••• ~ •.••••••
36. do .• lace· .• .• dcr•••..••.•.•.•••••••••••••••• , •• ,
JO.do .• beH9ws ..do .•••••••••••.••••••••••••• , •••••
1,00~ pounds sheet lead• o o o • o • • • o o o o o
e e
820 .. ; •.do ... compositian slat~ nails •.••.•••••• , ••••
75 quires sand paper, N0s. 1 and 2 ..........•...... .30 !lteel .shovels .•.••.••.••..•• •••••••••.••••••••••• ,
20 gross screws, from ¼ to 2¼,inch .•••••..•.••••..•.
1.•. do ..• brass screws .•.•••........ , •••..••••. · , •.. ·
3.5 .• do .• wood· screws . .' .••...••..••••••••••••...••.
2 wood saws ..•.............•.................•••.
3 hand saws.' ..•••.... .. •......•....... ..• .. , .. ••.
2 cross-cut saws . ••. ...••..... ...•..... . .••....•. .
I ten non sa.v.• .•••• •• ~ •• • •• •••••• •••••••• •••••••••• •
24 fine hacks .... ••...• .......... : ............... .
2 brass wire sieves •.••••••.•.•...•••. • , . • •... ••• •.
6 dozen steel H:;-ewpers ••••.. . ....••.... : . ...•.....

3 00
do
1 00
do
5 00
do
18 per p_o und.
1 00 ea.ch.
1 00
do
2 00
do
50
5 00 per d~zen.
i 00
do
1 50
do
12 each.
75
do
38
do
5.0
. do
75
do
50
do
50
do
3 50 per hid e.
3 00 per side.
1 50
do
2 00
do
3 per pound.
28
do
20 per quire.
75 each. ~
50 per gross.
1 75
10 per gros,s.
75
each. I 25
do
4 00
do
1 25
do
'25
do
3 00
do
25
do

o O

•

· 1:i
do
2 00 pel' dozen.

O

O

I

O

O

I

O

O

•

0

do

~
~

t:,
0
~

z.
~

ta-·

"

t,.o

-1

Y. & D. No. 8.-List of confrruts under the cognizance_of tke Bureau o.f Yards and Docks--Con-jnued.

~,
~

'

00
Date.
184R.
~ept. 20

Expiration.

Names of contractors.

Arti cles.

Rates.

Where deliverable.

Horton, Cordis & Co.Continued.

2 cast~steel ;cythes ... • •• . ...• ...•••. , •.••..•.••••••
3 pounds shoe thread ... .__ ••.••.....•••••.••..•.••••

$2 00 each.
50 per pound.
12 - do

Charlestown, Mass.

1849.

June

30

200 .. do .• tallow .• , •.•... • : •..•., .•.• • . , ....•.•..••.
6 _b oxes XX tin plate •.•• • • ~ .•••.•.••. , •.....•.•• • •
6 pigs Banca tin} 450 poup.ds. ~: .••. , •••.•••.•••.•••
1 tinncrs' sh ears . . . .. .• , .••.• ·••....•• , .••••••••••••
30,000 copper pump ta.cks •••.••••••••• • •.••••••••.
·8 bench knlves ••••••••• , •••• , •.•• , , , ••••••••••••••••
12,000 pounds ,A.~erican iron ••••••••••••• _. .,, •• ,.,

6,00.0 , ... do .... _... .. .... ,do .... flat •..•• ,, .... , ... ,.,.
1 , 000 •••• do ••• assorted American iron •••.•••••••••• ,
600 nussia. iron nail rods ••••••••••••• .••••••••••••• ,
I

l!ept.

21

June

30

lept.

21

June

30

1,000 Russia split rods, •••••••••••••••••••••• •J • • •
10 bundles Russia sheet ·iron .•.•• , ••••••••••••••••••
8 ... . do, •. Engl.i$h •••• do .•••..•••••••••.••••••• ,.,
7,000 pounds cut iron nails, 4 to 40-pe9ny ••••••• ; •••
2,200 •.. do ..• wrought iron nails, 8 to. 20-penny .••••.
400 •••.. do ..• finishing nails .••••••.••••••••.••••••
300 ..••. do ... English blister steel. •••• , ........... .
2 ,ooo ... do ••.•. do ••• cast •• , .do ................... .
200 ..••. do .• _.iron wire,. No. 8 to .21. .... •..........
1,060.•. do ... cut spikes •••.•••• , ••••••••..••••••• ,
W e11&on & Gary ... ...... . 200 bushels northern oats .••••••.•. , , •• , •..••••.••.
600 .•. do ..• yellow meal •.••• , ••••••••• , • ~ ••......•
116 ... do ..• cracked corn .••.•••••• , •..• , •.••••.•..
75 ..•. do ... shorts ..•••••.•..•••• , , •. • • ••• • • • ..•. • ·
George W. Shaw ...... .. 500 casks first quality stone lime •••••••.••.••..••.••
60 ... do .• hyuraulic cement .•.....•• •·· ..•••...••.••
4 .... do .• Roman cement ..••.•••••• • • • .•.........•.
290 to11is bL1ilding sand •••••••••••••••••••••• • ••• •·
5 ...• do •• ooat·~e moulding sauu . ..••..•• · · · • • · · · · · · ·

~go,.,:!1~..:,:..~~!i.~~.~::~':eL ...... · ... ........ : · ·: · . : .... . ~:::::

5 00 per box.

20 per pound.
7 00
37 per 1,000.

l 12 each.
31 per pound.

3i

do

4¾
S
3
;12

do
do
do
do
3
do
4! do
5
do
6
do
5
do
16
do
10
do
4! <lo
90 per bushel.
1 00
do
1 00
do
90
do
75 per cMk.
1 62!
do
5 00
2

do

50 per ton .
oo
do

.&5
, ~,

cl o
bn•h 01 L

r,, .,,.-

~
~

0
~

~
9
?--

-

J,ept.

21 ) Jun~

ile_pi.

21

j April

30

Wildes P . "\:V alker ......• 275 .000 firs 1. qualit.y hard burnt brieks.,., . • • . ....• ..

1

2,000 Amboy (No. 1) fire bric-ks .....••.......•....
Joseph L. Ro1,s . ...••..•. 8 pieces white pine timber .................. . ... • "§

L_::;i);:if ;;:i);::;:::::::::;:::::i}l
t:::: Jt ::·: J~: :::::_:_:_:_:.:_:_·::: ::::::::::::: l
8 pieces soruc~ urnber.. . . . . • • •••••..•..... •• · 1 o

J.

2 sticks pasture white oak timber ...••••........ • •••
350 rnnrting feet oak timber .........••...•.••••. • ..•
600 ..... do .... white pine timber .....•••.•••..•....
550_, .... du •..•••.•••. do ••••••• .• •••..••••• ) -~ ,;;
400 . ? •• • do ......... , • do. • · • · • · · • • · · · · • · · • · •
5
1,000 cubic feet white oak timber . ... .•..••. .• ~ .~ -~
2,000 • .• • •• <lo ••.•••• • do .. ,...•...•• , •.••.•••
'll
i'iOO ... .. ... do . . yellow pine .. do.............. ;::, S
10 ottk piles for fender piles .• ••.•....•••• • .••••••• ,
9 sticks yellow pine timber ... .. , •.••••••••..•..••••
2 ,~00 feet board m~asurement white oak ..... .. .••.•
2,500 . • •.•..•• do .•.•.••••• , yello\V pine . ••• •••.•. •
200 cubic feet white oak .••.•• • •..••• , •..••.••. .•. •
200 .... <lo , .•• _yellov,r pine ..••••••.•• •• , •.• , • •••• •• •
!OO_spr~c.0 1 poles.: ... ·: ••. :."·.: •• • •
...,.cords h1ca:o.ry hut:t, be st. cJ,hhsy.
. , .••... .. .
15,000 cubic feet split dimm1~ion .t. ,i,,r; 1, , •• ;, ~ .•. ,, ....
17,000 . ..••• do ••••.• prorniscn,",- .-,t.: : .• :::.'. : . ...•
60 cnbic yards split grnnite ...•• .• :.-. . . ·.. '.:: .... : . . .
· 9 ..•.•. do .••. granite i11 blo0k"~ . .'. : . . ·... :::. : • ......
6 gt·~nite door posts.......... ..... . .· ... . .•. . ..••
2 ... du .. •••• do ..••••.•..• . •• , . . •••.•• • • ,. ·••••.•••
fi .. . do .. caps, circular ..• •• •• •• • • ••....••.• ·.. . ••.••

I "'

~

11 p l"' (~
rw

-~.,

(

J;;

·;·<· .._. -... .

i .. . do .• cap • .•••••• •••••••••••• •••..•••• •• •••••••
3 .•• do .. sills .•••......••....•••••.......•...•..•••
0

..::1. ,,1~-

D

. -1\-r

V\ \,I.•~.·,

L . . do .• i.lo . • • •..•.••••••.•.••••••.••••••••••••• •
31-:i •• do •• win<lo\.v caps_ •• •••••• •••••••••• : •••••••• ••
7 . .. ll11, ••• •• • do ••••••••••••••••.••••••••••• . •••••
30 .. ,!n . . ,::;\l,;. . ••• , • , • , • , , •• , , , • , • , , ••• •,, • •••••
~~ · • _a , i\,.)., I.Ali , ! • e t~ t !II•• t J 9 t t t 9 ~ t I t t t t t • t t t I t I t t t t t

!

ol

1

'6
4
4
2

2
1
1
2
1
·

16
18
20

00 per 1,000.
50
do
00 per pieoo.
25
da70 .
do
90
do
72
do
44
do
00
do
46
do
59
do
50 per cubic ft .
45
do
00 p. M. h. m.
00
do

oo·

do

trj

45 per cubic ft.

. 45-

do ·
do
00 each.
00 <lo
p. M. b·. m.
Oil
do
4." -::ier cubic ft.
·:·;j • do
33½ per p iece.
00 per co:r:d.
lJ per cubic ft.
11
do · ~
00 per cub. yd.
00
do
26 each .
92
do
05
do
21
<lo

'·

25

14
3ti

25
4
4

15

16
18
22
12 18
14 00
6 00
10 00
5 00

do
do
do
do

7 50

do

~

0
~

~? t~?
,HJ

~

~

9

.

·t4

j~

<lo

-.:t

w

-~

V. & D. No: s:=List of t~rdtadi

ttnci~ th.e cognittince tJJf!ie Bur~ttu

of Yar~s and Docks~Continued.'

00

o ·
0

Expiration.

Date.
1848.
Sept.
9

1849.
30

June

~ept.

26 I Jan.

Sept.

25

I The end of
the term
for which
the patent
was grant-

Names of contractors.

Raws .

• Arl:id..:s.

B. Colburn-Continued .. 5 granitedo<,rs sills •••..•.... ,' , ••••••••• • .• ••••••••

Where deliverable.

$8 90 each .••.•• ,I Charlestown, Mass.

382 feet in length of grani"te underpining ....•••••••..
75 per foot.
50 cubic yards granite Llocks. • ................... .
4 00 per cub. yd.
36 granite post& .••. . • • .••••••••••..••••.••••••••••• · 35 00 each.
1 ,462-cubic fe_ct granite'. . .•••••••••••.••••••••••••
41 per cubit ft.
Horton, Cordis & Co ..•.. 67 tons of 2,240_pounds each of the h,est herds grass
· ani:i timothy screwed hay ....•.••••..••....••••••
25 00 per ton .•.• :1 Pensacola.
Wm. H. Scovell, attorney The use of paten t dies far cutting screws on metals .• 500 00 for S. W. Gates.

t:;
0
~

ed.

Sept.
Sept.

4

I The

~

~

same .• Samuel Mower attorney
for S. W. Gates. .

1· •·•,• . ....._.do .·.· • ....•... do ...•.••.. .• •. do •.•••.••••
"

-

'

200 00

•

25 I March 25 Bowlby & Brenner •••••• , 4?0 p~unds 1¾:inch i;:ound iron.·................ _. ••..
2ti0 pounds l-1nch •••.•. do .•••••••••••••••• • •••••••
350 'J)OUtldS l-in..9h ••.••• do •..•.. ~ .......... , •.•••.•.
1,000 pounds linch .•... do ••••••.••••••••.•••••••..
2,000 pounds ½-inch ...•• do ••.•••••..• : .•..•.••-••••.
4,060 pobnds 7-16-inch .. cto •••••••••••••••••••••••••
200 pounds ¾-inch •...•• do •••.••••..-..••••.• : •••••.
-2,00@ 11ounds 4 by f-inch fl.at iron. ~ ...........•.....
650 pounas 3! by {-fnch ••• ;·do ..••.•.. -~ .•...••••...
450 pounds 2 by I-inch .•... do •••••• . .•••••••••••.•..
150 pounds 1 by !-inch ...•. do .......•........••• • • •
200 pounds 2-½ by H-inoh shear st1rnl. •..•••• , • , • •••• • ·
100 pounds 4 by ¼-inch rolled steel. .........•••..• ••
100 pounds 2¼ by ff-inch oast steel. .......• ,, ...•••• ,
100 pounds 3 by i}-inch .•.•. do •••..• ····• •••.••• ,, .,,
100 pounds 1/j-inch square .• do ........ • · · .••...•• r ••
100 pounds 7-inoh cnt spikes ... , .•••......• ····••···

3i per pound.
· do
do

do
do
3}

3i

do.
do
do
do

do
17
7

do
do
do

17

do
do
do

4.-:\

do

1Philadelphia.

~
?
t-'

do
do

200 ponnds 5-incl1 .... do .• : , , , · • • · • • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • ·

....

Ot

..

~

J t.\O pounds 3-pennv cut niuls .•.••••. · •.•.•••.• • , • • •
JO~ponnds 2-penny •.•. do ....... _-,.••• .•....• ,, •• ,,
(:iOO pounJs 12-p r nny .•. do .•.•. , ....••.•••...•.••••.
1,300 pounds IO-penny .do .•..•••.••...•••.-•••••••••
200 pounils 8-penny.•. . do .•..••..•••••••••••••••••
100 pounds ti-penny ..•. do •••••••...• ; •••••.••••• ·•••
100 pounds 3-penny .... do ..••.••..•••••••••••••••••
100 pounds, 10-penny wrought nails ..•.•.•••..••.•.. _.
27 boxes X tin, 14 by 20 pet· box ..•..•••.....•••••••
.12 pai r 3½-inch iroa but t hi11ges and screws ••.•••••••
12 pair 2 •••. do ..•..... do .•••••• do .••••••...•..•.

12 pair 2-½, •.. do .••.•••• do .•••••. Jo ••••• ; ••...•..•
12 pair 2 ...•. do .•..•..• d-o .•••••• do .•••• ~ •••••••••
IO grpss 2-iuch screws, No. 16 .•• : .•••••••••••.•.•••
10 gross 1½, •. <lo .••••• No. 14 ..................... .

10 gross 1 .... do •..... No. 12 •.•...•••••.•••••••.•.
~4 pairs ll-inch Blake's axle pullies ................ .
1.2 pieces patent sash cord ...•..• : ..••••••••••••• -. ••
6 rabit planes, each¾, I, ]finch.; ••.•••••• ,, ••. •.•.•.
1 pair grooving planes each, £-inch, $1 37, u.n<l ¼-inch,
$l 12 ....•........•....••.•...•••••••••••••••.
1, brading plane~ Ji.rrch, right and left ............... .
1....... . do .•.... 8 -1nch .•••.•• do .• .••••.••••••••••••
2 side rabhit plane, right and left. •••••••••••••••••.
4 spoke shaves, each 3-inch._ •••..•.•••• ·· -~ •••••.••••
4 .. , . . do ..• I .•• • do.4-inch ..••••••••.•••••.••••••.•
4 ••••• do .• .••••.. do.6-inch ........................ .
61,wecp saws, assorted, 2-1 to 30 inches •••••.•.••••••
2 fine tooth pannel s_aw!i .•••••.•••••.••••••••••••••
2 cross-cut saws .•• ·••••••••••• •••••••..••••••.•••••
2 wood saws .••••••••••••.••..•••••.••••••••..••••
2 ,vood ax,..s ..• : ••.•••••••••• · ••••• ·•• .• •••••••••••••
12 C. S. spike gimlets, assorted ••.••• _- ••••••••••••.2 steel blade squares, each 18-inches .••••••••..••••••

2 ..••..•... do ..••.•••••.• 6 ... do ••••.•••••••••••••
2 ....••. ;,-•.do •••••••••••• 3 .•. do ..•••••.••••••••••
4 iron squares.; • ...-••••••••..•••••••••••••••••••••••
24 cut plane bits, assorted ••••..••••••••••••••••••••

6 centre bits, 1,½-inch ••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••

6 .••• , ~~o •••• 1,-i~ch .• r ........ , ••• , •• ,, ••••••• ,. ,·

do
do
do
do

do
do
do
11 50 per box.
J2½ p~r pair.
10
do
8
do

6¾

do

65 per gross.

42
dq
2fi
do
12~ per pair.
· 30 per piece.
62,A each.

1 25
1 25
1 25 each.
31J
do
37-½ do
1 00
do
1 00
<lo
1 25
do
4,5~
~o
70

~
0

p

2 49

1 00
6¾
1 00
35
25
25

~

'?<

~
0

1--1

<JO

do

<lo
do
<lo

-do

23

do
do

22

do

)6

do

00
0

. r---

. ,:.:., u. No, a.,.,_LJ:9t v} tvntfatls ~nd1·r tAe· CIJgniitah~e.oJ the
Date.
1848.
Sepr: 25

·1 Expfrntion.

I

Name, of cont,nctors. \

I

.

1

\

I March
1849 .
25 1 Bowlby &. Brenner-Con •.!

Articles.

iforett/U

of 1ardd

12 ·centre bits, 1¼-inch .•••• , .•.•••••• , •••••••••••••• ,_

$0 15 each.

12 .••.. do •••. ! -inch .............................. .

I 6 .••••• do •••• ½-inch .•••••••.••••••••••• ; .••••••:••.

1a·.

1!·.:: d~·-: ~t~:~~\~::::: :1~::::::: :::::::. · -- · ·· · · · · ·

pf,

,· ~/J

a
~

Where deliverable .

Philadelphia.

12½ dn
12¾ do
10
do
10
· do
.JO ,
do

16.••. ;.do .•• ,H-inch •••• .' ••••••••••••.••••.•••••••.

12 firmer chisels, assorted, 1¼ to½ inch .• ·••••.•••.••.
2 firm er gouges ,_½ to 1-½ inch ••••••••••••• , •.••••....
2 firm er iron vices, 80 pounds ••••.•••••••••..••••..
I bench vice, 5 pounds .••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.
150,pot1nds best glue .••••••••••••••••• , •••••..•••.
3 grindstones, with axles, &c. ·••••.•.•••••••••••• .• ..
2 . •••• do ....•••.•••••••.•••••••••••• •,• .•.• ~ ••••••.
36 lnmp chalk lines ..••.••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.
2 oiled tape lines, 30 feet ••••••••••••••••.••••••••.
2 .•••••. do ..••••• 50 fee,t ..• - ••••••••••..•••••••.• :
• 6 r eams patent glass paper_ .••••••••••••••••••••.•.
8 dozen 12-inch cabinet rasps •••••••••••••••. i • • • • •
8 .•• do .. 12-inch .•. do ... files ............. ......... .-..
12.. do .. _10-inch single cut mill files.·•••••.•..•.••••.
12.• do .• 12-inch .••. do .••.•. ~.. do .•.•.••.•., ••.••.••.
12 . . do .. 14-inch •... do ...•...• do .••••••••....••..•.
18 .. do .. 4½-inch handsaw files ..•••••••••••.•.•.••••
12 . . do .. 3½-inch ..•••• do .•..••.•••••.•..••••••••..
12 .. do .• 14-inph flat bastard files .....••••••••••.. • ·
10 •• do .. IS-inch round b astard files ..••. , .••.• · • • • • ·
4 ... do .. 14-inch bastard safe-edge fi los •••• : • •. • • • • • ·
2 ... do .• 14-inch fiat !:!moo th files ..•.•.•.•••••••••..•
2 •.• <lo .. 12-mch ¼-rountl smooth fil es .. · ••••••••• -••••.
2 • .• do .. IO-inch . .••• ·.do ..•••• do .•• •,·· ...•.....• ·••
2 .. .
12-\nch r a t-t a il files .... . . . .. . . :::: : : : :::: : :

Dotikbw,::~ Cdntlnued.

Rates.

.,...

.•.•• do .••• 1-inch .•••••••••. ~ ••••.•· ••••••••• _••.
I 12
12 .•••• do .••. ~-inch- ...................... .- •••••••

lU1A

1 8'i"

2 13
11,½ per pound.
2 75
14 per ponnd.
13- 60
each.
3 50
do
12-½
do
1 00
do
1 12½
do
3 .25 per ream.
5 12 per do::,;e).1.
4 50
do
2- 88
do
3 64
do
4 75
do
87½
do
75
do
4
4
6
8

75
50
00

do--

3 75

do
do
do
do

2 63

cl o

00

3 75
2

25

l

87,l

do

do

Jo

~
~

t;;
0
~

~
0

~

2.. , do .•• 6-inch •••••• do ..••••••• • ,,,, , ,,,.,., ••• ,.•

1 25

6 horr:;1' rasps • .••••••••.•.•••.•.•••••.•••••••••••.

27

Sept.

June

30

Sept .

27

J une

30

Sept;

27

June ·

30

"·

~

10 pounfl~ ox shoe nails .•• • .• ........... . ........ .. . .
2 spirit levels (2 feet sioek) .• _••.••.•.•••••• ! •......
50 pounds "iron wire, assorted ..•••.••••..•••• ·~, •• ; ••
250 hickory sledge handles ......... . .............. .
250 hickory hammer handles .••••••••••••••••••••••.
2 cords rough split hickory butts •••••••••• ~ •••••••••
I pair be-Bows, 56-inch •.••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1 •..••. do ...•. 44-inch ••••••••.•••••••••.•••••••••
6 sides bello\vs leather ••••• ·•••••••••• ~ •••••.•••••••
2 dozen sand shovels .•••••.• ·•• ; •••••.•••••••..•••••
4 curry combs .•..••.••••••••••..•••••••••••••••••.
2 horse brushes .••••.••••••••.•••••••••••••••••.•.
2 horse ca rd:;, .•••••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••
2 horse combs •••••• .••••••••••.••••• ·•...•.••••••••
I pair sheep shears .•••••• _.: ••.••• . •.•••.•••••••••.
1 dozen 6-3 underground paint brushes •••••.•..••••.
2 ••. do .. 5-0 .. : ••••. do •..•.•••• do .................. .
· 4 ... do .. sash tools, No. 5 .••••••••• / .•••••••••••••.
4 .•. do .•.••••• do •••••. 6 •••••••••••••••••••••••••.
2 .•. do .. fl• ches •.• .- .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
-½, •• do .• varnish brushes .••••••••••••••••••••••••••
2 ... du .. pallet knives ••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••
1 fine iron wire sieve (2 feet diameter) •••••••••••••.
2 tin paint buckets .•••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••.•• ,
Spear & Sherry .••.••••. 150 bushels wood-burnt lime ..................... . .
48 tea~-loads gravel. ••. ·• . • • ••••.•••••••••.•••• , .
William Rice •.•.•.•.•.• 130 perches building stone ••••••••••••••••-••••••••.
2 granite .blocks ......••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••
50 tons smith's coal •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
35 tons Lehigh coal. .••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••
50 tons egg L ehigh coal. • • .•••••••••••••••••••••••
Harrir:;s & Duncan .•••••. 700 pounds dry white lead •••••••••.•••..•••••••••••
500 pounds whiting ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
200- pounds lith arg·e ..•••••.•••••••••••••••••••.••••.
300 pounds yellow ochre, in oil. ••••••••••••••••••••
200. pounds Spanish brown, in oil. ••••••.••••••.•.•.•
80 gallons paint oil •• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
20 g allons spirits of turpentine .•••••• • .- .: •••••••••••
1, 100 feet window filass, 8 by 10 ................. ..

•·

10
60

35
3
6

do
45 each.
23 per pound.
75 each
12 per pound;10 · each .
4
do
50
00
00
00
50
12½

87½
10
10

I

50
9 00
9 00
I 50
i 75

87½
4 50
50
2 25

37!
19 per bushel.

~
~

~

0
~

~ •
?

,....

1 50 per load.
per perch.
each ..
per tqn .
do
do
per pound.
do
7
do
5½
do
5½
do
50
do
50
do
4 50 per 100 feet .

1
90
8
5
5
$0

50
00
00
00
00
06
1

00
0
~

~

Y. & D. No. 8.-List of contracts under the cognizance of the Bureau of Yards and Docks-Continued.

~

l!liii,.

Date.

Expiration.

1'148.

18-18.
Octeber 27

Sept.

27

Names of contractors.

Articles.

'r. & G. Towri .•••.••••• 1 ream feint lined letter paper, ruled margin .••••••••

...

9 reams feint lined letter paper ••••••.••••••••••••• .•
· 8 reams feint lined cap paper ...... ,........... ~ ... ..
3 reums yellow envelope paper .••••••••• -. •••••• ; •••
J ream yellow envelope paper, large size ••••••.•••••
½ream pink blotting paper ••••.•.••••••••••••••...
21 i.heets antiquarian drawing paper ••••••.•••••••••
36 sheets double elephant drawing paper ••• ~•••••••••
48 shee.ts Columbian drawing paper •••••••••••..•••
2L1 sheets double elephant tracing paper .•.••••••••••
2 rolls French drawing paper, 48 inches wide ..•••••••
2 quires pay tickets ...•..•••..••••••.• '• .,••,• ••• •••
6 quires discharges .••.. ·•.••••...••••••••••••••••••
32 small memorandum books .•.•..•.•••••••••••••••
6 blank pooks, half·h~rnnd, 4 quires, cap .••••••••••••
6 . •••• ,do .•• ·••..• do .•••. 2 ..••• do ••••.•••. , •••••.•
3, ••••• do ••••..•. <lo .... ·.1 ....• do .•••••.•• \ •••••••
ti .••••• do ..••.•.. do ..••• 6 folio •••.•••..••••••••••
2 blank books, full-bound, (for purser) •.•••.••••••••
2 ...••-.do ..•••..• do ..•• (for commandant) ..••••••.
· 2 requisition books.do .• ..•••••••••• do •••••••••••••••
24 1nuster books ... do .. _._ •••.•••••. do .............. .
100 cards 3-pointed steel pens .•••••••.••••••••••••.
300 quills ...•••.....••••••••••••• , , , ••••• , • • •· • · ·
54 papers black ink po\.vder ................... , • • · • •
3 pounds best French wafers ..•••••.••••••..•••. •, • ·
4 pounds Irish sealing wax .•••••••••..•..•. •,·•••••
30 pounds best black sand ...••.•••.••. •,•,••, • · • • • •
2 penknives .••...•••.•.•••.••.. ·•·····•··•:•······
26 dozen black lea<l pencils, H and HH ..•••••.•. • • •
12 pieces Jnclia rubbor .....•.....•..•..•.•...... •.,
3 botr.Lcs bl ,lck ink, (quart) ...•..•••...... · · · • • · · ·
3 6 piec es r od linen tEI.Vt'· •••.•••• , •• • • · • • • • · , • • • · • • ·

Where deliverable .

Rates.

$3
3
3
1
3
4

00 .••.•••.•••••
00 per· ream. ·
00
do

75

Phil ad el ohia.

do

50
do
00 .. do

87½

~

20

~

16

37½

t:, •.

b 00
62.t
62¾

0

~

12½
1 00
50
~ 25
3 00
18 00
6 00 & $3 00

~
~
-~

7 60
50
37½
2 00
3
60
1 00
2

75

50
4
25
;3

•

12 pieces pink silk taste •••••••••••••••• ,., , ,,, •••••
!:i dozen b~t French drawing pen·c ils •••• , • , .•.•..••.

16 small bottles Guyot's carmine ..•••••••..••••••••.

Sept.

23

1849.
I June

30

IEdward Callahan .. , ••••• I250 pounds sperrn candl_es •••• , , •••••••.••••••••.•.
.

17
50
25

32¼ per pound.
4 barrels common fish 011 • • • • • • • • • • • •, • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
38 per gallon. 1
10 gallons best speqn oil, ••••.•••..•• --. .,, ••••••••• ,.
• 1 20
do
1 62
2 g-a.llons be'st sv.·eet oil .••••• ·.•.•••••.••••.•••••••. .
do
1 25 . do
175 g:-i.llons winter-strained spenil oil. ••••••.•. , •••••
75
do
25 gallons dubbing, fm:. hose ........................
6 per pound.
1,000 pounds dry lump white chalk ..•••.•••••..•.••.
6
.
do
51 pounds dry lump· red chalk •••••••••••.•••.••.•.•
14 dozen corn brooms .•••.••••••••••••••.••.•••••...
2 62 per dozen.
1 50
do
8 dozen hickory broo1nsi •...•••••••••••••.•••••.•••.
5 ·75
do
5 dozen ·whitewash brushes •••••••.•••••.••.•••••.•
2 50
do
l do21en clamp scrubbing brushos ••••••••••••••.••••.
1 70
Jo
3 dozen hand scrubbing bt'ushes ••••••••••••••••••••.
4 00
do
2 dozen 2-bushel hic~ory baskets .••••••.••••••.•.••..
2 37
do
1 dozen ·water buckets ••••••.••• .-•••••••••••.••••••
3 50 per IOollbs.
100 pounds copperas .••.•••••••.••••••••••••••••...
25 per pound.
5 pounds borax .•••••••••••••.•••••.••••••..• , ••••.
1¾ per fathom.
76 fathoms cod line .••••••••••••• , .••••••••••.•••••.
IO pounds brown soap •••••• .' •••••••••.••••••••••••
6¼ per pound.
10 pounJs Castile soap •••• '.! • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
14¼ do
62
2 large pieces sponge •.•••••••..••••.•••••••••••••
•
I 2 sections copper-rivetted hose, 100 feet. •••••.•••••.
60 per yard.
2 scre,vs -for sarne ••••••••••••• ·........... ...........
7 00
George Gravel. ••••.•••• \ 40Q bundles rye straw •.•••••••••••••..••••••••.••.•
9 per bundle.
·
16 tons best timothy hay ••••.•..•••.•..••••.••••••.
32 00 per ton.
160 bushels grounrl oats and corn .••••••••.•••••••••
80 per bushel.
120 .... :.do .•.•• : .. do .••.••••••••.••.••••••••••••
65
do
20 bushels ship stuff'.•.••••••••••••••.•••••••.••••.
do
95
,
l bushel salt (fine) .••••.••.•.•.•••••••••••••.•••• ,
do
50
16 00 per M. feet.
William Cacman . ...•... 59,660 feet white pine, various dimensions ••••••••• ,.
3,555 feet white pine and white oak ••...••••.••••.••
27 50
do
Charles Pendergrast • ••• , 965 casks Nelson and Brown's fresb manufactured ce,
n1ent •••••••. : •••••..••••••••••.•••••••••••.•••
1 60 per cask .•• J Gosport.
1,393 casks fresh burnt Washington cfty or Baltimore
lime .••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••.••••••••
do
99½
32,340 bus·b els clear angular fresh wat_er sand~ •••••••
04 3.16 per bus.,
AO _bushels h~ir •• ·, •••••••••••• , ••• , •••• , ••• , ••••• , •
25
do

•

Sept .

28

I June

30

I

Sept.

281

Mar-

281

Sept.

28

Feb.

1

trj

?<
t:,
0
~

~
0

~

00
0
~

~

Y. & D. No. 8.~ List of contracts .under the c.ognizance of the Bureau of Yards and Docks-Continued.
Date.

Expiration.

1848.
:ept. 28

1849.

Names of contractors.

'.

Articles.

0

~

.

Rat~s.

Wn@re deliverable .

1

F e b.

I
I

:

Chas. P.endergi:ast-Co!l. 175 squares 24-inch Pennsylvania slate, best quality . .
28 .•••••. ·.do •••••••• : ••. do ••••••••••, ••• do .. ••• , •••
160 ..••••• do ..•••..•.••. do ... , •.•. ,, ••' •• do •.••••••
1,fi55 perches best Port -Deposit building stone ..•••••
J ,500 superficial feet flag stone ...••.-.•.••.•••••....
IU door sills, 10½ feet long, 2½ by 1 foot. ..•••••••.• .
- ~, •. r. ( '
21 door heads ..•••• do ..••. 2½ by l foot. .. • ••..•• . ••
Jo window. sills, 10 .. do •••• • 1 foot by -2 inches .••••.. .
15windowheads,10.do ...•• 11£ by l , foot .• ~···········
11 window sills, 5 .. do ..••. I by 7 inches ..•••••••.••
II window heads 1 6.J.o,·•••. 9 inches b,Yi 6 inchesro ••••
1.el}d door sill, 12 .• do ••••. 2-½ by I foot •••••.••••••••
15 door sills, 6½ •••• do ••• , 2 by I foot. •••••••••••••
,
15 door heads, 7 •••. do ••••• 1! by 10 h10hes •..•••••••
23 window heads 3½. do ..•.. 1i by 7 inches .•.••••.•••
8 window sills, 6,½. ~ do .•.•. 2 by 1 inch .• ·.•••••••••••
8 ..•• do; •••••.. 7 ... do ••..•·l½ by-10 inches •..••.•....
15 heads, 3½ .•••... do ..••• 1½ by 7 inches .•.. ~ .•.•••
18 window sills, 4 feet 10 inches long, 10 by 7 inches .•
,18 -window heads, 5 feet 6 inches long, IO by 7 inches-. •
15 window .sills, 4 feet 10 inches long, 10 by 7 inches .•
15 window heads, 5 feet 6 inches long, 7 by 7 inches ..
4 window siHs,·8 feet long, 2 by 12 inches •••••••••••
4 . • •.•• do .•••. 7 ...• do ..•• 2 by 9 inches ..•.•..•.•••.
A window: heads, 8 feet long, 2 by 9 inches .••.•.••.••
1 Richard A. Worrell ••••• 280 gallons linseed oil ...••..••..•••••.••••. , .••.•.
4,750 ponrids pure dry white lead .•••••••. . .. ,,•••••
600 pounds Spanish whiting . ••••••....•...... · . • • • • ·
9 pounds chrome yellow ..•.•.... , •• • • • · • • · · · · · • • · • •
..
20 pounds chrome green ..........•..•. , • • · · · • · • • • • ·
2,175 feet win<low gl a ss,· 10 by H .. •• .• • .•••••• • • • • • ·

$8 50 per square.

8 50

;

•

\.

..

se pt. 29

F eb.

200 . • •• •• d o .• • ••• <lo . • . . 14 b y ~2 . . .- • •. ...•• . · • • • • • •
4.00 gallons bes t w in t er-strained sperm oil .. ·•········

24:}

do

24ff

, do
do
do
do
do
do
do
<lo
do
· do
do

24J
2·H}

24i
24¾
'2:1:

.

Gosport.

do

I

8 50
do
1 99,! per perch.
29½ p. sup. foo t.
2-t l per lin . foot .
24.'ldo
21¾
do
do
24¾
do
24:1
2.:tJ . do

2-t;t
24¾
21-J}
24!1
24¾

'

24i}

trj
~

.

'

2-l J

I

1

<lo

45
45

do

<lo
4)} per fo o t .

1

8
do
~o per gallon.

0
~

~

do ,

' do
79 per g allon.
6 per pound.

t:,

-

•

.

....~

Sept.

30

June

30

10 gallons· neatsfoot oil .•••.• •.••.. · • • • • • • • • • • • · · · · ·
6 barrP.}s fish oil ......•••.••........•• .. •••••.....
John M. Drewry ...... .. 1,400 pieces yell ow pine timber, 45 feet long: 12 to
14 inches square.·~· •.•••.•...............•••.•..
84 rieces yellow pine timber, 26 feet I01ag , 14 inches
square ................••.....•..••..••••••.....
35 pieces yellow pine timber, 36 feet long, 13 by 14
inches ~quare .•.•.......•.........••.•••......•.
225 round piles, pine, 33 feet long, and 100 round piles
30 feet 12 to 14 inches at butt, an<l 8 inthes at s;mall
end ...•.•.•••....•••..•.••.••.•.•••. _. ...•••..•.
I,IJOO_running}eet wharf lggs, 28 to 30 feet in length,
to size 12 inches and 12 inches thick •........•..••.
49 joist pieces, pine, 37 feet long, 5 by 12 inches .•...
140 .... do •..... do .. 30 ..•. do .••. 5 bv 12 ..-do •..•.••.
40,000 snperficial feet 4.inch yellow p111~ plank, 23 &
30 feet lengths, and 12 tu 14 inches wide ..•......
12 pieces yellow pine, 36 feet lengths, 12 in. by 12 in.
550 cub. ft.. pine.logs, 25 & 30 feet lengths 1 11 in. by 90 pieces yellow pine timber, 20ft. long, 12 bv 9 in. sq.
45 ....•••••• do •.....•••••• 60 •.• do .•• 15by 9•• do .•
100 .• H••••·do .............. 23 .• .• do ... 12by 9 .• do ..
30 ..••• ~ •••. do •••••••.•••• 16 .•• do .•• 12by 9 .• ,do ..
650 ..• ·..••.. do •.••••.•• ·••• 18 ••. do ... 14 by 3. :do .•
1.00 •••••••.. do •••••••••••• 2-l. .. do ..• 14 by 3 .. du ..
350 .•••••••. do .•.••••••••• 34 .•. do ..•
by 2½ .do ..
110 ••..••••. do .••••••••••• 27 .•. do ..... 9 bv 6 .. <lo . .
4-10 ......... do ........... / 27 ••. do .... 8 by 2½.<lo ..
180 •.••.••.• do •••••••••••• 20 .•. do .•• 10 by 4 .• do ..
170 .••••••• -.do •••••••••••• 20-½ .• do .•• 14 by 3 .• do ..
10 .••• .' ••••. do •••••••• ~·-- .22 ..• do ... 14 bv 8 .. do ..
J80 ..••••• : .do •••••••••••• 23-.•• do •••• 7.by 2½.do ..
3.:•••••••• .do •. ~ ••••••••• 32 .• .-do ..• 11 by4 .. do ..
3'30 •.••••••• do; .•..••••••• 13." .. do •••• 6 by 2½,do ..
260 •.••••••. do •••••••••••• 11. .. do .••. 4by 3.• do ..
14 ••••••••• ,clo •••••• ,,,, •• 60 .•• do .•• 15 by 9., do ..
28 .••••••••• do ·••••• , •• ~ ••• 33 .•• do .•• 12 by 9 .• do .•
14 .••••••••• do., ,, •• ••••• , 18 •• • do ... 15 by 9 .• do .•
50 ...... ,,. .do q . : ; ; , •• " 15 .. ,.do,. ~.9 PY 3 .• do ..
2~.,,,,,,., , do ~':: 1,,,,,,, lij,, , do, ; , .9 py 8., do ••
1;2P., _," n n ,do n~ t_n, n
i irtgn tt0 \ly
GP.it ,

•

"

:5

•

na~!

•

~it

87

do

38

do

21 ½per cu. foot.
21 -½

do

21½

' do

12 each .

'

(

2 00 per foot.
21-½ per cub. ·ft.
• 21-½
do
23 50 pr. M snp. ft .
21-½ per c ub. ft.
21 -~
do
21 ½ do
21 -½
du
21 ½ do
21½ . do
21,&
do ·
21-½
do
21¾
do
2 1½ do
2li
do
21 ½ do
21 ¾ do
2 1{;
do
2 1½ do
21½
do
21 -&
do ·
2 1¾ dn

21-½

do

2 1-½

do
do

21½
·21,½
~ 11

trj
~

t,
0
~

~
0

~

do-

do

~ti f\li

~

;l

•
Y. & D. No. 8.-List of contracts under the cog1J,izance of _the Bureau of Yards and Docks-Continued.

~00

Date.

Expiration.

1848.

1849 .
June
30

Names of contractor.s.

Artides.

John M. Drewry-Cont'd . 34 pieces yellow pine timber, 26 ft. long, 9 hy 6 in. sq.·
180 ••••.•••. do .......... ;.36 ... do .•. l3by 14.do ..
50 ..•• -••• : •. dci .•••••••..•. 29 .•. do •• ~I3by 9 .• do ..
70 . .••••.•- .. do ••••••..•••• 29 .•. do .••. 9 by 5 .• do ••
960 ..•••.•.. <lo ••••••.•.••• 15 ... do ..• 15 by 4 •• do .•
230 ......... <lo ,_ ....... ; ... 26 ... do .•• 15 by 4 .• do ..
300 ..• -.••••. do ••••.•.••••• 40 .•• do .••. 9 by 4 .• d o .•
300 ......... do ••• , ........ 27 .•. do .... 9 by 4 .. do.;
80 .•.•, . •• ~••. do •. .- ...••.•.• 35 .•. do ..•• 9 by 4 .• do ..
80 ..••...••• do •••••••• , ••• _17 .•• do •... 9 by 4 •• do .•
100 ..• ,, ,.·•.1.do ••.•.... , ••• 42... do •••• 9 by 4 .• do .•
100 ...•••••. do •.••.....••. 21. •. do-..•. 9 by 4 .• do .•
100 ..•.••••. _d o .•••••••• , •. 16 ••. ao .... 3 by 4 .• <lo ..
100 ......... do ............ 20 .. ~do .•.. 3 bv 4 .. do ..
169 ,000 feet, bqanl mcasure,..2 -inch yellow p1nc plank.
2,000 ..•. do .• ·.. clear .• - ...•. inch ... do ..••. do .•...
100,0Q0 .. do .• , .. <lo .•....••. 3-incb .•. do, .•.. do ...•.
4,000 ..•. do .•.•. do ..••••... 1-½,inch white ... <lo .....
10,000 ... do ~.•.• do .•••••••. , .do .... do .•••. do •..•.
3 l ,000 .•. do ...•• do ••••••.•. I-inch •.. <lo ..•.• do ..•..
5,000 .•.• do ...•. l1o: .•...... 2-inch ... ·do ...•. <lo .....
6 ,000 .•.. do ... 1 .do .....•..• 1½-inch. do ...•. <lo ...•.
8,000 .•.. do .. seasoned ...•.• 1-½-inch yellow.; do .....
2,000 feet flooring, l½,in. yellow pine plank, 7 i_n. wide.
142,000 feet inch merchantable white pine plunk.,.··
50 pieces white hickory, 7 feet long, 6 to 10 in. diameter .
Gctober 2 Fcbrnary
James H. Cox ...•.•...• HOO tons bituminous lump coal. •.•••••••• ··•·• · •••••
5 ,000 bushels average L\iliu Lothian coal. ••...•.• ••••
100 bushels lnmp grate coal ..........•••. · · • · • · · · ·
Octobcr 4 Fcbrun.ry 1 Frs.ncis II. Smith .....•• 317,870 liri<.:lcs, to be ~q na.l to tho best Baltimore ha rd
burnt Red Lo.tch bricks .•.•.•••.•.•.• ,••··•······
October 4 J nno
30 Williil.m C. Bnn-oughs ••. !~:ogo~,s.~~1l!l\~o~:,~:~~:.:.:,·.:::::::::::::::::::: :.::
Sert,

30

Rates.

I Wher e deliv:erable.
I

$0 21½ per cub. ft. I Gosport ..
21½
do
21½
do
21'½
do

21-½

do

21½

do
<lo
do
do

21½

•

21¾

· 21J
21¾
21¾
21-k

.

do

2li

do
do

0

do

r,>

do
50'!.per 1,000.
50
do
50
do
50
do
5~"1"
do
50
<lo
50
<lo
50
do .
50
tlo
50
-tlo
00
do
00 each'.
00 per Lon. ·
17 per bushel.

2J·L

23
23
23
42
42
42
42
42

23
23
25
2
5

18

<lo

13 3a,1 pe,· 1,000.
84 p o ,· 100 lh s.
Ad

~
~

por ln u11,ho l ..

O·

~

~

~

Octob er 3

June

30

60o'. •.• do .•. oats .. ; ...•.•..••••.••• . •.•• , • , ••••. ;
B onsal & Brother ........ / 800 pound s ! ½- inch sla ting nails ••••••••• , .•••••••••
17 roJls 3¾-pound sheet lead ..... ............ : ...... .
J6 rolls 2½..•• ·••.• do ..•. : ..•.•••••..•.••••.••• , .. .
47 boxes XX tin, 14 by 20 ....................... ..
12,000 4-ounce, 12,000 6-ounce, and 12,000 8-ounce
iro11 tacks ..•• ; .. : •.........•.....••.•.•••••..•.
6,000 1½-inch, 6,000 _1-inc h 1 and 6,000 linch brads •••.
6 dozen ~-inch ·iron ca!>e locks ••••••_••••.• , •••••••••
.2 best pad locks ••••••.•••..•..••...••••••••••••.•.
.,q 2 pairs iron butt hinges, 3½-inch ...•.••••••••••••.•••
24 sides stout and best pump !eat.her.\ ••••••••.•• • ••
24 ......... . do ..••••. bellows leather .•.•••.....•..
• 1 f dozen il-in_
ch augers without screws, L. Hommi deu's n1ake ...•.•••.•••••••.•.••••••••••••••• ~.
36 dozen 4-8 -inch .•••••••••. :do .••••.•. do ..•..•...
12 dozen 9-16~inch .•••.•••••. do .••••.•. do ..•..•.•.
24 dozen ¾-inch . • ••.•••.•••.• do •••.•••• do ..•......
6 dozen finch augers with serews, L. Hommid.ett's
· m ake .•••.•.•••.•.•.••.••.•...••.•.•.••.••••...
12 <!ozen 11-16-inch augers without screws, L . Hommiden's ,nitke •••••••••••••.••••••••••••••• _••••..
2:1 dozen £-inch ..•. do .•••.••••••••. do .•• : •••.•••••
1-2 dozen ! ,inch -• . • . do .•_••••••.••••. do .•••••• ·•• ~ ••• , .
· 12 dozen 13-16-inch.do .•••.••.•••••• do ..•••••••••••
24 dozen r -inch •... do .............. do ~........... ..
6 dozen 15-16-inch. -. do ••••••••••• ·••• do .••••••••••••
18 d t1zen 1-inch ••.. do .••••••••••••• do ••.• . .•..•.•.
6 -dozen 1-inch augers with 'se;rews, L. Hotrtmideu's
n1 ake ..•.••••••...••••••••.•••••••••••..•......
12 dozen 11- 16-inch 1;1.ugers without screws, L. Hommideu's make .•••••••••••••••••. . •.••••••.•· ••••••
6 dozen 11-8-inch ••• do ••••..••...• ; .do .••••••.•••..
6 dozen 11-8-inch angers with screws 1 L. Hommidr u's
make .•••••.•••..•••••• ,,., .••••••.•••••..•••.••
6 dozen 13-16-inch augers witho11t screws, L. Hommi• deu's make ..••••..•••••••.• -.•••.•.••.••••• - • , •
12 dozen 11-4-inch .do •••••••••••..• do •••••• . ••••••
I d ozen 11-4-inch auger with screws, L. Hommiden's

make . • ..••••••••.••• . • • • •.••••••• • • • •.•••• • .••

44

do
10 per pound ...
5
do

5
do
12 _50 per box.
5 per 1,000.
IO
do
7 50 per dozen. ·

A oo

2 00 per pair.
3 50 per side .
2 50
do
2 i5 per dozen .
3 30
<lo
3 7f>
do
4 25
do

trj
?<I

4 25

do

~

4

60

5
.5
5
ti
6
6

00
00
50

do
do
do
do
do
<lo

00

50
75

0

~

~

0

,-

<lo

6 75

do

6 25

7 50

do
do

7•50

do

8 00
8 50

do
do

8 50

do

/

00

0

~

¥. & D. No.,j. ---List_of contracts un<Je1: lite cognizance of the Bureau of Yards

f:f Docks-Continued.

00

ei--,

/

Date.

1848.
October 3

Expiration.
1849.
June
30

Contractors names.

I

Articles.
Ii

I,

Priee.
1·

I

..

.
""I

-

.~

Bonsal & Brother~Con .• 6 dozen 13-8-inch augers without" screw~, L. _Hnmmi·

den's make ..' ...•.•.••.••.•••.•• : ••••..•.....•.

,e

Where deliverable . .

·6 dozen 1_4-8-inch .•. do'. .. ; •••••••••• do .•••••.•••••.
1 dozen 14-8-inch ... do .••••••••••.•. do •.••••••••••.
4 dozen 15-8-inch... do •••••••.••••• :do .•••.•••.•••.
2 gross hand-saw files ..............................
2 /gross cross-cut sa\v files .•••.•.••.•..•••••••.••.• ,
½gross .tennon saV11 files •••••••••••••.•••••• ·.••••• ,,
½gross whip-saw files ............................ -..
l gross 12-inch mill-saw files .•.•.•••••••-..•••••• . .'
I gross -k-i·om1d rasps for wood ........ ~.: ...........
l gross -½-round files ..•..••.••..•••••••••• , ••• ; •.•.
2 gross ba~tard cnt files,. It-inch, .•.. .. •••••.••...•.
2 gross hand cnt fl !es, 12-inch •.• ••..•• : •·.•..•• ~ .••.
1 ~ross hand cut files, HJ-inch ..••••••••••••.••.••••
½gross hand cut files, 8-inch .•••.••••••..•••.•.••..
2 gross ½-round, assorted files, IO to 12-inch ......... ,
12 mills saws, 6 feet 6 \nches long, Humphrey's .••.•.
12 cross-cut saw.s, 4 feet 6 inches long, Humphrey's .•
6 gross ravits and burrs, ½-inch long, white metal. .•.
_2 sides hand leather •.••••.••••• '••••••••.•••••••••••
2 kip skins ..•...• •••.. .••...•••.. ·•.• , •••••.•••.••.
1.500 pounds best white chalk .•••••••.•••..••••••••
25 pounds best red ehalk ......•...••••••...•.......
1 dozen 6-8 centre bitts, L. Hommideu's make.,i .. ·••
1 dozen i .... do .•••••.• ull .......••• do •..••••••.••.
1 dozen 8-8 .• do .•••..•• do ..•••••.•• do ....•..• , ..•.
· 3 chalk lines, large. size •••••••••• , ••••• , •.••• •, •• ••
4 chalk lines, small size .•••• , .••••• , •, •.•••. · • • • · • ·
2,000 pounds tallow ......• ~ •••...••• , •• , , • • • , • • • • • ·
400 pounds best hemp P!l-clong yarn ..•••••.•• ,, ••• •·
6 dozen iron bound va.rnish brushes ........... · • · · · · ·

$9 25 per dozen.
JQ 00
do
10 00
do
do _
11 00
10 00 per gross.
15 00
do
10 00
do
18 00
do
60 00
do
60 00
do
60 00
do
60 00
do
60 00
do
45 00
do
36 00
do
48 00
do
5 50 each.
3 00 each. "
1 od per gross.
3 50 per side.
2 50
1 pel' pound.
do
6
4 00 per dozen.
4 50
do
do
5 00
38

25
JO

15

per pound,

Jo

2 o O per d oze n.

Gosport·

trj
~

0
0

p

·2!
~

i,.,.

"'

.J

,\

2-1 boxes sperm "Candles •••..•.•• ,,••••·······•·•·•, j
3 dozen triangular ship scrapers ..• ,,,••·••••• . •. ,,•
12 .. do .. corn broon1s·......••••.••• •••••• ,, .•••. .•.
500· hickory maul handles .•••••••••••••••.••••••••
12 dozen hickory brooms ......................... .
6 ... <lo .•• shovels,· per sample .••••••••••...••.•••.••
2 .•• do ... spades ..•••• do .••••••••••••••••••• , •••••
I ..• do .•. club axes ..••••.••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••
"' HL. do .•. grni.md paint brushes, 0000 ••••••••••••••••
3 ..• do •.. coarse •..•. do .•••.••• do .••••••. . •• , ••••••
6 ... do ... stoek brushes, per sample ...... -•••••••••••
12 .. do .•. sash tools, assorted~ per sample .•.••••••••
3 .•. <lo .•. wire-bound fitches •••• ~ ••• do .•••••• , ·, •••••.
2 .. : <lo .•• sable hair brushes .••••••• do .•••• .-. •••••••
3 gross 3-inch iron screws, drawn wire •••••••••••••.
3 .. do . • 2f inch .•.. do .••••••••• do •••.••••• •• •••.•••
6 .. do . • 2-in'ch ..••. do .••••••••• do •••••••••••••••...
12.<lo .• lf-inch ... do •.•••••••• do •••••••••• •••.••.••
12.do .• lf-inch. ... do •••••••••• do .•••••••••••.••••.
12.do .• 1-inch •••• do .•••••••• ,do ••••••.••.••••••••
8 .• do .• £-inch ..• : do .•••••.••• do .•••••.•• ; ••••••••
4·.. do .• f-inch •••• do .••••••••• do .•••.••••••.. ! ••••
50 rou~d iron tie-bolts, 2 inches diameter and 19 feet
long ..•••••••.••.• , ••••••••• , • • •••• , ••••• , •.•.
6,000 pounds round iron, 1 inch,. .... ...... , ...... ..
1,000 ... do ... 6-inch iron boat spikes, I rods ....... ..
800 •.••. do ... 11-16-inch round iron . . •••••••••••••••
2,400-. .. do ... I.inch ......... do •••••••• ·••••••••.••.
100 . .••• <lo .• ·. f-inch .....•.•• do ·.••••••••••••• , ••••.
1,000 ... do ..• 2½ by 1½-inch .• do ••••••••••••••.•.•...
2,200 ... do.r•. 2f by I-inch .•. do.' , / ................ .
~ ,300 .•. do ... 3 by ½-iAcli;••.• do ••••••.•••••.••••.• , .
250 .•••. do .• ,2¾ by 1-ihch •.• do ••••••••••••••.•••••
150: •••. do .. I½ by £-inch , .do·.••••••••••••••••.••
2,000 .•. do .•. iron cut nails, 4½ inches IQng •••.••.•••
5,000 ..• do • ••••.•• do .••••• 5 .••••• do .••••••.••••••
4,000. ~ .do .••••••• do •••••. 4,! .•••• do •••••••.••••••
2,000 ... do .•••..•• do •••••• 12-penny.............. .
2UO .•••. do ..••..••. do .••••• IO-penny .••••••••••••••
100 .••• • do .••..••• do ....... 8-penny ....••••.•••••..•
300 ••.•• do ..• wrought iron nails, 2½ inches long.,.,, ••
r

•

•

3/5
3 50
l 75
10
1 00
6 00
6 00
12 00
7 50
6 00
5- 00
l 50
l no
50
25
75

· 55

45
35
25
20
15

per pound .
per dozen.
<lo
each.
per dozen.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
per gross.
do
do
do
do
do
<lo
do

31 per pound.
3¾

6¾

3¾

31

3!
3¾
3ft
3!
3:}

31

4½
4¼
4½
4½

4½
4½
10

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
.do
do
do
do
do do
do
do
do

~

?<

~
0 ,
~

-~
0
1--

00
I-""""

It

Y. & D. ·No. 8.-List of contracts under t/1,e cognfrance of tlie Bureau of Yards and Docks~Continued.

I

Dftte.

Expfration.

1848.
Oct.

3

1849 •
June
30

•

'.Names of contractors.

Rates.

Articl es.

Bonsal & Bro.-Contin'd .. I 500 .. pounds .• flat iron, 2½ by f i1;ch ••••••••••••.••.
500. :- . .. do ...... <lo .•• . 2 by N: inch .••••••••••.••..•.

$0 031 per pound.

3&

300 ....• do ...... Jo ••• • 2 by i inch .•••• • •••••••••••.
3!
1,100 .•. do .•. iron cut nails, 4½ inches lon g ••••••••• .
4¾
2,200 ... do .•__. ••••. do •• ·..• 12-penny .•.•.•••..•••..
4¼
200. : . •. do , .• wrought iron nails, ~-A inches long .•...
10
800 ...•. do ... f-inch round iron ••.•••..•••.••••••••.
3!
100 .•••. uo ..• I-inch •••• do .••• ·. .-.: ••••.•••••.•••••
3!
2,J0 ..... do ... flat iron, 3 by f.,.'................. ..
3;f ·
200 . .••. do .•.... do •••• 2 by} .•••••••••••••••.•••••
3;}
600...... do ... 12-penny cut nails .... -. ............ ..
4¾
100 .•.•• do .•. wrought iron nails, 2¼ inches long .... .
10
500 .••.. do ... f-inch round iron .............. ·••••••.
3!}
· 200 .•.•. do ..• I-inch .• ! .• do •..••••.••••••••••••.•.•.
3i
1,570 ... do ...'7--i nch iron spikes .•• ~ ••••• .••••..•....
6,¼
2,000 ... do .•. 12-penny cut nails .................. ..
4¾
400 ...•. do ... 8 .•. do •.•. do •.•••••.••••••.•• : •••••.
4¾
I ,0Q0 ..• do .•. 20 •• do •••• do •••••••••••••••.••••••.
4,¼
500 .•••. do .•. 6 •.. do ••.• do ..•••••.•.••••••..•••••.
4,¼
100 ..••. do. ·•. 4-••• do •.•. no ..••••••.•.•••••.•.•••..
4¾
I ,500 ... do ... cast-steel, assorted, from ii to 1 inch,
18
Jessup's ...••••.•..••••••••••••.•.•
12
300 .•• -•. do ... German steel. .••••••••••• .-•••••••• ,.
10
267 ..... do •.. blistered steel ..•..••.••••.•••.•·•.••. ,,
50 reams cap ·paper, best quality .............. • • • • · 115 00
81
25
25 .. do ..• letter ••.••• do ...••••••.•••.•• • • • • • · • • • • ·
42 00
12 .. do ... envelope ..• do ..••••••••••.••• ••••••••···
7 00
2 ... do ... blotting .. .. do .•••••...• ,,•••••••·•·•·••·
12 sheets bristol boanls .....•......•••••• • • • • , · • • • ·
12.• do ... imperial drawing paper .•••••••••.••• ·•••·

it ~ ;;~ ~ ~ ;~!.~~~i~~;~ ~ ~ ~ :t ;;;;;;:::;:::;;;::::;;:

3 00
l 56
1 80
3

011

7

!.l o

clo
do
do
do
clo
<lo
<lo
dn
do
do
do
do
<lo
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
«lo
do

00
i-~

Where deliverable.

Gosport .

~
~

•t:,
0
~

2!
~

....

-

2-L . d o ... donble clcph't .. do ..•• , • , , • · • • • • • • • • • • • :· ·
l 8 .. d0 .... .... Jo ..... tn1.cing paper •.• •• ,, .••• ,, •.
15,000 larg e go ose quills, _o paque ..•• , ••••••.••••• ,,

.15/JOO . ..••.. do ..• ..... claritiecl •• ••••. •••.••••.••
50 bot tles hlack ink ...•..••••••••..••••••••....•.•.
15".• do .. . red ink •••• ·••..••••••••.••••• • •••••.•.•••
20 pounds best sealing wax ........................ .
15 . . ·do . . :v,,afers . .••..•••••.•••••.•••• ·••• .••••••••••
20 dozen red tape_,... ~ ••.•...••••.•••.•••••••••••••.
1. . . do .. penknives, good quality ..•.••.•••••.•••••••
JOU cards steel pens •...•.. • . . : ••••.•••••••••••••••
4 poun ds fodia rubber, m a nufaeturecl ...••••••••.•...
· cl dozen memorandnm books, small size .•.•••...•....
1.. lo . . 1 quire biank books, ruled and bound in boards
I •. do .. 2 .. do .•••• ~do .. ·•••••••••••.•••••••••••.•••
) .. do . . 3 . • do •••••. do ..•••••.•••••.•••••.••••••.•••
1.• <lo .• 4 .• do • .- ••• ,do ..••••••••• : •••••••••••••••••
-½-. do •• 5."\ do .•..•• do . ..••..• , •..•.••••••••..•••••
{ .• do .• 6 .. do .••••• do .. ; •••.•••.•••.•••••••..••••.
1. • do . . pieces tas~ •.•••••••.•••••••••••••• , , , ••••
1½,do . • cut glass ink.sta,nds ••..•••••••••••••••• , .• , .
30. do .• lea,l percils ..•. ·•••••••••••••••• ·••••••••.••
1.. do .• erasers ....•••...•••...•••••••••••••• ,.,, •.
1 . . do .. cap cutters or fol<l ers ...•••••.•••••.•••••• , •
John.N. Mituholl •••••••. ! 100 tons of ·2,240 pounds each of Lehigh coal. ..••.•.
200 . ..••• . do ...• • .•. do .••••.•• Lackawanna coal .•
200 .•••••. do .. ..... ... do .••••.•• best Cumberland do.

Dec.

Oct.

7

Oct.

71June

1849.
30

Wm. N. Clem .......... . I 52 tons best timothy·and clover h;y., •••••.••••••...
22,000 pounds Indian corn meal.. ·•••••.•••••••••••••
10,000 . .. do ... ground fe-ed .......••••••••••••••.••.
1,000 bushels best north river oats •••.••••••.••••.••
500 ...• . •do ...•. ship stuff ••••••••••.•.•.••..••.••
I,f>OO bundl e:; rye straw •.••• , •.••••••••••••.•••••.

1848.

Oct.

71Deo.1849.

7

Wm. N. Cleru : •••••••••

Oct.

7

7

Nathaniel J arvis .••••.•

Feb.

n

·1189 boxes IC. tin plate, best quality ................ .
930 runnin:2· feet w hite pin e timber, 12 by 24 inches, 42
·
foe t lo ng and 2 pieces to be 65 feet long .....•••••
2,900 running feet. whit<, pihe timber, 12 by 18 inches,
45 to 60 feet long •••• , ••••• , : •• , •••• , , , , •.••• , •

9 60
8 IO

150 ()0
150 00
10 00

3 00
25 00
11 25
7 40
f> 00

25 00
4 00
10 00
3 00
6 00
9 00
12 00
15 00
18 00
2 50
4 50
22 bO
5 00
3 00
4 57 per ton.
4 69
do
6 29
do

~
?<l

l:; .
0
~

~

New York.

0

"""'"'

62½ per 100 lbs. I
1 i5
do
1 50
do
·
42 per bushel.
12
do
02 per handle.

8 50 per box .

30 per cub. ft.
30

do

, 00

-~

~

•

Y. & D. N o. 8.-List of contracts under tlie cogniza1ice oftke Burea'!l' of Yards a.nd .Docks-Continued .

00.
~

i,j;;..

Expiration.

Date.

1848 .
Oct .
7

I F eb.1849.

7

Names of contractors.

Articles.

Rates.

Nath'! Jarvis...::..Continued.l 6 pieces white pine timber, 12 by ~4 inches, 48 ft. long
1 8 . •• •-• ••••••• do ..•.•••. 12 by 24 •• do ••• 58 .... do .•
. .
: 2 .••••••..••. <lo •••••..• 12 by 24 .• do .•• 65 .•. do ••
1 30 main beams .•..'11 by 15 inches, 65 feet long;
I fiO rafters ......•..• 8 by 15 .• do.'."40 ~••. do
I 5 -plates ...•.•••••• 8 bv 8 .. do.:.42 .••. do
6 .... do .••••••• ·•• -: 8 by 8 .. do ..• 35 ••.. do
8 .... do .•••.•••••• 8 by 8 .. do ..• 40 .•.. do
2 ..•. do .•••..•.•• ~ 8 by 8 .. do ..• 25 •.•• do
6 upper plates ..... 5 Ly 9 .• do .•• 41. ••• do
I 6 •••••• do ......... 5 by 9 •. do •.. 28 .•••'do
6 •••••• do ..••.•••• 5 by - 9 •• do .•. 43 .••. do
: 2 .•.••• do .•.•••••• ~ bv 9 •• do._ .. 57 •••• do
; 6 silh, ............. ·" 5 by 8 .• do ... 41. ••. do
6 .• do ..•.••••••••• 5 .by _- 8 .• do ..• 28.•••• do
8 .• do ............. 5 by 8 .• do .•• 40 •••. do
\ 2 . . do ....... .. ..... 5 by 8 .. do •.• 25 •••• do
I 124 braces ...• .· .... 8 by 8 .. do ... 9 .••. do
60 .•. do ......•.... 8 by 8 .• do ... 10 ..•• do
1
\ 60posts ........... 8 by 8 .• do •.•. 8½ ••. do
. 30 beams .. ; •...•.•• 8 by 15 .• do .•. 55 .••• do
1
6pieces ............. 5 by ~ .• do .•. 41. ••. do
6 .• do .............. 5 by 9 •. do .•. 28 •••• do
6 .. do .. ·....•••.•.• 5 by 9 .• do .•. 43 ••• ,do
2 ...do .•.•••••••.• •!S by 9 .• do .• _57 •••. do
7 ... do .•.•.•••••••• 3 by 12 .• do ... 30 .••. do

I

l

I

I

358 do .•••••.•. 4 by 4 & 6 .. do .... 7 ..•. do
12 .do .••••••.•••.. 4 by 8 .. do ... 28 •... do

\

1

I

I t ..

2 .. do, •••••••••.•. 4 by
5 •. <lo •••••••••••• . 4 by

do . .. . . . ....... . 4 by

\ 1/;~.::';'"!~'-<:~,~.-.:. . · .. 4

by !'.! •,\~d

8 .. do .•• 41. ••• do
8 .. do ... 29 . . .. do
8 .. do ..• 4 2.

···1o

'!... - ~~?. - - . 3 .~! '1- - •. .'~~

l

Where deliverable.

$0 25 per oupic ft. I New York.

,.

~
~

I .

-~
r,,
~
?
~

9 .. do .• .41. ... <lo
9 .. do .•. 29 ••.. do
9 .• do .•• 42 .... do
by 15 .. do ... 41¼, .. do
120 .. do •••••••••••. 4 by 15 .• do ..• 24½ ... do
222 .. do.: •••••..••• 4 by 15 .• do •.• 43 .••• do
280 studs ••...••... 4 by 5 .• do .... 8 •••. do
209 running feet 3 by 12 inches, lengths of 30 feet, and
upwards.
All the foregoing to be of the best quality white pine,
· and estimated to be 20,368 superficial feet •••••••.
5 girders ...••••. . 11 by 15 inches, 42 feet long.
4 ... do ••••• ~ .•.••• 11 by 15 .• do •. -.52 .••. do
6 ... do .• ~ •••••.••• 11 by 15 .• do- .• 43 .••• do
2 ... do •••.•••..••• 11 byl5 .. do •.• 57 .••• do
30 ring posts •.••••. 8 by 15 .. do .•• 14 ..•• do
62 posts ....••••.. 11 by 1~ .. do ..• 15 .... 90
All the foregoing to be of the _b est quality of yellow
Jiine, and estimated at 2,108 superficial feet .••..••
5,500 cubic feet _white pine timber, 12 to 16 inches
square, to average 14 inches square ....•••.•.....
48,0u0 superficial feet 4-inch white pine plank, 12 to
18 inches wide, in lengths of 14, 28, and 42-feet ••.
28,800 superficial feet 2 inch i::pruce plank ..••••.••••.
3,300 white pine Albany plank .............•.....•.
1,737 spruce piles~ 25 feet long, 12 to 14 inches in
' diaineter, to average 13 inches at 6 feet from butt,
and 9 inches at small end .•••.•...•••••..•• , ....
75() spruce piles, 25 feet long, to average 13 inches
at fi feet from butt, and 9 inches, small end., ••••.
550 hen~lock or spruce dock logs, 30 feet long .••••••.
do ..•••••• do ..•...• , •. do .••. 35 ... do ....... ,,,,,
do .. .••... do .....•••.. do .... 40 ... do ........... .
501) white pine ·tie logs, 12 inches square, 20 feet loner.
William N. Clem ••••••• 4,892 pounds 3 by -½ in.ch flat iron .•••••.••••••• , •• ~.
620 pounds 1½by ¾ inch flat iron .................. , .
26,472 pounds l¾ round iron .•••••.••••••..•••••••..
800 pound:; Rmsia sheet il'on .•.•••...•.• , ••••.•••..
7,900 pounds iron cut nails, from 4-penny to 10-penny.
300 _pounds wro~ght iro!1 nails, 6-penny to 12·penny .• ;
50 pounds horseshoe nails •• , , •••••• , , .. , •• , • , •••••.
L "",Jo ...•.•.... 8
5 .•.••• do ......•••. 8
1. .•••. do .•.•••...• 3
·120 beams ......... 4

'-

October 7.

June

30

by

hy
by

l

25 00 per M.

I
I

tzj

r4
40 00 p. M. sup.

ft. j

·19 per (;)Ub. ft. '

25 00 per M. feet.
· 15 00
do
25 each.

t,
0
~
~

-

0
i-,,L .

2 99

do

do
do
2 26 do
2 98 do
3 47 do
3½ per pound.
3½
do
3
do
12
do
4¾ do
10
do
20
do
2 99

2 24

•

00
,__

Vt

•
Y. & D. No. 8.-List of contracts under t!ie cognizance of the Burea"! oJ Yards an.d Docks-Co·ntinued .

00
......

~

Date.

Expiration.

·1848.
October 7

1849.
Jnne
30

Octolrer 7

October 7

June

June

Names of contrnctors.

Articles,

William N. Clem-Con .. 50 pounds ox shoe nails .••..••••••••••••••• , ••••••
800 pounds ¾inch octagon cast steel •••••••••••••.•
600 'rounds l¾ inch square cast steel.. •••••••••••••••
200 -pound~ 2 inch square cast steel •••••••.•••••••••.
200 pounds I½ by¾ irch square cast steel •••.•••.•.••
1,000 pounds (L) best blister cast steel .••••••.•.••..
800 pounds German steel. •••.•••••.•.•••••••.•.••..
400 pounds sprilPg steel : ••••••••••.•••••.••••••..••
400 pounds sheet zinc .•.•.•.•••••.• •••. ~ ••.•••••,•.•.
23,600 pounds No. 3 boiler iron .................... .
1,400 pounds 9-16-inch iron hailer rivets ..•• -........ .
30 Storer & Stephenson .••.. 2 ,000 pounds best American white lead· (dry) ....•...
100 pounds .......... <lo .•.. red •••••• do.'. •••.••••••
100 pounds litharge .•...••.••.•.••.••••••••••••••••
500 pounds whiting .....•.•• ·- •••••••.••••• ·•..••••.
30 pounds chron1e green .•••' ••.•••••••••••••.••.• ~.
20 pounds chrome yello\Y ..•••••••••••••••••.••••••
2,000 pounds yellow o,chre ...•••••.••••••••••.••••.•
200 gallons raw linseed oil. .•.•••.•••....•••• .• ••••.••
75 gallons spirits turpentine ...• : •.•..•.•.••_...••••.
1,000 feet 7 by 9 best double Redford crown glass ....
200 feet 8 hy 10 . •• .•••••... do ·,; .••••••••. do .•••••••
200 feet~ by 12 .......... :do ............ do ....... .
1,200 feet 10 by 12 ....... :de, ...... ; .... ,do .. ~ ... ..
200 12 by l•l .••.•••.•.••.. do . • •· •••.••••. do ..•.•.•.
200 12 by 16 ..• . ••. ..••... do ............ do .. : ..•..
30 ,v.N. Clen1 ..•. ·••••••.. 600 gallons best quality- ,,.·inter strained sperm 011. • • • •
150 po1mds sperm candles .•..••..•.. ·•••···•••••·•·
300 pounds brown soap .•.•• , ••• , • , • • • • . • • • • • • • • • · •
130 pounds ol<l drietl custilc soal'l· ........ • • • • • • • · • · ·
9(.JQ ponrll1S tallo\V .••••• : ••••••.•.•.•• • • • • • • • • • • · • ·
20 ltonn<l s cotton lo.mp wwk •.•..•• · · · · · · • · • · • · · · · ·

Rates.

Where deliverable.

$0 20 per pound •. New York.
16
do
16
do
15
do
15
do
12
do
14 per pom,d.
5½ do
8
do
5¾
do
6do

5¾

r<

......
;,,.,.)

0

do

do
do
! do
10
do
20
<lo
2
do
65
do
35 ' do
10 per foot.
10
do
20
do
6
4

25
25
25

trj

do
do
do

1. 00 per gaJlon.
34 per pound.
4½
do
12-½
do
8t <lo
16
Jo

•

~

~
0

lo--

.,,.

·a.-~o

- ....c: •..,~

et

~

..

MO peii11Js Msi h•ott Im.sh wetght~.-; .·::. ·• · ~·..•• · .: · ·

2

.24. pounds sash cord .•• .• ••..• , • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
300 pounds Russia hemp lappets •.•.•. ,.,,,•,,•···•·
400 pounds belt leathei" •••••••••••.••••••••• , , •• , , •
20 pounds best American glue .• • •••••• • ••••• •••• ,,.
50 pounds iron wire assorted .••••••.•••••••••••••.• ,
50 gallons neatsfoot oil. .. . . ............. .. ... , , • , , •
100 pounds sweet oil (Florence) •••• ••.•• • •••.••••••
13 o-ross I-inch iron screws ( No . 9) .••..•.•.•..••• ,,
11 gross 1¾-inch .... do .• : •. (No. 12) ........ ....... ..
34 dozen 2-inch axle pulhes . ; ••••••••.•••••••••••• ,
4 dozen cast steel spades .••••• , . .................. .
14 dozen best cast steel shovels .•..•.• , ..•..•• . ••••• ,
2 dozen axes, ha!]dled, ••• ••• ..•.• , , , •• •••••••• , ••••
1 dozen curry combs ...•••.••••.••. , •. . •••.•• ••. ...
l dozen horse brushes ..••... . . •. . .••••. ..••••••••• ,
!1 dozen bottles Killingcr's horse liniment .••••• • • • . , .
15 dozen best quality corn brooms .•••.••• , •••• • , , • · .
6 dozen best hickory brooms ........... . .... , •••• ,,,
2 dozen whisk corn brooms .•••••.•••••..•••••• ,·•• •
8 dozen ,vhitewash brushes .. .••.•.. •.....•. .••••• , .
4 dozen hand scrubbing brmhes .. •• ·.•. .. .. , •••• • ••••.
4 dozen clamp scrubbing bru$hes ...•• , ••.••••••••••.
1 dozen dusting brushes ..•.. • •. • ·• ••.. • . • •••••••••••
6 dozen birch brooms ..•••••••••••••••••.•••• ••••• .
18 dozen double headed hickory handles . •.••••••••..•.
24 dozen ha1nmer handles ••••.. . ••.••• •• , ••• •••• •••
6 dozen narrow axe handles •••• •.••• , 1• • •••••••••• • ••
3 dozen broad axe handles .••••••...•••.••••••••••• •
3 dozen adze handles ..••...•. , .•.•....•.•••••• ••••
3 dozen 16-inch coarse {-round bastard files •• , ••••.••
3 dozen 16-inch coars·e flat bastard , files .... ... ...... .
3 dozen 12-inch fin'e cut bastard files .••.•••••••••• , • •
1 dozen 10-inch ¾-round cabinet makers' wood files .•••
1 dozen 11 .•.•. ~do ...• , .do •...••• , •• do ... .. , ••.•.•
1 dozen 12 . •• , . ,do, ••••• do ......... . do .. .. ...... .
1 dozen 8, ..... do,. • ••• do, •••• , .. .. do .•••••••••.
1 dozen 10 .•• •• •do •• , ••• do, ••• •• •... do •.• •. ••••• ,
. 1 dozen 11,inch rasps •.••••••. •• •.•.••• , .•• ,., • •••• ,
1 dozen 12-inch rasps .•••• •••. ·.•............•..... ..
l dozen 8-inch coarse wood ra~ps ••.. • •••• , ••• , : •..•

16
10
20
20

do

do
do
do
do
8
do
75 per gallon.
1 00
do
20 per ~.r OBS.
30
cio
50 per dozen.
11 50
do
9 00
do
do
12 00
1 50
do
9 o'o
do
4 50
do
1 75
do
l 00
do
1 00 · do
15 00
do
1 75
do
3 50
do
4 00
do
1 00
do
l 25
do
1 00
do
1 25
do
1 50
do
75
do
8 00
do
7 00
do
3 75
do
3 50
do
4 12½ do
5 00
do
2 50
do
3 50
do
4 25
do
5 12{
do
2 00
do

~
~

t;;
0
~

z9
~

....00

-l

Y.

&,

D. N~. 8.-List of contracts" under !lie cogni::,:ince of tlie Bureau of Yards and: Docks-Continued.
~

Dato.

E xpiration .

-- - - - ~ -·... --

,-

__ -

-- ~-1: . .. --·-..;...-·-·- ..•

·---·-------·

A.1 ticks.

Names of c.:on t1:n.cwrs.

Rate§.

(,:,

"'""'
00

Where ueliverable.

-----·-----!----- . 1848,
Oct,
7

1849.
June
30

W. N. Cl~m-Cont ioue<).j 1 dozen 10-inch coar::;e wooJ ra~ps ... .. . .. ... •. .....
1 Joze11 l l-incb ..•..••• <lo ...••••.•... . •.•• , , , •...
1 tl ozc n 12-inch ..•... ·.. <lo .••. • .. •• ·.••. . ..••..... ..

Oct.

7

J une

30

Oct .

7

Jan.

7

1,5fl0 eighths patent :;hip augers, 9 -16 to 9-8 ........ .
20 reams sn.n<l pa P"r, a~sortcd ...••.••... . . , ........ .
3 setts cart ha.me:,:;, complete . ..•..•..•••......•....
6 ox yoke.-; .• : . . . . • • • • . . • . . . . • . . • . . . • • • . . . . . . ..•.
6 bushel:, fine salt._.....•.......•.......•..........
150 hick~ii·y bars, 5~ feet long-, to &quarn :J. inches 1 1
!'eet fron1 bn ~t .......• .•. ... .• , ...•.......... . .
J ohn B . Chollo.r . .. ••.• . • 1700 c a.1--ks T homas!.on l imc •...•••..••. , . . ... ... ... .. .
·

420 casks Rosendale ccmerrt .... .. . .. .. -. ; .. . ....... .
!1'/ge ~iz0 bu i]dingstone . • ..••....•.
97-1 runnii;~I feet gn:1.t1_i t~, water ta.ble.,7 by 10 in-:hes . .'
45.L .• . .. .. do ... ·.:.•..... do ..... , .. 7-1 by 10: . d0 . .. .
4 grc,ni: c <loo:· si,lh,'T~ by 1,1 l iaehes, opening 10 feet.
4 .......• _. do_., ·. :;~ ... 7i by l7½ ....... do .•..... 8. feet.
:.d('I .·, .- ...•. 7¼ by 12 .. . . .... tb ...... 4 feet.
32 granit_c door blocks, 7 & by J6 inuhes, 2 feet long . ..
32., ...... d,, .. ...... .. 7½by ?2 .. ch.lti inches long.

John B. Choll ur • . •• • . . • . 37,380 cubiu. kN

r. .....

~o gran'.tc"li.~_tq~s; •• : ••.. • .. •. . :. • •.••• . ..••..•.•...

Oct .

7

June

· 30

nO gr:i:111to _w111Mo,v sills •.. •• , ..•. .•..••••......•....
L a mbert &. Lane ...• . ... I 20 reams frint line l cap pa per . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .•.•
16 ..• .•... 110 ••• ••• l.etter paper ..... . ..... • ........
1 roan1 fol io post ......... . ........ .. ..... . • .. · , · · • ·
1 rcan1 log paper ..•...• , .•...... , , , , ... , • • • · · · · ·
2 reams blotring pape1· ...•••••..•. , · ·. • •,, · · · · · •, ·
1_0 rearm, bnff envelope po.per. , , ... , · • •; • , · • • · • · · · · ·
1 dozen 2-qnire· blank books, lbound.,,,,, • • • • • • · · • ·
1. •. do .• 1-qniro ...•. do ....•... do ...• ,, •...• ,••,•••
t ••• do .• 4 q11ire oap bltrnk books, feint linod. , , • , , , · · ·
12,, clo •• n1emorandum books , • , , • , • , , •• , , , , • •, • • • • •
1,, .~o •• Q.itttu.l ink111t1\nc.l111,, •• ,,,,.,,,, • • • • • • • · • • • · • ·

$2 50 per do ze n . .

3 00

Jo

3 50

do

New York .

8 pe r eighth.
3 00 pe r ream.
5 00 per sett.
2 00 oaeh.
:jO per bushel.
30 each.
00 per cask.
0.0
do
5 per cub. ft.
60 pe r run. ft .
60
do
12 50
e.ach .

10 00
~

:3
3
2
2
2

do .

00
do
50
do
00
do
2.5
do
25
clo
50 per r e:;tm.

2 25
4 QO

do

6 00

a

50

do

3 UO
4 50

do

3 00
9 00
2 00

0 011

t?j
~

0

0.

~

~

~

!,,cod

1... dn .. Jl~n!rnivos ........... · · · · · · · ·: · · -· · · · · -···I

3 .. . do .. qna.rt bottles M. and N. blac~ ink.·.·.·•.··
1. •• do .. half-pint bottles carmine J'Cd ink.,••·•, •....

12 .. do .. half-pint papers san<l, black., •• •••,,• , ••• , •
12 .. do·.. pieces wide red tape •.••••.••••••..•.••••.
·2 ••• do .. pieces silk taste .. : ......•.••..••.••••••..
24 •• do .. }Jen holders , •. .•..•... •.••. •..•• ••• ..•••• •
¾••• do . •·erasure knives ... .• .••.•• . . •.. • ..••••..... ,
-½- •• do .. ivory paper folders .• •• .•••. ••.-.••••·••·••· /
36 gross ste~! pens, best as!>orted ........••.•.•.••• • !
12.. do .. A. W. Fabers' best graduated lead pencils ... ]
1. •• do .• best Fr~nch ~r~wing peneils .•...•.•..••• .
1,600 No. 80 goose qrnlls . .•...•..••. • . . . .. . • ••••• " i
6 sand boxes, ebony ..•.••••••••.•..••...••......•. 1
8 pounds scarlet wafers .••••. ...••..••.••• •••.• .••.
6 ... do .• searing-v,ax ...•........ , . . . • . ••• ...... • .•
10 .. do .• refined gum arabic ••••••.• • •..• ; ...•••••.•
Alfred E. Smith ..... .... I 12 sheet~ ~~pp~r, 28 inches wide, 60 inches long , and
l·,16 lOC!l thICk., , . , ... . •• ,., .. , •.... •.•, ....••• ,
H, dozen 3-inch 3-square taper saw files .. .• •. ...... ·•.
25.. do .. 3{: . .. .. ..•. . do .•.•.•••••••.•....•.••••••.• '
30 .. do .. 4 • •••. •••• • do • ••.. .•••••...•..•....•.••. .• '
20 •• do .• 4½ .•••• •• •• <lo •••••••••••••••••••• ••••••• •
5 ... do .. 5 ...... ... . do •.. •• ••.•.• •..•••. • ..•••••••
5 .•• do .. 6,A ••••••• •do •.••••••.• ,,, ., , •• • .••..•.••
5 ... do .• 8 . •... . , .. . do •• ••.• •• • • , •••..•.•. ••• ••.•••
2 ... do .. 3-inch knife edge files ........ .. ......... ..
2 .•. do:. 4 . .. ..... •• do ••••..•.......•.•..•.••••.••
2 ••• <lo •• 2-inch warding files .•••••••.••••••••.•••••
4 ... do .. 3 •••••••••• do •.•••.•••••••••.••••••• ••.••
4 ... do .• 4 .... ·.... do • ~ ••••••..•.•••••.•.••••••• :.
5 . .. do .• 5 ...••... do . •••• ••••••••.••.•.•..•..••• ·•
5••• do •• 6 •..••.•• qo ·. .......... .. .....•..........
2 .•. do .• 3-inch round bastard files ................. .
20 .• do .. 6 .. ., ••••••••• do ••. ••• •••••. . •.••••••••• ,
10 .• do .• 8 .••••••••••• do •••••••••••••••••••..•.••
10.• do .• 10 .•••••••••. dtt .•• •• ••••••••••••••••• , ••
18 •• do .• 12 .•••••••••. do ••• ; ••••••••••••••.•.••••
6 .•• <lo •• 14 •.•••• •• .•• do •.••••••.•.•••••••.•••• , •
8 ... do .. -4c-inch f round smooth files .••••••••••••••• ,
14 .• <lo •• 6 ...••..••. . . do . • ; ..••....•.••. • •.•••••.

·I

Sept.

27 I June

,.-,

hr,

30

11> {)(';

2 50
6 00

50
87,l
2 50

50
50
'.<i2i
I 00
3 00

7 50
7 bO
25

50
87¼

tzj

62¼

?·1

36 p~r pound .. I Washington, D. C.

t:,

80

86
90
1 00
1 10

1 50
2 50

0

r

z?
j,cai

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

12
38
00
00
00
00
20
1 00
1 38

.,

2 00

2 85
4 10

5 95
1 33
·1 80

00
.....

~

._
Y. & D. No. 8.-List o/ contracts 'under the cogn,izance of the Bureau o.f Yards and Docks-Continue d.
Date.

Expiration.

1848.

1849.
June
30

.Sept.

27

Names of contractors.

Articles.

Rates.

Where deliverable .

$2 65 ....... ... . . ~ ashing ton, D . C .
Alfred E. Smith-Cont 'd . 20 dozen 8-inch ½-round smooth files •••••••••••••..•
3 85
20 .. do .• 10 .•.•..••••• do .•.••.•.•.•••.......•••..
20 . . do .. 12 . .... ...•.. do ..•... .. .•..••..•••.•••••
5 60
24 .. do .• 18 •...• • • . • , . do . .•• •• •••••••••••••••••• .8 10
20 .. do_.• 6.inch bastard -½·round files .••..•.••• •• . ••• ;
1 35
2 00
40 .. do .. 8 .. .•.• ...... do .•.•••.••••••••••••.•••••
2 90
40 .. -do .. 10 ....•••••.• do • • . . • • . . • . . . • • ••• •••••••
50 .• do .. 12 .....••.. •. do ....•••...••••.•••••••••.
4 10
5 90
50 .. do .. 14 .•.... • .• •• do .•. _•.•..••... ••• •••• • .••• , 1 •
4 ..• do .. 15-inch -½-round bastard files . .•.. .••.•.•••••
7 25
8 80
6 ... do . . l~·inch -½·round rou~h files ..•• • • • •.••.••.•.
20 .• do .. 6 mch flat bastard nles ....•• • • •• .•••••••• ,
1 20
40 .• do .. 8 .•••••..•••• do ....••_....•.• .... ...•.•••
1 75
1'2 •• do .• JO •••••• • • •• • do .••••••.•••••• • ••••••••••
2 65
40 .. do.. 12 ..... • .• :"\- .do .••••••.••.•••.• .••• • .•••
3 70
5 20
60 .• d~ .. 14 .•• •• ••. • .• do .•.•.•.••.••••• , •••••• .- ••
7 95
2 ..• do .. 16 ....•..•.•• do .• ••••••• • •.•.•••• .•• •••.
3 70
12 .• do .• 12.incb fl.at rough files .•• \ ••••••...••. . ~ ...
5 70
20. :do .. 14 ......... • . do ...•••.•••.••.•• •.••... •••
6 60
20 .. do .• 15 ...•.•••.•. do .•.••••.• ••• •.••.•• .••.•
7 95
2.:.do .• 16 .•••..••••• Jo ·· ······ ·······"'··· ······
1 30
10 . . do .. 4 .inch flat safe.edge smooth files .•••••••.••
2 00
6 .•. do .• 6 .......•.• . du ..•..•••••• •..• .••.•.••••
2 40
26 .• do .. 8 ••••••• ••• •• do .•\ ••...•..•.• . •••• ••.•••
3 50
32 .• do .. 10 ..••• ••.•. . do .•..•.•..••••...••.• • • · · ··
IS 00
32 .. do .. 12 ...•.••••.• do ....•.•.. -•.•.... , ... . • • • •
7 00
32 .. do .. 14 .... ...... . <lo • • ••••.•••• • •• • • • • • • • • • •
1 00
IO .. do . . 4-inch flat bastard files .•••...•• , , • • • • • • • • · •
15 .• do .• 6 •••••••••••• do ••••.•••••••• ••• •••••• • ••
30 •• do .• 8 •..•.••••••• clo . •••••••• . •••••.••.••• . ••
50 .. do .• 10 .••••••...• <lo •••••••.•.•..••.•..••.•••

~~~-- -;\~·,- · ~~ :-·.······· ··!~ . ···:······ : ···· :::·:::

1 45

2 25
3

~

JO

~7,

00
i~
0

~
~

t,
0

0>
~

?
t""'

'

'

'

\

6 ..• do .. 16 ........•.. do ....•• , , • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · •
12 .• do .. 18 ......•...• do ..... . , . , • · · · • • · • • • · · · • · •
2 ..• do .. 4-inch sup. - - files ...•.•••••..........•.
2 ... do .. 6 ............ do ............... . ......•..
6 ••• do .• 4-inch 4-squarn bastard files ..........•.....
8 ••• do .. 6 •••• : ••••••• do .•..•...•.•....••••...•••
10 . • do.,8 •..•....•... do ..•..••...•••............
·10 .. do .. 10 .•.••••.... do .................••...••.
10 .. do .. 12 .....••••.• do .•..•.•••.••••...•....•..
24 sand shovels ..••.•....•••...•. , , •... , , . , • · · · · · ·
24 wire sieves, No. 4 .....••••... , ·, .•.•.... ,, ·. · • ·
24 ...••• do .... No. 8 ••.••••••••••..••••.••••• , , , •
6 i-inch ,-hip augers ..•••....••...•••••.•.•...•• , , .
6 j ........ do •••.••••..•••..••.••.•.•••.•••••• ,.·,
6 J} •••••••• do ...•••....••....• ·•.... • ••.. ••·•·•••·
3 reams sand paper, Nos. 1 and 2 •....•...•... • ~. · ·
2 .• do ... fine emery paper ....••.•..•...••.. • .. •,••·
100 pounds rr)ue ..... : ..•....••... , ..... • . · • , • , • • • ·
100 ..• do .•. ~bite chalk ... _. ......• ,,.,,,·,,,,:.,,,·
25 ..•• do ... red chalk .•••••...... , ,·.. ,.,. ·, ·,,.,, ·
00 poupds gum shellac .•.••••••••••• , •, • • • , • • • • • • •
50 pounds flour emery •••.•••.••••• • • • • • • • • · • • · · • • • •
25 pounds 2d cut emery ..••••• , •.• , , •• , • , , , • • • , · · , ,
25 pounds 3d .... do ..•.••••..•• , •••• , ••...••.•.. ·..
30 pounds shoe thread ..••••••..•••..••••. ·•. • •••• ,,
400 pounds clean tallow ..••••.•.• , •••.•.. , . , , , , , , ,
30 pounds rotten stone ......•••••••••.• ,,.•.,,•, .• ,
20 pounds pummice stone .•••••••.•• , ....• , ....... .
3 pounds fine sponge ...•.•.....•.••..•...•• : • ••.••
3,000 pounds oakum, for wiping ...••••...••..••....
25 sides best bellows leather ....•.•.•...•...•.•••..
24 sides best harness or belt leather .............••...
6 dozen corn brooms •....•.....•.•...•.•• , ••• : ....
4 dozen double dusters (hand) ...••.•.••.•••.•...•••
3 dozen ground paint brushes ...•....•••.•......•.•.
3 dozen No. 6 ground paint .tools ·.....•..••••.. : ..•.
¼dozen varnish brushes ..........•.•••••...•..•..••
1 dozen (8-knob) whitewash brushes ••.•.•••••-••• ,,,
12 hoxH Mount Eagle Tripoli .••.• , , •.•• , . • • • • . .•.
2 2-foot rules, double joint. ..•.....•• , • , • , • , , •••••••
6 cblk lines? each 100 feet in lin~th .... , , , , ....... .

9 75
14 00
1 75

I 25

90
1 22
1 ·79
2 65
3 70
1 00
75
75

45
60
75
3 00

8 00
10 00
2 00
o 00
20

10
62

z

IO .

1

0
0
~

10 ·

3
2

~

8

s

l

~

12
00
5
00
50
00

0

~

4 00
5 00

2 25
4 00
4 25
1 00
50

~o

00
t-:.)

'
Y. & D. No. 8.-List of contracts und~r the cognizance of the Bureau of Yards and Docks-Continued.
Date.

1848.
Sept.

27

1849.
June

A rticles.

Names of contractors.

Expiration.

8 pairs braziers' bellows .•..••. • .•••••.••••••••.••.
1 dozen horse-shoe rasps .••.••••••••••••.•••••••.·•.
1 dozen 16-inch ¼-round wood rasps .•••••••••• , •..•.
I dozen 14-inch ·flat • ••••••• do .••••••••••• . • • •• •. ••.
6 uozen 12-inch mill-saw files ...................... .
2 gross 3- inch wood surews •.•••••••.••. . ..••..•••.
6 gross 1½.inch ..•• do ••••••••••••••.•••••.• . .••.•••
6 gross !-inch .•. • . do •.•••• • •••• • •••••••••••• • ••...
6 thousand 2-inch brads ••••• • ••••••••••••.•••••.••.
10 thousand I¾-inch brads .. , • , •••••.••••••••••..•••
6 thousand l-inch brads • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • •
6 gross 2-inch wood screws •..•.••.•••.•••••••••••.
6- gross 1-inca ••• • •• do •• •• .• • .••••.•••••••.•••••..•.
4 gross ½-inch ..•••• do ..••••••.••••••••••••••,•••••
6_,000 1-½-inch brads .••••••••••• ;·'; •••••••••••• ,,, .• ,
12,000 1-inch .. do .•••.••••...•••• • ••..•.• , ..• , ••..
3,000 ½-inch .•. do .••••••..•••.••• • . , •••••••••••••.

I

1848.
Sept.

25

Dec.

Sept.

25

June

I

1849.
30

$9 00
2 00
4 00

Washington, D . C .

5 75
5 25
3 70
1 60
40
20
13

..tl'j
~

...

t,

10
8

0

50

f)

30
16
12

h-'

~
~

9
6

I-•

Wm.· H . Gunnell., •••.•. 20,000 bushels best av'g Cumberland coal. ..•• ,, •.•• _.
26,000 bushels Richmond coal. .......... " ........ .
10 1000 bushels strictly lump coal ..•.•••.•••• • .••.. • .
2,000 cords best qnality pine wood ••••.•.•.•••.•.• ,.

15 per bushel.
15
do
17½ do
2 37 per cord.

Gerritt Anderson ...••.•. \ 8 rea1ns cap paper •••••• . •••.• , .,,•,••·•·••·······

3 00 per ream .
3 00
do
3 00
do

8 ream~ le t ter paper ..••.••.•.••.• , • , ~ .. · , • · • · • · · ·
2 reams envelope paper .........•••.... · · · · · · · · · · • •
2 1·eams lotter, suiLabl~ for envelopes ...• ,•······•••·
10 quart bottles bl a ck ink .•••••. - •.. • •••• . . • • • • · · · ·
10 pin t h ot1.1es blu e ~ u id . . . : .•• . ... • .. . . · , · • · · · · : : :

!;;;~;, ~:1:~?t::~.~-~t"~~..~:~ ·'. '~~:: ~ ·.::::: -:::::

== = = ==

Ii.

w

Where deliverable.

Rate.

Alfred E. Smith-Corit'd I 2 .books of gold leaf, light shade ••••.•.••.•••.....•.

30

00

w

1 75

do

2b per bottle.
t 8 k'do
18:l
Jo
f,O 1Jo,· µ;1·,,~s.
t• JI••• r •I• ...... ~••

'7

..,_....-;

1 poun& reJ wafers .••..•• , , , •. , .• , . , • , , , , , , , , , , , ~
20 dozen bl11.ck lead pencils •.•• ,., •• ,,~,,.,,,,,,,,,,
3 dozen red tape ..••••.•••. ~, , , ••• , .•_.•.•••..• , .••
2 dozen black sand .• . •••..... .•••••• .•. •.•• , ••••. .i
12 pieces India rubber ...... ·•.•••••.••.• , , •.• •: •.•.

1 po'nnd sealing wax ......... , ..•..........., .. , ...,
6 ass'd blank memo. books ...• .. .••..••.•..•.•• .•. .
12 four-bl aded penlrniv-es ...••.••....••..........••.
2 Amer?can A."lmanacs, for 1849 ..••.....•..•••.• ·•..

Sept.

27

June

30

l ream bills of iading ....•. . ••....••..••...•.......
1 ream bills ...•.... . .•....•.• ; •.•..•..•••.. . ., .. ,. .
1 rea1n pay rolls .. , . • . • • . .• ••.•. , .. , •. , . ••••.. •.
l ream requisi tion books·.•....•.. _... ...••. ........
800
pounds 12-pen ny cnt !Jails . •• .•...••••••........
Alfred E. Smith ........ .
300 ..• do .•. . 8 penny ... . cio ..•..•..•••.•.. ••••••.••
340 .. . d@ ••• • fl.penny .... do •••• , ••••••• '. •• •••••••••
530 ... do .... 5-inch cnt spikes ...•••...••..• •: .••••.
500 .. . do .... ¾, iucl1 1 onnd iron ........•.•..••.• : •.•.
420 ... do ... • i0-penny cut nails .....•.... , .. , ...• , ,
200 .•. do .•. :4-penny . .•. ao .... ................... •'
1,000. do . .. . I-inch ·diame'ter round iron .•• , , ••••••.. :
500 ... .<lo ••• , i-inch .•. do •••.• • •do ..••.• , ••• .. •• ..•
8 bars iron 6 ft. 6 in. lono-, 4 in. wide I'in. thick-696 lbs .
8 .... do .• 5ft.6 .. do .. ~.3 .• do .•.. l..do ..• ~441.do.
16 .. . do.; 1 inch diam., iO feet long, each 416 pounds.
4 .... do .. lj .. do . • . ,. 10 .... do ..... <lo .. 132. : .Jo':,
2 .••. do., l-½ , . . do ..•.• 10,'..• do ..•.. do .• 120 .•• do .._
3 ..• . do .. Ii} ... do ..... 10 .... do ..... do . • 240 ... <lo ..
8 ... • do .. 2 by 1 in. diaril., 10 ft. long .. do .. b28 ... do .•
300 ~pounds 8-penny cut nails ...•..•.• , ••.••••••....

mi,

'-

\;

6!i per pound ,
25 per dozen,
25

do

.2b
do
6¾ pe'r piece.
00 per pound.

in

each-;"'

5075

do

4!

do

do
5 ~0 per ream.
10 00
do
20 00
do
12· 00
do
4l per pound.

4![

4£
4!

4J

4¾

4½
4½
4¼
4½
-4½
4½
4J.
4½

4½

do

do

L'i'J

do

~

do
do

t:,

do
do

do
<lo
do
do

do
do

41-

do
do
do

1,500. do .. IO-penny . •. do .••.••••••••...• ,., .••. , •.

41}

1,500.do .. 12-penny_. .. do .......••...• , • . •..••....
200 .. do ... 6-penny wrought cut nails . ...•..• ...•....
300 .. do . .. 6- penny cut iron nails .. : . , : • : ....• .- .••• ,
300 .• do .. JO-penny wrought iron nails .•...•. ....••.
12 gross J-inc:h sr.news, iron ..••.•..•.....••.•.•..•.
12 .. do .. I -inch .•. do . .•. do .....••..•.•..•.••• , .•.•.
12 . • do .. 1¼-inch .. do .... do .....•. ...... , ..... . • ...•
1z.. do . • 1~-incli .. do .. .. do •· .•••.•.•••............
12 .. do .. 2-incb .. . do .... do .• , , .• , •• , • , •• , , ••• ,•,,,,.

4i}

do
do
41 do
9
do
20 per gruss.
30
do
36
do
40
do
50
do

6... do .. 2½-inch .. <lo., .. <lo ... , , ,, ..•• , •• , •.• ,,.,.,

62

0
~

~

S'

rm

9

do

~

..

I

&"D. N. 8.-List of r.ontracts ·under"the cognizance ~f the Bureau of Yards"anil"Docks-Continued.
Date.

E.,.~1 &tion ·

I

1848.

1849.

I

Sept.

27

June

30

~

N nmes of con tractors.

Articles .

Rate».

Alfred E. Smith-Cont'd. 12 g-ross 3-inch screws, iron .••• , •• -, •••••• , •••. , •• , ,
$1 60 per gross .
25,000 ¾-inch sprigs .....•••..•.....•••••.•••••.•••
06 per 1,000.
25,000 f-inch .. do .•• , • , .. , , • -~·, .,,. ••.•••••...•.•••
7
do
25,000 !-inch .. do ..•.•••••.• , ••• , •••• ,, •..•••• , , •
8
do
25,000 1-inch .. do ....•.•.••.•• , •••••.••••...• ,·•.••
9
do
25,000 lJ-int?h .. do., •• .. •••. ,, •• , •... , •••••••.•••••
10
do
25,000 1½-inch .• do .•••_••••..••.•••••..••••• , ••.•.•
12
do
25,000 2-inch .•. do •••••.••••• , ••••••• , •• , ••••.•.••
13
do
2,000 I-inch iron tacks .••.•••••••••.•••.•••••••••.
6
do
2,000 ½-inch •••. do .••••••..•.••.•.••••••••••••••••
7
do
2,000 I-inch •... do .•••••.•••••.••••••.•••••••••.•.
8
do
2,000 !-inch •... do .•.••••.•• , •••• : •••.••••••.••••.
11
do
2,000 !-inch copper tacks •..••••.•.•.••.. : ••••.•.•••
50
do
400 pounds ½-inch square cast steel., •••• , ••• ,,,., ••
17 per pound.
roo ... do ... f.inch ... do .•...• do, .................. .
17
do
400 ..• do ... !·inch... do ••...• do .•••••. , •••••. , •.••.
17
do
100 ... do •• ,i-inch ..• do ••.•• ,do ••.•• : •.•••• , •• , -••..
17
do
300 ... do .•. I-inch .•• do ..•••• do. • • • • . • • . . .•• , • , .•.
17
do
400 ... do ... lj-inch .• do ....•• do .•••••••.••••• , ••..
17
do
500 ... do ... I¾-inch .• do •••••• do ••• , •••••••••.•••••.
19
do
600 ... do .•. ll-inch .. do .•.••• do, .................. .
19
do
450 ... do .•. lf-inch .• do .•••• ,d9 .•.•• ,.,,,,,.,,,,,,.
16
do
500 ... do .•. 2-inch .•. do .•.••• do .•••••..•••••••• , •••
16
do
500 ..• do ... best English blister steel ••••••.• , • , , •••.
13
do
400 ... do, .. ... do ..••.. shear .• do •.••....••• , ••• , ,
18
do
20 .•.. do .•. horse shoe nails-G .......... , , , , , , • • • •
25
do
2,000.do .•. l¼-inch round iron .•.•••••• , • , • • • • • · •. : · ~:-'-..~~ 4¼
do
--'·" 4½ do
2,000.do .•. l,l-inoh •.•• do, ••••••••...•... ······••··
2,000.do .•. 1}-inch .••. do •.••••••••••• ,•,"'•········
4-½ do
2,000. do ... 1-inch .•... do ..••••• , •.• , , · • • • • · • • • • • • •, 4¼ do
2,000. do ... f-inch ..... do .•••.•.••• , •... , , , • • · • • • • ·
4¼ do
70 feet 2½ by 1Hnch, flat iron-437¼ pounds •• ,·••••••
4¼
do
4!
do
70.do .. I ,~ by !--inch ..•. do ..•.. 109 ..•. do . •••···•··::
_ss oo_per t on ,
_28 tone Atnerican gray pig iron, No. J. • • • • • • · • • • •

Where deliverable,

W ashiogton, D. C ,

~

~

t:1

0
~

~
?

,_.
~

I June

20

30

I Francis A.

Gibbuns .•.•.. 1 21,000 feet, board measure, 1-inch boanls .... , .... , ..
2,000 .. do., ... ,do ..... ,, . l½-inch .. do ....... _......
4,500 .. do ...... do ... ..... 2-inch ... do .....••..•...
·2,500 .. do .•.••• do ......•. 1-inch ... do ......•...••.
2,800 .. do ....•. do ........ I-inch ... do · ...•.•....•..
1:800.. do .. 3 by 4-inch boR.rd measure Nerth Carolina
yellow pine scantling; 66 plank North Carolina
yellow pine 2-inches thick, 14f inches 'wide, hnd
16 ft. long; 66 Carolina yellow pine plank 2-inc es
thick, 10i inches wides, and 16 feet long-5,958
feet, board measure •....•. ..•.••....• .....•.•.
3,000 feet 2-inch white pine pannel boards ..••..•....
(,j.
,.., I ;\r.f'
·-> I
I 3,000.do .. 1-inch .....•• do ...•.•. do .....•.......•..
l.:!..t.l=..• !'-_. 'h "--~·. . . ?.
102· yellow pine piles, 12 feet long, 10-inehes di. at
head .....•...•••....... ················•······
20 pieces w. o. timber, 30 feet long, 12 by 12 inches ..
l. ... do ....... do ... ... 16 .... do .... 16 by 20 .. do ..
2 .... do ...... ,do ......• 10 .... do .... 16 by 20 .. do .. }
1. ... do ....... do ...... 4 . ... do .... 12 by 12 .. do ..
Making in all 84 cubic feet.; ...•.....•...•••
1 white oak plank, 11 by 3½-ineh, 25 feet long ........
474 cubic feet yellow pine ..........................
10,000 feet 2-inch boanl measure prime white boards
10,000.do .. 1-inch .•..•. do ........ do ....•• do .......
46,900.. do .. 1-inch ..•••. do ~..· ••• white pine cullings ..
13,000.do .. 2-inch ...•.. do ......... do ...... do .....
700 I-inch oak.board& 16 feet lengths .................
250 seasoned white oa_k cart spokes .................
1848.
1848.
14 cords white hickory, 4 and 8.feet lengths ...........
Sept. 23 Dec.
l Wm. L. Dove .•.•..••... 273 barrels lime .......••.•.•.....•..•............
609 .. do ... good sharp sand ...•.••....•.•••.••.....
40 tierces brass founders' moulding sand ..............
10 ..•... do .... , .. . do ........ do .....•.......•.•••
Sept. 25 I Oct.
15 Alfred Richards .. '. ...... 200,000 hard re~ bricks .. : .........................
25,000 best quality fire bncks ......................
4,000 arch and pillow bricks .. ; .....................
1M8.
1849.
Sept. 29 June
3~ Phillip Otterback ........ 12 tons timothy hay ...... ~ ......... _...............
··
·
2 .. do .. rye straw .............. . ..................
·
480 bushels of corn ..•••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••
--,"t'l.'.;_ ,,:.,. C<· ~t \~' 1 I 480 .••• do •••• oats ••••••••••• ,, ..... , ••• ,.,,, ••••••
l'JlC,

I

I
I

I
I

I

I

I.

29
29
23
23
16

00 per 1,000.
00
do
00
do
00
do
00
do

25 00
35 00
35 00

I

'

do
do
do

io each.

'

25 per cubic.ft.
30

~

do

Cl

30 00 per 1,000 ft.
30 pe.r cubie ft . .
35 00 per 1,000 fr.
35 00
do
16 00
do
16 00
do
30 00
do
'
30 each.
10 ,00 per cotd.
85 per barrel.
10
do
6 00 per tierce.
6 00
do
6 88 per 1,000.
40 00
do
5 50
do
1~ 75 per ton.
13 fJO
do
56 per bushel.
45
do

•

t_1j

I

0

~

z
0

~

'

00

~

-'~

•

'

Y. '4, D. No. S.-List of contract~ und·er the cog11,izance of th-e Bureau of ,Yards and Docksr-Continued.

~

OJ

Date.

Expiration.

1848.

1848.
Oot.
15

Sept.

28

\

Oot.

Oct.

4

I

1848.
1849.
Sept. 21 ~Mar.

13

Names of contractors .

Articles.

Oliver Whittlesay .•••..• 1i5 crallons Japan varnish .. ..•••. .. ••.....•••...•...
I ,000 pounds pure wh ite l.ead •••• • •.••.•••••.••.•..
850 .... do ..•••••. • . do •.... in oil .• .•••.••••.•.•••.
756 .... do .. ...•..•. do •••••• do .......•...•••. ...••
I ,320 .. do ... Spanish whiting, <lry. ••••••.•••••••••••
90, •.•. do ... Paris gr"een ••.••• do ......•..••.•.•••••
18 ...•. do ... chrome.do ..•••• do .... • .•.....•.•••••
47 .•••. do ... litha.rg.e .....•....•...•.••.... ·. .••....
234 gallons pure linseed oil, EAmerican) ..•••••••. • •.
90 ..•. do ... spirits turpentine .•.. •••.•.•••.. ••••....
15 .... do ... cop~J vanish ..•••••.•...•..••••.••••...
3,860 lights, 10 by 12 glass •. •••...•.•.....••.•...
600 feet 10 by 12 glass ...• ... •. •.•...........•.. _••
500 gallons winter sperm oil. .••• , •........••..••••
300 • .. do .• -.neats foot oil. . ....••....•..•.........•.
20 pounds stone ochre: . .••••••••...•••..••........
50 ..•. do ... Turkey umber .. ...• • : ..•••..••••.•....
IO •••. do ... Prussian blne ...••. • ••..•••...•.•• ·•..•.
5 ••••• do ... Chinese vermiliion .. •..•••.....•.• .•....
200 feet 12 by 1~ glass ..... ••••...•. ....•.•.•......,
George G. Patterson .... 300 bushels of c.orn .... ·. ...••.••••......••.....••••
300 .•.• do •. . • oats ........•.•••. ~ •• , •••.•••. ,,.·· ,··
Joseph Tomlinson .• ,, •• .-1 One steam engine and boilers, with all _ necessary fixtures ror tt eompic~e engine, to be put up in,.the
saw nnll at l.vlemph1s . ••..•... . ·.•• .. , ., • •. ·, · • • · \
And for the neoessary iron shafting, gearing an_d other ,
1
metalie work for the saw, there shall be paidFor cast iron work fitted up ..... , •.. ··•············ \
For wrought iron work fitt ed np .. , ..•••. , , , • • • • • · · ·
For composition castings fit.t.e<l np ........... , · · · · · ·
Por rabbit:, and t\nt.i·atLritious metals fitted nr · ·· · · · · ,

Price.

~· 50 per gallon.
06 per pound.
07¼
do
07¼
do
I ' Ol
do,
50
do
"'.35
do
09
do
70 per gallon .
50 '
do
3 00
do
. 07 per light .
07 per foot.
30 per gallon.

13

Where deliverable.

•I

Washing·ton.

~ "1
~A

t, ·
0
~
- ~

do

10 per pound.

do
do ·
2 00
do
06 per foot.
65 per bushel.

~

09

~

80

39

uo

12-½ per pound.
06 per pound.
16
<lo
40

do

60

do

-I

I

Pensacola :-

Memphis.

Sept.

25

July

Sheldon & Smith •• , , . , , . I 5,000 barrels best qua1ity hydraulic cement. •. , •......

Sept.

25

Sept.

25

July
July

John Meggs ..••••••••• 200 cubic yards sharp, clean building sand. . •..•...•
Fortr.ne & Parsons .••.••• 6,000 cubic feet, 4 sticks 33 ft. long, 26 in. square ...•
4 curved sticks, 41 feet long: 20 by 26 inches, curving
2-1 inches .•••••...•••.•.•••....••.•..••..•...•.
20 curved sticks, 41 feet long, 23 by 18 inches, curving 24 inches •..•••...•••.•••••...•••..••.••• , .
Lambert & Lane; ••••••. 10 quires super royal drawing paper, English •.••..••
5 ••• do .•. mediu1n ••••••••.• do ..•.•••••••.•.•.••.••
5... do ... tracing p~per, double elephant. ••••••..•••
5 ••• do ... cross-sect1011 paper., ..•••...•••••••••..•.
16.. do ... printed pay.rolls ....••.....• , ....••......
2 reruns single and double ,printed bills .•••••....••••
5 ... do .. buff envelope paper .••••••. . ••• ••••••••.• ,:
15 •• do .. fine cap •..••.. do ••..•...••••.•..••.•.•••
1 ..• do .• blottinrr ........ do ....•.... , .•... ,.,,,.,,,
30 dozen FabePs drawing pencils, Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4.
15 ... <lo .. Cohen's assorted .••. do ...... • ............ .
10 ... do .... do .... fl.at red chalk pencils .•••••..•..••.
5 .... do .. French drawing- pencil~ ..., •••••••••.•••...
3 .... <lo, .• boxes, 1 gross each, Gdlot s extra pens •.•.
1. ... do .••• do ... 1 dozen .. <lo ..... do ... eagle .• do ... ..
1 .... do .. cards . .... do ..•• do .• ex . fine ladies'. do ... ..
1. •. , do .• bunches best English quills ••••••••••••• , ••
1 .... do ...• do ... crow ••• , •.••• do ..... ,, •••• , ••.• ,
10... do .• p~nholders., •.•.•• ,. •, • • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • · • ·
2 ..• .do .. inkstands ...•.....•• ·,••······ •, • , • • · • · · ·
2 .•.• do .• quart bottles Maynard's best ink .••.•• , ...•
2 .•.. do .• !ilmall ... do .. French carmme .•.••••••...•.
20 ..• .do .• bunches red tape, wide ...••..•••••...••...
5 .... do .. rolls green silk taste ....••...•••...•••..•.
5 • .•• do .. cap blanks , 6 quires feint lined ............ .
1... . do .. must.e r books ...••.••••••••••••.•••... , • ,
1. ... do .• sheets Bristol boards... • ••••••••.••••••.•
10 .• .do .••• do •. press .•.. do ..••• ; • ·••.••••••••••••••
5 ••.• do .. pieces [ndia rubber ..••••••••••••••• , •••••
10 .• . do .• India rubber bands ......... : •.•• , ••.••... ,
l. ... do .. large cakes best India ink .••.•••...••••.••
6 •••• do .. paper.s black sand,½ pint ~acb ......... ,.,••••
\
10 pounds sealing-wax, ex. superfine, London,., ••• ,,

Sept.

25

July

l

1 20 per barrel of
..
300lbs .... Dry Doak, N. York.
43 per cub. yd.
65 per cub. ft. ·

1 00 ·

do

75
do
1 00 per q\lire.
50
do
5 00
do
2 00
do
50
do
5 00 per ream.
2 50
· do
2 00
do
3 00
do
37½ per dozen.
37½ do
37! do
50
do
7 50 per doz. box.
1 50
1 75
4 00
3 00
25 per dozen.
1 00
, do
1 50
do
2 00
do
31¾ do
2 f>O
do
10 00
do
12 00
1 50
62½ per dozen.
25
do
25
do
5 00
5 per dozen.

87 i per pound.

•

bj
~

-

0
0
~

~
~

~

00

(!)

-4

•
Y. & D. No. 8.-List of contracts under the c'o gniz~nce of the Bure~u of Yards an~ llocks~Continued.

00
~

00
Date.

Expiration.

I

Names of contractors.

Articles.

Rate.

Where deliverable.

--- - 1848.
25

Sept.

25

184l:I.
July
l
July
1

Sept.

25

July

Sept.

•

1

ILambert
& Lane-Cont'd .
B_.

10 pounds soarlet wafers •..••• ; ••• • ••••••••••••••.
~hollar ......... 200 ... do .. patent granite hammers., •••••...••.•••.
700 ... do .. ulher hammers and tools ...•••• .- •••.••••.
Storer & Stephenson ..... 5 ,000.do .. Russia hemp rope, 2 to 7 inches •.•.•• .- ••.
4,000.do . . Manilla .... do ..... 2 to 6 .. do •..•......•.
500 ..• do .. ;packing yarn .•• •...• .•.•... .. ..•••••••.
500 .•. do . . spun yarn; 100 pounds 9-thread line; 100
pounds hooks and thimbles, and 200 pounds tow ...
100 pounds mar·line1 500 pounds tallow, and 30 pounds
Castile soap .•...•.••••..•••••••••••••••••••.•.
50 pounds masons' lines, assorted ••••••.•••••••• ·•••
100 . .. do.~ lamp wick ..••.•.•. : ••••••.••.••••••••.
10 .... do .. sewing twine .•.•.•••.•....••••••.••....
, I 10 .•.• do .. shoe thread .•••••.••.••..••••••••••••..
500 ... do .• each of harness and pump leather •••••.•.
500 .•. do .• oakum . ••• ~ . •.••••••••.•'. •..••.••••••••
20 .... do .. emery ..•• : .• , ..•.••.•...•. : .•••••.••••
20 dozen corn brooms ••••••.••.•..••.•.••.••••••..
20 .. do .. hickory brooms .• ~ . ·•••.••••••••••••. : •.••.
10 .. do .• corn brushes ............ ~ ••••••••.•.• ~ ...•
5 ... do .• ship water buckets .•••••••••••.••••• • ••••.
1. . . do .• tin funnels ••••.•..•..••..•••..••••..•••••
1. •. do .. tin pumps, 4 and 6 in&hes ................. .
10 .. do .. tin cups (pint) ••.••••••..•.•...•••.•..••••
2 . .. do .• oil f&eders ..••.•....•••.••••••.•..•• , . , , , ,
1. . . do . tin cans, 1 to 5 gallons .................... .
1. . . do .. ½-gallon measures .•.••••••••.••.•.•.. •·•••
1.. . do ..... do .••.•• do, .••••...•.••.....•. •• •.. •••
1. •. do .. I-gallon measures ...•.. , ..••• • .. - , • · · • · • · ·

John

¾· •• do .. peck

measures .....•...••.•. •••••·········
,l .•. do .. bushel measures .•••••...•.••.•.... • · · • • • ·
1 ... do .. each of 1 and 2 bushel measm·e• .. • · · · · · · · ·1·
10 barrels fine olal and su.nd, and 20 barrel:, ohllfr 00 " •

$0 40 per pound .•
75
do
26
do
2-k do
10
do

10

do

8

do

tzj

10

do

?'1

40
15
25
20

do
do

22
5-t
6

do

do
do
do

do

2 25 per dozen.
1 00
' do
1 50
do
5 00
do
' 2 00
do

64 00

do

50

do

2 00

do

3 00
1 00
2 00
3 00
2 00

do
do

6 00
3 00
1

Dry Dock, N. York,

oo

do
do
do
do
do
par bl\.rrel,

C, ·

0
~

~

,9 ·
t'""

Sept.

25

Sept .

25

.Sept.

25

Sept.

25

July

July

July
July

John A. Brown •.•••••••

Thomas Nally ...... ... .

John A. Mitchell ••••••.•
Erastus Corning •••• ••••

-I

50() sqtuwa yards old tanvass .••• , , • , , , , • , , , ••••.••. 1
12! per sq. yd.
700 inches of lignumvitm bushed shears, 6 to 14 inches.
8 per inch:
1,000 fire brick~ ., ••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.•••••
45 00 per M.
50 wheelbarrow trays •••••••.••••.••••..•••••••.••
1 00 each.
500 gallons winter-strained sperm oil ••••.•••.••••..
1 05 pei.· gallon.
100.•. do .. fish oil. ••••.•.••••••••••••••.••••••••••
25
do
100 .. . de .. boiled linseed oil. . . ......... .......... ..
75
do
20 .••• do .• neat's foot oil •..•••.••••••....••.••.••.•
90
do
100 .• _-do .. spirits of turpentine •.••••.••.•.•••••• ·•••
40
do
5 •.••• do .• copal varnish ...•.•••••••••••.••••••• ·• ••
2 00
do
500 pounds white lead, in oil. ••• ; •..•••••..•.••••••
7 per pound.
200 .•. do .• black paint, in oil .•.••..••.••••••..•••..
5½ do
100 .•. do •• yellow ochre .•••••..•••••..•••••.•.••.••
2½ do
50 .••. do .• red.lead ••.•••.•.••••...•.•...••••.•• ,.,
6½
do
50...•. do .• litharge ..... ,,,., .·•.....••.• ,, ·, • • ·,.,. ·
6
do
50, ... do .• white chalk ••••••.•••••.•••••••••• ~ ••••
2
do
25 .••. do .• red ohalk .••••••••••.••• , ••.•••••• ••••••
5
do
2 boxes sperm candles •..••.••••...• : .•. , , •••• , ••• •
31
do
6•• do .• window glass . ••••••. , •.•••••.•• , ••••• •• , , ,
4 .• do ..•...• • do .•. • (Redford's) •.•••• : •..•••••••••
2,500 pounds castings for geerings, fitted, &o ....... .
2¼ per pound.
10,000 .• do .• other castings, tu~ned, 0ored, and fitted.
2 4-10 do
3,000 .•. <lo ....•... do •.•... chilled, bored, and fitted.
3¾
do
800 .. , '.• do .. wroug-ht iron work, turned, bored, and
fitted .•.. •..•• ~- ••••.•••.•..••••..•...•••••••••
8
do
500 tons coarse Cumberland and Blossburg coal. •••••
5 99 per ton.
2,100 pounds Sanderson's cast steei.. .............. ,.
16 per pound.
350 •.• .. do .• blister steel ••.•. , •• , , , •• • •.• ,.,, ••.•.
10
do
100 .••.. do .. German steeL •••••..••••••.•••.••..•.
4 13
do
200 •..•. do .• spring steiil. •.... ... .• ;., •••.••.••••..
5½
do
200 ..•.. <Jo .. cast steel blocks .••••..• • . , .•.•.•.....
17
do
600 ..... do .• wrono-ht iron, ¾to 2¼ inches round .•... 3½ mills
do
lO ,000 .. do .• squar~, flat, and Banks's B. B .•.•...•.
• 3-;¼
do
500 ..... do .• boiler iron ..••.•.•. ,, •.•••••.••••••.•.
5¾ do
500; ••.. do .• Russia sheet iron •..••••.••••.•••••.• ,
13
do
200 ••••• do .• nail rods ••.••.••• ...•. ••••..•••.••• ••
5! do
800. ~ •• ,do . • hoop iron, 500 pounds Livingston's iron,
and 1,000 pounds cut nails ••••..•••••
4
do
800 .•••• (l" . . crowbars ..••..•..•....••.••• • •••••••..
5½ do
200 ..• •• do .. pinch bars and 2,000 pounds pressed and
~d'.,:,~
ra ilroad spikes . ... . .... . ............'/
6
do

~
-~

~
0
~

z
0

i,..,.l

00

w

~

y,

&,

D. N() S.-List of C(.)ntract$ under the cognizance of tlte Bureau of Yards and Docks-Continued.

00

w

0
Dnto.

Expiration.

1848.

1849.
July

Sept.

25

, ...

\

Names of contractors.

-----------!

-

Articles.

Rates.

__ ,_____

Erastus Corning-Cont'd . 200 pounds Russia slit iron .••• . ••.•..••..••••••• -.
5 ,090 . •. Jo .. timber proved chains ....•.....•.•••••.
½dozen crosscut saws, heavy blade •.. ..•.••..• •• .••
1.. do . • handsaws ..•••••...••••.•..••.•.••••••. ~ ••.
1. • do .• narrow ax~s, · (Simms's) best, •••••••.•••••••
JO.do • . -½-round 14-inch files , ••••••.•.•••••• , ••••••
10 dozen smooth files, 14-inch •••• , •.• , •••••••••••••
1 ..... . do •••••• do ••.. 10-inch •••••••••••• .•••••••• •
14 dozen flat bas tard wood rasp 14-inch files. , •.••.•
1 dozen rat tail files. 12-inoh .•••• , ..•••• , ••••••••...
1 dozen flat smooth files, U-inch .•••••. ,, ••••••••.••
20 dozen mill saw files, 8-inch •.••.•..•• .• ••.••••••..
1 dozen saw pit files, 5!-inch • •••••. , •••••..•••••• ,.
20 dozen taper saw files, 3½ to 5-inch ............... .
20 .•.•••.... do ...•.... .6 to 8-inch .•••••..••••••...
o dozen square, files. 14-inch •.• . ...•••.••••• ..... . ..
4 dozen steel $quares, 2-feet blade •••.••..•••••••• , .
1 dozen_ hoes . • • , ••••.••• ~ •••••.•••••••• , ..• , •••.••
·! dozen screw wrenches .....•..•• .•...•.•.. •• .•.. ,,
1 dozen spirit levels ...••.•••....•••.•••••_• ••• ••.•• .
l dozen currycombs and brushe:-..•••••••••.•••••.••.
1 dozen .horse cards •. •••• ..••••..•.• •••• ; •••••.•.••
1 dozen Ames' shovels, No. - ..••• , •.•••••.•• : •••.•
1 dozen wrought iron strap hinges .•.•••....•..•....
1 dozen chest and draw locks .•.•.•..••••• , ...•.•...
1 dozen c;loor locks .. ~ •••...•••.•...•••.••• , •.••. ·..•
1 dozen com position locks .••••••..••..•..••.•••...•
2 dozen pad locks .•.••.•..•..••.••••• , .• , .•. •,•·•·•
10 dozen hasps and staples .••••••.•••.•••.. ,••••,••
2 dozen tape lines, 5 feet long .....•.. , • · · • · · • • · · • • •
2 ....... . do .•••.• 75 ... do .•.••••••• ,,,•,••·•••····
1 .... , .. . do ...•.• 100 .. do, ••••••• ,,.,.,,,,••·•·•·•

Where deliverable.

,_________

$0 Ofi per pound .• Dry dock, N, Y.

, 8

do

3 6 00 per dozen.
9 00
do
10 50
do
'115 25
do
7 37½
do
3 25
do
5 00
do
3 25
rlo
8 00
do
1 75
do

1 25
87½
1 62½
4 75

do
do
do
do

8 00

do

3 50
do
22 50
18 00 per dozen.
5 00
do
I 00
do ,
10 50
do
6 00
do
5 00
do
4 00
do

20 00
4 00
I 00
10 00
11 00

do
do
do
do
do

12

do

00

;.

t.tj
~

t:;
0
~

~

9

~

10 dozen hammer hnndles •..• , •.•••. • •• • • • • · • •, • • • ·
10 do,:en rnaul l1a1,dles .•...•..•.• , ...•..••.. , .• , ·,.

2 dozen truweb .. ...•...........•... ......... .. ...
1 dozen iron Pakes ..•.••.••.......•••.• ..• ..•..• ,
2 dozen plumh bob:, . . ... : ...•.•.•• • ••..•. ......••••
JO dozen chalk lrnes, 2;")0 feet lon g ..•..•• • ..........
2 dozen mttrking cups ..•. , ............ ... .... .. ... . .
5 . .. •...•. do ... ..•.• . .....•• . ..•• .•• ••...... •• •••
3 dozrn paiut br;m,h<s (0000 ). , .......•....•....•...
3 ••••• ••••• do •• •• •••• (000) .• , •. ,., ..•. : ••.••.•..•
3 . . ..••...• do . ..•.••.• (00) ..•••.••..•...•••••....
3 dozer:- sash tool bru&hes . .•..••. .. ••..••... ...•....
1 d~zen each of pl<1,tP, and putty knives ......•.•......
I dozen stable fork,; .. ...•.. , • , , . · • . · • . · ..•...•.. , , • I
½dozen glabe l~nterns ..••.•••••. • •••••..••...•••.•
400 pounds bench vices ............................ .
100 rounJs <louulo faced hec.ders .•...•..•• . •..••..•.
1,000 pounds eac!t of &heet lead and lead pipes .••.. ..
20 pounJ s ~ra~s ,1:7ire ..•.. •.•. •..•• . .•••.•..••....•.
1
30 pounas i ron \\'Ire . . ••••.• •• • ••.•••• •• ••••••••••••
8(10 pound,:, French g-rind:stoues . . .....••••...• . ••••.
25 pounds 1.?;iue •••••••••• ••••••• .• ••• , ••••••••••••
:?5 pounds b0rax ...•••.. .• • • .•••...•..•.•••.••• •. •.
200 square feet wire el oth ..•.••...•..•...•••.. • ....
500 lineal feet hose with co uplings ...••• . .......•.. ,
1 riean1 sand papel' .•••••. • •• •.. ·.•.•••••.••••••.••••

75

I 25
7 f)(J

12 00
1 25

2 00
75
75
8 00
~7

6

l
1

12
18

200 qrs. ship angci.:s (L. Homm ideu) .............. ..
20 papers taek~; .•. .. •.••••. ••.• ...... •. • ••.. .. •. ..

Sept.

25

July

{

Sept.

25

July

20 papers brad& . •• .•. •..••.•..•. , .••.• , . . • , • . . . ••.
10 gross \'.'OOd s?re~:~ ••••. . ..• • ...•..•.••. • •.•.••.
6 troyets for s1nrth 1u:-:.;es •.•.•••.••..•.••.......•••

J. L.. Cramer .......... . 35 tons timothy a.ul (~lover hay .....••.• •.••. .•••.•.

15
10

6 t on"> r·,e srraw, •• ,... , .... . .... .. . . •.... , .... . . . .. .

iO

50,000 po11 :11h: g-ronn<l foet-oats and corn, . , •. • ••• , •.
l .0110 b<Ishels r,p,ts .•••• •• •• •••••••••••••• , •••••••••
l ,Oi1fl l,u::;hcl:, fi ne reed.,, ,,, ,, ,,,.,.•,,,,•,,, , , , , , , I •
Campbell & lVfoody ••.••• 2,000 ];neal fo1•t white uak timber, 10 to · 16 inches
MJ.Ulll'<' Ullt1 ~~() to 5() feet long . .. , ... •. ••. , . , , , , , .,,
. j(:0 lir: e:,1-J
wl~ itc oak timber, 10 to 16 inches square
1 ;.1.c , "" , , ;JQ (eet long .......................... .

1:ect~

"

'

do
rlo
do

<lo
do
do

do
do
50
do
00
do
50
do
50
do
50
do
00
<lo
13 per pound.
15
do
5¼ do
20
do
10
6

2

do

t,zj
~

0
0

Jo
do
do
do

25
18
12 per sq . fo'"ot.
40 per foot.
50 per ream .
14 per qr.
5 per paper.
8
do
2& pr.r gross.
00 each .
50 per ion. r · 1 ,
00
do
1½ per pound.
37 per bushel.
18
do

~-

~
0

1,,..,(

·~··

25 pr. cubic ft.
25

do

-I

-

I

.

(.rJ
~
~

Y. & D. No: -s.=-List of contracts
'

Expiratien.

Date.

. 1848.
Sept.

I

.i\.1 tic.·lcs.

Names of contractors.

1848.

Campbell & Moody-Con. 3,000 cubic feet white oak timber, sawed, 6 to 16 inches
square, 20 to 50 feet loiig....... • ••.•.•.••••...
1,000 cubic feet y~llow pine timber, 6 to 16 inches
square, 20 to 50 feet long ..•.•••..•••••..•••••••
500 cubic feet white pine timber, 10 to 16 incheg
:-qnarf'.'., 50 to 70 feet long .....•.•...••••••••••••
5,000 feet, board measure, white oak, 1 to 3 inchell 1
1;'> to 30 feet long .•. •.• . •. •••• ........•..• •••••
10,000 feet, board measure, yellow pine 1 2 to 5 inches,
15 to 30 feet long ..•. , •.. ~ •.•. .. ••• •••••.•.• ••
50,000 feet, board measure, white pine, I tog inches ,
15 to 40 feet long, .•......•.•. ..•• •.. • • -•..•.•.•
10,000 feet, boa.rd measure, spruce plank ••••.•. .•••.
IQ,000 ••....... do .....•••. hemlock plank ...••••• ••.
5,000 lineal feot spruce piles, 20 to 20 feet long, 8 inches diameter at ~ma-11 end ..••••••••••.•••••• ...
50 bundles shing~es, by brand 20 inches long .••...••.

July

1851.

24

May

Oct.

26

May

1

Nov.

11

May

1

1848.

Dakin & Moody ........ . One soctional floating dry-dock, basin, and t\,·o rail·
ways, complete in all respects .•....•..•.....• •• .
Gilbert & Secor ..•••..•.• One balance floating dry-dock, ba&in, and railway,
complete in all respects .••...•••••.•••.••...•.•.
Gilbert & Secor ..••••••• One balance floating dry-dock, ha.sin, and railway,
_ complete ~1 all respects .....•.•••...•......•• , •.

1848.

29

1848.
Oct.

13

Sept.

13

Oct.

Juno

l

28

do

18

do

~
~

~15 00 per 1,000.

~6 00

do

20 00
12 00
10 00

do
do
do

0

0
~

~

.0

9 50 per lin. ft.
2 50 per bundle.

i--,,.
; " -cl

813,742 .•...•••••. Philadelphia.
921,937 ...•••.•...

Pensacola.

732,905 ..••.•••••• Kittery.

Timothy O'Neale •••.•••. \ -48 perches fot~ndation ston_e ..................•.• · ..
2,500 snperfi.c1al feet flagging- stone ..........•.•. ·••

1 25 per terch ...
12 par oot.

Washington .

13
30

David Hamilton ........ ·\ 549,500 b~st hard ~ricks ......................... ,.

5 30 per J,ooo ...

New York .
Memphis

S. H. Lamb.............

10 rea.ms uest quahty ruled lettel· papl'r ............ .
10 ......
do ..... cap paper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 quiro rnc-diu1n tlr1i=i11g- pqw.- . . . . . . . . . - - · · · · · · · · · ·

uo ........

l'>OU

1~00~0

•tt1ill11, No . 80 .

•••

. ••••

·••

•

• • • ••

w
t,:)

$0 35 per cub. ft .. Dry-dock, N. Y.

15

1849.
Jan.

00

Where deliverable.

Rates.

1849.

2b

Oct.

Sept.

uiidu--. !lie cognizance of the :Bureau of Yards and .Docks~Continued.

4 75 per ream·· ·
4 50
<lo
t

2'1

:J

(HI

'""

JOO

",

91
, C-1)

20

June

30

4 gross best quatlty m~ta1ilc pMS •• • • • • ,' . • ~ • • • • • • • • •
1 ·doz<\n pint bottles black ink •.•• ,,•• • ,• • ••••••••••
¾••• do .. French carmine red ink ....•..•....•.• • • • • •
2 pounds red sealing.wax .• ; ... • •••..•••• , •.. ,. • •··
¼.-.• do .. scarlet red wafers •...• -•••••••••.•••• , ..•.
½ doz.en papers black sand ••••. • .• • ••••••••• , • , • • • ·
2 . .. do •. blank books, No. 9, 8 inches .••• , , •••.••• • ? ,
1. . . do .. pieces India rubber ••••• , •••••••••.• . ••••••
ii.. do .. black lead pencils~ assorted Nos •..••••••.• .,
J.M. McCombs & Co ... 2 ... do .• 14-inch flat ti~'st ,.' .,.,_. .... , .. • • · · · · · • · · • •; ·
1 ... do .. 14 -inch ¼-n~,u_~d'" file~':;,· .• , • .• • • • • · • · • • • · · · ·
1 ... do .. 12-inch 8m9.'b,th ·files·.- •.••...••••••••• ,,.• •·
l •.• do .• 10 •••••••• cTo • ..~··.~ ••••••••••••••••••• • • , • •
· -½ .•• do .. 8 .. . ..... dd: _..: / ...•••••.... ,,,, ....•. ,,, •
1. .. do .• 12-inch i·round smooth files ....•.••.••.••. ·
-½- •• do .• 12-inch square file s . •.. •••••••••••••.. , ••• •
½.•• do .. 8 .... . .. -.do .•.... , • •••.•••••••. . .••. •••••
1. . . do .. 10-iach 3-square files ........•..••..•... •··
-½ ••• do ... 6 ....... . do ••...••••..••••••••••. •.·•·••
1. •. do. : 12-inoh rat-tail files .....•.......•.•.. • • • • •
2••• do .• OQOO groqnd brushes ......... : •.••• •..• • • • • •
2, .. do .• •000 • • .••••• do .•·•••••..••••••• , •• ,,,.,••·
2.. ..do •••• 00 .••••.••• do .• ~ ••••••.••••• , ••••.. ,····
1 . . . do .. la.r-gest size sash tools •••••••••••...••. • • • ·
1. . . do .. second •.••••. do .••• • ••••••.•.•••• •.•• , • • ·
I .•• do .• third •••.•.•. do ••••..•••••••.• • , ••.•. • ••••
I. .. do .• fitches ; largest size . .. .••••••.•.•••.••••••
1. . . do •.•. do •..• second size .••••...•.•.•...••••••• ,
I .•. do •••• do ...• third size • ..•.••.••.•••• ••• , •••. ..
1 varnish brush .••••..•.•••••••·•••••.••••••.•••• • •
1.. . do ... pot .•••••••.•••••••••••••••••..••.•••.. •
1 ream No. 2 sand paper •••••••••••••••••••..•• • • ,
1 ... . do ;·••• 3., •. do •..• • ••••••••••••••.••••••.• •• •
30 pounds_white chalk •.•••••••..••••••••••...•••••
20 dozen rnason's lines .••••.•••.••••••••.••••••••••
, 30 pounds sperm candles .••.••••••• •• • .• ••••..•••• •
30 gil.llons lanl oil ••••••••• ~ ••••••••.••••••• , •••• , ·
10 pounds re.fined bor11.x • • .••••••••••• •••••• • • •••• ,
100 .•. do .. cast steel, 1{ by lf inch ...... . ... , •.•. • .
. 150 .•. do ...... do ••• • 1 by 1 inch ••••.•••••••..• , .•• t

1 50 per gross.
50
00
50 per pound.
00
75 per dozen.
1 00
do

1
4
1
I

38

75 pet' dozen.
5 15
do
6 25

1S 00
4 25
2 50

5 50
5 00
2 75
3 50
1 60
4 50

~

~-

9 00 per dozen.
8 00
do

7 50
3 75
3 00
2 75

••

do

0
0
~

2
0

..

1-

1 50
1 25
1 25
50
50
3 75
3 75
3 per pound.
35 per dozen.
31¾ per pound .
75 per gallon.
30 per pound.

18
· 18

do
do

~
w

Y. & D. No. 8.-List of contracts under the cognizance of the Bureu.u of Yards and Docks-Continued.

00
..,.,.,
~

Date;

Expiration.

Names of contractors .

Rates.

-----t------11----------- 1---,....---·...;_......;.:....;______~--1848.
Sept.

20

1849.
June
30

Sept.

14

]an.

15

Sept.

13

June

30

J.M. M_cCombs & Co.-, 350 pounds f!1glis~ blist~: stJ·el, ! by 2½ inches .... : •.
Contrnued.
300 ... do.· lt·lllOh round uon •..•••• , •••••.• , •• , •••••
500.•. do .. ¾••••• , •• do ..•••••••••• , •••••••••.•• ,.,
300 ..• do .. j .. : ..... do ...•..... : .•.....••..•.•..••
300 ... do .. 1 ••.••.•• do ..••••••••..••. , ••••• ,, •• ••.
500 .•. do .• linch square iron ...•••.••..•.....••.•. ,
500 • .. do .. horse-shoe iron ..• ...... . ...... ..• : ...•..
Michael Gaffney....... . 1,-900 bushels best quality bituminous coal .... • , .••..
100 bushels charcoal .................... •. ....• ~ •..
Cook & HaVl·ley ... , • . . • 36 tons hay ..•.•.....•... , . .....•.•..• , ..•. •. , ..••
l ,000 bushels ori.t:; •..•••.....••.••.•••..•••• .'. ·•••..
47,GGO pounds ehopped rye ....•............•. -~~ ....
18,200 .•. do .. sheaf oats ....••. .. , .•.•... .• .... ••••
10 lmsh_els ~ronn_d alum salt. ... . ...... ... ...... ......,.
1,000 bushuls eo1n •.••.•.••••_.••••••• . • .•• •.••••••

===:::::=====:;:;::=:=========':::;=:==---=-· .Bu.aEA u

OF YA.RDS .AND

DocKs, November 4 1 1848.

.

Where deliverable.

J - - - -·- - - - - - - ~

. $0 13 per pound ••
6
do
5,½ do
5¾ do
4
do
do
5
do
17 ½per bushel.

Memphis .

5¾ ,

IO

do

18 50
35
2 25
1 25
50

per ton.
per bushel.
pet· 100 lbs.
do
per bushel.
40
do

·---====::!===-==============

t;j
~

~

0
~

~
?
t-' '

Y. & D. No. 9 .

.llbsk'act of ojjers, ( em,bracing as weit those 1'vh,ich are rejtcted as those which are acceptedJ) received for furnishing articlt.s coming 'Under th,e cogriizance ~f the Bu,reau of Yards and Docks, made in conformity to the act of
Congress, approved March 3, 1843.

·
..

'f,."

Otrcrs for the suµply of timber, cop~i', a1d copper nails, undel advertisement dated August 3, ,1847.
-- :-· - ~ _ . ...~ ~

•

Kittery.

Philadelphia.

Chtsses Nos. 1 and 2 .

Cla~ses Nos. 1 and 2..

[ - - - - - - - ...- - · -..-.- ~ !

I'

>,

>,

<I)

~-

~- '1l

t:Je.;;,

0

•

~1I

=,.9~
c,

~

Classes Nos. 1, 2, and 3. '

··- ~--1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - C)

E)

Names.

-----

Pensacola.

~

~·=··

r

:.0 P...
c;l ~
0..9

00

3

I
l

g_A' 0

~

~

0..

p,

0
0

0

VJ

~

,..,;
0

\.

.

!~

O')

r,·

~.
.

~c:.)

....
'°
~-

l.

1-,
Cl)

.:

=
c..
0

0
0

<N_

c;,
•
'Q rn

§~
0.:
p..

0

~

~

C,
0
~

z?

..

~

Price per pound.

S. W. Blunt. ••.•............•....•••• •. ~ ..•...••••........•••..•..............•.....•• 29½ cts ...... I . . ...... : .. · 1 27 8-l0cts.
30 cen ts, .
35 to 58 cts ..•. : • . . . . . . . . 43 t'o 5S-cts ..... ......... . . 41 to 52 ots ........ ; . . . .. 27 8-10 cts.
30 conts .•
Geo. W illis . . . . • . . . . . • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • . • • • . • . • • . . . . . . . . . • 3'7¾ cts, •••••..•...•••..••• 50 cts. to $1 ...•.•.•••.••....•.. , •.••
Samuel B. Grice ..•.•••.••••.•••••••••.•••••....••••••• , , • . • 37¾ cts •••••••..•••.•......
R. H. vVatts ..•.•..•••..••• , .. ; .• , , ••..••..•.••••• , ••••••••..••••. , ••••••••••.•.••••.• 35 cts ..••....•••••.•••••••••..••••••..••••.,• ••.••
Joseph Gric(I., ......... ;-••• ~, ~...
~9 4-10 ots ................... , ..•• •••• , , , •••••••••••
•29¾ cts .. , ... ......... • · • · • • · · • · · • • · · · · • · • • · • • • • •
Lrimbort ~ .J.\-fc.Kenz1~l
37¾ ot~ •• ' •••• , • '. ''. '.. t31¼ Otl:!, t 1t • • • • • • • t • • • ' • • ' • • a4l otA • •• ~ ••••••• , • , •• , • • • • , •• • , , •• , , •• • •••• 1 • • •
C. V. S. Gibbs............. . ....

''!I'.
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Offers for the supply of timber, copper, and copper nails, tmdet· advertisement tlated Angust 3, 1847.
Kittery.

Pbih<lelp.h ia.

Pensacola.
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Pric~ per cubic foot.

J. W. C. Lou<l.. . . • • • • • • • • • . • . • • .

*33 cts. . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • *32 cts .••.• ,• . . .... ••. .•••••
E . 'lweA.tt ......' •....• ,,,,,......
42 cts...... . . . . . . • . • . . . 40 cts .....••....• , ....... .
Campbell & Moouy............. . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 37 to 45 cts.. 40 to 75 cts ..
A. Fobes ........•.••••••••.••. . ...•...•••••..•••••.•••••.•••••••.... : . $1 to $3 25 . .
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S. P. 81hith . ...•..••••• . ...••••••..•.••••••••••••.••••••••..•••••...•.••. ·· ·· ····, .••••
Hour<lcr, Hn<lgins &. Spenoer...... . • . . • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . . • . • . . . . • • • • • 60 cents .....
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Ex. Doc. No. I.
Y. & D .. No. 9-Continued.
Sca,le of o_{ftdS for six pieces of timber for dry dock at Boston, u rle'r advertis em ent dated Jlugust 29, 1847 .

•

Amount.

Six pieces white oak timber.

Names of bidders.

Cornelius V. S. Gibbs .•.•••... • .••..•••••.•. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • · • · · • • · • · ·
Joseph L. Ross·. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • • • . .•.. • • • · • • • • • · • • • • • · · · · • • · · · •

'

-

$4,060 00
*J, 190 Ot:$

"' 'Accepted.

O.flers for furnishing 3,000 cubic '!J.ards rubble stone, and 500 cu.bi i::
yard~ d-imension stone, at dry dock , .New York, under advertise-mmt · dated .IJ.u,g u st 24, 1847 .·
4

Names of bidders.

Rubble. Dimension.

Amount of Total amount
items.
of offer.

-------"--:-~-1--- - - - -----1
David Hamilton .. .. . . . .. $5 80
do ....... ., ',...... .. . .. • . .

$6

60

Anderson & Tucker......
4 96 ....... .
810
do ..•.......•....• : .......
Patrick Smith ...... ~....
5 00
do................ . . . . . . . .
Robert Guptill . . . . . . • . • •
4 72¾
do................ . . . . ... . .

J. H ..Mallery. . .........

5 40

do.. .............. . . . . . . . .

George Smith. . . . . . . . . . . .
5 10
do........................
Nathan P. Wallsworth...
4 !!19
do.,.............. . . . . • . • •

---1---:---1- - - -

$17,400 00
3,300 00

14,~so oo

$20,700 00

4,050 00
- - - - 18.930 00
..
15,000 00 .... : • . . .. ..
6 25
3,125 00 . • . . . • . . • • • •
- - - - 1g,125 00
....... , 14,175 00
5 26~
2,632 .50
16,807 50
....... . 16.200 00
6 10 3;050 00
19,250 00
......• , 15,300 00
7 GO
3,500 00
*18 ,800 00 .
......... 14,970 00
8 00
4,000 00
18,970 00

............
............

~

No !!ample.
Informal.
No sample •.
Informal.

----

············

"'Accepted.

-,

-

Remarks.

No sa,mple·.

Y.
0/jfrs fo r backhig

a11d dirne11sion sfon,e at

& D. No . 9- 0ontinued .

,the dry dock, New York, under advedi sement dated J.forcli 22, 184S.

7

Bill No. l.

1

3,000 cubic yards
rubble" :;tone.

F,. S. Mott ...•••.•... : • ...•..•.•••.•••••••••••...••.••.•••

II

:!J eals & Fraser .•.••••.••........••..••••.•••••.•••••.•.•.# .
Wi :lia1n Lang ....••.••••••• , ••.•••.•••••••••••.•. • .•••..•.
JV!c Cullough & Hackley •.•..•..•.••.••••••••••••••••....•.•
Samuel P. Brown ••••••.••• , •...•.••••....••••••••..•••....
James L. Cramer . . ..••••.•••••••• ft.' •••••••• , •••••••••••••
D!i.niel Knowlton ••• -. •• •. ...•.••••.• ,'t.'t •••••• ~ ••••••••.•.••••
David Hamilton ....••••••..•.•... , : ...................... .
Joseph Westcott ...••••.....•••••••••••..•••••••.•.•.•.•... •
Daniel Low . . •.•.•.••••••.•••...•.•••.•••.••• •
Rogers, l\funn & Co ...•••••••...•..•.•.••.•• ,., ••• .•••• -••••
John H. Mayo &·Co ...............•.•..•..•.••••.....•.••.
Jon a than
Wilson ..••..• . .••.•.••••..•.•••••.• : ••••••••••
Lawrence & Owen ................. " ••....•.•.•••••.•...•...
M. R. Peck .•••. : •••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••.•..•••••.
Robert Guptill .•..•••.•••••••••••..•.•••••••.•.••••••••••••
Thomas Milligan .....•..•..•••••.•••.•...........•........
J. Wetherbee & Co .••.•••••...•••••••• ~ •••..••••••••.•••••
AlexanJer Anderson •. .__ •.•.•.•....••••.•.••..•••....•..•••.
Edmund Cole ...•.•••. ,' .••••••..•••••.••..••••••..•••••.••
Thomas McIntyre,• .. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .....•.•..•••.•.•....
J •• • • • • • • • • • •

D:

Bill No. 2.

~

I

Bidders.

,

-'~

6 00
5 00

7 50.

50
90
48¼
23

9 00
7 40.

9 98¼
8

6 75
5 9.5
5 75
5. 25

6 ~5
B 37

5 70
5 00

;,::-;;..;~~

• Accepted.

~

-

500 cubic yards
dimension stone;

rubble stone.

•

$5 73

5 60
6 00
5

$9 ' 48¼
8 50

7 00
7 50

00

...... .............
····················
7 00
7 50
,

6 48!
5 09

7 25

7 00

5 50
5 75
5 81
5 00

3,000 cubic yards

$9 48¼
7 50
7 00

5 40
7
6
6
5

,-------:-----

500 cubic yards
dirp.ension stone.

$5 73

~

-oo

~. -

.

9 98½
7 20

7 00

8 00

12 15
10 00
7 50
8 00
7 60

7 75

12 15

5 95

10 00

5 75

7 50

8 25

6 75
5 81
5 00
6 25
5 37
5 70
4 99

5 25
5 40

................... .
7 95
10 00
8 00

8 42.
7 00

'- ·

8 00

8 00

8 25
................... .
7 95
10 00
8 00
8 42 ·
7 60

~
~

t:,
0
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Y. & D. l~o. 9-Contipue<l.
Off.era fo-r tke granite facing ston_e and cutting for the dry dock, New York, contained in bill No. 1, under advertisement df1ted March 22, 1848.
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Mausfield & Down-er •• ,., •••.••••.•.....
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Jonathan D. Wilson• .................. .
.,. Lav,rence & Owen •.•••.•.•.•••....•••••
~ M. R. Peckt ..••••..•••..•.• ., •••.•.•.••
Thomas Milligan ...... : .....• , .......••.

• Informal.
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Joseph Westcott .•••••••.••••..•..• •"": ..
Daniol Low ................. .. ......... .
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Beals & Fraser •.••••• ; ••••••.••••.•••••
William Lang •.•••..•••.•..•...•...•.•
Myers & Wilson• •...•.•••••••..•••••• • •
Samuel .P. B r0-wn •••••••• : •••••••..••••
Morris Kelly .••..••.••••••..••.•••• .J: .
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Y. & D 1 No_. 9-Continued.
Offers for the granite facing stone and cutting for the dry dock, New York, rontai.n ,•d in bill No. 2, under ad~
vertisement dated .1Warck 22, 1848,,
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J. Wetherbee & Co ............... •··•····························

11 00
12 00
14 00

20 00
15 00
16 00

20 00
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30 00

11 00
11 00
15 50
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43
55
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42
49

40
25
42
40
43

42
55
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Cents.

44

~

i::,

Price.

Beals & Fraser ••.•.• •.• .•.••••...••..••.••••••. , ..•••. • •.....•.. $11 50 $13 75 $17 00 $11 00
William Lang ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..••••••••••••• 13 50
13 50
13 50
13 50
Myers & Wilson .•••••.•••••••••.••.•••.•.••••.•••.•••... . •..••••
7 00
10 00
20 00
6 00
Samuel'\>. Brown .•••••••.•••••• , ••••••.••••••• , .••.•.•..•....••• 12 50
15 00
12 15
30 00
Morris Kelly ..••..••••••.•.•••...•..•.•••••.•.••.•..••....••...• 15 33
17 82
20 12
16 67
Joseph Westcott, •.•••.•••.•••••••••..••.•••-., ..•.•.. , . .....•
13 00
rnto 30 00 14 00
Daniel Low ............................................ . . ... ... . 12 15
16 20
16 20
16 20
12 00
Mansfield & Downer ••••••.•••••.•••••.•...•.••.•...•. , ........•• 13 00
15 00
20 00
12 00
Rogers, Munn&. Co •. • •••••••••••••.••••..•.•••• ·•••••...••...•••.
17 00
21 00
14 00
10 50
20 00
15 00
John M. Mayo & Co ..••......••..•..•••...•••.•..•..•...••.....••• 10 80
10 00
12 00
18 00
7 50
Jonathan D. Wilson . •• • .•...••••..•.•••••...•••..............•...
10 00
17 00
14 00
Lawrence & Owen ... ........................................... . 11 25
9 50
16 00
15 00
M. R. Peak ........... . ..... .. ............ ~ ....... . : ........... . 10 00

~

Cents.
$1 15
37

65

50

20

80

76
80
90
75
1 10
75
1 00

1 10
1 00
l 50
70
95

37
70
46
70

Cents.
19
18
12
24

Cents.
14

15·
10
)6

23
25

21

60 .

25

20

30
75
50
25
65

18
25
17
22

19

50
50
50
70

18
18
25
18

24

15
15
12-l
19

14
14
20

H•

18
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Y. & D. No. 9-Continue d.

O.flers for wharfing rnaterrials, delivered at the Pftiladelphia navy yard, under advertisement dated October 9, 1847.'
_,.t.:-==
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Articles bid for.
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100,000 feet hemlock timber .......................... "a' • • • • • • • • • • • •
2,200 feet white pine timber .•.•.•.•••••.•••••••••••.•••.•........
200 white oak fenders ••.•. ·•...•••••••.•••..••.•••.•..•......•..•.
18,000 pounds bolt iron ...•.........•..•••..•.••.........•.
700 perches pier stone ...•.••••••...•••.•••••• : •...............•..
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Names of bidde1:.s.
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0
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.......... ·········· 2!
.......... .......... 0
252 00
.......... ..........
............. ···········. .... ...... ···-······· .......... .... ...... $720 00 ,...
............ ............ ·········· .......... ·········· $490 00 .... .,, ....
$1,000

$8,250 00
756 25

530 00
240 00

514 25
201 60

453 75
250 00

7,857 00 "8,270 00

6,715 85

7,703 75

~

9,258 25

• ,A..ccepted.

"oo $7,500 00 $6,000 00 $7,000 00

605 00
252 00

490 00

720 00

tDeclined.

00
.....
.....

Ex. Doc. No. 1. ·
.Y. & D. No. 9----9ontinued. ·
Offers for augers,
,
'

at

Pliiladelphia navy yard, under advertisement
dated F~bruary 15, 1848.
Amount.

Article.

Names of bidders.

Paul J. Field....................... 1,430 augers, assorted .•.•.•.......•
Baxter & Brothers ...•••••••. . ....•.•.••••.. do •..•..••.•...••.•....•.••

'$734 86
785 10

• Accepted.

Offers for ' one thousand bushels charcoal, for the navy yard at Nor.
folk, under advertisement of .11.pril .20, 1848.
~0
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Names, of bidders.
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z .
Daniel J. Turner ••••.•.•••..•.••.......••.•.•••••...•... , . , · • • •
Samuel Finley •.•.•••.•.•........•.•.....••.....•.••• , ••.•.. , , , •
Calvin Jones, •••.•. •••••••.••••.•....•...••.•.•....••• , ••••• ,···

Po<

---

1,000
do
do

9 eents!
do
12 do

9¼

· '"Accepted.

Offers for Ju,rnishing materials, for the Memphis navy yard, under
advertisement dated October 16, 184 7.
FIRST CLASS.

=============~ ·- · .,-=...=.c..-=-=·=-~--=-=--;=~-..:::===:;===-===:,;==
· Names of bidders.

~8:dan &. Given....................

Number of bricks. Price per M.

1,257,900

.11 Houston ....••••.•••.•...••..••........ do .••.....
Vli iJiam McKeon •.•.. : • ...•.•••.•••.....•• do ..•.•.••
J. .D. Armour ........................... , .• . do .......
. .

•Accepted.

•$6 50

6 50
6 75
6 85

Remarks.

Determined by lot.
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Y. & D. No . 9--Confrnu ed.

~ --- - -=--=-- ==-=

SEC-OND CLASS.

Materials.
0
0

'

. Names o( bidders.

R e marks .

Per perch.

Per foot.

$1 40
Lamb and Watson•. • • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
$4 25
I 50
Ladan & Given.................. . .. .. .
4 75
John McCall. ....•..••......••...........••. do .... 2 00
1 28 to $1 75 Informal.
L~d!i,n & Co ....................., .... ·,·.
4 65

• Accepted.

THIRD CLASS.

-----,--- -.,----- - ---------'------,-----,-----~~

\

~-- - - - ----

Materials.

Na.mes of "bidders.

I

Per bushel. Per bnshel

i

WilJiam

McKean•............... . ... . ........ .. .............. . .

35 cents .

3.99 ct•s.

Eli Houston ........ ; •..•.........•.•..•. .•. .... • •..••••.. . ..• ', . · 39 .. do'.. . 4 .•• -. do
William Pursley ..•••.•.••........• . ..••.•••...••..•• ~·........ 40 .• do... 4 .. -.. do

Ledan & Given .• .•••..•••.•••••• . ••••••••.•.. ,...............
1'~

•Accepted.

60 . • do . .. 6 .... do
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Y. & D. No . •9-Contin,ued.
FOURTH GLASS.
Materials.

...CD

·a

.0

.0

·5

-~ l:D

~

"O
C
::l'

Names of bidders . .

·-

,,;

I

I

a

s

....,.:

CD

~
.;

...,...
0

0~

"CJ 0::

o'

CD

Wl

~

~;:

Q;

0
0
0

,.;;

~

0
C

c._

0
0

;{

ao

""

Per foot.

Per foe

J Roark* . . •·• ...,........ ' .. · . '' .-. • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ' · 7! cents..
S.
.- . McFarland •••••.••.••••••.•••••..•••.•••••......• 8
do
Lamb & Watson .•••••.••••••.•••••.••..•...•••.•••• 8 · •. do ...
N. B. Craig & Son ........ . ... : ..................... 10:: :c1 0 :::

11 cents ..
,14 .. do .. .
25 .. do .. .
25 .. do .. .

*Accepted.

Off"ers for furnisiiing materials at the JVIempkis navy yard, una'
the advertisement dat~d January 7, 1848.
FIRST CLASS.
_ Names of bidders.

Materials bid

for.

Ray & White.•

Price.

Amount.

R. T. Lamb & Co.
Price.

Amount.

J. M. McComt-st
Co

Pd••·

1---------- - -.12 gross 1-inch wood screws,
No. 11. . ~ . . : ........... _-.

101'1~~sl'il.~-~~~ ::~~ .~~·~~s.,_

$0 40

$4 80

60

6 00
4 80

12 ten-inch flat spring bolts .•
40
62 dozen ll inch axle window
pullies... •• • • • • • . • . . • • . . • .
70
376 pounds patent sash eord..
23
24 sets best sash fastenings.. . . ••••.••

43 40
86 84

I~

$0 35

$4 20

$0 35

46

4 50
4 50

35

I

75
30

46 50
112 80

oo

I

3H

50
1

31

············· ·····.:..:...:..:.:..:..:..:.:.:········,~
152 68

• Accepted.

178 50 ........ J

198 ·
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Y . & D. No. 9.--- Qjfet·s for fu rnishing raaterials-Con frrmed.
SECOND CL ASS.

Names of bidders.

'
M aterial bid for.

J. M . Mc Combs & R. T. Lamb & Co.
Co.*

'

Price
per lb.

A.G.Kn

Amount.

Price
per lb.

Amount .

Price
per lb.

$539 70

$0 04

$575 68

$0 04

Amount .

'
, 2,056 sash weights, (supposed 7 pounds.each} .. • ...... $0 03!

• Accepted .

•

57:> 68

.

\

00

Y. & D. No. 9.-0ffers for furnisl~in_g materials-Cont inued .
~

w-:,-,:,r:r=

-'*"-

.

·-

~

Q)

·-

THIRD CLASS.

-· -......

I

-

Materials bid for.

'

I

J . H. Reynolds ,•

-

Price.

\

I
!

Amonnt.

Mansfield & McIntosh.

!

Amount .

"

3 ... .do . .. Japan Tarnish ................ . .

$7 40

$236 80

(:)'5

78 00

65'

16 25

OH
1-2¼

1 63

37-½
25

37{
25
62¼
1 30
9,1

62½
10

31¾
2 50
1 50
70

7o
2 00

············

3 75
2 25
21 00
11 25

6 00
381 20

N OTE.-Tae proposal of Lanphier & White incomplete.

ob

$7 bO

75
50
20
10
20
10
35

78

I

'

~

~

J . M. McCombs & Co.

I

Lanphier & White.

I

·Priee .

I

16 kegs w hite lead , 200 pounds each . .•.••.
1'20 gal lo ns linseed oil .... • •..• , ..•• •.•••.
.25 po11n<ls powered Paris green .'..••..•.. •.
13 .. . do ... stone ochre .. ..•••. .. ........ : . .
13 .. .do .. . li tha.1·ge ... •.. . ••.•..•• .•. •. •.•..
I .... do .. . sugar leacl . ..••• . .•••• , •••. • ••• .
1 . ... do ... terra de senna ..•.•••.• , •••••.• .
I ... . do ... vandyke brown .. • •••••. , •••••. • .
1S..• do ... red lead .•• , • . • . . . • • •. • •••• •••.
3 .. .. do ... gun shellac . ..• ..••• . .. .. ..•.. ..
1½ gallQns copal varni~h .....• : • . , •...... ..
I{ .. .do ... shellao .• do • ••. . ...... •. . .• .• •.
30 .• do . . . lard oil . •. •.. •••.••..• •. , .•. •..
16 . . .do ..• train oil ..• • .••••••••••••. ; ••..

..

Names of bidders.

-;;,

~

10
18
3 00 .
1 50
80
75

I

l

.-......
_=-::_\
..... .!

$240
92 25
12 50
2 6()
l 30
20
10 -

1
4
2
24

35
30
M
75
50
75-

12 00.,

6 37
401 51

Price .

Amount .

$15 00
75
60

~

$ '240 00

4;,

12-½
30
2 50

2 00
87½
75
2 00

!····· .. ·····
fo1·

r

90 00

'

• I

.,

I 82
1 36

25
25

45
I 62
90
3 75
3 00
26 25

~

.;

15 QO

14

10½

25
25

In J\llansfiehl & McIntosh's bid cha:r;ges
• Aooo{'ted.

~

Per keg.

0
~

'

.. ,

\

~

'•

-

,·

-

11 25

6 00

--

401 90
-

baaels, jugs, &o I are added .

?
t'""'
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Y. & D. No. 9.-0tfers for furnishing materials-Contin.ued . .
FOURTH CLASS.

Names of bidders.
s •.

"

A nJotmt.

Price.

Wm. McKeon.

W.A. Pursley.

E. Houston.~

Materials bid for.

Amount.

Price.

$3 3.99 $4n 95

$0 04

Price.

Amount.

---12,100 bnshels sharp sand ..• $0 03¾

$453 75

$484 00

* Accepted .

FIFTH CL ASS .
- -

--

Names of bidders .

Kay & White.•

Material1, bid for.

H.. T. Lamb&.
Co.

J. M. l\foCom'r..
& Co.
)

----- - - --·

,,
90 0 pounds bar , -iron. .... . • )
2 .000.do ...... do ...........

'.!3

j .§

I

,

Price.

Amount.

$0 05½

$49 50
77 50

3}

7 75
20 0 ... do .•.•.. do .. ........ . ~
ai
l ,000.do ...... do ......... ~. ~
5¾ 52 50
100 00
5
2 . 000.do ......do . . ...•• .•. . ;a
5 25
10 o.•. do ...... do ..... , •••• •
r:n
5¾
5 50
5
10 0 ... do ...... do ........ ,..
5½
50 0 ... do ...... do .... ·....... -~
5½ 21 50
51~- ',n 50
50 0 ... do ...... do .. . ........ :,;..
1!)
4 75
25 ...• do .. cast-steel, finch square.
9 50
50 .... do ...... do ...•. 1...• do ...•••
19
4 75
25 ..• • do ... . .. do ...... !, ... do ..• ••.
19
37 50
30 0 ... do. , English blister steel. ... .
12½
10 00
50 ..• . do .. horse-shoe nails ........ ,
20
36 00
18
2 vices, 120 and 80 pounds ... • . .•..
18 00
1 pair screw stocks, &c ....... ...... 18 00
2 75
1 grindstone . : .....•• , , ••.••• , ..•. 2 75
1 aozen horse-shoe rasps .•...•••••
4 00
4 00
J. . . do .• 14 -inch flat files ..••. ,. .•••
4 00
1. .. do .• {-round ..... do . ••••.••.••
1 75
½. .. do .. square ...... do ...•••••. .. 3 50
..
do
..
round
••••
•
,
do
.•.•..•••
,,
50
1 75
3
i.
! ... do .. smooth .• . • .. do .••••• ·••.••
4 50
2 25
... do .. 0000 gd. brushes .. • •. • •••• 9 00
ld 00

\

Price. · ,\mount.

i

········

2

512 50

.~ Accepted .

Amount.

$0 06
4

! $5-1 00
du 00

$0 05-

$45 00

4
5

8 00

"3¾

1f 00
1 ~o

J

........

1-nce.

o!

51
6J
6¾
5¾

20
20

20
12½
20
15

25 00
3

oo·

.... .,,.,,
········
········
3 75
4 25

4 25
9 00

50 00
110 00

3¾

..

5 75
3 1 25 ~ •

00
00
00
50
00
00
25 00
3 00
6 00

5
10
5
37
10
30

5 25
6 'oo

1 87
2 12

5¾

'5¾
.5

20
20
20

12½

24
18

65 00
1 45

........
........
•••110•• •

2 12
18 00

9 QO

oo

95 00
5 00

5

5 00
5 00
4 00

540 86

~o

4¾

'

ti 2n

is 75

15

I

:,
I

I

5 25

26 ' ~

2b
5

uo
00

- 10 0()

5 00
37 50
12 00·
36 00
65 00
·1 45
5 50·
, 5 50

6 00
2 50
2 50
2 00

18 00
547 98
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Y. & D. No. 9.-0.ff ers for furnis.hing materials-Continued.
SIXTH CLAGS:
~

Names of bidders.
Materials bid for .

Cook & Hawley.•

H.F.Hill.

Price.

Amount .

Price.

$19 00
1 00
550 bushels corn ..•.•• • •. . .• . ...... •• . • •. .
40
300 ..• do ... oa~s . . •...•.• ..••••.••• , , ••. , •
39
13,900 pounds chopped rye ... : ....•.• •..••
1 80
5 bushels ground alum salt ..• • • • •• , . ,, •...
40

$532 00

$26 00
1 00
70
60
2 40
1 00

.

28 tons hay •...•.•.••••...•• 1cr ton ... . .
1,:!50 pounds sheaf oats ..•••• per 100 lbs . .

I

12 50

220 01)
117 00
250 20
2 00

1,133 70

I

Amount.
$723 CC
12 5a
385 C'.
180 OC
333 6C

5 00

--I ,644 10

• Accepted.

Offers to f u;·n~'sh 60 fvns screwed hay at tlie Pensacola na,vy yard,
received at the Boston ag ency, under advert'isement dated Oct ober 4, 1847.
---- - - ·- -------Names of bidders.
Cha , \es Thompson• .•.•• , .••...... , ............•.•......•.••• , •... per ton ... ,
Warren B. Thomas.,.,. , .•..• , .••• , •.....•....•..•• , ... , .......•.. do ... ,,,
"\Villiam Hawes .•••. , , ••••.••.. , , •.••...........•..••.. , • , ••• , .•.• ,do .•.•• ,
John -Cox & Sons .• , •• , •••. , •••••...•••••...••...••.•• , ..•••••••••.• do .•••• ,
David Townsend ...••• , •• , •.•.•.•...••.•..•••••• , •.••...••. ,,,, ••• ,do . •••• ,
John H. Pearson & Co ••••••.. ,., .•••••.•• , ••.•••.••••.••••••••.•.•• do .•••• ,

* Accepted.

Price.
$26 75
35 GO
34 00
35 00
31 00
29 98
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Y. &, D., No. 9-Continued.

Ojfers for furnishing corn and oats at the Pensacola navy yard,
under advertisernent dated October 27, 1847.
.
Articles .
.Names of rbidders .
30.0 bushels ·corn.

300 bushels oats .

69 cents per bushel. .
65 ..••• , .do ..... ,•. , ,
73 ..••••• do ..••....
62.; ••••• do .•••. , .•

59 cents per bushel.
45 .•••• , .do
47 .•••••• do
43, •••••• do

I

A lexander Mc Voy .••.•• , ...•..•.•.••. ; . • . .
Pattison & A.very..........................
J . M. Stanard ..••.....•••....•••....•..•.
*Joseph ~uiggles., ••••• , ••.•••••• ,,.. .. . • .

Offers fo r furnisliing wood, oil, ~c., at Pe.nsacola navy yard, un der
advertisem ent dated November 16, 184 7.
Articles.

300
300
100
500

• A. W. Nicolson

R.

J. Pritchett.

Milligan.

cords pine light wood •.•. $2 43 per cord .... $3 94 per cord •••. $3 44 per cord .•• •
pounds tallow .•••.••.•...
10 per pound ..
pounds packing yarn ..••.
12 ..•. do .•.•..
.
,.
pounds corton waste .....
8 •••• do .••. ,.

.................. .................
.................. ...............
.................. .................. ...
~

* .Accepted.

54

'

ffi

Y. & D. No. 9-Continued.

0

Ojfers for furnishing materials at tlie Pensacola navy yard, under advcrtis'ement dated Octo~er 22, 1847.
Names of bidders.

Articles.

.1

~

Q)

>

<j

~

-<
*

"'O

,..Q

~

C:

E
:::
lJ:1

c:l

w

i

.Cl

~

~

:::
0

»"'....
0

J:,;,c

,,;
0
~

s..:

~

l>-,
Q)

s::

>.

~

~

·a

0

~

r/2
*

~

0

*
--1------------1------

. 0

112

~

~

I

41,750 feet yellow pine lumber ..... . .. ... ............................ $13 25 per M... $13 per M . $11 95 p~ 1M .• . ............. $12 per M .•
8,600 common bricks ••.•••.••••••.•.•••••••••••••.•. ...•••••...•..•......•••..• , •....•••••.•••.....••••.....••.... $13 per M ....
2,400 fire bricks •••.•..••••••• , • . . . • . • . . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . • . . • . . • • • • • . • • • • • . • . • • • • • . • • . . . • .
15 .. :do .••..
1,942 pounds iron, .assorted ........ $-1 85 per 100 lhs. 5 & 6 cts. per lb . ..••••..•••••.•..•.•.. , • • • • . ••••• : •.•.•.••..•.••••••••• _••
146 pounds boiler iron.. • • • • • • • . • .
7 per -ponnd. . 8 cents per lb ......••.• ._ •••.......•••••••.••.•••••..•.•••••..... ; •••••••.•
120 pounds pig lead..............
5½ • . • do...... 6 ..••• do .................. ! ....... , ....... , .....•.........................
53 pounds packing yarn....... ....
12 .... do •••••• 12!,,.. do ................................................................ .
1 sheet 30-ounce copper.. . . . . • . . . .
27 .... do. . . • • • 30 .. .. do ..•.•.....••.••.•.••....•.....•.••. ,.••••••.•..•.••.•.•••••.••••• -.
7 kegs cut nails. • • . • • . • • . • • • . . • • . 5 60 per keg. . . . $5 75 per keg. . . •.•••.•.••••.•..••••.••••••.•••• ; ••.••••••..••••.••••••••
225 pounds white lead.... ........
8½ per pound.
8 per lb; ....•..••.•.•••••••.......• ·•..••.•••••••..••.•••.••.••..••••••
,
25 pounds nail rods...............
7 .••. do......
8 .. do, ·, ••• ~ .•.•••.••••.•.••......••••••.••••••••...•••.•••.•.. , ..••••
76 pounds ¾·inch sheet copper.....
28½, .. d@......
30 .. do .•••••.•••••••..••••••..•.•• , , , • , , ••• , ••• , , , .. , , , . , , , , ·,, • •, • • •,
lpoundbrassspelter.............
37 .... do.....
50 .. do .............•..•••........•••••••...•••......•.•. ······••••••·•
2 casks lime. . • • . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . 2 25 per cask. . . . 2 50 per cask ....•..•.••.....•.... ·. · · , · · • · . · · · · • · · · · · · · • • · · · • · · · • · • · • · · •
10 barrels ceme!1t .•. :............ 3 00 per barre\.. 3 25 per bbl. ............ , ..... · · · • · • • · • · • • ... · · • • · • · • • · • · ·: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
71 pounds English blister steel....
20 per pound..
15 per lb .......... , •..• • • · · · · • • • • • · • ·, · • • · • · • • • · • • · • • · • ·
........... :. ············
1 ptiir beam scales...............
5 00............ 4 00 ................••.•.. • · ·. • · · • • • · • · · · · · · · · · · · • · •· • · ·:: : ............ ·) ....•• · .. · · ·
18 shc-ets 16-ounco coppet...... ...
27½ pet pound.
30 per lb ..... • · • • .. • .. · • • .. · • .. • ....... · • .. • .. ·~~-~~ ..
__ _
-- -==.-- "'

.... ........ .

--

ir

Aooopt,ot.l "

~
~

~

0
~

~ -

9
~

Y. & D. No. 9-Continued.

0ffers for furnishing materials at the Pensacol~ navy '!/ ard, under advertisement dated November 11, 1847.
Names of bidders.
Articles.

•
727 pounds 7-inch tarred rope •.••••••••..•••••••••••••.•••.•••••..•.
1 double and treble block, with thimbles; &c., f? composition sheaves •••..
2 8-inch double blocks : .•••••••••• .• ./ •.•.••••••••••........• ~ ...••.•.
2 8-inch single blocks •••••••••••••••••••••.....••••••.•••••.•.••••••
4 hooks and thimbles .•..•.•.•••••.••.••••••••...•••.•...••.....••••
368 pounds 3,l-inch tarred rope •••••••.••••...•••• ~ .••.... .' .•••••••••
3 double blocks .•..••• ~ •.••••••••••••••••••••••.....••••......••....
3 single blocks ...••..••...•••••.••.•••••..•••.••..•..•.•...........
6 hooks and ·chimbles ...•..•.••..••••.••.•••.••......••.••..•.•••••.
ti05 pounds 5-inch tarred rope •••••••••••..••.••.••••...•.•...•.••.•..
l single block.:•..•••..•••••••.••••••••••••••.••.•••.....•...•.•.••
l doubts block., •.••..••••••••••••••.••.••..•••••.•.••.•.•....••••••
2 kooks and thimbles .......••.••••.•.•.••••••..•.•.••••.•.••.•...•.
5 inch Manilla hawser ...•••••••••.••.•••...••••••..••••••........••
61 pounds .6-thread ratlin •••••••••.••••• •.•••••••••.•.....•.• ,.••• ·•.••.
1 coil house line •...•••••••••••••••• ; ••••••..•.••••.•••.••••.., •••••••
l coil marline •• ·..••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.....•......•• : • •
6 thimbles for guy ropes ...••••••••• , ••• , ••.••••••••....••••.•..•.••.
6 glass lens, 7 in ches diameter ••••.••••••••••..•••••....•••....••...
6 ... . do •... ,5 ....•• do •••••.•.•••.•.••••.••• ; •.•.••..••.•••• " ..•.•.
5 rrallons spen:;n oil ...•.•..•••••.•••••••••.••.•••••••.•.•... , ..••..•.
65°pounds 2-inch rope •.••.••••••••••••.•••..•••..•.•.••....•••••••.
226 pounds 2ft-inch rope •..•••••••.••••••••.••••••••• ,', ••••...••••.•.
l signal hammer ••••.• ~ •••.••••••••••••••••••..•.•••.•.•.....••....
5 kedge anchors. • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.••.•.
~. •• • • .<lQ••• • • .,.. •• • • • • •••

t t•

H. H. Bulmer.

G. G. Pattison.*

J. M. Stanard.

$0 12 per pound •••.

$0 11¾ per pound ...

100 00 .•••••.•••. ···' 2 50 ... each .......
1 00 .••. do ...••••.
25 .... do ..•.....
- 12 per pound .••.
1 50 .•. each ..•••••
75 .... <lo ••••••••
25 .... do .•• .. •. ·.
12 per pound ....
2 00 .......•••....
3 00 .•.•••. .•.•••.•
30 ... each ...••••
15 per pound .••.
12 .•• • do •.••.•..
, 15¼... do .......•
15½ ..• do .. ·.•..•.
35 ... each ...... .
2 25 ...• dQ •.•••••.
2 -00 .... do, .•.•...
1 60 per gallon .•..
12 per pound ...•
12 .•.• do . ..•.•..
5 00 .•••••.....•••
9½ per pound ..•

••,•,••et••• ;,,a,,•••'!,••,,••••••••••••

• Accepteu,

9½- •• do.,.,, •••

20 00 ..• each.. • . •

~

3 00 .... do ..•...••
3 00 ... ..,do ••••••••
18!} per pound .. .

11!} .•. do . .- ..... .
11½ per ,ipch .•.•.
12{ .•. d~ ..•.•••
12! per pound ..•
11¾ ... do .•••..•.
15 per in,:h .•••••
15 .... do ....... .
12½ per pound ..•
Hi½.•• do ....... .
llft ... do ...•..••
18 .••. do ...•.•.•
18 ...• do .•••••.•
12{ .•• do .•..•••.
3 00 ... each ..•••••
~ 00 ..•• do ...•..••
6 50 per gallon .••.
11 ~ per pound ...
11{ ... do ...... ..
5 00 .•.•.•..••••••
10 per pound ••••
9,, •. !Jo, ..•....

$0 15½ per pound ..•
50 per pound .•••
25 per inch .••• ,.
16 .•.. do •••.• ; ••
lo .... do ..•.••••
20 per pound .•.•
15½... do ....... .
20 per inch .•••••
2(1 •••• do ....... .
20 per pound .•.•
15½ ... do ..•••..•
25 per inch . •••••
25 .... do ....••.•
25 per pound ••••
2:1 ... do ••••••.•
15½... do, .•.•.••
22 .•• • do .••••• ••
· 22 ••.. do.: ••...•
20 •••• do .•••••.•

~
~

0
0
~

~
0

j,a,ol

1 b0 ... each .••..••
1 00 • ••. do ...•••••
1 50 per gallon. ·•••
15i per pound .••
15¼ ... do ••••••••
2 00 ..••••••••.•••
13 per pound ••.•
13 ••.• do, •••••••

00

Cl
..,._

Y. & D. No. 9.-0.ffers .fo'11 fl.J.'l·nishing

a)

ma'fe.r.ittls ai the Pensacola 'iUt'P'!J yat'fl.:-Continued.

CJl
~

Names of bidders.
Articles.

30 fathoms 1-J-inch chain •••••••••••••••• , • , • , • , • , • , • , , , , • ·.,. • • · · · · ·
60 ..•. do .. l-inch ... do ..••••••..••••.•••••.••.••... , ..••• ,,, .. ••.••·
48 fathoms t~rred buoy rope .••••.•••••••• .' ...• . ••...• • , · . · · • · · • · · • · ·
3 water buckets .•••••.•••••.••••••••• , •• •, ••• ,,,,,,,·••••··••••·•··
3,500 pounds pig lead .••.••••• : .••.•.•• ,., •••.••...... , ·.···········
'100 ponnds sheet lead .••...••••••..••••...••. ···,.······,········/···
4 ,Yarping anchors ...••..•...••••.••...•.. ,,,,,, .. , .. ·•·········•···.
120 fathoms 5-incb Manilla hawser ••••••••••••.•• , •...... ,.···,· ·. ····
120 .•. do ... 5-inch hemp hawser •.•..•••...•...... ,. .•. ,.··,·•········
¼pound whipping twine . ••••.•••••.••••• .• .• ,, •.• ·" .. ••············ .'.
7 ½ pounds lead line ..•••••••••••.•••••.••• , ••••••.• · . · · • • · • • · · • · • • · ·
9 pounds hand line .•••••.•••.....••••.• ·~ •••••••.• : •. ·•••·•·······•·
2 brooms; •.•••••••..•••.•••.••.•••••.• , •••. , · • • • · • • .. • • • · · • ~ • • · · ·
1 ½iallon ~il can •...•••••••••••.•• .•••••••••••••.•............... • • .
1 monkey wreneh •••••••.••••••.••••.•.••• , • , • • • · · · · · · · · • · • • · : • · · · · ·
1 cla.w hatnmer ••••••••••••••••••••••.•• • • • · • • • • • • • • · • · · · • • • · · • · · · ·
2 mooring anchors .•••••.•••..•••.•••••••••.•• , , • • • • · • • · · · • • · • • · · · · ·
480 fathollls 4-inch Manilla hawser .•••••.•••.•••••• ,,.············· • ·
1 dozen shovels .••••.•.•••.•••••.• , •••• , , • , • • • • • • • · · · · · · · · • · · · • • · · · ·
4 double 9-inch iron strapped blockj •••••••• , , • , • • • · • · • • • · • • • , · • · · · · ·
7 kegs cut nails ••••••.••••••••••• , , •.• , , • • • • • • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · • • • · · · ·
6 pair butt hinges . ........................• •,, · · • · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

~&{i:i~I~:~~ ..c.r~-~~:::::::::: ·.::::: ·.::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·.::::

G. G. Pattison.~

J. M. Stanarcl.

H. H. Bulmer.

$0 07 f per pound ...

$0 08½ per pound . • .
•
9 .... do ...... ..
11 ¾... do ....... .

$0 10½ per pound ...
10¾ ..• do .•••.•.•
16 .••• do ••••••••
45 ... each • .' •••••
6ji per pound ...
11 .••. do .••••••·•
13 .•.• do .•.• : •..
24 .••. do .••.•.• ;
16 .... do . .••. ; ••
75 .... do ..••••..
25 .••• do ••••..••
12f ..• do .••••.• •
30 ... each •• •.: ••

7½ .•• do •.••••••

12 . .••. do •..••••.
50 ... each .•••••.
5¾ per pound . ..'
6 •••• do ..•...•.
9½- .. do ..••• •• .
15 .... do .•.••.••
12 .... do ....••..
00 .... do ..•.•.•.
40 .... <lo.: ••••..
10 .... do .. • ••••.
25 ... each ..••.••
75 ...•••......•.
2 00 ...•.....•..•.
50 .•••••••••••••

9½per

·,

12
4
6

5

25 pounds white lead ..•••••••••••...•••.• ,••······•················

·½ gallon linseed oil ........•.••.••••••.•. · • • • • • • • · · · · · · · • • · · · • · · · · • •
¼ go.lion :.pirits turpentine .•.•••••.••. , .. •·••···•·····•··············
25 feut window glass .••.••••••• .••• , • · · • · • • • • · • · · · • • • · · · · · · · · • · · · · ·
•

10

pound .. .
15 .... do ....... .
00 per dozen ... .
00 each ....... . .
00 p er keg; ..... .
25 per pair .•....
75 per gross ...••
00 p er thousand ..
8 per pound ... .
00 per gallon ... .

1 00 . ... du .•.•••••
1 50 ..... .... • ..• •

i\(U,H\ Y,lt,d

75 for all ...... ..
5 per pound. ..••
8 •••• Jo .••. •.•.
10 .... do .•. •.•..
16,½ ... <lo ...... ·..
11 ¾. , .do .••..•-._.
50 .•.. do .•.....
37½... do ..••..•. ··
1 25 ... each •.••••
50 ... do •••••••.
2 00 .••..••.•...•.
2 00 .••••••••.•.•.

1 00 .••.••........
9 per pound ....
17 •.•. do ......•.
i 00 per do:ten ....
35 00 for all .•••....
5½each .••..•••
25 per pair •.••••
50 per gross ...••
12 00 per thousand ..
9 per pound ... .
2 00 per gallon ... .
1 50 .• .. Jo .. ...•. ·
2 50 .••... , · · • · · · •

90 .••....••••••• _
75 ..•••••••.•• : •
50 •••••••••••..•
13 per pound •.••
24 •••• do ••••••••
12 00 per dozen ..•.
5 00 each .•.••••••

6¾ per pound •.••
20 per pair ..... .
1 00 per gross ....•
10 00 per: thousand .•
2 oo ...•. · · ······ ·
1 00 per go.lion . · · •
1 00 . . . . do ••.•• • ..
2 00 .. · • · · · · · · · · · •

~

~

t:,
0

a

z9
~

.

Y . & D . No. 9- Continued.

.

Offers for fu1·ni sliing yellow pin e lumber at Pensacola navy yard, under advertisemen t dated Novemb er 6, 1847.
Names of bidders.

Articles.

-5

·s

I

00

...a

cG

0

...cl
C4

-~

rJl

a

"'">

co
r::l

'j;.,

i
Cl)

~

~

-~

!::I

0
0

~

Cl)

~

en

~

...c

..,;.
~
s::

~

~

z

450 pieces yellow pine, 35 feet long, 12 by 14. . • • . . • • . *$ff 20
$19 50
" 20
19 50 ...... ..
450 .. do ........ do .... 30 .... do ..... 4 by 4.
24.'.do ........ do .... 42 .... do ..... 6 l•v 14.. ... . . ..
*20
19 50 , ...... ..
50 .. do ........ do .••. 60 .... do ...• 12 by16. *$025
30 ...... .......... ..
174 transoms, 12 feet' lon g , 6 by 10 in ches ............................. : ...... ..
10 F. C. sills, 32 ... do.; .. 14 by lfi .. do ..................................... ..
3 .••• do ...•. 42.•• do .... 1-1 by 16 .. do ....................................... .
10 B. C .. do . .,. 32 ... do .... ]2 by 12.• do ....................................... .
3 .... do ..... 42 ... do .... 12 by 12.• do ................. ·...................... .
320 G. plank .. 12.•. do ..... 3 by 12 .. do ..................................... ..
30 .... do ..... 12.•. do .•... 3 by 12.. do •••.• , ..•••••....••... , •••••......••..•.
242 L. b races, 12... do . •... 4 by 6 .• do .•••••.••••.•..••••••..•••• , .....•...•..
38 R. pieces .. 22 .•. do ..... 8 by 10 .. do .•••• ; .......................... , ...... .
16 .••• do ...... 32 .•. do .• ; •. 8 by 10 .• do ....................................... .
10 R.transoms,16 ... do .•.. . 4 by JO .. do .•••••.••••.....•...• ; ................ ..
4 pieces 14 feet long .•••••• 6 by 10 .. po ..............._........................ .
4 .• do •••• 8 .... do .•••••••• 4 ,b y 12.. do ....................................... .
H

0

C:

•• ••• •

• Acccpte,d ,

z

,...;
0

c-i
0

.

Cf)

z0

z

z

a>

Q)

~

Q)
p::i

p::i

~
p::i

.,;

....;

....;

....;

....;

1--)

i:q

~

~

P:i

~
:-.

~~

a
~

a

$13
)3
13
13
13
20
20
13
13
13
13
13
13

00
00
00
()0

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
]3 00
13 00
]3 , 00
13 00

C:

~

·=

~

z

$17 50 . • • . • • • . . . . • . . . • • . ..
$1-9 50 ...... , •••
17 50 . . . • . • . • . . . • • • . . . . . .
19 50 ..••.••.•.
, 17 50 . •••••... .: . . • • • • . • . .
19 50 .•.•.•••••
.....• .. .. $45 p.piece .....•... . .•.••••.•..•••....•.
. . •••. . . . . . •••••. . •.
$ 19 99 . • • • • • . . • .
*$ 10 95
.•••.•.....•.•..... , ... : •••....••••••••.
*1095
· • • • • • · .. · · • · • · • · · · · . · ... . ....... , • • . • ..
* IO 95 . *10 95
. . . • • • . . .. . ·......... . .. • • • . . • . . • • • •• • • ..
* [0 95
· ••• · •. · .• · · .. ·...... .••• •• . .. . ••• • .. ••.
••• • • • ••••••••• , •••••• ~ . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • •
l/.· 10 95
.••••••....•••••.... , • . . • • • • • . . ••• • •• • • .
*JO 95
. .. • • • . . .. . • • • • •. .. . . . . . • • • . .. . •• . • • . .. .
*10 95
• ••• ••• • •• • .... •• ... .. ... .. • .. . ••• • • • • • .
*JO 95
.......... ........ .. . ......... ..........
•10 95
. • • • • • . . . . . • • • • •. . . . . • . . • •• • • . • • • •• • . • • .
*10 95
...... . ............................... ~.
* JO 95
· · •• • •. · ...... , ... · · .. , ....... - • •• • • • . ..
•10 95

~

>:

t,
0
~

~

0

i,,.-,-

00

(Jl
~
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Ex. Doc. No. I.
Y · & D. No 9-Cont.inued .

.

Offers fo r yellow pine lu mber at Pensacola navy yard, under advertisement dated November 19, 1848.
Name.

Price.

Article.

•f-12 99 per 1,000 reet.

B. J. Bell , ':-•• , • •••••• 60;000 feet yellow piQ,_e lumber

• Accepted.

O.lfers for furnishing corn an d oats at the Pensacola navy yard, under advert isement dated January 5, 1848.
Articles.

Names of bidders.
300 bushels corn.

300 busheb oats.

-----------.,.--1-----------1---------*W. L. Cozzens .••••• , ..• , ·• . . . 65 cents per bushel.. • . • • • . 56 cents per bushel.
A. L. Avery ..... .. ..... . .. .. . 65 ........ do .............. 65
do.
Sidle & Bliss ...... , •••••••...•. • 65 ....... do .... _. ......... 56
- do.

* Accepted.

Y. &· D. No. 9-Continued.

Offers for Jurn,ishing building materials at tlie Pensacola navy yard, under advertisement dated March IO, 1848.
Names of bidders.
ci

ci

I

Articles .

£

&

i::..

s

(l.)

>

u3

<

~
~

*

'

...

~
0
'"t:S
·o

(l.)

rn

:>..

(l.)

~

i

ci

0

r/2

i

46,750feetvcllowpinelumber .................. $12 OOperM.feet. $15 00per-M. $ l2perM.
30 00 .. do.. 20 .. do..
4,800 juniper shingles........................... 20 00 .per M.
1,330 feet white pine lumber ....................., 50 00 .. do ... do. 45 00 .. do.. • • • • • .. . • .
1,500 feet ash lumber. , ......................... 45 00 ... do .. .do. 40 00 .. do.. . • . • • • • . • .
.2S 6 rmbic feet white oak .•••••..•.••••• ~........
60 per foot... 50 ' 00....... • ••• .-. . . .
115 pounds square iron . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . . • • . . . • . • . • . • • • • • . • . • • • . • . • • . . • • • • • . . . .
183 .•. do ... round iron .••.•••••••••.•••.••••••.•.•••••.....•...•••.••••••••.•••..•••••..•.

·3

~

0

rn
...,,

,.::

(l.)

~

...

...c

~

(l.)

~

0

p:;

~
i:i.-t

~

~

~

i:i.-t

c
..c

-------

$15 00 ...••.
$20 00
$14 50 ............. .
35 00 p'r M ..••......•.......•.•..•••••••.••••
. • • • • .. • .. . • • .
50 00
45 00 ............. .
. • . • • •. • . . • • • •
7f> 00
40 00 .•••••.•••..••
. ••. . •. • • •• •• •
75 00
50 00 .••.••...•••••
. • • • • . . . . • . . • • . . . • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • $0 07:: per lb.
, • . • . •. . . • • • • . . . . . • • • . . • . . . . . • • • • •
7 ... do .•

~~~: :t::: h~it' ~~tp~~:: ·::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::

32 .... do .•.••• do .••• , •.••.••.••••••••••••••••..•.••• , ...•.••.••.••.•••.........••••••••.•• ~........... . . . • . • • • • • . • • • . • • . • •
3 sheets 16-ounce copper .•••••••••••.•••••• ;.................................... . • • • • • . . • . • • • • • •. • • . • • . • • . . . • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • .
J,200 pounds 12-penny cut nails •••• ~.............. . • . • • • • • . • . • • . • • . •. • • • • • • . • • • • . . . . • • • . • . . . . • • • • • • . • . • • • • • . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .
200 .••. do .•. wrought spikes .••••••••••••••••..•.•••••..•••••••••• I••••• ·••••••••• . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
34 ..•• . do: .. pu1up leather •••••••••••.••••••••.•.•••••.•.••.••••.• , ••••••...••••..••••• , • • . • • • • • •• • • • • • • • . . . . • . • • • • . . . • • . • . • •
450 fire brick .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••_.: ••••••.••.••••.•••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ . . . . . . . . .

31~: ·t::

~
~

~

0

~

z
0

r4

38 .... do .•
25 .. ,do .•
6!} .. do .•
11½ .. do .•
35 ... do .•
2 each .•

1

• Accepted.

00
i:;"t

tJ1

l

'Ex. Doc. No. 1.

856

Y. & D. No. 9-Continued.
I

Offers for furnis!iing corn aiid outs at t!ie Pensacola navy yard,
under advertisement dated June 17, 18!8.
Articles.
•

Names of bidders.
300 bushels corn.

300 bushels oats.

Chester P. Knapp*............................. 47 ct.s. per bushel. 37 cts. per bushel.
W . L. Cozzens .•••••••.•••••••..•..... , ... ; ... 52 .•••••. do, ••••. 40 ...••• do ...... .

*

Accepted .

- ·- O.ffers for furnislting iron at the Pe?1sacola navy yard, under advertisement dated July 5, 1848.
Price.

Article.

Name$ o( bidders.

Samuel Locke* ..•..•.....•••. .'•. ,' ......•.•.•••• 7,000]bs. best iron. 4{ cts. per pound.
George G. Patterson ......•.....• ,............. 7,000 .... do...... 6¾, ••••• do .......
0. Masange & Co .••.•.•..• • •••..••....•.•.••.. 7,000 .... do ...... 4{ ...... do ..•••.•

*

Accepted.

Offers for furnishing annual s'uppl·ies at tl·,:e navy yard at Portsmouth, _N. H., un der advertisement dated Jlugust ~, 1848.
CLASS No . 1.

.

Names of biJders.

·Bricks .

Per 1,000.

Amount .

.

Joseph W. Stackpole ................. 270,000 hard bricks.
Enoch Pinkham* .•...•..• ••• , •..•••.. 270 ,OOO ..... do .....

*

Accepted.

$5 20
4 74

$1,404 00
1,279 80

Y. & D .

No. 9. - 0.ffers J<n~furnish, ,i ng annual s:upplies at the navy yard at Portsrnoutli, N. H. - Continued.
~

CLASS No. 2.

Names of bidders.

Articles bid for.

Price.

15,000 cubic feet dimension granite .. ,................. . • • • • • $0 16 per cubic foot. ...
17,000 cn'bic feet promiscnons granite ..... : ..•..•••... ., ......
11. .••.... <lo ..•••••
150 cubic yards split granite, in blocks.....................
4 00 per cubic yard ...
8 g-ranite door posts ....•.•..• ; .• -~ ••••••.• ~ •.....•....... ; . ..•................
6 circular caps ..••••...••••.•.•••..••••.•••••....•.•.........•..•....•.....•.

! ~~~:~ ~fifs::::::::::::: .'::::: ~:::::::::::::::::.:::::1:::::::::::: :·:::::::::::

36 window caps ....••..•••.• : ...•••.•••••.••••.......•..............•••....•.•

3~

J. B. Whittaker & Co., ancl
0. T. Rogers & Co.

Beniah Colborn.*

-~i~d~t\i1·1;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::

Amount.

$2,400
1,870
600
135
108
22
50
216
70
202

00
00
00
14
30
21
5-1
00
00
50

5 door sills ..•... -~ ...••...•.•. ••••• .•.•••.•.• , •....•........................ .

44 50

75 per foot ....•..•.
4 00 per yard ..•...•.
35 00 each· .......••••.

286 50
200 00
1,260 00

41 per cubic foot .••.

699 42

382 feet .granite underpinning- . ~........... .... • • • • • . . . . . . • .
50 cubic vards granite bJocks . . • • • • • . • • • • • . • . • • • . . . . . • • .
36 gran ite posts .....•• ~........... . • • • • • . • • • • . . . . . . • •
1,462 cubic feet granite ashler.. ........ • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . • .

8 ,Ob5 11

* Accepted.

I

~

'

Price.
'

I

$0 19 per cubic foot ....
17 ....••• do ..••..•.
3 50 per yard ........

.........................

························
.........
................

.........................
.........................

························

························
·························
85 per foot. ·.••...•.
3 50 per yard ..•• , ..•

42 00 each ..•••.••••••
65 per cubic foot .•••

Amount.
'-.

$2,850
2,890
525
148
9(i

00
OU
00
00
'00
25 00
79 00
216 00
70 uo
206 00
5000

~

t,
0
~-

2!
.0
lo-

3Z4 70

173 0()
1;512 00
950 30
10,117 00

00
~H

-.::t

Y. & D. No. 9..- 0.ffers fo1' furnishing annual supplies-Cont inued.

00

~

00
THIRD CLASS.
.-.

I

J

"I.

I

f ·

..

<G<

••

0

r

',.

...
. . . . . C.'l.••1

.
..

Bidders' names . .
'

S. Hanscom, jr.
~

"
.,

.-. •

- Yeaton &. s f ackpole.

l

,. ,,

..

'

~

Materials bid for.
,,

I

,,

...

, Price .

Amount.

..

-

..

,,
Daniel Bailey.

G. W. Jenn ess ."'

~

Price.

Amount.

Price.

Ambnnt.

Price.

Amount.

t.!j

I.

109,739 feet white pine a nd spruce ..•••••• $18 00 per M. $1,975
42,000 .. do .. No. 2 white pine boards ...•••
26 00 .. do ... 1,0Y2
50,000 .. do .. No. 3 .... do ..•. do .•••••• ·• .•
18 00 .. do ...
900
2.0 black oak pile~ ...••.•••••••... ..•••••
8 00 each .. .
HO
48,503 feet white pine and spruce timber ...
812
16 75 per l\'~,·
30,000 sup'! feet No. 3 white pine bo;rds }
780
19 50 .. do ...
5,000 feet 2-inch plank ...••••.. •...••..
30 white oak piles ..••••••..•..•••.••••.•
1 50 each .•.
45
'

30
00
·00
00
42
00
00

I

'

Various ...... $1,660
$25 00 per M. 1,050
800
16 00 .. <lo ...
160
7 50 ea<!h ...
Various ...... ' 120
17 00 per M.
680
2 00 each ...

5,76-1 72
"'

85 Various ..•... $1,495
00 $27 00 per M. 1,134
00
18 00 .. do ...
900
00 , Per ton .......
139
662
00 Varions .; .••.
540
00 ~ 36
180
45
60 00 Pei· ton .....•.

5;130 85

dia ·p;; iv.i:

34
00
00
20
76
00
00
65

5,099 95

$ 16 75 per M. $1,764 05
1,176 00
28 00 .. do ...
950 00
19 · 00 .• Jo . .•
200 00
10 00 en:ch ...
871 12
16 75 per M.
570 00
19 00 .. do ...
190 00
38 00 .. do ...
90 00
3 00 each ...

----5,811 17
~

• Accepted.

>d
~

-

0
~

~

~

to-'

-

(
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FOURTH CLASS.

Materials bid for.

J

•

Names of bid,1ers.
36 tons imperial
slate. - Price
per ton

Hugh Riley ...•• ·••...•....••••......
Richard J enne~s ........•...•..•. , ...
J.P. Lyman ...••••.•.••...•.•••.•..

$31 00

00
31 80

31

59 tons imperial
slate. - Price
per ton.

Total amount .

$31 00
31 00
31 80

)

$2,945 00

• 2,945 00
3,027 65

• Accepted.

FIFTH CLASS.

Names of bidders.

Daniel Baden ••...•..••••........•.
Richard Jenness ..• , ••.•..•.........

25 casks hydraulic
cement.

'
230 casks Thomast0n lime.

\

Price.

Amount. '

Price.

Amount.

$2 00
1 88

$50 00
47 00

.$0 89
80

$204 70

• Accevted.

184 00

Total
amount.

70
I •$254
231 00

00

- V. & ~- No. 9. - 0.ffer~fo rju,rnis!iing supplies.....!...C_ontinued.

~

0

SIXTH CLASS.
-~ .

--"'"

Names of bidde.rs.
Arti cles.
Spalding & Parrott .

Thonias Vase.
18,575 pounds iron . . .••••••.•••..•..•.•••

700 .... . do . . . cast steel a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.200 ..... do ... German steel ..•.........•.•
100 •.••. do .. . blistered .. do ........•. . ..•..
25 ...... do ... granite \.v edge •....... . .....
I ,300 ... do ... cut iron nails .....••.......••
150 ... : .<lo ... ,yrought iro n nails ...•.......
12,000 .. do . .. castings .....•• : •... '" ...• -; .

3;} cents per pouml..
17 .•••. ~.do ....• ~ ..
11 .•..... do ....... .
J..J ••••••• do ..•.....
14 ....•.. do ....... .
4.31: ...• <lo ..•.•.•.
12 ...... . do ...... :.
3 ..•.... ".do ....... .

$60 3 68

56 03
18 00
360 00

$575 82
3. 1 cents per pound.
17,½ •••••• <lo • ••••••• , _ 222 50
25 00
12½ . •••.. <lo .••••••.
12 50
12½.•••.• do ....... .
3 12
12½ ,,, ••-. do .... . .. . , ,
58 50
4-¼ ..••... do ....•...
18 00
12 ....••. do .•••••..
360 00
3 •••••••• do ......••

1,196 21

1,175 44

119 00

22 00

14 00
3 50

* Accepted.

I

J obn P. Lyman.
3 1-5 c ts. per pound.
17 ...••.. do .••••.•.
11 .•.•••. do •.•••••.
13 .••• • .. do .••••••.
I 1 .••••.• do ..•••••.

4¼ .•••••. <lo ••••••• ,,10 .••• , •. do ..••••..
2i ..•• , •. do ...••...

$594 4.0
119 00
22 00
13 00
2 75
55 50
15 00

345 00

- * 1,166 4.0

.

ti'j
~

0
0
~

~
?
I-'

'\
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SEVENTH CLASS.
Richard Jenness.
Articles.
Amount.

Price.
5 ,900 pounds dry white lead ..................-•. •.•.•• 6 cents per pound ...
370 gallons linseed oil .• ,,. ••••••••••••..••••••.•..•· • 63 cents per gallon ..
800 pounds \Vhitirig .•.•••.••••••.•.••.•..••.•..••.•. 1¾ cent per pound .•.
170 ... do •.• French yellow. . • • • • . • . • . • • •..••••••••• 3 cents per pound .•
15 .• , .do ..• chron1e .•. do ••••••.••••••• ,.••••.•••• ·•••. 25 .••• , •. do •••••.••
40 ..•. do ... red lead ...••••••••••••••...•.••••.•.•• 6-~••••••• <lo ••••••••
50 •••. do .•. French green ..••• , •..•••• ; ••••••.•••••. 28 ...•••. do .••••••.
3 .•••. do .... gum shellac .•.••••••••••••.••.•••••••.. 17 •••••• do .•••••••
2 . .••. do ... litharge .•••••••••••••••.•.•••.•.••••••. 6½, •••••. do .•••.•••
15 , .. ,do ... Venetian red ..•••••.•••.••••••••.•.•••. 4 •••••••• do ..•.•.•.
l!O lights Boston crown glass, 12 by 20 .•••••..••.... 54 ..••••• do ..•.•••.
720 ... do ...•.••.•.. do ....•••. 10 by 12 •...•••.•..... 20 cents per light ..•,
1,215. do .•.••••..•• do ••••••.• various sizes , ••••.••.• Various prices ••••••

$354 00
233 10
10 00
5 00
3 75
2 60
14 00
51
1 30
60
7·5 60
144 00
91 10

I

* 935 66

· • * Accepte.:l..

EIGHTH CLASS .

.

Names of bidder~.
.

Articles.

..

_S. Garrish & Co •

Richard Jenness.*

i

800 pounds 24-oz. copper· 2 375 lbs
105 sheets 24·oz. copper..
'
2,000 pounds 5,lb. sheet lead ••••••••
1,000 .•. do .. pig lead ...............
680 ..••. do .• comp. slating nails •••••
25 .•.••• do .. borax .••••••.· ••• , •••••
6 dozen birch brooms ...••••• , •••••••
6 .. do .. corn •.•• do ..••• , ••••••••••.
576 eights patent. augers .•.•••.•••••
3t pounds glne ... , •.••• ,, ••• ,., ••..
200 •. do .• tallow ....................
500 .• do .• white chalk ..•••.•••••••••
125 gallons winter sperm oil ••••.•••

23 cts. p<:!r pound.

, Amount:
$516 25

5 •••••. do .•••••
4{ ..... . c.lo .•••••
25 . .•••• do, •• ·•• ,
19 ..... . do . •••••
$1 50 per dozen ..
$2 00 ... do ......
07 cts. per eighth.
16. do. pet pound.
9 .. do . .• do , •.•••
1½.do ... do ......
$1 ~6 per gallon .

100 00
45 00
170 00
4, 75
9 00
12 00
40 32
4 80
18 00
7 50
145 00

.

I

• Accepted .

.
........ Amount
$6•11 00
........ 120 '00
..... , ..
........ 19150 0000
........ 6 00
.........

········

········
........
········
········
........

8
17
47
9

00
00
00
00
16 00
17 00
157 00

. 1, 102 62 I · ...... · 11,269

oo

Ex. Doc. No. I.
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NINTH CLASS.

-

ci0

•
A

I•

e •

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I•

0

ti)
-::;
<I

rn

~

Q)

~

0

~

<

~

0

..,~

' Total.

Total.

H

a

<P.

,..

;

~

do:: ..

o'/3

o',..l3

s

50 sheets double elephant tracing paper ......
50 .. do •••••. do •••.. drawin!! .. do ..••.••....
10 . • do . . ant iquarian ....
do .•••••.•.•.
1 case mathematical ins•rnments ..•....•.•.
8 reams ruled fools cap papei: ..•.••.•.•.•...
2 .. do .•. envelope ..•••••. do .••••••••••••.•. .
8 .• do ... ruled letter .•... do .••.••.••••••••.
1 .. do ..• blotting .•••.... do ...••••••••••• • .
16 gross steel pens ••••••.•• , ••.•..•••••••.
500 quiils, No. 40 .....•• , ......... . ..•....
l gross lead pencils . •••••...••...•.••.• , .•
3 ~allons black ink .•••••••.•••..•.•.......
1 quart red ink .••.•••..••• . ••••.•.........
4 quarts black sand .••••••••.••.•.•........
1 pound red wafers .•.••.•...•.....•.•...• .
2 .... do .... seali ng wax ....... ·.. .. ..... , .•.
2 dozen I ndia rubber ....••••••.••••••••.••.
6 .. do .. red tape : • ••••.....•.•.....•••... .
·1.• do .. re taste ••••••.•...•..........•••.
4 inkstan s . .......
J.
4 desk knives (4 blades) .. .................
2 erasers~- ••..........••...••.• -. ••..•.••• .
3 dozen m emcrandum Looks • .•• •••. ; ..• •.•.
3 . . do .• penholde~s ... ••••••• .•• •• .... , • •••.

0

u

rf1

ai

Articles.

Names of bidders.

...;

$14 00
-11 00
9 00
35 00
20 00
5 00
20 00
3 00
12 48
'7 50
7 00
2 25

$12 _50
10 00
8 30
35 00
36 80
7 20
27 20
4 00
12 80
7 50
7 00
3 45

75
1 20

1 12

r/2

Total.
$11 00

9 00
8 50
00
00
00
20
3 60
12 00
7 50
7 00
3 00
50
80
6~
2 80
96
1 50
2 50
4 00
8 00
76
9 00
1 08

35
24
7
27

96

60

59

1 60

70
1 82
2 00
if 00
8 00
75
9 00
1 00

2 40
48
3 00
2 20
4 00
8 00
68
9 00
2 25

177 65

206 34

i87

54

7 '"
7 frJ
2 2:
1 C'
41

5
1:r
3.

H
I

4 00
00

1 00
9 C.
i5
180

0(

• Acce11ted.

TE:\fTH CLASS.

Names of bidders.

40 tons hay.

Ephraim C. Spinney ••• , • , , •.••• , • , , • •.•••• ......•.•••.••.
James Philbrook ....•• , ••• , • ••••• , •••• • ••••.. .•• •• , •.• , ...
Eu\vard Cutts .• ••. •.•••• .•• .••• •.•.••••... ...••••.••••...

• Accepted.

Per ton.

$10 25
9 90
9 95

A.mount.
$41 0 00
*39ti 00
398 00
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ELEVENTH CLASS .
•..

Names of bidders.

16,000 pounds
.c orn meal.

James Philbrook ••••••.•••••.••..•••••...••.•

··············

* Accepted.

A.moun t.

Per 100 lbs.

*$358 4 0

$2 24

•

TWELFTH CLASS ..

Names of bidders.

1,200 bushels
charcoal.
--..

Joseph D. Welch •••..•.•••••••••••....
John Rodgers .•••••••.••••••.•• ·•••..•.

15 cts. per hush.

.. .............
.,

12 cords wood.

..

Amount.
\

................

$ 180 00
75 00

*$6 25 per cord .
\

* Accepted.

THIRTEENTH CLASS.

Names of bidders.
Articles.

Swanscot Machine
Company.

1 high pr essure 20-horse steam engine, with boil ers, hot water
Price.
chest, 11nmps &c ..•• • •.•.•••• . .. . •.••.•.•••.... $ 1, 850
1 fan blower, wiLh cast iron pipes, &c. Fan blow er . . . .
200
Iron castings, 4°
cts. per lb. . . . ' 320

*2,370

* Accepted.

Samuel Gerrish & Co.

· Price.

........
,, ...... .
Fan blower •..•
Iron castings, 6}
cts. per lb./••• .

$3,000

85
520··

3 ,005

864
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FOURTEENTH CLASS.
Names of bidders.
Articles.

Swanscot Ma, I Samuel Gerr.,..
chine Company.
& Co.

$1,400_00

Fire er-Jgine and hose .•• • • •.•• • ••. ·, • • •••••.• , •

•$925 00

* Accepted.

FIFTEENTH CLASS .
Excavating 10,000 cubic Price per co.;"
yards earth and stone.
yard.

N ames of bidders.

.John Mngridge .••••• • •••.• •. •• ,'.•.. • ..••.•..••.••••••..••• , , •. , , . , · · •55 cents .
A ags. W . Sin1pso n ... ....•...•• , •• .- • , , •.••.•.•...•.••••••• •, • •. • • • • • • 58 do .

M . F. Good win ..•.••• , ••• • •••. , .•••••••••••••..•••.••. , •.•••••.•• , •.
Titcomb & JVIathes ..•• • •••••••••••••...•.•.•••.••••••••••• , •• , , · • · • •
N ath an Cl aug h ••••••••••••••..•••••.•••••••• , .••..••••••• , , , , , • • • • •
.Joseph Ayers . ,, ,,,,,,, • • • • • •• , •••••••••• • •••• , .••••••••. , , , , • , , • • • • •

* Accepted,

57
58
59½
57

do.
do.
do.
do .

Ex: Doc. No. 1.
Y . & D. No. 9-Continuecl.
Otfers for .furnishing. annual supplie~, under tke. advertisemen t
the navy agent at Bosto'(I,, dated Jl,ugust 9, 18st8.

fif

FIRST CLASS._:.._Bricks.
Agarco-ate am'c
"'of°bids.

'Names of bidders.

Remarks.

·--.. --- - ----- ·-$1,865
1.777
l ;852
* 1,740

62
50
50
00
1,856 00
1,623 00

Capen & Co., George W. Shaw., . . • . ,., .•...•.• . . •.
Elijah P. Pike & Co . .• .•••.•• , ••.....•.•.• . .••.. . .
H.B. ~'homas ..••.••• , •.•.••••.••••••.•••. , ••..•.
\\' i!Jes P. Walker .•..••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••
Chan1berlain & Foster ..••. ,, •.••• , ................ r .
Nathaniel Sweet .•.••.•••.•••.••.•.••.•......•..•..

Informal.
Incomplete .

•

.• Accepted.

SECOND CLASS.-Lumber,

~-c •

.,,
Names of bidders.

Aggregate of bids.

William Lang .....•......•...........• ,,, ..• ·• ... .
James Whiting & Co •..•• ; ..... ·.................. .
B angs & Brothers .. • •••.•.. • •• .• ..•••...••••••..•.
Joseph L. Ro,,s .....•..•..• , .. •.•.•...•.••..••••••.
Wildes P. Walker .........••.••••• , ...•• , •.•••....

Remarks.

*$4,446 00
6, 12-1 50
5,197 50
4,834 50
6,901 00

Informal.

* Accepted.

THIRI? CLASS.-Lime, cement, sand, and hair.
/

Names of bidders.

Aggregate of bids.

Dexter Roby .... , ..•..•••.. • ••. • ..•..•... , .... , , ..
William Lang ...... : .• . •••••••.. . .••....••..•.•.•.
George W . Shaw ..••• , ••• , ••..•.• , •••.. , ...•••••..
W . P. Walker ••.•••..••••••••••••.•••••..•.••.•••

$861 95

783 25

Remarks.

Inforrn::1.l.

*740 31
770 50

----------------'---------------=-----:--*.Accepted .
\

55
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FOURTH CLASS.-Iron, steel, , spikes, 'and nails.

Aggregate of bids.

Names of bidders.

Horton, Corqis, & Oo ..•.••............•....•.••...
William Lang . ..•.••.. ...... • ..•••......••••.•••..

Remarks.

•s1,130 50
1,776 00

• Accepted.

FIFTH CLASS.-Paint~, oils, glass,

•

gc .

Names of bidders.

Aggregate of bids.

Wildes P. 1.Valker .•.•...•.•.•.•...........•.••••..
}Villiam L ang ....•.•.•.•••..•.••..••.....• ~ ...... .
Jiorton, Cor dis & Co ....• , •• • ..• ••• .•••• • •....•....

$Z,738
•2,670
2,681
2,858

·Geo. "1,V. Shaw ••..••....••....••.••••••...•...•....

Remarks.

92
25
75
77

• Accepted.

SIXTH: CLASS.-Ship chandlery, hardware, ~-c.
Aggreiate of bids.

Names of bidders.

H or ton, Cordis, & Co •.••••.•••••••..••.....•••.•..
vy11liam Lang .•••.•. . •.•......••••.••• .• •••.•..•. • .

Remarks.

·$1 ,705 91
1,721 54

• Accipted.

SEVE NTH C .Li~ SS.-Stationery.
' l

Remarks.

Names of bidders.
Willi:1·n 11. Wallace~" Co ....... .............. .

J'. L. Kidder,.,., ••••••••.•••.•• , •• , •••.••.••..
C. P . Emmons .• •.• •• ...•.•.•.• •• .•• , ....•..••.

• Ac c epted .

$761 'iO
637 88
627 69·

In~c,u,plete.

Ex. Doc. No. 1.
Y. & D. No. 9.-0ffers for furnishing supplies-Continued.
EIGHTH CLASS.-Provender.
Names of bidders.

Aggregate of bids.

Wildes P. Walker ••.•••.•••••••.•••••..••••••..
Wesson & Gary ............................... .

$1,040 55
*963 50

Remarks.

'

•Accepted.

NINTH CLASS.__:Coal.
Names of bidders.

Aggregate of bids.

W ildes P. Walke1· ••.••••.•.••••••••••••..••••••

$9,240 00

Samuel L. Cutter ••.•••.•••..••••••••••.•••••
John A. Mitchell .••••••••••••••••.•.••••.•••..•
William Lang ..•..••••••.•..••••••••••••• , •••••
Capen & Co.-G. W. Shaw .....•...........•...
Shepard Robbins ............................... .
Jienry Boureau ....•••••••.•.••••••••••••••••••

10,082 50
10,176 80
*9,128 00

i

Remarks.

9,672 50

9,594 50
11,000 00

10,286 40

• Accepted.

TENTH CLASS.-lmperial slate .

•
Name of bidder.

Aggregate of bid.

William Lang ..•..••••.•••.•••••••.••••••••.•••

*$3,819 00

Remarks.

• Accepted .

ELEVENTH CLASS.-Granite.
Names of bidders.

Aggregate of bids.

Albert L . Dunham . . .••..••.•.••.•...••••.•••.••

$13,704 30
*7,398 80

Ne\\' CLmb & Chapin .•.•••..•.••••.••••..••• . •••
The G 1.rn te R ail way Company or 0. E. Sheldon.
1"I or 1. .~_cJly ••••••••••••••.•••••••••• • ••••••• ,,
John r
1\fayo .•.• ,. , •••••.•..•...•••.•...•....
Geo r.,
\T . Steward .•••••. ~• •..••• . .••.••••••••
J, B . - ,:oher & Co . ... . ...... . ............. ·...

·--- -

Remarks .

8,464 60

8 ,771 45
9, 405 30
8 ,614 55

8 ,3:33 50

Informal.

- --- - - - ----:------------:--- --'- - - - -~ ........:-~..........--........• Accepted.

Ex. Doc. No. 1.
&. D. No. 9-0.ffers. for furnis,iing supplies-Continued.
TWELFTH CL.ASS.-Timbcr.
Names of bidders.

Aggregate of bitls.

Wilue8 P. ,va1k ~r . ..•.•.•.•••.•.••••.. .. . • ..• • ,
Willi:u n Lang •.• •• , .. . ••••••.• ,., •• •• , •• ,.;_••_•• .
Jo:: cpli L. Ross .•. •.••..••. . .•... ~ .•... . . , ..•.•.

$19,618 20
~16,857 69

18,930 87

~

23,977 32

Ja1nes Whitney & Co ••.• , •..•••.•.••••..•••..•.

18,067 58

Banp:3 &. :Brothers •..••.•••• , ••.• , .••.•.• .. •• •

18,505 17

Remarks.

I

Informal.

*Accepted.

THIRTEE NTH CL.ASS.-Dimension timber.
Agg·regate of
bids.

Names of bitld-2rs.

Remarks.

$3,9-19 6J

William Lang •• .••• ••• . .••.••••••• • ••..•••.•.• .'. ,.
Joseph L. Ross .•..••.•••• :. . .•.•... .. . . .••• •....... ..
:Bangs & Brothers . . •••• •.• .• ..•.. ..••.•...• . .•. •.•.
Ja1nes Whitney & Co •..•.••••...• •. .•..••.....•••••

3,323 56*
3 .8 10 88
. 5,383 62

Informal.

* Accepted.

Off'ers for furnishing 'suppl-ies re quired at the New York navy yaT£I
for ji~_cat year ending June 30, 1849 1 under the advertisement of
navy agent, dated .11.ugust 17, 1848.
FIRST CLA SS .-Bricks.
Aggregate of
bids .

Names of bidders.

•James Johnson .•. , • • , •.•. , ..• , .•. . •.••••.• . •• .... ••
J obn B. Chollar .••••• , •.•• , •.. • , ..•..• • ••••.••• • , •
David H amilton ..•••••• .•.••. • •....•.••....•.....• • .
,villiam Blakely ........••••.•••••.•.•..•..• , ••.•. .
Joseph C. Griffin .•••.•..••••••.•••..••.•.• . ...••••.
1iathaniel Jarvis .•.•...••.........................
Patrick Smith • ••..•••.•••••.•.•••. •••• •••••.... ,, . .
N~lson &. Brown ..••.••••••••••••...••. • •••...•.. • •
W1lha1n M. Udall .•.•••••••••.•.•••.•••.•••..••...•

• Accepted~

Remarks.

$2,746 50

2 ,927 77
2,911 29•
3, llZ- 70

Informal.

3,5SO 22
3,845 10
2.801 43
4 :009 89
4;943 80

Informal.

869

Ex. Doc. No. 1.

Y. & D. No. 9-0ffe,;·s for furnisliing supplies-Continued.
SECOND CLASS.-Stone.

Names of bidders.

Acr
rrrea-ate am't
0 0
or'°bids.

John B. Choliar .•... ,........... . . • . • . . • • . . • • • • . . . .
$3 ,358 20*
David Hamil ton .............. ....... . : .. . . .. .. • • ..
4; 492 40
Robert Guptil .......•..•••.. . ••..•••........ , . • • . •
2,055 90
Edmund .B . Peel ....•....•..•........•..•. ,. .... ...
3,5-10 54
·Lavvrence & Owen .......••••..... , ... •• , ',......... • • • • • • . . . • • • • . • .
Daniel Knov.!ton............... •. . .• •. •• • .. . . • . • • • .
3,566 91
Patrick Smith................ . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . • • • • • •
4 ,249 80
Brick and Granite Company, Long Island.............
3,891 80
Beals & Fraser .••.•.•....•••. , 4 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Alexander Edwards ...•.. ·•...•.••.•. ,. . ............
4,217 22
·William Brainerd .•• , , • , •• , • , • . • • . • • . . . . . . . . • . • . • • .
3,176 64
Daniel Miller .•..••••• , ....•.. • •......•••.. ; ,.,. .. .
3,564 05
.Samuel Ferris •••...•. ., ..••.....•.•••.••••••.•••....••. , •.••• , • • • • .
Samuel D. Brown . .' •••..••••.••..•.••. ; ............ . • . . • . • . . . • . . . . •

.,,.

Remarks.

Informal.
Infor-mal.

Informal.
Informal.
Informal.
Informal.

)

• Accepted.

CLASS.-Lumber.
A,:zgregate of
bi<ls.

Names of bidders

Nath:tniel Jarvis .•..•••.....••.•...••.... -~ •••••...
John B. Chollar .•• . •••••••. , ..•............. ,.,.,,
Edward Sha\v . •.• .••••••.•••• : ••••••.•.•.• ,, ..... .
Bigbe & Coldea ••••••••..•••...•••••••• • .• , , ••••••
_. John McClane •.•••••.•.•.••.. . .•....••.•• , ..•••. ,.
Bangs & Brothers ..••.••.••••••••• , · •.• , ·., ••· ••••• ,
\Villiam M. Peck ... .• •••.•••..•••.•.•••.• ,,•,,,,,,•
Campbell & Moody • • • • • • • ••..••••.• , . , , •••• , , , • , ,
Daniel S. Grice ..••.•.•••..••.•••••..•.•. ·.• , .••... ,
·James Bigler .•••.••••••..••.••••.•.••••..• ,., •••••

· · • Accepted,

$18,879 15•
20,564 30

35 622 26
21;110
18,933
22,310
' 2-.1 ,891

00
55
07
28
22,474 20
44,011 28
24,099 34

Remar~.
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Ex. Doc. N 0. 1.

Y. & D. No.

9.-0ffers for furnishing

supplies-Continued .

F VRTH CLAS.S .-Tin.
1

Aggregate of
· bids.

Names of bidders.

Remarks.

I

Williain N. Clem ..• ; •..•...•••.••.•••••.•.•.••••••
David Hamilton ........•..•... ,., ..•••.•••••. , ••••
William L~pg •..•.• , ...•• . •••••.•.• ,• •.••••.•••...
Wetmore' & Co •.••.....••••..••.•....••••••.......

l

•$1,606 50

1,729 35
1,842 ~5
1,837 50

Informal.

• Accepted.

FIFTH CLASS.-Lime, ~c.
,

1

Natpes of bidders.

Aggregate of

Remarks.

bids.

John B. Chollar . • ••.•..••••...••••• , ••.•••••••.••
David Hamilton ••...••..•......••• : ••.••••••.•...•
Nelson & Brown .••••..•••••••.••.••.•..••..• , ..•.•
Bangs & Brothers •...•••........ , ••••..••... ; •••••
John A. Mitchell •••• , , •••••••..•••.••....•...•.•.•
Alpheus Fobes •..•...••....••••••.•••••...•..••.••
Joseph Van Nostrand •......••.••••. .••..•..•.••••••

*$1, 162
1,295
1,358
1,288
1,255
1,321
1,296

05
00
00
00
80
60
00

I

• 1'ccepted.

SIXTH CLASS.-lron and steel.
Aggr!gate of

Names of bidders.

bjps .

. William N. Clem .• : .•••••.•.••••••.•••••••• , ••.•••
Erastus Corning •.••••••.•.••••••.•••..• , , , , •••.••
D . M. WilsoJ1 & Co ....••••..•.••••.••• , ••••••••••.
William Lang .•...•• , ••• , ••••••.••••• , , •••.••.•.••
William Kemble ••..•.•••..•••.•••.•.•••••••••••.••
etmore & Co ••.••••.••..••••••.••••.••.•••••••.•

'Y'

• Accepted.

•$3,361
3,396
3,381
3,663
3,559
3,446

83
97
48
48
94
48

Remarks.

Ex. Hoc. No. 1.

CI

Y. & D. No. 9.-0jfers for furnishing supplies-Con tinu~d.
SEVE., TH 0LASS.-Paints, oils, and gl ~ss.

Names of bidders.

Aggregate of
bids.

Storer & Stephenson ....•.......•......••..•..••••.
Morgan, Walker & Smith ....•..............• . •.•• ,
William M. Udall .....••. , ..••... ,.. .'....•..•••..•.
Charles E. Gibbs, ••..•.••.............•..•..•.•..•.
William Lang ..........•.••.••..•.•.•.... , ..•..••.

*$883 00
1,913 65 ·
1,192 35
' 1,0137?:,
1,eo5 40

Remarks.

Informal.

• Accepted.

EIGHTH CLASS.-Ship chandlcry and hardware~

,,t

,Aggregate of
bids.

Names of bidders.

Remarks.

William N. Clem, ............................ : .... · "$1 873 19
Frederick R. Lee ................................. :
1 ;947 56
William Lang ....•.......•.. -..••. 1• • • • • • , • • • 1 • • • • • •
1,959 40

. •1

.I

. •. Accepted.

·····~:....:...:. ·
NINTH CLASS.-Stationery.
Aggr·~gate of
bids.

Names of bidders.

'

Lambert & Lane .••.••.•••• , ••••....•••••••••••••
Char1es E. Gibbs •••.• , .....•••.••.•••••• , •••••..•.
Brown & Co ........ ., .••..•.•.•...•.•• , ••• ,, ••.•••
I

• Accepted.

Remarks.
\

T

*$345 25
-s63 -s2

(r35i 4-l

Inform.al .

-

Ex. Doc.· No. 1. ·
Y . & D. No. 9':-0jfers for furnisliing supplies-Continued.
TENTH CLASS.-Hay.
Names of bidders.

Aggregate of

Remarks.

bids.

$728
·650
676
780

00
00
00
00
757 12
769 60
738 40
780 00

~John B. Chollar •... ....• . •• •..• ...·• ••.•••.••..•....
William N. Clem ...••...• •• ••.• , • ••. ·• •.••.•..• • ... .
David Hamilton .. '..•...•••. , ...... .........•••••• ,
Gold Silliman ..•• -. .••• .. • .........•.•. : . ........ , .. ..
Charles E. GibLs ..... . ....• • •..•.. , .....•.......••..
Joseph C. Gridley , ..... . ... .••.• • .... .... ; ••• .•....
' Thom as Muligan ...........•••............·..•••...
·W illiam .J.\,f. Udall:, .•. •• •.•.•.•••••...••••••.•••.•••

Informal.
do

• Accepted.

ELEVE NTH CLASS.-Provender.
Aggregate of

Names of bidders.

Remarks.

bids.
l/ohn B. Chollar •.••....•. ~ .•• t•••• •I.... ••••••. •. ••.•.
·William N . Clem .•••.•.... .. ..•.• .' •.. .•. ..••..••••.
Ehea W ·is ;vald, jr ~ ..••..••••••••••• . •••••••••.••••.

~ .avid Hamilton •.•••...•.•......• ,' ..•.. ·••..•....•.•.
,·-,Gold 8illiman .......•..•...........•..•..•.•••...•.
Bangs & Brothers .... ...•. .....•••.•. • ...•.........
William Lang . . . . • • • . •••••...•............•.••••.
· Thomas Muligan .•.. •. •...•••.......••••••.•.••••..
.Joseph C. Gridley ....•••. . •••••......•••...•.••• , .

$1,275 00
*1,045 00

1,7i5
1,335
1,150
1,405
1,435
1,176
1,340

00
00
00
00
00
50
00

n.>

• Accepted.

I

TWELFTH CLASS.-Ooal.
Aggregate of
bids .

Nam.es of' bidders.

..John B. Cholh,r....................................
.John A. Mitchell................. • .. • • . .. • • • . • • . ..
David Hamilton........................... . ........

.Henry Boureau............. . ......................

1

$2,815
•2,653
3,000
2,689

Remarks.

00
OQ
00
00

Wiilliam Winterton •.•.••••••••••••...•.••.••••••••••••••••.• • • • • • • • Informal.
do

r-Georgc B. Clarke •••••.••.•••..•••••••••••••...•••.••••••••••••••••
Tu~is Craven .••.• , • • • . • • • • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
2,762 50

Williaru L2.llg......................................
• Accepted.

3.,000 00

873

Ex. Doc. No. I.
Y. & ·D. No. 9.-.-Con tinued.

Offers for furn ishing annual suppl-ies for the na'VY yard, Philadelp hia, under t!i e ad·Lierl•-d ''· 1 :- _;· of ilie n avy agent , dated .llugust
14, 1848.
SECOND CL A SS.-Stone and granite.
Name of bidder.

R emarks.

A ggregate of
bid.

_______________________,____ --- -- - ----W illiam Rice .......••• • ......••...•• . .... .• ..... ~

$325 00*

• Accep ted .

THIRD CLA SS.-Lumb~r.
Names of biuders_.

.

i

.

Remarks.

Aggregate of
bids.

L,
i

William Carman & Sons .•.•••...•........ . ... •• ..••
H. W. Church ....••• , ,,'" ••.•. . ..•.•... . ... ; .•.••.
Heckhart & Hamilton ..••.•.....•.••.••..........••

$1,861 87*

2,124 28
2,617 23

• Accepted,
.l

FIFTH CLASS.-Gravel and lime.
Name of bidder.

Remarks.

Aggregate of
bid.
,

l
Spear & Sherry .•.•••..••••...•••••.•.•• , . , • •..••..

.

$150 85*

• Accepted.

SIXTH CLASS.-lron, nails, ~c.

I

{

Aggregate of

Names of bidd.ers.

bids.

Bowlby & Brenner •••••••••••••••.••••.••.•••••....
George Ada.ms • • •••••••••.•.••••... , ••..•••....•.

• Accepted.

$637 09*
642 34

Remarks.

Ex. Doc. No. 1.
· Y. &. D. No. 9 -:·Offers for· furnisliing supplies-Continued.
SEVENTH CLASS.-Paints and oils.

Aggrr.~ate of
bid.

Name of bidder.

Remarks.

$,199 4Qlt

Harris ·& Ilwgan .••.••. .. ..••.••..••.....•...•....

• Accepted.

EIGHTH CLASS.-Hardware and ship ckandlery.
Aggr~gate of
bids.

Names of bidders.

I

Remarks.

I

·:Bowlby & Brenner ....•••••...•••••.........• , . , •..
Baxter&. Brothers.. . .•.•... ..• •. •................
-George Adams •••.••.•••••.•••••. -:. .............. ·

$1,213 49•
1,216 61

1,452 59

• Accepted.

NINTH CLASS.-Stationery.
Aggregate of
bids.

Names of bidders.

----- -··-~·-..·-·-·-----------

Remarks.

______,_____

$290 21•

T. · & G. Town ... , .• .... ...... ...................

352 06

;J . C. Clark ................•..................... ,

• Accepted.

TENTH CLASS.:__Hay, ~c.

Aggregate of
bid.

Name of bidder.

Remarks.

--------------------1--------George Gravel ..... , ....•...•.•............. , ... , .

• Accepted.

875

·Ex. Doc. No~ 1.

Y. & D. No. 9.-0ffers for fu rnishing supplies-Continued.
ELEVENTH CLASS.-Provender.
Aggregat9 of
bid.

Name of bidder.

Remarks.

•$352 O(?

George Gravel ....

• Accepted.

TWELFTH CLASS.-Coal.

Names of bidders.

Aggregate of
bids.

Wm. Rice ..••• , ....-•••.......••........••....•...
Jos. Grice .••. , , ••.......•••••. • •..•..•••••...... .-

*$830 00
.920 00

Remarks .

• Accepted.

THIRTEEN TH C~ASS.-Miscellaneous. _

Names of bidders.

Aggregate of
bids.

Edward Callahan ..•••• , .••• , .•••••••.•• ~- .•·: ..••••
Harris & Dungan •••.• , •••••.•.•..•••.•••••••••••••. .

*$567 17
, 6l4-89

• Accepted.

Remarks.

Ex. Doc. No. I.

876

Y. & D. No. 9-Continued.
Ojft:-rs for furniskir:,1:,· ann: al supplies for the navy yard at Washington, under tlie advertisement of the navy agent, da ted .!lugust
19, 1848.
,

FIRST CLASS.-Briclcs.
Aggregate of

Names of bidders.

P..emarks.

bids .

•$1,498 00
. 1,603 00
1,347 00

A. Richard s .••••••••.•.....•....•••..•••••..•...••
G. B. Smith ••••••...••.•••.•••..•••.• : • ••......• .
Chas. Lyons •.•••. . •••• ..••••.•..• • .••••.•.•••..•.

• Accepted .
•

I.

SECOND CLASS.-Stone.

A<Tgregate
of
0

Names of bidders.

Tim. O'Nealc . •.•• .....•••••..•••••...••..........
Wm. G. Emery .•..•........•.•. . ...•.••....••..••

Remarks.

bids.

'lq ,

•$385 00
526 00

• Accepted.
O•

THIRD CLASS.-Lumber.
Aggreg-u.te of

Na~es of bidder~.

bids.

F. A . Gibbons .••••••.•••••.•.••• , •..••...••....•..
Thos. BlagJen ••••••••••••••.••••••.•••••.•... ..••.
• Accepted.

·$3",563 05
4,341 4-l

Remarks.

877

Ex. Doc. No. 1.

Y. & D. No. 9.-0/fers for furnishing supplies-Conti:rned .
. FIFTH CLASS.-,Z:ime and sand.
Aggregate of
bids.

Names of bidders.

F . A. Gibbons ..••••••.••• • ••.. .. .••.. , .• , •••. • ••• ,
A. E. Smith .•••••• • .•••...••..•••.•••••••.•••..•.
W. T. Dove ..••••••. . •••. . . ..•••••.•.•••••••••.••.

Rem arks.

I

$1,180 85
1,7n9 25

)

•592 9b

• Accepted.

SIXTH .CLA.SS.-Nails, iron, steel,

4·c.

Aggregate of
bid.

Name of bidder. ·

A.. E:. S1nith . • • • . • . • . . . • • • . . . • . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • •

Remarks.

•$2 ,829 53

• Accepted.
•. . f

SEVENTH CLASS .-Paints_, oils_. glass,
Names of bidders.

qc.

Aggregate of
bids.

A. E. Smith ....................................... .
C. V. S. Gibbs ................................... ..
0. \.Vhittlesey •.•.••.....••. • •..•. : ..•.•....•••.•••.

Remarks.

$ 1, 873 90
,, :; ,3,1

•1j5j

86

H8

• Accepted.

EIGHTH CLASS.-Hardware,
Names of bidders.

qc.

of
Ago-rerrate
0
bi<ls.

A . E. Smith .................................. , •.•••
Albert & Brother ...••••..•..••••••••.•••••••..•.••.
W. N. Clem .•••••.•.•••.•. .• ••..•..•••••••••••••• .
• Accepted,

*$1 , 799 71
· 5,329 83
4,8 18 10

R em.arks.

Ex. Doc. No. 1.
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Y. & D. No . 9.-0ffers for furnishing supplies-Continued.
NINTH CL~SS.-Stationery.
Names of bidders.

Aggregate of
bids.
.

C. V. S. G ibbs .•.. . ••.•..••.••.•••..•......••••...•

$155 50
154 30

Wm . Fisher ...•.•••...•••.....•...•• . , , <. ,. ••••••••••
G. Anderson. . • . • .....••....••....•....•.••..••...

Remarks.

*150 12

• Accepted.

TENTH CLASS.-1:{ay and 'straw.
Ao-gregate
of
0
bids.

Names of bidders.

C, V. S. Gibbs ••......•.••.••. : ... . ..•.•••.•..••.•.
John Coburn ...••....••.••• .• ..••.•....• , .•• ,.- •.••.
.Addison & Cockrell ..•• ·••••... . •.. ~ ••••••••••• ·•••• •,

P. Otterback .. , ••••...•.•.•••••...•••..••••.•..•.•.
.A.._E. Smith •...........•.....• . .......•....•.•••..

$260
252
262
*251
276

Remarks .

00
40
86
00

00

• Accepted;

ELEVENTH CLASS.-Corn a'T/,d oats.
Aggregate of bids.

Names of bidders.

Remarks.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - !<- •- - -- - G V. S. Gibbs ..•••• . •••.•-..•.•••..•...••.•.••.
John Coburn • • •..•...•..., •••..•••••.••••..••.. ,
A ddison & Cockrell ...•••.••.....•••...•...•••. ,
P. Otterback ••••••.••••• . ••.••.••••••••••.. , · · ,

• Accepted .

...

$609 60
489 1:iO
511 20
*4 84 80
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Ex; Doc. No. l.

Y. & D. No. 9-0ffers for furnisliing supplies-Contirrned.
TWELFTH CLASS..-Ooal aud wood.

Names of bidders.

Aggregate of bids.

F. A. Gibbons ...........•....... . ....• .... . ... .

$15,225

Addison & Cockrell. ...... . .................. ·, ·
W. H. Gunnell. ........................ : .. ··· ..
J. H. Cox ..••••..•.....•.....•..... , , .... .. ... .

•13,240

Remn:rh.
Informnl.

13,255
16,350

• Accepted.

Ojfers for furnishing corn_ and oats, at the 'l'ensacofo nav11 yard.,
under advertisement of navy agent, dated September, 1848-.
Articles.

Amount.

Names of bidders.
300 bushels corn.

300 bushels oats.

George P. Pattison .........•....... 65 cents per bushel. 39 cts. per bushel..
W. L. Cozzens ...•••........ •. .•... 68 .••••• do .•••••• 43 •••••• do.~ •••••
C. P. Knapp ...•••..•.........•.... 68 •••••• do .•••••• 45 •••••• do •••••••

•$312
348

339

*Accepted.

Oeffrs for fu,rnishing sixty-seven tons of liay at the PensGtd a.
n av y :y ar d, under advertisement of the navy agent at Bostv'll.,, dated

.li. ug11, ·t 2<.1, 1848 .
Price per ton. ·

. Name~ of bidders.
Thc1npson & Davidson ... ..• .............•..••. .
Horton, Cordis & Co .. ) ....... .. .............. .
Warren B. Thomas ... .• •........ , .••••........

*Accepted .

.

$28 00
·25 00
25 50

Total ammmt.
$1.,876 00
*1,675 00
1/108 .50

.
880
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Ex. Doc. No. 1.
Y. & D. No. 9-Continued.

O.ffers for furnishing annual supplies at ttie Niorfolk navy yard,
i, nder tlie adve'r tise-ment of the navy agent, date d .llugust 11, 1843.
FIRST CLA SS.-Bricks.

I

Agg,·e~atc ol bids.

Names of bidders.
F. H. Smith ••••.•.•.•••••••••••••••••••••.•.•• ·
C. Pendergrast .• , . •.....•••••• _... .............

I

Remarks.
j

1

r

*$21; 203 20
29,902 24

.

• Accepted.

SECOND CLASS .-Stone.

--- - -- - - - - Names of bidders.

Aqgregate of bids.

C. Pendergrast •••••.••..•••••••••••,••••..•..•.
C. & N. Green •.••.•.•••.....••••.•.........•..
J. & D. McClenahan ... ..•.....•• •.••••••• • , •••.
E. Wilmer •.••••.. ._.••. ..•. •.••....•••••..... •.

*$-1,916 68
4,939 00
5,1-15 55

Remarks.

Informal.

5,461 00

• Accepted.

THIRD CLASS.-Lumber.

Aggre~ate of
bids.
John Drewry •••.•• , ••••••.••••••.•••••••.......• • •••
F erguson & ~iilhado .•.••••.•••••••••••••••...•....
William Etheredge .••..• ,, •••••••••••.•• , •....•.•.
E . H. Herbert ... . •....••.••••••••.••••••..••.••••
John Petty .•..•.•..•.•.• , •••••••••••.•.••.•.. : .•• ,
F rancis Church ••••.••• ,., •••••••..•..•.•.•••••••• ,
• Accepted.

Remarks.

* $43,993 14

44,245
46,967
47,523
50,322
56,459

94
44

78

64
87

Informal.

-

Ex. Doc. No. 1.
Y .. & D. No. 9.-0ffers for furni shing supplies-Continued ..
=====-===-··-· -- .

- ,-,,- =-~=,...

FOURTS: CLASS .-Slate.

bid.
.
_ _ _ _ __ _N
_ a_m_e_o_f_b_i-dd_e_r_. - -/- - - - - I --A-g-g-re
_g_a_t_e_o_f_,

Remark>...

-

C. P endergast....... . .. .. .... .. ............ . ......

• $3 ,085 50

• Accepted.

FIFTH CLASS.-Lime, cement, sand, and hai-r.
Names of bidders.

Aggregate of
bids.

C. Pendergast ..................... .-.••.•• • • , .• ,,.,
E. Gamage . . ... .. ..... . .......................... .
Ferguson & Milhado ....•••.. . •.......••• . .... . .• , •
R. A. Warrall .•..•.•• . , •••.. • • , , •.•••• , •.•....• , •
A. Fobes ....•.......•• , ... • ••..••••••••.......•••
Addison & Co ..•• , ••.••••. . •.•..• . .••·.,,, ••• ,, •.••

• $4,294 27
4,329 89
4,408 21
4,879 05
6,316 28
,2,338 ,00

.

Remarks..

Informal;

• Aocepted.

SIXTH CLASS.-Iron, spikes,-steel, and nails.
Names of bidders.

Aggregate of
bids.

:Bonsal & Brother ..•• , •• , • , , , ••••.•••.••• , •••.•.•••
Higgins & Brother ..•...•.••.• , .••• , , •. , • , , ••••.•••
Thompson & Co ..•• , •••• , , .••• , ••••••••• , , ••• , ••••

• $2,563 75
2,702 34

• Accepte<l.

56

2,852' 82

r

Remarks ,

,

I

Ex. Doc. No. ,l.

S82

Y. & D. No. 9-0.ffers for furnis!Ling supplies-Continuerl .
:.:;.::::::-~---

SEVENTH CLASS.-Paints, oils, and glass.
,. I

Names of bidders.

,v

.R. A. orrall ..•••••....••....•.•••.••.••.....•••.
- :Bonsal & Brother ••••.•••...•.•••• , •••.••••••••••••
Higgins & Brother .••.•••..•.• ~ .•••••••••.•..••....

Aggregate of
bi<ls.

Remarks.

*$1,13766
1,22~ 10
1,904 20

• Accl'pted.

EIGHTH 'CLASS.-Ship chandlery and hardware.

Names

u~

Aggr~gate of
bids.

bidders.

Bonsal &: Brother ..•.•.••.••••••••••.•••••••• , , , , • ,
George Adams&:.
H iggins & _B rother •••••• ; ••••.•••••••••••••••.••..•

·co .............................. .

Remarks .

• $4,566 38
4,630 18

4,722 36

• Accepted.

d

NINTH CL A:SS.-Statior1.ery.

Names of bidders.

Bonsal & Bu\·roughs •••• ,,..........

A 11 gre!l:ate of
"' bid.

*$841 66

• Accepted.

Remarks.

883

Ex. Doc. No. 1.

Y. & D. No. 9.-0ffers for f'll,rnishing supplies-ContinuecL
TENTH CLASS.-Hay, hominy and oats.

Aggre~ate of
bi<ls.

Names of bidders.

William C. Borroughs ... •..• •.•.••... ; •.•...••••••
.B. B. Moseley ....•••. : ••••.• .• •••.•• .• ••.••••• • .•.••
Robert Dicksort .•••••.• ~ •••••••••••••.•••••••••••••
H. V. Niemeyer ••••••••••..•••••.••••••.••...•..••
A. Fobes .•.•••• ; ••••• : ••••••.•••.••.••..••..••..••
-R. A. Worrall .•••••••.••.•••••..•...••.•••..•••.•.

Remarks .

"'$2,985 60
2,988 00
3,096 00
3,216 00
3,290 40
3,-U5 20

• Accepted.

ELEVENTH CLASS.-Ooal.

d
·-

----

--- --·-- · - - - - - - - - Names of bidders.

Aggr~gate of
bids.

-~. H. Cox ..•••••••.••••... : .••••••.•• , •.•••••.•..
Higgins & Brother .•.•••••••.••.•••..••••••••.•••••

l

Remarks.

*$5,030 00
9,200 00

• Accepted.

'

-Offers for furnishing annual supplies for the New York dry dock,
under the advertisement dated .IJ.ugust 8, 1848.
FIRST CLASS.-Oement.

~ -- - - - ~ - - - - - - - - -- -----:-------...,,----..c.__
Names of bidders,

Remarks.

Nelson & Brown ...••••••••. , .•••..•••••••.•••••• , •
'S heldon Smith ..••••.•••••••••.•.••..••.•• , •••••••.
..Tohn 'I'. Mc Viccar .•••••.•••••..••.•••.••••••••••••
..T ohn A. Mitchell •••• , •.••.••••••••..••••.•••.••••• ·
E. W . .Budington .•••••.•••..•••.••••••••••••••.••.
Newark Lime Company .•••••.•.• , ••.••.•.•..••••••

• Accepted; 15 cents oif for barrels, $5,250.

t

$7,000 00
*6,000 00
, 6,450 00

6,437 50
6,250 00
t5,937 50

12! cents off for barrels, $5 1312 50.
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Y. & D. No. 9.-0.ffersfor furnishing supplies-Continued.

SECOND CLASS.-Sand.

1

Remarks.

Aggreiate of
bicts.

Names of bidders.

David Hamilton .....•..•••......... . ........... ·...
A . K. Mitchell ........ , .••••.......••••••.•......••
Patrick Smith ... . ..... , •...••.......•••..•• : ....•.
John Meggs ........••....••.......•.._•...•.. : .. : ..

$1,226 00
1,131 75
1,133 00
·860 00

_

• Accepted.

THIRD CLASS.-Timber.

Remarks.

Aggregate of
bids.

Names of bidders.

John A. Mitchell •..........•...... . . • .............
David Hamilton .. . ••.•...•...... . ....•............
Harvey Chapman .....•..•.....•••. • , ............. .
Fortune C. Parsons & Co .•..•.•..•...•...••••..• , ••
Campbell & l\'Ioody........ . • . • • •......•..........
A. T. Dunham .........•.••..•.•...•..............

John McC!ane ..•.•.•....• . •••.•.••......•..••....

$5,061 88

5,300
10,175
5,100
•4,300
5,125
4,597

80
00
00
00

1

.

00
50

• Accepted.

FOURTH CLASS.-Dock gate timber.
X ames of bidders.

David Hamilton ...•••..•.. , , ••.•. , •..•• , , · , . , •. , · ·
Harvey Chapman .•.••••..••..•. . .•. ,, •.... ,,,,,·,·
F or tune C. Parsons &. Co .......................... .
John Rosevelt •••.•.•••••• , .•.•.•.••.•• ,.,, • •,, · · · ·
John Petty ••••• : •••••••.•••• , •••••..••••••••.••••.
Patrick Smith .•.•••• , •••.• , • , •••.••.••.•••••.•.••.
Campbell & Moody ..... ·.••••...•..•..••••••.••.•..
Thomas Tatem .•••.••••• , ••• , ...•. , •••••........•.
Edmund Sh.aw&. E. B. Smith ...................... .
Austin K. Avery. , ................................ .

Aggregate of
bids.

$8,750
15,150
6,225
7,076
8,045
7,000
5,040
5,410
5,555

00
00
00
00
25
00
00
00

00

Informal.

Remarks.
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Y. & D. Ne. 9.-0.ffers for furnishing supplies-Oontinued.
FIFTH CLASS.-Iron, ~c.

Aggr~gate of
bids

Names of bidders .

Remarks.

...
$2,215
1,836
*1,580
· 1,663

David Hamilton •••••••..••..••.•••••••.• , •• .'., • , , ,
William Lang .•••••.•.. ; ••••••....•..••••••... , ·--; •
Erastus ~orning ••••••••••••.••••••••••••••• • ••..•.
D. M. Wilson & Co ............................... ,

50
52
75

00

,.

• Accepted.

SIXTH CLASS.-Hardware, !Jc·.

Names of bidders.

A_ggr~~ate of
b1e1s.

William N. Clem ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Henry Cromwell .•••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••• ·•••
' F. R. Lee ••••••••••••••••••.•..••••••••••••••••••
William Lani{ .•••••••••.••••••..•.•••••.•••..••...
Erastus Corning •••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••

$1,388
1,392
1,377
1,650
*l,245

Remarks.

42
60

45
80
10

• Accepted.

SEVENTH CLASS.-Stone cutter,' tool,.
Aggregate of
bid~.

Names of bidders.

William N. Clem •••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••
D. Hamilton ••••••••••.•••••••.• , •••••••••••••• , ••
Levi Leach ••••••.••.•..•.•...•••••••••..•••••••••.
Lawrence & Owen •••••••.••••••••••••••••.•••••••
John B. Chollar. , ••• , ••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••

• Accept~d.

'

$346
360
315
350
*332

00
00 ,
00
00
00

Remarks.

'
Informal.

. Ex. Doc. No. I.
Y. & D. No. 9.-0ffe~s for furnishing supplies-Continued.
EIGHTH C , ASS.--Skip chandlery.
--·----·. -·-------------~---,.------.--~-Names of bidders.

Aggregate of
bids.

Wiliiams & Herma1', ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
- Storer & Stephenson •••••••••.••••••••••••••••••...
Merrill & 1'rask .•••• , ••••••••.••••••• ~ ••••••••.••
Chas. A. Secor & Co .••••••••••••..•.••••••••••••••
Tucker, Cooper & Co •••• , ••••••••••••. , ••••• , •••• ·.
Will iam La1-ig ••••••• , •••.•.••••••••••••• , ••••.••••

Remarks.

$1,930 71
•1,729 20

1,936

r,o

2,221 31

1.843 75
2; 177 24

• Accepted.

KINTII CLASS.-Paints and oils.

Names of bidders.

Aggregate of
bids.

Williams & H~rman .•••.•••.••••••••• , •••••• , •• , ••.
Charles E. Gibbs •• .• ••••••••• , •••••• ••••••••.• ,, ••.
Storer & Stephenson .•••••••••.•••••••..•••..•••.• ,
B. Smith & Co ................................. . , ..

$959 35
915 40

895 37
8~5 55
913 10

Wm. "\V. Udall ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••

852 10

Bro\Yn & Decker ••• •• .•••••••.•.....•• , •••••• , •••.

William.Lang., ••••••••••••••.•••• ·•••••••••••• , •..
Jolln A. Brown •.••••••..•••••.•••••••••.•••••••• ,

Remarks.

971 57

*825 05

• Accepted..

TENTH CLASS.-Provender.

Aggre~ate of
bicts.

Names of bidders.

Thomas Mulligan ..••• ••.•••.••.••• ••••••••••••• , ,

Joseph C. Grit.Hey •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Jas. L. Cramer ................................ , ••
F. C. Parsons & Co ..••••••.•••••••••••••.••.••.•••
Wn1. N. Clem ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••
Lark Catlin ••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••
Gold Silliman .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.

D. Hamilton •••••••••••.•.•.••• • •••••••••••••••.••
Patrick Smith .•.•..••.•.••. , .••.•••.. , •...•.•.••..
Davi~ l{issam ••.• , . , • . • . . . . • • • • • . • . • . • • . . •••••••. '
Eben "\Viswall ••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••.•.•.•.
John B. Chollar .•••••• .••••••••••• •• • ••••••.•.•...

C. E. Gibbs .••••..•••••.. , .••••••••••••••••• . •••••

----~------__:______
• Accepted.

__:.

$2,352 00
2.723 00
• I ;,27 50
2,327 00

2,210 00
2,502 50

2,255 00
2,578 00
2,503 00
1,860 00
2,779 OJ

2,632 00

________ --· -2,242 50

Ex. Doc. No. 1.
Y. & D. No. 9.-0ffers for furnishing supplies-Continued.
ELEVENTH CLASS.-Castings and madtinery.

------------.Aggregate of
bids.

Names of bidders.

Remarks .

·- - - -!- - - - P eas e & ;.\'Iurphy ....• , ••. , . , .••••.••..••.•.•••.•• ,
Worrall & Co .. , ••••••.•• , .. • •...•••..• , •.• , •••. , ,
James L. Cramer ••. , ••.•••• , .•• .. ..•..• , •.• , •• , ·, ·
P. Morris ft Co ............... , ••••... ,., •.•.••.•• ,
C. Karrouse ...•..••..•. . .. . ..•..•••••••••.••••...
John R. 'P latt .••.••••......•••.•• • •••••••.••••• , ••
'l'hornas Nally ...••..•••••....••••••.•.•••.•.• • •••.
E. H. St. John ............·............ :-••.••••••• ,
A . Berbeck & Sons ...••.•••••••...•••••• • .•••••• •
Rykeman &:. Seymour •..••...•••.•• ~ ••.•••.... , .....
John B. Chollar., •• , ..•••• . .•.• , • . •...••••. , •••.•.

$960 00
695 50
791 50

810
63i)
536
•4i6

00
00
50
00

591 35

880 00
618 75

620 00

• .Accepted

TWELFTH CLASS.-Coal.
Names of bidders.

Aggr~gatc of bids.

T. Craven .... , .......... , .•.•• , •• , , ..••..•• , •
D .H>tmilton . . .•••••.••••...•••••..•••.••••••••

W. H. Bosworth .•.••.... , •.••.•••• . ..•••••••••
William Lang. . • • • •..•• , •...• : •••. , ••••••••••
Charles Willett .. ·.••.••••.••.••.•••••••••••••• ,
John B. Chollar .•..•• . • , . . ......... •:• ••.••.. , ••
John A. Mitchell ••.•••........•••.• . •. , ••..•••.
Charles E. Gibbs .••..•. , ...•••••• , .•.•.••..• L,.

Remarks.

$3,050
• 2,495
3,125

3,375
2,7i5
3,250

•2,995
3/250
··-7

Accepted.

THIRTEENTH O'!-,ASS,-Stationery.

John T. Crowell .• , ••• . •.•..•.••..• , ..•.•... . • ,.
L a1nbert & Lane .• • •.•...•• . ...•. ,,., , , •..• • , ••.
Bowne & Co .••••••....••...••••...••••.•. . •••.
Rich & Le .. trel .•.•.••.•• , ••• , , ••• , •.••••••.••• ,
Charle~ E . Gibbs . .•...•• : ......... , •• , •• ,,·. , • •.

• Accepted.

$423 50
•346 99
364 67 '

462 03
~87 55

>

Ex. Doc~ No. I.
Y. & D. No. 9-Continued.

ef[Jff ers for furnishi ng annual supplies, at the Jlt[emphis navy yard 1
tJtnder the adv erti sem ent of the navy agent dated .11.ugust 30,
1848.
I

FI RST CLASS .-Stationery.
I

Remarks.

Aggregate of bids.

Names of bidders.

L H. Avery . • • •• •. . , •••.••• •. . •.-•••.•.•.•••.•.
S.. H. Lamb._. . , • • .. ..... ..... . ...•••.....• ~., ..

$148 75
*135 00

'
• Accepted.

SECOND CLASS.-Ship chandlery, hardware, ~c.

· Aggregate of bid.

Name of bidder .

Remarks.

.i. 1\1. Mc.Combs & Co .••• , •. , •.• , • , •••.••• , ••••
~ Accepted. -

-THIRD CLASS.-Coal.

Name of bidder.

Aggregate of bid .

.Bichael Gaffney •• , •. , , • , .•.• , , •••••• , , .• , • • • . • .

Remarks.

*$342 50

I

'• Accepted.

FOURTH' CLASS.-Hay.
Names of bidders.

Aggregat~ of bids.

~B. Greenlaw............ . ..................

$810
*666

k & Hawley .... ...... , ....•............... ,
•;

• Accepted.

Remarks.
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Y. & D. No. 9.-0ffers for furnishing supplies-Continued .

FIFTH CLASS.-Provender.
Aggregate of bids.

Names of bidders.

W. B. Greenlaw •••••••••••••••.••••.....•••.••
Cook & Hawley •...•••...••••••.•••• , •.•••.•••.
Littleton Henderson ...••••.•. • ...•.••••••••••••

Remarks.

$2,124 00

•2,010 00

Informal.
'1

t

• Accepted.
N OTE.-In the several instances where the proposal appears lower than the accepted offer,
the individual making such offer either positively declined, failed to enter into contract, or to
,comply with the conditions of the advertisement, when the supply was offered to the next
!lowest bidder according to law.

Docxs,
· November 4, 1848.

l3tTREAU OF YARDS AND

• I

8 0

Ex. Doc. No. 1.
REPOl\T FROM THE BUREAU OF PROVISIONS AND CLOTHING.
BuREA u

oy PROVISIONS' AND CLOTHING,

November 10, 184 .
SIR : I have the honor to transmit, herewith, estimates for the
fiscal year ending June 30th, 1850, prepared in compliance witr.
your instructions; also abstracts of the offers to furnish such naval
supplies as come under the cognizance of this bureau, and the
transportation thereof, pursuant to the act of 3d March, 1843 1and
statements of contracts entered into by the bureatl under the act.
of April 21st, 1808, and 3d March, ·1809, together with sundry
statements relative to the t:-ansactions of the bureau, during th1:
fiscal year, which terminated on the 30th June, ultimo, anJ the property in its charge, marked from A. to G inclusive .
. The estimates for the support of the bureau correspond wit
those of the last year, and with current appropriations. The remaining estimates are for pr~vi.sions exclusively, including the
special estimates for the spirit corunutation, and, agreeably to your
~irections, are for 7>500 men, 750 officers, and 750 !11arines, i?cludrng offit.:ers, making a total of 9i000 men to be ratwned, w~ich, a
twenty cents, the established valuation of the ration, requires an
appropriation of $686,200 00. To this are to be added two cents
per day for all who relinquish the spirit portion, under the ac_ts of
3d March, f847, and 3d August, 1848, making the cost of ~heir r~tions twenty-two cents, and rendning necessary the special additional estimate of $29,200.
.
The established valuation of the ration is twenty cents, while
the actual first cost paid to the contractors does not exceed fi~teen
cents; but to the first cost are to be added losses from <leten?ration, leakage, shrinkage, waste, condemnations, and the vari_ous
ca~ualties of the service, with 0ccasionally greatly enhanced price
paid for necessary and unavoidable purchases abroad, a~d. an allowance, not exceeding sev,en per cent., to pursers on their issues;
all which contribute to fill the margin between the actual contract
prices and the established valuation of the ration.
.
, In reference to the spirit part of the ration, which has _receive_d
recent legislation, and which now requires a special estimate, it
may be proper to state that the actual first cost does not ~xceed
one cent for each man per day; but by established regulat1r,ns 0
the department, a commutation was authorized at two c~nt~. In
184:7, Congress directed that this commutation should be rncreased
to three cents, to "all who draw their rations in kind;" and by the
act of 3d August last, it is further increased to four cenL; ~o that the
government now pays four times the first cost of the article to a
who relinq~ish the spirit part of the ration. Assuming tha_t there
are_ 8,000 sailors and marines, exclusive of officer~, who are entitl~d t
rations, tbP cost of th e spirit r '>rtion at present contract prices;
would ~ot exceed $29,200; yet, \"ere ~11 to relinquiuh it, and dra
mon Y Instead, thr gov t rnmPn t would pay them $116,800 00. I
0th er wor,ls a 11 n 11 J° f $S7,600 is tendered annually, to prom~t
temperanc ID t) i · lrrancu of the public service. · The appropn

/
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·tion asked, however, anticipates that only one-half will relinquish
the spirit part of the ration the ensuing year.
On the bureau llevo·lves the ·responsibility not only of purchas- ·
ing, clothing, provisitrns, and the other n_ecessary art_icles of t}:, ~
crews, classed as ~mall stores, but of keeping every ship, squadron
and station supplied, in every part of the world; anrl this without
accumulating an excess at any one point, whereby waste or Joss
. may occur to the government. With a force constantly changing,
. the closest vigilance may be unable to guard against deficiency ~t
some points, or
surplus at others, of some of the numerous artt ..
cles essential to the subsistence, clothing and comfort of the
crews; but the bureau is happy to believe that the service has suffered n·o serious detriment, during th.e past year, in any of these
parti-culars.
Owing to the peri'- hable nature of many articl~s of the ration,
losses to the governmen t are unavoidable, especially when subjected', as a large prop.:>rtion of them are, to the severe tests of long
cru is es or tropical climates.
During the past fiscal year, provisions h1n_ded principally , from ships returning hornt.>, after a cruise,
have been condemned at the several navy yards, the .cost of which,
as - f:a-r
reported to the bureau, amounts to $17,135 6.9 as per
statement (marked E.) The proceerls of sa1es for these condemned
articles, by auction, for government ac,count, have uot all been received, but S'o far as we have returns, they amount to $4,309 10.
There have also · been losses during the same period at our foreign
depots, and on board ships at :sea by disasters, and by condemnations, which have yielded no returns. On some @f. the foreign stations, condemned provisions are not permitted to be sold·, and on
others, -the duties that· would be exa t: ed would exceed the entire
proceeds of sales. In such cases they are, therefore, with those
cond.emned on board ~hips at sea, a total loss.
But few of the con tracts of this bureau are for specific quantities, i.t being deemed more advantage·ous to the government to stipulate that" supplies shall be furnished on timely requisition for the
articl es as wanted. When contracts for specified.quantities are made,
it is designed to limit the supplies to the smallest amount that
may be required, and it is believed there is an excess of none but
_cheese, of which there is now an extra quantity on hand. Our
cheese contra c ts, having been made when there was a larger author:iz12d force t han at present, it would be advisable to reduce "the de ]iv~ries hf reafter to be made.
Congress, by an act
3d March, 1843, appropriated three hundrf'd irnd eighty, thousand dollars for ~lothing for the navy, which
was increased by subsequent approl"r:ations to five hundred and
seventy: tl..ousand dollars; the governme.nt to be reimbursed out of
~he sale_s. The clb~hing on hand 1 and the money in the treasury tQ
its crecht, are sufficwnt for the operations of the bureau, without
any ~ddi~ional appropriations. Under the con tr act f ) f-1( rn,
c1?thmg· 1s procured at extremely low prices, and is sold to the
sa1~or~ at an advance of ten per cent., to cover unavoidable· losses.
This small advance will, with prudent and carefol managem ent , be

~s
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suffici~n~, it is believed, t~ sustain undiminished the original appropriations, at the same time tkat the crews will be clothed at
comparatively sm' aU expenses to themselves. Some losses l::are
been experienced, and they will be further increased from too
large p:1rchases in former years, at much higher prices than are
now paid, and from placing large quantities in foreign depots 1
w~ere much of it still remains. It wilJ be necessary to reduce the
pnce of much of this clothing to adapt it to present cost of simila·' articles. The appropriation has also been diminished by recent
sales of a large quantity of boy's clothing, procured some years
since, during the existence of the apprentice system, which, since
the system has been abando1:ied, was useless- to the serv~ce.
Assuming that the clothing afloat equals in cost that found on
hand at the date of the first special appropriation in March, 1843,
the property a t invoice prices and fund in the treasury at the
commencement of the present fiscal year, exhibit a small excess
over the appropriation. The following is a statement of the amount
of clothing, and clothing fund on hand, on the 1st July last.
Clothing on hand per abstract (marked C) •••••••••• $312,885 79
Clothing shipped to foreign stations, and in transitu..
36,386 76
13alance in the treasury, 1st J u'ly...... . • • • • . • • • . • • 246,624 52
Making in the aggr~gate the sum of •••••••• ·•• • • • • • •

595,896 07

an·d e~hibiting a nominal excess over the original appropriation
of $25,896 07. But, from the causes stated, deductions must be
made, equal to and perhaps exceeding the nominal excess.
It is not conceived to be the policy of the government that the
elothing fund shall , be either augmented or diminished by_purchases
and sales. In this view, the advance of ten per cent. on the ~rst
cost, will, in the absence of any unforeseen casualty, be sufficient
to protect the fund and meet the expectations of .the government.
The cost of clothing received into store under c~ntract
ing the last fiscal year was $92,003 22, and the quant~ty ~ece~ved
from foreign stations and from ships returning home 1s . invo~ced
$95,794 19, making in the aggregate, $187,797 41 received into
store for _the year. The total cost of clothing, expended by s~ore
keepers to pursers, and to foreign stations, during the same per1?d,
was $216,685 J 3. The amount returned as sold for the year, with
ten per CLnt. added to cost, for whiCih transfer requisitions h~v~ been
mad~ from pay to the clothing fund, is $166,775 90. This 1s ex~lus1ve of the unsold clothing in the hands of the pursers and sto. keepers, and for which they are accountable.
The small stores, like the clothing, are purchased under contra "
by the bureau, and sold to the crews at an advance of ten per ce
on the cost, and is, therefore, of little or no expense to t~e government, thouj(h ' constituting an important part of the duties of the
burea?· . The funds for these purchases are derived from t~~ appropriation for pay, and th proceeds of sales, with the add~ttonal
per centage, are returned to that appropriation; hence, no estimates

?ur·
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for expenditures are made by the bureau for this branch_ of its
duties· it sustains itself.

The statement (marked E) herewith sub-

mitted, is an exhibit of the sales of condemned provisions, clothing
and small stores at the several navy yards, with the cost and net
proceeds. This includes $21,795 35 'of boys' clothing, which is
not to be considered as within the ordinary annual transactions of
the bureau, but the sale of which was made necessary, in consequence of the abandonment of the apprentice system.
It would be advantageo us, in many respects, were there greater
promptness and system in the adjustment of the property accounts.
In the transactions of the bureau there is involved a v ast variety of
detaiJ, arising from the settlem-ent of a large number of accounts
with pursers and acting pursers, navy agents, store keepers · and
co 1. tractors. All these accounts, particularly those of pursers, require the most careful and scrutinizing examination, consequent
upon the numerous minor details, originating in · the receipt of
large amounts of property at home, and purchases abr oad, and its
expenditure in very small quantities~ by issues to ,crews; by un a rnid ~ble losses to be satisfactori1y explained; by shipwr ecks and similar
casual ties of the service;_ by condemnations, ancl by accounts of
-sales of condemned property. Pursers are required by law to settle
their accounts with the Fourth Auditor, and as by so doing their
cash accounts are balanced at the treasury, it seems the ii pression of some that tney are under no legal obligation o adjust
their property accounts with the bureau. W he n returns are made,
which is n ot always the case, the clothing and pay accounts are
settled at both offices; but the provision · acc ounts, i 6 vnh· ing t he
largest expenditure, are never adjusted el sew h e re th-an a t I he bureau. As it was manifestly intended, in t h e nrganization of the
bureau, that the whole of the property accou_nts- coming under its
cognizance should be here settled, it is suggested' that some ad<litional regulation, and perhaps legislation, may be necessary to
1
carry out this intention.
•
•
In consequence of the revival and enforcern t;nt- of an old decree
of the Brazilian government, oTdering the colleetion of duties on
all supplies received in merchant ve"'sels, it will _b e advisable to
forward our stores to Rio de Janeiro exclusi"·ely in public ships.
At least while this unsatisfactory state of things continues, it will
be good policy, as well as true economy, "to employ, only p-ublic
store ships in the transportation of supplies to that station 1
~
The depots for the supply of the African squadron, at Porto
Pray a _a nd Monrovia, are both continued; none -of the commandants
on that station having recommended an eligible point further down
the- coast, although the principal cruising ground is far south of
either. Only a limited supply of stores are at Monrovia, and those
in quantities at the discretion of the commandant of the squadron.
The _depo_t at Jhat stat!on, if not of much utility, is not very expensive, 1t being contrnued under an arrangemen t made in 1844:
with the Colonization Society.
No permanent depot ha Ying been established in the Mediterra-

nean since the discontinuance of the station at Mahon by request
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of the Spanish government, the commandant of the squadron 'n
that sea mane an arrangement for the reception of the last tor
forwarded at Spezzia, and has placed them in charge of a temp orary ·store keeper.
.
A large quantity of stores .ar.e ,in depot at , Macao, where tile
b~ve r~mained since 1845, there having been, during the intermediate tun e , no squadron in to consume them. A force havin(J' bee"
ordered to the China seas, and the bureau having· been recently info rmed by the person in charge that seve,ral items of the rll110.
have be:en condernued by s ur'vey, and that others, without namin<!
which, doubtless would 'be, on t h e arrival of a government ship on
the statiou, it was deemed best to anticipate, so far as possib le, '.ct
wants of the service occasioned thereby, , and a shipment of abca:
1,150 bti.r r els has been , sent recently from Boston.
The stpres coming under the cognizance of this bureau, wht b
were placed in depot at Honolulu in the Sandwich island~, bm, i:
· is understood, been all withdrawn by the Pacific squadron.
,several year.s r.io stores have_b ec n forwar'ded to that station, and tlt
bur,eau would not advise the longer continuance of Honolul u :
a naval depot. A better location in every. respect may be foun ,
it is belie"\c e<l,, in our n<;:w ly acquired possessions in Caliform~,
which . obviat es the ntr.essity of the ~xpense of a station in 1i.
Sandwich islands.
Communication with the squadron _in the Pacific has been irregular during the war, causing some embarrassment to the bureau.
Every wan t on that distant station may not have been seasonably
met, but supplies have been regularly shipped, and it i_s known
have be en received) though in some inst·a11ct;s ·attended ~nh delay:
The establishment of a· depot in Californ~a, and the apporntm~ut o:
a store keeper, will facilitate operations in that quarter, and intro·
d1 1 r; e syshm and accountability •
In every point of view the statw
1
is ,)n e of the most important
the service and t'he go!ern~ent, an
YH rn many respects ' the most difficult to kef·p supplied with ever.
. ~rticlf' •1 equired. As yet we have received no returns troll th
s,t 9re keeper since his arrival out, nor has he· hut once written ~
bureau : vYe are, therefore, still in uncertainty as to what supph :
if any, are deficient. Undoubtedly a large portion of the component ·part of the ration will, at no distqnt .day, be procured on_t"'
western coast, thus a voiding the risk and expense of transporta_tion
Abstracts of proposals (marked F) 'are submitted in comphanc
.with the act of 3d March, 1843. ·
A statement of the contracts of the bureau is also annexe
(marked G,) made in pursuance of the acts of 21st April, 1808,and .March, 1809. These contracts are generally in the course of sa factory fulfilment.
Statement (marked D) is annexed, exhibiting the value of
several shipments of provisioPs, clot~ini:;, and small stores, ma
the bureau to our squadrons abroad du,ing the last fiscal ) r
:with _the price paid per barrel, when the supplies were trauspop
in pnvat~ vessels chartered for that pu rp ose. Statement (C) sh
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the value of supppes on. lrnnd, pertain~ng to this bureau, at the last
dates received from the different stations at liome and abroad.
.
In addition to the shipment of stores made to the different squadrons, as i·, er statement, (marked D,) the bureau has forwarded, since
1st July ultimo, about 2,000-bls. of s u pp lies in public vessels to Rio
Janeiro; about 2 ,000 bls. to the c-oast of Africa; 1,150 bls. to Mac20 ,
Ch in a; 5 ;524 b ls . to the Pacific, and the United State&""store ship
Fredonia is now rece iving on board the bulk of about 6}500 barrels,
at the Brooklyn yard, for the same destination.
h ave the honor to be, very respectfully, sir, your obedient
·Servant,

r

GIDEON WELLES .
Hon. JoHN . Y. MAsoN,

Secretary of the Navy.

A.
Estimti,te from the B-ureau of P.rovisions an<:4 Clot!iing,for that
portion of the United States naval service, cominf.! under its ct>g·
niz1.,nce, during the year commencing July ·1 , 1849, and ter.minating June 30, 1850.
EstimOll,efor provisions for 7,500 men.
One ration per day, for 7,500 men, would be, for the year, 2,737,500 rations,
which,
20 cents each, is equal
$547,500 OC>
One ration per dny for 750 commission and warrant officers, '' attached to
vessels for sea service," for the ye~r, would be 273,750 rations, which, at
20 cents each, is equal to .•.•••••..•••• ;......................... • • •
54,750 00
·-One ration per day for 750 officers and marines, "attached to vessels for sea
service:'' would be 273,750 rations, which, at 20 cents each, is equal to..
54- 1 750 Of>
Additional sum required for an e~timated number of 4,000 men, who may tlecline to draw .the spirit po.r tion of their ration, as provided by the acts of .
March 3, 1847, and August 3, 1848 . . . . . • . . • • • . .. • • .. • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • •
29,200 00

at

to....................................

Aggregate amount required in this estimate •.••••• . •••••••••• ; • •
BUREAU OF

Pl\ovrsroNs

.-\ND

686,200 OI)

CLOTHING, October 25, 1848.

GIDEON W.ELLES.
I

B ..
Estimate of the expenses of -the Bureau of Pr ovisions and Clotliing.,
for the fiscal year cornmencing July 1, 1849, anr), ending June 30,
1850.
For compensation to the Chief of the Bureau •••• ·••••••••••••• , ••• , •••••• ,
For compensation to the chief clerk of the Bureau .•••••••.•••..••••••.•••
For compensation to one clerk, at $1,200 per annum, .••.••...••••••••••••
For compensation to one clerk, at $800 per anrrnrn •••••• , ••••• , •• , •••••••
For compensation to one messenger, at $700 per annum ••• , , • , •••• , • , ••••

·$3,000 00
•t ,400 00
•·1 ,200 00

*800 00
"700 00

I
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For compensation to one clerk, provided by the act of March, 1845, at $1,200
per annum ..••.••• _.... . . . . • • • • • • • • • . • ••..• , .. , •••.••...••. , • , • . • . •
For comp~nsation to one clerk, provided by the act o! March 3, 1847 at
$1,000 per annum .••••••...•..•.••....•..• , ..•. , ...•.•...•..•••.. '•. ,

1:

1,000
9,300 •

==
Contingent.

I

Fo_r pr_inting, blank. books, binding; and stationery .••• ,...................
F or nuscellaneous items .••.•••.•..• ,,.,.,••...• , •.... ,.................
F or one laborer, at $10 per month .....•.... . ... , .... -. ..................

$450

200
1

.Appropriations for the year ending June 30, 1849.
For compensation to the Chief of the Bureau; clerks and messenger, provided
bylaw .•• • ••••••• • •••••••.••••••..•••....••••.......•••••.•.•.•.•.•
For contingent, included in the general estimate for the Navy Department.,

Asked to be appropriated for the year ending June 30, 1850.
For compensation to the Chief of the Bureau, clerks and messenger • .. •, •,
For contingent , ••••• , •...• , • • ...•...•.•.•..••....• , , , , • • , · • · · • · • · • • • •

$9 ,300
TTO

10 ,07G

=====
BUREAU OF P11.ov~s10Ns AND CLOTHING,

October 25, 1848.

• ,These ~alaries a re provided by the act of August, 18421 reorganizing the Navy Depa.:
ment.

C.
Statement showi!ig the value of provisions, clothing, and s-rnall stores on hand at the last dates received from the
diff'erent United States naval stat-ions, at home and abroad.
01

Provisions.

Date.

Station.

-l

Portsmouth, New Hampshire ...............................
:Boston, Ma,-sachusetts ..... .• . . .. . •• . .. • • . . . .. . . • . . .. . . . . . .
New York;New York......................................
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania ...... , •.••..•.•.••...••••.•••.. ,
Wasbinglon, District of Columbia...........................
Norfolk, Virginia..........................................
Pensacola, -Florida.........................................
Monterey, California .. : ........... : .. ···· :· ·· .... : .. ·:·~··;
Macao, China .... ·:····:··: .. ······::·:··:··~···:··· _: ...._.
Mahon, Minorca .. • • .. .. .... : : ...................... '; . . ..
Porto Praya ........•••.•.......••.•.•.....••.••••........
Riode~aneiro_ ........ .... ~······· .. ~·: .. :···::: .. ·••• .. ··
Monrovia, Afnca .••.•••••••••••.•• ,.......................
' In transitu:
· ·
.,
*P b. E- W . b ' .
Md'
.. •
.. .
~ r.
t,, Jr.,
e 1terra_nean ·· : ······· ..........
Pr. s~1p Mat1_ld_f:i Monterey .•••.. : .: ..••• : ..•.•••.. : ••. ~ ••.
Pr. s-htp Isaack Walton,
Monterey ....••••••..••.•••••..•...
"
I

r~g .. n~

July

1848
1848
1848
1848
~
1848
1, 1848
1, 1848
April
l, 1848
1
1, 1848
· February 29 1 lM8
July
1, 1_848
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,

,

I

1; 1843

l, 18'48

'
....... _•••••• ::,.·· ,:··
I ••••••••••• ~.-.: ••••

1

1

,...........•... ~....
~

I

Total. ...•••• !. • ••_ •••. •••• ._ ••••••••••• 1~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • ,
1,

I

I

Clothing.

$10 80
49,776 10
83,533 10
391 82
90 99
61,388 03
26 .9 71 60
36,812 06
10,964' 47
99 l •53
20 ,3~2 51
26,8~4 '70
241 71
1

i.

~

•••••

,.p.• ,,

$63,388 46
65,717 82
1,667 66

>;

l it

16,2~2 22
15,127 ?8
1,30~-- 38

I

-

~

'
s

.. i ••

349,271 65

i
!

), ,!I

I,........

11,363 _71
12,341 27
)2,680 ' ~8 r

•

4,612 12
5,235 3-1
6,343 74
3 375 60 '
. '527~:oo·
2,839 31_'
4,100 ~8
705 45

!-r,_

••••••••••• : • ~ ..·: -~ • :•• l

396,Q32 91
j

$14,909 68
8,050 38
256 21

33,267 55
33,512 -16
21,518 48
61 156('38

'

15,6 7 89
.••.• 37,836 07
,
30,203 53
I •
.. •

Small stores.

I

I

1,090 . 8~ .
2,698 1~
2 ,075 18p

tJ!j
~

0
0

r

z?
,-..l

_ 56,820 62
1:,···,

j

• Since arrived out.

,... ,.~i:x
\· ,. \!,_t:

.i

30° J8-'f8°
,rn~ \-'\'\X·\'·~,

i'\~H.

,ei

i\)

1·1 t

~.()'t\)C.:,(.\S.}

00

~

-!

D.

00

-~

00

Statement showing the value, ~c., of shipments made by the Bureau of Provisions and Clothing to the respective
squadrons on foreign stations during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1848.
Station.

------

Date.

···-

Gulf squadron ..•..••.....•••••.•.•.•.•. , , •....
· Do .........•.•.•.•.•.•••....•••..•. : .•....
Mediterranean squadron ..•.••... . ..••.••....•..
Do ...•.•.... do .•.••...•••••..•••...•...•••
African squadron ......•........••......•..•....
Do ...............•.....••.....•.•.•.•..•
:Brazil squadron ..••••..••..•....•••............
Do .............•.•.•..•..........•....•.
Pacific squadron ................•........•.•.•••
Do ........••..••............•.••••••.•••

Value of clothing.

Value of provisions.

Value of small stores. Rr.l:light per barrel.

,.,_, .. ,-.

July
Sept.
Nov.
June
Oct.
Feb.
Oct.

1847

Mai-. 1848
Oct.

1847

Mar. 1848

.................... ....................
$l ,546 0,0

$94S-'14 -· --

1847
1847
1847 ·
1848
1847
1848
rm~d..

26 96/5 26
21 ;268"'64
rn,61'7 89
~tl,~57 24
13,231 43
23,248 31
1~ .412 78

:rr:836

01

30,203' 53

········ ~,s:198°09··
•:·

11,363
6,546
2,104
7,284
2,856
12,341
12,680

71
34
15
19
25
27
88

l

1'

.....

,/1

l
:--

1,491
1,090
1,156
756
1,8'45
1,374
2,698
2·,075

27
83
87
56
6.1
50
13
85

-..,- ...

$1 00

-~0

......... -~.,. .... 5
Jj

1l<I

7

. ..
J ••

•J:
, I

'

1 20
't 0
79
·6
9
1
2 00
'J '4

tij
~

t:,
0
~

~

9
!

~

•,,

,,

:m.

Statement of the sale of condemne~ provisions, clofhing,_ and ~mall stbres at the /olloping stattO'J'},S,
,
July, 1847, to the 30th June, 1848, inclu_sive, with the C'ost' an.d .net proceeds·. thereof. .

Jr_om the l~t
.

....

i:

........

P;ovi~ions. . ; ••
Stations.

......

.
t

. .... ......

,...-'
l
·········

, ii ,Q· TP,

u ......

'I:

Small stores. .' ,., . , ....

.....

!!!

'i'

Proceeds.

Cost.

Clothing.

Proceeds.

Cost.

')

Proceeds.

Cost .

·.
$Zii 91 . -····
{. ().,,1;' t: • ' · $B8

~

.. ?~!.!,
00 .
89.. , . ·;1 .. I .

.o

j

$747 09
5,069 93
. 133 65
7,~68 38
0

:Boston ...•....••..•••••••.....•.•...•.. .
New York .....•..•••••..••.•..••.•..•... "
Philadelphi';I. ....• : .•.•..••......•..•• : ••.
Norfolk .......•..•.•••...•......•...• ·.•.
Pensacoia •.••.•.....•.•. .· ...•..•..••••..
Total. ..••••.....•.•••.

•

••

$212' 27
i 137 75
. • •,

I

$'10 ,848 15
.. 25,291 •79
. 112 °14
4,048 33
32_2 ·:i4

78 ' 93

3 ,~16 ~4

2,263 85
"616 30

17,135 69

. 4-,309_.10 .

40;623 27

-

$2,,6_88 '71
5 ,1?0 79
~ 118 17
976 "i2
~~ r : 7.7: .4.9 .
8,891 28 •

..:, ....

-;:

·~

....

:-:

i::t

......

,

2,4.51 42

48
70 33
9 22
2if1 44
15- p3
415 00

-

,..
j

t::~

~

~
r.,,

':i

u

'?'

~

~

,li

~
0

fJ

t~·
9
;~

t;•

._.)

·-.,

li--, -,(

,....

72
84

r-i

~

l--S ....-:

: ·. 434
~;, 69
1,'5'08
• ) _60

•

~

I-

' q1_q,(',\.\,·'l;(\',{'\,~•t\
fJ
1

~,. .. tht i1l\

\,\,·M~,~1.,?, )>
li .
4

,\'t \i\ b~U-M'2S()\n, ·rnq ( .
S/1\ ~\;N.it' '\/..'.~:\\,)\Y,:, l.,~/'
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r.

€0
0

.IJ.bstract of proposals received for furnisliing "navy supplies" at the navy yari),, Norfolk, Virginia, during
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1849, under; the advertisement of the Bureau of Provisions and Clothing, dated .
1
. .
March 20, ] 848.
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~
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0
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0..
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,
Thom Rs Brown .••.• ,.. -. •••••. • Georg_etown, D. C ...•...• ; ••.•.-. • $3....44 - • $3 "21 - : .• , ••••••••..•.•••-•••••.•.•••••':. ..... ..-•.• ; . ::-: ; ·•••••••••
John W. Shaw ............... Boston, Mass........
$6 86
4 ' 79 ~
4 08
$6 31¼
$0 07.45 '
$0 48
·i' $4' 50
$0 19½
R. A. Worrell ............... , Norfolk, Va ......• :.•..•••••.....•••••• : •••.•••••••..•••.•..••••.••...• ·.•• : ........ .'•••• ';.;!..: •...•••••.• .' •••
1
Wildes P. Walker .••••••••••. Boston, Mass.........
6 49 .•••••• ·•• ·, . • • • • .. .. •
29l
.7¾ ·
37½
4 87½
19
Thomas & Dyer.. • • .. • . • . • • .. Alexandria, Va .•. .'..
6 93 .................. , .
29l
7. 69 ~
44 3.-7
4 62½ ...•••••••
Gnrd on I( . Tyler .•• •••.•.•... Baltimore, ]yfd ............". .....
4 12
3 50 .••.. ·...•.••. : ••.••.•.•••••••.•••••. ;·· : •••.•.•• ••••.•••••
Seybolt & Co ............. .' .. Wtshington, D. C. •• .
_7 00
5 ()0
4· 50 ___ 30
7
.
50
_ .4 50
20 .
George Schn~bel ............ Lewisbur!!, P a .......
7 29 .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
35¾
6.99
• • •• .. .. .. • .
4 85 ........ • •
James M Shaw ............. Boston, Mass ..... :·..
6 49
·4 38
3 64
· 29
·r- 7¾
38
4 25
18
6 12½ .. • • . • . . . . . • . .. • . . . .
26¾
6!
36
4 12¼ ....••.• • •
•John K. Graham ............. Philadelphia, Pa.....
WiU1an1 Numsen ............. Balt1more, Md ...•.•.••..••••• \ ..•••••••...••••• •, • , .••• •. • • • • • • • · • ·, · · • · · · · · · • · · • • • • • • · • • • · • • • • · · • • • • • • • • •
Will,atn N. Clem ............ Brooklyn, N. Y . ..... .......... .......... .••.••.... ............ • 5 15-1 6
• 35
••••·• 69 ·· ·····•···•
4
45
Nathaniel Hamlen .•••.•••... Boston, Mass........
6 47
4 39
3 69 • • • • .. • • • • • •
7,t
• • • • • •• • ••
1
4 60
·.,
I
6
85
28
7
37~
· • • • • • • 19
• ••
D 1w1u Ma 1on ey .....•••••..•. Albanv, N. Y........
. .... • • • • • • · • • · • · • • ·
4 oo
78
S1ehbins & Baekman .••.•..••. Schuylerville, N Y .. • t 5 86
4 91
4 50
30
3
••............ · •
F(lwin Wnttson:j: ............ Philadelphia, Pa...............
3 27
3 11 ..... s·i·i6 ..... 1.i·i6" ··"39·4:i6. :::: ...... ·······2i·
4 oo
W\wcler &. Brnwlcy ......... . New York ......... . ..... ·• · · · · · · · • • • · · · · · · .. 3· 92..
~7¼ •
46~
.•
6 72
1

~~11.<t-~~}~~~;~~~\ ~ ~ ~

0

0

9
~

9
t""""

~-:.: ~.:0t~:~;,;~~~:; :;: <::> : ::~:~:: : : :::::: ::: :: : :::::<:::: =:~=~:::: ::::::: ::::: ::::.. -

E. J. Higgins & :Bro ......... Norfolk, Ya..........
6 24
4 68
4 24
• 26 .
6}
38.13
• 3 45
• 17
James.s 8t1!rges ............ Now York .•• ; .. .............................. ·...... ,,L..........
61634-l0 .•••
Fredend~ Griffing ................... do ...• ~ ••.• t •• t
6 50 ........ , •, ............... , .... ,...
89.
·
48
.•••••••••..••..•••. ···· .•••••••• , •••••• ••••
John K. Finley .....•..•••.... Broadwelll ,l}y,..•.• .· ··· .••.•••. .' ..•.•.•..•.. . .••.•••
Robert A. l\1ayd ...•••••.•••. Richmond,. Va., ..................... : •• : .• ~ ..... ,............... '"' ' •••••••• , ............. ..................... •.•
Joseph Hillman •.••..•.••.•.•.•.. Troy, ~: Y. . . .. ... .. ..
6 63 ..................:................ . ... 6.94
. , . 37•
, .. .4 '5d .
. 19½
Alph t'U!'. Fobes ................ New Yo~k...........
6 89 , . 4 74 .
1 4. .7.4. . .
32.¼ • . .. . .8! .
.. .. .. .. .. ..
,4 25 ..... ; ... .

44 ...... ····4·,2r;'· ···:·~·2.2·

M

Z~;;:ti~sSt~~!~~?:::::
:: ::: :::: J~:: :::::: ::: :: ::::: :::::: ::: ::::.:.~: :~
:: ::·::: ::::. 2.:-8~¾.~:·:·::·::. :::::
::! ::i:::: ::: :::::::·'. ::.. :~4-::::::
.......
isi
George W. Shaw............ Boston, Mass .. .' ..... . .. 6 39 . . .4 39 .
' 3 79
• 7 1,16 .. . .': 37¼.
09 .
. . . : . 17¾
John _Doughty................ Philadelphia, Pa, .•.....•••..•••...••••••... ~ .• :·· .•..•..•........••.. .••••••••• ·•....•.•.•••.••••.•••••••..•••••..•
Bradish Johnson .............. Ne.w York .......................1 . . . . . . . . . .
27 8-17 ,., ........... , ........................ ,, •.•.
Charles E. Giobs .... " " ...... : ... do ... ~......... • 5 90 ........ , . . . . ......................... '. 7 11-161
37 8-17
4 11
26 .
John James~ ......•••.••.••. Norfoll$:, Va .......... ••••}'t• ... ••,.................. .. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . , ••••• . . . . . ~ •••••••• · · · · · ·· · : ·, ·· . . . . . .. . . . .
Hya.t t&.Stu1np., ..••••••..•.. · Baltimore,Md ...••..•••.•• ; ...•.. ,.,, .••............. . . 3.3 . . . ' 6¾ . .
36
..
4 .50 .. ..••.•.•..•
William Yeaton.' .•••••••• , ••• Alex!).ndri.a , Va....... .. 6. 49 ..• ,, ••••...••••..,.-.
28¾
7.22
, 45 ...... 4 . 37. ·~···~····
Henry' B. Reardqn ... ,, ...... Norfol~, Va . ..... ........... , ........ .,.... .. .. .••...• ............
7.45
.. 60 . .. . ! ...•....•.
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'.F .-.llbstract of proposals-Continued.
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,..
Names.

Residence.

I

=i
,.c.

rn-

Cl.)

p,

rn

en
o:l

0

~

R. J. Higgins &. Bro .... , .....

~

Cl,)

Cl.)

Thomas Brown ••••••••••••••
John W. Shaw ............. .
R. A. Worrell ............. .
Wildes P. Walker .......... ..
Thomas & Dyer ............ , •
Gurdon K. Tyler .•••••••• , •••
Seybolt & Co ............... .
George Schnabel. .• ....•.•...•
James M. 8haw ..•. ,., •.•• ,.,
John K. G:raham ..•••••. , •• .,
William Numsen •••••.•••• ., •
William N. Clem .......... ..
Nathaniel Ha_mlen .••••••..•••
Davit! Mahoney ............. .
Stebbins & Backman •..••• : • ,
Edwin Wattson:j: .. •••••••••••
Wheeler & Brawley ..••• ~ ••••
H. B. Wardell ...••••..••••••
Wells, Miller & Provost ..••••
O'Conners & Co,, ........... .
J.B. Carroll ..••... •••••••••
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~

,..

:::2..

"'i::
o:l
Cl,)

~

0

~

0JJ

,..

Cl,)

p.

,..o:l
0JJ
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>

I'll
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Cl,)
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~
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"C

0
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Cl.)
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......................
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,,_ ~
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Cl,)

,.c.

A

E--4

0

············ ........... .

Georgetown, D. C •.•
$0 13.95
Boston, Mass •.••••., • $0 30¾
$1 73
$3 99
$0 10¾
$0 09¾
$0 04! .
17¾
Norfolk, Va ......... . . . , . • . . . • • • .
1 32!
. .. • . . .• • • ..
3.93
17.93
Boston , Mass .••••••-.
29¼
1 63
12
5 00
25
8J
5¼
\
Alexandria, Va .• , •••
31¾
1 48
......................
,
9 16-17 .••••.••••..
24.5
Baltimore, Md ...••••
1· :: · • · ; . ,.
1· · · · •
1· • • • •
Waehi-ngton,, D. C ...
1 ,75
32
2 04
Lewisburg, Pa .••.•••
34!
1 110
Boston, Mass .••••.••
29
PhilaQe)phia, Pa .....
1 S7i .
28
~
B~ltimore, Md ..••••.
.,
• 8 ..
27
•••
,
• .,'I •••
• • • • •••••;;••I•••••·~.,.•
Brooklyn, N'.· Y •.. ··,···
9 5-16 ·· · · · · · ·.i.
30
1 156
4 1.5-16
Bostqn, Mass ...•••.•
..81
9
29
•••••••••• .... i
Mbany, N. Y ...... ..
5¾
1· ••.••••.
~
40
9
14
27:
. . I 62
Schuylerville, N. Y....
........................ l-- .. . ........................... , .....................
Philadelphia, Pa, ••••
New York .......... .
9:9 ......... 4:ao· .......22"'·
i· · · · .. \.. •· i · 35.. ..... 9½ .............
•••••• do ••••.••..•• , • .. .. s_
•••••••••••• $2 75, $3 75, $3 12¾ .•••••••••••••••••••••• , •• , , • • · • • • ·
. . • • . •do •••••••••• ,,.
1 70
Baltimore, Md •••• , •• . • . . • • . . . • . .
New York ........ : .. .. ~. 25i° ... · 1· . . . i. 23 ..

Norfo1k, Va ......... .
J1uno, S. St.urges .••••••.•...• New York .......... .
l•'relll'ric·k Griiling ..•••..••••. . . . . • . do ..•.. , ••••• ·•
•John I:>. l•'inky •. , •••••••• , ·• • B rtmd well, Ky .. • • • • •
UnlwrL A . .M1~yo •• ,,,.,, •, • • • H.iulununtl, Vt~ .. • ·• • • •

................. .
· ·· · i2i · · ·· ·
4·oo ··.::: ;r..:; ·io ······

·····.·······

....... .

1 86
1 75

...................... •!•······· ··
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0
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::::::-:::::: ... :: .. :.:·..:::: ::::::

; t-'

~-t .. · . ·.."· :zg,·-_,,

isi ·····
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3. 00 .... .

1•••·········

a.oo· ..........

············
29½

20 · · ·

~

·····s······1........ 3. 50·_· •· .. I.···· si·····1· ····..ii·····1.. ·.. iai' ·
3..... ·

············ ......... .

6f · ·· ·

t.tj

<S'.'.'.'. ;ii i:uU\I \/(~;~ >ifit;i ;;;}ftff
~

~

Joseph HiUman ...•••••. : • • • • Troy: N. Y..........
32J
1 32
lO
................ ,.
8¾
4¾
18½
Alpheus ,Fobes.............. New Ynrk..... .... • . •
35,k
.... 1 .~3
10.} . .
.$ 5 00
9½
5
......... .
Augustus·.:q . Baker •.• : .•.•••.••••. do ............................... • : ••• . ,,,
7.90
~ 3 00
................................. .
Corydon ·Stanton ... ~· .............. do ........................ , . ; ........ , ; 1¼_
. ,• ••••••.•.• ,........................ , .............. ·••
GeorgeW.Shaw .. ~·-·-~····· , Boston,Mass .........
28}
137¾
.711-16
. .3. 25......
8½ 'l
. 4¾,
·
13}
John _Doughty ...••.. ~.. ...... PThiladelphia, Pa .......... 7 ........,. • • • • • .. . • .. • • • • • • • • • • $2, 95, $3 .~5
.. ·..... .. .......... :: ...... ~ •••.•. ~
Bradish Johnson ..•.•••.., .• ·~~ Ne,v York.................................... .. ...... •.• .. .. ..................... -; •.•.•..•• , .•.• , •...... , , •.••• , •...••... ; •
Charles E . Gibbs ...... .............. do.............
3Q 8-17
1. 39
7 12-17 1
, 8 ~-17
.{>
•
• 25 ·
. $~ 00__ .
John James ................. , Norf?lk, Va .•...•• i •• , . . . . . . . . . . . . • 120. , ••••••••••• . _·...... :~ ••• ·•• : ... .............
• 3-½ .
. •••••••••
Hya!t&Stump ............... Bal t1mor~,Md.......
.34 ..
.- t 1.
16 .
"H•P' '\ "" ~···· ·.. ............
6 ·.
Wilham Yeaton ............. . Ale~andna, Va. . • • ...
. 30
l .~3 . •••••••••• ,•••• ; . .. ....,~•• ;; • , ... ........ ·•• ,..
.5
Henry B. Reardon............ Norfolk, V.a •. •••••••••••••••••••••••• ,•• , • , •• ,......................... •••••• , •••• t....
,- 4¾
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.llbstract of proposals received for furnishing navy supplies at the navy yard New Tork, during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1849, under the advertisement of the Bureau of .Provisions and Clothing, dated March 20,
1848 .
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Thomas :Srown....... Georgetown, D. C ..•.•••••• .', .......................... J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $0 13 95-100
Jahn W. Shaw .••.••• Boston , Mass. '.' ••. $0 19½
$0 30f·
,', $1 73 . $0 lOf
$0 03 99-100 $O "o9f :
$0 04¾
17¾
R. A. Worrell. ..••••• Norfolk, Va...... .. • • . . • • • • • . • . • . . .. • .. • . 1 33¾ • • .. . .. • • • .. . .. • • • • • . • .. • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • •
4 11-100
17 93-100
Wildes P. Walker .... Bof>ton, Mass.....
17
26
1 53
10
5
8,½
.5f
25
Thoruas & Dyei: ...... Ale~andria, Va... • .• • . • .. . ..• .
~1¾ .
. .1 48 ............. ,, • u . . . . . . . . . . ., , • 9}
..• • • • • • • ... .. . 24,
Gurdon. K. Tyler .•... Bah1more, ]yld ..•••...•.•••••.•.••.••••••. .• ·- •..••.•••••. .• ••••...••.•••.•••••.. ·.•••••••• , •••_.,........................ .
Seybolt & Co ..•••••.• Washington, D. C.
20
32 .
,l 7.5
12½
4
.
10
' 6¾ ...
20
George Schnabel • • .. • Le,visburg, Pa .•...•••.•••• , • •
33l . • • . I 90 . • ••.•.••••••..••...•...• : ·.:·.•..••.• ~· •••••••••••..••.•••••• . •••••
James M. Shaw •....• Boston, Mass.....
18
28¼ .
1 50
8
3i
8}
~½
13!}
Willian1 Nu1nsen ...... Baltimore, Md... . • . • • • • • • • • • .. • . . ..• • • • • • . • • •• . . • • • • • • • • • • • • •
3 31.100 .•••.••••.•••••• , ................... .
WilliamN.Clem ..... Brooklyn.N.Y ...............
27
.....................................
8
···········: ., ••••••••••
Nathaniel Hamlen .... . Bo8ton, Mass ..••. ·n··· · .....
30
1 56 ·
9 5-16 .
. 4 3-10
Si, .
4 15-16 •••n•u·•··
Ransom E. Wood ..... New York.......
24
26}
1 49 . .• • • • . • . • • • . . • • • • • • . . . .. . ..
7 15,16..
4£
••••••••••••
David l\1nhoney . . • . . . Albany, N. Y.....
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• · · · · · • • · ··· •
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.llbstract of proposals received for furnishing "navy supplies" at the navy yard, Boston, .Mass., during the fiscal
year wding Ju.ne 30, 1849, under the advertisement of the Bureau of Provi~ions and Clothing, dated March
20, 1848.
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Thomas Brown ••••••••• , ,. . Georgetown, D. C .... , . . . . • . . .
*$3 72
*$3 44 , ....• . •••••• , .••••.•••...••• , ••••••.. , , , . , . , .• , , ••••• , •
John W. Shaw .•••••.•••••.• Boston, -Mass.......
$6 86 ,_, ~ 4 79 _ 0 ·, 4. 08 $0 31-½
$0 07 45·100 $0::48 · ,
$4 50 $0 19-½
R. A . Worrell ............. Norfolk, Va., ••••.. ~ ....•.......•••••...•••••••. ~ ..•••...••.•..••.••..•....• ; ....••.•• , .........••••.•••••
Wildes P. Walker ••••••.••.. Boston, Mass . • • • • • •
6 46 • . .. . • . . • . . . •• • .... •
27}
6 47.100
32}
4 50
- 17
thomas& Dyer ............ Ale~andria; va .•.•••
, 6_85
•.•..... ~ ....... . .2?1 .
.720·100
435.7
_461 · ::: · :: --···
Gurdon K. Tyler • • • • • • • • . • • • Balt1n1ore, Md....... . . • • . . . . • .
4 62
3 90 .•••••.•••••••.•.•.••••. .' .•..•.• ~ •••..•..... , ••.••••••••
Seybolt&Co ...•••...•••... Washingron,D. ·c : ••
700
500
450 ··· 30
7
· 50 ·
.450
· 20
George Schnabel. .•••. , •••••• Lewisbutg, Pa ••••• ·.
7 60 .•••• ;·.... • • .. • • • • ..
35
6 98·100 · :.::::......
4 80 ........... .
James M. Shaw ...... : ...... ·Boston , Mass........
· 6· 46
4 33
3 68 · 30'
7!
· · ·39.f '
. 4 34 . · 18 "
William Numsen .•••.••••••• Balti'm ore, l\.fd .•••,) ; ••••••••••••••••••••• '•••••····· .••••••••••••••••··~••••••••.;; •.f~ ••••• •.• :J ; ...; ··~·········
Willia1n N. Clem ...... .' •.••. Brooklyn, N. Y ..••: . . .......... . : ... .-:·... ..••••• .-•. :;: •• .-......
515·16·--· 35
.•.••....•••••••••••
Nathaniel Hamlen •.••.•••••. Boston, Mass ... ,...
6 47
4 34
3 _67' · .'...........
7¼
' 1-15
,.,4· U9 .••,•• •. ••·: •
1
· .
•
· '
•
• '
72
·27'.J·
6
60-100
37
·4 37-½' . . . 20
26
,
.
k
·
*5
R an~(lll'I E . W 00 d .. . . . . . . . . . . N ew Y
. or ······ : ··· .
. 1i: · : · · ·: · · · · · · · · ·: · · · ·
•
4
.
.
•
Dav1d Mahoney .............. Albany, N. Y ..•...••••••.•••..••••..••. •••••••·•· ·••·•·•••••· ............ ··; ········· ·· : : ·
19
4 00_. . : ........
Stebbins & Backman ......... Schuylerville, N·. Y..
5 86
4 91
4 ·50 · · 30
~
~~
......
..
l3ax~er&Howe •••••• · .••••. Bo~ton, M_ass .••••••..•••••••• ····· • · ····· 3· 36· :::::::::::: •........................•_
...•..
·:~·········
3 66
Edwin Wattson t . . . . ... . . . . . Philadelphia, Pa .•... · • • · · • · · · ·
39 5-16
.•.•.•... • · • • • • · • • • •
_
. 16
7 3_
Wheeler&Brawley ..•....... NewYork ......................
* 28 2 16
, 45
4 12½
19
10
64
6
H.B. W a rdell .......... ........ do............... .
6 73
4 80
4 Oo
2
.....•..••..•....•.....•...
Wells, Miller & Provost .••.•..•.• do ••••••.••••. ··• •••••••••• ••••••• : •• ················ ········· ············ ~·
0 ••·····

········:.·

\ " -- --

~

t.rj
~

cJ'

'°~

~

~
I I~

.T.

B' Car10· ll

..

I I I. I I I I •••• I •••

I •• I

dO,,,

'

I I •• I I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I

I. I. I. I. I. I. I I I I. I I I

'RobertV. 'Birdseye .••...•••••... do..... ........................................

E. J. Hig~ins & Brother ..... Norfolk, Va .... ..... . .. ... .... , .. .. ... ... .. ...... ,

• I

•••••••••• ,,,,, •••••••
l

..... .. .... .
28

James S. Slnrges ......... . . . New York .......... .................... • • • • • • .. , ......... , . .
WiJliam Lang . .... ... .......
Joh n S. F in ley • • • • • .. • • • • • ..
Rober t A . Mayo •••• • •.. • ••.
J oseph Hillman .... .. .. . ....
Alpheus Fobes ........ _. ......

6i+

•• ••••• ••• ••

42

1½

75

1 ' 111 ' 11 ' 111 , , , , , . . ,

1

t3

•3 90

•••• , , , , , , , ,

,, .. ,,,,,,,,
22

6.63 4·10 .... , ...••.. , •..... , . , ........ , ,

Boston, Mass. ......
6 14 .... , ... .. .. .. .. .. ..
30
5 78-100
33!
4 48
15½
Broadwell , Ky ............................. , • • • • • •
48
................ : . • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • ...... . .. ..
R ichmond , Va .••.•.•.•••••....•••••••••.•••••.•••..•••.••.•••..••.. , ......•.••. , , ••••••••• , , .. . ••••..•• , •••
Troy, N. Y...... . ..
ti 49 ...... .............. ..... . ......
6 93-100 · 37-½
4 ·50 ,
19
~~w Y ork .. :: ..._...
· · 6 89
·'·4 79
· -1 79
3_1 8-10 . 8f
............
4 l8f ..... : ..... :

J ~,:'.::::::: '.: :·::: ~: :'. :,: :::: ::::::::::::-: ::::::: ::::::::::::::~~-::::::: :::::::::::'. ::-::::::,·..

t ~;yt~si~sl;n!~~~~ : :-: :·:::: '. : : :
i8 ...... •
George W- Shaw . .... . ...... Boston, Mass .... ".
6 39
4 39
3 79
28 15 -16
6 89-100
37
4 11½ · *1:5½
John Doughty . . . • . . • . • • . • . . . Pbilade-1phia , Pa •. •..••••• • ....•••• • ••••.••••••.•••••••..••••..•••••.••••••.•• , • • • • . . . . • • • • • . . • , ••• : : : ••••
JBrad1sh Johnson ..... ........ Ne\v York. : ....... : ..••.•.... ........... ·. :::.....
26 f5-16 .... : ..................... ·................. .
· 5 97 ....••••• • .... , ........ , • , . • • . ..
7
35 8-17
4 1:1 , 20
Charles E . Gibbs . . . . ... : ........ do ........ : ... . . .
John James. ............. . .. Norfolk, Va . .• . •• ... • r•. : . ......... : • ........ : • ..... : • •.•. .". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
N . Hicks Graham ...,... . : .. : . Phi\allelphia , P a .... .
· _"5 '89 .... : • ...... . : • • :::;
2640-100
*5 70-,HJ0
*32 70-J00 · 4 12
21 70-100
18 72-100
A . C. Blinn .. . • • ;::.. ... .... Boston, lVI ass. : • ..... .. ..~... ......... • ... , "' • • • • • ·: , .. • • •" • • • •, . • • • • .. • • • • • • • .. . • • • • • • • . ... • . ..
34
6i
· 36 ·
· · 4 f,0 ........... .
H)'a~t & St ump . ..... .. .._ ..... Ba ltimor~, Md ......... ., '.. , .......... ... .. i .. . .. ::..
W1ll1am Yeaton . . ... . .. ..... Alexandria; Va-J .. .. .
6 70 • •• • , .. • .. . .. , , .... _. • • • • • . • • • • ..
74
47
4 37 ••• ; ••. • ••.•
Joseph N . Brewer...... . . ... Boston, .Mass . . . . ...... .,.•,.....
5 00
4 50 ................ .. ...... ·, ••••••.•••• : .
J

"
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Thomas Brown.............. Georgetown, D. C ....... . ., ................................................................... $0 13 95-100
John W. Shaw .............. Boston, Mass .... ·... $0 30¾
!' ·$t 73 $0 10¼
$3 99 .,
Gl $0 U9¼A
$0 04f
17¼
R. A. Worrell ............... Norfolk, Va ......... • . • . . . • .. .. •
1 33! ... . .................. ... ........ .. . . .... ,
4 33.100
17 93-100
22¼
1 43 = 10
5 00
-*7 7-15 - - 5
25
Wildes P. Walker ........... Boston, Mass ........
Thomas & Dyer... .......... Ale~andda, Va .••••_.
31¾ .
1 48
9¾
. •••••_.••••••• : •••.•• ! .... ; ; . :, ... ·.; .•• ,....
24 3-100
Gurdon K. Tyler • • • • • • • • • • • • Baltimore, lVld ••••••••••••.••••.••••••••.••• ;· ••••• , ••••••• , •••••••••••.• i . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • ••• • •••••••
Seybo1t & Co.... ............ Washington, D. C...
32
' 1 75
12½
· · · · ·4 00
10
6¼ ' .,
20'
Geor~e Schnabel •.....•.•.•. Lewi's burg 1 .Pa,.....
;r4
t.
1 '95 ... :: ••..•. • , ;:............. ·•••... ! ... ~•! •••••••• .• .-: •• ; . ••••••••••••
James M. Shaw ............. Boston, Mass ·: ......
2'9½
1 '18
8½
·3 '87l'
'"
4r . .
13l -- ·· 1
W!ll~am Nurnsen •...•••.•••. Baltim~re, ~~a ...• :. ·~·_. .• :."'. .:; ·.... _._. .. ,:._
: •._. . : ... : _' $21_}5 ( $? _·y~ · .' .••. _•• ::.' ._:~ .••. _. ••• ~: . .••• ; ••••• .• •
W11l1an1 N. Clen'.t ••.••.•••••. Brooklyn, N. Y......
27
. • . • • . • . . • •• • . . • . • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
8
..••••.•••••. •••••••••••·•
Nathaniel Hamlen ............ Boston, Mass: ... : ...
30
1 '5 6
9 5-16
4 30
8}
4 15-16 •• :. ; ..... ..
Ranso1n E. Wood ............ New York .•. -~.....
2'6?i
. 1 5'9 :: • • :: • ........... . •:• .'........
1· 15.f6 ..
4fi •
•••• • •••••••
David l\'[ahoney .............. Albanv, N. Y . .... : . .••..•.•..•• .••.••.•
10
3 50
............ .. 5¾
..••. ·•..• : .•
Stebbins & Backman ..•...••. Schctylervil.le, N. Y ... . 27
1 '62
13'
1.
3 00
· 14 ·
9_ :..
40
Baxt_er&Howe .............. Bo~t~n,M~~s. ........
2S
••••••.• • 14
····-·······:·.y.·.·: . ..... _. ............................ .
Edwin Wattsont • . . . . . . . • • • . Pluladelph1a, Pa ..... . •••••.••.•......•....••.•.••••. , ••••••.••••. • •..•.•••..•••.•• · • · • · • • • • · · • • · · : • • • • • • • •
Wheeler & Bra\'l'ley ......... New York .................. · • .............. · •• • • • • · · • • • • • •; · .. •• · · • • • .. • • · .. · · ~ • · · • · • • • · • · · · • · • • • ·· · · · · ·
H . B. Wardell ... - ...... ........ do .. . .... ,.. ... ..
29
1 42
9
3 75
·
9 45._100
4 7-10
22
Wells: Miller & Provost. ........ do ....... , ....................................... $2 75, $3 75, $3 12-½ . , ••• • .. • • · • · · · · · · · · · · .. · .. ii.i · · · · · ·
J. B. Carron ..............•.•... do .•.•.•....•.•••.......• · • • • . •.. · · · · · · •. · · · · · • • • · · • , • • • · · · • · · · · · • • · · · · · · · · · ....... : : : : : : : : ..... ~ .... · ·
9
Robert y. _Birdseye_.............. do...............
28
........... · · · · .. • .. · • • • · • · • · • · • · • · · ·:
13 94-100
· · · • 4 47-100
9 .. ...... ~ ............
E.J.H1gg1ns&Hrother ...... Norfolk,Va .........
27
160 .............................
.... .... .
JamcsS.Sturge2 ............ NowYork ............... . ......
186 ······ ···•··· ······ ·6 .... ······· 7·10-100
448-100
16
4
0
Williatn Lt1ng ............... Boston, Mass....... •22
•1 20
10
...• _.......................................... .
John$. :Finley .............. Broadwell, ICy .............................. • •• • • • • · · • • • · ·

sr · .....

~
~

t:,
0
~

~

·9

~

llnhorl, .A. 1'1nyo ....... """
J o!-1(1 \l ll

l[ 1.ll111 1~t1 , .. .. .. .. • .. •
1

lUc\lmond, Ya .......................... , .. • • .. • • .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·8· · · · · · · · · · · · 4·,· · · · ··
'I' roy, N. Y•....... , ·iz
1 ~·
'>9
JO
,,,,, ••••.• ,,....
,)
g1
51
5 00

A1pheus Fobes .............. New York .. ,.......

35

l 61

11

Au gnstns D. Baker .............. do.. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . • . .. . . •. .

7 90-100

'" lZ-l;_

1~½

u

*

$2 90, $3 00

... ., , , .. , , , • •,, •,,,,,,,

Corydon Stanton .......••••...... do............... . . . . • . • . • • . • • • . . • •. .
7½
.•••••.•..••.•••••..••••.•..•••••••••.••.•
Geor!!·e W. Shaw ............ Boston. Mass.......
27¾
1 37
7 11·16
3 75
8 49.100
4 55-100
13¾
John -Dougbt.y. .............. Philadelphia, Pa ....•..•••••.•••••.•••.•..•.•••.... ; . .
$2 9Ir, $ 3 85
.. ·.•... ·•.....•..••....•..
Bradish Johnson .•.•.•....... New York .....•.........• ~ •... ; ............................ : ... ·•...•..... ·..•...••.......... ·.. ·.
Charles E. Gibbs ................ do...............
29
1 37
7 12.17
4 00
8,
4 60 -100
25
John James . ........... .... Norfolk, Va ............... ·.. : . :.
1 37 · ...... : .......... : .•••.. ·...... ... ·....... : .
•3! ·'
1
N. Hicks Graham ....... , .... Phil adelphia, Pa.:...
26 20-100'
1 32
*6 99.100
$2 81, $3 61
.
7 89·100
4 24.100
1 74 . ·..... : .....
3 13, 4 13
......... ;-..
·4 98·100
A . C. J3linn ................. :Boston, Mass . . •.• ; ••.•• ·.••. ·. ....
. 17
Hvatt & Stump .............. :Baltimore , Md......
34 ·
:j:1 10
Hr
· ............. : • ... .·...........
6
., . . ...
·1 40 •• •••••••• ., ...... : . • . . • • • . • . . . • • • • • . • • • • •
5
William Yeaton .....••...••. ·Alexandria, Va •••••• · 30
Joseph N. Brewer........... Boston; .i't'lass .... : . ..• ; • ~ ~. ·•••••... ·... :: .• ~ ................ .... •·:. ·.·.·•. .• ·• :.-.. • ; ........... '•• .•• .

............
"

~
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Bureau .of Pr0vi~ions and ~l-othing, November 1_,, 1848.
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.llbstract of proposals received for "clothing ana clothing materials ," under the advertisement of the Bureau
of PrQvisions and Clothing, dated .11.pril 17, 1848 .
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -l- - - - - - - - - - - -1 - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - - l - - - - l - - - - l - - - - -f- - - - t - - - - Charles Gifford . ................... Braintree. Mass .•.••.••••.....•.•.........
Whuing. Kehoe & Gallon:pe......... Boston, Mass... ........... $7 40
$5 00
$3 10
$1 bO
$0 70
$0 80
Sumner Flagg ...••••.•..•••.••.•...••••• do ..••..•..•••• ~ •••.....•......•••..
Charles 1\1. Heed ... ..•• ••• ••.....••...•.• do .....•..• : ••...•....•.•••......••.
••••••••l••••••••l••••••••l••••••••••l••••••••I••••••••••
Aaron .Jones ...••..•.......•••.•.•. Gel'mantown, Penn ....••...••.•••.. ..•....
••••••••l••••••••l .. ••••• .. • l • • • • • • • • • • l · · · · · · · · t · · · · · · · · · ·
Caleh Jones . . ..................... Richmond, Va ............ .. ............. .
32
A. l\1ellen& Co ................... NewYork ................ ............... .
• • • • • • • • l • • • • .... •• l••• • • • • • l•••• •••• l • • • • • • • • • • l • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • • •
Ja.mes B IvlcComber ............... Boston, Mass ........................ '•••..
Edward D. Bell & Co .................... do ................................. .
"
.· _· .... ·..... ·.·.· ............... l 3... ........•.
·. ...... .
E. J. Higgins & Brother............ ~orfolk, Va ..•• : ....•••••..•••......•••... ..........
,••••••• •••••••• . ••• ••••
31,r
••••••••••••••••••
Nathan iel Humlen .•.•...••••.•.••. Bos·1on, Mass .•......••.•...... ~ ......•...
- • • . • . . . . . : . • • . . . . ·• • . . • .
32. 60 . . • . • • . . . •••.•....
Le\vis Timber lake . .......•••.•..... New York ..••.• •••...•.•............... · 1·
L . Timberlake & F. Burritt ............... do.................. t6 4.0
t5 50
t1 35 1• .. •
t2si · ·
t3 30
William A . Vvalters ................ Norfolk, Va ........................... .- . :
Trowbridge, Dwigbt & Co ...•••.•.. New York................
6 45
5 60
300
140
80
106 . •...... .' .··················
Georg-e A Trowbridge .••••.••••••..•.••• do ..•••.• : •••••••••...•.....
· ••• • • • • · · •· ·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
32. 74
1 12
I 24
Whllington Atwell•: .•.••••••••.••. Alexandria, Vn............
6 00
. • • • • • . . . • • • • • . . . . . • • • • . . . • • • ... . . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . .
l 00

.$0. 33 .... ,.. ii. 00. ,..... ii. 25

............ ,.............. 1................ 1········

... . .. .·i· ...... ·1· ...... ·1· ...... ·1· ........ ·1· ...... ·1· ........ .
•

•

..

•

'

r

I

isn .. ·isa ·
T. ··t99f ·:··ti :20
...... -·1· ... ····1·· ..... ·1· ........ I...........1···· ····1· ........ .

• Informal.
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'F .-Atstract o/ proposals rec eived f or clothing and clotliing mater;als-Continued.
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Ch~r~es 9,:.ifford ...•• , ••• ,, , ., ...... _Braintree, Mass ............ :: .•.•.. . . ~ •• ,.:, .•. ••• , • •.... t$1 05 t$O 8~! ..•• , ••...... • ••. , •.• , .•... , , • ~.,.
Wh1trng-, Kehoe & Galloupe ......... Boston, Mass............. $0 36
$0 ,5 $0 11
1 30
1 2o .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . $6 00
$1 08
l!umner Flagg .• • ••••.•••••.•... .... , .••. do ....•..•...... • •.• .•. . .......•• , •• • · • • • ·, • .••...•... . ....•.•..• •.... • . • . • . • . t3 80 . . • • . • • • • •
Charles M. Reed ........... ,, •••••.•• •••• do .•••••..•..•••.••........•...•••••• • ••• , • . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • . t$4 25 t$2 60 . • • . . . • .
90
Aaron Jones ....................... G~rmantciViTn, Penn ...._..............................................
5 00
3 15 ••••• , .... . . ,. ••••
Caleb Jones .......... ,... .. ....... R1ehmond, Va., •• . • , ••... • •.. • •...•.• • • • • .•• , •••...•...•.. , • . . • . . • . . • • . • • . . • . • . • . . . . • • . • . . • . • • • . • . • • •
A. Mellen & Co................... New York ............ . ...... , ... , . . .. . . • . . . .. • .. .. . . . .. • • .. . • • • . • . • • • • • . • • . . . .. • • ..
3 98 • •• • • • • . • •
.Tames B. McCon1ber ... , ..•.•.• , ••. Boston, Iviass............ . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • • • • • . . • . . . . • . • • • . . . • . . • . • • • • . •.. • • • • . . • . • . . • • • • .
98
.Edward D. B~Il & Co .•••.•••...•...••... do .................. . ...... . ............ . ......... ':' •• .-........
6 96
5 . 04 .••.•••..• _........
E. J. ~iggins & Brother ...... , ..... Norfolk, Va..............
33
59
10½
............................ , • .. .. • • • . ..
92. 70
N atha.n1el Hamlen ..•.•• , , . • • • • . . • . l3oston, Mass. , . , . • ....••....•....•. .• . , ............ ,
1 10
85 . • • • . . . • . • • • • . • .
4 31 ..••...• , ,
Lewis Timb9rlake .••.••..•..•••• ••• New York ....•.. , ..........•.... . ...•...•...•••.....•.•....•..• , .•.•.• , . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • • • • • .
87½
·- L. Timberlake & F. Burritt. •.. ••.•..•••.• do .•.• -· •... , •.•.• , •
t28-½
t55
t9£ ...•• , •... • • ......•..... , .•.........•....•.•.• , • . •
William A. ,valtera ...•.••.••.•.... Norfolk, Va ...................................... , .............................. .'.
5 37t •. • : ••••• ,
Trowbridge, Dwight & Co .......... New York .... ... , ....................... .................... , • • · ..................................... .
George A. Trowbridge . • •••• , .•. .•• .• ·•.•• do..................
32
60
10 8-17 •.•.••••..•••. , ••••••••.•••••.••.•.• ,. • •
98
:Whittington ".At,vell................ Alexandria, Var ... , .......... . .......................... , .. • • • • ......... , ••• , ... , •••••••.•••••• , • , , • ,

t

• Informal.

NAvit

DEPAltTMENT, Bureau of Provisions and Clothing, November 11
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Ex. Doc. No. I.
F.-Continued

.llbstract of proposals received for '" saltwater soap," under an advertisement of the Bureau of Provisions and Clothing, dated
Jlpril 20, 1848:

Names.

Residence.

Price per pound.

,

William Lang*...........
Alpheus Fobes ..•.••..•••
George W. Shaw: • • • • • • • •
E. J. Higgins & :Bro......

B~ston ..•.• ~ ••••••. : .• $0 05 62-100.
New York.............
06½,
Boston...... . . . • • . . . . .
05 72-100.
Norfolk, Va . . . • • . • . .. .
05 70-100.
* Accepted.

NAVY DEPARTMENT,

'

'

.

Bureau of Provisions and Clothing , November I, 1848.

915r

Ex. Doc. No. 1.
F.-Continued .

../:i. bstract of proposals received for the supply of'' fresh beef an ~
vegeta bles," at the several navy yards, during the fiscal year,ending June 30, 1819, und er advertisements of the respective navy
agents, by dfrection of the Bu,reau nf Provisions and Clothing.

Where to be delivered.

N1;1mes.

ho mas Currier* .• .
Potter , Lelarnl & Co
. . . :rah um Cha!)in* ...
H. B. Tichenor* .•.
Benj. W. Valentint>
J. H. Pinkney ..•.•
· George Hawes ...••
Geo. Montgomery ..
David Wo elpper* .•
Ed ward Wartman ..
Thos. Higgins .••••
Chr. Heishley .....
Geo. W. 'Pappier*.
Samuel J. Pentz .•.
-:John Walker .••••.
Philip Otterback* ..
S. J. Little .•••.•••
W1.lliam Ward* ....
Francisco Moreno ..

Beef per pound. Vegetables per lb.

Portsmouth, N. H. $0
Boston, Mass •.••
do
.,
New York .••.•••

...
. .·~
....
.......
.......

do
do
do

.......

do

Philadelphia, Pa.
do
do
do
.'
Baltimort, Md ••.
<lo
Washinglon, D. C.
do
do
Norfolk, Va ..•••
Pensacola, Fla .••

William S. Bell ...
Hen.ry A. Nunez .•.
Wm. McVoy*t ...
M. D. Hernandez .•

.

• Accepted.

.....

.....
....

...

do
do
do
do

...
...
...
\

10

$0 01

07¼

02

06
03½
04½
05
05½
06
04 99-100
06 36-100

01¼

02 48-100
01½
01½
01 24:'-100
02
01 99-100
02}

02r

07¾
06
05½
05 65-100
05 47-100
05 37½-100
O'"'02i

02½
01½
03
01 98 100·

02

07½
05¾

02
02½
, 03

05

03

05

02¾

05
05

02¾
02¾

t Decided

by lot.

NAVY DEPARTMENT,

Bureau of Provisions· and Clothing, November 1, 1848.

~-

,-.

F .-Continued.
bsfracl of proposals received for tiie supply of "navy beef for 1849,'; under t!ie advertisement of the Bureau
of Provisions and Clothing, dated June 7, 1848.
At Bo;ton.

Names.

:,

Residence .

'
Cleveland,
Ohio ....••.......
Cincinnati, Ohio .....•... ; ..
Boston, Massachusetts ..•...
New York .....•......•.....
Troy, New York ..... ~ •..•..
Boston, Massachusetts ...•...
.· ...•... do ........•........•
Schuylerville , New York .•...
Albany, New York ........ ,.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania ......
Albany, New York ........•.
Boston, Massachusetts .......
. . .. . . . . do ..••••. •.•.. ... . .•
. . . . . . . . do ....• •. ·. .... . .....
L ewisburg, Pennsylvania ....
Baltimore, Maryland ........
Washington, D. C ..........
Fauquier county, Vi'rginia ....
Washington, D. C. ,... ,, ...••

First
delivery.

Second
delivery.

First
delivery.

Second
delivery.

Barrel.

Barrel.

Barrel.

Barrel.

Barrel.

Barrel.

$10 00
12 00
9 36
10 84
11 47
10 00
11 97
t9 21
9 34
11 00
11 00
11 00
10 48
10 00
13 70 .
12 00
11 93
11 15

$9
1i
9
9
-10
. 10
11
t9
9
11
9
10

$9 75
12 00
!J 46
10 44
10 47
10 19
11 97
t9 21
9 48
11 00
11 00
11 00
10 63
10 00
13 70
12 oµ
11 93
11 15

50
00
76
98
47
13
97
21
21
00
50
75

$9
12
9
10
11
10
'11
9
t9
11
9
10

75
00
56
79
47
00
97 '
21
10
00
50
75

10
13
12
11
11

00
63
00
93
17

.......... ··········
10
13
12
11
11

00
63
00 .
93
17

. ·········· ·········· ········· . ··········

•Informal.
NAVY

DRPAR'l'MENT, BvREAU OF PROVISIONS AND CLOTHING,

t Accepted.

November ·1, 1848.

.

First
Second
delivery . . delivery.

I

N. C. Baldwin ........••. • .••••••.••.••........•.•
Thomas McC&.rthy ....••...••••.•••••.•••..•...•.•
George W. Shaw .•.•••...•••.......••••.•.....••.•
Ransom E. Wood .••••••.• ..• ...••.••.•...•.•...•.•
J' oseph Hillman •.......•..••....••••.•.......••..•
J' ames M. Shaw ........•..••••••••.•••.....••. ....
E. A. & W. Win~ester ....•....•.•••..........•.••
James G. Stebbins ............. . ...................
Lyman T. Smith •..•••....•••••..•.•.••...... . •.••
J. K. Moorhead •••....•..•••.•••.••••..•....••.•.•
David Mahoney •.•••••...••....•...• : •.•••.....•••
John W. Shaw ......••.....••.......•........•••••
Ambrose Chamberlain .......•.•••..••.••....•.•....
Nathaniel Hamlen .....•.. .•••....• .•...........•..
G. Schnabel .....•..••...•••.....•.•.•..... . ..•....
:Richard Sowell ...........•...........••.•...•.....
.Philip Otterback and William Cockrell .........•.•.•
:Enoch Glasscock .........••...••............•.. , , ,
W. H. Gunnell• ...•.•........•............... : •. , .

At Norfolk.

At New York.

$10
12
9
10
JO

50
00
74
49
47

11
t9
10
11

97 ·
49
21
00

11
10
14
12
11
11

55
00
49
00
93
12,t

~

$11
12
9
10
11

00
00
64
84
47

11
t9
9
11

97
49
91
00

11
10
14
12

48
00
49
00

.... ......

......... ··········
11 25
11 25
11 93
11 37¼

··········

~
~

0
0
~

~

9

.....

F .-C ontinued.
.11.bstra.ct of proposals received for the supply of "navy porlc for 1849,"~ nder the
of Provisions and Clothing, dated June 7, 1848 .

'·

·-

At New York.

""·

...

-

.
. .-

·-

'

At Bqston. -

:

advertisement of tlu, Bureau

Namee.

Residence.

At Norfolk.

First
delivery.

S'econd
delivery.

First
delivery .

Second
delivery.

First
delivery.

Second
delivery.

Barrel.

Barrel.

Barrel.

Barrel.

Barrel.

Barrel.

$11 00
l@ 46

$11

00
tIO 86
11 50
·12 00
12 25
11 97
12 95
12 00
15 00
11 50

$11 00
tlO 46
12 47
11 75

$11 00

$11

~

~

.

~

'

Thomas McCarthy . ...............................
George W. Shaw . .................................
Joseph Hillman .•.•• : ·.•..•.••.•••••..•...•.•.•..••.
Hugh W. McGinnity ...••.....•.•.••....•...••.••.
James M. Shaw .•.•• : .............................
E. A. & W. Winchester ...........................
J. K. Moorhead ..••.•••.•..••..•..•.•....•...•....
David Mahoney ............................. .......
Parmenter M. Parks al'ld Milton Hite ...•.•....•.• • ••
John W. Shaw .•••..•.• ·...•..••.••.••.•..••.. ,,.,,
.Ambrose Chamberlain .•..•....• ~ •••.• -~ .••.••••...
Nathaniel Hamlen .•.•....•...•.•••.•.....•••.•.•••
~chnab~l •....••••...•••• , ~ .•••• , ..•••.....••.•.
1,c ard Sewell •..••..••••.••..•..•••........•....•
Philip Otterback and William Cockrell •..••••.••••••
Glassco~k .•..•.••.•••••••....••..••.•..•., .•.
. . Gunnell •••••••••..•••_..••.•..•..••••.•..••

i:.

:o:

t_tj

Cincinnati, Ohio . ;. ..•.••••.. $11 .oo
Boston, Massachusetts ....•..
10 86
Troy, New York .....•••....
11 47
Peoria county, Illinois . ......
12 00
Boston, Massachusetts •......
12 14
. . . • • . . . do ..............••••
11 97
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania ......
12 95
Albany, New York ..........
Martinsville, Indiana ...... :.,
50 .•
Boston, Massachusetts .•.••••
. . • • • . . . do .••••••.•••...•...
t9 97
. . ... . .. do ....•.•. • . .• .•....
IO 50
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania .... .
12 91
Baltimore, Maryland .••.....
12 00
Washington, D. C ...... .....
11 93
Fauquier county, Virginia, .•. . 13 00
Washington, D. C ......... ~

12 47
11 75

i2 00
11 97
12 95

.......... ..........
..........
~·'.ii.
11 50
t9 84

10 50
12 91
12 00
11 93
13 00

.

12 00 ,
11 97
12 95
12 00
15 00
11 50

..........
··········
10 50
10 50
12 80
12 00
11 ·93
13 Otr

12
12
11
13

80
00
93 ·

00

tJO 86
11 50

12 00

00
tlO 46
12 47
11 75

··········
11 97 ··········
11 97
12 95
12 ~5
.......... .........
.......... . . ... . .. ..
11 75
11 63

11 75
11 43

50
84
00
93
97

10 50
13 84
12 00
11 93
12 97

10

13
12
11

12

t::l

0
~

~

?

i,-

·········· ··· ······· ·········· ·········· ·········· ..........

•Informal.
- tf~Yl D:aPA.llTr,IBNT 1 13'11~:EA.U OF PROVISION. AND CLoT:~mi•,

t Accepted.

:f'ovember 11 1848.
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Ex. Doc. No. 1.
F.-Con.tinuerl. _ .

../lbstract o.f p roposals fmr '' smal1 stores," to o'e delivered at the
nav.y yard at Jjoston, Mass ., during th,e fiscal ye·ar,,end,[ng June
30, _1849, under an advertisemenfof the navy agent, by d-irection
of the Bureau of P roviJsions and Clothing .

•

...;
Ill

a)

~

\

Ji:!

Articles.

i..

•bii

cO

· H

0

a;l

'"O

s

~

=S

a)

s=

0$
0

Brushes, shaving • • . • • • • ••••• each-.••• $0 10
Ilrushes, scrubbing ..••••••••. do .••••
25
Brushes, shoe .•••.•.••••••••• do .••••
19
Brushes, clothes •.••...•••••. do ..•.•
38
Iluttons,na vy, vest .••....••• gross .•••
3 00
Buttons, navy, coat .......... do ..... 8 00
30
Buttons, deadeye ............. do .....
75
Blacking, box es oL •..••• , per dozen ••
42
Bee~wax, in ¼lb. cakes .•. per pound .•
42
Combs, coarst: ..•••• • .••• per dozen •.
·C()mbs, fin~ .••••...••. • .•••. do .••••.
1 31
47
Cotton, spools of .•••••••••. do .•••• ,
Grass, for hats .•••.••• per 100 hands •.
1 75
Handkerchiefs, cqtton ..••.••••• each •• I 10
50
Handkerchiefs, silk, fancy colors .• do .••
75
Jackhives .•••••• , •••.••••••.••• do .••
15
Looking-glasses .•••••..••.••••• do .••
Needles, sewing, assorte·d, per 1,000 ... ' 1 25
R azors, in sin gl e cases . .. c...... each ..
50
Razor straps •••••••••• · .-•••.•.•. do ..•
58
75
.Ribbons, hat .•••..•• ~ ••.•• per piec e •.
75
Soap, shaving, in cakes ..•• per dozen.
Silk, sewing, blue bla ck •.. per pound .. 4 00
Scissors ..•••••••••••••••.••. e ach .•.
38
Spoons .••••••.•••.•••.••••••. do .•••
04
Thread, black, white, and blue, per lb ..
75
Ta.pe, black and white .••• per dozen •.
33
Thimbles .................... each ..••
02

DEPARTMENT,

s

t:I:1

0

~

C!)

$0 08 $0 06
10
20
10
18
2
15
6 00
1 75 ,
8 00
6 00
25
24
1 00
50
40
20
50
50
1 25
1 10
50
30 '
2. 00
2 25
10
05
50
25
75
47
06¼
08
1 50
1 25
37½
30
50
26
75
65
50
2i
7 50
6 00
33½
.21
04

04

65
36

85
37½

01½

02

• .A.cceptc.I.
_NAVY

~

.::

,

Bureau of Provisions and Clothing, November l, 1848 _

Ex. 'Doc. No. l.'
F.-Continued !

Jl b

s-f:ract of propo;dts for "small stores," to be deliv~re<l at the
--n-a·v y yard at New York, during the fiscal year, ending June 30,-

1849, under an adv.ertisement of the navy agent, by. direction of
~he Bureau of Provisions and Clothing.
.
..

.,,
..0

~

-

'
Articles'.

.

.

00

s

0

~

I

.,,*
c

·r...
b()Q)

- ~

CIJ..C::

~g

~

p,:
/

r

~

C!l

'

~-

bl)
s::

._;p::l.

.i:;:i

I

-·

$0 08
$0 05
Brushes, shaving .•••••••...• each .••• $0 03
20
15
20
Brushes, scrubbing ........... do ...••
18
13
20
Brushes, shoe ...•...•....•.•. do ..•.•
25
04 .
20
·B rushes, clothes . _-• • • • • .•.• • • dO • ••••
1
$0
00
,
3
75
1
Buttons, navy, vest: .. .,.• per gross ...•
6 50
l 00
Buttons, navy, coat. ........ do ... ; ... l5 25
25
20
28
Buttons, dea deye ........... do ...•••.
50
55
67
B 1acking, boxes of ..•.•• per dozen ...•
28
25
26
Beeswax, in ¼lb. cakes, per pound .••.
50
70
90
Combs, coarse .......... per dozen .• ~.
1 10
1 12
Combs, fine ..•••...•.••.... do ........ 1 00
30
.25
20
Cotton, spools of. .......... do .......
50
3 00
Grass, for hats, per 100 .hands ..••..•• 2 25
10
12
10
Handkerchiefs, cotton ...••..•• each .•
53
45
60
Handkerchiefs, silk, fancy colors. do .•.
42
46
25
Jacknives .... ................... do . ...
12
10
10 I,
Looking-glasses .•.•..••.. '...... do ..•
13
08
06½
Mustard seed .•••....•• per pound ..••
'75
1 12
Needles, sewing, assorted, p·er 1,000 ..• 1 10
07
12
05¾
Pepper, black ..••.•.... per pound ..••
- 12 L
10
15
Pepper, red ..••••.•••..••. do .•.•.•••
30
20
20
Razors, in single -cases .•...•• each ..• _.
16
05
.16
Razor straps .•.•••..•.•....•. do ...••
65
65
I 90
Ribbon, hat ............ per piece .•••
38
25
40
Soap, shaving, in cakes, per dozen ...•
( 5,0
7 00
Silk, sewing, blue black, per pound ... 5 00
14
15
16
Scissor~ ••..••••.•.•••.••••. each .,.••
04
03
20
Spoons ...•...•••..•••....••• do ...••
60
55
87
Thread, black, white, and blue, per lb.
33
16
26
Tape, black and white, per dozen ...••
01
Thimbles ....•,•••••.••••••.• each .•••
00½
01½
,

f ,'

I

i .

NA VY

"'
• Accepted.

DEPARTMENT,

Bureau of Provisions and Clothing, November l, 1848.

Ex. Doc. No. 1.'
· F .-Continued .
of proposals for " small stores," to be delivered at the
navy yard, at Norfolk, Va., ditring tlie fiscal year, ending June
· 30, 1849, under an advertisement of the nav.y agent, by direction.
of the Bureau of Provisions and Clothing.

.fl.iJstrdct

.t/3
rn
s=•

I

-

0

"0
c:!

~b

·-..C:

~

~&:i

~

~

~

t:J)Q)

Articles.

=
,..

·sJl~

Q

$0 15
Brushes, shaving; ••••••••••.••••.•• each •••••• $0 18
46
35
Brushes; scrubbing ••••••••••.•••.••• do ..•••••
- 35
40
' Brushes, shoe ~ •••••••• ·• •••••••••••• do .•••• • •
25
20
Brushes, clothes •••••••••••••••• .•••• do ..•••••
3 00
Buttons, navy, vest ••••.•••.••••• per gross •.•• 2 50
6 50
6 00
Buttons, navy, coat .•••••••••••••.•• do .••••••
20
35
13uttons, deadeye .••••.•••• ; •••••••• do .•• ; •••
95
90
::BJac'king, boxes of. ••••••••••
per dozen ••••
39
39
::Beeswax, in ¼·1b. cakes .••••.••• per pound ••••
1 25
1 10
Combs, coarse •••••.••••••••.••• per dozen .•••
1 70
1 60
Combs, fine ••• •••• •••••••• ~ •••••.•• do .••••••
35
60
Cotton, spools of ••••.•••••••••.••••• do ..•••••
5 25
Grnss, for hats ••••••••••••.••• per 100 hands •. 5 00
15
18
~an.d ke rchie fs, cotton •••••••••••••• each ••••••
80 ,,
79
Handke rchie fs, silk, fancy colors ••••. do .· •••• •.
90
90
Jacknives ......... ............. .. .. .. do .......,.
15
28
Looking-glasses .•••••••••.••••••••• do ..•••••
3 50
Needles, sewing, assorted •••••••• per 1,000 ...• .2 00
. 38
3g
Razors, in single cases .••••.•• "" ••• each ..... ..
25
20
Razor straps •••••• · ••••••••••••••••. do .••••••
1 29
1 i5
Ribbo~s, hat .•••••.•••••.••••••• per piece ••••
25
50
Soap, shaving, in cakes ..••••••• per dozen ••••
7 75
Sil_k, sewing, blue black.••••••••. per pound .••• 7 00
35
40
Scissors ........•................. each ..... .
10
06
Spoons.,_ ...........••..........•.. do ...•...
95
90
Thread, black, white, and blue .•• per pound ••••
35
40
Tape, black and white ••••.••••• per dozen ••••
02
02
Thimbles ........................ each ...... .

u.

• Accepted.
NAVY DEPARTMENT,

.

Bureau of ~rovisions and Clothing, November 1, 1848.
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Ex. Doc. No~ 1;
F.-Continued.

Jlbstracr of proposals for "small ~totes," to be delivered at the
navy yard, at Pensacola, Fla., during the fiscal year, ending
June 30, 1849, under an tt,dvertisement of the navy ' agent, by di·
rection of the Bureau of Provisions and Clothing.
I

•p.,
~

=
~

Articles.

0

-d

~

"'d

~
I

i

~

0

c.,

. i-;

· Q)

-:

Brushes, shaving .•••.•.• each •.••
Brushes, scrubbing .•••••. do ...••
B r u~ hes, shoe .•••.•••..•• do ..•••
Brushes, clothes .•••.•••. do ...••
Buttons, navy, vest .. ... per gross ••
Buttons, navy, coat . ••••• do ......
Buttons, dead eye ..•••.•• do ....••
Blacking, boxes of. •. per dozin •.
Beeswax; in¼ lb. cakes, per lb."".
Combs, coarse ••••••. per dozen .•
Combs, fine ..• ~ •..•••••. do .•.•••
C otton, spools of ....... do ..••••
Grass, for hats .••• per 100 hands ••
Handkerchiefs, cotton ..••.• each.
Han dker 'fs, silk, fancy colors, do .•"
Jacknive s ••••••••.•••••.••• do ••
Looking-glasses ..••• , •.••••• do •.
Needles, sewing., assorted, per 1,000
Raz ors, in single cases ..• each .•••
Razor straps ..•.•.•.•.••. do ... ~.
Ribbon , hat. .•••••.••• per piec~ •.
Soap, shaving, in cakes, per dozen
Silk, swewing, blue black, per lb ..
S c issors ••••••••••••.••• each ..••
Spoon..s ...... ............ do ..•••
Thread , bl'k, white, and blue, per lb
Tape, black and white, per dozen ••
Thim bJes ••••••.•••••••. each~ •••

$0 _05
20
1

25
75
50
25
75

31
75
40

40- .

5 00
06¼
20
14

20
50
25
25
1 00
25

1 00
10
03
~

1 00

10
03

$0 03 $0 09
24
20
10
18!
15
18
20
2 00
3 00 ~1 00
50
4 00 1.00
20
08
37½
80
75
50
40
35
40
1 .00
75
. 65
1 25 '
90 1 00
65
40
4 60 5 00
4 25
10~5
· 20
75
60
20
15
16}
20
20
20
60
2 50
2 00
30
50
30
20 ·
20·
20
90
90
90
20
25
84
5 00 4 00
3 50
, 20
25
20
05
06
04
85 1 00
1 25
15
36
20
01
03
04

$0 03
28
20

:.,
1,

=~o

• Accepted.
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.A VY DEPARTMENT'

Bureau of Provisions and Clothing, November

•

, 1848 .
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Ex. Doc. No. 1.
F.-Continued

.JJ.bstract of proposals received .for the transportation of stores from
New York to .M2nterey, California, under an advertisement of
the Bu.reau of Provisions and Clotliing, dated December 21, 1847.

Names.

Vessel.

Price per barrel.

Nath'l Hamlen .•••••.••• ~. A vessel ...•....•.....
Parsons & Atkins .••••••••. Monterey ............ .
John G. Tappan ..••••••••• A ve.ssel. .•••...••.•••
A v-essel. .••••••••••••
Ship Edgar .......... .
A vessel; ........... .

Geo. M. \Veld .•••••• : •••••.
Charlts B. Smith, .........
W. H. Aspinwall .•••.•• ~ •.
A. L. Frothingham* • ,, ..•••
Benj. Bangs ............. ~.

$1 70
1 60
1 48
1 99-

1 55
2 20

· Ship Angelo ...•.•.•..
Ship Edward Everett ..

1 3'7

B. T. Read ............... Ship VandaLa ....... .
H. A. Pierce. • • • . • • • • • . • • • A vessel . , •.•••...••• •

2 62

E .. P'. lVIooret . . • . • • • • • . . • • Severn ...•..••.•...••

Jno. A. Mitchell. . • • • • • . . . •
Diehe & Co . . • • • • • • • • • . • • •
B. Richards..... . . . • • • • • • • .
W .. H. Bigelow . .. ••.•••...•
Howes, Godfrey & Co .. .• .•.
Grinnell, Minturn & _Co ...•
E. A. Mix .•.••..•.....•...
Simeon P. Smith!.: ...... ..
Sherman & Stark ..•••.•••••

A vessel ••.•••.•••.•.
A vessel ..•••••••.•
A vessel ...•..••••.• ,
A -vessel .....•••••.••
Ship M . •Howes ..•••. ·
Isaac· Walton ..•••....

A vessel . ,,••..•••••••
A vessel
A vessel
Howes & Crowell ..•••••••• A vessel

.............

.............
.............

* Did not pass inspection.
t Accepted -Ship Isaac Walton chartet·ed.

t Died before entering

into contract.

NAVY DEPARTMENT,

Bureau of Prov. and Clot!iing, November 1, 1848.

1 60
2 50

1 48
1 68
1
1
1
1
1
2

50

60
62½

96
94
89

1 30

1 75
1 68

923

Ex. Doc. No. 1. ,
F .-Continued.

Jlbs tract of proposals received for the transportation of stores from

Norfolk, Virginia, to Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, under an a.dvertise-

_ment of the Bureau of Prpvisions and Clothing, dated December
21, 1847.
Price per barrel.

Vessel.

Names.

John A. Mitchell .•••••..••
George JVI. Weld* .........
Badger, Peck & Co .. .••..••
A. ,L. Frothingham .........
Pratt & Russell ••• ,... . • • • • •
Jno . Patterson ........ ~ .. •·
Simeon P. Smitht ..........
Nath'l Hamlen •.••.• .' •.•.•

A vessel ........... ..
Bark Susan ......... ..
'Bark Ralph Cross ...••
A nssel ............ .
Autoleon .. , .•.•••.•••
Co'lonel Howard ..... .
A ves::3 el ..••...••.••• ·
Mon terey ..•••.•..•••.

· $0 90

0 69
0 86
1 24
0 74

0 75
0 60
0 75

1

t Declined.

• .Accepted.
NAVY

•

DEPARTM~NT,

Bureau of Prov. and Cloth' g., Nov ember -I, 1848.

F.-Continued.
Abstract of proposals received for the tr,ansportation of stores from
Boston to the coast of .llfrica, under an advertisement of the Bureau of Provisions and Clothing, dated_December 21, 1847.
Na.mes.

George M. Weld . . • • • • . . • •
Frank Smith ..............
Ed. S. Innes & Co .........
Vernon Brown •.•••• ·.•••••
Charles T. Treadwell ...••••
N ath'l. Hamlen*....... • • • •
Coffin & Weld .•••.•••..•••
John A. Mitchell.... . • • . • •

Price per barrel.

Vessel.

I

A vessel ••••••••••...
Brig Osceola .••• ~ .•••
Bark Adaline ........ .
A vessel ..•••..••••••
Bark Luci-a Marfa ...••
A good vessel .•••••••
A vessel ..•••••••••••
A vessel .•••••.••••••
1

• Accepted .
NA VY

DEPARTMENT,

Bureau

fJf

.

Prov. and Clothing, November I, 1848.
,

$0 99

0 89
0 95

1 23
0 80
0 70
1 47
0 95

924 ·

Ex. Doc. No~ 1:
F_.~Continued .

.11.bsfract of proposals received for the transportation of stores fro m
. New York to Monterey, California, under an advertisement of tke
i Bureau of Provisions and Clotking, dated .Mtty 10, 1848.
·
'
Names.

George M. Weld .•.•••.•••
Hammond, Whitney & Co ••
Reuben J. Todd & Co ...••
Henry A. Peirce .•••..••..••
Wm. H. Bigelow* ..•••.•••
N ath'l. Hamlent .••••••.•••
John B. Hale .... ·•••...••••.
Daniel H. Johnson ..•••.•••
Samuel D. Watkins ••••••••
Howland & Aspinwall ••••••
Coffin & Weld .•••••.•••.••
Edward P. Moore ••••.•••••
Vernon Brown •••••..•••••
William W. Pratt .••••.•••
John R. Dow & Co .•.••••••
John /1.. Mitche11 ..••..••••

A vessel ••••••..• , ••.

k vessel ...•.........
A vessel .•••••• , , , , :, ,
A vessel .••••••••••• :
A vessel ••••••..•••••
A good ship •••••••••.
A vessel .••••••••••••
A vessel .•••• .- ••••••.
A vessel .•••••••••••.
Bark Superior ••••.•••
A vessel .••••••••••• •
A vessel .••••••••••••
Ship Rubicon .•••• ~ •••
Ship Sartelle .•••.••••

A ship.••'•• ...•......
A vessel .••••••••••• •

t Accepted.-~hip

* Not in time.
NAVY DEPARTMENT,

Price per barrel.

Vessel.

.

Chili chartered.

.

Bureau of Prov. and Clothing, November I, 1848.

$1 24!
1 93

1 86

2 IQ
115

1 17
1 59
1 50
1 35

1 29
1 39
1 34
1 24
1 29
1 45
1 36

925

Ex. Doc. No. 1.
F .-Continued .

..flbst-ra ct of proposals received for the transportation of stores from

Boston, Massachusetts, to Port Mahon, Minorca, under an adv ertisem_
e nt of.the Bureau of Pro visions and Clothing, dated May

13, 1848.

.
Vessel.

Names.

Price per barrel.

'

George Demett. •••••••
Azariah Doane ..•••.•••
Nathani el Hamlen* ••••
Wil1 iam Lang .•.•.•••••
A.do1phu s', Davis ...... . .
George M. Weld ••••••
John A. Mitchell ••••.••
Benj. D. Baxter ..•••••

A vessel ..•• •••.•. $1 18¾

Bark Oak ....... : .
A vessel
A vessel
A vessel
A yessel
A vessel
Bark E.

0 75
...•••..•. 0 57
..•••••... 0 89
, •.••.•... 0 6940-iOOfor ½bl.
.••••••... 0 '60
..•.••• . .. . 0 60
Wright ;- .. 0 89

• Accepted.

NA VY DEPARTMENT ,
Bureau of Prov. and Clothing, November 1, 1848.
F.-Continued .
....i. bstract of proposals receivedfor the transportation of stores from
Boston, .JVlassachusetts, to Macao, jn China; under an- advertise7nent cif tl7:e Bureau of Provisions and Clothing, dated SepterJl,ber·
16, 1848.

Names.

Vessel.

Price per barrel.

N athaniel Hamlen* •••• A vessel. .......... $1 27
• Accepted.
NAVY

DEPARTMENT,_

Bureau of Prov. and Clothing, Ncvember I, 1848.

~.o

-a.

(..:)
~

Statement of contracts made by tlie Bureau uf Provis ions rrn d Clot k ing, for and in behalf of the JVavy Depart~
ment, for" supplies for the navy," to be del·i ver ed d11 r·in g tli e fiscal year, ending Ju-'l}e 30, 1849-prepared in
obedience to the acts of Congress, approved Jlprit 21, 1808, and Jvfo r ch 3, 180H. .
,
. ,
1

1

Contractor's names.
-

Date of contracts.

Articles contracted for.

Ransom E. Wood •••• April

29, 1848

E. J. Higgins & Bro .. May

-.i .

N. Hich Graham .••• May

'

'.

-

l

-

l

1, 1848

At

what price.

Where

to be delivered.

Flour ..••••••.••••• $5 72½ per bbl ..•••••.••• Boston.
'6 60
., ·Ne"" York.
do
Molasses ..••••.••••
26 per gallon ..•••..•• New York.
do
Norfolk.
25½
Tea ..••......••••• i.
32 70 -100 pe·r lb ..•..•• Boston.
31 74-lD0
do . . . . New York. . .
Butter ...••.•••.•••
17
do
Norfolk.
Sugar .•.•••.••••.••
05 70-100
Boston.
do
05 65-100
do
New-' York.
Vinegar .•••• ~ ••••••
07 per . gallon ...••• ~ ••• Norfolk.
Coffee .••••••••••••
06 81-100 per lb ...••.. New York.
Whiskey .. .- ••••..••
per gallon •. New York.
24i
do
.. Norfolk'.
26
.. Boston.
do
26
Whiskey ....••....•
.. Boston.
do
06 99-100
Vinegar ..•..••••••.
06 87Jrl00
do
.. New York. . .
03a
per lb ...••. Boston and N. York.
Dried apples ...•••.•

......... .

...........
. ..
.......
.......
..... ..

~

E. J. Higgins & Bro .. May
N. Hicks Graham •••• May

1, 1848
1, 1848·

E. J. Higgins & Bro .• May
N. Hicks Graham .••• Mav
E. J. Higgins & Bro . . May

1, 1848
1, 1848
1, 1848

Henry B. Wardell .•. May
N. Hicks Graham .••• May

1, 1848
1, 1848

John James ....••.••• May

1, 1848

N. Hicka Graham •••• May
William N. Clem •.•. May

1, 1848 Raisins .••••••. • · • • ·
1, 1843 Sugar . , ..••..• • · · • •

t

03
07 89-100

do
do

05 15-16

do

.••.• ~ Norfolk
· · · · · · New. y ork.
• • • .•.

Norfolk .

"=-'

--~

tzj
?<t

t,
0
~

~
?
t'""'

W1'aes 'P. Wa1\cer ... May
William N. C\em ...• May
William N. Clem ..•• May
Co'rydon Stanton , .•• May
Thomas Brown . • • • • • May
Robert A. Mayo ..••• May
Augustus D. Baker. • • May
George W. Shaw .•••
J~mes M. Shaw .•.•••
Willi::im Lang ..••••.
John James ....•.•••
William Lang ..••••.
Jose'ph Hillman ....•.
Chari f'S E. Gibbs...••
E. J. Higgins & Bro ...

May
May
May
May
May
May

May
May

William Lang ..•• ~ •• j May

E. J. Higgins & Bro .. I May

$0 077M15 per lb ..... ~ .. , J3oston.
2, 1848 Rai~ins ...•••••.••••
08
do ... ., .... Norfolk.
2, 1848 Raisin s ..••••••••••.
2, 1848 Tea ...... ......... ,

35

do . . • • • .. • • Norfolk.

New York.
Boston.
New York.
Norfolk.
Boston, N. York,
3, 1848 Tobacco , .••••••••••
and Norfolk.
N. York and Norfolk
03
do
_4, -1848 l Pickles .•••••••••••
Boston.
02 90-100 and 3
do
Boston.
15½
do
4, 1848 :Butter ...••.•••.. :-.
New York.
09¾
do
4-, 1848 Cocoa ..••••..••..••
22 p·er gallon .•••••.••• Boston.
4, '1848 Molasses .....•...••
1 20 per bushel .•.•...••. Norfolk.
8, 1848 Beans •..••••.•••• .-.
1 20
do
..•••.•••• Boston.
Beans
....•
.
·
..•.•
_
•.••
,,
9, 1848·
<lo
•••••••••• New York.
1848 Beans .••.•.•••.••••• 1 31
5
90
per
barrel.
..•.•...• Norfolk. ·
Flour
.....•••.••.••
15, 1848
15, 1848 Rice ..•••.•••••..•• , 3 90 per 100 lbs ...••..•• Bost on.
3 70
do
..•••.••• New Y·ork.
3 45
~o
...••.••• Norfolk.
05
6210'0
per
lb .•••••• Boston, N. York,
19, 1848 I Saltwater soap .•.•••
an d Norfolk.
.20, 1848 Small storPs, viz .... . • • • . • . . • • • . . • • • . . . • . . . . • . , Norfolk;
18 eacb !.Brushes, shaYing .. ,.•
35 do
Brushes, scrubbing .•
35 <lo
Ht usbes, shoe ...••..
20 do
Brush es, clothes .•••
Button~, navy, vest .. 2 50 per gr9ss.
do
Bnt tnn9 7 navy, coat.. 6 00

3, 1848
3, 1838

9;

Butter .. ~ •... ,.•••••
Biscuit ...••.•..•••.

17
do ..•.••..•
3 72 and $3 44 per 100 lbs .
3 72 and 3 33
do
3 44 aqd 3 21
do
12½
per lb.

ttj"
~

~
0
~

2!

•:=>

Ii-

~

!i

·;

G.-Contin.llect.
Contractor's names.

Date of contract.

E. J. Jliggins & Bro--:1 May
contin.~ed.

Articles contracted for.

At what price.

.20, 1848 Buttons, deadeye .•• l -$0 35 per gross.
Blacking, boxes of .•
90 per dozen.
Beeswax .••••••.••.
39 per lb.
·Combs, coarse •.••• •
1 10 per dozen.

Where to be delivered.

Norfolk.

1 60
do
Corn bs, fine ...•..••
Cotton, spools of ~ ..
60
do
Grass, fo.:r hats ... .•.. I 5 00 per 100 hands.
Handkerchiefs,cotton
18 each.
Handkerchiefs, silk .
80 do
Jacknives ......... .
90 do
Looking-glasses ..••
28 do
Needles, assorted . ·•.. 2 00 per 1,000.
Razors ......••.•.• ·
38 each ·.
Razor straps ...•.•.•
20 do
Ribbon, :liat ........ I 1 15 per piece.
·shaving soap·, cakes.
50 per dozen.
Sewing silk .•.•...• 7 00 per pound.
40 each.
Scissors ...•••••••••
06 do
Spoons .•••...•..••

Tapes .......••... ·
25, 1848

02 each.
Thimbles .••••••..••
. .•••.• • • · · · • • • · • • •
S ma 11 stores, viz

I

· . ... ·
B rus h es, s b av1ng

~

t::,
0
~

~

9

ta'

90 per pound.
40 per dozen.

Thread ...•.•..•...

:William Lang .•.••• • I May

t;J

08
each.
-

........... .

Boston.

Br~shes~ ~crubbing :. $0 ~0 each.

,.
-~

·c.D

11rushes, shoe. • • • • • •

18 do

Brushes, clothes • • • •

15

do

Buttons, navy, vest.. • 1 75 per gross.
Buttons, n~vy, coft.. 6 00
do
Buttons, deadeye . • .
24
do
Blacking, boxes of • •
50 per dozen.
Beeswax, :. • • • • • • • •
20 per pound.
Combs, coarse • • • • • •
50 per dozen.
Combs, fine. "°.. . • • • 1 10
do
Cotton, spools of....
30
do
Gr-ass., for hats...... 2 25 ·per .100 hands.
Hanclkerchiefs,cotton
65 each.
Handkerchiefs, silk..
25 do
J acknives • • • • • • • • ..
47 do
Lo.oking -glasses. . . • •
08· do
Needles, assorted.....
1 25 per 1,000.
Razors .•• ,_.... • • • • • •
30 each.
Razor straps .••
26 do
Ribbon hat . • • • • • • • •
65 , per piece.
Shaving soap ; • • • • • .
25 per dozen.
_Se~ing silk .•.• "..! ~·- .
6 00 per pound.
Scissors • • • • • • • • • .. • •
21 each.
Spoons ..••• ·•••••• ·.L
04 do
Thread'. • • • • • • • • • • ....
65 per pound.
Tape..• ~.~ -.••••
36 per dozen . .
Thimbles-~ •••••.• ,,
01! each.
.
1848 Small stores,
05 each. ·
Brushes, shaving ·. .," .

'

~
~

~

o

!

Chester P. Kn ap p • •• May

l27,

c;
0
~

~
9

....

. _. . .

u.... .
viz...... . ..... : ...... ........•.. ..
0

~rushes, scrubbing~.

.

.

20

do

Pensa cola.

;

\ '

I

co l

G..:.-Continued.
- ·-·--··---~
Contractor's names.

./bester P·

~·- ~·.:,

Date of contract,

~

-.
.At what price .

' Artici'es con&acted for.

Where to ~be delivered.

Knapp--! May · 27, 184-8 Brushes, shoe .•.•••. $0 14 each .••••.. ~ •.••••• Pensacola.

Continue<l.

·

"

•

Brushes, dot h es , •..•
25 do
Buttons, nctvy, V(' St..
· 75 per gross;
Butto11s, navy, coat.. ·
50 · do
Buttons, rleadeye ..•
25
do
Blacking, boxes of •.
75 p er dozen.
Beeswax .••••••. ,, .•
3Lper pound.
Combs. co a rse .••••.
75 per dozen.
Co m b s; fin~: . . • . . . .••
40
do
Cotton,~pools of. ...
40
do
Grass,- for hats .•.•.• ,. 5 00 ner 100 han<.!s.
Han dkerchie fs,co tton
06f eac;h.
Handkerchiefs, silk ..
20
do
Jacknives •..••....•
14
do
Looking-glasses ..••
20
do
Needles, assorted ...
50 per 1,000.
Razors ...•••....••.
25 each.
25 do
Razor straps ..••..• ~
Ribbon, hat....•..•• ·· 1 00 per piece.
25 per dozen.
Shaving soap, cak
1 00 per pound.
Sewing silk ....... .
10 each. ·
Scissors .. , •...• · .•..
03 do
Spoons ..•••••• • · • • ·

Thread, . , . , • • , , • • • •

l

00 per pound .

>-

t_zj
>1

t:,
0
~

~

~

!""'

E. J. Higgins & Bro .• I June

Tape .••••••••••••• $0
Thimbles. , ••••••.•••
3, 1848 Small stores, viz .••• '
Brushing, shaving .••
Brushes, scrubbing ••
Brushes, shoe ..•••••
·Brushes, clothes ••••
1
Bu.Hons, navy, vest..
1
Buttons, navy, coat ..
Buttons, deadeye ••••
~lacking, boxes of .•
Beeswax .•••_•.••••.
Combs, coarse •••••.
l
Combs,J.ne .••••••••
Cotton, spools of ••••
3
Gr.ass, for ha ts .•••••
Han dkerchjefs,cott.on
Handkerchiefs, silk ••
Jacknives .••••..•••
Lqoking-glasses .••••
Mustard seed •••••••
. Needles, assorted .••
Pepp~r, black ••••••
Pepper, red ••• .•••••
Razors . , •••••••••••
Razor straps •••••••• ,..
Ribbcm, hat .•••.•.• 1
Shaving soap, cakes.
1
Se.wing silk ••••.•••
Sci-ssors •••••• · ••••••

10 per dozen.
03 each.

........................
.
"
05 eacJ1.
15 do
13 do
04 . do
00 per gross.
OQ
do
20
do
55 per dozen.
25 per pound.
70 per dozen.
10
do
25
do
00 per 100 hands.
10 each.
53 do
42 do ·
10 · do
13 per pound.
75 per 1_,000.
12 per ·pound.
15
do
20 each.
05 do
00 per piece.
25 per dozen.
50 per pound.

15 each.

New York.

~
~

i:;
0
~

~

?

-~

\.

~

~

~

~

G-Continued.
:::er=-~--==-=--~-·'•

Date of contract.
I

·

Philip Otterback .... May
Wi11iam Ward .•••••• May

Na hum Chapin •••••• May
Henry B. Tichenor ... May
Thomas Currier ..••• May
David Woe] pper ..••• June

Charles

ivr Reed

..•• May

Sumnfr Flagg- .••·•••. I M~. y

1·

I

-

- ~

Articl~s contracted for.

At what price.

..

3, 1848 Spoons. . . . .. . ..• • . . • . $0
Thread.••••;•• ·······,
Tape ..... · ,:·· .•.•• !
Thimbles. , • • •.• • • . • .
20, 1848 Fresh beef ..••••••
V egetablf s . . . • • . • • • '
22, 1848 Fresh beef ..•••.•.• ~
Veg et ab 1es . . • • • . • • •
26, 1848 Fresh beef . . • • • . . • •
- ' ...••.•• ~
V egeta b] es
29, 1848 Fresh aed' ... ..... ~ 1
. · bl es . . • • • . • • J• .;
V egeta
30, 1848 Fresh . beef . . • . • . . • • ,
Yegetables .. ~... • • • •
31, 1848 Fresh beef . .. . • . . . .
Vegetables ..•••.•• ~
2, 1848 Fi·esh beef .••••••• · I 1
Vegetables . . . • . . . . .
9, 1848 Fresh beef . . . . . . . • •
Vt> getabl es . . • • • . • • •
27, 1848 Woolen stockings. . . 4

>

George W. Pappeer •. May

Williar') McVoy ....• June

"4

Where to be delivered.

1-------:-------:-1---'----------___J:..1-------..I~--

E. J. Higgins & Bro-I June
Continued.

~

-'- ..

Con tractors' name.

-~

.

30, 1848

03 each ... ~ .......•.•• New York.
55 per pound. ·
16 per dozen.
01 each.
05½ . ·' per pound ..• Baltimore.
01½
do
0.5 37s-100

do

02
07½
.
02' '2l
I .J
06
01~l1
03ft
02-48-100
10
01
04 99.J.OO
01 99-100
05
02!-

do
do
do
do
do
do
do ,
do
('.lo
do
do
do
do

Washington, D. C.

~
~

Norfolk.

0

Boston.

r,,
~

New York.

- ' Portsmouth, N. H.
Philadelp!}ia.
Pensacola.

25 per dozen •.• • • · ..•• Boston, N. York,
and Norfolk.

do *
Woolen socks ······ j 2 60
Mattrasses .••• • · · · • · , 3 80 each ..........•... •

t:1'

do

~

'fimberlake & 13urritt I May

31, 1848 I :BarnsJey sheeting- .••
Canvas duck" .••••••

55 per yard ..... ., .... j Doston,
and

Yoi-k,

Norfolk.

28½ do

Dungare ••••••.••••
09¾ do
31, 1848 Blue flannel. •••.•••
28½ do
.••••••.•••
31; 1848 Black silk handk'efs.
87½ each .••••.••••.•••
31, 1848 B"arnsley
'sheeting
99½ dO ••••••••••••••
frocks.
Canvas dk. tro.wsers. 1 20 per pair.
Charles Gifford •••••• l J urie
3, 1848 Calfskin shoes ...••• 1 05
do
.• • •. .·.· ~·...... .
Calf~kin pumps .••••
89½ do
.
Timberlake & Burritt I June
6, 1848 Blue cloth pea jack'ts 6 40each .••••••...••••••
Blue _cloth monkey
jackets .••.•••..•• 5 50 do
..
:Blue cl 0th trowsers •• 3 30 per pair . ~~.
Blue flan' l overshirts. 1 35 each.
Blue flan'l undershirts
83 do
..... " .
Blue flan~l drawers ••
83- per pair.
James G. Stebbins .•• July
18, . 1848 1,soo bbls. navy beef 9 21 per bbl . .•••••.•••••.
James G. Stebbins .•. July
18,_1848
900
do
do
9 21
do·
•••••..•••••
Lyman T. Smith .•••• July
25, 1848·
-9 10
do
. : ·.·•••. • : •• · ••
900
do
James G. Stebbins .•• July
18, 1848 1,800
9 · 49
cio ··: ~·.,:•• : . ·•••
do
<lo.
.Ambrpse Chamberlain July
15, 1848 1,600
do
pork ½at $9 97 & ½at 9 84 p n b b]
George W. Shaw .••• July
_1 4, 1848 1,600
do
do
' do IO- 86 do 10 46 do
do_
Q~org_LW ~Shaw _.••• J~ly - ~4, 1848 J , 60.(1 _____ clo_
do 10 86 do 10 46 d.o

I

Timberlake & Burritt May
Lewis Timberlake .•. May
Timberlake & Burritt May

do

do
do
do

.

« . . . . ,_",.

!ii,

do

t:"J
0
~

~

I

do

Charter parties.
~ark Sus~~ .•• : ·, ••• • j Feb •
.Bark Lucia Mana •• ·•• Feb.

4, 1848 J Freight of stores •••• ,.
16, 1848
do

tzj
~

Boston.
New York.

9
r'

do

Norfolk.
Buston.
New York.
Norfolk.

69 per bbl.. •••• ~ .•••• • \ Rio de Janiero,Braz.
70
do . • • • • • • • • • • • • Port Prayer, Cape
de Verde.

•

~.w.,

~

•
~

G-Continued'.

~
~

l

l!
Contraotor's·n11mes.

Date of contract.

Articles contracted for.

At-what price. ·

Ship Isaac Walton ••
:Bark E. Wrigl1t, jr •.
Ship Chili .••••..•••
Ship Ariel .•••••.•••

![ ·

Feb.
June
July
Oct.

Unexpired contracts.*
Gilbert Davis . • • • • • • April
Frederick Griffing • :.
Gilbert Davis .••••••
William Starr .••••••
Orrin :Brown .••••.••
H. :Burrell & Co •.••
Eli L. Corbin . . • • • • •

Where to be delivered.

May
May
May
May
June
May

17, 1848
15, 1848
ro, 1848
21,. 1848

Freight of stores.... $1 48 per lb...... . • • • . • • •
do
~...
57 ' do ._.••••...•.- • . . • •
r
do
. •••
1 17 do .•••••• · : · .• ••
do
• • • • 1 27 do •.•••• : . • • . . • •

28, 1847 160,000 lbs. navy butter.
6, 1847 40,000 do
do
3, 1847 200,000 do cheese
10, 1847 40,000 . do
do
10, 1847
40,000 do
do
5, 1847
40,000 do ·
do
9.6, 1847
40,000 do butter

• These contracts c~ntinue for four years-one-fourth
NAVY DEPARTMENT,

thfil

25 ..,..r do
24 do
17 ·~~ c10
' 13! do
.- 14 do
15 do
22 do

..............
..............
..............
.......• ...... .
..............

Monterey, Cali.
P't Mahon, Min orca.
Monterey, Cali.
Macao, China.

trj
:Bo~ton, N. · York
and Norfolk.
do
do
do
do
I dO
do

quantities specified in each to be delivered ·annually.

Buroou of Provisions and Clothing, November 1, 1848.

~

t:,0
~

~

9

~
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REPORT OF THE BUREAU OF MEDICINE AND SURGER'\;.
NAVY DEPARTMENT,

Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, October 30, _1848.
S I R : In compliance with your order of the 16th instant; I have the honor to submit the
follo--w-ing statement of the fiscal condition of th(} Naval Medical and Surf:ii.cal Department.
~tnount of appropriation for s~ugeons' necessaries and appliances remaining
$19,246 08
on hand, June 30, 1848 ...•...•••.......•........•..•. , ....••••••...
28 ,,500 00
.Amount appropriated by act of Congress approved August 3, 1848 ........ .

Total ....

47,746 08

Ba.lance of surgeons' necessaries and appliances in the Treasury, October 1,
1848 ............................................................ .
.Amount of naval hospital fund in the Treasury: October 1, 1848 ..•••.••••..

37, 192· 46.
209,856 19

The unexpended balance under the head of '' Medicines Arrearages," represented . by my
la.st report as in the Treasnry of the United States, November 1, 1847, does not now appear,
ha.ving been transferred to the ·surplus fund as required by section 2d of act of Congress apJJroved May 1, 1820.
The estimated expenses of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery for the year
$7,670 00
commencing July I, 1M9, as presented in table A, are ...•...•...•....

The amount of " Surgeons' .necessaries a~d appliances" required to meet the
demands of the force afloat, navy yards, naval stations, and marine co1;ps,
for the year as above stated, as estimated in ta~le B, is ............... .

$38,500 00

======
included, being de-

"In this sum the support of the naval asylum and naval hospitals is not
r.ivered from the naval hosrital fund; to the present prosperous condition of which I would,
with pleasure, invite your attention.
Sinc.e the date of my last report a numerc.us force h!!,s been withdrawn from the Gulf of
Mexico ; and the consequent return of the medical office.rs attached, suggests to me this
agreeable opportunity of testifying to the energy and success with which theit- duties have
been performed. It is .but justice to those whose labors have been as unosten.tatious as the
results here recorded have been creditable to their professional skill that the chief of this tu:reau should accord the praise so well deserved.
)
Th€ returns from foreign stations afford gratifying evidence that our squadrons abroad have
been ex~mpt from epidemic disease,
It will be see by table C that the number of smgeons and assistant surgeons requii·ed for
daty the ensuing year differs somewhat from that presented in my last estimate . To explain
-the fact that a larg er number of surgeons should be needed to mee.t the wants of a dim.ini.shed number of ships~ I would obser:ve th at this is owing to the · change in the character of
the force to be m aintair.ed. In place of the smaller vessels employed of late, and entitled
only to assis~an! surgeons, a less nume ous, but larger class, ~ill now be kep~ afloat, requir3.ng the detail of semor officers. For the same reasons, the complem&nt of assustant surgeons
estimated as necessary to the sea and home service will be found decreased. The number of
each grade remainin~, after the disposition proposed in .the statement above referred to, will
e 13 surgeons and 7 assistant surgeons ; a reserve manifestly inadequate to meet the exi·
gencies of permanent and temporary disability, attendance upon examination, and the re,
pose required after long and arduous cruising.
·
During the past year five sloops.of-war entitled to the services of the higher grade have
been, of necessity,. officered by assistant surgeons.
With the hope that these circumstances will ensure your favorable consideration of the
yneasure for the moderate increase of the medical corps as proposed to, and partially sanc1ioned by, the last Congress,
·
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
THO. HARRIS.,
Hon. JoHN Y. MAsoN,
Secretary of the Navy.

1
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A.
Estimate of the sum required for the support of the Bureau of
Medicine and Surgery for the year ending June 30, 1850, under
act of Congress, approved .11.ugust 31, 1842.
Salary
Salary
Salary
Salary

df chief of bureau •.•••••••••••••••• ~ ·•••..•.•.•••••••.
of assistant to chief.••• ,., ••••••••••• , •.••••••. ,, ••• ,.
of one clerk .•••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
of one clerk , at ••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •.•• $800 00
Increased by section 1, act March 3, 1847...... 200 00

S3:lary of messenger .•••.••••••..••••••••••••••• , , •••••.•••.•

$2,500 00
1,400 00
1,200 00
1,000 00
. 700 00
$6,800 00

Contingent expenses.
Labor ..•.•..•••••••••••• , •.••••••••••••••.•..•.•••••.••.•
Blank books and stationery •••••••.•.•••••.•.•..••.. : ••.•.• , •
Miscellaneous items •. , ••••••••••••••••••••.....••.••••.••.•.

· 120 00
350 00
100 00

Total required, •••• , •••....••••••...••••• ,,..... •• •• •

570 00
7,370 00

THO. HARRIS,
Chiif of Bureau of Medicine and Surgery .

B.
Estimate ' from the Bureau of MediC'ine and Surgery for the navat
service
of the year ending June 30, 1850, so Jar as coming under
1
_its cognizance, October 30, 1848.
Ships of the lin~ (1.)
1, at $3 1000 .•••...•••••••••••• ,., •...•••••••• ·•••••.•••••••• ..• • • • • • • • . • •

$3,000 01)

Frigates (6.)
I

6, each at $1,200 •.•.•...• , ••• ,, .. ,, ••••.•..•••.•••••.•••••.•• ,., ·,, • • • •

7,200 00

•

Sloops of war .(17.)
13, eaoh at $800 .••• , ••••••..•.•...••.•••. , •.•..•.•.....•• .-.
4, each at $750 .•••••••.• , ................................ ,.

$10,400 00
3,000 00

13,400 00

Steamers (8.)
S, each a.t $700 ..•..•.•.••..•.•• : ••.•.•.•.•.•.•• , •••.••••.••

1, at $600 ......•..••••...•..• , •.••.•.•.••...••.••••••••••••
1
~~ $ 30°0° •• •••••••••••••••••••••• ' ' ' • ' • ' •• • • ' •• ' • • •• ' ••

i' :;c?
I

0

0

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

2,100
600
400
900

00
00
00
00

4,000 00

Brigs (4.)
.C, eae:h at $600 .••.....•...•.....•.•..••..••.••••••.•••.•.••••••• , .••...

2,400 00

931
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Schooners (1.)

~50 OC

-i, a t $2.150 .••••••••••.•••••••. , ; • , • • • • ·. ·; • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Storeshi,ps (7.)

5, ea.ch at $250 •..•••.•.••••••.. , , • , , . , , , ·, · • • • • • · • • • • • • • • · •
2, each at $200 ................... , ..••.......• , · •,, · ·, · • • • • ·

1,250 00
400 00

1,650 00

,

Receiving ships (4.)

,..

3' each at $500 .•..• ; .. • .•.. • ...•••..•• •: ...• • •• ·....• •, • •••.• ::;::. 1,500 .00
1, at $200 ...•.•.•...•..•••..••••...........• ·..•••.••••••••• ~;,' · · -200 00

1

1,700 00

Surveying vessels.

l brig, at $300 ..••....•••.•.••••...•••••...•.•••.••...•..•.
2 steamers, each at $200 ...•• .- ..•.•••.......••.••...•.•...•••
General survey service •.• .••••.••..••••........ :: .•••••..•..•

300 00
400 00
500 00

1,200 00 .

Navy yards (8.)
,. : I , at $550 .•.•.•.....•...•. ; ..•••.•..•...••.•...••••• , •...
f>, each at $350, ...•.... , ~ ...•.•...•.•..•.• , •..•.....•••••••
l , at $200 .•.••....•....•............••• ~ ... ·•.•..·...•.•.•.•.
1, at $150 •..•••.....•.......•.•••.••••. ...•••...•.•...•.•••••

550
1,750
200
150

00
00
00

00
2,650 00

Naval stations (2.)
Marine barracks, Washington ••••.•.•..••.•...•....... ·.••..•
Naval school, Annapolis ....•..••.••.....•.•. , ...• , ... : .••.•~

$600 00
450 00
$1,050 00

===
RECAPITULATION.

$3,000 00
ship of the line .....•......•....•...............•••••.••. , .•••
7,200 00
frigates ..••••••.•.•• , ...•••.•••••...•••••.•.•...••..•••••.•.•..••• ,.,.
13,400 00
sloops of war •.•..••••.••..•.••..•..•••.•••.•...••••.•.•.....••••••••
4,000 00
steamers .•••..•.•.•••.•..•.•••. ,.,, •.••••.......•..•••••.•••••••••••
4 brigs ••.•.•.., .....•....•.......•...•..••••.••..•••••.••. ,..•.•..•.... • 2,400 00
250 00
1 schooner ...•...••.•..••.••••••••....... ,' ...•••.••. ; •..•.•••.•••.••..
1,650 00
7 storeships •.•• , •.•••.•.•.....•....•••......••.......••...•.•.•.• , ••••
1,700 00
4 receiving shipi .•.••.............. , •.•.•.•.•••....•..•..........•.•..•
3 surveying vessl':lls, and general service •..•....•••••.•..•.••...•.•••.••..
1,200 00
2,650 00
8 navy yards .....•.....•.•..•..•••.•.••••••••••..•••.•. .••..••••.•.•.•.
1,050 00
2 naval stations •.••......•.•.••..............•••••••..• , •: ••••..••.• , .••

1
6
17
8

Total estimateu .•..••.•....••.•..•....•...•••..•.•..•
._ i..;!,, ~ ... ..,.;

38,500 00

•

THO. HARRIS,

Chief ~f Bureau of Medicine and Surgery. ;J

• Including estimate for the receiving vessel "Union," at Philadelphia.
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C.
Statement showing the number of medical officers required for duty
the ensuing year, with the general dispositiun of the corps.

SURGEONS.

Sea service.
1 line of battle ship ...••••.....••.•.••.•.....••••••.. ·•.. ,.................

l

6 frigates .••.••••...••••••.. , . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 6
17 sloops .. , •••.....•..........•.•.••• , .•........••• , ..••......... ,......... 17
8 steamers, three having assistant surgeons only . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Total....................................................... . 29
Home service.

:Burea~ ·?r Me~icine and Surgery ... . ....•.•.....•.....•.......•............. , ·
4 rece1v1ng ships .•••••.... , •...•.......•................•....................

I
4
8
7

4 hospitals ......••••••.•.••.••.. . ..••• ; ••.. , ....•........ , . , .•• , ... , •. , , · · · ·
2 naval stations .•.•.....•..•....••......................•. • . , · • · · • · · · · · · · · · · ·
Naval asylum •..••••...•••..•.•.•..•........ . , , . , •.•..•.......••• , ...... , , , •

4
2
1

~ :e~lI::::. ::::::::-: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::

'Total ••••.••......... :.,, ....•......................•... ,.... 21
Number required for sea and shore duty ........ , ............... · 56

Number of surgeons ia service .....•.•.•.•....•...••.•. : . ..• , , , , , • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ~:
Number required for duty ..•.•....• , •• .......• ,,, ...••....•. ,,,,•·:·····•·•······ ·
13

Refaining ... .......... ,, •.....•........•...... •,, · •• · · · • ·· ··

•

. ASSISTANT SURGEONS. ·

Sea service.

1 line of battle ship ...•••..•...••.. , , , , , , . , •, ·, • • • • · · • · • • · · · · · · · • · · · · • · · · · · ~
6 frigates ....•••... .....•..•. , ... , .. , , •... , , · · · • • · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·' · · • · • 1l7
17 sloops ..•••....•........•••. , ....•......••.•.•.•. , .....•..•. , , . • , •, , · • ·
7
8 steamers, seven having assistant surgeons. , •.•.•.•.•. , •.......... , . • · · • · · · · ·
4 brigs ... ,, •••••.......••• , ..•..•. , .. ,., •. ,,,.•··•··•····•····•.•··•·······
1 schooner ..•..•...•••.....•••••. , .•.•. , . , •.... · • • , · · · · · · • · · · • · • · · · · • ' · · · ·
7 storeships ..•.•.....•.•.......... , .•..... , , , , , , , • • • · · · · · • · · • • · • • •' · · · · · · · 7
3 surveying vessels ...•.••..•...••.....••.... , • , ·· .,,, • • • • · · · • • · · • ·: · · · • · '· ·' 3

f

Total. •••. , ••...•.•••..••.•••••.••..•.... ,, ... ,,,,,·•········
Home service.

:Bureau of Medicine and Surgery ...•.••..••...........••...•..... , · · · · · • • · · · ·
4 receiving ships, 1 having surgeon only, ....•.. , .••....•...•••..... · · · · · • · · · · ·
8 navy_yards, 2 having surgeons only .. : ••.•...••...••........ , ... , , •, · • · • • · · • ·
4 hospitals ...••..•. . .•••....•. • ...•...• . .........•............ , , · · • • · · · · · ·'
Naval asylum ••.•.•...•...•............ .• ..••....•........ , . · • · • · • • · · · · · · · ·
Marine barracks, head-quarters ..... , .....•.• , .. , , , .....•...•..••.... , , , · · • · •

1
3
6

7
1
1

Total,, ......... ,,, .• , .. , ...... , ..•.••...........•......•.•..

19

Number required for sea and shore duty ••••• ,,,,,,.,•••••••····•

73

Ex. Doc. N o..1.
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C-Continued.
N u.m her of assistant surgeons in service ...•.•...•....•.·....•.•.••••••• , ••••.• , • . • . • 80
N umber required for duty •.•.••..•••••••.. , ....•.•.••• ,.......................... 73
·7

·Remaining
.•.•••.••••.••
, ....• , •• , ,' .. , ••••• , , , •..•••• , • , , , , , ,
.
.
~

-

THO. HARRIS,
.
Chief of Bureau_of Medicine and Surgery .

.

..
~
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Estimate of the expenJes of the Q'11,rzrterm1ster's Department of the
Marine Corp~ for o.ne year, from the 1st July, 184 9, to the 30th
J·une, 1800·.
.

'

There will be required for the Quarterm:1,ster's D~partment of the Marine Corps for one
year, commencing on the 1st July, 18-19, in addition to the balances then remaining on hand,
t~e sum of _one hundred and twenty-four thousand nine htrndred and sixty-four dollars and
eighty cents . _

Amount.
1. For provisions .••• ; •••• , ..••••••••••••• • ·. , •••.• ,,, ..•. ,., . , , , , , , , , , • , , $30,674 8~
2. For clotliing •••• , , ••• , •..•..••• , .• , , ••. , . , , , .... , : , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , • • • 42.948 00
13;158 00
3. For fuel..-.,. L •••••••• ~ •• , ••••• , ••• , ••• , •••• , , ••• , ••• , • •, •, • • •,, • • • •
4. For military stores, pay of armorers, repair of arms, accoutrements, ord6,000 00
nance stores, flags, drums, fifes, attd other instruments ••••. . .•• ·:: ...• ,
8,000 00
5. Fo r trani;lportation of officers and troops, and for expenses of recru1tmg ...
6. Jt'or repair of barracks and rent of temporary barracks aad offices of com6,000 00
manding officers •.••••.•.••• :• ..•••..••. , .....•...•• , • • • • · ; • • · • • • • · • ·
'' 7. For contingencies, viz: Freight, ferriage, toll, cartage, wharfage, compensation to judges advocate, 1>er diem fo1· atte ing courts martial,
courts of inquiry, and for constant labor, house rent in lieu of quarter~,
burial of deceased mariqes, printing: stationery, Forage, postage, pursuit
of deserters, candles, oil, straw, furniture, bedsaeks, spades, axes, shovels,
pioks, carpenters' tools, keep·of a horse for the messeng<1r; pay of matron,
18_,1_8_4_0_1>
washerwoman, and porter at ._e hospital head-quarters .•••..•• ,,.,.,,, __

124,964 80

·;t.

Respectfully .submitted.

AUG. A. NICHOLSON, Q.. Jf. M. C.

Provisions.
---- ·r===:=========::;::==::;====;:===,===,====j===p=

For whom required.

Non-commissioned officers, musicians, privates, matron, and washerwomen., ••..• ,

5\2

-:rr=--1- 30,674-::
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Est-imate of exp.enses, ~c.-Continued .,
Clothing_.

II

For whom required.

I·
No~-comrni~sioned officers, musicians 1 and privat~s 1 at $33 per

annum. • . • • • . . . . . . . . •.•••. .• ••. , . • • • . • • • • . • . • • • • • • • . . . .
1, 156
600 ~atch coats, at $8 each. .•.•..•..••• . ..••.•• .•.•..•. •••..•........

38,148
4,800

42,9.18

Fuel.
,..

.

"
For whom required.

00
i-..

..

<O

..0

s::,
z

I

"'

•
1

Commandant ... . ...•.......•...•.. , ..•...•... 1
Lie ntenan t Colonel. ........... .. .. . ........... 1
l\ia.j ors .. : . ... ............. ~ ................. 4
Sta.ff M aJ oi:s ... ..•.•.•... .•• ..·.•......•... ..•. 3
Staff Captain ................................ , 1
Captains .............. ·....•.•........ .·. . . . .. 9
Lie~t:.enants-l st and 2d ....••..•.....••......• 20
Noa - commissioned officers, musicians, pdvates,
servants, and ·washerwo1nen ....... • .•. . •••.• 547
1-tatron to hospital head-quarters ......•••••••.. 1
llos pi tal head-quarters •.•••.••.••.••..•.•..•.. 1
llospitals .••.....•...•.•••••••...•........... 5
1
.Ario.erV at head-quarters .•.•.•........•••.•..•
1-Iess ioorns ...................... , 1 • • • • • • • • • • 6
Offices of commandant and staff and commandin er officers at, posts ..••..•...••. , •.......... 11
Gn~d rooms at barracks ..••.•••.••....•.•...• 6
Guard rooms at navy yards ......••........•. , • 3
Clothing stores .....•..••.........••• , ••...•. , 3
One-fourth additional on 546 cords, the quantity
suppo sed to be required for stations north of

,n

rn

"O

~

0

<O

<O

i-..

0

~

36

26
26
26
21
.21
16
1.·
1
33

16
30
3

7
21
21
5

<O

1!

c::

0

~

....
.... ....
.... ....
.... ... .
2 ....
2 ....
4 ....
4

4

....

.. ..
.... ....
4
.... ....
....
4 .....
4

.... .,. ..
....
.... ....
....
.... ....

.... .... .... ....
Total cords required . •••••• , •• .... .... .... ....

lat:it•de 39 .............................. ;,.

:,...

--

.,;

.g.

.

)

...,
<O

0

<O

36
26
104
78

21
191

33

82
30
21

77
126
63
15
136

i:l

~ -

---

4

•••• ,,ii

r-4

.... ......
.... ......
.... ......
2
2

330

820
1

ui
Q;
..!:.
0

I

..... .

......

I

······

4 ····......··
.... ......
4 ......
.... ......
. ... ......
.... ......
.... ......
.... ......
.... .... , .
4

4

I

......

*2, 193

I

I

~Whicl1 1 at $6 pe~ cord, is $13 1 158~
I

.
\

'

Detail estimate. of pay and subsisten~e of officers; pay of non-commissioned officers J musicians, and privates of
t/1,e United States marine corps, and pay for undrawn ctotli-ing and rations, from July .1, 1849, to June 30, 1850,
inclusive.

Rank and grade.

..ci

A

E3
..0
E
p

Brigadier general commandant •...•. • •...•••.•••••••••.•.••. • •
Lieutenant colonel .•..••••••••••.•-•.......••••••..••...••••.••
Majors .•...••••••• : ••• ·•..•.•••••••••••••••• ,\ ...•......•••
Adjutant and inspector, paymaster and quartermaster ..••••••••.
Assist.ant quartermaster .••••••...•.•••••..•...•.••.•..•...•••
Captains, commanding posts and at sea •..•...•..•••...•.......
C11.ptains .•.•••.••.••••.•.•.•••••••....••••.•••••..•....•..•.
First lieutenants, commanding guards or detachments at sea • .•• • •
First lieutenants ..••••••.•••••••••••••••••••.•••.••.•.••••.••
Second lieutenants •...••••••..••.•••••••..• , •••••.••• , .....••
Serge11.nt major ••..••.•••••.•.•••••.•.••••• • •.•••••.••••••••.
Quarterma11tor l!!ergeant ••••••.•••••••••••••• • ••• : ••••••.•.•• •
Drum and fife majors .•..• , ••.....•••••.••.•..•.•..••..•••••••
Orderly sergeants and sergeants of guards at sea ...•.•..••..•..

quu.rter.inaei•r, o.nd

u.e11i11tt\nt

llUartermaetor • • •• , •• ,.,., •••••••

0.

..Cu.,

~

... 0.
d)?--

a...,

zP

01

.

......

... 0.

...

.........
O CD

~~

(1j
(1j

i::

~

CD"O ...

8....,

z

E-4

(1j

1
1
4

3
l
9

4c

4.

16
20
1
1
2

75
60
50
60
50
50
40
40
30
25

2
2
2
2
1

1
1
1
1
1

17 ····•• \ • • ••• -..
17 ••••••!••••••
16
16
13
9
8
7
30

9 l ••••••••••• ,. •••••

~

s~~

0

~

CD

~
a)

d 0. 0.

o »·S
"@

p

~

0

::i 0. i::..

z

.., rn

..., i::

•
rn

@·g 0

cjC::,

i

'o ... ~ .

~::3

(1j

§

A~ ?--l·.;:

8

0

(1j

(1j

::s~"O ...

z

a:5
bJ)

t_zj

CD

]

bn
bJJ

0

~ -

-<
1-1- 1 - - 1 - - - 1- - 1 - - - 1 - - - 1 - - A--t

34
46
80
60
Drummer& and fifers .••.••..•.....••.•••.•• · · • • • • · • · · · · • · · · · ·
1000
Priva.tes ..... ... ....•.......•............ : ...... , · · · · · · · · · · ·
1
lloepital steward •.•...•.• • • • • · • • • · · · • · · : · • · • • · · • • • · · • · • • • • • •
Clerks to brigad.ier gonoral, adjutant and mspector, paymaeter,

i:~eo~:~!:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

.........
0 CD

a

~

•
rn

0

~~
..., .

... 0

0

S

s...
co

z

rn

i::

0~

.....

I> i::

I> i::

1i5

rn

Ill

:=,.ci
~...,

(1j...,

~

Subsistence.

Pay.

"'
~:.c=

~

$1,068
888
3,072
2 ,736
696
6,156
2,256
2,256
7,104

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

204
204
384
6,528

00
00
00
00

7,6go oo

7,176 00

8,640 00
5,76() 00
84,000 00
360 00
5,740 00

6

5
4
4
4

4
4
4
4

4

E-4

6
5
4

··········
4

$876
730
2,336
876
292
5,256
1,168
1,168
4,672
5,840

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

•••••••• l••• ·••••••• I••••••••••••

··••••••••l••••••••••I••••••••••••
···· ·•l••········ t············
••••••••I••••••••• • l • • • • • •..- • • • • •
••••••••l•••••••••• I••••••••••••
••••••••!••••••••••I••••••••••••
••• •• •••l•• •••••••• I••••••••••••

..... i. · 1: : : : : : : : : :1· ..... 73. 00.
·······•1••••••••••1•••·········

$1,944
1,618
5,408
3,612
988
3,424
3,424
11,776
13,520
204
204
384

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

6,528
7,176
8,640
5,760
84,000
433

00
00
00
00
00
00

11,412

6,740 00

0
0

Sil

~
?
1-l

Clork in ulothing bnrou.u n.t Norfolk ................ . .......•...
.Mossenger to assistant quartermaster, and messengrr nnd nnrsc
in hospi· a\ M: head-quarters ............••...........••......
Additional ratinus to officers for five years' service ............ .
Bounty for ra-enJistn1ent ...........••••..................• .., ..
Two months' pay for unexpired tir. e of former enlistment. ....••.
Two m2_nths' ration! for unexpired tiff e of former enlistment. ..•.
Two ma-itha' clothing for unexpired time of former enlistment. .. .
Officers' servants at $8 50 per month, !or rations and clothing ... .
Undrawn clothing and ra_t~ons .••••••..•• . ..• , ••.. . ..•.....•...

.......... ..............

, 283 28
1,044 56

3
. . . . . . . . , • • • ,1 ........... 1, ••1

160

•••

150

124

2,672 00
1,736 ·oo

124
124

at 19 c'r~·
l

72

158,6'13 84

11,680 00

.... ..... .

28,28.
1,044 56
11,680 00
2,672 00
1,736 00

1,437 16

1,437 1°6
620 00
7,344 00
6,000 00

6 ,00,0 00

50,368 16

209,012 00

620 00

7,344 00

ttj

Respectfully submitted.

~

GEO. W. WALKER, Paymaster Marine_ Corps.
HEAD-QUARTEll.S MARINE CORPS,

·

Paymaster's

OJ!ice,

•

No7:e.mber 2 1 1848.

~
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~

~
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~
~
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'

ltEPORT O~F THE COMMISS!ONER OF PENSIONS.
.

PENSION 'oF~IC::E,

November 25, 1848.

Srn: I . have th·e honor to transmit herewith, the following lists
of pensioners, in conformity with the provisions of the 3d section
of th,e law of the United States, of -the 10th of .April, 1812, entitled
"an act for .the re,gulation of the navy and ·privat.eer pension, and
navy hospital funds."
-· , ·
. /
1. A lisf of persons who have been. placed on the innlid pension
list, in consequence of having been disabled while in the line of
. their duty i!l the United States navy.
.
2. A list of pensioners who 1 draw pension~ on account of wounds
or other injuries re·c eived while serving on board of private armed
vessels.
3. A- list of widows wlro are now drawing pensions under the
provision_s of the act of the 11th August, 1848, entitled "an act
renewing certail) naval peG ~ions, -and extending ··the benefits of
existing Jaws, respecting naval _pcn~ions; to engineers; firemen and
coa 1-hea v.ers 1n the- navy,~ and to , their widows." And
4. _\ list of the orphan children of officers, seamen and marines,

who h_av e been pensioned under the act. of August 11, 1848.
The li-st of invalid _pensioners contains the names of all perso~iS
who are now drawing penSions under the act of the 23d of Apr_il,
1800, exce pt a few invali ds who have been pens_ioned under special
:acts, and to whose names an a sterisk (thus *) is affixed.
By t he provisions of the act of the 11th of August last,all tho se
'rtidows 'Who were drawincr pens i'on.s under. other laws when that
~ct passr,d, are entitled
pension's during their widowhood; and
tlrn act merge~ all .other Jaws respecting wi<l.ows o~ person~ who
seryed in the navy. I have therefore gixen but one list_ of widows
which em braces all who are now in the receipt of pensions on accou n t of the naval service of their deceased husbands.
I have the ho_nor to be, with great respect, your obedient ser-

ti

vant,

•

J. L. EDWARDS,
Commissioner of Pensions.
Hon. JOHNY. MAsoN,

Secretary of tke_Navyd

/

ALPHABETICAL LIST

INVALID NAVY PENSIQNERS ~

.

. .

..

..

..

COMPLETE TO NOVEMBER, 17, 1848.

/~

JJ.lplia beti cal list of lnvalid ,N a vy Pensl o; ers, complete to Novem,ber 17', 1848.

N'nmes of pensioners.

Ab b o t t , Sa ru u e 1. . • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Allen, Zepha ni ah ..••• • •••••••
Arla111~, Ge0rge . . ..... _.. ~ •.•••
A lexander, G eorg e . . .••.. . ..••
Ad:;\ms, \Vili i a m ••••••••••••••
AshlP-y , J ost->ph . ••••• ~ .•••••••
Alleorn, Jamt' S . ····~· .•••••••
Anrlrew~, R ob n t. . ..•.••.. ~ •. .
A u~t i n, Ttiorna s .•••••.•••..••
A cl a 111 ~ , J o h n . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
A dams , Alt>x anrl f>' r ••••••••••••
Andt-1 rson, G a bri el .•.•.....••.

Anderson , Joh n . ••••••.•••••••

R ank.

·Commencemen t of pension.

I

Monthly
pension.

searn-an ..••••.•••.•••••. 'NI arch 1, 1815 •••••• $5 00
3 06
marine ..•••••• ······ ~··, .JVIarch 1, 1801 .• • •••
quarter gunner .•••.••••• December 31, 1.836 ..
5 62½
ordinary seaman . . . . • • • . July 19, 1814 ..•••••
8 00
seaman •••••••••••••••• ·July 25, 1838 ..•.•••
3 00
ordinary seaman . • • • • • • • ,Dec e mber 18, 1835 .. 2 50
sailing master .•••.••••• January 1, 1815 .••.• 20 00
4 50
quarter gunner . • • • • • • • • Au g ust 1, 1829 ·-· •••
yeoman •••••••••••••••• _D e cembe r 7, 1838 ... 7"50
6 00
seaman •••••••••••••••• . February 17, 1836 .•
3 00
do .•••.•••••••..•• ·October 6 , 1812 ..•••
1 50
do . • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • August 1_9, 1835 ..•.
1 871
captain of the hold .•••• October 21 , 1841 .•.
4 00~
seaman ...........•.... June 2, 1843 . . ••..••
5 00
dO •••• • • •• • • • • •••• January 1, 1839 •.••
chaplain ............... .. July 1, 1844 . . .••••• 20 00
5 00
ordinary seaman •••••••• Octob er 8, 1846 .....
3 75
quarter gunner ...•••.••• S Pptemb er 19, 1845 ..
3 00
s e a1nan .•••.•••••..•.•• M a y 8, 1847 . •.•..•.
quart e rmaster . • .•...... S e pte mber 2 4, 184 7 . . 4 00

Al le n J arn es .•..•.••••••••••••
Al len , W il lia m * .•••••••••.•••
Anderson , Samuel T .... ..... .
A 1e xa n de r, Jo hn • ••• • •••••- ••••
Aggeris, Frede ri ck ••• ·•••••••••
Ar, rl eri-o n , Lew i s . .• .••••.•••• •
Anderson, Joh n .• •• • • H • • . . . .•
Burr, Nat ban ...•....••• . • . • •• qua r t er g unn er . .. ,•. . . .• Decem b er 30 , 18 14 .•
March 5, 1830 . . ... .
Dr)a.11t, Samuel ..•••..••.•••.. seaman • • • • •• • •.......• July 1, l 829. · · · · · · ·
do
••••••.••• • · .. · •
Dro,vn, .John .. • · • • · · · · • · · · · • •

1

4 50
3 00
6

00

~
~

IActs of Congress under whi~h
allowed.

April 23, 1800.
do

do
<l.o

<lo

do
do

~
~

t::,

do
do
do

0

do

?

do
do
do
March l, 1843.
April 23, 1800.
do
do
do
do
tl o
<lo
do

~

~

~

Darnard, Peter .............. . or~inary seaman ..•••.•.
:Brannan, John .••••.••• ·:;;, •• seaman .••••••••••.•••••

E e atty, Jo h n . . • .'. • • • •• • ·: • .' • •
· Erown, Luke . / / ••••• : • •• , • ·.'\
Bevins, J ohrj ..••••••••_• • • , • • •
:Bassett, Isaac ...• ' ; •• ::;· .••••·
Bostrom, John ..•••. : .-.; •.•••
.Boyer, Frederick ...••••.•• ,_••
D1rd, James ..••••••••••• • .•• ~
j
.Burnham, John •••••••.•.•. ; •.
.Butler, John ..•••••••.• ••••••
.Berry, John ...••.• : ·•••• ,, ••••
Drown, 4th, John .•• :: .~-- ~•••••
Berry, Edward .•••• : •• :: . :: ••
Banh m , James : •• ,' ;' : : • • , • • • • •
Bell, James ...... ; n:: .... . :; .
Eowm-an; Godfrey •••••-- :::: :: l
l3ulk1ey, Jonathan .. ~. ::::;:: .
.Barker, Edward ..••• ::: .• : •• ,
Baxter, John ..••• :: •••• :; .•••
Borge, Peter, .••• ·•. : •••• ••••••
:Brumley., John. :· ... ·. :: •• .• • : • r
Barker, William ..••• : ••• ~,. •
13 a ggs, William •••••••• ; •••••
Boy le, George .............. ~
Bruce,-Joh.n ..•••••••.•••.• •'.•
.Bain, W i 11 i a ni .•••• ~ • • • • • • • .'.
:Bunnell, David C; .•••.•••..••
Bowden, Thomas .••• : ••••••••
l3aker, Henry S ....••••••••••
4

'

,..

•

a 00

:Jecemher 1, 1814 .. •
June .28, 1815 ..•••• , 5 00

marine .••••••..•••••••• ·June 1, ,1830 ...... ,
seaman ..•••••••..•••••• July 5, 1834 ....... ,
quarter gunner ..••••..•• :F'ebruary 24, 1837 •.
ordinary seaman .•.•.••• May 15, 1814 .. ... q
· quarter gunner .........\ May ,30, 1834 ..•..••
sergeant of marines .· . ,' : ~ Septem her 5, 1834 ..
seaman ... .••••.••.••••·• ~ November 7, 1828 ...
master's 1nate .. •, ...... . December' 10, 1813 ..
· ~ea man ....•.•. : ; : ~: .••. N.ovem her 22, 1815. ·.
m~ster-at-arms .•••••.••• March 18, 1835 .••••
seaman .•••••...••.••.•• August 3,1; 1825 .. ..
"d O •••• • • •••• • • • • • • July 4, 1837 ....... .
ordinary seaman~ •• ~ •••• July 5, 1833 ....... .
seaman .••••••••••• : •••• August 23, 1823 ..••
dO , ••• • • ••• • • • •• • • September IO, ·1813 .
m id ~hip man ... : :. : ,...... June 17, 1834 ..•••..
marine ..• .••.••••••••••• May -18, 1836 . .•.• ~.
seaman ..•••.•••• '•••••• February 28, 1819 ~.
captain's steward ...•.••• M'ay 19, 1834 ..•••••
seaman .•.•••••••• ·•••.•. Septem b e.r I, 1826 . .•
ordinary sea~an. : ·••.••• )Jul y 1 , 1802 . . • ••••.
marine ....•..•••• ~ •••••• M a.rch 1, 1814 ·.•••••
. seaman ..•••..••.•••.••• November 21, 1837 ..
quarter g.un ;1er ....•••.•• November 1, 1$26 ..
du
· •••••••••• . Octob er 2·2 , 1833 ....
seaman ..•••..••...• ; .•• April 27, 1813 .. -;.•••
quartermaster ..••• ...•••. December 7, 1837 . ..
seaman • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • e; . • D e (~em ber 11, 1838 ..

4 00
3 DO
7 .50
5 00
3 00
2 25 '
6 00
9 . 00
5 00
4 ·50
3 00
4 50
4 00

6 00
6 00
9 00

3 50
6 -00

I

do
do
do ·

do
do
d·o
- db
<lo
<lo
do
do

°clo
do

~

~

d·o
do
do

~

do
do
do

~

do

6 0,0
6 00

do
do

·6 00
3 ,oo4 . 00

_do
do
do

9 -0o

do,

3 50
3 00
4 00
4 50

do
:d-0:
do

do

0
~

~

~

~

......

--..t

~

Navy Invalid Pensia~ers-Coatinu ed ,

Nam•s of pensioners.

Rank,

~

00

. • , , ••• , I Commencement of pensiop.

Monthly
pension.

I Acts of Congress under which
allowed.

.i

Berry, Rohert ...••••••• : : : : ••
Barrett, Joseph ••••_•••••• : ·:.
Bennett, John ••••••••••••••••
Blake, James •••••••• •••••.•••

Batts, Alfred ... . .•••••••. -~••
Bennett, George .••••••• ·• '· •••
Bryant, Lemuel ••••••• ••••••••

seaman •••••• r • ••••••••
quarter gunner ..• ·. : ~ .•••
seaman ..•••••••••• :: •••
ordir,ary seamen •• : •.•••
do ....
do
do
sea1nan ..••• :: •••••••••.
quartermaster ...••••••••
seaman ..•••.•••.•••••••
marine ..•••••.•••••••••
-quatter gunn Pl' , • • • • • • • • •
se~man ............. ... . : -.
quarter gunner .. .•••.•••
marine. ~ •••.••••.. ·•••••
cook.~ ... ........ : ;. .. ·....
capt_ain of the foretop ....
marine ..•••••..••.•••••
ordinary seaman ••••.•••
seaman ...•.. -•••••.•••••

........
........
••••

,.

ti

•••

Bosworth, Samuel .••••••••.••
.Barker, Jain es .••••••. : • ••.• .Bartlett, Thomas ..••••••••• ••·•
Brett. Edmund ..•.•••••••.• • ·•
Iliatle'r, Robert ..• :: ••••••.•••
BI air, Robert ••••• : : . , ••••.•••
ButleJ, Samuel .•••• ~_._..: ·: : ••••
Buchanan, Thomas ...•• : .' ••••
Ben son, J obn ••••..••••••••••
Butler, Thomas .••••.••••••••
Byrnes, Patrick .•••••••• , ••• ,
Burns, J nhn .••••••••••••••••
Ballard, Ebenezer ••••••••••••
do
Brady, John ..••••.••••••••••
Bent, William ..•••. •·::•• .••• quarterPlaster .••••••••••
l3ake,? John W. -'~· ; / . ~ •. • • · · sea~ an . , • • , • , , , • • ! • • • • •

................

June 22, 1289 ..•.•.• $6 00
April 17, 1813 .•.••.
9 00

Dec. i4, 1814 ...••.•
July 26, 1822 .....••
October 24, 1833 ...•
September 16, 1839 .
August 1, 1814 ....•.
July 3, 1823 ... -.••..
April 20, 1836 .....•
November 24, 1834 ..
June 12, 1815 ..•••••
April 30, 1835 ...••.
January 1, 1832 .. ~ ••
_August 28, 1815 ..•.
Jua·e 4, 1829 ........
January 20, 1844 ..•.
August 11, 1844 ..•.
May 6, 1843 ......•.
October 29, 1844 ..•.
January 1, 1846 ..•••
June 8, 1846 ....•.••
May 15, 1844 ....•••
September 26, 1845 •

5 00
5 00

oo

5
2 50

8 00
6 00
8 00
6_
oo
3 oo·
3 75
6 00
8 00
3 00
9 00
5
2
5
8
6
4
3

62½
62½
00
00
00
00
00

April 23, 1800.
do
do

dD
do
do
do

do
do
do
do

do
do
do

do
clo
do
do
do
August 6, 1846.
April .23, 1800.
do
do

~
~

t:1
0
~

~
~

t""'

:Bogardus, Archibald R.• •••• • midshipman ........... , April 6, 16'.l:7• .. • • • •

4

70

lhd gely, James ... . .... ..... . carrenter' s mate .... •'• •• Jun e 20, 1847 . . . .. . 4 75
Drown, Charles ••••..• • •••••.

marine . ............ . . . . .

Bullen, M art in ...••••••••.•• _;
Bullock, John ....••••••.•• .:.-.
:Breckell, Richard ............ .
Bell, Jacob ••••••••••..••••••
:Bines, Robert M ..•.•••••.•..
Baum, George ...••., •••• _.,._.··
:Brondi~ 1 Antonie .••••.•••.•••
Clark, Thomas J .•.•-•.., •.... •'•
Carter, Horace .•••••. • •.·••...•
Clark, J9hn .••••.••• •' • • • • • • •
Carson, Robert .• .- •••• .- .••• •' •"•
Chase,' Leonard ••••••••• •'•"•' •"•
Clements, John ••••• _••• _• ••: • .- .
Collins, Michael ...•••.••.•••
Caswell, Abraham ..••••••••• ,
Cole) Daniel H .•••••••••••.•
Cook, William .••••••. •.·.-•. • ~ ••
Cole, Ja.mes. · · · ·.. -:!••"•: ••••••· ••
Conklin , John .•••: ., ., .:••••.•• ·•
Christie; David ••••••••.•••••
Childs, Enos B .•.• · -·~·-"'._. •.••.•
Covill, Nathaniel. ••••••••••••
Chapman, Nathaniel ••••••••• ~
Cornell, George ••••.•••••••••
~ham plin, John C ..••••. •_••• ~.
Clark, John ..••••.•••.•••••••
Clark, Thomas R •••••••••.•••

quarte_rmaster ..•••• : ••••
captain of the forecastle.
-se a man ...•••••••••••••••
ship' s corporal .. : •••.•••
corporal of marines ..••••
ma ri ne·. •.••••••.•• ; .• ~-.
leader of the band .••••••
carp'en ter's mate ..••..••

August 21, 1847 ... .
November 21, 1846 .
October 9, 1846 -..••
February 23, 1847 ••
Septemb er 24, 1847 .
~eptember
1847.
October 3, 1847 ...••
April 6, 1847 ..••.••
April 27, 1839 ...•..
February 26, 1837 ..
January 15, 1838 ....
June 26, 1821.~..••..
August 1, 1828 ...•••
De ce mber 29, 1812 ..
April 22, 1834 ••.••.
September 30, 1838 . ,.
Decembe r 27, 1832 .•
June 30, 1836 .•.••••
May 1, 1823 ••••••••
December 31, 1837 .. ,.
January 1, 1841 ..••.
April 2, 1823 ..•••••
January 1, 1832 . . • •
June IO, 1815 ••.••.
Septe'm ber JO, 1813.
May 21, _1 831. ••••••
May 31, 1825 ..••••.

rn,

landsman ..•••••..•• • •••
boatswaiu's mate ....•••.
ordinary seatnan .•••.•.•
do
.•••.•• •
seaman ...•••..• -••...•.•
. do· ··~··· ••••••.•••
ordi_nary searua·n .••• -·.••-.
marine .••••••.••••..•.•
cabin cook . -•••••..•••••
se-aman . . .. : .......... ... .

dO · •••• • • •• • • • • ••••
marine .••••••••••••••••
midshipman .•••.•.•.•••
·quarter gunner ..••••.•••
dO
• • • • • • • • • •
carpenter's mate .•••.•••
r

•

seama n . .....•..........

dO

• • • • •••• • • • • ••• •

ordinary seaman ••••.••• February 18, 1823 •.

•

do

do

3 50

do

9 00
7 50
6 00
7 00

d9
do
do
do
do
d0
do
do
do

3 12½
3 50

ii 50
2 37½

2 oo·
7 12½
5 00
5 00

6

00

4 50
2 50

3
4
5
3
4

00
50
00

00
00

·9 50
9 00
9 00
9 00
6 00
3 00
3 75

·ao

t.tj
~

do
do
d~

't,

do
do
do
do
do
do

~

0
~

~

~

do
_·_do
do
do

do
do
do
do

~

~

~

.
·- '
Navy Invalid
Pensioners-Continue
d. ,

Rank.

Cole, Jo hn . .. . •• ,# ••••• ••••••
Cardevan, Ed ward ...••.•••••
C ovenh av en, Francis ....• . •.•
Cath cart; Rob ert. ..••.•..••••
Collin s, John . ••••••. ,••••...•
Coom es , Ge org e ..•••••••••••.
Can trill, Will iam .•••••.••••.
Carr, Edwa r d .•.•...•..••...•
Clark, W.illiam •.••....•...••
C onkli n, Joh n ........ ........ .
C arri ck, John •...••.•.••••••.
C ollin s , John ...•.•..••..•••.
Cha pp ~ll , William ...••.•..••
Cummins, Thomas ....•.•...•.
Cummings, J a mes .•••••.•••••
Clar, John ..•••••••••..• -..•••••
C linto n , Willi am . . : ............. .
Du nb ar, W illi a,m . . •• •••• • • •• .

-~
•

• I

Commencement of pension.

ordinary seaman .•••..••
seaman ...•......••••. ,..•
ordinary seaman .••• , ,, .••
sea·m an. . • • • • • . • • • . • • • • .
do ..•••••. .•.••••.. • •
d?
marine . . • • • . • . • • • . • • • • •
seaman. . • • • • • • . • • • • • . • .
ordinary seaman ..•••..••
do
. .. • • . . • •
landsman ..•• ; .••••.....
seaman .••.••. .'.••.•••••
boatswain's mate ...•...•
ordinary seaman ...•....
do
. . -. • • . . . .
professor' of mathematics.
la ndsm an. . • • • • . • • • • . . • .
sea rnan . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .

·········=···········

Dodge, Stillman ....•. • , • · • • ·
onigan) Tiµi_othy ..... , • • • • • •

on

do
uo

go

•, , • . . . •

MonthJy
pe9si~n.

February 6, 1832 ..•• $5 00
Feb ruary 28, 1836 ... 3
June 22, 180-7 ...••••
3 75
Septe.m ber 20, 1816 .. 6 QO
·February 9, 1813 ..•• 6 00
Julyl,1825 ..••.••• 8 Q.O
April 8, 1830 . .•••••• . 2 00
Ma,y 13, 1835 ..•••••
6... 00
August 29, 1842 ...•• 5~00
August 8, 1840 ..•.•• 5 00
4 00 ..
September 16, 1842 ..
February 28, 1839 .•• 3 00 .
9- 50 ·
June 7, 1843., ..••.•
5 00
July 12, 1843 ...•.••
2 50
May 16, 1844 .•••• .•.
July 31, 1845 ..••••• 20 00
August 27, 1846 ...•• 4 00
4 50
May 31, 184.0 ..... • ·

...••• • ...•..••• • January 1, 1829. ~.,,
. • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • November 11, 1835 .•
D ixo ~ , Jamts . ..• .• .• •.. • . , . •
Danvers , Daniel . .....••.•••• , marine . . .......... . · .. .. O ctob er 22, 1835 .. ..
ordinary seaman ..... , .. MRY. 1, 183 1 . • . •.. ••

Dunn . Richard . .. .•.. •... • ..•.

0

April 27, 1837 •• • • • •

6 00
3 00

3 00
3 33!
2 50

IActs of Cong~ess under whiob
'

allowed. ·

April 23, -1800.
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do .
do
do.

00
do
do

· do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

QQ

~
~

t:i
0
~

1
j.,&

Oetn ber

5, J~uo · ••..
gnt11\l:l' I • I t I t I I t I t I I I t
Dt\lrymp lt:• , Josep h....... , ... . se aman .••••• • •••••• , ••. February 24, 1814 .•.
Ded d ol pb,, Owen ..•••.•.•.• : • gun n er . . • • • .- . . • • • . • • • • • Jun c 25, 1814 . . .....
Douglas, .l\Tatthias ... • ••. • .• ••. searna:-1. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • April 23, 181.4 •••••.
Dunham-, J a m e£: ............. •• gunner ..••••..•••.••••. July 4 , 1828~..., .•.•.
Dan iel1<, John ••.••••.•••.••••• quartermaster •••••• : : : : • SE>ptember 7, 1816 .. ~
Dunn, John ..•.. : : .••..••• :: . marine ., .•••••••••.· ~ •••• , July i, . 1818 ·••••••• ,.
Davidson, John ............. . lieutenant .•.. , •• ~ •....• March 1, 1801 .••• ~-.
Daykin, Samuel ••••••. ~·••..•. marine ........... : •..... October 22, lS-34 ••••
Diragen, John ..••• .-.- : ~ ••.••• seaman ....• : .... ;;. :·: :: Decembe r 22,r 1815 ..--1 ,
Darley, James ...... ,. : . ••.•.. ordinary sea·man •• •·...:: .. March 1, 1838 ...••.
Darri11gton, William ....••. ; . yeoman ~-.•. : . . . . . • . . . . • October 1~, i~41 ...•
Davis, Jesse D ..... •, .... , : • • 0rdinai:y seaman .•••••• ~ Sep.t~mber 2, 1843. ·..
J?uffy, James* ...•••••..••..•• seaman ...• : •••.. ;::;:; . December 1', ·1842- ..•
Durnell, Joseph ............. . quart_erm aster. . . • • . . . • • • May 10, 1845 ... : •••
Darling, Benjamin F ..... . . :: . first cl,ass apprentice_. •• ;. Octo·ber 22_,: 1844 .•••
Dodge, Edwin J ......... : ... . seaman .••••••••.• ~. . • • • May..· ~S., 1846 ...... .
Duncan, John •.••.••..•••.••• Ian d_s m an . • • • • • • : ; . • • • • • Apr i I 6, 184 6 . . • : ·: ~ ~,
Dickson, William, •••.•••.••• seaman .•••••.•.•••• -.; •• ,. April 8, 1!:3'.4-7 .••• ~ . .. -_\
pougl_as, Archibald .•..•••.••• marine ..•.••.• ~ .••. : ... ~ August 21, 184~- ~.:.
Donovan, Jame E..... ::: ••.••• seaman .••••.•••.•••.•• ., . Novemb·er23,- 184:7 •.
f,d wards, Thomas .••••••.•• • • q uartermast.,/ r. . • • • • • . • • • January 1,~~8.23 ...••
Edwards, Stan<lish F .•.•••.••• seaman ..•.•....••.•.•• : · 1\/lay 11, J8~7 ...•••.
Elliott; Francis-•••• ~ •••••.••• marine ..••• ·-- .•••••••• .• 1 Ap-ril 20-, - 1837 . .•••••
Evans, Ebenezer .•••••••••••• seaman ...••.•..•••••••• March 2, 1813 .••••..
Elam, Jesse ..••••••.••••••••• marine ..... ~ •••••• ·••.••• August l, 1828 ...•..
Evans, Willram ..... .. ....... .
do .••••• • .•• • • • • • • • M.ay J, 1827 ....... .
Enos, Abner ..•••••.•••••..••• master's mate . . - ....... . June 4, 1830 •.••••••
Edmonds, Gardner .•••••• · ;,~•• ordinary seam an •..•••••• June 4; 1814 ....... .
Ed.do, James .••••••. ~ •••••••• • captain of forecast!~ ••••;. January 16, ,1835 ..••
lhrn n, W, l\ i i\ m . , ... · · . , , ..• ,

t.

JO QO

4 50·'

<l 0

do

5 00

do

10 00
5 00

ito
do

9 00
3 ,O,Q
2·0 00
3 00
5 00
5 00
3 75

5 00

2 50
3 00

2 OOr

do
do
do

do
do
do

do
do

February 13, 1845.
April 23, 1800.
do

3 00

do

00

do
do

4·_ 00
3

50

do

6 00
9 00

do

3

do
do
do

3

06

3 50
6 00
6 00
3 00
6 00
5 00

1 75

d,9

~
~

t,
0

9
~

0

d;d-6
do

do

qp

e-0

~

•••• !

Navy Invg,lid Pensfonei·s-Continue d. "

Names of pensioners.

Rank.

f

••

Commencement of pension.

~
Cort

I

~

Monthly
pension~

I Acts of Congress under which
allowed.
~

English, Thomas .••••••.••••. ordinary seaman ........ .
Edwards, George ..••••• ~ ••••• first class boy .••••••.•••
Edgar, Henry ..••••.•••.• : ••• boatswain's mate ..••...•
Evans, William .••.••.•••.••• officers' cook .•••••••••••
Farrell, Nichol::is F ...••...•• marine . , ................ .
Farrell, WiJliam ..••• : ...••• . seaman .. ,; ...• . e • • • • • • • •
Fisher, Alfred ..•...•..-~ ••...•
<lo
• .
- r.
.
Fogg, Warren ...••
marine
...•••••••••••••••
Flood, Jack .••••.•••• ·~·•••••• seaman . ............... .
Fleming, Andrew W .. ~; ~ : .••
do
Forsaith, Robert ..••••. ·. ·: ~:: . marine ..•••••••.•••••••
Flagg, William .••:•••.•.•.... lieutenant .• ·. -.'-. •••••.•••
Fallerhee, John ••••••..•••••• landsman ..•.••••••••• -~••
Fitzgerald, George .•••••••••• seaman . ..•.•....... ._ ...
Fitzpatrick, Michael .•••••••• master-at~arms ..••••••••
French, Moses ........•...••• sea1nan ..•••••••••.•••••
Foley, Peter ...•.•...•.··. ·.: ... marine ..••••••.•••.•• • • •
Fitzgerald, William .•••.• : ••. seaman ..•••••••••• -• .•.•
do
•.•••••••.•••••••
Fa 1v a y , J oh n· . • • • • • • ~ • • • • . • • •
Fry, Henry* .••••••.••••••••• purser ...... ·· ... • • · • • · ·
Fields, Geort:;e .••••••.•••••• • gunner's ro ate. • • • • • • .• • • •
Fatio,L.C . F ..•••••..•. ~ ••• midshipman···•·•· . • • • • ·
Franklin, Benjamin* . . .•••• · · • seaman . . • • • • • . • • • · · · · • ·
•

!,••. ·:·..... .

I

May 14, 1832 ..••••• : $5
May 21, 1837. . . . . • . 4
September_ 19, 1843.. · 9
Dec_e mher · 10, 1847.. 7
May 10, 1830 ......· . 3
June 4, 1829........ 6
May 15, 3835. . • • • • . 5
June 1, 1813........ 0
July 7, 1837 ..••..•• 6
Decem be.r 20, 1839.. 4
May 18, 179-9.
3
October 31, ·1800.... 18
August 1,~1827. . . • • • 4
October 11, 1838.... 2
June 4, 18g9. .•. . . • . 9
April 14, 183.r.•• -. . • 6
June 27, 1837....... 3
December 31, 1836.. 6

:a .....

oo'
00
50
50
00
00
00
87½
00
50
00
1

75

00
00
00
00

50
00
August 29, 1842..... .3 00
January 1, 1838 ...•. 2,0 00
January 28, 1841....
4 75
March 25, 1825 . • • • •
January 1, 1840.....

2 37½
6 00

April 23, 1800.
do
do
do

~
~

dq

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
.do
do
d·o
do
do
August 29, 1842.
April 23, 1800.
do
June 1, 184.2 .

t:::,_
0
~

Qr

!2!
9

~

.................

March 9, 1844 ••• • • · . 6 oo
Frazier, Jam es .• ••••••••••••• do
October
21, 1844.... 3 76
Finney, Robert .............. . ordinary seaman .•• .••••••
Francis, Louis ..•••.•.•.•••••
Finn, Augustus .•••••••••••• •
Farragut, James ..••..•..•• •••
Flock, William ......... : ••••
Fowler, Ezekiel ... ·••••••••• • •
Francis, Ed ward .• -•••••••••••
Fogg, Martin B ...... ~ .......
Goodshull, William · M ..••.. -••
Goodell, Chester ........... •.
Good, James ..•••••..•••• •, • •
Gerome, Anthony •••• ~ .••..• .•
Gregory, William .•••, .•.•.•••
Green, Samuel H .....•. _.. • • • ·
Gardn er , Daniel ...• ,•.•...•.•••
Geyer, John* .•.•..•••...•• • •
Grant. John ..•....••..• ~ •..•
Gunni'son, Wilpam ..•••..••••
Glas_s, James.- ..••...•..••.. ·•·.
Grant, Jarn es ...• __., •.••...• • • •
Gra n-so. ,J oh'h ..••.•••••.••• • ~
Green, 'Pe"ter .. • ·••••..••.•••.. ·•
Gill ow, William ..••••..••• •.
Ga r dn er , J erem:i ah .•••••••• • •
Gil body, Richard ••••••••••••
Go od win, Amaziah .•••••..•••
Goo _cl win ; Joseph H . • • • • • . •••
Gebhart, William ••••.••• .• ••
Grant, -John ................. .

dO
•• .• • • •• • •
landsman ............ ....
or<lin~ry seaman ..•••.•••
captain of the hold......
quartermaster ..•••••••••

July 14, 1846.......

3 75

May 31, 1845 .•••••• 4 00
Januar y 8, l846 ..... , 3 75 .
May 10, 1845 ....,• ... 3 75
January 29, l,847.... ,8 00
officers' cook.... . . • • . • • • October 15, 1846.... 7 50
marine ...••••••••.••••• June 6, 1848': .· .- .•••. , 7 00 seaman ..••••• ,..••..•••• July 15 -, 1825 ....._••• : .6- 00
ordinary seaman. . • • • . • • • December 12, 1834.: . 3 ..00
seaman. . . • • • • . • • • • . . • • • J an~ary 1, 1829. . . • • 12 00
do _ ................. Ja~uary 1, 1832_._.... 6 .00 .
marine . . . • • . . • • . • • • . . • • May 28, 1830 ....•• ; 4 00
quarterri:rn$ter ...••..•• -.• Janu ary 1, ·1819 .. ,. • . 9 0Q
ordin~ry se ama n..... . . • • March 28, 1811. . . • . 2 50
seaman .. -. ·.••• .•...••..•• April 6, 1815. . • • • • .
6 oo
do ... ,.............. Ma.y 20, 1813 .... . ·.. 6 00
ordin?-ry seaman • • • • . • • • Novemb er 24, 1833.. 5 , ~0
sergeant of marines .•••• October 24,. 1836 .•.•. - 3 25
seaman .............._••• _April 9 , J829 ........' 8 00
captain of main-top ....•. March 3, 1838 .•••••· 3 50
seaman ..••••...•• -. • . . • • Aprii 3, 1827 . . . . . . • 5 00
do __ ................. January 1, 1832. ~... 6 -00
ordinary sea~man • • • • • • • • January 14, 1818.... 5 00
do
........ Ja,nu ar y 14, 1826.. •• 4 00
s~aman .••••••••••••• _.,. • January 1, 1840..... 6 00
do ..•••••••••... -.. • :ti ovember 13 1 1843. ~ 6 00
do
.•••••• . ••• • ••••• · October 14, 1844.... 6 00
ordinary se_aman .• •• .••• July 1, 1831 . ... . . . • 4 00

April 23, 1800.

do
do
do
do
do
d,o
do

do
do

do

~

' do

do

~

do
<lo

-~
0

· do

~

April 2-, 1816.
April 23, f800.
do
do

9

~
~

do .
do

do
do_· - -..........------..
do

do ·
do
do

do

~
c.n

do

~

•

T
~
~

NavJJ 11},valid Pensi oners--C ontinued.

Names of pensioners.

Golding, J hn A .•..•...•••••
Green, James ••••.•••.•••••••
Gale, Henry . ..••.•.•••.••••.
Hatch, Jam es ..•..•••..••.•••
Herringbrook, William. . • • • • •

Rank.

Commencement of pension.

1---------------1

~

Monthly
pension.

-------1-----1------------

November 6, 1845 ... $6 -50
Septerr.i ber 23, 184 7 .• 6 00
Septen:iber 24, 184 7 ..
l 87½
July 1, 1814 ...•.••• 12 00
6 00
February 18, 1814 .•.
. do ...•.. , ......... . March 4, 1830 ..••••
3 00
do .•••••••..•••..•.• J u n e 25 , 1813. . ...•.
6 00
quarter gunner •••••••-••• August 1, 1827 ...... ·· 4 50
ordinary seamaa .••.•.••• J an1,1ary 1, 1832 ....•
5,
<fo
•••••••• J u1y 3; 1815 .. , .•••.
4 00
marine . •••••..•••••. .. .•• September 25, 1833 ..
3 00
6 00
searnan .................. . May 1, 1827 ....... .
do .•.•••••••••....• August 15,, 1800 .,..• 8 50
carpenter .•••••••••.• ·.-••• September 30., 1820 . 5 00
11
seaman ..••.•••, ..•••.... May 9, 1834 ........ : 5 00
. do
..•••...•••.••.••• August 9, 1834 ....• 6 0.0
6- 00
ordinary seaman ..•••..••. October 16, 1799 ....
4
50
October
20,
1830
...•
q uartei; rr1a~ter .....•••...••
or<linary seaman ....•..•• Peceru ber 25, 1819 .. 5· 00
3 00
seaman ... ······ ...•.... August 31, 1837 ....•
<1 00
June
15,
1838
.....•.
landsman· · · • · • · .•• • •...
7 1.2k
boatswain's mate., ••...• May 31, 1838 ...... .
6 00
July 1, 1829 .•••.•. •
seaman• · • • • • • · • • • · • • · • ·

se1:· geant of warines ...•••
sean2c1n ..•••••••••.•••••
quarter gunner ..••.•••••
· quarter gunner •••• .••.•••
seaman •.••..•••••.•.••.

Hogan, John.................
I-Iardy:JohnJ .••••••••••.•••
f.[arris, John. . . • • . . . . . . . . • . • .
Hu&sey, John .• ~. ... • • . . • . • • • .
Hillman, Simon....... .... . . • •
Harris, Elijah L; .............
Ham ilton, John ..••.•••.•••.••
Hoxie, Jolin.................
Holbrook,Samue1 F .... .......
Harding, Isaac ..•••••. .- •• •..••
Hendricks, Garrett. . • . • . • . . • .
Hanscom b, Uriah........ . . • • • .
Hall, John ...•.....· .•-.•••••~_...
Hale, Roswell .•..•..... : . ..•
~untley, Thomas ...•.•...•.•-.
Hathaway, Ephraim ...•....••
Hamilton, Alexander ..••...•.
Hamilton, William . .•.• • · • · • •

lActs of Congress
under which
a1lowed.

o.o

Ap-ril 23, 1800 .•••••
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

QQ

~
~

I""

~

0
~

. -~
~

i,,.&

1Iowe11, Joshua .•••••....• · : .
Hughes, Elias ..•••.••..•• . .•.
Hazlet t, ~obert. ...........••
Hampton , Henry . • • • • • • • • • • • •
Hamilton, John . ... ···· .· : ····
Hampson, William ..•• : ••..••
Higgips, Martin...... . . . . • . • .
Ha ys , Ch a rles .... .. . ... : ..··~~ ,H
Hatton, Samuel .••..••••...••
Holm, Henry II. ali as Ch,arles.
Henry, Johh ..••••• ····· :.-:: ,•
Harris, G eorge . ...••• ···.: . . · : .··
Haas, Char Jes B ............ : :
Hi II en , Ed ward • . • • . • . . • . . .• ~
Holton, Fr~nc!s M* ..••••••• ,.
Johnson, Michael . ·.•.• ••..• · ::
Jenkins, ·David. ..• • • • • . • • • . • • •
Jordan, Richworth . .".... . • • • .
Jones, Gil oert •••.••• . ·: . : ·•• . . .
Jackson, James .•••••••••.•••
Jon~s,. William •• : :. ~•.••• · .~.· ••
Irwin, Thomas ..•• ~ •• ····.-. ·: ·
Jones, Lewis .••••••.•.••••••.
1
.Joyce, John •••• ~·.'."•..• ::::. •
Jackson, Ichabod ...•••• .-;:-;..
.Johnson, John • • • • •• . • • • . • • • •
Jackson, John .•.• ·••••.••.•••
J_ennett, Joseph ••••.•• ; •••••
Jac}cs·on, '.flrnmas (2d) .• ; •. • • • •
Jameson., Sy I vest er .• ~.. • • • • • •
'

30, 1836 .... • • ·

5 00

April 23, 1800.

August ·2 s, 1837 .. ..•
Dece mber 12, 1836 ..

5 00
2 00

dd

Jun e 14, I 84 0 . . •••••
,Octbber 5,_.1837 ..•••
August 29,, 18:12 ..,_.•.

l ~6f .
6 00
2 62½

ordinary seaman ..•••.••• June
ordina·ry seaman ..•••• •••
mu~ician marine corps .•.
or d rn a r y seaman . • • • . • ,• •
seaman.··,· : ·····~ :: .· .- ;·
marine ...•••• ··· ::: .····
coal he.aver .•••• : • • • • • • .
seaman .. _. .......... _•.••.
sailmaker's mate .. ~ •..••
ordinary seaman ..•.•. : . .
do
...••...•
seaman ....•.••• ;. _. _._. _••.
ordinary seaman ..•• ~: :: .
do ,.
..•• ~·•. : _. .•
······· ······ : .•::: ·· ••.••.
seaman ...••.•• _. .; ••.•••
do .....•. : ..•.••..••.
. do • : • ..... : .·••. ..••
ordinary seaman . ~ ~.. . . • •
seaman ••••••••••..•••••
boy .••••..•,••••••.•• ·,·.·. •
marine .••••• .••. ···.·. ··.,· ,·
seaman .•.•••••••. ~ ••.••
ordinary seaman .• ". ·: . : . ·.
seaman ..•••••••••••• , .••
<lo ••••••.••••••.•••
cook •.••••••••.•••••. :.
captain of mizen-top .• : •
quartermaster . .,. • • • • • • • •
seaman: ••••••••. •:• ••• _. •
I

i,'..'!.a.__f'.,'i

t;,\>.

.

Decem her 14, 1842 •• 2 50
July 17, 1833. ···· :: 4 50
January 3, 1845 ...• _. 4. 75
Augnst 16, 1845 .... :. . :i 50
July 3 , 1845 .....•..• _. 2 50
.!\'larch 11, 1846.-...• ~ 6., 00
October 14, 1846 ..•• 5 00
Angus t 7, i 84 7 ...... 3 75
8 00
J-~inuary 1, 1848 ...•.
January 31, 1812 ...• 3 00_
Au g u-st 1, 1828 ..... .
6 00
March 15, 1836 ..•••
6 00
June 39, 1815 ..•.••.
2 50
March 4, 1816 ...••.
5 00
August 24, 1814 .. · : 2 25
1: 75.
January 31, 1837.··· :
6 oo.
October 27, 1835 ...•
August 30, 1839 ...••
3 75
January 25, 1837 .••• 4 50
March 28, 1814 ..••• & 00
October 29, 1839 •. _~· ·4 50
June 12, 1838 ..• ·••••
2 33 1
9 00'3"
June I, 1813 .••••.••
August 1, 1828 .• t • ••
6 00
~

l

I

do
do
do

do
do
. do
do
do

do
do

~

d-o
do

t:;

August 11, 1848.
April 23, 1800.
do
do
d'o ·
do
do .
March 3, 1837.
April 23, 1800.
do
do
do
e,:

~

0
~

~

5?

~

~o

do
do
do

--

Navy Inva~i,d Pensioners.:-:-Continued.

..

~
~

Naml3s of pensioners.

Rank. , . . . • . ..

-------------------1-----------Ingram, Edward . • • • . • ·: .· •••
Jeffers, Jarnes .•••.••••..•••.•
Jackson, Henry • .••.••••••••.
Irwin, Henry .•••..••..••••••
Jones, John .•••••.•••••.••••.
Johnson, Jacob ••..••••••••••
Jon es , James .•••••••••.•••••
Johnson, John ..••.••••.•••••
Johnson, John (3d) ......... ..
Jones , James (2d) ........... .
Jones, James* •••••••.••.••••.
Jones, James .•••.•••.•••.•••
Johnson, Ed war d ..•••••••••••
Jones, Charles .•••.•••• -~--:·
J eiferson, Walter .•••..•• ~ .•••
Kline, Nicholas .•••.••••••••~.
Keene, William C .. ,. •. ·.·.• .. : .
Kleiss, Daniel .•••..•••..•.••
Key, Andre,v .•...•••••...•..
Kelly, James .•.••...•...••••
Kenn<>y, John ..••..••.•.••• ··
Kiggan, John .•••••...•.••• • ·
Kensinger, George .. ~ •••.. • • •

I Commencement of pension.

1-----

boats,vain •••••• -••••••••
ordina~y seam~n .... , . . .
capt_ain of foretop .. ·::::
marine .. • • • • . • • • • • • . • • •
seaman . . • • . . • • . • • • . • • •
quarter gunner...... . . • .
seaman •••.••.•••• ::::.
<lo .•••••• ••••• : ::: .
do .••••..•••••••.• .'.
do ..•••. : •• _: •••.•••
blacksmith . • . t•
• • . . . . • • • .•
seaman ••
do .•••••• • : •••• .•••
quarter gunner .•••• .'." ...
ordinary -seaman .•• .': •••
sergeant of marines . . . • •
master-at~arms ....••...•
ordinary seaman.... . . . •
boatswain's mate ....... '.
marine . . . • • • . . . • • . • . • . .
quarter gunner.... • • • • • •
ordinary seaman ..••..••
master-at-arms ...••.....

u... .... . ......

Monthly !Acts of ~Congress under which
pension.
all~wed.

-----1-----

April 1, 183L. ..•.•• $5 00
Decembe r 7, 1805 .•• 6 00
S epte'm ber 20, 1836:. 3 75
February 20, 1837 .. 1 75
September 16, 1842 .. -3 00
N ovem h er' 22, 1843 •. 3 75
6 00
April 20, 1844 ..•••.
May 9, 1845 .•...•• ~ 6 00
March 21, 1845 ..••• 6 00
Se-ptcmber' l8,1845 •. 6 00
June 2 ../ 1841. •••••.• 12 00
October 16, 1846 ...• &-00
Decfmber 3, 1846 .• ·• 6 00
.July 7, 1848 .•••..•• 7 50
N overn.ber 4, 1847 .•. 3 50
January 1, 1832 ..... 5 00
-Septembet 10, 1813 ·.. 9 00
May 6, 1~29 .•.•••.. 5 00
July 9, 1839 ...•..•. 19 00
August 24, 1814 ...•• 4 50
July 1, 1825 .•••..•• 4 50
2 50
April 30, 1838 .•••••
9 00
May 22, 1819 ...... .

April 23, 1800.

'<lo
do •JJ. ·
do
do
do.
do
do .
do
do
March 3, 1837.
April 23, 1800.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do

~
~

c0
~

z
~

~

uo

J{elly, Thomas ••••..•.'•••••••• seaman ••••••..••••••••• April 25, 1815. • • .. • 4 00
Kel1y, Joseph.................
do ................. October 31, 1835 ... . 4 50

do

6 00

do

Keegan, John ................. quarter~aster .•••••••••• March 27, 1830 .••.•
Kidder John F . . • • . • . • • • • • • • apprentice .•••••..•••• ,•• March l; 1842 ..•.•.
Kean, ,Thomas •••••••••. ••••• • ~ea1;11an .•••••• .' ••••••• •. January 13, 1847 ...•
Lu.scomb, John •••• • .••••••••• ordinary seaman ••••••• January 15, _1838 .•••
Lang, John ................, • • • • seaman . . . • • . • • • • • • • . • • • July 21·, 1837 .••••••

1 75
3 00
2 50
6 00

Libbis, Edward .............. o·rdinary seaman .•••..•• June n; 1836 . •. : ••.
1 661
Lewis, John .•••••••.••••.••• 0oat8'Nain's mate ••• -. ..•• January 1, 1832 ..••• ·g 00
Lovely, John ... .. ...........,.,. ~eaman ................. April 23, 1835 .•..••. 6 00
Lloyd, James ................. marine ••••. _•. · ..••. ..~ ..... April 5, 1834. ·· .: ··· 2 00
Langley, Isaac ................ ordinary seaman •• : ••••• D ,e cember 1, 1814 .. . 5 00
Lloyd, John •••••• .•••• ,~..... ,. marine .• ., ••.•..•, .......... ~une 8, 1819 .••••... , 3 00
Lagrange, John .••••.••.••••• seaman •••••• · . •.: •••• ., •• ~oYember 30, f834 ... 4 50
Lewis; Robert. ............... steward ....... :,........ September 5, 1830 ... 6 75
Lee , · Richard ••••.•••.••••••• quartermaster ..•••...••. July 1, 1820,...•.... 6 00
Lane, Timothy ••• -: ~•.•••.••••• · cook.... . . . • . . • . • . • • • • • March 25, 1816 ....• 8 00
Lewis, Peter ••••..••••••••••• ordinary seaman ..••.••• J,uly 30, 1837 ..••••• 5 00
Leonard, John • • • • • • . • • .. • • • • • seaman. . • • • . • . • .. • • . . • • July 1, 1$29 .•••.••• 9 00
Lanman, John G ••••••.. •••••• quarter gunner •..•••• , ••• June 20, i836 ....••• 7 50
Lynch, John ••••••.•..••..••• quarterma~ter . . .•. .....•• .De<;;ernb~r -7, 1838 .. . 18 00
L.ord., Nathaniel .••••••••••••• qua rtermaster ..... · .••.• •• February 26, 1843 .. . 4 5D
Low, Jan:ies* .•••••••.••• •
sea.tnan . .•••.•••..••..• .- .January 1,, 1846 ....• 6 . 00
Loc~~sson, Thomas .•••• ..•• ·~~ ~rdirnHJ St:im an ~ •••..•• S eptembtc 4, 1846 •. 3 75
Lew·1s, James ................ ~10s p ita] steward ~ ....... December 2, 1845 ..•• 9 00
Ludlow, William ••••.••••••• quarter gunne r ....•.•••• s.,ptember 24, 1_847 •• 7 {>O
Lord, William . .• •• .-~.'. ;-·••.••.•• . seaman .•••••••..•••••• May 9·, 1847 .•.••••• 6 .00
L
L ·
..
.
aw~on, evrn · ••••• _. ~ ••••••• seaman .•• _••••••.••••••• September 23, 1847!. 6 00
Mart
Ed
d
·
-~-~-·-·
d
M
~
.
.
1n,
war .•••••.••• .-. •
o ..•• _....... . . • • • •
·-t rc h 3 , 1837 ...•••
3 00
Marks, Jacob .... .... ~ ., • . • • • . marine .... ,.i•••••• -~· •.•,-_. . June 30, 18,1 0 .•••••• 0 43¾
4

••

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

~
~

t:;

do
do

0

S')

do
do

~

9
t-'

do
· do

do
do
August 4, 1846.
April 23, 1800.

do
· do
do

.:

do

do
do

~

~
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Navy Invalid Pensioners.-Continued . .. ··I
Rank. ·

Names of pensioners.

Commencement of pensioll.

I

I

M,ont,hly Acts of Congress under which
pensio,n. ..
1tllowed.

-J\'.Ierchant, Richal'd .••••••••••
MotHJt 7 Janies ..•••••••• , •• • ,
Moses, James .•••••••••••••••
Marks, Joseph ...• ._._._ ,...•.•••
Myers, Edward...... • • • • • • • •
Murdoch, Thomas...... • • • • • •

McKeever, William .••• : • ••••

marine .••••••••••..•••. June ·3o, 1824. ~- ••.• $}. 75
sergeant of marines •••••· J une ,.7, 1837 ..•.••••
4: $7½
pu1ser's steward •.••.••• April 23, 1816 ••• .•••
9 DO
seaman .•.•• , .•.••••.• ~. May 1, 1$27 r••••• ••
6 00
do
.•••..•••••.••••• May 27, -1837 ........
3 DO
. do .. .• •..••••••••••• June 30, -1836 ..•••• ·.
6 00
ordinary seaman ••••.•• ,. Octo her 14, 1835 .•• .- ~ 50
seaman ...••••••••.•••• .• July 22, J.835 ..•.••• -,4 50\
cor.poral of mar.ines ..•••• December 31, 1814 .. 2 25
seaman ..••••.•.•••.• -• .• July 1, 1819 ..•.....• 10 00
steward •••••• _. ··· ~·· . • ,. , November 11, 1832-.• 4 5p
ordinary seaman ... .. .. ... . June 1, 1833 ........ 5 00
's oo
quarte.r gunner •••• ,. _•••• ,. MaTch 28,-1814. ~.•••
ordinary seaman .......... . November 2, 1807 .•• 6 00
3 00
sea1Iw1n .••••••.•••.•.•.• October 19~ 1837 ..••
5 00
do
••••••••.•• .•.••• S~ptem her 10, 1813 ..
ordinary st:>aman ....... . October 19, 1836 ..•• 5 00
do
••••.••• May 1; 1827 ...•.. . .: 5 Q9
do
.•••..•• October 23, 1819 .... 5 00
9 00
boatswain's mate ..••.••• August 1, 1831 .•••••

Munroe, John .•••.•••..•••••
McDonald, James ••••••.••••
Meigs, John .••••••••• .•••.•• ,
McGarr, John ....... •.•-.• ••• .••
Moffatt, Archibald ..... ........
Miley, Enoch M ..••• ~ ••• ,. .••
McMahon, Peter ... -••••. ,· ....
Meade, Samuel ., .••.•••..••••
Mattison, Andrew • • • • • • • • • • • •
Murphy, Patrick ••••.••••••••
Manchester, Giles . • • • • • • • • • •
Merrill, James........... • • • •
Murray, Colton ••••••••••.•••
McMahon, John . . • • • • • • • • • • • ordinary seaman .••••••• July 9, 1836 ...•.. q
31, 182i ....•
Marshall, George .•••••••••• gunner. • • • • • • • • • • · • • • • · March
May 28, 1814 . . . . . . •
McGill, Matthias ........... • seaman · • • • • • • • · · · • .. · •

·I

5 00

2 50
8 00

April 23, 1800.
· do

- dod.o
do

d~

qp
~o

do
~p
do
do

flp
~p

4i>

,Jp

<lo
cJp
do
0

do
do
•• <lo

.

~
~

~

~

~

·9
!-"'

Myrick, John •••.•• . •• . • .••.• . gunner•••••• • • ...

1

•

• •

•

•

Metzer, J o~n. • • • • • · • • • · · · · • • seaman •• • •• •••• • • • • • ••

Mo ore John .•••.•• • • • .•••••
- ona l d, Jam es ....... •••··•
lVlcD
M alp ri no, John .•••. • •• •• -. • • •
M cLaug hlin, Patrick; ..••..••.•
]Vf yers, John .• ! . . . • . . . . . . . ~ . .
Mclsa acs, Samuel ••••••.•••• •
Moran, William .••••• • .• • • • •
Marks, Enos •••••• ••·•·•·•·• • .• • •
McNeaJe, John H ...... • • .. • •
Mitchell, John ......... • • • ..• • •
McMurray, Matthew .•• • .. • • •
Miller, Thomas •••••••.• • • • • • •
Moore, John ..••••.••.•.••..•••
Middleton, William .• ,.,•.• • • • •
Me rcier, Henry ,J ...••.•.•. • • •
Mc Laughlin, John ..•••••• • • • •
Millett, Joseph ..•.••••••••••.
McCann, William ..••.•••..<.
Mitchell, James ............. •
Mu rt a y , Joh n . . . . • . . . • • • • , • • •
McKeever, Daniel .•••.• : •.•• •
M y ers, Augustus ..••.••
~
lVlcKenzie, John ............. .
M cDowell, John A., •••••••••
M (, ar, alias Myers, Charles .•••
M (~M u 11 en , Jo ~n • • • • . . • • • • •••
l\!Iorgan, .James ••••••••••••• ,
Moore, John (2d) ........... .

'

···"···d

'

dO

••••• • • • • • • • • • • •

Janu ary 9, 1838. . . .

1

3
••••••• • •• • • • • • • D ece mber 31, 1826. .
landsman. ; •••.••••.. • •• F ebruary 1, 1839 .••• '3
ordinary seaman •••••• .•.• Nov em b er 1, 1815 ..•i 5
seaman .•.••••..•••.•••• November I, 1828 . ...: 6
July 30, 1814.... ..-•• ) 5
boy
seaman .•••••, .••••..••. Decem her 5, 1815 .•• , 6
ordinary seaman ._•••.••• February 16, 1815 ..• 5
seaman .•••.•••••••.••• June I, 1832 ..... . .. • • 3
8
quartermaster ••••••••••• June 11, 1832. • n • • .
seaman. • • • • . ••••.•.••• S eptember 1, 1827... 6
4
dO
•• , • , , , • ' • ·, • • , • • • Octob er 23, 1829.. . ..
6
seaman ••••••..• -••••.•.• Dec ember 4, 1817. -..
January 1, 1837. . . .• • '8
dO
1
ordinary seam an ..•• ,••• • May 20, 1837 . .. .. • .
quarter gu-b ner ..••.• ..••• October 3, 1842. . . • • 7
b-oatswain's mat.e •••.••••• July 20, 1843., •• •• • '4
ordinary seam an ....•..•. July 9, 1844........ 5
seama·n ...•••••.•••.•••• ~. June 12, 1844....... 3
1st class boy ........... . . August 16, 1845 . • • • , {)
seaman .•••••..•••••. ,•• ·• December 10, 1844 ..• 3
1

IO

O

O

O

O

O

O

....

0

0

0

o

O

o

O.

0

1

o o •

•

•

O

•

•

•

I

•

•

• • •

0

•

•

dO .... , , , • .• .• • • ~ • • • • •
do ••••..••••• -· •••••
do •••••••••••.•••••
landsman •. ·• •.. ...•.....
ordi11ary s~aman , .••..••
quartermaster ...••• ..•••
ordinary seaman . .ii,~·:.\!••

<1o

4 50

do

I

do

August 1, 1837., •, • 5 00
February ~6., 1839 , . ., 3 00
' 1

•

do

00 ,
00 ,
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00'
00
00
25
50
75 I
00
()087½
00
1

00
00

Q c_t_9 b er .14, 1844....
October 4, 1844. . • • •
lVI arch 19, 1845. . • • •
De.0€.mber 11, 1845..
Ilec~m her 8, 1845 .•• 9
May 9, 184:7........

3
3
6
2
5

Oc-to9er 10., 1846....

5 00

00
00
00

oo

do
do
do

do
do

do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do

a-b

-~

~

.~
~

~

? .
~

do

do ·
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do

•

• • • •' " .. 1

o

~

Navy Invalid Pensioners.-Continued.

Q

Names of pensioners.

.- .

Commencement of pension.

Rank.

Monthly
pension.

j Acts of Congress under which
allowed.

_,-----------11-----1---------Mayo, ·W illiam . _•• ..•••••.••••
McCargow, John ..•.•.•• ~ .•••
Nickerson, James ..••••••••••
Nagle, James .•.•..••..••.•••
Noy~r, John F ....••.•.••••• :
Nugent, John ...•.•..•• -••••••
Nichols, Francis B ..••..•••..
Napier, William ..••••••••••.
New bury, David ..•• ..•. ,•.••••••
Newton, Willian;. ..••. ..•.••.•••
Neilson, John .••••••••.;. .•••••
Nicholson, John ..••.•••• ; ••••
Needham, Josiah ...••••.•••••
N els:on, John ••••••••••.•••••
O<liorne, jr., Samuel ..••..•••.
Omans, lsaa.c ......••.•.•..••
O'Malley, Patrick ••••••.•••••
Oatman, John •••• ~ •.•••••.•••
Phyfer, Stephen .•••.••••.•••

ordinary ·seaman ••••••••
quartermaster ••••••..•••
seaman .••••.••••••..•••
dO • , • • • • • • • • • • • • ' •••
m.ar111e ............... .. .... .

seaman...... . . • • • • .,•••
midshipman .••••••.••••.
corporal of marines ..•• ~.
ordinary seaman .•••.•.•
do
.•.•.•••
quarter gunner .•••••.•••
ordinary seaman ••••..••
quarter g_unner ••••• ., . ." ••
seaman .••••••••• ~ :·•••••
dO ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

-ao

.••••••••••••••••

ordinary seaman ••••.•••

landsman ..••.••.......•
ordinary seaman ...•.•••
Pierson, Peter •.•••.••••..••.. seaman ...•...•••• , •.•••
Perry, .James .••••••••••••• • • ship's corporal .••• • •.•••
Perry, William ............. . seaman.··•· • • • · • • • • • · ·
Pasture, Charles .... ....... • • seaman .. • • • • . . . . . . . . . . .

Febru~ry 25, 1846 ..•
February 9, 184 7 ..•.
January 15, 1815 ..•.
June 30, 1834 ..••• ,.,.
July l; 1826 ...•.. ,••
August 14, 1813 ...•.
June 1, 1818 .•••.•••
July 1, 1826 ...•.•••
April 15, 1836. ~ .• ~.
September ·11, 1814. ·January _1, 1832 .••••
August 30, 1842 ....
May 4, 1842 ..••. : .•
Ju I y 8, 1845 .•••..••
December 24, 1825 .·.
June 26, 1821. ...•••
Octo bee 10, 1842 .•••
April 3, 1844 ....... .
April 4, 1825 ..•••• ·
March 20, 1836 .••••.

5 00
4 00
6 00
5 00
5 00
6 00
4 75
4 ' 00
2 00

1 25
9 00
5 00

7 50
4 80
6 00
6 00
2 50
4 00
7 00
6 00

September 1, 1827 ... · 9 00
6 00
April 9, 1825 ...••..
5 00
March 4, 1815 ... ·. •

April 23, 1800.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do do
'd o
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

t:j
~

~

0
~

2!

?

....

Pa Herson, Neal. . • • • • • • • • • • • • seaman • • • • • . . . . • • . • • . • •

July 1, 1820 ... · · • • ~
Peterson, John • • • • • • .. • • • • • . ordinary seaman . . • . . . . . September IO, 1813 .•

·~ ,

.,'

~

do
do

8 00
3 00

do
do
do

do
- : .~, .,. ·.• May 27, 1834 ..... ·.· 5 00
Powell, Henry ..•••• ~:~ ".':: ••• strnman .• ~ •.••••••• ·: ·-~-· February 10, 1840 .. . 3 00
Parsons Usher .••.•••.••.••• surgeon . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • February 7, 1816 ..•• 12 50

Power, Edward.......... • • • •

Parsons: Tho!!ias B •••••..•••
m Perry, Payne . • • • • • • . • • • . . • •
.,.. Peck, Joseph •••• .' ••• :.: : . • • • •
Perry, Charles .••_.;...........
·Price, John ........"•••••••• :...
Piner, John .• ;:. : • ••• ·•••.•••
Peck, Daniel: •••••••• ::.··:: ••
Price, John ...• : ••• ••~···~···
- Parker, Richard .•••• : ..• ::..
Phillips, Nathaniel. ••••• : ·:·: .:
Peterson, Thomas. : •• ; : ••.•••
Peterson, John •• / ••• : : •·••••·•
Pearce, George .•••••••• : ••• :
Pickering, Henry;. : ... • • • • • •
Qu1lJ, David .••••.• ~-.· , •• ; ....
Quinnell, Henry . • :t.. : .: :::.
Randall, John •••• ::: •• ~ .••• :
Roberts, John .. :::: : ::: ... ••• :
Ro?inson, John.: :: ~; •• ; • . : • ;
ReICl, Jam-es-.~ ••• -; •• ;·. ·.-·••••••
Ritchie, 'I,homas .••, • • .. • • • • • • •
Roberts,
~ •.• _•••••••• ,
R
d J Jam·es .•ac,·,,1,,,-,,,..,.
ea , asper ..•• ·; •••••••••••
Rogers, Jo~n .•••. ·••• ;. -. H.,..
Romeo, John .• :_. , •• ~ •••••••••
.

-

seaman . _•••.•.••. · .• .":.'. Sep~e?1~er 1, 1808.,-,. 9 00
do
. • . • • • . . • • . • • • • • Apr1_l 6, 1815 ..-.••..
6 00
do
.•••.•.••••••••• October 19, 1836 ...• 2 50
•.••• ···:.:.
• • • • •: •.·::~
• ·• •·:• •.· Novem
. b er 30 , 1·s 31 •• I > 4 50
do
do
••••••••.••••••• May 11, 1835 ..•.•_•.
6 00
orElinary seaman· .••••••• November 6, 1828 : .• 5 00
seaman .••• : •. : .•.•• : •••• July 1, 1829 .• : . : . : . 6 00
do •. .-·.·; '!'-••• .• ::: ."-: . Au~u8t 30,1842 ..••• · 6 00
do - . . -.•• ::: .~:: . : .•.• July 31, 1842 ...•••. · 6 00
ordinary seaman . : ••..• ~ January 1, 1845 ..• : ." 4 00
seaman ••.•••.•.••. : •••• March 25, 1846 . • ::~ 3 00
quarter gunner .•• .' ...... August 6, 1847 .••• .".
31 75
seaman ..•••.· ..••••.•••• January 8, 1847 ... : .· 6 00
landsman .•••••. : •• . ·:: . March 3, 1847 ~.: ••~ •• 4 00
quartermaster ... : : • . . • • • F-ebru-ary 20, i816:.: 5 00
seaman .~ •• • ·.•• :: •• :." •• September 26, 1845 •• 2 00
marine ..•• : ••••••••. : : . SeptembeP,~2, _1805 .•• 3· 00
seaman..... . • • • • • • • • • • • June 1, 1813 ..••.• : • 3 00
m'aster's· ma·te •••••• ::: :·. January 31, 1813 .• • .!
1 2"5
ordinary seaman· .•• :-:·~-:-. Jan1.iary- 14; 1838 .• : : - 5 00
seaman .•••..•.•.•.•••••, · May 14, 1839 ... _•••• 3 00
quarter gun_
1 87½
.
•.ner .•••.••••• April 14, 1832
• - .. ·. ,._
:·•'-'•.•
seaman .•••.•••••.•••••. March 28, 1814 ..• : . 3 00
captain yeoman. . • • • • • • • May 18, 18.32 ..••••• 4 50
ordi1:'a~y seaµian. ;.•• •••• , April 6, 1838 ..••••• 5 00

do
April 2, 1816.
April 23, 1800.
do
·do
do
, do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

tl:o

.

do
do
do
do
do=
do

tzj
~

I:,
0
~

~
~

A

~~

~()Q'

~~a----et:)

o ·-:

~

~

\

Navy Invalid Pensioners.
-Continued..
.. -· -·
-.

-

.

~

~

)

o ·

-,

Rank . ..••.•...

~

I

• ..

t•

.,

Commencement of pension.
,-

·-· .

.
• . • ••
Reve 1, J o hn .••••.•••. : •••• : : brdinary

(

{"

a,

·.·. -·.·t. :.·::..·•

·<· ....

Monthly
~ension.

Acts of Congress under ·which
allowed.

,( _)

~~am_a:~::. : : ._. •. August 20, 1833: . ·. : ·•
Ragan, Burnet .•••••••••••••• landsman .••••••••••••• June 6, 1838. ·•• ·•. : • '·
.
J
.
.
.....
,,
••...
R an k rn, ames. ··:::::··· ·::· seaman. • ·•·•·•-. •• ·•••••·:·. •• ·••• ·• June 8, 1831(.~. -• . ::
:_
-Roaers, James ..•••.•••••.••• sailing master' •• ·•·• ·• '. ••·• ·• ~ Ju ly 27, 1_81'5.. -,. .J.'"'. _.;:
t,
J
C .... - ...•...
Reed, am~s .•• ~. • • • • •••••• ordinary seaman • •·: • ... ·••• MaJ_ 5, 1~37 .-...~. ·::
.
. •• •'• ' ••.• i
Rowley, AJo·nzo .•• ·•• ·••• ·••• ·••
d
March 15, 1836 ..•••
0
.•• ·::::::·1
Rois, Edward ..••• ·•• ·••• ·•• ·. ·••• ·• boy .••••...•••••.. .• • • · January
1827·.. ::.
·Rowland, Edward ..•• •••••• ·.:. ordinary s'eaman ... ·• : ·: \ --:; . Septem &e1: lll 1~~4..•
:RhoJes, Rosnante •• ::: ·::. ::. ·• seaman · : : : • ·•• : : •• ·. ·• •• ·• ·•• Dec'ember 5,; 1815 .••
Riddle, Samuel.~-•• ·.••• :. ::.·. I do , ••,••••••• ·. •:·. ·••• June 30, 1836 : .. ·•• ·•·•
:Randolpb, B. S . .'••• ::. : ·• ·..•• mid~hipinan ·.·••• ·..• ·• ·. ·•• ·• October 7', .1s·15 .••••
.Riggs, Daniel .• ·••
May 1s; 1836 ., .. ·•·••.
ordinary seaman •
Rose, Sallluel. : ....· :· :·.·:. ·... ::;. seaman •• : • •• ·:••• .".~.--. :. May 24; :-1836. ,.'. -. ·. ·•·•
.••..• ,. .
...
R ?Ife, N a th an; .••.
do ..• '.,:! 1• • • • • • • .' •• : . December 14; 1813' •.
·::: ...·/:···
Rice, John ... ·•.•..•..••.••••
do .•••••...•. '.'::.·:. July 19, 1830 .••••••
R?binson, William · .. :-::·:::: marinQ. ·;;·:· .'~':::• . ••·::; :. Jun-e 15, 1817 .• : • : • •
Riley, John ...•••••.••••••••
d O • _- : ·: ·: · : .' • • • • .' • • • • • July 1, 1831. ... .' •..
Richards, John.:.·.-.-.· ...• ::~· . quarter gunner. : •• · •••••• October 20, 1829 .•.•
Richardson, Benjamin .••••••• master's mate: .. : .•.••• · October 8, 1829 ...••
, -.
Richmond, John .••.•••.••••• marine .•••....•.•••..•• July 31, 1816 ...•••.
Roath, Stephen B ••• .- ••. : : : : • gunner's mate ••••• '. · •••• August 22, 1842 ....•
Raw!iley, Robert ...•..••.... • steward . • · • • • · ..• · ••• • · • December 30, 1837 ..
Rein burg, Lewis ...•••.•.••.• 1narine .. • • • • • • • • ... • • • • • January 28, 1813 ..••

:!

~
(-:,)

2 50

April 23, 1800 .

2 00
4 5'0
15 Ob

do

2 50

5

roo

d8
d'o
do
do

3 00

d~

'5 ·00

'd o
do

6 O()

bO
6 00

· 3

3 15

4 ·50
6 00
6

00

6 00
3 00
_ 9 00
10 00
1 75
4 75
5 00
1 75

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
J.V[arch 3, 1843.

.April 23, 1800.

t-tj

~

t:,

0
~

2!

9

~

edclington, John ........... ' armorer •• •;.._~; •~ .• •. ·•. January 3, rn4a, •,"

Romaine, Michael •.•·: ••. · ••. seaman •••• , , ·•• ,... • • •• January 20, 1845 .•••
Robinson, John.••••·••······ captain forecastle ...•.•. April 2, 1845 ..••••.

4 60

do

8 00

do

9 00

marine.... . . • • • . • • • . • • • July 29, ,1 845 .•.•••• 2 62!
do ..••••..•••.••••. July 3; 1845 •••••••. 3 50
sea.man. . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . June 8, 1846 .••••••. 6 00
do . . . . • . . • . • . • • • • • • October 16, 1837 .••• 6 00
ordinary seaman .•••.••• September 6, 1847 .•. 1 25
3·_ 00
seaman ................. April 12, 1848 ••••••
· do . . • . • . • • • • . . • • • • . May 18, 1848 .•••••. 6 00
, do • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • M a y 1 , 183 3 . . • . : . . . 3 00
ordinary seaman •••••.••• January 1, 1810 ..•·• ~ 6 00
master's mate ...• ~.: •••• June 27, 1814 .•• : • •• 10 00
marine ••••••• ::•• -. ·: .· .•• November 16, 1835 •• 3 .50
ordinary seaman . : ::·: ;; • J_u ne 1, 1827. -~-- ••••• 5 00
rnai.ters' mate ••••.. : •••. May 20, 1814 : . ••.•• 7 00
seaman ..•••••.• ;~ . ••••. ,J uly 1, 1829 ..•• · .••• 3 00
marine ..• : ••• :.- •••••••• January l _, 1832 ..••• 3 00
boatswain's mate ~ •• : ,. ~.• November 1, 1832 .•• 9 50
seam,an .•.••••••.•••• :: • . April 5, 1839 ••••.•• 2 00
boatswain~ •••••• : • : : ~ ~. December 31, 1837 •• 5 00
ordinary seaman .• ~;: :~ . September 27, 1837 •• 2 50
quartermaster. : • • • • • • • • • May 21, 1831 ••••.•• 4 50
seam an .•• ·t. . . . . . . . . . . June -30, 1837 ., •••.•• 6 00
boatswain .• .,. • • • • • • . • • • A prU 6, 1815 .•..• .•. 2Q 00
ordinary seaman • • • • • • • • Aug·u st 1, 1828 • -~. ~. 2 50
marine ••••-••.••••••.• ,•• July 26, 1816 .••••••
6 00
ordinary seaman ••••.••• !uly 1, 1829 •••••••• 5 00
sear_nan. . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • August 31, 1834 .•••• 3 00
Sn,dh 7 Ji1mes~ ••••• ,, ••••••• .• ordinary seaman ,_,\·~., •• __ December 2, 1837 ••• 2 50
Rundlet, Edward .• • • · • • • · • • •
Rugg, Charles .•••• • ...• • . • • •
Ross, J obn W •.•• , • • • • • .• ·, • •
Rounin or· Rowan, John .•.••
I
Rosson,' W 1'l].1am ••••••••••• ~.
. .
' •••••• l
Richards, John •••••. .- .• • •• • •
Robinson, Charles H ... .' ~; • • • ·
Staples, Nathaniel ..••• ·• • • • • ·
Scan ton, Patrick ...••.•• • . • • •
Stevei:is, Benjamin .••••.• ••··
Simpson, Stephen .•• : ..• •.•••
Smi.th, William ••••••.•••• , "·. •
Steward, Eli •••••••• .: •••.•••
Sutton, Harmon •••• ::: •..• ·••
Still, Thomas J ..•• ! : : . ..... .
Sheater, Char1es .•. ; : •••• • • • •
Smith, Thomas ... .": •••.• • •: ·
Smith, Joseph .•••...• ~ . • • • • ·
Sm it h ; A 1fr e d • • • • • . .... ; ••• •
Stevens, John .•.•..••• , •..• •
Sullivan, Jeremiah ..•--;-:- ~.'"':'": ', ••Smitii, Thomas* ..•••.••• ~ •••
Smith, Aaron .••••••••• ·••••••
Stockdale, Willi~m .••••••••••
Smart, William. ~••••••••.•••
Smith_, .lnhn ...•••.••••••••• ,

do
do
do
.do
do
do
do
d0
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
April 2, 1816.
April 23, 1800.
do
do
do

do

t.tj
~

t:,
O·
~

~

~

t-

tO·

~

w
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M~nthly
pension.

, " pommencement of pension.

I

--------1------1------

Shanklin, James ....••. ; .•.••• ordinary seaman ••••.••• J·une 1, 181:3. -: ..••• ; $2 50
Speddin, Robert ...••••••• ~ ••• lieutenant ••••••••• :.:.: 'IDecemb~r 5, 1823 .•• 25 00
Smith, William• ...••.• : ·• • • • • sergeant of marines.. . • • • January 7, 1841. ... _.
6 50
Strain, John ..••• : : : : : : ••,. : : : • seaman .••••••••••••• ·••• February 28, 1837 .•• 4 50
Spiers, J aines ....... : : ~: ~-::: . ordinary seaman .. .'. . • • • May, 5, 1837 ...••••
3 75
Smith, John ..••••••••••••••• ' boatswain •.•••.•.••.••• J;)ecember 31, 1827'.. 5 00
ScriYer, John ..• : ..... : .• ·. : •• · seaman ...•••. ,:. ·. ·•••••• April IO, 1811 ...·•..
5 oo.
Scbroqder, John .• ·.•••.•. :....
do ..••••.•.•• . : : . : ·. June 29, 1819 .. ·•••••
6 00
Sage, Otis ..••.•••••.•••• ·~••• corporal of marines:. : . ·. -. ·November 16, 1835 ..
4 50
Spooner, Samuel ..••••••••••• ordinary seaman .• ; •.••• Octob~r 15, 1838 :_•.•
1 66ft
Stone, Jonas A. -• •••• : : .•••. : . s.e aman •.••••..••••• · .... April 4, 18_2~ ....... .
9· OQ1
Smith,Alexander .•• :::~ ••••••
do ............. ·.~••• Ju1y26,.1836 .•••• ·•·•·· 3 DO 1
S ta1 lings, Thomas .... w
. :. -. ••••• ordinary seaman • • • • • • • • N o.v em ber 7°' 1826 ..• 2 50
Stevens, Leo'!lard ..• •[! •• •••••• : sergeant of marines ...•••· January 27, ~1837 ...•
3 25
Suter, R. S ........ ::.·.. ...... midshipman : ; ••••••••.•• December 16, 1814 .. 9 50
Stockwell, James ..• ::. ·. ·.-..... se·a man. . . • • • • . • • • . • • • • • February 28, 1829 .. . 4 5Q
Smith, Char l€s, 3d ...•••.• : . .
do . • • • • • . • • • • • • . . • • August 19, 1841. ... : 3 00
Smith, Frederick .••••••.• ::;. captain of the forecastle. June 14, 1842 ....-. · • 7 00
Smith, Russell .••••.•••.. .'.'.'. carpenter's mate .•••.••• Augusto2, 1842 ... · • · 7 12½
9 50
Staunton, Charles ..••...•.• .'. boatswain's mate ..•• : ••• _February 19, 1838 ...
1 50
Stevens Samuel ....••.•..•••• seaman .•. ••••··•··• ..•• August 15, 1843
6 00
' N h
· h
do
••• • . • • • • • . . • • September 18, 1843 .
Sh oc kl t>Y,
3 33!
e em1a ..•• ·•·••·
.
. ..
January 23 184;3 .• -,
ordinary seaman .••.. · • 1
· th Th "'S
i

Sn~ l

1

0

m ,.. .. - . , - . - - . - . - - -

IActs
of Congress _u nder whiQb.
,
allowed"?

•

April 23, 1800.
do
do
do
do
do
do
! ., do
do
f
do
i
do
L
do
i
do

t,.-.j
~
~

t,
0

I

do

<lo
do
do
do
<lo

do
do
do

do

~

\

n

~
?
t--

Seawell, J~mes ...

r • • • • • • • • • • •• •

seaman.······ .••• •·•••· August

1

91, 1843 ..• ~
•

Swann, Isaac...... • • • • . . • . . . ordinary s~aman .. ".'. : .. ~. 1. August 12, 1843. , . , •

Sm it h , Job n B . . • • • . ·. • • • • . • . • sea 1n an . . . . . • • . . • • . . . .. '. May 13, 1844 . • •••••
Stewart, Charles........ . • • • • • gunner's mate .•••••..••• April 30, 1844 .••••.

Sharp, Reuben, alias Robert
Gray~ ...••..••.•••• •. •••••
Smith, Edward ...•• . •••.•...•
Sawtell, Jason L . . :: .•. .••••.
Spicer, Walter ...••. : • •.• .'.'..
Stover, Caleb ..••.•• ::. ··.·; .\ ·••
S~ott,13e·liiger. ..• :::.":. \ .: ..
-, Thom.as, Lewis ... : •. : .: •• ·•••.
Tarlto11, John ..••. .i • .' ••••••••
Turnbull, James* .......... :..
Taylor, Owen. : ...• : • • • • • . • • •
Tindley, Thomas*............
_'Taylor~ John ..• : .••.. : •• ~~ : •••
Tonkin·s , . Jacob .. : .•••••. : • • • •
T aylor,
~
~
I*· .••.••••••••.
. .
...:,amue
T? n st a 11 , George . . •••_•••-• • • . •
Thomas, Isaa c . ..••••• ._.••.• ,• .
l'hom pson, Wilfiam •. :.:. . • • •
Thompson, James •••• :.-.•••••
Terry, Julius .•• .••-••.•• :-': .....
Tull, James .. ·.•••.•••••••••••
Townsend, HPnry •••• ~ •.•••••
Th omas, D av1. d ..••.•.••.•.• .••
Tully-, .Philip .••• -..••.•••.. ~-.
Tooley, Peter,..... . . • • . • • • • •
.turry, George. • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

·' - >< • • • •
quarter gunner .•.•••..••
ordinary seai-r1an' ••••..• ,.
coal-heaver ...• ·••... : . ".'.
ordinary seaman ...•..••
seaman ..•.•.....-••• : "..• :
second class bdy:.: a.. ..••
tnar-ine .•••••• :: • •-•••"•••
ordinary seaman ..•• ::! .
do
· ••• ::: ••
seam.an· .•• :::: ••.•••. : • •
. do ...... : ::: ••. ..••
quarterma·ster ...........
marine ...• : •• · .•• .'.-.. : ••,
· - .••••
· • ~..
•l
or d.1nary seaman
~ea man . .. os ~ • • : • • • : : ; !.
marin·e ... : : : : .••• : ... : •• ,
ordinary seaman . : ••.• : •
·seaman .. : • • • . . . • • . • • • • •
ordin-ary s-ea-rirnn .•• .•.• ~.
sergeant of marines .... ~.
ordinary seaman ..••.•••
·
marine
..• , • . • • • • • • • • • • •
seaman .••-.~•• ;· ••.••••. ;I_.
marine...... . • • • • • . . .. • .
boatswain o"••• ~Y. ~:,,~.• ••••
J

Jo

4 50

do

2 50
6 00

do

9 50

do

January 13, 1845 .... 5 62½
do
Februar:y 25, ,I8t!5 .. ·. 2 50
do
SeptemlYer22, 1846 .. 4 50 .. , ; r, <. do
_October 19, 1845. ·. •.. 5 00
do
July 6, 184~ ..• ~ . ·.••
6 00
do
_S~ptemberl, 1847 ... 2 25
do
May 11_, 1839'."::.-·••. ··2 66l
do
May 8, 1833 .••• t '. .,. 4 , 00
do
April 6,: 1815 .. ;. ;;•. 5 00
April 2-, 1816.
August l.9, 1812 : : •• ,. 6 _0 0
April 2-3, 1800. 'Apri-1 6, T815. ::: ..' .
3 00
April 2, 1816.
May 31, 1839. :::: ..
8 00
April 23, 1800.
_May 31_,_,1840 : .•• : ••
3 50
do
N ovem b er 30 i·:1,g9"0
i 0.:1 • • 5 00
March 3, 1837.
Apr i 1 14, l 8 36- •• : : ••
3 00
April 23, 1800.
October 3Q;l826:. ~.
6 -oo
do
May 20, 18~6 ..•.•••
7 50
do
June· 30, J836 ..... ! .~,- 6 00 1 ,Fit,•_ ( _:; do
Augpst 31, 1812 ..• ~. 5 00
ftt)
June 29, 1816 ...••••
5 00
do
December 18, 1814 •. 5 00
tlo
J.anuary
~
I:, 1806 ...• ~. ' 3 oo ' ,;.1 dl:.., , do _Ji··
January 10, 1816 •• :~~ 6 QO _~---··..:=:
do_
J anuary 27, 1837 •••• 3 50
do
I ) I:"

:r

~

I

~
~

0
0

n
~

9

?-"'

...:a...-;....c ----.-;:

L

0

August 9, 1839 .. , •••
\

3 33¼

do

<.e
en
- ~

• ' • •

• ~ • •

• .~. e

et,

Navy ~nvalid Pensione;s-Continued .
. Rank.

Names of pensioners.

Commencement ofyensiim,

Tho'm pson, John ....••.. ·•••••• quartermaster .. ".: ••.••••
Taylor, George.~ ·•••••••••••• first class boy ..• ; •..••••
Toll om, J o'hn ••••..••.•••.••• seaman . ...•...•.•......
Thomas, Jamel!! ..•••.••••••••• quartermaster .. ~ ••••.•••
Taylor, William ...•• : / •••.••• ordinary seaman •• : : ·. ••••
Taylor, William ....•• ::'. ••••• seaman .••••.•.•• -~\·.·.·•••
Thompson, John; 4th .. : : : ~ ·. -~.
do ..•.••....• ·:..•..
U nderw0od, Benjamin ••• .-·::. ·. ordinary seaman .•••.•••
Uph!1m, George .•••••••.• .'.:. marine .••••••.••• : ~ ·.-. "••
Underwood, John .••• ~ ••••••• carpenter's mate ..• ·• ".~.••
Van Horn, Gabriel ..••••••••• marine .. ..............•.
Venable, William ••••.•••.••• boatswain's mate ..• .': •••
Vincent, John S ... : ••••.••••• captain of the hold •• : •••
Verry, Edward .••••.•••••••• ·• ordinary seaman ..• : • : •· ••
Whitney, William ... ::.-•••••• seam an ..••••••• .• •••.•••
Webster, John A .••••• 1. •· :. : . · . sailing master ..•••. ~.: : ·'.- •
Woodbury, Peter ...•••••.. .'. quartermaster .. :·•• ; •••••
vVoods, Robert .••••••••••.••• sea1nan .•••••••• : :: . ; •••
White, Charles W ...... ..... . ordinary seaman .•••..••
Wright, Reuben ...•••••••• •.•• carpenter's mate ••••••••
Wiggins, Caleb J .•••••••••• • 0rdinary seaman • •••••••
Williams, Henry R• •..••••••• yeoman ~ • •_•. • • • • • • • • ••••
•

:W-illiaros 1 John • , , • , , •, •, • • • • seaman, , , • ! • •

"l

,.

, , •, •• ••••

~ ...

¢"/'"
Monthly
pension.

May 23, 1844 ..••.• : • $2 00
January 22, 1844 ••• 3 50
May 14, 1845 .•• ; •••
3 00
December 12, 1844 •• 6 00
February 27, 1845 .•• 3 75
April 8, i846 ..•••••
6 00
March 18, 1848 .••• ." 4 50
April 24, 1815 .••••• 5. 00
July 12, 1816 ..••••• 3 00
August 16, 1844 •••• 9 50
December 23,. 1837 .. 3 50
May 2, 1834 .• .-..••• 4 75
1 75
April 5, 1843 ..•• ·•••
June 22, 1842; ..••.• 5 00
N overu ber 1, 1818 .•• 8 ' 00
September f3, 1814 .. 20 00
March 18, 1813 ..•.• 9 00
December 31, 1836 •. 3 00
February 17, 1837 ... 5 00
August 30, 1814 ..••• 8 00
May 23, 1814 ..••...
August 2, 1840 ..••••

July 1, 1818 ••••• • • •

3 00
7 50
6

oo

I

Acts of Congress under which
allowed.

April 23, 1800.
dg

do
do

do ·

tzj

do
do
do

t,

do
do
do
do
do
do ·
do
June 30, 1834.
April 23, 1800,
do
do

I

~~

l\farcR 3, 1~37.
.April .23 1 1800,

~
0
~

~
?
t"-

Waro,Joseph .....•. _..•..•..•

do .•••••••••••••••• Julyl,J818 ........ 6 00

Williams W1lliam...... . . . . . . marine ........ • • • • ... • • • July 9, 1838 .. •• . •,,
Welsh William S ... .' ........ seaman ..•••••••.••••••• May I, 182'7 •••••••.•
•
'
I Wilson,
James ...•.•••••••••.
Wright,J3:mesB •• ~. ·. ! · ,••••,•
Weeks, Charles .••••• _._••• •!'u
W~Uiam s, Francis •••••• "" .. ,,
W dey, ' George ....•••••••.•• ,
Waters, John .•••••.•••••••• ,
Woodhouse, James •.••••••• ~-·
Wilson, George .••• : , • • • -, ~!~_ ~!
Williams John··· ~··· _•••• • ! ! •
Williams, Jack ..• ! . . . . . . . . . ! .
Watson, Daniel ••••••• .• •••• p .
Wheeler, Charles····~~ ••••••
Waro, Henry •••••••••••• ••H
\Yalpol e, Henry ••••• ~' !~ •• •. • !,.
Wil_]iams, Henry. ·--n :.: "~!!:. •
White, Solomon ..••••.• , •.• , ,.
Ward, Thomas .••••• _..,.., • p .
Ward, W-illi am . • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Welsh, William ... \ t · ~ · ; . -;,~~
Wright, John (2d) ..• ~ -r .,.. .....
W~a.~er, Willia!Il A ....... .H••
Williamson; James .••••••. u,..
wright_, Joh!!.·.:: '.'..1 •• ·-~ ·- -~ ••
W ~t-ers, Jolin ••••••••••••.•••
,vines, !ames._u •• -.-••• .- •••.•••
W}cks, ~fllia@ -~ ·-~"cc •• •• _. ~"••
Wiley, Elias .••••••••••••.• ·••

, ..
•
quartermaster...........
do .• ·~•P••·····
seaman ..•••.•••.•••••• .•
Jands':llan-.! n . . ., . . .. . . . . . ..
seaman .••••• ., • , ,. ...... do •.•••.•••••• " • • • •
do ..................
--do .••••••••••••••••
captain ofioretop •• __. ....
seaman. • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • •
carpenter's mat,e • • • • • • • •
· seaman .•••••• •P•~• .····
quarter gunner ...........
seaman .••••••••••• , •.••
ordinary ~eall;lan . ••••••••
seaman .•• , , t • • • • • • • • • ,. •
captain of the fore1op .....
seaman .••••.•••• ., • • • • •
ordinary sea!Dan,. •• ,. ••••
do
. , ....... ,.
midshipman .•••••· • .' •••••
armorer q . . P • • , • • • ~ • • • •
q!Jarte:r: -~ nn~r •• ! ~. ._ ~- !. · · ordinary seaman . ~.. • • • •
seaman .••••••••••••••••
~~!d~n_ary seaman-'-'•••• ,;:. .~.
do
•• •• ••••

' 1~,~1~\-t'1

'\-,.\,}.~'p\

J u }y 1, 1817 ••••••••
' (, l
Mayl,1831. ..•...•
February 23; 1830.n
January 15, 1$-38....
1

3 50

do

6 00
9 00
900

J··· do
do

6 00

A 00
March 1, 1837 • • • • • • 3 00
Septem her 30', 1~38..
3 00 '
1
March 17, 183"6 . " ._,.. .
6 00
March 23, 1838. ~... 6 00
Septemoer 9, 1836 ••
87½
March ,22, 1828'. . . • • 6 00
May lb, 1838.••••• "' 4 75 ::
October 3, 1836 ..•.• ? go l
May 27, 1833~ ••••••
9 00
October_2', 1820..... '3 00 March 3, 1838' •••••• 9 00 i.
February 29, 1812:... 4 00
J a.nuary -14, 1835. ~ • • 7 ~0
August 1; 18~2...... 6 00,
January 1, 1822 .••• , 2 50
May 1, 1822. : .•__; .•.• .; 5 00
June 1, 181~--~- ; ... 9 50
September 1, ,l831 n
6. 0.0
_N oyeniber 7,~18-36_.__•. _ 5_62}
Apvil 24, 1824...... ,5dW
March 28, 1824 /~... 6 ' -00 ·
Au_gust 4, l_fil3 ·-·~·.. 4 _90
September 10, 1813 . 2 50

i

'

.

00

.
Q

do
do
do
do
do

do

-

do

do

~

do
do
do

0

~

t::i
r;>

do

do

~

do
do
- do

; ~

J

~

do
do
do
do

d,o '~ou·

-

do

-

.do -·.----- - do 'do ~.,-';! uoqu. ili.J)!<•F
do

~
C')
~

Navy Invali4 f.ens{~~ers---:C.ontinued.

e-0

~

00

.

Ratik. • · • • • • • • • I CommenoeQJ.ent 9f'p'ension .

Wright~ "William .•••• ! • • • • ~. •
Welsh, Thqmas. •••• : .•••••••
... Williams, SamJJel ••••••••••• •
Wagner,
Willia·rp. ••• ~ •..•••••
•r
W ,hit~horn, Danie.I.. .••• • • •: :_•
Willia
John ••••••.•••..•
..
q. ms,
}
.
\.Vyman, Joshua ..•• : ••• n·!~.,
Wolfenden, John ..•••••...• : .•
Williams, Charles ..• ~ •..••• .'.
Williamson, Charles L ....... .
White, John .••• ••.•.. !. : :.t ~-· · · ••
West, John W ...••.••••.•• , !l t
Wentworth, J qhn ••••• ~ ••••••
White, John (2d) ..•••••. , ~"
Wiley, Robert L. ,:, ~ P .. . ,. .•
Ward, Thomas .• ~ ·, ~._._, .••.•••
Wales, J£hn. : ~~ ; ~·· . .- •.•_..•••
Wood, Joh n .' ••• ~ ••..••••.•••
Williams, James ... ! ! • • • • • • • •
York, Richard G .•.••••.••••.
-

a

Y O St ,

!? ~ ~ _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

seaman . • , ••••• , • ,. , .• ••••
quarter gunner ........ , ••••
quarter°laster .••••••••••
quarter gunner ••••• ~-.•••
- · dO
• • • • • • · • . ;- ••
ordinary seam an .•••.•••
sea,µan • ••• 1'~ • • , . ~ • • • • • •
dO ••••••••• • , •• • • • •
ordinary' sea'm an ••••.•.••
commander ..••••.••••••
seaman . . , , .....•.•.....
lieutenant .•••.•••• , ••••
seaman . .. _,_~ ............ .

dO

• • • • • • • • • • • • .•• · -· •

ordinary seaman ........... .
do
••••.•.••
seaman . .......•........
do

do
do • • • ' • • t • • • • . • • • • • •
mar1ne ...•••..•••••••••

Number of navy invalid pensioners 603.
25, 1848.

PENSION 0 :FFrn'F., November

; "',.,

l\folithly
p_ension.

i\.~gus_t 31, 183·~; :, ••• $,~ 'oo
Febrnary 26, 18.20 .• ~ 12 OQ
Septe{Dber -1, 1827 .••
Dec,e,mber . 3~ 1~19 .. ••
June 21, 1842 .••••••
May 1, 1843 .•••. ".
N ovelJlber 29, 1842.,
March 3, 1843.: ..••
August 4, 1840 .•••••
June 18, 1844 .••••••
May 30, 1845 ..•• H.
:riTo-yembP.r 21, 1844 ••
May 16, J846 .....••
October 3, ·1845._.•••
May 4, ~1846 ••• , .•••
November 5_, 1845 .••
January 25; 1847, .••
October 8, -1846 ..•••
January 9, 1847 ..•.•
January 13, 1839 ... .
July 13, 1847 ...... .

6

00

~

5g

J o"

2 50'
6 00
8 58½
.3 75

39 P,o·
4 p,O

IActs of

Congress under which
allowed.

April 23, 1800.
do

dv
do
do
do
do
do

do

d~
do

5 62½

go

3 00

d .o
do
do
do
do

6 Q0 :5

00

5 00
'i

50

2 33!

do

6 00
3 00

<lo

2 33½

do

do

Annual amount required to pay them $38,254 35.
J. L. EDWARDS,
Commissioner of Pensions .

~
~

i::;
0
~
-~

0

~

No.'2,

\

List of persons r·estored to tlie roll of privateer pensioners, complete to November 11, 1848.
Names of pensioners.

Rank.

Commencement of
pension.

Monthly pension.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,_ _ _ __;,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- 1 - - - - - - - - - 1

Alb:ree, George.. • •• ~ •••. i:". ~.. Cabin boy. . . • • • . . • • • • • . . • • • • July
1, 1837
Austin, William . ~ ••_....... -•.••• -Commander .••••.•.•.•••••••.••••• do ..•••••
Boomer, David···~··· .. ·f•·•·· ..-.. Seam·an .·......... .. ... . ,,~·. ".·. ·.·,,.,•.·. ; ..... ·dJo ....... .
.Barr, jr., James .••••••.••• ···.'. · Captain's clerk-~ -· ·. :-•• ·~·-··· • ,· :··-do.·· .: ··:
Balster, John .••'. ••• ; ••••••••• \ Seaman ..•••••.•••••.•••. •••.. •••• do ..••••.
.Baker, John ..•••••.•••...••.. _.. Qu~rtermaster .•••.• _...•••. ~ •.••••. \lo ..•••••
Churchill, .Benjamin K . .. .•. . . • • Captain .••••••..••••.•••.•••..•••• do ...•.•.
Cook, John ••.•••.• _•••• ~-·· •.••• Seaman. .•••.• ••..•••••.••• _.••••..••-. do .. ••.•.
Cole, Ed,va·(d ..•••••.,.~/ .·••.•••.••• do ...•• ,-:- , ..•••. : • • .•: .• .• : . Jan.
1,1837
Carlow, John........ ":,•••••.• ~·••• Pilot ..............·.~: •••••· •.· •••·~ July
1; 1&37
De Motte, Lewis .•••••••••.•.••• Seama~ .,..•• .-.~••..•• · ..•••. : • • July
l, 1836
Edwards, John .••• ~ .••.•••..•• Lieutenant ................... · July
1, 1~~7
Elwell, Samuel ..•
Seaman ..••· •••.•• ·••..•••...••••••• do ..•• .. •.
Foot, James ..•••.•••.•••.••••• Prizemaster ..• --; ·. · ••••.•.•..•••.••••• do .. •;!~\ -' .
Fletcher, Henry~ . • • • . • • • . • • • • • Seaman ...••••.• ••...•.••••..•••.. do ..•••.••
"Gamage-, ·Joshua, jr .. ~-: ·. : .-.-:-. -..•..•• ao' :-.-. : ...... .-: . . ~-. :~ .. ; ....-~.. a-o, .- ..••..
Goodwin, Isaac .••••••..•••.••• ·••.• do .••••••••••••••••••••.•.••••• do ,., ••••• J
Hamilton, Empson ..• ~,•..•• ' ~~. . Marine ..••• ; •.••••.••••.•• ~ Jari.
1, 1837
1
~dward. --~·····-· : -~·· ··• __Boatswain.! ... · ~·-··· .•••.•.._i July
l _, !_837 ~
1 er, James ..•••.•••.. '••.••• ·Seaman ................ , •.••••.•••• do .•.•••.
Nan ts, John ..•• -:,.,r.\ ••• •Ii.:'
•,•.•i•.. Lieutenant ••• ,_1, ...-.~••• .• , • , ••~. :.- -'•1•.• ••• do
' :i.i
, ft . . . .

••••••••••

.

1~~ 1t,

i,;

y

H·

,.

-,; ,_.

-

..:..1:

· ~

•

· ~

I

Act of Congress
under which allowed.

. ,_,_ _..;;.__ _.......,;__

Ju-ne 15, 1844
do

$3 00

15 00
·3 00
8 oo. ·
2 00
2 00
20 00 ,I
6 00
4 op
· 4 00
~

9
5
9

4

··-··- 3

5
6

10
·6

00
00
O.Q
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

12 00

, do

I

do ·
do
do
do
do

<lo
do
do
do
do
do

'\

~

.~

J:,
0

~

~
0

t--

do

do
do
do
do
do
do ·

e.o
~

-~

f.O
-,f

· · · · No. ~-List of perst>ns-;restored- to -the roll of pri'vateer p~nsions-Continued.

.

.,

. . ... .

1,Monthly pension. "I Act of Congress un.
der which allowed.

Commencement of
pension.

Rank .

Na.mes of pensioners.

. .....

$6 00
3 33½
10 00

ickering, Daniel ..••.·•••••· .·•·•·•·•·• Carpenter's mate ...••••,. ·. ·: .~. ·••. Jan.
1, 1836
R owe, James •••••.••.. ~.-•...••. Prizemaster ...••. ·.·•·•••••.••• Jul)'
1, 1837
Sa,'"'yer, James .•• ·•••.•••.••••.•••••• do ...... .............. ·••• Jan.
1, 1837
1, 1837 .
T aylor, Thomas ..•••• ·•.•.• .•••• Gunner's mate ..•• ·••...•••• ·•• July
l;Jpton, Benjamin ••..•..••• ·.~····· . C0mmander .••••••.••••• ·•••••.••••• do ..•••~••
Y an Vorst, Richard .••• .•·.·.·•· . .. -. ·. Quarter-gunner ..•••••• ••·•·•••·•·• Jan. ·
1, 1837
Weston, Nathaniel. ••••••• ·••• ••• Seaman .••••••••••••. ·••• -~.._.: ,. July·- · 1, 1837

6
10
5
3

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

00

00
00
00

trj
~

t:i

0
~

.

~

..

.

t !1 !1 ·f v

1 • , ~ .... ·--.._ • " ~

Numµ er of privateer pens1o~s •••••• ·· : · ; ·, ·. :._·:~ : .- : : : .· · ••••• .•_••.
.l

,

. •

•

,

•

•

.,_

•

,

~ ,

~

:

:

•

••••c• •••••••

•

.......

I;. !-1Jl. ...

28

. , ·, ""··

$2,224

Annual amount required to pay them.:-.•.· •••••• .r .c•• · •• •·: ,:·••• • • ••• -•••• • .·.·.--•• • • • • • • • • • • · --~• • •
•

PENSION OFFICE,

,November 25, 1848.
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'
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J. L.<J EDW ARDS,
Commissioner Qf Pensions-. --

" l~

·r-·

iv\J~· J

•

~

9
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No. 3 .

A list of the widows who are now drawing _pensions under the provisions of the act of the 11th of .llugust, 1848,
:._ entitled ".IJ.n . 11,ct renew'ing certain naval ptnsions, and extending the benefits of existing l&ws respecting naval
_pensions to engineers,firemen, and coal heavers in the navy, and to their widows."
. Names of widows.

Names of their husbands.

Their husbands' rank.

Mont?lY pen-1 Commenc_emcnt
s10n.
pension.

·,

or

- -··Anderson, Emma .•••••..••••
Archer, Mary P .••••••.•••••
Adams, Elizabeth •• ·•••• ..••• .•.•
Achmuty, Louisa .•.••.•••••.•
Adee, Amelia K . .•••••• ·•..•••
Alden, Alice B .•••••. ·.-.~•.•••
Annis, Sally .••••••.•• ·•••.•••
Aikins, Hannah . ·.·• • _;_ ~···· •••••
Boyd, Mary A ..••••• ··. ~.". ·••• •••
Beers, Catharine M .•••••-••••
Bennett, .Huldah .•••• ••••"••••
Beggs, Sarah ••••••••• ·•·• •••••
Bradlee, Eliza ..•••••..••.•••
Brum, Susan* .••••••••••••••
Brown, Lydia ~ ••••••••••••••
Brown, Mary E: ..••.•....•.
Il erry ;.,Sarah ••••••••••••••••
Dowie, Cecile_•••••••••••••••

James ........ ·····~ ········
William ••••••.•.••••••••
William H-.••••••••••••
l{enry J .• .•• ·• •••••••••.
Alvey A .••••• -•.•.••••••
Charles H ..•.••.·.••.•.•
John ..•••••••••.•••••••
Andrew J · ••.•••••••••••••
Thomas J •••• .•• ·• ·•·•·•····•• .•
Augustin P·..•• .••• -.-.-••••
Cornelius ••• :•.• : .-•••• •'•.
John .. .- •·•.••-..•.••• .••. •••.•.•
Thomas •••••••••• ~ ••• ~.
t•·
-- -·
Ph l·1·lp •.•••.•••.•••.•••
James . ..••....•
Charles R . . r.~--;.•_••••• ,; •••
William .••••••••••••••
James K·.-••• ~ ~ ••••••••••
o •••••••

i'l~!1 •

'

Passed midshipman ••.•• -• •
~-e aman , ..•.•..••.. -.••.
Passed mid.shipman ••••••
Lieutenant -.••••••.•• -•••
Surgeon .• : •• .. : .......... .
Chaplain ••••.••• -••-.-••••
Seaman ••••••••.•.•.•.•.•.•
. . . • do· . ..••. ~ ........ •"•'•
Surgeon .••••••••••• ····•"•
...• dO

.• • • • • • • • • • • • • . - ••••

Sailingmaster .••••••. ••••
Sailmaker .•••••.•••• -•••
Sergeant of marines.· .•••
Sailingmaster .•••••••••
Carpenter ••••••••••••• ~
Major of marines .••••••
Boatswain .............. .
Lielitenant .•• ::: •••••••

•During life.

)'

trj
50 ·Dec. 29, 1845
oo· Sept. 1, 1847 ~
50 Nov.
s, 184,7 .t::,
00 Sept.
l, 1847 0 .
00 Feb. 22, 1844 ~
00 Sept. 24, 1846
00 Sept.
1, 1847 ~
~
00 Feb. u, 1848
00 March 26, 1844,
00 Sept.
1, 1847
00
do
r·
00
do !~:- ;<:
50
do
00 June
1, 1843
00 Sept.
1, 1847
00
do
00
do
25 00 Dec. 25, 1843

$12
6
12
25
30
20
6
6
30
25
20
10
6
20
10
25
10

~

-

3.~ · · .._

~
~

(!rl!lll

...
No. 3-Jl list of widows who ·are drawing p~nsions-Continued.
I

l

Names of their husbands.

.

(0
-J
t:)

I

Monthly pen- 1 Commencement of
sion.
~ension.

Their husbands' rank.

...,.

'

~aa·b,

CJuistine .••••• -.••••••• Philip ..•.••••••.••••••• M ari. .ne ... ..•....... .. .
Boggs, l\i~nga.ret Mo:.·•••• •••• David •••• -•• , ••.•••••••• Sergeant of marines ..• ,.,.
Breese; L·u-cy .•••. -.~.·. · .••••••• Thomas ••••••• ·.-..•••••• Purser . .•••••.••••• ·.•.•.•
Bright;-,,Eliza ..••.•••..••..• • Washington .•••••••.•.•• Gunner .••••• ·• ••• ••.••.•'
;Beverly, Henrietta B .••••••~.-• • William B .•••.•••.. •.•-•.•••,. Lieutenant .•.•••....•••
Busvi11_~, Elizabeth A .... ·.·.·.. . Edward ,J •• -•.••••• -.••• .••• Surg~on's steward-..•••••
Bache, Eliza C .••••
George M ...•...•••. ....• Li eutenant .•••..••• ...••
Boyd, Rosanna ...•..•• ·.·.•••. David .•.•.•..•.••
Nlari ne .-•.•••••••.•...•.• .. 1
Berchroore, Juliana .- .••.· ••••. vVilliam .••••• ! • • • • • . •. • • • _S urgeon .•.••••.•••••, • •.1
Bliss, Marianna F •.•••••.•• •'• Joel ..••••...•.•,•••••••.-••• Carpenter's mate ..••.•• i
Baldwin, Elizabeth H .•••..-•• Isaac •••••..•••.•• -.-•.••• Captain's clerk .-..•......•
Bainbridge, Susan .••••.•••••• William .•••••..••• • .•• .Captain .•••• ·• ••..• ,•. .•••
Butltr, Phebe . •. • ••.. ..•.••• Silas ........... ~ ••.•.••• Purser ..•••...••.•.. • ••
Beeler, Elizabeth •••••..••••• William ·. . .••••••• . • ; ••• Corporal of maTin es. -. ·.'" ;-~
Beale, Emily .•.••.•.•••••.•• George .•••••...••••••• Pu.rser •.••...•••.••.•• :
Blake, Letitia ...•..•..••.••• Daniel G .•••••••••· ••.•. Marine .••••••.•••••..••
Buck, Elizabeth .•.••• - ...••• Peter ..••.•••..••.•• • • • Musician .••••....•.•••
Barber, Susan .••.••••••••••• Tbo1nas .•••.•••••••.••• 2d class boy .•••• . .•• • • •
IlurchstN\cl, Nabby ••••••..•• Benjamin B ....•....... Carpenter •.•.••..••..• •
l3cllingham, Elizabeth ..••• • · Tho1uas ... · · · - . . . . . . . . . Seaman ..... · · • · • · · · • • •
.•.•.•••••• •
'Bnrney, Harriett ...••••.... · • .J osbua .. · · · · · · · • ......• Cotnmo<lore
Lieutt•nant . • . . • . . . · · • • Harre\ t, Ade laidt A .•••... · · · Th<,odorc 13 · · • • • • · • · ~ • · Carpenter ... • · · · · · • • • · •
Jlarnca, l•~l 1:,rnbl'lh .•• • · • • • · • • • UrcaHtcd . ••••••• • • • • • • •
r-. t . ....

4

•

•· .· . · :

•••

? • • • ••

•••

$3 50
8 00
20 00
10

'oo·

25 00
9 00
25

00

3 -50
32 50
9 50
12 ::50
50 . 00
20 ~00
- 4 50
20 GO
3 50
4 00
3 00
10 00
6 00
50 00
25 00
tO 00

,--,

I

Dec.

6, 1843
1845
1846
1846
1849
1848
184~
1846

April 17,
Oct.
11,
Oct.
17,
-Oct.
30,
Aug. 22.,
Sept. ' s,
Nov. 19,
Sept. · 1,
June 23,
Sept.
1,
do
do
do

1847
1,.847
1847,

<lo
do

Dec.
Nov.
Sept.

do
do
do
do
,1, 1843
11, 1847
1, 18·1.7

ttj
~

t:;
0
~
~

~

t-"

.

13arry, Mary ...••••••.•••..•• Thomas .••••..•••••.•.• Master ..•.• • .•••• • • ••••
Chauncey, Catharine ...•••••• Isaac .................... Captain ... •
Cope, Isabella ........... ... : •. John.;····· ...• -~-- ••• Sea~an .....•..•.......
Cox, Eleanor ............ ... -~ . W. \i\ ...... ............ Marine ..• • ••••• •' .• ! • • •
A

Conrad, Ann .•••. ·. ••• ·.•••..••
Curraei, Eleanor .•.••.•.••••.
Chandler, Elizabeth E ..••...•
Claxton, Rod o 1phine. . • • • . . • •
Crawford, Mary., ••••• ·•••••.
Cash, Elizabeth ...•.• ·•. ··•.••.
Cuvillier, Maria J.... •.•. ..• • •••.•
Covington, Caroline L . .·.······.
Caldwell, Elizabeth J .•.•. ·..•
Qloud, Eliza M ...•. ~- .-.•...•
Cocke, Eliza H .. .·......-... ¥.
Collison, Catharine · ..••. • •' ...•
Conway, Fanny
Cro\v, Margaret A ••••••••••••
Clark, Margaret T. ~; •• .••• 1.
Cooper. Jan/e A ..••• '.; ••••• . •
Catalan'o, Martha. ·•••
Casted, Lucinda ..•• ·•... 'I, • -:. •• •
Cushley, l\.'Iary ..••• -.
Creighton~ Harriet. .•.•......
Cooke, Sarah :Ann ....•..• ~ =-~
Carter, Leah ...•...•...•....
Carter, Ha:rriet .• _•• ~·•.•.•....
Clunet, Ann M .••• ·•..••• _ .•••
Colton, Rebecca A .••••.••..•
Cowell,
Abigail •••••••••••. '; .
,

S...... . . . •...
4

0
•

.........

0

•

••

•• • • • •

•

••••••••••

Tho1n~s J .••••.•••.•••. Landsman . . •••.•..••••.
Anton10 ................. Gunner ••••••••••• , .••. _.
John R ....•.•.•...•.••• Surgeon ...• ,.•.•••.•..... ,.
Alexander ..••. -.-. -•..••. '- Captain .•.•••...•.••.• L., .
David R .....•..••.•... .. Lieutenant .•._. ~.:,~ .• •.•• ,.
George .................... Sea1nan ..••••.. ·.•.• ..•. ,.
John B ..•••...•..•.•..•.•_. Musician._ ...•.....•..•.•
John R ................... Gunner .•.•..•...•••• .•••
Charles H ...... ........ Lieutenant ..••. .- ..•• · -·-·
Caleb W . .- .. ·............. Assistant surgeon ..•_•...
William H. . . . . . . . . . . ... Lieutei:i ant •..••• ..•..••.
Francis •.••...•......•. Seaman ..••...•...•..••
Edwin ..•.••..•••••..•• Assistant surgeon . ·••••••
Benjamin .•••.••••...•• Sailmaker .............. .
J~n1es H ..••.••..••..•• Purser . .......,... -. ..... ..
Grenville C .•••.•.•.•••.•. do ................... .
Salvadore ••••••.•••.••• Mast er., ...... : •.•••..•.
Anthony ..••••••••••••• Seaman ................ .
John ................... 1• Sergeant of marines .••..
John Orde...... . . . . . . . . Cap t ain ..••••....••.•••
Andrew B .•.....• ; . -; • . . Surgeon ..••....••.••••.
Charlrs G ....•....•...• Musici a n .•.•..•••••..• -.
Nath .=: ni td .. ·•• .•• -.-..._.••• Lieutenan t . ..•.• .•.••••••
Pet er ...•...••.•. : • • • • . Sergeant of marines ..•••
'\Villi am ....•.........•• Purser's steward ...•.•••
John G . . .•••. , , .. .•..... Sailing master ..•• ·.;•••••

'

':-~'

20 00 June 2S, 1841
50 00
6 00
3 50
4 00
10 _00
30 00
50 00
25 00
6 QO
4 00
10 00
25 00
15 00
25 QO
6 00
17 5r.O
10 00
20 00
20 00
20 00

6 00
6 50
50 oo
35 00
4 00
25 00
6 50
9 00
20 00

Jan.
Jan.
Sept.

28, 1845
31, 1845

1,
do
do
July 28,
March 7,
July
26,
Sept.
1,
do
Ii ·
do
·~iI.
de
do
Dec.
7,
Sept. 29,
!March 20,
March 31,
Sept. 19,
March 2,
Jan.
4,
April
1,
O_ct.
3,
. Sept. 1,
do
do
(.; Ii q.O
·
do
do
- do

1.847
1846
1846
1B~6
1847

trj
·~

1847
1843
1843
1845
184~
0

l844

~
0

~

,·

~

9

l""'!l

1846
1846
1847
1847

'!-'

·

0

.,.

· t.

e,0

-l

w

~
~

No: 3.-.A listJef widows who are drawing pensions-Continued.
<.,.__,.

Names of widows.

Names of their husbands.

Their husbands' rank.

Mont~ly pen- \
s10n.

Cook, Frances F ..•••••• • •• ,, John A ..•••••- •••••••••• Lieutenant .••••.• .- ••••••
$25 00
Cox, Ellen .•••••••••.•••• : .. Jatnes S ••• ~ .••••••••.•• Passed midshipman ..• ; ••
12 50
Cassin, Eliza ••••••· •••••• ; ••• Joseph ....••..•.•••.••• Purs er ••••••••••.•••• • •
20 00
Cornell, Mary ..•.•••.•.•.••• John ..•...••..••..•••.. Musician .- •.•. -: •••••••• ,. .,
4 00
Critchett, Susannah .• -' •••• h John~ .•••.•.•••.•••.••• Seaman ... .. ............ • •
6 00
Cassin, Fanny ..•••••.•••• -. • • Joseph ................. . Lieu tenant •••• .••..•••••
25 00
Cox, Emma M .•••••••••.••• John W ................ . •••• d O • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . ,.
25 r-QO
Di I l, Lamatre .••••••.•••• ·••• Eli •••••...•••••••..•••• :Boatswain ............. ,.··
IO 00
27 50
Dix, Ellen .••••••
John ..•••.. I. •• .••••••• .• • Surgeon ........... . .. ,. •••
.. Drtw, Sarah- ••••••••.• .• •.••• John ....•.• -.
~
Sailingmaster ..•••••••.••
20 00
2p _00
Do,vn s, Martha L .... . ·. ·... ·... Albert E ................ . Lieutenant ••••••..•••••
Dallas, l\'Iary :B .••••••• -.-.••••. Alexander J ........... .. Captain .••••••••.•••. ·-·-~
5-0 :oo
Dennison, Susan .••••••..••••. John ............... -..•.... Sergeant of marines ...••• 11
6 50
20 QO
Dove, lVIargaret ..• -•••••.· ••••• Marmaduke .••.....•..... Sailingmaster ..••..•.•.•
8 00
Day, IIannah •....•.•..~ .••-.•.• Isaa c ...•..•••.••.••••. Sergeant of marines .••••
10 00
Davi::,, 1\IJ:ary Fi·ances .. ;;.- . .- •• James .................. . Sailmaker .•.••.•••.•.••.
9 00
Pmncy, Peggy .••.••.....•• :Bartho lo mew ..••.•.•••• Stew a rel ..•••.•••••• • • • ·
20 00
J)ox~y, Bl iza . ..... . • • • • • • • • . Biscoe S ••••.••••••.••• Sailingmaster ...•..•. · • •
25 00
])rinkt:r, .Jo an a:: ... . . . . . . . . . . N. L. Montgomery ..•..• Lieutenant ........•.•..
12 50
Passed
midshipman
••••
·•
:PHnh am, Y irginia.... . • . • . • • • J am~s Ii' ••••• • •.••••••••
10 00

=-···· ·········

0 •••

•

•••••••

l!~ n1. On , S ll Sn. n . . . . . . • • • • . • . • • • 0 a V l d . • · · • • • • • · • • • · • • • Gunner .•• • • • ••• • • • • • • •
Rltlridgc, Abigail .•••.•.•.••• William.······ · · • · · · · · · Seaman ..••.•••.• • • · · ·
·1..,
·1·)
} M
J aroes •• • • • • • • • · • · • · · • • Boatswain .•.• • · · · • • · · • •
.-.;~ v l' n ~ ,
or o\ l y
• •••• •••••• •
· •

6

10

00

oo

f!·;:c _

·;,tl.i

Commenc_ement_of__ ~
pension. _..,..,,;

.,:.. ,i~

Sept.·

1, 1847
do
d~
July
8, I84'i
Sept.
1, 1847 . ~
do
~
Dec.
7, 1$41 t,
Sept.
1, 1847 0
do _ _ _
~
do
March 20, 1848
~
June
3, 1844
~
Dec.
9, 1844
3, 1846
July
3, 1;_846
June
1, 1847
Sept.

z

Aug.
Sept.

do
do
31, 1824
1, 1847

Feb.

22, 1846

Sept.

1, 1847
do

Everett, 1Iannah .. ~ ••.••••.••• !James ..••. , ~ .••...... ~... Chapl~in ..••••.. ; ! ~: •• ,•
EJ1iott, Frances C·...•••••••. Jesse D .........•...... Captain ••••• • ••• • • ~ ·.•••
Freemody, Catharine.·::····· Erie_·······.-:, ··· ......•·• Ordinary seaman .••• ~·:·
Ford, Mary .••••••••••• ~ _. _. •• Daniel . _..:. _.: _. ! •••• : .• •• Carpenter ••• •.• ! . • • • • • • • •
Forrest, Arin H ... ~·· ···~:::· Andr~w_····~· _•: ::: ~ :::• Sergeant of, .manne~·:···
Fishbourne, Maria ..••••••••• John .• :~: •• •': ••• _. •• ·: •• Quarter,rpas~er .•:: : ~ • .. ·..;
Fre~~on, ~ydi~ P. ~ ·• ~; ••• .·.:. -T~o1:1as .Y"',. •.•.•:.: .· ••••• Comma?de_r, : . ~ .·.~:: •••• .•
Fortin, Eliza ··M .•••••••••••• ·W 1lllam . • • • . . • • • . • • • • • Stewara •••.••.••••••••
.'
. .
l
.
"'
L"
....
F<?rrest, M ary ':r.::···~=:~::·· ]!_~any-~~·. ·:·•·::··!··
1eutenB;nt ·: ::~~::~::: ·
.. Goodr_um, Dyon1s1a ·::::~ •••• James.~····::~·:::···::· ·· .·;.·do ::: ·::!:~·:: ~::: ·
Green, Ann T. ··~::· . _••••••• John R. ··: :~~:: ,· ~······ _Pu~er
--Goodwin, Joan ••••••••••. _._.~ ~ohn ..•• .: · :: : .· :: ~:· -~ ': · . s~aman -~···· .••••• •:••
Ga,mb_le, Hanna~ :i;,·.:: .• .· =:::. John. M •. .- •. : : •••• ! • : •• "\Maj or of marines .•••••••
Griffin, Mary
•••••••••.••.••
! ••
•
• .• , . . • . ·•
I Larkin • • • • . .. • • • . • . • . • • • Surgeon ..•••••••••••••
. .
•
.. Gardner,Ann ••• W"·~ .-.- .~:.·.-.-:~,. . F'ra_ncis ··: :.: -.~::• •••••. Gunner .••• ··.·•.:-•:• ••••
Gr~en, MarKar~t F·.-·:~::.- k·.·.- ·Elhott --~::!·:·:::··: .... C~rpenter •••• --·~ n=·.···
Griffith, CE>r~eha M .•.•. .. _..-_.. Alberto··:···.-··· •••• ~. Lieutenant·· :~::: .~ ·····
Griffin,_llnity ••••• ~ ·:·~ ·:::·· MichaeJ, ~.lias. J~me.s •••• Quarterm!3-~ter ··· ~·· .• '°
Gardner, Soph,i~.- ··:::· ·:·::· John M .. n·:n··.-~···· Master comm~nd~nt. ••••
·Grayson, Eliza.~: •• = • =.: .- ..• Alfred •.••••.. : •• .• •• ::. Captain ~f m,arines. · : •• 1•
Gardner, Harriett .U. _..: •• .· ••• John M .•••.• :: _.:: .: .- •• Lieutenant .• .- ••• : :: : •••
....,G raham, Sar~h -~·:·~~~ ···:·! •• John .•••. ,.•• •••! ••••••• ••••• do .•••••• ··· ::; ••••
G!entworth,. Ca~op_ne E .• :: :i9 Horatio ••••. ~ ••.•••. _. _.. - S~rgeon •••• : :. _. •••• -: ••••
· Gist, Angelina F ........... '• Spencer C...... • . • • . . • • L1eutenan t .•••••..•••••
Hanna, Mary ••••._._•..,. ••••._•.•'.. Edward... . • • • . • • • • • • • • . Gunne.r .••.•.•..•••••••••
Hul], Ann. 1\tI. H ........... ... Isaac . · -~••.••. \.. . • • • • • Captain ••••••..••••..••
Hofford, Mary .•••••••••••• -~~ Lawrence •• • .! . , • • .; · • . • • • • • Quartermaster •.••••.•••
Hove, Elizabeth N.t'. A. G ..•• 1• George M. !:_~:~u>.
Lieutehant •••••.1 ~ • • • • • • ,·
Hus ton, Pamelia. • • • • • • • • • • • • J a-mes
Yeoman •.••.•••.•••• ~-. ~
Ha,vkins, Jane ••••• ~ .••• ! ••• Samuel V. ·~· •.••
•,. '.!!' ~- · . Sailmake;r • ·.~••• _
••• .•.• •.••
1

··~ =~~ . ·:·~:·,····

;:.<. ~-...
G.... . .. . . ... . ..

.Ti 0.

;;:. -

•. ··\'/·. • J'b',- · "t'rv

' A,;,\'.<

•

._

20 00

do

50 00

Dec. )O, i~45

.5 : 00
9 00
8 00
8 00
30 00
' 9' 00
25( 00
25 00
20 ·00
- 6 00
25 00
30 00
10 00
10 00
-25 00
~ 8 00
30 00
20 00
25 00
25 1-00
30 00
25 00
10 00,
50 00
' .8 00
25 00
12 50
1

10 00

S_ept.

~ . ,l, · 1847

do
Feb. . 18, 1&!4
Sept.
8, ~846
May 16, 1$47
Sep~. ~ -- 1,"1,§ 47
do
'.1 ·
--..., do _r.;l-:\
do 8f~:
do
.r

,'1,.-l,

do

do
do

~
~

t:t

0
~

do
20, 1842
~
13, 1845
9·
1, 1847
'~
do
Nov. 27, 1847
June 27, 1_~46
.Aug. i6,~1847
Oct. 23, 1847
Sept.
1, 1847
Feb. 13, 1848
N ov. '· 16, 1842
April ,,.. 10, 1845
Dec. 21, 1844 ~
July 27, 1844 ·
Dec.
July
Sept.

~

c:.o

No._ 3.-List of 'U.!i~o~s who are drawing pension-'-:-Continued.

-l

O'j ,

Names of t4eir husbands.

Na.mes of widows.

Their husbands' rank.

Monthly pension.

Commencement of
pension.

Heckle, Emily ••••••~ •.•• :~ ·· John ..••.--' ~: ..••. -.•••• ~ · sa~ilmaker .•• :: : : :,.:~,.;~~~ ~ $10 0Q Jan.
Halsey, Eliza.·····.·. ::: · •••• James M .•••..•.• ····~· Pur~er ••.•. ··~· .••• ···.: .
20 00 Sept.
H.amersley, Phebe ..•••.•••.•• George W .•.•••••••.••• Lieut errant. .•••••.•••••• '
25 - 00
Hixon, Henrietta .• )..'.:...... Samuel C ...•..•••.•. : •. · Master ..••.•••.•..•.• u
20 00
Hen1ey, Eliza .. :.:::.:.: ....• ~~ohn D ..••• : ··· .• ::: : : . Captain
50 00
Hoffman, Therese ..••...•....•
J obn .•••.•• : . • '• • . . • • • • . Musician . •' • • . . .• •• •. •. •. "• •• •".. -•l.
4 - 00
• • • • •
'
~orsley, Mary A •••••••• .•••_. Samuel •.••... ·•..••• ·· ~· Surgeon ..••. ._~~~ ··•··. ·. : / -:- 27 50
Hartnett, Mary A.~-,·.·······. Maurice.~··:·····~····-~ Carpente1~········ : ·· ~-=-.: .·
10 OQ
Holmes, Ann J .•••• •; •.- • ••..•• Andrew ...•••. ,.~ ; •.•.. M_aster-at-aJ'.mS .. : .. ._ .••• t
9 00
Hoffman, Phebe W ._ ., : . ~.. . . . . Beekman V .••••••. ~ •••••• . Captain ••••••••. ~... . . • •
5Q,, , 09
Higgins, Sarah ••••••.•• _•.••• James.••..••• ,•••. _-.. . . • • Seaman ...•..••
.- .••.•
·••
6 00
i 'i°l <
-•
Hunt, Sarah A .••••• ~ ; •. •• ~. •. •.. Cletnent _s .. ._,._ ._ .•~-: ~ ... ~-- .P-urser _•..... ': .·._'.". H,,...
20 00
Hardy, Diana .• , •••••••••. .••• Isaac .• ~ ••••• ~ •. ••. : •••••__. Seaman •••• ~ .••.• ~.: ._ •• _ .. 6 ~00
Hicks, Elizabeth ~ .••••••••• . Ti.om as • : ••. •. •. .•••••.. ~. l'J.{=arin~,,. ~ .••. ~:. : . ~. . • • •
3 50 July
Hazen, Hannah ..••~-·.. • .••• •,:.~· Benjamin·:·······: .••• Seaman .•.•.••• ··~···.~~
6 00 Sept.
Harris, Marianne •••.••...•••• Thompson S ..•••••• " ••. Chaplain ..••... :. • . . . • •
20 00 Dec.
.
.•
.
. .
5 00 Sept.
Hobbs, Cornelia 1 • • : ~ . . . • • • • • • Hubbard H ••••...•••••• Lie}ltrnant .•••••..• •.~ • •
2
Hatch, Mary R .. ·"· ......... c Robert...... . • • • • • • • • . • Pilot .•.••..•••...•. -:. • •
20 00
Nov:.
Has~~er, Anna J.'.:.... . . . . . . Charles A .••....•••.••• Su~geon .•..••...•.. • • • • · ,
30

··l···· ··.···· :···

"'

'

T '

•.

..

•

. -

0

..

•

•

.,..

.;

.,_

f'.- •

Ji,_

k

-

~

"r

~

I

Hebard, Sarah. . . • • • • • • • • . . • • And :ew_ ..... · · · . • . • .. • • Chief engmeer. • • • • • • • • • ,

IT a.rt, Sarah Ann. • • • • • • . • • • •. BenJam1n F ..•.••... • ...
' b• ' a E Ebenezer J. • • ..........
1--\111\t', D·'
. ,lf ,\r
~ • • • ~ ~ • • • •• ~ •
. . ·1
Jn1·1i.tlc11, Susan•••••. • •• •. • .. Nathan1e •, • • • • • • ......

Purs~r •••••••• ·.•.•• • • • •
Sergeant of marines .• •··
Master coxnmandnnt .••••

gg
~g

00
6 50
30 00

15, 1847.
1, 1847
do
do

do
do

trj

n,.,\j·1ct

rs,~--:,

do ~ ~1·,-! .?
Jai:p
do
do
. do

do
do
do
7, 1847
1, 1847
28, 1842
1, 1847

Aug.
Nov.

00
27, 1846
4, 1846
2, 1847

Sept.
Sept.

1, 1847

14, 1847

~

qJ
O'
~

~
~ -

i--

-

Jon(l-s, Emily .....-............ Richard A .... .......... Commander ..•. ·••••••••• I

Jones, Sarah V .. . ·........... Alonzo .••••.•••••••••• Car 1 enter .••• t": •• •••••• '

rJorda·n Louisa •••••.••• ·•.•••
Johnso~) Catharine •• ••·•••••••
' ...••.••• -••••••••
.
lJones, Mary
_Jones, Abigail .••.•• ;_·.-·•••.• ·••
~ Jameson, Mary .••• ·. -~·. ,. · . ·. ·. ·· \ ·
Jackson, Mary ..• -·. ·•.•.•. ".".·.·••

Jones, Susan .••• ., ..•.••••• ·••
Johnston, Elizabeth A .•••. : ••
Kitchen, Abigail ••••••• ••·•· •· ••
King, Catharine C . • .-. ·.-. ·.
Kissam, HarrietJ ..••· : .---. ·.·.·.·~.
Kennedy, Mary E ..••• ·•• ·••••
Kennon, Britannia W .•••••••
Keeth, Eliza M .... ..........
Kearney, Mary M •. .' : •.•• ••••
Lyne, Elizabeth B . .': .•• :. : • •
Low, Lydia . .· •••• .• ••••• ; . . • •
Lent, Sarah A. . . . • . • • • • • • • • •
Larramee, Ahby ~ •••.••••••••
Lockert, Margaret .• ·•• : •.••• .
Lemon, Martha .•••••••••••••
Latham, Lucy T •.••..•• ~ ..•.
Lavis, Catharine E .• : ; ; ••• .- ••
Lagoner, EJizabeth • • • •.• • • • • .
Low, Betsey ..• , •.•.•.•_••••••
Lippincott, Susanna ••• • ••• , • •
4

: : ••

Lewi @f, Francis M.,,, , •••• , • ,

. L~wr~fl fe, Julia M, P } ·f-ti n ,_ i f ,

William ..•• -;. ,.-•.••••••••••• do .••••• ~ ••.••••• .••
John. ·•••.•••.• ·•• · .••••• Gunner ..••.•. -.••••••• .••
· •• -••.••••••••••
'
Cave ••••.•••• -. • • • • • • • • ·c hap 1a1n
Richard .. ·•••·•·• ••.•••.••• C~ok ~ •••.•••••.-••••••••
S. S .•••••.••••• .••••••• M1dsh1pman .••• -••• _. •••;• ~
Tho:nas H ...• ·.••• ·• ••• .,. Yeoman .•••••.••••• -. -. -.·. Mark ...... .. ~ ..• -•...•-•••. Marine_.••••• • •••••..•••
Stephen ..• ·• ·.·. ·.•••••.••• Lieut e nant . •••••..•••••
6-eorge ••••••••••.••••• Seaman .•••....••••.•••
George .•••••...•• -. ,•••• Sergeant of marines ..•••
Benjamin P ...•••••• -.••• Surgeon .••••..•••••.•••
Edmund P ••••..••••••.• Captain .•••• -., .-•••.•••..••
Beverly .•••. : •....•.••••.•• do .••• .•••.•• -.-. -••.•••
Lewis G ...~ .•....••••••• Lieutenan t •••• -._•• .- .••••.
John A ...•••.••.•• .•..••• Surgeon .•••• -. ..••••..•••
William B ......•. ....... Lieute n ant. .•••••.••••••
Thomas . • • • . . • • . • • • • • • • Y eoman .••••• .- ..•-•• n • • •
Abraha1n .••••.••-. . • • • • • Sail maker •••.•. •.-.••.•••
:Benj., alias John Brown Boatswain .•••••. -.
Jame~ -M ..••. • • ~· ...••• Lieutenant ••••....••••
Neal C. : . ••...••.••..... :Boatswain's mate ..••••••
George W .•••...•••..•• Ch a plain .••• . •••.• .-. : ; •
T!iomas •.•-•..• ; •..••••-. Gunner's mate ••• ." ••.••.•
Manuel ·••• .! • • • • • • • • • • • • Seaman •.••• • .•••••••••
John .•••••.••••••••••••... cio •• • •...••••••••••••_
Caleb ••••.•••.••••••••• Ordinary seaman ••••.• : .
\Vill iam •••• • • • •• , • e • • • 1\ias ter commandant •• , ·. ,
J~mei.t tf ~ ~
' 'V. ! ,._, Oha.pl a;p !
•n•
J

'~'f ~, "·

'H".

•••••

H...

30 00 April 16, 1846
10 00
10

10 00
20 00
9 00
9
7
3

25
6
6
30
50

50
25

35
25
7
9
10

25

Sept.

17, 1843
5, 1845
1, 1847

do

do
50
do
50 April
8, 1844
50 Sept. 12, 1846
00 April 2, 1848
.00 . Sept-. . 1, 1847
50
do
cl .,.,
00
'
0
00 March 28, 1844
00 Feb. 28, 1844
00 _May
1, 18:16
00 Aug. 27, 1&-17
00 May
1, 1846
50 . Sept.
1, 1847
50
8.0
00 June
1, 1844
oo · Apri_l 10,. 1845
50 Aug. 14, 1845
00 Jan. 27, 184'7
50 Jan.
9, 1846
00 SepL
1, 1847

9
20
9
6
6 00

5 00

30 00
00

{j()

Jan.

oo · June

do
do
do

do

~
~

0
0

p

~

?

r-a

~

~

.,

~

wAo ru drawir>tl JieruJon'e . ~Continueds

1

i=;;..;.., -p--~~--?.:.

Names of widows.

-::::::r::::=

1
,

.-~---.....:::..:..

Names of their husbands.

1 -

~~,.;.;:.-

~

--~

Their husba·nds' rank.

Mont~ly pens10n.

j

~

Commenc_ement of
pens10n .

,
Lutts }JiMehitable ..••.•••...• John ..... ............. .
L eckie, j\ifarth~ .••• · ........... . Jam es .•.•.•••.•••.•.•• •
MECauley, l\'Ia ry .•••..•..••• James .•••..•••••••.•••
Mix, Ann .•••..••..•••.•• • •. l\lI arvine P .... ......... .
J\'TcCu l loh, Susan ... ·...••.... George B . . ·..... -...... •.
.1\Ton te a't b , Carn lin e .• ~ • . ••• .• • Walter N ....... ....... .
McfrricP, Mary A .•••..••..•• Davis l!"' ••••••••••••••••
Mc'G ee, Rebecca ..••.•••••.•• John .•••••..•• ·•••••••••
Montgoml'ry, Phebe ...•.• ~ ••• Alexander M ..••..•.•...• .•
lVIolllton, Jaue .•••..•••.••••. William ••••.. ·••••.•••••
McCullough, Ann G .••••.-.·.·. Alexander .•••.••••· •••••
Mack, Catharine ......•• •·.· : r. • Jeremiah .•••.•• -••••••••
M cC re Pry, [\If::\ ti l d a ..••.••.• , George 1\II .•••••..••.•••
Marbury, Mary B .••••••••••• Alexander H .. ......•...
Mofrison, Mary· A ..••.•••••• J e.s se .•••••.••.••• .••·.- •••
Mercerau,' Sarah ..••.•••..••• Lewis ••••••..•• •· : .·,······
Morris, Caro-line D .•••••• •' • •'• Charles W .. ·••...••..•.••
]\filler, Sarah ..••.••••••••••• William ..... , ....... ...!.
McLaughlin, Sal vadora ..••••• John T ....... .·........ ~
Mahon, Maria .•••..•••..••• · John .... ......... ...... .

Marine ••••• •. -.•' • •• -. -.-. ,.:.
Carpenter ..••.•••.•• · ·· ·~·
Captain of marines ••••• ;
Com·mander ••••.._••.•• -.

1 -

Lieutenant .•••.••.•..••
, , •• d O ••••• , • , ••• , • , , •••
Ship's steward ..••••••..
Marine .•••.•••••..• .· ••••
Surgeon .•.••.••..••.•. ·•
Seaman ••••.••• .••• ,. , .., .•,.

Sailingmaster. , ..•. .•. . ...-.
Gunner .•••.•••.•••..•.••
Lieutenant .·•..••..•••••
. . • • do .•.••••.•••.•••••.
Carpenter ..••.. _.•.•..•.
Yeoman ••••••..•••.••••
Lieutenant ..•••...••• • ·
Master ••••••.••••• • .• • •
Lieutenant .•••• , .• • • • • •·

Marine ..•••.... ·•··
Mnrtin, Ann .•••.••..•••..•• Jon a than .. · · · · · · . . . . . . . Quartt'rgunner ••••• •
Md)onald, Mary ..••.•...• · · Hugh .... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · St' r g ea n t of 1n a r l 11 es .
M r C ,d I , M~, r y· .•• ·•.•• • · · · · • • · William C ..••........ · · Surgpon •••• , · · • • · • ·

$3 50
10 00
20 00

30 00
· 25 00
25 00

9 00
3 50

· 25- 00
6 00
20 00
10 00

25 . 00
25 00
10
7
25
20

00

50
00

00
25 00

April 19, 1848 ·
Nov. · 12, .1 847
March 5, 1844
Feb.
8, 1844

Sept.
Sept.

1, 1842
trj
1, rl847
~
Aug.
2, 1846", C
Sept.
1, 1847 , ' o
do
" ~
d
- lr-V: ~
0

do
Dec.
17,
March. 20,
Dec.
6,
April 16,
ll,
May
1,
Nov.
19,
May

3 50

July
Jan.

.•••

9 00

Sept.

. •••
· · · •

6

20 00

Aug.
S~pt .

.·••

50

'

-rn ... , _ ~

O

1842
1843
1843
1846
1844
1846

1847
6, 1847
7, 1847
1, 1847
7, 1847
1, 18"17

;._
•

McPherson, Mary ~ -......... . Joseph § ••••. ••• ~. ~ •••• Master commandant. •• : •
McMurtrie, Elizabeth ••• ~ •••• William ..•••..••••.•.•• Purse, .•••..••.••••.•••
Martin, Elizabeth ••••. ·. :: '· -••• Joseph .•••.•••..••••••• Bo atswain .••• ·. ; ..- .~~•••••
M cNelly, .Mary .......• : .• · : • Joshua . • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • • Gunner .•••••.•••••. ·. ::
Murphy, .Mary Ann .••••••••. David ..•,•.....••••.••• lVIarine ... ..•...••.•...•
Maury, Eliza .....•••..••..•• John NI • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • L i e u ten an t • • • • • • . .•••• -;
Nicholson, Laura C .••••.•••• Joseph J ••••. '.•••••.••• Captain ••.•...•••••.• : .
Navarro, Margaret ..•••..• •• ·•• David ••••••.••••••••••• Sail maker ..•••..•••.•• ·•
N ewe om b, Rhoda ••••.. , _••••• II ~ n r y S . . . . . . ,. . ·~· . . . . . . . L i e u t e n a n t . • • • ~ • . . . • . • .
Newman, Miriam S •••••••••• W i 11 i a m D . • • • . : •• : • ;. • Com '11 an d n .. : ·. . . ~ . . ...
Nugent, Jane ..••..••...••.•• John...... . . . . . . . . . . . • . Marine .•.-•.•.•.•••.•••
Nants, Ann .••••.••••••••.• e . John...... . . . . . . . . • • • • . Sailingrnaster ..•..... : . -.
Neale, Ma_r)' ..• ·: .• ,: ·: ~· :; ...• Benjamin .., ••..••.••• :. Lieutenant . ..•..•• , ..• ·•
Nagle, El!zabetli .• ·:: . ·: . ·::. · •.• Joseph .•.•....•••••.• ~. Boatswain's mate .... • •.
~etto,. Eliza _..•........•.••. John .••••. '. '•••.•••..••• Captain's steward ..• .- ••.
Noyes, Sarah L ..•. ·. : • ••••.•. · Ebenezer. : ••....•.•.••• Ship's corporal. .•• ~ ..•••
O'Hare, Elizabeth ...•...• ~ .• Richard .. ; .•....•••..•. Carpenter' s mate .. ·••.•• ••
.Overman, Eliz abe t h .•••.• •·.: ; . John~··· .. : •. ·: .•••••••• CarpenteT ·····-· .• ·••• ·• ; .
-o'Neal, Jennette .•••••••.••• Robert H .. : .·.·•. .... '. '•.• Boatswain ..•.•...• : ·.·.·.·.
Oli ve r, Eliza A ...• -.•... : . ... John •..•. : • •..,.•.••.-.·. Gunner •••• ·• ~-- ••.••.•• '.
Page, Maria ..•••.•••.••...• _. James .••
Surgeon ..•• ·•....••...••
Patterson, Gebrge Ann ...•••. Daniel -T .••• _...••••.•• Captain .••• ~: : ••••••.••
Prentiss, Eleanor ·H .••••..••. John E ...•....•........ Lieutenant ..•••. ·. : .• ·•••
Palmer_, Ann ••••..• •"!'- ••••••• Morris .• ·• • . . • • • . ••• ·. • • • Sergeant o f ma rip es . . .••
Potts, Sarah . .••••.••.•••.••. James B .••••...• _••...•• Sailing1naster ...•••.....
Patch, Nancy ..••• : ••-: •••... Ni Ch O 1as· ..•• : .••• ~ . . • • • seaman • • • • • • . . • . • • • •••
Perry, Elizt1betb C ....•.•..• ~ 0 fiver H .••• : . . . . . • . ••• · Captain . • • . • . . . • • • . . •••
Parsells, Margaret. t .. ...... . George . . . . . . . .. -. . . . . . . Sail maker . . . . . . . ..•....
Finkba:n, Lydia H-= ,, . .•-••••• Alexander B ....... ~ .... Commander. •.•••.•.•••.
J?orter 1 Eli.2-a C ........ , ••••• John •• •-• · ..•••.••• , • • • Ma s·t e r com1nancl ant. , •• •
&

t

.;,, .. -

'i"

"

::•

•

.t

••••••

:

•

•••

ao 66

do ·

20 00

do

10 00

do

10 00
3 50

25 00

do

Oct.
Sept.

50 00

10 00
25 00
30 00
3 50

20 00
25 00
9 50
9 00
'7 00
9 50
10 00

10 00
10 00
25 00
50 00
25 00
8 00

20 00
6 00

do

Oct.

30 00

~
~

do
do

t:;j

Sept.
1, 1842
Sept·
1, 1847
March 19, 184q
Au g.
4, 1847
Sept.
1, 184l7
<lo
Aug . 25, 1844
Sept.
1, 18'.i7
Oct.
13, _1846
.May
8, 1844
Se pt.
1, 1847

~

0

~

9

I-ti

do
do

09

30 00

9, 1844

12, 1845
Sept.
I, 1847
do
Aug.

50 00
10

14, 1847
1, 1847
rlo <lo

July
Se p t.

23, 1848 1, 1847

~
~

~

'No. a.-A list of wUows who are drawing pensions-Continuecl ..

~

00

0
Names of widows.

Names of their husbands.

Their husbands' rank.

Palmer; Cornelia · •• :•••••••••• Morris .••• ..•••• ::: • :.·. Drummer of marines .••••
Peed, Frances M .•.•.••••••• Nathaniel B ... ~ ••••••• ·••• Sai1mak-~r .•••••••••••••
Pettingill, Eliza E .••••.••••. Joseph ..••.••••••••...• Marine ••••••. : .-•••• · ••••
Piercy, Henrietta ..• ." . .' •• .' ••·• William P. : . : : . :; • ••••• Commande r ..•••••••••••
Pottinger, Frances ••••••.. :: • William ..• ::::.··::. ..... Lieutenant ••• ~ ••.•• ·••••
Perry,Lucretia M ...........'. Nathaniel H ...• : .-.•.... Purser .•••••..•••••••••
Parker, Mary .•••.•••• '. •••••• J ames·L...... . • • • . . • • . • Lieutenant ...••••. : •••••
Phillips, Sarah T .... .. :: : ~-.' . Samuel .... : .
Carpenter ••••• .•.•• .'.: : .
Pearce, Eliza L ........ ...... G-eorge ..••.•••...••.•• Lieutenant .••• : .· :: .-;;.·.
Powelf, Angelica T ..... ~ .... William J •••.•..•••.••• Surgeon ...•..•••.• ::·."••
Proctor, Mary ..•••..•••••••• Charles ••••• ·• :·. : • •.•• : . Steward ..••••.••••. -~•••
Peaco, Georgianna A .••• • ••• John W...... . .... · :- : : . Surgeon .••••.•••.•••••••·
Rodgers, Ar.na. M .•••••••.••• George W •••••..••••• ; • Captain .•••.•••.•••.• ; •
Rogers, 1\IIinerva ...•..•••.••• John •••• ,. •.••••..• : .' •••.•. do .•••..• : .••• -•• .#.·, : /
Read, Catharine C .•.••.. . .':. Benjamin F ..•••.. ~ •••.. Lieutenant.:; ••.•••.•••
Rid~eway, Maria .......... .'. Ebenezer ............... Commander ..•••••..••••
Rinkn, Catharine •••••.•.••• ·• Samuel .••••...••••.••. Sailingmaster: •••.••••• •
Ross, Ann J ...•••••••....••• -Andrew •••••••••••• ~··· Lieutenant of marines .••
Riley, Esther .•••.••••.•••••• Thomas ..••••.•••••.••• Gunner ..•.••.•••••• •••••
Rice, Eliza NI ••••••...•••••• Christopher C ..••••...•• Purser ..••..•• • , • • • • • • •
Ryan, Mary ................. John ...... · • · • ........ Captain of foret<?P· •••. • ·
Rus~ell, Mary ..••.•••.•••••• William.········ ..•.•.. Sergeant of marines .... •
·
S
Hy de • , • •, •
Surgeon ..••••.•••••• • • •
ll av, C .a tl_la:p~c
~ •••• ···~ ~·~·
- -,
p

••••••••

i, ••.. ......

Mont~ly pen- 1 Comrnenc_ement of
s1on.
pension.

$4 00
. 10 00
3 50

30 00
25 00
20 00

25 00
10 00
25 00

Feb.
May
Oct.
July
Sept.

28,
9,
11,
14,
1,

July
Sept.

do
12, 1847
1, 1847

27 50

Feb.

9

00

Sept.

25
50
50
25
30

00
00
00
00
00

20 00

15 00
10 00
20 00
7 50
6 50

35

oo

do

6,
1,
do
do
1,
Aug.
1,
Sept.
1,
Nov.

.Sept.

1845
1846
1846
1847
1847

1848
1847

~

C,
0
$'.')

~
~

..i,..l
1843
1847

1846
1, 1847
<lo

March 14, 1845
March 5, 1846
March 3, 1843
Sept. - 1, 1847
do

trj

'

It

Renshaw, Charlotte E .... ... . James .. ~~ .···· .... _...... Captain .... ! ~···•••! ;.• . ,• ••
•• --.. •• ,•
John ....•..•...••.
Seaman ...•••......... !I
Russell, Sally ••••••..••• .•.• .• . Thomas . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • Master's mate .••••••••••
Stinger, Rebecca S ..•••••• .•. John...... . . • • • . . • • . . • • Landsman ..••.• ·••••••••
Stivers, Ann M .•••..••.••••• Stephen D ••••••• ~~- .••• ~ ••• do·.•••. -.~ ·. ·•.•••••••
Steele, Rachel. ••••.• ~ •..•• ,•. Peter • . • • • • • • • • • • •••••••• Sergeant of marines ..•••
Stal lings, E1 izabeth L . _.... ... . Joseph .••••••.•• _• .- ,__•••• Lieuten'an t •••••.•••••••
Stockton, Mary H .... ...... . Samuel W ...... ............ do .•••.••••••••••••
Sproston, Jane ••••• _•••.••• _.,• -George S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Surgeon . : ••••••• : • . •••
T'"
. ••••••••••••.•••
•
S t e p hen s , Eliz a • • • • ~ • _•• ~._. _•.• _•• ~h
. . - omas 1:1.....
. • . . . . . . •,• C ~ pta1n
Stephenson, Ann • .' ••.•••.••• William . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • Sailingmaster ..••••..••.•
Sher burn, Louisa A.~ ••••.••• Jonathan W ...... ...... Lieutenant .•••••.••••••
Smith, Delilah ••••..•••••• ,.,• Loman .•••.•••..•••..•• Carp-enter ••• ·•••••••.•••
Shubrick, Esther N ••••••••.• Edwa rd R .••••_..•••.:.:: . Capt,a in .••• '••..••.• _._•••
Shroeder, Rosanna ••••.•••••• I-Ien r v • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Sailm-aker's 1nate ..••..••
Stephenson, Maria T .•••..••• Alexinder .• ".'. ' ..•• : • •••• Gunner .•• '•.••••••••••••
Stone_, Mary ..••.••.~ ..•• -. ••• vVilliam• . . . .,,. . . . . . . . . . . . Seaman ........•..••••.
h.
'
~ardo, Ann Eliza .••••••••••• J oseph .......... .•. . . . . . . Musician ...• , ........•.•..•,•
Smart, Eleanor .••••••.•••••• John ..... .'I' . · { • • • • • • • • •• Seaman ...~ . .•. .•..• ........•
Shaw, Mary B ..••.. .• ...••••. J ol1n ...•. ...•..... · . ·~·.. Captain ....... •.-• •......
Spence, Mary C ••••..•••.••• Robert T~••• .•• . .... . .
do .. :·... .... ....••.•..
Stillwageu, Mary •••• •
Daniel T ....••....•. ,.,•.- •_• Sailing1naster .•.••••• .••••
Smith, Mehitable ••••.•••.••• Jesse •••••••••••••• -. • • Lieutenant ••••••.••••••
Sevier,, Elizabeth A ••••••••.•• Alexander G ..•••••...•• Captain of marines ••••••..
:$anders, Harriet H . ......... . James ................... Lieutenant ·••••..••• ,·••••
Scates, Emily L ...... ...... . J oh11 ................ . _, • • • Marine ...... .......... .
Smith, Virginia A., •••••••••• John Vaughan •••••_·•. •J. Surgeon •.•••••.,_•.•••.•••
Thompson, Emma C. B .•••••• Charles C. B . ..••...••. Captain •• .••••••••••.•••
Tingey, Ann ~ .•••••• ~ •,e.• ·,·. Thomas .... • .....••..... , .. do ................. .
'Xren chard Elizabeth •••••• '.' •• Ed wc;1.rd ~ •~~-~; ;, •••••• ~ ••• , ••. do .•••.•••.••••.••••

ltose, Martha ••••.•••• !

t •••••

_!II

I

l-

4

•

,! ··· ...

•

0

, •

•••••

-

50 00
6 00
10 00
4 00
4 00
8 00
25 00
25 00
35 00
50 00
20 00
25 00
·10 00
50 00
'50
10 00
6 00
4 00
6 00
50 00
50 00
20 00
25 00
20 00
25 00
3 50
30 00
50 00
50 00
50 00

May

29, 1s4e

Sept.
Se.pt.
July
Sept.

1, 1842
15, 1844

L,· '

,,., r

Jan.
Jan.
Sept.

1, 1847

1, 1847
do
do
do

J

21, 1847
21, 1846
1, 1847

do
May 31, 1844
}\iarch 12, 1844
Sept.
-~' J84~
Sept.
1, 1847
do
ia,;
do
,,,
do
jJl...,:.'
"
do
!J.
do
>(.'
do
'•
do
~ ~~ ·do
do
_Aug. 10, 1846
Aug-. 25, 1848
Sept.
1, 1847
do·
·
do ·

~
~ ·

t::,
0

.

~

'

-~
~ -

1-l

,_~

.

,,.

•

-

r:r.,..

•••

•

~

'

·

't.l

~

No. 3.~A list of w(~mps w]io' are dra"wirig pensions-Contmuea.

i

Mont?lY pe,nSIOll,

•

· Commenceme..1t of
pension.

---Ti] rlen, Ann .. .'.' ••••••.••.••• John ..••..••.•.•• ,._,._, ._,•.• •• Seaman .•••,,. ••••••• , .. ,.,."~
Thom as, Margaret M.... . • .. • • Richard ..••.•••• .•.••••• C.a rpenter ••••..••.•••• ,•
Ta ten~, Mary A .•••.•••.•_•• _._. Robert S. •.•.•.• •..•••. , •• Master .•.••••••.. :. o • • • _.
Tewksbury, Elizabeth .••••••• James .•••.••• ~- •••••.••• ••• <lo ••••••• ~ •••• • o ••• -•
Tyrrell, Ann ••••.•••••••.••• Ebenezer .••••••· .•, •••.•• Boatswain's mate .•••• ..•·,
Tupper, Emily C ..••.•.•.••• Charles C ••.•••.•, ••.••• Captain of marines .•••• ,
Twiggs, Priscilla D ••••••..•• Levi .....•_., •.•. •.•,•..•. •,•.•.•.•. Major of marines ...,•••• ~
Trusty, Jane ..••••.•_•••.. ·..• Samuel .•••••. • •.•.·.· .· .·, ·. ~.· Ship's cook ..••• ·..••..••
Theall, Caroline E ....•••..•• Holstead ••-••• : ..•••.••. Sergeant of marines ..•••
Thompson, Hannah ..••••..•• John .••••...••••..••••. Seaman ..••..••..• ". •... •. ".
Underwood, Sarah J .••.....•. • Joseph A .•••••.•••••••• Lieutenant .•••. .- •.• , .•.•. ~
Ulrich, Hannah ............... George ..••..••.•••.••• Sailingmaster ..••..••• :.
Vanderford, Elizabeth ......•• Benjamin .•._••.•.•••, ,. .•• .Master's mate ...••.••••,.
Van Horn, Lydia • • • • • • . • • • • • Jesse . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . Marine .•••• : .. ~ .,•••.•••
Weed,Julia .•.•••.••••••..•• ElijahJ.,. ••••..•••••••• Quartermas-ter ··········~
Woolsey, Ellen .............. William G .•.•....•.••• Lieutenant .•.•••.. ·: •• ·
Wainwright, Maria M. ~ .•••.. Robert D .•.••••.•••...• L~eut. co!onel of mannes
Worth, Margaret C •••••••• · -~ Algernon S •••• ~-· . . • • • • • Lieutenant .•• • .• • • · , • • •
Warren, Martha ••••.•••• ~. ~. N al,ium .•••.•••.•.•..•• Master · • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • •
Wood, Mary ••••"•••••••••••• John ••••••.•••••••••••• Qua~tergunner ••••••••••
Wood ' E\ ·,zabeth . . . . . . . Owen . •••..•. • . . . . • . • • • Marine .••. • ·. • • • • • • • · • •
Wh'
M
A
Samuel •..•••. • • •• • •... Carpenter .•.• • • ••.••••.
ite, . arr nn...... • • • • • • Jose h • • • •. • • • • • • • • •. •. Gunner .•••••••..••.•••
Ward,Ilarnet .•• ~···········
P
,.
,...

.. . . .

"L

.,~

#

;t

$6
10
20
20
9

00
00

.oo

00
50

20
25
9
8

00
00
00
00
6 00
25 00
20 00

10 06
3 50

30 00
25 00
30 00
25 00

Sept.
1, 1847
Dec. 20, 1847
Jan.
3, 1847
Aug. 31, 1848
Dec. 8, 1846
Sept.
1, 1847
Sept. 13, -1847,
Sept.
1, 1847
Feb. lJ, 1847
1, 1847
Sept.
24, 1845
July
Sept.
1, 18:fi:
March 2~2, IJ3.42
1, 1847
~ept.
March 5, 1848
25, 1845
Oct.

20 00
7·50

Oct.
Sept.
June

Dec.

3 50

May

10 00
9 60

Jan.

Aug.

~

M

-

~
r,>
0

·~
t:'""

6, 1846
1, 184..7
10, 1848
23, 1847
9, 1848
20, 1848
1. 1846

_

:;uJ~ _

·\I

Wetmore, Susan M .. .- ••••••. William C ••••••..••...• Command er ..•••... , •••
Whipple, Ann .••-. ,•.•.•.••••• J·oseph ••••..••...••.••. Mrtrine ..••.......••••.
Wurtz, Matilda .•....•••••••. Wi·Uiam A ...... ........ Lieutenant ............ .
Waldo, Sarah V ••••.•••••••• Charles F ••••••.•••.••• Master •.••••••..•••••••
Webb, Julia ••••••.•••••••••• John M •••••••••••••• _.. Carpenter ..••.•••.••••.
· W11.llace, Sarah . ,,••••.•••• , •• Alexander .•••••..•••..• Marine .•••..••.•..•••••
Winn, Rebecca .•••.• ·•.••.... Timothy ................. Purser .•.•••...••••..••
Wise, Catharine ..••..••...•• George C .••••• . .•••.•••.•. clo ••••••••••••••••••
Woolsey; Susan C .•••...•••. Melancthon T ....... .... Captain ...•••••••.••..•
Watson, Mary A ........... .. Samuel E ..•••• ~ .....•.. Major of marines ...•.•••
White, Elizabeth ..••.••..• ~-. Benjamin .••.•..•••••.• Mast.er- at-arms ...••...••
Wilcox, Marvel. ............ .. Sylvester .••••...•••..•. Carpenter's mate .•••..••
Wt\kinson, Mary Stua_rt .••••. Stephen ..••••..••••..••• ..Midshipman .•.•.....••.
Williams, Eliz.a beth ..••.••••• William F.. . . . . . . . . . . . . Seaman .•••••••••••••••

30 00

Aug.

8, 1846

3 50
25 00
20 00
10 00

Oct.

13, 1846
6, 1847

3 50
20 00

20
50
25
9
9
12
6

Feb.
Sept.
June
Jan.
Sept.

L, 1847
16, 1847
14, 1847
1, 1847
do

00.
, do
00
00 ·N.ov. t 17, 1847
00 Sept.
1, 1847
50
do
50
do
00
do

ttj
~

I:,
0
~

Number of ·widows .••.•.-~.-: .: :; •.•.•. ~:••••. : •• : .••..•••..••..••. ' .•• _...• , . ...................
•

Amount required to pay them .. -.- ••
PENSION

0FFIC~·E'

8

November __25, 1848.

•

••

,,,.,

-i

_

• • • • • • • • • • • ·.

.

..

~

~11-tt·u·.r ·~

•

·

; .· .

·••

, ,

-:.·:- • • • •

:- • •

·

·: i;i .~·r: -r-;. · ••••••·;,- •••••••i.:(· ••

320
...
$7,1392

~
?

-~

' ,,

• I.

C

J. L. EDW.ARDS,
Commi~s.ioner of P,ensions.

I

tA
00

No. 4.

~

,st of tlie orplian children of officers, seamen, and marines, who have been pensioned under the act of the 1lt/1,
of A'lf,gust, 1848, entitled'' ./1.n a.ct renewing certain naval pensions, and extending the benefits of existing laws
respecting naval pensions to engineers,firemen, and coal heavers in the navy, and to their widows."
Names of the children.

Lewis, Georgia Ann .•..••••••••• , ••• , •...•.••..•••••••••••. (
I~ewis, Sarah F •..........•.....•.••.•••••••••.••••• • •. • • • • • 5
Pinkney, Emily Maria ..•.•......••......••.. , •.•••.••••....•..
Srnitk, .Emiline B .....•.•••••••.••••••••••••.••.•••••••••••• (
Smith, Catharine F ...•.•.••••...•..••..••••••.•....•.•... ,, 5
"\V olfley, William J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . {
Wolfley, Lewis .............•..•...•••••••••..•••. , , , • • · · · • • S

Names of their fathers.

Their fathers' rank.

Monthly
pension.

Commencement 0£
pension.
August 28, 1848.

Thomas. . . • . . . . • . • . • • • . Gunner's mate .••••••...
Henry •....•.....•..... Commande1· •..•••••.••• 1•
John H............. .•. . Lieut,e nant .............. 1

$9 50
30 00
25 00

May 16, 1848:
March 27, 1845.

Lewis. . . . . . • • . • • • . . • • • Surgeon ••••.••.•..•.•••

30 00

July 21, 1844.

Number of C'rphan children, ••••••••••••••••••••••••• .• • ,,.,., .•• , •••••..•••••• , .•••••••••••. ·-·.,, •••••••.•• , ••••••• , , •••••.••
Ai!nual amqunt required to pay them .••• , , ••••••••••••••. : : • ••••••.•••••••••••• , ••_•••••.•..•••••••.••••.•.••••••••.•• !
PENSION OFFICE,

No-ve111.ber 25, 1848.

. _• • • • • • •

~
~

0
0
~

7
$1,134

J. L. EDWARDS,
Oem,m."i,sioner of Pen,ions.

~
~ -

~

\

:No. 1.
JI statement showing the receipts and expenditures on accoutn.t of the navy pension, fund, for the year ending
Sept'ember 30, 1848, and its condition at that . date.

I. Balance in the Treasury to the credit of the fund, on- the 1st of October, 1847 ••••.•••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••.•••••.•.•...•••••
Balance of the appropriation for the widows and orphans of the offi~ers and crews of the Grampus-and Sea Gull, same date ............ .
Ba]a~ce of appropriation for invalid pensioners ....•••••• • •• ,".• ·••.•••••
Balances due from agents, per last settlement of their accounts priqr
to October 1, 1847, and including advances to that <late. ·.. ., ,•... , .. ·

$8,466 55
6,218 35 ·

78,674 02

+.

•\: .1•

•

•

•

~

· - ••••• •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

$93,358 92

,

.

i

II. Amount received into the treasury since tJ:ie 1st of October, 1847,
from whom, anp on what ac,cco,unt., viz:
1848.
February . 1 From the Secretary of the N ayy, trustee, this sum being a dividend
on stock of the Union Bank of George.town, D. C ..•••.••.••..••••
6 From G!:!orge Loyall, . navy agent, for one moiety of _the oet proceeds
April
of the sale of the schooner Wd1iam, captured by U. S. ship Columbus
23 From the Secretary of the Navy, ·trustee, being for one moiet-y of prize.
June
funds deposited to the cr_edit of tp.e Treasurer of the UnH~d Stat~s.
by Purser J. H. vVatmough ...••..•••••••••.•••.•••.•••.•••.•••••
From appropriations for the renew al of wiaows' pensions, per acts of
1845 and 1847, payahle out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated , .. 1 .,!• ••••• • ••••• .! . ~••••-.

,

•

o •• ••••

64,265 39

~
~

t,
0
~

z.
0

4:50 00

\

~

•4 ,353' 70

7,2~2 44
49,973 42

<

61,999 56
Total _amountof bal ance s due Oct. 1, 1847; and re·ceipts to Oct. I, 1848 .
.

.
t

,

219,623 87

~

'J.) .

c:.J"t

•

~

No. 7-Continuecl.

00

~

III. Expenditures on account of the ..fund, per sett1ements made from
October 1, 1847, to September 30, 1848, inclusive, viz:

1847.
Novem'r 26
December 2
2
2
21

23
1848:
January 14
17
17
February 2

March '
May

,

By the Farmers & Mechanics' Bank, Hartford, fo_r p~ymen-ts to pensioneriJ. B. Guthrie ••••.•••••••••••••.•••••••.•••.• . : .••• do .•••••••
Wil1iam C. Anderson .•••••.•••.•••••••••••••.•••.••• do .•••.•••
>I
' ·~ .••_••••••••..••.
G reen ber r y D o r ,;; ey .•••••.••
,- '.• •.•••••~
· uo ••••••••
George Loyall .•••••• ,, .•••.••• ~ •••••.•••• ·• ! .......... do •• ·••..••
P. ~. Wetmore , •• ( .. :.• ~ .~·.•. ~ • ~ .- :\ •.•• ,• ••••••. ~ •••.•_._•.•• do ••, ~ ., _~ ; •

22·

Octavus Cohen ••••••••••••..•••••.•••••.••••••••.••• do .•••.•••
Louisville Savin~s Institution .•••.••• -.•••••. '•••.••••• do .•••..••
Ar cade Bank of Providence, R. I. .....
do .• 1• • • • • •
P . M. Wetmore .•••••••••.•••.••••••••••••• , •••••••. do ••••••••.
Jose p h W hi le . • • • • • • • • • ••• ·~ ~ •••• · •• ·• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• do . • • • • •••
George Loyal I ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••• do .• ,• •.••.
Samuei D. Patterson .••••.••••••.•••• , .•••.•••.••••• do ••••.•••
Merchants' Bank of Portland, Maine ...••••• -••••••.••• do .•••.•••
Trenton Banking Company .•••.•••••••.••••••.••..••• do ••••••••
Isaac P. Davis ............•... ·····~ .... , .•. ·~·· ...• do ....... .
Samuel Cushman ..•••••••••.••••••..•••• • • • · .•••• ·.•do·•· • ~ • • •
P. M. Wetmore ...•••..••••••.••.•••..••••• • • • • · • • •• do··•· · • • •

5

Greenberry Dorsey ..••• - .. - - - · ..• - · • • • - - • • • • • • ·•··•·do···••·· •

12
12

George Loyall •••••• ••••••••••·•••·•••·•••••·••• .••• do .... ··••
Wilhum C. An<lerson .• ,-··:· --~- ·••••• ••••••..••
Louis villt> Savin gR ln s t1tutLon. • •••••.•••• : : ·. ·.:::: : : .. " " .. - - . - .•

3
5
5
5
10
10
11

l.2

:! :.: ..........

···:::!~:::: ::::

W- i l\ \0 11,

:_1, .

8,J, n \ \: • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

$816 00
184 00
150 00
384 00
' 3,210 28
1,715 23
120 00
291 00

2,oss oo
11 ,B98
4,638
267
5,704
641
2,100
6,085
567
1,399

01
13
48
56

40
00
66
04

13
734 00
3,214 99
843 33

337 <36
1 .2,899

'.?8

-~
~

t:::,
0
~

~

9

t-

27

June
July

9
8

15
20

24
28
11

August
September 8

20

736 00

Farmers and Mechanics' Bank, Hartforcl •••••••••••••• do .•••.•••
Paris Hi 11 . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . ...••... d o . . . . . .. .
P. M. Wet1nore . .................. ........•......... do ....... .
Samuel Cushman ...••• . '· ... ~ ..••....•......• ~ ....... do .... ...•
Joseph White ••••••.••••.••••.•••••.••••• ·••••.•••••. do ••••.•••
Newton Lane .................•............•........ do ....... .
George Loyall .....••••••• ~ •.•••••.•••••••••.••••••. do .•••••••
William Woodbury ••••••••••••.••••••••.•••••••••.•• do .••••.•.
Is aa c P. D a". . is .•••. ·• • • . • • • . • • • .,•••.•••• ·• . .•• , • • • • • . • do .•.• : ..•
Walker Anderson .•••.•••. : ••..••••••.•••••••.•••••. do ••••••••

1,716 00
9,356 21906 52
3,817 ' 59
2,450 00
329 47
656 30
5,338 23
450 00 ·

Total amount of expenditures .••• .:_:;;- :!:~ •••• ·••••........ ..... ·.I

IV. Balances due by agents, per last settlement of their accounts, and
including advances to October 1, 1848, viz:
·
By Jacob Alrichs, ,viimington, D.el .... ...... ·•••••• : . ·•·• ·::••.••• ••••••
William C. Anderson, St. Louis~ •••• : . : •••••• ::••·::.~.·::••.•••••
P. M. Wetmore, New York ..... ·. ·.·.·.~. : ·........... :.....
.
«-.·...... . . ".
J. V. Bro'\\.,.ne, Bosto·n . ; ............ . . .. .. . ; .,·:!_: ·. : ••• ·•• ·.·.,•••••• ••••• ~ .•••
Thomas Hayes, Philadelphia .•••• ·••• .• •• : •••••.• : •••.•.• ·••••••.•
Michael Ash ....... do ... ~ ......... · .. :_............. -. ·......../: .-- .
S. D. Patterson .• •• do ..••••••. //; ••••• :::::•••••••••.•••••••••
Elias Kane, Washing,ton, D. C. ::: ..... : .-~::: . ............ •.•••••
Leqnard~ Jarvis, Boston •..•.•.......................•. ::.-.·. ·: .•: .
G ec,r g e Loy a I I , Nor folk • ; •~; . • • • • • • • • • : • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • / : : : : : -.
- Samuel Mc C Ie 11 an , B al ti mo r e • • • • ~ -~·: . · : ••• _. : • • • • • • • ; • • : : • • . : : : .~•
• Wa_lker 4-n derson, Pensacola .••••••••.•••.••_••••••• ~ •.•••.•••••
Thomas G. Morgan, New Orleans .•••••••••••••• : •••••••.•••.•••
Greenberry Dorsey •••••• do/••••••••• ~: !P:'.·••••••• ••••••••••.•••.•

85,545 50

~:~,? r~n

1

49 05

41
12,741
t,164
1,202
915

26
95
75

t'J

~

~

·o

~

~
?

i,.ol

01

95

. 9,101 22

1,119 50
543 ·93
):

• 519 ··85
'701 84

689 00
340 00
1,090 25

..,
~

00

--1

•

No. 7-Conti:riued. '• ·
.By William .B. Scott, Washington, D. C ...••• •·: •• . ; •••••• .'.". ·. ·••••••
J . .B. Guthrie, Pittsburg .••••••••••.•••••••••••••.••• • • ::: • ••••
Samuel Cushman, Ports1nouth, N. H·:::·: .. .......... ·........... ·.
Newton Lane, Louisville, Ky ...•• ·~···· ·,: •••••••••• : ·.·: . : ·.• ·••.••~..
Trenton .Banking Company, N. J •••• :. : • •••••• .' •••• ::• ••• ~ •••••
Paris Hill, Providence, R. I .•••...•• ·.·.·.·: .·. ,. ·••••••••• ·•••••.•••••
Joseph White, .Baltimore .•••'.'••.•••• ~-- ::. ,•• ,. · •••••••••••• : •••.•••
Isaac P. Davis, .Boston ..• ;:; ••••••••••.•• ." ••••• •'· : •••• :-:• .•••••
Octavus Cohen, Savannah .•.. ·::.:·: ••:•••.•.•• ~-••••.• .-.·· ••••••.•••••
James Hall, Cincinnati ••••••. •'• •••••••••••••.••• -. ·. · •••••~•••.•••
William Woodbury, Portland, Me ••• ::/.~ •• : :::: ••••••• ·.... ~---;-••
Hr Goodwin, (2d,) H '": rtford, Conn .•. ; ••••••••.•••.•••.•••••••••
P. Dickenson, Trenton, N. J ..•• _•.•••. ~ ••••••• ·• ~ t~~ • ••••.•••••••
William B. Barry, Cincinnati ••• r• .'• . ~ •••••••••• ., ••\.·, ; /:.~~,.,-- ._ ,,~-. ; •••

~

00

$7,659
J.23
279
1,502
636
2,200
4,433
6,104
1780
125
621
222
474
306

71
67
&5
75
00
00
90
10
00
58
00
50
00
00

00

I

. t_,!j

.~
t::,
0

.

~

~

Total amount of balances due by agents .••• •~.·: ••• ~ ••••••

V. Balance in the treasury · to the credit of the fund, Qctober 1, 1848 ..

ss ,6s9 62

I

• • • • • • • • • • • • I

/

-

~

~

$78,388 ·75

"'

•

REc.A.PITU'.LA TION.
1. Balance in the treasury to the_ credit of the fund, October 1, 1847 ••
B .lance for-th widows and .orphans oi the officers and crews of the
Gram pus and Sea Gull, same date .•••••••••••••••••.• ~ ••••..••
Balance of appropriation for invalid pen'sioners .••. ~ ~. ,· •.•••••••••

Balance from pension agents, on the 1st of October, 1847 .• ·••.•••• ~

$8,466 55
6,218 35
78,674 02
•

•

•

•

•

• .. •

•

•

•

•

•

$93,358 92
64,265 39

I

1848.
February 1
April
6
June
23

2. Amount recei.ved into the treasury since 1st October; 1847, viz:
For a dividep.d on ~.tock of the Union Bank of Georgetown, p. C .. ~ ••
For on-e moiety of the net proceeds of sale of the s0hooner William ••
For one moiety of prize funds, deposited by Purser W atmough .••• : • •
From appropriations for renewal of widows' pensions, per acts of 1845
and 1847 .•••••.•••••• .- •••••.•••..••.••••••.••.•..••••••••.•••.•••

.

~t_zj

~,-r,_.~
«

~- ;_,t.i pee,'

t,
0

49,973 42

-~

I
61,999

,

Total amount of balanc~s due, Octol>er I, 1847, and receipts
to O.ctober 1, 1848 . ~ ...•.•....••• _.: •••.•••.•••.•••••••

L

~~~-~n~~

450 00
4,353 70
7,222 44

• • • • • •

• • • • • • I

3. Expenditbl.res on acc ,;unt of the fu nd , from _·october 1, 1847, to October 1, 1848 ............................... _-. •••..••••••.••••• . . . . . . . . . . . .
4. Amount due from agent~, in1~lurling advances to O ctober I, 1848 .•••••••••.••••
~- Balance in the treasury to the credit of the fu u d, October I, 1848 •.••••.••••.•••
1

56

219,623 87

~ -t-

85,545 50
55,689 62

78,388 75

---------

219,623 87

T:1u:_~ SURY DEPARTMENT,

FouilT-:JI

AVDITOR's

0J!'FICE, -Dece-mcer 4, 1848.

.A.. 0. DAY'FON.

t,O
00
~

~

No. 8 •
.fl statemrnt of expenditures under tlte h,ead of·" crnt,inge.n t expenses," as settled and allowed at the office of the

~

Fourth .8.ud-itor, during tlie year ending 30th September, 1848.

.

Ill

...

Date.

Name and ra11k.

.I

8{J!J8
20!HI
8104

810ti

~lOV

Cl)

Cl)

f

~
Cl)

...,

~

~-~

..., p.,

Cl.)

C ,_
Q;) 0

CS

i§
..., ...,

·3C

s

p

z

8097

"d

bl) .

..c

•

Q)

~

<1>

8068
8070
8072
8073
8074
8075
8076
8079
8080
8081
8083
8088
8089
8090
8091
8092
8091'>

Ul

C

p.,

Cl)

Q)

.s,_
ed
s
,;,

Q)

Cl)

r.::
Cl)

c..,

0

rn

Ill

...
...

0
i;::..

·-

(l.)

C

o

~

c3r.::

0

0

bll~

I

Purposes.

C

·;::;
C
0

0

t.rj
~

1847.
Oct.

1
2
5

7
9

9
13
14

15
19
22
26
30
30
Nuv.

1
4
5
8

10
12
HI
2()

27

F. G. McCauley; purser .•••••..•..•.

J. J. Bayle, lieutenant and storekeeper
S. Ramsey, purser .•.••••••.•••.•••.
C. P. Patterson, acting purser ..•• ·.••
Geo. Loyall, navy agent .•.•••••.••..
T. G. Benham, acting purser •••.•.•.
B. J . Cahoone, purser ............. ..
J. White, navy agent .••••••.•••••...
B. D. Heriot, navy agent ••.••• , •••..
J. A. Faun es, acting purser .•..•••.•.
T. B. Nalle, pmser ................ .
H. Et.ting, purser .•... ·" ..•••.•••••.
Wm. B. Scott, navy a.gent .•••.•••••.
0. Cohen, na•y agent ............... .
E. Fitzgerald, purser ..•••• , ••••.••..
W. Anderson, navy agent ••••••.•••••
S. Cushman, navy agent .•••••• , ••••.
W.W. Hunter, acting purser •••••.•.
W. A. Blood~ood, purser ..••.•••••..
T. P. McBlair, pun,er .• · • · • · ·· •· · · · ·
N. W. Howison, lieutenant. .. ·••····
W. s. Wn.lker, acting purser.········
Jo!joph !foll, ~avy 1~gont •• • · • • • • • • • • •

$5,925 39
1,904 60
2,577 78
.

123 50

10,907 57
85 00
8 13
6,054 80
406 14
2,697 22
31 71
1,854 91

$11 bO

Ib,406 00

2,604 17

133 17
3 57
4,663 12

............

2,890 44

pilotage and transportation.
fuel, stationery, postage, &c.

1,880 00
99 41
6

r;as!:fl~;g

12

l'.Hi7 bO

6 4.6

19,081 44

For Jabor in navy yard, postage, &c.
st.or@ rent, labor, &c.
labor i!l navy yard, postage, &c.
Juel, p1lotage, &c.
··
travell!ng, freight, pilotage, stationery, &c.
foel, pilotage, &c.
postage.
travelling, freight, transport'n, co1Dmissions, &c.
wharfage, stationery, advertising, &c.
fuel, postage, travel, stationery, &c.
postage and transportation.
labor in navy yard, postage, &c.
tools, freight, tran:;iportation, advertising, &c.
postage, office expenses, &c.
postage.
.
wharfage, travelling, transportation, &c.
stationery, books,.tools, ~1ay, meal, &c.

············ ············

OXpPnROS as h<"nrc•r cjf ,lespo.toh<'"'•

f1~~.\!f,·t~1:lu.1 iou.,

fi c,i~ht, ti-u.v~l, hu.y,

&.c.

~

.0
~

~

9

~ ·

\
8111
8112

Deo.

8116
8119
8120
8122
8127
8129

8140
8147

R. Pettit, purser ................... .
S. D. Patters1m, navy agent .....•.•••
J. A. Bates, purser ............... ..

11

J. Bryan, purser ........• ~ .. , •..•• ·.•
0. Bull us, acting purser .......... : ..
J. White,-a€lting purser ....••.••.....
J. S. Watkins, navy agent .......... .
E. Fitzgerald, purser ......... : ..... .
H. Moore, acting _purser ....•........
Wm. B. Scott, navy agent .......... .

21
22
24
24

.8126

8130
8134
8138

1
1
2
6
9

31
Jan.

5

~1-19

8
17
19

8150

20

8154
8156
8157
8158

21
29
29
2
Feb.

8159
8]61

8163
8164

8168
8171
8172
8174
8177

2
3
4
4
8

12
15
16
Mar. 1

818"0
8181
8182
81 83

3
8
9

81 84

11

8185
8189

11

"

3

13

A. J. Watson, purser .......•.••••..
P. M. Wetmor~, navy agent ........ .

2,694 42
6,359 12

2,9M 07
6,f>15 46
11,498 16

2,503 84
7,624 92
8 00
203 58
18,673 23
5,645
276
69
11900

F. G. McCauley, purser .••..••••.••.

9,590 48
132 50

700 00

15

00
90
76

George Loyall, navy agen; .....••••••
J. White. navy agent ........• _. .••.••
B. D. Heriot, navy agent ...•......•.
D. McC. F. Thornton, purser ........
W. A. Bloodgood, purser ..••••••..• _.
H. Etting, purser ................. ..
P. M. Wetmore, navy agent .•.......
vV. Anderson, navy agent .••.••.•.•••
A. E. Watson, purser .............. .
G. G. Williamson, acting purser .•...
Joseph Hall, navy agent .•..•••.•....

11 ,o9o 02

J. A. -Bates, purser ..•.••••••••••.•.
R. Pettit, purser. -..••••..••.•••.•••
W. S. Oi:tden, acting purser ......... .
J. S. Watkins, navy agent .......... .
S. D. Patters~n, navy agent ••••••_•••

3,137 00
690 45
2~4 30

T. 0 . Means, actin~ purser ••••••••. ,
J.C. Howell, storeKeepet tttt••tt•••

4 35

91 24
JO 00

S. D. Patterson, navy agent •.•.••••.•
L. D . Slamm, purser ............... .
0. Cohen, navy agent ....•.•. , _. ....•
S. Cushman, navy agent ......•.•••••
S. P. Lee, acting purser .•.•.••.•...•

............. ,........... .

19,264 70
427 23
8,15ll 18
l,6D5 04
3,867 58
10,227 41
6,133 30

110 00

I•,•,•""•••

2,880 11

234 94
8,534 49

693 57
18 ,5Sq 42
242 11

4,449 84

,.

............

$75 0Q

12 50
• • 11 • • • • . . . . . , , • • • • • • • • • • • •

labor in navy yard, postage, &c. .
transportation, freight , travel, stationery, &:c,
labor in navy yard, &c.
labor in navy yard, &c.
pilotage, tools, instrnments, travel, and commis·
sions, &c.
pilotage, fuel, &c.
pilotage, fuel, &c.
repairs; &c., at the naval school at Annapolis.
freight, travel, stationery, tools, &c.
postage.
pilotage, fuel, &c.
transportation, freight, travel, ~d\'E.•rtising, com,
missions, &c.
travel, freight) transportation,.commissions, &c.
pilotage, .fuel, &c.
·
office expenses.
tools, freight, transportation, travel, commissions, &,c.
labor in navy yard, &c.
pifotage, postage, &c.
freight, transportation, travel, stationery, &c.
freight, transportation, travel, advenising, &c.
wharfage, freight, travel, stationery, &c.
labor in navy yard, &c.
fuel, pilotage, stationery, &c.
labor in navy yard, &c.
freight, transportation, travel, books, &c. wharfage, freight, transportation, travel, &c.
labor in navy yard, &e.
pilo'tage, postage, stationery, &c.
transportation, freight, travel, tools, commissions, &c.
labor-in navy yard, &c.
labor in navy yard, &o. •
stationery, pilotage, &c.
freight, f>tationery, commissions, &c.
travel_, freight, transportation, travel, commiss10ns, &c.
pilotage, stationeFy, &c,
store rent, and labor on store 1 &o.

~
~

Ci

0
~

~
~

r-

~

C,0

to-' ,

ea
et:)

~ o."8-Continued:

t-:;)

..,;·
~

...,

....0

X

...,Cl:>

0

~
<1)

a)

b !l

...
e

...,s:::
s:::
0
0

..0
~

z

1847.
Mar. 18

8)91

8195
8196

28
28

8 197
8198
8199

30
A pr.

8200
·8 202
8204
8205
8206

31
l
3
5

8217

10
12
12
7

8210
8211

20
20

8215

26

8216

28

8217
8219
8220

28

29
May

8223

2
2
5

8 :.t24

!}

8221i

10
l I

8221

7

N. Wilson, pur!ler .•.•.••....•..•••.
D. Walker, purser .•.•....••.•.•.•..
D. D. Porter, lieutenant . . .•.....•••.
A . J. Watson, purser .•.•..••• _••• ·... .
F. P . M cBlair, purser .. ; ........... .
F. G. McCnrdy purser ...•••••.....•
T. M. Taylor, purser .............. .
G. Gansevoor t, acting purser .. . ..... .

-

<>
IJ}
•
s;::'"CI

~-~;

Q) Q)

i:.,

....e

..

~

s::

C)

p.

rn

]§
bQS:::

r'

.....,s:::. .

q;)

...,0

§ s::

0

Cl:>

s:::

-~
E..., rn
s:..
s:: ....
0

Purposes.

C)

<:.llO

·==
0

0

$1 ~214 18

Fo~ labor in navy yard , 8ic..
fnel, stationery, p ilot age, &c.
1,323 Jl
travelling expenses .
6 ,294 75·
la.b or-in navy yard , &c.
4 ~o
postage.
3,564 5G
labor in navy yard, &c.
6 ,945 81
labor -in navy yard, &c.
105 26
piiotage, stationery, &o.
S. Ramsey, purser •.••.•. _•••••.•..•.
3,328 31
labor in navy yard, &c.
J. S. Wiley, surgeon ......... .. ... ..
52 00 • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 • • • • • • • • • • •
travelling expenses. _
H . Etting, purser .....••.. : ....... ..
4,044 66
labor in- navy yard 1 &c.
N. J. Hartstein : acting purser •••••.•.
5- 63
postage.
·
.i . M. Berrian, acting purser ... . .•...
pilo t age, &c.
.
230 00 1· ......... " \".......... .
quarters for officers, stationery, advertising., &c.
A . A . Nicholson , quartermaster m. c. . . . • . • . . • • • • . • . • • • . . . • . • $1,691 9-1
freight, transportation, travel., books-, commis28 65 ••••.. . ••••
sions, &c.
P. M . ·wetmore , navy agent ••.•.•... 30,672 20
pilotage, stationery, &c.
,
G. F. Sawyer., pnrser .••.••..••.•••.•
259 87
labor
in navy ya.rd, &c.
J. S. Watkins, navy agent .••••.•....
2,454 43 •••••••• • •••I••-•••••••••
wharfage, travel, office expenses, &o.
,
344 84
B. D . Heriot, navy agent .•. -~ •......
stationery, postage, &c.
E. Fitzgerald, purser .....•...• . .. . ..
53 60
postage .
3 79
J . D. G ihson, purser •.... . ..........
labor in n ~vr yard , &c .
.
statione r y, coin4
0
2
37
S. Rllm sey, -pnrser .... · · .... . ·. · · · · ·
travel , fr e 1g n t, transporta ti o n ,
19 , 194 23
Geor ~o L oya ll , n a vy ogent .... · · · · ~ · ·
rn issi on!:I, &c,.
1
i\ot-ngo, s1,-tiono1·y, f110, &o.
f... hu,• iu. u•.1".Y- .Yt'-l"'-I, p<H1lU.Q;tl, S.,,u ,
107 73 ··········••!••··········
G. A. M 1i ,·ul\or, l:\.Cting yn1T11or. _. • • • • •
······
J). Ml,C. }. '.\'hon1tn11, pu-raor. • • • • • • • 121000 03

2, 757 53

.. ... $56. 80 l

:_::::::::::

~

...... ...... ........... .
........................ .

·······a· 50· 1: ::: :::: ::::
....

~
~

~

0

~

~
?
;,,..£

'

I

' i'l , J.. :B . lla.ndolpb, lieu_tenn.nt.,,., ~ ••• ,.

~228

15

8232
8233
8234

16

i

16

8236
8237
~8240
' ~8241

17
]8
22

8242
8245

24
29
3-0
30
June 3

8246
8247
8251
'8252
8253

22

7

8
12

'8255
8256

8257
~2.61

8262
8263

.8265

B. J. Cahoone, purser ..•.•• : .• _._•....
J. S. Watkins, acting purser ...... .· •.
8. Lockwood, acting purser •...•...•.
J. S. Watkins,, navy agent. .. ~ .•.,•...
J. A. Bates, purser ....•.•.. : .•.• .• ••
J. R. Tuck(;l'r, acting purser ......• ,• ••
W. H. Burns, storl,)keeper ..•.....•.• ,
W. Anderson, na,vy ·agent ..••. ; •. ,•.••
J. S. Palmer, acting purser •.....•.•.
S. Cushman, navy agent .. ·: •........
J. R. Tucker, lieutenant ..•.•• _. ..•••..
A. J. Watson, urser ....• , • _••• , •.•.•
Joseph Hall, n· vy agent. ••.••••....•

1

13
13
17

T. P. Mc Blair, purser ..•.•••.•• , ••..
D. vValker, purser ..•.••...•....•.•.
J. White, navy agent ................

17
20
30

J. White, acting purser: .. ~ ; ..••••••.

I.

,

•

•

S. D. Patterson, navy agent .••••••...
Y.l. B. Scott, navy' agent ...••....•..

8267

5
7

.8272

... .... 13

W. A. Bloodgood, p~rset ..••••••• ·••.
H. Etting-, purser ....•....•... , .••••
T. M. Taylor, purser .................
T. A. Jenkins, t1,cting purser .••••••••
D. Fauntleroy, purser .........••....
P. M. Wetmore, navy agent. ........

8284

18
.20

~285

21

J. N. Hambleton, purser .••. • .•.••.•
S. B. Wilson, acting purser ...........
·G. Loyall, navy age,nt. .•,..••...••.••

24

Q. Busbee, purser ...................

25

0 . Cohen, navy agent ....•.•.••..•••

:S266

8276

July

14
15
18

8279
8280

,8281

~289
"8290
8291 1

Thomas Turner, actmg purset· ....•.••
Wm. B. Scott, navy agent ....••...•.

8 2.92

-

15, W. Anderson, navy agent ..•••••.•.••
26 J. S. Watkins, navy agent .•••••••••.

473 99

7 00
22,398 95
9"0 18
1,011
198
2,475
2,555
. 84
1)374
10 ,34~

53 ·
90
53
76
00
130
62
1~ 00
1,501 39
1

.............
.. , ........ ·············
............
••••••••••• i

2,092 00

...........
. ...............
............
,

. .. .. .. ....~
·.

................... ......,.

• . • . • .• . • • • • . •.• . • • •.•.•..•
. .. . ... .. .. . .. • ... • . • .. ..
• • • • • • • • . • • • • •.• • . • • ••. • • .
~ •••••••••••...• -.... "..
....................".....
• . • • . . . • • . • . . . . •.• . .• • . . . .
•..•.•. : . . • . • . . . • . . •.• . . •

,139 50 •• .••••• ; •••• , • • • • • • • • • • • •

·~AO..

6,919 20 ..................
10,Hi3 02
183, 00 ... .........
5 50 ••••••••••••••••••• ,. • • • •
131 tJO . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . • . • • . . . .
10,940 35 ..• ~........ • • . • .• • • • • • • •

travelling expens.es, as hearer of despatches.
J;>il?tage and wood. , .- , '[ ·;-· ;
. ! ., ,·
tre1ght, tools, travel, trari!:1:portat10n, stationery,
. - ,&c.
' .
stttio~ery, postage, ;&c,
la or m na.v:r yara, &c .
pilotage, stationery, &c.
,freight, transportation, travel, stationery, &c.
]aboriin nayy ·yll,rd, &c.
.
,pilo,ty.g~, f,u_e l,.~-~ , -. ,; .
1s~q1:e, re.n,t, and labor on ,sfores, postage, &c.
,t ravel, fr,e ight, trfl,nsportation, h·ay, tools, &c.
pilotage.
' ;:;. , · 1~, ,l •
J.-. _ _ .
1
f~e/~ht, vap_sil,_ortation, travel, hay, meal, '&c.
,sta!I<>pery, &c . .•
~abor in navy yard, &c.
freight> transportation) _travel, ,tools, :.tationery,

.

&c.

. •

.,

~

"1

,po.§ fage.
,
~t,atjo1Jery,, postage,•&c.
tray~!., freight, transportation, stationery, commis_
., ,1 s10µs, Si;c. ,_ .
\
~,739 71 .• • • • •. . • • .. .. • • •.• • •• • ...
rep3:irs, &c., at t)le naval school at Annapolis.
3,140 13 ................ ,. . . • • • ..
.ma1;1J~e corps ll2i. 11,976 90 ........... ~ -:• ..........
freigh_t, transportation, tools, travel, oil, commis..4 .; . . . , .... ~1ons,§tc .• "'
.•. ,. . .. , ~·~···
:.,J.! .•;:'!.CWi
32+> 03 ........................ ~
pilotage, stationery, &c.
6,609 04 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • •
labor m navy yard, &c. ·
8,09~ _82 ••••••••.••.••••••••.•.••. -- la-borinnavyya-rd;· &c. -·
a 00 • • • • • • • • • . • . . . • . • • • • • . . .
postage .
10,472 87 .. .. • • .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. •
pil?tage, iltationery, fael, &c.
16,<JJ~ 37 . • •• . . •• • .. • . • . •• . .. • • •.
fre1gh_t, transportat~o~, travel, instruments, star.
uonery, com~1,ss~ons., .&c.
1 n7 ..•••.•••.••.•.. ~.......
postage.
. ·
134 00 ............ . ... : .. • .. ..
pilotage, stationery, &c.
12,870 89
11_40 .. • .. • . . • .. .
travel, tr11:nsportation, freight, oil, meal, hay
I
comm1ss10ns, &c.
'
532 63 • • .. • .. .. • .. • .. • .... • • .. ..
pilotage, stationery, &c.
141 97 . . . • • •.• • • • • • . • • • • • • • •• • • •
office expenses, &c.
127 33 ........................ 1
freigh~, wharfage, postage, &c.
954 19 .••..••••• ! • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
labor rn navy yard.
,

,

·~

~

e.
0

(j

-

~
9

_Ii-I

'-Cl

(.0
~

.I

No. 8-Conti:µued ,
..,;

.,
...

,a)

d

0.

Date.

Name and rank.

4)

C:

z

1847.
26

July

8294

-~os:fo

21
23
23

832l
8322
8323
8324
8325

23

24
29
29

29

8326

Sept.

30
4

$353! 68

For wharfage, freight, travel, stationery, andoommis.

J. S. Watkins, acting purser .••••••••
.630 ~9
A. E. Watson, purser ...............
3,31?0 ~8
A . B. Fairfax, acting purse r . •.•.•••.
56 OS
•.•
J. D. Gibson, purser ............. , .•
. 11 09
J. H. Terry, purser .......•.•....••. .
1,179 36 ••"••&1.1'•••11
,
W. S. Harrisi acting purser ..•••..•••
150 20
Joseph White, navy agent. .•..••..••
6,676 12
S. Cushman,
agent .• ..• ~ •••••.•
1,363 49
,
S. Ramsey, p ser .•••••..•••• , .....
6,007 1( c.c.c.,c.c. • • • • • •
'
N. Denby, navy agent ...............
3,631 4~
C. T. Platt, commander .. ..••_..•••••
47 62
$2 93
S. D. Patterson, navy agent..........
7,046 ~6
2 25 ............
T. B . ])1 a.lie. purser ..••• ;...........
652 86 ••••••.•••••.• ~- .........
A. A. Nicholson , quartermaster m. c ••••.....••.••..• ; • • • • • • . $3,966 24
E.T. Dunn, purser.................
7,196 46 •••••••••••••••••• , •••••
Jos. White, actin~purser....... .....
2,385 02 ........................
E.W. Mc~all 8t Co.,special agents..
6,157 29 ........................
G. H. White, purser................
68 oo ..••..••••.•..•••. · · ••· ·
L. P. Lee, acting purser..... ........
8 00 .•.••••..••.•.••• • • • • • ..
J. A. Bates, purser..................
2, 057 29 · .• •••••••.•. · ·• • • •• • · • ·

..............
.......
......
............
............
............ ............
........ .... ................
. . . . .. .
....... ..... ············
.............

4

6

fvy

~

·r.

B. Nalle, purser ....•...•. ·• • ·. · ·

722 24

(:1

8

0

. . . . 11. . . . . . . . . .

3
4
4
4

8
9
11

8315

0

bOC

............
············
.... ...... ............

27
28

Aug.

aginL ..... . . : .. .

'

....::s::

............ ............

26

26

8298

R33l

B. l) . Heriot, navy

c:<3

a
<l)

~§
C:

~

8

8295
8~97

8330

(.)

·2

~- ~

<l)

~~

:t:i

-~d ,

~

8329

114 ...

<l)

I

bO

.0

<O '

.

c"O

8_~-

><

a)

<-,

8302
8303
8306
8305
8308
8309
8312
8316
8320

~

0.,.

4>

8293

..

C1)

...
0
s.,

,

CJl

0

,,,

M . C. Perry, oapto.in ..................... G!>i's"
Joa. IIall, navy o.gent ••• ,, •, • •, • • • • • • 30,
1

· • • • • • ....•• · · • • • • • • • • • •

~i gg ·:::::::::::
·

1

. sions.
.,
rilotage, statiqnery' &o.
Jahor. ,jR navy ya,rd, &c.
pilotage ,- ·stationery, &c.
i. ( ' ~""'
postCLge, &c.
;
p,Iqtag/3, sta.tioaery, &o.
pilotage, stationery, &o.
freight., travel, transportation, stationery, &c.
freight, travel, transport~tion, stationery; &o.
labor ~n ~a.vy yards.
commissions, &c.
f.uel, stationery, , a.dver,tising,, -~.·
- travel, fieight, transportation~ stationery, &e.
labor in navy ya.rd.
quarters for qlJioert, •t•tittnery, kc.
pilota,r~, s\a.tioQefi, faeJ, &o.
fuel. pilotage, .Sw.
commiB&ions, &o.
pilotage, &o.
posta~e, &o .
labor 1n navy ye.rd, &o.
labor in navy yard, &:0 •

~h~-

expenses o~ o. laf61
trans/ro~~~~sio. t'

,

travel

tool:., q.nd 51:"'
,

,~

~

t::,
0
'~

~
~

~

8S36
8338
8339
8340

8341
8346

8348
8349

12
14

J. DeBt·oe, purser ..•........ ..•• ..•.
D. McC. F·, Thornton, purser •..... . .

18

N. Wilson, purser ....•.•............
18 , J. A. Dates, purser .•.•..•...•.....•
19 Baring, Brothers, & Co., navy agents
26 A. E. Watson, purser ..........••..•
21. F. A. Neville, acting purser ... ;; .....
29 T. P . McBlair, purser .......... ', . ...

342 80

6,581 67
1,212 99
114 13
14,610 75
2,975 36
83 75
4 20

............ ............
.............. ............
............ •••••"••••••
......47, .....
............
13 ············
············
...... •' ...... :::::·::: ~ :::
............ ············
~

102,247 61

1

219 31
J

00

''1111

;. "
1

• •. ,,.

1 , ·.,

1

labor in navy yard, &c.
labor in navy yard, &e.
commissions; &c.
labor in navy yard, &c.
pilotage, stationery, .&d.
postage .

3,977 1 49
I

, •,

tlota~e, stationery, &e.
abor in navy yard, &c.

''.•• ·.!• •••.~

R.ECA;PI'l'UL_A.TION • ...

~

.

' . .

•

~

1·
'

i

Contingent expenses.-~ .~ ....,....... , ...•..............•...•.•......••.. •,• .• , •.••..•. .................
C-ont.ingent expenses. not enum~rated ••• • ••••••••_••. _.• ~ •• ~ •••••••.••.•••••• : ••••• !..~
\ ...... ..'....! . ~ ••••••••••
Contingent marine cofpi;;, ••• , .• •••• .• ••••• ~ •• •'- ~·.: ••••• • -: : •• • ,• ••. ; • •.• ••••.••• ·, .-•••• ; ~ •• ,,••-. ~ ~ •.••• , ~; ~ ~ •••

$609,459 ~

1848.: ...... ~ ·:.··.·,., .-••• ; ~ •. ~ .•••.•.. ·.•. :. ...... , .. .

$524,361J5

Total amount reported to September 30)
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NAVAL ESTABLISH~IENT.

Statement exliibiting the aggregate balances 0f1appropriations ·unexpended; aiso tli,e c1,gg-regate oj .appropriations·
and expenditur~s on account of the n aval service of the United States, together with, the aggregate of unexpended balanc es for each of the fiscal yt(J,rs ending June 30, 1845, 1846, 1847, and 1848.

Years .

---

:.a."-

Aggregate bal · Aggregate of Aggregate bal· Aggregate of
ances of ap- appropriations. ances and ap- repayments.
propriations.
]'ro~riations.

Aggregate
available.

Aggregate of Aggregate car- Aggregate of
unexpended
. payments. , ried to surbalances .
plus fund.

-~
~

1845.

.............. b
.............. ...... . ....... .............. ..............
·············· $6: 05 i:700. 98 . $7,480,402 91 !fi760,390 32 $8,240,793 23 $7,067,568 21 · · · ·~ ~ $450 ·.oit : $1, 182,775 02 -o
-~
--1846.
. ..............
.. ... . ..............
,·
July 1, 1845 . . ........... 1, 182,775 02
...... ': ·: ':~,. ! . ' ..............
··············
Ending June 30,, 1846 ..••
·············· ·9•:09 i:388 ·40.' io :214: i63 ·4i 1,454,4~3 96 ti,7~1617 32 .7., 909.,~67...88 -18;888 -19 , 3,800,761 31 ~

:July 1, 1844 ............. $1,428,701 93
.Em.ling June 30, 1845 ....

.

1

1847.

July 1, 1846 ............. •3,600,761 31
.Ending Juno 30, 1847 ••••

..............

1848.

...........·.-.r==--·· ··············
7,711,773 64 \11 ,312 ,534 95

'::c::::=

............... .. .. . . .. ..... ....•........... ··a:409:0;2·2;
2,8-16 94
9,832,882 63
··. ,,

. ··\

"::'-

~

~

,;·

• A ·discrepancy of $~00,000, which sum was transferred to the "military establishment," under the head of "Me'xican hostilities."
FouJtTll. A.uD1Ton'e OFFICE, November 28, 1848.

~

1,932,246 87 13,244,781 82

...............~, ...... .. ..... .,..•• •-·~··<,;,?-. ••••••
l,157,i02 53 i5 :ostil9 ·i2· 11 , 765 , 778 65 .............. · 3,296,630 67
............. io:;95;054·34· \ia:90;:ios·;g· ··············

July 1, 1847 ............. 3,409,052 25
Ending June 30 1 1848 .... .

~

,,,__
•
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Papers fo ref~rence to the re4uction of

.

l

.

·,

·

"'

pie

marine ~orps ,i;n·aer th~

act of March .}2, 1847 . ..
'

.

l,j

· . NAVY DEPARTMENT, July 28, 18~~Srn: The fourth section of the act ~f March ·2, 1~47; makf's it~the·
duty of the President, on .the termin~tion of the war with Mexico, toreduce the _m-arine corps to a nu~ber, both in officers and men, no~
exceeding that of those who were in service at t_h e date of the
act.
.
,
r .
The battalion of mari_!les which has served .. with the .. "-rmy: in
Mexico, has returned to the U_n~te4 cStates, and ag.reeably to you:r
directions, I have iss_ued the orqers of- which I enclose · you copjes
for the discharge of the men.
. ,
•
. 'l'he proper m,ode of reduction of the officers is n_ot p-rescribed
rn the law. The additions . made were four capJarns, four first
lieutenants, and four second · lieutenants. The second -s~ction of
the act required that the additional officers provided, "should'
appointed by promotion, according to rank in the marine corps.a'
This was done according to seniority. There is no legal necessity,
aBd there is certainly no propriety, in reducing the corps, to dismiss the same officers who were thus required_ to be promoted. It.
appears to me more j\lst, as well as better for the public service,
that the reduction should be made by selection. I nave ·not the
necessary knowledge of. the qualifications and character of the
sev~ral officers of the sev_eral gras]es, to enable me to des1gn~te the
officers to be dismisse·d. I respectfully recommen.d that' a board of
officers be detailed for the purpose of selecting an'd reporting tp.e
names of such officers of the re~pective grades as could pest be
spared from the public _serYice. , .
·
__
I have the honor to be, very respectfql l y, your o;bedien t servant,.

be.

.

To the

.

.

J. _Y. MASON,.,

PRESIDENT.

0

:B.
NAvY

DEPARTMENT,

.11.ugust 5, 1848.

Sm: The President of ·rhe United States has directed that a

of

board of three offic'ers ~f the marine co1;ps above the ratik
captain, be convened for the purpose of r.eporting the names of four
captains, four first lieutenants, and four · second lieu ten an ts, 'to bedropped from the rolls of the marine corps, to dfec t the reduction,
of officers of that corps, requir~d by the fourth section of the act .
of Con gr e s s, en tit 1e cl " An act fo r t he in crease of t l. e marine corps:
of the United States 1 " approved 2d Mar.~h, 1847.
,
A board, consisting of you 'r self and Majors Thomas A. Lintoli},
and James EdeJtn, w·ill convene at -the head-quarters of the marfoe

•
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corps on the 14th instant, for the purpose of carrying into effect
the diredion of the President, above referred to.
rhe act of Congress do.es not prescribe the mode in which the
re duction i's to be be made, n'-0r the officers of the respective grades
who are to be dropped, to effect it. For the views of the <lepartment on this ~ubject, I enclose. a cop__y of my report to the President, and ·of 'his endorsement
It .being dete-rmined to make the reduction by selection, and that
, a board ~f officers should b'e· detailed to aid in making it, it will
,_be the duty of the board; of which _you are presiding officer, in
' view of the c-ha?acter ·and qualifications of the officers, menta1,
physical, r,nd professional, and of the gentral intdests of the ser·
. vic;e, to report to this department the names of four officers
of ,each of the grades of captain, first al}d second lieutenants of
~ t he ·marine-corp-s, to be dropped from the roll~. _
·
~ am, resp-ectfu!,ly, your obedient servant,

J. Y. MASON .

'

.. • "Lieutenant.G CL
o lo nel SAMUEL M1LLER,.
o . • '{lnited 8_tates marf~e c9rps; Brooklyn, N. Y.
1

9

:. !I "'•

,

.. ··

_.

-

~

1

MiRINE BARRACKS'
· was/iington, .(J.ugust 14, 1848.

Sni: jlgr~eably' to your i_nstr~~dons of the 5th. instan_t, the_board
~ss embled this ,daf, ~nd after resorting to al_l .a-ya1Iable mtell1g~nce
. Qn ,the 1mbjrct, unanimously concluded that the officers hereafter
named' in the respect_ive . grades, can best be spared from the s~rYice, to carry into effect the act of the 2d of March, 1847, to wit:
from the grade of captain-, Ward Ma,rston, Richard Douglas, Job
· Wijliams, and 'William Lang;' from the first lieutenants, Jabez C.
Ric·h, Thomas T. Slban, S. West, an<l John Devlin; and fro!13 _the
second lieutenants, F. Grundy Mayson, James H. Jones, William
:Butterfield, and - - Si rickland.
.
We have the honor to be, ·with great respect, your obedient
servants,

SAMUEL_MILLER,
.
Li eut. Colonel and Presid ent.
THOMAS A. LINTON,
Major and member.
JAMES EDELIN,
,.
Major and member.
To the Hon. JoHN Y. MAsoN,
Secretary of the Navy.

The Secretary of the Navy will carry into effect the foregoing
Jeport, in execution of the provisions of the act. of the 2d of
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March, 1817, en titled "" An act-for the increase of the;:J~arine corps
of the United States." In reducing thy marin:e ~c'orps;.-~oth in men
and officers, to the number in service, at the date of th_e act, the
officers na·me_d in .the foregoing report 'w ill
droppe"d from the
list' of officers of the m arin'e corps ..', .
.. '

oe

JAME~zK, POLK·.
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Report of the condition of the Marine Corps.
)

Number of marines attached to vessels in commission
on the 26th October, 1848, agreeably to the last returns received at this office.

Number of marines required for vessels in commission
on the 26th October, 1848, agreeably to the " T,anie
of Complements," dated October lo,-- 1844.
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Pennsylvania •..• receiving ship •• ; •••••••
North Carolina .•••••• • do .••••••••••••••
Franklin ••••••.••••••• do •••••••••••••••
Union ...•••••.•••••••• do •••••••••••••••
Princeton •••••••••• steamer .••• : ••••••••
Michigan ............. . do ••••••••••••• ••
Iris ..••...•••••.•••••• do •••••••••••••••
Water Witch ••.•••••• do .•.•••.••••••••
Alleghany .•.••••..•••• do ..•..•••.••••••
Ohio ............ ship of the line .........
Independence . . ••••..• razee •••••••..••••
United States .••••••• frilcate .••••..••••••
irandywine .•••••••••• o .••••••••••••••
Congress .............. do ...............
Cµ,mberland ........... do .• , .••••.••••••
St. l..awreoce .•••••.•• (lo •••••••••••••••
Constitution .•••••••••• do ••.•••.••••••••
Sare.toga ••.••.•••••• sloop ..•••••••••..•
Warren .•.•.....•••••• do .••••••..•..••.
St. Louis .•.•••••••..• do .•.•••...••••.•
Portsmouth .•.••.•.... <lo .....••..••• · · •
Plymouth ........... · .tlo. • · · · · · · • · • • · ·' \
.A \l,11.ny .••.• . •••••••••• do •••••••• , ••• · • •
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Jamestown ..••••••••• • do.- •.••••••••••••
Decatur •••••••••••••• <lo ..••••••••••••.
Preble ..• . •••••.•••••• do , ••••••••••••••
Marion .. ~; ·~... •.• • ••• ,do •.• ..•• •...•• ••
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.fldjuta11,t q,nd ln$pectqr'~ Office, ·washington, October 30, 1848.

o.

P. G. Il:OWLE, .fldjuta·nt an<l Inspllotor.
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!NSTRUCTIONS TO THE COn1MANDim OF THE PACIFIC SQUADRON, RESPECTING ASSISTANCE TO ORE-GPN,
NAVY DEPARTMENT,

October -12, 1848.
S1_R : A letter from the governor of Oregon, dated the 3d of
April last, addressed to the President, a copy of which is herewith
tr:a~smitted, [ A, l will give you the intelligence that a critical con-d1hon of things then existed in that territory.
_ The expectation of aid from the army, indulged in by the inhabitants, will ~ot be realized at as tarly a· period ~s anticipated .. The
troops destfned for Oregon cannot leave the Umted States until the
next spring. The mounted rifle~regiment :which was under orders
for that territory was partially -disban-ded by the action of Con·
gress. Should they need immediate relief, which ·it· is feared t~ey
-do, it is presumed it can be afforded them by the squadron, now
under your command in the Pacific 1 soone-r than in any other i:node.
The President directs, that you wilJ, therefore, on ·the receipt of
the order, despatch one or more U1lited States vessels to the c_oast
'Of Oregon, manned with a sufficient number of marines and sailors
,, for t~mporary service on land, sho~ld they be r.equir~!l; there to
reII:arn until the contemplated m_ilit-ary force shall ar~1ve from the
Umted States, if the condition of things shall req_uire 1t.
You will perceive by the gover,nor's letter that he is in ~ant ~f
arm~ and ammunition. A supply of them can be f~rnish_e~ rn Cahforn_ia. ~ ou a_re directed to apply t_o the ~om.mandrng a11htary offi,c er rn California, who will supply you with the necessary number
required for the use of the detachment and · the people of Oregon.
It is also suggested, that one or two pieces of light artillery, or
mountain howitzers,, should be ta~~n from California to Orego n·
The arms and ammunition will be fou·nd at Monterey and San
l•.,rancisco.
·
In the uncertain condition of Oregon, great anxiety is felt ~ere
t~at yot1 should visit that c0ast, prepared to render such efficient
aid as may be req'uired, at the earliest practicable period.
Enclosed, herewith, is an order from the Secretary of Wa: to
Colonel Mason, or the commanding officer in Californ_ia, to deli ver
to you the arms and ammunition which may be required for Ore·
gon.
I am, Yery respe ctfully, your obedient servant,

W. L. MARCY,
.11.cting Secretary of the Navy .

.Commg_dor.t THos. AP. C. JoNEs,

C-ommander U. S. naval forces, Paci.fie ocean.
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OREGON C1TY,

.llpril 3, 1848.

~IR: · I am a'Yare that muc·h of your tim.e ·is occupie~, and shall
be brief in ~Y. remarks, hopin_g the import'ance of th-e Gase will ex·
cnse this liberty._ A cppy of the memorial passed by the. legislature, at its las.t session, t'oge~thq ~i th papers containing the account of th~ massacre of Dr. W ·hi tman a.·nd others, at Wau1atper,
by the Cay_use Indians, were forwarded _'t o Congress by M!'~ J.
_Mee,~. I also forwarded duplicates, via California. As Mr. Meek
left W~1la-Walla on the 4th ulti,m~o , h~ will no ~.oubt reach you in
May. I send with 1 this a. file of tlie Sp~ctator, and -an ,extra issued
to-day_, : tqgeth.~r ' whh ~- COP,Y ' o} ·m·:y lNt procl,ama~Jon,
!w:~lc.h
you , wi~l pqc~_ly-e -!hat ~~e are ·carry,rng_o.n a ,'Yar ~~it~ th,e Indians
, :
of t_he iiiteri-01.
. .·
. .
'
. 3 .
Some tirpe since, Commissio.ners were sent up t.o treat with the
different. tri-qe~, and endeavor to detach them 'from the ·ca.yuse;
they __ effect.e.d a great deal, The Walla-Wallas, Nez Perces <lnd
other. tribes, ~9cept~d present$, - and declared . they would remain
friendly _ with ,the ,whites; 1$till . there ,are. a great ., ml;)._ny {hat , will
unite with · th~ murderers. · AI1 the restless and· turbulent spirits
-amol)g t4e different tribes.; those that "-:ere guilty of ' ro~ bin·g the
€migrants last fa11; 'many who fo~k- with a ]eafous eye ·on the inroads of the whit2 man; so that it is to be feared a large party
wil_l t~ke t]:}e field against us. Our settlers are scattered th.rough
the different.. valieys; many of them isolated, and. lying' in 'suc;;h a
posi~ion .that they could be swepl off in a night, and t_he Indians
be in the mountain~· Jout of,reac~ 1 next morning. Our policy is to
keep the Indians _busy if! protecting families and stock in their 0wn
country, and by tbis means keep them out of the yallei; and W£
hope we shall sucued. But we ,bay~ ,_;o 'mone.y; no mu.nition's of
war. Our pa trio tic volunteers a r·e des ti tu te of clothing,' ten ts, and
provisions even, ,vhile in the field; still they are in good spirits,
and are determined to fight to the last. Ou-r powder we gather up
by half pounds, pounds and parcels, as the settlers have brought
more or less in for their own use. This will soon be gone. I
have written to General Mason,of California, for a supply of powder and lead, which I hope will come by the first opportunity. I
have also written to Commodore Shubrick to send us a sloop of
war to be in our river, to show the Indians that we have force
that can be brought into the country, if necessary.
Fear, and fear only, rules and contr·ols Indians·; knowing this,
they have been informed that we expect a man-of-war here this
summ er, and that as soon as our great chief hears that his people
had been murdered, _~e would send his war chief here to..punish the
murderers. Should this ass off, and we receive no visit from our
m~n -of-war, and no _troo
be sent into this territory, our situation
will not be an enviable one.
Thfl Indians will say all this has·
been_ said to frighten us. S-ee, their war ships have not co_p ie; their
soldiers have not come. They have none-do not let us be afraid

'?Y

/
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any longer.

Probably a: Ja~ge emigr-ation will be on their way to
this territory this summer. I nope that troops will accom pany
them,for t:he ,lpdians are well aware of their route, and the time of
their coming; a~d if not protected, they will, very likely, go on to
meEt them, ~nd rob, pJunder and murder all parties not stton
enough tb resist them. They robbved them last year; they will, I
fear, proceed further this year. I hope - sincerely, that whetbE~
Congress passes a bill . extendino- the ' jurisdiction of the United
States o ver ' _us or not, tnat ·a t lea~t one regiment of dragoons v.i1
be ·.sent -to Oregon,· to protect us from the Indians, and to protect
~migrants ·on their way hither. Colonel Gil1ian, as you will perceive by tht__extra accompanying this, ,was accidentally shot on h
way ·from Waiilatper to the Dalles. The colonel was a brave ma,
and ..his lfss _is mtich regrettea. He ,vas appointed by your m e,·
]ency to the office of "agent of the Post Office Depar~ment:·
Nothing ~as ever effected in that. department. An advertisemen:
was put in the paper, pffering ·to Jet -contracts; but as the contractor was only to get his pay out of ·the proceeds of the office, and
even· that could not be guaranteed to him for four years, no one
would enter into a contract to carry the mail; consequently, no
mail has been started in the territory under · the authority of the
United States.
~
_
Feeling confident ·that you will aid us in our present diffi~ultie_s,
I have placed before you, briefly, our situation, merely statmg, rn
co:11c1usion, we have told the India·ns, in order to prevent them
uni ting against us, that troops and vessels of war would soon be
1
•

here.
I have the h'o nor to remain, your excellency's obedient servan ,

.

..

·

·
·

·

GEORGE ABERNETHEY,
Governor of Oregon Territory.

Excellency, JAs. IL PoLK,
President of the United State~.
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No. 52.
OPERATIONS OF THE PACIFIC SQUADRON.

DESPATCHES OF COMMODORE SLOAT,

C'ontdning an account of his proceedings on· the west coast of Mexico.
FLAG-SHIP LEVANT,

.flt sea, J""ly 31, 184.6.
Srn: I have the honor to report that, on the 7th June, I received,
at Mazatlan, information th;;_lt _ the Mexic~n, troops, six or seven
thousand strong, had,- by order _of the ~Mexican government, invaded the territo,r y of the United States north of the Rio Grande,
and had attacked the forces under General Taylor, and that the
squadron of the United States were blockading the coast of Mexico
on the gulf.
·
These hostilities I considered would justify my commencing offensive operations on the west coast. I therefore sailed on the 8th,
in the Savannah, for the coast of California, to carry out the orders
of the department o.f the- 24th June, 1845, lea.ving the Warren at
Mazatlan to bring me a~y despatches
important information
that might reach there. I arrived at Monterey on the second of
July, where I found . the Cyaµ-e and Levant, and learned that the
Portsmouth was at San Francisco, to which places they had been
previouily ordered to await further iristructions.
On the morning of the 7th, having previously examiaeJ t~e defences and lo calit ies of th e town, I sent Captain Mervine wit~ the
accompanyrng sunrniuns (ci.) 10 llle miiitary commandant of . . Ion·
terey, requiring him to surrender the place forthwith to the forces
of the United States under my command. .At 9 o'clock, 30 min·
utes, a. m., I received his reply, (B,) stating that he was not au·
thorized to surrender the place, an<l referred me to the commanding general of California, Don Jose Castro.
Every arrangement having been made the <lay previous, the necessary force (about 250 seamen and marines) was immediately embark ed in the boats of the squadron, and land ed at 10 o'cloek unde r
cover of the guns of the ships, with great promptitude and goo d
or<l.er, under the immediate command of Captain Wm. Mervine,
assisted by Commantler H. ·N. Page as second.
The forces were immediately fo rm ed and marched to the custom·
house, where my proclamation to the inhabitants of California (C)
was read, the standard of the United States hoisted amid three
hearty ch ers by the troops and foreigners present, and a salu te f
21 guns fired by all the ships. Immediately afterwards, the pro 1 -

or
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mation, hoth rn English and Span'isp, _was pos.t ed - up about the-.
town, a'nd two jusqces of the. peace appp'in_te.~ .- to preserve order
and .p unish delinquencies; the a'lcahfes declining to serve.
PrevioQs to fonding, the accompanying "general order" (D) was,
read to t _h e crews of all the ships; and I aq1 most happy to state
that I feel confident that the inhabitants of Monterey, and all other
p 1aces where our forces have appeared, will do them and myself
the justice to say that not the least depredation, or slightest insult
or irregularity, has been committed from tl;ie ' moment of our landing until my departure.
Immediately after taking posse~sion of Monterey, I drspatched a·
comier ·to General Castro, the military commandant -o f California,.
with ·a letter (E) and a copy of my proclamation, to which r _received a reply, (F.)
·
On the 9th, I despatched a letter (G) by a courier to S€iior Don,
Pio Pico, the governor at Santa Barbara.
On the 6th of July, I despatched orders by sea to Co_mma'nder-·
Montgo mery, to take immediate possession of the bay of San Francisco, &c.,- and on the 7th a quplicate of that order by land, which
he received on t~e evening of the 8th; and at _7,. a. m., of_ the 9th,.
he hoisted the flag at San Francisco, read and ·, posted u-p my proclamation , and took. possession of that -part of -the country 'in the
name of the ' United States. _· For a detailed account of the proceedings at San Francisco, &c., I refer you to the e~close~t copies
of my orders to Commander .Montgo,me·r y, and his reports to 1¥.~,
(numb ere·d from 1 to 10 .)
'
·
·
··
On the 13th, at the request of the fofeigners ; at the Pu~blo oi
San Jose, I furnished a flag to be hoisted at fhat place, ( about- 70
miles interior from Monterey,) and appointed.a jqstice ·of the' peac.e:
to preserv e orde r in the town, the alc-a!des aeclining to ser.ve. 'f4e,
fla g was hoisted 0n the 16th.
,
.
Deeming Purser
Fauntleroy well qualified for such ilervice, I
dire cted him, on th-e 8th, to organize a. com·pany of 35 dragoons,,
from volunteers from the ships and citizens on .· shore, to. recon~'.
noi t re the counL'Y , keep opim the co ru mun ica t ion bct\~eerr Monte~ ·
r~y 8;nd San Francisco, and to prev-ent the people of 'the country:
fr om being 'robbed, &c., &c., and directed him to purchase the nece ssary horses and equipments to mount them.Passed Mids~ipman Louis McLane having ·also volunteered for ·
th at service, I appointed him first lieutenant of the company. , On
th e 17th, Mr. Fauntleroy was directed to reconnoitre the country
with his command as far as the mission of St. John's; to take posse ssion of that place; h oist the flag, and to re·cover te_n brass guns,..
said to h~ve been buried there ~y Gen_eral Castro when he retreated
fr om that place.
.
On his arrival there, Mr. Fauntleroy found that the place had
been taken possession of an hour or two previous by Captain fremont , with whom he returned to Monterey on the 19th. He was.
subse quently sent to garrison the place, dig up, mount the guns ,.
and recover a large quantity of powd~r and shot, said to have been

·n.
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:secret~~ t~ere, all_pf w.hich he _accomp 1_ished , _oef.ore I SM\ad from
~onterey; qetween w·h1e;h, theYue9~0 of San _Jose andi~ Fran· c1sco, a pet.fectly free communicatidn was _qiaintained.
On the afternoon of _the 15th July the· Congress ar.rind, and
,Commodore Stockton reporte~ for duty. :
. .
. On the 16th, the British admiral, Sir Geo. F. Seymour, arrived
in , th~ Collingwood, 80. An officer was immediately sent to tender
him ~tµe usual courtesies and the facilities of the port. He was
subse'quently furnished with· a . set of top-gallant masts, aod other
-spars for his ship, and sailed on · the 23d for the Sandwich Is!ands.
~ The visit of the _
a dmiral was very serviceable to our cause in
·California,- a..s the ~inh~bitants·. fu\Iy believed .be would take part
with them, -arid that we would oe ~bliged to abandon our conquest;
·but when tliey saw the friendly' intercourse subsisting between us,
.,and found that he could n<:>t interfere in their behalf, they aban·
doned all hope of ever seeing the Mexican flag fly in California
~ :a,D"ain.
·
·
;' ·
~~-~ On the ~?'3d, my health being su,ch as to prevent my attending to
so mu,?h and such ]a'borious, duties, I directed Com':llotlore Stockton td a·ssurne the command of the forces and operations on shore;
. and
the 2.9th, ha vif!g .dete~rmi.ned to return to the United States,
v_ia Panama, I 'hois ed _my broad pennant on board the. Levant and
sailed · for 'Maza tal_an and Pan~ma, .Jeaving the remainder o~ ~he
-squad~o~ under .4is co,mmand, believing that no further oppos~l1on
would b~ made to oui: taking possessi·on·of the :whole of the Cahfor·
nias, (as General. Castro had less than one hundrea men,) and that
I could · render much more important servi ~-e by returning to the
~united Stales with the least' possible delay, to explain to the gov-ernment the situation and wants of that country, than I could by
:remaining in command in my infirm state of health.
·
.
At the time of my leaving Monterey, the .United States were in
~ uiet po~session of all "Alta California," north of Santa Bar~;ra,
The Cyane saile_d for St. Diego on the 261h, to carry <lown vaptain Fremont, with about 150 riflemen, (Americans,) to take po~session there and to cut off General Castro's retreat to Lower Cah;fornia or Mexico.
Th·e Congress was_to sail on the 30th for San Pedro, to take posEession there. That place is 27 miles from the City of Angles,
where General Castro and Governor Pico then were; and I h~re
every reason to believe (knowino-0 their anxiety to do so) that 1m·
m'ecliately on her arrival they w ould . surrender, which would P t
an end to all opposition to the UHited States in the Californias.
In closing this report, I shoul<l do injustice· to my own feelin gs
and the officers, seame n, and marines of the squadron I had the
honor to comm~nd, if I neglected the opportunity to state 7 t~a
no men could display more zeal activity and determined deme
t·o do ho~or to their country an'ci the se:vice than they; conse·
quently, 1t would be invidious to particularize any individu_a. ·
wh~re all were equally zealous to do their duty in their respt!ctm
stations.
Hoping the ~ourse I have pursued will meet the approbation o
1
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t lie department, I have the honor to be, most respectfully, y ou
o bedient servant; &c.,

JOHN D. SLOAT,
Commodore.

To

the Hon.

GEORGE BANCROFT,

· Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D. C.

A.
u~~TED STATES SHIP SAvANNAH,

Monterey, 7th July, 1846.

SiR: The central government · of Mexico having commenced hostilities against the United States of America, the 'two nations a re
now actua11y at war. In consequence, I call upon you, in the
name of the United Stales of Ameri'c a, to surrend.e r forthwith t 0>
t he arms of that nation · under my command the ' forts, military
posts and stations-under your comnl'and, together with aH troops,
arms; munitions of war, and public property of enry description 1
u nder your·· control and jurisdiction in California:.
·
The immediate compli.a nce with this summo~s will probably· pre-vent the sacrifice of .h uman life and the hortors of war, which I most
2nxiously desire to avoid.
· ·
JOHN D. SLOAT,
Commander-in-c_hief of the 'United States ·naval forces
·
·:
in the Pacific ocean..
To the MiL1TARY CoMMANDANT of Monterey.
.

·n.
C oMMANriA. :I\i1i.1TAR

de · Monterey:

El que ·subscribe Capitan de Artilleria del Ejercito Mejicano y .
Commanda'. Militar de este puento, dice al Sor. Comodoro de la s
fuerzas navales de los EE. VV. en ,esta Bahia, no estar facultad.
}>ara entregar la plaz?, pr. no tene'r orde~es pa. ello, pues dho· asunto .
Jo pueda arreglar el S. Comodoro cin el. S . . Co.manda. gral .a, ·quicn
~e remiti la comunicacion que me fue entregada pa. dho Sor. retil'andose el que subscrtbe y dejande y el -puebl'o pacifico y sin un
::iolda.do. No existiere tampoco segun iloticia del teserero intereses
])ublicos intereses y municiones .
. Con lo que queda centestado la nota del S. Comodoro y .ofreciendole sus respe~tos.
Dios y libertad. Monterey, J unio'!I' 7, d,e
1846'.
MARIANO SILVA.
~or. CoMonoRo DE LAS Fu ERZ AS 1' AV .AL Es,

De los EE. VV. -en astra Bahia.

64.

• A mistake-it
was written
July 7.
. .
\
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TO THE INHABITANTS OF CALIFORNIA.

~he centr~l ~overnment of Mexico· having commenced hostilities
aga rns~ the U mted States of America, by invading its territory and
attacking the troops of the United States stationed on the north
side of the Rio Grande, and with a force of seven thousand men
under the command of General Arista, which army was totally de~
stroyed and all their artillery, baggage, &c., captured on the 8th
and 9tl of May last, by a force of two thousand three hundred men,
11nder the command of General Taylor, and the city of Matamoras
taken and occupied by the forces of the United States-; and the two
J1ations being ,actually at war · by this transaction, l shall hoist the
standar d of the United States at Monterey immediately, and shall
carry it th~oughout California.
·
I declare to the inhabitants of California, that although I come
in arms with a powerful force, I do not come among them as an
ene my to California; on the contrary, I come as their best friendas henceforward California will be a portion of the United States,
and its peaceable inhabitants -will enjoy the same rights and privilege s they now enjoy; together with the privilege of choosing their
own magistrates c;1.nd other officers for the administration of justice
among .themsel;ves, and the same protection will be · extended to
the m as to any other State in the Union. They will also enjoy a
per manent government under which life, property and the constitutional right and lawful security to wo.rship the Creator in the way
most congenial to each one's sense of duty will be secured, which
unfortunately the central governme~t of Mexico cannot affo::-d them,
destroyed as her resources are by internal factions a~d corr~pt
officers, who create constant revoh1tions to promote their own rnterests and oppress the people. Under the ·flag of the United States
.C alifornia will be free from all such troubles and expense, cons~quently the country will rapidly advance and improve both in agriculture and commerce; as of course the revenue laws will be the
same in California as in all other parts of the United States, affordinu them all inanufac.tures and produce of the United States, free
or°any duty, and all foreign goods at one quarter of the duty they
now pay, a great increase in the- value of real estate and t~e products of California may 'also be anticipated.
·
With the great interest and kind feelings I know the ~overnment
and people of the United States .possess towards the citizens of Ca·
lifornia, the country cannot but improve more rapidly than any
other on the continent of America. Such of the inhabitants of
California, "7hether natives or foreigners, as may not be disposed
1.o accept the high privileges of citizenship, and to Jive peaceably
un.der the government of the United States, will be allowed time
to dispose of their property and to remove out of the country, if
th~y choose,. without any restriction, or r_e main in it, observing
strict neutrality.
·
With full confidence in the honor and integrity of the inhabitants
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of the country, ,I invite the ;judges, alcaldes, and ?th er ·civil 1officersf rf
'to retain their offices and to execute , their functions -as, heretofore, f
th~t the public ,tranquility may not ·be disturb~d; ,at least? un til the ,.·
government of the territory can be more defin_1tely _arranged..
1,i
All persons ,·h:qlding titles ,to, real es1 ate·, ,or 1 up quiet possession of .
lands under a color .of right; shall have tho'se titles· and dghts·-g~a- r,
rantied to them. 1 • • • •• 1 , 1 1:
l ' : 1 l1 i
•'
it
,., 1 ·1 •
All churches, and the property they contain, in possession of ~·h ~i~i
clergy of..Ca_lifoimia·, sHallt, cont-inue ,1in1the. Sai~e. rights-· arr.d r po_ssesw
sions they now enj.oy. l .·
1 .'
,
:
•
•
:
,,-,c •H • 1 'J(' • •,q od
All provisions and supplies, ·(!f' ever.y kind,1fornished iby 'the in-h alt .f
bitants for the . use. oif the United States ships and soldiers, will be
paid frr 13,t,·fail\ rates, t~n<l ~~)0 1 ffr.i:va.te- p,ropiert,y will be taken for pub~
lie us! _withQut'\justicompe.nsatio'n a.t · the mom~nt.
.
JOHN D. SLOAT,
Commande1-in-cl1,ief of the United States
naval forces in the Pacific oce0,n.
1

1

;NlTED STATES FLAG-SHIP SAVANNAH,

Harbor of Monterey:, July 7, 1816.
!1~.
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pq, the territory ofi Mexi.co 1,rwi:th11w·h:O'm; the ,. 1

U1ited States a.re at .w·ar.. iT,o; strike ; her flagi and fo hoist our ,_own .',ir
inth eplaceofitis .ourd.uty .•. ·, .,1 · _
·,'
· ).-··-,1~;rr,
'
ft is n·o.t onlf our duty to take ,Q ~lifornia,. hut to ·pr.ese-rv-:e ·it af.; ;1
t,wards as a part of the United States; at .all ha'z:ard~:o ito, ia·oc,o m-'l n
IJ:ish this, it is of the .first importance to -cuhi vate the :goo ·i!Jpinion.
d the inhabitants, whpk we,, must reooncile. ,
, ' , ~,· ' :.ii-. u , i r
I scarcely consid.er. jt ,I}~C·e$Sary1for Illli}, to ·caution American sea-- ;,, r
ten and marines against the dete.~tapJe iCJime: of. plun.deriing and• -1
naltreati~g uno-tfendi~g inl,i~bitants.
.
That no one ~ay imisunderst.;:rnd h-is ,dutl}7,., the fol] owing regulations must be strictly ad.he'rei( .to, as np violation can hope to escape
the severest p'unishment:
,()Jin ,., 8;:.)'., •
T
. 1. On landing, no man is to }eave th.e shor.e .until t ih e· comman,d1ng officer gives the order to march.
2. No gun is to be fired, or othe.r--..act of hostility committed,
with out express orders from the offic~r com ma.nding the party.
3. The officers and boat-keepers ~'ill keep their respective boats
as close to the shore as they will safely fl~at, ta~in-g -care they d,o,
not _lay aground, and remain in them prepated ~Q clefend .th,e,mselv,es,i ,
against atta~k, an9 8:tten_t~vely w~tch fo;.
signals
from the ships as
1
we 11 as f~onr (~e ~arty 6ri 'sno·re'. n ·1 · ' · ' ·4. No mah '• is to · quit the ,ranks, or: to enter any house for.
any pretext whatever, -witlioub I exp.ress · orders fro,~ art o·fficer.[
Le_t every man avoid insult lor · ·~ffence · td ~ny unofrend ng i'nha.: fo

a
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bit~n ,, · and "~specia1l_Iy , avoid r that -etem~.l disgiiace ·wh!•ch would
be attacht.d ,_t_o ,OJH name.s ,a~d· our country'iS- name,( by- ·_indignity
offered; to a ,smg]e, fepialt", even let -her . standing ·,be howev'e,r low it
may.
,
,1 • ,..
,1 .i
..
. . '
!?·, Plund~r ,of .eve~y kin·~· :i~ · ~trictly,:,forbidde~.' , Not -only does
!

.·,

the,rJ>_l_~rndenng of, the sm_a Jlest •.ar,ti'cle froµi a prize· forfeit a]J claim
~o prize mo~ey, but the offender must expect to be severely pun1
ished:. ·'. ) Ji·· . ,,.· ,,· 1 ,
~·
::
, ·,
(;
..
, ,
.
,
. :
,
1
1
6 ... Frnall_y,1let ~e .entreat· ., you;,,o·ne and. iall, not, to t}:ni~h our
hope of bnght success by any act tha.t w
. e shall ,1pe as.hame ~ to ackno.w~e,d ge , b~fo.redGo.d •aJ?.ilr·olirtcrnuntr,y ,, : r
i
••
·
'
f

-tfnr

'

•.

'.I

r ·

i~

1
• I

'

·.,

•

,:,

•',

i~

,

,JOHN D. SLOAT,'\

·,

ud, 1; Corr.1;<ma.7!-d·er~in;1chitfiofthe eUritted :Stafe
.., ·n('J;vasl for.ce, ,in1the· f'iaciftc ocean.

J."

l

I

f '\,

~} ~ \~)!-·! -•
$'}'[!)\

1

-

~

I

,

l

r

•

:j,

•:n,rr:~·. , .i'..-

,.Ji~. A--r,.?
i)J. , 1-

,

·:i

l!..,,

r ·,_·:.. n.

I\~~ 1, ,
· , • ,, \ 1
Smp SAVANNAH,

U. S.
___ Monterey, July 7., 1846.
Srn: The central government of Mexico .having c_ommenced hos
tilities against the United States of.i. America, the two nations ar
now actually at :war; ~n ~J nsequence, I call upon you in the nam.e
of ther U nfttrf Sh;i:te's 'o'f '.A.me'r ica to surre.nder forthwith to· 'the arnis
of thit'f Ji·atIOil 11I'!der my command, together wi~h. aJl th_e trOOP,.S
arms, munittiohsv,o,fo ·w.ar, and ·publifc property of ~very ' descripfiot;i
und·eTr,yo,ur ·c,on trolt and, j:urisdi_o'tion i'n Galifornia.
. ; , · 11
The immediate compliance. with this suQimons will f>r?bably pre-venl _.: .the c,sacx;.ifoce ·of ·hu·man life i ind t'he <noi:rors 'of war, which I
1
1
1 'r· 1f
mo-Rb c.a nxicrusly ,desire to: avo~cl.d r ; ,
,•
J/ •
•
I •,ber·eby lin,,-ite ,outto nn:ee tr me imm ediately in Monterey;,· to_ enter in to, articJ es of ca pitu lationi; that! you·.rsel'f, ~ffi·c_e rsr and soldiers,.
with ~the .inhabit'ants of 10aWfonnia~ m~y ·receive 1assuranqes of perfect
safe.tiy to themsel,ves and· property.. · i .'1: . '. · . :
'
1

i

.

~s , CJ!

.

;,,.,

.

'

1

JOHN •D ! SLOAT~

, Command-er-in-chi·if oft1,;e United States
~ ) , ; 1 ·. . , naval.for:ces i~ th.e P·acific 'ocean ..

;,j,,r: fc'
··

9

•

·

..1

To Don JosE CASTRO,
Commandant 'General, 'California.
j

r

t:

CoM.ANn' A GRAL. : DEL

·(

· DEl>ARTM'To DE CALIF,' A, ' ~

.

.

CuARTEL G'itAL, EN SR. JuAN BAUTISTA, .
1

Julio 9 de 1846.
El infrascripto.~ Comax,,dante General de la Alta California tiene ·
el honpr de manifestar al Senor Coman-dante ,en Gefe de las fue.rzas
•

I

t

•

ff

I

f

•
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'Navales <le los Estados Unidos en el tnar Pacifico hoy eff Mo-nterey,
que una 'a a·v illa de aventureros, acandi1lados per el Capitan de
Ejercito de aquella nation, Mr. J.C. Fremo,nt, se apoder6 impugnemente de la PJ~za ·de· Sonoma enarbolando u~ Pavellon d·e sconocido,
haciendo prisionerns. a fos GeJes ·y 'ofi.ciales que. habia alli, y per·p etrando a·seroinatos y 'toda clase de perjuicios en las vid,a s y propriedades de aguello.s ,haoi'taq.t'es, ' el infrascripto ignora aun -a t que
Gobierno pertenecen los invasores de aquella parte del Departm'to
y una partida de estos que an-<la en-las inmediaciones de Sta Clara;
y como no puede creer que pertenezcan a las fuerzas que ·~unda el
espresado Senor Comodoro, le ·m.erecera sirva hacerle una aclaracion
.a este respecte, afin de obrar de conformi.dad con su contestaci<:>n,
pues el -ipfrascripto •rii el .ultimo de los Ciudadanos del pais sufriran Se cow'etan. ·per aquellos Gabillas, atentados de ninguna clase.
Dios ·Y Libertad, Cuartel gral en Sa;i;i ~uan. B,a::utista ~ · , . iL
0

,

'

'

',,

•

•

•

I

1

•·

,

:

I

Senor CdM~NDANTE-EN-GEFE, . l.,.

v.TOSE QASllRO~
. . ·:· · .,

:J

;
1

Ddqs fu·erzas Naval es· ~e Z-0~. E}stados TJ??,i~os,,
' :·
en· el_mar"Pacifico, en'. Monterey •
1 ·"
.JULIO 9 PE 1846.
'
1

f

'J

I

.il

FLAG..:Sl!~·p SAVANN,A ~, ,

.

; ,

h1

JI

',

, , -]Jay of Mqnterey, ., 11(-lY 9, ,1?46.

I have the honor to enclose herewi,th to your excellency ·copies

-0f my sum!llo~s to General Castro to surrender the ·c:ouhtry,. &'.c .,
1

-.& c., under his -jurisdiction, to the United Statea fE>rces. ·under my
command., together with a copy of my prodamation to the inhabitants of Ca:l,ifornia, and the ,general order issued 1to the.forces under
imy command Ju~t previous to my landing, and I assure your excellency that not Jh·e le8:st impropriety has been committed, and .that
. -the business and social intercourse of the \own· has ,not 'bee,n ·disturbed in th~ sli,ghtest degree. _
1
, ,>
·
•
I beg your excellency -to feel a~sured, that. ,·a.ltliough I coni.edn
.arms with a powerful forc_e, I come as the b;estdtiehd of. Cal\foiinia,
and I invite your e~cell ency to meet me at Monterey, t'hat .I · m:ay
-satisfy _you and the '· peopJ,.9f California of .t he fact. }
. ,.
I pledge the word and · lipn_or ·of;a·n .A.mei:ican.· offi.cer tth.at you'r excell.e ncy will ~e received with all the respe.ct · due to ' your· distin.gu_ished situation, !1nd that you can depart at any moment you may
thmk proper, and fee I every cop,fi.dettG_e .:that :ra n American officer
1
,expects when his word of.hoq_or is pledged.-.,··
·
,
I have already employed all the means in .,my power to stop the
sacrifice of human life by the party in the north, and trust I shall
:Succeed, provided there is no further opposition.
J

•
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I tender to your excel.lenc.y my cordial resp ect, ·a_nd high considerat,ion. ·
,,
1

, . . .'
JOHN -D . . SLOAT,
Comm~~der-in-cl11i~f of the "f!nited States naval forces.
.
,in tl,,e P(J;eific ocean, :and. of the' •Territory
1
•
,
' •
of California.,
, 1l1s e-xcellency Sen~r Don. ~10 P.1co, .11.ng,elos.
j

..

! ',

tJ

, '' ' .

'

{

,

,

r
(

1

ELAG~SHIY;SAv ANN.AH,

•

r· :~1ii ,-1 e
· Monterey,Jul'y 6, 1846.
1
Sm: Since 'f \vrote"you last evening, I have dete'i·mine'd to hoist
t e'flag lof :tlieJ Bnited States at this place to-morrow, as I would
p'refer being sacrificed for doing tog , much than too, little. 1 ••
If you cons,icler1 ,-yo~ have sufficie·n,ff orce·; or if F·r.e ~ont will join
you, you wi.Fl1 ,'ho ist th~ flal•o'f the · United States 'at Y erba Buena~
or ~ny "dth U p'rop"e-r place, arid take possession, ;-in: th;e nam~ of the
Umted States, of the fort and that portion of the country. I send
you a copy of my summons t<U~e .~nilitary commandant of Monterey to surrender the place, anJ also my proclamation to the people
of California, which you will have translated into- Spanish, and
promulgate many copies in both languages. I have sent a similar
letter to General Castro, w,ith an addition of an invitation for him
tQ , ~t=;,el f.pi~ a,t th•W p'1~9e to ~ide"r into-' a capitulation
· r ·wi1-r-·se.~d yotl a duplicat~ ' copy of. these documents to-morrow
:!DJi •J ,m~,-1which I h'op~e ·-wilf reach you ' before the ' boat can get up.
t .Y·ou ,wHJ.secure the 1bay of' San ·Francisco 'as so9:n as possible, at
'taibevenrts:.- ~ if is • mf int'en-t16n t1o go ·up ~o San Franci'sco as soon
-ias' I , can3leave tliisf!whi'~h I .hope>w.ill inot·1be many days. ._
•j':i ,Mr,: LaTkini advises'that you should not send by courier anything
-lhat.,WOJll'M do ''harm to make pu-h!io; and _shouJd you: haye anything
1Jtlia1h ryouL cbns.i d~r imp6rtan'.t 'foi: Hm,e .. to: know;- y'ori ca'n send the
.J
' •
--.::J-:J.aUD'Ch fuow:n
agam.
I am very anxious to know if Captai~n F'r emont will co-operate
rwith rus .T J.\jir.r La.r ki.n -is 1Vritihg to him by the -launch, and you
tSW-iJ,k,';pll eaie·"> put ,him · i'n possessio·n: of . his letter"'as soon ·as 'pos1

I

t

I

I

I

'

•• '

'

'

'

'

•

I

~~ihle. ·! I, t ','I 11· :h -f' i[.
·,,,,
I have not ti~e',to 1write ,more· at.. present. •f '' i 11

·7:} Y.ery

- ni . i.
I

.fi, l

1

r.e spectfully, yo,ur •obedient serv-ant)
11:. '{ f:

J

! {J,

I

;

~·.•
n

Jll

1

,

1,r;, •

,,,
~'

I ,

:t ,-

l

Jr

j.

(,.1

l

!ll'

r

.

JOHN · D. S~OAT,
Commande'r-i~ .!c/iief, ~c-.

"I.~ ~o Commander J.B. MONTGO~E'.RY,
'
U. S. Skip Portsmouth•, San Francisco.
f

1

'

----------------~------------:.,
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No. 2.
[Translation. J

FLAG-SHIP SAVANNAH,

[TELlWR.APHIC,]

July 7, 1846.
Srn: Your launch left yesterday. · I enclose you two documents-,

by which you will see what I have done.
I hoisted the American flag here to-day at nine, a. m.
You wil~ immediate1y take possession of Y-- B--, and hoist
the America! flag within range of ·your guns; post up the proclamation in both languages; notify Captain Fremont and others; put
the fort a·nd guns in order.
.
I wish very much to see and hear from Captain F--, that we
maY. understand each other and co-operate together.
'
Very respectf.ully,
J

J. D. S.

Captain J. B. M.,

U. S. Ship Portsmouth.
N. B.-The above letter was written in numbers from the Naval
Telegraphic Dictionary:

No. 3.

U. S. SmP

PoRTSMOUTH, ANCHORAGE., YERBA BuENA,

.

. July 9, 1846.

Sm: I have the satisfaction to. ackno~ledge the receipt of 'your telegraphic despatch, with proclamatio~ _a nd 9ther documents sent me
by Mr. Pitts, at 7 o'clock last evening, and have the honor to inform you,. that having despatched Lieutenant Revere in one of the
ship's boats a few hours afterwards, with you"r l'e tter to · the commandant at Sonoma, carrying with him a flag to be used there, if
necessary, and , another .to be forwarded to Sutter's fort upon the
Sacramento, I landed this morning with seventy men, includin g
marines,and at 8, a. m., hoisted our flag in front of the custom"house
in the public square, 'with a salute of twenty-one guns froJU "the
ships, followed by three hearty chee·rs on shore 'and on board, in
which the people, principally foreign reside_nt~, see~ed ~ordially
to jo'in. I then ' addressed a few words to the assemble'd· pe9ple,
after which your excellent proclamation was read in both l.~~gu~g¢~,
and postrd upon the flag staff. The seamen, with a small ·porfion
of the marines, were then returned to the ship, without a man having
left th_e ranks; and Lieutenant Watson, with the residue of h.is guard,
were formally established as military .occupants of the po~t. The
male residents of Yerba Buena, capable of bearing arms, were then
called together, and a volunteer guard, consisting·· of thirty-two
members, at once enrolled, and, electing their own officers, wer.e
fully organized under the direction of Lieut'enants Missroon and
Watson, to hold themselves in readiness for any emergency which

;
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ma y arise; and, before the arrival of Mr. Die, your second courier
a t 10 o'clock, p. m., Lieutenant _Missroon, ,w ith an armed party of
th e volunteer guard, were on their way to the presidio and fort
f?~ r or five mile~ distant~ to ascertain and report to me their con~
<l1ti_on ,. and take rn_v~ntones of public property, &c. The fort is in
a dilap1d .a ted condition, but may be repaired and rendered service•
able . F?r particulars, } have respectfully to refer you to the accompanymg report of Lieutenant Missroon, No. ~; the sheet No. I
contains documents used in ,ihe proceedings of the , day, _with a letter sent to Captain Fremont by Pµrser Wiatmough, and the order
to that officer. ·· There are two fine IS-pound brass pi~ces at Sonoma , which might be advantageously planted upon an . eminence
for the defence of this harbor, and which can be of no manner of
use where they now are; field pieces, of which there are· six at Sonoma , being all sufficient for t,h e .defence of an interior town. I
t1hink it ad vi sable, therefore, to remove .the two !S's,' which ~an be
do ne with my launch in a very short time; and, in the hope of receiv ing your order to that effect, I shall commence at . once pre•
par ing a galley and platform for their accommodation. I have
been drawn into correspondence with the belligerent parties in this
count ry and with Captain Fremont, which I will · send you
very soon . . To the latter I have supplied funds and stores to the
am ount of $2,199, receiving his draft on the topographical bure~u,
at Washington, in favor of Purser· Watmough, for the sum, which
'1l hope will meet with your appr~bation.
..
· My officers and crew a'r e in excel1ent health and goo~ cond1t10n
for service; but I regret to say that I am twenty-three men short
of my complement, which I am very desirous to fill up as soon as
it -can be done.
I have the honor to pe, sir, very respectfully, your obe.d ient ser·
Tant,

JOHN B. MONTGOMERY,
Commander .
To Commodore .loHN D. Su:lAT,

Commanding naval forces of the United States ·
··
.
in-the Paci.fie, at Monterey.

ADDRESS AFTER HOISTING THE F_L AG.
}!ELLOW C1TIZENs: I address all classes, whether native or f~r·
eign I'esidents of California, who cordially assent to the transaction just witnessed. I have the pleasure to annou_nce that the flag
of the United States was, on the I 7th instant, hoisted at Mon_te rey,
and will, I expect, this day be substituted for the rev:ol~tionary
flag recently hoisted at Sonoma.
.
.
The proclamation of the UF1ited States naval commander-rn-ch1ef
now at _Monte~ey, which is about to be read to you, has alre~dy
b een w1d_ely circulated in the country; and the advantages wh1~ h
sannot fail to accrue to the population of this fine country, as therein
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set forth, have, and will, undoubtedly,- ~eet . with a cordial reception by all_ classes of th~ people of Cahforma. .
.
.
It is earnestly recommended ~o all ~hat t~ey continrie m the quiet
pursuit of their proper occupations, rn which, under !he shad_ow of
that glorious b~nner, the_r·e ca~ be no fear of oppress10n 1 o~ undue
interruption. ·After leavrng this place, all persons who are disposed
to unite in the formation of a local militia, to be held subject to
drill and such military duty as the public security, under the new
order of things, shall call for, are invited to t:ttend at the house of
William A. Leidesdorff, esq., where arrangements will be immediately _e ntered into for such an organization.

PROCLAMATION.
UNITED STATES SHIP PORTSMOUTH,

Off Yerba Buena, July 9, 1846.
Military possession having been this day taken of __!:his place, and
the flag of the United States displayed, in obedience to the orders
of the commander-in-chief of the United States· squadron, John D.
Sloat, e,sq ., ·n ow in poss~ssion of Monterey, I have the honor to call
upon all the residents o{ this district, agreeably to laws of th~
United States of America regulating the militia, tn enrol themselves into a military company, appoint their own officers, and observe such rules and regulations as shall be issued for the main·
tenance of order, and for the protection of property in Yerba Buena
and its immediate neighborhood. A military guard has been stationed in possession of the custom-house, under Henry B. Watson,
esq., whom I have appqinted the military commandant (pro tern.)
of all the marines and militia, to whom I require that reports shall
be made, as soon as the militia sha-ll be organized, and whose call
upon the militia, I am confident, will be promptly and honorably
complied with.
·
.
In the event of an attack by the Mexicans or other forces upon
Yerba ~uena, all necessary assistan,ce will , be immediately landed
from the United States ship Portsmouth; and, in the mean time,
your country expects, and your best interests require, that every
man will do ·his utmost to protect his home, and defend - the '.flag
of the ·United States.

JOHN B. MONTGOMERY;

Commandant U. S. ship Por:tsmoutl,,_.
ANCHORAGE,

Y ERBA

BuENA.

·

U ~ S. Smp PoRTSMOUTH,
Yerba Bue1,ta, July _9, 1846.
srn·: Last even fog I was officially notified of the existence of
war ?·e_tween the ' Uni!ed Stat~s ~nd the_ central government of
Mexico, and have this mornrng taken formal po~session of this
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place, and ·hoisted our flag in the town.
Commodore Sloat who
took possession of Monterey on the 17th instant, -has direct!d me
to notify you of this change in the political condition of California
and to request your pres:e nce at Monterey, with a view to futur:
arrangements and co-operations, at as early a period as possible,
I forwarded, at two o'clock this morning, despatch from Com.
mod ore Sloat to the commandant at Sonoma, with an American
flag for their use, should they stand in 1ieed of one.
Mr. . W atmough, who will hand you this, will give you all
news.
·
.
1
Very respectfully, I am, sir, your ob edient servant,

a

JNO. B. MONTGOMERY.

To Captain J. C. FREMONT,

U. S. Top. Eng., Sant,a Clar-a. ,

u. s. SHIP PORTSMOUTH,
.llnchorage, Yerba Buena, July 9, 1846'.

n:·

Sm: You will proceed to Santa ·Clara, and to the Pueblo, if
cessary, in order to intercept Captain J. C. Fremont, now on his
., ma'rch from the Sac-ramento; and, on meeting with him, be pleased
to ·hand him the accompanying communication; after which, yoo
will return to. this place without delay, and report to me.
Respectfully, Lam, sir, your obedient servant,

JNO. B. MONTGOMERY,

i

Commanding U. S. ship Portsmouth.

To Purser JAs. H. WATMOUGH;
U. S. ship Portsmout!i, ;Yerba Buena,
·.
Bay of San Francisco.
I

I

'

•

, u. s.

SHIP PORTSMOUTH,

.llt anchorage off Yerba Buena, July 9> 1846.

Srn: I have th·e honor to report that, in obedience · to your ordert
I proceeded to the forts at the entrance of the harbor, about four
miles distant from the town, accompanied by Purser Watmou~ht
the late Vi~e-consul Leidesdorff, and several volunteers, and displayed 't he flag of the United States upon its ramparts, calling on
our way at the Presidio, where I had upderstood that one o'r morecannon were mounted; no cannon, however, were foun.d there, and
it is certain that they have been lately removed; nor were thereany of the usual residents there.
The walls of the fort are badly rent in several places, yet they
are capable of sustaining and rendering good service.
It would
be an improvement to dig a ditch in the rear, an.d to build a wall
connecting the two terminating ends of the work. But, to renderthe fort tenable in case of approach to it by lan~, it is indispensable that a .work be thrown up on the eminence which com-
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mands it about four or five hundred yards immediately in its rear,,
otherwis~ it is at the mercy of an enemy on the land side. The
platform is decayed, and sho~l~ b,e re_ne":ed entirely. - ..
The barracks in the centre 1s m a dilapidated state.
There are three brass guns, (12's and 18's,) old Spanish pieces,..
made in 1623 · 1628 and 1693, besides three long iron 42's, and fJur
smalJer ir'on ~uns. All of these iron guns _have been lat~ly spiked
by Captain Fremont, excep~ two _unser_v1ceable and _dismounted
iron pieces. Ne.w vents may be drilled rn the brass pieces. The
' gun ca:riages are p~rtian, decaied, .and several
them are t?tally
unserviceable; but a port10n of ·the ir,on work might be applied tonew carriage·s. '
'
. ,
.
.
Ther·e is a · quantity of round shot, of ddferen,t calibres, m t:\}e
fort, but all are ·more or· less injured by rust. .
'
· Our party was not molested on our route, :nor' did_·we 1 see any,
· other than1 a few inoffensive Indians.
•.
RespectfuUy' sir, your obedient· ser~ant,
r I '
•
l

or

1

,

' • .

T. S. MISROON, Lieutenant.

.

To Comhiander J. B. MoNTGOMERY,
GommarJ,dirig I U. S. ship Portsmouth.
'

I.

J

I

,

STATES SHIP

o, PORTSMOUTH," '

·,>:
Yerba 13,uen·a, July '.fl, .1846.
1
Srn: I .dniit't'ea to forward b'y the last c~1,1rie~ to yo~ a copy ~f
my or,der to Lieutenant ~ .at~·h n, of' marines ; wHo comma'n ds under
that order \ii~ niJrines '·aµd ·. µiilitia organized for the defence of the
town of Yer-ba 1··Buena, and also the copy of the proclamation calling upon the residents of the district to organize themselves into,
a military body for the defence of the town and flag; both of those
papers I n0w 11 tr 1ans~it, togrther wit_h the · re·ports ; of L'ieutenantsMissr,00!1 an,d Re".'e.r;e, . up.on dNty wh.ich _has. ~~~n perfarmed .siJ!Ce
the 9th instant, and t.o which ~ be.g leave t9 :re-fer you. , ' '· .· ~
You will be pleased to obser;ve that the flag of the United States
was displa)1_-ed at, Spnoma a't meridian on the same day that it was
hoisted here, and that. our flags are_ pow ,fl):ing at Sutter's' fort on
· the SacralJ!epto, at,_Bpqega. ; on \he ,coa~t:,, and at S :onoma, as well
as at t~is pl~ce·;. and ,I, w.o ~ld sta_te, f~r ,,yo~r informati~n, that the
protection to person and property which our flag promises to California seems to be generally h.a.ikd. with satisfaction.
I am endeavoring to clear the vents of the brass guns of the
fort, and hope to succ,ee,d. , To-mar ow I hope to recover the brass
12-pounder, which I ' learn;. was buried in the sar1:d at the Presidio-and also kn iron ' 6-p6under, raid to have been buried at the mis~ ·
sion Dolores. There are no small arms,' I ,believe, in ·this: neighborhood. We have ' possessed ourselV'es df a stand o,f Mexican
colors, and a gond wha1le boat, 'belonging to the ·custom-h.ouse· the
custom-house building, situated -upon tlie public sqtfare, i~ occm'pted
.i

•,

1

1

as our barracks.

·

·
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A refer ence t o the morning report of Mr.,, Watson ,' which I enclose? and marked A, shows the order which is maintained on shore,
~hts aftern oo n the "J uno' 1 26, arrived and anchored at Sansoli_ta.. I sen t a boat with offer of service, and'; at .the !Same time
notified Captain :Blake of the existing sta!e of things in California
and that the fl ag of . the United States was now flying at Yera:
:Buena ; which he appeared satisfied with, on receiving rnformaticn
of the commen cement of ho3tilities between the armies of the
United States and Mexico. On the appearance of that ship, tht
necessary prep aration was made to defend our position in the even1
of English opposition to our claims; in such ·a contingen~y, beiEg
20 odd men short, it would become absolutely necessary to withdraw
the ma rin es from the shore to the ship; and to show ,the s·pirit of our
'' vo lunte er guards of Yerba :Buena," I will add, tµat \to-day theJ
were asse mbled and informed by Mr. Watson that-the flag of the
United States would, by our necessity; have to be committed ~o
their care, and that we trustea .to their spirit and honor to keep 1t
flying ; when they unanimously gave the strongtst assurances that
it sh ould wav e while a single man of the "guards" Jived to defend it . Ye sterday I sent a summons to the military commandant
of this distri ct, Don Francisco Sanchez, to deliver up the _arr~s ano
o th er public property in his charge, and gave hi~ an inv1tatt0n to
com e in to -day, ·which he accordingly did. He stated that he pos·
sessed no property of a pul?lie, description, except his knowled~e
of w here several guns were buried. One of his attendants will
p oint out the places of burial to-morrow. _
Your proclamation has been sent to Sansolita, Bodega, Sonoma,
Sutter's fort, Sc:1 nta Clara, and to other parts in our ·vicinity.
Respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, '
JNO. B. 'MO'NTGOMERY,

'
Per

,

J.' s.'MISSROON.
' .

.

'

DEAR Sui: Captain Montgomery being co~fined ·to his bed to-day
by indisposition, and being desiro11~ to d espatch the messenger,
Mr. Pitt, requested me to address this to you .
.:
Respectfully,
. J. S: MTSSROON,
1

To Comm·odore JNo. D,. SLOAT,
•
1
·Curnmander-in-.chief of the United States. . , _ ·
.
.
naval fo.rces gn the Paci.fie, Monterey.

BARRACKS,
Yerba Buena, July 11, 1846.
Sm: The place has been perfectly quiet and peacea_ble_ du~ing
the past twenty-four hours, and there has not be.en ,any rnd1cat1ons
of a hostile movement from any quarter within my knowledge ~r
observation. The patrol furnished bJ the volunteer militia of th1s
MARIN~
'

I

1
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]>lace I found to be ve ry v ig il an t i n the disch_arge of th e ir uti e
cluring the night, and a ls o r esp ectfu l and _obedient to my ord r . .
lam, sir, very resp ectfully, your obedient servant,

H . B. WATSO ,
Commanding marin es and m ilitia at Yerba Buena.
Countersign,-" CALIFORNIA."

To Commander J. B. MoNT.GOMERY,
Commanding United States ship "Portsmouth ."
l u.

YERBA BuENA,

July 9, 1846 .

Srn: The flag of the United States having been thi s day disp layed
i n this place, and formal possession taken of it so far as t h e guns
o f the ship range: you will remain in J?ilitary poss essi on as the
c ommander of the marines and local mili t ary, subje ct t o su ch or ders
f rom me or y~ur sup erior officers, until such time a s the com.Dander -in-chief shall either sanction this appointmen t or annul

i t,

All the militia, therefore, that are now or may be organiz e d for
t h~ protection of this place, will be required to r_epair to th e ap JJOinted rendezv<!>us upon such 'signal as you may designate, prop erly
a rmed and equipped, and you .will make requisitions upon me for
s uch arms and ammunition as may be required .
. Should an attack be made upon this place, you will immediatel y
d isplay a rocke t and blue lights as a signal to the ship, when reinf e>rcements· will be immediately despat ched to your assistan ce; and
2
:11 the meantime you will maintain your position and defend it t o
tli e utmost extremity.
You· are hereby furnished with a list of the effective militia force ,
0
rgan ized und·er their own proper officers, for the defence of this
P lace· and for the ·maintenance of the flag of the United States.
Res·pectftilly ,
JOHN B. MONTGOMERY,
C~mmander of th·e United States ship "Portsmouth."

TH
· B• W~TSON,
,,,
0
.

.. ·
,,,
Military commander. ·o f the marine_s,
. '
and miti.·tia st,a tioned ai Yerba. Buena.
, II

,,
UNITED

'

STATES SHIP "PORTSMOUTH,"

Yerba Buena, July 11, 1846.

Sm: Agreeably . to your instrq.ctions, I proceeded this morning,
~ c~mpanied ~by Vice-oonsul Leidesdorff, with a small party of
•rines mounted as cavalry, to the mission of Dolores, in search of
l."' ~s, ammunition, and . public documents of the district.
On my
l."'l'1 va} thete ~ found that the p·eople who reside at that mission,
4 d who had fled in alarm in consequence of the -exaggerated ·re .: ·(
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port of danger to their lives and property, propag-ated by the subprefect Garero, were beginning to return. No arms were found
exc pt ~n old lance, and there is, as public property, a weaving
factory m tolerab le condition.
A co11ection of public documents was made and carefully brought
to ~own, where they were packed, sealed, and . superscribed by Mr.
Leide do:r:ff and myself, and witnessed by Don Andres Hoeppender,
(sealed with the consu Iate sea I,) and placed in the custom-house
under charge of Military Commander Watson, ,subject to such disposal as Y?U may please to make. I made it a point to see aad .
con Yer e with the people, assuring them of ·their safety, and setting
forth the . many benefits that would accrue to them by this change,
of all w~1ch they now begin to form a just idea.
The distance to this mission is about six miles, and I w~uld here
corr~ct the report I had tl~e honor to make on the mqrning of the
~ th rnstant, relative to the clistance of the· fort from the to.wn of
Yerba Buena; it is hearer seven than four miles • . ·
Respectfully, your obedient servant,
.i
,
.

. J. S. MISSROON,

.

. Lieutenant, United States Navy.

J . .B.

MONTGOMERY,

'

United States ship Portsmou'th, ,I
'
ancho_rage off Yei:ba ,Bu,ena.

.
'

UNITED STATES SHIP PoRTSMOQTH,

·
Yerba Buena, July \l~ 1846.
'.)
'
..
Sm: In obedience to your orders, I landed at tljie town of Sonoma from this ship on the 9th rnstant, having cau-sed the troops
of the garrison and the inhabitants 0f th~ place to b~ summoned to
the public square. I then read the "prpcla1p.ation qf Commodore
Sloat to them, and then hoisted the '.JJn.i ted State&; flag upon the
staff'in front of the barracks, under a salute from the artillery of
the garrison. .
..
.
.
I also caused the proclama.tion ~O' l?e, tr.anslated into Spaais_h, and
posted up in the plaza. A notice to the people o(_ California was
also s_ent the next day to be fon~arded to the cotrntr,y aro_u nd, re·
questing the people to assemble ~~ Soh~ma ,i.o? ~a.t urday n_ext, (the
11th,) to hear the news confirmed of tHe country havrng been
taken possession of by the United States.
.
An express, with a copy of the proclamation, and an Umten
States flag, was also sen_t to the commander of the garrison at Sut·
ter's fort, on the Sacramento, w.i th a · req·uest ·to do the same there
that had ~been done at Sonoma. . The ·same was~also done, wit.h a request .to the, pri11~ipal Am-erican
citizen? (Mr. Stephen -Smith,) at Bodega, with a · 8e~and for two
field pieces of .artillery, which I understand was ·th:ere, to be _re·
mov:ed to Sonoma, aod placed under the · custody and p,r otection
of the garrison there, by request of Captain John Grigsby, ,the com·.
mander of the port.

I
I
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I am happy to report tha~ great sati sfaction appeared to prevail
in the community of Sonoma of all c.Jasses, and among bot~ foreigners and natives at the country having been taken po se 10n of
by the United Stat:s an~ their .flag hoi.sted, more particularly aft r
the general feeling of rnsecunt_y
hf~ and property, c~u ed by
the recent events of the revolution rn this part of California.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

o!

J. W. REVERE,
,

Lieutenant, United States navy.

Commander J. B. MoNTGOMERY,

United States ship Portsmouth, Yerba B-uena.

No. 5.
FLAG· SHIP SAVANNAH,

Bay of Monterey, July 12, 1846.
Srn: I have one hundred marines and two hundred men on shore
w:ell armed, and also two IS -pounder carronades mounted for field
pieces, and ·can land the remainder of my force in a few minutes,
1f necessary.
..
By the best information I can obtain, Fremont was at the Pueblo
.the day before yesterday, and probably at St. John's yesterday. I
sent a letter to him two days since by express, and yesterday a
message by an American, who was on his way to Yerba .Buena,
who promised to see him; he has, also, a message for you. I am,
the~efore, in momentary expectation of hearing from him. Castro
_huned two field pi·eces, with their shot, at St. John's, and is flying
before Fremont. Report says that all Castro's men have left him
hut about one hundred; and he will probably not stop until they
reach ~anta Barbara, or the City of Angel~, where the civil governor 1s.
·
There are n9 guns at this place, and you know the state of the
forts. I am making a stockade around the rear of the upper battery, and shall build a block-house there, upon which I shall mount two or three of my 42-pounders to protect that side; on the
front, I shall mount three o: four of my long 32's to · protect and
defend the bay. I am organizing a large party of ca"'alry to keep
a lookou_t for any force that may bei advancing, anci · to protect the
farme~s _in the neighborhood, as there· are some robbers about who
are driving off the horses, under the pretence that they are taking
them for the government, under the orders of Castro.
. The captain of the po.rt, and four other Mexican officers, came
ID yesterday and gave themselves up as prisoners of war·, and were
p ut up?n their parol~ of honor, obligating themselves not to interfere, directly or indirectly, during the war, unless regularly exchang~,d. The military .commandant, Silva, and several others, will
come rn to-day, and many soldiers.
I s4aU- probably confiscate
the property of those who are operating agaii:ist us, . if they do not
come over very shortly.
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. I hav_e ·information · from the ~ueblo that yester<lay forty foreigners in that town wanted to hoist our flag, but _had .no bunting.
I shall se_nd them some the first opportunity, and .shall direct them
to orgamze themse] ves into a company of cavalry, choose their
own officers, for the_ protection of their own property against marauders and the Indians., and the_n report to me. When organized
and reported, they will be mustered into service and receive instructions from me.
I have issued a notice that any person fom:_id guilty of p·l underin g horses, cattle, &c., or maltreating the farmers or other peaceable inhabitants, wit! be made personally liable for the' amount, be
otherwise punished, and their property confiscated; I wish you to
do so likewise.
Send me word when the Erie arrives, and a return of the stores
on board.
Send a courier to me every week, but do not pay him until he
brings you a rer.eipt from me. Send back this courier with a receipt, &c., immediately, and with your commu.nications.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, &c.
1

To

Commander J.B. MoNTGOMERY, .

JOHN D. SLOAt,
·Commander-in -chief, ~c..
..

,

U. S. ship Portsmouth, San Francisco.

FLAG -SHIP SAVANNAH, /

[TELEGRAPHIC,]

July 12, 1846.

Sm: I have just received your communication of the 9th-your
proceedings are fully:i ,approved.
·
.
.
Send for · the two eighteen-pounders at *S--;. and I thmk it
would be well to have, also, two of the field pieces; -but you ~ust
judge for yourself; as it is impo_ssible for me to give you directions, as I have never been at the place.
All I have to say at present is, that we have hoisted th.e flag,
and must k:eep it up at every hazard.
I_ have. full confide1ree in your discretion and ability to m~nage
things in your vicinity-; therefore you must act on your own Judgment in the absence of orders.
Send ine an express if you have anything of the least importance
to communicate.
Very respectfully,

J. D.S.

Captain J. B. M.,
U. S. ship Portsmouth.
NoTE.-The above was written in numbers, from the Telegraphic
Dic:tionary.
S - , Sonoma.

E·x. Doc. No. 1.
No. 6.
UNITED STATES

HIP PoRTSMO

Tu ,

Yerba Buena, July 15, 1

6.

SIR: You·r letter of the 12th instant has just reach d m , for -

warded by Mr. St.okes fr~m th~ Pueblo, to whom I sha11
nd thi ,
.
without any certamty of its hem&" fo:warded to y~u.
Having forwarded two commumcat10ns by Mr. Die and .
_P,tt ,
your two first couriers, on Th~rsday a~d ~un~ay last, with 1.nformation of a full compliance with your rn truct1ons of the 7th in t.,
which I feel confiaent has duly reached you, I have now to r port
the Siife return of my launch on the 11th inst., after rather a severe
passag~ of five days._ In my first letter I informed you of the conditjon of the guns in the fort at the entr~nce to the bay, and that
, two brass eighteen-pounders might be brought down from Sonoma,
where they are of no . m~nner of use, and be eligibly disposed of
for the defence of this anchorage. I will now upeat that my
launch can transport said guns without difficulty, should you think
proper to direct their removal. The two brass guns in the fort (a11
that are worth anything) can, I believe, be recovered by boring
new vents, and a long brass 12 has been already brought in from
the iresidio, where it was buried. I am wholly at a loss as to the
whereahouts of Captain Fremont. I ~rote to him by an officer
(Purser Watmough) on the day of hoisting the flag here, feeling
certain that it would reach him almost immediately at the Pueblo
San Joseph, to which point I supposetl him marGhing from the Sacramento, and, since hearing that he passed by another route, on
his way to Monterey, I .conclude thl3.t he is now there without getting _my ·letter . . Everything is perfectly quiet here, and po apprehension whatever of disturbance from an enemy. Indeed, sir, I
am persuaded that no hostile opposition will be offered by the people of Cal1fornia to our occupation of the country. The '.American
. sh~p Vandalia arrived here yesterday, eighteen days from 1St. Diego,
bringing news of a moles\ation in the south by the Americans and
foreign residents, who have possessed themselves of the' arms and
munitfons of that section, with a view .to oppose Castro, who, it
was reported, was moving his · forces against them; which must ·
have been s.i multaneous with the revol'uti.on at the north. I have
th~ honor, for yo·ur information,' to enclose copies of a' letter received frorni Captain_Thomas Fallon, and my answer. I perceiv·e ,
by your letter, that you were previously apprised of the st te of
affairs at Pu~blo St. Joseph.
As Mr. Howard is expected here to-day or to-morrow from Monterey, I hope., by him,, to receive later ins uctions from you. I
aI? doing nothing to the old fort except removing the brass guns,
wit~ · a view to their recovery-as it is too far distant from my anchorage, and will require means n.ot in my power to command at
present, to restore it to order. I w:ill endeavor, however, to protect this anchorage aHp. town, by sucb means ,as I have, against
anything that shall oppose us.
·
We ar-e all well except myself, hav,iRg lia~ a jevere . bilious. at65
· .
"

.

\

•
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~ack of several days' continuance, from · which I am now recovermg.
.
.
1 have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant,

JOHN B. MONTGOMERY, Commander .

1

To Commodore JoHN D.

SLOAT,

·

Commanding the naval force of the U. 8. in the Pacific.
~h~re are, I am informed, a quantity of small arms of various de~cr1phons at Sonoma, ~h,ich would probably be serviceable in armmg _the men now en~olhng for the defence of our newly acquired
territory. Would 1t not be well to have an inventory taken of
them 1 I shall be happy to receive your instructions concerning
them. Respectfully,
·

•

J.B. M.

PuEBLO ST. JosE, July 12, 1846.
I
Sm: I have arrived here with nineteen men, with the expecta- ·
tion of joining Captain Fremont, but he has not yet arrived here.

I therefore send an ex pres to you for orders what to do. We are atyour coqimand. If you wish, we will hoist the American flag and
p;otect it here. I want an immediate answer, if you can get horses
to send the express back on; and if you· would send six guns and
pistols, ammunition, &c., I ca.n get men to use them~ Castro has
• gone down to the lower country last.Wednesday, an~ is travelli_ng
down as fast as he can. GoHrnor Pico has· been try mg [to raise
troops ~own at the lower Pueblo, but can't get ,more than one hundred men. I have this news from an American direct from there .
Mr. Charles Weber has been taken prisoner by Castro, and is taking
him down with him.
.
, · '
'

J

•

·CAPTAIN T. ""FALLON.

C_aptain MoNTGOMERY.
P. S.-1 wi 11 re Ir ain here till I receive your answer. The flag
that was put up here was cut down before we came here, but I hope
it never shall happen again.

T. F .

•
UNITE;D

\

STATES Smp

PoRTSMOUTH,

Yerba Buena, July 13, 1846.
Srn: I have jurst received your letter of yesterday, forwarded
f rom the Pueblo, St. Joseph's, informing me that you had arri ve d
,t here with nineteen men, in expectation of joining Captain Fre,mont, but he having not yet arrived, you were induced J:o send an
express to me for instruction~ what to do, as you were prepared t o
hoist the flag of the United States and to protect it, if it should be

my wish,

In reply, sir, permit me to say, that the United States

•I
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and central governm.ent of Mexico being at war, that it is my wish
and that of the commander-in-ch'ief at Monterey to see the American flag hoisted. in every part _of_ California where th~re. shall b_e
found sufficient force and patriotism honorably to sustarn it; and 1f
you think that your present force at the Pueblo, with the access~ons
which I am told by the bearer of your letter you are expecting,
will be sufficient to that end, I would recommend to you by all
m.eans to do ,as you propose.
The six muskets and ammunition which you request me to furnish are al.your disposal; the arms as a loan, to be returned again
when required, or when you shall have been furnished with others;
but, as I have no means of sending them, I would ad vise you to
send ive of .your men to Y erba Buena in order to receive them,
the sixth being sent by your courier. I send you a receipt for the
articles, whicu you will please sign and return by the men whom
you shaH send for the arms.
.
I shall, by the earliest opportunity, notify the commander-inchief, Commodore Sloat, now at Monterey, of your gratifying proposition, who will, I am persuaded, duly appreciate the spirit which
dictated it.
_
·
The flag of the United States is now flying at Sonoma, Bodega,
and Sutter'-s fort, and will, no dpubt, soon wave over the whole of
California. I shall be p1~ased to hear from you as opportunities
are afford~d.
I am, sir, respectfully, your obedient servant,
·
·
1
JNO. B. MONTGOMERY;
·
Commanding U. S. ship Portsmouth.
To Captain TaoMAS FALLON,
Pueblo of St. Joseph's, Upper California . .
P. S.-I think it will be well (if it has not already been done)
for you to call your company together, and elect the necessary
officers to command and direct them, in -order to a more efficient
organization, which has been done by a number of the foreign resi.dents at this place with excellent success. ·
·
Respectfully,
J.B. M.

No . 7.
Smp PoRTSMOUTH,
Yerba Buena, July 17, 1846't
SJR: Your t elegraphic despatch of the 12th ins ta~ t, concerning
th e 18-pounders, &c., which should .have accompanied your letter
of the same date, which I had the honor to acknowledge yesterday .
ha s just reached me by a special messenger from the Pueblo of St~
,.J o_
se, where, through the negligence of Mr. Stokes, or some one
-els e, it had been delayed thir!y-six hours. I write this by the retur n messenger to Pueblo, to be forwar~ed by aqy cliance convey anc e from. thence, merely t~ acknowledge its receipt _and $ay that
UNITED STATES

1
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your instructions shall be carried out.

It will require three trips

of the launch to transport the heavy articles, occupying probably
ten or e1e!en days in a11 in the ext!cution of the duty •. I will endeavor to improve the time to the uttermost, by directing an inventory to be taken of a1l public property there, for your information;
and, unless otherwise instructed, cause some of the spare small arms
to be brought down and kept in order for service as required.
We are. digging a gallery for the long brass pieces at a point
comm!ndmg. the ~nch~rage of this place; butt with a very red~ced
crew, rncludrng sick and prisoners, upwards of thirty short, marines
on shore, and boats absent frequently on <listant duty, we cann~t
progress as I could desire. The entrance of this bay may be fortified in a manner to repel the whole navy of Great Britain, with
sufficient time and means
effect it; and I think, sir, in order to
meet the contingency of a war with England, (now more than ever
likely to occur, as I judge from her weJl known opposition 1o our
territorial accessions,) a large supply of the b!€aviest ordnance cannot too soon be forwarded frnm our arsenals on -the other side. 1
sincerely hope that it may not be overlooked, as the time may be
at' hand when it will be difficult to supply them.
A11 is quiet here, and perfect o"tder _m aintained on shore. Our
volunteers perform patrol duty at night, following their occupations
during the day; and the recently terrified inhabitants, who were
driven from their homes throu ,·h fear of the revolutionists, are returning quietly and satisfied t; town again. I have heard nothi_ng
of Captain Fremont, but suppose he is at Monterey. I will wnt.e
you again at the beginning of the ensuing week, or earlier, if
riec£'ssary.
.
In the_meantime, I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

to

I

JNO . .B. MONTGOJJIERY,
Comma-ndlff.

To Commodore JoH~ D. SLOAT,
Commanding navat forces of the United States,
.
in the Pflci.fic, at Mnnterey.
N .. B.-I ha·ve written in much haste.

J.B. M.

Sm: Since closing and sending my letter on shore, I ha-re received a_l'ett.er from the English vic~-consul, Mr Forbes, who returned to this place in the Juno, interceding for the liberation of
·one Vincento PoraLta, who, he says, was taken prisoner by the
revolutionists at New Helvetia, and is now, as he believes, con.fined at Sutter's fort.
He says the man was arrested while in
search of Indian laborers to gather in his harvest. The consul
represents him as a peaceable and neutral individual, who had no
par~icipation ir;i the mi1ita,ry movements on either side; that his
ianuly ar·e greatly distressed 1 and his wife seriously ill on account

•
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-0! his detention, and he offers to give bonds, if required, for the
correct behavior of Poralta. As I presume, sir, that it is not intended to continue as prisoners persons taken by the revolutionists,
I shall be happy..,.. to receive your instructioes concerning this man
and others, if you please, that I may be enabled to satisfy · the
anxious inquiries of their friends, when referred to.
I beg leave, respectfully, while on this subject, also to name
-General Vallejo, who has a . very interesting family, I am told, at
.Sonoma, and for whom I feel an interest, having been acquainted.
with him at Monterey.
l shall send thi on shore in the hope of being in time to forwa,rd
it with the first le ter of this date.
I have the honor to be, sir, you_r obedient servant,
JNO.B.MONTGOMERY~

Commander.

To Commodore .J . D. SLOAT,
Commanding naval forc"'t-s, ~c. ·

U .. S. SmP PoRT-S.MOUTH,
Yerba Buena, July 20, 1846.

'

Srn: On Saturday .I received a letter from Captain Grigsby, commanding at Sonoma, which, with my answer, I have the honor herewith to submit to your attention, with the view of eliciting such
instrur.tions as you shall think proper to give on the circumstances . •
It appears that, without instructions for their government, having,
up to the time of hoisting our flag on the 9th instant, subsisted on
the stores of the enemy, the garrison at Sonoma now feel embarrassed respecting the manner of obtaining necessary supplies; and
the _inquiry ( as you wiq perceive) is made by Captain G_rigsby,
'!hether they are permitted to use freely the property of the resisidents who have not jo.i.ned or taken part in the cause. There are
from fifty to sixty men under arms at that post, where a smaller
number might suffice; and if it is contemplated to continue them all
on the pay of the government, I wor0ld respectfully suggest the
.advantage of transferring a ,small_mounted guard of ten or twelve
men, to be employed as a patrol on the road between thi's p"lace
and the Pueblo San Jose, infested, it is said, by a small party of
mischievous men, generally concealing themselves in the bushes, by
whom single t(avellers have in several instances been intercepted
between the two places. One of them, (Mr. Pitts,) your first
courier, on his return to Monterey was stopped by four men.
I
have ample means, I conceive, to m~intain my position and preserve
g1Jod order in Yerba Buena a.nd its e0virons; and deeming it important to keep the communication with Pueblo on the direct route
to Monterey, should you be pleased to direct it, I think ·government horses may be obtained, and perhaps' riders, also, from Son oma for that purpose. Bernardino Garcia (Four-fingered, Jack,

I

,

I
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now a prisoner at Sonoma, and in danger of
punishment for )lis participation in th~ murder
of the Sonoma pa_rry, unless prevented. You
have written to Captain Grigsby in relation to

h1m.
·
I_ think it wou]~ be well for them to have explicit directions for
their go':ern~.e nt rn such cases, as others are very likely ~o arise.
~ also, sir, w_1ll tha~k you, with a view to uniformity in proceed·
~ngs of ~he krnd, to inform me respecting the course to be pursued
rn _the tnal and punishment of offenders. I have' the cases of six
pnsoners, now in the guard-hous-e for menaces, 'assaults, disorderly
conduct, &c., &c. , al) tending to disturb the peace and tranquillity
~f the place, which need to be noticed, and will be formally inves·
t1gated to-day, and should deriYe much assistance from a knowledge of the manner of conducting trials, and ·of the urade~ of punish~ent instituted by your orders at Monterey. One°of the prisoners 1s an Englishman, residing here, and two others American seamen
of the Barnstable. Midshipmen Johnson and Parrish I have arrested
for conduct on shore demanding trial by court martial. Agreeably
to your order, sir, I have issued a notice, in both languages, of the
punishments hereafter to be inflicted upon horse an·d cattle thieves
and maltreaters of the rancheros and peaceable inhabitants of the
country, the provisions of which { in the absence of other regulations of Jaw and punishments from you) must govern our decisions
here
We are -progressing very well with the new fort, for the
number of hands we are enabled to employ on it, and I have in
view to erect a block house also, in a position to overlook the fort
• and command the town and hills in its rear. The estimated ex·
penses of both, $148. My launch started this morning on her first
trip to Sonoma, for the guns. Captain Richardson, the pilot ~ere,
desires me te say that if you should want a pilot to bring up either
of the frigates, he will be r~ady to serve you. He has been, her~tofore, pilot and harbormaster of this port, and is desir-~us to reJam
the position under the change of government. There 1s certa1~l7
no man so fit for it, and his feelings are right towards us; Cml
magistrates and constables, here and at Sonoma, would also be of
service in preserving order.
I sent an officer, on Friday, to the rancho of Don Francisco Guerrero, late sub prefect of this department, who came in on the su_mmons, and having delivered the papers of his department, wh1~h
ap eared to be of little importance, was permitted to return on his
parole of honor not to go beyond the. Jimits of this district without
my passport; neither to instigate, take part in, or in any way to
· countenance mo-vements or designs against the existing government
or peace of the country. He is a hard character, anti, if he pr~v~s
false, I will put him in irons. The Juno sailed on Saturday, 1t 1s
thou~h_t for Mazatlan .. She lay at South Sa1eto, six mil~s distant.
No v1s1ts except by boarding officers; no courte~ies wantrng on my
part, ~owever, as I was very pointed on his arrival, through my
boarding ?fficer, to tender him, not my services only, but the a~commodahon of the port, &c.
w
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' As I am ch')sing, the news reaches me of the arrival of the Collingwood at Monterey.
I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant,

.,,

JOHN B. MONTGOMERY,
Commander.

Commodore JoH~ D. SLOAT,
- Command-ing the naval forces of the

United States in the Pacific.

UNITED STATES SHIP PORTSMOUTH,

Yerba Buena,
July IS, 1846.
I
Srn: I have just received your letter of the 16th iutant, with the
gratifying accounts of the quiet and peaceable condition of things
a_t Sonoma, and the contentment of the Spanish part of the population under the recent change of flags.
·
·
I presun.e it is expected by the commander-in-chief at Monterey
t hat you will kee_p possession of the place you occupy, and preserve
from loss, or improper disposition, the public prope_rty committed
to your charge, until further instructions from him;_ which, of course,
for the time you ,vill be thus detained in the service of the United
States government, will entitle you and all others concerned to
emoluments and advantages equal to those of similar rank in the
r~g~lar service. During the late revolutionary mqvements, with
l~m1ted and precarious means, it was probably found expedient to
hve upon the ample stores of you_r enemies; but it is not, I am· certain, contemplated by the commander-in chief, under existing circumstances, to countenance such _a course; but, in accordance with 1 ~
the tenor and spirit of his proclamation of the 7th instant, strictly
to require payment to be made for all articles_, whether provisions
or anything else · purchased for the public service, or by tho~e
employed therein.
1 shall submit y'our letter to Commodore Sloat, who will, I am
persuaded, give his early attention to the several inquiries contained in it. In the meantime, I would repectfully urge upon you
and your patriotic associates to cultivate assiduously the most
friendly and peaceful relations with the people_of your neighborhood and all others residing at Sonoma, as the most effectual remedy
against future opposition and disturbance .
.Being directed by Commodore Sloat to remove the two brass
18-poupders from Sonoma, and two 6- pounders to t~is place I shall ,
ilend my launch up on her first trip for that purpose on Monday, the
20th instant. I understand there are two mounted -6-pounders at
. :Bodega, which I will thank you to ha~e brought to Sonoma, in
order to their removal to Y erba .Buena.
, Your prisoner, Four-fingered Jack,as -he is called, who is said to
. have been concerned in the ·m urder of the two Americans, you will
keep safely in your charge until an opportunity for his trial may
be afforded, or until the commander-in-chief shall give direction_s
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c_oncerning him. No man should be punished with-out trial I
~incerHe ~ Y hop~ that . all the guilty persons may be apprehended,
ose 1gger_a 1s a prisoner at Monterey.
·
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
1

JNO. B. MONTGOMERY,
Commanding U. 8. ship Pbrtsmouth.

T o Capt. JNo. GRIGSBY,
Commanding the military post of Sonoma.

CuARTEL .SoNOMA, J~ly 16, 1846.
SIR : _Yesterd-ay I received Lieutenant ].3artlett's letter, ano
was happy to hear that things are going on in a fl,o urishing state.
We have found the two men that' were lost ·on the Santa Rosa
farm, horribly mangled. The murderers of these men, we have
good reason to believe, are on the other side of the bay. They
are Ramon Mesa Domingo, Mesa Juan Padel1a, and Ramon Carello
and Bernadina Garcia, that is; Four-fingered Jack; all of the
above, we are confident, are on the other side; (Blas Angelina we
have in prison;) Francisco Ti bran, Ygnacio Balensuella, Juan Per·
alta, Juan Soleto, lnaguen Carrello, Marianeno Merando, Fran·
Cisco Garcia, Y gnacio Stiggere, are all supposed to be on this side:
The Spaniards appear w·eJl satisfred with the change. The most ot
them, about thirty-eight, have come forward and signed article:
of peace. Shou] d th'ey take up arms a gains~ us, or. assist the enemy
in a_ny way, they forfeit their lives, property, and all. Things are
_ going on here well at present.
We have about fifty men .capable of bearing arms; there are some
foreigners on this side that have never taken any part with us. ' _I
w.i~h to know the proper plan to pursue with them;· whether their
property sha11 be userl for the garrison or not. (They are men of
property.) We wish y-our advice in all respects, as we are a com·
pany_ of men not accustomed to such business. 1:'here are _some
poor men here that are getting very short of clothmg. I w1~h t,
know in what way they might be procured for them; if there 1s no
provision made they will be compelled to leave.
Present my respects to Lieutenant Bartlett, and also Lieutenant
Revere.
Very respectfully, I remain your obedient servant,
DEAR

JNO. GRIGSBY,
Captain.

To Captain MONTGOMERY,

United States ship Portsmouth.
P. S .-There are two bags of meal in the garrison, one for Lifu·
tenant :Bartlett, the other for the captain, which will- be forwarded
the first opportunity.
NoTE.-~here are fifty or sixty men, I · am told, employed at
Sonoma; a large number to be kept under pay at that post.

.

J.B. M.
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No. 9.
FLAG-SHIP SAVANNAH,

Bay of .Monterey, Jul'!/ 23, 1846.
Sm: I. have to ackno·wledge the receipt of your letter of the
20th instant, enclosing a letter from Captain Grigsby, <lated July
16th, and one from you in reply to Captain Grigsby, dated July

18th.
I have read them with interest anrl attention, and approve your
p_roceedings so far as they are known t'o me; espe-cially the directions which you have given in telation to the protection of private
property, and the preservation of a good understanding with the
people in the neighborh.ood of Sonoma.
The fifty men at Sonoma had better be regularly" enlisted for the
campaign, which will be considered at an end whenever Captain
Fremont shall, with his men, leave the · territory for the United
States.
It must be distinctly understood that they are to be subject in
every respect to the military Jaw of the United ~tates, and to be
under the command of the commander- in -chief, and the officer
commanding at San Francisco.
You will in such case provide them with regular navy rations,
besides their pay, which you must arrange for at as low rate as
you can.
•If Captain Grigsby thinks he can spare the ~en you require at
San Francisco, you can o td er them to be sent to you.
In relation to the man who is in prison for murder, he must be
confined until further order.;.
In relation to the general administration of justice in minor
case~, you had better appoint two justices of th,e peace for the
trial of such causes, conforming, as far as they can, to the .e xisting
laws of the territory.
The Co!lingwood has been here for nearly a week, and is expected to leave to day; the admiral has .been very polite and
- a miable.
•
,
We are g_et ting ·on here very quiet and peaceably. You wi:11
send the pilot, of whom you speak in your Jetter, to this place as
soon as possible, with order~ to report himself tq Commodore
Stockton, ·as it is very desirable the squadron should visit San
Francisco w·ithout delay.
'
.
Very respectfully your obedient servant,

.

·

JOHN D. SLOAT,
Commander-in-ckief, ~c ~

To Commandant J . .B. Mo NTGOMERY,

. · United States sliip Portsmouth, San Franciseo .

I
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' .u. S. SJ3.1P p OR T_SMOUTH,
Yerba Buena, bay of St. Francisco, July 25, 1846 .
. S1R : By the return of my courier to-day from Monterey, I was
rnfo_rmed o~ the change about to take place in the command of the
stah_on, _which accounte? for my receiving no return to my com·
mumcatton of the 20th instant.
,
While I sincerely regret, sir, that your ill health renders it necessary for you prematurely (as I suppose) to leave the station where
your administration has been attended with such happy influencest
generally, as is appareµt in the harmony and good feeling pervading
the whole of your command) I cannot but felicitate you that, in
other respects, you are permitted, by the kind providence of God,
to retire from your arduous and responsi'l;>le p.osition under circ'umstances tgratifyin'g as they are propitious, enabling you, as I trust,
to bear the first ti.dings to our , country of the important operations
of the squadron under your directic_m in California. I should, however, be greatly wanting to my own feelings, sir, if I were to let
you depart without endeavoring to express my obligations and gratitude for the kind and courteous deportment which I have inv~riab]y experienced from you. An.d if it shall please God ' to permit
roe to return to my home again, among the ·pleasing reminiscences
of my cruise in the Pacific will stand prominent my official and
soci~l intercourse with you.
That you may b.e favored, sir, with a ~hort and pleasant p~ssa~
to the United States, and a .happy meeting with your family, 1s the
sincere prayer of your
_
·
Respectful · obedient servant,
JOHN B. MONTGOMERY,
· Commander U. S. Skip Portsmo.uth.
·· To Commodore JoHN D. St'oAT,
Commanding naval forces of the U. S. in the _Pa,cijic.
No. 54.
FL.AG SHIP LEV .ANT,

I

.fl{ sea, .11.ugust 10, ,1846.
· Srn. The enclosed letter and address of Commodore Stockton to
the people of California was handed me by him after th~ ~evant
was under weigh, leaving the bay of Monterey; I threw ~t m D:Y
desk and did not read it' until this moment. It does not contain
~y reasons for taking possession of, or my views or intentions_ towards that country; ' consequently it does not meet my approbation.
My reasons, views, and intentions are contained in my procl~mation, promulgated on the 7th July, at the hoisting oi the American
standard at Monterey.
Very respectful) y, I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient
servant, &c.,
'

, I

To the Hon.

...

JOHN D. SLOAT,
Commodore .

BANCROFT,
Secretary of the Navy.,

GEORGE

0
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FRiGATE CoNGRE s,

Bay of Monterey, July 28, 1846.
Sm: At the last moment, I have the honor to send you a copy of

an ·address to the people of California, that you may see the general view which 'I have taken of my position here; and the rea ons
which induced Commodore Sloat to hoist the American flag at
MontPrey and San Francisco.
Faithfully, your obedient servant,

R. F. STOCKTON,
Commodore.
To the Hon.

GEORG~ BANCROFT,

Secretary of the Navy, Washington.

Address to the· people of California by Commodore Robert F. Sto ckton, commander-in-chief, ~c.
The Mexican government rcrnd their military officers have, with1
out cause, for a year past been threatening the United States with
hostilities.
·
They have recently, in pursuance of these threats, commenced
hostilities by attacking, with 7,000 men,
small detachment of
2,000 United States troops, by whom they were signally defeated
and routed.
'
General Castro, the commander-in-chief of the military forces of
Cal_ifornia, has violated every principle of international law and
national hospitality; by hunting and pursuin'g , with several hundred
soldiers, and with wicked in tent, Captain Fremont, of the United
Statrs army, who came here to refresh his men, (about forty in
nu~ber,) after a perilous journey across the mountains, on a scientific survey.
,
For these repeated hostilities and outrages, military possession
was ordered ' to be ta.ken of Monterey and San Francisco until
redress could be obtained frnm the government of Mexico .
. ~o let or hindrance was given or intended to be given to the
cml ~uthority of the territory, or to the exercise of its accustomed
fun~hons. The office i's were ,invited to remain, and promised protection in the performance of their duties as magistrates. They
refused to do so, and departed, leaving the people in a state of an- .
--iirchy .and confusion.
On assuming the command of the forces of the United States on
the ~oast of California 1 both .by sea and land, I find myself in pos- .
session of the p.orts of Monterey and San Francisco, with daily re-.,ports from the interior of scenes · of rapine, blood and murrler.
Three inoffensive 1American. residents of the country have, within a
few days, been murdered . in the most brutal manner; and there
are no Californian officers who will arrest and bring the murderers
to justice) afthough it. is well known who they are and where
they are.-

a
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I 1nust, therefore, and will, as soon as I can, adopt such mea_·s~ires as may seem best calcu_lated to bring these criminals to justice, and to ·bestow peace and good order to the country.
In the first place, however, I am . constrained by every principle of national honor, as well as a due regard for the safety and
best rnterests of the people of California, to put an end, at once
and by force, to the lawless depredations daily co mitted by Gen'.
-eral Castro's men upon the perso·ns and property of peaceful and
unofferiding inhabitants.
.
· .
I cannot, therefore, confine my operations to the quiet and un'.
disturbed possession of the defenceless ports of Monterey and San
F_rancisco, whilst the people elsewhere are suffering from lawless
v10lence; but will immediately mar~h. against these boasting and
a_busive chiefs, who have not only violated every principle of national hospitality and good faith towards Captain Fremont and his
surveying party,- but who, unless driven out, wil1, with the aid of
the hostile Indians, keep this beautiful country in a constant state
of revolution and blood, as well as against all others who may be
found in arms, or aiding or abetting .General Castro.
The present general of the forces of California is an usurper;
has been guilty of great offences; has i~poverishe<l and drained the
country of almo~t its last dollar, and has deserted his post now,
1
when most needed.
He has deluded and deceived the inhabit~nts of California, and
they wish his expulsion from the country. He came into po~er
by rebellion and force, and by force he must be expelled. Mexico
appears to · have been compelled, from time to time, to abandon
California to the mercies of any wicked man _who could muster
one hundred men in .arms. The distances from the capital ares~
great th.at she cannot, even in times of great distress, send time!:
aid to the inhabitants; and the lawless depredations upon their p~r·
sons and property go invariably unpunished. She cannot or will
not punish or control the chieftains, who, one after the other, have
defied her power, and kept California in a constapt state of revolt
and misery.
.
_ The inhabitants are tired and disgusted with this constant sue·
cession of military usurpers, and this insecurity of life and pr,0•
perty .. They invoke my protection. ·Th.erefore, upon then>:~ wil
not make war. I require, however, all officers, ~ivi'l and m1htarJ,
and all other persons, to remain quiet at their respective homt
and stations, and to obey the orders they may receive from me, or
by my authority, and if they do no injury or violence to· my au·
thority, none will be done to them.
· But notice is hereby given, that if any qf the inhabitants of tbt
·country either abandon their dwellings, or do ~ny injury ~o tb.
arms of the United States, or to any person within this terntorr
they will be treated as enemies and suffer accordingly.
.
No person whatever is to be troubled in consequence of any par
be may heretofore have taken in the politics of the country, or fo:
having been a subject of General Castro. And I all persons wt
may have belonged to the government of Mexico, but who fro
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his day acknowledge the authority o~ .the existing la~s, are to be
reated in the same manner as other c1t1zens of the United State ,

provided they are obedient to the law and to the orders th y shall
rec eive from me, or by my authority.
.
. 'fhe commander-in-chief does not desire to possess himself of
foot of California for any other reason than as the onl.Y mean.s
to save from destruction the lives and property of t~e foreign residents, and citizens of the territory who have invoked_ his protection.
As soon, therefore, as the officers cf the civil law return to their
proper duties, under a regularly organized government, and give
security for life, liberty and property alike to all, the forces under
roy command will be withdrawn, and the people left to manage
thei r own affairs in their own way.
R. F. STOCKTON,
Commander-in-chief,
fie., 4·c.
00 e

~-c.,

REPORT OF COMMODORE STOCKTON OF HIS OPERATIONS ON THE
COAST OF THE PACIFIC.
ASHINGTON, D. C., February 18, 1848.
Sm: On my return from Califo1rnia in November last, the circumstances of the tirpes seemed to present reasons for delaying a
full report of my transactions and operations on the coast of the
Pacific.
The authority under which I had acted was questioned or denied·. ·
th e validity of much that had been done was doubted, and investi: ·
gations were or: foot in which the propriety of my proceedings
might be brought to the especial notice of the Executive.
After a full ·consideration of the circumstances, to which it is ·
1rnnecessary here ·Further to allucle, it appeared to me decorous and
respectful to withhold, for a brief period, my own views of the
questions in which I was to some extent implicated, and to leave
the Executive to learn the details of those transactions from other
quarters. The period, however, ·has now arriveq in which I feel
that I can, without the imputation of improper fee~ings or motives, ,
lay before the Executive, in a tangible and official form, a narrative
of the occurren<1.es which I directed in California; explain the circumstances which induced the course which I pursued; the motivesby which I was guided; the objects w ich I designed to accomplish,
and thus to put the ]?resident in possession of ample means to form
a juqgment upon my conduct. It appears no~ to be no longer
questioned that I actually possessed and exercised _the powers of
governor · of California, and commander-in-chief of the forces of
the United States in that qu~rt_er, and that? 'Yhether rightfully or
wrongfully, I executed the dut1€s and admm1stered the functions.
appertaining to these high offices, for the administration of whjch

\
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I_ am alone responsible. The despatches which were ·from time to
time address~? to the department were designed to furnish the
·governm~nt with accu_rate information of what transpired, but an?er the c1rcumstance_s rn which they were prepared, it did not !nter
rnto J:?Y purpose t~ give a general narrative of the entire operations.
'?penrng ~ full vi;w of the circumstances which influenced my
Judgm~nt m selectrng the course which was adopted, and the policy
·by which t~at _course was deterI?,ined, with yo_ur - permiis~on I beg ·
leave_, a_t this time, to perform this dnty; the obligations to do which
at this Juncture, seems to me more imperative, since it appears tuat
in an offic_ial communication ~ddressed to . the. qepartm.ent by my
·successor In command, I am in the most exphcit hrms censured
for premature as well as injudicious action; with what of propriety
or of professional c8urtesy this condemnation h.as been passed by
an officer of equal rank with myself, without any report or communication to him of what had occured, or the reasons '· by which I
was governed, is not so apparent. Under the instructions from the department I arrivecl, in command of the United States frigate Congress, at the harbor of Monterey, about the middle, of July, 1846.
. The American flag was there flying. I immediately went on board
·the United States frigate Savannah, then lying off that town, and
in conformity with my orders, I reported myself to Commodore
Sloat as forming part of the squadron t en under his command.
·F rom him I learned that in the preceding month of June, whilst
]ying off Mazatlan, he had received intelligence that war had com•menced between the United States and Mexico; that he had forthwith proceeded to Monterey, landed a force, and hoisted the flag
of the United States without resistance. In the course Qf our in·
}terview, Commodo·re Slo\t apprised me of his intention to return in
a short time to the United States, whereby the comma·nd of the
,squadren would devolve upon me. In this position it became my
-duty to examine into the state of affairs, and in vi:w of the re~pon,,sibi.lity which was about to rest upon me, to obtarn al_l the rnformation which would enable me to exercise a proper Judgment as
1:o the ulterior measures to be pursued. The result of my inquiries
,a nd investigations showed me t_h~t the position ~ was. about to oc,cupy was an . important and cntlcal one. The rntelhgence of t~e
--commencement of hostilities between the two nations, although 1t
had pa-ssed throug? Mexico, ~a_d reached <]ommodor~ Sloat in ~d. ·vance of the Mexican authorities. When lie made his first l:ostile
demonstrations, therefore, the enemy, ignorant of the exis.tence of
1:he war, had regarded his acts as an' unwarrantable exercise of
ipower by the United States, and the inost Ji ,·ely indignation and
bitter resentment pervaded,the country.
The public functionaries of the territory were not s,low in availing themselves of this feeling, and endeavored tg stimulate it to
the highest possible degree. A proclamation was put forth, denouncing in the most unmeasured terms all foreigners, but it was
unquestionably aimed principally at the citizens of the United
States, and such others as sympathized with them. Two or three

were, in fac\, murdered, and all were led to apprehend extermi~a:

Ex. Doe.
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1

t ion from the sa}!guinary feeling of resentment which wa e very~here breathed.
The local legislature was in session. Governor Pio Pico had sembled a force of about seven hundred or one thousand men, supplied with seven pieces of artillery, breathing vengeance again t
the , perpetrators of the insult an_d injury whic? they suppo~e<l _to
have been inflicted. These hostile demonstrations were daily rncreasing, and by the time that the command devolved on me by
the departure of Commodore Sloat, the situation of things had
assumed a critical and alarming appearance. Every citizen and
friend of the United States throughout the territory was in imminent jeopardy; he cotrld count upon no security for eithet· property or life. It was well known that numerous emigrants from
the United States were on their way to Upper California. These,
marching in small and detatched parties, encumbered with their
wives and children and baggage, uninformed of the war, and consequently unprepared for attack, would have been exposed to certain destruction.
It was also asce1 tained that in the anticipation of the eventual
conquest of the country by the United States, many of those in the
actual possession of authority were preparing for this change by
disposing of the public property, so that it might be found in private hands when the Americans should acquire possession, believin,g that private rights would be protected and individual property
secure. N eg·otiations were in _actual progress thus to acquire three
thousand "leagues of land, an"d to dispose of all the most valuable
portions of the territory appertaining to the missions at nominal
price8, ~o that the conquerors should find the entire country appropriated to individuals, and in hands' which could effectual1y prevent
sales to American citizens, and thus check the tide of emigration
while little or. no benefit would result to the nation from the ac~
quisition of this valuable territory'.
All these considerations, together with others of iriferi'or moment, seemed to make prompt and decisive action _an imperative
duty. To retain possession merely of a few' seaports, ·while cut off
from -all intercourse with the interior, exposed to consta"nt attack
by the concentrated forces of an exasperated enemy, appeared
wholly useless. Yet to abandon ground which we had occupied., to
withdraw our forces from these points, to yield places where our
flag had been floating in triumph, was an alternative not to be
thought of, except as ;- a last resource. Not only would all the advantage, which had been pbtained be thus abandQned, and perhaps
never be regained without great expenditure of blood and treasure
but the pride and confidence of the enemy would be increased to ~
dangerous extent by such indications of our weakness and inability
to maintain what we had won ..
. Previous to the departure of Co_~modore Sloat, he ?ad, at my
instance, and up·on my representation~, placed at my disposal the
United States sloop of war "Cyane'," as ~ell as the forces on shore .
I immediately apprised Captain Fremont, then of the topographical
corps, with who~ I had previous communications, of the position

•
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in whi?h I ,w as placed, and that I had determined ~pon my plan of
operations.
·
Captain Fremont and Lieutenant Gillespie, of the marine corps
had ~lready _raised a body of 160 volunteers, prepared to act ac~
cordrng to _c1rcumst,ances. I informed those gentlemen that if they,
together with the men whom they had raised, w:ould volunteer to
serve under my command so long as I should remain in California
and require their services, that I would form them ' into a baltalion
appointing the former major and the latter captain. These ar!
rangements were a-ll completed in the course of the 23d of July
and my letters of that date to 'Commodore Sloat, to Commande;
Du ~ont, and Captain Fremont, on file in the department, will haye
appnsed you of my movements.
'
It was thus that the battation of California volunteers was org~ni~ed, which subsequently, under its gallant )officers, took so patriotic and ~fficient a part in the military 4peratwns in that territory. It was received into the serYice of tne Ywted States to i\id
the navy, as essential as well to the maintenance ),o.,f ~ position we
then. occ~pied as to execute the plans which, I had contemplated in
the rnter10r.
·
·
. ._
A few dciys subsequently, Commodore Sloat sailed in the "Levant," thus devolving upon me the command of the entire force,
both afloat and on shore. That force then consisted of the frigates
"Congress" and ''Savannah "sloops of war "Purtsmouth ""Cyane"
and "Warren," and the store ship "Erie." The "Po~rtsmouth"
was at San Francisco, 1he "Congress" and "Savannah" at Monterey, the "Cyane" had been sent .with the California battalion to
San Diego, the ''Warren" was at Mazatlan, and the "Erie" at the
Sandwich Islands. The force to be employed. 01_1 land consisted of
g6o men, furnishe~ from the "Congress," provided with about 90
muskets and bayonets, some small cannon procured from the merchant vessels; and the battalion of volunte.e rs, all indifferently provided with the appendages of an army. ·
Leaving the _Savannah at Monterey, for its protection, I saile_d
about the 1st of August, in th~ , Congress, for San Pedro. This
town is situated about ·2 3 miles from Ciudad de los Angeles, in the
vicinity , of which the enemy was stated to be. On the way to _San
Pedro, we landed at Santa Barbara, of which we took possession,
and leaving a small force for its defence, proceeded, tQ San Pedro,
where we arrived on the 6th of August. Here information was received of the arrival of the Cyane at San Diego, of the landing of
the .b attalion, and that Major Fremont had experienced great di~culty in procuring the necessary supply of horses. We imntedLately commenced tfhe landing of our forces from the frigate. On
the following day two persons arrived, representing themselves to
be commissioners sent from General Castro, authorized to enter
intQ negotiations with me, and bearing a letter from the general,
which is alreadj 'in possession of the department. Before, how. ever, they would communicate. the extent of thei-r power, or the
nature of their instructions, they made a preliminary demand that
the further ma,rch of the troops must be arrested, and that I must
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-not advance beyond the position which I then occupied.
Thi&
proposition was peremptorily decl~n~J. I announced my ?etermination to ~d vance ~ and the comm 1ss1o~ers retu rnetl to tl~e1r camp,
witnout imp«nting further the obj,ects of the proposed negotiation .
Independently of the character oft he preliminary conditions insisted
upon by these commissioners, various con iderations inJuced me to
be averse to 'any negotiations in the existing state of affair~, and
to press forward for the purpose of dispersing the forces which
had been collect€d to oppose my progress; some of these considerations I feel it ~y duty to submit to your notice, that my objects and designs may be properly appreciated by the government.
Fro,m the briei· period which had intervened since the commence ..
ment of hostilities, it was obvious that the central government in
Mexico could not have been apprised of the existing state of affairs; and, therefore, could uot have communicated to this remote
quarter orders and instructions accommodated to these circumstances.
The local functionaries, therefore, who proposed to negotiate with me, must have acted upon their own authority, and
their proceeJings with a foreign power must depend for their v.alidity upon the subsequent ratification ·and approval by the general
governu,e·n.t.
Such ratification, it was confidently believed,.
would be · g'i ven ·or withhe}cl, according as the exigencies of the
times ma <le advisable. ·Any arrangements, therefore, by which the
further progress of the American :urns would be stayed, would
have left all the advantages 'to tlie one party. It was ·further .manifest that the sin_gle act of entering into negotiations with this local
authority, would have been a re:cognition of its power to act definitively upon other subje~ts. If it could treat with us, a· foreign foe,
it w·o uld be impossible to deny its authority in matters more obviously within its sphere of action. · 1 The transfer of the public domain and property could scarcely have been questione~ by
and,.
as was well understood, arrangements were in progress t o transfer
all of it that was va11rnble to private hands, bitterly inimical to
the United States and its interests.
To ' preveut the accom plish ment of this design, was one of the chief objects which had been
contemplated from the organization and march of the forces undermy command; to enter into negotiations without the entire d1s-persement of the local governmt.>nt, and of the troops_ which it had·
assembled for its defence, would have been absolutely to re"linquish
this highly impo·rtant ' design. In addition to this., pres'ervation of
American inter'ests, and of the lives and · property ·_ of our citizens
a_lready in California, and on their way to this_ territory, impcrahvely demanded 'that the troops whi'ch· had been assembled under
General Castro sh0uld be defeated ·or dispersed.
The: condition
insisted upon as .a preliminary, clearly indicated that ' no ·arrangement would be acceded to which dirl not leave the Mexicans in the
full possession or' power throughout the province; and, if left · in
this possession, rel,ieved from all apprehens10ns of molestation on
our side, they would have been enabled ' to dire ct all their energies
and force to the accomplishment of other objects.
·
The extermination of the· Americans, which had been threatened
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in the proclamation already referred to, was too much in accordance
wit_h the feeling~ which pe_rvaded the country, and with .the policy
which governed its rulers, not to have been the- immediate and cert~in result of any opening of negotiations begun under such inau, 3picious signs as were insis~e·d upon as preliminary conditions.
,'E very evil consequence which I had apprehende~ would result
fro~ leaving things as they were found on .my arrival in California
was stip to be feared; and even the movements which had already
been il:ade, unless pressed to a successful close, would have tended
oply to aggravate and precipitate them. There was, further, every
reason to believe that the principal, if not the on.ly, object which
the Mexicans were sincerely desirous to obtain, was to gain time;
and this would have been accomplished with entire certainty by
the mere commencem~nt of negotiations, and the arrest of our advance, without reference to its final termination.
Our march would necessarily have been suspended at the outset;
the sailors and marines must have re-embarked; the California battalion, so prompt and energetic in volunteering to aid us, must
have been abandoned to its own resources, and, thus insulated and
unsupported, must either have dispersed, or fallen sacrific.e to an
exasperated and powerful enemy. In the meanwhile, the M_exican
general, relieved from all danger of disturbance from us, might,
and certainly would, h:ave increased his numerical force, augmented
still more its efficiency, until he had acquired the capacity of ex·
pelling .us fr.om the places which had submitted to our arms.
The foregoing were among the prominent reasons . which deter·
mined me to reject the Mexican proffers of negotiation, and I trust
they are st1ch as recommend my proceedings to the favorable
consideration and approva_l of the Preside·nt. '
The comlll:issioners were dismissed to their /own camp, with an
intimation that I should immediately follow them, and that the
result of a battle ·would speedily determine whether General Castro
and Governor Pio Pico, or myself, were to exercise authority over
the inhabitants and terri~ory of California.
·
Two or three days afterwards, _o ther persons arrived fr~m the
camp of General Castro, with a communication from that func·
tionary, stating his determination to defend the country to the last
extremity, and . indulging in the most extravagant Janguage.
Having comp,eted all the arrangements which tim~ and circum·
stances permitted, a:-.d despatched a courier ~o Maj or Fremont, ap·
prising him of my movements, we commenced our march towards
the camp of the enemy on the 11th of August. In the course of
the afternoon of that day, information reached us that the e·n_emy's
force, instead of awaiti~g our approach, had dispersed; that they
had buried their guns, and that the governor and general .had re·
treated, as was supposed, towards Sonora. We continued our
march towards Ciudad de los Angeles, and on · the 13th, having
been joined by Major Fremont, with about 120 volunteers under
h~s command, we marched into the city, which we quietly occu·
pied.
After the dispersement of the army of the enemy, the flight of the
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general -a nd· governor-in- chief out of the territory, a num?er of the
-o fficers of the Mexican army were captured and made prisoners of
war.
.Among these were Jose Maria Flores, whose name wi11
hereafter appear prominently, and Don And res Pico, brother of
Governor Pio Pico. These officers were released. upon their parole
of honor not t~ bear arms against the United States pending the
war, unless exchanged; with what of fidelity they performed this
-0hligation will appear in the sequel.
The people in general came
in, tendered their submission to our authority, and promised allegiance to our government. Every indication of a hostile force
had n!)w disappeared fro·m the country, tranquility was restored,
and I forth with determined to . organize a tern porary civil government, to conduct public affairs and to administer justice as in time
of peace. Various considerations prompted to this course. It
appeared to me that the existence of such a government, under the
authority of the United States, would leave no pretence upon
which it might be urged, that the conquest of the country had not
been accomplished. ,While merely the military power exercised
power, enforcing its authority by martial law, and executing its
functions through the instrumentality of a regular m.ilitary force,
nothing could be regarded as settled, and opposition to its powe.r
would be considered as a lawful opposition to a foreign enemy.
When, however, the whole fq.me of civil administration should
be organized-courts and j~oges_ performing their accustomed
functions-public taxes and imposts regularly collected and appropriated to the ordinary objects and purposes of government-any
opposition might be justly deemed a civil offence, and the ap pro.priate punishment inflicted in the ordinary ,course of administering
justi_ce. ·
.
·
Indeed, the law military appeared to nie wholly inadequate
to the emergency. It could not reach many of the objects over
which a salutary control ought to be exercised. It could not effectively administer the property or sufficiently guard private rights.
A civil g0vernme,n t which should, through its various functionaries,
pervade the entire country; exercise a superintendence over all
the inhabitants; discover, restrain, and punish ·.all acts of in·subor_dination; ' detect and check all attempts at a hos.tile organization;
recognize and sanction the possession, use, and transfer of property;
inflict upon criminals the appropriate punishment, and remeqy injuries inflicted upon in.d ividuals-seemecl not only a.n important
instrument in the accomplishment · p,f the objects which I had in
view, but essential to the attainment of t~e en~s of, the govern~
ment. It appeared t.o me desirable that the actual possession and
exercise of power should be transferred, with the least possj,hLe
delay, from the military to civil functionaries.
J
,
Under ·our institutions the milita,ry is regarded as inferior to the
civil authority; and the ,appropriate duty of the former is, to act
as ·aqJriliary to the latter. Such being the general character qf
our institutions, it seemed in the first degree desirable that the
inh~b_itant~ of the country sho_ul_d, as soo~ as practicable, bec,o'me
faunhar Wlth them, that they might perceive and appr;~date -their
I
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importance and their. value;--their. capa'city t~ .ma intain right an,di
1

1

redress wrong-~nd rn the protect1on a:ffo.rded t0- p€rsons and pro~ guaranty ·of ·all their individual rights. The
marked contrast which would thus be afford,ed to their former instituti?ns and rulers w'd uld reconcile the Mexican portion of the population to the change; ,while the American inhabitants would gratefully witness an administration of law and justice analagous to,
that to w_hich !hey had been accustomed at home. · Adtuate~ by
such cons1derat1ons, I gave my immediate at'tention to the establishment, upon a permanent basis, of a civil' governnien.t throughout the country, as much in _conformity with the former usages of
the country as ·could be done in the absence of any written code.
A tariff of du ties was fixed, and collectors ap'p oin ted. ' Elections
were directed to be held for the ·various c'ivil magistrates; Major
Fremont was appointed military commandant of the territory,.
and Captain Gillespie military commandant bf the southern department. The battalion of volunteers was ordered to be augr.aented·
to 300; and contemphting soon to Jeave the territory, I'71etermine·d
. on my tleparture to appoi nt ' Major Fretnoht governor of C'.1alifornia .
.He was apprised of these intended arrangement,s, . and instructed
to meet m,e at San Francisco on the 25th of Octob er', for the purpose of consummating them. ,Th ese ' acts and intentions were offi-ciall~ commu_n!cated to the ?epa.rtµient in my, sey<tral d·espatches.
This exposition of my operatio B~ 1 a~d acts will, I trust, prove
satisfactory to the executive, an:d be a suffid'ent rep'ly _to Corrl:modore Shubrick's charge of pr'e mature action. · 'In a state of actual
war a·g ainst a forei_gn en emy, I found myself at the· hea1d 'of a for.ce,
and in command of means competent to take and hold p'ossess1on
of an important part of the hostile territory. I found that before
-the comtnand had devolved upon me, the flag of my' country had
been raised in some parts of California. Important interests were
involved; to stop short would have lad to their absolute sacr_ifice,
acconipa'nied by gre at · individ ual Joss and suffering. No. m1d?le
cou rse was open to i11y cho ice . T h e a] ternative ·w as the subjection
of the entire provin ce to ur auciw tity , or its to tal ab andon ment.
In such a position I could not h~sit~te _as_to 't?e line_ p( d?ty. E~powered to conduct the war agarnst Mexico accordrng to the ex1. g~ncy of circumstances ,and ·my own judgn.1ent, .r d'e te'r'mined to
support ·the honor of my fi'ag, and tot promot'e what I reg:rrded as
the -best intertst of the nation. Having a'chieveJ the conquest of
j:h~ country, and finding my militar·y ~strength ample to, retain _itt
the establishment of a civil government naturally. and nece~sar!ly
resulted. The omission to do this would have ma'rred the ent1re
plan, and starn·p ed a chara,::ter of imbe~ility and instability upon
the whol~ operation. My views of the interests of my country
-were decifrre; as to the expediency of my measures 1 th'e estimat~
I entertained o.f my authority impressed upon th~m the s·anctinn of
duty. The arrangements having been thus completed, I determined
''to leave California under the admbiistration of the civil authority,
and_with.the squadron uhder my command, aided by a volunteer
~orps, raised for the purpose, t© sail for the southern part of Mex-

perty, to recogntze
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foo, capture Acapulco, and having secured proper po i~i o n
coast, to marc-h into the interior, advance toward the city of
ico, and thus to co-operate with the anticipat_ed mo1,· _ I n
General Taylor, or produce a powerful diversion whi c h , o
material1y aid him in his operations. My despatches b v e alr
,p ut the department in possession of these plans.
.
About· the 2d of September I left Ciudad de los Ang J_e
'b arked on ooard the Congress on the 3d, and on the 5th ad d for
Santa B.arbara. Having taken on board the small d tacbm nt
which had been landed at this place, we proceeded to Mont rey,,
where every thing was found tra.nquil; the people appeared to b
,quite sati~~erl with the state of affairs. Information was here received lea.ding to the apr,rehension that Sutter's settlement on th
.Sacramento was threaten~d with an attack by a bo<ly of l,000
Walla Walla Indians. The Savannah was immediately ordered t
San Francisco, Lieutenant Maddox of the marine corps, appointed
military -commandant
the middle department, and other nece :Sary arrangements having been niade, I proceeded in the Congre s
to San Francisco, which place I reached in a few days. It oon
, appeared_that the reports in ref!ard to the Walla Walla Indian
had been g_reatly exaggerated. They were not so numerous as had
been represented, nor had they any hostile intentions. The inJi~bitants of San Francisco, on my arrival, received me en masse,
with every demonstration of joy on the conquest of the country,
and wi~h every manifestation of personal respect as the governor of
the territ,o,ry and commander-in-chief of the United States forces.
About the 30th of September, a courier arrived from Captain Gil·
lespie, qespatched by that officer to convey to r:ne the information
-that an · insurrection had b,roken out at Ciudad de los Angeles, and
that he was; besieg_ed in the government house at that place by a
·! arge force.
I immediately ordered Captain Mervine to proceed
'1ll the Savannah to San Pedro, for the purpose of affording aid to
·Captain Gillespie. Major Fremont was at Sacramento when the
,n ews of th,e insurrection. r~ached him, and having formed the de'1:ermination to march against the insurgents with the force- he could
muster., amounting t<i>. about 120 m~n, was pr,eparing to move. I
:s~nt a req,uest to him forth .w ith to· join me at San, Francisco with
his command, and to bring w;ith hini as many saddles as he could
:procure. W~ils,t awaiting the arrival of Major Fremont I d,etached
·0 -fficers in . various directions , for , the purpose of pro cu ri'ng v.o 1un_- ·
t~er~, to join the battalion, and _ engaged the- merchant ship "Ster~;
ling to take them down to Santa Barbara .
. About the 12th of O~tober, Major Fremont arrived at San Francisco, and immediately embarked on board the "Sterling," with
about 160 volunteers. H_e was directed to proceed to Santa Bar- '
bar_a, there to procare horses to march to Ciudad de los Angeles,
whilst l, with the Congress, was to sail to San Pedro, and by that
route advance towards the same point. The insurgents were represented to be encamped in the neighborhoo.d of th-at city. The
·Congress and Sterling sailed in company' from San Francisco, but
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Monterey, we spo~e a merchant vessel from the latter port, with
despatches from ~1eutenant Maddox, apprising· me that Monterey
wa~ threatened with an attack, and that he w&s in want of immediate
as_s1stance. We ran into the bay of Monterey, Jasded two officers
with fifty men, and some ordnance. Hf'v ing thus strengthened that
post, I proceeded to San l;>edr~. On my ·arrival at that place about
t~e 2:3d of October, I found the Savannah frigate. Captain Mer,
v~ne rnform ed me that Capta'in Gillespie, with the volunt.eers under
h1s command, was on boar<l his vessel, having left Ciudad de los
Angeles, unrler a capitulation entered into with' General Flores, the
leader of the !nsurrection, one of'the Mexican officers, who, having
been ma~e prisoner of war, had beeri released on hjs parole.
.
Captain Mervine further informed me, that about two weeks before, he had landed with his sailors and marines for the purpose of
marching in conj unction with Captain ·Gillespie, arid his detachment of volunteers to Ciudad de lo~ Angeles. He had not carried
any artillery with him; that about twelve miles from San Pedr,o he
encountered a party of the insurgents with one piece of ~rtille~y;
a battle ensued; that several charge·s had . been made , upon the rnsurgents' gun, but it was impossible to capture it, as whenever_ he
approached, they hitched their horses to it and retreated. Having
sustained a loss of several men killed and wounded, he retired with
his force and re-embarked.
'
Proper arrangements having been made during the night, in the
morning we landed a strdng force with several pieces of adillery,
once more hoisted the flag of the United States at S.,,n Pedro, and
formed our camp there. The insurgent force, in the vicrnity, w!s
supposed to number about 800 men. Our authority was necessanly limited to th'e portion of territory in · our actual possession, or
within the range of our guns.' The insurgents, in the undisturbed
· occupancy of the i:r;iterior, and watchful of our every movement,
could, at their pleasure,. threaten us with an aftack by night or
day, ancl had the precaution to remove beyond our reach ~very
horse ·an.d all the cattle which might have b-een available, either
for foo'd or transportation.
The roadstead at San Pedrq 1 was also a dangerous position for
men-of-war, beipg exposed to the storms which at that season of
the year rage with great violence upon the coast. ·
.
This consideration decided me to proceed to San Diego which,
· although the entrance was obstructed by a bar hich had never
been passed by a vessel of equal draught of water with the Congress, might, I hoped, be crossed, and if the passage should pro!e·
practicable, would be found a convenient and safe harbor. We did
not, however, leave San Pedro until I had been compelled to relinquisp all expectati_6n of the co-operation of Major Fremont,.
from whom I had not heard a word since we parted, off San Francisco, nor until the officers · and men had become completely ex·
hausted by their incessant duties on shore, in guarding the camp
from attack, and pursuing small parties of the iusurgents· who approached us . . Haying
embarked the men belonging t6 the squad.,.,
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!on, and volunteers under Captain Gill esp ie, I sailed for San Diego
m the Congress.
.
On my arrival off the harbor of San Diego, I recei,•ed information from Lieutenant Minor that the town was besieged by the in~urgents; that his stock of provisions was small, and that he was
m want of an additional forc e. He gave it as his opinion that the
Congress might be got over the bar. In attempting this, however,
the ship stru ek , and her position was so dangerous that we were
compelled to return to the anchorage outside.
On the following day the "Malek Adhel," a prize to the United
S~ates ship Warren, arrived from Monterey with despatches from
Lieute11ant Colonel Fremont: I thus received information from
th~t officer, that ·on his way to Santa Barbara, he met the merchan t
ship ''Vandalia," from San Pedro, by whom he was informed of
the ·state of affairs at the south· that it would be impossible for
him to procure hors·e s at Santa 'Barbara, in conse·quence of which
he had proceeded to Monterey, and would employ all diligence i n
pre~aring his force to ·march for Ciudad de los Angles.
Lieutenant Minor was · directed to send the ship "Stonington,"
then lying in the harbor of San Diego, with as many volunteers as
cou]d be •spared, to Ensanada, about 90 miles below San Diego, for
th~ purpose of procuring animals, which he was instructed to have
driven into San Diego. Without a supply of horses and beeves, it
was not prudent to commence our march. Captain Mervine was
despatch€d in the Savannah to Monterey, to aid Lieutenant Colonel
Fremont in his preparations to march, and, having myself gone to
San Pedro, returned with all convenient speed to San Diego.
About thirty or forty miles from that place our progress was arrested by a calm.
anxiety on accdunt of Lieutenant Colonel
Fremont, and my desire to go t.o his a_ssistance was so great, that a
boat was immediately despatched with Lieutenant Tilghman, the
~earer of a communication addressed to Lieutenant -George Minor,
In command at ·San Diego, 'apprising that officer that on my arrival
I would be ready to take the field in person, and with an additional
fo_rce of 250 men . from the ship, to take up the line of march for
C~ud ;.; d de los Angeles.' Lieutenant Minor w~s uirected to arrange
with Lirntenant Tilghman, the commapding office)" of the artilJery,
and Mr. Southwick', commanding officer of t,h e enginee.rs, to .,hav·e
t~~ horses necessary for the transportation of the guns ~nd ammu•
nition.
·
:
Notwithstanding my first unsuccessful attempt to . get into the
harbor of San Diego, it was an object of too great importance to
abandoned, unless from the absolute impossibility of effecting
it. The bar and channel were -again, on my return, examined and
bu_oyed, and a second attempt made. After cr?ssing the bar, the
ship grounded, and in such a situation that it becam.e expedient to
prepare her spars to shore her up, to prevent her from tumbling
over. While thus occupied, the insurgents commenced an attack
u~on the ,town, and, notwithstanding the perilous condition of :the .,,,
fngate, and the necessity of employing the crew in extricating her
from her position, a portion of them was simultaneous)y eng~ged in
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lan?ing from the ~bip, in boats, to take part in the fight. In exe-cutmg_ my orders rn reference to those two distinct objects at toe
·same t11ne, the conduct of the officers and men, under my command,
iwas such as to co_mmand my warmest commendation. Every thing
was performed with the regularity and order of the ord_inary dpties
,of _the vess~l. Having accompli~hed a landing of the men from the
.s hip, _the a!tack of th e insurgents: was successfully repelled by the
combrned force under the (:Ommand of Lieutenant Mi~or, and Cap~ain Gillespie.
·
· · .
The situation of the· ph'ce was found to ~e mP..st mi~erable anddeplo~able. The male inhabitants had abandoned the town, leaving
their wumen· and children dependent upon \.lS for protection an~ food.
No horses could be obtain~d to assist in the tr,ansportati_on of the·
guns and ammunition, and, not a , beef conld he. had to supply the
necessary food;· some 5Upplies of provisions were furnished from
the sh,ip. The expedition to the southward,, f~>r animals, under the
-command of Captain , Gibson. of th~ battalion, had succeeded in
driving about. ~0 horses and 20Q head , of, beef. cattle 1nto the garrison.
·
The horses were, lrnwever, much worn dow:n, and .it was sup·
posed a. fortnig,ht's rest would be required before they would be fit
for service. During the time required for resting the horses, we
were actively employeJ in the construction of a fort, for the more
complete protection of the town, mounting gqns, and in making
the· necessary lrnrness, sad,dles, and bridles. While t4~ work of
preparation, neces-sary for our march to meet Lieutenant Colonel
'F remont at , Ciudad de ] os Angeles, was thus going on; we .sent an
lildian to ascertain where the principal force cf the insurgents was
encamped. He rtturned with information that a body of th~m,
abo~t fifty strong, was encamped at San Bernardo, about thirty
miles 'from San Uiego. Captain Gillespie was,immediately o:dered
to have as many men as he could m.ount, .-with a piece-of artillery,
.r eady to march for the purpose of surprising t-he insurgents !n
thefr camp. Another expedition,. und~r command of C~ptain
Hensley, of the battalion;, was .sent tp the southward for a?1mals,
w.ho, after performing the most arduous serv.ic-e, returned with five
hundred head of cattle, and one hundred and forty horses and
,mules. ,A.bout the 3d; of December,· two deserters from the insur~
gents, who.se families -lived in San Diego, came into the place and
reported themselves to Lieutenant Minor, the commander of _the
troops. On receiving information of the fact, I repaired to L1eutenant. Minor's quarters, with my aid-de-.c<linp, Lieut~nant Gray,
for the pu.rpose of examining
one of these men.. Whilst engaged
1
in this examination, a messenger arrived with a letter from General
Kearny, of the United States army, apprising me of his approa~h,
and expressing a wish that I would open a communication with hun
and inform him of the state of affairs in California.
Captain Gillespie was immediately ordered to proceed to General Kearny's camp with the force which he had been directed to
have in readiness, carrying a letter which I wrote to General
Kearny. Captain Gillespie left San Diego at about half-past seven
1
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o'clock, the same evening, taking w i th him on e of th e de erter to
~ct as a guide in conduc ting General Kearny to _th e ~amp. of th
insurgents. The force which accompanied Captarn Gille pie consisted of a company of volunteers, composed of Acting L i utenant
:Beale, Passed Midshipman Duncan, t e n ca r binee~s fr~ m th e (!on•
gress, Captain Gibson, and twenty-five of the C a11fornia b at t alion.
Mr. Stokes, who was the bearer, of the l e tter fr om Gen eral Kearny,
was also of the company. In the evening of D e c e mber 6, M r .
.Stokes returned to Saa Diego, to inform me that General K ea rn y ,
on the morning of that day, had attempted to surprise the in s urigents under the command of Captain Andres Pico, in their cam p
,at San Pascual; that he had been worsted in the action wh ic h.
:ensued, l>u·~ to what extent he was unable to say, as he had left th e
.field before the . hatt]e was concluded. He, however, was und e r
t~e impression that General Kearny had lost a number of men,
.k illed and wounded.
'
'
The_ follow:ing morning Lieutenant Godey, of the Californ ia
hattal~9n ·, with two men came into San Diego with a letter from
·Captarn Turner, of the dragoons, informing me that I General
Kearny ]laq had a fight with a considerable body of the Mexi c an s ;
that he had about eighteEn killed and fourteen or fifteen w ounded,
a_nd suggesting the propriety of despatching, without delay, a considerable force to his assistance. Preparations were immedi.ately
made1 to despatch a detachment for this purp.ose. Captain Turn er
had not mentioned the strength on ei ther side, and Lieutenant
Godey )Vas not able to inform me. From the information, how ~
ever, I deemed it advisable to proceed in person with all the force
{~at could he spared from the garrison, to form · ,a junction with
him . . Two days' provisions were ordered to be prepared, a.n d th~
advance~ · with two field piec·e s, under Acting Lieutenant Guest,
Was di,rected to march forthwith to the mission of San Diego,
where h :was my intention to join it with the rest of the force the
n~xt mor,ning . • Before, howe,v er, the advance had moved, an Indian ca.me in from Gt'neral Kear.ny. From the information he
gave, l ju.d ged that the ne·cessity for immediate assistance was
mu?h zp.qre ,, urgent thc:tn had been previously .suppoBe.<l. Anticipating _great diffi ulty and delay from the want of animals to drag
the artillery, should I march with my entire force, and b,elieving,
f~om the representations no,w made, thi:,tt the force "of the Californian~ . was less than had been supposed, and co~sequently that a
porti_on of my command would be sufficient for the purpose, I det~rmrnt;d not to move in person, but to send on as rapidly as pos~ible _an ~ffective body of men. About ten o'clock at night, Actrn~ Lieutenant Beale, of t.he Cpngress, arrived from Gene!al Kearny ~ camp and confirmed the worst accounts we had received, ~nd
the importance of prompt assistance . The adY~nced pody, increased
t~ the number of 215 men, was placed under the command of
Lieutenant Gray, my ai d-de-camp, with orders to pr,oceed directly
to the camp of General Kearny. The 0rder W?S successfully performe~, and ·Lieutanant Gray having accompl_ished. it, returned to
San Diego accompanied by the general. On their arrival, General

\

•
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Kear~ y, his officers and men, were received, by all the ga/rison in

;,

the kmdest and most respectful manner. So far as my observation
extended, no civility or attentio:ra was omitted. - Having sent with
Captain Gillespie every horse that was fit for use to GPneral Kearny
I .was without one for my own a·ccommodation. I was therefor!
compelled on foot to advance and receiYe the general, whom I
conducted to my own quarter8, uptil others ·more agreeable to him
could be prepared. The arrival of General Kearny was to me a
source of gratification; although it , was my decided opinion, which
as yet I have seen no reason to change, that under the circumstances that existed I was entitled to retain the position in which I
was placed of commander-in-chief; yet in consLderation of bis
high standing in the army, h~s }(Ing experience as a soldier, the importance of military science and skill in the movements that were
to be made in the interior of the · country, I immediately determined
to yield all personal feelings of ambition and to place in his hands
the supreme authority. In a~cordance with this determination I
tendered to General Kearny the position of comma-nder-in-chief
and offered to accom.pany him as his aid.
·
This proposition was on more than one occasion renewed, and
w'i'th _a ll sincerity and singleness of purpose. The responsibility
of moving from San Die·g o, and leaving the safety of the ships, deprived of so large and efficient a portion of their crews, was of
itself a momentous one. This, however, in the discharge of ?uty,
I felt no inclination to shrink from. But the fate of the territory
itself might depend upon the issue of a battle to be fought on shore
against an army organized to encounter us. The nature of the
service and the 'importance of the stake, it seemed to me appertained rather to a general in the army than a captain in the navy.
Whatever ambition I might feel for distinction, either on , my account, or on that of the gallant officers and men under !13Y command, were voluntarily and deliberately offered as a sacrifice to a
paramount sense of duty. The offers thus made were, however, o»
every occasion distinctly and positively declin_ed by General ~ear·
ny, who, d'rl his side offered to accompany me in the capacity of
my aid, and tendered to afford -me the aid of bis head and hand.
A day or two after his arrival at San Diego, General Kearny removed from my ·quarters to others, which, at his instance, bad
been provided for his accommcdation. Before leaving, however,
he handed me his instructions from the War Department. On
rea<ling them, I came to the conclusion that he had submitted them
to
perusal to afford me the gratification of perceiving how entirely I had anticipated the views of the government in the measures which I had adopted. In return, I exhibited some of my
own despatches to the oepartment. . Subsequen ly, and befo~e
leaving San Diego, General Kearny mentioned the subject of bis
instructions from the War Department, and seemed to intimate that
he ought of right to be the govern or of t.lie territory.
His lan~ua g~, _however, th.ou~h perhaps sufficiently explicit, _wa s no_t very
mtell1g1ble to me, as I was at a loss to reconcile the assertion of
such a claim of right with his repeated refusal t.o accept the offer

my
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-which I had lilore than once made to him. to devolve upon him the
s~preme command in the territory. , The subject, however, wa s
d1s~ussed between us without any interruption of that harmony
-which had commenced on our first interview.
A few days before I expected to take up the line of march, I
addressed a note to the general expressing a wish that he _would
accompany me~ In his reply he repeated the language which he
had before emploved,-that he would so· accompany me., and afford
Dle the aid of his.·head and hand.
Accordingly, on the morning of
our departure 1he appeared upon the ground. After the troops had
been paraded, and were nearly ready to commence the march,-as
I was about to mount my horse, General' Kearny approached me,
and inquired who was to command the troops? I. replied, Lieutenant Rowan was to have the command. On his expressing a wish
that he should himself command them, I replied that he should
bave the command. The different officers were at once convened,
and informed that General Kearny had vc,lunteere.d to command the
troops, and that I had given him the appointment, resening my
own position as commander-in-chief. This arrangement having
'been made, we proceeded on the march.
During our march I was in.formed by Captain GilJespie, who was
Sf~t. by General Kearny, who was in the advance, that two commissioners had arrived with a flag and a communication addressed
to me. Repairing to the front, I received the commissioners, who
?0 re =1- letter signed by General Flores as governor and commanderm-ch1ef, addressed to the commander-in-chief of the American
forces_. Upon reading it, and ascertaining from w horn it emanated,
I replied to the commissioners, substantially-that I pe:-ceived the
letter was written by General Flores, whom I had captured and
held ~s a prisoner, but whom I had released on his parol~ of honor;
that rn appearing now in hostile a,rray he had violated his parole,
and could not b·e treated as an honorable man; that I had no answer
to return to his communication but' this-that if I caught him I
should shoot him. With this reply the commissioners departed,
and we proceeded on our march to meet . the enemy. ·
The battles on the "Rio San Gabriel," and -0n the plains of the
Mesa, took place· on the 8th and 9th of January, 1847. On the
morning of the 8th, we crossed t,he river under a gal1ing fire from
the enemy, wno w·e re posted, with their artillery, on the .opposite
bank about fifty feet above the level of the river. Having crossed
the guns, we pla-eed the two 9-pounders in battery, and commenced
the fire. As soon as the troops had passed the river, they commenced forming th_e squares. At this time I perceived the insurgents were about to make a charge upon our Jeft flank, and I ordered the men of that flank to be kept in line, that we might have
a more extended line of fire. At this time, observing that the insurgents had withdrawn their artillery from the hill, I sent JJieutenant G~ay, my aid-de-camp, to General Kearny to move the
square, with one field piece, up the hill. At thi,s moment the ~nsurgents. c1harged the left flank, but were received with such a
sh.ower of lead that they we~e s9on repulsed. , We immediately
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~oved the _line up the hill with the two 9-pounders, whi~h I placed
in. advance <?f the troops.
I ordered the troops to lie
down to avoid the insurgents' cannon balls as the fight was kept
up by the artillery alone.
~
·
'
·
On the morning of the day we marched into "Ciudad de los
Angele~," General Kearny came to ·me ' with Mr. Southwick, who
w~s acting as en~ineer,. to ascertain from me by what road I intended to -enter t~1: city. He lequested Mr. Southwick to mark on the
~anu the pos1t10n of the city, and the different ·roads leading into
it. . I selected the plai1'est and . broadest road, leading ·into the
roam street_ of the city; and 1 when we ~arched into the city, I led
th~ way with. the _ad_v.ance guard. My position as commander-incb1ef was agau~ d1strnqt]y recognized in a l~tter of January 13, addresse_d to m~ . by General ;Kearny, as governori of Cal.ifornia, com-

m battery

manding United States for.ces.
.
·
'
A few , <lays after we had taken "Ciudaci ,de los Angeles," Lieu·
tena~t Qolonel Fremont arr-i ved with his part of the battalion .
. W 1th the firm c?nvictions which existe~ upon my minc;l a_s to. my
rights and :;rnthority as commander-in-chief, a.nd the obligations
~hie~ .all officers anrl men under my command were under to obey
I?Jphc1,tly all my orders, I sh.o uld not only have felt it _to ?e my
right, but a matter qf imperati,·e duty, to assert and mamtarn

my

aut~or~ty, if necessary, by a resort to forte. I continued. this ex·
erc1se of the power of 9ommander-in-ohie'f .without its havrng been
den ie,d or questioned by any. person, as far as , I was- informed, up
to the 16th of J a,nuary, when I received a letter of that d~te fr?m
General Kearny, which is now on file in- the department, 10 which
he demands that I will cease al.l furth,e r proceedings .r,Iating ,to the
formation of a civil government for the territory. In my reply of
the same date to that letter,· which, I,. think, is also on file rn the
department; I suspended General Kearny from his volunteer com·
mapd under me·, when. he again became Brigadie-r General Kearny,
over whom I never attempted or desired to have any coJl).mand or
control. ·
.
.
,
.
I exercised no authority in · the territory after I left San D1~go,
except that ~which was induced by the receipt of a letter from Lieu·
te_n ant Colonf:ll Cook, informing . me that he ·had recei ve_d informa·
tion that a French schooner had been landing some guns o~ the
souther.n coast, and that General .Bustamente, with 1,500 Mexicans,
was ~approaohil;lg tlie territory. I -wrote fo Lieutenant Colonel Cook
that I would go.- in search of them as soon as possi~le. I went dow~
the coast 120 miles, landed and mounted some of my men, an
went in pursuit. It turned ·out to be a false alarm. After perform·
ing this last service in California, I ret~rned, ,,ia San Diego
Monterey, to San Francisco, whBre I gaYe up the comman_d 0
th,e frigate Congress, and returned to the United States, by way of
the Rocky mountains.
.
The California battalion was organized under my own personal
dir~ction and authority, under a special condition that it should acl
un~er ~y ord~rs as long as I might remain in California and re·
quire its services. It was paid by my or~ers, as long as I had ant
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thing to pay with. The officers derived their appointments ex c lusively from me. It was never, in any form or manner, must e r e d
into the service of the United States as a part ~f the army, or
connected with it. It was exclusively and essentially a navy or ga.nization. The battalion was entire1y composed of volunt e er ,
organized under my authority, but with their o w n free consent, according to the terms of a distinct and specific agreement to ob ey
my orders, , ahd to serve while I should require their Service s.
These men were not of that kind of personnel which sometimes
compose r·e gular armies,; they were principally free American citi
zens who had settled in California; they were men of respectability, of influence and of property; they were .no ordinary men; ·
because when told that I had offered them as pay ten doJJars a
month, they said that they w_ould not accept that pay; that it
would not pay their expenses; but that they would volunteer to
serve under my command . without compen-sation.
This was the origin, character, and positibn of the battalion when
engaged in co-operation with the . squadron under my command, ,
in acco~plishing the objects which I had in view.
·
Such was· th~ posture of things when General Kearny arrived
in California, ·and when he joined me at San Diego. He brought
with hiin a very inconsiderable force; wholly insufficient of itself
to accomplish the important objects of tranquilizing the 'province
and subjecting it to the authority of the Union, by'·the suppression
of the insurrection which had been organized for the purpose of
recoyering the ' positions we occupied, overthrowing the govern-• ment ·we, ha'd ~organized, a~d expelling ~s from the country, if, i.ndeed, it had p.roved itself able to defen·d its.elf without our a'id •.
When General Kearny declined the proffers I , made . to . him, of .de- ,
valving upon him the ·high ·and i•esponsible position of comm 4 nderin-chief; when he volunteere·d to a·ct as · my aid in the march
aga-inst the enemy; when, at hts .own req.uest,, I assigned to him the ·
position -of commander of .the ~troops; when the •battles wer-e fou~ht
whi·ch broke- a>nd , tlispersed }the army 1of t.he insurgenfa: when,.
finally, w e e-:at,e r e d in triumph Ciu4aJ Je los An_gele~,, durh:ig · this
entire period, I "' had not ' r-ec,eived any intelligen··c e of the move-mrhts of Major Fremont.
'
.
.
The battalion w.as nf_;V'er pla"ced· under the command of Geheral
.K earny by- ·me·, and w-as not subjected to his orders. -. It 1stil_l re- ·
IDiiined in_ im,media t~ subordination to me and_ to m.y authority.
Up to the pe_rio'd last mentioned, viz: the date of ou,r oc,c upation,,
of Ciudad de' los Angeles, the pnly authority_which General 'Kearny
had ej{er'cised, while he accc)'m ·p anied me, was simply that author--·
ity which he had asked me to give him, and which he had voluntarily accepted at my h.ands.
No one has ever pretendea-I certainly never claimed-that I
possessed any right or authority to command General Kearny as
su.~h. All the power which I ever claimed or exercised over him
-was derived from his volunt~e.ring to aid me, and to act under my
,....orders. This connexion being purely one created by mutual consent, was, at ap.y time, dissoluble, at the will of either of the par-"1
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ties. As I cou~~ not originally_ have compeHed Genera\ Kearny to
a~su~e ~he pos1t1on he he]d, neither harl I any authority to detain
Jum rn 1t one moment against his inclination. He might ~t any
lime, have laid down his character as
volunteer under
and
_ resu1 P.d h_is official rank and rights as brigadier general in the 'army
-of the United States.
·
. 1
In his capacity of brigadier general,, however, he had, no authority to ~om m ~nd me or any portion of my force. I was i:\S inde.pendent of him as he confessedly was of ·me. If the force which
I had brought ashore from the squadron constituted a portion of the
navy; if the California battalion, which I had raised and organized,
was ever rightfully subject to my orders, both were as independent
of General Kearny-, or any other officer of the ar,my, di$ I myself
was.
.
1
; ·
Nor have I. ever questioned, much less denied, the authority of
General Kearny to assume command over aµd give his. orders to
Lieutenant Colonel Fremont. He might, at any time, without my
controverting bis power, have directed Lieute'n ant . Colonel Fre·
mont to leave my command; to terminate his connexion with me as
a volunteer under my command, and to report .to , him for orders.
With any such exercise of authority I should never have interJered; whether rightfully or wrongfully exercised was not for me
to judge. That was a matter dependant upon the relative rights
and duties of the patties themselves, as fixed by the mili,tary law,
.and t0 be decided by military authority. . ·.
,
I did,.however, and do stil], deny tha,t General Kearny, while
,.occupying the position of Yolunteer under · my command, had an
. :authority whatever, as brigadier general, over any portion of the
;for~es serv.ing under me. · I deny that aftedhe character of volun·:teer was laid llown, and that of brigadier general resumed, be
·-had, as suth, any authority ,nor coulq. the · Secretary of War give
him any such authority, over any portion of the force which I had
.organized . . Whatever authority h·e iµight lawfully exercise over
~Lieuternrn t Colonel Eremont persona,l ly, I deny that-it reached to
,the battalion orga:o.ized under me, and by me ·placed under the command of that officer. And 1 finally, I deny ,that Qeneral Kearn_y
could rightfully control me in my conduct as governor of Caliiorni.a , more especially after having expl~c,itly refused to accept
.the supreme authority when voluntarily tendered to him .
• . ·I .have ·the honor to be, faithfully, your ob-edient se.rvant,

a

·

:ne

.
.
R. F. STOCKTON.
To the Hon. JOHN Y. MASON,
Secreta,ry 0/ the Navy, Washfogt.on, ·D. C.
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COMMANDER 'MONTGOMERY'S REPORT TO COMMODORE BIDDLE OF
HIS PRGCEEDINGS AT SAN JOSE.

u. s.

SHIP PORTS.MOUTH,

San Jose, .llprit 7, 1847.
Sm: The. unexpected withdrawal of the Portsmouth, so immediately after hoisting the flag of the United States at the ports
along this coast, appears to have produced in the minds of many of
t~e people here, apprehensions that ill-disposed persons in the interior may take advantage of the absence of all force, arid visit them
with resentment · for their recent quiet submission to the United
States atithoriiies; and however strange it may appear that a large
community should attach importance to the presen.ce of a handful
of armed men, (and those a-float,) it is still true, that I am desired by
the municipal junta, with whom I had ,an interview in session this
day, to apply to you for a vessel to be placed here, if nothing more
th~n one of the small prize vessels captured. by the United States
ship Cyane, with ten or twelve men on board, e:steeming the very
presence .o f a national authority as sufficient to curb tbe turbulent
spirits among them, and ,to secure quietu.<le to the comm unity .
. ShouU it meet with your approbation, sir, I would respectfully recommend that the requ~st of the Californians be complied with, or
otherwise, the o_ccasional visit of one of the national vessels in the
gulf might prove serviceable to the end desired.
·
I ~lso avail myself of the opportunity to present to your consid. e~ahon, th-e condition of the . people upon the shores of Ca~ifor. nia; they are quiet and , industrious, 1 ,dependent upon the scanty
produce of the soil, the f niits of their labor, for support. . Sug·ar is
the principal article of '. export, all of which finds a market at Ma·zatlan and Guayamas, receivinO" in return from the latter flour for
~onsutL ptiori. The closinO" of ihose ports against this article, the
mtrod,u ction of which. yields no revep.ue, neither can be regarded
~~ a means of life or support to , the, enemy, sµbjects the Califor,n 1ans .to serious loss and inconvenience; ,and ca_nnot fail to prove
a fruitful source of dissatisfact,ion with their new . connexion,
to which all their difficulties wil1 (.by the , disaffected) be industriously ascribed. My obj~ct, therefore, is respecfully to present
these facts to your consideration, in the hope that your wisdom
may devise som·e means by which the proper interests of our friends
~pon this co,ast may be sustained without detriment to the public
1n terest. ,
·
'I beg lea~~ to explain,in respect to the 9th ,article o/_the agre.~·~~nt with the. gov,e rnment, at La Paz, that C(?m,mo,d ore ~tockton
said to me that J might ·rest.ore the .vess~ls seized by the Cyane, .at
La Paz, to well affected residents of California, after hoisting the
,tlag; i)ut unacquainted with· the merits of thfi_r owners, I deem~d 'it
.expedient to grant them the use of their :ve~sels, un:der prope,: _

~e-
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stric_tions, and leave their final disposition subject to future directions.
I shall be, in a few hours, under way for Monterey.
I have the honor to be, &c.,
·

JNO. B. MONTGOMERY,
·
·
Commander.

.

Com. ',V. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,
Commander of the United States blockad-ing
~
forces in t!ie gulf of California.

u:

S. Sm.:r

PoRTSMOUTH,

Monterey, .k1ay 24, 1847.
' Sm: Having informed 1you in ' my letter of the 22d ·ultimo, for·
warded from San Jose by Lieutenant Revere; , that in obe<lience toCommorl ore Stockton's instructions
me oJ the 2rl of February
last I hoisted the flag bf our country at San J-o,se, . San · Lucas and•
La Paz, in Lower California, I have herewith·· the honor .most re·
spectfu'lly to submit for your further information letters and docu- '
ments relating to my proceedings there,
In executing- the duties assigned me upon both shores of the GU'lf
California, I have endea_v ored to a"dhere to the tenor of my instructions, which plainly desi_gnatecl the "duties to be attended to,.
leaving the manner of their performance, ,with several .ruatters of
verbal in·s tructions, to my own judgment and discretion. '
.
The authorities -and pebple of Lower California ·with" whom I was
brought in communication, ·avowing their inability to oppose our
· proceedings, seemed friendly in their dispositions towards us, while
they prudent1y avoidetl expressin'g or doing any thing· ,vhich might' in the end comproniit them with the government of Mexico.
I have carefully avoided all interference with. the territorial and
municiual govern'rrle'.nts further than becarne indi-pensable, by the·
secession of the · g·o vernor, )Vhose pal'ole of honor as a colonei of
the Mexican; service was duly given, (as provided for 'in the 5th

to·

1

of

and 7th articles 'of agreement,) the original and translation·of·which
are filed •with the _accompanying documents, and respectfully submitted for , you·r fin .al disposition.
·
1
The civil officers oft.owns a·n d departments chosen' by ·the people
. (appearing r!'ghtly to 'appreciate their true ·inte·rests) accepted .my
invit~'tion to continue in · their respec·tive · dutie~, in subjection to·
'· t.he authorities of ~he United Stat€ s; until otherwise ·di.rected, promising · for themselves and •in behalf of those under th·e ir jurisdic·
tion a strict neutrality in every thin'g relating to the present war
between the hvo principal gonrnments.
'
' I enclose a written pledge of neutrality given by ,the ·authorities,
with the original inventories of public stores at La Paz, which, ex·
cept the f~w serviceable _arms? ~ere Jeft in charge of the government, subject to such d1spos1hon ·as shall be hereafter directe_d.
The paper named in the inyeotory is all stamped with the Mexican
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seal and a la"rge portion consists of printed blanks fo r pu b li c an
official purposes. The cigars, estimated . at $11,950 12½, ~re o
pape~ wrap_p ers, and deposited by the Mexican _government m th
1
custom-houJe,
as a means of · revenue for defrayrng the exp e n ses o
the territorial government.
Permit me to state, sir, that the crew of the Portsmo uth hav
been confined to one-half allowance of bread during our lat e cru ize,.
11ntil the 28th ultimo, on the passage up, when it was adva nced to
10¼ ounces; several articles of the ration are entire ly exha usted•
and our stock of provisions and stores runs very lo w . A g en er
supply, therefore, wi1l be r.e quired for continued service.
The Cyane arrived at San Jose on the 23d of April, when I ha
the honor to receive through Commander Du Pont your dire ctio
to proceed with the Portsmouth to Monterey. On the 26th t he Independence hove to in the offing, anti after communicating with the
Portsmouth, filled away for Mazatlan, and on the evening of the
27th I sailed from San Jose direct for this port.
Th.rough the care and favor of ~n ever kind Providence, I a
enabled, sir, to report the general good health of my officers an
crew, and with sentiments of high respect to subscribe myseJf,
Your obedient servant,
-...

JOHN B. MONTGOMERY,
Commander.
To Co_m modore JAMES BrnnLE,
Commander-in-chief of, the United States , ·,
· ' naval forces in the Pa°"cific.

UNITED STATES SiIIP PORTSMOUTH,

San Jose, March 29, 1847 ~
Srn: Directed by the commander-in-chief of the naval forces oti .
the United States in the Pacific to . take possessi·ori, in the name of
the United States of Amer~ca, of San Jose, and ,t> hoist and protec t~e flag of that nation, I have now to call upon you, as the contro!hng authority _of the place, to surrender the said town and department of San Jose in southern California, with all public Mexican
property, arms, and munitions of war, in you_r possession and ~ub--Jcct to your control, to the force of the Umted States qnder my
immediate command.
·
The bearer, Lieutenant John S. Missroon, is fully furnished an ,
commissioned to confer with the authorities of San Jose, or su ~
commissioner or commissioners as may be deputed by them for th~
arrangement ·and settlement of the terms of. capitulation, and all ~
other needful preliminaries, &c.
I am, sir, Tery respectfuliy, yours, &c., &c., &c.,

.
.JOHN B, M~NTGOMERY,
Commanier~of the U. S., ship Porfonout/i.,._

To the

FIRST ALCALDE,
,.flt San Jos~, Soutlurn Calijorni~.
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In · obedience

S~R :

·
I

U. S. SmP Ponp·MOUTH,

San Jose, California, Maren r30, 1847.

to your ins\ructions, I ·p-;.oc~~~ed yesterday

to the town of Sah Jose, and presented to the autporities of the
place your notifications of intention to take possession of this portion of California.
In doing this d11ty, in accorda~ce with your expr,essed views, I
took occasion to say that it was the desire of the commander of the
Un ite d States forces to perform this duty ~n a manner the least
objectionable to a people who ha~e
heretofwe · expressed fniendly
1
fee lings towards the government of tlie United St~tes; and invitea
them to pledge tbemaelves to maintqin peace ~nd g-,ood or,der in the
<listrict, and peaceable relations \vith the United ·' S'tates duri,ng the
end ing war between the Uni t ed States and thf; c·ent ral government
of . Mexico; so that no forcible interference o~ ithle pi:ut of the
Uni ted States naval forces might b'ecome nec.e~sary, ~which woul d
dist urb . the usual avocations of the people, ,and subject them to
t hose ir1conveniences and d,e-p-rivations attenqi4g a fotate of war.
I reui'ved a prom~se ~ that a wri~ten r,e'p ly woul~ be made you
:t his d-: y.
.
Re.sp€ct fully, your obeqient ·servant,
,
J. S. MISSROON,
)
First Lieutertqnt ~- S •. s~ip Portsmouth.
To Commander J,. B. MoNi:GoMERY,

Tfnited. States ship Portsmoutl,,.

8I

1

t

:)

·'

• .. '
SAN JosE, March 30, 1847,
'Town 'JI~ll of the Honorable Council of this place.

~ The honorable council of this town, in their le~ser numb~r of the
..~ ot poration, in ·c nsequence of'the corr:municatiop ree-eived yesterday evening through Mr. John S. Missrooo, -has thpught well to
.make. the fol1owing reply:
.
.
That in reference to your intimation of t_he , surre,n d~r o~ this
·place and its jurisdiction -in order t_hat ,you may talie possessio~ of
it, there is not the Irast obstacle in the way, at th~ s,ame time
.availing ' oursehes to beg that you will ~r~nt the guarantee o[ ~x€1Ilpting' from our charge_ the act ot · ho.1strng your flag, submittmg
-ourselves to the most stnct ne.utrahty.
With respEct to the national inter~st~, arms, and ~unitions, there
are none in the district under our charge: God, Liberty, and Fe·
.,d Qr at ion .
,
,
. SALVR. AGUIAR.
BALLIMO GARCIA .
. LUDOVICO AZOY A.
'l'-0 the CoMM:ANDER U. S. slip Po1 tsmouth,
·NoTE.-At 10, a. m., on the 30th of March, lo.nded with one

· ..!Ex. Doc. No. 1.
hundred and forty men, hauled down the Mexican, an d h oisted
its place ·the flag of the United States, at San Jo e.

'

n

JNO. B. MONTGOMERY,
Commander .

To the citizens and residents of the town and jurisdi ct i on

of

San Jose, in Lower California, and to all others whom it m ay
concern:

Be it known, That in virtue of the authority vested in me by the
naval commander-in-chief of the United States in the Pacific, by
reason of the belligerent relations now existing between the Un ited
States of America and the republic of Mexico, I do hereby, in the
~ame of the United States, take formal possession of the town and
.JU:i~diction o'f San Jose, in California: in token whereof I have
this day caused the flag of the United States to be hoisted in the
i:own of San Jose, under a national salute of 21 guns.
Therefore, to all officers, citizens, foreign residents, and sojourners
·of every description within said district of San _Jose, it is hereby
-earnestly recommended that they continue peaceable and quiet,
pursuing their usual business, to which no interruption will be
·?ffered; and that they submit and conform themselves to such mil1tary and civil rule of the United States as shall be hereafter
established, with a view to secure the possession, good government,
;and happiness of the distri.c t, until by a treaty of peace between
the two principal governments, the future political relations ~f
the said district shall have been otherwise determined.
;And be it further known, that to all such ?itizens, residents) and
'SOJourners of San Jose as s,hall embrace, and faithfully adhere to
~he _terms of_the foregoing recommendation, that they are hereby
-in smcerity and good faith cordially invited to a full pa1rticipation
·-Of all the · political, civil, and 'religious immunities recently secured
to the people of Upper California by the treaty of capitul~tion con-clu?ed at the Ciudad de los Angeles on the 13th of January last;
which treaty, for the information of all, is this day promulgated in
-this district.
·
Given under my hand, on board the United States ship PortsBouth, in the port of San Jose, this thirtieth day of March, in ' the '
year of our Lord, one thousand eight hun-dred and· forty-seven.

JNO. B. MONTGOM~RY;
Commander of the U. S. ship Port11J1,__outh.
'I

I

'J

I

·•irnt

UNITED ST.A.TES SHIP Po~TSMOUTll,

·

La Paz, .11.pril 13, 1847. ...

Having established the flag of the United States at San Jose and

San Lucas, I am, _directed to~hoist ·and ~rotect it at La , Paz;, the_

i
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~apifal ?f Lower Ca~iforn~~, which I am preparetl to do peaceably, .
if permitted, or forcibly, 1f necessary.
·
I therefore now call upon you, in the name of the United States, .
to s~rrender the town and depart~ent of La Paz, with all public
~ex1~an property, a~ms and mumtions of war (of every descrip·
tion) In your possess10n and subject to your control, to the force
of the Un~.ted States under my immediate command.
The bearer, Lieutenant John S. Misroon, is commissioned to,
confer with the authorities of La Paz, or such . commissioner or
commi;:;sioners as may be deputed by them, for the arrangement of
th e . terms of surrender, &c., &c.
Wit.h ev·ery consideration of respect, I have the honor to sub~cribe myself, &c., &c.,

JOHN.B. MONTGOMERY,
Commanding U. S. ship Portsmouth.

To his excellency the governor and the honorable authorities _o f the-town and department of La Paz, capital of Lower California.

Memorandum of instructions to Lieutenant John 8 . .Mi~'Sroon, in~
'
the matter of La Paz, California.
f

I

_1 :J

U. S. SmP : PoRTSM01J'TH,
· Bay of La Paz, California, .lipril 13, 1847.
The Mexican · flag, if not hauled down by us, must be , given up at:
'

I

(

the time of hoisting that of the United States.
,
An inveptory ot arms, munitions, and public property of the·
Mexican government must be given at the same time, and their de~livery follow immediately after.
.
,
The gove-r.nor of Lower Californ1ia, re.sid~ng at La Paz, bein~ a\
Mexican colonel, it is proper, under any circumstances, to require
bis parole of -h~nor that he will not take up arms again~t tb.e Unite d;.
States duririg . the present war, unles$ regularly ·exchanged; but
continue to r.eside ::.t La Paz, (as it is prnbabl'e he will desire to,
do.) His recent unfaithfulness (in the matter of the proclamation)
points out the importance, in that case, of going still fur~her~ and
· _ bi~ding him, in. no manne1·, directly or indirectly, whi le a res1d_ent.
of the territory, to aid, countenance, or conniv e at others in d~rng
so, or in any way resisting or opposing· the authorities o.f the Un~ted
States within the territory of Lower California, during the contrnuance of the war.
The local authorities of the town and department, which includes
Loretta, for themselves, and in behalf of the people under their
jurisdiction, will, by written promise, guarantee an entire and inviolable neutrality in the pre:sent contest between the republics of
the United· States and Mexico, and to remain quiet and peaceable
in their pursuits and conduct to the end of the war, or while con,tinuing to reside in the territory.
The ~un~cipal _and departmental officers elected by the people
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,a!e desired to continue in their respective positions and to
c1se their duties under the military authorities of the Unit
governing and dispensing justice in conformity with the
tabli hed usages heretofore in the rlepartment, and in the manner be t calculated to secure the peace of the department and happiness of the
people, until otherwise directed.
Respectfully,
JOHN B. MONTGOMERY,

Commander.

U. S. Smp PoRTSMOUTH,
Harbor of La Paz, .llpril 13, 1847.
Srn: In pursuance with your instructions, I proceedec:J to 1he
t own of La Paz this day, and handed to the authorities of the
pl_ace your communication, demanding the surrender of the town,
'Wit_h all arms, munitions ot' war, and other public property, to the
United States of America, announcing your intention to land a
force sufficient to enforce the demand.
A rep.ly will be made to you early to-morrow morning.
Respectfully, sir, your obedient servant,
·
~- S. MISSROON,
r
Ex. officer U. 8-. ship Portsmouth.
To Com. -J. B. Mo:NT.G OMERY,
, ' ~ U. 8. ship Portsmouth.

THE POLITICAL CHIEF AND GENERAL
I! COMMANDANT OF LOWER CALIFORNIA.
'3

'

Srn: I have cqmmunicated your note· of this date, together with
·-the seven articles proposed by Lieutenant Don John Missroon to
the honorable territorial deputation, which, advised of their con-~ents, has been pleased to answer, as I have now the honor of makmg known to you, that without wejudice you can proceed, when it .
may _please you, to hoist the American flag in this town, in respect
to which, neither in it nor in the whole territory are to be found
-.any reso_urces · to oppose this measure; it is reserved to ipropose to
you additional conditions to those already presented by the. gentlemap commissioned by you, in favor of the interests, peace, and
well being of. the peninsula. .
.
To this effect a commission , has been nominated to ,present to
_you the said · additions, which is composed of Lieutenant -Colonel
Don Francisco Lope U rriza, constitutional aJcalde and 'president
•Of the council; Don Francisco Vil1egas, and Secretary of the Gefatura; and of the honorable territorial deputation, Don Theophilus
.E. Echeverria.
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'

I ·avail myself of the -oc·casion of assniring• you
consideration.
.
. God, liberty, a11·d fe.d eration.

of my esteem andf
!

, FRAN'CO, P..A I~A C' DE MIRRANDA,
THEOP. E. ECHEVERRIA, Secretary. ,
To the

COMMANDER

of the

U. S. ship Portsmouth.

'

;;

NoTE.-lh , compliance with the desire of the territorial junta, .

as expressed in the foregoing letter, Lieutenant John S. Missroon
and ~Acting Surgeon Henderson of the Portsmouth were directed
to meet the three Californian · commissioners, immepiately after ·
hoisting the United States flag on shore.

.

J. B. MONTGOMERY,
Commar,,der.

T<r t~e authorities, citi~.ens, and r~fide'lf,ts of La Paz, in L'ower Cali- fornia, and to all others whom i,t may con:cern, be it knqwn:
The flag "of th~ United States havi~g b,een hoisted in the t~wn of"
San Jose Ql} ·the 30_th ult., where it now. flies, and at San Lucas in
the same depart~ent ~n the 3d inst., is this day, by reason of the
belligerent relations existing between.the United States of No.r th
America and the republic of Mexico, flying in pl~ce of the Mexican
at La Paz, the capital of Lower California, in token of possession
of the same, with its appropriate department, by the naval force of
the United States under :my immediafe command; therefore, it is .
hereby earnestly recommended to all officers, citizens, and residents within "th'e said tow.n and department of La Paz, embracing ·
Loretto, that ·they continue peaceable and quiet, pursuing their
usual business, to which no interruption will be offered; and that
they submit and conform themselves to such military and civil rule
of 1the United States as shall be hereafter established, with a view to
secure the possession of good government and happiness of the district, until, by a treaty of peace between the two principal govern-···
ments·, the future political relations of said department shall have
been other-wise determined. 1,
· And to all such officers, citizensf and residents of the to:wn and
dtepartmel)t of La Paz, as shall embrace and faithfully adhere to '
the terms of the foregoing recommendation-be it further known,
that they are hereby, in sincerity and good faith, cordially invited
to a full participation of all the political, civil, and religious immunities r~cently secured t.o the people of Northern California by
the treaty of capitulation concluded at the Ciudad de lo Angeles, .
~n t~e 13th January last, which treaty, for the information of all,
1s t~1s day _promulgated in this department.
Given· \lDder· my hand on board the United States ship P orts-

1
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, port of,La .P-az, this fQurteenth day of April, in the year of
Lord one fhousand eight hundred and forty-seven.
JOHN B. MONTGOMERY,
Commander U. S. ship Portsn.,v uth.

SmP PoRTSMOUTH,
Harbor of La Paz, April 14, 1847.
IR: According to your instructigns, I this day landed with a.
<:e of ninety seamen and marines from this ship at La Paz, the
ital of Lower California, and proceeded to possess myself of
~ town by marching to and taking possession of the fort, (which
n a dilapidated conditiol'l,) where the flag of the United States
s dis played, and that of Mexico yielded up under a salute of
en ty-one guns.
The proclamation which you furnished for the occasion was read:
_der the flag, and the few arms which were found in serviceablendition were sent off to the ship.
A peaceable dispos1tion , on the part of the authorities and the
op le being appar-ent, a guard of marines was dPtailed to protect
e flag, and the remainder of the ·force was withdrawn in the early
rt of the aftern0on in good order.
·
·under your appointment of commissioners to receive prppos~tions
- r the public interests, Acting Surgeon Henderson, of this ship,.
d myself, then proceeded to the residence of the late governor, ·
her e we met a deputation from the junta, and the rei:naip.der of
e day was employed in the consideration and arrarigement of such
blic matters as we.re presented, anq which I have the honor hereit h to enclose, ( marked A,) and in duplicate, for. your approbation
nd approval.
·
Enclosed I also hand you a schedule of public property, renere d in by the collector, marked B, for which the collector is.
answ- erable until he shall receive further instructions from your~elf
or the commander-in-chief; ·also, a list' of arms, &c., marked C,.
and the written promise of neutrality, obtained from those whose
offices under the United States have · been confirmed by you,,
mar ked D.
R espe·ctfully, sir, your obedie,n t se·rv'ant;
·
J. S. MISSROON,
Executive officer of the U. S. sMp Portsmouth.
To Commander J. B. MONTGOMERY,
United States ship Portsmoutli.
UNITED STATES

A.
[Translation.]

Agreement enfe~ed into in the port of La Paz, capital of Lower·
California, by commissioners, to wit: on part of the commander o:§·
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~he United States vessel of war Portsmouth, and of the honorable
· territorial deputation, on the taking of the said port and its being
()Ccupied by t_h e _said vessel:

, 01rticle 1.-I.f the Mexican flag be not flying at the time of
ho1stI~g. the United States flag, it will be delivered up by the
3.uthonties.
.
.llrticle 2 -An inventory shall be given to the ·commander of all
~xisting interests which may belerng to the public esta'-es, in cluding
...arms, munitions of war, and all else which may pertain to the
,government, all of which shall be delivered up i!Dmediately upon
oisting the flag of the U ~ited States.
'
Ar.ticle ?.--:--It is ·proposed to the muriicipal body-officers and
~thers employ,ed in, the custom-house-to continue. jn their proper
· -~mpl oyments, _under the autbority of' the United States~ in order
-; that the public interest may not suffer.
.
.llrticle 4 ..,:_The same municipal body and persons employed,
.shall, give a writte~ promise to 0bserve a strict neutrality in the
_presen t war between the United States and Mexico.
· ··
.11.rticle 5.---:.Military officer;s of Me,xico will be required to give
"¢h.eir parole acco.rding .to the usages of war; and, in case they continue to reside ).n ·the territory, to promise in no way to interfere
with the authorities established by the United. States withi.n the
limits of whic_h they are in possession.
Jl.:rticle 6.-The .authorities of La Paz will officially make known
·o ~hose of Loretto that they are under obligation to preserve the
·:same conduct of, neutrality which they themselves have offered ..
_ .Article 7.-As the present political chief (Xefe Pnlitico) will
-:not continue to exercise his functions; those will be vested in first
' · at.u nicipal authori.ty of the. capital, subject to any new arrangement
-iby the commander-in-chief.
.
, Article 8.-0n taking military possession . of Lower Califo_rma,
the forces of the. United States· will respect the property of private
.individuals and their civil , and religious rights .
.llrticle 9.-The vessels belonging to the inhabitants of Lower
··California wi.11 be returned to their owners, for the present, and
permitted to navigate f~eely in all directions, except to the coa~t
-of Mexfoo; the same owners remaining responsible for them until
the final resolution of the commander-in-chief be made, with the
-un derstanding that in order to sail from this port the first aut~ority
.-ill require an obligatiqn that the said vessels will not trade in any
·ill egal manner, nor be transferred nor injured in any way. .
.
Article 10.-The vessels shall navigate on the coast of California
with a white flag.
,
.R.rticle 11.-Those who shall continue employed in the c~sto~house, and in the rest of the territory, shall go o~ to receive ·theuf
,pay from the general administration of rents.
'
.R.rticle 12.-The sloop "Soleta" shall continue in charge of the
· olitical authority and ca'ptain of the port.
_.11.rticle 13.-In order that a vessel may be able to pass to a for-eign. country, the permission of the commander-in-chief will be
.sequired.

1
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.Article 14.-To all ·c itizens .o f Lower California are assured the,·
-same rights and privileges w~ich are enjoye'd by- the citizens of the
( nited States of North America.
Article 15.-The foregoing artides shall con tinue i,n forc e u n til
th e resolu~ion
the commander-in-chief of t h e n a va l forc es of the

of

U nited States in the Pacific ocean be known, and, in t he m eanti.me,
t he country will continue to govern itself by its ow n l aws .
· J. S. MISSROON,
Lieutenant , U. S . Navy .
A. A. HENDERSON,
.!Jssistant Surgeon .
.. FRAN. LOPE URRIZA,
FRAN. VILLEGAS,
THEOPHILUS E. ECHEVERRIA .
.Apprcrved:

PoRT

OF

JNO . B. MONTGOMERY,
Commanding U. S. ship Portsmouth.
LA PAz, .!Jpril j4, 1847.
.

' DESPATCHES OF COMMODORE SHUBRICK.

Containing' an account of his proceedings on ihe west coast of .Mexico, together wi,t h the reports of the naval atficers attached to the
Pacific squadron of their operations on shore. ·
No. 24.

u. s.

SHIP INDEPENDENCE,

M()nterey Bay,

f anuary

26, 1847.

S1R: I have to inform you that, from the report of four men who
arrived at this place yes.terday from the southern part of this terdtory, I am led to infer that an engagement took place between
-C ommodnre Stockton and a party of C alifornian s , under General...
Fl ores, numbering about ·800 men. Com modore Stockton's force is
:Said to have amounted to 700 men , by th is report, though I believe
it wust have been smaller, as h e has with him but three ves sels,
th e Congress, Portsmouth and Cyane; an d 500. men taken from
-thi s force would have left barely a sufficient hum ber to t ake care of
th e ships. They further state that they themselves were in the eng a gement, on the side of the Californians, and that, when about
ten miles from the " P-qeb1o de Los Angeles," on the ~th i nstant,
th e .American party met the ,Ga lifornians; an exchange of shots
took place between the p·artl'~~, each having some pieces of light .
ar t illery. Commodore Stockton, after two days' skirmishing on
b oth sides, finally succeeded in driving them back_and dispersing
th em, and, on the 10th, entered the Pueblo without molestation.
From the characters of t·hese four men, and their several repo rts
c o r responding very' nearly, it is the opinion of several respectable
persons here that hereafter no furtlier outbreak will take place in.
that quarter.
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· Lieutenant Oolonel ]fremont is said to ·.h:e at the- mission of San
F ·ernando, with a small fo_rce of mounted rangers.
.
.
The northern and central districts are quiet at this moment, and
I tru st ~he day is not far distant when I shall hav~ it in my power·
to apprise you of th~ restoration of peace and order ,in thff territory of California.
·
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, . your obedient
servant,

Ho~._

W. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,
Commander-in- chief.
GEORGE BANCROFT,

Secretary of the Navy, , Washington, D. C.

No. 25.
UNITED STATES SHIP INDEPENDENCE,

Monterey, January 27, .1847.
Sm: I have the honor . to . inform you that the report contained
in my letter, No. 24, of the 26th inst., has been corroborated by
the arrival here ' of several C-alifornians ·,wno · tdok' part in the engagements between Commodore Stockton and the Californians,.
near the" Ciudad de los Angeles."
..
Enclosed you will receive a cqpy of a gener·al otder issued by
7
Commodore Stockton on the 11th inst., to the officers and men
under his command.
General K earn y had arrived at the Pueblo with about 100 dragoons, and i~cluding w hich , our force amounted to 600 strong.
The · battle of the 8th laste<l one hour and a half; that of the 9th
for two and a half hours. The loss on our side, in killed _a,nd
wounded, did not exceed twenty. Every 'thing seems to have been
settl'ed at the so·uth.
The United States ship Lexington has just arrived in the liay,
5~. days from V.a1paraiso.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedien~ servant,
1
•

•

!

W. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,
Commander-in-chief.

HoN. GEo. B'ANCROFT,
, Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D. C .

....

General

,

d;;rier.

Tue comma 1der-in-chief congratulates the officers and men of
1

tl:ie southern division of the United State forces in California on
the b1illiant victories obtained by them over the enemy on the 8th
and 9th instants, and on once more taking possession of the
'.' Ci~dau de los ·Ang..ele ~ '~
He takes the earl 1tc
moil!
to commend their gallantry and
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106,7

good conduct,. both in the. battle fought on th_e 8th instant on the

banks of .the .Ri~ San Gabriel, and on .the 9th mstant on the banks
of the plains of the "Mesa."
·
·
The steady courage of the .t roops in forcing their passag_e ~_cross
the ''Rio San Gabriel," where officns and men were ahkif employed iA draggi,ng t~e guns throug~ the water against t~e galling
nre of the enemy without exchangrng a shot, and theu gallant
charge up the bank against the enemy's cavalry, has perhaps neter
been surpassed; ·a~d the coql determination with which, in the battle of the .9.th, thef repulsed the charge of cavalry made by the
enemy at the same 'time on their front and rear, has extorted' the
admiration of th~ enemy, and deserve.s the best thanks
countrymen.

R. F. STOCKTON,

,I

.

HEAD-QO:All1:~1}S, Crnn_An

of

their

.

Governor and commander-in-chief 1
of the territory of California.

10

DE LOS ANGELES,
1~

u. s.

'

January 11, 1847.

!

,

SHIP INDEPENDENCE,

Monterey, January 28, 1847.

Sm: I have the Jionor" to '· ~n~lose copy of th~ capulation between Lieutenant' C'ofonel Frem-o·nt and Don Andres Pico, commander-in-chief , of th~ ·California 'forces, this moment receind at
Monterey, per- express.
, ,,;
,
,
·
Very respectfully, your} obedieM servant,
'
' ·
i •. W. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,
- •,, l
Commander-in-chief.
Hon. G~o.: BANCROFT,
Secretary of the Navy, Wd$hington, D, C .

.!lrticles of capitulation made an·d· 'entered· irtto ,i at the ranch of
Cor~enga, this thirteenth day of January, eighteen hundr~d 'and
forty-seven, between P. B. R:eading, rr,ajor; Louis ·Mc Lane, jr.,
commanding artillery; William H. · Russell, ordnanc 1e officer,
commissioners appointed by J. C. Fremont, lieute'n'ant' colonel,
United States army, and military commandant of California, and
Jose .Jl.ntonio Carrillo, commadante esquadron; .11.itgustin Olivera,
deputado, commis5ioners appointed by Don .lindres Pico, commander-in chief of the California forces under the Mexican flag .
.11.rticle l -The commissioners on the part of the Californians
agree . that ;Atheir entire force shall, on presentation of themselves•
t~ Lieutenant Colonel Fremont, d~live.r ,.up their. artillery and., pubhc a~mg, and that they shall r'e.tur1n peaceably ,t9,1their. hom~s,,; cqn;;
formrng to the laws, and ,regula~ipns, of; th~ ·Pnite,4 State~,,~~~ IR~r~i
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agaiµ take up arrils during the w~r-between . the Un'ited States and.
Mexico, but will assist and aid in placing the country in ci. state of
1

pea.ce and tranqupity.
,
.
•
.llrticle 2.-.T.b'e commiss~oners, ,on the'.part.'of Cieutenirnt Colonel
Fremont, agree and bind themse l\ es, 0 n 'tµe fulfilment , of the first
artjcle by the Californians, that tbey 'shJH be guaran te'e d .ff protection of Jife and pr9pe rty, whether pn· p'arole
otherwise.
_
.llrticle a ._:Thaf until a treaty 'of p·eace be made. and signed between the Vnited States of North America 'and the ·republic of
Me~ico, no -calif~>r~ia'n or other ·M~xican ' citizen shall be bound to
ta1fe the: oa'th of allegiari'c e. .
'. J
Y.lrticle 4.-That any Californian or cifizen of Mexico desiring,
is permitted by this capitulation to leave the country without let
or hindrance . . '.
, ,· 1
:
.llrticle 5 .-That 1µ virt~e of tlie iforesaid articles, equal ri.ghts
and privileges are voucbs,afecl to<)fi y~ry citizen of California as are
enjoyed by the . citizens of the U n'ited States of North America .
.llrticle 6.--'.A.JI officers, citizens, foreigners, or others, shall receive the protection guaranteed by_.the second article.
.
.llrticle 7.-This capitulation is intended to be no bar in effect·in'g such arrangements as may 'in future be in justice required by
both parties.
• J :1 ~ • ~ 'J: 'T , r ;'I l'.L
q f'
'p. B. READING,
Major ~f California battalion .
.LOUIS, MoLANE·, JR.,
- Commaniing-artillery, California battalion.
-, WM. H. RUSSELL,,
Ordnance officer, California battalion.
JOSE ANTONIO CARILLO,
~ 0
· · Commandante of squadron.
AUGUSTIN OLIVERA,
,.Deputado.
I
y
1

or

1

r

')

....

Approved:

J_. C.

FREMONT,

Lieut. Col. U. S. army, 'l(tilitary commandant of California.
ANDR.ES

PIC~:,

.'

Commandarite of .~quadron .an.d chief of the national forces of
Califor'(l,fa.

.lldditional article.
January 16, 1847.
That the paroles of aU officers, citizens, and others of the United
~tates, ~nd o_f naturalized citizens of Mexico, are by this foregoing capitulation cancelleJ, and every con<liti-0n of said paroles,
CrnDAD DE.' ~os,' A~GELEs,
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from nd after this· date, are of no further force and effect, and all
prisoners of both parties are here~y released.
, ,
.
·

1

P. B. READING,
Major, California battalion.
LOUIS ~LANE; JR.,
.
Commandant artiller.y, Cal(fornia battalion. ,
.
WM . H. RUSSELL,
Ordnance officer, Calijornia battalion.
JOSE ANTONIO CARILLO,
Comma,ndante of squadron.
AUGUSTIN OLIVERA,
·
Deputado.
,

Approved:,
J. C. FREMONT,
Lieut. Col. U. S. army, military commandant of California.
ANDRES

Pico,

,

..

"l

)

Command't of squadron, and chief of the 'national forces of California.

4

UNITE~ 'ST.ATES SHIP '1NDEPENDENCE, 1 1
, Monterey, Ft!-bruary 15, 1847.

-Sm: My . communicatjons 't9 ~h·e " department since 'rn y arrival in
the Pacific •. ave been written in ha ~t e, as occ asi ons off,. · rcd, and
therefore ~~ve not been _so ~ull as I .could have Jff. is~ ~f , It ~snow,
how~ver, rn my ~ower tc? )ay before you ,a narrativ,,.e pf my proceedmgs up ta this day .
,
T
., ,
I anchored on t~e 22d of January, after. a ,. pa~sage toJ forty da'y s
from Valparaiso, in, the bay of Mon;~er~y, whe·re I1founa the '"Dale.,_,
From Command~r .fylcKean ~ learnt that Qomm~d~te Stockton, with
the frigate "Congr~ss' \ ~.nu the_s] oops "Pbrtsmou H1',' ~:.nc:! , "Cyane,"
and two sma1l prize .vessels, was , at the south, probably at San
Diego; that the "Sayannah" and "Warren," ' under' the::, command
of Captain Mervine: were at San Francisco; that there Jiad beent
in September last, a movement on the part of the C,alifor'nians, in
the southern district particularly, against the f9_rces 6f~_thJ 'United
States, in conseqqence of which very rigorous rneasui"es had been
taken by Commodore Stockton, and that we were · probaaly again
in quiet possession of the co tin try.
.
.
.
On the 24th a report reached Monterey that Commodore Stockton had, on \he 8th apd 9 th, engaged and _defeated the Califorp.ians
a few miles from ~'Los An g eles." This was corroborated on the
25 th by thr~e men who had beeli in the engagements, and was confirmed on the~28th by a couri,e r, bring;in_~ a cir'·ciyar_ from Lieutenant Colon_el ~ remqnt, a_nd a copy ,o f arti~l~s of Bap1tulation_of the
fo_rces under General Pico, a :copy of ·.:wh1ch was forwarded to you
with my lett~r ot the. 28,t h January.,
,
.frOlJl -these
aCCOUlltS
it
was
apparent
that
,
the
Jate
ll.OVeme·
n
t .Oil
• • ·•
.
,.
.
I

I!
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the part of the Californians was effecttlally put down; and it remained for me to mc1;_~e such arran·g ements for the future employment of the force under :my command, as . would best conform to
the views of government ~s expressed in my instructions. Understanding th~t General ~earny:was in the southern districr, and probably at" Los Angeles," I despatched the "Dale" with communications for him and Commodore Stockton, desiring the latter to
come to this place with the force under him, and informing the
former of my appointment to the command of the squadron, my
wish to meet him, and my readiness to co-operate with him in effecting the views of the President in relation to California. Before I
was informed of General Kearny's being in the country, I had made
a similar communication to Lieutenant Colonel Fremont, as the
senior officer of the army in Califo,r.nia. The stor.e ship "Lexington" arnv~d on the 28th, with the company of artillery under Captain T .o m n~ins, 52 days, from ValRaraiso.
_
. Cotn mo'a~·re Stockto'n had thrown 'on' shore at Monterey, for the
security of the place, one hundred and five seamen and marines
from the ~'Congress," the ''S.a-v.annah," and the ''Cyane," besides
which, there was in the town a body of mounted volunteers, about
forty-three in number, underJ ·.~ieutenant Maddox, of the marine
corps. As. soon as the artillery landed, I withdrew the seamen,
and put, them on bo!3-rd, ~he .L.exingtop,. and directed the discharge
of the .v.nlunteers, leaving th~ military poli.ce of the place to the
artillery and marines, all und,er the command of Captain Tompkins.
Commodore .Biddle having instructe'd me, in a communication pf the
,11th December, at Valparaiso, that he sh6uld sail shortly for Monr tei;ey, touching at Cal]ao, and there being no occasion for the immediate use of the force under my command, anywhere on the
coast o( California, I deterrpined to a wait, at Monterey, the arrival"
:ra t least, of Coqi~od9re Stockton, in the hope that we might be all
'h , r e at the same time/ that I r:hight thus ha v'e the benefit of the exience and excellent . ~ud,gment . of Commodore Biddle, and the
· ,cur.ate kp.owledge of the st.a te of ~ffairs in the territory of Commo1
dore Stockton. The crew of the Ind~pendence, also, having been
fo.r five months nearly all the time at sea, stood in need, for the
pr~serv;~tion
their ~ealth, of the change, of food which a few
rn pott would give them.
bn· the 31st January·, I to9k advantage of a courier goin~ to San
Francisco to inform Captain Mervine of my arrival, and to direct
him to bring the "Savannah" to this place, le~ving the "Warren,"
with the additional force of the .marine guard of the "Dale," (which
had been ordered on 5hore by C~ptain Mervine,) for the security of
Yerba Buena; the whole to be under the command of Commander
J. B. Hull.
The sloop of war "Dale" was instructed, after delivering the
d.espatches mentioned above to Co.mmodore Stockton, to run along
the coast of Mexico to look. out for privateers and merchant vessels
of the enemy, and to go as far as Panama to forward the letters of
the 25th, 26 h and 2~tb,. which I I had the honor to address to the
department, and t-0 bring back such communications as might be

cpt,

.w~ek-~
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there for me, as no advices hatl beeJt re~eived from the United
States for many mont9s . . F_rom the "Lexrngton" I caused to - be
landel only such a1ms · an'd ·~qu1pments as might be necessary for
the present use, of th~ companr of artillery, leaving on ?oar~ tbe
heavy guns, and all things r.equu-ed for the permanent for!1fieatlol)s,
until I could meet General Kearny, and we coul -:l determme on the
· best locations for permanent forts? · and land them at once . where
they are to reihain. , .
:
·
~
On the 8th of February, the sloop of war'' Cya:ne," _Commander
Du Pont, arrived, having left San Diego on the- 30th ultimo, under
orders from Commodore Stockton, who had not yet, heard of my
arrival.
.
I have recognized in ,9~ne,r.al K€arny the senioi: officer of the army
in California; have coBiSulted ~nd:1,ha.ll co-ope.rate with him as such;
and I feel that I am particularly fortunate in having so gallant;a
IIOldier and ·SO inteJ ]ig-e)lt a ,,gept}eman to , aid me in SUch ·1pari.S of
my duty as do not appertain st6ctly to· my prJi>fessio:n. .
,
On the ;nt:h 'instaµt, ,General Ke,?rn;y · Left .1fhisJ in . J:h~ ., sloop. of
war .''Cya.ne" fo1r San frf\ncis.c.o, to -~xamine· Jtb at,. as he, "hfap, done
this harbor, with a view to the location of pei:tnt)nent_ forti,fie,ati~ohs.
I directed 'Com-D).ander ,Du Pont H0 relie1v·e -Otomm~~cre.r Liull at
Yerb~ . Buen~,--and ~-~ptain Mervine, ,to ,br·ing, tlie- "iW ~r,neb" with
him to this pla~.e, that I might make the ll~o.essaryvarrang~:ll)'en.ts
for the returll, of that. vessel flnd the "Sav;tnnaih" to . the .Lln"tred..
States.
,.o·
1 • ·:sJ
I am aware that .th~ act of . Con.gr~ss of ,t~ 2d ~f-~ Mir-@h,, 1837,'
would authorize '1me to ,i ,eep the crews ,ofi .the "Savannah" and.
"Warren" out. J0nger, if the ,public ·service ,gliould :reqhi·rc it;r hut
by the time they ,ean gtt home they .will ,ha·VJe: been 'from (t.h,e ~Urn~4d.
States about foll,r . ye;:ns .. The te!ms of serviice_,fer 1whi«h 'tb~JJ.~en ... .
tered ha v.e genf\ralJy expnred, and j;he3/ are . kept a.t ian ~xpiense· to lbe
United ·States of an adtlition ,of one J'ourth t.o •tlhie ii.H.wages,I , -.1 ·
The foroe that wi.Il ,b-~ left on the coast and in 1the nt6trit1ory, wi,h.'
that expected, will be ample for any 0;pera-tions c@tRtemplated ' by
the government, or from which any .permane11t 1>~-nefit could arise;
and the great -expense ·at ,which -p rovisions and ,other supplies are
either bought or obfained here, makes i~. desiraibl-e that -the .number
of men to be fed -and c.lothed should be re.drn;ed as -ro11ch ,as is consistent with ,safety. Whenever tb-e -seamen 0:f the -squadron ·Jiave'
been brought face to face with the en·emy1·on . shore, they,,ba\"e
shown..,1as I .am sure they a-lways will ,.show, the utmost . l?,rayeri ·and
good condtact; but it is a description of, force,.thati is not suitable
for lengthened operations on shore. ,
I have the honor to .b e, sir,, very respec-tfu.lly, your obedient ~er1

1

Tant,

,d

W. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,
,

The honorahl,e

GEORGE BANCROFT,

Secretary of the

N.Q/V'!},

Cornmandei~in-r.hief.

, 1

.

Washington, D. C.

J
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No. 35.

·.

u. s.

£

SHIP 'INDEPENDENCE,

.11.t sea, June 15, 1847•
. Sm': Commodore Biddle having informed me in a communication
1

date d 30th April last, that he shall, in consequence of ·instructions.
received from the department, prob~bly transfer to me, as $OOn a swe meet, the command of the Pacific squadrnn, I deem it proper
t? lay before you a sketch of the manner in which it is my intent1_on t? e mploy the force which will thus, at length, come under my
d1r e ct10n
The force will consist of the IndepenJence, Congress, Portsmout h , Cyane, Preble, Dale, and two store ships. The· Warren
may
considered as a guard ship and not available for active
operalions.
After providing, on consultation wfth General Kearny-, for the
securit y of California, )Vhich will, I feel confident, require but a
small part of ,the: force, a large sloop of war, or possibly the "Congress," in, addition to the ''Warren," I shall prepare the remainder
of the force for active operations.
The crews of the ship,s having been well exercised and train'ed
in landing, marching, ~nd the use of the musket, I shall, o.n the 1st
November, which is as early as it would ·be safe to commence operations on the coast of Mexico, leave Monterey with all the re maining force.
.
, · On making Cape San Lucas, tlie southern point of Lower California,' I shall detach one of the small sloops to blockade Guaymas,
and , proceed with the remaining force to Mazatlan, and land, take..possession of the town and hoist the American flag, leaving there
a guard of marines , on shore to protect the flag, and a large sloo p-1 of war an<;hored near, with orders to knock the town down if the
guard shoufd be int'erfere'd with. I shall proceed to and talfe pos·
session of ian Blas in the same manner, leaving a small sloop with
~]ike br•ders for the protection of the guard on shore.
· . I sh·alil then proce·ed to and take possession of Acapulco, in the
same. manner. Here I shall 1eave the other large sloop or the Con" gres;s, as· the case may be; I shall then with the Independence eeat
-ba:ctk along the coast, and act as circumstances may require.
. ·· The two store ships will accompany the squadron, orie filled with
i pro.visions and the other with as ·much water as we ·can procure
casks for. One of them can assist in the blockade of Guaymas,
and the other be left at the mos_t convenient p0sition. All this can
be effected with very little G>pposition on the part of the enemy.
At Acapulco, there .are, I am led to belieTe, some defensive works,
but nothing that could resist the force that I shall be able to bring
against it, even after pror-iding for holding the other towas. If,
however, I should in the course of the summer learn that they are
more formidable, I can reverse the order of operations and begin
at Acapulco instead of Mazatlan, so as to bring the whole force
against the former.

oe'
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The whole of the west coast of Mexico can be held in this way,
an d guarded by the ships until June, 1848, by which time it is to
he hoped the war may be broug~t to a close, _or some arr~ng~ment
of an amicable nature made with the provrnces on this side at
least.
.
.
If on the appearance of the squadron before any of the towns,
they' should be dispose.d to place themselves in a_ neut:al position
as regards the central governme?t, I shall be g~1ded m. my treatment of, and my arrangements with them, by the mstructions heretofore received from the department .
If, contrary to expectation, the war should continue, and all the
western provinces coµtinue to hold their allegiance to the central
government, it would not be advisable, according to my present
information, to hold the towns during the .months of July, August,
September,. and October, unless a military force could be spared to
garrison them.
It is impossible, however, to say at this time, what it may be
proper to do twelve months hence, so much depending on the
events of the intervening time. I can only say that my best exertions shall be made to carry out the instructions of the department
so far as I am favored with them, and its views so far as I am given
to understand them.
I have the honor to be, sir, · very res.pectfully, your · obedien t
servant,

W . . BRANFORD SHUBRICK.
The honorable JoHN Y. MAsoN,
·
Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D. C.

No. 50.

u. s.

SHIP I NDEPENDENCE,
· Moht erey, October 8, 1847~
Sm: In my letter,
35, June 15, ~ lai d before t he departmen t
a plan of proposed operatio ns for the season, no.w about to commence- on the coast of Mexico. It is my intention to sail in about
a week wit h the ·part of the squadron now here, viz: · the Indepen dence, Cyane, and Southampton, in execution of so much. of it as
may be found · practicable .
Ca p tain Lavall ette, who is now on t he coa st wi th t h e Congress
an d Portsmouth, will meet me off Cap e S an Lucas. He h as been
cruising u nder instru ctions , a cop y of wh ich has al r ead y been forward ed t o the depar tm ent, and it was en joined on hi m b es ide $, to
gather information· as to t he sta te of de fence of t he diffe r ~n t ports
on the coast, in order tha t, with that alr,ead y obtained , I migh t be
able to act with the best effect.
·
·
My in tention is t o str.ike the firs t blow a t Mazatlan, as the most
important commercial port on the west cqast , and ha': ing taken
poss ession of it, to est ablish the tariff as directed in your letter of
3d of April.
68
-
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, Gover~or Mason has kindly furnished me with an offi-cer of engi:neers (Lieutenant Halleck) and about one hundred ~olditrs of the
:regiment of California volunteers, under Lieutenant Colonel Eur1<m, whom I arri to take on board at La Paz in Lower California.
From the 10th November to the 1st June, a part of the squadron
iean .he kept in the harbor and our possession of the; place thus se~med. In the meantime, with the aid of Lieutenant Halleck and
Lieutenant Colonel Burton's command, and such force as . can be
\Spared from the squadro'n , it is believed th~ defences of the town
ian be so established, that it tnay be left during the rainy and
boisterous season without the protection of vessels of war.
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient ser-

Tant,

·

W. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,
Commanding Pacific squadron.
Honorable JoHN

Y. MAsoN,

Secretary' of tl,,e Navy, Washington, D. C .

•
No. 54.

u. s.

SHIP INDEPENDENCE,

O.ff San Jose, .Lower California, ;v:ovember l, 1847.
Sm:· In my letter, No. 42, I informed the department that I liad
:,en t a part of the squadron to the coast of Mexico, unJer the imm ediate orders of Captain Lavallette, and of my intention to folkw so soon as I could collect the remainder of the ships.
Having despatched the "Preb!e" to Panama, and made a1l the
urang ements necessary to provide for the public service during
m.y absence for some months, I sailed from Monterey on the 16th
October, the "Cyane" in company. The Southampton was sent
mp to San Francisco, for_ some munit_io_ns of war, required for
.,ope rations on the coast, with orders to JOlil me off Mazatlan. On
th e 27th ultimo I reached Cape San Lucas, and early on the morn:mg of the 29th was joined by the '" Congress" frigate, and had the
pleasure to recei;e from Captain L_avall_ette h~s report of the caphue and occupation, under authority g1ven him ·after the date of
my letter of instructions of the 16th of August, of the town of
Guaynias in the State of Sonora.
The very hands·o me manner in which the service has been per·
formed, will, I am sure, secure to Captain Lavallette, the officers,
ige amen, and marines under his immediate command, the commendations 0f the department. His report, with accompanyin·g papers,
marked B, C, D, E, F, is enclosed herewith.
The presence of the squadron on the coast rendering it unneces·
1ary to keep a sloop of war at La Paz, I have sent instructions to
Commander Selfridge, in the "Dale," to proceed to Guayroas and
nlieve Commander Montgomery, in the" Portsmo11th;" th~ "Dale"
o remain at Guaymas for the protection of the flag of the United
Statu.
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Captain Lavallette, not being in possession of the tariff of the
.3d of April, had directe d a tonna ge duty of 5 _cents, an<l an ad valorem duty of 15 per cent., to be c o_llected on imports .at Guyamas.
I have instructed Comman.d er Self ndge t o collect <l·ut1es under the
tariff of the 3d of April.
As soon as I am joined by the "Portsmouth," I shall proceed
in further execution of my plan of operations, as detailed in my letters, Nos. 35 and 50, of the 15th of June and 8th of October, thus
happily commenced by Capain Lavallette.
,
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient ser-

vant,

WM. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,
, Commanding Pacific squadror4. ·

Hon. JoHN Y. MAsoN,

Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D. rC.

>

i

,Enclosures with letter No. 54.
Report of Captain Lavallette on the capture of and operations at
Guay mas,. dated October 28, 184 7. .
,
Paper B-Summons to surrender, dated October 19, 1847.
Paper C-Refusal of Colonel Campuzano, dated October 19, 1847.
Paper D-Surrender of Guaymas by the municipal · authorit'iles,
dated October 20, 184 7.
, Paper E--Proc!amation of Captain Lavallette, <lated O.c tober 20 7

1847.

.

Paper F-Command of Guaymas assigned to Commander Montgomery, U. S. ship Portsmouth, dated October 21, 184:7.
Sketch of the port of Guay mas, .showing the positions of the
Congress and Portsmouth.
.

REPORT OF CAPTAIN LAVALLETTE OF THE CAPTURE AND OPERATIONS AT GUAYMAS.

u. s.

'

FRIGATE CONGRESS,

.li.t ~ea, October 28, 1847.
SIR: I acquainted you with my proceedings by a communication
Jeft. in the hands of Mr. Mott at San Jose, from the time of eailing
from Monterey to the 9th instant. On that day w:e sailed in comp any with the Portsmouth, and, on the 10th, signal ·was made to
her to examine a sail, seen in the southwest. The next day I was
i nformed by Coll mander Montgomery, that he had boarded the
Chilian brig "Argo" from Canton and the Sandwich Islands, with
.c argo belonging (as shown by bills of lading) to Wm: H. Robimon .
an American citizen, residing at Guaymas, and at the time on board
th e "Argo." She had sailed fror:n the port o( Guaymas, with cargo
for the Sandwich Islands, in February or March last, and was now
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destined for the west coast of Mexico, as expressed in the bills o,f
lading.
On examination of the papers of the "Argo,'' it was ascertained,.
and it was also acknowledged by the consignee and supercargo,.
Wm. ~- Robinson, that the greater part of the cargo, ronsisting of
China goods, was owned by himself, and that ·he, the said Robinson,.
is a citizen of the State of New York.
According to article 114, page 272, "Diplomatic code"-which
$tates that, "trading with an enemy by our own citizens, whetherfrom our own or foreign ports, is lawful cause of confiscation as
prize; and the offence is complete the moment the vessel sails with
intent to carry a cargo to the port of an enemy"-the cargo was
seized; but the brig was not seized, nor was that part of the cargo
which appeared to belong to the captain and mate. lt now became
necessary to secure the property liabl'e to confiscation in the manner
mest conducive to the public in.terest. The law directs that the
vessel shall be sent to the most convenient port, and there discharged, &c. To have done·so, would have required the detachment of an officer and ten men from the s1tip, which could not well
be spared, one of them being sixty men short of her complement,
and the other nineteen. Before deciding ia the case, however, I
received the tnclosed copy of a communication -from Mr. Robinson
to Commander -Nfontgomery, marked A, offering ransom for the
car_go, which, under the circumstances, I readily accepted.
I proceeded with the ''Portsmouth" up the gulf, accompanied
by the "Argo;" and, off Loretto, despatched the' former to look
into that port for the Dale. On the · evening of the 16th, anchored
in the outer roads of the harbor of Guaymas; and at noon on thefollowing day the "'Portsmouth" arrived, having learne_d that the
/ Dale had gone to La Paz. . We got under way, .a nd both sh_ips,
proceeded to the inn et harbor. Upon opening the town a very imposing fortress displayed the Mexican flag. The ships were an, chored for the purpose of having the channel sounded, preparatory
to warping as close !o the batteries as possible. I found upo~ ex·
' .ilIDination that a position could be taken from which the fortifications could be effectually bombarded; and, indeed, the targets at
; which the Mexicans appear to have been practising were dire~tly
in the line of the position we finally occupiecL The tide s erv1~g,
we commenced warping, and at midnight of the 18th the shifS
were within striking distance; but the enemy showed no disposition to fire upon us. In the meantime, one of our 32-pounders was
]anded on the is1and of Almagre; and by great exertion of Lieu-tenant Livingston, placed· in position, and in readine5is to fire upon
the works before daylight. A brass 7 -pounder was also, by grPat
exertion of Lieutenant Bartlett, of the Portsmouth, landed on the
Morro de Almagre, and placed upon a height during the night of
the 19th.
After our positions were all taken, (except.the latter,) as indicat~d
in the plan of attack herewith enclosed, I forwarded by Captam
Montgomery the communication marked B, demanding the sur·
render of the fortifications, &c., and authorized him to grant a de-
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fay of two hours for the removal of the. women and children. He
reported to me when he returned th t he had delivered my note to
-Colonel Campuzano, commander of the Mexican forces, who re-quested an extens;ion of the tim~ till five, p. m., to consider on the
importaht matter of surrendermg the works, as the persons he
wished to consult were some leagues in the country, and it required that time to enable him t:> see them. Considering that additional numbers could not much inorease their strength, Captain
Montgomery agreed 1o this extension, at the expiration of whicli I
received from the hands of a Mexican officer, accompanied by an
interpreter, an answer to my summons, marked C.
This being a refusal to surrender, I informed the bearer that suf:ficient time would be give'n for him and his companions to get to a
place of security, ,when I should open upon the fortifications. '
Night now approachiag, I determined to withhold our fire., that.
the enemy might uncover his batteries, and show us all the objects
of attack. Not a gun was fired by either ·party through the nigh_t.
At sunrise a gun fired from the Congress was the signal for actiob'>,.,
when the firing became general; _slow and deliberate until the
proper range ·and distance were obtained, then more rapid. Upon
getting the proper elevation of the · guns, a broadside was given
f :om the Congress which was dreadfully destru'ctive . . The explo~non of shells and clouds of dust which en·veloped the works and
town, told the de...astation that was going on. The firing · from the
~ortsmouth · was with g-reat accuracy ; and by the guns upon the
islands, one under command of Lieutenant Bartlett, the other under Acting Lieutenant Muse, great execution was done. To give
you an idea of the closeness of our fire, I may here mention that
the on]y man who exposed himself in the town, was instantly shot
down.
After a cannonade of three-quarters of an hour, a white
'1ag was sh.own from the sheltered side of point Lastro, wh,e n the ,
~ring immediately ceased, and a boat came off with a person bear~n~ a no.te; marked D.
On the receipt of this, he was directed to
rntorm the municipal authorities I would be' pleased to see them on
board. He soon returned with J. V. Sand ova], president and chairman 9f municipal officers, who ~tated that he was the only, me~ber
of the board that could appear, one being sick and the other with ,
the army or troops. which had evacuated the place.
,
.
This evacuation, we lea.med after the bombardment, had . taken
~l ace the night before,, with all the cannon t &c., and the town was
li terally deserted by its inhabitants. I now sent Lieut. ·Livingston
ashore to hoist the American flag on the fort, and issued a proclam~tion to the inhabitants of Guaymas, &c., of which paper marked
E 1s a copy, and in it I invited the civil ,officers to ~ontinue the
.p erformance of their functions. Lieutenant Bartlett was sent with
a copy to be given to the chief of the municipal authorities, and to ··
let h~m know th.a t I would land th·e ,n.e xt du, for the purpose of
mee trn~ them an<l learning -their dete:mination, so far as the procl~m ~tion c~ncerned t?e~. On landrng I was told that , the publi<;
butld mgs being much Injured by the bombardment, the authorities
would meet me at the house of Mr. Robinson, the late America.1t;
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,c onsul; and upon arriving there I •was met by Mr. Sandoval and
two others. Mr. Sandoval sta ed that after hearing the proclamation read he had consulted his colleagues, and · with their concurrence he · now declined to serve, inasmuch as it would be placing·
· himself under the orders of officers of the United States, which he
could not do. He was then informed that, in consequence of their
o~~~sion, they W?uld ·leave their property and tha_t of their fellow
c1tizens, to the nsk of robbery or other loss, from the want of municipal ·organization; to which they replied, they were aware of
that, but felt they must incur that risk, in connexio~ with a petition they wished to make for themselves and others, both natives,
and foreigners, viz: that in consequence of the military position
.held by Colonel Campuzano, on , tlie road to Hamacillo, he cut off
-all communication and supplies of water and provisions; hence, as
the few remaining citizens could not exist' in the. place for the want
of the necessaries of life, (besides the danger to persons between•
contending forces,) they asked permission to leave the town with
their effects, by water, for a village a few leagues to the· north of
Guay mas. The merchants and foreigners now presented themselves
and said, that, for the same reasons, they · were compelled to ask
leave to quit the , place, and r'emove their property to a place of
security. They were d istinct]y asked, if the town were ,garrisoned
b& U. S. forces, if ,they could not subsist themselves, when feeling
secure in ·their persons and property? To w-hich they rep]ied, thet
they were perfectly assured of complete protection by a garrison,
but for the above reasons would be ·unable to subsist themselves,.
and therefore· repeated their request to retire with their effects.
They were then informed that I had the power and the will to protect them where they were, and I assured them whether they re.m,oved or not, the port would be held by the U. S. forces to the end
of the war; but t,hat, in consideration of the condition to which they
would be reduced by want of supplies, I would grant their request_
in full, and would also assist in placing their property in security,
provided there w,a·s nothing contraband of ·war in it. At this, they
expressed their satisfaction. The morning of this day was occup'ied in destroying all the front bastions of the fort, and other
works on . the fron.t of the town, by blowing them up, thereby depriving the enemy of their shelter, should he attempt to occupy
the· works again, which I think, however, are now untenable under
the fire of a single sloop. Information was given me in the afternoon that the house of Mr. Robinson, late consul, containing muchvaluable property that conld not be conveniently removed, would
probably be plundered or destroyed during the night unless protected, and many merchants being still in the place,'! determined
~o station the marines of the two ships in the town for its protection,
.arra.nging a signal to be made on shore in the event of an approach
of the enemy. At 7, p. m., the signal was made,' and in less than
half an hour thre_e compapies of infantry, composed of the seamen
o.f the _Congress, were landed, completely equipped and prepared
for action. In a few minutes after, two companies from the Portsmouth, headed by Captain Montgomery, and two companies of ar-
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tillery from the Congress, were also landed. They were all JHlsted
in the best situations in the town and fort, in readiness to receivethe enemy. The rapidity with which this movement was made,
with almost a gale of wind in their faces, is highly creditable to
the officers and men . . On landing, I learned from Lieutenant
Zeilin, commanding the marines, that he had been informed by a.
spy that Campuzano was marching upon the town with six hundred
infantry, lancers, apd artillery, with three hundred in reserve; and,
indeed, he could himself hear their drums.
·
After taking position, we .rested upon our arms during the night;
the enemy abandoning his intention of attack, and falling · back to
his camp of the preceding day, about a league from the town.
On the 22d, the merchants, aided by Lieutenant Bartlett, with. & .
party of seamen and boats, were employed in removing the remainder of their property to a place of safety, which wa~ accomplished before night. It has been difficult to ascertain the exact
force of the enemy, but from all accounts it may consist of ahou.t
30() or 400 regulars, with some six or eight pieces of artillery o(
various calibres, and, perhaps, some 300 or 400 irregulars and Indians. A deserter came on board on the 23d with a large quantity
of cartridges, and reported that the army of Campuzano was i
great distress for the want of provisions, his inen being allowed
on!~ one biscuit a day, and that many were abandoning him, dese:ting by twenties, and throwin-g their muskets a way in the mou.a.tams. Considering now the force of a sloop of war sufficient t(J)
keep possession of the port, I directed Commander Montgomery
to remain with the Portsmouth, under the instructions, of which.
paper marked F is a copy. '
In the evening of the 23d, we left the harbor of Guaymas an.a:
ran over for ~oretto, to hear something .o f the Dale, with the: pt!rpose of. sending her to relieve the Portsmouth, where we arrived.
t?e next day, and learned that she had· gone to _La Paz, as memttoned before. Being in need of water, I proceeded to San Joseti
where I received intelligence of the recent assemblage of som.e.
twenty armed men, wh9 had been disarmed and dispersed by tb,e
people of that place. From hence I forwardeJ an order . to Commander Selfridge, of which• paper marked G is a copy.
· ·
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
E. A. F. LAVALLETTE, Captai,r,.
Comm,o dore WM. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,
Commanding Pacific sqtfadron.

I

:B,
I

U. S. FRIGATE CoNGREss,
Harbor of Guaymas, October 19, 1847.
SIR: The uncler.~ igned, commander of a division of the naval
forces of the United ·s tates, demands the surrender of all the forts:
and fortified places in and about the town of Guaymas, together
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·. with all the c·annon, small arms, munitionS' of war, and .other public
pro·perty contained th·e rein.
· ·
·
· The· dreadful consequences that would attend the bombardment
o~ the place, indu·ce the undersigned to 'hope that the authorities
will not con~pe'l him to resort to such a course by refusing to surre~der, _p~rtlcularJy as it may be seen by them, from the amount
and -pos1t16n of his •forces, that resistance would be·hopeless. Com.mande.r · ~. B_: M~ntgomery, United Sta·tes navy; th£ -bearer of this
commun1c~t10n, 1s fully authorized to enter i"nto an arrhng~ment
for.: the deh very .of the town and port of Guay mas, with the forts,
&c., mentioned above.'
'
It is scarcely necessary to add, that the perSO!!S of the ihhabit~nts, a~d pfivate · property oT every descripti'on, exc.ept the ship
prng, will be properly respected.
·
.
•
I · have . the honor to be, with great resp_ect, your obedient servant, . '
E.A. F:LAVALLETTE,
w

, Captain, commanding a division of the
naval forces of the United States.
DoN ANTONIO CAMPUZANO,

_Colonel, and milita~y commandant, Guaymas, Mexi~o.

C.
[Translation.]
HEAD-QUARTERS OF THE STATE OF SONORA,

Port of Guaymas, October 19, 1847.
The undersigned, commander-in-chief, ad interim, of the State
of Sonora, in ·. the republic of Mexico, has had the honor of receiving the official letter of this date, which the commander of
the division of the naval forces of the United States has been
pleased to ' address to him, demanding the surrender of the forts
ana. fortified places in and near this port, the delivery of the same,
as well as of the arms, munitions of war, anrl all public property
that may be in them.
Iri reply, he has to ~tate that, notwithstanding the terri?le co~sequences that may result fr-0m the bombardment, with which he 1s
threatened in. case of refusal, he is determined to perform the ~uties imp_osed on him by the position which he occupies, as a• sold:er
and citizen of the republic.
This being the case, the undersigned believes that the comma~der
of the naval forces of the United States will properly appreciate
his not acceding, either wholly or parti1dly, to the demand in the
above mentioned note. ·
He takes this opportunity of offering to the commander the assurances of his respect.
·
.
·
God and liberty.
·
ANTONIO CAMPUZANO.
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GuAYMAs, October 20, 1847.
This place having been ev-acuated by th 7 f?rces that occup_ied'_ it,

and there remaining none to make any resistance, the undersigned,

member of the ayuntamiento, (city council,) considers ic his duty"
to report the fact to the commander ·of the naval forces of the
United States, now at anchor in this bay, in order to perform the
duty which devolves upon him as the civil authority representing
the town of,-Guay'mas, and to prevent the disasters- Consequent UP.On

a bombardment. '
I have the honor to present my .respects to the commander,

.

J. V. SANDOVAL,

Fourth member of the city council.
To the commander of the naval forces of . the United S'tate{, at
anchor in this bay .

.fl

proclamation to the inhabit~nts of Guaymas and vicinity, now
in possesGion, of th~ arms of the United States.

KNow YE, That I, · E. A. F. Lavallette, commander-in-chief of
the United States forces, now in possession of. the port and tow!_). of
Guay mas and precincts, of the State of Sonora, republic of Mexieo, do declare and decree the following:
First. The port and town of Guaymas and precincts, ha Ting b'een
this day captured by thi arms of the United States, all functions of
?fficers, emanating from the government of the Mexican republic,
m the State of Sonora, have ceased to e:x;ist.
Second. With a view t@ the due preservation of order in the town
and jurisdiction of Guay.mas, the municipal authorities are invited
to continue in the performance, of their respective duties.
Third. ,The 'property of th~ church, and full toleration for all
forms of religious worship ~nd 9pinion, will be sacredly respect~d.
Four-th. The civil administration wiq, at all times, pe subje,c t to
the re·v ision and direction of the commander-in-chief, ~s he may
deem necessary f9r· the interest of the United States.
.
'
Fifth. The port and to~11i , will be held by the United ' States
forces; and as they will at..all times be held under the command of
destructive projectiles, it will be the interest ef all the inhabitants
t? give early and correct information of the apprioach of any hosh~e force; as the entry of such force into the town and precincts'
w ill at once draw the fire of the commanding batteries. ·
Sixth. The late civil authorities will at once make a full re\ urn
o f all public property in their jurisdiction, ·and poin t" out the same

•
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to an officer, who will be named, to .receive the same, subject to a
severe penalty for any neglect so to do.
.
Seventh. The chief of the ' civil ad ministration, when organized ,.
will make a daily report of all occurrences in the jurisdiction of
the commander-in-chief, al'ld be held accountable for any neglect
of this duty.
.
· Eiglith. The commander-in-chief of the United States forces:
will be at all times accessible t0 the · chief of the· ci vi! administratio~ for ad vice and co~nsel. ·
.
Ninth. The United State~, of Americ:;i are at war with the government of Mexico, but not her individual citizens in their private
capacities; hence, any citizen or resident who ,conducts himself
w.~th due respect and obedience to the existing authorities, sh~Il
be fully protected in all their rights and privileges, not inconsistent with the belligerent rights of the · United States while at war
wit~ the republic of Mexico. · .
Tenth. The port of Guaymas· will be open to all legal commerce
an,! the introductiom of all goods an<l merchandise, n'ot contraban d
of war.
Eleventli. The duties on entries, until otherwise ordered, will 7:>e
) five cents per ton and fifteen per · cent. ad valorem. The value in
,i.
port to be fixed by sworn appraisers, under the laws of the Unite d
States.
Twelfth. A collector of customs w:ill be named by the command er:.in-chief, anti duly announced.
·

·

,

.
E. A. F. LAVALLETTE,
Com~anding a division of the U. S : naval forces.

V. S. ·smP CoNGREss,
Guaymas, October 20, 184 7.

u. s.

FRIGATE CONGRESS,

Harbor of Guaymas, O.c<ober 21, 1847 .

. Srn: Having taken possession of the port, town, and batteries of
Guaymas, by the crews and batteries of the Congress arid Ports-·
mouth, and since destroyed all the works bearing upon the harb?r;
and after an interview held with the late municipal authorities
and foreign merchants of the place, who haye informed me_ of
their inability to exist in the place, in consequence of the suppl~es
of water and provisions being in the possession of the inten? r
forces, I have determined not to garrison the place by a force
the town, as in having given leave to the merchants to remove their
effects, (as reques'ted by them,) there will not be any interest to
protect by such garrison. I have, therefore, determined to leave
thi~ ~lace under your command, and to proceed with the Congress,
to Jorn Commodore Shubri ck, off Mazatlan; on my route, I shall

:n
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Jook into. La Paz and use every ,means to hurry the Dale ·to your
relief.
.
Your own knowledge and judgm'ent of the state of things will enable you to pursue ·such , measures, and t_o give to your su·c cessor
such instructions as will' best meet ' the views of our government,
&c. On being relieved, you will proceed to Mazatlan.
·
I am, respectfully; your -obedient servant,
·.
E. A; F. LAVALLETTE,
. , Captain anrl _senior' officer.
Commander J ., B. MoNTGOMERY,
United States ship Portsrno-uth._

' ·

· UNI.TED STATES

Smp

INDEPENDENCE,

Bay _oj1S.ait
Jose,• Lower
California,
-l'fovember
-4,, 1847 .
. l 't
.
I
f
Sui: I avail my~elf of the r~turn of th'e master cf. an -4,_m erioan
merchant vessel to the United States_, by the way -0( Central Ameri.r ,
ca, to inform the department that, on the 19th of October, the.JCon- ·
gress and Portsmout4, to.ok possession of t~e town of Guay~as, in
the State of Sonora.
, ,
,
1
.,
•
,
I have statio~ed Jhe ·p~le tbe~e, with instructions to Commodore
Selfridge to collect duties under the ta.riff of 3d April, 1847.
I arrived off thi~. ,place oµ tp.e 27th ult., qnd ha.ve been .engaged
in quelling some .,revolutiona_ry. , mpvements here, and at.· TodQSi
Santos, about 80 miles from San Jose. ,
In a few days I pro'ceed to -the coa-st of Mexico, and sq-all take
the earliest safe opportunity to forward a detailed report o t~e
operations of the squ~1~ron; at ;Gµp.ymas and other places. ·
I have the h,?nor to b,e, 13ir, very respectfully, you: obedient servant,
· W. BRANFbitn' SI;IUB'RICK, .
_Commanding Pacific squadron.
Hon. JOHN Y.. MASON,
Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D. C.
I

'

1

l

.,

•

No. 56.
'

tJ NITED

.

.
'

a

J

STATES SHIP INDEPENDENCE,

(

Bay of Sa71r Jose, Lower Qafif,ornia, N~'l!i er;iber 5, 184_7 . .
Srn: Understanding, after my arrival at this place; that doubts
wer e ent~rtain~d by many persons as to the ultimate intentions of
the government of the United States in relation to Lower Califor-nia, and that, if an impression could be made on their minds thab
th ey were never to return to the rule of Mexico, many would
declare in our favor, who are now restrained hr prudential motives,
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.1 have issued a proclamation, a copy of which is enclosed with
this.
The assurance given of the intention o.f the United States government, is quoted from the instructions of- the department to the
commander , of the squadron in the, Pacific ocean-; of the 11th of
January, 1847.
,
, '
_
Since I have been here, Lieutenant Colonel J3ur.ton has visited
me from La ·Paz. He states. that there is much dissatisfaction in
the territory, but does not apprehend any move'ment that he cannot
repulse. A regular force of from five hundred to ~~ thousand men,
some of them mounted, is,,in his ;opinion :fs well as mine, necessary
for the quiet possession of Lower California, the population of
which amounts to between twelve- and t·h irteen thousand, is more
warlike than that of Upper Cal_ifornia, and is, besides, more easily
-encouraged and assisted by Mext~o··. Lieutenant Colonel Burton
· has but one hundred and ten men with him, and none mounted.
He, therefore, must confine himself to the defence of La Paz. Our
flag is not, flying at any other plac~, anl it would have an injurious
effect to hoist it anywhere, unless a force can be left with it to keep
it up. The drcumstance .of its h~ving bee'n hoisted' at San Jos-e and
S·ah Lucas, under ·a national salute at each place, and · hauled down
in a few day.s, has tended to produce the _state of d•o ubt in the minds
of the people mentioned , above'. A ship of : war' ·,c an remain at La
Paz all the year round; but at the other places, the flag, if hoisted,
must be protected by a force stationed ori shore.
· 1 ' ,
The_ repor~s1 of Commander Montgomery of h'is 9petations on the
. coast 10 >April l'ast, sent, ·I presume, t@ t~e department by Commodore Biddle, give much inform.ation on this subj'e ct.
1

*
*
*
*
*
*, .
*
. · I ~ave the ;honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient
servant,
f; •

W. BRANFORD 'SHUBRICK,
Commanding Pacific sq·uadron.

Hon. JoHN Y. MAsoN,

Secretary _of the Navy, Washington, D_. C.

To the people of Lower California.
The undersigned, commander-in-chief of the ~aval forces of the
United States in the Pacific ocean, has learned that certain persons,
unfriendly to the maintenance of the power of the United States in
Lower California, have been busy in encouraging disaffection, and,
uRder the plea of ·patriotic motives, are endeavoring to raise a party
to serve their own selfish purposes.
He is -informed of the names of those who are thus busy in disturbing the peace, with a view only to take adv·a ntage of a state
of misrult! and disorder, to plunder their more peaceable fellowcitizens.
It will be in the power of the commander-in-chief, very soon, to
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turn his attention more particularly to Lower California. He, in
the meantime, invites the well-disposed to stand fast in their fidelity, and he warns the evil-disp-osed that they will be sought whenever they may endeavor. to conceal themselves, and \v.;hen found,
will be'treated with severity.
Thdlag of t~e United States is destined to wave: fore,rer overthe California,s. " No . contingency can be forseen in which the
United. States
ever surrender or. r,elinquish their possession of
the Californias."
It is the duty of the mi,nisters of religion to promote peace )
It is understood that some of them, forgetful of this dutyr have
been engaged in encouraging discord; they are known, a_nd if they
continue such practic.es, will, when apprehendecl, be treated in tµe
harshest man,ner; those , on the contrary, who behave as gtiod citizens, shall' receive, as such, the kindest treatment, and ,~-in_ad di tion,,
a11 the respect due to their sacred functions.
Given on board the United States ship Ind.ependenc~, at the bay
of San Jo.se, Lower California,' this 4th day of November, A. D.
1847.
'1
'l
W. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,
Commander-in-,c ~ief of the U. S, : naval 1
force in the Paci.fie ocean.

will

'

tJ . .~~ 'Smp

.

l,NDEPENDENCE;, ,

Gulf of C,atifornia, No7J~mber 9, ISF,
Sm: In my' eio'romunica~ion N ~- 55, ~f ,November 4th, I spoke of
being engagfd in. m~asures to que,H so,me fo$urrectionary movements
in Lower California:
'
,
On the 31st uitimo, .I s~nt to "Todos Sa~tos ." a mounted party
of thirty, officers, seamen and marines, (not being able to mo,u nt a
larger number at so ,short a notice,) for the purpose of searching
out and suppressing any insurrectionary moveme·nts that might be
on foot at that place. · On the 7th ins_t., ,the expedition returned,
and I enclose with this the, report of Lieµten.ant Montgomery Lewis,
its commander.
·
·
Th_e visit of the squadron at this time to Lower California proves
to have been most opportune . . The town of San Jose is, at some
seasons of the year, 't he principal' commertial ma:rt of this territory'
and a majority of tqe inhabit;rnts are friendly to the government
of the U mt/d States.
,
.
In other towns, however, as at" Todos .Santos," a feeling of hostility is kept up and 1 insurrectionar y parties raised by two priests
and a sergeant from Mexico, the whole said to be U:nder a Colonel
Pined2, from Mazatlan, -and who has threatened to come to San
Jose and put to ' death a'll friendly to the flag of the United States.
The American citizens resident h.ere had fled to La: Paz; the Cali ..
fornians friendly td us who could not fi e~ were in a great state of
'
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-consternation-some of them burying themselves' in the sand at
night for concealment, and whole families sl.eeping on the beach,
to be near the squadron; .tbe flag of the !Jnite_d States had been.
raised under a national salute, and , protection promised; a collector
of our cus toms had been appointed, who had to flee for safety.
A deputation of friendly citizens waited on me, and o·n· consultation with them, I decided ·to hoist the fla-g :of the United States
.again and protect it. · For this purpose,Il helve st~tioned Lieutenant Charles Heywood, with four passed midshipmen ·and twenty
marin.es. .from ,this ship, th'e Cyane~ an<l Congress, in the mis~ion
house, \\\ith a nine-pounder c.arronade, and have furnished carbines
and, ammuJlit'ion to be ·placed in• the han~s, when required for use,
of the Americans and friendly Ca:lifornians. A,· copy of. instructions ,to Lieutenant Heywood is, enclosed with ; this. . He is an
ofE.-cer of firmn~ss and discretion, and I have no doubt will maintain
his position without difficu.Ity.
_
I have instructed him to collect duties under the tariff of the 3d
of Apr_il, 1819, as modified for California by ' Governor ~ason an~
myself, and reported in our communication of October 9, No. 52.
This party, with the gun, provisions, &c., was landed on the
morning of the 8th, through a high rolling surf, with great skill
and dexfrrity, under .the direction of Lieutenant Commanding
· Richard Le Page of the Independence.
. The flag of the United States is now flying at Guaymas, in Sonora, at La Paz and San Jose, in ~ower California, and duties are
,collected at those places.
·
··
Lieutenant .Colonel Burt.on, with whom I ha1 e freely consulted,
concurs with 'me i~ the opinion· that the measures now taken will
effectually protect San Jose, but it is of great importance that he
·$'hou'.ld be str'engthened in · his ·comma•nd, so as td _be able to post
deta'c hments at San Lucas, Loretto,i.and Muleje, and enable me to
withdraw the men of the squadron from San Jose, ·
.
. f , have the honor to be, -sir, ,·ery respectfully, your obedient serYa!lt,
. W. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,
Command_ing Pacific squadron.
Hon. JoaN Y. MASON, .
Secretary of the Navy, Wash~ngton, D.

__

{_

RiEPORT OF LIEUT. LEWIS OF HIS PROCEEDINGS AT TODOS SANTOS,

•

u. s.

SHIP INDEPENDENCE,

Bay of San Jose, November 8, 1847.
Srn: I have the honor to report, that in obedience to your order
of the 31st ultimo, I started in the afternoon of the first instant,
with the expedition under my command, travelling that night until
10, P: m., when _I encamped at "Ascension rancho," distant about
15 mdes from San Jose.
I made an early start the next ,morning and proceeded on rnr
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mte to Todos Sa.ntos, where l arrived on the morning of the 4th
instant after a very fatiguing journey, an J quartered my command
in the 'houses attaclied to the mission. Soon after leaving San
Jose, I received information that a considerable body of armed
men, numbering some four 1 or fiy~ ,hundr,e,d, .had 1 ~ollected . near
Todos Santos, and that two, other b9.dies were 1'ying ,i n ambu8ih on
the road.
,
,
·
This information, togethe_r with the badness of_. the r9l}ds, whic.h
are nothing more than pa~hs through gullries washed ou~_ during th~
rainy season over th~ mount,ains, and in most places barely }Vi<le
rnough for one horse to pass, compelled me to advance slow Ty and
with great caution. ,. Moreover, the extreme ,heat obliged me to halt
two or three hour~ in , the middle 1of th,e day to .reqruit the men an-d
horses.
,
1,
.
The whole ·country between the, two places, wi~h the exception
-Of San Jacinto, a large rancho on the bank~ on the arroya San Jacinto, owned by Padre ; Gabriel Qonzale~, upon w~ich is raised
sugar, tobacco,_an·d corn,, appears to be nothing but b1:1rrnn ridges
of gran,i te mountains. , There are on the route ,a f~w miserable ranchos, the inhabitants of whi,ch appear to gain their livelihood from
raising cattle which range over the , mountains. , The mission. of
Todos San1os, contains about .fi\·e hundred souls, and the l~nd about
it, except- the valley, which is about five miles in length by one in
breadth, with a rich soil, well watered and cultivated, is 1µou~tainous and poor. _ ;
·
., ;
~
.
I found the ~nhabitants, ho.th on the route and at To1dos Santos,
(the t1isaffected ones wh,i~h, from_.~hat .I could learn,, are ,but a
small nu m per of worthless men, having fled upon my approach,)
very friendly and oMiging, expressing strong wi~hes for peac,e arid
quietness and to qe under the governmept of the, Uni ~~ d ~taies ..
I heard vari~us ~umors,. from time to till}e, o,f large r 9o~ies of
armed men being in different parts of the country, and that they
were about attacking me; but I am unable to find any t>f them. ·
I remained at ~odos Santos until the afternoon of the pth instant,
whe n I left on my return, in order to be on boa,rd shi_R by the time
specified in your orders, and .arrived,' as ,you are aw'ar~, with the
command in good health, &c., on the evening of the 7th~instant.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your oBedient &ervant,
MONTGOMERY LEWIS,
1

Lieutenant D. S. N.
To Commddore W. BRANFORD SHUBRICK, ·
·
·
Commander--in-chiej .of the United States
naval forees in the Paci.fie .

•
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•

U. S. SmP lNDEP.E NDENCE,
San Jose; Lower California, November 7, 1847.
Srn: You will take command of a party of officers and marine~ ,
detailed for duty in San Jose, a ro,ll . of wl.ich accompanies this.
The object of the detail of the party is the defence and security of
the town of San' Jo~e, and the protection of the portion of the inhabitants who are well disposed to the cause of the United States.
You wil1 be very careful to preserve order and discipline in the
command, confining your men, as much as possible, to the quarters
assigned them, and allowing none to be out of their quarters between sunset and sunrise; and keep-ing officers, as well as men ,
night and day, in such situations . t,hat they can be rallied at a mo·
ment's warning. Seventy-five carbines, with the necessary ammunition, will be furnished you from the Independence, ( this is besides
the arms of the marines;) they are intended to be used by such of
the well-disposed citizens as you may· be of opinion, after due inquiry, can be confided in as an auxiliary guard; the carbines to be
in their hands only when required for use, and, when ~ot in use, to
be in your keeping·.
You are charged with the military police· of the town, and will
make and enforce such regulations for its quiet anti security as you
may deem necessary.
On this subject you will consult with Lieutenant Colonel Burton>
governor of the territory, and be guided by his advice.
Provisions for thirty days will be furnished you from this ship,
and you are authorized to make a contract for fresh beef and vegetables, and, on the return of the ship, your bills will be paid . .It
is understood that you can be quartere<l at the old mission building, which is ample for quarters and store-house. A small carriage
gun will be furnished to Jou, to be ust->d for the defence of the
building. You will communicate fully and frequently with Lieutenant Colonel Henry S. Burton, at La Paz, who will afford you
counsel and ai<l if necessary.
.~
,
Much is expectP.d from your prudence and disc.retion in your
command. A people whose language and customs differ from ours
are to be conciliated.
Th~ir religion is to be respected, and every effort, consistent with
o~r rights over a conquered country,, made to convert them into
friends.
T?e revenue will be collected by you, under the regulations es ·
tabl~shed by Governor Mason and myself; a copy of which will be
furnished yo_u.
You will hoist the flag of the United States on the mission house
or some other convenient place.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. BRANFORD SHUBRICK, .
.
Commanding Pacific squadron.
Lieutenant CHARLES HEYwoon,
U. S. navy, San Jose, Lower California.
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No. 58.
REPORT OF THE OCCUPATION OF MAZATLAN.

r

UNITED STATES SHIP INDEPENDENCE,

Harbor of Mazatlan, .November 12, 1847.
S1R: After having provided. for the security of Lower California,
as detailed in ,ny letters, numbered 55 and 56, I left the bay of San
Jose on the 8th instant, and stood over for the coast of Mexico,
with the Independence, Congress, Captain Lavallette, and Cyane,
Commander Du Pont. Light winds retarded our passage, and,
although we made the high lands near Mazatlan on the afternoon
of the 9th, we did not anchor until 7, p. m., of the 10th. I p1aced
the ships as marked in the chart of the harbor, which accompanies
this: the Independence with her broadside to the town, the Congress com1:Ilanding the old harbor and the road leading northward,
and the Cyane commanding the landing of the new harbor. 'The e
dispositions were not completed until 10, p. m.
At 7, a. m., of the 11th, I sent a flag of truce, and a summons to
the civil aµd military authorities, a copy of which is with this,
marked A.
Captain LavaJlette was told, on inquiry, that Colonel Don Rafael
Telles was military commandant and civil governor.
He positively refused to meet tho officers bearing the tlag, bnt
sent three persons, two officers and a citizen, to act on his part.
To these persons the summons was read, with a . memorandum of
the terms that I was willing to grant. At half past ight the flag
returned. Preparations were now made for landing. .Between this
time and meridian I receiveu the communication, marked .B, from
the president of the council, on the part of the civil authorities.
Between meridian and one, p. m., I ]anded with betw en .five and
1ix hundred seamen and marine , with fiv~ field pie t., at the mo:e
of the new harbor, under the cover of the gun. of the Cyanc. No
oppo ition was made to our landing, and Wt! marc;h cl through the
town to the barracks, occupied the day before by olon ·I T II·
ith eight hundred men, and hoisted the flag of the nit •cl talc
at ten minutes past one o'clock, uricl~r a alut • of tw ·nty-on • gun
from the Independence. I under tan_d that T q(:., aft :r.tuaring my
ummons ~o pieces ia pr encc ? 111. troop , and , ritrng ~ th.
I tter arke<l C, (which I rec •1ved in the aftcrnoou,) buri •d lu
un an<l moved off to some di 'tance from th to, .
Ynz tlan is a very. important comm •rcial port, th• mo t import~nt Iexican port on the Paeific, a~cl. has abo_ut t ·11 thou nnd inli it nt . It can be held, in th opinion of Lu ul nant Hall· ,
f
l
ngin er corp , again t a large fore·, by tl_1r e hun_dr d 11 n .
• •11 m ke all arrang ment in my po_ 1:r for it,
·uraty,_ ncl l • ·
l In charg of Captain Lavallett ·, w1 ~ tit' on r · fr, rat·, : nd
b en in addition
ca11 be . par d lrorn th
qu rlron.
I ncl e n Ii t of the lJi ·er who 1 nd d on th i 'oc 't ion, and
o c ~ho bor th
umrnon .
11
r
n iou lo lau~l; for my
tt htn to oc upy 1azatlan }ad bccom kno rn some ll c prcvi-
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to our arrival; we had heard in California of the threats indll!.
ged in by Telles, and expected .a warm contest. ·
Whi]e I rejoice, for the sake of humanity, that this conquest ha·
been bloodless, I can s_carcely suppress a ~eeling of regret that th
gallant officers and men under my comm~nd have been deprived,h!
the prudence of Colonel Telles, of showing what they could do i
the cause of their counlry. A quantity of arms,. &c., has bee~
found near the cuartel, and one of the buried guns-a beautifo[
"brass IS-pounder-has been dug up, and it is hoped that ·others maJ
'be found.
.
.
I brought from California two long 24-pounders, with carriagei
completer four 8-iach mortars, and have five field pieces in the
squadron, all of which I shall place in battery for the defence of
Mazatlan.
· When I left Monterey, G:overnor Mason was of opinion that Lieu·
tenant Colonel Burton, with- one hundred of the New York volun,
teers, could join me, and wrote to him to that effect, but the unex·
pected state of affairs ·in Lower California not only deprived me o:
this aid, but obliged me to leave five officers ·and twenty marines
for the security of Sa.a J os~.
.
·
I feel greatly the want of Colonel Burton's men, on whom I ban
confidently calc'ulated; but I considered it so important that thi)
· _]>lace should be held that, although aJl the ships are ~hort of com·
p]ement-this ship and the Congress largely so-I could not make
up my mind to forrgo its occupation.
I shall have 'to keep almost all the squadron here for some timet
and, unless reinforced by troops, the · place must be evacuated in
June, or held at a great_risk to the ships. Lieutenant Colonel Burr
ton and myself have written, conjointly, to Governor Mason 0_11
the subject, and, as I 1:rn<lerstand ~arge reinforcements are on the~r
wa.y to California, I confidently · expect some may, be sent to this
place. A commission of office-rs, of the squadron and members of
the civil government, is now arra ing terms of occupation, of
which a copy will be ~ent with this, if concluded in time.
The "Erie," Lieutenant Commanding James M. Watson, touched
here on her way home, an~ I now despatch her to Callao.
.
I have the honor to be, sir, _most respectfully, your obed1en
.servant,
W. BR~NFORD SHUBRICK,
Commanding Pacific squadron.
Hon. JoHN Y. MAsoN,
Stcretary of tJ,,e Navy, Washington, D. C.
C>US

A.
UNITED STATES

S1nP

INDEPENDENCE,

Off' Mazatlan, .November 11, 1847.
The town of Mazatlan is herPby summoned to surrtndtr to the
United States 1iaval forces under my command.
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Foreign con~uls, and other foreign residents, are advised of this
movemei..t, that they may goTe:rn themselves accordingly . .
Four hours from delivery of this summons will be allowed for
consideration; during which, none but foreign consuls and their
families will be per-qiitted to leave .t he place, and, at the end of
which time, if the town is not surrendered, hostilities will commence.

,

W ... BRANFORD SHUBRICK,

Commander-in-chief of the U. S. naval force.s
in the Pac~fic ocean.
To the CHIJ:F AuTHORITrns, MILITARY

AND

C1vIL,

.

Of Mazatlan, State of Sinaloa.
,

I

B.
·[Traaslation.]

MUNICIPAL COUNCIL OF THE PORT OF MAZATLAN.

Po:aT

OF MAZATLAN,

November 11, 184:7.
The undersigned, president and representatives of the respectable municipal council of this port, have the honor of addressing
themselves to the sefior commorlore of the naval forces 1 of the
United States . of America, to inform him that theY' have been a·pprised, through the commander g•'neral of this port, of the
summons which the s-e:fior commodore has. sent to him this
morn~mg.
_The undersigned civil authorities believe it to be their first duty
to make known to the sefior commodore that, as they have no vote
in the military dehherat1011s, they know not what may be their
re~olution. But, considering that the time granted is ve.ry short,
the undersigned desire to have it extended somewhat, that they
may, in the meantime, interpo~e their mediation-with the command~nt genera.I, in order to prevent, if possib!e, t~e hostil~ties which
will · follow the r t' fusal.
On the other hand, ,t he undersigned make known t9 .t he seil6r
commodore that this port was evc1cuated since last night by tb·e
· military force, and that, from the outposts to within the city, there
is no other force than a small num~er of persons composing the
police for the maintenance of go6d ordfl.
'
To the , prudence and justice of the senor commodore, it is reserve(!} to give to this communication all the consideration which it
demands, 1t being understood that this community ho,oe that, for
these reasons, such considerations will be granted them as humaflity and the laws of nations dem.i11d under like circumstances.
The satne respecta,ble junt3 who has the honor of addressing the
senor commodore, have thoug,ht proper to appoint its president to
deliver this communication.

092 .
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f T _hhe Uun~~rsigned assure ~he ~efior. comniodo.re of the nayal forces
o t ~e mted States of their ,high consideration
.
JOSE VASA VILBARO,
J. F,RAN90. DrE iEoN.

.

foNo. HERn.'iaA,

'

·

Secretary pro tempore.

,
C.

[Translation.]
PoRT OF MAZATLAN, November 11, 1847,
.flt the camp of "Palos Prietos," at eleven o'clock, a. m.

The commandant general of the St3te of Sinaloa, to all whom it
may concern, . makes known that on this cfay, 'at .a quarter past
eight in the morning, a parley' from the American squfidron has
summoned the forces under his command to surrender, giving four
hours' time to receive a rep.ly.
This division being, since yesterday, at this camp, the general
commandant of the State of Sinaloa replies, that the forces under
his orders are not of necessity obliged to surrender.

RAF. TELLES.
To the

CoMMODOB.E

Of-the .11.merican squadron.

D.
M~zATLAN,

1

November 13, 1847.

The United State_s naval forces having occupied the town of
Mazatlan on the 11th instant, the commissioners, appointed by
Commodore W. Branford Shubrick, commander-in-chief, on the
par~ of the United States, and the ju~to m u~icipal of Mazat!an,
have this day agreed upon the followrng articles of occupat10n,
· the Mexican military force having· previously evacuated the
town:
.11.rticle 1.-The inhabitants of Mazatlan shall continue in the
full possession of all their property, in the enjoyment of which
they shall not be disturbed.
. .
.
.flrticle 2.-Absolute freedom of rehg1011s worship and ce-remonie1 is solemnly guaranteed .
.IJ.rticle 3.-=-Protection is solemnly guaranteed to all inoffensive
persons in town and to their property, and it is clearly understood
th.at no private building or property is to be taken or used by the
·forces of the United States, without previous arrangement with the
owners, and for a fair equivalent.
·
.11.rticle 4.-The munic"pal authorities are to remain in and exercise th~ functions of their respective offices in a11 that does not
appertam to the military occupation of the tow.ll, They are to
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receive .and control the. disbursement of all the moneys accruing to
the town for its support as heretofore, and they are to e~force all
the military regulations tending to ·the good o.rder and quiet of the
town, promulgated by the military commander.
·
,
,..JJ.rticle 5 .-:All arms, munitions of war; buildings and property
of every description belonging to the Mexican -government shall
be delivered to the persons authorized to receive iliem by the
commander-in-chief, and the municipal authorities are to point out
where they are to be found, when required .
.11.rticle 6.-N o armed person shall be permitted to pass out of the
town, and no arms, munitions of war, or public property of any
kind will be allowed to pass out without a permit from competent
authority.
·
.11.rticle 7.-.A municipal guard of one hundred men are to be
organized, subject to such regulations as the comm.a}!d~r-in-chief
may establish. This guard will preserve order, and maintain a
strict police in the town.
.11.rticle 8.-All persons are ·proliibited from car'rying or using
concE·aled weapons.
·.
, ·
.11.rticle 9.-The stores for the sal-e of dry goods and provisions
will be opened from this day, but , those for the sale of liquors
must conform to the military regulations of the place, and all per- ,
sons are prohibited from giving or disposing of any liquors to any
sailor, marine, or soldier of the United States forces.
Jlrticle 10.-The junto municipal will not be required to afford
military aid or service of any kind in favor of or for the use of the_
forces of the United States.
The above articles are subject to the approval of the commander-in-chief.
_ ·
Of the foregoing agreement, two cop~es have been made, QJle to·
remain with the commander-in-chief of the United States naval
force, and the other to be kept by the "junto municipal" of thetown of Mazatlan.
J6SE VASA VILBARO,
President •.
PEDRO GAMA,
J. FRANCO. DE LEON,
JUAN B. MORRISBAIRY,
PEDJ:lO P. PELAN,
' Scro . .fl.cc. as legal translator for G. Reiger;

S. F. DU PONT,
,
Commander U. S. Navy ..
FREDK. CHATARD,
Lieutenant· U. S. Navy ..
RODMAN M. PRICE, .
Purser Y. S. Navy,.
THOS. MILLER, .
Secretary to commissioner,.~_
Approved:

W. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,

•

Commander-·in-chief..._

I
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Li~t of officers who landed under a jfog of truce, with summons t,
the town.
·
Ca pt_ain E. A. F ~ Lavallette, United States frigate Congress;
Flag L1eut_e ant Henry H. Lewis; Lieutenant H. N·. Halleck, United
States engrneers; Henry La Reintrie, secretary and interpreter.

Landing of the forces from squadron.
From tlu Independence's sta.ff.-Commodore W. Branford Shub~ick, commander-in-chief; Fleet Surgeon Samuel Moseley; Flag
Lieutenant ~e'nry H. Lewis; Acting Lieutenant John Rut]edge,
from the Ene; Secretary Henry La Reintrie, aid; Passed Midshipman G. V. Deni~ton, aid-with a guard 0f ten men.
.
_Lieutenant Commanding R~ S. Page, commanding division; Lieutenant Montgomery Lewis, commanding first company of infantry,
40 strong, with Passed Midshipman F. S. Conover as second officer;
Lieutenant John B. Randolph, commanding second company of infantry, 40 strong, with Passed Midshipmaa Earl English as second
officer; Lieutenant J . .B. Carter, commanding third company of
infantry, 40 strong, with Midshipman R. Chandler as second officer;
_Master Henry A. Wise, commanding four.th company of infantry,
40 strong.
The mariRes, 50 stro'n g, under command of Lieutenant w.
Russell, United States marine corps; Passed Midshipman Reuben
Harris, in the launch with light field pieces, was left at the landing t~ protect the boats, with upwards of 100 men, armed with carbines, who acted as boat keepers. ·.

w.

From tke Congress.-Captain E. A. F. Lavallette, commanding
the whole force under the immediate command of the commanderin-chief.
_
"
The artillery, under the command of Lieutenant J. W. Livingston, composed of 45 men, with three pieces, each under the charge
of an officer; the first under Midshipman Benjami'n F. Wells, the
second under Boatswain George Smith, and the third under Carpenter J .· Southwick.
.
The infantry, first company, 60 strong, under Lieu.tenant
Tbos. P; Green, :with Passed Midshipman Chas. H. Baldwm and
Acting Midshipman A. Laval1ette as officers; second company, 45
strong, under Lieutenant E. G. Parrott, with Midshipman
. Mitchel as 'second officer; • third company, 45 strong, under L1~11t.
Fabius Stanley, with Midshipman Joseph Parrish and A. R. Simmons as officers.
·
The marines, 36 strong, under the tommand of First Lieutenant
aco b Zeilin.
Surgeon Daniel S. Green.
Acting Master J. F. Stenson, aid to Captain,Laval1ette.

!"m·
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From, the· Cyane-Commander S. F. Du Pont, commanding divi~"5ion, Purser, R. M. Price; Passed Assistant Surgeon C. D. Maxwell,

Midshipman Vanderhorst, aid.
Lieutenant S. C. Rowan, commanding . infantry, company A;
Lieutenant George L. Selden, 40 strong, Mids~ipman A. Allmand .
second officer, company B; Actin_g Lieutenant A. McRae, 40
1;trong, Midshipman E. Shepherd second officer. ·

.11.rtillery.-Acting Master D. McFairfax, commanding light field_
piece with six men.
.
Midshipman R. F. R. Lewis ii:t the launch, with 20 men, to pro1ect the boats.
·
The marines, 11 in number,_ under. Sergeant Forrei,;;t. (The bal~mce of the guard left at San Jose.)
From the. Erie.-Lieutenant Commanding J. M. Watson, Purser
·Charles Murray, Midshipman Thomas Lee, Midshipman A. M .
De Bree, Midshipman R. R. Carter, and 28 men, whose terms of
service have expired, under the command of Acting Master C. W .
Hays.
.
·
The entire force, including officers, seamen, and marines,
amounted to 730 men. In this number is included the boat ¥eepers
-~t the htndin~.
·
i:I. LA REINTRIE, Secretary.

No. 63.

u. s. SHIP INDEPENDENCE,
Mazatlan, November 25, 1847.
S1R: · Previous letters have informed you of the measures taken _
for the security of Lower California. I regret to say that accounts recently received from that territory are not favorable. Last
evening a launch arrived, despatched by Lieutenant Charles Heywood, with information that he is pressed by the enemy in numbers greatly superior to his own. He had r,e pulsed an attack, however, in which the enemy had seven killed..;._one of them a general,
Mejares, and numbers wounded. Of our party, one was wounded.
In one hour after the despatch was received, the Southampton
was towed out of the harbor with a supply of men,_ ammunition,
and provisions, which I have every r_e ason to believe will arrive in
time to relieve Lieutenant Heywood from his embarrassments.
Lieufenant Commanding Robert D. Thorburn is directecl to remain at San Jose as long as the presence of his ship may be necessary for the support of the party on shore.
'
Lieutenant Heywood and his party deserve great praise for the
gallantry with which th.ey have sustained themselves under very
trying circumstances.
The population of Lower California being entirely Mexican, is .
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-very hostile in its .feelings to~ards the United 'States, and it willbt
necessary to keep a vessel of war constantly in the gulf of Califor,
nia for the proteGtion of the flag.
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient ser·
-vapt,

W . BRANFORD SHUBRICK,

· Commanding Pacific ~quadron.
The Hon. JoHN Y. M4s0N,
Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D. C.

No. 59.

U. S. Smp INDEPENDENCE,
Mazatlan, November 1~, 1847.
Sm: I hflve the hono.r to forward - the report of Commander
' Thomas 0. Selfridg~, of his proce edings at Loreto al}d Muleje,
with accompanying documents, marked A and B. I am sure that the energy and judgment of Commander Selfridge on this occasion will receive the . commendation of the de·partment. ·
I am, .sir, very respectfully, your obedient' servant,

W. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,
Commanding Pafific squadron.
Hon. JoHN Y. MAsoN,

Secretary of the Navy, Washington, .D. C.

REPORT OF COMMANDER. SELFRIDGE OF HIS PROCEEDINGS AT LORETO
AND MULEJE.

u. s.

SHIP

DALE,

Harb-0r of La Paz,·Lower California, October IO, 1847.
Srn: I ha;e the . honor to report that, after arriving off San Jose
with the Congress, September 19, and Captain Lavallette having
informed me that no news of importance had been received there,
I pr~ceeded, in obedience to my instructions, to this plac~, whe~e
I arnv eJ September 23. I found the Lexington here, and 1mmed1ately directed Lie tenant Commanding Benley to prepare for sea
and proceed to Monterey.
·
·
.
Upon the representation of Lieutenant Colonel Burton, that disaffection to our _authority existed at Loreto and Muleje, and that
munitions. of war had been landed at this latter place from Guaymas~ I prepared this ship for sea, sailed from hence on the .26th
ultimo, and anchored at Loreto on the evening of the 28th. I
found all quiet there, but learned that arms and ammunition had
been received at Muleje from -Guaymas, and two hundred men had
been landed there from Mexico.
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I arrived at Muleje on the afternoon of the 30th. As we ap-yroach_e d t,!ie anchorage no one was seen
tw(j persons? mounted
2nd armed, whom I took for scouts. Hopmg some one might come
~ff, from whom information could be obtained of the condition of
"things on shore, I ran in under English colors, with a signal for a
pilot. 4fter a ·lapse of time, no one coming off, I hauled down the
.English colors and hoisted the American, and sent Lieutenant T.
A. M. Craven on shore with a white flag, under cover of our guns,
to gather intelligence of the state of affairs . . He was met by a per~on with a white fla g , who informed him that the place was in possession of Mexican forces; that troops had been landed there from
Mexico; that th ey disclaimed the jurisdiction of the United . States,
and concluded by a threat to fire upon us if we attempted to enter
the creek. On Lieutenant Craven's return, I despatched l,im with
four boats and fifty men, to cut out a small schooner lying about
half a mile up the creek, having sprung one broadside to a position
to cover the boats and command the valley on either side of the
creek. . The schooner was brought out, after some delay produced
by her having been scuttled and lying partially aground. During
the operation, a large number of persons came down on the right
bank of the ··cre ek, the majority on foot, wit hin range of our battery, and nearly within musket range of the cutting-out p.a rty, but
-o ffered no op·position to our proceedings. I had given orders not
to fire unless fired upon from the shore.
'_fhe vessel proved to be the schooner Magdelen, owned by Jesus
Mandana~ of Guaymas. She was strippPd of everything moveable
but her cables and anchors. I subsequently burnt her at sea, after
taking from her all articles of value, as she was very old and retarded our sailing.
On the morning of October 1st, I again sent Lieutenant Craven
on shore, with a white flag, directing him .to ask to see the alcalde,
and inquire if he had received a proclamation from the United
States military comc1; ander of Lower California. Also, to offer four
propositions to him:
l'st. To preserve a strict neutrality during the war pending between the United States and Mexico.
_2 ~. To surrender all arms, ammunition, &c., belongi.ng to the
Mexicans.
.
·
.
3d. To deliver up the sails, rigging, &c., of the Mexican schooner
Magdalen.
·
'
4th. To abstain from all intercourse with Mexico.
The officer who came to meet Lieutenant Craven informed him
-the alcald e was not in power, but that he would mentio_n to him 1
what he had desired, and· that my propositions, to which I had ·
given three hours for a reply, would be answer.ed in an hour. , '
While waiti ng fo r an answer, I warped the-ship nearer in shore,
and sprung her ' broadside, to command the creek and valley on
both sides to a distance of two miles. The marines and small-arm
men were prepared for landing, and the launch armed with a ninepound gunnade. After I had made the n·ecessary arra~gements for

?ut
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an attack, I held a council of the lieutenants, ·who gave their 0.:.
nions in writing, advising an attack if the terms I had propo;.
were not complied with. At 1, p. ni., I. received the papers annexed, marked A and B, from the aJcalde and Mexican militar
commandant. The tone, language and import · of the latter's communication were so grossly insulting that I immediately determined
on offensive operations, and accordmgly ordernd Lieuten~nt Craven
on shore with the marines and _two companies of small-arm men,
consisting of about twenty-fl ve men each, in four 'boats. Passed
Midshipman Duncan, in the launch, with eight men, was to proceed
up the creek, -taking a light boat in tow, while the musketeers advanced pn foot; the other boats remaining under cover , of our
guns.
.
At 2, p. m., just as the boats were entering the creek, I opened
a fire from the ship's battery with round shot and shell, which was
continued at intervals until 3½, p. m., when our. shore party were
nearly between us and the enemy. The shot and shell drove the
, enemy from their c.o verts, caused a precipitate flight- up the valley,
and. dislodged · them from a commanding eminence they had occupied on the right of the creek, one and a half or two miles from
the ship..
·
Lieutenant Craven landed on the right bank of the cree~, adnnced t1p that side of the valley, and gained the hill from which
we had driven the enemy by our shot and shell. · While the·smallarm men were going up the valley, the launch pulled up the creek
.unmolested, till she arrived at a point about two miles from the
ship, when a fire was opened upon her from the bushes, buildings,
and neighboring heights, which was returned with so much effect
as to cause our opponents to m_a ke a rapid retreat. From the hill
the small-arm men were fired at from several ampuscades, and from
a place on the adjoining high ground; but a few well directed volleys from our side started them from their lurking places, ~nd
drove them up the stream. Leaving a small force on the hill,
Lieutenant Craven, with the remainder of his men, descended to
the road along the right bank of the creek, where he was joined
by the launch. They were again assailed from the opposite shore
from the jungle and hills . beyond; but a few well directed fires
started them out, and, as previoudy, put them to flight. After advancing half a mile further, where a bridge frosses the stream, and
finding the enemy had abandoned the village and fled up the valley,
.or to the hills-the launch being frequently aground, in consequence of a receding tide, th_e men much exhausted by the heat,
(the thermometer being above 90°,) and the day drawing to a close
-Lieutenant Craven ordered a return to the ship, where the whole
party arrived at 5, p. m., without the loss of a inan, and having but
two slightly wounded.
At 4, p. m., having lost sight of our men from the ship, and apprehensive it was the enemy's design to draw them into an ambuscade further up the valley, I directed the signal of recall to be
ade.
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A' small sloop was found high up the creek, but being rotten sae
~as abandoned, after an unsuccessful attempt to set her on fire.
The town or village of M uleje, and the valley, to the extent of
tbree miles on both sides of the creek, had been deserted by the
enemy, and was in , our possession. We could have destroyed the
crops, and reduced to ashes every building within that distance;
b-ut believing the force assembled there was principally from
Guaymas, and knowing the wishes of our government towards th~
inhabitance of the Californias, -I have directed 'Lieutenant Craven
not to burn the town, nor to permit property of any d~scription to
be injured. Only one building was burnt, and from that some one
bad fired upon ,our party.
.
It gives me great pleasure to say, that the officers and men perf~rmed their duty to my satisfaction, Lieutenant Yard, the first
heutenant, was very active in making the necessary arrangements ,
f'or attack and seconding my efforts. Lieutenant Craven conducted
the shore detachment with great skill and discretion, and was
strongly supported by Lieutenant W. T. Smith, Lieutenant Tansi_ll,
of marines, Passed Midshipman Duncan, .and the other officers and
men under his command. The men fired with great coolness and
precision.
Permit .me to observe, sir, that in making the attack on Muleje,
I was actuated solely by motives of duty. The flag had been in-_
-sulted,- and I felt it was in:iperative on me, in order to sustain its
honor, to resent in the most summary manner the· insult.
And I cannot but believe that the impressions we~ have made at
Muleje will have a tendency to check the revolutionary movement
-and retard the organization of the enemy in Lower California.
I had hoped if the · enemy's forces we_re small to have brought
them to terms, but on the contrary, if the numbers were large, I
-0nly expected with' the force at my disposal to make them feel our
power, . and to drive them up the valley; as the place is one of
great natural strength, capable of being defended by a very small
body, and offering every facility for ambuscade and retreat.
We were ' not
able to ascertain the number of the enemy, not
1
. more than fo rty persons were visible. I subsequently was informed
at Loreto they were from one hundred and fifty to two hundred
-strong.
On the morning of Or.tober 2d, the weather having a threatening
appearance, and being of opinion that the object to qe attained by
renewing the attack wouid not justify the risk to be incurred in
crippling, the ship for future service, I weighed and stood out to
sea. At day light not a person was to be seen in the valley of
Muleje.
.
.
I was desirous of remaining off the port to intercept the communication with -Mexico, or to go of Guaymas, but apprehensive th~t
movements of an insurrectionary . character might be in progress
in the south, and that it was of great ·consequence Lieutenant Colonel Burton should be supported in his position,. I sailed for this
rlace by way of Loreto de Escondedo, and arrived October 9th.
At Escondedo I pas~ed a night, in consequence of indications of
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bad weather, and stopped at Loreto to · get ,two brass 4-pout
a swivel, a musket, and three lances, belongiug to the governm.·
In order to make an impression on the inhabitants of Loreto,l·
the marines and one company of small - arms men to bring off
above articles.
On my arrival here, after a consultation with Lieutenant Colo.:
:Burton, deeming it high]y important in .the p-resent crisis of affa,
that the communication between Muleje and Guaymas should
stopped, and not knowing where the Congress and Portsmout
were, I chartered a s_mall fast sailing· schooner, the Liberty of Lr.
reto, for seven dollars a day, armed, equipped, and manned h!1
Lieutenant Craven, Midshipman Hamilton, and seven men, whic"
with the crew of the vessel, made a complement of eleven person:
_L ieutenant Craven was ordered, to· proceed off Muleje and crui
there for four or fi. ve weeks, for the purpose of preyenting inte:course bet ween that place and Guayll\as, and to intercept contraband articles.
·
A copy of instructiofis to Lieutenant Craven is appended.
Hoping that my proceedings may meet your approbation, I am.
sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
.

THOS. 0. SELFRIDGE,
Commander U. S. navy.

To Commodore W. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,

Comdg. U. 8. naval forces ·in the Pacific ocean.

A.
AYUNT4,MIENTo oF MuLEJEi Octobe1· 1, 1847.
Having received the communication which•was sent from the
United States corvette, it is replied that · this office has nothing to
do with the affairs of this place, as the commandant general is.
present. God and liberty. M u]eje.

TOMAS TUNIGA.

f certify that the above is a true copy of the transt'ation of the
original.
THOS. 0. SELFRIDGE,
Commander U. S. navy.

B.
'

CmEi' MILITARY CoMMAND OF LowER CALIFORNIA.

_.

Having been.advised of the com.municatton which you sent to the
justice of this town, I have to inform you that this place is held by
the Mexican force which I have the honor to command, and which
will never remain neutral, nor view with · indifference the unjust
I r ~-- tl
ment of the United States against the republic of
l
•
,
~ ..: :1 I belong. Also, that I expect, that within 5 or
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<; days, the port of La Paz will be taken possession of by t~e forces
of all arms which,,m arched from this place. I protest agamst you
before the · nations of Europe for having yolir ship in these waters,
--311d anchored in this port with the colors of the English nation;
3-nd although it was afterwanls hauled down, and that of tl.e United
States hoi'sted, my forces were not at hand to inflict chastisement, .
until you had ended the correspondence.
If the ex-political chief, Don Francisco Palacios Miranda, inste ad
f cowardly remaining neutra1 towards your government,
should join to the forces of La Paz those of this command, he would
be in full communicatiop with his government, although the whole
squadron of the United States should attempt to prevent it.
This port,, with its valiant soldiers who have their instructions,
will defend itself, anil maintain their arms, even ·to shedding the
last drop of blood. God and Liberty. Muleje, October 1st, 1847.
MANUEL PINEDA .
To the CoMM4.NDER "

of the United States vessel of war.

I certify tha,t the above is a true copy of the translation of the
original.
THOMAS 0. SELFDIDGE,
Commander United States navy.

"

Na. 64 .

.

UNITED STATES SmP lNDEFENDENcE,

Mazatlan, November 26, 1847~

Srn: I enclose with this a letter from Comman.der Selfridge,-and
,one- from Lieutenant William Taylor Smith, giving an account of
.an affair between a party of seaman and marines, landed from the
Dale, with a superior . force of the enemy, in which it will be seen
that the honor of the American arms was ably sustained. by our
party.
.
Commander Selfridge speaks of its being "impossible to prevent
the occupation of the town" with his "small force;" this ,loes not
prevent his keeping the flag flying, which is on an island, and
which the ship commands with her guns.
'
.
·
I have sent him a ~upply of provisions, and shall instruct him on
no account to abandon the · place.
·
·
.
I regret to say that Commander Selfridge's wound is considered
very serious.
.
I have the honor to be,, sir, very respectfully, your obedient .s er- ,
• ant,
W -. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,
Commanding Pacific squadron.

Hon. JoHN Y. MAsoN,
Secretary of the Navy', Washington, 1>. C.
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SLOOP DALt.

Guaymas, November 21, 18,;
SIR: I had the .honor to report my arrival at this place 61 ,
8th inst.
·
· Since the Portsmo~th left, th~ ,number of ·the enemy has be·
very much increased, and, from all_ acco'!nts, is not short of O ~
th".,usand men. He has, also, eleven· pieces of artillery, and .
my small force it is impossi,ble to- prevent the oc·cupation of t f
town.
The day aft:er th~'· Portsmouth sailed, ·1 received information tu
a body of the enemy had secreted themselves in the town the pr
-vious night, to capture any of our men that might land. Air!
with shot and shell was immediately opened, and a great numberor
persons were observed to leave the . town, and afterwards, when a1y
bodies of men were ,seen approaching it, they were fired upon at
driven of{.
·
Subsequent to that time, reports were received that Campusan'!
forces were very_much reduced from numerous desertions, and ~i:
inability to subsist the troops. . These, together with the few pei
sons who were seen about the town, and who were engaged mereli
in removing the furniture from their h~uses, induced us to belim
that he had but few men at the camp and ranchos, and none in the
immediate neighborhood.
On the afternoon of the 17th inst., after taking every necessary
precaution, I _landed with the marines and small-arm men; as we
were about returning, three or four musk~t were fired from a house,
and a ball struck me in the right foot, inflicting a very severe wound.
This so disabled me as to render my ret'urn on board necessary,
and the command of the shore party devolved on Lieutenant W. T.
Smi.th. Previously to leaving, although suffering intensely, I directed signal to be made to the ship to commence firzng, and sent
.word to Lieutenant Smith to engage the enemy.
·In obedience to the signal, a fire was opened with three gun.s
from the ship, first at the town and afterwards at retreating bodies
of the enemy i
•
.
. As far as could be judged, the Mexicans had between three and
four hundred men advantageously posted in the houses, and, although five to one, they were dnve·n from the town with a loss, it
is supposed, of from thirty to forty ki1Jed and wounded.
The schooner Libertad and the prize .sloep Alerto arrived yester·
day from Loreto and Mu!t,je. Lieutenant Craven reports that the'enemy had Jeft Loreto for La Paz.
.
The Alerto belongs to Mejia, and was captured in an inlet under
Cape Sau ta Maria. She carried arms, ammunition and troops to
Muleje. She is well found, and I intend using her to cruise off
the harbor.
A sail boat with a Mexican pass, belonging to Yamana, was cap·
tured by our launch off the harbor. Tr inidad Cochoro, alias, Memenas, an d Guadalopin R~al taken in her, ari now prisoners on
board. S he a lso carried · arms, &c.
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The state of my wound prevents me from communieating more

fully at present.
,
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
THOMAS 0. SELFRIDGE,

-

To Commodore W.

.
BRANFORD SHUBRICK,

~~~~~

.

Commanding Pacific squadron, _M,azatlan.

ScaooNER LIBERT.AD, AT SEA,

November 23, 1847.
S1R : In compliance with the Terbal instructions of Commandant
Se ]fridge, I have the honor ' to make a report of the action i_n the

town of Guaymas~ on the 17th inst., with a portion of the enemy's
force stationed in the vicinity of that place.
·
·
On the evening of the 17th inst., Commander Selfridge landed
with all the disposaltle force of the U. S. ship Dale, consisting of
two companies of seamen of twenty-two men each, un.der the command of myself and 1Passed Midshipman Duncan, and seventeen
marines under Lieutenant Tan sill, also a 6 pounder ( boat gun)
under Mr. _Polley, the boatswain. On reaching the wharf, we immediately entered the fort, and placed the boat gun with its crew
in a commanding position. We then left the fort with the musketeers and marines, and had not proceeded more than fqrty yards,,i
when we received a volley of. musketry from the corner of a house
and the adjacent windows; one shot of this volley taking effect in
the right foot of Commander Selfridge, and inflicting a severe
wound. Commander Selfridge retiring oa board, the command devolTed upon me as senior officer. Not knowing the force of th e
enemy or the topogr~phy of the town, I fell back on the fort fo r
the purpose of . r.e connoitring, and, not seeing the enemy, I sup posed that the . fire had proceeded from a small detachment of th e
guards statione~ in the suburbs of the to~n. I determined to in~
tercept them; to effect which, I ordered Lieutenant Tansill i n a
position to cover the laouse from which we received the enem y'e
fire, and .Mr. Duncan · in the rear, so as to cut off their retrea t.,
whilst I should proceed in front to force the doors.
In proceeding to execute their orders, Lieutenant Tans.ill an·d
Mr. Duncaa found themselves, unexpectedly, witain a f~w pacei
of the enemy in large force, when they immediately opened a brisk.
and well-directed fire upcrn them, and which the enemy returned.
:But sue,h was the rapidity and effect of the fire of the seam+,n and
marines, that the enemy was soon thrown into confusi0n, and commenced mdYing off to the right, when the men in the fort opened
upon them with great effect. Supposing that it was the intentiora
of the -e•en'iJ to occupy the building in front of the wharf, and
~ttempt to eut me off from my hoats, I immediately directed Lieutenant Tansill and Mr. Duncan to · fall back upon the fort, and to
open their fire from that position. The enemy now commenced a

r

'
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precipH~te.and disorderly flight to the ravines and- hills in the . ~
of the town, or seeking safety behind every object that offer/ ·
impediment to our fire, leaving_us in complete ROssession of •.
ground. But so small was. th'e force under my command, tha1 l
much regret that I could not avail .myself of the' advantages th
gained to continue the pursuit .of them. The enemy acknowledgtl
to have hau, when the action .commen,ced, two hun.dred and k·
men, but the number seen could not have been less t han three hut'.
dred. From the number of the- enemy who fell iri the streets, as
well as those who were seen to be carried off wounded, their lns3
could not have . ·been less than from thirty to forty in killed an
wounded.
·
To oppose this greatly superior force, the entire n~mber under
.. my COI)lmand (including boat-keepers) amounted to but sixty-fiv~
m,en, and, I am happy to say, returned to th~ ship in good order,
and without having sustain_ed th,e slightest injury.
Too much credit cannot be bestowed upon the Qfficers, seamen,
and marines, for their gallantry and firmness in meeting and putj;ng to flight a force of the enemy so greatly their superior in numbers, and upon ground of their own selection.
To Lieutenant Tansill, of marines, ,Passed Midshipman Duncan
Midshipme-n Houston and 1\-dams,and Mr-. Polley, my thanks are
due for their efficient and. prompt aid during the action.
· I have the honoJ to be, very respectfully, your obedient ser·
-vant,
WlVI. TAYLOR SMITH,

·

',

To Commodore

·

W. BRANFORD

Lieutenant, U. S. navy.
SHUBRICK,

Commanding the Paci.fie squadron, Mazatlan.

No. 65.

u. s.
<,

SHIP INDEPENDENCE,

Mazatlan, November 26, 18!7.
Srn: In my. clespatch No. 58, dated N oyember 12, I reported the
:upation of Mazatlan by a , part of the squadron -qnder my com-

mand.
·
The commercial importance of this pla.ce, being second only to
Valparaiso, on this side of Cape Horn, has induced ~e to make
great exertions for its security; and I have been obliged to keep a
large part of the ferce here, to the prejudice of my cont~mplated
operations on other parts of the coast. With G'1aymas and Mazatlan in our possession, and a close blockade of San Blas, the resources from commerce of Mexico through her ports in the Pacific,
will be, in a great measure, cut off.
Colonel Telles, late. governer and military com mandant, who rebeated when I landed, is in the neighborh ood; hovering abo~t the
roads and preventing, or at least greatly int err upti g free rnter·
c<>urse between the city and the interior. H e has with him an irreg-

,,

,
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ular fotce of, according to the best information we can gather,
from five to eight . hundred men .. I have four hundr~d men on
shore, well posted, with everythmg necessary to resist a force
much superior in numbers. With a view to disperse his force an d
open the roads, we have made several ni~ht excursio°:s, and had.
some skirmishes with him, in one of which, on the mght of (th e·
20th instant, we lost one man killed and twenty-one wounded; the·
Joss of [ the enem·y, from] the best information we could gather, .
being seven killed and from twenty-five to thirty wounded. One
account carries the killed as high as eighteen. Since this he haskept at a greater <listance, and the intercourse between the town
and the country is becoming freer; the citizens are also returning , .
and are becoming reconciled to the present state of affairs; they
are re · opening their sto res, and the town is assuming a business
appearance.
·
··---~~
I enclose with this reports of the affair of the 20th, marked A'J>

B, C.
I had some difficulty, at first, in getting the municipal junta or
city council to co-op~rate with me in mnsures for the tranquility
and security of the town; but after several changes in the presiden t
.of the council, a gentleman was elected who has shown every disposition to aid in pla cing matters on as good a footing as could be
expected under the circumstances. A copy of the agreement with
the junta was fo rwar ded with my despatch No. 56; and a copy of a
general order issued since is with this, marked D.
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your ob~dient servant,
W. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,

Commanding Pacific squadron .
The honorable JoHN Y. MAsoN,

Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D.C.

A.
HEAD · QUART~Rs,.

Mazatlan, November 2q, 1847·~
Sm: Learning that a party of the enemy had stationed them·
selves in the village of Urias, distant about ten miles on the road
to St. Sebastian, it was deemed advisable to drive them out, so as
to open a communication with the interior. Accordingly, a party
of ninety-four sailors, under Lieutenant Selden, was sent out at
on e o'clock this morning, w·ith Lieutenant Halleck, to occupy the·
road this side of Uria8, while another party of sailors, under Liem-·
tenant Rowan, ascended the Estero in boats, to cut off the enemy's;
retreat towards the Presidio. When within, about a mile of the
village, the rear guard __,,o f Lieutenant Selden"'s co·mmand encountered
a pa~ty of the enemy ":ho were co"ncealed- in the chapparel. The
- Mexicans were soon dnven out, and our forces advanced to withil}>
0

70

••

•
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·.a short distance of Uri.as, where they co;cealed themselves in a.
bush until day light. In the meantime the boats approached let
town, and soon after daylight opened their fire .upon a body of tht
enemy who had formed upon the beac.h.. Our land party at the
same time left their ambush, and poured in upon the enemy a rapid
.fire of grape and musketry. The Mexican~ fled in confusion, throwing ·away their arms and concealing themselves· in the bushes. Bv
an error of the guide's, the boat party failed to reach the road t~
St. Sebastian, and the enemy · succeeded in · making their escape.
A party of thirty or forty horsemen were' now discovered on that
,road at a distance of some three miles; as our party approached1
they opened upon them a scattering fire, but were routed by a few
-discharge3 from our field piece in charge of Lieutenant Stanley 1
and did not again appear upon the field . .
We captured the enemy's baggage, ( which, however, was of lit·
tle value,) and a few horses and pack animals. Our loss was one
p ri v ate killed, three officers and eighteen privates wounded, most
.-of them very slightly. The enemy 'lost four .killed, the number of
their wound ea _not being knowr~, but report ed to be considerable.
Their force is variously reported hy the rancheros from 150 to 300 1
,but probably did not exceed the former numbe~. As they most lj
confined thfmseJves to the cbapparel, we could form no satisfactory
estimate of thf'ir strength. Tbey are reported to have retreated to
the p resid io o f Mazatlan, a distance of about 24 miles.
I enclose herewith a list of kille J and wounded, from Passed
Assistant Surgeon C. D. Maxwell, who accompanied the exped ition, and was very active in attentions to the wounded on the
ffield.
I am, respectfully; your obedient servant,
.
E. A. I!". LAVALLETTE,
Capta-in and governor.
-Commodore W. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,
Commanding Pacific squadron.

B.

u. s.

SHIP CY.A.NE, HARBOR OF MAZATLAN,

November 22, 1847.
Sm: A boat expedition, organized by your ord er, and to co-operate with a land force from the shore,' for the purpose of att~r~1 ng
some forces of the enemy at Urias, on the road to the pres1d10 of
Mazatlan, h ·ft this ~hip at one o'clock on the rnornin~ of the 20th
ins tant. The· expe<l'i t ion consisted of company B, o f 30 me~ fr om
this ship, C()mm and t> d_ by Lieuterrnnt Higg ins, wit h .Midsl11pm an
Vanrl er-burst, and a company of 32 men from thl>? Independen ce,
•c ommandt cl by Lir11ten11nt Wist->, with Passtd MicLb ipmen Cono.er
and C11andler.
vVe passed the enemy's position in three boats
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·-with muffled oars, Dr. Maxwell accompanying me in one of them,
and landed ,a bout half past two o'clock. Owing to the growt~ of
-underwood we were -qnable to find the path leading to the road,
and were consequently obliged to re- embark. Whilst in the act
_·of doing' so, a rapid foe of infantry was heard, which I supposed
to be the enemy's, firing upon the land party. Having re-em bar.ked
the troops we tracked the boats about 300 yards in the direction of
the enemy's position, where we undiscovered effected a landing
within 70 yards of the enemy's camp. Here we remained in order
·o.n a narrow peninsula, from about 3 o'clock until d ay break, our
left ·and rear re ~ting on a mangrove thicket, and our front open and
commanding the road towards the "presido." When it became
·su~ciently light to distinguish the outline of objects, our boats
were discovered, when our left flank poured in a well direc t ed fir~,
which was promptly returned. The enemy having opened a fire on
our left flank, which I -was unable to return, owing to the n ature of
the ground, I ordered Lieutenant Higgins to charge across the
inlet with his company and occupy the road, and Lieutenant Wise,
with his cqmpany, to cross oblique]y to the left in support of him;
ihis enabled me tQ change my font and avoid a flanking fire, but
Lieutenant Higgins's charge was so sudden and sririted under three
.hearty cheers, that the enemy took fright, broke and ran. On arIiving at the west end of the village, we met the land party, com.Jnanded by Lieutenant Selden, who informed that he had an encounter w:_1th the enemy, in which one of his men was killed and
~everal wounded. I halted and sent out scouting parties in all.
directions, who soon returned without being able to find the passes
--through the thickets. Leaving a sufficient guarri with Dr. Max- ..
-well, who had taken charge of the wounded, I moved in the direciion of the presidio, where I was informed some mounted men ap:peared. Lieutenant Halleck, of the engineers, mounted a horse
and then volunteered to reconnoitre their position.
Lieutenant
:Stanley was directed to bring up his field piece, and having placed
it in battery, gave them a well directed fire, which dispersed them.
We retrac:ed our steps to .the village, buried the enemy's dead
1hat were found on the ground, secured such animals, saddles, &c.,
~s the acting quartermaster thought useful, together with a few
· ~urns and accoutrements; embarked the sick iri the boats and de.spatched them to the ships, retreshed the' men, and marched the .
united force into the town.
I bear cheerful testimony to the bravery of- the men under my
<Command on this occasion, anrl have no doubt, that when they shall
have had· more experience in field evolutions, under fire, that their ·
impetuosity wi 11 b~ cQrbed.'
To the officers that accompanied . me I am particularly indebted,
for t~e spirit~d manner in which they led their me1_1 and their great
~:x:ert1ons <lunn·g the engagement.
I am unable to arrive at any positive conclusion as to the number of the enemy, nor what loss he sustained. We found, two
<lead on the field, and others were seen to fall before we crossed
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"'· the stream of water, who most probably hid themselves in the
thickets and thus escaped our notice . .
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant.
S'. C. ROW AN,
Lieutenant V. S. navy.
,
I'
Commander S. F. Du PoNT,
Commanding U. 8. ship Cyane ·

C.
U. S. SmP Cv ANE,
Harbor of Mazatlan., .November 20, 1847.
'.Sm: Annexed is a list of killed and wounded of the United
States forc·es engaged at Vrias, 20th fostanL:
KILLED.

Peter Johnson, seaman, United States ship Independence.
WouNDED.

Officers.
Geo. S. Selden, l i eutenant, United States ship Cyane, slightly ;
inn er side of left thigh.
H. A. Wise, lieutenant, ship Independence, slightly; edge of
left scapula.
.
W. D. Austin, passed midshipman, ship Independence, slightly;
ball grazing left hand.
/,

Seamen.
Peter J6seph, ship Congress, com pound fracture of left arm.

Henry Dunham, ship .Cyane, flesh wound of ri'ght lt ip; severe.

Wm. Bohine, ship Cyant>, flesh wound of left hip .

n

w~~'~· __,_ ---;;

Geo. W. Martin, ship Cyane, flesh wound of right leg.: ... .
Pe_ter Nelson, ship Cyane, slight; wound of foot. .
,1 _
Geo. Clark, ship Cyane, slight; wound of foot. ···-·· __ J

Ordinary seamen.
Jos. \hyson, ship Cyane, flesh w ouhd, right:side head and earr,
and left shoulder.
John Euben, ship Cyane, wound of scalp.
John Ambush, ship Cyane, flesh wound of neck, ·
Cha.rlts Jister, ship Cyane, slight wound of knee.
John Hanson, ship Congress, flesh wound of:;thigh, on cheek
bone, and graze of scalp.
·
John McClure, ship Congress, wound of elbow.
l

_
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-John Tash, ship Congress, wound of right foot an.d left le_g.
Lewis Willard, ship Congress, wound through septum nas1.
George Watson, ship Congress, wound of scalp.

..
I

Landsmen.
Kensey Hall; shi Cyane, penetrating wound of right leg and
~ankle joint.
.
Edward Large, ship Congress, flesh wound of nee)! and ear.
The officers mentioned above as wounded have all continued on
duty, as also have P. Nelson, George Clark, John Ambush, L.
Willard, and, I believe,J}eorge Watson.
Very respectfully,
C. D. MAXWELL,
Passed assistant surgeon, U. S. navy.

•

0

To E. A. F.

LAVALLETTE,

·

·

Captain U. S. N., and governor of Mazatlan.

D.
General order.
The flag of the United States waves over the flourishing town of
·Mazatlan.
It is the ardent desire of the undersigned that it should be viewed
by the inhabitants of all classes with friendly, not hostile feeling_S'.
He promises that no effort shall be wanting on his part to cause it
·to bring to them substantial benefits, and he hope_s to have their
aid in bringing about a result so desirable. He invites them t,o
continue their avocations and pursuits.
11
To the merchant he offers the moderate tariff of duties on imports established in other ports in Mexico, now in possession of
the United States, and an unembarrassed export of the produce of
the country; a free import of quicksilver, an equally free export
,·of the precious metals, and commerce with all nations at peace
with the United States.
To the members of the learned professions, to the manufacturer
and to the · artizan., to the cultivator of the soil, and to the laborer
of every class, he promises immunity in their several avocations,
and asks only in return respect for the laws-quiet and peaceable
behavior.
·
,
To the ministers of religion he guarantees a free exercise of their .
-sacred functions, respect for their persons from all under his com·IDand, and the security of all edifices for religious · purposes. He
invites the municipal authority to continue in the discharge of their
-duties, and promises his aid in support of their authority.
He calls upon the well disposed citizens to form themselves into
· a in_unicipal guard, for the security of their persons and properfy
:- against molestation by those persons (to .he .found in all comm uni-;

t
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ties) who are only to be restrained by the strong arm of physical
force.
· .
,
Whil~ he holds out these inducements t.o gooa conduct, he at
the same time would remind all persons,. that the town being held
by military possession, the law of nations places in his hands, and
in the hands of the officers whom he may ap-point to command in
his absence, high powers of punishment. fWlY one creating, or
attempting to c·reate, insurrection against ' the authority of the
United States, .will be d-ealt with accordjng to the l~ws of war.
The sale of ardent spirits to any sailor or marine of the United
States squadron, who may be garrisoned on shore, is strictly forbidden. Proper officers will purchase an<\ pay a fair price for all
. supp lies required for the United States forces.
·.
Given on board the United States ship_ Independence, at Mazatlan, this 15th day -of November, A. D. 1847.
·
W. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,

Commander-in-chief of the U. S. naval forces ,in _the Paci.fie.

No . .66.

b.

S. SmP INDEPENDENCE,
. Mazatlan, November 27, 1847.

Srn: I avail myself of an unexpected opportunity to give you
information, in brief, oJ the movenrnnts of the squadron, th<e details
<if which, at length, have been sent by the usual conveyances, but
will probahlr not reach you as soon as this. On the 19th Oct@ber,
the town of Guaymas was taken possession of by a part of the squad~
ron, and ·is now held by the "Dale," sloop-of-war, but the situation of the place js such that she can do nothin·g more than keep
the flag flying on an island under cover of her guns. On the 11th
instant, I took possession of this place, landing with a force of
550 men, the governor, Colone] Telles, with eight hundred men,
cavalry, artillery, and infantry, r,etreating before us without firing
a gun. I am -now holding it with tJae Independence and Congress,
having ~ force of four hundred men I on shore. The people are be(:!Oming reconciled to the change, and we begin to collect revenue.
The Cyane goes in a few days to blockade San Blas, and then
Mexico wil~ be in a great measure cut off from foreign commerce
except through ports held by the forces of the United States.
We have had some fighting at Guaymas and here, in which ~e
have always been successful. The detailed reports are on their
way to you. Commander Selfridge is seriously wounded in the
foot. I have written by repeated conveyances to Generals Scott
and Taylor, and to Governor Mason, requesting that some troops
may be sent to hold this place and enable the sq uad-ron to operate
on other parts of the coast. Lower California is in a very disaffected · state, and a small party which I left at San Jose has been
Horely pressed by the ene(Dy. I ha.ve sent the Southam p ton to it
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l'e1ief. Lieutenant C. Heywood> in comi;nand there, has behaved·
with gallantry, and will, with thie force sent him by the Southampton, no doubt be able to sustain him~elf. L~eutenant Colonel H.
S. Burton'.s command is so small-only one hundred and twenty-that he is obliged to confine himself to La Paz. The commercial ·
i@portance of Mazatlan, and its healthy situation, make it very desirable that it shoufd be held without interruption until peace may
be made. A part of the- squad_ron, though at much inconvenience,
can do this until June; after which, the measure~ to be pursued
must depend upon the state of the country; but if the war contin Qes after that time, a military force is absolutely necessary here,
at Guaymas, and an incr1ased force in Lower California.
There should be at le~t five hundred men, two hundred of them~
mounted, in Lower California. At present, tho·u gh we may hold .,
La Paz and San Jose, we can only act on th~· defensive, and t.he
territory is kept in constant agitation by the disaffeete·d. Guaymas.
and Ma?atlan require five ·· hupdred men each; and as there seems t0,
be no .prospect of peace, I tru5t some one of our victorious gene-rats will force a body of men through to the Pacific.
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient ser-·
vari t,

W. :BRA~FORD SHU:BRICK,
Commanding Pacific squadron.
The -h onorable JoHN Y. MAsoN,

I

Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D. C.
I

;/

,;

r

l

· No. 70.

U. S. S:inP INDEPENDENCE,
Mazatlan, December 7, 1847.
SIR: I have great satisfaction in forwarding to the department a
copy of a report made by Lieutenant Charles· Heywood of his proi
ceedings at San Jose, from the time of his landing, ~on the 8th, until the 25th of November, by which it will be seen that his small
force of five officers and twenty marines sustained repeated attacks
from, and eventually beat1 off, a vastly superior force of the enemy,.,
led by regular officers of the Mexican army.
I enclose a copy of my letter to Lieutenant Heywood on the occ-asion ,
·
{·
I have the ho.nor to be, ver·y respectfully, your obedient servant,

W. BRANFORD SHU BRICK,
/
C?mmanding Pacific squadron •.
The honorable JoHN Y . .MAsoN,
.
Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D. C.

'
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REPORT OF LIEUTENANT HEYWOOD OF HIS PROCEEDINGS A.T
SAN JOSE.
LOWER CALIFORNIA BARRACKS,

San Jose, November 25, 1847.
: Srn: In obedience to your orders, upon my arrival at this place,
· · con· the 8th instant, I took up my quarters and hoisted the flag at
tke old mission house, standing upon the rise of ground at the
north end of the town. The position appeared a favorable one for
· defence, but the building is in a dilapidated state, and the roof
giving away from the effects of time.
I was obliged to prop up those of the cii§ls timbers which were
broken, by standing pillars in the centre as a support, as a precau.. ·tion against accident from the concussion of the gun, there being
.apprehension of the whole falling in; and as the outer walls were
-much weakened, and the inte-rior left exposed by an unnecessary
, number of windows and doors, I had these, with the exception of
. a main entrance front, and a door .behind, parallel to it, (between
which I ran a platform for our nine-pounder,) all filled up with
, masonry, leaving only port holes for musketry front and rear. The
roof I arranged for the best possible protection of those who should
·be entrusted with its defence. Upon reviewing the available force
under my command, I found it to consist of Passed Midshipmen T.
McLanahan, A. F. Warley, George A. Stevens, D. Ochiltree, 18
· marines, 1 sergeant, 1 corporal.
To this is to be added some twenty Californians, who, coming in
for protection, 'Wiere encouraged to assist in the defence as volunteers, and a part of whom, who wer:e stationed in Mott's house,
really did very Wi!ll for raw hands.
The situation of the mission house is, iB many respects, a good
,o ne; but there is one house cornering upon it (Mr. M0tt's) in a
dangerous .proximity, and equally strong, which, in case of falling
into the hands of the enemy, would afford a shelter from which we
might be constantly harrassed; and therefore, notwithstanding t~e
smallness of my force, I deemed it quite necessary to defen~ it.
· F or this purpose I st ati oned there twelve of the volunteer Californians, under Passed Midshipman McLanahan, assisted by the corporal and ~r. Eugene F. Gillespie, a merchant of this place, and
a gentleman who has rendered me effective service, and throughout
the subsequent events exerted himself to' oblige us with a cordiality to which I am happy to draw your attention. This small party
·maintained a stand extremely creditable to them, in the charge
.which was made upon the rear of Mott's house on the first attack,
,w,hich will be referred to hereafter.
I deemed every precaution necessary which was within my power,
and for this purpose put the volunteers under drill, and endeavored
to improve them as markslllen. This class of men are not generally very effective, but they served, at all events, to swell o·ur numbers and present a broader front.
The news which I received regarding the enemy varied much,
lmt the tconclusion which I was able to arrive at, proved to be sub-
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-$tantially correct, which was that the entire force against us in
-arms did not vary much from three hundrPd men, and that a qescent
was intended by the whole, or a part of them, upon this place. In
-fact, we were not long left in doubt upon this subject. On the .
morning of tl.e 19th, the enemy were reported within a league. At
8 o'clock, a. m., a small troop ' of cavalry were seen advancin g,
and shortly after, five fine1y mounted and equipped horsemen, bearing a w hite flag, presented themselves upon the summit of a small
elevation, called "La Somita," distant some 340 yards to t i:t e sout hwes'. of the barracks. To me'et these, I despatched Pa sse d Mid,shi pman McLanahan wit_h an- equal 'escort,. and recei,ve d through
him a communication containing a. summons to surrender, a copy
of which I hand you enclosed, together with my reply in the negative. Upon the r~ceipt of the latter the party retired, the flag of '
truce being replaced by the Mexican tri'."color. At 3 o'clock, p. m.,
a cloud of dust. was descried, distant some two miles on the La
Paz road, and soon after the enemy's advance guard of cavalry appeared, scouring the underwood to the right and left of the road.
The whole force, amounting to abput 150 mounted men, soon after
took up a position upon the small · hill, "La Somita," already referred to, and which they afterwards retained as their head-quarters.
From this I should have thought proper to have dislodged them
at the point of the bayonet, had not the disparity of nu mbers been
too great to admit of such a measure, my only reliable force for
such a charge being confined to the officers and marines. A short
t ime before sunset, the enemy opened a cannonade upon us from
a 6-pounder, displaying at the same time a Mexican flag, to the
sound of tru}llpets · and the cries of "viva el Mejico."
'
They continued firing until dark, answered only by two shots on
-our part, as the limited supply of ammunition rendere d it prud ent
to wait for closer quarters. .We sustained but littl e damage, although their shot generally struck the buildings which w,e occmpied, shivering the cornice of Mott's house, and telling on the
west end 0f the cuartel. After dark there was a ce~sation of firing
for some hours, our party remaining under armi, mom entaril y expecting : :. n a·ttack. About ten o'clock at night the sen try on Mott's
house challenged and fired; and this was answered by a shower of
balls and a simultaneous attac.k front and rear upon the two
houses. A strong effort was made upon the rear of Mott's, but
was vigorously returned; and they were succcessively beat from
t his position, and from a concentrated attempt from the south .end
-0f the main street, where they had posted their cannon ,upon the
front of the mission house, and which was returned upon them
from the quarters under St evens, Ochiltree, and Warley, who had
.comto-and of the gun; but the enemy soon ensconsed themselves
·behind corners and wal1s, and in the adjacent buildings, froru
-w hence they kept up a brisk fire the greater part of the night,
many of their balls passing through the port holes and splintering
t he inner walls in every direction. ·
It was the only wish _breathed by office~s a~d ~en for close
,quarters; but before daylight the enemy retiree, ·havrng lost two

~
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killed and a ~umber wounded.

On our part only three Wt t
touched; one, a marine, _Thomas Smith, attached to the "Cyane.
h·aving a finger shot off and a ball passing through botli legs, bei 6
the hips. This man has suffered much, but is now doing well· hi:,
.finger was amputated, and his wounds dressed by. the orderly'ser. geant, in consequence of our having no surgeon with us. On out
part, we gave it to them whenever they showe . .! themselves; and
I must accord the greatest credit to officers and men for the coolness with which they sustained, throughout the several attacks a
hot fire, and avoided the waste of ammunition as ·far as possiblei
the only men who seemed to fire without a definite object beini
the few Californians on the roof: but Passed Midshipman Stevens
and 9chiltree soon checked _this, learning them the nitcessity of
more care, and setting them a good example.
.
Passed Midshipman Warley, having little opp·ortunity of firing
the nine-pounder, was occupied by a few of the enemy's shar~
shooters, who, sheltered by ,the adobe house of the captain of the
port, . kept up a fire within 30 yards of the east wing of the building. -Mr. McLanahan and his volunteers were not idle, and, having
cut a hole through the roof of .Mott's house, and piclt'ed two port
holes through the south end of the building, annoyed the enemy
extremely with the carbines, and _drove them from cover in that
more immediate neighl?orhood,.
.
The following day remained quiet until _dark, the enemy mak~ng
~ no demonstration, excepting an attempt to cut off all communication
between the two houses by firing at all who attempted to pass. On
the night, of the 20th, we expected a determined effort, and were
not disappointed. Their plan, as we have since ascertained_, was
as follows: Antonio Mijaref,!, with their cannon and forty picked
men, as the forlorn hope, were to charge the front of the house,
and, sustaining the fire of our nine-pounder, rush in _and endeavor
to capture the gun, at the same time that a hundred men, under
Angulo Moreno and Vicente Mexia, with ladders and crow-bars,
were to scale the walls on th e th ree othe'r sides, while our atten·
tion was d iver ted in front, and gaining the roof and cutting down
all posted there, to knock holes in the ceiling and fire 9own, thus
placing us in a desperate situation. The result of this scheme was
as follows: the parties in the rear and 3:t the sides did actu~ll y
creep up and gain an ambush. It was af>0ut 11 o'clock at mght
that we became aware of the presence of the enemy in front, a_n d
immediately they made their charge. Our cannon, loaded with
grape and cannister, was reserved for the last mome~t, but our musketry opene d upon them, an-d "give it to t~em" was the cry .
Almost at the same moment fell dead three of their for emost, and
among them Antonio Mijares, comm ~ndante of artillery, shot
through the head; another stooping to bear a way the fallen leade~t
fell mortaliy wounded across his body, and, deprived of th~ir
head, the rest fled, disconcerting the entire movement, and. dis·
· couraging them from any further active effort during the remainder
of the night.
The next morfiing, the .21st, two sail appeared in-sight, and we
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J>~r.ceived among the enemy prepara!ions for a mov_ement of some
1nnd. We saw a party of fifty horse detach and ride towards the
beach. We were then -under the impression that an attempt was
intended to prevent boats from landing, but the rest .soon struck
their flag and took the La Paz road, and when_ the ·ship "Magnolia," Captain B. Simmons, anchored, they had all disappeared; no
doubt the diseharge of two guns on board assisting them in the
belief tbat ' it was a ship of war. They did not leave, however,
without a parting shot at us, and, not to be deficient in courtesy,
a horseman was ~nocked from his saddle and wounded by a shot
from Mott's house.
Soon after their withdrawal, a party of marines and volunteers,
under Passed Midshipman McLanahan, marched down to the beach
and e~corted up the captain of the whaler referred to, who has
merited our thanks by offering his services in any way in wh_ich
they might be required, and from whom we obtained some necessary supplies, as also from the ship " Edward," Captain Barker,
who came in shortly afterwards.
As regards their total loss, the enemy confess to six killed, two
mortally wounded, and a number slightly wounded; but we have
already counted eight new graves near their camp, and the Californians here have assured us th3:t their loss ~ould n6t be c~vered by
twelve kiHed and as many m'ore wounded. · Men who have come
-in from the interior since (heir, de:parture speak of many wounded
who could still maintain the saddle. I think it doubtful if we shall
ever arrive at the exact truth, as the Mexicans have ever proved
deficient i°: candor in this resp~ct.
In this affair our own loss 1Vas astonishingly small, there being
none killed, and only one seriously wounded among our men .
. I must in justice refer to the good conduct and courage displayed
by two volunteers from Cape San Lucas, who canie up and joined
us..:_Mr. Franklin Ripley, and Mr. Sorden.
·
·
With regard to my own_ officers and men, I cannot speak too
emphatically of my satisfaction in them. I cannot s:iy more than
that they have proved themselves worthy to battle under the flag
which waved above them.
·
I ~m, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
CHARLES HEYWOOD,
Commodore

W.

Lieutenant U. S. navy, commanding
U. S. forces, San Jose.
BRANFORD

SHUBRICK,

Commanding Paci.fie squadron, Mazatlan.
I

[Translation.]

"Summons. "

H

·

.
.
UNITED FORCES IN LOWER CALIFORNIA.
• t ·

avrng °:rders _from _our _g?~ernment to / ma.in.tam the i.n·depenclence of ~his tt:rntory by dnvrng out the enemles who may occupy
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it, and the Mexican forces being prepared to act to that effect "
summon you and the forc·e under your command to surrend~r ;~
discretion, delivering all arms and .munitions of war, and all othe:
public property of the United Sfates subject to -your orders.
_The -garrison, on your complying, will he treated with all the
consideration which the law of nations demands as to their live~
and private property; bit, on the contrary, if refused, you will
be vigorously attacked by the forces under our command, in
compliance with the duties impo~ed upon us by our supreme
government.
We beg leave to offer_ to, y0u our consideration and particular
esteem. ·
· ·
God, ceuntry, liberty or death.

VICtNTE MEXIA.
JOSE MATIAS MORENO.
ANTONIO MIJARES.
JUAN DEDIOS ANGULO.
To the Senor commandant of the North American forces at San.
Jose.

[Reply.]
HEAD-QUARTERS OF THE FORCES OF THE UNIT ED STATES,

San Juse, November 19, 1847.
GENTLEMEN : Having been informed of the contents of your favor

of the 19th instant, I ha.ve to reply that l cannot comply with your
summons, and that I am prepared to defend the flag of the United
States against all who may oppose it.
·
This being my determination, I have the honor fo be, gentlemen,
your obedient se'rvant,

CHARLES HEYWOOD,
Lieutenant commanding U. 8. forces at San Jose.

To Messieurs VINCENTE MEx1A, JosE MATIAS MoRENo,

ANTONIO

MuAREs, JuAN DE mos ANGULO.

UNITED STATES

SHIP

INDEPENDENCE,

Mazatlan, n ·ecember 6, 1847.

Srn: I embrace the opportunity of a l~unch going over to San
Jose to acknowledge the receipt of your -letter of the 25th ·uJtimo,
which reached me this morning. The detailed account of the manner in which ·you disposed your small command, and· the galJantry
with which you defended yourselves against a force of regular and
disciplined troops, so vastly superior in number, defeating them
with great disparity of loss, is highly interestin_g, and · is entitled
to my best th.an\s a.nd commendation. You will be pleased to receive
them, and make them known to all under your command. I shall
take the earliest ·opportunity to make known to the Secretary of
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the Navy the manner in which you have sustained yourself under
circumstances so trying, who will, I a1:Il sure, have great ·piea~ure
in bringing it !o the notice of th_e Pres1de~t. .
If the masters of the whale ships, Captam Simmons, of the Magnolia, and Captain Barker, of the Edward., ar ~ wi~h yQu, you will
tender to them my thanks for their timely aid an d assistance, and
assure them tha.t I shall bring to the ·notice of the government the ir
patriotic and praiseworthy conduct.
, ·,
The Portsmouth is, no 'd oubt, with you before this, and I trust
you are Iiow well supplied from her, and from the Sout h ampton,
with every thing needful for defence. The fo rce that I have sent
to Lower California is sufficie.nt to put down all opposition . A part
-0f it will remaiI). with you, and a part at La Paz, until the territory is restored to quiet.
I am , v~ry respectfully, your obedient serv ant,

W. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,
Commanding Pacific 'squadron .
Lieutenant CHARLES HEvwoon,

U. S. Navy, commanding at San Jose, Lower. California.

· No. 72.

uNIT ED

STATES ' SH.JP I N DEPENDE.NCE,

Mazatlan, D ecemb er 13, 1847.
SIR: I enclose herewith extracts of let te rs, received w1t hin a
few days from Commander Montgomery, an d Lieu te na nt H t·) wood,
at San Jose, from Jhich I am led to hope t hat the rns ur rect i on in
Lower California. is effectually put down fo r t he p rese nt . Unless
the military force is increased, however, it will be necessary to
keep a vessel of war constantly at La P az, and to greatly increase
the fo r ce under Lieutenant Heywood. It is so easy for the discontented, the turbulen t , and idle, to . cross from th e coast of Mexico, (t ti e passage being frequL11tly made in ope n can oes,) and join
those of the same description in . California, that the show of some
force will always be necessary to keep the country qu iet . . I have
little to add to the information given in my recent letters with regard to this place; the business season has hardly commenced. The
Cyane, which vessel I intended for the blockade of San Blas, I have
been obliged to send to La Paz. I expected the Lexington to have
been h ere before -this, but . she has not yet arrived; as soon as . she
arrives I shall send her to San Blas.
The force under Colonel Telles has . made no attempt to drive
us from Mazatlan; if he should, we feel sure of being able to repulse all _that te can bri~g against us. He has parties of _cavalry
In the neighborhood, which annoy the country people commg into
the market, and prevent goods being sent into the country, without paying him a heavy duty. To counteract this, I have allowed
the m erchants t.o put their goods in launches, and land them any-
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where on the coast, outside of his lines;· thus gettin·g them into
·nterior of the country, and making room for the importatio
more. I have forbidden the sending of goods by land, direct t
Mazatlan, into the country, to prevent their falling into Telle
hands. A little rev.enue will be collected at San Jose-much l
hope at this place; but I fear little at Guaymas.
General Yanez is, I understand, at Tepic, with a regular forcf
of one thousand men ( of all arins.) If h_e should join Telles an1
come against us, we are still strong enough_ to repulse them, em
with a much augmented force. I enclose a memorandum of the
defences, prepared under the direction and advice of Lieutenant
Hallec,k, of engineers, and hope all · I have done in this mat\t·
may meet the approbation of the depart!D-ent.
The ships have suffered a little with the fever 'of the countr1,
and we have yet a la:rge sick list. Every precaution has be~n
taken to preserve_the health of the me», and the list is daily decreasing. Our men have been, J\ecessarily, u~uch exposed 01
sho · e; at first, night and day; notwithstanding which, the Britisl
ship Grampus, of 50 gu0s, at anchor within hail of the Independence, has a larger sick 1i8t than either of our ships; her crew having nothing but the ordinary· duty of the ship to attend to, I mention this as giving reason to believe that our men haH been taken
as good care of as circum~tances would admit.
I must repeat my regret that I ·have not been able to send a ship
to Tehuantepec; to havQ done so would have risked the maintenance of our authority in Lower California, or the safe · tenure of
this place.
I have the hono_r to be, sir, -very respectfully, your obedient
servant, .

.,

W. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,
·
Commanding Pacific squadron.
'::' he Hon. JoHN Y. MAsoN,
Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D. C .

•
Extracts from the letter of Lieutenant Charles Heywood, to Commodore W. Branford Shubr·ick, dated at , San Jose, Dtcembtr 8,
1847.
The prompt and effective protection which you have afforded
us in t he despatch of the Por1 smouth iq the wake of the South·
ampton to our support, ,receives the warmest acknowledgemen
of all; and the Californians most enthusiastically declare the con·
viction now, that, in the excitement of more stirring events, yo_
will ~ever forget them, or leave them to the vengeanee of theH
enf'mtes.
Of the Mexican forces, the most authentic information which we
can obtain leads us to believe that their main force has retired
from before La . Paz, anrl established their head-quarters at San An-

1
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tonio. There is one of their outpo-s ts within 25 miles of us, a
body of 60 men, under Angulo, at Media Flores.
We are very anxious to hear from Colonel Burton, and shall act
in concert with him if it is possible. We feel no apprehension of
attack during the stay of the Portsmouth herJ, and Captain Mont_gomery is lendinCT us every assistance in fortifying this place, and
has assured me that he will not leave until he considers us suffi-cien tl y strong to defend ourselves. I mu.st confess that we are all
anxious to become the offensive· party, the moment that it can be
done without exposing our men to the chanct>s of being too heavily
-outnumbered . It is my own opinion that if a respectable force
marches froJn La Paz against the enemy, desertion from their .
ranks wi11 leave their leaders and the more refractory of their supporters an easy prey to justice; and any parties of them who ma'y
seek refuge in this direction can be intercepted in an attempt to
escape. I deem it essentially necessary to the future quiet of this
part of California that the promi_n ent men in this movement should
be secured, and all the arms delinred over. That done, a small
force can take care of the country, provided that all shipments
from the enemy on the 'other side of the gulf are effectually cut
off.
*
*
*
*
*
*
'*
*
*
. A Californian who has just tome i~~rom ~e inter.ior, who was
despatched last night,' reports that he went as far as Cada Ano,
distant twenty miles, where, at the residence of Jose Maria Ver'.""
dezco, he saw a numb_er of saddled horses, and the night being dark,
retired without being seen himself, and, hiding his horse, he approached the house from the rear where the underbrush is thick.
There were many people outside, whom he soon knew to be a party
of the enemy, and gathered ,from their convers.ation that the outpost5 at Rancho Viego was composed of fifty men, and that the
main body consisted of three hundred' and fifty men at San Antonio,
who were waiting for the news of the march of troops again8t then1,
with the hope of leading them into an amb.ush.
Of eour~e, all due allowance must be made for the probable
desire of the enemy to represent . them.selves as formidable as possible
•

,.
Endorsement mer.de on tke envelope '/Jy Commander John B. Montgomery after this despatch wa,s closed, being the latest intelligence f!om San Jose.
•
December 9, 1847.
Since closing this, we have intelligence strongly indicative of
a generial br~aking up. They are separating into small parties, and
some said to be ' mar ching towards the districts where they reside.
It is reported that Pjneda is at San Antonio, said to have been
wounded at La Paz, ~rom which place we have no intelligence.

I
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Memorranda of .11:merican defences at Mazatlan, (Sinaloa.)
The "Cuartel" is occupied by the main body of our forces. 1::
building encloses a rectangular space, about 220 feet by 110 fet'
The walls are from 12 to .1 5 feet in heig4t, and thick enough t·
resi st fi eld _artillery for . a considerable length of time. The side
towards the town h as been p ierced for an JS-pounder in embrasure,
which comman ds a large portion of the city. Two carronades are
mounted on the -top of the "Cuartel" buildings, and the whole enclosing wall is arranged for musketry.
In front of the. ''Cuartel," ( the side towards the main land,) a
dem i- lu n e battery has been commenced, and two 24 -pounders, one
ca rr onade , a n d one 9-pounde r , mounted in barbette . . There is suffici en t sp ac e in this. bat_tery for sev eral additional guns, if required.
They can be well defend e d by musketry from the doors and window ~, and from the · top of the "Cuartel," which is only a few
yards in t h e rear. The position of this battery is commanding,and
secures all the ground between the old harbor and a high hill on
the right. On this hill we have constructed a pretty strong re·
doubt, now armed with two 9-p 0unders, and one eight-inch mortar.
Other guns will be place d here if deemed _n ecessary.
The po.s ition is a v ery str ong one, and commands all the space
between the "Cuartel" · anJ the Estero. Its guns may, also, be
brought tq_ bear o~ the t~n. The redoubt is about midway between the "Cuartel" anq the Estero~ On a commanding height,
about six hundred yards in front of this line, we have erected a
circular redoubt, with embrasures for five guns. Two carronades
and an eight -inch mort ar are alrea<ly mounted, and the others will
.soon be in place. This position is commanding, and covers all the
approaches to the town, exc ept the ford by the Estero; this, however, is seen by the redoubt at the right of the "Cuartel."
These li~es, when ccmple t-ed, will render it impossible for th e
enemy to retake the plact>, and th ey are already sufffoiently strong
to en able us to repel a force greatly superior to our own. It ma y
b e remar ked tl;iat the p·ublic buildii;Jgs in Mazatlan a I'e sufficient to
garrison ·a large number of troops. Provisions and fuel, however,
ar~ scarce, and can be procured only with difficul t y and at great
expense.
True copy of the original handed in by Lieutenant H. W. Halleck, engineers.
.

HENRY LA REINTRIE, Secretary .

No. 73.
U. S. Smp INDEPENDENCE,
Mazatlan, December 15, 1847.
Sm: I forward with this a copy of a report fro'm Ca pta in Lavall t- tte, of an affair between a part y of searri~n. under the comman d
of Lieutenant Mootgomery Lewis, d e tached from the garr iso

.

'
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posted on shore for the protection of Mazatlan, and a detachment
of the enemy on the ,night of -the -13th instant.
·
The most conyincing proof of the steadiness and good conduct
of the officers and· men on this occasion is to be found in the facts.•
They left '}iead-quarter-s at 9,.,p. m., marched ten miles over a bad
road, s_urprising and defeating a sutierior_force of regular tr.oops
strongly entrenched, and returned to · head-quarters by 5, a.
without the loss of a single man.
·
,
There is good reason to believe-, from reports made by persons
who have come in since, th~t the number of killed is greater than
r·eported, and that a number were wounded.
.
The party attacked was the .advanced gu~rd of the forces of Gene_ral Telles, encamped at San Seb~·stian, abq~t twenty miles from
•this. •
Some pennons taken from the erte1ny on thi·s occasion, on one of
whic~ i~ a ' death's h~ad, wil'l be forwarded to the · dep_artmen t by
the earhes.t_ opportumty.
, .
.,_ , _.·
,
SoIDie hors.es,' _sadtlles, sabres, escopettes·, &c., . &c., were captured. •
··
'
, '
I have the·, honor to be, s'ir, very respectfully, your -obedient ser· vant, . .,
' ·
~· ',.: ~ ._
W. BRANFORD SHUBRIC~,
.

m.,

I

• '

•

'

•

1

·

,.

,,

-

Commanaing· Paci.ft~ ,_squadron._

- 1

·Hono;able .· JoHN Y. MAsoN, ·

Secretary of the JYavy, Washington, D. C. ·

.(

HEAD-QUARTERS, MAZATLAN,

Dec~mber_14, 1847.
Sin.: Having recei~ed informatio,n that ·a ·party bf fr'om thirty te '
·forty of \he en~~y were e'ncamped about ten 'miles from'this ·p lace,
-I despatched·. Li:eutenant Montgom'er.y Lewis in· c~arge of a party
consisting' pf the, .followin_g officers 1and men: Lj,eutenant Henry A.
Wise, Passed 1y.Iidshipmen Baldwin and English, and fifty sailors;
-thirteen from the Congress, aqd the balance from the Independerice.
-~he expedition succeeded in surprising the enemy, and had it not
b .een for- the darkness of the night, i~ all probability _the whole party would have .b een killed or captured. As it was, ytwo officers and
~.six men were left ?ea4 on the fi~Id, and it is supposed many more
were wounded.
.
,
' · ·
The panic cre~ted in the
of the enemy was so grea~ t-hat
·they fled, only firrng two shots. Four horses, ~addles and bridles,
a quantity o( arms 6f different kinds, &c., was brought in by the
party, and many destroyed on the u;round . .
At 11½ o'clock, last night, J ·, despatched Lieutenant Russell in
charge of' a _party of twenty of his marines, with orders to march
~>U.t to "Palos 'Prietos/' and in the even~ . of heari~g. any ~ring, _to
JOlll the party and afford them sue~ · ass1sta_
n ce , as might be . in his

9"mp·

,. po,i;er.

.

,

.

·

Lie-.tenant Lewis thinks, froni the quantity of ctrms and other ar,
,
·
71
_,.

1
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ticles found in the camp, that there must have been from se,,,
to eighty men in the camp.
.
...
;,
He speaks, in the 4ighest terms of the steaqy coolness of his offi1.e•
• and men. Lawrence Cendona, ·the wardroom .steward of the Co·.
.gress, accompanie d the expedition, and was "the only_ one injure
he having received a slight wound in the hand fiom one of our me'
in the charge.
.
.
I am, respectfully, your obedient ~ervant, _'
.
_· G. A. F. LAVALLETTE,
. Captain and Governor.
Commodore W. BRANFORD SHuB~icK,'
.
Commanding Pacific squadron, Mazatlan.

, N. B .., The enemy were encamped &n a, hill in a very strong po:sition, with entrenchments. Lieutenant Lewis reports that whet
the order to charge was ·given, the great rivalry seemed to exis.
:among the men who should get up first. r
•

J .(>

('

No. - 77 .

U ~ S. SHIP lN'D EPENDENCE,
Mazatlan, December 22, 1847.
Sm: I have the · honor ,to lay before :you copies of a correspondence which was enclose~ to ' ·me -by Lieutenaµt Charles Heywood,
~ommanding at San Jose, and which speaks for itself.
I have authorized _- Lie'utenant Heywood to pay the. Californians
as landsmen, at the rate of ntne dollars p_er montp, and to ration
them, but not to employ any more of them as scouts, &c., than he
may actually , need.
,. , ·
.
);: . To Captains B. Simmons and John Barker, of the whale ships
"'Magn_~ lia" and "Edward," I have tendered, through Lieutenant
Heywoocl, my thanks for their timely and patriotic conduct, which
I have pleasure in bring to the notice of the department.
I am, sir, respectfully, your most obedient servant,
1

W. BRANFORD SHU~RICK,
Commanding Pacific squadror.t.
Honorable JoHN Y. MAs~N.,
/
Secretary of the Navy, Wdshingto~, D. _C.

__,_._,

SAN

J os:z, December 15, 1847.

Sm: I t is my duty to draw your attention to the enclos~d cor-

Tespondence, by which you will perceive a disposition manifeste_d
by the captains of the whale ships "Magnolia" and "Edward
to assist the un'fortunate inhabitants of this place during the ap·
prehensions created by the recent attack upon this post by the c~~my . The timely no tice which you receiTed of the outbreak 1
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Lower California, and the proippt and' effective measure which you
took to suppress it, in the despatch of the 'Portsmouth to our relief,.
and the Cyane to La Paz, gave the gentlemen referred to, Captain,
13. Simmons and Captain John Barker, an opport~nity of ,prosecuting ,their yoyage with. only a trifling del_ay o! ~me five .or six days,
but the readiness with which they yielded to the ·request made to.
t hem to anchor in this port,. and the tro·u_ble which they tqok i'n
carrying off a number of families, at 'a time when an attack was
expected every night, is highly .creditable to them.
They (ttrthermore offered to send on shore men, and to volun te er tlieir personal assi;,ta1nce i,n strengthening our garrison' in caset hat it should be , possible to . land, in ,event of an attack, and on
t he - - , the entire crews of the two· ·ships, leaving only sufficient
men Qn board to take care of the vessels, landed and marched up,
to the town; there wer,e in all sixty of them, in ' a half .unjform of
red shirt~, with banners; and armed with muskets, lances, spades ,
and even harpoons, and came on in very goorJ or der?aPresenting
rather a formjdable appearance, and serving to reassure9le citizens
here, whose confidence had forsaken them, in consequence of the
smallness of our ·own force.
,
We went par.t o( the way to meet them, and escorted them back
with our eighteen marines; and during the day that they remained
on shore they co_nducted "themselves with the greatest propriety. ,
We gave them, at parting, three. cheers and thanked th~m for ·
their good w:ill.
·
There was another service ;which they done us, in sending on,
shore powder and other things which we needed, and which wa s.
returned on the- arrival of the Sout,!i.ampton.
·
In short, both these gentlemen see~ed -extremely an)):ious to
oblige us in any way in their power;- and l had great plea.sure in
as:mri~g th_em of my per~onal acknowle_dgments, an9 that I sho~ld;_ l
make· 1t known to yourself at.a future ;tt',;ne.
.
I am, sir, very .respectfu11y, your obedient servant,
1
•

,
. CHARLES HEYWOOD,
Lie-ut. Com'dt. U. S. forces; San }fJse To Commodore

w M.

BRANFORD SHUBRibK,

Commanding Pacific squadron, M8zatlan.

- - - .r
J

JosE, November 2a; 1847.
Su: I beg leave, on the part of a number of citizens of thisplace, to represent th~ following facts for your consideration:
The people here have some of them witnessed, ~and all of them
know n , of the gallant defence which, with a bandfull of men , l
you. have made agai,nst an enemy, with the fearful odds ~f five to one
agarnst you; an enemy well mounted and armed, and provided with.
cannon and all the munitio·n·s of war-ar. enemy who have proved
themselves as courageous: determined-, and not deficient in skill, an di .
SAN
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who have availed themselves of e;ery favorable position to har:1.
you, with a tact that must be admitted.
And i~ has _been se~n that you have not only maintained yo,,
defence m a siege of sixty ' hours, but beat the enemy off with 4
heavy loss.
,
But you have - not been able to · ef.fect ~rt tire prot~ction to the
townt this wa~ impossiole, and although you have offered generously an asylum to the women and .c_hildren within the barracks, ye
from your confined quarters, this must be necessarily ,limited to 2
fe~, and even those much exposed t_o the fir,~ of. th'e enemy, astll~
inner walls of th~ two houses defended bear ample testimony; and
the consequence has b·een that the 'greater portion of these unfortunate people have sought safe.ty in flight to th~ riwuntains, where
they have been exposed- to every privation and to insult from for-

aging parties of the enemy,

I

',

'

'

· The · citizens of thi's ' place beg I.e ave to re?resent to you that
t hey hav~ositive information, and every reason to believe, that
the one hundred and fifty men 'commanded by Matjas Moreno, who
commenced an attack upon you on the 19th, have', since their re·
freat from this place, formed a junction with 'an equal force,
amount,ng in· all to over three hundred · well armed men, who, un, der General Pineda, intend a , second descent upon this place, and
are actually in march.
The people ~here have every reason to confide in. your courage
and skill, and in that of your officers, to meet any .emergency, but
·from tile facts already all.11ided to, -it is evident ~hat you must _co~·
fine yorirsflf to the defensive, and that the town will be agarn m
the hands of the enemy, exposed to · the fire of both p·arties. Therefore, in this critical juncture, in order to secure a .refuge in the
hour of danger for the women and child·r en, they 'beg of you to
intercede with Captain B. Simmons, of the whale ship "Magnolia,"
and Captain Jno. Barker, /of the whaler "Edwar_d," just arrived
here, to remain at anchor off this port, to receiv.e on board any rf
the helpless and non·combatant inhabitants who may wish to seek
safety on board, until · the ... rrival of a reia,forcement enables you
to drive- bad, the tide of war from their doo-rs.
Hoping, sir, that you will give this matt-er yo~ir earn~s! attention, I beg leave to subscribe myself, on the part of the citizens of
·San Jose, respectfully, your obedient serva_nt,
.
_
EUGENE F. GILLESPIE .
To Lieutenant CHs. HEvwoon,
J

•

,

-

,

1

.

·

Commanding United States forces,
.,. San Jose, Lower California.

SAN
•

GENTLEMEN:

JosE, November 25, 1847.

I beg leave to band you, enclosed, a copy of a

communication received, on the part of the citizens of this placr
from Mr. Eugene F. Gillespie, an American and a gentleman, whom
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_for the ,go6d cond1Jct which he displayed as a volunteer on the occasion of the recent attack upon this · garrison, ,I have reason to
respect, and every wish to oblige; and ·, as the reasons adlanced are
not without foundation, I beg le~ve to offer thetn for your consideration, supported bJi th~ 'wish that you may be able •to accede to
the request cont.ained in his letter,
I am well aw~re that a detention of this kind must be prejudicial _
to your interest; and I am not authori~ed to promis.e a remunera•
tioil for the delay,. I will,' however, represP-nt the facts to the
commodore, and have no -doubt that the government will take it
into c_o nsider~tion, under the .circumstances, not to speak of the
satisfaction which I am sure it will afford you to renaer an especial
service to the defenceless portion _of the inh'a bitants of this place.
With r'espec;t, _gentlemen, I am, your obedient servant,
.
.
CHS. HEYWOOD,
I

I

•

Lieut. United States.... navy, commanding
o.Yftcer, Sar,, Jose .
/.

\

Captain B. S1MMONs·, "Magnolia."
Captain J~o. BARKER, ·"Edward.'~
'\

'-

SAN JosE,

November 25, 1847.

Srn: In possession of esteemed favor of this date, enclosing a
communication from Mr . Eugene---.F. Gille~pie, in behalf of the citizens of this place requesting us to reµiain at anchor here for a
short time to afford an asylum to the women and c'hildren in case
of a renewed attack upon the town on the jrnrt of the enemy, and
until the arrival of a vessel of war or reinforcement to the garrison,we hav.e to reply that the ·appe·al is one which no man of Christian
feelings could resist, and alt~ough our interes:t requires the prosecution of our voyage, yet, convinced of th-e existence of extreme
danger to these unfortunate peo_ple, we will not only take the responsibility of reniaining until succo~ arrive~, but we say to them,
come all, ~ome Jreely, and they shall find the welcome and hospitality which we believe was· never ~dei;iied h~neath th_e stars .and
stripes.
Without anything further than to express our congr.a tulations
upon the gallant defence made by your garrison, on _the 19th, 20th,
and 21st instants, against an enemy so vastly your' superior in nuni- '
·
her, we _remain, sir, most truly, your obedient serv'ants,

B . SIMMONS,
S!iip .Magnolia.
JNO.- S. _'BARKER, ··
Ship Edward.
To Lieutenant

CHS.

H~vwoon,

Commanding U. S. forces, San Jose.
-

•(

I
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SAN

·

I'

JosE,' LOWER ·cALIFORNIA,
· .
'November 25, 184i

Srn: I' have the p~easure to acknowledge _the receipt -of youruspected favor of this morning_, on the p.ar.t ' of t~e citizens of thr
place, and, in conformity to the · request therein contained, ha-re
,communicated with Captain B._Simmons and Captain }ohn Barker.
-of the whale ships "Magnol'ia" and ,"Edward," .upon the subject
of their remaining at anchor al this port for a few days, to afford
a refuge to th~ women and children, in case of a renewed - attact
-on' the par.t of. th~ enemy; to which I :am. happy to h'and you here-with a copy of their reply. · . "
·
In reference to the flattering terms in which you refer tp the defence made . by this garrison on the 19th, 20th, and ..21st instants,
agaiqst a very sugerior force-a str.u1ggle in . which you were not
·only a spectator, but a participator in our: efforts, I can only say
th~ t; ~e a e always . ready to fulfil ou·r duties to th~, best of oui
,, -:ab1 ht1es, a d _are very happy,, 1f our c.onduct has merited the ap·
· proval of · those whom we came here to protect.
,
I am, sir, respectfully, your obedient ~ervant,
,. ·, CHAS. HEYWOOD,
Lieute~ant Com;mandi11g.
EuGENE

F.

Esq.,
San Jose.

G1LLESP1~,

I'

1,

SAN

JosE, Duember. 18, 1847.

, Srn: In my former reports I have ·not . dwelt ·w ith sufficient
·c learness upon the services of those of the .Californians who acc epted of our in vitatron to c·ome in to the defence · of the town
against the · enemy previous to the attack of the 19th ultimo. There
were, in all, about 20 of them', and th·e y 1 remainefl from about t~e
1 2th ultimo until the arrival of the "Southampton," ,when I du;missed them. They are not, it is true; ,very effective as troops; but
as patrols, scouts, and sentinels, most vigil,ant, quick, an<l of great
,\lse. The defence of Mott's house was JDOst entii'ely confided to
.th.em; and the twelve men, l'tnder Passed Mjdshipman McLanahan,
:i!h owed no 'disposition to flinch, and done . their J uty like men.
They were all rationed, of course, but I think they should also.be
en titled to some remuneration. They showed u disposition whi ch
was an e.;xcellent example, and by that mean s, became so obnoxfous to the enemy that they decla;red them ''fuera de la ley"-they
"th rew their lives, their alJ, upon the issue; and their pro~erty,
whenever the enemy has found it, has been .ruthlessly destroy ed.
Many of them, for instance, Jye. Buardi, have been ruined, as the
p~nalty of their fidelity to our cause and- to good faith. I told
th em, upon dismissing them, that their conduct would be ap 11 r~cia~ed, _and that I should represent it to the comm~dore; a~d ID
!ayrng_ 1t before you, I confess that my feelings are greatly enlisted
1n their favor. I do not know whether any provision can be made
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for ~ temporary enlistme'nt of this kind; but I think they most
:richly deserve a reward and encf?uragement for their past good.
behavior. I have .great pleasure in referring these matters to you,
and in bearing testimony in their favor.
·
•
I am, sir, respectfully, your obedient ,servant,
· ._
·
.
,
.
, ·. CHAS. HEYWOOD,

'. ' Lieutenant u. S. !(., commanding forces
Commodore WM. B1t~NFO~D SHUBRICK, ,~
- Commanding Pacific squadron, Mazatlan.

at

San Jost ~

I

No. 80..
·u;,1tED STATES sa1P INDEPENDENCE,-

·

J

Mazatlan, January 24, 1848.

Su: The twp blockading vessels, the Lexington ·anl the bar'}Ue·.
-HWhiton," being together at San Blas on the 12th instant, Lieute;11ant Commandant Th~odprus Bailey, senior officer, took ad van-- '
tage of that ci.if u~stance to land a party of men, under Lieutenant Comn:iandaift Frederick Chatard, who captured the guns of the
place and the custom-house boat. _
.· · The papers enclosed . with . this, being copies of the reports of
Lieutenants B~iley and ChaJard, will show to the department the
proper and creditable manner, in -which th·e duty was executed.
Mexico ·has no,w not · a gun mo~nted on- the coast of the Pacific,.
except at Acapulco. A small 'additional force would have enabled.
me to disarm that place also. _
.
,
I have the . honor to ~e, sir, very respectfully, your obedient.
servant,
W. BRAN:FORD SHUBR;ICK,

Commanding Paci.fie squadron ~
Hon. JoHN Y. MAsoN,

Secretary of the Navy, Wask~ngton, D. C.
,'

\

REPqRT OF LIEUTENANT BAILEY . OF THE CAPTUaE OF SAN BLAS.
UNITED STATES

Smp

LEXINGTON,

Off" San Blas, January 12, 1848.
Srn: · I have the honor to inform you ·that I arrived at this port,
: yesterday afternoon, where I found Lieutenant Commandapt Cha~ ,
tard, gf the United_ States barque "Whiton," and relieved him in...
the charge of the blockade.
_ ·
_
'
·
This morning I organized a force, consisting of three officers anc!
twenty-seven men from this ship, and two officers and fifteen men..
from the "Whiton," under Lieutenan~ Chatard, and de.spatched;
t hem on shore for the purpose of takrng the town and fortifiecf,
/

.
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--works at San l3las, which duty was performed in a m.ost creditab
manner by that officer, bringing off two pieces of artillery from the
fort, a fine boat, belonging to the custom-house, and two small
schooners, which were found an,chored in a creek inside of tbe.
Jnole.
The guns and boat are much needed for the efficient equipment
;of the Whiton; I have put them on board that vessel.
·
In taking the town and works of San Blas, I instructed Lieute·'llant Commanda nt Chatard not to hoist our flag, as that would involve the necessity of leaving a force on shore to p'rotect it, which
the small number of men , allowed the Lexington would not admit
~

of.

The expedition, although a bloodless one, reflects the highest
cre<l,it on those engag~'d. in ~t, having bee:n, ·conductel ~ithout
()ffence to the pea~ea:ble rnhab1tants of the city, an9 attamrng the
ends desired .
. · For further particulars I refer y~u to Lieutenant Commandant
·Chatard's offi~ial"report of the affair.
The barque Whiton I shall despatch this afternoon to the block,,ade of Manzanillo, in prosecution (of ·yo~r orders . .,
I have the ho-nor to be, very respectfully, your ob~ient servanti
·.
T. ~AILEY,

Lieutenant Comm' g, naval force~ off. San Bla_s.
To Commodore W. BRANFOR:Q SHuBRICK,"{;,.t-,:.,. I
Commander-in-chief U. S. Pacific squadron.
',

\

UNITED STATES BARQUE .W HITON,
r··

Off San Blas, January

12, 1848.

Srn: 1n obedience to ydur order~ I landed at San Blas :with
_twenty-seven. men from the Lexington, and fifteen from the barque
Whiton, with the following officers: Lieutenant McComb, Passed
Midshipman McArann, of the Lexington; and Passed Midshipman
Austin, and Acting Midshipman Lavallette, from the barque.
Having reached the custom-house, I sent the boats alongside f
a schooner lying out in the stream, in charge of Mr. Myers, captain's clerk, doing duty as acting midshipman .in- the Lexington, to
await our return.
With thirty men, accompanied by Lieutenant . McComb and the
l'est of the officers, I marched through the town, about a mile, to
the fort. Though about an hundred of the citizens looked on, no
one opposed our passage. We thoroughly overhauled the fort, an,d
-foun<l only a couple of carriage guns and several old gun carriages,
besides some few shot. We took possession of the guns, and I had
them transported to the beach. I also demanded the custom-house
l>oat, which they very reluctantly informed me was moored up. a
cree::k back of the town. I despatched Pa~sed Midshipman Austm
.lnd Acting Midshipman Lavallette, with ten men, to find her, and
~end her off to the ship, which duty he executed very promptly_:
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1\nd ·returned in time to assist me in ·cutting out two schooners from
the harbor, which I to\'led out and anchored ~car the Lexin~ton.
The whole expedition was Gonducted perfectly to my satisfaction, with much order, t~e men hehaving t~emselves remarka~ly
'"Well. Also, I have .to thank Lieutenant McComb and Passed Midshipman McAra,n n for their efficient services in 'riiding me to perform
the duty assigned me.
I have to request that you will allow me to mount the t~o guns .
<>n board of my barque, and also the use of the boat, durmg my
~r.uize to blockade Manzanillo. ,
·
I am, ve.ry respectfu11y, your obedient servant,

FREDERICK CHATARD.
Esq., .:
· ·
·
Comm~nding U. S. blockading force~; off San Bl~s. .

To ';rHEonoRus

.

•

RAILEY,

No. 81.
UNITED STATES SHIP INDEPENDENCE,

,<,, .

Mazatlan, Janua_ry 31, 184~.

Srn: My last communication, via Mexico, was dated January 9,

(No. 78,) since which nothing of importance has taken place here.
The .e nemy seems satisfied that we should hold quiet possession of
Mazatlan.
G eneral Telles has be~n deprived of his command, and the governor of Sinaloa, Don R11fael de la Vega, has taken charge of the
troops in person. He 'is not a military man, however, and contents
l1imself wi th stationing small detachments in the neighboring towns,
to prevent the passa g e of goods into the interior; at the same time
allbwing all goods and supplies to come,freely into the town. The
bu-sines.s of the place is consequerrtly increasing, and foreign ves-sels fi.nd it to their advanta ge to land their cargoes, as, notwithstanding the · outpos t s of Governor Vega, they can succeed, by a
little bribery,- in ge t ting goods into· the interior.
·
·
I have been gradually and silently Teducing our force on shore,
still keeping a suffi ci ent number: to guard against any surprise on
the part· of the 'enemy.
· I have received reports from the blockading vessel at Manzanilla up to Janu.ary 2J, and at San Blas to the 18th-those two
-vessels being together' at San B las on the 12th instant. Lieu~enant
Commanding Bailey took advantage of the circumstance to land a
:force under Lieutenant Chatard, and captured the only two guns,
12-pouaders, at the fort, and the custom-house boats. No resistance wus made, and the business was conducted with propriety and
~iscretion
·
-.... ~a:.c
.
!:'" ' ~ieute,nant Chatard landed a small party at Manzanillo, an~
::sp1ked three guns, 24 or 32-pounders, at a short distance from the
-village. Mexico has not now a gun mount~d on the coast- of· the
Pacific, except at Acapulco; and a small additio·nal force would
J

,

,

'

.

'-\
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have enabled me, ere this, to have captured nd disabled or taken
off those.
·•
.
Commander Du Pont writes from La Paz, un_der date of January
17, that "there is no probability of any demonstration on either
post, in my opinion, and quite a certainty ,that nothing could be
effected if it were attempted."
,
Lieuten~nt Heywood writes from San Jose, January 21, that the
enemy is hovering around him, but seems confident_that he will be
able to maintain his position. The Southampton was temporarily
absent when he wrote, but it is with him before this~ I have not
heard from Guaymas since the visi_t of the Dale to this pl{ce on the
8th January. A great deal of labor has been done by our men on
shore at Mazatlan. A · demi-lune breastwork has been erected in
front . of . the "Cuartel," with a deep ditch around it, and two hii\s
fortified as outposts. •It is very creditable to them that no com:.
plaint has been made of outra'ge on the inhabitants; both officers
and men mingle freely with the, citizens, and tiae most haqnonious
intercourse has existed. I have found it necessary to mount a company of hors;men, selected from the crews of t.he two ships, for
the purpose of ·watching the movements of the enemy, and acting
as a patrol guard in the town. Some of the horses and saddles
were captured from fhe enemy, and some purchased; the expense
is inconsiderable, in comparison with the services rendered.
I have re< eived dates . from Governor Mason up to the 6th.
January; all was quiet in Upper California.
·
Colonel Mason gives me no hopes of being able to send me
troops to this place, and very few to Lower California.
I have the honor. to be, sir, very ,respectfully, your obedient ·
servant,

W. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,
Commanding Pacific squad.ron.
Hon. JoHN Y. MAsoN,

Secretary of tlie _N avy, Washington, D. C.
FEBRUAR v

1,.1848,

P. S.-Since writing the above, I have received information that
a small party of Lieutenant Heywood's command has been_ cut off
by the e nemy, about the 22d ultimo. The party consisted ~f
Passed Midship·m en A. F. Warley and .J. M. Duncan, three privates of marines, one volunteer sergeant, ope sEtaman, and one
Californian, who had been sent down to the beach for the purpose
of receiving some articles for the garrison, from a small schooner,
and, while awaiting there, were suddenly surrounded by one hundred and fifty of the enemy's cavalry. Sine~ their capture, they
have been heard from, and state that none of them were injured,.
and that they are kindly treated.
'fhe ''Southampton" touched here last evening from Guaymas,
and ~ails this morning for La Paz to take the place of the "Cyane,"
with instructions to Commander Du Pont to go to San Jose and
take care of that post. Com1!1aRder Selfridge came from Guayma&
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in the ' "Southa~pton," and remains here until an opportunity offers for the United States. . His wound is improving, though he is
yet .unable to walk.
·
Very respectfully, &c., &c., &c., ·
•

'

·

W. BRANFORD SHUBRICK.

lion. $. Y. ·MAsoN,

Secretary <>J the Navy; Washington. D. C.

No. 83.
UNITED STATES SHIP INDEPENDENCE,

Mazatlan, February 21, 1848 .
. SIR : I have an opportunity, by a gentleman going direc~ to
Washin,gton, via Central America, to make this communication.
Since my last, dated January 31, No. 81, (via Mexico,) we have
been busily engaged in completing the defensive works on t_he land
side of Mazatlan. They are now finished, and I think I risk
nothing in saying that, with a force of four or five hundred men,
this flourishin.g tow.n and important port ca.n- be held against any
force that the enemy will probably be able to bring against it, even
in· the absence of all the naval force.
'
I h~ve had a correspondence with Governor Mason on the subject,
and he fully concurs with me in opinion as to the importance. of
not relinquishing our hold here, while the war lasts. He has taken
measures to raise volunteers for Lower California, still in a state of
ferment~ and this place, and promises, if possible, to send. a thou~and men · for the two services between · this and the first of May.
This . will liberate the ships, and 'enable the commander of the
squadron to keep up a strict blockade, and carry out the other views '
of the department. A vast majority of the people .of Mazatlan are,
I have every r~ason to believe, well disposed towards us. There
has be~n no di~sension betweeµ our people a'nd · them. ·• It has
not been necessary to pu:r:iish any Mexican more severely than by
-confinement on board ship, and but few cases of that, and there
has been no complaint of a;ny outrag'e by a1_1y of our men on them.
The merchants tell me that there is more shipping in this port now
than they recollect at the same season of any previous year; two
vessels of some siz~ ~have been built and launched as American
vessels, and will wear the flag of the United' States. Persons
coming from the interior, report that the manner in ~hich Mazatlan has been ruled has gone far to reconcile the country people ,to .
its occup~ti.on. About one hundred and eighty men who were in the
military ·servic·e of the enemy have come in, given their parole, and
resumed their occupations as citizens.
·
The export of dye-wood .( the Brazq wood of commerce) being
free, is resuJ?led with. activity, but the heavy duty on )he precious
metals causes them to be smu,ggled from the many small ports and
i nlets which we have no means of guarding.
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The force of the enemy in the neighborhood, under Governor
Rafael de la Vega, is feeble and is daily ·wasting a way, and as
soon as it is found that we have other force than that furnished
from the sguadron, will, I doubt not, disperse , altogether, and
leave the !ntercourse with the interior ftee; and when this is
kpown, it will have a most stimulating effect on the' commerce of
the port.
The junta municipal, elected by the inhabitants, has acted harmoniously with Captain Lavallette, doing duty as governor, under
my supervision. All interior duties have been abolished, and the
funds necessary for the support of th{;! ,police and other expenses of
the town, raised by taxes on real estate, stores, taverns, billiard
rooms "and other places of public amusement. This relieves the
' lower class from the onerous alca.1bala dufies under which they
groaned during the rule of their own government, and causes them
to look upon us a,s friends rather than as conquerors~
I feel pride 'in recording the fidelity to the flag of our men doing
duty on shore, laboring a.t the erection of fortifications, and doing
the, to them, unusual duty of soldiers, exposed to the seductions
of the enemy through his ·e missaries; them has been only dne d~sertion from us to him, a man, rated quarter·gunner, is believed to be
in his ranks. One other, a boy, is missing, but cannot be traced to
the enr.my. This, considering the usually unstable character of
sailors, is highly creditable to them.
·
The marines have behaved with the fidelity and constancy which
eharacterizes that valuable corps, and I embrace this opportunity
respectfully to recommend that ships coming to this . station be allowed as large a. co.mplement of these - valuable ) men as possible.
The servi ce ·would- be greatly benditt e d by doubling the number
allowed to each ship,.and reducing to the same extent, if necessary,
the complement of landsmen and ordi.Bary seamen. The want of
m'a rines is strongly felt in all operations on shore.
I have just received from Lieutenant .E dward M. Yard, in temporary command of the Dale, a report of two affairs with the enemy in tl\e neighborhood of Guaymas, a copy of which is enclosed,
with copies of the report of Lieutenants Craven and Stanley. My
instructionf,: to Lieutenant Yard w~re positive, not to risk his men
on shore, "without strong reason to believe that the results will be
. of benefit to the public service."
In these cases he seems to have good reason for landing, and the
expeditions were both conducted with judgment anrl gallantry._
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient
servant,
1

W. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,
Commanding Pacific sq?,tairon.
Hon. JoHN Y. M·AsoN,

Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D. C.
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REPORT OF LIEUTENANT YARD OF OPERATIONS NEA:R, GUAYMAS.

u. s.

SLOOP DALE,

G-uaymas, February 13, 1848.

Srn: The British frigate·· Grampu,s being aboiit to sail for Mazatlan, affords me an opportunity to report to you the oceurrences
that have taken place here since the sailing of the Southampton,
as also the present state of affairs in this quarter, as well as I can
learn them.
,_
The morning after the departure of the Southampton, (January
20th,) I received information, from two reliable sources, of the presence of a party of the enemy, under the command of a captain,
and a guar.d boat, with a crew of four meb, under the late captain
of the port, being stationed at the village of Cochori, distant about
nine miles to the south and eastward of our a·nchorage. My informants were persons in whom I had reasons to place much confidence, having been, in the employ of this ship and of the Southampton for some time, and h::1d been founµ faithful, and seemingly
interested in our cause" During ' our former visit here, we had
succeed'ed, with much difficulty, in opening a trade for fresh provisions at this village and with the Yaque Indians, which was continued with the Southampton during our absence.
As the continuance of the enemy at this ·point would cut us off
from all these advantages, as well ,as establish a kind of blockade
over the bay, I determined at once to dislodge him; and, with the
-minute information in my possession, (my informants volunteering
.as guid.es,) I de·e med a surprise as the best. I acc 1ordi"ngly organized a force consisting of about fifty · men, ~and with the _offictrs to
be .. em ployed in the enterprise arrange<l the plan which, I am
happy to . say, was m,ost successfuJly carried out, without any · loss
-or injury on our part. · For the details of the affair, I respectfully
refer you to ,the enclosed report of Lieutenant (;raven, which, with
the eye-sketch accompanying, may serve to give you a com.rect idea J
,of it.
,, ·
·
· In the absence of any instructions· as to fhe disposition of prison .. ·
and it being exceedingly inc~nvenient to keep them on board, I
determined to release them on parole, under the usual restriction~, ·
and did so on the same day of their capture. Wishing to obtain a
~orrect idea of the position of the enemy's camp, I availed myself of
the opportunity thus occasioned by setting the prisoners on shore,
to ad dress, by. an officer under a flag, a communication to the commandant genera1, offering to release a wounded prisoner on board,
in orde·r that his comforts might be increased, and I am glad to
-~a.y that the o~cer was very courteously received. The next day
a polite answer was returned, by an offic,er under a flag, and the
wounded prisoner having died the evening before, I had him buried
in the grave yard near the town, in his presence. Having reason
to suspect that there might be some ve~sels on the coast to the
•orthward, I had · the launch fitted and provisioned for a cruise,
and placed under charge of Lieutenant Stanley, with orders ,to proceed up the coast, examining the numerous bays and anchorages,

-ers,
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and in the event of finding any vessels in them, or hovering on t~t
coast, whether enemies or neutrals, to send them to this port.
After an absence of three days, he returned, having gone up tht
·
coast some forty miles, where he found at anchor the released brigantine Mazatlea, Vial, master. He found -her papers correct, and
would have sent her to this plac~, but for a pass,from Lieutenant
Commanding Thorburn, who had fallen in with him at sea, authorizing him to go to the Tetas de Cahra to obtain a cargo of flour
for Lieutenant Colonel Burton's command at La Paz .
In consequence of this, Lieutenant Stanley permitted her to remain, taking a bond from the master, forfeiting the vessel in default
of his coming here to get a clearance before going , dow~ the gulf.
On Lieutenant Stanley's return, he captured a sloop rigged launch
from Muleje, laden with panache (sugar of the country) and dried
fruit, and brought her iP. After taking out a thousand pounds of
the former to issue to the crew, in liet1 of molasses, of which wehad none, the whole cargo being of a perishable nature, I ransomed
the remainder. Several letters of intere~t we"re taken in this boat,a copy of one (the others being much mutilated) I send, as it may
be of some importance to the commander-in -chief, or to Lieutenant Colonel Burton,· as showing how the mea,ns were obtained toequip the enemy's force in Lower California. I immediately despatched the launch again to the same quarter, in hopes of catchinganother boat-expected from the other side; and she returned, after
an absence of three days, without success. I again sent her off~
and also the first cutter, to the southward, to examine the coast
between this and the· Yaque river. Both returned without having
fallen in with anything.
Lieutt"'llan t Stanley has been almost constantly em ployed on boat
service, and has been exceedingly zealous and useful in the performance of this duty.
.
Since the affair of Cochori, the enemy has withdrawn all his outposts, with the exception of one almost within 'sight of the town,,
and maintains only a few videttes to spy our rnovemen ts. I also
understand that he is being constantly reduced by desertions, until
his force does not now exceed eighty .men, exclusive of the national
guard, who are not at present -under arms, _and are unwilling to
perform military duty. The people, I am credibly informed, are
exceedingly anxious for the military force to retire, that they may
return to their homes and occupations. I have been endeavoringin every way in my power to . encourage this feeling, by representing that we wish them to return to this town, when the port will
be opened for trade, and permission given ,to carry on commerceunder certain restrictions. Whether this has produced any effect
or not, I cannot say, but I think it is probable that the enemy will
have to .r etire into the interior before 1ong, as it is scarcely possible for him to maintain his position here.
The Yaques, who seem td be quite as intelligent and ciTilized as
the_ lower class of the Mexicans, appear to enjoy in some degree
an rndependent government.
They are becoming quite restless,
and might be incited to hostility against the military chief of the de~
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_partment. Although I have gi~en the~ no coun_tenanc~ in this re spect, it has been my endeavor to cultivate, a friendly mtercourse.
Having a message from their general a short time since, I wrote to
h~m, expressin~
plrnsure at.seeing his p~ople, a_nd a~suring him
that they should be well treated and ·.rece1ve a fair price for anythin~ they ?rougpt to dispose _o f. · .W 1th a view t? prom?te .the stat,e <of thrn~s JUSt· spo~~n of and
enco urage the d1saffect10n towards the Mexican ~uthont1es, I despatched last night a strong force under the command of Lieutenant
Stanley, accompanied by Lieuten;int Tansil of the marines, and
Midshipme·n Adams, Hamilton, and Houston, to surpris e t he outpo,st before mentioned '. The enterprise was not so succe ssful as I'
woulcl have wished, owing to the extreme. vigilance of t he enemy;
but their post was entirely br.o ken up. One prisoner an<l t h,re~
stand .of arms were captured without firing a shot; the rest, by a
precipitate retreat, escap~d in: the darkness. F'or the particul ars of
the ex·pedition, I respectfully refer you . to the report of L i eutenant
Stanley, , herewith enclosed.
r
'
We' have now on board about six week's water, on our usual
allowance, (three quarts per man.) JI e can obtain a small supply
at Cochori, ' but of bad quality, and getting it is attended with.

!DY

r

•

'

.

-

risk.
Be assured, sir, whllst endeavoring to harrass the enemy as rquch

as possible, I shall keep in view your instructions, aud not haz,ard .
any enterprise without great caution or sufficient mo·tive.
.
.
I have · the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your ,bbedient

servant,

EDWA~D M. YARD, .

•

Lieutenant Comm~nding.
To Commorlore W .·

BRANFORD SHUBRICK,

Commanding Pacific squadron, Mazatlan .

•
.LIEUTENANT STANLEY'S REPORT.
UN .I TED STATES SHIP DALE,

Guaymas, ,February 13, 1848.
Sm: In obedience t~ your or'der, of last night, I landed at one
·o'clock with th~' marines and parts of C(lmpanies A and B, (se~men,)
anll marched to the attack of the post of Bacochi Vampa.
·
Lieutenant R. Tansill, a soldier of vigor and judgment in any
emergency, led the attack from the northwest; Midshipman Hous~
ton with ten men led, from the southwest; and I, with Midshipmen
.J. Adams and J. B. Hamilton, led from the west. _·
·
~he barri_c'ks is situated _on · a spur of the mountain ·ra~ing the
west, stony. and bushy, wluch renders a near approach without
discovery im_possilJle. As soon as· the .sentinelhailed u:~, accordin i;
to my p'revious arrangeme~t, w'e charged in double quick t ime.
~ut d11ty and ·ambition could not take us up to the barra cks as fast
as fear carrie~ the fl'ying enemy away . We made but oqe of them
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prisoners; several of the othe~s left their arms, ammunition, acco.
trements, and stores, and an officer the best part of his unifor
Some of these I granted as tr·ophies to the men, who behaved
perfect coolness.
Having seen a light in the town of Guaymas while on our marclt
to Bacochi Vampa, on my return I made a strict search in its
vicinity, which delayed our reaching the ship until 8 o'clock.
Our tiresome march, through difficult by-path5, did not cause any
cessation of that vigilance and activity which the above named
midshipmen Lave displayed O!} former occasions.·
. Very respectfully,
FAB. STANLEY,

,i

Lieutenaut, United States navy.
To· Lieutenant Commanding E. 1\/I.

YARD,

United States skip Dale, Bay of Guayma.s.

LIEl:J'TENANT CRAYEN'S REPORT.

uNITED

STATES SHIP DALE,

Bay of ,G uaymas, January 31, 1848.
Srn: -I have the satisfaction of reporting to you that the expedition to Cochori, on the mornrng of the 30th, was completely
s1,c<- tssful. ·
I left the ship at 1, a. m., with the detachment of seamen under
Lieutepant Stanley, Mid~hipmen Houston and Hamilton, and the
sergeant's guard of marines. After proceeding about' four miles
down the coast, we landed 'within- three miles of the town, leaving
,the boats in charge of Gunner Myers, with orders to continue on
slowly and await further signal from me. We ma _ched upon the
place in two parties, Lieutenant Stanley leading the advance, and
the main body Jed by myself. On approaching the village, I
detailed the marines for the attack of the --picket guard, with orders
,to the sergeant to lie in ambush, until he i\Vas satisfied we had
reached the barracks. Taking a circuit of a mile, we came upon
ihe town from its rear, and, marching •with , utmost silence, ad1'anced to the enclosure around the barracks without being dis·
~overed. Lieutenant Stal'lley, with Midshipma1~ Houston, filed to
the right, whilst · na.y immediate command, proceeding to the left,
were surrounding the place, when the sentry on the house top
gave the alarm and fired upon us. Lieutenant Stanlty having at
this moment reached the front of the barracks, surprised and
seize·d the sentry there with his own hands, on which many who
were within rushed out by the rear of the house ~nd fired upon
_my com~and. I ordered a charge, at the same time firing upon
such as were endeavoring to escape. Several were shot, but favored by the darkness, (it was not yet daylight,) some escaped.
Orderly Sergeant Rimsd~l1, with the marines, exercising excellent
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judgment, hearing our 'volley, rushed upon the picket guard,
killing two and capluring one.
Captain Antonio Mendoza, commanding the garrison, Lieutenant
Zaavedra an~ six private~ were taken prisoners, (one wounded and
s_ince dead,) ftve were left aead upon the field, and of those who
escaped, I have learned three were wounded, one mortally.
A stand o_f colors, twenty stand of arms, and five hundred rounds
of amm·u nition, with cartridge boxes and other accoutrements, fell
into our hands.
.,
. At daylight, I made srgnal for the boats to join us, and ·at sunrise commenced embarkinCY the men. There was much surf running, and consequently o~r landing and embarkatio'n were each
attended with delay and difficulty; but I have the pleasure to state
that the object of our expedition was accomplished without any
loss on our part. By 8, a. m., my detachments, with our prisone,rs
and captured arms, were aU in the boats, and we reached the ship
at 10h 30m, . a. m.
Having learned thc\.t the guard boat was some few miles down
the coast, I sent a boat in c}:large of Midshipman Hays (who, as my
aid, had already rendered valuable service) and Gunner Myers to
capture her. In this they succeeded, and brought he'r up with her
crew of four men, reaching the ship early in the afternoon.
Of the conduct of the officers and men I cannot speak too .
highly. To the --efficient services of Lieutenant Stanley the success of t'ne expedition is in great part owing. Midshipmen
Houston and Hamilton, with their men, were prompt in the discharge of their d'uties . . Acting Boatswain Pol·ley, w horn I had
taken on shore, was zealous and active in the performance of the
duties assigned him; as also was Gunner W'illiam H. Myers; to
whom I had en tru\ste,d the care of the boats; with instructions to
be prepared to cover us if necessary.
·
I am, sir, your obedient servant,
T. AUGT. M. CRAVEN,
Lieutenant.
Lieut. Comm'g En. M. YARD,
U. S. Ship Dale, Guaymas.

No. 84.

u. s.

SHIP INDEPENDENCE,

Mazatlan, February 2-6, 1848.
Srn: I have the honor to forward herewith r·e ports from Commander S. F. Du Pont and Lieutenant Charles Heywood, dated
16th and 2·2d February, and 21st_ and 22d same month . .
I -want words to express my sense of the gallant conduct of these
officers, and of the 9fficers and men under th eir command, as d-e.tailed in their reports; but feel that I am perfectly safe , in saying · "
that the annals of no war can furnish instances of greater coolness,

of more indomitable perseverance, of more conspicuous bra-very,
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and of sounder judgment, than are to be found i\l these detai.••
They will-be read with pride anq pleas ure, oy the department,
by ev l' ry Am~rican, and will secure to all concerned a most en \.
ble place in the estimation, of their countrymen.
I have the best reason to believe that tbese reports, so far fro ...
oYerrating the acts of those concerned, are stropgly imbued w1
the modesty of true courage, which adheres to truth but shririk·
from exaggeration, and rather dim,inishes than magnifies its owa
deeds.
The .satisfaction arising from this brflli'a nt victory over the
enemy is c1ouded by the- fall of Pa~sed Midshipman Tenant McLan·
ahan, a young officer of g : eat promise. He' re<,:eiv~d the fa a'.
wound stand_ing by th~ flag of his country, and died in the hour o:
victory-an early but enviable death-placing his name high on.
the roll of those who peril aJl in the cause of their country, anJ
giving to his afflicted friends the mournful satisfaction arising
from the· reflection that he has sealed a life of honor with a deat
of glory.
.
The presence of the Cyane, _and the excellent judgment of Commanq.er Du Pont and Li~utenant Heyw,'o od, will, I hope, secure the
garrison .at San Jose from furthe~ molestation, until. the measures
which Governor Mason informs me he is taking, to send reinforce·
men ts _in to the "territory, can_ be effected. ~
I h,aye the honor to be, very re~pectfqlly, .
Your 6 bedient servant,

WM. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,
Co_m manding Pa,ci.fi,c squadron.
Hon. JOHN Y, MASON,
Se,cretary of the .Navy,
.
Washington,
C.

n~

REPORTS OF COMMANDER DU PONT OF HIS OPERATIONS AT SAN JO SE
.

·UNITED ST.ATES Sn1P CvANE,

Off San Jose, Lower California, February 16, 1848.
Sm: I have the honor to inform y~u that, in obedience to yo ur
order of the 31st ultimo, received at La Paz, per ·Southampt on, _J
saile<l with all despatch to the relief of Lieutenant Heywood, 1t
being. moreover evident from our last news from San Antonio that
he had the whole enemy's force upon him at San Jose, renderi ng
it certain that the provisions I had sent him a few days be fore
could not have been landed.
·
Fortunate in getting out of the devious channel of La Paz w i th out the usual delays from grounding, arrived here on Mon day.
14th instant, at sundown. ,
During our approach the report of artillery occ~sionally rea ched
us from the cuartel, over which, after a Jong arid anxious gaze, '\re
could make out that our flag was still waving. This, however, -rras
the only cheering sight-not a human being could our glasses de·

t
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1:ect on top.. or around the cuartel-s. A Mexi'.?an flag was conspicuously flying about the c~ntre of the town, and immediately facing
our own; no messenger ~::is seen .approaching the bay sitle. It was
evident the post was close}y besieged.
·
·
The boats were immediately hoisted out, and prrparations made
for landing all tl].e force we could venture to take out of th"e ship
at such an anchorage as this. . In the . meantime night set in, and _
the firin.g from the cuartel had ' ceased. 1 Believing that nearly the
whole force of the enemy would b1e distributed along the road from
the beach to the 'town, about a mile arid thre_e quarters in distance,
offering every facility for a most destructive 1 ambuscade by night
or day, and reflecting on the difficulty of coptroling the impetuosity
of seamen in the excitement. of a night _a 'ttack on shore, I determined to wait unti,l day light before landing, unless the ctiartel
should be attacked, in wliich case we would land at all hazards.
This was .the order for the night-to us a 'long and anxious one.
It _was one of still greater anxiety to Lieutenaq.t Heywood, lest we
-should land . and a:tt,e mpt to . march before . day. He had seen a
part of the preparations of the enemy-admitted by himself (the
enemy)
be three hundred strong-though rated at double that
number by others, including a company of Yaca Ind .i ans (seventy)
from Sonora, and a company of infantry, Penida's Veteranos; except the latter, all fineiy mounted and armed with l~nces, carbines
~nd rifles. He was also very apprehensive, even if we shou 1d reach.
San Jose, about ~ur passing through that portion of the town occupied by the enemy, the -hous~s being looped, barricaded, &c.;
and, therefore, with great forethought a,id consideration, though
pressed hai:d by the e.ae.m y, as he. had ·..been .for t~e eight previous
days and mghts, reframed from usrng his artillery, though he could
have done so with adv.:i,nta-ge, that we might remain in ignorance of
the contest going on, the 'report of musketry not .reaching us.
By daylight ·we were on the b 'e ach, and ' that with the ammuni- · ,
tion dry, the surf being unusually low. Our force cqnsisted of 89
·seamen, 5 marines, and 8 officers-total 102. The officers who
landed with me were Lieutenants S. C. Rowan and Geo. W. Har;
,ris0n, Acting Master D. McN. Fairfax, Sur'gebn C. D. Maxwell,
and Midship·m·en E. Vanderhurst, E. Shepherd, and R. Lewis. It
fell to Lieutenant Geo. L. Selclen's lot to be· ship keeper. The loss
of his servjces on shore I g(eatly regretted, and, he being the only
lieutenant on boar·d, I had also to refuse the request of Mr. Price,
purser,to accompany us, knowing that he would be of gre.at service to Mr. Selde~, should any s~tious disaster' befal us. Acting
Lieutenant Mackal, with nine men, I had left at La Paz to fit out
a small craft to intercept the communication between Sonora and
the peninsula. He .h ad, as you are aware, some days before, 8:,-t
_great personal hazard, s·ucceeded in· communicating with Lieutenant Heywood, and the information then obtained, and reported to
you by him, led to your timely orders to this ship.
We marched in two cotnpanies, do'uble file, the small field piece
(3 pounder) dragged by hand, ,guarded by the small fraction left us
-0f our marine guard.
,

to
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Soon after leav~ng the beach the firing commenced on our '.\
from bush€s, &c. ,. and hor emen began to appear in the few O ~
spaces .a bout \'Ts. Looking back to the ship, I found one of the p; .
. arranged signals already flying that the enemy was in full for ce·
our front.
'
. From this time a sharp , fire was kept UP, on our flapk and m·
from the different covers along the whofo line of road. Our ge.
eral proc~dure was, when the glimpse of an enemy was c~ught by
any one m file, he would step · out a pace, fire, and fall 1rr again.
When the fire upon us seemed concentrated, and was specially annoying, the two companies would face alternately to the right ct
left, and pour in a vo1ley. On approaching the mound on wbic~
stands the hamlet of San· Vicente, we found it occupied by the
enemy in considerable force, and who ~presented a som~what formidable array; but moving ste~di]y on, (though still annoyed a:.
before on ou.r right,) _a nd rising the hill, a discharge from the field
piece, followed by a well directed volley, drove him before us an~
into the bushes again. After passing t-hrough .the hamlet of some
twelve buildings, and desc.ending from it to cross the arroyo, hal!
knee deep, the enemy closed on our rear again and occupied the
mound and huts, and his fire was rather hot; but halting and sending back a' volley or two, we got rid of him there again. On pass·
ing a field of well grown sugar cane, we got it again, an<l still
warmer a little further on, from .a long row of bananas and plantains.
The fire of the ea.emy was well sustained thrOl.tghout, but, with
some exceptions, he always overshot, his bal1s just passing over-the
heads of 0ur little column.
·
It was an animating scene, and presented some points of peculiar
interest. From the ship, particularly from aloft, our progress
_could be distinctly followed throughout, together with the whole
operations of the enemy, so much' concealed from us. I had directed Lieutenant Selden, so long as the enemy continued wi~bin
reach of the 32-pounder and 8-inch shell guns, to give us all the assistance he could ·, if we should need it. Though eagerly on the
watch to do so, friend and foe seemed to him too much in contact.
to hazard such support.
You can imagine, sir, the intense sympathy with which our advance was watched by our friends on board, burning to be with us.
They drew a long breath for us on our ascending the mound of San
Vicente, where the enemy seemed to them most imposingly posted.
After passing San Vicente, our shipmates ,t_hought w.e were through
the worst, though p~rsuaded many of us must h~ve fallen.
To Lieutenant Heywood, however, and his gallant band, who,
from the cuartel, commanded a still better view, and who had been
watching us with deep and fraternal solicitude, it seemed that we
were more a_?d more pressed as we approached. Our volleys, t_he
effect of which he could see while we could not, alone gave hi!11
some confidence, anrl though the enemy still had a detach~en t_ 1:1
the lo.wer part of t he town, anxious, too, about leaving bis sick
and wounded exposed even for a moment, placing himself at the
head of his garrison, brushed out the looped houses, from which he
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'1.ad been so annoyed, killino- one man, and sallied out of the town
-t<? our suprort. Fortunately we needed it not, and, just as we .
~merged from the last cover of the enemy, (who had redoubled his
-efforts, But in vain, our vol1eys always driving him back and pun·
ishing him w~l},) the parties met only to exchange a cordial greet-·
ing. Our friends eould scarcely credit that we had not left many
of our number on the road. Four only were struck, and of these
two only were disabled.
The two parties united now marched into San Jose; a small body
of the enemy, which haq clung to it with much tenacity, retr~ated
to the hill sides to the southward. There ·was no cavalry in that
direction, and · but little danger to stragglers, and Midshipman
Vanderhurst was allowed with a small patty to follow him.
The enemy showed a good deal of spirit and more cunning than
his pursuers, in .availing_ himself of the nature of' the ground for
cover, &c.; but aft-er t1'ts Ii ttle skirmish he was driven over the
crest of the hill. The parties were then called in, bringing with
them two prisoners, ( one wounded,) two or three mul-es, a lance
or two, guidon, &(',,, articles calculated to please sailors.
A few detachments of 'the enemy, however, still lingered in the
valley, but their stay was sqort. The ship now _performed her .part,
and Lieutenant Selden, no longer afra'id of hurting· his friends, assisted by Mr. Price an-d Midshipman Almond, opened upon different
squads with shot and shell. One of the latter, passing over San
Vicente with a ,wo·nderful range, burst over the heads of a large
party. The valley was cleared; the enemy dispersecf, and the communication between the town and ship re-established.
The enemy fell back, to his camp at Las Animas, but broke up in
the night, and retreated to San- Jose Vie go, two leagues up the

va11ey.

·

,

The officers and men more than sustained the rep'utation they
have earned during their long service in this ship, now over tw<Y
and_ a half years. It was difficult at first to prevent the men rushing
into the covers after their foe, where, doubtless doing havoc at
.first, they would soon have separated, and been ridden over and
speared to a man .• lam greatly indebted to -Lieutenant Rowan, my
able and invaluable executive officer, and to LieutenanJ Harrison,
for their .earnest arid judicious exertions to prevent this, upon
which our success depended.
'
.
,
1
Our field piece, though so small, was too weakly manned; but
owing to the great exertions of Acting Master. Fairfax, aiding to
drag it himself through the sand ~nd across the arroyo, was always
in time .t o do good service. The midshipmen, Messrs. Vanderhurst,
.Shepherd and Lewis, vied 'with t~eir seniors in ,coolness and zeal;
the first,(my a·id,) more under my own eye, greatly plea.;;ed me by
his cool an~d quick observation.
•
.
To Doctor Maxwel!, ever zealous and ahead reconnoitr'ing, I
was indebted for several timely suggestions about the nature of the
ground, &c. After our arrival, quickly extracting a ball frow one
of our wounded men, Isaac Walton, (orderly sergeant,) and dressing the other, William Eaton, ( orderly sergeant,) he was off

'
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among the skirmishers on the , hill side, and soon among the , •.
vance party. Before closing this report, already too long, I ti·.
not deny myself the satisfaction of adding my humble tribute •
commendation to J:he conduct of the garrison and its commander
~ieuterant Heywood.
·
'
·
Invested for twenty-one days, al#d closely l;>esieged ' for nine· hi,
provisions at the lowest ebb; fever and dysenter.y prevailing
' within; his wounded lying in its midst; two valuable officersPassed Midshipmen Dunc.an . and WarJey-cut off and prisoners·
women and cliiidren cr·ow,d ing his cuartel_s and consuming h.is sup~
plies; two of his Californian allies deserting to the enemy, an'
greatly dispiritir.g those who remained; the . enemy himself occupying the church and other buildings as strong as his own, six
times his nl}mber, and . fighting, him eight succe.ssive days and
nights-he was indomhable. Nor was this all. Tw:o excellen
breastworks, thrown up in the night, br ght a cross fire on bi:
water, and was near .cutting it off effectuany. A well was instantly commen~ed, and pr(i)gress made against great obstructions. Then
came another blow-the sorest of all. His gallant, unflinching,
devoted secund in command, Passed 1\1.idshipman Tenant McLanahan, of this ship, was killed by a rifle shot in the neck, (surviving only two ·hours after the ·wound,) on the main cuartel, (Mis·
· sion House,) on the 11th .of February. This . left him P~ssed Midshipman G. A. Stevens, (Independence,) for his oniy officer, wb1>
zeal o·usly exerte.d himst;lf to meet such emergency; for even his.
brave and valuable volunte~r aid, Mr .' Eugene Gillespie, was among
the fever patients.
Knowing your anxious desire that our flag should wave wherever
once hoisted, and also your solicitude about the post San Jose, it
g'ivts me pleasure to be able to assure you of the security of both.
What means should be adopted to put down effect~ally' this mov:enien.t in Lower California, so destructi-v e to .the · property of its
best people, (our friends,) I will endeavor to' suggest in another
report.
•
.
•
The loss of the enemy, of course, is all conjecture; th.e nu~bers
reported by the friendiy Californians range from Jhirteen to thirtyfive killed.
,
I have the honor to oe, sir, very respectfully, your obepient servant,
F. DU PO:tfT, Commander.

s. ·

FEBRUARY

22, 1848.

P. S.-W ~ are ' provisioning the garrison, b'ut the progress is
slow and the labor heavy. We have no animals, (three mules
excepted.) I think it prudent, as yet, to send escor.ts of fifty _men
with the trail\s-two per day. The surf is high and sometimes
dangerous; our boats are -knocked to pieces, but the work goes.
cheerily on. ·
.
Lieutenant Heywoo d's report is herewith forwarded. ·
Lieutenant S. F. D. P.
Commodore W. ;BRAN F ORD SHUBRICK,

,

Commander-in·-ch-iej of the U. S. naval force in the Pacific·..
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No. 19.

u. s.

SHIP CYANE,

Off San Jose, Lower California, Fe,bruary 22, 1848.
Srn: I 'have only time to sa.y that I am in receipt of your-several
communications of the 11th and 12th instants. The important
matter contained in that of the 11th shall have my most earnest
attentfon. At present, I consider the provisioning of Lieutenant
Heywood, .and otherwise strengthening his pMt, as paramount to.
·everything; and . I ain sure this will be your opinion.
,
We have just heard that Pineda has arrived at Santanita, about
two _leagues distant;with an additional force of about 90 men.
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

S. F. DU PONT, Commander.
Com. W.

lhANFOR

SHuBRict,

Comn--..ander in-chief of the U. S. naval forces in the Paci.fie.

REPO~TS OF LIEUTENANT
HEYWOOD OF' OPERATIONS AT SAN JOSE·.
.,
,

BARRACI{S, SAN

.JosE,

Lower Califor·nia, J(ebruary 21, 1848.
Srn: I continue my report from the 22d ultimo,-at which -time

·my force consisted of 27 marines and 15 sea~en, of which five were
on the sick list, beside some 20 California volunteers, who at least
served to swell our n um hers.
From this date the enem·y were continually in sight of us, intercepting all communication with the interior, and driving off all the
cattle from the neighborhood. A pariy of our men who went out
to endeavor to obtain cattle were driven in and narrowly escaped
being cut off. We succeeded .in obtaining a few cows, ho'wever,
which were veTy necessary to us in the re·d uced state of our provisions,, as in addition .to our garrison, we were obliged in humanity
to sustain sqme fifty women and children of the poor who sought
our protection in , the greatest distress. I found it necessary, as
soon as 'our fresh beef was consumed, t6 put all hands on i1alf allowance of salt provisions . We had 1,10 bread which was a privati9n ·of no inconsiderable importance. Ori the 4th of February the
enemy closed around us more, and commenced firing upon all who
showed themselves at our t>Ort holes or above the parapets.
On the morning of the 6th, the enemy appeared to be a little
scattered, a, con~iderable force being seen riding about at some
distan-ce from the cuartel to the northward, l}nd at ·the same time a
strong party of them, posted at the lower end of the street were
keeping up an annoyin.g fire upon us. I judged 'this a favorable
opportunity to make a sortie uppn them, ar:i d t_aking 25 men with
1n:e clo~ed with them and dislodged thfm, driving them into the
hills, without the loss of a man on our part,_and returned to the .
cu.1rtel.

I.
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On the morning of the 7th, it was reported to me tpat the enet.
had broken into the b,ouses on the main stree~, and that there w~
some property exposed which might be secured. I ~ook a party oi
men and went down and brought up a number of articles belongino
to the Californians who were in the cuartel. .Some distant firino
took place, but no ,injury was done l!S· On .the same day, hearing
that there were some stores of rice and tobacco in a house some
300 yards down the main street, I detei·mined upon an effort to
obtain them, and sallied out with 30 men. Thes.e were immediately
fired upon from several different quarters, and some sharp fighfo1g
ensued, resulting in the death of one of my volunteers, shot through
the heart. We charged down to the end of the st,reet and dron
the enemy to the cover of a corn fiel ,d at the outside of the town,
where they were considerably reinforced and recommenced a hot
fire, b~.t we were enabled to save a part qf the articles which we
wer_e in sea_rch o[, tho_-qgh we found that the inemr h~d anticipated
us 1:n part rn this obJ ect, and had forced .tne buildrng from the
rear.
During , the afternoon of the following day, Ritchie:s schooner,
having provisons for us from La Paz, came in sight and anchored,
but a canoe which was enticed towards the ~hore by a white flag
displayed by the enemy, was fired l,lpon, anJ the schooner immediately got under way. On the 10th, the enemy had entife possession of the town. They had perforated with nort-holes all of the
adjacent houses and walls, and occupying the churc~ in our rear
(and hoisting their fla~ on Galin<los house, aistant 90 yards,) had
a high and commanding position which exposed our back yard and
kitchen t.o a r'aking fire, which from this time forth was almost incessant upon us from all quarters, the 'l east exposure of person
creating a target for fifty simultaneous shots. The enemy appeared
to have some excellent rifles among other arms, and some of them
proved themselves to be tolerable sharp shooters, sending their
balls continually into our port-holes.
,
On the . 11th the fire was warm, but on our part it was rarely that
we could get a sight of them. In the afternoon of this day we had
to lament the death of Passed MidshipII,lan Tenant McLanahan, ·
(attached to the U. S. ship Cyane,) a ball striking him in the right
side of the neck, a little below the thyroid cartilege, lodged in the
left shoulder. He died in about two hours. He was a young officer of the greatest promise, energetic, of much forethought for his
age and brave to temerity. All 1am ented his untimely fate, and
all bear willing testimony to his worth. •
On the morning of the 12th at day light, we discovered that the
enemy had thrown up a breastwork upon the sand about 150 yarcJs
to the north east of the cuartel, entir_e ly commanding our watering
place. We fired several round shot at it with little effect. We
~ucceeded in getting in some water at night,. but at great hazard;
the . enemy being in strong force, kept a close watch upon _us,
The~r numbers exceeded 300 men speaking within bounds. I 1mme?1at~ly commenced digging a well in the rear of Mott's house,
which 1s the lowest ground. I foqp.d that we had to go through
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rocl, and judged that 1 we should have to dig about twenty feet.

I

thought it imprudent to blast, as the _e nemy, suspe·c ting our intent ions, would throw every obstacle in our way. The men worked
cheerfulJy on this and the st_1cceeding day against all difficulties.
Our situation was becoming now immine11tly critical, having with
the greatest economy lrnt four days' water.
,
On the 14th we continued digging for water. We found that the
,enemy had thrown "Q_p a second breastwork more to the westwardgiving them a cross fire upon our watering place; there was a continued fire kept up upon the cuartel during the day. At 3 o'clock
30 minutes, p. m., a sa~l ·was reported in sight, which proved. to be
the United States ship "Cyane." She anch9red after sundown.
We saw her getting boats ouf, and were extremely apprehensive
that she would attempt to land med', when, in a night ambuscade
with such odds . against them, disastrous conseque1_1c.es might
ensue. It was, of cou e, a joy fol sight to see friends so near, but
I entertained great doubt that they would be able to render us any
.essential assistance, the enemy being so vastly superior in num .:.
h ers.
·
The enemy contiJuecl their fire on us durfng the ·night. , ·
On the 15th, qt daylight, we became, aware that the "Cyane".
was landing men. They soon commenced their advance, whi'ch,
for a few minutes, was continued with ,the opposition of only a
seattering fire; then the enemy opened upon t_hem in earnest. They · . .
had concentrat~d nearly their entire force near the hamlet -0f San
Vicente. We saw the flash of musketry through all the hills above
the ranchi. There were the odds of more than three to one against
our friends. Steadily they 'came on, giving back the fire of the
enemy as they advanced.
There was stql a party of the. enemy occupying the town firing
upon us. I took thirty men and sallied out upon them, drove them
from cover-killing one and wounding several of them, and marched
on to join the "Cpine" men, who, with Captain Du Pont at their
heaq, had now drawn quite near to us. There wer~ small detached
parties of the enemy still hovering about them and firing at them,
but the main bo-dy of the enemy had been broken; and refoed to
San Animas, distant two miles.
.
,
The march of the "Cyane" men to our relief through an enemy
so vastly their superior in numbers, well .mounted, and possessing
every advantage in knowledge of the ground, was certainly an in- ~'
trepid exploit, as creditably performed as it was skilfully and boldly
planned, reflecting the greatest honor on all concerned, and resulting most fortunately for u·s in our harrassed situa-tion. They had .
but four wounded. This cannot be termed anything but the most
remarkable good luck, ,consider.i ng the · severe fire that their heroic
little band was exposed to. The loss of the enemy we have not
positively ascertained. We hear of thirteen killed with certainty,
and general report says thirty-five. Wounded not Jrnown.
Of the total loss of the enemy in their attacks upon the cuartel,
I cannot speak with certainty. We have found several graves, a~d
k now of a number of 'Younded, one of whom we have in the cu-
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artel, a prisoner. I supp JSe the;r total los-s to be not far fr'o ...
fiftee1,1 killed and riany wounded. It could not have been 11: :
than this. Our_ own tatal loss was three kiJled, .and four wounded
slightly.
\
.
After the death of _P assed Midshipman Mcl,anahan, there re_mained but one officer to my assistance~ To Passed Midshipman
George A. Stevens, who, f9r his coolness ·a nd indefati'g:able zeal at
• a time when so much devolv.ed upon him, I am most nappy to accord the greatest credit and highest praise; and, at the same time,
must honorably mentioq the conduct of , a volunteer, Mr. Eugene
Gillespie, who, altnough suffering from illne'ss, never deserted hi?.
post, and was with me · in the i,ortie of th·e 7th. The non-commissioned officers and men went through muc·h privation, unceasing
watchfulness, and danger, witbout a murmur, and wit,h one spirit
of resistance to the last. I cannot express too highly my satisfacfron in their conduct.
·
Captain Du Pont, immediately on his arriv'al h'.e re, .. becoming
a.ware of our situation _a rega·rds provisions, took me·asures for our
supply. The day following the battle o'f San Vicente, he despatched
a train which brought u~ by hand (the en,e m,y having driven off all
of the horses and mules) a quantity of stores and articles of which
we stood most in need, among the rest bread, an'd has. since been
I_!lOst unceasing in h.is exertion-s for our relief. I ca~not too earnestly express the obligation which we ar~ under for th_e promp-t
-and efficient assistance which Captain Du Pont and pis officers and
crew have rendered 1,1s.
·
·
I am, sir, very resp€ctfuHy, your obedi,ent servant,
I

,

·

CHARLES HEYWOOD,
Lieutenant, corr,,manding San Jose.

To Corn modore W. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,
Commanding Pacific ·squadron, Mazatlan.

·

SAN

JosE, February 22, 1848.

S1R: I am most happy to report that, since. the arrival of the
''Oyane," the pealth of the garrison here has greatly improved.
Those last up'on the sick list are becoming,rapidly convalesc~nt.
" Among other articles which we are entir,ely out of are wh1s~ey , .
tobacco, shoes, and thin flannel- shirtsJ which cannot be obtained
from the "Cyane."
The enemy are encamped at Santanita, distant nine .miles, where
it is said that Pineta has arrived with. th~ rest of his force, so that
the enemy has now· his entire strength in our immediate vicinity,
and, it seems, intends to contest this point to the last. A ?ody ~f
fifty horsemen were seen yesterday quite near to us, but 1mmed1ately retired. The presence of a ship of war is a great check upon
them, and I think that they will now approach us cautiously~ although they may attempt some ambush or surprise. I have no idea
that this outbreak will be stilled, or that the enemy will abandon a
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life ~f idlenq;s a·nd plunder, so much to his taste, until we are able
to take the field, when the affair will be of very short duration, as
we have every reason to believe that the more respectabJ'e po.rti-0n
of .t he pop(!latioJ) he.re will lend us every assistance in their power,
even to. taking arms, whenever they can be inspired with 'confidence
in the result. I submit these views t? you. superior judgment.
I am, sir• very respectfully, your obedient servant,
.
· CHARLES HEYWOOD,

.
Lieutenant, comma1ading.
To Commodore W. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,
·
C0mmanding Pacific 6quadron, Mazatlan.

P. S.-I send you the fla,g which for nine days and nigh~s during
the siege was· hoisted, a:nd which y'ou. will see has come in for its
share of the ,enemy's. balls-more than fifty having passed through
it.-C. H.
·
·
.
.

No. 88.
UNITED STATES Sm:P JNDEPENDtNcE,

Mazatlan,. March 25, 1848.
Srn:

r ·have

the lionor to forward three plans, showing the prepara'tions made for the defence of Mazatlan on the land side, and
the amount of work done by the crews of the "lndependenceH and ·
"Congress." No' defensive works had been put up at the positions
of forts "!~dependence" and "Congress" by the enemy, and at the
cuarte) there was nothing but the building ..
All the ditches, ramparts and '. breastworks have been dug and
erected by us; an amount of work, I believe, not exceeded• by the
same number, of men, under· similar circumstances, in the same
time, in any service.
I have the hon.o r to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

W. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,
. Command.i ng Pacific squadron.
Hon. JoHN Y, MAsoN,

Secretary ~f t!ie Navy, Washington, D. C.

No. 89.
, UNITED STXTES SmP INDEPENDENCE,

.Mazatlan, Marcl1, 30, 1848;
. Sm: · My des~atch, ~o. 85, dated' March 7th,"informed you of
the state of affairs at this place up to that date. . · .
.
Not~ing of importance has occurred since, e~cept the recejpt,
unofficially, of the order of General Butler, of the 6th March, No~

,,
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18, publislirng the articles of a military c0nvention for the provisional suspension of hostilities.
Although no communication. has been made to me on that or any
other subject by the generaL commanding in Mexico., except one
letter -from General Scott, dated 2d December las~, I have given
Governor Anaya to undustan.d, in answer , to .a communication addressed to me by the secre_ta~y of s_tate of the State Qf Sinaloa,
that I am prepared to enter into arrangements with him for the observance of the armistice, and I now await a communication from.
him. Iri ·the meantime I have withdrawn.the crew of the "Independence," except thirty marines, from the garrison on shore, and
.am prepared, as soon as both parties have agreed, to abid.e by the
articles of the convention, to go over to Low~r California and make
. the same arrangement there, leaving Mazatlan in charge of Captain
Lavall~tte, with the crew of the "Congress"-a force sufficient to
maintain good order in the town, and }{eep the for.tifi.cations ·in readiness for a renewal of hostilities, if such course shou~d unfortunately be necessary.
I enclose a copy of a letter from Lieutenant Colonel :Burton, announcjng the rescue from the enemy of Passed Midshipmen Warley
and ~uncan, and the men captured with .them · at San Jose. The
march and attack by which they were rescued was well conducted
-and. brilliant, and reflects great credit on Captain Steele, of New
York volunteers, Lieute'na,.nt Halleck, of engineers, and · Doctor
Pnry, of volunteers.
.
I enclose also a report from Cozµmander Du Pont of a march
made by him to "Santa Anita," in: the hope of surprising a party
.of the enemy under Mauricio Castro, which, though not successful
in its' principal objects, has no doubt had a most' happy effect as an
,exhibiti'on of strength, calculated to encourage our friends and
weaken •the confidence of our enemies. ,
• lfhe business of the custom .house is going on satisfactorily.
About $85,000 have been collected or secured; and there are now
in harhor several squ~re rigged vessels with cargoes, which will
probably be entered, if the obstructions to the passage of goo?s
into the interior should be removed by the armistice, which I am m
hopes I shall be able to etfect.
.
.
By letter from Colonel Mason, I am informed that all is quiet in
Upper California, and he has sent one hundred and fifty volunteers
to reinforce Colonel Burton in Lower California. This reinforcement arrived at La Paz on the 21st of Marfh. This will enable
·Colonel Burton to garris-on San Jose, and allow the withdrawal of
our officers and men from that place.
I have not been favored with any communiqation from the department, through Mexico, as I had hoped to have been.
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. :BRANFORD SHUBRICK,
Commanding Pacific squadron.
The Hon. JoaN Y. MAsoN,
,
Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D. C.
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Colonel Burton to , Commodore Shubrick.

L~ PAz, LowER CALIFORNIA,
March· 20, 18:18.
Sm: I have the honor t<:1 report that, on the evening of the 15th
instant, a mounted · par·t y of New York volunteers and three Californians, commanded by Captain Steele, of the New York volun.teers, accompanied by Lieutenant HalJeck, TJnited States engineers,Sulgeon -Perry, and two foreigners, residents in this country, ( ag- ·
gregate 34:,). left this post, with _o rders to attack one of the enemy's
oµ_tposts, some five · leagues distant; or, if it was found to be practicable from information received upon the road, to make a forced
march-upon San Antonio, the enemy's head-quarters, and en<;lea vor .
to resc~e the American prisoners of war.
' ·
The forced march upon San Antonio was made, the enemy was
surprised, several killed ·,anµ wounded, the American prisoners
rescued, two Mexican officers and one soldier taken prisoners, several arms and a small quantity of ammunition destroyed, the official correspondence of the commanding officer captured, and the
party safe in La Paz, within 30 hours from the time it started, and,
this without the loss of but one man. '
'
.
All who ,were engaged in the affair acquitted th'emselves with '
great credit. .
.'
PasseQ Midshipmen Duncan and Warley, with two marines and
one sailor, sailed for San-Jose on the 17th instant, to rejoin their
stations.
'
This movement has caused great conf~sion among the enemy,
and we cannot hav:e a m·ore favorable time to conclude ·this small
war. The force of the. Cyane u~ited with mine will be sufficien t.
On the 18th instant, two of the enemy's offic~rs, who were sent
to Sonora, in the month o, December last, for the purppse of pro, curing aid, arrived at this place in "La Brusa," Vial, master,
bringing with them most decided refusals from the governor of
Sonora and Campuzano, to send' ariy arms or ammunition tio Lower
California.
These officers were put upon their parole of honor by Li,euten~
ant Yard, commanding the Dale.
.
I am, sir, with much respect,' your obedient servant,
' HENRY J ,. BURTON,
Lieutenant Colonel, New York volunteers.
Commodore W. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,
Comdg. U. S. Pacific squadron, Maza.t lan, Mexico.
1

REPORT OF COMMANDER DU PONT OE AN EXPEDITION
TO SANTANITA.
.
.

UNITED STATES SHIP CYAN~,
Off San Jose, Lower California, March 25, 1848.
Srn: I returned last eve~ing from an expedition to 8antan 'ta,
having taken seventy men of this ship, with thirty from the cuar:
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teJ,· u:der Lieuten3:nt . Heywood. A body of the enemr bav~ng
be en represented . as encamped there, about 130 strong, rncluchng
the Indians, and the distance .from us, about eleven miles, likely
to make him careless, I thought he m·ight be surprised, at all events
broken up. ,
Every precaution was taken to prevent information reaching
him, and the manh was noiselessly performed between eleven at
night and half past two in thf morning, avoidi_n·g tµose portions of
the route whence information might be givea of our approach. By
<lay light we closed around the place; ·but the enemy warned by an
· Indian s,py , ·who harl been at San Jose, escape'd us.
- . .
Otherwise, everything ha<l been so fortunately conducted, and
he having been, as I had suspected, even wi.thout sentries, we
should have captured the whole party.
'
The· Y agnes, on getting the information in the evening, left in, stantly. Navarette left later in the night. Their cqmp-fires were
s_till burning.
.
A forge, where the ir arms w~re ·repaired, was destroytd, and the
armorer mad.e prisoner.
,
'
,
.
After a few hours rest, we return·e d; taking San Bornabi, San
'Jose,,Yiejo, and Rosario in our way; .thus scouring the whole
valley. " ·
·
,
Though not attended with any capture or loss to the enemy, he
has thus been driven from -this valley for many miles, his depredations stopped, and the moral effect altog.ethe-r important.
From our best information, he has fallen back to San,tiago, sixteen leagues, muc~ broken and reduced in numbers. Navarette
is said now to be' commander-in-chief, Pineda haying be_en wounded
in a quarrel with o,ne· of his officers, Mariu~l Castr'o, who cut one
of his hands nearly off.
·
·
·.
·
We had expected some warrµ work, the ~ountry through which
'w e passed offering the enemy such ad vantages, but he seems, for
some reas.on, not to have availed himself, this time, of them.
The otficers who were along were Lieutenants Heywood, Rowan,
Selden, and Acting Lieutenant Mackal, Doctor Maxwel1, Passed
Midshipman Warley, and Midshipmen .Vanderhurst and Allmand.
A vidette advance of guides and Calfornians, was under Mr. Gillespie with Captain' Ripley, volunteered·. 'It was as fine a detachment of · this kind as I have ever seen.
.
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

S. F. DU PONT,
Comman-der.
Commodore W. BRANFORD SHtrBRicK,
Commander-in- chief United States naval Jere es
in the Pacific.

..
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No. 91.

UNITED 8'.(ATES SHIP INDEPENDENCE,

Mazatlan, .fl.pril 8, 1848.

·Sm: Private ad vices just received from San Jose, inform me that
the forces ' of the enemy in Lower California have been -completely
dispers~a.
.
Mauricio Castro and Manuel Pineda, first and seco~d in command, pr.isoners; the latter so badly wounded that he cannot be
removed.
Lieute·nant Colonel Burton and Commander Du Pont are scourinr
the peninsula in directions lo bring- their forces together, and are
disarming the disaffected. Padre Gabriel, the most influeHtial person opposed to u,s , has surrendered to Commander Du Pont.
As soon as the official reports are received, details will b~ reported.
!
. ' I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient
servant,

W. B___RANFORD

SHUBRICK,

Commanding_ Paci.fie squadron.
Hon.

JoHN

Y.-

MA~oN, .

Secreta1ry ofthe Navy, Washington, D. C.

No. 92.
U.

S. SmP INDEPENDENCE,
Mazatlan, .8.pril 15, 1848.

Srn: 'Letters • from Lieutenant Colonel Burt~n of the 10th, and
Co~qiander Du Pont of the.6th instants, give the gratifying intel-·
ligence that through the judicious and energetic movements of those
officers, the forces of the enemy in Lo,w er California haye been
en tire 1y broke-n -up and capt\lred or dispersed.
, General Pineda having be.en obliged, in consequence of wounds
received in the action with the party under C~pt,ain Steele ,and
Lieutenant Halle.ck, to resign his comma:pd,. and having afterwards
surren~ered to Colonel Burton, the comml'lnd in chief devolved' on
Don Mauricio Castro, the gefe politico of Lower California. This
o~cer with twen_ty-three of his followers was captured by a party
under Lieutenant Selden _o f the Cyane. He, has been sent to me by
Commander Du Pont, and is now here . .
The interest'ing reports of Culonel Burton and Commander Du
Pont will be forwarded by the first safe opportun-ity. I must confine myself in this letter to gGneral facts, but will take t'his occasion to say, that the officers of both branches of the service will he
found to have fully sustained the reputation of their respective
arn~s, the point of emulation .seems to have been whiqh should serve
t heir country best.
.
Governor Mason having strengthened the command of Colo,nel

I
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Eurton, so as to enable him to send a sufficient force to garrisin.
San Jose, I have directed Commander Du Pont, as soon as the necessary arrangements can be made, to take Lieutenant Heywood
the seamen and marines belonging to the squadron on-board, and
come to this pl ace.
The Southampton will, Colonel Burton informs me, be no longer
required at La Paz, and I have ordered Lieutenant Commanding
Thorburn to come here as soon as he has transported the detachment of troops, with their equipments and provisions, to San
Jose.
The existence of the armistice putting a stop to active hostilities,
tbe duty of the squadron wilJ., for the remainder of the season, be
confined to holding this place and Guaymas, and blockading San
Blas. It will be necessary to provide a garrison for Mazatlan, capable of defending it iQ the event of a renewal of hostilities. This
can be done by the · squadron ~ith a very slight as&,istance from a
regular or volunteer force, which assistance Gov·ernor Mascm is
taking the most judicious and active measures to afford, and I have
no doubt, if the war should continue, and _there should be a renewal
of hostilities, this valuable port can be hel<l against all efforts of
the enemy.
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient serva]ilt,

W. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,
Commanding Pacific squadron.
Honorable JOHN Y. MASON,
Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D. C.

No. 28.
REPORT OF COMMANDER DU PONT Of AN EXPEDITION 'TO SANTIAGO ,.
:BY LIEUTENANT SELDEN •

..

UNITED STATES

Smi>

CvANE.

Off San Jose, Lower Califor7:ia, .11.pril 6, 1848,
Srn: Lieutenant Selden returned yesterday from an expedition to
the rich an<l populous district of Santiago, some fifteen or sixteen
leagues up the valley of San Jose, where he ha4 been with a~party
of mounted men.
,
c~;;i
The effect of the expedition was most salutary and 'Cheering to
the people, who have proved themselves all that we have heardvery, friendly to our cause-the alcalde of Mira· Flores and others
returning with the party.
Twenty-three prisoners were taken-some with their arms, others
without; among them, the most important of the leaders, whose
cap t ure will have a material effect in preventing future outbreaks,
Do.n M auri cio Castro, g efe politico and commander-in-chief, since
the resignation ,of the la t ter office by P~neda. He is now on board
this ship; th e other prisoners, with those previously taken, numbering over thirty in all, are at the cuartel.
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The enemy, after being driven from -this valley by 01:1r expedition
·of the 23d and 24th ultimo, fell back upon Todos Santos, some
twenty leagues beyond Santiago, when Colonel Burton coming
upon him, he ·w as again totally dispersed-the particulars of which
we have not, but learn that a few shots were exchanged. It was
after this t4at Castro, in retreating to the coast, was picked up by
our paI'ty.
.
The enemy is entirely broken up, a result which it gives me pleasure to inform y<rn of.
I am in hopes Colonel Burton will pass this way, that arrangements may lie made ,for his receiving from us the post of San Jose,
that the officers, marines and sailors, who have so long defended it
against all odds, may once more rejoin their ships, agreeably to your
wish. .
· .
Some judi_cious action will be required to prevent great future
· evil to that portion (large) of the people of this territory who have
been friendly to us, and who hav·e suffered much in consequence .
Wh.e n the · forces return to their garrisons, the enemy, in small
guerilla parties, will ag·ain fall upon and plunder the rancheros ,
who are without a single arm . If some arrJ!S could be given them ,
they would willingly undertake to keep down those parties. But
the best course would be to mount a small force, for which we could
enlist any number of most efficient California volunteers, who, thy
moving through the country, .would keep all quiet.
Should Lower California not be included in the treaty of peace,
I fear lamentable consequences will ensue out of this war to its
best people, for their friendly disposition to us; wholly indifferent
to Mexico , proper and its central government, as the latter have
been to them, they have every reason to wish to become a portion
of the United States_, and ·it w~ll be a sad disappcrintment -to them
if they -do not. , Be this as it may, it is to be hoped that those
persons who have 'suffered so much in property, because t~ey stood
by the American cause, will be libera!ly dealt with by the government. '
'

P. S.-Jlpril 7. , Lieutenant Halleck arrived last evening with
a parly of thirty mounted men, by the lower route from Todos
Santos. ·At the encounter with the trnemy ne11r 1the last ·mentioned
place, the Taques made a short stand, long enough to have nine or
ten of their number ki1led.
·
Colonel Burton ,has returned to La Paz. The Southampton will
bring down Captain N aglee's company; allowing for the usual delays, I hope to join you with the Southampton by the 1st of May.
Colonel Burton· only requires a small despatch vessel, which I
will fit out for him, the Rosita, and have directed her to . be sent
down at once from La Paz. I will give her in charge- to~ Passecl
Midshipman Warley or Stevens .
.fl.pril 8.-Lieutenant Halleck left for La Paz this morning. I
have sent a party, mostly Californians, to escort him as far as Sant iago, under Lieutenant l\llackal, Doctor .Maxwell and Midshipman
Allward, to pick up inore stragglers, &c.

73
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.11.pril 9.-I perceive some vessel passing-; probably on her way
to Mazatlan, and will attempt to cut her off and send this communi cation by her.
I ha-ve the honor to be, with great respect,
Your obedient servant,
S. F. DU PONT,
Commander.
Commodore W. BRANFORD SHUBRICK,
Commander-in-chief lJ. S. naval forces Pacific,

Nazatlan.

Colonel Burton to Commodore Shubrick.
LA P Az, Low ER CALIFORNIA,
April IO, 1848.
Srn: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of the 20th ultimo. The services of the Southampton
can be djspensed with in a very few days. She will transport one
company, 100 strong, to San Jose, to relieTe Lieutenant Heywood's
corf man d, an-4 from thence proceed te Mazatlan. I left this place
on the morn)ng of the 26th ultimo, with a force of 210 men and officers, and on the aftern.oon of the 30th ultimo we met the enemy at
Todos Santos, and after an engagement qf twenty-five or thir"!Y minutes' duration we completely routed them.
Our loss was nothing. That of the enemy cannot be ascertained. We know of' 10 kiUed, and have heard of several wounded.
The enemy are · completely d:~p~rsed, flying in all directions; and
the 0F1ly thing to be done now, is to proceed to Muleje and prevent a re-orgaaization.
·
'Lie•tenaat Halleck left To'dos Santos for San Jose on the 5th
instan.t~ f•t the purpose of proposing thii movemelil.t to Captain
Du Pont:
.
Captain Naglee is in pursu,it of some Taques, with a party of
mounted men.
- The insurrection in the lower part of this peninsul~ is concluded.
•
In a fnT days Perreda and some other prisoners will be sent to
Mazatlan.
In the a5air at To<los Santos, it gives. me pl-easure to mention
tµe conduct of Passed Midshipman Duncan. He came from San
Jose to · join the expedition, and has gained additional reputation.
Captain Naglee and Lieutenant Halleck deserve to be mentioned
particuh'r ly. They won for themselves high praise.
I am, sir, with much respect, your obedient servant,
HENRY S. BURTON,
Lieut. Col. N. Y. Vols.
Commodore W. B. SHUBRICK,
Commanding Pacific squadron.
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No. 96.
U. S. Smp

I ND EPENDENCE,

Sm : 'The enclosed report from Commander S. F. Du Pont, with
other letters heretofore forwarded, will show the course and termi nation of the oper&.tions bf that part of the squadron employed
in Lower California since .November last.
I feel great satisfaction in respectfully rlrawing the attention of
t he department to the conduct of the officers, seamen and marines
employed on this service, as detailed in these . several reports,_as I
am sure it will be found to exhibit a degree of gallantry' perseverance, and discipline highly honorable to them individually, and refl ec ting credit on the service of which they are members.
·
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient serva:ot,
W. BRANFORD SHUERI.CK,
Commanding Pacific ,squadron.
Hon. JoHN Y . M.AsoN,
Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D . .C.

REPQ·RT OF COMMANDER DU PONT-

SmP· CvANE,
Off Mazatlan, .llpril 29, 1848.
Sm : My several communicati1:ms, number.ed from 12 to ?O inclusive, will have informed you in detaiJ of the operations of the
Cyane on the coast of L9wer California, from the 7th December
last antil the d·eparture for this port on the 25th instant.
It only remains for me to speak of the results. ·.:When we arrived in the harbor of' La Paz, 7th December~ the couatry was in
a ·fl.t ate of complete revol_ution, Colonel Burton Raving sutaiaed, a
few days before, an assault from the enemy, in force from three to
four hundred men, which was repelled; but they were still in the
immediate vicinity, and ·showed theR'1·sel ves in detached parties
almost daily. The town was completely abandoned by the inhabitants. The pou~es of the well disposed had been sacked, and the
tenants, through fear, aompelled to leave t~e place. TJ pon the arrival of this ship confidence was restored; the enemy gradually disappeared from the neighborhood. When small .parties were seen,
they were intimidated and dispersed by shell! from the ship or cuartel; and the people, trustir.ig to the additional protection to he
expected from the ship, retuq1ed to their homes.
·
The enemy, losing all hopes of regaining poss€ssion of the town
of La Paz, o·r carrying the post of Colonel Eurton, strengthened
as it w·a s by detachments from this ship, whenever an attack was
expected, retired from that portion of the territory and concent rated his force, amounting to between. 300 and 400 men, around-San
Jose, garrisoned by less than forty effective men, under L.ie·ut enant
H eywood, who had successfully and heroically ·repu is·ed their. reUNITED ST.A.TES
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peated attacks . But his prov1Sions were nearly exhausted; h.water cut off; the enemy were hourly, drawing more closely tht
mesh prepared to envelope his devo ted band.
·
Informed of these circumstances, and agreeably to your order, I
repaired promptly with the Cyane off San Jose. Th_e town was
abandoned by its inhabitants; most of them driven off ~y the threats
of the enemy; others, doubtful of the result, and fearing to compromise themselves. , The valley between the 'beach and town was
occupied by the enemy, 300 to 400 strong. A party of about 100
officers, sailors, and marines was landed froni this ship at dayli~\i.t
on the morning after our arrival; encountered tl1e enemy, placed
in ambush with every advantage on their side; )'outed, (lispersed
them, and, aided by a few shots from the ship, at least a mile and
a half distant, the v::1lley was cleared. Communication was established with tb e garrison :.- . Provisions - were furnished with much
labor .. The mldes having been driven off, they had to be carried
up on the backs of the men of this sb.ip, w,ho never complained, but
performed the service with alacrity.
Parties of 50 men were sent on shore ever); day to assist the garrison, until it was deemed no longer nec€ss3:ry. Detachments were
then sent to the interior, penetrating as far ' as Santiago, 45 miles
· distant, which succeeded in taking many prisoners, and had the
effect of confirming the doub,tful and tranquilizing the timid. The
former inhabi ta-nts of San J o~e have returned to their homes, and
· t he change from desolation to a · smiling and apparently happy
· population mtlst have been truly gratifying to all who witn_essed it.
In short, Lower California is completely tranquil, I may say sub•
due<l. All the principal chiefs have been 'taken 'prisoners-Mauricio Castro, gefe' politico and commander.- in-chief, Angulo, Navarette, aTid ~others of minor note, by the ,officers and men of this sh ip
and the garrison; Padre Gabriel (the master spirit) and Pineda by
the command of Lieutenant Colonel Burton, who, having received
a reinforcement from Upper California, encountered the enemy
near Todos Santos on the west coast, to which point they had retreated after their ejectment '1-om the valley of San Jose, an d
finally dispersed them.
·
-The country is completely quieted, and, from what I can learn,
and from personal observation, I am impresse'd with the belief that
all the men of substance and respectability would decidedly prefer
the American government, and will be much mortified should the
territory not be included ~y the treaty.
Captain Naglee, with 100 volunteers bf the New York regiment,
arrived at San Jose on the 20th instant, relieved the garrison under
Lieutenant Heywood; and Colonel Burton deeming the presence
of the Cyane no longer necessary, the officers and men of the garrison were taken on board this ship and the Southampton, toget her
with the prisoners.
We left Sau Jose on the 25th anct arri-red here on the .28th
in.stant.
Previously to leaviHg, the remains of Passed Midshipman
Tenant McLanahan, who, whilst gallantly defending the post, was
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killed by the e nemy, were removed from the corral of. the cua_rtel,
where from the force of circumstances they had been deposited,.
during the siege, and transferred to an eminence between the land·-ing and the town, where they were re-interred with military
honors. The grave is enclosed with neat railing and marked by
a head b_oard with a~ appropriate inscription. His funeral wasattended by the officers, 100 men of the ship, a p~ortion of the garrison under the command of Captain Naglee, and a large concours
· of the inhabitants, by whom, it appears, the decea~ed was held in
affectionate remembrance.
I ha'Ve · the honor to be, sir, very respe ctfully, your obedient.
servant,

a

S. F. DU PO.~T,
' Commander .
Commodore W.

BRAN F ORD SHUBRICK,

-Comma n der-in-.c hief of t~ e U. S. naval fo rces
i n the Paciji,c.

\.

'.

J

No ... 97.

UNITED STATES SHIP INDEPENDENCE,

Jvlaza tldn, .J'v.lay 3, 1848.

.

Sm: I ha v e tfie honor to enclose herewi th the reports of Commander John Rudd, and Lieutenant Commanding E. M. Yard,
givi n g the details of some operations iat and near Guay mas, in
Sonora.
· The office.r s and crew of the sloop "Dale" have been actively
engaged·, as you will find by the several' _.reports forwarded to . the
Navy Department, and it affords me · much pleasure to say, 'that on
all .occasions where· they have met the enemy the result has been
c reditable to themselves and honorable to the service.
I am, sir,. very respectfully, your obedient servant,

W. _B RANFORD SHUBRICK,
Commanding Pa cific squadron.
•

JoHN Y. MAs<rn,
Secretar y of the Nav y , Washington , D. C.

Hon.

RE.PORT OF COMMANDER RUDD.

lf NITED

STATES SmP DALE,

Guaymas, .fl.pr-it 10, 1848.
Srn : Having received information that the enemy had conceale~,
a few miles in the interior, three pieces of ordnance, I ordered
Lieutenant Fabius Stanley to take command of an expedition and 1
to· spike them> which he succeeded in 'doing on the morning of the
· 9th instant.
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~ On the return of Lieuten,a nt Stanley, he h;d a skirmish with on.
of the advance guards of the enemy which _retreated immediate\•.
with the loss of one killed and three wounded. we had two
slightly wounded. I think the guns were those taken from the
fort at this place on the arrival of the Congress , and Portsmouth
Enclosed is Lieutenant Stanley's report.
Very respectfully,
JOHN RUDD, Commander,

P. S.-The most reli~ble information which I have received i~,
that the enemy's force (at a ranche nine miles in the interior) 1s
about two hundred.
'

..

J. R.

Commodore W. BRANFORD SHUBRICK ,
Comrn~nding Pacific squadron .
I

'

SHIP "DALE."
Guaymas, April IO, 1818.
Srn: In obedience to ypur order cf the 7th instant, I landed at
the mouth of the estuary Sol<lado, with Lieutenant Tansill of the
marine corps, Passed Midshipmen Davis, Ochiltree, and Midshipmen T. T. Houston and J. R. Hamilton, and Gunner Meyers, and
marched twelve miles in the interior, ~nd spiked the three guns
mentioned in your order. The guns were, one long 18-pouuder,
and two long twelves, composition. One of the 'twelves was 14½
feet and the other 16 feet long. On our return w.e fell in with
a detachment of the enemy, killed one of them and badly wounde d
three others; two of my ·men were slig ~.tly wounded, one through
the leg, the other in the face. For thy dead and wounded I am
indebted to Passed Midshipman Ochiltree and . Midshipman Hou ston, as well as for their prompt and bold obedience to the order to
take a hill which covered the enemy's retrea.t.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
FAB. STANLEY, Lieutenant
To Commander· JoHN RunD, •
C,mmanding United States ship Dale.
I ,
UNITED STATES

REPORT OF LIEUTENANT YARD ..
UNITED STATES SLOOP DALE,

Harbor of Guaymas, •JJ.pril, 4, 1848.
Srn: I have the honor to submit a report of the operations of
the ship since my corumunication of the 17th February.
.
Having heard .o t a vessel being on . the coast to the north discharging cargo, and another likely to arrive there for the same
end, I availed myself of the schooner Libertad's being here to
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-charter· her, for the purpose of making an examination -in that
quarter, wJiich I did on ·the 16th February, at the ' rate of six
-dollars per day. Having armed and manned her, I put her under
the charge of Lieutenant Stanley, with orders to proceed .along the
.coast to the north, as far as the island of Tibaroni.
For an
accounJ; of the expedition., I respectfully refer you to the enclosed
r eport of Lieutenant Stanley. She returned after an ~bsence of six
days, having been favored with winds ~hich enabled her to make
a very quick passage.
The affair at Baoch'i Vampa has had a
favorable effect, and we bave since been able to obtain frequen t
supplies of Yegetables from that place.
,
The expedition to Tibaroni, and our frequent visits to the northward, have enabled us 'to obtain a correct k·now!'edge of the ·coast,
and I thiBk will prevent vessels from attempting to land ·their cargoes in that region.
I have permitted the Mexican officers, mentioned in Lieutenant
Stanley's communica,tion, to go down in the schooner Mazatlica ,
Captain Vial, in order to report in pers'on to Lieutenant Colonel
:Burton, at La Paz, which I l'earn they have done.
.
Some time since, I despatched our first cutter in charge of
Passed Midshipman Ochiltree, about fifty miles down the coast, for
the purpose of its examination and of -communicating with the
Yaqu.i Indians, to assure theq:i of our friendly dis.position. He
returned, after an abs,ence of three or four days, reporting that he
~ad been kindly received.
This expedition has been .a ttended
with very heneficial results. The Indians now come up frequently,
and our supplies from that quarter are abundant.
'
I hav~ landed three times in the town, to exam'ine its condition
and to ascertain if any public property re·i nained. While on shore,
our flag was hoisted on the fort. · During one -of the visits, thr~e
guns that had · been buried were discovered; . two of which, being
· considered of little value, were spiked, and the third I had taken
off to the ship.:
I conti~ue our watch on the c0ast, both above and below. On
the 25th March, Lieutenant Stanley captured a launch and sloop
boat on the bay of Y cicori, whieh, with the other prizes,. I shall
ranwm at a suitable time.
'
I have now reason to believe \hat there are no launches in this
vicinity, an·d that the communication with the other sicle . is, and
has been for two months past, entirely broken up.
The several attacks I have directed, since my last commun ic ation, on the enemy's gua:rds, although without .any decisive results ,
ha_v e reduced him to mere defensive operations, aad we experience
•o diffictllty in our intercourse in ·any direc;tion.
,
·
\Ve have for some time past been obtaining water from C0chori ; ,
it is of bad quality, but the best that can be procured . . · •
In obedience to _your instructions, I have been husbanding ou r
small stock of provisions as much as possible. The crew have
been· occasionally furnished with fresh bread, and with fresh beef
and vegetables twice a week. I have also reduced the allowance
•
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of bread to twelve ounces, besides a number of n.tions .being stopped in each mess.
,
•
Commander Rudd came on board this day, and with the command Q.f this ship I have turned over to him all unexecuted
orders.
'
The officers and crew, I am happy to say, are generally ,in good
health; most of the cases on the '.' sick list" have been occasioned
by colds.
#. .
,
~Ierewith are enclosed the following returns, viz :
Monthly return of powder for March and April.
' Return o'f shot for the quarter ending 31st March, 1848.
Return of ammunition 31st March, 1848.
Return of provisions on board l\farc'h 25, 1848.
·
Return of stores for the quarter ending 31st March, 1848.
Schedule of punishments for the quarter ending 31st March, 1848.
1
,
List of officers April 1, 1848.
·
I am,sir, very resp~ctfully, you,r obedient servant,
·
EDWARD M. 'y ARD,
Lieutenant commanding.
Commodore w·. BRANFO.RD SHUBRICK,
Commanding ,Pacific squadron, ·Mazatlan.

- ,--

u. s.

SLOOP

DAL~,

Guayma~, February .22, 1848.
Srn: In obed)ence to your order of the 15th ins tant, I took command of the schooner ''Libertad," with sixteen men and boatswain
James H. Polley, and took an eye sketch of the coast as high up as
the island of Tibaroni, and gave the intermediate. harbors a close
overhauling.
I found the chart (a Spanis,h chart, published at
Madrid in 1826) erroneous in its positions of rocks and harbors,
and in not pointing out a shoal of several miles in depth near the
harbor '' Tastiola," where I found the schooner Magastito, Vial,
master. I met on board of her two Mexican officers, whom I took
prisoners; but having no accommodation on board the Libertad,
and being bound higher up the coast, I paroled them, obliging.them
to report to you in pr0pria perso1ta.
I learned here that the Columbian brig had left the coast some
weeks. At five o'clock, on th·e 18th instant, I anchored in a snug
harbor at the southern coast of Tibaroni, opposite a village of huts,
and hoisted a white flag at ear1y light. The inhabitants retired to
the hills whooping their war cries. I despatched Mr. Polley with
six men and a flag on shore. · He fo'und the village deserted, and
every hope of communication proving abortive, he returned to the
boat, when the warriors ran to the beach and fired their arrows at
him. I then went myself, but could not induce them to come
nearer than the flight' of their arrows, which are armed with poison.
(I afterwards learned that they recognize a cross as the only symbol of peace.) I did not deem it necessary to destroy their town,
or disturb their provisions of shark, boats of reed, &c., &c. A
0
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· 4, a. m., on Sunday the 20th, off :Gaoch(Vampa, we fell in with
our launch, Acting Master Bryant and Midshipma.n ;I:Iamilton. As
it was a calm, I determined to land and to procure vegetables, &c.·
We marched with 19 men to the town; the inhabitants infqrmed·
me there were 50 soldiers stationed at the barra·cks. I directed
Mr. Bryant, with 9 men, to ambush behind an adobe wall, and
with the remaining 10, and· Midshipman Hamilton, passed through
the town and toward the barracks. l fo~nd 20 or 30 men drawn
up to receive us. When within ·JOO yards they fired, which we
returned ancl_charged up the hill. They · again fired and ran. Vv_e
pursued, keeping up the fighj for near half an· hour; but they outran us. One of them found it necessal'y to throw down his musket,
cartouch box and belts, which we took, besides two ' other car-touch
boxes, four of their caps and a bugle-all thrown aside in the
race. I received a contusion on tlil.e leg, a bush breakin'.{ the force
of the ball. We -returned to the· barracks, which Mr. l3ryant had
taken possession of, and where we fo·u nd a good dinner, which we
enjoyed. I destroyed the barrac½s.!.-two buildings impregnable to
musket balls-and returned to the town, procured vegetables, &c.,
and returned to the boat, hav_ing had possession some four hours.
On our r~turn to the boat, we were dogged by a large force from
the ranche, who several times came within musket shot, but soon
retreated again\ When we embarked they ran to the beach and
fired; but I had foreseen their intentions. Their 'balls fell short
We dispersed them with the launch's gun.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
FAB. STANLEY,
.
Lieutenant, Ur.ited States navy.

•

I

Lieutenant Co_mmand ing Enw. M. YARD,
United -?tates sloop Dale~
I•

.,.

,
No. 63.

OPERATIONS OF THE HOME SQUADRON-DESPATCHES OF COMMODORE
~0NNER.
UNITED STATES SHIP CUMBERLAND,

Off Bra:,sos Santiago, May 9, 1846.
Sm: 1.,he arrival of the squadron at this anchorage, nf which
the department was infoqned in my communication of yesterday,
~as most opportune. To obtain a supply of provisions from the
depot at Point Isabella, General Taylor, after leaving Major l3rown
with Q00 m~n in charge of the works at Mata~oras, marched for '
the former place wit},- the remainder of his force, . consisting of
t wo thousand men. On his return, when within twelve or fifteen
miles of Matamoras, he encountered the enemy in considerable
force, estimated. at from six thousand to seven thousand men, with
·2 large portion of cavalry.
An engagement took place about ten

fl
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o'clock yesterday morning which lasted until night. A pilot
' the employm~nt of the United States, at this bar, who visited t..•
army to-day, informed me that our loss amounted to sixty killt·
and that General Taylor had offered the enemy battle again to-dr
but that it was declined. From the rapid and incessant firing, par·ticularly of artillery, thoughout the day, b should infer the lossot
the ·enemy must have been hry consi<lerable. N~ further particulars have reached me. Shortly after the action, commenced, I received a communication from Major Monroe, comma_nding Poin
,sabel, requesting a r:inforcement fro,m the squadron for the d~
' fence of that post, where. it appears, all the sup_Rlies for the arm;
are deposited. In the cou~se of yesterday afternoon and this morn·
ing, •five 'hundred seaman and marines, under the command of Cap·
tain Gregory, of the Raritan, were landed from_ the squadron, a
force, i! is believed, sufficient t•o defend it against any attempt the
enemy can make! A reinforcement for the army is ·hourly expected
from Galveston and New Orleans.
I am, very ,respectf4-lly, your obedient s~rv~nt,

D. CONNER,
Commanding home squadron.

•

Hon.

GEORGE BANCROFT,

Secretary of the Navy, Wa shington.
•

I

No'. 64.
•
U. S. SHIP CuMl3ERLArrn,
_
Off BrassQs Santiago, May 13, 1816.
Sm: In my communication of the 9th inst:, of which a duplicate
i s enclosed, the department was informed that a battle had ~ee n
fought on the day previous between the Ameri can and Mexican
forces near Matamoras. On the 9th, ' General. Taylor continue d to
advance towards his works opposite that place, the Mexican army,
under . General Arista, falling back before him until within two a nd
a half miles from the American works, when it made a stand a nd
a general action ensued, which ended in the complete rout of the
enemy-all his artillery, several staadar<ls. nearly all his baggage.
a mmunition, and stores., with a large number of prisoners, am ong
w hom were General La Vega and other officers of rank, wer~ captured. The enemy maintained his position bravely, and d1d no
a?andon it without very severe loss. Our loss is stated to beabo~
~1xty killed and wounded. So signal has been the defeat, that 1
1s not believed the enemy will be able to assemble in any force fo :
a considerable time.
,
This event, with th,e arrival to-day of nearly one thousand ~olunteers. from ~ el\' Or leans, has placed the army in p~rfect security.
It 1s my intention to despatch such vessels of t!ie squad ron a.:
are not in immediate want of water to blockade the Mexican port:
leaY_ing the 'Lawrence to cruise in this neighborhood for the ~rotechon of the vessels engaged in furnishing the army, with supp he-
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I am of opini_on that, in its present state of ·preparation, it would
not be advisable, with my present force, to attack the castle of
San Juan d'UlJoa. The atternpt could not be mad~, with any pro~pect of success, with a, force less than that stated rn my comm?-mcation to the depar~ment of Septemb~r ~' 1845. As the operations
of the squadron will be confined, prrnc1pally, to the l?wer p~rt of
the gulf, it would be important to have some store ships stat10ned
at Vera Cr,uz, from which supplies could be obtained, without repairing to Pensacola for that purpose. The ships employed ought
to be prepared
carry a large supply of water, a liberal all0wance
of which is indi~pensably necessary in this climate for the preser ... ,
vation of. the health and comfort of th crew.
I am, very respectfully,
D. CONNER,

to

Cornrnanding home squadron.

To the Hon.

GEORGE BANCllOFT,

Secretary of the Nai,y, ffc., ~·c.

.,

No. 66.

u. s.

'

SHIP CUMBERLAND,

Off Pensacola Bar, May 28, 1846 .
Sm: The · department was informed, in my commtrnication of

of

the 14th instant, of the proceedings
the squadron up to that
date.
,
' ·
The St. Mary's sailed from the Brassos for. Ta.mpico, on the after- · ,
noon of the 17th, and the Raritan for Vera Cruz on the next day;
the Mississippi and Falmouth would have already commenced the
b]ock~de of that port. Captain Gregory has instructions on his ar,rival fo -blockade Alvarado also. The Lawrence will remain in communication with the army, agreeably to the instructions · of the department of the .28th of February, and for the protection of the
transports emplqyed in carrying provisions, stores, a,n d troops to
the Brassos. The Somers has sailed for Yucatan, to communicat0
with its authorities,' and ascertain 'w hat course will be adopted by
that government in the war between the United States and Mexica.
When this duty is completed, she will join me off La Vera Crµz.
The arrangement for the blockade of the Mexican ports above mentioned, at no great distance from each other, will admit of the
squadron (so soon as the different vessels shall have completed their
supplies) 'being readily concentrated befort La Vera Cruz, when
required to operate on that point.
·
On the morning of the 18th, a detachment of nearly two hundre'd
·seamen and marines, from the Cumberland and Potomac, under the
command of Captain Aulick, in the boats of the two vessels; entered the Del Norte, to co-operate with a detachment frorn the army
under foe command of Lie~tenant Colonel Wilson, for the purpose
of establishing a post at Bari ta, on the right bank of the river,
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about fifteen miles from its mouth. This was accomplished w1• __
out opposition. On the same day (it appears) ·our army cros-~
the river and took possession of Matamoras, the Mexican arm
having abandoned it on the day previous, in the greatest confusio ..
and disorder. There being no longer any_occasion for the service~
of our men on s~ore, -captain Aulic'lr returned on board on the 20th,
'when both ships immediately sailed for Pensacola to replenish their
water an'd provisions. They haYe just arrived off the bar, which I
hope we shall be able to pass early to morrow morning.
*
•
*
*
*
- *
I am, very respectfully; your obedient servant,

D. CONNER,
Commanding home squadron.

Hon:

GEORGE BANCROFT,

Secretary of the Navy, Washington.

No. 112.

Capture of Tobasco.
U. S.

SHIP CuMiERLAND,

_
Off Vera Cruz, .November 5, 1846.
Srn: Herewith is transmitted a copy of a lette~ from Commodore
'
Perry, accompanied by copies of other ~ommunications, giving a
detailed account of his operations with a detachment from the
squadron, in the river of Tobasco. The objects of the expedition
have be~n fully accomplished, and by the destruction or capture of
all the en emy's vessels, a check has b,een given to a commerce by
wl:ich muni~ions of war were, no doubt, introduced into Mexico
from the neighboring proviqce cf Yucatan. Much praise is'_due to
Commodore Perry for the skill and judgment manifested throughout
the whole expedition.
The department will learn with regret the death of Lieutenant
Charles W. Morris, which took place on the 1st instant on boa rd
the Cumberland, from a wound received at the town of Toba~co on
the 26th ultimo. He was an officer of great promise, and his loss
is a most serious one to the service.
· I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

D . CONNER,

.

Commanding home squadron.

Honorable JoHN ~- MAsoN,
. Secretary of the Navy, Washington.
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A.
:REPORT OF COMMODORE PERRY .

.R. detailed account of the proceedings of the exped~tion under my
· ,
command along th.e eastern coast of .Mexico.
1

I feft the anchorage at St. John Lizardo -on the evening of the

16tµ of October, with the steamer Mississippi, having on boai:d a
detachment of 200, officers,:. . seamen, arid marines: under comm.and of
-

Captain French Forrest, and in tow the steamer Vixen, and
schooners Bonitci, Reefer and N onata, respectively commanded by
Commander Sand~, and Lieutenants Commandant ,?enham, Sterrett and Hazard, and the schooner Forward and steamer McLane,
com_manded by Captains Nunes and Howard, of the revenue
marine.
The next morning at daylight I captured, off the bar of Alvarado, the American bark Coosa, found in treasonable communication
with the enemy; and the same day the Vixen chased and boarded .
the American schooner Portia. The Coosa w'a s despatched to this
place as a- prize, ancl the Portia was permitted to proceed, her pa.
pers having been endorsed. From the day of our leaving Alvarado "
(the 17th) up -to the 22d, we harl a succession of very bad weather,
which gave me much trouble in keeping my little command
together. Duririg the interval, however, we captured and sent in
the Mexidan schooner Telegraph. On the 23d, all the vessels,
with the exception of the Reefer, (previously separating in a gale,)
reached the b'ar of the river Tobr,sco; and having determined on
attacking the commercial town of Frontera, at the mouth of the
river, and the city of Tabasco, situated 74 miles higher up, I
placed myself on board the Vixen, leaving t~e Mississippi in command of Commander Adams at anchor outside; and, taking in tow,
the Bonita and Forward, with the barges containing the detachment un<ler command of Captain Forrest, I crossed the bar, the
Nonata fo11,owing under sail.
The Vixen, with this he·avy drag, steadily ascended the 5tream
against a four-knot current, and . arriving near to Frontera, I discovered two steamers ( of which I had received previous information) firing up, doubtless jn the .hope of escape, hut we were too
close upon them. Casting off her tow, the Vixen proceeded ahead,
followed by the other vessels and barges, and at once the town,
the steamers, and all the vessels in pcHt were in our .possession,, e:x:.cepting o,nly the schooner Amado, which vessel, attempting to escape up the river, was pursued by Lieutenant Commandant Benham in the Bonita, and captured.
Desirous of reachiJ;1g Tabasco -before they would have time for
'i ncreasing their defences, the detachment under Captain Forrest
was placed on board the largest of the captured steamers, the Petrita, and she, ~ith th~ ~onata a~d the Forward, and the barges in
tow, and the Vixen with the Bomta, left Frontera at half past nine
the next inorning 1 Lieutenant Walsh ~eing l~ft in command of the
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place. Afte r steaming all night, and encountering various inei<Jents arising from the :-apidity of the current and the circuilt
c ourse of t he stream, _we arrived at n-ine n_ext morni~g in sight,:
the fort Accachappa, rntended to command a most difficult pass e;,
the river. On our approach the men employed in preparing tht
guns for service fled, and we pas~ed it unmolested, but I wascareful to cause the guns to be spiked.
,
Anticipating serious resistanc_e at this place, arrangements 'bad
been r:iade for landing Captain Forrest with his detachment a mile
b elow the fort, to march up and c.arry it by storqi,. _
At noov, all the vessels anchored in line of battle in front of the
cit y at half musket range, when I im[l).ediately summoned it to sinrender-..:.,_the boats, meanwl1ile,, b~ing employed, s_ecuring five merc hant. vessels found at anchor in the port. To my summons, sent
by a _flag with Captain Forrest, a refusa_l to. capitulate was returned,
with an 'invitation to me to fire as soon as I pleased. Suspecting, as
I did, that this answer was giv~n more in bravado than in earnest,
and being extremely reluctant to destroy the p1ace, I entertained
the hope that a few shots fired over. the buildings would have
caused a surrender. ,Ac·cordingly, I directed the guns of the
·~ Vixen alone to be fired, and at the flag staff, s-ending an order to
,,, all -the vessels to avoid, so far as possible, in case of a general fire,
injury to the houses distinguished by co.nsular ,flags. , At the third
discharge from tae Vixen the flag disappeared from the staff. On
seeing it down, I ordered the firing to cease, arid serat Captain
Forrest again ashore · to learn whether it had been cul down by
our shot, or purposely struck. The reply was that it had been
shot away ,1 ~nd the city would not be surrendered.
I now directed Captain Forrest, with the force under his rnmmand, to land and take a position in the city commanded by our
gµns. _ This movement brought 011 a scaftering fir·e1 of musketry
from various parts of the city, which was returned by the flotill a.
Pereeiving, towards evening, that the enemy did ·us but little inj ury, though openly exposed on the decks of the small vessels, an d
their balls passing thrnugh our slight bulwarks, and apprehending,
from the proverbial heedlessness of sailors, that, should they and
the marines be , attacked in the narrow streets after .dark, they
would be cut off by sharp shooters from the houses, I ordered the
detachment to . be re-embarked . In this position · the vessels remained all night, the crews lying at their quarters ready to return
the fire of the artillery of the enemy, which it was supposed they
would have brought down, under cover of the night, to the openings of the streets opposite to our vessel, but they left us undisturbed.
1 Learning that the merchants and other citizens of the cjty were
desir.ous that a capitulatio>n should be made, but were overruled by
the governor, who-, regardless of consequences, and secure himself
· against attack, was content that the city should be destroyed rather
than surrendered, I determined, from motives of humanity, not to
fire again, but to pass down to Frontera with my prizes.
In the morn1ing, :however, the fire was recomm enced from the
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shorf', and was necessarily returned, but with renewed orders to
regard the , consular houses, so far as tht.y c~_uld be distingui~hed.
fo the midst of the fire a flag of truce was displayed on shore, on
perceiving which, I caused the firing again to cease; and Captain
Forrest was sent to meet its bearer, who submitted a written communication addressed to me, a copy of which, with a copy o·f my
reply., marked B and C, will be found enclosed.
.
• As an assurance of my sincerity, I now hoisted a white flag, and
'tiirected the prizes to drop down the stream, intending to to11ow
with the flotilla; but; in violation of the understanding implied in
the before mentioned correspondence, the enemy, in discovering
that one of the prizes had drifted ashore in front of ~he city 1 collected a large , force withi_n and behind the houc.es in the vicinity)
and commenced a furious fire upon her. Lieutenant Parker of this
ship, in command of tl)e prize, defended her in the most gallant
manner, and u,ltimate1y succeeded in getting her again afloat, ha ving one of h~r men kilied and two. wounded. It _was in carrying
an order to Lieutenant Parker that Lieutenant Morns was wounded .
He had been of infinite service to me from the time we.left Lizardo,
and, conducting himself during the -bombardment with remarkable
deliberation and coolness, he approached the prize in a line to cover his boat; and, though apparently regardful of the safety of the
officer and men of the boat, who were seated, he stood erect himself, and the ball struck him in the throat. No one can deplore the
fate of this very -uluable young officer more than -myself. His loss
is irreparable to the service and to his fam i] y.
·
It m~y we11 be supposed that, on perceiving the attack upon the
prize; I re opened upoia the city, ·which again silenced their fire.
I now proceeded with the flotilJa and prizes down the river. One
of the prizes, a small schooner of little value, having grounded
in a dangerous pass, an,d knowing that it would be difficult to extricate Ler without causing inconvenient delay, I ordered her to be
burnt.

We arrived safely ati Frontera on the evening of the 26th, the
Vixen ha,·ing towed down the river five vessels and several barges.
From Frontera I despatched my prizes to this place, and, after
destroying .all the yessels and craft found in the river of too little
value to be mam;ied, I proceeded on the 31st. to rejoin you, leaving
. the McLane* and Forward at anG~Or opposite Frontera to continue
the blockade of the river, and to afford ·protection and ·sl1elter to
th e neutral merchants, residents of the place, who professed themselves in apprehension- of violeace from the Mexican soldiery,
should they be left unprotected.
0~ ou_r way to ~his place, the prize steamer_ Petrita_, in company·
and m sJght of this vessel, captured the American bng Plymouth,
found engaged in landing a cargo upon the enemy's coa.st.
M. C. PERRY.
P. S.-:-1 omitted to mention that, while lying off the bar of T 0 ..
• In regard to the McLane, I propo!e to make a special communication.
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basco, this ship boarded the Campeachy schooner Fortuna,
the French brig Jenne Arnadee, on the papers of both of whic
notification of blockade was endorsed.

B.
ToBAsco,
October 26, 1846
Sm: The undersigned, foreign ~erchants, established in this port
of San Juan Bautista de Tobasco, in consequence· of the very senous injury suffered in part of their property, by the fi-ring on this
city yesterday afternoon, take the liberty, as neutrals in the present
differences between the United States and Mexico, arid in friend ly
relations with· the former power, to repres'ent that a c·ontinuance of
si~ilar destruction of their pro_Perty will lead to their ultimate
rmn.
We are induced to address this communication to you, it being
.affirmed that, unless the milita-ry force here surrendered this city
up to you, you felt it your duty to continue hostilities,. even to re, _d ucing the city to ruins-a hard case, indeed, for the parties who
have now the honor of addressing you, alniost the whole commerce
-of the place being in their hands, and who, confiding in the prote ction afforded to subjects of for'e ign nations at Matamoras, and in
the march of the United States army up to Monterey, and in the
declaration of the commodore commanding the United States squadron off Vera Cruz, have not prepared for such measures as you have
threatened to adopt to reduce this place.
· We thus beg most respectfully to call . your attention to our po-sition; and the positive ruin we sha11 suffer, should this city be destroyed; trusting you may have it in your power to take the same
into your favora.b le consideration, and mitigate such very disastrous
results to our several interests.
W i! have the honor -to be, sir,
Your very obedient humble servants,
LABACH & eo.,
, British Merchants.
WATSON, CHABOT & CO.,
·
British .Merchants.
RODRIGUEZ Y C.,
Comerciante· Espanol.
ASENCIO DE AJAGAN,
Comerciante Espanol.
PUTIERREZ YUCERDRUMEN Y LA,
Comerciantes Espanoles.
MAN'L R. SOLET,
Comerciante Espanol.
ANUEGON D. JON GODAY.
SAN JuAN BAUT IST A DE
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UNITED STATES STEAMER . VIXEN,

.IJ.t anchor in front_ of the city of Tabasco,
'
·
._Qcfober 26, 1848.
GENTLEMEN: In consideration of the representations maq_
e by you
in your communication to me of this morning, and verbal1y through
Captain Forrest, I shall adhere . to a determination, resolved upon
last evening, not to fire again upon the town, unless the fire should
be recommenced from the shore.
I regret the injury already produced, but have the consolat.ion of
knowing that it was altogether c'aused by the extraordinary conduct of .the people of the town.
·
·
I am, gentlemen, respectfully, yopr obedient servant,

M. C. PERRY.
Messrs:

& Co., AND OTHERS,
Foreign merchants in Tobasco.

LABACH

-

List of vessels captured and destroyed during the late expedition to
Tob·asco, under Commodore M. C. Perry.
MANNED AND SENT IN.

American' barque Coosa,
Mexican schooner Telegraph,
"
steamer Petrita,
"
steamer Tabasquend,
''
hermaphrodite brig Yunante,
" · ~chooner Laura Virginia,
"
schooner Tabasco,
"
schooner Armada,
American brig Plymouth.

,,

BURNED .

. Mexican sl0op Campeachy,
'-'
brig Rentville,
"
· towboat - - - "
scho ner - - - M€xica? sloop "Desa<la" returned to the captain, in consequence
of bis· excellent conduct when his vessel was atta cked, while in
charge of Lieutenant W illia m A. Parker.

M. C. PERRY.
74
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List of persons killed, wounded, and drowned, during the exped,.
tion to Tobasco.
KILLED.

Charles Raimond, sea~an of the Raritan.
WOUNDED,

·, Charles W; Morris, lieutenant of the Cumberland, since dead·
John Southerland, seaman of the Raritan· George Pearce seama~
of the Raritan.
'
'
DROWNED, '

Richard W. Butler, ordj-nary searpan of the Raritan; Benjamin
McKenny, sean_ian of the Cumberland.

M.

9.

PERRY.

F.
UNITED STATES STEAMER

M1ss1ss1PP1,

St. John Lizardo, near Vera Cruz,
November 3, 1846 .

.Sm: It seems to' be just and proper, and it is certainly a gratifying task, to make known to you, for the information of the department, the excelient conduct of the officers and men who served
under .my command in the late expedition to Tobasco. The enterprise and spirit displc1yed by them on every- occasion gave sufficien t
evidence that, in scenes more sanguinary, they would do full hono r
to the corps.·
I was particularly indepted to Captain Forrest for his promptitude, cheerfulness, anq judgment in carrying out my instructions.
To Commander Sands, and officers and men of the Vixen; to
Commander Adams, to Lieutenants C@mmandant, .Benham, Sterrett,
and Hazard, and their respective officers and men; to Captain E dson, and Lieutenants Gist, Winslow, Walsh, Hunt, and Park er,
and their det.achments.; in a word, to all and every one, I am under
everlasting obligations for the zeal anrl energy with which they
seconued my plans.
I am, sir, respectfully, your obedient servant, .

· M. C. PERRY.
Commodore DAvrn CoNNER,

Commandtr U. S. naval forces,
Gulf of Mexico.

•
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No. 115.
U. S. SmP CuMB:SRLANn,

Off Ver~ Critz, November 11, 18i6.
Silt: ~In addition to the communications fro,m Commodore Perry
i n regard to the expedition to -To,b asco, lately, sent to the depart,m ent, I transmit, annexed, the copy of another report which he
,h as Just made t.o me.
, ·
·
.,I am, very respectfully, &c.,

.
' • D. CONNER,
Commanding home squadron.
Hon. J. Y. MAsoN,
.Secretary ~f the Navy, Washington.

U. S. STEAMER M1ss1ss1PP1,
.fl.nton Lizardo, November 11, 1846.

Srn: I omitted to mention, in the account of my expedition to
·Tobasco, that in order to prevent unnecessary injury to the people
and buildings of the city, I took w_ith me in tb_e "Vixen/' from
Frontera, a1 person .of some, consequence in the community, Don
Jno. de D. Talagar, in view of sending him to the military gov·ernor of the place, with. the assurance that I had at my disposal,as he -'cou1d confirm to the governor, ample means of destroying
the city, but would do it, no injury, provided it was surrendered.,
D~m Ta1agar addressed a letter to the governor, of which the
enclosed is a translation, and he was subsequently sent ashore to
confer with him; but, so far as I could learn, his interposition had
no influence in changing the purpose of a man who seemed tg consider the Hves and property of his fellow citiz,ens of little importance compared with the idle vaunt_ of re(using to capitulate, when
at the same time he exhibited no effectual means of defending· the.
-city.
. .
.
.
I am, sir, re~pectfully, your obedient servant /
·

.

·

'

M. Q. PERRY.

Commodore D. CoNNER,
Commanding U. S. naval forces, Gulf of Mexico.

Cap(ure of Tampico.
" SPIT.FIRE," B.~FOR~ TAMPICO,

November 17, 1846.

Srn: As I considered it .highly important the "Mississippi"
-should sail without delay, to convey in.telligence of the capture of
t his place to Matamoras, want of time prnv:ented a more particular
statement of the lnovemen,t s of the ,squadr.on than is contained · in my communication of the -14th instant.
.
·
As stat.ed in former communications, my departure from Anton
L izardo· was considerably delayed for . wapt of provisions 1 and

•
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much time lost in shifting those we had from one vessel to the
other, to obtain an equality of :-upplies for ·each.
.
The "St. Mary's" left Anton Lizardo on the 10th for Tampico
direct. The "Raritan" and" Potomac" on the 11th, with orders
to rendezvoys fifteen miles from the land in parallel of the Isle of
Lobos, where I proposed to ,touch, as there is good anchorage in
cases of bad weather.
)
The "Mississippi," with a detachment of one hundred seamen and
marines from the '' Cumberland" and the ''Princeto'n," put 'to seaon the 12th, the former towing the "Vixen," and schooners ''Nonata," ":Bonita," and '' Reefer," the latter . the '' Spitfire," and
"Petrel." On reaching. the parallel of Lobos, the weather continuing fine, and not having_ fallen in with the frigates, I determined to proceed, and at daylight on the m~:>rning on the 14th, the
force in tow of the steamers- and the . " St. Mary's" reached the
bar of Tampico.
From Lieutenant Compianding Hunt, blockading the place, I re·
ceived every informatioff in regard to, its defences.
·
What was still of greater importance, he had carefully examined
the bar, and was prepared to act as our pilot. No time was lost
in making the necessary preparations. A detachment of three hundred offiurs, seaU,,en, and marines, ip the boats .of the Mississippi,.
Princ,eton, St. · Mary's, and Porpoise, with the schooners before
mentioned in tow of the Spitfire and Vixen, were carried over
the bar safely' and skilfuJly by Lieutenant Com man ding Hunt, at
10 o'clo~k, and passed into the river without opposition, the fort
at th.e entrance having been aban·doned. On approa_ching the town,
a deputation from th.e ayuntamiento of the c,ity came on board the
flotilla, with proposals for its surrender, which ·are herewith en,closed, with conditions upon which its surrenaer· was accepted by
Commanders Tattnall and Ingraham, under my instructions. The
excitement upon ' our arrival was trifling, and has since entirely
subsided. The inhabitants that are left appear not to have the
least objection to this change. For obvious reasons, the seame11
and marines have not been .landed. 'fhe city and river can be
more securely and ·safely ,held by the force a.float. Two merchant
vessels and three gun:-boats, under the Mexican '.flag, were captured
in the harbor. A sham sale had been made of the latter by the
Mexican authorities, a short time before our a~rival, to an English
mercban t. I do not consider it legal, and shalJ, therefore, send
them in for adjuctication.
The gun- boats were built at New York, and are proper for the
public service. They are of the same ·tonnage and dimensions as
the Bonita ~rnd Reefer; and -should I obtain their guns, which I
expect to do, they will be ready for service.
As a military post, in connexion with the present position of our
army at Monterey, the possession of Tampjco is of the greatest
importance. Under this impression, I woul<l recommend an increase of t~e number of troops mentioned in my communication of
the 14th instant, without delay, to the amount of from twentyJive hundred to three thousand men. This number, it is .believed

•I
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would be amply suffici~nt to hold the place against any force the
enemy could be able to' send against it. )Vith the exception of
one or two of them, the steamboats and small vessels would then
be at liberty to act against other towns on the coast, and effectu-\
'a 1ly b'lockade the coast of Yucatan. As , it is necessary she should
be docked for the examination and repair of , her bottom, I have
directed Captain Gregory to exchange ships and crews with Captain Forrest, and proceed with the ,--Cumberland to Norfolk. The
Raritan will require a new suit of courses and topsai]s, which it
woul<l b'e as well to send out to her with as little dela as may be
necessary.
.
·
I avail •myself -of this occasion to call the attention of the department ' to the peeessity
making arrangements to insure an
ample supJ:Jly of provisions, water, stores, and coals, at Anton
Liz.ardo, for the use of the squadron. A vessel or two of large
tonnage is required at that anchor8:ge, in_ which the coals and provisions may be deposited 'as they arrive. ~he labor of landing
coals on the small island of Salmedino is excessive, and woul_d require the ~onstant attentioµ of a large body of men 'for the purpose.
\
_
l transmit herewith copies of the communications from the English consul, at Tampico, and th~ .com'mander of her majesty's sloop
Doring, in relation to British interests in .that city. I have stated
in my replies that at present no relaxation in the rules of the
blockade, already established can be made, and that the pott will
remain closed to all neutral nations, as heretofor_e.
On these matters, as well as in regard to the continued shipment
of treasure from this place, on the account of Eng_lish merchants,
in the steam packet, I shall be glad to be. made acquainted .with
the views of the department.
Respee-tfully, your obedient serv~nt,
D. CONNiR,

of

Commanding lwme squadron.

" SPITFIRE" BEFORE TAYPrco,

November 22, 1846.
-Sm: Herewith is · transmitted a copy of the report of Commander
1
'Jattnal1, accompanie d by a communication addressed by him to
the ale Ide of Panuco, detailing his proceedings in command of a
detachment of seamen and marines in the Spitfire and, Petrel, for
the destruction of some cannon and other munitions that had -Qeen
transported by the enemy from this place and deposited at Panuco,
a town on a river of the' same name; about eighty miles i.n the interior. This object has been judiciously and ab]y accomplished
by Commander Tattnall.
,
The fteamer Neptune has just arrived from Brassos, with a de.:.
tachment of five hun,dred men, under command of Colonel Gates.
The steamer -Sea may ~e expected to-morrow with some troops and
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artillery, and I am informed others will follow without delay. Tht
place may now be considered· as perfectly safe against any attack
that can be made by the enemy.
·
I am, very respectfully, your obedient se,rvant,

.

D. CONNER, .
(!vmmanding hom~ squadron,

Hon. JoHN Y. MAsoN,

Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D. C.

REPORT OF COMMANDER TATTNALL.
UNIT ED

ST A TES

STEAMER g ·; ITFIRE,

· Off Tampi'co, November 22, 1846.
Srn: I have the honor to report the ret1}rn of the Spitfire and
Petrel, Lieutenant Comman~ing Shaw, to this anchorage, having
performed the duty as:signed to me by your oraer of the 17th in·
stant.
In company with the Petrel, the crew of this vessel having been
strengthened by twenty m~rines, under Captai~ Edson, and twelve
seamen of the Cumberland, unde-r Acting M,a ster Matthew C. Perry, I weighed anchor at day light on the morning ' of ' the 18th, and
ascended the Panuco to within six miles of the 1own of Panuco,
where ,night obliged me to anchor. At 7, a. m., ori _the morning
of the 19th, I anchored abreast of t,he town, which, on being sum·
maned, surrt>ndered without resistance.
.
Having found that the authorities had; in expectation of our
arrival, concealed the public propNty, I landed the marines and
thirty seamen, and required that they should point out the public
property, anr! furnish the means of ~ransporting it to the bank of
the river; for which I offered to pay the usual charges of the
couritry.
.
They" complied with the first, but showing a .d isposition to evade
th'e latter, I addressed a ~ommunication to the alcalde, of which
the accompanying document is a copy. 'fhis produced the desired
dfect, and enabled us to re-embark our men by sundown on the
20th, after having destroyed all the 1rnbl.i.c property which we
could not take on board.
,
,
The property destroyed consisted of nine eleven feet eighteen~,
wit4 th~ir carriages; good guns, which were spiked, and the1f
trunnions knocked off; a large quantity of 18 ,pound sh°' were
thrown into the river, and I a quantity of camp equippage burnt ..
We brought off a 24-pounder gun, formerly belonging to one. of
the captured gun- boats, with its bed and slide; a large quantity
of copper, grape, aad canister,'an<l forty large bales of excellent
imported tent pins, which I thought might be useful to the army.
Tlie enemy showed no disposition to resist us, although we were
ex~ected, and although the river banks lifforded many poiqts from
which our decks might have been swept by artillery and musketry,
when we could not have brought a gun to bear.
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No opportunity has been afforded for distinction,_ but my thanks
a.re du~ to Lieutenant Commanding Shaw and Capta1n Edson of the
marines, an-d to the officers and men generally, for th<> zeal they
displayed. I must particularly observe, in praise of the latter, that
although for two clays in a captured town, no irregularity was committed by them. All were disposed to obey orders, and to work
with a will.
.I am; sir, with great respect,- your obedient servant,
, JOSIAH TATTNALL,
Comniander.
Com. D. CoNNER,
Comma.nding home squadron.

u. s. STEAMER

SPITFIRE,

Off th~ town of Panuco, Mexico, November 17, 1846:
81R:: This- morning I assured you of Il}Y wish to execute the orders of my commander-in:chief, Commodore Conner, in the spirit
in which they were issued; that is, with the least possible inconvenience to the citizens of Pat:uco. I now renew to you _that assurance, but at the sapie time must remind you 'that I hold, in some
respects, the . same relative position with · the inhabitants as the
MeKican -army would do if occupying the town . . I therefore dema;n d that the means of conveying to the be.ac!i the public property, which the authorities have removed to a dista,nce, be furnished
me by seven o'clock to-morrow morning; in 9efault of which, I
shall 'be under the necessity of taking them by force; to which end
I shall send parties on shore to sea·rch the town and country.
I hope your p'r omptness in complying with my demand will ren- ,
·
d-e r this .unnec_essary.
I am ready to pay the usual charges of the country for aid so
furnished.
_
I have the h-ono.r to b.e , sir, with grea{ respe·ct, your obedient
servant,
,
JOSIAH T.ATTN ALL, Commanderp
To his honor the ALCALDE of the town of Panuco.

Occupation of Laguna.
[DESPATCH

120.J

u. s.

FRIGATE RARITA~,

· Off Vera Cruz, D ecember:2s, . I846.
Srn: In. my letter of the 17th in·stant~ I informed the dep~rtment
1

of mi havrng despatched Commodore M. C. Perry, with a conside·rable force under his command, to Laguna .de los Terminos in the
State of Yucatan, to .tak~ possession of that place.
'
,_
_Commodo_re Perry havrng successfully acc_o mplished this object,
without resistance on, the part of I the ~nemy, returned to this an~
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chorage on the 27th instant; and I have the honor of transmitUn.
herewith his report of the expedition,.
~
From this report it will be seen that the port of Laguna was unconditionally surrendered to our arms .on the 21st instant, and that
Commodore Perry, upon his departure, left Commander J. R. Sands,
with the steamer Vixen and schooner Petrel under his orders, in
command of the place.
,
.
·
The instructions given to Commander Sands, for his government
until further orders, were briefly as follows, viz: to permit no
revenue to be collected from commerce; to respect lives and private · property, and secure to the inha~itants the free exercise ot
their re]igion; to permit no intercourse between the captured and
other places; and to regard the inhabitants as under surveillance,

"

&c.

.

After the capture of that place, the schooner Bonita, Lieutenant
Comm 21n ding Benham, was despatched to Tobasco to .maintaia the
blockade of that port.
.
Previously to the return of Commodore Perry, I had received a
commission from the proyisional goverpment of Yucatan, charged
with despatches, informing me of the political movements to which
Commodore Perry alludes.
As these movements seemed to have
'·been undertaken in goo,d faith by the popular party, with a view
to overthrow the existing government and establish the permanent
independence of Yucatan, I have deemed it good policy to remove
fhe blocka~e of Campeachy and Laguna, the two places which originated the revolution, until ~vents shall develope themselves in
that quarter-taking the precaution, in the meantime, to keep a
sufficient force at those points and at Tobasco to se·e that the revolutionists act in gopd faith towards us, and to prevent all intercourse with other Mexican ports. The papers which accompanied
Commodore Perry's report I have not yet had time •to have copied.
I will send them by the next opportunity.
.
The Spanish schooner Isabel, brought in by Qommodore Perry,
I have released.
The Mexican schooner I have sent to New Orleans for adjudication.
·
·
I have the honor lo be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
·
D. CONNER,

Commanding home squadron.
Honorable JoHN Y. MAsoN,
Secretary of the Navy, 4'c. 4'c

REPORT OE COMMODORE PERRY OF THE OCCUPATION OF LAGUNA.
UNHI'ED STATES SHIP MISSISSIPPI,

.!Jnton Lizardo, December 27, 1846.
Sm:. In conformity with your instructi.ons "f the 16.h instant, I
left th1_s ~nchorage with the Mississippi · on the 17th, (having in
tow the Vixen, Coi.J1mander J. R. Sands, .Bonita, Lieutenant Com-
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mandant Benham, and Petrel, Lieutenant Commandant Shaw,) and
proceeded direct to Laguna de Ios 'rerminos._ Arriving off ' that
port on the 20th, I placed myself on board the Vixen, and with
the Bonita, Petrel and four barges, -all in the tow of t!ie Vixen, I
crossed tb·e bar and anchored after night-fall opposite the town,
without resistance from the enemy.
In the morning I sent Commander J. R. Sands and Lieutenant
James L. Parker, to the . military commandant and ot h er authorities of the town; demand'ing its unconditional surrender, which
demand, after some 1ittle demur, was submitted to. _
·
During the day I caused the arms of the few ~oldiers left of the
garrison- to be de-livered
the powder found in the magazines to
be embarked in a lighter ready to go on board on the M~ssissippi.
The two forts taken possession of, the American colors hoisted
upon them, and the guns and carr.iages destroyed.
After corn pleting a'll these and other necessary arrangements,
and leaving Commander Sands with the Vixen and Petrel, in command of the . place, I sailed early in the morning of the 22d in this
ship, with . the Bonita in tow, for- the To bas.c o. Arriving off that
river; I directed Lieutenant Commandant Benham in the Bonita to
anchor inside the bar, and to assume com!lland
the small blockading force stationed there.
*
*
*
*
*'
·*
*
* ~
Leaving tha bar of Tobasco on the evening of the 25th, I shaped
my course to the westward, and traced the coast along, sufficiently
near to disco'ver the smallest' boat, looking into the mouths of the
principal _r_i vers, and particularly those of Santa Anna, Goazacoalcos, and Alvarado. Off the lattet named, I this morning captured,
· and towed to this anchorage, the Spanish schooner· Isabel, a few
· hours frorrr Alvarado, bound to Havana, and the Mexican schooner
Amelia, from the same place, bound also to Havana.
*
*
*
*
*
*
""
*
.
With great respect, I am sir, your obedient servant,
·

up,

ot

M. C. PERRY.
Commodore D. CoNNER, ·

Command,w naval,forces, Gulf of Mexico.

•
REPORT OF COMMODORE CONNER OF THE LANDING OF THE TROOPS.

No. 137.,
UNITED STATES SHIP RARITAN,

.

Off Sacriftcios, March IO, 1847.
SIR: In my last despatch, d_ated on the 7th instant, I informed
the department qf the. arrival of Major General Scott at Anton
Lizardo. Most of the transports with troops, and the material of
th~ army, having arrived a?out ~he ~ame time~ a speedy disembarkation was resolved ·upon; 1t bemg important that we should -effect
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a landing before a norther should come on ·, as this would delay ·
two or t~ree days.
.
,
After a joint reconnoissance, made by the general and myself, in
the steamer ''Petrita," the beach due west from , Sacrificios, one of
the points spoken qf in my previous Jetter, wa1s selected as the
most suitable for the purpose. The anchorage near this place
beio'g extremely contracted, it became inecessary, in order to avoid
crowding it with an undue number of vessels, t.o .t ransfer most of
the troops to -the ves,sels of war, for transportation ,to Sacriftcios.
Accordingly, on the morning of the 9th at dayligh.t, all necessary
preparations, such as launching and nu0:1berin.g the boats, detailing
officers, &c., having been previously made, this · transfer was commenced. The frigates received. on board hetween twenty five and
twenty-eight hundred men, with their ar~s· and accoutrements;
and the slfJops and smal-ler vessels numbers in proportion. This
part of the movement was completed very successfolly about 11
o'clock, a. m., and a few ~inutes thereafter, the squadron under
my cpmmand, accompanied by . . the commanding general, in the
steamship Massachusetts, and such- of the transports as had been
selected for the purpose, got under way.
,
·
The weather was very fine-indeed we could ·not have been more
favored in this particular tha11
were. We had a fresh and yet
gentle breeze from the southeast~ a~d a perfectly smo'oth sea.
The passage to , Sacrificios occupied us between two anel three
hours. 'Each ship came in, and ancho-red without the slightest disorder or confus,ion in the · small space al1otted to h'e·r , th_e . harbor
being still very much crewded·, notwithstanding the number of
transports we had left behind. The disembarkation commenced on
the instanti Whilst we were transferring the troops from the ships
to , the surf-boats, (sixty-five in number,) I directed th·e steamers ·
''Spitfire" and "Vixen," ana tlre five gun-boats, to form in a line
parallel with and close into the beach, to cover the landing. This
order was promptly executed, and these small · vessels, from the
lightness of their draughts, were enabled to take po~itions within
good grape range of the shore. As the boats severally received
their complements of troops, they assembled in a line abreast, between the fleet and the gun-boats; and, when all were teady, they _
pull~ in together, under the guidance of a number of the officers
of the squadron who had been detailed for this purpose. General
Worth commanded this, the first line of the army, and had the
satisfactipn of forming his command oh thie beach and neighbouring
·heights just before sunset. Fo-ur thousand five hundred Q1en were
thus fhrown on shore almost Eimuhaneously. No enemy appeared
to offer us the slightest opposition. The first line being landed, the
boats, in successive trips, relieved the men-of-war and transp orts
of their remaining troops, by 10 o'clock, p. m.
'The whole army: (save a few straggling .companies,) consisting
of upwa~ds of ten thousanJ men, \Y'ere thus safely deposited on
shore, without the slightest accident of any kind.
The officers. and _sea)llen under my command vied with each otbe!,
on that occasion, m a zealous and energetic performance of the1r
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I cannot but express to the department the great satisfaction

I have derived from witnessing their efforts to contribute all in
their power to -the success of their more for_tunate brethren of thearmy. The weather still continuing fin~ 'to-day, we ~re engaged in
landing the artillery, hoi:ses, pr_ovisions, and other material.
The steamer New Orleans, with .the Louisiana regiment of volunteers, eight hundred strong, arrived, most op tJ ortunely, at Anton
Lizardo, just as we had put ourselves in motion. She joined us,
and · her troops were landed with· the rest. Another transport
arrived .at this anchorage to-day., Her troops also have been
landed.
Gene.ral Scott has J!OW with him upwards of elev.en thousand ·
men. At his request, I permitted the marines of the squadron,
'under Captain Edson, to join him, as a part of the 3d regiment of
artillery.
.
·
The general-in- chief landed this morning, ·a nd the _army put itself
in motion at an early hour, to form 'its lines, around the city. There
has been some distant firing of shot and shells from the town and
castle upon the troops as they advanced, but without result.
I am still ·of the opinion expressed in my previous commt1nications, as to the inability of the enemy to hold ou_t for any length of
time. The castle has, at most, but four or five weeks' provisions,
and the town about enough for the same time.
I am, very respectfully, &c.,
·
I
D. CONNER,

Commanding home squadr,on.
Hon. JoHN Y. MAsoN,
Se'cretary of the Navy, Washington.

DESPATCHES OF COMMODORE PERRY.

Bombard~ent of Vera Cru;. ·
FLAG· SHIP "M1ss1ss1PP1,"·

Off Vera Cruz, March 25, 1847.
Sm : The sailing ofthe Princeton this day fo the United States
offers me an opportunity of informing the department that G,en.~ral
Scott had, o·n the 22d instant, the day after I assumed command of
the squadron, so far completed the erection of his batteries in the
rear of Vera Cruz as to authorize the summoning of the city, and,
on the refusal of 'the governor to surrender, of opening his fire at
three o'clock of that day. . .
In conformity with arrangements made in the morning with General Scott, I directed the flotilla of small steamers and gun-boats
of the squadron, led by Commander J. Tattnall, in the Spitfire, to
take a position and commence a simulta'neous fire upon the city.
The order was -promptly and gallantly executed, and the · fire was
kept up with great animation until late in thq. evening. ,
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On visiting them at their position, I found that the two steamn
had nearly exhau~ted their ammunition, but having received a fre:
supply during the night from ~he ship, they at sunrise moved to a.
n.:io·re favorable and advanced point, and resumed and continued.
their fire- until recalled by signal.
At the earnest desire of ·mysetf and officers, General Scott gen€rcusly assigned a position in the trenches to be mounted with
guns trom the squadron, and ,worked by seamen . . Three 8-inch
Paixhans, , and three long 32--pound ers, ( all that were required,)
were consequently landed, and, after , immense la~or in transporting them through tJ:ie sand, in which parties from the divisions of
Generals Pat\erson, Worth, and Pillow, respectively detached by
those officers, cheerfully participated, the pieces were placed in.
position and opened upon the city about. 10 o'clock yesterday, immediately drawing upon them a sharp firP from the enemy, which,
in a short time, killed and wounded ten of the detachment from the
squadron.
· .
In · order to give all a chance to serve in the trenches, for the
honor of which there is a: great though generous strife, I have arrapged the detachments from each ship, in charge respectively of
lieutenants, and the whole commanded by a captain or commander,
shall be relieved every twenty-four h 0urs. Captain Aulick, as- sisted by Commander Mackenzie and several lieutenants, had the
direction of mounting the guns and opening the fire, and well and
bravely was the duty perfor.med. Captain Mayo is now in charge,
and will be relieved in turn.
The "Ohio?' arrived on the 22d instant, but in consequence of
a norther, did not re~ch her proper anchorage until yesterday afternoon. Detachments of boats from all the vessels are employed
night and day in landing from the transports the stores and muni•
tions of the army.
.
·
Enclosed is a list of the killed and wounded, ascertained up to
this hour, (12 meridian,) with the report of Captain Aulick; also a
list of the small .vessels ~omprising the flotilla of the squadron, all
of whic.h were engaged on the 22d instant.
·I have the honor to be, your most obedient S'ervant,

M. C. PERRY,
•

Commanding home squadron.

To the Hon. J. Y. MAsoN,
-Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D. C.

REPORT OF CAPTAIN AULICK.

U. S. SmP "PoToMAc,"
Off Sacrijicios, March 25, 184 7.
~IR : In compliance with your Jetter this rno.m ent received, calling for a report of my proceedings in command of the detachmen t
on shore yesterday, I ~ave the honor to state, that the battery of
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three 8-inch Paixhan guns, and three long 32-pounders, landed
from the squadron, was turned over to me at 10 o'clo~k, a t m., by
the accomplished engineer ,officer who constructed it, ( Captain R.
E. Lee,) who, as w~ll as Lieuten'ants Smith of the engineers, and
Williams, aid to G·eneral Scott, remained in the battery throughout
thP- fire. The ,enemy having but a few minutes before discover-ed ---our position, ·co,mmenced the atta·c k upon us. I immediately ordered the guns -to be unmask~d, and the firing commenced on the
enemy's batteries, which was steadily and deliberately continued
until about half-past two, p. m., when our last charge of ammunition, of which we had only about fifty rounds to each gun, was
expt:rnded. By this time our sand-bag breastw~rk£ and traverses
were much. dilapidated by the shot of the enemy and the concussion
of our own heavy · pieces. I now directed the embrasures to be
closed up with sand -bags (for the suggestion of which I must thank
Captain Lee,) and everybody to seek the b~st shelter from shot
that the work afforded, ,µntil the ammunition we expected _should
arrive.
,
At 4 o'clock, Captain Mayo wiith a fresh supply of ammunition,
and a relief party of officers and men arrived. I then relinquished
the comm-and to him, agreeably to your order, and returned to my
ship . . Our loss was four men killed, and one , officer and five men
wounded, one ' of the latter , mortally, (since dead,) the others
slightly. When it is considered that we had the concentrated and
very active fire of five of the enemy's batteries upon us, at a distance of less than eight hundred yards, besides occasional shells
from the cast1~ of "San Juan de Ulloa," it is a m~tter of surprise·
that our loss is so small.
·
.
·
It affords me great satisfaction to add that every officer ~nd man
in the battery behaved with the utmost c~olness, activity, - and'
cheerfulness. .
·
Commander A. S. Mackenzie, .who had superintended the duty
of placi~g the guns in battery, promptly te.ndered his services to
me and took charge of one of the p2-popnders, which he managed
with great skill, and I doubt not with great effect upon the enemy's
works. In the course 'of the firing, t.he flag .on one of the enemy's
forts was brought down· by a shot from a ~gun fired by Lieutenant
Baldwin. It was, however, quickly again displayed froni. the same
flagstaff. It is due to Midshipman Allen McLane that I should not
omit to mention that on a call for volunteers to cut away ~ome
brushwood which obstructed the view to a battery on which we
wished to direct our fire, he sprang through an ·embrasure followed
by two men, (Wm. Cavenaugh, seaman, the name of the other I
have not been able to ascertain,) and amidst a showet of balls,
quickly removed the· obstruction, for which gallantry I complimented him on the spot. I am, however, sure that any other officer present would have been happy of an opportunity to have done
the same. As you desire to forward this report to the department
by tLe Princeton, leaving at 12 m. to- day, it is necessarily a very
h3:stl and b:ief one.
,

I
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I anne;x a list of the killed and wounded, and also

of the offic~

of the d'etacpment.

I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
' J. H. AULICK, Captain.
To Commodore Mt C. PERRY.,
Commanding home squadron, off Sa'crijicios.

·

List,, of vessels comprising flotilla of the Gulf Squadron.
Mar'ch 22, 1847 . .
United States steamer Spitfire, Commander J . .Tattnall.
''
"
"
Vixen,
"
, J. R. Sands.
"
" ·gun -boat Bonita~ Lieutenant comd'g F. G. Benham.
Reefer,
"
'~
J. S. Sterett.
"
"
"
Petrel,
"
"
_ T. D. Shaw.
"
"
"
"
"
"
Falcon,
"
".
J. J. Glasson.
+am pico,
"
"
, Wm. P. Griffin.
"
"
"
Very respectft,i lly ~ your obedient se·rvant, ·

.

M. C. PERRY,
Commanding home squadron.

To the Honorable JoHN Y. MAsoN,
Secretary of the Navy.

List of fJ/ficers of the detachment.

\

Commander A. S. Mackenzie,
Lieutenant Chad~s Kenn~dy,
.;
"
Sidney Smith Lee,
"
Harry Ingersoll, ,
"
0. H. Perry,
"
.A. S. Baldwin,
_ Assistant Surgeon 0. F. Baxter,
"
"
John Hastiags,
Passed Midshipman C. Fauntleroy,
"
''
Charles Dyer,
Midshipman Wm. H. Parker,
"
Allan McLane,
"
Jno. P. Jones,
"
R. B. Storer,
"
M. J. Smith,
"
W. K ·. Mayo,
"
W. V. Gillis,
"
J. Maury,
Captain's Clerk S. F. Emmons, Potomac.
J. H. AULICK, Captain.
List of Killed.-W m. Marcus, seaman, Mississippi; Jno. Williams, quarter gunner, Raritan; Jno, Harrington, boatswain's mate,
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St. Mary's·; Daniel McGinnis,, landsman, St. Mary's; Jno. Fookey,.
·
·
-seaman, Potomac.
List of Wounde,d .-Lieut~nant A .. S. Baldwin, Potomac; Ed ward
Black, .·s eaman·, Potomac; Mathias Rice, seaman, Potomac; Wm.
Hamblin, seaman, Potomac; .Deforest Carey, landsman, Potomac.
J. H. AULICK, Captain.,
'

FRIDAY,

'

March 26, 1847.

Sm: The detention of the Princeton enables me to inform the
department of events up to this hour, (10, a·. m.)
, ·
Captain Mayo and bis party have returned, having been relieved
in the batteries by a detachment under Captain Breese. I hardly
need assure the clepai:tment that the party undtr Ca'ptain Mayo sus·
tained with unabated courage and spirit the admirable· fire of the
naval batte,y. The born brrr~men from the trenches was continued
· through tl~e night. A heavy norther, now blowing, (the third in
five days,) · has prevented communication with the shore siqce last
_evening. Several merchant vessels have been thrown, t:1-iis morning, ashore by the-j!Jale.
.
•
·
The report of Captain Mayo is enclosed, as also an additional
list of killed and wounded. Among the names of the killed will
1
be found that of Midshipman T. ~- Shubrick, a most amiable and
promising young officer. .
.
I have the honor to be your very obtdient servant,
'
M. C. PERRY,
Commanding home squadron. ·

To the horiorab!e JoHN Y. MAsoN,
Secretary of the ,Navy, Washing.ton) D ~ C.

. REPORT OF CAPTAJN MAYO.

U. s. STEAMER M1SSISSIPPI,
Off Vira Cruz, March 26, 1847.

Srn: In obedience to your order, I proceeded on the afternoon
· of the 24th instaL'lt to the naval battery opposite Vera Cruz, with
detachments from this ship, the Potomac, Raritan, Albany, and St.
Mary's under the officers named in the accompanying list, and relieved Captain Aulick, a_nd the officers and men under his coro.mand.
,
. The breas.tworKs having been much br.o ken down in the cannonade of the. day, the night was passed in repairirig ,them by Li~utenant Tower, United States engineers, and his party, (from whom I .
received great assistance,) .Shortly before sunrise of the 25th, the
' enemy having opened his fire upon us from four .of his batteries·, an·
activx cannonade was reforned by us, and continued without inter- ·
ruption until half.past two, p. m., when they were silenced. Two
batteries on their extreme left subsequ~ntly turned their fire towards

-
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us, but on our briskly returning it, they. also ~·eased firing; aid
about ha1f-past threes p. m., our amm'umt10n ~e1ng expended, the
cannonade ceased on our part.
I cann_pt too high1y commend the zeal, courage, and activity displayed by every officer and man under my com,mand; and I regret
that the efficient service which they rendered sboul<l have been
attended with the Joss -of one officer, Mi<lshipman T. B. Shubrick
and one seaman,T. Williamson, killed; and, three slightly wounde/
The admirable conduct of Midshipman Shubrick, down to the moment of his .fall, whilst pointing a gun on the enemy, occasioned
me the more to lament.his.- loss. He was a young officer of great
mer~t and 'p'romise, ,and, had he lived, .µiust ha've become an ornament to his profession and pountry.
Very respectfully, your ob-edien t servant,
J. MAYO, Captain.·
To Commodore M. C. PERRY,
·
Commanding home squadron. ·
- - -\

List of officers engaged 8t the naval battery on the 25th of
March, 184 7 ..
Lieutenant Simon B. Bissell,
"
Raphael Semmes,
"
John D. Camp,
Charles Stedman, ,
"
"
James M. Frailey,
"
James S. Biddle.
Lieutenant Marines William L. Shuttleworth.
· Assista:at' Surgeon James Hamilton.
Acting Master F. M. Crossan.
Passed Midshipman R. M. Cuyler,
"
"
William Nelson,
"
·"
Peter .:Wager.
Midshipm;rn T. B. Shubrick,
"
Jos·eph B. Smith,
"
C. T. Andrews,
"
A. H. Waring,
"
J. H. Upshur,
"
S. McGaw.
Respectfu11y,
J. MA YO, Captain .
To Commodore M. C. PERRY, ,
Commanding home squadron .
1

t.
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'List of killed and wounded of.tlie.,detachments at the naval batteries
o~ . the 24th and 25th March, 1847.
Kill13d on the :?4:th.-WUJiam ~arcus, seaman; John Williams,
quarter . g~nµer; J ol;rn...f!a r,rington, boatswain's mate; Daniel McGennis, ~andsrnan; 'John Tookey, ~eaman.
Killed on the 25th.-Thom.as B. S,hubrick, mid's hipman; John
·Williamson, seaman.
·
.
. Wounded ,on the 24th.-A. S. Ba}dwin, .lieutenant, slightly; Edward ~-lack, .
do.; Mathias Nice, seaman, do'.; . William
Ham blm, se~man, do.; Defore.st Carey, do. .
Wounded on the · 2 5th.-Three seamen, slightly-names not as,tertained. .
·'
·
·
•
1., R.esnectfully, ybur obed:ent servant,

~ea man,
f _1

· M. C. PERRY,

'·

•

Comm~nding ·home squadron.

To tpe _Hon. Jo~IN ' Y. ).\-hsoN,
Set;r.~tary oft he /'favy.

,

OCCUPATlON OF THE. CI:FY OF VERA CRUZ AND THE CASTLE OF $AN
iJU AN DE ULJ;,OA. ·
UNITED ST.ATES F4AG-SlpP MISSISSIPPI,

.11t anchor near Vera Cr,uz,

,1

,March 29, 1847 .

.eyrn: It ~s ,}Ti~h ,.i1nfinite satisl~ct~9n_,I .~nn<;>tlnce _to you that q1e
-city of Vera Ci·uz anli the castle .o f San · Juan 1 de ,Ull.oa were this
day occ~pied by garrisons .of the 'pnite d Stat t s tro~ps.. peta?hn;ie.P t~ froin th~ ,t rmy ~nd n.avy with t;l1e flotilla were 1~ mot,10n
,early in the . ~o.r.n1ing L an,d the· Americ~n , col9~s were ~o~sted on t__he.
for ~s of ,t he city. and }he' ya.~tle at 12 , o'clock, tq~der a s1multa;neous
~al;ut.lr · front.
t he lar1ge v,e~.sel.~ of t~.e fq:4f dro,n . . ,
I ~nclosed is a Copy Of , the articles Qf canitulation,
'f
x;
l
,I
t;
T
I ~a v;e the 1}0,Jil,<,>r to 1pe, 'most respectfully,
·.
;
·
Your o..bedien!i.~ervan,t, ,
/
J
JV!. f C.' p ERR y ,
1

~p

1

t

1

l

l

j

I

.

,

-

.

·;

'

.

Comifianding hoirf e .squa~r,on.

X. jr~~pN,
~ecretary .?f the Navy,

Hon. ; Jo;1;1N

Washington, .D. C.
(

ONE, P.

M., .March 29,

Within the cast-le of' Ban J ·u an de Ulloa.
I writ'e this within th.e castle.

The bafteriJ s in the' city are now

·saluting the American flags, al r eady , hoisted o.n the forts of' the
city .

The Ame rica n colors will be next displaye d on the ·castle ~

•

M. C, PERRY.
75
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ARTICLES OF CAPiTULA11Icf.N. ·,
!\

Houws,
Without _t'lie walls• of Vera Cruz,
PuNTA DE

·' '
•

•

t

, Satur1ay~ March 27, 1847,
,,,.

'I

,

•

Terms of caRitulation , agrned upon, by_Jh,e commissioners, riz:
Generals W. J. Worth and G. 'J. Pillo'w and Cofone!
J. G. Totten1
chief ern gineer, on the part -of Major Ge.n.~~~L,$cot t, g~neral-in-chief
of the, armies of the' United States; and Colonel Jose Gutierrez de
Villanueva, Lieutenant _Col~nel. o_f ~ng~n~e'r:i (~~nual c Robbes, and
Colonel ~edrQ c}e 1fferera, _co~Jn,1ss1,o~~rs .,ap·p omted by General ol
:Brigade Don Jose Juan Landero, commanding ir1 chief Vera Cruz,
the castle of San Juan qe Ullq~,: and ,, t~eir1,depeµ~ _e qcies, for the
surrender to the ,~urns of the Uni tea State's
the said forts, with
their a'r rname:pt1s, "mu.nit.i ons .of war, garrisons and arms.
1. The whole garrison or garr_isons t,o be -~uvenden;d to the arms
of the United States as prisp,ners of war, .' the 29,th instant,. at 10
o'clock, a. m. The garrisons to ' be permitted to march out with
' all the honors of war, and . to--lay .. down their arms to such officers
as may be appointed by the general -in- chief of the United States
-: armies, and at a point .to···be . agteed, up·on by the ,commissioners.
2 . . Mexican officers; shall \p,rese:rv:.e their arms and private effects ,
including horses and horse furniture, and to. be allowed, (regu!a r
and ir.regular officers,) as als0 the rank <and. file, five days to retire
to their ' respeotive homes, ·on parole, as hereinafter prescribed.
3. Coincident with the surrender, as stipulated in article 1, the
, Mexican flags of the various forts . an .d statiop.s SQ all be struck, sa1ut~d by th'e ir own batte~ies,
immediate'ly 11fher'eafter forts Santiago and Conception' .and the' ca Jtle' bf' San Juan p~ Ulloa occupied by the forces"of ,the .Unit~d 'St.a tes.:' 1· '
'.
, •
'
' 4 .. T ,~ e rank and .,ffl~ of }~
,i.~1 reghlar portrd? o_f _'the Jpris~ners _to
b~ disposed M, after surrerlper ';rnd parole, as then ' general-rn-ch1ef
may des'ire~' and the' irreg)H'cir 't o' be ' pe'r mitte'd to return to thei·r
homes. The officer s; .in,' re·spect;i .to alf inns and ·taescriptions of
force, giving the usual par6le t~a'nhe saiH rainf an'd file, as well
as them.selves, shall not serve agairi' ·u n't'il1 'dt'.dy exchanged.
5. ~All the materiel of war, an 1d all public p·roperty of every descript,i'on _'foun'd in the city,, the castle of San Juan de Ulloa, an d
their dependencies, 'to belong to the United States; but the arma11
ment of the same ( not injured or destroyed fo the f.urth¢r prosecution of the actual war) may be co'nfidered as liable to be restore d
to M f xico by a definitive treaty of peace.
.. ..
6. The sick and wounded Mexicans to be allowed to re-main in
the city, with such medical offi~ers and attendants and officers of
the army as may be necessary to their care and treatment.
7. Absolute protection is solemnly guar anteed to persons in thecity and [to 1property, and it is clearly understood that no private
build1ng or prop erty is to be taken or used by the forces of the
lJ nited States without previous arrangP.men1 t with tie owners, and
for a fair equiv-al en t.

of
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8. Absolute freedom of .religious ,worship and ceremonies is
solemnly guaranteed.
Signed in duplicate:

W. J. WORTH,

.
Brigadier. General .
. GIDEON J. PILLOW,
Brigadier. Ge!Leral.
JOS . . G. TOTTEN, ..
'.i , .
,
Colonel and c,\i~f engineer.
JOSE GUTIERREZ DE VILLANUEVA.
PEDRO MIG. HERERA.
MANUEL ROBBES. ,

r

'

'

,

Captain Aulick, appoin_ted a commissioner by Commodore Perry
on behalf of the navy, (the general-in-chief not being. able, iQ consequence of the roughness pf the sea, to ·cornmun,icate with the
navy until after commissions· had beeq exchapg.ed,) and ,being present by General Scott's invitation, and concurring in the re~ult
and app,roving thereof,Jiereto affixed his name a:Qd sign.afore.
_;

J. H. AULICK,
Captain U. . S. na_vy • .

·
,

, 1

I

Head-,quarters of the army of the United Sta.t es of Ameri~~,
camp Washington. :Before Ver~ Cruz, March 27th, 1847.
I

Vera C~uz, Marz~ 27, 184 7..
Aprobad y aceptada.

JOSE JUAN.
LANDERO.

'

'W
'

ipproved and ,accepted.
I

(

WINF,IEL D SCOTT.

M. c'.

PERRY,

Commande.r-in-chi~f of tlte U. S. r.iaval
forces, . Gulf of Mexico.·

1
,

ti

_,

U. , S.

FLAG-SHIP "Ml~SIS~IPPI,''

.11.nchorage ne~r fera

9·uz, .Mar.ck 30, 1847.

Sm: I have the honor to enclose, herewith, the report of Captain Samuel L. :Breese of his pi;oceedings while in comm.and of the
naval battery on' shore. Also, a second, report of 'Captain John H.
Aulick.
Although, from the discontinuijllice of the fire of the ~n~rny, Qaptain Breese aiid, his pa(ty' had not the same oppor,tunities of testinr,their courage and skill as those that preceded them, I feel perfectly
assured that, under like circumstances, they w0uld have exhibited
equal gall an try.
'
With high respe.ct, your obedient servant,.

To the Hon. JoIIN Y. MAsoN, ·

~ M. C. PERRY,
Commanding hame squadron.

Secretary of the Navy.
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REPORT OF OAP,TAIN BREESE .

u. s.

SLOOP OF WtAR "ALBANY,"

Near "fera Cruz, 'March 28, 1847.
Sm: I have the h_onor 1o report, tha~ in accordance with your
arrangement for fighting the naval battety on shore, I relieved
Captain Mayo in the co'mmand of it on the evening of the 25th,
having with me the prescribed parties of the various shi~' crews,
in charge of Lie_u terlant~ Thompson, Handy, Taylor, Roots, Alden 1
Knox, and Acting Master Todd, with Surgeons Minor and .Baxter.
The entire night was employed i.n putting the battery in proper
state to recommence the fj.re early in the morning, which, through
the exertions of Lieutenant Smith, of the engineers, was acc9mplished by 4, a. µi.
.
During the night, unhappily, a violent norther comme1;1ced, which,
at daylight, by the cloud of sa~cl it raised, so obscured all vision
that it was .impracticable to sight the guns. I therefore masked
the_m until a .decrease in the gale _should enable me to -open our fire
with 1he effect that so tminently characte.rized the firing of the 24th
and 25th instants.. Before this ~hange of wea~her occurred, however, a ·message arrived from the general-in-chief, requesting me
not to open the guns upon the tewn until the firing should be re. commenced by the mortar battery, anJ that proposals from the city
for the surrer1der of the place were under c~-n sideration. The officers and men remained at the guns, in readiness to open at any
moment upon the enemy's works, from 4, a. m., until 2, p. m.,
when I was apprised that negotiations had arrived at sue~ a point
that the ·battery would not be required to again open its fire. At
9, p. m., of the 27th, I was relieved by Ca·ptain F. ,Forrest, who
took charge of the battery.
I would he unjust were I not to add, in conclusion, that the
officers and men
had the honor to command during these fortyeight hours, eYinced the zea] and ardor always to be found in the
navy when occasion requires them , and· would, I confidently asse~t,
have given to the enemy another proof of steadiness and ~·kill Ill
gunnery.
, ·
.
;
I am, s'ir, very respectfully, your ,obedient servant,
, SAMUEL L. BREESE,

Captain.
Commodore M. C. PERRY,
Commanding home squadron, Gulf of Mexico.

REPORT OF CAPTAIN AULICK.

U. S. SmP '· PoTOMAc,"
Off Sacrificios, March 30, 1847.
Sm: I have just ascertained that in the list of officers appen de
to my ·nport, dated the 25th inst., of the proceedings of the detac~ment of the squadron at the m.vy battery o~ :3hore, on the .2-1

.\

•
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inst~, the name ~f Passed Midshif>man L. Gibbons, who was with
the party; has been ,accidentally omitted. I therefore respectfully
request, in justice to this promising young officer, that you will be
ple~s~d to forward tpis note t0 the department, in otder that the
om1ss1on may be corrected.
·
.
I am, v~ry respectfully, y'our obedient servant,
'
··
J. H. .A.ULICK,
Captain.,
Commodore M. C. "PERRY,
Commanding home squadron, off Sacrificios .

•

·,

•

UNlTED

t

STATES FLA.G-SHIP M1ss1ss1PPI,
1

.finchorage near Vera. Cruz, March 30, 1847. '"
J

.{

•.

,

Sm: I have the honor to transmit, herewith, a copy of a geQeral
order issued by me to the commanders, officers, and , men, _of 'the
squad on under my command.
·
With great respect, I am, sir,. your obedient ser:vant,

M. C. PERRY,
Commanding home squadron.
Hon. JoHN Y. M~soN,
· Secretary of the Navy.

General Order, (
No. iL
.5,

. UNI TED STATES FLAG· SH'J:P 1M1-ss1ss1P~1 /

.11.ncliorage near Vera Cruz, March 29, 1847.
The commander-in-c'hief of the United States naval for~es ·
operat'in:g fo th~ ·Gulf of Me-;cico, in congratulati·ng those under his
com. mand upon the surrender of . the city of Vera Cruz, and the
ca·stl~ of San Juan d'Ulloa, to the combined forces of the army
and navy ' of the Unit'ed States, feels himself called upon 1 by a high
sehse of duty 1to tender his warmest thanks to the commandhs,
officers, and men of the squ~dron, for . the adinirable zeal ra ntd
courage with rw hich they have executed their respective duties. '
Never . at any period of our naval history has the· true · sp'irit ,of
prof~ssional ·g allantry ~een more strongly e:x:-hihi'ted than at ther
present time. Though from the ·early surrender of the en.emy, the
officers and men _have had but few' opportunities ·of gaining distinction, whenever occasigns have occurred they have been sie.zed upon
with avidity.
'
i
1

M. C. PERRY,,,

. e

Commanding home ,squadro!"··
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U N·I~ED ST ATES

LAG-SHIP

"M ISSISSIPP1,"

.11.nckorage, .11.nton Lizardo, .llpril 4, 1817.
Srn: ' I have the honor to infor~ the depa~tment that immediately
after the . surrentler of Vera Cruz, General Scott and myself concerted measures for taking possession of Alvarado.
Although it )VBS not expected that any defence would be mace
it was though"t advisable that strong detachments both of the arm.;
and navy slnoul<l be employed, in view of _making an imposing
demonstration in that direction.
·
'
The southern brigade under General (l'uitman was detached for
this duty, and the naval movements were directed personally by
myself.
.
.
As it had been anticipated, not the sli'g htest opposition was
offered by .the enemy, and ' the river. and town were quietly occupied, on th_e 2d instant, by the combined forces of the army and
navy.
General Quitman took up his line of march this niorning on his
return to Vera Cruz, and I left for this anchorage to arrange an
expedition to the north; Captain ·Mayo, with a small naval detachment, being placed in command · of Alvarado and its dependencies,
in whic·h may be ·embraced the populous town of TJacotalpam,
situated about twenty miles up the river.
fn this expedition I had the good fortune to become' acquainted
with General Quitman and many of tLe officers of his comman~,
and have been gratified to observe a most cordial desire, as well
with them as with the officers of the nav·y , to foster a courteous
and efficient co-operation.
The officers and men of my command have, with but one exception, sustained their well known high charader for discipline and
professional propriety and zeal, and it is with infinite regret that I
feel myself called upon to name Lieutenant Charles G. Hunter as
tba solitary exception.
This officer conducted himself in such manner as to make it imperativ~ on me to place him under arrest, and he will be broeght to
trial by court martial the moment t.he present exigencies of the
squadron will allow.
The enemy, before evacuating the place, burned all the public
vessels, and spiked or buried most of the guns; but those that
were ·concealed have been discovered, and I have directed the
whole number, about sixty, either to be destroyed or shipped, with
the shot, on board the . gun· boats, as they may be found of sufficient value to be removed.
With great respect, I have the honor to be your most obedient
servant,

M. C .. PERRY,
Commanding home squadron.

The honorable JoHN Y. MAsoN,
Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D. C.

'
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. , ir
. u;. S., 1 Fi;.~Gr,SH!P :fy.'f 1~s1ss!f,Ph ~ , '"l
.IJ.t sea, 20 miles ntJrth of Vera Cr,uz, .IJ.pnl 24, 1847. :iifl
Sm: I have the honor to - inform 1the, depadment that, I am now
,on my return from an expedition against Tuspan, which has result ..
-ed in c'Omplete s'i :rccess-the • forts and town' havin·g been oarried
with trifling loss, ·and the guns either destroyed or brot1ght away.
Further p·articulars· 'will be 'transmitted ~y the first opportunity •
. With great respect, I am, sir, your ·most obedient servant,

M. C., PERRY,
Commanding home squadton.

,,'.',,I

.,·,

Honorable

JOHN Y. MAsoN,
Secretary of the ,Nav_y , Washington,
...

...

fl

l

IJ.

1,. .

C.

•1
•

1

·

1
•

u

•

S.

FLA.G·SHIP M1ss1SSIPFI,

1

.IJ.nto'JJ, Lizardo, April 11, 1847.
Srn: Intelligeri~e iof the fall_ of Vera Cruz and the Castle of San
r

1

.Juan de ,Ulloa must nave rea_c hed you aoout th.is time~ and will'
doubtless have r'eiie\red th'e minds of the P'fesident and members <lf,
the cabinet of much painful
anxiety.
,
1
The po·s session, of' Ve ra Cruz· 'an'd Alvarado has placed' the_neigh'.b oring co.tlntry at our merdy; and left the re~r of th~ Ame\ican,
army, in its advance ori Mexico, perfectly secure, and ~hus permitting the occupafion of the higher and more 'healthful regions in: the
direction of th'e li'ne of march. '' · '
· ·
1
The ' attack on the city' from the land side was managed with
great judgment and skill; indeed, I never· entertained or expressed
any othe'r opinion than that it should be made from the 'r-ear by
breaching and assault._ In, b9th expe~i.ments t~e offic~r~ and .m~~
·of the 's quadrqn could render goo~ service, as tliey certarnly did m
the trenche~ <luting ' the bomba'rdment; and it was contemplated,
and informally annoup.ced, tha_t if the city should not surrender by
.a certain day" the assault woulp be ma.de at three different p _
o int~;
the breaches 10 be respectively assigned to the regulars; the volun1
teers an'd the' s~ilors. '
.
~
~
'
• • ' J ·
Being confident of the succ~·ss of th'e attack on the city, whether ~
1
b·y bombardment or assault; I had' arranged my plans for 'the bombardm~nt of the castle by the squadron, in conjunctio_n with the '·
la~d' forces, and . had also coptemplated a1 night attack' up,on th{
wa~er,·battery 'o f the _c astle f t om bo'at;, for which preparadons 'were '
in progresfil; and I was only waiting the appro'aching dark n'ights
for carrying;, out this ~tject, wh~ch ·I have every reason · to believ·e'
would ' hav·e 'been successftd; bdt, unfortunately
the fame of the .
1
,nayy, thou'g_h fa:i-' otherwise; it rhay be said, for lit.imanity,the very
1
unexpe~ted surr~noer of th~ ·~astle d~feated all th~ hop'e's we had
fo~te ,r ed of p,ro,:ing to the cbuntry; by this atta,ck, t~e zeal ' that ·
animated the who'I~ squadron.
·.
·, ' '
..
, I should hot . have ,~rou?led you with ,a , d~\ ai1 of the, desigps 'Yhi~h>
I had hoped to have acJomphshed, were 1t not due to the charac-·

for
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ter of the. officers and men under my comm~nd, wµo were ready tc
any service, however daring ,arid whose int'repidity, I feel assured
would have rendered , ~uccessful any undertaking, however seem~
ingly hopeless it II)ight a't first , appeat.
·
I am, sir, with great respect, y'om: most obedient ser,vant,

.
-

I

'.

The honorabl~ JoH~ ' Y .. }JAS(JN,

Mt C, PERRY;

Comnu;tnding ,h,om, squadror..

•

t

1

_.

S'ecretrJry of the Navy, Washington.
r.

·--• -

t'

•

lt '
,~

EXPEDITION AGAINST TUSP AN.

U.S. FLAG-SHIP "M1ss1ss1PP1~"
.IJ._t se~, off Vera Cruz, .!Jpril 24, 1847.
Srn: 1Tuspah being the only fortified place·or importance situated
on the gulf coast not in our possession, and conceiving it to be a
point of honor as well as duty to reclaim the guns taken by the1
e~emy, from the wreck of the Truxton, ~nd ni,9unted ith 9thers
for the defence o'f the river and town, I d~termined on attacking it,.
~ud left Sacrificios in this ship for that purpose on· the 12th ,i nst.,
having in tow the steamers Spitfire ', Vixen an~f Scourge, and the
gun· bo _a ts Bonita, Petrel an1 . Re,efer, with ?,. detachment of three
hundred officers, seamen' and marines from the Ohio; distributed inthis and the smaller vessels'. On the fol'lowing day we arrived at
Lobos, th~ ar.pointed place of rendekvous. The Raritan, with a
d,.et~c.hi?ent of one I hundred and ei~h~y officers,, :s,eamen and marines from , the Potorn~e, ad<led to her own complement. TheAlbany, John Adams and G~r.mant'own, with the bomb vessels Vesuv'ius7 Etna and' Hecla, ha'd !>een , previovsly
deJ,pa.tche<l
for Lobos,
1
1
wher'e they arrived in g'o bd' tiine, an d were sub sequentl'yjoined by
the D~catur.
· : ·
L
,
1
, On tlie 15th,' all the vesse1s left Lpbos for th e anchorage under
T'1sp~ti reef, but ,were separated during the night by a norther.
H Ja ving again concentrated on the morning of the 17th, the whole
o.f that day ,wa~ emp)oyed in 1igihten,ing the smal,l vessels, in sounding and buoying tlie channel of the bar, and in other preparations
for ascending the river. '
·
1
The following morning (the 18th) the 'Ba.r was safely cr~ssed by
tpe st~amers a'nd 'gu 1n-boats, }¥(!th ~bout thirty barges; filled v.:ith
detachments from the different vessels
anchored outside, havmg
1
with them four pieces of artillery. '
•
•
. Afte: crossing t~e bar I ~oiste~ _my flag on board ~he Spitfire, ~nd
1
immediately led up the river to the attack, the s\eamers having
the gun-boats and barges in tow un til w~ got int,o the range of fire
1
of the enemy, when I ordered' them to cast off; the gun-boats to
follow up the river' under sail, and the detachmen sin the barges
to land with the artillery and storm th~ forts _a nd town. These
orders were executed with extraordina,ry Apidity; w~He the flotill a
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c9ntinue,d its cour~e up ,tlie ,river, aiid driving, by its , well dire'c ted
fire, the enemy from his defences. · ,
,, "
,
The dispnsitions of the enemy for defence were judicious. They
consisted of two forts on the, tight a,nd one on the le.ft bank of the
river, .with positions, well selected for ,commanding the reaches,,of
tbe ''stream'. . ThJy ('had seven guns mounted, and cle'tachmerits of
infantry firing from .th,e ,forts and t~e thick chappare·I 1 -~long 'fh~0
mu~fo 1of ih~ "v}eft'b~Hik.1(., l [! 1 •
I\[,<'
•;
r,_ •,i •
G~n e.ra\ Cos, chief pf the windward military·' tli \risi'orl.'., of tpe
1
'· arfuyl, ' 'YaS I irr ~odi-~atn'd~' and . hail wit h
as)s "beli1
frohi 'tli hiclen2e 'olf 'his' order 1b6oll~ about'~650 r~rl{t and1file.
Bli't1 i'f' lh:e'• clisp!dsitfon's for' HJ/ehc~ were judi~ious, t'f/e defer( e
itself was 1f~eble·; ;'tliougli Mll' W bee'n ·mdre. '1 ob§tinate,1 the .res It
1
wou!d have , b~ell. t~~ sa~e,.,for I cannot .~~~gge~a-~~ ~h·e _int~~P. i~Hy;;
of our office-rs an\l men,o'r ·dy too ·much of the spmt tp.a.t-~pil 'lfuated
them..
·
· ,_ ·i .I
·
' '
The /Tfuiton"s gurls1 \v'l e(Brought.: 6ff; and the oUie~s" dest;roy~·d.
The fort~ we,re riso _d,~.str.o ye?· ·
' , 1 ,
!:. ' ',
Our loss 1\i I ehe atta 1ck 1 has } beetl' small-fourteen k;tlled and
wounded. Th~ endosed papers, letter~µ A, B,rC, and D, will furnish all' n~desdry 'deta·ils.
' '
·'·· 1 ·
••
'
The Albany and Reefe,r have been left to watch TusparL T.he
. Hecla is' ord'ered to -plockad'e Sofo de l,a rM'ari'n i; · the' Etna: to 'oc- ·
1
cupy t}e riv.er Tob;a!w.~, .~M :th~e·V'~suYiu,s ~~d ,pb~J>oise· t~e p~r~ '. of
Laguha, while tll:e• Gernt~htowri' 1s scourrng the ·coast north of
Lobos.
I
I '
'
·' I
'
•
•
,
•.
.
'
t •'
.
.
My next expedition w.ill be to the eastward to gain tpossession o'f
Guasacoa'.lcb';s, and the s1maU port1s 1 0efw 1een Al var'a db and~'t Li To bas,
co. These in ou~ p,o?ses~ion? or . bl oc~~d~d, the enemy. wilP not
have a nook_ <;>n this' ,COfl.St/ mto J.Whfolt 1lUpplJes '-can be reo.ei.Ved.
I ha vif ~1.r~ady comtrleticed the organization of a corps of 2,500
officers'')an·,r men, with ten pieces of light artil)err, to be in r.,e,adiness foi; landing, to make a diversion
Jc'b·Jope atiqn Jwith 1t~e'1 land
1

Mexrnah

•

e~'-ed

·Him,·

I

1

J

in

forces, should it be found expedie'nt to ' d6

sd:

•

II

'

\

I am, sir, with great respect, y--our obedient servant,
l ;.I , : V . ., . ,.,
• t, l
·,
,
,
,
, r• , M' q•. ~~J;lf Y,
l
: . , e ,.
~
,
Co;mmanding h°irne sqy,adron. ·; t
Thehonorable:Jo}!N _Y:)\'1As9N,_

·....

(

1 :

L.

Secretary of the Na.P:Y, .Washington,, D. C. . , 1·y , q.,
,.,: r·i.' ,fl·, ! '
• t ' !G
L I.G i I 11 ., , ,
, fa'
•• f l , (i 1 J
)

· n u' ·,
r

i-:

. }I

,
,,,
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~
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•
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STEA.~ .ER ,M1s~1SSIP~_'I, _,.,,

Off Tuspan Bar_, .IJ.pril 22, 1847.

Srn: I have to report the following list of killed and wounded in
the action of the 18th instant, viz:

Killed.
Lewis Clayton·, seaman, of the U. S. ship Ohio.
Antonio Francis, seaman, of tl!e U. S. _ship Decatur.
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John Griffin, seaman, of the rU:; S. shi•p Rarit·an5 ,was murderea by
the rancheros on the 19th instant.
, ~
' 1 .1
'

~

f

·

_..j ()

1

~

I

l

•

.

lj

·1

Wounded. ,

o
U f'l

t-

.,

t

'. •

,

~~ ~

: (

•

1

'hC?r:qman~~r ;fattnaJJ, of th,e Tf .1 ~. stea~er Sp1tfi.ne; flesh wound
o.t. r11gh,t ,wrist,. " 11 : ' . • _'
, ; ,;,;i ,Ji1
J
;
1
Jam·es McCann; seaman, U. S. steamer Spitfir~; 1s1rrere wound of
rjght , ~lbAwjoint .. I• ;
',· i
:, • •'
~d tr . . J t-;;i'
>
~ f.J,~g qeuJ,~nant-, J~n,ie,s :Y· It:Par.k~r, 1 Pto~- 11 ~t~~I1Je,r. Mississippi,
aid to the 1 (?9m~odote; .s~yrlr~ :wov'n-d of APP.er p~rt,ofjleft breast.
" L~.e ut;~n.an_~ Wµittl~, i U. ~-, sh\R ,Ohio ;r-~esq 1vou,~d of ~right leg:
~y_t~BJn~t Ha~tst,e n; lJ, 1~. 1~ 1~ ~i€9 r,,;· ~efh\J'f.O~ll.~}\f pgh~ wrist
A·, i j ( , c ' :.1
....
J,11·, ·, i:t
., d
an ,_t;fogh~,;~ ',J
,; IJwam .T.owp~end ~ o _qrn~~r,y, .mu;q.an,, U ..1S,:{~hip ~,0:t9m,ac; seyere
wound of right thigh.
· ·
.
.
,f.ndrew fi:"e~I!-~Y, seall?-~n , p. ~. 1,5ihip JGelm,a pto'!n ; , fies~ wound
ofleftshoulder.
':1 ,,.·:,!, '! .,
'
.•;Henry 0. Hart, bqy, V. S. ship Germa9\o:~n; ~lig.qt wound of
1
right che,ek. .
·
I
1)
,
t
1. ·
. James' M·c Cullen, ooy; U.S. ~teamer Miss_~~sipp.i; slight ,w.ound of
right h~nd. ,
, , .," l
,., u H ;
:.' {i',
1 rr
.. Corn.m~rnder ~a:c_k ~nzie, U. S. ~tea.m.er: 1y1,is~~ssjpP,i; ·wounded Ill
le.ft f90/ ,~aile on .duty. on the ] 9,th,:;accid.~n~al~y ~ /I' . . ·
. John JY-Io~~o)e, ·seaman, U,. S.. steall}er M1ss1ss1pJ?}; severe . wound
rn left hand, with loss of thumb, while on duty at guard-house on
,
t·~,~ nig~t of, t.he .21st-_; 1·, 1 ,
t . ..~ , ; .. !' ·
.
• ,.
_ It is witli, ·p 1easure. I inform you that the above wounded are
J
'
• )We
, 1·1•• .
,
•
·
.. ,.
d omg,

·t

1

J

)

1

.
.

·
.

·veri respectJutly'
r

I

l

Tp Comrpodore!M.

.

''

I

1

·YtOU~

·

; I

"

dbed~en\ sernnt,..

·
•

c ..~ERRY,

·soLoMON SHARP,

· ., r

P.

'.

·. ..

'

) Surgeon.

(

,· ·,

Commanding home squadron.
.

'•

The e~pedition against Tuspan consisted of the following force,
all under the command of Commodore M. C. Perry:
The steamer Spitfire, Commander J. Tattnall. l
The steamer Vixen, Commander J. R. Sands.
, 11 ·
The schooner Bonita, Lieutenant Commanding T. G. Benham.
The schoo:aer Petrel, Lieutenant Commanding T. D. Shaw.
The schooner Reefer, Lieutenant Commanding Thomas Turner.
The , ste~mer sc·ourge,' Lieutenant OomrJanding S. Lockwood.

b

•
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Detach,'rrients of office~s and· men from the'1 dijferent vessel-~)6.f the
squadron forming· t!ie landing party in command of Captain Sam·
uel L. Breese.
'
·
J
,
'
I

'

I'

a rn

"O

l!

r:=

'

'1

la •
0

·,, '

Q)

e·2 , , ·--d

~
It

~ ~

Jj

, 11_

i'i

I

0

~

---------------------1--- --- ___ ,
)

•

~

,

1

,f

.,

f

·l

J

I

Flag ship Missjssippi, Lieutenant J. De Ca_m p. ~ 15
Ship Potomac, Lieutenant E. Jl. ~hompson •. : ' 7 .
Ship Oh~o, ,Cornmander L. M. Goldsborough •. , 161•
7
Ship All;>aJ}.y, C~ptain 1S., L. Breese~ ••• ;,•••.••
7
Ship Raritan, C<\ptain F. Forrest. •••••••• ,•••
Shi,p John Adams, Commander W. J. McCluney • 10
Ship Decatur, Commander R. S. Pinckney .•. 14
Ship Germantown, Commander F. Buchanan. 15
Ship Etna,_Comma,ndei; ~- J. Van Brunt. ••••
3

.

.

108 , · 123,
J, 1s2~
I
'., rn61

' 116,
197,
1-21,
132

151
25

'

4 pieces of artillery, commanded by Commander
.JJ. • .S. Mackenzie, in.charge, resp .e<;tively, of-it'

~o . . 1, C_ommander G~ A. 'Magruder, of ,the
Ve~ u v1 us ....••..•, ••......•.... ~. . . . . . . . . .
3
No. 2, Lieutenant Commandjng A~ B. rairfax, of_ t~e Hecla .. ~ ••••.•••••
t J
3
No: 3,_ L1eutena_nt S. F. Blunt, of ·he M1s-51s- ,
s1pp1 ..
2
No. 4, Acting Master · H. Rodgers, of the
Mississippi •••••••• ·.•••.•••••.••••••••••. , ,, 2 ;

f

f • • •j

•••••••••••••

·f ···.. :..._..
Q..... ...... . ... .. .,

!-

25

l

:.J

,22

25

26

28
28

26
.J'

. ; . . • . 1,489

•,1

.. ,

j

The MississiP,pi, Commander ij:. A. Adams, l,ying' at anchorJt1ear
the bar, prepared to cover the landing of the party in case of opposition.
i
-1
. ..
M. . C. PERRY,
Commanding home squadron ~

{

.

TusPAN, _..ipril 19, 1847.

Srn: I have the honor to report that, in obedience to your order
of this morning, directing me to visit the enemy's batteries and remove the Truxtor,,.?s guns, ·and suc4 others as might be worthy of
removal, a~d to_ de~troy the remainder,. I proceeded first to La Pena,
the ehemy s principal fort. It was situated on the riO'ht bank of
the riyer, a m~le ~nd ~ half below the tvwn, on a bluff ~bout sixty
feet high, proJectrng into the stream, and commandingt the down- ·
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w3:rd c~'l~se of the river for two miles. In it I found two tbitlJ·
two-nou1,1der carronades o( twE,rnty-one cwt., ,_forme:rly of the Tm.
ton, mo·unted in barbette on half circles, and betwee11 ,t,hem one lona
nine in embrasure, behind a breastwork faced within and with out
with sawed timber, and filled in with dirt. Between the guns was
a banquette-for the service of infantry. The Truxton's guns and
carriages h~ve been em barked, and the nine-pounder destro1ed.
Th~ brJastwork and shed for the protection of the garrison were
set on .fire. ~
.. , ~
.
.
The Jjlext fott in as~ending the river, call~q, ½a Palmasola, was a
wafer b:a hery, 1 placed at the junction of the Tuspan- wi'th one ofits
ttHfutar:iecs i' This.' also . looke<l dow'n t'he11 streain·.'· It harl also a
br'-east'"iotr k facedP on . both sides with • sa.wed f'imber and filled in
~ith dirt.- !It had thre-e.•embrasut·es·, and a b'anquette -between the m
for infantry". On-ly two •of ,the embrasuf'es· had guns mounted on
. them; they -were ·two long eighteens of iron, which h'ave been de•
stroyed. One of these guns had been· struck by :o ur· shot, and tbe
exterior fa'cing of the -fort, part~cularly about the embra~ures, was
much cut, -braring testim0ny to the ·accura·cy of 'o ur fire. The shed
for the shelter of the garrison was burned, and fire set to the
breastwork. .
.
·. ,
,
On the left bank of the river, hear the centre of the town an d
on the beach, to defe1Jd the landing, was a nine-pounder carriage
1
gun of iron, which has been destroyed.
.
· ·on the centre 0f the ,steep ·bluff ·in the •centre of the town w~s the
fort called the Hospital, surrounded by a ditch, arrd havrng a
thirty-t,wo pounder chambered g1rn •of twenty--s-even· cwt., formerl y
of the Truxton, mounted' on 1 a pivot and commanding the appr.oa ch
up· the river to the extent of ·its•range; ·this gun, -with. its carnage ,
has been embarked.
,
·
' The latinch's gun of• the Trnxton, an· iron six •poundet catronade ,was found, not mounted, in a remote part of the town; it has be.en
emb~tkk,d, with ,its • carriage,· ·together wit,h ·a considerable ~ua ntity
of the Jrms and munitions of the Truxton, a list of which 1s herewith enclo sed.
I have the honor to be, ver,y respectfully ,' your obedient
r .,
servant, ,
ALEX : SLIDELL MACKENZIE,
Commander and ass't inspector of ordnance,
United States navy.
Commodore M. C. PERRY,
Commanding home squadron,
Tuspan,
Head-quarters,
.
.
1
,

1

1

j

') C

List of ordnance, ~c., captu~ed at Tuspan.
1 thirity-two pounder, 27 cwt., chambered, C. A. & Co., No. 4 ·
1 carriage, slide and circle, Truxton·'s.
2 sponges,
"
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1 ladle,
1 worm,.
. 1 scraper,
1 elevating screw,
"
,
1 breechin·o-0 ("
'
'.
''
·
62 round shot, thirty-two pounders, Truxton's.
3 copper tanks, partly full,
" ,'
, 3 fire •buckets,
,
"
2 long eighte~n-pounders, iron.
2 thirty-two poU:'nd carronades, on pivots, Truxto~'s.
11
1 nine-pounder carriage gun.
.·
1 nine-pounder
"
,iron. ·
1 six- priunder carronade, .Truxton's.
1 slide and . bed,
''
6 boarding pikes,
"
w·
2 passing boxes,
"
3 sponges,
, , cc
1 worm,
"
1 ladle and scuper,
-"
3 boxes percussion caps, "
. 33: muskets.
1
'
12 .powder horns.
·
146 thirty-two pound round ·shot, ~ruxton's.
18 sta. forty-tiw o pound grape, part "
18 irregular grape, in bags.
.
9 1 six-pounder grape. I '
I
'
I '
1 bag musket balls.
One half keg ditto.
·
A quantity of spare Hints·.
L six-pou.n<ler ,ramnier, :Tmxton's.
l wad net,
"
1,:
! · rocket.
lO ha·ndspikes.
·
.· 40 large ragged staples.
1 ro1ler handspike.
3 .short crowbars.
2 American cutlas·s es, Truxton's.

"

A general order of the 16th of February, when an attack appears
to have been expected, Lieute-n-a-nt- Colonel Flores was ordered to .
repair to the fort of La Pena an hour after daylight; Cap_tain Fella
was ordere'd to remain in ,th'e . ,ba:n:acks,. keepi'n g his t11oop's under
arms; Captain SalJas will also remain · in the bar.tacks under arms.
The ~a"'4alry of Tuspan will assemble at the house of its captain,
and. the in,fantry of the town in the mun-icipal.hall, before reveille.
Lieuten~nt Qolo,nel Ro~t,as, con1tnandin'g the troops ,of ·, this. city,
will be in the, square· at the sam e -h our, and will make i known to rue ·
any inte11igen~e he l may reeeive 1thn(rngb the · mediµm of Capbain
Pardo.

1

,

,

,

~
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The artillery . will be divided in proportion to . the number~:
pieces which are mounted: a company will be placed in fort L
Pei;ia, a subaltern officer in Pa]masola, and another in the s1uare
with light pieces, and a sergeant and corporal on the Hospital Hill.
Should it be necessary to measure our arms with the enemy, I
hope that both the sol,diNs ns w,ell as the other defenders of this
point will bear themselves twith valor and s~renj-ty, since presence
of mind in these cases . is as appropriate as chattering and confusion are prejudicial. If nothing should occur w.h,en the captain of
the fort retUJilS, from the. bar, the troops will retire to their quarter
·
and dwellings.

[True tran~lation.]

Extraordinary order of the 11th .llpril, 1847.

I,

I

-

.

The commanding general of this military ,d ivision has hitherto
reserved silence towards those under his command, concerning the
unfortunate fate of Vera Cruz, because he had recei-v·ed no official
intelligence on the subject, and because he did not consider· it necessary to excite, by addresses, the enthusiasm of faithful and obedient soldiers. Now, how~ver, that he has re.ceived a ·proclamation
from the illustrious chief of the nation., he hastens to communicate
it by general order, that it may be read this evening at the calling
of the roll; the troops being formed with shouldered arms, and the
officers and chief in their respective stati.ons with drawn swords.
The proclamation having been read, the chief will state that his
command entertain tbe same intention, and form the same resolution as the supreme magistrate or the republic, and that he may
count upon the services and valor of his subordinates~ This done,
a cheer will be given for the Mexican nation, and th'e troops will
retire to their quarters; the whole proceeding being terminated by
a beat of the drum.
PERFECTO DE cos.
A copy of the proclamation, carefully and clearly written, that
all may read it with facility, shall he fixed at the doors of the
barracks.
6 J

.11.ntonio Lop ez de S anta .llnna, President ad interim of the .Mexican repubtic, to his compatriots.
MEXICANS : Vera Cruz is already in the hands of the enemy; she
has yi ela ed, not to the force @f, Ameriean valor, nor to the infl uence of fortune. We, ourselves, to our shame 0e it said, bave
brought on, by our inte.rmiRable discords, this fatal misfortune. Th e
government owes you the whole truth. You are the arbiters of the
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fate of our country. If •she ;is to defend herself, it is you who are
to stay the triu,r nphal march of the enemy, who now occupies Vera
,Cruz. Let him 1but advance , anot-b.er step, and the national independeµ~,e
b·e sunfr' in t'he abys,& of .'the p~st~ , I am resolved to
go forth tQ tbe, e~coun,ter of the · enemy. , vyhat ,values a ~i,fe eJ!-llObled by a nafio'n's 'g'ratitude, if o'ur country is stained by a dishonor which ,re,fle,cts :its~lf on the face of ,eve,ry }4e~ican 1 My ,duty is
to saoiific~ ,o iys1elf.; an'd I will know how to ac~ompfish it. l t may
be, tliat tr~ ' 4-~~·n ,qan ho~ts are to tread with pride in the capitol
of the Aztec ein pire. I shall not be present at such an opprobrious spectacle;~since I am determin<ed, ·before this obc\irs, ratne'r to '
die fighting. The extreme ,hour of the .M1exicari republic :has arrived. It is as glorious to die in battle, as it is infc.mous to declare
oneself conquered without a struggle; and conquered too, by an enemy whos~ rapacity is as far removed from valor as it is from gener<?sity. Me:N;foadis :ll have you a religion? Protect it ! Have you
honor 1. , Sa';e, il fr.9.m infamy ! ·Do I you love,, y.our, wiye~J ypur
,paughters 1 ] Rescµe tb'em from :l}me,rican brutality! .:But it i;; rd~~P~,
nol ,v ain pr.ani~s.ian,d .bai;.ren qesir,es, irhich you .must oppose to ,the
enemy-: ,T~~r nclt~,Q:_na1 f<\us~· ~s in,fin)t;ely just:-why dt?es G?d se,~1;11
to abarµqon 1t •1 ,. H1~~;anrg,ei; will , ~e.d1pgease~ 1f ?Ne p_r,es~nt~ 10 exp,1ation of our crimes,"th~, .s entimen ~) oft a sincere.;union~9f a. tn.ie
patri 1qtisp;r ._,,'rh;us th~ Et~rnaJ wi;ll ble-ss our efforts, a,nd·;we ~ill 9e iun,conqu(}Fh1e,for,against tpe determina,tion o{ eight mjllio~.s of, M~x1ic~n~ ~hat :will a!,ail, 8 Qr, 110,,000 ~J:?~d~a~s·, when they) s.ll~n: hav:e
y~a~ed to be the I q1struments of Dtvrne JUst~c_e? '- ~e,thap~ , I , spea~
to ·you fo,r the last time. -F or God'~ sake b~H~v,e me-! . ~9 ~n.o t h,es- ·
itate, .B et\yeen, death. apd s)avery; and i.f 1Hie.·_;e;nemy conq}J.er~ y,9\J,
,e.t , hilll ~t, ,) east r~sp~1r,t , th~ ~eroi.§lm of your. resistap,c~, t h is: ,at
Jen gtl} 1·ti ,me l tjiat ,a\l ,,t1w,1ght~_,.sh,PJl_cL cease, -~.xc,ept those of .a, ~o~_mon1 ~~Jenee. _,.Ahr ~J;iour, ,oi,, s_~cn~~e.s has ~truvk ,! ; Awpke,!, ;tA
tomb 1s, 9p~n., at J;O!lf ,.fe~~ !: ,Wm .~tleast ,one laurel to plac~ pv~,r
_it !
tnati?n _i,s ,pqt · :¥.et, ~ea__d _; yet, I ~,wear ,it-~ :pledge , .m,rself for the tnumph of Mexico, if a unan~moµ·s ~nq· srnc~re effo1 t
se qnd~:. mo; ·d~sires. A, tµousand,, time~ ble,st . b~ };he jn~~spi:c.i·ou's
even_t,,, f Vera 9ruz, if I the confl?-gration . of t]1at_.J c!tY sl}_o.u19 1hGt'
.ki,ndle in Mexig~n i..l?P~Q;Il'.\$,. the ~nthusiasm, .the , d1g,iity, a,i~ the
genero.us ~gdor ~1-pf a . tru1e p,atrioJi~m; our eount,ry, ,would_ then be
sav,ed., ~qt. if she sh,ou.lJ:Cyi~J,d, sµe will l~aye h;er opprobrium aQd
repr~a<?h r~$,\ \t egagyl'to tJ~o.s~ ·egp\ists ·w ho wo\1ld not ~:tefend,,h~r...::_\0
the traitors who prosecuted their private combats, tramplfng Up0}4
the na.tiona.} iha:nner,. j "' ,,, ,, {,
{· , ,
,
·' ,
, Mexicans : 1 Th fa¼e of PU}'l co:1,mtu is in your 'han,ds.
:not
the ~mericans, will .decid~ it. Y <;i:_a eruz cries -v,e ngeance. r ,Follow Il}e to · wash away the djs,honp-r. ·
.

~til

T!i.~

You,

ANTONIO ·,i9PEZ DE SANTA ANNA.
Maxico, Mar.f:4 31,.1~7.
:

1,

,.

1-

I

•
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.llnton Lizardo, Jlpril 29, 18!7,
S1B:: I h~ve the honor to en?lose herewith a :copy , o.f the report
of the pr,dnance omcer of the squadrqn, descri,brn,g the. nqmber and
c~n'd itio·n of the forts .at Alva!:aao, as wen fl;S th~ gun,s captured at
' that place.
.
·
·
· _1 ,
1
With .great .~espect, I am sir, your most ,ob~di.ent ·serv ant,

·-

' ..

r '

'

'
>

•

''

~

•

:

·' ·

,

)
I

r

~ M. C. PERRY,
·9.o.mma'ndi~k-_h~'Tfle s.quadron.

)
I

'

•

R ,i

T ;he -~9noraW,e J,oHN -X:1 ¥~soN,
,
Secriefary of the NapJJ, .,Washingtp,n.

1•

,J,

;

1

.,

ALVA~·A;rio, ,Jip,r il 9, 1848.
_Sm: .I n obed!ence

to

•me

your order directing
td yisit the fortifi.cations at Alvarado and report t_heir character,'also to designate
the guns to be shipped and 'those destroyed, I have the honor to
state 'th~t J, fou ·: d th~ place defended by eight · patte_ries in all, two
·on the .,right qr .ea·st bank of ·the riTer, an.a s_ix on the left or west
bank;on whi'ch·'the town ofAtv-arado stands. t 1 •
1
On , the left baI?-k ,1 crown,ing k hill about 40 feet · h'igh, and 150
feet p i ck from the shore, ':Vas the f<?rt of C,asa de iy.r~ta. It was a
stoclia-.~'e of irregular shape, and contained 9 g,u ns, as follows: 3
-lon:g). brass 18~s, 5 24-pounder carron·ades, a'n d one·- Iong 32 of iron.
-All of tfiese were shipped with the exception of the iron 32, which
,was l lestr oyed. This fort was closely adjacent fo ,the southern
skirt of the -town and ·defended ·the approach to it in that direction.
I~ app:~ai,ed to.be int~n<led to ~.c,~ ~-~a inst troops 'app_r,oach~'ng fro~. the
d1rect1on of V-era Cruz . . The lf'Oll 132 a-lone was pointed lil the direc'tiort of the· beacµ in front :of 1the _to,~-n itseJf, and co_uld be traiµed
d6wn the 'nive.r towards the anchorage' off ~he· 'f own and beyond it
as far as the bend in the river. i f '
.
r
The n-ext fort in descending the river on the left ' bapk, on the
, shore and adjacent to the northern extremities of the ~town, was
La Union, a square fort of m~SO'!l work, hla ving embrasures for
three gu~s. Two of these were 24-pounder iron carronades pointing across the river, •the third a •3 2-pounder· Jong gun of iron,
pointing· down the stream. The ·carronades have been shipped, the
long gun destroyed.
·
·
The next or third fort in descending on the ] eft bank was the
M 'a tad~'re, containing one long 32 of iron, and 7 24-pounder carronades, likewise of iron. This fort was excavated in the sand-hill
ha1f-way up the bank, at an elevation of 30 feet. The breastwork:
was formed wi4:h sand-bags, lea,ving embrasures. The long 32 was
destroyed and the 7 24- pounder carrona es were shipped.
The fou rth fort on the left bank was on an elevated sand-hill.
It was a stockade and had the n ame of Barracones. It had 4 gun s;
2 light chambered medium iro.;i ~'s, and 2 24-pounder carronad 9,
all pointing down the river, l\ . ,5e guns seemed also intended to
1
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,defend the approaches tq the principal fort of Santa Teres~, next
below it in descending ,the river, and nearer tG . the shore.1 - The
two 18's have be_e n shipped, and the 24-poun1er carronades destroyed. .
.
, , ,
, .
.
The P.rincip:al {qrt, ca11fd Santa .Teresa, was about 500 feet from
the river, a,nd, ekvate~ 50.Jeet' &bove its level. It formed a quadrant .round t:tie slope of a sand-hill, and had a breastwork of sand,
faced wfth sods and confined on the exterior face and on the faces
,of the embra,s ures. hy_wooden pins. lt h~:a 8 embrasures containing
long 18's, three of them of brass, and one an iron 32. On the left
of the quadrant was a heavy 24-p._p_under, mounted in barbette Qn a
quarter of a circle, and ranging from the direction of the bar to the
chann ,~l l of_, !\he . rivF, ab:east the fort. In the centre of Santa
Ter-esa.,on _.-a mound, ~av n,g a sodded breastwork, was a long 24pouncter on a pivtot; whicp trained from the bar over the whole
course of the river _fo th'e town: . There were thus 10 guns ih this
'battery, 1intended to ~ct' against- shi'pping; and ~n the rear of' it towards a · ravine, by which it m\ght be apprdached;"were hvo 24"- pounder ' iron carronades, one 12-·pound'er b'rnss howitzer. As further acd~ss0ries to this force · and i!}tended for its defence against
storming parties, there was a stocka'de prepared for a rocket battery and musketry, to p1~y d.o wn th~ ra:vihe 'leading to the rear of
Santa Teresa. . ~nother :and higlier r'avine, leaaing from the direction of t~e bar, w-as defended by: .a stockade; with an em b.rasQre for :
-a 32_
- peun der ·c arronade, an'd a: cov·er for musketry. A still high er
-r avine ~as ·in like manner defen'ded by 'a stockade, through which
a 42-potinder carroniate w-as point1e'd , ahd · w'hich also served as a
breastwork for musketry. All ' the guris intended for th,e protection ·
of Santa Teresa were provided with grape and cannister alone.
·The wh'oJ:e of the guns of Santa · Teresa: apd its access·ories -were
-s·h ipped, with the 'exception of three, a' long iron 32, a 32-poµnder
.carr,onade, anU a 42-pounder carronade, which' were destroyed.
The 6th and last fort bn· t_he left ·bank was La Vigia., situated on
the open :coas·t directly in font of the bar, and at a'n elevation of
80 feet ahove the level of the sea. It ,h act·a stockade in front with
three Jong iton 32's mounte·d in barbette, the centre · one Being., on
.a pivot. These were all destroyed.
On the right bank of the river and nearly oppos~te Santa Teresa
was fort Hicaco, having a stockade breastwork 'wfth £6-nr 24-pbunder
carronades in embrasures, . for firing acrbss the chan'nel. . These
,guns were shipped.
Lower down on the right bank was a battery, having a stockade
breastwork and embrasures for three guns, two brass long 12's .
and on·e .24 . . pounder oarronade. These guns have been shipped. .
In addition fo the, mounted guns, 11 others were found not
mounted in different directions. In general, the best guns' were
buried in the san-d, the others left mounted and spiked. Most of
them were ship g~ns, and were fitted with breechings and tackles.
With the exception of the principal fort of Santa Teresa, with·o ut
its accessories, and one gun in La Union, the above enumerated
forts are all of quite recent constr-µction.
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I have to state, in recapitulation, that we fo~nd at Alvarado.60
guns, of which 49 were mounted and 11 not mounted; of these 35have _been shipped and 25 destroyed.
. ,
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your most obedient,

,
ALEX. SLIDELL MACKENZIE,
Commander ~ assistant inspector of ordnance,
·
U.S. Navy.
Commodore M. C. PERRY,

,

(!ommanding home squadron, U. S. Ship. .Mississippi.

U. S.

FLAG· SHIP

M1ssrss1pp1,

'· An'ton Lizardo,.Ma.y '23, 1847.

Srn: I have the hon,or to forward,•herewith, a copy . of the report
of Captain Samuel -L. Breese, who, as second in command of theexpedition against Tuspan, commanded th.e landing party in the,
attack. This report was accidentally lost or mislaid in the embarcation after the capture of the place, an'd ' circumstances have, until'
110w, prevented the transmissioh of another copy.
It is not, I trust, too late to bring to th~ favorable notice of the
na,vy department the· responsjble p·art taken by Captain Breese in,
the attack, and of expressing my approbation of his judgment and
gallantry on the occasion; indeed it would be unjust to him and
to .the 0th.er commanders, officers, and men, as well of the landing
party as of the small vessels composing the flotilla, (a list of which
is enclosed,) did I not repeat here what I have expressed in my
repor't of the 24th ult., that al! and every one engaged .in the expeditien conducted in such manner as to command my highest
praise. It would be difficult and per haps invidious to distinguish
p·ersonal bravery where all :were· alike impelled by the most praiseworthy enthusiasm and zeal, and I can only remark, in conclusion,
that ,I should wish no more gallant followers in any undertaking
against the enemy, in which I might have the honor to command.
With great respect, I am, sir, your most obedient servant,

M. C. PERRY,
Commanding home squadron.
The .Hon. JoHN Y. MAs_oN,

, Secretary of the Navy, Washington.

TusP ..rn, .11.pril 19, 1847.
f . Srn: I have the honor to report, that on the 18th inst. the force s
under my comtnand were landed from the steamers and gun-boa ts
under the fire of the enemy's forts, for the purpose of executin g
your orders to take them by assault. The men, hea.ded by thei r
several officers, proceeded with ardor and zeal to the accomplis hment of the duty. The works, however, before the seamen could
reach them, were successively abandoned, the defenders offering
no very serious resistance. l1he guns of the forts on the r igM

'
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bank were i~meJiate1y spiked or disabled, and the ammunition
destroyed. The boats then ·c rossed tr-> the left bank and drove the
enemy from the fort "Hospital," pursuing them through
the town
1
•
1
to the cha ppare], in wh\ch they dispersed.
. .
Where, notwithst ndinP- the strength of pos1t1on, resistance was.
so feeble and of so destltory a character, little opportuµity was
presented for the exhibition of indiviJual gallantry, and where all
did so well their duty-, it would be difficult and invidious to_ par- ·
ticula rize. 0 ur loss on shore, as far as has yet been ascertarnerl,
is but two men killed and two or three wounded.
Very respectfully, you·r obedient servant,
.
SAMUEL
L. BREESE,
I
,

Captain.

'

Comrnod~re M. C. PERRY,
Commanding home squadron, Gulf of Mexico .

.

\.
I

The expedition against Tuxpan consisted of the following fprce
all under the command of Commo~ore M. C. Perry:
'

1,

..
,\

The steamer Spitfire-Commander J. Tattnall; '
"
J. R. Sands;
"
_'VixenThe schooner Bonita-Lieutenant Commandi11g F. G. Benham:;
,
"
Petrel"
"
T. D. Shaw;
The steamer Scourge"
"
S. Lockwood;
,, The schoon~r Reefer"'
"
Thomas Turner.
Detachments of officers and men from the different vessels ·of the
squadron, composing the landing party, under- command. of Captain
Samuel L. Breese:
,
1

.

Officers.

Flag-ship Mississippi-Lieut. J. De Camp ••
Potomac-L'ieut. E. R. Thomson...... • • . .
Ohio-Commander L . .M. Goldsborough ••.
Albany-Captain S. L. Breese...... • • • • • •
Raritan-Captain F. Forrest...... . • • • • • • •
John Adams-Commander W. J. McCluney
Decatur-Commander 4R. s.· Pinckney .•••.
Germantown-Commander F. Buc·hanan •..
Vesuvius-Commander G. A. Magruder....
Etna-Commander G. J. Van Brunt.......
Hecla-Lieut. Commanding A. B. Fairfax.

20

7 ,
16

-

Seamen and
marines.

Total.

160
175

180
182

320

336

7

109

116

7

190

10

197

111
118

121

14

15
3

136
22

151

3

3

22 ,,
22

132

25
25
25
1,490

Four p·ieces of artillery, respectively commanded by CommanJer
Magruder, Lieutenants F~irfax and .Blunt, and Acting Sailing~
master Rodgers-all under cemmand of Commande:i: Macken,?;ie.
111
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The Mississippi, Commander H. A. Adams; lying at anchor near
t,he bar, prepared to cover the landing of the party in case of opposition.
. .

U.-S.

I

I •

I.

M1ss1SSIPPI,
Jlnton Liz_ardo, May 24, 1847.
Sm: Con~inuing the detail of my cruise to the eastward, I proceed to inform the department of my havjng to'uched-, on my way
to Laguna, off the bar of 'Goazacoalcos, where .I. was joined by the
John Adams, the D'e catur, and Stromboli.
,
I found here a well .constructed fort, m,ounting . twelve guns,
which had been recen,tl.y deserted by its garrison; who ha·d burned
the gun carriages, and left 1 the guns lying ·o'n the ground. These I
ordered to be destroyed and the fort blown up.
The following morning, the 13th instant, I despatched up 'the
rive,r for reconnoissance a huge party of officers and men, in the
Scorpion and ~ixen and several barges, in command of Commander
:Bigelow, who was accompanied by Commanders Adams and Mackenzie; and a surveying ,party, in charge of Lieutenants Alden,
Blunt and May. 'fhe expedition ascended the rive:r twenty four
miles, and returned with much valuahle informatiqn.
Having di,rected Commander Walker, in the Stromboli, to anchor
inside the bar) I got under way with the John ·Adams; Decatur,
Scorpion and Vixen, and proceeded towaras the river Tobasco, off
the bar of which the steamers anchored on the following morning.
Rematning here a few hours, and leaving the Vixen to assist in
towin'g ,the launches up the river to obtain fresh .water for the
ships-whjch, at this season, must' be taken .thirty mih~s ·from the
sea-I continued on to Laguna, where I arrived 'and landecl on the
15th with a small armed force. Here I found the Vesuvius, Porp:oise and Washington.
I remained at Laguna . two days, during which time I took formal
possession . of the town _a nd. th~ , island of Carmen, and invested
Commander G. A. Magruder with the full authority, of naval comij'.lander and governor of. the .to-wn ~nd its dependencies, opening
the port for the admission _of Arperican and neut_ral vessels; ~n~ at
the earnest request of the merchants, authorized the shipping
aw~y of log;wood and oth.er, pro.ductions of the country, on the payment 1of a war tax of 10 per cent.
On the 18th, got under way on my return westward, and
anchored the same evening off the Tobasco, where I found _the
Raritan, Albany, John Adams, Decatur, Germantown, and Bonita~
and at anrh·o r, inside the bar, the E tna, Vixen, and revenue steamer
McLant.
Landing at Frontera, the commercial depot of the river, I caused
notice to be given of the opening of the port, and in vested_ ~ommander G. J. Van Brunt, of the Etna, with the civil and mtl1tary
command of the place, with in structions to watch the mouths of
the San Pedro and Chil tepee rivers, as well as the small streams
FLAG·SHIP

0
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emptying into the Tobasco, and to assist in this , duty I left with
· him the-Bonita and an armed barge.
Desirous of obtaining autlientic information from Yucatan_, and
unable at this time to visit that coast myself, (rom the necess1_ty of
being at Ve.ra Cruz, according to , arrangem~nt with Mr. Trist,. I
deleg_ated Captain S. L. Bree5e and Commander -A. S. Mackenzie
to proceed to Cam peachy in the Albany, to be joined at Laguna ·by
the Washington.
.
Leaving the Raritan,. John Adams, Decatur and ~rtnantown,
with orders to co~plete. their supply of ;vater and to return to Anton Lizardo, I proceeded on my way to the Goazacoalcos, and, as~
cending that river on the 21st twenty-four miles (this is the computed distance, but it is no~ so ·great) to the town of ~inatitla'n ,
took formal posse3sion of that place, and received the submission
of'the neighboring and more inland towns of Cosaleaque and San
Cristobal of lshantlan.
,
, Furnishing to Commander W. S. Walker, of the Stromboli, who
has been left in command at Goazacoalcos, the requisite orders for
opening the port, and an armed barge to assist in the enforcement
of this authority, I sailed for ,Vera Cruz, directing the Scorpion to
examine the ·small inlets along the coast on her return • to the we~tward. ,
.
During the cruise I have obtaioed much valuable information; the
substance of which I will endeavor to communicate. ·
With regard to Laguna and Yucatan I shall defer any definite
communication to the department until I have the reports of Captains llreese and M_ackenzie; though I have yet seen nothing to
change the opmion always e-ntertained by me of the character of
the Yucatecos. It is plain that the port of Laguna requires 'to be
vig_ilantly watcheq; and -it is kno~n that, during the peri,od of the
withdrawal pf the block~de, large quantities of valuable goods were
s-h ~pped fro JU Ca mpeachy to Tobasco; and I have proof from the
custom house books that gunpowder was imported by the house of
Gutierrez & Co., at the head of which at Laguna i~ the British vice
consul.
.
,
The adqii;sion of goods at Tobasco, even ' if not contraband of
war, has contributed to the support of \he lVIe:x;ican government, by
their payment of large import duties; but this r~venu,e will now
cease, as all ar,ti,cles entered at Lagu,na under the United States
tariff must, if they find their way into Yrexico,
introauced clandestinely.
'
By direct information from Tobasco the i~tellige~ce before re.~ei yed by me h~s been confirmed. The city was nearly deserted,
in the appreh_ension of , an attack; military parties were scouring
the country to collect forced loans and to impress the rancheros.
Nearly two thousand troops, mostly militia, had been concentrated
at a point below the city' where defences have been 'thrown up, and
o?structions placed in the channel to prevent the approach to the
city of the United ~tates forces. l gave intimation of my design
soon to ascend the nver, and propose to do so at a convenient season; meanwhile the enemy is kept in continual ·alarm. In truth,;

lie
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there is no particular object to be gained by a seeond ·attack of the
city, as we. have qu~et. possession ·qf the mouth of the river, which,
1
with t~e occupation of Lagu na, complete.Iy shuts the Tobascans
from the sea.
While in the Goazacoalcos, Lieuf enan'ts Alden, Blunt and May
were e1nployed in surve y_ing th~ river, and C0mmander Mackenzie
obtained a valuable map from an engineer, .who has been with
others elllf)loyed, a consiqerable length .of time in surveying the
route between Goazacoalcos and the Pacifrc, in view
opening a
ship canal. This ma·p ~as be~n beautiful,ly copied by that ,accomplished officer Lteutenant May, and is fo'rwar'd ed herewith, together
with a chart of the river-t'he joint work ' of Lieutenants Alden,
J3font and May. On my next visit to the riveJJ I propose to ascend
ft a much g reater dis t ance, perhaps as high as Sito de Moretotit]an, and · shall be careful to transmit to the department an account -of ~y explorations. The persons engaged in surveying the
route to the ' Pacific ar_e employed l?y an English company; but it
has occurred to me that, if a canal is ever to be opened across the
continent of North America, it should .be ex~cuted by the government o,r people'of the United States. Destiny Qas, doubtless, decided
that the vast conti,nent of North America, from Davis's Straits to
the Isthmus of Darien, shall, in the cours~ ,o,f time, fall under the
influence of the laws and institutions of the United States; hence
the i;1}policy of permitting any European power or interest to obtain a footing within the prescribed latitudes. With such considerations in view I deemed it politic to take formal possession of the
Goazacoalcos as far up as I -as~ended, and to inyite the subrnissi?n
of the populous towns, mostly inhabited by Indians,' which are situated near its head waters. In a treaty of peace with Mexico I
presume the _e xclusive right . of way across ,the continent could be
secured by stipulation; but whether my views m_a y or may not] be
considered visionary and chimerical, the e·x ;>lanations which I propose to make, so soon as other occupations shall permit, cannot but
contribute to some useful ends.
,
The greater part of eastern Mexico -is .intersected. by innumerable streams. Many of these have been penetrated by- the steamers
and boats of the squadron, and latterly with a view of cutting off
the iRland trade of the enemy, which has much increased since the
occupation of the ports. Steamers can ascend to a point within
thirty miles of the celebrated ruins of Palenque. In prosecu ting,
therefore, with vigor and effect, my expedition along the c~ast and
up the rivers, to annoy the enemy, I can, with the aid of the many
very talented and scientiic officers of the squadron, collect a vast
amcunt of useful and instructive information.

of

r

*

*
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*

*

*

*

With great respect, I am, sir, your most obedient servant,
M. C. PERRY,
Commanding home squadron.
lion. Joli'N Y. MAsoN,
Secretary of the Navy, Washing.t on, D. C. '
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FLAG-SHIP M1ss1ssrPP1,
·
.11.nton Lizardo, . June 8, 1847.

UNITED .STATES
,

Srn: As the object mentioned .in my communications of the 13th
a time the •enemy's force conc~nirated in the Tobasco· river unmolested by -the squadron, has been
in a measur.e removed by tha recent movements of General Santa
Ahna, I have thought it proper no longer to delay the attack, a,s t4e
·early return to the Uniteµ Stat.es, of the Raritan a-nd Albany-, would
so far diminish my force,
to lessen the. chance of complete success; though I should not be deterred from the attempt, even with
such reduced means.'
I am, als~, influenced by a ··desire to give the officers and men of
these -two ships anpther opportunity of displaying their gallant-ry
and zeal. In truth, ,J could hardly venture any longer 1o defer an
attack (always contemplated by me, as my letters to the departments will ,show) in tl;ie apprehension that the delay would give
confidence to the enemy, and a corresponding disappointment to
these under my command, who are ·constantly looking for opportu- _
-nities of active operation's. From the most recent accounts from
Tobasco, l learn that the enemy has fortified himself at a point below the dty, on. the river; has plac~d · o b·structions in the ·c hannel,
and on the qrnd leading. to .the city, and has concentrated from
2,000 to 2,500 men, regulars and militia; this number is' probably
exaggerated.
.
I hope to ·be off the Tobasco in two days; though it is not probable 'that all the vessels will arrive. by that tim'e .
·
The Potomac will necessarily remain at Vera Cruz, though Captain Aulick has sent a small detachment from his ship.
With great respect, I am ·sir, your obedient servant,
M: C. PERRY,
,
Ccmmandinlf home squadron.
Hon. JoHN Y. MAsoN,

~ncl 24th ultimo, fo,r leaving

for

as

Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D. C.

GovE'RNMENT HousE,
Alvar'ado, Jun .e 9, 1847.

Srn: Having received your permission to join the expedition now
about to proceed against Tobasco, and Lieutenant Commanaant
Chauncey being ordered to take charge of this government (bei'ng
the senior officer). in my absence, I consider it my duty to make a.
statement somew''1at in . detail of my proceed'ings during the time I
have been performing the duties of senior naval officer and governo1
of Alvarado and many other cantons and dependencies . '
·
,
This town · and Tlacotalpan, :with thei_r dependencies, had .~urre.nderetl to your arms preYiously to my appointment as 1 g9ye_p ior.
Since that time the town of Casamaloupan with' its dep endencies,
the canton of Tuxedos; composing the tow:ns of San Andus Tuxilas,
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St. Jago Tuxifas, Cuternio, and the · ports and'_ r~ncherio San Tuamopan and other ranch erios have surrendered to me, rather than have
me send an _armed force against , them. ,
Enclosed is a copy .1 of the conditions granted, to ·the above . cantons, simila-r terms- having been given to all tbe · other to.wns and
their dependencies- that have surrendered . to m,e . On the 13th
ultimo I fitted out an expedition against Holesc~ga'n', consisting of
about eighty officer~, ·seamen and marines, from the flotilla undet
my command at this-place, hav;ing a 12-pounder oarronade mounted
' up0n two canoes lashed together. · ·
,
From the shoalness of the river and the rapidity of .the curreat,
the asc'ent, was severe upon the officiers and men. · The following
day., the town was taken posses-s ion of, the ·officers and he M.exican
.go".ernment having left before my arrival.
' ,
·
The . munici-pa.l authorities used every atgume'ot to be allowed to
remain neutral, but th.e. same terms were granted that' the other
towns ,had been. a.llow.ed,-and none others. 'Ihe following day, in
.descending the river, one of ,our boats ·wa.S fired upon from· a hidden
enemy from the shore.: Passed MidS:hipman Pringle and five men
were wounded: The fire was.returned, but the ene:my after giving one
volley must have run ,off, as s.e veral other boats passed undisturbed .
.On the following di:t..y' the aJcalde of Hago:ca:gar sent a messenger
down . to me, .to s-ay1 that the· fire ·w as from some bad people upon
the river who did not know of the surrender.'
· .The, alc'aldes of all. the 'towns and , dependencies under my government keep up a, correspo_ndence with m.e, and up to this time no
attempt has been made . to. revolt; and I belie,v e the p.eople are hetter satisfied than unde,r ,t he Mexican' government, for• you · will perceive that one , of t4,e conditions ~s, that the Mexican government
custom-boJ.tses are .closed, all authority of the general government
ceases, ,and no levy of money; men, horses, cattle or any contributions whatever is to be made to the Mexican government.
The prefects, alcaldes and civil .authorities under them, are theonly ones recognizea by .me i~ the execution of their duties, for·
the preservation of gcrnd order and-the administration of justice.
Enclosed is a map of this beautiful country, abundant in its exports and offering ,.,an excellent market for its fabrics, as well as
many of the qgriculturaJ prodqcts of the United States. ·
I take this opportunity to state, that a modification of the tariff
for the .coas~wise tr~de is neces·sary; for our traders will never asicend the long, narrow rivers with which this part of _the country
1
abounas. A~y .one acquaihted with our bay and river trade, would
see ~t1a g\ance that it can only be performed by master's of vessels
well known on the spot.
It is here, as it (s with us at home.; a vessel stops at numerous
towns, villa~es or lan~ing places, takes off the various products of
the country rn small parcel~, consigne4 to pernons at Vera Cruz or·
sol? by the patroon of the vessel, the return to be made in necessaries for those concerned, most of which goes to benefit our mer·
chants there, and they thereby get rid of theu stock, which would
o,therwise remain on hand.
I

'
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Shoul'd this . country ever be gi.ven up upon a · p.eace, 'it, is dtrn to
a: people who have surrendered to our arms that pi;ovision be made

that they are not .harmed by the Mexican government, for submit-

ting to that which they dared not resist.
I am, very respectfully.., your obedient servant,
'
J. MAYO,
Captafn U. S. Navy.
To · Commodore M. C.

PERRY,

-Commander-in-chief U. 8.. naval forces, Gulf of Mexico.
\

UNITE·D , S'JlMrES F!,AG· SHIP M1ss1ss1PPI,
Off Tobasco river,, June 24, 1847.
Sm: Having, in my communication of the 8th instant, informed the
department of my intention 'no ~~nger to ' delay the a·ttack upo.n ,the
ene1ny's forces concentrated near the city of Tabasco, I anchored
on the 13tl:i off the bar of the river with a detachment of the
squadron,' consisting of the Mississippi, Albany, Raritan, John
Adams,' Decatur, Germantown, Stromboli, Yesuvius, Washington,
and the ste,amers Scorpib:n, Spitfire, Scourge, and Vixen; the · i:tn'a
and Bonita hieing stationed in the river.
·
·
On the 14th, the flotilla having crossed the bar, the barges and
surf-b1oats ·contai~~ng ~even pieces of artillery, and as many officers,
seamen, and niann,,es as could spared from each of the vessels at
1
anchor outside, with a detaphmen~ ·of forty 'seamen and marin~es
from the Potomac, were th'en towed by the steamers across the bar,
and Joining the vessels at Frontera, the whol~ force was formed into
line and prqc'e eded up the rivet in the 'following order:
1
The Scorpion, bearir'i'g )IlJ pennant, lea.ding ·the van, having in
tow the Vesuvius a~d Wa's hingto~, and the boats of th~ Mississippi
and John Xdams.
,
The Spitfire, with the ,. Stromboli and· Bonita, and the boats of
the Abany.
·' ·
, '
The S_courg~, w.ith . the American merchant scboo:oer Spitfire,
1
having ori boa rd ' Cal\tai_!l G. W. Tay lo.r, with his sub-marine ap~
.,.,- paratus.
,
~
The Vix'e n, with ·th·e Etna and the boats of the Raritan, Decatur,
and Germantown. ·
· ;
'
,
· ·
,
- When on the foll~wing day the flotilla having arri'veq within
thirty mires of the cily, information was obtained from an Indian
that the' enemy had tnrown up 'breastworks in the thick chapparel
lining the banks of'the river at three ,lifferent points', where they had
posted in ambush armed parties in considerable force.
•
From all the positions indicated by the Indian the ' vessels and
b_oats were fired up'on, but the fire of the enertiy was ,immediately
~ilenced byr our great g~rns ,and musketry. At the second position
one of the seamen of, th~. Vesuvius was sev'e rely wounded, and ·at
the third, Lieutenant Wm. M~y received an e·s copet ball in his
arm, and three men were slightly wounded. Lieutena~t May a-t -

'
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the time of receiving his wound, was engaged in co-operation wit
Lieute'nant James Alden in sounding and examining the obstructions placed by the· enemy in the chap.nel · dir·e0tl.y opposjte to the
breastwork .
·
Considering it doubtful whether .the steamers could pass the obstructions with.out inconvenient delay, and being anxious to reach
the main body of the enemy, I ordered their commanders touse
every effort to ascend the river, and det-ermineo myself not to wait
the experiment ; but to. land with the infantry' an'd artillery, ha-,ing
previously made all the arrangements _for landing, and forming the
line of march. The barges and surf-boats were.manned and for med
opposite to the point selected for the landing, called '' the seven
palm trees," and near to the -third entrenchment of the enemy,
which had been a m-oment before raked by the great guns of the
flotilla.
Everything b eing in readiness, I t~okj the Ie·aq with my boat, accompanied by Captain Mayo-a voluntee·r , and acting as adjutant
, general-in an?ther boat, and giving the order ~' to go ahead," the
whole force, with three hearty cheers,.pushed for _the sho re, la nded
and formed in separate . columns on the ' bank, under the direction
of Captain Mayo. , 1n· the space of ten min-~ tes ·every offi cer and
man ~ as on shore and in P.osition, with s'even P,i·eces of artillery,
which were taken from the boats ancl hauled up a bank of twe nty
feet in height and nearly perpendicular, by the ma.i n streng th of.
the officers and men attached to them. Boats were then sent for
the three pieces belonging to the bomb ~ essels, an d in twenty- he
minutes the entire column of more than eleven h'undred stro ng,
with ten pieces of artillery, was in motion towards the city. Its
march, however, was very much retarded by the difficulty of ao ving through the high prairie grass and the occasional thickets of
chapp~rel; yet in opposition to all obstacles which presented the ~ selves, and the excessive heat of the day, the column moved stead ily
on, preceded by the pioneers, and driving back with its artille ry
' and advanced guard the outposts of t~e enemy entrenched by breastworks.
.
· Meanwhile _,the steamers ha<l succeeded in crossing the obstructio ns
in the chaant-:1, and proceeded gallantly up in face of the fire of the
main battery of six guns _and a body of infantry linii;ig the entren chments; aad after ,exchanging a few sh<;>ts with but slight injury to
u~, the enemy retired hastily from t _h eir defences, a m-easure undoubtedly precipitated by the proximity of our advancing colu mn.
At a little after four in the afternoon, I ehtered the city wi th the
entire force of infantry and artillery, and took quiet possess ion of
the public quarters.
.
In this fatiguing march from the landing place to the city, a
distance of nine miles, I was struck as I often have been be fore,
with the universal enthusiasm exhibited by the officers an d men,
an,d with the extraordinary efforts which they made on this occasion to keep the artillery in line. In the ~kirmishes with th_e . outposts of the enemy, our advance displayed much order and military
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skill, and the entire line conducted in a manner worthy of veteran
soldiers.
If I were to und-erta_ke to particularize the gallant and judicious
tonduct of _, the officers, I should be obliged to name them all;
hence I beg, to refer. to .the enclosed pap_ers marked A, B, which
contain the names oJ all w,ho were engaged in the expe·dition, stating the respective duties assigned to them. I also refer the aepartm.ent to the report . of the senior m-edical officer, C. ·
·
From the' hest information I have been able to obtain from several
sources the ene~y's ' force in action, o'n the 16th, may be estimated
at fourteen hundred strong, and their loss about thirty killed, which,
compared 'with the force unde.r my command, and consider.ing the
advantages of his f ortifi~d position, may render the smallness of our
loss remarka,ble.
·,
I am sir, with great respect, your -obedient servant, ·
M. C. )?ERRY,

. Commanding home squadron.
The Hon. J. Y. MAs6N,

Secretary of the Navy.
Washington, D. C.

.

'

PAPERS REFERRED TO IN THE FOREGOING DESPAT9H.

A.
The expedition ~ainst Tobas·co consisted of the following force,

all under the command of Coµimodore Perry, June 16, 1847:
Steamer Scorpion~Commander
"
Vesuvius"
"
"
"
"
EtnaH
Steamer Spitfi're---Lieut. Com'g
"
Scourge"
Vixen"
"
Brig W ashington 1 u
Schooner Bonita-

Bomb Tessel Stromboli--

A. Bigelow . .
W. S . Walker.
G. A. _Magr:uder.
G. J. Van Brunt.
S. S. Lee.
S. Lockwood.
W. Smith.
S. P. Lee.
J. ,M. Berri;en.
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Detachme~its jro'l(I, vessel~.
Seamen, artillery
, , .Officers. and marines. T .

Mississippi-'-C.ommander H. A. Adams .•••• 26
Albany-Ca·ptain S. L. Breese ••••••••••••. 9
Raritan-Captain · F. Forrest •• .••••••••••., ••. 9
John Adams-Commander W. J. McCluaey. 8
Decatur-Lieutenant W. H. Ball. •••• , ••••• 8
Germantown-Commander F. Buchanan •••• 10
Stromboli-Commander W. S. Wa:lke,r ....... 4.
Vesuvius-Commander G. A. Magruder .•••• . 3
Etna-Commander G. J. Van ',Bru,nt. •••.••• 4
Washington.J_Lieut. Commanding S. F. Lee. 6
Potomac, (at Vera Cruz,) Lieut. Stellwagen. 2
1

233

135
233

133
104

120
22

28

25S
144
242
141
112

m
31

26

30

36

2.0

2j

I

' 89

1,084

1,173

Artillery from above force, in four, d'ivisions, commanded by
Commanders Walker, Mackenzie, Magrude-r, and Van Brunt.
Flag guard-Lieutenant James L. Parker, the seamen; Licuten·
ant F. G. Mason, marines.
Marines, when concentrate~, by Captain Edson.
Pione.ers, composed of engineers and seamen-Lieutenant Maynard.

.
Forces landed from the 'flotilla oii tke 16th June to attack Tobasco-the whole under the command of the ·~ommander-in-chieft
'
y 0mmodore M. G. Perry:

Staff.

• Jr I

Lieutenant James L. Parker, flag-lieutenant, commandin g
flag guard o( seamen; Pursers Nathaniel Wilspn, W. H. Kennon, J. G. Hanis; Midshipmen T. S. Fillebrown, J. :B. Smith, A.
Deslonde. Acting adjutant general, Captain Isaac Mayo .

.Ii.ids.
Acting Master M. C. Perry, junior; Passed Midshipman A. A.
Smith; Midshipman H. H. Key; Clerk, 0. Fleason.

First division infantry-Captain S. L. Breese .
.11.lbany's detachment.-Lieutenants C. R. P. Rodgern, B.. F.
Gantt; Passed Midshipmen J. W. Bennett, Charles Dyer, junior;
Midshipmen and aid G. W. Morris, J. F. Milligan.
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Mississippi's detachment.-Com~ander H~ H. Adams; Lieuten~nts James Aid.en, William, May; Passeri Miashipman E. R. Calhoun; Midshipmen Jefferson Maury, T. B. W ainwrigh:t.
Brig Washington's detachment.-Lieutenant Commanding, S. P.
Lee; Lieutenants B. F . Sands, J. R. M. Mull.a ny; Acting Master
G. V. Fox; Passed Midsh'.ipman R . . Au?ick; Clerk, H. Moses.
P,J.tomac"s 'detachment.----Lieutenant H. S. Stellwagen; 'Midshipman Augustus McLaugMin ._
·
Second division infantry-Cap.ta-in .Fr'enc/1, ,F orrest.
Raritaii,'s detathment'.-Lieutenants M. G : L. Claibor~e, Wiliii{m
A. Parker; Passed Mi'clship~nan . Fraµcis., Gregory.f Mid'shipm~n
Charle~ Gray:, F.. ,0-.. Cla-rk; CierK 'H. Watson; Boats·wa:in John

Monroe.
· ··
· ·
Decatur's detachment.---Lieutenants William H. - Ball, E. T.
Shubrick, N. Collins; Passed Midshipman Price Crosb'y; Mi~shipmen M. Ford, ''E. T. 'Carmichael. .

Tltird di",zJision ·iriJfantry-Commander W. J. McCluney.
John J.ldams's detachment.-=Lieutenant C. F. M. Sputtswood;
Acting Master G. W. Rodgers; Midshipmtn A. W. Habersham,
Oaniel L . Braine.
·
Germantqwn's det!Lchment.-Commander F. Buchanan; Lieuten~
ant William · ;Le'igh; ':AclinJ{ JY.Iaster Henry Rolando, (howitzer;)
Mi.d'shipman and ' aid, J. t : Breese; Midshipmen L . C. Sawyer, T.
H. Looke·r, W. L. Powell, Felix Grundy:
Pioneers.-Lieutena-nt Lafayett_e Maynard; Mids~ipmen W. H.
Parker., G ·. S. !King;· Clerk A. Dorsey; 1st Assistant Engineer,
Josh.ua Follansbee..
:
-'
·.
,
.
\

· First divisio_n artillery.-

fl

Commander W. S. Wa]ker; Lieutenants Guert (hnsevoo-rt, J.
R . Tucker, J. S. Biddle; M.idshipmeh John Gale, J. McL. Murphey; Gunner G. J. Mar'sh·a n; B-oatswain W. Colson; Master's
Mate J.M. BaUar,d.
1

Second · division artillery. Commander A. S. Mackenzie; Lieutenant, and aid H. C. Flago-·
Lieutenants 0. -H. Perry, S. ·F. Blunt; Acting Masters T. lVI. Cro~~
son, Henry R'Odgers; Passed Midshipman William Nelson; Midshipman D. 11. Lynch; Gunner Samuel Allen.
,

Third division artille,ry.

'

I

Commander G. A. Ma-gruder-; Lieutenants q,_ A. Jenkins, A. S.
Case; Acting Master F. Key Mur~ay; Midshipman D. P. McCorc~le.
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Fourth division artillery.

' Comma~der G. J. Van B'runt; Lieutenant B. F. Shattuck; At,
ing Master C. W. Place; Midshipman J. Rochelle.
Surgeons :
I

Surgeons Samuel Barrington, Solomon Sharp, L. W. Minor, Ninian Pinckney; Passed Assistant Surgeons John Hastings, L. J.
Williams, J. H. Wright; Assistant T. B. Steele.
Marine deparlm·e nt.
.
'·C~ptain Alvin Edson; Lieutenaflts W. B. Slack, W. L. Shuttleworth, M. R. Kintzing, George Adams, F. G. Mason, (commanding flag guard of marines,) W. F. Perry.
.
· J. MAYO, Captain U.S. N.,
.llcting adjutant general for the time.
To Commodore M. C. PERRY,
,
Com mander-in-chief of the force attacking T()basco.
Approve·d:
M. C. PERRY,
Commanding home squadron.

· U . 1 S. SmP loHN AnAMS,

Off Tobasco river, June 24, 1847.
have th e honor to. make the ·following report., of the

Srn: r
wound ed, &c., in the recent expedition to Tobasco.
Lieutenant May, of the Mississippi, severe , gunshot woun d near
righ t elbo w; Patrick Roneke, seaman, Missisiippi, slight gun shot
wound near right scapula; Danl. Foley, ordinary seaman, Mississippi, slight gunshot wound of left -arm; Passed Midshipman Hudson, of Scorpion, slight wound of hand and abdomen, suppos ed by
grape; Walter Jefferson, ordinary seaman, Vesuvius, severe gu.nshet
w ound of left leg ~
1:he body of a seaman not r.ecognized at .the time was fo und
floating down the river a day or two after the capture of the place
wi th ma rks of injury on the hea.d, as I ha ,e been informed.
From the place of landing at the Palms to, the town man y men,
especially those at the field pieces, fell from ~xhaustion, but with
a li ttl e assistance were soon en abled to proceed. So me of the men
re cei ved injuries in quarrels among themselves in Tobasc o, others
suffere d t ern po ra ry illn ess from the ' combined inil uenc i s of intern·
p eran ce , he at , an d expo su re . A few cases of interm itt ent fever
made the ir appearanGe , but non e of a sever e character came under
my notice .
The medical officeri wh o accompanied me in this expediti on
were Surgeons Sharpe , Minor , Pinckney , P assed Assiitaat Sur·
geom! Wr ight , Hastings , Williams, Assistant Surgeon Steele, and
it gives me pleasure to bea,r witness to th_e zeal displayed by them
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in the performance of their duties and in seeking opportunities to
render assistance.- ·
" .
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
·

·sAML. BARRINGTON,
Surgeon U. S. navy, and s-enior surgeon
of the expeditio1!·
Commodore M. C.

PERRY,

Commanding home squadron.

General Order, No. 8.
The commander in-chief on returning to his ship from the exp~aition undertaken to capture and occupy the city of Tobasco,.
seizes upon the earliest moment to offer his warmest thanks to the
officers, seamen, and marines· comp:osing ~he force engaged in the
·attack, for the giratifying proofs of zeal and courage manifested by
them on the occasion.
Notwithstanding the extensive and judicious arrangements made
by the Mexicans for defence, they exhibited little gallantry in
maintaining their well chosen positions, and the only_disappoint-.
ment evinced by the brave · officers and men of the squadron proceeded from the fact that the enemy did not stand more firmly to
their arms.
·

M. C. PERRY,
Commanding home squadron.

u. S.

FLAG-SHIP MISSISSIPPI,

Ojf 'Tobasco river, June ~5, 1847.

U. S. SHIP JOHN An.i\.MS,
Off Tobasco river, June 26, 1847.

.

Sm: Thf! following is an abstract of the wounded and missing ih
the recent expedition to Tobasco.
·
· ·
From the Mississippi.-Lieut. ~m. May, :vounded s~verely;
Patrick Roneke, seaman, wounded shgh tly; Dame! Foley, ordinary
seaman, wounded slightly; Hugh Higgins, marine, missing.
From the Scorpion.-Bassed Midshipman W. H. Hudson, wounded
slightly.
.
,
.
From the Vesuvius.-W dlter Jefferson, ordinary s.eaman, wounded
severely,..
From the Germantown.-Charles Stevens, ordinary seaman,
wounded slightly.
From the Decatur.-John Bdl, G_aptain . of mai~top, missipg;
Chas. Huntingdon, ieaman, missing.
.
I am, very respectfully, your obed1eat servan,,
'
Commodore M. C. PERllY,
Commanding home squa<lirori,

SAML. BARRINGTON,
Su,geon, 'CJ. S. navy.

1
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U. S. FLAG· SHIP M1ss1ss1PPr,
Off Tobasco river,- June 25, 1847.
report of the capture and o_ccupation of the

Srn: Referring to
city of· Tobasco, I han now the honor to inform the department
that I immediately employed the · offic'e rs and men in securing an d
destroying all articles contraband of war found in the city,inremoving the gum from the fort to tl)e ·flotilla, in blowing up the
powder magazine, and in utterly demolishing the fortified works
in and about the city.
The enclosed r eport ·of the ordnanc~ officer of the squadron will
furnish the particulars.
I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant,

.

· ~·,. ,M.C.-PERRY,
Commanding l,,.oine squadron.

The honorabi'e JoHN Y. MAsoN,

Secretary of t!ie Navy, Wa&~.i ngton·, D,.

REPORT OF COMMANDER MACKENZIE.

SAN . JuAN BAUTISTA, ToBAsco,

.June 20, 1847.
,
Srn: In reporting on the fortifi,catiens · and armament of the
enemy, encountered by the force under ~your command in its approach to ·.this place, I :am umible, f :om our not having landed at
Santa Teresa, twelve miles from Toba,sco,·w.here the -advanced division of the flotilla was attacked on the aff~rn oon . of Tuesday, the
15th instant, at 4 o'clock, by an infantry force of one hundred and
fifty men, under Colonel Miguel Bruns, to state whether a breastwork existed at that place.
But, from the invariable ~a.pit of Mexicans . never to expose
thfmselves without the protection of secure works, I am convinced
thrt they must have ,had defences of some sort a·t this point. Fram
inquiries instituted at Tobasco, I learp.e'd that the enemy had ten
ki1Ied at Santa Teresa. Withbut a breastwork, or protection of
fallen trees, their h>ss, from the c,rushing ~re df the di vision, must
have been greater.
~
.,
In ascending the Tobasco river, the next defence of the enemy
was opposite the artificial obstru.ctions of the river, four hundred
yards above the Seven Palm Trees, at the position called the Colmura or Bee-hive.
It was a very neatly constructed work, with a hurdle revetment
inside and out, seventy-five yards in extent from the river to the
· chapparel or thicket, and curving upwards on the side of the river,
so as to facilitate firing in the direction of the obstructions, and at
the same time to protect the force in th~ ditch behind the breastw ork from a fire from the river immediately opposite to it. This
!:>reastwork ,had a ba.11quette and a ditch in the rear to protect the
rnfantry who manned it.
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The ditch was continued beyond the point in the thicket at which
the breastwork terminated, so · as to allow the Mexicans to escape
to the chapparel and reach the path-leading to the interior defences.
There were one hunclred and fifty Mexicans in this work. A number of them are said to have been killed or wounded, by the fire of
the steamers, ·at the time Lieutenant May was wounded, and previous to the debarkation.
At the distance of a mile further up than the Colrnina was the
principal breastwork of Acachapan, overlooking, for a considerable
distance, the appr-oach by land, and that by the river for a range
of nearly two miles.
.
It was at this point that the enemy had his three heavy guns established, in October last, at the period of the former attack.
It was still one of his· principal works, as was ·e vident from the
extensive barraC'ks for the accommodation of the troops. Three
hundred infantry are said to have been concentrated at this place,
under the orders of Colonel Claro Hidalgo, and with him was a
force of some three hundred irregular cavalry.
The parties who attacked us at Santa Teresa, and at Co]mina,
were detachments from this garrison.
·
.
From the breastwork our a'-dvanced guard was fired on with musketry, which was returned by a fire from the field pieces of the
second division, which is said to liave kilh:d and wounded a number
of the Mexicans and to have decided their retreat. They had also
two field pieces stationed at Acachapan, which they did -not fire,
and which, falling back upon their main defences, were subsequently posted in the fort of Iturbide.
Advancing towards the city, and when within one and a half
miles from it, t~e next fortification was the breastwork of La independencia. It was seventy-five yards lnng from the river bank to
the chapparel, and four and
half feet high, with a hurdle revetment within, and without a banquette and a kneeling plar.e for delivering the fire with greater accuracy; and at the rear there was a
ditch four feet deep for the shelter of the troops, having an outlet
for escape into the chapparel, and a road or path within the c_h apparel leading to the main fort.
·
,
This breastwork curved toward the upward course of the stream,
and was intended to defend both the road and the river. It is said
to have been commanded by Colonel Nicholas Oropesa, with a force
of one hundred and fifty musketry.
A quarter of a mile nearer the city was an abattis, consisting of
a deep trench across the road filled with trees, with the branches
partly lapped and shupened. .
A quarter of a mile further, and at a di~tance of a mile from the
city, was the main defence, called Fort Iturbide.
·
It consisted of an exterior ditch six feet deep, and a breastwork:
four and a half feet high and six feet ,across, with hurdle revet-ments. This breastwork extended from the chapparel to the riverbank, with a gradual curve, a distance of seventy.five yards and ·
thence seventy-five yards along the river in its upward cours:. ·
To command the road there wete embrasures for two six-pounder
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field ' pieces, which were .found limbered up·, but had been abandoned
on the arrival of the steamers.
. ·
These embrasures, seven feet wide outside an1 t~o within, containing heavy twenty-eight pounders of about fifty cwt., pointed in
the direction of the downward course of the stream, and commanded
it for a distance of one and a half mile. One eighte~n-pounder
carronade was pointed across the river, to annoy with grape vessels that had passed the range of the heavy guns, and which would.
then be within three hundred yards.
A banquette ran around the whole work, for infantry; and, further to protect theµi, sand bags were laid transversely and longitudi~ally, so as to form loop holes.
A seventh gun, a nine-pounder carronade, was foun·d dismounted.
The commanding general, Domingo Eckegaray, was present in
this fort at the ti~e it was· attacked by the steamers. He had
under his orders Colonels Alexander Garcia and Miguel Bruno, and
a force of four hundred artillery and infantry.
The remaining defence was a breastwork in front of the house of
the commanding general, which occupied an eminence overlooking
the city, and which faced in the same direction as the other
· defences.
·
I have the honor to report that the three twenty-eight' pounders,
the two brass field pieces and the iron nine-pounder have been
shipped for transmission to the United States. The eighteenpounder carronade has been destroyed; two iron six-pounder field
. pieces, found dismounted in the city, have been destroyed.
There was found in the fort ten , boxes of fixed ammunition for
the field pieces, three hundred and ·seventy-five round shot, twentyeight pounds, a few of which were taken on board the United States
steamer Scourge, being found to fit one of her carronades-the rest
were destroyed. There were, also, a large number of filled cylinders, two hundred and sixty ·Stand of grape, ( chiefly copper shot,)
two hundred and fifty pounds of leaden, and three hundred and
eighty pounds of pressed 'c opper balls. The whole of this ordnance
was either shipped or destroyed.
.
The timber of the platforms, embrasures and revetments was removed to the river bank for the use of the floti Ila, and the b.reast·
works destroyed.
·
The accompanying reports of Lieutenants Thornton A. Jenkins
and W. L. Blanton contain lists of numerous articles in the ordnance department, the principal of which were five hundred and
sixty stand of fire-arms, and' a considerable quantity of powder, together with an account of the disposition made of them, in fulfilment o'f your orders. The magazine has been blown up.
have the honor to be your most obedient servant,
ALEX. SLIDELL MACKENZIE,
Commander and ass't inspect@r of ordnance,
United S tates navy.
Commodore M. C. PERRY,
Commanding home squadron,

United States skip Mississ·ippi.
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ToBASco, June 19, 1847.
Sm: The following is a list of the munitions of war removed- under my direction from the main barracks, officers' quarters,
civic guard-lwuse, and a work-shop adjacent to the main barracks
in this city, viz:
554 muskets and musket barrels.
7 fowling pieces.
A .l arge number of gun-makers' and gunners' implements.
60 rockets.
1,000 ball cartridges.
73 soldiers' uniform coats.
75 soldiers' uniform eaps.
27 pairs of pantaloons.
71 knapsacks.
12 pairs of wings.
10 escopettes.
3 markers and stocks for muskets.
7 lances.
79 bayonets.
4 large square boxes of copper grape shot,
A large lot of musket balls, (loose.)
From 500 to 700 iron cannon balls of different calibre, varying from 6 to IS-pounders.
-460 cannister copper shot.
8 iron mauls.
46 tools for sappers' and miners' use.
7 spades and shoTels,
46~ round shot, with tin straps to sabots .
27 wad guages.
3 gun carriages.
4 6-pounder passing boxes.
45 cap squares.
:-264 stand of copper grape .
. 3 bags Indian corn.
1 bag rice. ·
4 bags beans.
47 rammers; 25 worms.
48 sponges; 7 scoops.
11 gun carriage wheels for field_ pieces.
1 small iron cable; a large quantity of'bar iron.
1 large sister hook block.
1 fish tackle block.
A quantity of blacksmiths' tools.
I am, very respectfully, you obedient servant,
THORNTON A. JENKINS,
Lieutenant, Vnited States navy ..
·Commander ALE·x. SLIDELL McKENZIE,
U. S. navy ordnance offece, ~c., /re., Jiome squad,ron.
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ToBAsc·o, June 19, 184:7.
Srn: The following is a list of munitions of war destroyed un·
-der my (Erections, 'in ·o bedience to your orders, viz:
534 muskets and musket barrels.
7 fowling pieces.
_ .
Implements for gunners and gun-makers.
1,000 ball cartridges.
73 soldiers' uniform coats.
75 soldiers' un_iform\ caps.
27 pairs pantaloons.
71 knapsacks; 12 pairs wings.
10 escopettes; 8 stocks for muskets.
3 mapkers; 7 lance staves.
79 bayonets.
Handles to all the sappers' and miners' tools.
Maul handles, spade and shovel handles, &c.
27 wad guages.
· 3 gun carriages a,nd 4 six-pounder passing boxes.
95 rammers and sponges. ·
!7 · worm handles and 7 scoop _handles.
11 gun carriage wheels for field pices.
500 to 700 round shot thrown into the river.
I am, very respectfully, your obec1ient servant,
·THORNTQN A. JENKINS,
Lieutenant, United States navy..
Commander ALEX. SLIDELL McKENZIE,
U. S. navy ordnance office, ~c., home squadron.

Inventory of articles found in the magazine at Tobasco.
25 half-barrels common powder, damaged and destroyed.
12 kegs commoa powder, finer grain, damaged and destroyed.
103 24-pounder cylinders, and whole bags preserv,ed powder. destroyed, averaging 20 to the box presernd.
.
8 boxes of 6 and 8-pounder cylinders, with- ball, averagmg:
20 to the box, powder destroyed.
1 box 8-pounder cylinders, with canister, powder destroyed.
13 boxes 6 and 8-pounder cylinders, blank, destroyed.
13 boxes musket cartridges, damaged and destroyed.
1 keg musket cartridges, damaged and destroyed.
1 box partly full of copper and musket ball~-V
I bag powder, containing about 24 pounds, employed to elowup the magazine.
109 6 and 8-pounder shot, preserved.
90 6 and 8-pounder canister shot, preserved.
24 quart bottles filled with powder, preserve<l.
7 boxes musket cartridges, preserved.
These were turned into 7 cedar boxes, and one ships' powder tank.
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.5 boxes flints, preserved.
Three of these were turned into two cedar boxes.
A box of empty cylinders. ·
4 kegs and 2 boxes of the . damaged p_o wder was left in the
magazine to blow it up.
Very respectfully,
WM. L. BLANTON,
Lieutenant, United States Navy.
Commander A. BrnELow,
United States ship Scorpion.

No. 34.
.

UNITED STAT~s FLAG-SHIP M1ss1 SSIPPI,

Ofl Tobasco river, 4, a. rn,., June 28, 1847. r/
Srn: Since closing my despatch of yesterday, I have receiv~a
,communications from Tabasco of which the enclosed are copies, by
which it will appear that the enemy have already commenced theirattack upon the suburbs of the city, with the object, doubtless,
more to have an excuse for plunder than tc;> prosecute an honorable
warfare.
They know that the city is at the mercy of the flotilla, the guns
of which can demolish it at any time, and they know also that the
inhabitants are all desirous of returning to their houses and to rem~in at peace.
·
The responsibility of any corlsequences that may grow out of
these night attacks will belong to them, and, though they may, by
their stealthy attacks in the dark, drive in our out sentinels, the
guns of the vessels cover, as I .have before remarked, the main
guard, and if it comes to the worst, our . men are perfectly safe by
retiring to their vessels; hence I have no apprehensions of any
serious loss of life, though I should regret that it should become
necessary to fire on the city.
The position is a most important one in a military point of view,
especially if the war is to continue , and I beg to renew my request
that a strong r einforcement of marines and a-few more small vessels.
·be sent out.
•
If the Fulton were here now she would be invaluable, a~ from."
her light draft she could cross all t he principal bars.
I shall despatch to-day the last steamer· I have at disposal, the
Vixen, up the river with a reinforcement of forty-four marines, all.
that can be spared, and fifty seamen, with another piece of artill~ry,.
provisions, &c., which number, with the advantages of position.
which the vessels afford them, is enough to hold their position, at
least in the port, against any force the enemy can possibly oppose
to them. In truth, I am inclined to think that after a few unsuc-,
cessful attacks the enemy will disperse, as the government, in ,thi~
,~uarter, have no means of supporting a large force.
As this and the other large vessels are out . of provisions, it wil~
·
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"be necessary that . they go to Anton Lizardo for a supply, but I
shall return here immediately, and, if necessary, go again myself
to Tobasco, having no idea of giving up so important a point until
I learn the wishes of the government O)l the subject.
Four hundred men, with four small vessels, would be sufficient
,
I am, sir, with- great respect, your obedient servant,

to garrison it.

M. C. PERRY,
Commanding home squadron.
The Hon. JouN Y. MAsoN,
Secretary of the Navy,
Washington,, D. C.

P. S.-The force I shall leave at Tabasco will be the Scorpion,,
60 men; the Etna, 65 men; the Spitfire, 60; the Scourge, 60; 115Jnarines, and 60 additional seamen as artillerists; in all 420 effective
officers, seamen, and marines, well armed and drilled.

REPORT OF COMJ,\IAiiDER VAN BRUNT.

U. S.

BoMB V EssEL ETNA,
Off Tobasco, June 26, 1847.

Srn: I have the honor to report, that after your departure on the
morning of the 22d, all remained quiet with th'e exception of the
_people's leaving the place almost in a body, and now few remain
except the foreign residents.
.
.On the night of the 25th, an attack was made by about 150 Mexicans upon the guard stationed in the plaza, which was repulsed
without injury to a111y of our force. Yesterday, (25th,) the small
arm men of the "Spitfire," under Lieutenant Comma~ding Porter,
consisting of about 20 men, who were on shore, (as also were the
men of the other vessels, for the purpose of drill and · exercise,)
"Were attacked by about 70 Mexicans, who were concealed near the
_church on the hill. One man was wounded, a ball passing through
both his legs; he is doing well. Of the enemy, by their own account, one was killed and six wounded~
'
It -is rumored, from reliable sources, that great exertions are
being made to collect a force for the purpose of re-taking the city;
the troops are commanded by Commander Garcia. Report says
that an attempt is to be made to-night by from 500 to 800 men;
t there is no question of their intention to do so very soon. They
have cut off all communication with the city, both by the river and
and by the roads leading to the different villages in the vicinity,
'8.D? are now within a mile of the suburbs, their head-quarte~s
being at Tamulsa. Had I a force sufficient to drive them from this
·-posi~ion, fr?m whence they can annuy us continually 1 I am under
the 1mp:ess1on th~t the people would regain confidence an~ return
0 the city; but situated as we now are, should we be driven out by
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11 superior force, I should , be compelled to fire upon the city, of
which. they are aware.
·
.
After consulting with the commanding officers, we are of opinion
that a larger, force is indispensable for holding possession of the
city. My force is quite sufficient to demolish it, which I mm:t do.
if I am compeHed to withdraw, in which event it will be immedi-.
itely occupied · by the Mexican troops, who will commit excesses
on persons and property, and annoy us with their fire from the
-buildings •
. I h,ave the ' honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient
servant,
G. J. VAN BRUNT, Commander.
Commodore M. C. PERRY,
Commanding home squadron.

27th, 3 p.·m., no attack has been made to night, owing, probably,
to the unfavorable state of the weather.

V. B.

REPORT OF COMMANDER BIGELOW.

U. S. STEAMER ScoRPrnN,
Tabasco, 1 o'-Clock, a. m., June 27, 184l7.
Srn: I arrived here at midnight, nine hours from Frontera. I hear
from Captain Van Brunt that · there is a force in this neighborhood
which is increasing, and an attack on the town is threatened. The
enemy have already entered the outskirts of the city, and two of
our men have been wounded· by them. Under these circumstances,
I consid nr it my duty to remain here till further orders, and I shall
despatch a whale boat with a double crew to convey this and Captain Van Brunt's report to you. He informs me that he has already
sent'· a letter to Lieutenant Shaduck at Frontera, giving information
which he wished communicated to you.
.
Very resp,e ctfully, your obedient ·servant,
A. BIGELOW,
Commander.
Commodore M. C. PERRY,
Commanding U. S. hom,e squadron, Gulf of Mexico .

•

No. 38.
UNITED STATES FLAG SmP M1ss1ss1PP1,

·
.11.nton Lizardo, July 4, 1~7.
Srn: Since the receipt of your despatch gf the 21st of May,
received on the 1st instant, I have had an interview with Brigadier
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Geneial Pierce, whose brigade the marines ordered to be detached
from the squadron are to join.
.
General Pierce has fully agreed with me that the small force of
marines in the squadron-about one hundred and ninety effective
men-will be of little ad-va_ntage to him, and that the consequences
of withdrawing them, and the necessity of the immediate evacuation of Tobasco, and of weakening other posts in our possession,
(measures that will be rendered indispensable by the detachment
of the marines from the squadron,) will produce a most pernicious
influence with the enemy, who always claim, as a triumph, any
re trograde movemen t of ours.
The withd·rawal of so small a force to jojn the main army, will
justify an opinion of weaknt-'SS on our part, which does not exist,
and give the enemy greater confidei1ce and .encouragement to persist in hostilities. Such are my notions of the propriety of implicit
obedience to orders , that I at first, as intimated in my letter of the
2d instant, determined to carry your instructions fully and immediately into effect; but, after . more deli.berate reflection, I have
come to the conclusion of executing the order only in part, until
you. are fully apprised of existing circumstance.s, and I can receive
further instructions from you-that is, by detaching all the marines
remain ing in the ships to the command of Colonel Watson, and
retaining those stationed at posts held by us, at which there has
been implied offer of ·protection to the foreign residents, and the
Mexican citizens who arden.tly desire peace, and who stand infinitely more in fear of the excesses of their own soldiery than they
-do from any coercive measures we may impose upon them.
I have been strengthened in the opinion of the most proper
course for me to pursue under the circumstanc~s, by the receipt
thi~ morning of communications from Commanders Bigelow and
Van Brunt, ( copies of which are en closed,) by which the department will perceive that the threatened attac ks of the enemy upon
the city have not only been gaIJantJy repulsed, but a large force
of five hundred men have been pursued several miles into the
country and dispersed by an inferior n.um her of s'rlilors and marines. Much credit is due to Comrnanrler Bigelow, and the
officers, seamen, and marines, under his command, for the zeal and
courage which they have manifested in these atta<:ks. To withdraw the force from Tobasco at this moment, would be highly
mortifying to the officers and men of the squadron, and the enemy
would, according to their _custom, assign as a reason for t~e
evacuation of the place the irnpracticauility of our holdingt 1t
longer.
It is by similar deceptions of the people of Mt:xico by the
military, whose only means of subsist ence is by the plunder they
derive from war, that they have hitherto been able to keep any
force on foot; and I have strong hopes that the series of renrses
they have recently met with will cause them to desist from all
iurther annoyances of the garrison.
Another consideration has hP d great weight with me in influen-
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cing. my course, and that is the certainty that when your order of
the 21st of May was issued Tobasco had not been captured, and
you could not have known of i,ts occupation. I trust the department will dµly appreciate the embarrassing po.sition in which I am
placed, an<l my strong desire to act in perfect accordance with its
wishes. There are times when it becomes necessary for a commanding officer to assume responsibility' and so Jong a~ he is influenced
according to his best judgment by the pur~st motives of duty and
expediency, he may be excused even if he makes a false st_ep; but
I beg to be understood, that the order of the 21st of May will be
obeyed in part immediate!y, however , it may inconvenience the
ships of the squadron; and the withdrawal of the marines from Tobasc0, Laguna and Frontera and Alvarado, will be postponed only
· till I . can receive · a reply to this communication, or hear sooner
from the department on the subject. This arrangement can produce very little delay, as it will requi~e censiderable time to collect
together the marines, dispersed as they are along the coast, at points,
the extremes of which embrace a distance of nearly six hundred.
miles in extent. ·
Should Colonel Watson have left Vera Cruz, the detachments of
marines, as they come in, can be sent on with the small bodies of
recrnits for the army, co~stantly arriving and moving as escorts to
wagon trains communicating with the army.
·
The on'ly apprehension I can entertain as to the consequences to
the detachments of the ~quadron stationed at' Tobasco, may ads-e
from serious sickness among the forces. · In such event I shall pro ..
bably withdraw from the place, having the power to re-occupy it
at any moment after the rainy season shall have passed.
From the last report of Comnia n der Van Brunt, it appears th_a t
the heal th of the men is better than was expected, considering the
harrassing duty to whicl1 they have been subjected and the he.at of
the weather.
The importance of this despatch to me, as assuming a great responsibility, and to the department in being apprized of the consequences which it relates, has induced me to send a special messenger to Washington, t? land at Mobile or th e most conven.ient point
near the southern mail route.
Lieutenant C. K. P. Rogers, bearer of the despatch, will take
passage in the United States brig Wa~hington, Lieutenant Com..:
mandant T. P. Lee, which vessel was to have sailed to-day in the _.
prnsecution of the duties of the coast survey; and I am informed
by Lie1utenant Lee that the touching at Mobile will not interftre
with his instructions from the chief superintendent of the survey.
I shall send the Flirt to Pensacola, in time to be in readiness
there to bring to · Vera Cruz your reply to this communication, or
to receive any other orders you may have for her commander-.
May I again suggest that duplicates of important despatche·s be
sent by way of New Orleans, to the care of the governor or collect or of Vera Cruz.
·
I shall wait with much interest your communications, and hope
1

,"
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that you will not only soon be able to replace the marines wit _
drawn from the squadron, _but add to -their num her.
I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant,
M. C. PERRY,

Commanding home' squadron.

P. S. It will be seen, by reference to Commander Bigelow'scommunication to General Eckegury, that he had given assurances 0
the intention of holding the place.
To · the honorable JoHN Y. MASON,

Secretary of the Navy, Washington.

Substance of a conversation between Commodore f' erry and Brigadier General Pierce, at Vera Cruz, July 2, 1847.
· Commodore Perry expressed his regret that he had just been ordered by the Navy Department to detach from the home squadron,
under his commarid, the United States marines, with a view to
their joini9g the army of the interior. He spoke of their great use. fulness in enabling him to hold the important plaees which the
navy had captured on the coast, and added, that if the marine
force should be taken from him he would be compelled to evacuate
those places, and all the moral and political effect of their capture
and occupancy would be lost.
General Pierce fully concurred with the commodore as touching
the abandonment of his captured places, and said he clearly saw
that the comparatively small advantage which the army might derive from the accession of a force so small, would but poorly compensate for the great disadvantage to the navy. And he furth~r
said, that as the marines, if detached, were to become a part of his
command, he would not hesitate to say that, under the circumstances, he did not need them. Jn his judgment they should not
now be detached from the navy and attached to the army; and if it
were possible at this moment to apprise the department of all the
facts in the case, he was well satisfied · the order w9uld be countermanded at once.
Commodore Perry said he had patiently reflected upon the order,
and while as an officer he felt it to be his duty to execute it, he
was more than· ever inclined, since the commencement of this conversation, to exercise a little discretion in the premises.
General Piere~ said he thought it to be the duty of the com~odore to exercise his discretion in this case. A liberal discretion,
in all matters appertaining to the squadron, had been given him as
its commander-in- chief, with a view to similar emergencies, and th~
general thought the commorlore should take the responsibility ot
retaining enough of his marines to garrison the places which he
most desired to ho] <l.
In the course of the conversation, Commo.dorn Perry expressed
great satisfaction that the opinions and sentiments of Genera
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Pierce so nearly coincided ~ith his ·own; and remarked that the

high' position which the general had occupied hefore h_is _co?ntry
as United States Senator for many years, as well as his mtimate
personal .and political relations with the President and heads of the
departments, entitled his advice upon this subject to the highest
consideration.
General Pierce respectfully urged the commodore to "take the
. Tesponsibility" of retaining his marines and holding his captured
, _places, and offered a letter expressive of his conclusion and judg-r
ment to this end, which the commodore said was unnecessary.
.
-.
T. MAYO, Captain, U.S. navy.
U. S. Ho11,rn SquAnRoN,
.IJ.nton Lizardo, July 3, 1847.
/

General Pierce said, in a subsequent conversation held wit};
Commodore Perry in the office of General Wi_lson, that he would
write to the, .P resident, explaining the necessity- and perfect propriety of retaining the marines. _ .
T. MAYO, Captain, U.S. navy.

No. 6.

U. S.

FLAG-SHIP M1ss1ss1PP1,
.IJ..n ton Lizardo, July 28, 1847.
S1~: In transmitting the · accompanying ·c orrespondence I feel
myself called upon to invite the attention of the departmenl to the
zeal and gallantry with which Commander Bigelow, Commander
Van Brunt, and all the ·officers, seamen and marines of the detachment left by me at Tabasco, performed their arduous 'duties in de.,;
fending the city against a most active enemy.
Subj 0ined is a list of the officers ref erred to.
I am, sir, with great respect, your obe,dient servant,
'
M. C. PERRY,
.. Commanding home, squadron ~ \._
The ionorable JOHN Y. MASON,
' Secretary of the navy, Washington.
-

f

List of officers at Tobasco.

f" Steamer Scorpion.-Comm.ander A. Bigelow, Lieutenants W.
Gwathmey and W. L,! Blanton, Master J. Briceland, Passed Midshipman A, C. Rhind, Midshipman S. J. 'B liss, Assistant Surgeon
F. M. Potter, Captain's Clerk - - Hudson, Second Assistant Engi11eers N. C . .Davis and George Sewell, Third Assistant Engineer
.J. D. Alexander.
.,.~~:-l
·
. ,
·
Etna.-Commander -G~J. Van Brunt, Lieutenant G. R. Gray,
Master W. H. Hudson, Passed- Midshipman William Nelson, Passed
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Assistant Surgeon J. S. Messersmith, Captain's Clerk - - Wilk'!l.
Gunner--.
Scourge.-Lieutenant Commanding Lockwood, Lieutenant \~i.
liam Bleecker, Master J. P. Bankhead, Passed .Midshipmen J. j_
Pringle and W. G. Temple, Passed Ass_i stant Surgeon J. Hasting
Second Assistant Engineers D. Murphy and R. M .. Johnston.
'
Spiljire.-Lientenant Commanding D~ D. Porter, Acting Master
L. Gibbon, Passed Midshipmen G. C. Stile, R. A. Marr and J.M.
Bradford, Passed Assistant Surgeon J. H. S~ith, ·Second Assistant
Engineer B. F. Isherwood, Third Assistant Engineers William Taagert and L. Caldwell.
Jvlississippi.-Lieutenant J. H. Alden, Midshipman T. B Wainwright.
.
·
Potomac.-Lieutenant H. S. Stellwagen, Midshipman Aug. McLaughlin.
MARINES .

.Albany.-First Lieutenant W. B. Slack, commanding.
Mississippi.-First Lieutenant W. L. Shuttleworth, Second Lieutenant W. J.t..,. Perry.

Germantown.-Second Lieutenant ~- R. Kintzfog.
Raritan.-Second Lieutenant George Adams .
John .Adams.-F. G. Mason.

· REPORT OF COMMANDER BIGELOW.

uNITED STATES STEAMER SCORPION,
Tobasco, July 1, 1847.
Sm: In my cqmmunication of the 27th ultimo, accompaniecl by
the report of Commander Van Brunt, I informed you of the state
of' affairs existing here at that time. .
{ Small parties of the enemy occupied the outskirts of the city
every night, threatening an attack, and I was obliged to keep a
large portion of the forces constantly on duty to prevent being
surprised. • Finding that the enemy sheltered himself in the ranchos in the outskirts of the city, I gave orders to, burn all the unoccupied ones. This duty was executed by Lieutenant Commanding Porter, with a detachment of one hundred men. About two
hundred ranchos were destroye.d, most of them of but little va]ue.
Having learned that the enemy ha<l occupied the oU,ter barrack
near the church the night previous, I ordered it to be dest_roye~
also, and it was accordingly blown up. This, and the explos10n ot
.a few shells fired over the city in the evening, probably prevented
the contemplated attack by the enemy the ensuing night.
I had also planned for the 30th an expedition to the vi11age of
Tamultay, situated about three miles from this, which was reported
to be the head-quarters of General Echegaray, to consist of a
steamer, the Scourge, to ascend the river and cut off the enemy's
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l'etreat, while I cross'ed over by land with a hundred and fifty men
and a p1e-ce of artillery to llislodge him.
·
The arrival of the steamer V.ixen with a reinforcement, and your
-very liberal and judicious instructions, enabled me to increase the
land party to two hundred an.d forty, with two pieces of artillery;
and I also directed the Vixen to ascend the river in company with
th~ Scourge, to assist one another in case of grounding.
In conformity with these arrangements, I started at 7 o'clock on
the morning of the 30th, (yest~rday,) and at the same time the
steamer got under way to ascend the river. At 9 o'clock, when
within about a quarter of a mile of the vi1lage,, the enemy opened"
a fire of musketry from the bushes on both sides of the road, where
he had posted himself in ambush. This was promptly returned by
the marines and small-arm men until the artillery was brought into
position, when, after a few discharges, the enemy brok,e and fled
to the woods, pursued by our men, but not being acquainted with
the by-paths we were not able to overtake them, and, coHSe<]uently,
made no prisoners, except a few straggle.r s found in the, village.
A small quantity of ammunition, and some muskets of no value,
were found in the. church and destroyed.
At o_n e o'clock, p. m., after having refreshed my men, seeing nothing of the steamers, I took up the line of march and returned to
the city.
The steamers, after getting aground several times for want of
pilots, which were not to be obtained, reached the vill ag e about
half an hour after we had left, . and returned here this morning. I
forward herewith the report of Lieutenant Commandant Lock-.
wood, of the Scourge, who was in command.
The party we encountered at the village of Tamultay consisted
of a bout 500 men, und er the command c,f General Echegaray, being the whole force of the ene'iy in the vicinity. They had rt" ceived information. of o_ur movement, and were posted iu the mos t
judicious m_anner to receive us.
During the action w e lost tw o
men killed and two wounded; one severely and the other slightly.
Lieutenant Rentzing was also slightly wounded by a spent_ ba 11,
and two men badly burned by the accidental explosion of p 1,wder
in a building. The loss of the enemy was not ascert,lined, but t wo
killed were found in the bushes near the road.
The officers and men behaved in a manner creditable to them-selves and their country. I have addressed a communication to
General Echegaray, a copy of which I send you.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
A. BIGELOW, Commander.
To Commodore M. C. PERRY,
Commanding home squadron. ·
1

y
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uNI TED ST ATES STEAMER SPITFIRE,
•
July I, 1847.
Srn: I have the hon~>r to make the following statement of the
killed and wounded in the action of yesterday:

Killed.
James White, seaman, Spitfire.

Wounded.

,
James
dead.

Mitchell, ordinary sea~an, Potomac, mortally, sin ce

Wm. Treat, ordinary seaman, Potomac, dangerously.
James Hoy, ordinary seaman, Mississippi, severely.
- - Crosby, Etna, severely, from an explosion of gun powder.
George Brown, ordinary seaman, Etna, severelj, from an explosion of gunpowder.
Ge~nge Johnson, Poto.m ac, slightly, from an explosion of gunpowder.
Respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. HARV ARD SMITH,
Passed .11.ssistant Surgeon.
Commander ABRAiilAM BtGELow,
United States steamer Scorpion.

UNITED STATES STEAMER SCOURGE,

Off Tobasco, July I, 1847.
Srn: I have the hon or to report'4t.hat,( in obedience to your order
of yesterday, I proceeded with the the United States steamers
Scourge and Vixen to the village of Tamultay, ( distant from this
'by the river about eight miles,) which, owing to the want of
knowledge of the channel of the river, together with the many
s ho rt bends aud a strong current, we did not reach until 1.45
~- m., and lan·ded from the two vessels sixty-seven small-armed
men and officers, and marched to the village, on reaching which
we learned that the American forces had been there and gone.
The object of the expedition being accomplished, we embarked
again with the intention of returning h.st evening, but after dropping down the river a mile or so, the Scourge groumded, and we
remained there u,ntil daylight, when by the aid of the United
States steamer Vixen we ~ucceed ed in cetting her o5 without
injury, and reached our a•chorage htre at 7, a. m. After getting
off, the least water we had down wai elnen feet. Lieutenant
Commanding Smith informed me tbt tle least water up or down
was eight feet, that the Vixen tad. The river is rising, and at its
present stage there is abundant water for a vessel drawi•g eight

feet.
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Permit me to commend the ·good· conduct and zeal of those under
<my comm.and during the expedition.
I have the honor to be, sir, respectfully, your obedient servant, ·
SAMUEL LOCKWOOD,
Lieutenant Co"!'manding United States steamer Scourge.
'To Cfommander A.

B1.GELOW,

Commanding United States steamer Scorpion,
and senior officer at Tobasco.
/
REPORT OF COMMANDER VAN BRUNT.

u. s

BOMB-VESSEL ETNA,

. Off Tobasco, July I, 1847.
Sm: I had the honor of receiving your letter of the· 28th ult. on
·the 29th, and wa·s gratified to find that you had sent a reinforcement. My force, prior fo the arrival of Captain Bigelow, was sufficient to have enabled me to hold command
the city, always subject, however, to the annoyance of the enemy.
We were surrounded by a force of four or five hundred men,
constantly increasing in number, and all ~ommunication with the
interior cut off. It therefore appeared to me to be very desirable
that we should have a sufficient force to drive the enemy off-the
consequence of which will be to inspire the people who have fled
from the city with confidence, and that they will therefore return
to their homes and occupations.
This I have invited them to do by proclamation.
Captain Bigelow had a skirmish with the enemy yesterday, of
which his report will give you the particulars.
I have the honor to enclose the report of Lieu.tenant Commanding Porter, respecting a skirmish with the enemy, mentioned in my
last communication.
I have on board $2,442 . 75, said to 'he long to Peter N. Paillet,
who calls himself an American citizen. This money was found
buried back of the store which adjoins the "government house,"
r and the information of its being there was communicated to Cap- ·
tain Bigelow by Captain Taylor, who was present with three of
his men when it was found. It was taken up in the presence and
und,r the direction of Lieutenant Wm. S. Blanton, who delivered
it _to me •y orde·r of Captain Bigelow.
·
You may feel assared, sir, that no fo@lish feeling of envy or
jealousy will prcvtnt my giving Captain Bigelo"w, at times, my
cordial sµpport and assistance.
I have, by proclamation, closed all liquor shops and coffeehouses.
·
The health of the men is better than was expected, considering

of
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·the harrassing duty to which th~y
:heat of the

ha.Ve

been subjected, ancl the

weather.

Hoping soon to have the pleasure of' seeing you again,
I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant-,

G. J. VAN BRUNT,
._,, Commander.
Commodore M. C. P'ERRY,

Commanding home squadron.

u. s., STEAMER SPITFIRE,
June 26, 1847.
Sm: Agreeably to your order that I should furnish you with a
report of the skirmish between a detachment of seamen from this
vessel and a party of Mexicans, yesterday evening, I have to state
that after the exercise of smalJ arms and field artillery in the plaza ,
I niarched my men back of the Spanish consul's house, intending
to take t~em through the different streets, for tbe purpose of giving
confidence to the inhabitants. At the b~ii;k of the consul's house,
my attention was very much attracted by the facilities with which
an enemy of ordinary capacity could approach directly to the
plaza without fear of detection, as no sentries could perceive them,
and followed the path, seeking the marks of .those persons who
:fired on the sentries the night previous.. We had sufficient eviclence that this path had been used by the Mexicans; we tracked
them to a house not a musket-shot from. the square, where they had
evidently left their h,orses, which we supposed to have been twelve
or fourteen, by the appearances. This path brought us into the
main street_, and I was about to return to the plaza, when muskets
were fired by an officer and three men , whom I had sent in advance
to give the alarm, if necessary. I went to the spot, and found that
they had fired on the mounted picket guard of the Mexicans, who
immediately retreated. Here, it _a ppears, fhe Mexicans had rentlezvoused for some days, (judging from thefr. fires being still lighted,
and the marks of soldiers,) and after reconnoitring the place, I
marched about agai:n with the intention of returning to the plaza,
not thinking it prudent to go any farther. We had not returned
twenty yards before we were attacked, in the r.ear, by a large bocly
of men, (I should say over a hundred, juclgi-ng from their heavy
fire,) and I ordered the men immediately to atta~k them, which
they did with great spirit, and followed them up from bush to bush
and house to house. At this time I had with me only twenty men
and four officers; but our carbineers, consisting of twenty-five men ,
came up when they heard the firing, a.nd took position on the righ t
iide of the road, where they kept up a galling fire upon every man
who showefl himself until the fire of the Mexicans ceased entirely,
and they bad left thetr position.
The damage we did the enemy I am unable to state, as I onl_
saw two men fall myself, not knowing what _ force the enemy
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my

might be in. , I made mo ~earch, but marched
men into town,
bringing in the wounded; orie· severely hurt, and one other st'ightly .
These are the facts connected· with the case. No men could have
behaved better than the officers and seamen, while under a heavy
fire, and opposed to .an invisible enemy, who was shooting at them
from every hush. They sh.owed an admirable adaptation to this
·species of. fighting; and, but for the imprudence of one or two, we
-s hould not have had a man hurt. .
. Much to my surprise, the Mexicans behav?d with great spirit,
-and yielded their ground apparently' with great reluctance. This
convinces me that they were in much greater force than I had at
first estimated.
·
I ·ao not think any danger whatever is to be apprehended from.
an attack on · the town from the class of me·n we encountered .
, They were what is termed regl!llars; but their firing was so bad that
it was completely thrown away.
,
'
·
I have since learn~d · that they retreatei that night to the nearest
village. Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
·
,
·
_
D. D. PORTER,

)

Commander, a'. J. VAN

Lieutenant Commanding . ,
BRUNT,

Governor of Tob(_Lsco.

No. 9.

u. s.
.
,

~

FLAG-SHIP GERMANTOWN,

.Jlnton _L izardo, .11.ugust 16, 1847.

Srn: I have the honor to _acknowledge the receipt qf you letter
of tlie 20th ultimo, directing me to send a small vessel of th~
squadron to Tampico to assist i~ the defences of that Jllace, and, to
se-rve. as a depository of the public money, &c., and · suggesting
that a bomb vessel would be pr~ferable.
.
In a former le_tter I pientioned having ordered the gun-boat
Petrel there, a class of small vessels preferred, as I learn from
-Lieutenant Commandant H. Moor, by Colonel Gates, m-ilitary commander at Tam pico. I shail, in ob'edience to orders, continue one
on that station, though the small force which I have ::i.t command
is, in my opinion, much more needed elsewhere. . By last ac,counts from Tampico, (see enclosed ·letter A,) everything is q.uiet
there.
,
·
It wiU be recollected that east of the Rio Hravo the army holds
possession of two ports 011ly (';ram pico and Vera Cruz,) 'fhich ar'e
well garrisoned; while the gulf squadron holds by l'>lockade Tuspan, and by occupation, Alvarado, Goatzacoalcas, Frontera and
L-aguna, the last mentioned place being the only point not threatened by attacks from the ~nemy. The day before · yesterday I received intelligence th.at a riight attack was contemplated by the
enemy upon our flotilla at Alvarado, when I immediately de's ..
78
'
~
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patched for that place the HecJa, Lieutenant Commandant Fairfax.
(which vessel had been · de.stined for otlrer · service,) and the next
morning the Scorpion, Vixen, and Spitfire were - also . sent, under
command bf Comma~der . Bigelow, to reconnoitre the river as far
1
up as '!1lacota1pam, .in vie~ of intimi~at_ing the enemy. On approachmg the bar of the river, they discovered that the Hecla, in
attempting to cross in the night, had got ashore. Immediatelytwo
of the steamers went to her assistance, and the Vi~en was sent
back to report to me. I forth with ordered a detachment of men,
with three launches, to be despatched by the Vixen, by means of
which, if the vessel cannot be got afloat, the armament and stores
will be saved. From all .accounts there is little chance of saving
her, though I still erftertain strong hopes. From extreme debility
o'ccasioned by an attack of fever, I am un~hle to go myself . to the
Hecla, but I have every confidence \ in the zeal and judgment of
Commander Bigelow and those with , him, and · feel assured that
Lieutenant Commandant Fairfax, his officers and men, will leave
no means untried of extricating their vessel. She had the head
pilot of Alvarado on board when she went ashore.
At the moment of hearing of the threatened attaek upon the flo•tilla at Alvaradq, a 'rumor reached me t,hat the bomb vessel Stromboli, stationed ~n the Goatzacoalcas, had been attacked by the
enemy, who were beaten off with considerable lo3s. As this was
mere rumor, I thought it better to see 'to Alvarado first, after which
I intended to have sent two of the steamers to the Goatzacoalcas,
but the· unfortunate accident of the HeGla has detained them all to
assist her.
The guerillas are reported to be in co~siderable force near Frontera, keeping that place . in constant alarm, and causing the inhabitants again to remove. In truth, as the army advances into the
interior, the guerillas in its rear become more numerous and daring.
, Thus it _will be seen that so far from its being advisable to detach
any part of my small force to assist the garrisons of the army., I
have not enough, (considering the .state 9f health of the officers
and men of the squadron,) to hold, without extraordinary efforts, all
the places at which custom-houses have been established, and
where th'ere are no garrisons, and no other means of defence against
the enemy than two or three poorly armed and half-maQned small
vessels.
•
,
•
Nothing can exceed the zeal and spirit which animate the officers
and men of the vessels, but it will be impossible that the health
and strength of those who have escaped sickness can hold out
against this extraordinary wear and tear-, unless they are eccasionally relieved. In taking po's session of these placls, a_nd
establismng custom-houses under the regulation of the war tariff,
I took for gr~nted that I should be furnished with the means_ of
permanently holding them, and of protecting those interests which
have been compromised by our acts. The withdrawal of this pr~1ection
want of adequate means would reflect great discre_d1t
on the U mted States, and throw many worthy persons, dependrn g
upon our good faith, into imminent peril of life an<l fortune.

for:
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I shall continue to exert every possible effort to hold on with
the force I have, ·and have no apprehension of the results, though
I do not hesitate to say, and I feel myself called upon to make
this declaration, that the means left at my disposa'l are inadequate,
under +he present state of heakh of the officers and men, to the
· full accomplishment of the services expected of the squadron.
The unfortunate departure of the Mississippi, at this moment, is
deeply to be regretted. I interposed every objection I could to
the measure, but was overruled by the unanimous recommendation
of the medical officers. I shall get her back as soon as possible,
especially as I know not when the Cumberland will arrive out.
Enclosed is a paper showing tlie distribution of the squadron at
• this time.
·
11.
It may be well to ohserve that most of the vessels of the squadron are short of their complement of officers and men.
·
With great respect, I am, sir, your obedient servant,
M. C. PERRY,
Commanding home squadron .
Hon. JoHN Y. MASQN,
Secretary of the Navy.

I)ist-ribution of Gulf squadron, .11.ugust

16,

,;. ·

1847 .

•

-4"

Mississippi-Gone to Pensacola; may be expected back in October, if her complement of officers and crew is completed by that
time.
Germantown-Flag ship, Anton Lizardo; preparing to sail for the
eastward, to car_ry provisions and stores to the detachments along
the coast.
·
.
Decatur-Tuspan; watching that port, not being able to cross the
bar.
,
1
Sa~atoga-Off the city of Vera Cr,uz, to keep up communication
with the army, and watch the police of that port.
John .fl.dams-Returning from Tuspan, having been relieved by the
Decatur; the former hourly expected. She will be sent immediateJy ,. if she arrives in time, to the Goatzacoalcas.
Steamers Scorpion and Vixen-Kept for any urgent service, former
hating no meoical officer.
,
Steamer Spitfire E,ngine injured; commander deceased; aalf her
crew sick. Kept, for the present; at Lizardo, until her men at
the hospital recover; her medical ofticer in char.g e of the hospital.
S teamer Petri.t a-Prize vessel; under repairs of engin e.
Gun-boat. Petrel-:-At Tampico.
_
,
Gun-boats Reef~r, Tampico, ,and Pal.con-At Alvarado.
:Bomb vessel Stromboli-In the Goatzacoalcas.
:Bomb vessel E(na,)
•
_ .
Steamer Scourge, } At Frontera, in the Tobasco river •.
...
Gun-boat Bonita, J
·
.

\

I
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Bomb vessel Ves·u vius,. At Laguna. ,
Gun-boat Mahonese,
Bomb vessel Hecla-Ashore on Alvarado bar.

M. C. PERRY,
. Commanding home squadron,
•

I

I

No. 44.

u.

s. , FLAa-smp GERMANtowNj

Vera Cruz, Sept~mber 30, 1847, 5, p. m.
Srn: The British courier has this · mome.nt arrived from the city
of Mexico, and I have receive'd a private Jetter from Lieutenant R.
Semmes, of the navy, from which I make the following extracts:
"When op. the ev:e of lea.v ing Puebla, being anxious to do all I
could for- my corps, I volunteered my services to General W 0rth,
as his aid-de-camp. ,, He kindly accepted them; and I have, in
consequence,· been fortu·nate enough to have been present with him
in all. the great battles, he having borne the brunt ef them all. The
San Augustine road, leading to the city of Mexico, formed our first
line of operations. _ On the 19th August, some desultory fighting,
without results, took place at Contreras, between General Pillow's
division and the Mexican adv~J:\Ce under General Valencia. Early
the next morning General Smith stormed and carried the fortification at this place, which opened a road collateral to that of San
Augustine, for this portion of our forces to Churubusco. On the
same morning General Smith carried the enemy's first work on
the San Augustine road, a strongly entrenched battery, called San
Antonio. Without halting here l0nger' than to secure prisoners
and captured ammunition, he moved forward briskly upon the
second strong work, , known as Churubusco. . Pillow .and Twiggs
were moving upon· the same point _at the same time, from Contreras. The enemy, who was posted here in all his strength, 22,000
men, with Santa Anna commanding in person, opened their artillery upon us (sweeping the road and flan~s) as soon as we came
within range, and soon after the action became general, Genera.I
Worth's division charging, with the greates't gallantry, the principal point of defence, a tete du pont commanding the road, which _it
succeed~ in carrying, afte'r a fierce resistance and with great loss.
The carrying this work cut off the enemy's retreat, and gave us
the command of his other defences. By this time Generals Pi11ow
and Twiggs had come upon the Contreras road, .and the enemy,
seeing further resistance useless, surrendered. We took a thousand prisoners-several generals among the number-and seven
pieces of artillery. The battle was well contested and bloodyour loss in killed and wounded , 1,100
The South Carolina regiment was terribly cut up, under the gallant lead of Colonel Butler,
who was killed. Lieutenant Colonel Dickinson was also mortalJy
wounded-since dead.
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"The armistice ' was ended on the 6th September, and on _the 8th
· General Worth fought by far the bloodiest battle of the war, at
. Molino del Rey-, an outwork of Chapultepec. He stormed and carried works by the bayonet which, in the hands of any other people, vould have lieen .impregnable. His whole force engaged was
3,100 men, the enemy's, (again' under Santa Anna,) 14,000. Our
loss was 700, or nearly one-fourth, in killed and wounded. The
enemy's loss was nearly 2,000. We took 800 prisoners and four
pieces of cannon.
'
"Five days· afterwards, Chapultepec was stormed and carried ·by
Generals Pillow and Worth. Here the marines had their first battle,
and behaved very well. Major Twiggs was killed. Your nephew, .
Lieutenant Rogers of the 4th 'infantry, als ·> fell nobly at the head
of the storming party in advance. This point being carried, it
opened to us two causeways with the city; General Worth took one,
and General Quitman the otµer. After fighting on these causeways,
i nch by inch; and carryin~ several batteries, we entered the city
gntes just at nif?;htfall. After dark, we opened mortars upon the
city, when the whole Mexican army evacuated it. We entered the
n ext day.
"We lost on the .last day, that of ent,e ring the city, 13th instant,
500 men, making our total loss, 2,300, thus reducing our fo~ce,
which was 10,800 strong, when we left Puebla, to 8,500 men. With
t his number we drove 12,000, and took possession of a _city of 200,000 inhabitants.
_
"A~ong the killed are Colonel Butler, Colonel Dickinson:, Colonel Scott, Colonel Graham, Colonel Ransom'., Major Mills, and
some thirty captains and lieutenants. Among thi wounded are
G~nerals Wor th, Shields . and Piilow, all slight]y, ( Colone 1 McInt osh is thought mortally ,J and some 150 dther officers.
"Passed Midshipman Rodgers, as I informed you in a previous
l etter, made his escape in August last. He has also been in 1all the
fighting, as aid to _General Pillow."
•
The •ab'ove ex.tracts show that our glorious army has exhibited
t he most extraordinary skill and prowess; and as an officer of the
navy, I fe_el a just pride in the expression of my admiration of its
achievements.
" I have the honor to be, with great respect, sir, your obedient '
servant,
M. C. PERRY,

Commanding ho_me squadron.
It~n: JoHN Y. M.A.soN,
Secretary of the Navy .

/
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REPORT
OF THE

POSTMASTER GENERAL .

..

PosT OFFICE DEPARTMENT,

December 2, 1848.
Srn: The · post routes in operation within the, United States, on
the 30th day of June last, were 163,208 miles in extent, and the
annual transportation of the mails over them was 41,012,579 miles,
costing $2,•VS,766, as follows, to wit:
On railroads, 4,3~7,400 miles, costing.,·, •••.•••••••• : $584,192
In steamboats, 4,385,800 miles, costing...............
262,019
Agencies connecte~ therewith...... • • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • •
54,063
in coaches, 14,555,188 miles, costing...... • • • • • • • • • • .
796,992
In other modes not '8pecified, 17,744,191 miles, costing.
751,500
And in addition thereto, for foreign mail service.......
100,500
';rhe table of mail service- for fhe year ending the 30th of June,
1848, made up from the state of the service as it stood at the close
.of the · year, exhibits, as compared with the table of 1847, an in·crease in the length of the routes in the -United States of 9,390
miles, and an increase in the amount of annual transportation of
· ·2, 124, 6&0 miles, but a decrease in the cost of 'transportation ·
1

of ....... .. .............. , ..............................

$12,.145

There is, however, an increase ~n the cost of agencies to
be deducted of .... ...............•. ~.. . . . . . . . . . . . .

·7, 910
/

Leaving a balance of saving in the cost of our inla,nd
mails for 1848, as compared with 1847, of..•••.••••• :

·4 ,225

.But the ~ost ~f foreign mails, ;which appears for the first time in
the tables of this year, is $100,500; and deducting from this the
saving ~hove stated of $4,235, leaves an excess of cost for 1848
0ver 1847, of$96,265.
.
,
For this we. have 2,124,680 miles more of annual transportation
of our inland mails, and the conveyance of our foreign mails every
other month, a d1stance of 3,800 miles and back.
·
The new contracts made at the last a·nnual lettings for the middle
section,. embraci~g New J er~ey; Pennsy 1vania, D~la ware, Mary land,
and Ohio, went rnto operation on the 1st of July, 1848, and exhibit
a saving f'Or the current year, to end 30th June next, upon the cost
of the same sec,ion for ,t he past year, of $61,674.

1
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This is a saving of nearly 12 per cent.
Notwithstanding the
,!eduction of cost, the service has been inqreased under the new
contracts. The routes have been extended in distance 293 miles
further; and in this way, and by greater frequency of trips, this
section of service has b-eco~e greater _than . last year by 658 1897
miles of annual transportation.
.
On the 1st July, 1845, the annual transportation of the mails in \\e
United States amounted to ........... , ••••... _35,634,269 miles.
On the 30th June, 1846_....................... 37,398,414 · "
Increase in service over the preceding year.... 1,764,145 "
On the 30th June, 1847, amounted to .......... 38,887,899 "
Increase over preceding year ••••••••.•••• : . • • • 1,489,485 · "
On 30th June, 1848, amounted to ••••.••••.•••• 41,012,579 "
Increase over preceding year ••••••..•••••.•••• 2,124,680 "
Total' inc!ease for the three years...... • • • • • • • · 5, 378;310 "
. :But the cost of the service was les;ened as follows:
On 1st July, 1845~ it stood at. ...................... $2,905,50i
30th June, 1846, it stood at~··· ••••••••••••••••. , 2,716,673

f?n

Reduction from the preceding year .•••.••••••.. : : • • •

i88,831

On 30th June, 1847, it st od at. •••••.•••• $2,453,001

/

Reduction from the preceding year •••••••• , .••• ·••••••
On 30th June, 1948, it stood at .......... $2,448,766
Reduction from the preceding year...... . . . • • . • • • • • •

263,'672

'Total reduction of cost in the three years............

·$456,738

4,235

This is exclusive of the foreign mail service performed in the
last year.
·
•
The operations of the three years show that the mail service ~as
been augmented 15 per cent., and its cost at the f:\aII1e time dimrnished 15/0 per cent.
.
.
The results, of the mail letting last spring in the middle section
will add to the s-ervice of the current year 658,897 miles more ,of
annual transportation, while it makes a reduction from the cost of
the year ending 30th June, 1848, of $61,674.
'
Th~ number of mail coutractors in the service during the la~t
year was 4,017, and the number of loc~l and mail agents and mail
messengers 248, connected with the service on railroads and steamboats.
The service during the year has been performed by the contractors with commendable zeal and activity; yet no energy can prevent
occasional failures to deliver the mails in due time. In sections of
the country where no turnpikes or macadamized roads, Or bridges
over the streams, exist, at certain seasons of the year failures a_re
unavoidable; even on the most improved and best conducted routes,
unfavorable weather, ice or snow on the railroads, storms or fogs
on the riYers, or slight accidents· to the machinery, must delay the
mails. The speed now given on them renders it seldom possible to
regain the time lost. · This has been and always must
the case ..

be
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There is at this time more servioe performed, with more speed
and with as much regularit), as at any former period; n9r is it believed that more expeditio·n can be given on the principal mail
routes .until further , im prov em-en ts are made on the roads, without
endangering th·e connexions necessary to be made to insure th.e
prompt and pun ctual .delivery of the mails.
The foreign service during the past year . has been increased by
an additional steam~r-the "Hermann" being placed on the liI~.e
./ between New York and Bremen-and monthly trips are now performed between . those two cities with · regularity.
On the 17th of October last, the "Isabel" 1Vas placed on the
line between Ch,a rleston a~d Havana, in complia.n ce with the cont ract with Messrs. Mordecai & Gourdin, a.nd will hereafter perform
semi-monthly trips.
, The ocean steamers "California," "Panama," and "Oregoi:i,"
constructed unde r a contract with the Secretary of the Navy for
service on the Pacific, have sailed from New York for Panama,
and. the "California" is expected to commence service for this de-:
p artment on the 1st of January next, from Panama to Oregon.
The Secretary of the Navy has li'kewise employed the "Falcon"
on the line between Havana and Chagres; and she is expected to
sail from · Havana to Chagres in- time for the mails to reach Panama
and be forwarded by the "California" to the territories on the Paci.fie coast. T his department has made a contract for the transport ation of the mails across the isthmus, from Chagres to Panama; so
t h.it in future there will be a regular _monthly mail from Charlest on, by Havana, Chagres and Panama, to Oregon. ·
It is to be regretted that the "Ocean Steam ~ avigation Company" has not as yet been able to comply fully with· their· contract
for service between New York and Bremen. But two vessels, the
"Washington" and "Hermann," have as yet been completed. The
third, the " Franklin," has been launched, and great exertions are
making to have her finished and take her place on the line. The
fourth vessel, it is believed, has not y~t b~'en commen·ced. Notwithstanding the failure of the company to have their vessels ready
for the· service within the time specified in the contract, it is not
1" ·believed that the true policy or the .interests or' the country wottld ·
1equire any forfeiture of the contract, or· any other steps taken un- '
friendly to their interests. The great exertions of tlre company to'
C0(llply with the contract, and to secure the best class of vessels; •
suited to the p'urposes of the government, and such as would do
credit to the countr-y-the great expense of such an uN.dertakingthe want of experience in this country in the construction of that
class of vessels~the· embarrassments they have had to encounter
from the unsettled state of Europe, and from conflicting interests
at home-the importance of the service in connecting our -~ountry
more intintately · and directly with the enterprising and ·enlightened
States of tlie German confederatio'n-would entitle them to the in.: '
dulgence of Congress and the forbearance of the department.
Si~ce the contract was made with this company, others have
been given, from New York to Liverpool, and from New York to
'
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New Orleans, upon much more favorabl~ terms than were all owed
them. The last contracts made by th~ Navy Depart~ent, under
the direction of Congress, are for the term of ten years, and certain
sums of money advanced 1 to aid in tbe completion of the vessels.
The contract made with the Ocean Steam Navigation Company
will last but five years, and no money paid . them until after the
performance of service.
Similar liberality, it was hoped, would have been exte~ded to
them, having done so much towards the completion of their contract without the aid of government. They -were the pioneers in
building that class of vessels, in this country, and no doubt sustained serious injury in constructing them, fro'm the want of experience in such undertakings. The .importance of the service to be
performed, in a commercial and political point of view, give them
grounds to hope for the favorable consideration of Congress. Si milar advantages extended to them would, it is believed, enable t hem
speedily to comply with their contract, and give a direct and important conne-xion with the central nations of Europe.
The line of vessels directed to be established, under a contract
· with the Sec.retary of the Navy, between New Yor-k and New Orleans,· will, it is believed, be useless as a means of transporting the
mails between those points.
The land and steamboat routes over which the mail service is at
pre~ent performed are, and will be, so much more expeditious and
certain than by that line, that the principal mails must be contin ued
on them. But if the contrac.t could be so modified as to run dai ly
between New York and Charleston, the great southnn mail, even
from Philadelphia, might be sent by them to Charleston or Savannah, and forwarded with more expedition to New Orleaas than by
the present routes. · The tables of the First Assistant Postmaster
General accompany this report, (A,) and are referred to for the details of the service.
The number of post offices on t_h e 1st of July last was 16,159, b eh1g an increase during the year of 1,013. The . number of offic es
established was 1,309; the number discontinued 296. The num ber
of postmasters a·p pointed during the year was 4,121. Of this number-

2,169 w~re appointed in consequence of resignations.

•

184
240

''
"

"
"

197

"

"

3

"

"

14

"
"
"

"
"
"

5

1,309

deaths .
changing site of offices.
removals.
expirations of commissions
which were not rene wed.
commissions renewed .
becoming presidential appointments.
new offices. ·

The number of appointments made between the 4th of Ma rch,
1845, and the 1st of July, 1848, was 13,507. Of this number, the
removals were 1,598; the balance were made in consequen ce of re-
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-signations, deaths~ changes of the sites of the offices, or the establishment of new ones.
The act of the 17th May, 1848, directing the accounts of postmasters from the 1st of January, 184 7, to be readjust€d, and that
they be alJowed their commissions by the quarter, instead of the
year, has been executed; ·and th~ sum of $112,213 44 has been paid
to 5,136 postmasters.
The gross revenl!le of the year ending on 30th June last, including $200,000 . appropriated by the 12th section of the act of 3d ,
Ma~~h, 1847, for the postages of the government, and the fl}rther
sum of $48,739, collected from and belonging to the accounts of
preceding years, amounted to $4,371,07?' . .This sum exceeds that
of the preceding year $425,184-being ~n increase of 10.77 per
cent.; and exceeds the annual average of the nin-e years preceding
the 1st of July, 1845, $6,453.
The letter .postage, in 'c )uding the $200,000 appropriated as above
stated, amounted to $3,550,304; exceeding that of the preceding ,
year $295,791-being -an increase at the rate of 9.09 p~r cent. ·
The -newspapelr postage for the year amoun-ted to $'.767,334, making an increase of $124,174, which is equal to 19.30 per cent.
The following table e·xhibits the revenues, including the $200,000
appi:opriated for the postages of the government, as. well as the
expenditures, from t4e 1st of July, 1845, to the 30th of June, 1848.
Revenue.

For the year ending 30th of June, 1846 •• $3,487,199
For the year ending 30th of June, 1847.. 3,945,893
· For the year ending 30th of .June, 1848 .. - 4,371,077

Expenditure,

$4,084,296
3,971,310
4,326,850

The expenditures for the year have been increased by the following items, which do no.t properly belong· to it, viz:
, .

P'

'T he sum allowed J. L. Graham, for fitting up the Ne~
York post office, by the act of the 14th August, 1848 ' $49,787
"The amount paid the Bremen line of ·s teamers since the
1st of July last, and charged in H1e accounts of last
year ...........•.................•.. '...............
33,333
The amount paid to postmasters as extra commissions
_ since the 1st of J a.nuary, 184 7, by the act of the 17th
of May, 1848, was $112;213 44, two-fifths of which
should be deducted from the expense& of the present
ye ar . . . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • " • • • • • • • • • • • • •
44 ' 885
$128,005
Which makes th~ ~xpenses properly chargeable to the past year
$4,198,845. This_ mcludes also the sum of $100,000 paid the Bre~en steamers d'urrng the year; while the income arising therefrom
1s reported to be $29,082 83. · It is, however perceived but too
late for correction for this rep?rt, that the post~ges on mai'Is to and
from _England and France ~re m part or wholly omitted.
This exceeds the expenditure of th.e preceding year $527,535, and
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falls· short of the annual · average expenditure for nine years preceding the 1st of July, 1845, $300,748.
The gross rennue arising from postages and fines, excludinll'
those arising from miscellaneous sources, as well as the $200,000
appropriated for the p,ostages of the executive departments for the
year ending the 30th- of June,1848, amounted to.... $4,117 ,761
From the same sources the year preceding ••••••••• !
3,832,689

Increase . ....•...•... .. ...... ·~.•.........•..~ ..
$285,01Z
Making 7.43 per c·ent. increase.
If the revenue from the same sources shall increase during the present year at the rat~ of 6 per cent., the proceeds will be $4,364,826
To this may be added the amount 'due from the treasury
for mail services from the 4th of March, 1847, to the
30th of June, 1849, appropriated by 12th se~tion of
the act of 1847 . ...... ~ .. r: . . . . . . . . . . . . ., • • • • • • • ~ · · ·
Means applicable to the present year...............

465,555
$4,830,381

Leaving a surplus over the ·estimated expenditures for the curren t
year of $428,336.
,
If the revenue for the year ending 30th June, 1850, shall inqeas e
at the rate o( five per cent. upon the estimated revenue of 1849,
.the amount will be ••••••••••••••••••••••••• '. ••. $4,583,068
Add surplus .of 1849 •••••••••••• ." •••••.••••••••• ~.
428,336
Annual a·p propriation for postag~s of government....
200,000
Estimated means for 1850·. .•••• •••••••••••••••• ·••••

$5,211,404

Expenditures properly chargeable on the year 1848 ••
These will be increased 'during the present year by
the following items:
Steamer from Charleston to Havana, three quarters ••
, California and Oregon agents ••••.• ·................ .
Additional railroad service and agents ••••••••••••••
Ship Hermann, belonging to the Bremen line .•••••••
Miscellaneous .... ..•. ~ .... ·................... ,• .. .

$4,198,843

Expenditure for the year 1849 .•••••••.•••••••••••••
Estimated means of 1849 ••••••••••••.•••.•••••••••

$4,402,045
4,830;381

'Surplus ••..•••• -··············~·················~

37,500
3,200
37,500 "
100,000

25,000

$428,336

·The estimated .expenditures for 1849 •.••••••••••••••• $4,402,045
This sum will be increased for the year 1850 by the
following items:
,
100,000
Service on new post routes and railroads ••••••••••••
200,000
Two additional steamers on the Bremen line .•••••••
Charleston and Havana ·service, one-quarter not in12,500
cluded in 1849 ..•••••••••.•••..•••••••••••••••• ·
5,000
Additional appropriafom for Florida .•••••••••••••••
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Califo~nia and Oregon, agency for five months not in-

$2,300

cluded in 1849 .. ............... • • • • ~ • • • ··· • • · • • • •
Miscellaneous .••• .• ••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

25,000

Estim~ted expenditures of 1850 ..• : ••••••••••••••••
Estimated means of 1850 ••••••.•••••••• ~ ••• • • • . • • •

$4,746,845
5,211,407

Sur p Ius for 185 0 . • • • • • •.• • •.• • • •·o •

•

464,562

• • • ••• , • • • • • •

=======

I

There has accrued to the post office revenue under the 12th section of th~ act _of 3d March, 184 7, the following ~ums, to wit:·/
From the 4th of March to 30th June, 1847 .•• ~ •• ~. ~ ....
·"
" ·
. "
1848 ...••••.•.••••
1849 .... ·........ .

"

"

$65,555

200,000
200,000

"

465,555 .
428,336

Estimated surplus 30th June, 1849 ..• ; ••••••.•• ·•••

37,219

It will be seen that n otwithstanding the very la.rge · sums estimated for foreign ser vice, as well as the additional service required
in the Unit e d States, the revenue of the department, unaided by
the appropriations of that act, 'Yill be equal to the expenditure; '
except the sum ef $37,219 at the clos~ of the present year.
This st~tement of the operations of the act of 1845 upon the
service and finances of the department, confirms the opir.ion expressed in my last annual ~eport, "that the present low rates of
postage will not only produce revenue eno~gh to meet the expenditure, but leave a considerable surplu~ annually .to be applied to
the extension of the mail service, <H would justify a still further
rnduction of the ra.tes of postage."
·
.
Notwithstanding the great increase of the service during the last
year, inland as well as foreign,' there was f<;rnnd at the close of
the year a surplus of $172,232, beyond the expenses properly
chargeable upon it.
.
.
Accompanying this r.eport (marked B) will be found that of the ·
Auditor for the Post Office Department, made at my request.
The energy and zeal of the officers engaged . in the collection
and disbursement of the funds of the department, as well as the
punctuality and 'promptitude of postmasters in making payments
a9 <l settling their accounts, deserve the J;iighest commendation.
It appears that from the 1st day of July, 1845, until the 30th of
June, 1848, the revenue, exclusive of the annual appropriation of
$200,000 for services rendered the governrnent, amounted to $11, ..
5 38,614.
1

r
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The whole has be'en collected, except the following sums:
Of the amount due Ju.ne 30, 1846, the sum of. ........... $6 16:.
"
"
1847 '
"
••• •, .... . • . • 5'0·
' 06

"

"

1848,

"

. ............ 26,714

37,932

=

More than half the sum repqrted f ;r · the last y~~r will be ~tobahly collected within the next three months. The balance yeto.ue
is less than one-third of one per ~ent. or,i 'th~ whole amount.
The last year's accoun.ts have been generally collected witho11.
a resort to the courts of -justice. Suits have been ordered in 91
cases, involving only the suin of $3,271, whilst during the same
period 108 cases formerly pending have been settled, and the money
paid, amounting to $10,655. This large sum collected within the
three years, has .been disbursed without the loss of a dollar in payment of the public creditors, in due and proper time, it is believed,
without an exception.
Prior to the 1st of July, 1845,' there were debts due the departrn'ent, many of long standing, amoun·ting t0 $319,880. Of this sum,
there has been collected within ,J:-he past -year $10,809, and credits
a11owed upon the settlement of accounts of $51,710, leaving yet a
b'alance due the department of $257,361. / A very large proportion
of this sum will be probably lost. .
_
, The present rates ef postage will afford ampl,e · means to meet
the expenditure and probable increa~e of the service, and leave a
surplus that will in a few years enable th'e department to repay
the treasury the amount received from it since the passage of the
act of 1845. _
Under these circumstances, shall a further reduction of the postages be made? The means which a well -digested cheap mail system affords of a rapid interchange of ideas between _different and
distant sections of the count,ry, and the consequent'- increase of
knowledge; its influence u.pon society, but little, if any, less than
that of printing; its importance to every interest, social, commercial, and political', would justify the answer that a lower rate of
postage should be' adopted, if it can be done without a departure
from -that principle heretofore maintained in the country, that this
department should be sustained from its own resources.
A system so intimately connected with all other interests, and
the happiness_ and prosperity of the people-so diversified in its
operations, so minute in its details-requires a careful examination
of any suggestions for its improvement, and the adoption of such
only as experience proves will be useful to the citizens and render
it more perfect.
The i_m portance as well as a general desire for a cheap postage
system has attracted m\1.ch of public attentian .to the subject, not
only in _this, but other countries, within the last few years. To seoure · this object, in most <?Oun tries it is placed under the contrpl of
the government, though perhaps :riot strictly one of its attributes.

,
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Had it beeJ:!. left to private enterprise, the .more wealthy and populous portions of the community would no d0ubt have been ampl_y
provided for; but others, Jess favored, would have been left destitute of the means of diffusing inteJligence among the people. _ Of
so much import3:nce was a well regulated system esteemed by those
who framed the constitution of the United States, that even the
States were not permitted to have any control over it, lest the. di-versity of · legislation should destroy its uniformity and regula_rity
and impair its usefulness.
It may, indeed, be question.ed ·whether
a free government over su~h extensive territories as those of the
/
United States could be maintained without it. The perfection of r
every such system . consists in the cheapness, speed, and security
with which communications are interchanged between different
and distant ' portions ·of the community or between djfferent nations.
·
·
Whatever ma-y be the system ,adopted, 'the means for its support
must be paid in some way by a tax on the people, for whose benefit
it is established. In. the United States, upon this point, \here has
been little or no diversity of opinion. That 'it should be collected
of those who enjoy the benefits of th~ system by a_ charge on the
matter conveyed in the mails, is so obviousl) just as scarcely to
have been questioned. It does not seem either just or fair tpat
those whose condition in life does not enable them ~o participate
in wits advantages, should be calJed on by other modes of taxation
to contribute to its s'upport. -The revenues arising from it have not
he_retofore been · applied .to any other purpose, except for a ~hort
time during the war of 1812; nor have the revenues derived from
other souce·s been applied to its use, except to aid in the effort re~
cently made for its improvement. It has be'en made to depend upon
itself, and thereby giving to the government the best security for
the faithful administration of its ~nances. Perhaps no other means
could ~e adopted more equitable and just.
'
A large number of the people have little or no connexion with
the maiJ system. To subject that class to share the burthen of its
_ support by a direct tax, or by imposts levied upon the necessaries
of life, would meet, it is believed, the approbation of but few disinterested citizens. If this be the ' correct principle, of which the
undersigned has . no doub_t, every letter or package conveyed !n the
T
mails should. pay a just and fair proportion of its cost and t.ransportation, and other expenses attending the ddivery. There should •
be no exception. Any departure from it would unnecessarily increase the amount to others who were taxed for its maintainance.
If the governme.nt does n·ot seek a revenue from it other than that
necessary for t he support of the system, no higher charge should
be made t han the cost of transportation and the expenses attending ,
the delivery of each letter or package.
.
·
It is difficult, if not impossible, to ascertain with any degree of
ac~uracy the actual co.st of each letter_ or package conveyed in the
mails. In a country like ours,. extendmg • frem the Atlantic to the
Pacific, and from the lakes to the gulf, one portion of it covered with cities and villages, demanding daily and double daily mails,.

•
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with every facility for speed and cheap transportation; othets
sparsely populated, without any . improvements whatever, scarcely
requiring a weekly m~il-the cost of transportation must necessarily vary and change as often as new contracts have to be made. In
no two se·ctions of the country-probably on n0 two mail routeswould the cost of transportation be the same. A short time since
the mail was· transported daily over one route, seventy-four miles,
in four-horse post coaches, at the rate of 5 cents per annum. On
ether routes, similar service will cost from fifty to two thousand
dollars. In all such cases the cost of each letter or package must
depend in some degree upon the amount paid th~ contractors. The.
contract changes every four years, and the price for the service depends upon considerations connected with travel over the route,
the chances of competition, the_ cost of supplies, .&c., as well as
upon the distance.
.
The expense of receiving, forwarding, and delivery will slightly
increase the cost of each, accor'd ing to the distance it is conveyed,
or the number of persons through whose hands it must pass; but
neither of these, nor all of them together, will more affect the cost
of each than the number co.nveyed in the mails, ·and that dep'ends
in a great degree upon the rate of postage.
If, however, the cost o( each could '!Je easily and aecurately ascertained, its_want of uniformity would prevent', its adoptioli. as the
rate.
1
In ascertaining a standard by which the rates are to be adjusted,
the cost on different routes in the several sections of the Union,
the distance to be conveyed, the expense in the offices of receiving,
forwarding, and delivery, are too minute and unimportant to de.serve much consideration.
The best and only practicable criterion will be the expense of
the whole system, compared with the revenue, and ; the adoption of
such a rate as experience shows ~o be enough to make the one meet
the other, approaching as nearly as possible the cost.
Prior to the passage of the act of 1845, the rates of postage on
letters were adjusted according to the numher of pieces, making each one a single letter, and different sums paid according to the
distance they ~vere conveyed, as if that was the principal element
in estimating the cost. This principle w.is not entirely abandoned
by the act of 1845, theugh much simplified and improved; while
charging by the piece is entirely surrendered, and the more just
and equitable mode by weight substituted. Experience proved
that the rates prior to the passage of that act were too high for the
purposes of revenue. For a series of years prior to that time, the
expenditures regularly exceeded the income, exhibiting an annual
average deficiency of about $125,000 for the eight years pre~ceding
the passage of the act.
These deficiencies occurred while the transportation gradually
diminished within the, last four or five years, about twelve tho usand miles in extent; so that . if the high rates of postage had been
continued, the service must have been greatly diminished, or large
sums of money drawn·annually _from the treasury for its use.

,.
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This result may pe mainly attributed to . two causes: First, the
multiplication of railroads and steam boat lines augmented the expense of the mail transportation from $404,123, in 1838, to $843}4-30,
on the 30tµ of June, 1815, more than double the former mail pay;
whilst to indiYiduals the expens·e of transportation was diminished
more than half. Second, the high rates of postage . and the re.du.ced fare for travel enabled the expresses to enter into competition with the department, by conv·eying letters out of the mails.
This b.usiness was extensively carried on, no twi thstancling the severe penalties of the law, and the energetic'and determined efforts
of the department to enforce them.
The act of 1845 reduced the rates of postage more than one- .
half, and substituted the half oun.ce for a single letter, in lieu of ,
the single piece of paper. .
'
.
'
At the close of the first year, 30th June, 1846, the deficiency ·
proved much less than was expected, only amoun.ting to $597,098;
and_at the end of the second year, only to $25,417; while ;it the
end of the third year, there was found a surplus pf -$172,232 beyond the proper expenses of the year, notwithstanding · the very
great increase in the service in each of the years. This was
caused not only by an increase of the revenue, but by a reduction of the expenditures nearly equalling the increase. That,
however, exceeded the e~pectation of the friends of the act.
The increased busine~s in the offices, and the im prov~ment of
the revenue under the present rates of postage, lead to the cone} usion that the ten cent rate may be dispensed - with at the close of
the present year, if such other modific.a tions of that act as have
been suggested in my former reports · should be adopted. In my
last annual report an estimate was made of the paying letters
which passed through the mails ' for the year en ding the 30th
June, 184 7. Thfs was founded upon the revenue), of the preceding
year and the October returns of 1845, which had been made in pursuance of a resolution of Congress. From this it appeared that
the number of letters paying postage, including ship and steamb.oat
letters, ship letters forwarded in th~ mails, dropped letters, and
printed circuhrs, amounted to 52,173,480. An , estimate, upon the
same principle', for the year ending the ,30th of June last, would
give as the nu_m ber of paying letters 58,c)69,075.
,
The October returns ~howecl that over one-fourth and Jess than
one-third of the letter postage was derived from the ten cent' rate.
This, taken as the basis of calculation, would make 14,303,753 letters pay~ng that rate. If, therefore, that rate sh9u,l d b_e dropped
at the close of the pre, en t ye~r,, there would be a loss , of $715,187,
to be supplied from ~ome other source d~r~pg the next year,
.Jt can scarcely be doubted, .that with the surplus expected at the
close of the present year, of $428,336, the $200,000 for the postages of the goyernment for the next year, the increa~e of corres- .
pondence from the 1 red uqtion in the , rate of oostage and the a bolition of the franking privileg~, as well as •th~ sav-ing on <le.ad letters, if prepayment should be required, and the two cents that are
paid fo~ adv~r~tng and fo~ the_~e~iv,~? of fr~e l,et,t ps, '\YQ}ll4 ,:~n a..
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ble the department to meet its expenditures from its own resource·
on the 30th of June, 1850. If after that time the business of the
offices shall continue to increase as it has done since the act of
1845-which is probable, from the ra·pid increase of the population
and business of the country-the department wottld not be embarrassed for the want of means to meet any probable increase in the
service.
O11e other consequence e;xpected by the friends of the act of
1845, and which was rel,ied on as a ce(ta~n means of improving the
reveirne, has not been realized, It was confidently believed that
by such a reduction in the rates of postage, the business of the
e~presses would be made unprofitable and be abandoned. This has
not been the case. The business, it is believed, between the principal cit~es is continued with much activity; and th~ revenue seriously impaired by it. In a recent number of the Pathfinder, published in Boston,the ' names of 235 cities and villages are giv-en,
which are rrgularly supplied by expres~ men with packages from
that city, and most of them doubtless _conveying letters regularly
out of the mails. The penalties now imposed by law are sufficient
for their suppression, if proper means were placed in the hands of
the department for their detection; but it is btdieved that no rate
of postage which would cover the expenses of the· system could
be adop'ted sufficiently low to induce th ,m to abandon it.
In settling the rates of postage, it is not unimpmtant to have
them correspond with the current and legal coins of the United
States. The fewer the rates, the more convenienf to the postmasters in performing their duties in their offices, and less liable to err
in keeping their accounts and settling them with the department.
Si'mplicity in the rates, as well as in the mod€ .of keeping their
accounts, will promote cheapness as well as regularity in the transportation ,and delivery of the mails.
For the purpose of taxation, the matter conveyed in the mails
should
be classified
as follows:
·
·
l
.
.,,_
r

First. Letter postage should embrace 3:ll written communications
under seal or no"t, and each sealed packet or package. This class
is composed of private confidential communications, often containing articles of yalue, partaking more of individual than public interest, requiring more care in their preservation, more labor in
stamping, packing, and enveloping, than printed matter, and are
always forwarded under .lock and 1 key; 1 and should therefore be
charged at a higher rate. A uniform rate of five cents for each
half ounce or fraction under, and another rate for each additional
half ounce or fraction under, would be as low, in the opinion of the
undersigned, as they could be made consistently with the principles
above stated.
Second. Newspapers. This class has always been esteemed of
so much importance to the public, as the best means ·of disseminating intelligence generalJy among the people, that the lowest rate
has always been applied, for the purpose of encouraging their cir. aulation. •Heretofore the charge' has been made upon each paper,
without ~egard to weight, which is unjust 'to the pub!i13bers a~
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:as th_e public; and there is no satisfactory reason why they should
not be charged by w.e ight, as well as letters or other sealed pack-ages. This would lead to a discontinuanc_e .of the practice of depositing newspapers in the mails before they are dry, which renders
them more liable to injury, and their weight is greatly increased
fro~ the dampness of the paper. A uniform rate of one cent upon
each ounce or fraction under it would be more just, and probably
yield as much revemie as the present rates.
Third . .All other printed matter, of whatever nature or kind,
should be rated with double newspaper postage. Letters c,,ontaining artiples of value, upon the application of the writer, should be
registered, and a receipt taken for the delivery, and triple letterpostage charged.
·
The principles sug ested for regulating the inland postages apply 1
with equal force to the foreign,- except .t hat the service is, much
·more expensive, and would require an increased rate. Unifor;dty
in the rate is not less important in the one than in t~e other. ·
The number and different amount of rates ' now charged by law,
·are very inconvenient to the public as well as the officers in the
-discharge of their duties.
40 cents are now charged to or from California an_d Oregon ;
·
30 cerits to or from Panama;
·2 4 cents to Europe;
20 cents to Chagres;
12½ cents to . Havana;
6 cents when delivered at the ports of landing;
2 · cents in addition to the 'regular postage when taken in the · ·
mails;
·
1 cent to the postmaster when sent out of ~he country.
It is rbelieved that one uniform rate of 15 cents might b~ advantageously adopted for the foreign postage, and made applicable to
-our territo'ries on the Pacific, and produce more revenue than the
charges now made. The commercial interests of the country, the
social and friendly intercourse now exist•ing, and daily' increasing,
_
1
between the citizens of the United States and the peop]e of other
countries, would be g1reatly promoted by the adoption of that or
some one rate less thaa is at present charged. This would probably soon be adopted by other countries having steamers engaged in
similar service. Newspa·pers and other printed matter sent from or
received into the United States might be rated with double the
inlan_d postage on similar mailable matter.
In addition, the Post Office Department, under the direction of
the President, s_hould ha·ve power to raise or lower these rates of
postage whenever it becomes n'e cessary, on account of the competition from other countr,ies, and to 1 impose restrictions upon the
' vessels 9f any foreign nation, equal to those imposed upon vessels
of the United States by such nation.
When such powers are
given to the post offices in other countries, such restrictions
may be imposed when Congress is not · in session ,as may deprive
the vessels of the Un.ited States of any participation in carrying . •
letters. This was done by an order from the Lords of the Treasury in Great l3rit.ain on the 9th of ~une, 1817, prec~ding the ar~i:_
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·val of the Washington at · Southamptop, a.nd which h·ad the effect
to deprive that vessel of any reasonabl ~ share of the business between this country and England or France. ·That order remained
in force more than a year, against all o.ur remonstrances, before a
law could be passed to meet the emergency.
If the proposed reductions are to be made, and the department
required to sustain itself, it is indispensable that the franking privilege should be abolished. It is now .greater and more extensively
used than at any former period; and as the privilege is enlarged
the abuses under it increase. The immense mass of free matter
sent through the mails ntcessarily requires a higher and more expensive grade of service to enable the contractors to transport it.
It is not unusual for coach service to be demanded on routes
yielding comparatively nothing, for the tra'& portation of public
documents and other free matter . . Over one route a double daily
line of fo_ur-horse post coaches has become indispensabl~. Some
estimate may be formed of the additional expense of transportation, fr,om the fact reported from the city post office, that in seven
days, from the 6th until the 12th day of A_ugust last, inclusive, 450
bags of free matter, weighing 35,550 pounds, averaging daily five
thousand and seventy-eiglit pounds, passed through his office.
Upon inquiry, it appears that . between the first day ,af D-ecember
and the first day of October last there were sent from the two
houses of Congr~ss, through the mails, about five millions of copies
of speeches and other matter weighing under two ou~c.e s, and about
one hundred and sev'enty-seven thousand public documents, besides
the letters written by the members of the House of Representatives;
and there remained to be forwarded more than one-half of the public docl\ffien ts ordered to be printed at. the last session.
Such a mass of matter thrown upon the mails must necessarily
add to the cost of transportation, retard the progress.of th~ mails,
'and prop.uce a great proportion of the failures that are made on the
unimproved routes in the newer section of the country. · But this
is ot all. · The department is compelled to pay the postmasters,
whose compensation does not exceed $2;000 per annum, two cents
for the delivery of each free letter, or document. A large' proportion of the documents and papers thus sent free are, it is belieyed, seldom rea<l, and, if read, but of little public interest, and
worse than useless, inasmuch as the exercise of th,e privilege to
the extent now practised ten
t.o prevent, if it does not materiaJly
· interfere with, the circulation of the village newspapers in their
respective localities. This subject has been so forcibly presented
to the House in the report of the Committee on the Post Office and
Post Roads at the last session, an<l seyeral other :reports previous
to that time, that it is not deemed necessary to enlarge upon it at
this time.
Whether the suggestions ·for the modification of the act of 1845
be adopted or not, all matter sent in the mails should be prepaid.
This might indemnify the department for the great loss sustained
for the transmission of letters not taken from the offices. Near
two rnillion:s of dead letters are annually returned to the depar t-
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ment, upon which it not only loses the p-ostage, but pay's two cents
each for advertising; and this is in addition to the expense incurred
in opening and returning those of value to the w·riters, and destroying those of no value. Newspapers, periodical~, pamphle_ts,
and essays of various kinds, probably not less in number than the ,
dead letters, are sent to the offices and never called for, or if calletl
for , refused, and remain as dead matter in them. From a careful
examination it has been ascertained tha\ 52,000 annual1y are received and remain as dead matter in the office at N:ew York;
Boston anc Baltimore about 10,000 annually; and at Philadelphia
about 2,600.
.
If ea~h office averaged but one daily-a low estimate-the whole
number
a year would be 5,898,035, which, at the rate of one
cent, would 'be $58,980. If prepayment be not' required, then dead
letters, papers, and pamphlets should be returned to the writers ·
or publishers, and the payment of double postages as well as the
cost of advertising be required of them. But little inconvenience
would be felt by the public since the adoption of adhesive stamps
as the evidence of prepayment of letters. Their use would soon
become general, if authority was given to sell them at a slight per
cent. discount at the department, so as to make it an object to statione~s and other traders to keep them on hand for the accommo1
dation of .the public. ·
•
· The pre-payment of official communications from' the executive
branch of the government is now made by a specific appropriation .
annually.
Similar provision might be made for the legisJat i ve
bran ch, or a specific sum all.o wed each member to cover official
communications to and from them.
The pre-payment of mailable matter at the proposed low 'rates
would not, it is believed, materially diminish the number of letters
sent _in the mails, and, in connexion with the general use nf the
adhesive stamps, will simplify the transaction of business in the
offices, the settlement of their ace( unts, and concentrate the funds
of the department at the ·centres of business in the different sections of the Union, where the money is needed, and in a great degree avoid the hazards incident to the collection and transmission
of funds to the places where they can be made available.
Other suggestions for the improvement of the act of 1845 have
been made 1 in my former reports, which I deem it unnecessary to
repeat.
1
It may not be inappropriate to remark, that those connected with
administrative duties of this department couldi not but have observed that there has been for some years past a strong feeling pervading the country, that the system had been conducted by an
organized corps, extending throughout the Union, into every neighborhood, under the control of politicians at the seat of government,
~ie~ded with the view of promoting party purposes and party organ1zat10n, rather than the busii;i.ess and social i nterests it was createdto adrnnce; that the offices were bestowed as the re\~rard of partisan
services, rather than from the merit and qualifications ·of those
selecte d ; and th at each presidential cont es t is to produce a new
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distribution of the offices, and hence einbittered politica,1 contests
are excited in almost every neighborhood, de'tnoralizing in their
tendencies, and injuriously affecting the purity of elections.
Whilst such apprehensions are entertained by a respectable portion of the community, a want of confidence in the honesty and
correctness of 'the officers, however pure and upright in their conduct, soon shows itself, seriously injuring the business of the offices
and bringing discredit on the system itself. The post office system
was designed for business purposes, for the cultiva-tion of the social
and friendly feelings among the citizens of the different ections of
the Union, and should oe in nowise connected with the p_a rty politics of the day. This will give that degree. of confidence in its
agents necessary to render it the most useful to the people.
There does not seem any reason ·why this 'business aud social
agent of the people should be more connected with them than the
officers of the courts of justice, or the .accounting officers of the
government. If it were believed that the latter officers performed
the duties assigned them with a view to the advancement of party
purposes, public opinion would soon correct the evil. If the post
office were alike exempt from political in _fluence and party contests, public confidence would be maintained, and the best interests
of the system promoted.
It may be well worthy of consideration if these objects would
not be advanced, should the Postmaster General be nominated by
t he President to the Senate for a specific term of years ; be separate
,from the cabinet, and only removable by impeachment, and the
appointment of the prin cipal subordinate officers for a like term
of years be given to him; and to pro vide that no removal should
· be made except for good · and sufficient cause, to be reported to
each session of the Senate.
I am, r espe ctfully, your obedient servant, ·

C. JOHNSON .

•
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Table of mail service for the year ending June 30, 1848, as exhibited by the s.tate of the arrangements at the close
of the year. *
·
• 4

'

.
States.

..

J",

.-.J.•l,

'If-

.

I

I

Length of
routes.

•' -

-

'

,

-.

.-

a •••• , ••••••

._.--,

j't•

4,183
2,188
22423
3,963
414

· 1,762
13,331

2,029
10,369
555
2,379
11,370

7,o32
4,704
6,421
1,784
11,825
4,188
7,224
8,925
3,626
2,178

9,035
8,332
7,074

JJ-Wes.

856,693
229,144

301,018
3iill ,370
58,760
364,493
1,929,176
117,330
909,922
66,144
243,828
1,4[0,890
800,736
547,668
728,426
156,272·
939,037
429,204
854,290
800,190
333,984
249,392
739,076
893,280
692,896

J

r-i

'Dollars.
26,757
5,745
9 ,600
12,828
2,627 ·
16,196

- 70,771
4,029
36,134

. 2,620
11,461
58,954
33.606
31-,714

40,631
13,997
34,536
13,709
31,633
30,730
13,783

9,428
26,172
34,624
21,830

.;-t:i
:::f..,

Annual transportation
and rate of cost.
,,

•!~

'

, '

Miles.

.\ fissouri •••••• : .
Kentucky •••••••
rennessee ••••••

.i •

Mod~ not specified.

~

Maine .•.•••..••
New Hampshire.
Vermont .•..••••
Massachusetts .••
Rhode Islamf. .••
Connecticut .•••.
Nijw York
New Jersey .•.••
Pennsylvania •.•.
Delaware ..•••••
Maryland ..•••••
Virginia ..••.•••
Ntwlh Carolina ••
South Carolina ••
Georgia .••••.•.
Florida .•••••••.
Ohio ••••.••••. ~.
Michigan .••••••
[ndiana .•.••••••
[l]inms •.•••••••
Wisconsin •••••..
[0V11

1· 'CH •
I

:
: ti,.t Jil

~ c:l
C..,

•,rt

;,

,t

,c:l

_:i

In coach .

llfiles.
284,118

'

r· .. ' '

In steamboat.

By railroad.

9,075
362,440
9,H93
.. 456,223
Hi ,628
639,402
2'2,649
77,376
1-, 721
175,656
8,097
1,687,959
57,108
425,464
17,605
1,587,508
76,287
84,864
5,267
306 332
26,808
65:(874
44 ,865
480 , 168
32,360
~53,656
19,965
286,208
· 14,750
10.2,372
6,840
1
1,696,029
114,513
352,600
11,726
399,062
20,302
1,358,240 '
74,897
177,112
5,003
89,544
3,083
468,832
21,2,19
35:t ,6~8
29,298
692,016
39,707

lJlliles.

Dollars.

· ll'Iiles.

............. ·········· 70,824 Dollars.
6 ,133
. ........... ·········· 144,768 10.,504
............ ·········· ··········
62,574
2,888
906,284 t70,706
30,26-1
4,850
············
··········
.. ,. ........ 230,444
_t22,192
············
720,306
42,311
735.,076 62,958
14,560
250 . 208,728 37,551
............ ·········· 356,720 43,357
........ .... ·········· ·········· •••• :j: •••
............ ..........
391,768 95,745
-

287,872
-162,824
116,480
, 74,461
39,000
353,862
50,960
3~,688

36 610
39;500
14,000
7,500
4,100

11,713
2,700
3,0UO

I

118,248
}79 ,816
150,696
404,196

25,043
46,700
3!),812
94,037

96,928
149,760
53,664

9,115
13,374
3,729

...........

............ ·········· ·········· ........
············ .......... ·········· ·········

····415;696J ··r7:soo· :::::::::: ::::::::

..~::~~:~::.1.!1.:~:::~. :::;:::::: :::::~::

C 0
CO
c:l t...

_o

--'C

j 2

-=

E-< ...

0

E-<

Dollars.

i:5

-d en
A.

c:l..,

:::f en

c:l

Miles.
1,211,635
736,,352
757,246
1,989,630
166,400
770,593
5,072,517
766,082
2,854, ]50
151,008
941,928
2,.470,884
1,623,544
1,068,500
1,493 ,2-94
297,644
3,085,856
982,524
1,345,104
2,158 ,430511,096
338,936
1,683,604
2,752,840
1?384;912

0

c:l

5
2
8
1

8
5

8
5
8

7
4
·2

~
~

t;
0
~

~

?

....

6

1
8
7
7
9
4
7
6

l
1
2

7

1--1

~
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A t-Continued.
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Length of
route.

States.
r

.

,.,

.....

l\l,#

j

••

I

.,

!'

In coach .

'

,·'
I

! i:' ! ~
l

,•

I

~

•

1

.Miles.

Mail Agencies ...
Foreign mails •••
. ''

-

In steamboat.

.

. ....

.

'

..

Ct
a-:,

-~
=

<,:I....,

0

::, rn
s:: 0

::,·-

aE
«! ...

s::

0

By railroad . .

..- A<
~ s::
....,

"'

0

<,:I

<:.)

=''O

I

~.!::

~~
~

.,

...

·~

i

Alabama ..•.•••.
Mis~issippi ......
Arlrnn!;as ••.....
Louisiana .•.••..
'l'cxas •.••.••••.

,.

.

Annual transportation un,d cost of route.

t.i

Mode not specified.

~

.

"

..

~

.....

6,851
4,707
5,33-1,

3,623
4,779

.111iles.

839,020
567,216
573,460
308,880
422,396

Dollars .

111iles.

Dollars.

Miles.

527,280
330,30-l
107 ,6-10
28 ,.496
109,720

50,330
28,841
11,248
2,930
13,8-17

182,210
23 ,4DO
55,536
205,856
16,6-10

751,500 . 14,555;188_

796 ,9-9 i

4,385,800

42,634
32 .464
21;281

26,265
28,741

..'.:::~~~·I·'
.'.:::~:'.:'.. .......... ......... .... .......... ............
············
3,800 ............ .......... ............
,

167,008

I 17,7t14,191

··········

751,500

14,555,188

796,992

4,385,800-

Dollars.

,r,36 ,272
1,975
6,000
15,920
1,250

Miles.

~

70,512
28,704

Dollars .

Miles.

13,843
3,943

1,619,022
949,624
736,636
543,232
548,756

........... .........
........
··········
.......... ........

Dollars.

143,079
67,223
44__,529
45,115
43,838

..........
..........

............
............

2,394,703
5l,063
100,500

3t.i2,519 4,327,400 584,192

41,012,579

2 ,549,266

262,019 4,327,400 584,192
'I•••••····

100,500

41,012,579 .

trj
~

0

~

0
~
0

The entire service and pay are set <lown to the State under which it is numbered, though extending into other States, instead of being divided
among the States in which each portion of it lies.
·
·t These embraces some express transportation.
:j: The Baltimore, Wilmington, and Pb.iladelphia railroad is under a Maryland number.
§ This embraces the steamboat se rvice !'rom St. Lonis to New Orleans.
II This embraces the steamboat service from Louisville to Cincinnati, Md from Louisville to New Orleans.
,r This includes the route from Mobile to New Orleans. ·
S. R. HOBBIE, First .fl.ssistant Postmaster General.
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A. 2.
CONTRACT OF:f{CE.

Comparison of mail service between tlie year ending June 30, 1847, and the year ending June 30, J848.
1847.
Lenrrth of routes ••••••••••••••••••.••••••.••..••••••••••••••••••• , • , •• .
Ann%al transportation; in.ode 11ot·specified·••..• ·•• ~. ·••• ·••••• ·••• ·•• ·••.• ~ •• • ~.
Cost oftranspo1,1atibrP,rmode hot ·specified .•• ·••• •••• ·•••• ·..••••••. : .• .•••••.
Annual transportation;'coaelv~ •: . : •••• : •. ·.•••••.•.•••.• ~ ••..... ~ •••.•.•••
Cost of transporta~ion, coaoh}; .••••••...••• ; •• , • ; •• ; ; ••••• : ~ •••••••••...
~tinnal fra~1sportati_on, st~a1mt)oat ..•. ·•·•• ·.••••.• ·•• ·••••• •• ·..•••••• ·••••• . . (
.Amnual transportation, ra1lr-oa(l ... ~ •.•.•• ·•• : •••••.•••• ; ••••.•••,.•••••---. . 5'.
Cost of .transportation, s1ea1nlfoat .•.••.••• ·....................... . ....
Cost of transportation, railrnad •.. : •• : ••••••• ; •••••••••• ; .••••.• : . ~ •• • 5
'I'otal annual tl:ahspor-tatlon .• ; .•••••••• i. ~ ••• :: •••••••••••••• , ••••• ~: ••
Total annual cost- i .'\ ••••••••.•• , •••••••••• \ . -~ ••••••••• ~ ••••• ~ •• : .. •••••
Agencies ) ..... ~-.. ·• •..•...... ·.. ·•·• ·•.•• ·••••••••• : .•..•..•..•••. ~ ..••••••
Foreign mail_s • .-_._••• : : •••••..! •• .:: •••••••• ~ ••••• :_- ••• _•••••••• .__••• : •••••••

c

' 1848.

I

.

153,818 miles ••
15,593,972.. do •••.
$650,166 ... h ' ' ' '
1.5 ,209 ,005 miles,.
$912,462.•.•••..
8 ,084 ,·922 mile~: .

$844,220 •.•. : •••
38 ,887 ,899 miles .•
$2,.406 ,84 8 ••••••• •
46,153 ••••....

~
~

163,208
17;"744,191
751,500
14,555 ,18~
7:96,992
4 ,'38,5 ~soo
4,3'27,490

262,019
584, 19;2
41,012,579

2,394,703
54,IJ63

100;500

Difference, more.

I Difference, less.

9,390

2,150,219

~

101)334
653,,817

~

115,~70-

f

!.

628,278
~)~~~ -

................
.
. 00
............. / ... . . • 1•.,
.

~

2,124,680 ,.•-.••.• :~···· · ···
• . • • • • •• • . . · .• ..• ,·
1-2,.145 .

7,910

••••••••• ••• -••••

100,500 . .••..••.••.•.•••

~

9 ."'
I-'

I

S. R . HOBBIE, First J.lssistant Postmaster Genera/. ·
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A. 3.

J-1.

CON fRACT OFFICE.

00

~
C)l

Compa9·ison of mail service in southern section, consisting of Virginia_, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,
and Florida, between the year-ending June 30; 1847, the last year of ~last contract term; and the ·year ending,
June 30, 1848, tkejirst year of present co'!!:._tract term.
1847 • .

1848.

'Length of routes •.•••••...••••.•••....••••••• ; ••• : : ..• : ••••••••.••••
Annual transportation, mode not specified .••••••••••••••••••.••••••..•. 1•
Cost of trans'porlation, mode not specified .••••••••••.•••••••.•••..••••.
Annual transportation: coach .•. : .••••••.••••••.••.•••.•••.•••••.••.•• ,
Cost of t.ransportation, coach ....•••.•. : •••••••• ~ •..•.•.••••• : •••••.•. ·
Annual transportation , steamboat ..•.•.•••• ; ••••••••.•••••.•. : . .••. ; •.
Cost of transportation, steamboat •. : .•••..•••••.•••• : : ••••• : • ; •••.••••
Annual transportation, railroad ••..••.•••••••••.•• ~ •••••••••••. _. ; ••••.
Cost of transportation, railroad • : •••••••.••••••• •·~ •.• : ••••••••.•••.••
Total annual transportation •• ;.: •.••••••••••• ; •••..•••••••••••.••••••
Totnl annual cost •••••••••••• ;, ••• , ••••• : •• : •••••••••••• , , : • •.. , , , ,

31,641 miles .•
2,577,031 .• do ..•.
$124,098 .•.. ~ .. i
2,696, 192 m~les ..
$256,776 ... ~····
545,654 miles ..
$87 ,8-36 ..•...•.•
933 , 6fi0 • miles.- .
$21~,776 ........ ·
6 ,75.2,537 miles .•
$R81,486 •.••••••
<

· 31,912
- 3,6~3,992

~

178,902
·1 ~ 776,278 .
118,780
680 -,640
101,710
852,956
f85 1592
6,953 ,86,6 .
584,984.

Difference, more.

Difference, less.

--

................ tzj
........ ·• ·~·. .. ~
.................
................
919,914
t:,
...............
137,996
271
1,066,961
54,~04

''i

~

134,986
1 ·13 ,874

,•

.················
················
..

"

.

................
- 80,704
..................
. ~7, 184'
.................
20\ ,3.2~
.............
.....
96,502 .
,

-

-·

·s·. R.-}(Q]fBIE, First Assistant Postmaster General~
!~]<' ~.

0
~

~
0

~-~

\.

'

A
CONTRACT OFFICE.

Cor11,parison of mail service, middle. section, consisting of _N ew Jersey, 'Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, and
Ohio, between the year ending 30th June, 1848, and the y_e ar to end June 30, 1849, as estimated from the state
of the servfre as it stands on the 30th Sept_e mber, 1848, end of first quarter of the current year . .
;

1848.
Length of routes ••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•
Annual transportation, mode not specified •••••••.••••••••••• _-, ••••••••••.
Cost of transportation, ••••••. do ••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••.•, •.••. ,.
Annual transportation, coach •••••••••••••.• Y' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • • •
Cost of transportation, .• do •.•••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.•••••
Annual transportation, stea_m boat •••••••••••• ,, •••••• , ••••••••••••.•••••.
Cost of transportation, •.•. do .•••••.••••••••.•••••••••••.•• : •••••••••••.
Annual transportation, railroad .••.• ; •••••••••••.•••••••••• ·• ~ ·••••••••.••.
Cost of transportation, ..• do •• ....,••••••••• ·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
Total annual transportation ••.••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••• ~ ••
Total annual cost . .• •••.••••••••••••••• ; •••••••••..•• ·•• -•••••••••••••••••

1849.

27,157 miles .•
2,276:261 .•• do •.•
$88,780 •.....•.
4,100,197 miles ..
$210,480 •.•.....
368,422 miles ••
$11,963 ....... .
1 ,054, 144 miles ..

$180 ,768 •...•...
7 , 799 , 024 miles ••

$526,991 •.•••••.

"

Difference, more; I Difference, less.

293
202,958
3,518
875,'939

27,450
2,479,·219
92,~98
4,376,136
174,438
368,320
12,913
1,234,246 .
. · 185,668
8,457,921 -.
465,317

................
.................

................

t.;j
~

66:042 0
................
0
102
~ ················
950 ................
180,102
··············100
·· ~
················
~
650,897 ................
61,674
I-'
...... ··········
00

•

· -· · • • • •

S. R. HOBBIE,
1/irst Assistant Postmaster General.
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~
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0

CONTRACT OFFICE.

Number of mail contractors, route agents, local agents, and mail messengers in the several sections~
Sections.

>

Contractors.

New England ..•••••••••.•••••..•••...•...•••••••.••.•.• _••.•..•••.••••••••
Ne,v York . •.••••••••••..•••..••...•••••••••..•.•••.•.. , .•...••.... •,.••••
]\fiddle ..•••••.•••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••
Southern ....•••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••.•••••••••••••••••.
Nor thwes tern •.•••••••••••••• , • • • • • • . • • • • .•••••••.•••.•••••• •,, ••• ,,. •,,

I Route agents.

600
586

15
11

755
644

8

708

8outhwesteru ..•.••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.•••.•••••.•.••••••••••• , ••••.•.

724

Total .•••• , •••.••••••••••• :

4,017

13

················

················
47

I

Local agents.

I M~il

messengers.

..........
, .....
... ............

42-

~

1

················
4
'

;

......

53
40
20

16

13
12

21

180

S. ·R. HOBBIE,
First .l.lssistant Postmaster General .

~

?<
t:,
0
~

~

9 ...
I-'

'

~

A 6.

Railroad service, as . in op.eration on the 1st of Octob~r, 1'848.

•

1:i
g
0

'-•

I

f

·

1 ..

4

·I

From Bangor to Upper S'1!4lI·
. "'ater···.. .- ••••••••• -.•.•••.•• ·•••
F1:om Portland to Portsmouth,
92
N. H .....•.·•• : , . ... ·.... ·.....
201
From Conc(lrd to Lowell, Mass ..
New Hampshire .••
269
From Concord to West Lebanon,
with branch to Bristol.. ••••••.
401
. From.' l3oston to Portsmouth,
MassaQhnsetts ..•••
N. H ...•.••...• ·••...•••••.•.
Br·a nch to Marblehead •••••••••.
402
Brom Boston to South Berwick
j_l!_.qction_, · Me., _ with 3 _miles
branch from Dover to Great
Falls .•• ; •••••••.••••••••••••
404
From Boston to Lowell
Branch to Woburn ............ .
:406
From Bost9n to Fitchbug ..••• ,.
~407
From Boston to Worcester ••••••
410
From Boston to Providence, Jt. I.
412, 413· From Boston to Plymouth ..•••••
436
From Groton Depot to Townsend
-_ =4(H
From -Taunton to Mansfield. • •.
462
From Taunton to New E~<l.t:ord .•
464a
From Boston to Fall ll,iver ••.••
Maine., ••••••••••.

Q)

-

~

s

:::i

c:.)

:.O..c:

s:::

z

•

t;

a.i
c:.)

~
..c

<D

~~
00,

<-,

~tates .

c:.)

d d
..., <D
·O

i::i

E-t

1,- --.,

llfiles.

.0

rn

.5

a.i

~

~.

Q)

+->..!:d
<-,

0

~
s... s...

<!)

s Ao

z

54¾
4

Rem~rks. :

A,~

s:::

:::i

<l'.l

~

i:;

d

1

ttj
~

Miles.

9

82

~j

-rn
d

I d
:::i

.D <D

61a

521}
50

.s

~
P-t

Q)
<1)

61¾
13.2

12
18

t,

00

$6,733 00

0
~

4,015 00

10,444 00

6 ;718

6,429 00

6

12
6

·oo

$15

6

~

8,324 00

J . . _. . .. . . . . . . .

I Embraces

sid'e supply.

1. . . . . . . . . . do •

z

0

J~

•
77½
26

12
18

3

6

54!

6

46
43

45
11

12

21
53½

18
18
6
6
l3
13

12

~

6,921
3,600
1,994
7,000
7,006
2,000
280
I, ll4
1,950
2,250

oo

1· ••••••••••• 1•••••••••• do.

00
00
00
00
. • • • • •.• • • • do .
00
Under coach contract .
00
•••••••.•• dti •
00
00
00 • • • • •.• • • • • • • , Embraces side supply.

'
1-l

w

~

i,-,,.

,_

A 6.~lfoilroad service-Continued.

(,:)
~

.s

q)

~

._...
States.

I,

CD •
CJ .Cl)

0

t; rn

i:::..,

...

ep ·

~

~
A'

0

~

--~--1---1
MassachusettsContinued. ,

Rhode Island ~•••••
Connecticut .••••••

New fork, •••• ,.,

....

_::· .·

465

,_ Cl>

:.a..i::0

... 13::

0

C1)

-..,
!l

.D

Si:l.

d:;;

E-t

z

<

C1)

0

C1)

30

157 ,. , ••.••• ,.

,

i:::

·;:, .

~
i:..

C1)

...
C1)

roS
i:..

g
i:::

.1 -<- - - 1 - - - - - - - - -

6

$290 00

12

[20, 1·86 00
I

Remarks,

!l

drF.l

i:::
i:::

:;;

l;___.1--- 1- - - 1
Miles. I .Miles.

From Middleboro' to East Wareham ...•••• : .•...•.••••••..•.
476
From Wore ester to Albany, N · 1 }
Y., with 6 additional trips, 3
months, 38~ miles of the distance ...•.•••.•..••••••..••••. )
484
From Worcester to Providence,
R. I. ...... .--. ... ·...........•.
503a From Springfield to Greenfield . :
513
From Pi.ttsfie1d to North Adams;
523
From Fitchburg to Keene, N. H.
602
From Providence_to Stonington ..
672
From Norwich to Worcester,
Massachusetts ...•••••.....•.••
685
From New Haven to Springfield,
Massachusetts ..•.••.......•••
688
From New Haven to Plainville .•
702
From Bridgeport to West Stock·
bridge, thence to State line,
Massachusetts .••••.......•.••
806
From New York to Greenport ...
811 pt. Fr?m White P!ains to Ple~sant•
ville .•.••••••••••.••••••.•••••
81111
From Pleasantville to Croton
Falls ..•...•..••. •··•·•······
812 pt. Fl'orn New York to White Plains.

<'d2

~

~

"'
-~...,.?<i
~

0

~
t::1

414 00

l
48
38
21

12

I ...

42
48.!
-~

790½
48.l
-~

6
6
6
6

1,850
3 257
170
1,800
4,850

00
00
00
00
00

59

12

7,586 00

63!

12
6

8,142. 00
780 00

6
6

5,250 00
4,329 00

9

6

270 00

20

6

27*

6

26
98

101

I

246¼

578 00

657 00

0
~

l

Under coach contract.

$70,406 00
4,850 00

~

·9

~

Under coach contract.

21,758 00
Offer of department.

:P.ro .- ntt<

,-vuto .

,or this

Pll rt oC t h <"

'

\

815 pt.I From Piermont to Port Jervis' •.•

73¾

From Albany to Troy .......... .
From Albany to Schenectady .• ~.
From Troy to Schenectady ••••••
From Trov to Saratoga Springs.
964
From Schenectady to Utica ..••••
967' ,From,. S~h~nect~~Y' to Sarat_o~a: ·
Springs ••..•... _....••.••.••••
10.23
Fi:ont ·Utica to Syiacu&'f.•••••. •-..
1010 ·
From Syracuse· to Auburn .. ., ••••
From Junction to Skaneateles,, ~ •.
1078
1087
From Auburn to Rochester .•' •• : •
Fr.om Ithaca to Owego •.••.•• : : •·
1096
1145
From Rochester to Attica .••••••
1180
From Attica to Buffalo ...••..•.
1189
From Lockport
Lewiston and
Niagara F!!,lls ... ~ :· ~ · .. • •1: • • •
1194 pt. From Buffalo to Lewiston •••••••

6
16
20Ji1
3-2
78

920
921.
934
· 938

to

.....

New Jersey •••••••

1301

From N ewi York to the intersee.ti_o~ wi!h ~hiladelphia railroad.

1302

F:torti ·New· York to· Pa..tterson .-. :
From New York to Mon-is town.
From Elizabethtown to Somerville ...••• ~ ••.••• ·; •..•••••. , i, ~ ••
1319 pt. From Morristown to Dover ••••.

1303
1315

Pennsylvania ...... .

1334

From point of intersection -'With
cars on (1301) to Philadelphia

1401

From Philadelphia to Columbia .•
From Philade:yhia-to Pottsville ..

1405
1469
1488
1504

1607

~~

22
53
27
5

78
30 ·
44
31

••• · ~· ! ••

........
........
........
........
........
········
........
········
........
········
........

27
29 ·

i.. ~~ ..
18
32
26
13

......•.

7,

H

6

, 14
14

750 00
1,000 00

7

..........

83}
97

,10,800 00
988 00

~

t:;
For thinl extra trip, when
mails fail to c.o nncot.·

00
1,600 90

12

t_!fj

62,283 00

1:soo

13

1,400, 00

6

325 {)O

14

16,200 00
•1,.000 00

14

8 mo., 12
4 mo., 6
14

I

0
~

~

9
..

,, -.,,

12

I~5 ...... .. :m)
I
. ............ ..
~54 - ,

Offer of department.

oo I· ............ ..........
1

· 14
14

. 14'

00 ,
00
00
00

943 00
7,950
do.
4,050 00 .. • ••.•••• • ••••••••••. do.
260 00 1
11,700 00
333 · 00
4 months in coaches .
6,600 00
4,800 00

l)"

..~......

•t•••••••

1,900
490
490
11,700

6
14'

7

........
••••11•••
........

394 00

14
141

729¼-

Pro rata for thii; part c,f the
route. Offer of department.

3,189 00

6

~

.

·under coach contract. Pro
rata pay for coach service.
r-For third extra tripl when
33,813 00 5 mails fail to connect..,

12,525 00
( 11 086 00

5 '

From Lancaster to Harrisburg ..•
37j
5,644 00
From Harrisburg to Chambersburg ..•••••...••••..•.••••••.
52
14
7,429 00
From Chambersburg-to·-Hage rs.::
town, Md .•••••..••...••••••. ,
22 1· ....... ,,
6
I
943 00
From Summit to Joh~~t;ow,n ..... ,. •••••P .' ,,.~292¼ . . . . . ......._. . ... . . . .. t- 37 ,627 00

I--L

t-!)

Covered by horse contract.

O')
~

I :r:., c,,.
Cl>

•1

E

States.

I

....8
0

~

I;',.

I

f

.1903

1905
1927

n!-·f .ib.~ ~ j
i,1i

'i
!

Termmi.

1• -

.....

;:,

1902

,,,. f'•
(

z

1901

p ..
'!

l

s
MarylaRd. ~ ••••••. I

,_, )A. ~.-Railroad service-Continued.

j"l)

'''I',;")
:;.,f l .. .,..

t

/ From Baltimore to Philatlelphia

'·I

I Frotn Baltimore to Washing ton,

v0

<D

:-0 ..d
C;)

i:::

-o:!

Miles.
97

~

-~

Cl)

...,'"'

I

.

40

F,om Baltimo,e to Combedand ..
Branch to Frederick ... '. ....•..•
From-Baltimore to Columbia, Pa.
From Annapolis to Junction ••..•

179
3

s:::

·;,
~
o:!..,

o:!

~

~

s.:..

d::,

z

<

s:::
s:::

:;j

14

72

20

411

.r

Virginia .•.•.••••• ~-I

2l65

'2206
2234

2425
2444

·1

South Cp.rolina ••••

:o.

c ............................

From Hicksford to Gaston, N. C.
2524
From Winchester to Harper's
Ferry •••••••••••••••..•••••••
2801
From Raleigh to Gaston •..•..••
2817 pt. From Weldon to Wilmington ....
3104
From Celumbia to Branchville ...
3122
From Charleston to Augusta, Ga..
3196
From Junction to Stato:;burg •..•

2448

North Carolina •••

From Mansfield to SanduskJ .•••
From Springfield to Sandusky.;.
From Cincinnati to Springfield .·.
From Junction to Cobham Depot.
From Petersburg · ~ eld~n, N.

61
13!

85
58
64

20
32
87
162
69
139
18

........

••••••,•••.·I Distance claimed at 102 miks.

$30,600 00

............

12,000 00

·1

42,812 50 '
• ••• • •• • •• do.
7,000 oo.
2,200 00 $94,6f2 50

... .. .....
~

7
6
3 mo. 6 a
additional. ,

6,

········

7

7
6

7

249

7

226

7
7
7

········

I
2,615
5,743
8 ,5oo
5,800

6

7
7

174

Service recognised at this
sum.
Contract not exocuted.
Service recognised at this sum,
Contract not executed.

£4

280

........
........

Remarks.

<

,v.

Ohio .••••••••••• -.!

I

~~

dCl.l
:;j
s::
s::

Milts.

l·.....

i.:.

o:!

»

.!<:

~ ~

········

i~

~

Cl)

.... <D
0 (IJ

········

~

., ; C ~' I,_'.";.,

l

..d
<:.)

'

,

D.C .•...•.••••••.•••••..•.••

I

•

<:.)

~00

~-

·-~r;

Cl)

s;::-+-'
o:! o:!

j

, .. ,,. ,,., ,. ....

rn
0..

·=

C

'
l

I

00
00
oo
00

I

16,858 00

...... ,.... ·I

15,200 00
Contract not executed .
2,000 00 . . . • • •. . • . • • . . • • . . . • . • do.
2,743 00
8.700 00
38,475 00

6,900 00
33 012 50
'900 00 )

25,743 00
...........
·I· ......... c10.
47,175 00 .......... do.
40,812 50

.

t,..j

?<
t:,
0

r,>

~

9

!~

-.,

~

Georgia •••••••••••

32oU

32.-l7
3299
3308
3344
3702
3704
3712
3715

Michigan ..........
00
0

Indiana •••..••••••
A.labatna •••••••••.

3904
5513
5580

Mississippi •••••••.

5704

'

-

Jfrom ::savannan
h w 1uacon
•.•• , •
M
From Macon to Atlanta •••••••
From Augusta to Atlanta ••••• ,
Branch to Warrenton .•..•••••
From Union Point to Athens."••
From Atlanta to Dalton •••••••
From Detroit to Paw Paw •••••
F-rnm Detroit to Pontiac .••.•••.
From Monroe to Hillsd&1.le ••••••
.From Toledo, Ohio, to Adrian,
Michigan •..••••••••••••••••
From Indianapolis to Madison .•
From Decatur to Tuscumbia ....
From Montgomery to Auburn .•
From J ack_son to Vicksburg ••••

W2
19
lOl

174½

3f

40
100
165

........
........

1......

7
7
7
6
6

25
,68

611~
........
........
........

33
87

291
87

6

60

103

7

46

46

7

43

· 19,200 00
H>,100 00
I

36, 1(16 00

t
I

6
6
6

6
6

2,0J)O
8;s11
10,441
1,072
2,972

00
oo
00
()0
00

1,415
3,729
t,843
12,000
4,600

00
00
oo ·
00
00

I

..

l

"t

I
,\

-~·

·-.

76,017 00
............
....... . ... do.

,,
f

"

~

..

•J

.

·'

15,900 00
3,729 00

J

' ,

'

-~

~

13,843 00
4,600, 00
!

4,957!

~'

,_, l~

587,204 00

r

' .

1-i

•

r

-··

.

t,tj
~

t:,

S. R. HOBJ3IE, First Assistant Postmaster General .
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Steamboat service, as in operation on the 1st October, 1848.
IP
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From New Bedford to Edgartown .•.•••••••••••.••••••••
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New York ......... .
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45!

From New Bedford to Nan·
tucket ••••.••••••••••••••••

801

From New York to Stonington,
Connecticut •••••••.••••••..
From New York to Norwich,
Connecticut •••••••..•••••••
From New York to New Ha.
ven, Connecticut ••••••••••••
From New York to Tomkinsville ...••.•••.•••..•.••••••
From N'ew York to Troy ...••••

814
From New York to North Shore.
815 pt. From New York to Piermont ..•
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Miles·.
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41 l5

4 mos., 3

108
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$450 00

2,438

oo

125

6

9,000 00

142

6

4,239 00

80

6

6,000 ·00

8

150

6
14

150 00
13,750 00

8
25

6
6

125 00

Contractors are to be allowed
$100 a year additional, if the
offices of Holmes's Hole and
• Edgartown shall yield $580
per annum.

$2,888 00

11071 00 , ••••••••••••

From 25th November to 25th
March, service is by packet
from Wood's Hole.
Offer of .department.

For season of navigation, and
three tirµes a day if regular
lines run so often.
Offer of departrnent. Pro rata.
for this part of' the routo.
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816

/ from New York to Bridgeport .. / •

947

I From Whi.tehall to St. John's,
Canada .••••••••••••••••••

65

1········1

6

I

2,438 00

I· .......... ·I And
at the rate $2,438 a year
additional for greater mail
service during the winter.

1109
1193

New Jersey .••••• ··1

1249
1304

.Ohio ..•.•••.•••.•'.

20e4

2240
2184

150

From Salubria to Geneva . . •••••
39
From Lewiston to Ogdensburg.
300
From Greenport to Sag Harbor.
12
From New York to Middletown
Point, N. J .•..•..•.•..•••
28
From Buffalo, N. Y., to T0lido,
Ohio •••••.••••.•••••••••.•
325
From Buffalo, N. Y., to Detroit,
Michigan ••.•••••••••••• _••• , 385
From Cincinnati, 0., to Mays·
ville, Ky ..........•........
64
From Bandusky to Buffalo, N . Y.
263

Virginia ••••• ,• •••• I ' 2461

From Norfolk to Hampton .••.••
18
From Richmond and Petersburg
to Baltimore, Md .••••••••.
361
2463
From Norfolk to Eastville ••••••
57
2464 - -From Norfolk to Scmth Quay •.•
35
'l,10
North Carolina •••• I 2817 pt. From Wilmington to Charleston,
South Carolina ••.•.•.•••.•.
176
2850
From Franklin Depot to Plymouth
108
South C&roliua •••• , - 3123
From Charleston, by Beaufort,
to Savannah, Georgia .••••••
160
Georgia...........
3251
From Savannah to Pilatka, Flo.
358
Florida. • • • • • • • • • •
3507
From Pilatka to Mellon ville ..••
125
3523
From Chattahoochee to AppaJachicola ••.•••.•••••..•...
150
_Miohiga.t1, •••••••••
3783
From St. Joseph's to Chicago,
"'.)
Illinois •.•••••••••••.• : ••••
70
Indiana •••••••••••
4077
From Louisville, Ky., t<l Cairo,
Illinois.-,_ .•••••.•••••••• , .•.
391
Misso11,ri •••••••••• · 4813
From St. Louis, to New ·Orleans,
Louisiana ••••••••••••••••. 1,250

2462

4814

I From Sr.Louis, to Keokuk, Iowa

206

6

1,500 00

............

6

1,104

6
6

1,468 00
1,500 00
250 00

............
41,486 00

28

5

300 00

........
........

········

I •

1-½ mos., 7

7¼ mos., 7

} 9,613 00

1,037

6
6

2,000 00
1,000 00

........

6

998 00

Offer of department. For season of navigation.
do

do.

300 00

.......... I
12,613 00

Mail carried at one cent per
letter and half a cent for
newspapers.
Contract not executed. Du~
ring steamboat navigation.

.
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471

34,000 00
955 00
717 00

36,670 00

284

7
3

36,525 00
2,500 00

············
39,025 00

7
2
1

14,000 00
7,500 00
1,500 00

7,500 00
............
,.

2

2,600 00

4,100 00

6

2,700 00

2,700 00

3

3,500 00

3,500 00

3

6,240 00 ....•...... ·1This service employed by the

160

353

········
275
70_
391

........
1,456

3

1,560 00

t:,
0

1
2
3

·······"
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Contract not e:xectited.
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14,000 00

7 ,800 00

do

do.

.trip through agents.
do
do. .
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A 7.-Steamioat service-Continued.
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5001
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5032

Alabama • .• ••• ~· ::

'
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5510
5581
5612

Miles.
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Arkansas . . . • . . . . . .

Louisiana. .. ..•.•... I

5716
5904

From Vicksburg to T azoo City.
From Regan's .Bluff to Napoleon •.•••••••••••• , •••••••••

....

6002
6004

From New Orleans to Covington •••••••••••••••••••... ;.
From New Orleans to Galves·
ton: Texas •.• ·.•••••••..••••
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Remarks.
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6

$21 ;a20 oo

3

3,060 00

I· ..... J..... .I Pro rata

7

3,850' 00

I$28,230 oo

6
7

4,325 00
7,947 00

............

259

7

24,00Q 00

36,272 00

75

75

3

1,975 00

1,975 00

178

178

3

6,000 00

6,000 00

54

3

1,soo oa

450

•1

5,000 00

132

1,757

61
34

164

\

Mi11sissippi , ......

.,p.CIS......,

·;_ (I)

ll[iles.

Froll\ Louisville to N cw Orleans, La .•••••••••••••••.• • 11,448
From Louisvil1e to Shawnee·
town, Ill ••••••••••••• , • • • • •
J.77
From Cincinnati, O., to Louisville, Ky ................... .
From Gunter's Landing to Decatur ••.••••••..••••••••••.
From Stockton to Mobile .••••••
Froni Mobile to New Orleans,
Louisiana .................. .

d

~
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~

Kentucky ........ ·(

00
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for steamboat par
of route.

~
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Under a coach contract.
Distan~e embracing interme
diate offices, which are but
seldom supplied, is 185
miles.
Pro rata for steamboat part
of route.

Service performed once in 5

days, from Nov. 1 to .July 1.
Pay 75 per cent. of postages
at Galveston, both of its dis

tribution and delivery.

2!
9

~

..

6006

6019

6Q62
Texas ...•••••••.•.

6101

~

I ,. . ~. I

[ F;::-:. ~~~- ~~I~~~.".'.~~'.:::::·j
l

From St. Francisville to New
Orleans ..••••••••• ; ••••••..•.
From New OrleaRs to St. Francisville ..••••••••••••••••••••
From Galveston to Houston ••••

500

I

......

l

· lI

2 a week
(
to Natchi- _,
toches, 174
Service employed by the tfip
2,120 00 · • • • • • .• • • •
through agent.
miles; 1 a
week the
residue.

1

J

l

2

7,000 00

141

1,298

1

. 1,200 00

80

80

2

- 1,250 00

147

employed at $200 per
I 17,120 00 IService
month till January 1, 1849.
1,250 00

\
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I.......... 1............. 1 263,429 oo
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Ex. Doc. No. 1.
B.

Report of tlie Auditor of the .Post Office Department.
P. 0. D.,
November 24, 1848.

AUDITOR'S OFFICE,

Sm: In submitting to you, -as I have now -the honor, to do, and in
compliance with your request, my -second annual report of the operations of this office for the past fiscal year-my former report having comprised the operations for the two preceding years-I am
happy to be able to state that w~ilst there has been ~o dim~riution
of the business, but rather an mcrease, correspondrng with the
continual increase of preceding years, there has been no abatement
of application and exertion on the, part of the clerks.. to. the business in its various branches, or failure to despatch 1t m the due
and regular time.
'
In the year _ending 30th of June, 1848, sixty-two thousand and
forty-eight quarterly accounts of postmasters ha~·e been examined,
and the amounts of revenue arising therefrom ascertained.· Nine
thousand six hundred and eighty-eight quarterly accounts of contractors have been adjusted, and the balance·s due thereon reported
to you for payment. In the for.mer accounts, eight thousand nine
hundred a,nd ninety-senn errors h:tve been discovered a1,1d corrected. The corrections have been known to the postmasters, and
such other explanation$ have been given as they have thereupon ·re:quired. In the latter, the adjustments have been preceded by obtaining evidence from the offices which ;were the termini of the
routes, of the due performance of the service, and, have involved
the collection, as applicable in part to the payment of the contractors, -o f the balances of postages in more than twelve thousanci
of the offices situated upon their mail toutes.
The minor branches of accounts, for the. supply of blanks, mail
bags, locks, keys, and stamps, for advertising·, for messenger service, and for special agents, as well as the incidental duties arising out of the transactions of the department with individuals and
agents of every kind; the registering of the accounts, and posting
of the entries into the books; the preparation, exhibition, and correction of the balances due by direct demand, or the agency of
postmasters, and the prosecution of suits; and the correspondence
growing out of the whole-these settlements and these duties in
their several spheres and varieties have all kept pace with the two
leading branches of business first mentioned; have expanded in due
proportion with them; and have been performed and despatched
with equal promptitude and punctuality.
Under the act of 17th May last, which authorized the existing
scale of commissions allowed to postmasters to be cast upon the
postages collected .in a quarter, instead of the amount collected in
a year, as directed by the act of 3d March, 1847, the accounts of
~ve thousand three hundred and thirty-six persons have been ~eapJusted for the respective periods they were severally in office, between the 3d March, 1847, and the ·31st March, 1848-say five
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.quarters. The a:mount which has thus accrued, $112,213 41, has
been credited to them, and charged to the appropriation for com pensation of postmasters for the last quarter of the year. But two
of the clerks employed on this readjustment will be retained for a
time_to make the necessary corrections growing out of these credits in the general ac·counts of those postmasters who remained in
office only for a part of the time, and will leave a portion of the
apprnpriation
$2,000 for this e~ployment unexpended. ·
The correspondence of the office for the year has included the
re~eipt, of eighty-Jour thousand eight hundred and twenty-five
letters, and packets covering certificates, receipts, returns, and ac1'-fiowledgments, and ·the transmission hence of sixty-eight thousand and eleven communications of all kinds, .whether written or
printed.
'
The vital business of- collection continues to be prosecuted in
the manner stated in my last report, and the policy of making immediate demand, before there is time for the sense of responsibility
to abate, or for temptation to misapply the public funds to inter,v ene, has since been more abundantly vindicated. Three thousand one hundred and fi.fty -'five postmasters went out of dffice in
'',the year, indebted, as · the accounts have been adjuste , in the
sum of. • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $67,681 06
Of this sum there has been already collected $40,904 98 ·
'The items too trivial in amount for collection,- or otherwise bad, amount to......
61 42

ol

- - - - 40,966 40
Leaving in the course of collection. , • ,.• , ••••• ·•••••••• 26,714 66
$978 72 of which has been put in suit.
·
1 The like balance for the preceding year, ending 30th June, 1847,
remainin.g due, by my former report, was $23,282 18. By certain
additional cl.arges on the one han<l, and credits on the other, growing out of adjustment., this balance may _b e ~tated at ••. $23,287 01
· Of this sum there has been collected in the
year ....•. ...................•.• ,•....• $18,103 20
~he items too trivial in amount for collection, or otherwise bad, amount to.......
128 09,
- - - - - 18,231 29

-----

Leaving in the course of collection............. • • • • • • 5,055 72
Of which $1,638 . 12 has been put in suit.
The balance of the year again preceding, ending 30th June,
T846, to wit:' $10,009 43, as shown by my report, modified as
above by adjustment, may be stated at •••• , ••••••••.••• $12,969 93
Of this sum there ha~ been collected in the
year ..•. ,. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . · $6,297 14
The items too trivial in amount for collection, or otherwise 'bad, amount to...... .
510 48

6,807 62
Leaving in the course of collection .••••• , , , •••••• ~,,.

'9f which $5,079

60 has been put in suit .._

.

6 7162 3;1
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The balances arising in the three fiscal years last preceding, re.
maining uncollected, may therefore be stated as follows:

In the year ending June 30,_1846 .................. . $6,162 31
In the year ending June 30, 1847..... • • • • . • • • • • • • • • 5,055 72
In the year ending ~une 30, 1848 ••••••••• ·.......... · 26,714 66
, 37,932 69
I

•

The balance for the last year of the three is large, relatively to
the ba1ances of the two proceeding, only be~ause of the brief spice
which has yet run for the process of collection. Mor~ than half of
this balance .will doubtless be collected withi'n the next thr e months, and but a ver·y small portion be ultimately lost. The
whQ}e amount must strike you as amazingly small, compared with
the revenue of the three years, to wit: $11,538,614 95, being, in
fact, less than one-third . of one per cent. of that amoui1t. ,
- The balances due from late. postmasters prior to 1st
July, 1845, as stated in my report, was •••••••••• , •• $323,598 40
And as due to them ••••••••••••••••••••.••••, • • • • • • . · 13,196 08
Leaving net ••••••• ; •••• ; •••••••~ •••••••••• ·•• .• • $310,402 32

~

By modification~ in adjustment, including the charge of postages
not reported, penalties, interest, and costs, ana _incl-uding a portion
of the latter . balances paid, the average ·balances due from late
postmasters may be stated at ••••..• ~... • • • • • • •.• • • • • $319,880 79·
Of this sum there has been col1ected during
the year •• _•••••• ; ••••••••••••••• ·••••.. _
$10,808 89
There has been credited in account....... 51,709 83
And t here has been found clearly not collectable •••••••••••••••••••• , .••••••• ,
2,704 28
66,223 00·
Leaving an average amount of ••••.•••.••• ·•••••• $254,657 79
due to the department. A great p 'o rtion of this amount has beeij.
due for many years; and although •it is not intended to remit the
efforts at collection, it is not probab_le that much of it will now be
realized. ,
!he number of suits instituted during the year, by direction of
this office, is ni·n ety-one-involving balances due to the amount of
$3,2_71 l!; whilst the number of cases closed by recovery and col ..
lection 1s one hundred and eight, involving the amount of
$10,655 68.
,
But the business of collection is far more comprehensive in its
present application and advantages, than may be inferr.ed from its
results, thus detailed in cases of persons who have gone out of
office, and in respect to accounts thereby brought to a close. Its
~ystematic extension and rigid enforcement in relation to postmasters
m office, and to accounts still running, has, perhaps, had a still
more_ hen eficial effeet upon the revenues of the department. Of
the sixteen thousand _one hundred and fifty-nine post offices in ope-
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ration during the year, the following classification indicates the
process relied upon by the department for reali~ing their quarterly
postages :
1,400 draft offices.
800 depositing offices.
1,430 special offices.
_
12,529 collection offices.
/
#

The first two classes are ttnder the vigilant and exact management of your accom plish.ed third assistant, John Marron, esquire.
It is only in the ·cases of these two descriptions of office, when a
draft office has failed t!) honor a draft of the department, or its
funds ca.nnot be disbursed at the particular point-or a deposit office _has failed to make its periodical deposit, or to make it for the
full amount due-that the principle of colJection is called into exercise, and this office proceeds to state the account of. the· post·
master, to ascertain the exact sum in, hand and provide for its collection, by deposit, payment, or transfer, as the case may be. · In
respect to ~he two latter classes, the special and collection offices;
both under the direct supervision of this office, it is in constant
exercise to derive-from special offices any surphasses, from time to
time, in them, over and aoove the expense of supplying their mail;
and to comp·e l the collection office's to pay over to the contractors
punctually at the end of eac;h quarter, and to the full amount, the
quarterly postages du~.
By this proces·s the first symptoms of
default are -checked and corrected, or the defaulter· is put out of
the way of increasing his indebtedness, and the _debt placed at
once in the course of liquidation, as the most certain means of
pre·v,e nting lo·ss.
The succ·ess of the Post Office Department in a vaili-ng it~elf of
its revenue, may challenge a comparison with any system of fiscal
management whatever. Without any fund in reserve, it maintain~
. an expenditure equal to its revenue, by a reliance merely upon
the fidelity of more than sixteen thousand agents, who collect it
_from the people, and upon a machinery adapted to reach it in their
hands under all the dimculties arising from th~ extent of our coun;_ry, and the diversity of its parts in ·population, habits, and the
cour·se and direction of its business. So remarkabl ·e an example of
punctuality mU'st arise, in part, from the national character of out
people; but it must also, in part, be ascrjbed to· the energetic administrati,on of tpe department. The punS!tua]ity_ of fiscal agents
will be found in g-eneral in direct sympathy with the activity-of the
superintending power. A systematic vigilance on its part once
cle~rly ~stablished, will find but few disposed to set it at defiance;
:whilst rn~tances of the misapplication of public money to arise
from. ~em1s~ess ~nd neglect, will spread the contagiou.s example
of w1tn~oldrng (m the hope, perhaps, of fil'lally retaining) it from
the service of the government.
•
As the revenue of the last three years has thus been paid over
~o the. us_e of the department with unsurpassed punctuality, so it
1s gratifying to me to remark that it has been disbursed with equal
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promptitude · in the payment of its public creditors. I am well
persuaded that no instance has occurred of a demand u~on it adjusted in this office which has not been promptly discharged by
payment where the service may have been performed, or at some
other point equally acceptable to the party; and no delay has occurred in a,djnsting such demands, where the materials for adjus t·
ment were at hand; or where they were not, in notifying the party
of the o_bstacle in the way, and acting upon the. case when that
obstacle was removed.
Delays of -s ettlement can never be designed or tolerated by a -government which stands inJhe relation
of agent~ to do that business for the people which they cannot do
for themselv~s. Such delays naturally and inevitably lead to the
derogatory necess_ity 'Or expedient of em ploying professional agents
for the ordi~ary business in the departments, involving, on the one
hand, expense to the principal, and on the other, taking up more
time, and requiring more labor on the part of the public office 1
and, withal, intercepting that direct communication between the
parties, which should serve to foster and promote just sentiments
of respect and attachment to their government on the part of the
people. It has been my aim to obviate any supposed necessity of
this kind, in respect to settlements in my offi.t e; and at the same
t~me, to enhance, by securing promptitude ·of payment, the value
of the -aums allowed, in the estimation of the parties, as a consideration fairly to enter into future stipulations of service by making
such settlemeuts promptly and periodically, and, to a g~eat extent,
in a<lvance of application from the parties-an aim which I trust
has to some extent been . accomplished.
-·
'.Much pains have been taken to give method and order to the
business, and a practicable and comprehensive arrangement to the
books and files of the office. In 1840, it was estimated that the
time of two clerks, cm the average, was taken up in finding the
books required for daily reference. In 1841-'42, a great improve·
ment was made, in restricting the books, with qualified exceptions,
to their several and proper places. They now number thirteen hundred and eight volumes, constituting a complete series of legers from
,the year 1776, and day books, journals, letter books, &c., &c., from
, nearly an equal period. An annalytical cata~ogue, now completeu
of the whole, together with a similar arrangement of the files, no
only greatly facilitates the business, but promotes accuracy, _by
making the great body of archives at once of easy, not to say in·
stantaneous, access.
The fruits of these arrangements are already manifest. In cen·
nexion with a more equal distribution of duties among the cle_rks,
and the incentives to zeal and exertion, arising from promotions
where opportunites have occurred, they have c::nabled the office to
maintain the regular current of its business without any augment.atio~ of its clerica~ force, notwithstanding the great increa~e of 1 •
business (progressmg annually) which has take=i place smce the
year 1841, when the present number of clerks was provided. The
diversity of the functions of this office, arising from its being the
1ole office of accounts for the department 1 and the;efore embra·
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dno- in its organizatio;n the several duties which, in respect to the
tre~sury are - shared by the auditor, register, comptroller, and so·
Jicitor, demands a high' relative degree of talent, as well as unre'mitting industry, on the part of its clerks.. Their exertions- to
meet the increased business of the office, and t'9 prevent the derangement and loss consequent upo~n arrear in al}y part, deserve, as I respectfully conceive, t~ -be .known, to be considere<l, and appreciated.
I have the' honor to remain your most pbedient servant,
.
P . G. WASHINGTON, .IJ.uditor.
Hon. CAVE JoHNSoN,

Postmaster General.
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